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1962); Sup, ed. K. Crim (Nashville, 1976)
IE.l Israel Exploration Journal, Jerusalem
LC J. Pedersen, Israel: Its Life and Culture,4 vols. in 2 (Eng. trans., Oxford,

1926-40.51963)
ill(s). illustration(s)
ILR Israel l,aw Review, Jerusalem
Imp. Imperial
impf. imperfect
impv. imperative
inf. infinitive
in loc. on this passage
Int Interpretation, Richmond
Intro(s). Introduction(s) (to the)
IPN M. Noth. Die israelitischen Personennamen im Rahmen der

gemeinsemitischen Namengebung. BWANT 46[III/10] (1928, repr. 1980)

ISBE International Standard Bible Encyclopedia, ed. G. W. Bromiley, et al., rev.

ed. (Grand Rapids, 1979-89)
J Yahwist source (Jl, earliest Yahwist source)
JA Journal asiatique, Pais
JAAR Journal of the American Academy of Religion
JAC Jahrbuch fiir Antike und Christentum, Miinster
JANES Journal of the Ancient Near Eastern Society of Columbia University, New

York
JAOS Journal of the American Oriental Society, Baltimore, Boston, New Haven

JARCE Journal of the American Research Center in Egypr, Boston
Jastrow M. Jastrow, A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi,

and the Midrashic Literature (1903; repr.2 vols. in 1, Brooklyn, 1975)

JBL Journal of Biblical Lirerature, Philadelphia, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
JCS Journal of Cuneifurm Studies, New Haven, Cambridge, Mass., Philadelphia,

Baltimore
JE Yahwist-Elohist source
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Jer.
JJS
JM

Jerusalem (Palestinian) Talmud
Journal of Jewish Studies, London
p. Jotion ind T. Muraoka, A Grammar of Biblical Hebrew. Subsidia biblica

14/I-II (Eng. trans. 1991)

Journal of Near Eastern Studies, Chicago
Journal of Northwest Semitic hnguages, Stellenbosch

Journal of the Palestine Oriental Sociery, Jerusalem

Jewish Quarterly Review, Philadelphia
Journal of Religion, Chicago
J iid i s c h e S c hr ift e n au s h e I I e n i s t i s c h - r d mi s c he r Ze i t, G ljter sloh
Journal for the study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Pe-

riod, Leiden
Journal for the Study of the OT, Sheffield
Jcturnal for the Studl' of the OT, Supplement, Sheffield
Journal of Semitic Studies, Manchester
Journal of Theological Studies, Oxford
Judaica, Zwrch
Kethibh
H. Donner and w. Rdllig, Kanaanciische und aramciische Inschriften, 3 vols.

(Wiesbaden, 2 1966-69, 3 197 l-7 6)
Kontmentar zum AT, ed. E. Sellin and J. Herrmann, Leipzig, Giitersloh

L. Koehler and W. Baumgartnet, Lexicon in Veteris Testamenti Libros
(Leiden, I 1953, 2 1958, 3 1967 -96)

C. F. Keil and F. Delitzsch, Comm. on the OT, 10 vols. (Eng. trans', repr'

Grand Rapids, 1954)
Kurzgefasstei exegetisches Handbuch zum AT, ed. O. F. Fridelin (Leipzig,

I 8 1 2-96)
Kurzer Hand-commentar zum AT, ed. K. Marti, Freiburg/Leipzig/Tiibingen
Kleine Lichter
Der Kleine Pauly. Lexikon der Antike, ed. K. Ziegler and W' Sontheimer, 5

vols. (Stuttgart, 1962-75)
Kleine Schriften (A. Alt [Munich, 1953-59, 31964]; O. Eissfeldt [Tiibingen,

1962-791; K. Elliger lThB 32 (1966)l; E. Meyer [Halle' 1910-24])

E. Konig, Hebrciischis untl Aramiiisches Wdrterbuch zum AT (Leipzig, l9l0;
6,7 tg37 )

Die keilalphabetischen Texte aus Ugarit,
J. Sanmartin. AOAT 24 (1976)

Kerygma und Dog,ma, Gdttingen
K. G. Kuhn, Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten

RevQ 4 (1963-64) t63-234
line(s)

(Gdttingen, 1960); Nachtriige,

E. W. Lane, An Arabic'English Lexicon,8 vols. (London, 1863-93, repr'

1968)
Littd rat ure s anc i e nne s d u P roc he - O rient, P aris
Latin
Loeb Classical Library, Cambridge, Mass', and London

Lectio divina, Paris
w. Leslau, Ethiopic and South Arabic Contributions to the Hebrew Lexicon

(Los Angeles, 1958)
Leiondnu, Jerusalem
W. Helck and E. Otto, eds., Lexikon der Agyptologie (Wiesbaden, 1975-)

F. Zorell, Lexicon hebraicum et aramaicum Veteris Testanlenti (Rome, 1958,

repr.1968)

JNES
JNSL
JPOS
JQR
JR
JSHRZ
JSJ

JSOT
JSOTSUp
JSS
JTS
Jud
K
KAI

KAT
KBL

KD

KEHAT

KHC
KIL
KlPauly

KlSchr

K6nig

KTU

KUD
Kuhn

l( l).
Lane

LAPO
Lat.
LCL
LD
Leslau,

Contributions
Lei
LexAg
LexHebArom
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LexLingAeth A. Dillmann, Lexicon linguae aethiopicae (Leipzig, 1865)
LexLingAram E. Vogt, Lexicon linguae aramaicae Veteris Testamenti documentis antiquis

illustratum (Rome, 1971)
LexSyr C. Brockelmann, Lexicon syriacum (Halle, 1928, 21968)

Lisowsky G. Lisowsky, Konkordanz zum hebr(iischen AT (Stuttgart, 1958,21966)
lit. literally
LOT Z. Ben Hayyim, The Literary and Oral Tradition of Hebrew and Aramaic

Amongst the Samaritans (Jerusalem, 1957)
LSJ H. G. Liddell, R. Scott, and H. S. Jones, A Greek-English Lexicon (Oxford,

e1940)

LTbK Lexikon filr Theologie und Kirche, ed. M. Buchberger, 10 vols. (Freiburg,
1930-38); ed. J. Hiifer and K. Rahner, 10 vols. and 3 sups. e957-68,
3 I 966_68)

LUA Lunds llniversitets Arsskrift
LXX Septuagint (LXXA, Codex Alexandrinus; LXXB, Codex Vaticanus; LXXor,

Origen; LXXR, Lucianic recension; 111st1,21, Codex Sinaiticus,
corTectors 1,2, etc.)

M Masada (manuscript)
Mand. Mandaic
Mandelkern S. Mandelkern, Veteris Testamenti Concordantiae (Tel Aviv, 1971)
MAOG MitteilungenderAltorientalischenGesellschaft,Leipzig
masc. masculine
MdD E. S. Drower and R. Macuch, Mandaic Dictionary (Oxford, 1963)
MEE Materiali Epigrafici di Ebla, Naples
Mek. Mekilta; Y., of Rabbi Simeon ben Yohai
Meyer R. Meyer, Hebrciische Grammatik,4 vols. (Berlin,31966-72)
mg. margin
MGWJ Monatsschrift fiir Geschichte und Wissenschaft des Judentams, Breslau
Michel D. Michel, Grundlegung einer hebrciischen Syntax, I (Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1977)
Midr. Midrash
MIO Mitteilungen des Instituts filr Orientforschung, Berlin
Mish. Mishnah
Moab. Moabite
MRS Mission de Ras Shamra, Paris
ms(s). manuscript(s)
MSL Materialen zum sumerischen l,exikon, Rome
MT Masoretic Text
MTS Miinchener theologische Studien, Munich
Mur Wadi Murabba'at text(s)
Mus Musdon, Louvain
MUSJ Mdlanges de I'Universitd St.-Joseph, Beirut
MilSt Miinsterschwarzacher Studien
MVAG Mitreilungen der Vorderasiatisch-Agyptischen Gesellschaft, Berlin, Leipzig
n(n). note(s)
N,Ntn passive, reflexive stem
Nab. Nabatean
NBSS T. Ntjldeke, Neue Beitiige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft (Strassburg,

1910)
NCBC New Century^ Bible Commentary, Grand Rapids and London
NEB Die Neue Echter-Bibel, Wtirzburg
NedTT Nederlands theologisch Tijdschrift, Wageningen
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NERT

NGTT
NICOT
NKZ
no(s).
NRSV
NRT
N.S.

NSS

NT
Nrs
NTT
obj.
oBo
OBT
obv.
OL
OLP
OLZ
Or
OrAnt
OrS
OSA
OT
OTL
OTS
OTWSA
p(p).
P

Palmyr.
Pap.
par.
pass.

PEQ
PEFQS
perf.
Pes.
Phil.-hist. Kl.
Phoen.
PJ
pl(s).
pl.
PLO
PN
PNPI
PNU
POS
POT
prep(s).
PRU

Near Eastern Religious Texts Relating to the OT ed. W. Beyerlin- OTL (Eng'

trans. 1978)
N e de rduit s e g e refo rme e rde t e o I o g ie s e ty d s kr if, Capetown
New International Commentary on the OT, Grand Rapids

Neue kirkliche Zeitschrifi, Erlangen, l*ipzig
number(s)
New Revised Standard Version (New York, 1989)

Nouvelle revue thiologigue, Louvain, Paris
new series
J. Barth, Die Nominalbildung in den semitischen Sprachen (21894, repr.

Hildesheim, 1967)
New Testament, Neues Testament, etc'
New Testament Studies, Cambridge
Norsk teologisk Tidsskrifi, Oslo
object
Orbis biblicus et orientalis, Fribourg, G<ittingen
Overtures to Biblical Theology, Philadelphia, Minneapolis
obverse of a papyrus or tablet
Old Latin (OLs, Fragmenta Sangallensia Prophetarum)
Orientalia lovaniensa periodica, Louvain
O rientali stis che Lite raturzeitung, l*ipzig, Berlin
Orientalia, Rome
Oriens antiquus, Rome
O rientalia Sue c ana, UPPsala
Old South Arabic
Old Testament, Oude Testament, etc.

Old Te stament Lib rary, Philadelphia, Louisville
Oudte stamentis che Studian, Leiden
Ou testamentie se we rkgemeenskap in Suid-Afrika, Pretoria
page(s)
iriistty source (PG, Priestly Grundschrifi ["basic material"]; ps, secondary

Priestly source)
Palmyrene
Papyrus
parallel/and parallel passages
passive
Palestine Exploration Quarterly, London
Palestine Exploration Fund Quarterly Statement, London
perfect
Pesiqta
Philosophische-historische Klasse
Phoenician
Pal ri s t in aj a h rb u c h, B erlin
plate(s)
plural
Porta linguarum orientalium, Wiesbaden
personal name
]. f. Start, Personal Names in Palmyrene Insciptions (Oxford' 1971)

F. Grondlhl, Die Personennamen der Texte aus Ugarit. StPohl | (1967)

Pretoria Oriental Series, Leiden
De Prediking van het 07! Nijkerk
preposition(s)
L, mhit royal d'Ugarir, ed. C. F.-A. Schaeffer and J. Nougayrol' MRS



Abbreviations

ptcp. participle
PTMS Pittsburgh Theological Monograph Series
Pun. Punic
PW A. Pauly and G. Wissowa, Real-Encyclopridie der classischen

Altertumswissenschaft, 6 vols. (Stuttgart, 1839-52); Sup, I I vols. (1903-
56); ser. 2, l0 vols. (1914-48)

Pyr. 23,36 K. Sethe, Die alteigyptischen Pyramidentexte, 4 vols. (Leipzig, l9O8-22)
a Qumran scroll (preceded by arabic numeral designating cave)
O Qere
QD Quaestiones disputatae, Florence
r. reverse (side of a tablet, coin, etc.)
R Redactor (RD, Deuteronomistic; RP, Priestly; RJ, Yahwist)
M Revue d'ass1:riologie et d'archdologie orientale, Paris
Rab. Rabbah (midrashic commentary)
MC Reallexikon fiir Antike und Christentum, ed. T. Klauser (Stuttgart, 1950-)
Rahlfs A. Rahlfs, ed., Septuaginra (Stuttgart, 1935)
RAI Rencontre Assyriologique Internationale, Paris
nAn H. Bonnet, Reallexikon der tigyptischen Religionsgeschichte (Berlin, 1952,

2t97 1)
RB Revue biblique, Paris
RE Real-Enzyclopiidie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche, ed. A. Hauck,

24 vols. (Leipzig, 31896-191 3)
REJ Revue des dtudes juives, Paris
repr. reprint, reprinted
RES Rdpertoire d'ipigraphie simitique (Paris, 1900-) (with number of text)
rev. revised, revision
RevBibl Revista biblica, Buenos Aires
RevQ Revue de QumrAn, Paris
RGG Die Religion in Geschichte und Gegenwafi (Tiibingen, 21927 -31 , ed.

H. Gunkel andL. Zscharnack, 5 vols.; 31957-65, ed. K. Galling, 6 vols.)
RHPR Revue d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses, Strasbourg, Paris
RHR Revue de I'histoire des religions, Paris
RivB Rivista biblica, Rome
RI-{, Reallexikon der Assyriologie, ed. E. Ebeling and B. Meissner (Berlin, 1932-)
RM Die Religion der Menschheit, Stuttgart
RMA R. C. Thompson, Reports of the Magicians and Astrologers (London,

r 900ff.)
RS Ras Shamra text
RSO Rivista degli studi orientali, Rome
RSP Ras Shamra Parallels: The Texts from Ugarit and the Hebrew Bible, ed.

L. R. Fisher et a1., I, AnOr 49 (1972); Il, AnOr 50 (1975); lll, AnOr 5l
(1981)

RSPT Revue des sciences philosophiques et thiologiques, Paris
RSR Recherches de science religieuse, Paris
RSV Revised Standard Version (New York, 1946,1952)
RTP Revue de thdologie et de philosophie, Latsanne
RW Religionsgeschichtliche Versuche und Vorarbeiten
Sab. Sabaic
Saf. Safaitic
SAHG A. Falkenstein and W. von Soden. Sumerische und akkadische Hymnen und

Gebeten (Zwich, 1953)
Sam. Samaritan
SANZ Studien zum Alten und Neuen Testament, Munich



Abbreviations

SAT

SB
SBB
SBFT^A

SBL
SBLDS
SBLMS
SBLSBS
sarscs
SBM
sas
SBT
ScrHier
SEA
Sem.
Sem
Seux
sFs
sg.
sGv
SJI"A
SJT
sNrsMs
SIWAO
SR
ssAw

ssN
ST
st.-B.

STDJ
StOr
StPh
StPB
StPohl
sub ast.
subj.
subst.
suf.
Sum.
SUNT
Sup
s.v.
SW
SWBA
SWJT
Synt
Syr.
Sy,
T
TAVO

Die Schiften des ATs in Auswahl, ed. H. Gunkel and H. Gressmann, 7 vols'
(G<ittingen, 2 l92o-22)

Sources bibliques, Paris
Stutt garte r biblische Be itrdge
Studii biblici franciscani liber annus, Jerusalem
Society of Biblical Literature
SBL Dissertation Series, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
SBL Monograph Series, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
SBL Sources for Biblical Study, Chico, Atlanta
SBL Septuagint and Cognate Studies, Missoula, Chico, Atlanta
Stutt garter biblische Monographien
Stutt garter Bibel-Studien
Studies in Biblical Theology, London, Naperville
Scripta hie rosolymitana, Jerusalem

Svensk exegetisk Aarsbok, Lund
Semitic
Semitica, Paris
J. M. Seux, Epith?tes royales akkadiennes et sumdriennes (Paris' 1967)

Studia Francisci Scholten memoriae dedicatae
singular
Sammlung geme inv e rsttindliche r Vortriige und S chiften, Tiibingen
Studies in Judaism in Late Antiquity, Leiden
Scottish Journal of Theology, Edinburgh
Society for NT Studies Monograph Series, Cambridge
Skrifter utgitt av det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo

Studie s in Religionl Sciences religieu.ses, Toronto

Sitzungsberichte der Siichsischen Akademie der Wissenschafien zu kipzig'
Phil.-hist. Kl.

Studia semitica neerlandica, Assen

Studia theologica, Ltnd, Arhus, Riga
H. L. Strack and P. Billerbeck, Kommentar zum NT aus Talmud und

Midrasch, 6 vols. (Munich, 1922-61)
Studies on the Texts of the Desert of Judah, Leiden, Grand Rapids

Studia orientalia, Helsinki
Studia Phoenicia
Studia Post- Biblica (Rome)
Studia Pohl, Rome
under the asterisk
subject
substantive
suffix
Sumerian
Studien zur Umwelt des NTs, G0ttingen
Supplement(s) (to)
sub voce (vocibus), under the word(s)
Supplements to W, Leiden
Social World of Biblical Antiquiry, Sheffreld
Southwestern Journal of Theology, Seminary Hill' Texas

C. Brockelmann, Hebrciische S)ztar (Neukirchen-Vluyn, I 956)

Syriac
Syria. Revue d'art oriental et d'archiologle, Paris

Testament
Tiibinger Atlas des Vorderen Orients, Wiesbaden
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TDNT

TDOT

Tg.

TGI
Tham.
ThArb
ThB
ThS
ThV
Tigr.
TLOT

TLZ
TM
TO

TOB
Tos.
TOTC
TP
TQ
trans.
TRE

TRU
TSK
7SS1

TTK
TTS
TUAT
TWNT

TynB
TZ
UF
Ugar.
Univ.
Urk.

UT
UUA
v(v).
VAB
vb.
VD
VG

W

Theological Dictionary of the N\ ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, 9 vols. plus
index vol. (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids, 1964-76)

Theological Dictionary of rhe OT, ed. G. J. Botterweck, H. Ringgren, and
H.-J. Fabry (Eng. trans., Grand Rapids,1974-)

Targum; Frag. Tg., Fragmentary Targum; Tg. Jon., Targum Jonathan from
Codex Reuchlinianus; Tg. Neof., Targum Neofiti; Tg. Onq., Targum
Onqelos; Tg. Ps.-J., Targum Pseudo-Jonathan

K. Galling, Textbuch zur Geschichte lsraels (Tiibingen, 1950, 21968,31979)
Thamudic
The o lo gi s che A rbe it en, Berlin
The olo gi s che Biiche re i, Munich
Theologische Studien, Zut',ch
Theolo gi s che Ve rs uche, Berlin
Tigrifla
Theological Lexicon of the OT, ed. E. Jenni and C. Westermann, 3 vols.

(Eng. trans., Peabody, Mass., 1997)
Theologische Literaturzeitung, Leipzig, Berlin
Tell Mardikh-Ebla tablets
A. Caquot, M. Sznycer, and A. Herdner, Textes ougaritiques. I. Mythes et

ldgendes. IA,PO, 2 vols. (Paris, 1974-89)
Traduction oecum6nique de la Bible (Paris, 1983)
Tosephta
Tyndale Old Testament Commentaries, London, Downers Grove
Theologie und Philosophie
Theologische Quartalschrift, Ttbingen, Stuttgart
translation, translated by
Theologische RealenTykloptidie, ed. G. Krause, G. Miiller. and H. R. Balz,22

vols. (Berlin, 1977 -92)
Theologis che Rundschau, Ttibingen
Theologische Studien und Kritiken, Hamburg, Gotha, Leipzig
J. C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriprions,3 vols. (Oxford,

t97s-82)
Tidsskrift for teologi og kirke, Oslo
Tri e re r t he o logi sche Studie n
kxte aus der Umwelt des ATs, Gtitersloh
Theologisches Wdrterbuch zum NT, ed. G. Kittel and G. Friedrich, l0 vols.

plus index (Stuttgart, 1933-79)
Tyndale Bulletin, London
The o lo gi s che Ze it s chrifi , B asel
U g arit - Fo rs chzngen, Neukirchen-Vluyn
Ugaritic
University
Urkunden des tigyptischen Altertums, ed. G. Steindorff (Leipzig, Berlin,

1903-)
C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Textbook. AnOr 38 (1965,21967)
U pp sala unive rs it e t s drs s krift
verse(s)
Vorde ras iatische Bibliothek, 7 vols. (Leipzig, I 907- I 6)
verb
Verbum domini, Rome
C. Brockelmann, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der semitischen

Sprachen,2 vols. (1908-13, repr. Hildesheim, l96l)
Ve t u s Te s t ame nt um, Leiden
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Vulg.
Wagner

WbAS

WBC
WbMyth
WbTigr

wdF
Wehr

Whitaker

WMANT

wo
WTJ
WTM

WUD
WUNT
WUS

ZA
zAs
7AW
ZBK
ZDMG

ZDPV
Ziegler
ZKT
ZNW
ZRGG
ZTK
72

-+

*

Vulgate
M. Wagner, Die lexikalischen und Srammatikalischen Aramaismen im

ahtestamentlichen Hebrriisch. BZAW 96 (1966)

A. Erman and H. Grapow, Wiirterbuch der rigyptischen Sprache, 6 vols.
(Leipzig, 1926-31, repr. 1963)

Word Biblical Commentary, Waco, Dallas, Nashville
Wc)rterbuch der Mythologie, ed. H. W. Haussig (Stuttgart, 1965-)
E. Littmann and M. H<ifner, Wiirterbuch der Tigre Sprache (Wiesbaden,

t962)
Wege der Forschung
H. Wehr, A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, ed. J. M' Cowan (Ithaca,

1961, 3197 l, 41979)

R. E. WhitakeL A Concordance of the Ugaritic l,anguage (Cambridge'

Mass., 1972)
Wissenschaftliche Monographien zum Alten und Neuen Testament,

Neukirchen-Vluyn
Die Welt des Orients, G6ttingen
We stminste r Theological Journal, Philadelphia
J. Levy, Wdrterbuch iiber die Talmudim und Midraschim, 4 vols- (Leipzig'

21924, rcpr. 1963)
Wort und Dienst, Bielefeld
Wissenschaftliche l/ntersuchungen zum Nf, Tiibingen
J. Aistleitner, Wdrterbuch der ugaritischen Sprache. BSAI44 Phil'-hist. Kl'

r06t3 (t9$,41974)
Ze it s c hr ift fiir As sy rio lo gie, Leipzig, B erlin
Zeitschrift fiir cigyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde, Leipz\g, Berlin
kitschift fiir die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, Giessen, Berlin
Ziircher Bibelkommentare, Zurich, Stuttgart
Ze it s chrift de r D e ut s c he n M o rg e nkindi s chen G e s e I I s c haft, Leipzig,

Wiesbaden
Zeitschrift des Deutschen Paltistina-Vereins, Le\pzig, Stuttgart, Wiesbaden

l. Zlegler, ed., Septuaginta (Gtittingen, 1931-)
Zeitschrift filr katholi s che The olo gie
Zeitschrifi filr die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft, Giessen, Berlin
Ze it s chr ift filr Re I i g io ns - und G e i s t e s ge s chi c ht e

" Ttitschrift fiir Theologie und Kirche, Ttibingen
Die Zeichen der Zeit

cross-reference within this Dictionary
derived from
whence derived to
theoretical form



TRANSLITERATION

VOWELS

.

-
b

b
ob

o

d

d
h

w

z

h

t

v
k

k
I

m

n

:

'
;'r

1t

--:-

'
-

-

-

-

,

5

*

'l

'
:l

a

a

a

a

ayw

ay

ay

e

e

ey

c

c

e

i

I

iy

o

o

o

o

u,u

u

CONSONANTS

N

!r

:
I
t
T

l
;1,;,r

't

I

n

u
t

!, :l
),'1
,
D,0
r, 'J

0

v
h

D,l
I,F
?
l
i?

v,

n

n
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llQQ pasafu; tlQP pesah

Contents: I. Meanings: 1. pslt and Related Semitic Terms; 2' pesah; 3. Translations.

II. History of pesah:1. Family Ritual; 2. Dtn Reform Program; 3. Developmentof Piestly pesah

programs in the Pentateuch and in the "Draft Constitution" of Ezekiel; 4. Development of the

Late Israelite p esah inthe Mazzot Papyrus of Elephantine and in the Christian pesa& Traditions;

5. Late Israelite and Early Jewish pesah in Mishnah and Targum; 6. pesah in Jubilees, the

Qumran Festival Calendar, and the Temple Scroll.

pasah. D. C. Arichea, "Translating Biblical Festivals," BT 32 (1981) 413-23; W. R. Arnold,

"The Passover Papyrus from Elephantinel' JBL 3l (1912) 1-33; C. W. Atkinson, "The Ordi-

nances of Passor"i-Unleau"ned Bread," AIR 44 (1962) 70-85; E. Auerbach, "Die Feste im alten

Israel," lrr 8 (1958) l-18; G. Auzou, De la servitude au service (Paris, 1961); T. Barrosse, "Pas-

cha und paschamahl," Conc 4 (196S) 728-33; G. Beer, Pascha oder das jiidische Osterfest. SGV

64 (1911); idem, "Miscellen.2. Die Bitterkraurcr beim Paschafest:'ZAW 3l (1911) 152-53;

idem, peiachim (Ostern). Text, Abersetzung und Erkliirung. Die Mischna II/3 (1912); S. Ben-

Chorin, Narrative Theologie des Judentums anhand der Pessach-Haggada. Jerusalemer

Vorl"sung"n (Ttibingen, tS[S); L Benzinger, Hebriiische Archriologie (31927)'. J. Blau' "Uber

homonyrie und ang:eblich homonyme Wurzeln," W 6 (1956) 242-48; W 7 (1957) 98-102;

J. Bowman, "The Importance of ihe Moon in Hebrew and Samaritan Festival Observances,"

Actes du Congris Iniernational des Orientalistes 25ll (1962) 360-62; W. Brandt, "Zv Be-

streichung mit Blut," ZAW 33 (1913) 80-81; G. Braulik, "Leidensgediichtnisfeier und

FreudenfJst. 'Volksliturgie'nach dem deuteronomischen Festkalendar (Dtn 16,l-17): TP 56

(1981) 335-57; idem, ';Pascha - 
von der alttestamentlichen Feier zum neutestamentlichen

iest," BiKr 36 (1981) 159-65; S. P. Brock,'An Early Interpretation of pasah: 'aggEnin the Pales-

rinian Targum:; rs r. I. J. Rosenthal (cambridge, 1982),27-34; A. Brock-Utne, "Eine religions-

geschichtiiche studie zu dem ursprtinglichen Passahopfer," ARI4/ 31 (1934) 272-'18; G. B.

h*rror", I mesi della Bibbia: Niian. Bietor 27 (1985) 223-27; idem, "Isaac and the Second

Night,', Bibl 6l (1980) 78-88; R. Cantalamessa, La Pasqua della nostra salvezza. Le tradiziotti
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"be lame";t are of less explanatory value than attempts to derive this scope from a sin-

gle root.2 The only legitimate basis for explaining the meaning of psi is those occur-

rences of the finite verb form not associated with the popular-etymological explana-

tion of the Passover ritual. Hebrew lexicographers assume a diachronic semantic

development from "be lame"/"walk with a limp" to "spring, jump, jump over"/
"spare"3 or a synchronic simultaneity of these meanings.4 Recently, however, scholars

have attempted to explain the occurrences on the basis of a common root meaning of
psb. A basic meaning of "hop, leap, jump"s is less persuasive because 2 S. 4:4 cannot

be subsumed under this meaning, nor can the verbal adj. pissdal.t be derived from it.
The prep. 'al in way"pass"h|'aLhammizbeah (l K. l8:26) contradicts the interpreta-

tion as a cultic "hobble dance" around the altats and results in the improbable thesis

of 'Jumping over [the altar)."l In Isa. 3l.5 pasoah parallels ganbns and hardly refers

to the hopping of a bird.r
The various occuffences can be better subsumed under the meaning "poke, push/

strike, hit [at, on, back]." Gerleman accentuates the aspect of "bouncing back" con-

comitant with the understanding of apotropaic ritual. I K. 18:21 is to be associated

with the notion of "bumping/striking against two sides" instead of with the notion (ex-

cluded by l8:26) of "limping on both sides" or'Jumping on two crutches" (se'ipptml.to

The continuation with double l"f;fi 'ah"rayw associates psft with the idea of movement.

V. 26 picks up on this with way"pass"hfi 'al-hammizbCah. The intensive form incorpo-

rates this bumping or striking against the altar into the notion of successively different

movements.ll Hence rather than a cultic ritual involving repeated running against the

altar,tz one ought probably to associate this with bumping injuries resulting from the

participants running around excitedly (cf. LXX).
In Isa. 3l:5 the notion of thwarting the enemy (pdsdah wehamlAt)r3 refers to defen-

sive and protective measures (par. gdn1n w"hassAl) undertaken on Jerusalem's behalf.

The orientation of 3l:5 to the meaning "walk with a limp" or "pass bY"l+ -*"t t"nt"
only if the pesah was transferred here to Jerusalem in the form of the family ritual at-

tested in Ex. l2.(1-14,)21-23. H. Barth thus presupposes that the pesah was centralized

in Jerusalem. One cannot adduce Dt. I 6: 1-7(,8) in support of this view, however, since it

l. Glasson; B. Kedar, Biblische Semantik (Stuttgart, l98l),96-97.
2. Blau, 243-44.
3. GesB,650; KBLz,769.
4. HAL, t[,947.
5. Keel, 428-33; Ros-Garmendia, 149-50.
6. HP, 140.
7. Keel, 429.
8. See already Redslob,25-26.
9. See also H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK W3 (1982), 1237.
10. See in this regard Gerleman, 411-12, contra P. Joiion, MUS"/ 3 (1908) 336-

11. See HP,151-54.
12. See Gerleman, 411.
13. GK, $133t.
14. H. Barth, Die Jesaja-Worte in der Josiazeit. WMANT 48 (19'17)' 78, 88-90.
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in its own turn draws from Ex. 12.T\e derivation of pshin Isa. 31:5 frompesah ("cele-
brate a Passover"l5) makes a virtue out ofthe vice of such exegesis, one that understands
pshin 3l:5 from the perspective of the pesahitual. Isa.31:5 needs to be interpreted
from the perspective of the semantics ofps/r itself quite independent of any pesahitual.

The basic meaning of psh as "push, shove, hit," also explains the occurrence
(niphal) in 2 S. 4:4 of wayyippdl wayyippds€al.t h a reflexive sense as "hit, bump one-
self."r6 The result is that the child's legs become lame (neftdh raglayim).

A connection thus emerges with the verbal adj. pissZah, which like other adjectives
denoting physical or mental defects is formed according to the qittcl type.lT A defect
noted in this way, namely, one resulting from "being hit, bumped," can be contextually
deduced (-+ nDD pissdah). The translation "lame" is too narrow for the meaning of
pissEah, which is not restricted to certain body parts, and should encompass any form
of defect to the body's extremities caused by bumping or hitting.l8

The Heb. psh and Akk. pessfi(m) are historically related,le the latter referring, like
pisseah, to external bodily injuries or visual impairment with regard to either human
beings or animals. Restricting the semantic connotations to "lame" and "limping" re-
sults from understanding Heb. pisseah itself too narrowly,20 since the reference is more
comprehensive and includes any form of injury.2l Hebrew lexicography merely en-
gages in circular argumentation when it adduces Akk. pessfr(m) in the meaning "lame"l
"limping" in support of translating the Heb. root psh as "lame"/"limping" while simul-
taneously deriving the Akkadian term itself from a corresponding understanding of
Heb. pisseah.

The PN pasEah derives from psh and occurs in I Ch. 4:12; Ezr. 2:49; Neh. 3:6;
7:51.22 The understanding of this name as "hobbler" is rather unlikely for a birth
name.23 Such a name might rather be an expression of strength and recall the unborn's
kicking or pushing in the womb (see Gen. 25:22-23). The PN psftn is found in Ugarit,2a
though these texts offer no clues regarding the meaning of the name.

The termpsh and Arab.fasafua, "to dislocate, put out of joint,"2s are also historically
related.

The basic meaning of psh as "punch, bump, kick," encompasses two related perspec-

15. Riedel,322-23;J. Schreiner, Sion-JerusalemJahwes Kdnigssitz. SANTT (1963),247-52.
16. Gerleman, 41L
17. GK, $84ba, c.
18. See Ouo, BN 41 (1988) 41.
19. AHw, II, 856-57; see in this regard W. W Hallo, "The Lame and the Halt," FS I{ E

Albrisht. Erlsr 9 (1969),66-70.
20. See AHw,11,856.
21. See merely RMA 235 A r. 5'. issu ina libbi pessati.
22. See also the inscriptional evidence for psh from seals: N. Avigad, "Group of Hebrew

Seals" (Heb. with Eng. summary), Erlsr9 (1969) I; F. Vattioni, "I sigilli ebraici," Bibl 50 (1969)
384, seal no.235.

23. IPN, no.227; HAL,111,948.
24. KTU 4.63 III 42; 4.343.2.
25. HAL, tII,947.
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tives:26 external movement against the resistance of an object ( 1 K. I 8:26) or sphere of
power (18:21), as well as, from the opposite perspective, the rejection or thwarting of
such movement coming from the outside, such as that of an attacking enemy (Isa. 31:5).

This basic meaning also throws light on the occurrences in which psft is associated with

the pesafu ritual (Ex. 12:13,23,27). The smearing of blood on the entrances to houses

(127,13a,22) is why in the original version hammail.til and in the later version

Yahweh2T encounter resistance at the entrances to the houses (pdsah'al-happelah, v.23

]v.27: 'al-bdtA benA yiSrd'El; v. 13: '"bkem)), thus preventing the destruction or slaying

(ngp) of the inhabitants (v. 13: w"ld'yihyeh bdkem negep l"maihi!; v.23: welo'yittEn

hammaihil ldb6' 'el-bdtAkem lingdp; v. 27 : we'e1-bdt4nfr hissil). The semantic proximity

of psh arrd ngp emerges in these passages,28 with psh referring to hitting or bumping

from the perspective of the person doing the striking or bumping. Here the semantic fo-

cus is on the resistance encountered by that person and the potential consequences in the

form of injury to that person (see 2 S. 4:4 as well as the semantic spectrum of pisseah).

By contrast, ngp refers to the striking from the perspective of the person struck. Here the

semantic focus is on the aspect of injury to or even destruction of the person struck.

2. pesaft. Two different explanations for the meaning of the subst. pesahhave been of-

fered.2e Derivations from the verb psh draw support from the interpretations of pesah in

Ex. 12:13,23,27, a derivation some scholars view as merely a secondary, popular-

etymological association of what are actually historically unrelated lexemes, and attempt

instead to derive the meanin gof pesahfrom ahistorical consideration oflsrael's environs.

Scholars interpret pesah vaiotsly as a rite of passage,3o a lunar festival,3l an

apotropaic ritual,32 or as an inspection ritual,33 and draw support from the meaning of
psh as "pass by"/"spare"; others interpret it as a ritual hobble dance34 portraying the

exodus,35 as a lunar dance,36 or as a fertility rite deriving from the fertility leaps ofthe

he-goat.37 Along these interpretive lines, Keel has explained pesah with reference to

the wild jumping and leaping of the demons and to the apotropaic ritual through which

one attempted to protect oneself from them.38 By contrast, Gerleman deives pesah

from psh as an apotropaic "bouncing back, ricocheting."

26. See G. Fohrer, "Zwerfache Aspekte hebriiischer Wcirter," Studien zu alttestamentlichen

Texten und Themen ( 1966- 1972). BZAW 155 ( I 98 1 ), 203tr.
27. See II.3 below.
28. See Gerleman, 412.
29. See the survey in Ros-Garmendia, 146-51.

30. Konig,298.
31. Benzinger, 382.
32. Kraus, Worship in Israel, 46.
33. Segal, 185-87.
34. Engnell, OrS I (1952) 46.
35. Ringgren, 167-68.
36. W. Graf, "Tanzl' LThK, l){., 1292.
37. Beer, Pesachim (Ostem), 13-14; see the survey in Laai 143-44.

38. Keel, 432-33.
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The semantic connotation of pslr as "push/strike/hit atlagainst/back" interprets the

blood ritual of pesah. From the perspective ofthe person seeking protection, the pesah

ritual involves striking back at or thwarting the power of the blow (ngp) (from either
mail.ttl or Yahweh); from the perspective of precisely this power, it involves the coun-

terstrike against the power of blood obstructing that blow
Considered against explanations of pesah from the root psft in Ex. 12:13,23,21 ,

those theses are of little value that derive pesah from various other sources. Such in-
clude Akk. paid$u, "cool off/calm,"3e and the possibly related Arab. fasuha, "be

roomy, spacious,"4o Arab. fasahu, "be long-/farsighted, clear" (i.e., atmospheric clarity
provided by the illumination of the full moon > pesahat), Arab. fasha, "part, piece;

salted meat,"a2 Syr. p"sah, "be happy, gay,"43 or Egyp. @9 ssh, "harvest,"a+ @9 shs,

"remembrance, memory,"'ls (pI sh, "blow, stroke."a6

These derivations collaps e if pesah can be associated with the verb pslr in a way also

explaining the Passover ritual itself such that the explanations in Ex. 12:13,23,27

emerge not as a popular-etymological association of two originally separate lexemes,

but as appropriate substantive explanations attesting a historical connection between
psh and pesah. The basic meaning of pesalr then expands to refer to the cultic obser-

vance during the night of Passover - in early traditions quite independent of the

seven-day Feast of Unleavened Bread,aT and after the two observances came to be

associateda8 it then functioned as a delimitation from the Feast of Unleavened Bread:ae

pesah l"yhwh (Ex. 12:l l; Lev. 23:5; Nu. 28 16);'did ('e!-) happesah (Nu. 9:2,4-6,13;

Josh. 5:10; 2 K.23:22;2 Ch.3O:2,35:16-17;Ezr. 6'.19); har happesah (8x.34:25b);
happasah fuag (Ezk. 45:21);srt mimmohoral happesah (Josh. 5:ll; Nu. 33:3). It was

only in popular usage during the late Israelite period that Passover and the Feast of Un-
leavened Bread came to be designated collectively as pesah (Josephus Ant. 9.13.3

5271;14.2.1 *21 8.J.2.1.3 $10; Lk.22:l).st

39. AHw,II, 840; see A. Jeremias, II, 102 n. 5; a different view is taken by Riedel, 324:for ad-

ditional bibliog. see Laaf, 145 n.93.
40. See L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwtirterbuch," yf 8 ( 1958)

194-95.
41. See J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTL 1219191,r^r.
42. Fraenkel,647.
43. See R. Payne Smith, Thesaurus Syriacus, II (1901), 3208.
44. Riedel, 326-29:Yo\ter, Passah und Mazzoth und ihr cigyptisches Urbild, 10ff.; a different

view is taken by Couroyeq 486-87 n. 6.

45. F. Hommel, Die alrisraelitische Uberlieferung in inschriftlicher Beleuchtung (1897),

292-93;P.BuisandJ.Leclercq, LeDeut€ronome(Paris,1963),123;adifferentviewistakenby
Couroyer, 487-88.

46. Couroyer; Ban, CPT, 103, 333; Laaf, 146-47; a different view is taken by de Vaux,
Anclsr 488; J. B. Segal, 100; Keel,431.

47. See Il.l below.
48. See II.2 below.
49. See II.3-6 below.
50. But see BF1S.

51. Jeremias, TDNT V,898.
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The term pesah car' also be transferred to the animal slaughtered in this cultic obser-
vance: ihthappesahitEx.12:21:'2Ch.30:15;35:1,6,11;Ezr.6:20;zbfupesahl"yhwh
in Dt. 16:2,5-6; cf. Ex. 12:21 with zepal.t pesah; Ex.34:25 with zebah hag happdsah;
pl. happ"sdhim, "sacrifrcial animals," in 2 Ch. 30:17;35:7-8,'Akal 'e1-happesah in
2 Ch.30:18.

3. Translatiorzs. The LXX translates pasah in Ex. 12:13 and27 as skepdzein, "pro-
tect" (Vulg. protegam), and in 12:23 as pardrchesthai, "pass by" (Vulg. pertransibit),
and pasdah in Isa. 3l:5 as peripoiiisetai, "rescne." The translation as pardrchesthai is
deduced from the context ('dlar inEx. 12:23; cf. 12:12).

This translation is adopted in Jub. 49:3 by Ezechieloss2 and Vulg. (Ex. 12:13,27:
transibo/transivir,' Ex. 12:23: transcendit; Isa. 3l:5: transienss3). Beyond the context
of Ex. 12, the notion of protection might have derived from Isa. 3l:5, whence it influ-
enced the translation of psh as hws, "to spare," in Tg. Onq. Ex. l2:13,23(,27);Tg. Jon.
Ex. 12:13(,27); Tg. Ps.-J. Ex. 12:13(,27). The marginal notes in Tg. Ps.-J. Ex.
12:13,23,21 explicatepsft variously with gnn ('aph: 'agg€n; cf. Isa. 31:5). In Syriac,
Palestinian, and Babylonian targumic traditions, 'aggAn became a technical term for
protective divine intervention and deliverance.5a The translation ofpsft as dhs, "press/
push," in Tg. Onq. Ex. 12:21 deviates from LXX and targumic evidence and attests a

nuance related to Heb. pslr.
The Syr. version adopts Heb. psh as 'apsah, though the question remains why it was

rendered causatively. Syriac comms. associate 'op$ab with pesaha, 'Joy," by way of
popular etymology.

The LXX transliterates Heb. pesah as pfuiseUphdsech (2 Ch. 30; 35), Aram. pasha'
(late form pisha5s) as pdscha; so also Philo, the Nl Aquila, Symmachus, and
Theodotion.56 The interpretation reflected in the translation of psh as parirchesthai in
the LXX also influenced Philo's translation of pesah as didbasis/diabatilria.51 The in-
terpretation of psh as "protect" in the LXX translation of Ex. l2: I 3 and 27 influenced
Symmachus's translation of pesah as hypermdchesis, "defense." Tg. Onq. Ex. 12:27
translates pesah as fuayis (Tg.Ps.-J.: h)dsd), "considerate treatment, sparing."

II. History of pesal.r.

l. Family Ritual. The text of Ex. l2:l-14, to be ascribed to P, has preserved in
l2:3b*,6b*,7a,8a,1lbp a ritual tradition formulated in the third person plural distin-
guishable from the later, second-person addendum.58 In this larger ritual tradition, vv.
7b and 8b are somewhat redundant and represent later addenda. The same applies to

52. See A. M. Denis, ed., Pseudepigrapha Veteris Testamenti Graece, Ill (1970),213.
53. See also Jerome, in J.-P. Migne, Patrologia Intina,36, 190.
54. Brock,26-34.
55. See Jeremias, TDNT Y,896-97 n.2, contra Riedel, 325 n. l.
56. Concerning the rare form Sdora, see Jeremias, TDNT V,896-97.
57. Philo L,eg. 3.94 et passim.
58. Arguments in Laaf, l0-16 (with bibliog.).
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the end of v. 3, ieh tabbayil. The insertion of vv. 4-6a made it necessary in v. 6b to

specify the subject by inserting kol-q"hal 'aQa1 yiird'dl.
The original text of the ritual was as follows:

wefialqehfi lahem ii Seh FbAt'abdt
w " iah"tft'6!6 bAn ha'arbay im
w"laq"htt min-hadddm
wenalenfr 'al- i"tA hamm"zttzo! w"'al-hammaiq6p
we'ak"lfi 'e!-habba$Ar ballay ld hazze h

pesal.t h,fi l"yhwh

This text is organized in a series of w-qatal-x statements. The prefix-conjugation

form in v. 3b results from the loss of the verb's initial position through the insertion

of be'di6r lahdjei hazzeh. Compared with this textual stage, the parallel in l2:2lb'
23 already exhibits a stage of transmission more comprehensively developed in the

blood ritual, more strongly structured in its language, and expanded by an interpre-

tive section. Only the pesal meal in l2:8a points beyond l2:2lb-23, though we can

no longer decide whether this text reflects a later development of a pure blood rit-
ual, or whether this particular motif was deleted ftom l2:2lb-23 at a later stage' As

a family ritual, this pesah clearly differs from Dt. 16:l-7(8) and the later Priestly

redaction. Whereas the redactional stratum in Ex. l2:l-14 picks up and corrects Dt.

16:lff.,ss Ex. l2:3b*,6b*,7a,8a, llbB exhibits neither Dtn nor P influence, but does

indeed closely parallel Ex. l2:2lb-23, suggesting that l2:3b*,6b*,7a,8a'l1bp is to

be dated to the pre-Dtn period and may represent an extremely old pesah tradition

within the OT. The emphatic association of the ritual with Yahweh in v. llbp
suggests that the ritual may originally not have been associated with Yahweh at

all.60

Ex. l2:21-23(24-27a),21b intemrpts the Yahwistic narrative of the tenth plague.

The integration of l2:2lb-23 into the narrative context by l2:2la and 27b exhibits

Yahwistic6l or Yehowistic62 features (cf. the zeqEnim as Israel's representatives;

wayyiqq\/ ha'am wayyiitah"wfi, Gen. 24:26,48; 43:28', Ex. 4:31;34:8; Nu. 22:31)'

The present text of Ex. l2:2lb-23 is structured through opening imperatives that in

their own turn are continued through w-qatal-x statements.63 These w-qatal-x state-

ments are subdivided by aw-x-yiqt6l statement (v.22b).64 The ritual instructions them-

selves are thus set offin relieffrom the interpretive action ofthe ritual (v. 23), which is-

59. See II.3 below.
60. See Haran, Temples and Temple-Service, 317 n.2.
61. Laaf, 19-27.
62. Schreiner, T5-80.
63. Concerning this functional process of content and expression in the future sense of the

subordinate clausi, see R. Bartelmus, "Hyh: Bedeutung und Funktion einer hebriiischen 'Aller-
weltswortes,"' Arbeiten zu Text und Sprache im AT l7 (1982) 73tr.

64. Concerning the function of intemtpting a series of progressives, see W. Gross, "Otto

Rijssler und die Diskussion um das althebriiische Verbalsystem," AN 18 (1982) 66.
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sues in a definition of the ritual's purpose formulated as aw-yiqtAl-x statement:6s *e1o'
yitten hammai htl ld! 6 " e 1 - b dt A $em lin g op.

Both the ritual itself and its interpretation have been molded into a coherent struc-
ture through language. Similarly, the ritual is also organized into a unit through tempo-
ral specifications beginning in v. 21b with the morning (miiktt)66 and continuing to the
following morning in v. 22b ('aQ-bdqer). Y. 22 as the goal of the ritual section and
v. 23b as the goal of the interpretive section are related through the motifs of not leav-
ing one's house and of not allowing destruction to enter the house. The textual tradition
in l2:2lb-23 thus has the following structure:

Ritual:
imperative statements
w-qatal-x statements
w-x-yiqtdl statement (mark of separation)

Interpretation:
w-qatal-x statements
w -yiqtdl-x statement (final determination)

Because the structural coherency at the linguistic level enables one to delimit the tex-
tual tradition both forward and backward, attempts to make literary-critical distinctions
within l2:2lb-2367 become less persuasive.

A determination of the ritual's function can pick up on the interpretation of the rit-
ual in 12:23. This interpretation concludes with w"lo' yittcn hammaihtl ld!6' 'el-

bilAkem lingip, specifying the protection of the family as the purpose of the ritual. The
form of this final determination as a w-yiqtol-x statement, clearly distinguished from
the context of the w-qatal-x statements as it is, emphasizes that this statement is not a

secondary narrative element within the flow of the salvific interpretation of the exodus,
but rather a statement of purpose emphasized as an independent interpretive element.

This statement of purpose militates against those interpretations that understand
l2:2lb-23 as a ritual of purification and atonement on the basis of the blood ritual and
associate the literary disposition of 12:21-23 with that of l2:l-4 (P)68 or understand it
as part ofthe redaction of 12:1-14.6e These theses cannot adduce in support the use of
the term zg', since whenever ng'refers to atoning rituals (Nu. l9:18; Isa. 6:7; Jer. l:9-

65. Concerning this function of the final clause, see F. T. Kelly, "The Imperfect with Simple
Waw in Hebrew," JBL 39 (1920) 3-4.

66. See W von Soden, "Zum hebriiischen Wrirterbuch," Bibel und Aber Orient. BZAW 162
(t985),20r-2.

67. See among others P. Weimar, Die Meerwundererzdhlung: Agypten und AT 9 ( 1985), l3 l,
who discerns a "Yehowistic insertion" inEx. 12:21,22a,23bp,27b.

68. May, 65-82; Wambacq, Bibl 57 (1976), part 2, here: "suite et fin," 316-19; Van Seters,
172-75.

69. Norin, 173-76; Lindstrcim, 55-73.
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l0 is concerned rather with the surrendering of power), its function is explicitly noted.

InEx. l2:22ng'is introduced because of its similarity in both sound and meaning with
the verbs ngp (12:23) ard ngh, "butt, thrust, hit," which are themselves semantically re-

lated to the verb psh.70 It was not until the time of the Priestly redaction of 12: 1- 14 that

terminology of the atoning blood ritual could have been adopted with the change from
ng' to ntn (12:.7).tt The depersonalizing reinterpretation of maihtl 02:23) into an ac-

tion (l"maibt!) also supports the thesis that textual development moved from l2:2lb-23
to L2:l-14 rather than in the reverse direction; this development must deal with a sec-

ondary personification of the mail.til as a hypostasis of Yahweh and the concomitant
proximity to the late Jewish doctrine of angels.72 The understanding of l2:2lb-23 as a

ritual of purification and atonement cannot explain the ritual's designation as pesah

and must instead revert to the thesis of some as yet unexplained etymology of pesah.13

Ex. l2:2lb-23 describes pesah as a blood ritual to be performed within the miipdhd
for the sake of protecting the family in its house during the night of the ritual. The in-
fluence of the exodus tradition is restricted to the interpretive section in 12:23 (lingop
'e1-misrayim). The explicit function of protecting the family is accompanied implicitly
by a remembrance of the night of the exodus, and this exodus motif is accordingly for-
mulated similar to the determination of purpose: lingdp 'e1-misrayim"/'el-bdtAf,em

lingdp. In contrast to the ritual section, the interpretive section of 12:23 still exhibits

traces of the historical change in the understanding of the early pesah itual in that

l2:23a ('dlar yhwh . . . lingdp) strikingly does not mention the maihtl who, after all,
delivers the annihilating blow in l2:23bp. Ex. l2:23ba does not fit with the continua-

tion in l2:23bp. According to l2:23ba, Yahweh encounters resistance (psk) at the

threshold and cannot strike (ngp), while in the continuation Yahweh prevents the

maibit from entering the house. The archaic notions of unyielding resistance (psh), of
protection and deception by means of blood as an expression of death that has already

violently taken its toll on the living,Ta do not really fit Yahweh; they do, however, fit the

mail.ttl as the embodiment of destructive power still preserved in l2:23bp as a "dulled
motif." The renewed introduction of Yahweh at precisely this point is all the more

striking and betrays an emphatic reinterpretation. The ritual's interpretive section thus

reveals an even older interpretation that understood the ritual as a means of protecting

the family from the mail.ttl during the night of its performance. This protection is based

on the power of the blood and deception in preventing the maiht! from entering the

house.
This preliterary stage of l2:2lb-23 attests a traditional, archaic level of religion far

removed from any rationalized, unified view of life under the idea of God. This ritual
originated neither within the high-god religions of Israel's Syrian-Canaanite surround-
ings, which do not attest such blood rituals in any case, nor within Israel's own religion

70. See I.1 above.
71. Ftiglister, 98.
72. Norin, 175-76; Lindstr<im, 59-65.
73. Lindstr<im,69-'10 n. 39.
74. H. Christ, Blutvergiessen im AT (Basel, 1977), l3l-33.
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of Yahweh. As an apotropaic family ritual, the pesah rifial derives from the locally
bound (stationary nomadic), family-structured, proto-Israelite livestock culture. From
the perspective of cultural history, this archaic culture was a late bloomer, out of syn-
chrony with the otherwise highly complex surrounding world, and within it the func-
tion of religion in securing the survival of the family had not yet been articulated in any
systematic, rationally mediated expression. The recital of patriarchal stories portraying
dangerous situations such as the fording of a river (Gen. 32:23-33*) helped secure for
the present generation the power of the familial god discernible in the ancestor
himselfls and thus functioned as a form of protection alongside the blood ritual of the
pesah. The rationalizing power of the Yahweh religion first associated these different
religious events with a single God as a remembrance of this God's history with his peo-
ple, a history that unified the various groups out of which Israel itself was formed.

Henninger interprets pesah as a shepherd's festival with a religio-historical parallel
in the spring festival of the ra{ab Arabic bedouin (a view already proposed by Ewaldzo
and WellhausenTT) and thus as a festival ultimately focused on the sacrifice of the first-
born.78 This sacrifice then allegedly came to be associated with the celestial creator
god El during the pre-Islamic period. This association of the shepherd's ritual with the
idea of the high God resembles W. Schmidt's religio-historical thesis of nomadic
monotheism,T9 but encounters problems in that any understanding of pesah as a saci-
fice of the firstborn must be based on later traditions of the Feast of Unleavened Bread
(Ex. l3:ll-16;34:19-20). The analogy between proto-Israelite shepherds and Arabic
bedouin cannot be sustained.

Nor does l2:2lb-23 give any indication thatthe pesalr ritual is to be associated with
the change of pastures.8O According to 12:22, this ritual was performed at night. Later
datingtothenightof the 14th/15thof thefirstmonth (Lev.23:5;Ezk.45:21;Ex.12:6)
might be recalling that the nocturnal pesah d.tual occurred during the night of the
spring full moon. The days and nights of the full moon were considered to be espe-

cially dangerous during the spring month (Prov. 7:20),81 and to require a correspond-
ingly powerful ritual for thwarting danger.

The Yahwistic tradition of Ex. l2:2lb-23 unites the ritual and its interpretation in a
linguistically coherent structure. Here too the ritual serves to protect the family; in this
version Yahweh himself prevents the maihil from entering the houses. The ritual
places the reader in the situation of the exodus night and functions to evoke that situa-
tion. The protection of the family is now complemented by the destruction of Israel's

75. E. Otto, Jakob in Sichem. BWANT I l0 ( 1979), 40ff.
76. "De feriarum," 418-19.
TT.ProlegomenatotheHistoryof Israel (reprintof l885ed.,Atlanta, 1994),87tr.
78. "Les fOtes de printemps," 36ff. (with bibliog.).
79. Der Ursprung der Gottesidee, | (21926),670-'14.
80. So Rost, "Weidewechsel":Laaf , 148-58; see by contrast Schreiner, '72-73;Otto, TRE, Xl,

97-98.
81. See S. Langdon, Babylonian Menologies and the Semitic Calendars (London, 1935),77,

92-95.

13
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enemies (12:23a: we'a[ar yhwh lingdp 'e1-misrayim), an aspect already transcending

the ritual's original familial focus and, commensurate with the association of the ritual
with the exodus, now focusing on the protection of the people of Israel. The association

of the ritual with Israel's idea of God subjects it to the same universalizing and ratio-
nalizing-unifying influence that Yahweh had on Israel's understanding of experience

and its view of the world. In this tradition there is no negative power independent of
Yahweh. The maihi! is a tool Yahweh uses to destroy Israel's enemies.

Ex. 12:23 presupposes a familiarity with a narrative of the exodus night that is both

related to and clearly different from the pre-Priestly tradition of the tenth plague serv-

ing as an etiology of the ritual of the Feast of Unleavened Bread.82 According to 12:22,

no Israelite is allowed to leave his or her house until the next morning, whereas accord-

ing to 12.31 Moses is called to Pharaoh during the middle of the night. Although ac-

cording to l2:29ff. the Egyptians made the Israelites leave the country so fast that the

latter had no time to see about proper provisioning, this context knows nothing about

any prohibition against leaving the house before daybreak. Yv.2lb-23 nowhere refer

to the killing of the firstborn, just as in a reverse fashion the announcement and execu-

tion ofthe plague in the plague narrative says nothing about any special provisions for
sparing the Israelites. The introduction of the exodus theme into the interpretive sec-

tion of the tradition in l2:2lb-23, similar to the narrative of the tenth plague, betrays an

association of the traditions of the Feast of Unleavened Bread and of pesah based on

the confluence of these two cultic observances.

The dating of this event draws from the understanding of the relationship between Ex.

l2:2lb-23 andthetraditioninDt. 16:l-7(8),inwhichtheassociationof pesal.t andthe
Feast of Unleavened Bread is made explicit.s3 The association of pesah with the family

suggests that Ex. l2:2lb-23 belongs either to the pre- or posthistory of Dt. 16: l-8. The

form-critical and semantic distance from the P tradition inEx. l2:l-14, as well as the non-

Dtr form of l2:21b-23 and of the redactional framework l2:2la arld 21b, all suggest that

l2:2lb-23 witnesses to the prehistory of Dt. 16:1-8. The incorporation of the exodus

theme into a ritual bound to the family contradicts the attempt to differentiate formally be-

tween familial religion and official religion such that, by drawing attention to the themes

associated with the various expressions ofreligion, one can assert that the great salvific-
historical themes can be understood only as the expression of official religion.8a One must

differentiate rather between different/znctions of one and the same tradition within the

family and the larger community transcending that family (cf. Ex. l2:2lb-23 with l5:2-
l8).ln 12:21-23 the exodus tradition serves the function of protecting the family.

2. Dtn Reform Program. The focus of Dt. l6:1-7(8), namely, to associate the tradi-
tions of pesah and the Feast of Unleavened Bread with one another, also influences the

passage's structure at the linguistic level. Following the exhortation to observe

82. On the date see Otto, !rl'26 (1976) 3-27;Yan Seters, 175-76, assigns it to the exilic pe-

riod.
83. See II.2 below.
84. R. Albertz, Persdnliche Frdmmigkeit und ffizielle Religion. CThM (1978), 179.
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Gamdvlts the hddei ha'dbib, statements in the form of weqatal shape the framework
in 16:1apb,2,7, encompassing a series of structured yiqlal sl.arcments in vv. 3-6, with
vv. 3-5 formulated as prohibitions with concomitant negation underscoring the pos-

itive commandment. The corresponding opposition l6'-fi'kal fudmedtd'fal massdl is

also expressed in the syntactical juxtaposition of yiqtdl-xlx-yiEAl statements and does

not require any oppositional particle in contrast to the noncorresponding structure of
vv. 5-6.86 The shared structure of vv. 3/5-6 associates the instructions for the Feast of
Unleavened Bread with those for Passover and at the same time encompasses v. 4,

which links the commandments for the Feast of Unleavened Bread and Passover:

Framework: Passover Instructions:
laa inf. abs.

lapb,2 w-qatal statements

Instructions for the Feast of Unleavened Bread:
3 yiqtdl-x

x-yiqtOl
4 w-yiqtdl-x

Passover Instructions:
w-yiqYdl-x

5,6 yiqydl-x
x-yiqtdl

Framework: Passover Instructions:
7 w-qafal statements

The framework in w. laBb,2,1 contains the decisive innovations for the pesah.' its dis-
placement to the h6/ei hd'abtb, the date of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, its reinter-
pretation into a zepal.t for which larger livestock (bdqar) are also slaughtered and their
meat boiled (see 12:21),87 and finally the centralization of the pesah at the sanctuary

chosen by Yahweh. In the final form of the text, the Passover instructions constitute the
framework for the tradition of the Feast of Unleavened Bread.

This text exhibits traces of its growth through the course of tradition. In the present

context the isolated position of 16:8 serves to connect 16: l-7 with the following com-
mandment concerning the week-long festival and preserves in the six/seven schema an

old motif from the Feast of Unleavened Bread (Ex. 13:6);ss this isolated position to-
gether with the intemrption of the context of Dt. l6:4a,8 by vv. 4b,5 -7 suggests that the

demand for centralization on the one hand and the Passover material on the other were

85. GK, $113.4.
86. Y. Thorion, Studien zur klassischen hebriiischen Syntax (Berlin,1984),22-27.
87. R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 3l (1969), 128.
88. See Braulik, TP 56 (1981) 345 nn. 34, 38.
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incorporated into a tradition associated with the Feast of Unleavened Bread providing
the framework in a diachronic perspective. The parallels to Dt. 16:l in Ex. 23:15 and

34: l8 show that the Passover material in v. lbB as well as the awkwardly placed lay"ld at

the end of v. I are secondary elements of the reinterpretation of a tradition associated
with the Feast of Unleavened Bread. The reference back from v. 3 to v.2 through 'alay,v

can be seen to be secondary insofar as the uneven context emerges in which one is to eat

unleavened bread at Passover for seven days even though Passover may not extend over-

night. The original text associated with the Feast of Unleavened Bread thus encom-
passes Dt. 16: lacb*,3*,4a(8), into which 16: lap,b(end),3('dldyw|4b,5-7 were inserted.

The hotly debated question whether the instructions for the Feast of Unleavened Bread

or for Passover take prioritysr resolves itself in the distinction between synchronic and

diachronic perspectives. From the perspective ofthe historical textual tradition, the tra-

dition of the Feast of Unleavened Bread provides the original framework that the Pass-

over material then complements, yet in the resulting final form of the text it is these

Passover instructions that then frame the tradition of the Feast of Unleavened Bread.

The difference between Dt. l6:3 and l6:8 suggests that the textual tradition of the

Feast of Unleavened Bread itself underwent development within tradition history. The
substitution of 'oseretel for an original hag (Ex. 13:6) excepts this holiday from the

enjoinment for centralization.el Dt. l6:la$,5-7 has been formulated completely from
the Dtn perspective; only in v. 4b does it incorporate older tradition (Ex. 23:18; 34:25a)
and still preserve in the motif of the nocturnal celebration the connection with the orig-
inal family ritual. Suggestions for reconstructing the textual history of Dt. l6: 1 -7(8) di-
verge so greatly because the redactors of this text did indeed attain their goal of com-
bining pesah and the Feast of Unleavened Bread, and in so doing shaped the present

textual form of 16:.l-7.e2

The theses that understand the Feast of Unleavened Bread as an agricultural evoca-

tion of pesahe3 or pesah as the Dtn continuation of the Feast of Unleavened Breadea ex-

clude one another even though they do agree injustifiably rejecting the notion that the

Feast of Unleavened Bread is of Canaanite origin.es
Whereas the Unleavened Bread motif is closely associated with a remembrance of the

exodus in a "memorial to suffering,"e6 the exodus theme in l6:1,6(end) is only loosely
connected with the pesah theme. And whereas the traditions of the Feast of Unleavened

Bread do not mention the theme of centralization, the pesah instructions are intimately
associated with it (16:2,5,7-8). The framework encompasses the instructions for the Pass-

89. See in this regard Cholewiriski, Heiligkeirsgesetz, 179-89:.Halbe, ZAW 87 ( 1975) 147-68.
90. M. Caloz, "Exode XIII,3-16 et le Deut6ronome," RB '75 (.1968) 57.
91. See the survey ofthe discussion concerning v. 8 in Cholewiri,ski, Heiligkeitsgesetz, 186-

87 n.32.
92. See H.-D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 135-36, with bibliog.
93. Halbe, ZAw 8'l (19'15) 324-46.
94. Wambacq, Bibl62 (1981) 499-518.
95. See Wambacq, Bibl 6l (1980) 31-5a; Ofio, TRE, XL,96-97.
96. Braulik, 7P 56 (1981) 335-57.
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over night (see v. 2 alongside v.6, tizbah'e!-happesah bd'dre! ke!6'haiiemei), whereas
the seven-day eating of unleavened bread extends into daily life as a means of fostering
the remembrance of the exodus within the entirety of daily life.eT Although the incorpora-
tion of the family celebration of pesah into the official cult of the centralized pilgrim fes-
tivals does indeed alter pesah, it also attests how the official cult itself changed from a

state cult to the postexilic worship service. The function of protecting the family unit (Ex.
12:23) is replaced by the individual's remembrance of the exodus l"ma'an tizkar 'e1-y6m

$4'!"kd m€'eres misrayim kol-y"m0 hayyeyba (Dt. 16:3). Although the connection with the
family unit as the celebrating subject is sundered, the individual Israelite as a part ofthe
people in the larger sense now becomes the focal point, and because this function ofpro-
tecting the family is no longer an issue, so also does the significance of the blood ritual
recede. It is replaced by the zelah (see Ex. 34:25 lDtt redactionl), which now reverses the
original focus on the family in a move toward individualization and integrates Israel in
the larger sense as a sacrilicial community; the second-person singular form of address

now also refers to Israel as a whole (see Dt. 21:6-1).
The open question is whether this reform program was part of the presuppositions

for a Josianic reform of pesah (2 K. 23:21-23;2 Ch.35: l - 19), was the reflex of such a
reform, or was itself an exilic reform program intended for a future Israel.e8 The reform
account in 2 K. 23:21-23 is dependent on Dl 16:1-8, and in contesting the assertion of
Dtr authorship in 2 K. 23:21-23,ee N. Lohfink has shown that 2 K. 23:21-23 is actually
part of the literary (i.e., pre-Dtr) basis of the reform account in 2 K. 22:3-23:3.tm kt
any event, quite independent of the literary-historical questions concerning 2 K.23:21-
23, the terminus ad quem of a centralization of pesalr is provided by the traditions in
Lev. 23:5-8101 and Ezk. 45:21a,23-24, which presuppose rather than implement the
centralization of pesah, and by a critical reference to the Priestly-exilic redaction of Dt.
16: 1-7(8) in Ex. 12:1-14.

3. Development of Priestly pesah Programs in the Pentateuch and in the "Draft
Constitution" of Ezekiel. The redaction of the existing tradition of the family ritual in
Ex. l2:l-14 1ec1t]to2) stipulates the tenth day of the first month as the day of prepara-

97. rbid.. 344.
98. Concerning the historical question of apesah reform implemented by Josiah, see Rost,

"Josias Passa," 87-93; Delcor, 205-19. Concerning the question of the prehistory of a Hezekian
reform of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (2 Ch. 30:13,21-22), see Haag, "Mazzenfest des
Hiskia," 216-25. Concerning a parallel medieval development toward a centralization of the Sa-
mariran pesah as a result ofthe reduction ofthe Samaritan area, see J. Jeremias, Passahfeier der
Samaritaner 66-72.

99. H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. ATANT 66 (1980), 259;H. Spieckermann, ,Izda
unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRIA.NT 129 (1982), l30tf.

100. "Zur neueren Diskussion iiber 2 Kiin 22-23," in Lohfink, ed., Das Deuteronomium:
Entstehttng, Gestab und Botschaft. BETL 68 (1985), 45 n. 9l (with bibliog.).

l0l. Cholewiriski, Heiligkeitsgesetz, 188-89, 214.
102. See J.-L. Ska, "Les plaies d'Egypte dans le r6cit sacerdotal (Pc):' Bibl 60 (1979) 23-25;

P. Weimar, "Struktur und Komposition der priesterschriftlichen Geschichtsdarstellung," BN 24
(1984) 142 n. 159 (with bibliog.).
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tion (12:3ap,6a) corresponding to the Day of Atonement on the tenth day of the seventh

month; in so doing, it introduces an allusion to the atonement theme that, with the asso-

ciation of ntn (12:7) with the atoning smearing of the horns of the altar (29:12,20,

etc.),103 also lends a new semantic horizon to the blood ritual. This allusion under-

scores the function of pesah as a remembrance of the exodus night by inserting motifs
associated with the pastoral ideal ( I 2: I 1 ) and also integrates the theme of the Feast of
Unleavened Bread (12:8b,14|5-2OD into the present pesah tradition. Here the redac-

rion stratum presupposes Dt. 16:1-7(8). Ex. 12:10 picks up on Dt. 16:4b, while Ex.

l2:llaba (bel.tippaz6n) picks up on Dt. l6:3b. Both passages include critical corec-
tives: Ex. l2:8b,9 corrects the Dtn instruction to boil the sacrificial meat (Dt. 16:7a),

while Ex. l2:5 corrects the Dtn instruction also to slaughter larger livestock (Dt. 16:2).

Ex. l2:3(end) (ieh labbdyrj),4 underscores the ritual's family focus and interprets the

Dtn demand for centralization.
In addition to drawing from Dt. 16: l-7(8), Ex. 12:12-13 also picks up on Yahwistic

traditions in Ex. 1l-12. Ex. 12:13 picks rry 12:23 and develops the understanding of
the pesah ritual by depersonalizing the maihtlfrom the perspective of Yahweh's exclu-

sive status. During the exilic period, the plague theme acquired surprising contem-
poraneity under the aspect of Yahweh's mighty acts in history toward the nations
(12:12) and made the pesah blood into Israel's distinguishing feature among those na-

tions (12:13); in a fashion transcending 12:21-23, that theme was now incorporated
into the interpretation of the pesah ritual itself. The correctives to the Dtn reform pro-

gram derive from problems inhering in the overall conception of the P redaction,

namely, that the pesah itual, because of its association with the exodus, is introduced

before the establishment of the legitimate sanctuary. Hence l2:I-14 in its final form
can be explained on the basis of its position within the narrative, which has undergone

Priestly redaction. It is doubtful that l2:l-14 reflects a displacement of pesah back into
the family after the destruction of the temple. The pesal.t legislation in Lev. 23:5-8
picks up (in Lev. 23:5) on Ex. 12:6 @An ha'arbdyim) ar,d presupposes the celebration

of pesalt at the central sanctuary.lM
Although Lev. 23:5-8 picks up on Dt. 16:l-7(8) and associates pesah and the Feast

of Unleavened Bread together in sequence, it transcends Dt. l6:1-7(8) in distinguish-

ing them as two separate observances. The offering theme in Lev.23:8a is a traditio-
historical accretion that now separates the miqra'q61e^i stipulations in vv. 7,8b, and as

a w-qatal-x statement it deviates syntactically from the existing sequence of nominal

clause and x-yiqtdl statements. The incorporation of v. 8a establishes a bridge to an

exilic pesah theory in Ezk. 45:21a,23-24 that was independent of Lev. 23:5-7,8b.
Ezk. 45:21a,23-24 makes pesah into a festival (happdsah l.tag) of the seven-day

'6ld and bofia! centered at the temple and fixed for the fourteenth day of the first
month. The addendum 45.2lb reintroduces the classic ritual of the Feast of Unleav-

103. See Laaf, ll2; differently, B. Janowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982),

248-49.
I 04. Cholewiri ski, H e i li g ke it s ge s e t z, 2 I 4- I 5.
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ened Bread and establishes here too a bridge between Dt. 16:l-7(8) and postexilic
pesah praxis.

Later addenda (Ps) accommodate the Priestly-exllic pesah tradition to the postexilic
situation of the second temple by picking up on tendencies already present in the P re-
daction of Ex. 12:1-l4.Ex.12:15-20 and Nu. 28:16-25 (Ps) transcendEx. l2:l-14 the-

matically in once again introducing the theme of the Feast of Unleavened Bread, also

reducing thereby the distance from the Dtn reform program in Ex. l2:l-14.
RP continues the tendency to reintegrate the Dtn reform program within the Priestly

context by combining P and Dtr motifs.los Ex. l2:24-27a uses parallel structure with
13:3-16 to bracket the Feast of Unleavened Bread together with pesah. Josh. (4:19;)

5:lO-12 inserts the pesah motif into a preexisting tradition associated with the Feast of
Unleavened Breadl06 and portrays the Passover-Feast of Unleavened Bread as the cen-

tralized primary festival for celebrating entrance into the land (see Ezr.6:19-21). In its
final form, the book of Exodus is subdivided into seven sections; pesah (Ex. 12:l-36)
and sabbath (16:13-35) correspond chiasticallyl0T in providing a framework for the third
ofthose seven sections, taking as their point ofdeparture the seventh day ofthe Feast of
Unleavened Bread as a day of rest (Dt. 16:8; Lev. 23:8b; Ex. l2:16; Nu. 28:25).

The sacrificial law in Nu. 28:16-25 broadly develops the atonement theme already

raised in Ex. l2:I-14. The goal of pesah in separating Israel out from among the na-

tions (Ex. 12:12-13) as well as its newly acquired atoning function prompt the demand

for cultic purity, for exclusion of the uncircumcised from pesah (Ex. 12:[42],43-50:
Josh. 5:2-9,10-12), and prompt the establishment of a second pesah in the second

month (Nu. 9:6-14; 2 Ch.30:2-3,15).

4. Development of the Late Israelite pesah in the Mazzot Papyrus of Elephantine
and in the Christian pesah Traditions. The pentateuchal process of reintegrating the

Dtn reform program into P traditions emerges in parallel pesah traditions in the Ele-
phantine papyrus concerning the Feast of Unleavened Breadl08 and in the Chronistic
pesah traditions (Ezr. 6:19-221,2 Ch. 30:l-27;35:l-19). This papyrusr0e inffedusss 3
regulation for the Feast of Unleavened Bread related to Ex. 12:15-20 (Lev.23:5-8; Nu.
28i16-25)tto and thereby corrects a celebration corresponding to Ex. l2:l-14 that has

been reduced to the pesah night.lll

105. See H.-J. Fabry, "Spuren des Pentateuchredaktors in Jos 4,21ff.," in Lohfink, ed.,
Deute ronomium, 354-55.

106. Otto, Mazzofest, 62-63, 175-86; a different view is taken by M. Rose, Deuteronomist
undJahwist. ATANT6T (1981), 24-45,who describes it as a military tradition that has been sub-
jected to Dtr and Priestly redaction.

107. Weimar, Meerwundererzdhlung, 16-20.
lO8. AP, no.2l.
109. See the summary of the textual reconstructions and interpretations in Ros-Garmendia,

285 -92 (with bibliog.).
1 10. See Grelot, W 4 (1954) 367-68.
I I l. See also the mention of psh' in two Elephantine ostraca, E. L. Sukenik and J. Kutscher,

'A Passover Ostracon from Elephantinel' Qedem 1 (1942) 53-56.
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The pesah traditions from the Hellenistic. period in 2 Ch. 3O:l-27; 35:l-19: Ezr.
6:19-22 quite blatantly integrate the Dtn reform program into the pesaft program devel-
oped within the P stratum of the Pentateuch. The oxen required by Dt. 16:2 are inter-
preted as zelah i'lamtm (2 Ch. 35:l2tt.; see in v. I 3 the attempt to mediate between the

Dtn inclination and P in the formulation way"laii"lA happesah bd'ei). The reintegra-
tion of the theme of the Feast of Unleavened Bread can be seen in its status as an ap-
pendix tothe pesah tradition in 2 Ch. 35:l1b1Ezr.6:22.In 2 Ch. 30'l-27ttz the fusion
of the Feast of Unleavened Bread (2 Ch. 3O:13,21-22) and pesah (2 Ch.30:15,17-
13tt:) has progressed even further. In the motifregarding how the centralization ofthe
pesah slaughter in Jerusalem had not become universally established (2 Ch. 30:10-1 l;
35:18; Ezr. 6:21),the Chronistic pesahtraditions betray the presence of a separate Sa-

maritan development.l14 These passages transcend the Dtn andP pesah programs by
fixing the functions of the priests and Levites in connection with the blood sprinkling,
the burnt offering, and the slaughtering of the pesalt animals (2 Ch. 30:15-17;rts 35'r-
6,10-15; Ezr.6:20). The Dtn "memorial to suffering" (Braulik) changes in the reflec-
tion of the Chronistic traditions into a festival of joy (2 Ch. 30l21,23; Ezr. 6:22; cf .

Mish. Pesah. 10:5; Jub. 49:2,22).

5. lttte Israelite and Early Jewish pesah in Mishnah and Targum. The Chronistic
pesahprogram was unable to implement some of its most important features in the sec-

ond temple. Israelite men rather than Levites carried out the slaughter of the pesah in
the temple's forecourt of the priests in three sections (Mish. Zebah. 5:8; Tos. Pesah.

4:12;162:20; Mish. Pesah. 5:5, Sabb. l:11; Philo Vict. 5; Josephus Ant.3.9.l $$225-
27).The priests, arranged in two rows, caught the blood with golden and silver cups

and passed it on to the altar, where it was sprinkled on the altar base rather than on the

altar horns.l16 The Levites'task was limited to overseeing the purity of temple visitors
(Philo Spec. Leg. 1.156) and the Hallel singing (Tos. Pesah.3:11; cf. 2 Ch. 35:15).
Tannaitic tradition (Jer. Pesah.6:33c; Bab. Pesah. 70a) shows that the zepah i'lamtm
(2 Ch.35:15) could only be preserved as a voluntary sacrifice.

The destruction of the temple brought the pesah slaughter to an end (Mish. Pesah.

l0:3) since the demand of Dt. 162,6-7 to slaughter the pesah only at the place chosen

by Yahweh could no longer be fulfilled. Attempts in the Diaspora to maintain the con-
sumption of whole roasted lambs during the pesah night were unsuccessful (Tos. Yom

Tob 2:15;204:24 par.; see also Augustine Retractat 1.10;.ttz

I12. Concerning the literary strata, see Haag, "Mazzenfest des Hiskia," 216ff.
I13. See Wambacq, Bibl 57 (19"16) 219-20.
I 14. J. Jeremias, Passahfeier der Samaritaner 67.
I 15. See in this regard Janowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen, 249.
116. Concerning the question of atonement, see Morris, 65-66; A. Schenker, "Das Zeichen

des Blutes und die Gewissheit der Vergebung im AT," Miinchener theologische Zeitschrifi 34
(1983) 195-213; N. Fiiglister, "Siihne durch Blut - zrr Bedeutung von Leviticus l7,ll,"
Studien zum Pentateuch. FS W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977), 143-65.

117. Concerning the pesah slaughter of the Falasha (Ethiopian Jews) and Samaritans, see

J. Jeremias, Passahfeier der Samaritaner 59 (with bibliog.).
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Thejoyous character ofthe pesah already evident in the Chronistic program is under-
scored by the flute accompaniment to the Hallel singing (Mish. 'Arak.2:3). The ensuing
roasting and eating of the pesah took place throughout the entire city of Jerusalem
(Mish. Pesah. T:12; lO:3; Sabb. l:11; a different view is taken by Iiub.49:16,2O). Hence
every house acquired something of the temple's own holiness (Philo Spec. Leg. 2.148).
Because of the rapid increase in the number of festival pilgrims and in the population of
Jerusalem itself during the Hasmonean period,ll8 this part of the pesalt festival was
probably decentralized during the lst century s.c.E,. and shifted to the families or to
familylike (masters and pupils; neighbors) or ad hoc table fellowships (ha!frrd;
Josephus: phratria;Mish. Pesah.8:3; Tos. Pesah. S:3;Mk. 14:12; Mt. 26: l8; Lk.22:8).

The meal is characterized by the four cups of wine, recitation of the Hallel, and re-
membrance of the exodus out of Egypt (Mish. Pesah. l0). The gesture of solidarity
with the wandering Israelites required by Ex. l2:ll and the blood ritual (Ex. l2:7,13)
were considered to be part of the Egyptian pesah and were thus not maintained (Mish.
Pesah.9:5; Tos. Pesah.8:1lff.). Instead, a Greco-Roman banquetlle becomes the fo-
cus, and even the poor participate (Mish. Pesah. l0:l; cf. Mk. 14:18; Lk.22:14 In.
13:12), a proleptic actualization of eschatological hope for liberation that acquires a

strong social component as the liberation ofthe poor from poverty. Tlte pesah hagga-
dah continues this feature in the father's Aramaic invitation to all the poor and hungry:
kol dis"rikyA$ w"yipsah, "all in need come and celebrate Passover." During the lst
century B.c.E., the messianic-eschatological mood of Passover became increasingly
visible, expressing itself in the Hallel singing, especially in the double recitation of Ps.

l 18:25-26 ( barfift habbd' b"iem yhwh).
After the destruction of the temple by Titus, a petition for a reconstruction of the city

formulated by Rabbi Aqiba was added to the pesah ritual. t20 Yet even if in the structur-
ing of the meal the portrayal of eschatological expectation seemed to replace that of the
exodus situation, remembrance (zikkdrdn) of the exodus liberation by no means lost its
central significance. Rather, past experience and future expectation together became
part of the present festival fullness. Just as the anticipated future proleptically already
became present, so also did the past become present again in remembrance. All who
participated in pesah were charged with viewing themselves as if they too had been led
out of Egypt, "from soffow to gladness, and from mourning to a festival day, and from
darkness to great light, and from servitude to redemption" (Mish. Pesah. 10:5). Fathers
came to employ the pedagogical elements of mediation and internalization in instructing
their children so that everyone might be able to identify with the exodus generation in
this way (e.g., Mish. Pesah. 1O:4; see already Ex. l2:26,27a; 13:8-16).

On the second day of the festival week, the omer sheaves (Lev. 23:9-14) from Jeru-
salem's surroundings (Tos. Menah. lO:.21: biq'a1 bQ miqh in the Kidron Valleyl2l) or,

118. E. Otto, Jerusalem, die Geschichte der Heiligen Sradt (Stuttgart, 1980), 119-26.
1 19. Beer, Pesachim (Ostern), 188-89.
120. Schlesinger and Giins, 32.
l2l. See in this regard G. Dalman, Jerusalem und sein Gekinde (1930; repr. Hildesheim,

1972), 160.
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if the barley was not yet ripe in this area, from more distant locales (Mish. Menah.

l0:2) were offered at the temple.
The off'ering of the sheaves accentuates once again the fertility theme that was al-

ready a constitutive part of the Feast of Unleavened Bread but was then preempted by
pesah in the Dtn, P, and Chronistic programs; this theme is also part of the b"ra[6 spo-

ken over the karpos ("King of the Universe, who creates the fruits of the earth") as well
as in the b"raft61over the unleavened bread ("King of the Universe, who brings forth
bread from the earth"). The postexilic Feast of Weeks attests a parallel inclination to
reintegrate the fertility 1[srne.l22

The targumic tradition places remembrance of the exodus into a universal horizon
extending from creation to Israel's eschatological deliverance. The oldest version of
the Passover midrash, Tg. Ps.-J. Ex. 12:42 ("Poem of the Four Nights";,tz: associates

kl iimmurtm ("Night of Waking")t2a with a remembrance of the nights of creation, of
God's appearance before Abraham, in Egypt when his hand slew the firstborn of the

Egyptians and rescued the firstborn of Israel, and of the deliverance of the house of Is-
rael from bondage to the nations. The Fragment Targum and Codex Neofitil25 expand

this tradition by introducing biblical allusions. Special theological interest becomes ev-

ident in the expansions of the second and fourth nights, and a messianic Moses

typology provides the vehicle for portraying an eschatological wandering out of the

wilderness during the night of liberation. The portrayal of the second night has been

subjected to multiple redactions. A first expansion incorporated the promises to the

sons from Gen. I 5 and 17 . A second added the motif of the sacrifice of Isaac from Gen.

22. The central focus is Isaac's own heavenly vision. No explicit connection is made

between the atoning blood of the sacrifice of Isaac and the pesah blood, so Tg. Ex.
12:42 cannot be associated with the Aqedah (-qcdi).

The association of the sacrifice of Isaac and pesah was anticipated in Jub. 17:15

with the explicit dating of the sacrifice of Isaac to the I 5th of Nisan.126 Here too no ref-
erence to the connection between pesah and Aqedah motifs is discernible. The rescue

of the firstborn son by an animal sacrifice is typologically related to the rescue of the

Israelite firstborn by the pesah.t2z fihhsugh the Aqedah is developed in the Frag. Tg.
and in Tg. Neof. to Gen. 22:8,10, these texts do not associate it withpesah.The earliest
reliably dated association of the Aqedah and pesah dates to the Tannaitic period (Mek.
Y. Ex. l2:13)128 and was probably already a reaction to a Christian typology of Isaac-

122. Otto, TRE, X| 101 (with bibliog.).
123. See Davies, "/,fS 30 (1979) 65; a different view is taken by Vermes, 2l'l n.2, who sug-

gests that Tg. Ps.-J. Ex. 12:42 is an abbreviated version of Frag. Tg. Ex. 12:42.
124. See Le D6aut, Nuit Pascale, 272-73.
125. See ibid., 133-35, 215, 264-65.
126. See G. L. Davenport,The Eschatology of the Bookof Jubilees. SIPB20(1971),59nn.2

and 3.
127. See Davies, "Sacrifice of Isaac and Passover," 129-30.
128. Concerning the dating, see E. P. Sanders, Paul and PalestinianJudaism (Philadelphia,

197 7 ), 65 -69 (with bibliog.).
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Christ (Bam. 7:3; Melito of Sardis Frag. 9; 10;tzr 1."nu"us Haer 4.5.4; Tertullian Adv.

Marc.3.18; Adv. Jud. l0).
Tg. Ps.-J. Ex. 12:13 associates the blood of the pesah with circumcision. It is not the

pesah ritnnl alone that effects protection, but rather the merit of circumcision (cf. Mek.
Ex. 12:13). Tg. Cant. 2:9 has the Israelites smear their doors withpesalr blood and with
the blood of circumcision.l30 Mek. Ex. 12:6 (R. Mattithia ben Heresh) associates the

blood of pesah and circumcision together in an atoning function (see also Ex. Rab.

l 5 :35b,26a). t 3 r The targumic tradition to Zec. 9: 1 1 ("because of the blood of your b?r[
I will set your prisoners free from the waterless pit") evokes the deliverance aspect of
pesah by referring b"Qam b"fi1Af; b the pesah blood.

6. pesah in Jubilees, the Qumran Festival Calendar, and the Temple Scroll. The lit-
erary addendum to the book of Jubilees contains a pesah tradition in Jub. 49 deviating
in several key features from the pesah praxis that developed from the late Israelite pe-

riod to the destruction of the temple. The Egyptian pesah (49:.l-6) that came to be dis-
tinguished from pesah after the establishment of the cult (49:18-19) accommodates

Ex. 12 to an alteredpesahpraxis. The motif of wearing clothes for a journey is passed

over, and instead of bitter herbs and matzo, it is wine as the "beginning of joy" (Jub.

49:2) that accompanies the pesah meal (49:6). The stipulations for the pesah after the

exodus and after the establishment of the sanctuary require that the pesah meal be

roasted and consumed in the courtyard of the sanctuary (49:.16,18-21). Every male Is-
raelite twenty years and older (49:17), to the extent he is pure (49:9), is tokeep pesah
(49: l0). The temporal sequence for pesah that remains somewhat vague in Dt. 16:6-7

and Ex. 12:6 is fixed more precisely ("from the third part of the day to the third part of
the night," Jub. 49: l0-11; Mish. Pesah. 5: l: "the daily evening offering is slaughtered
at a half after the eighth hour . . . and after this, the pesah"; Josephus B.J. 6.9.3 5423:.
between the ninth and eleventh hour; Mek. Y. Ex. 72:6: at the sixth hour). Even
though participation in pesah is bound by the demand for purity, no reference is made

to a second pesah.

A miimdrdl ordinance from Qumran Cave 4 associates the festival regulations in
Lev. 23 and Nu. 9:l-13 with the pure solar calendar of three hundred sixty-four
days.t:z The Passover meal on the evening of the fourteenth day of the first month al-
ways falls on a Tuesday, and the first festival day on the fifteenth of the first month al-
ways on a Wednesday.l33 The calendar avoids the coincidence of pesah and the sabbath

and the resulting conflicts between festival regulations and sabbath regulations (cf.

129. See D. Lerch, Isaaks Opferung christlich gedeutet. BHT 12 (1950),27-46.
130. See Ohana, 385-99.
131. Morris, 65-66.
132. l. T. Milik, "Le travail d'6dition des mss. du d6sert de Judal' Congress Volume,

Strasbourg 1956. SW 4 (1957), 24-25: E. Vogt, "Kalenderfragmente aus Qumran," Bibl 39
(1958) 72-77; concerning dating, see R. de Vaux, "Chronique arch6ologique: Khirbet Qumrdn,"
RB 63 (1956) 73-74.

133. J. A. Fitzmyer, The Dead Sea Suolls. SBaSAS 8 (1975), 131-37 (with bibliog.).
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Mish. Pesalr. 5:8-10; 6:l).134 The strict observance of sabbath considerations in

Qumran (CD I l: 17: 'al ya'al Ti lammizb€ah baiiabbd!; cf. Jub. 50:10- I I ) took prior-
ity over other festival observances.t3s ffis sheave offering is fixed on the first Sunday
after the pesaft week, i.e., on the twenty-sixth of the first month. The secondpesah was
to take place thirty days after the first.

I IQT l7:7-16 agrees with Jub. 49 in deviating from mishnaic traditions. In contrast
to late Israelite praxis prior to the destruction of the temple, the pesah meal is to be

taken in the courtyards of the sanctuary ( 1 I QT I 7:9; Jub. 49:16-20), and the age stipu-
lation of twenty years (1lQT l7:8) corresponds to Jub. 49:17; lQSa 1:8-11.136 The
regulations for the Feast of Unleavened Bread in l lQT 17:10-16 follow Lev. 23:6-8:.
Nu. 28: 17-25 ; Jub. 49:22-23.

Oxo

134. Concerning the discussion of the priority of pesah in Hillel the Elder, see Tos. Pesalr.
4:1; Jer. Pesah. 6:33a; Bab. Pesah. 66a.

135. J. M. Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran Law. SJI,A24 (1977), 101-14.
136. See in this regard P. Borgen, "'At the age of twenty'in lQSa," RevQ3 (1961)267-77.
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l. l. Etymology and Meaning. The adj. piss€ah derives from an intensive form of the

verb pasah describing the condition of a person or animal who is unable to walk or run

normally and who as a result cannot move forward in an unrestricted manner. In the

niphal the verb means "to become lame" (2 S. 4:4) and describes an unfortunate situa-

tion. The intensive form qitt1l refers to an unchanging or relatively unchanging condi-

tion.r Concerning the related Akk. pessr2 -+ IIDD pasah. Despite the consistent mean-

ing of pisseaft and its unmistakable relationship with pasal.t, the exact meaning of the

verb is not clear.
R. Schmitt suspects a relationship with Arab. fasafua, "to dislocate, dissolve,"2 in

which case the adjective would then refer to a useless limb.3 The &, however, prevents

this theory from fitting Akk. pessr2. By contrast, G. Gerleman suggests the basic mean-

ing "strike, ricochet against something,"a so that the extended meaning would then re-

fer to a destroyed or broken limb.s
The verb pasah in the OT is generally associated with pesah and taken to mean

'J,rmp, hop" (see Ex. 12:13,23,27).We cannot determine here whether there was yet

another root meaning "protect, rescue."6

The main problem with understanding the precise meaning of pisseah derives from

the obvious uncertainty between "to be lame, etc." and "to hop, etc." The one addresses

a severe restriction of movement, the other an intensification of movement.

One key passage in understanding the two meanings is 1 K. 18:26, which uses psy'r

piel to describe the ritual activity of the Ba'al prophets at ('al) the altar on Carmel, a

passage closely related to I K. l8:21, where Elijah accuses the people of wavering (qal

ptcp.) toward ('al) two sides. Fohrer rejects any direct semantic relationship.T Y. 26 al-

legedly portrays the prophets of Ba'al jumping wildly around in a ritual dance designed

to induce ecstasy, while v. 21 uses metaphor to mean "to be lame, waver."S Although it
seems obvious enough that the author was using wordplay, it is unclear whether he also

understood this wordplay as a contrasting portrayal. The meaning 'Jump around"

could fit both passages equally well, and one cannot exclude the possibility that the rit-

(1972) 414-34; P. Laaf, Die Pascha-Feier Israels. BBB 36 (1970), esp- 142-47; W. O. E.

Oesterley, The Sacred Dance: A Study in Comparative Rtlklore (Cambridge, 1923);L. Rost, Die
Aberlieferung von der Thronnachfolge Davids' BWANT llll6 (1926) = Das kleine Credo und

andere Studien arm AT (Heidelberg, 1965), 1 19-253 H. J. Stoebe, "Die Einnahme Jerusalems

und der Sinnor," ZDPV 73 (195'r.) 73-99; M. Tsevat, "'Ishboshet and Congenersl' HUCA 44
(1976) 7l-87; E. C. Ulrich Jr., The Qumran Text of Samuel and Josephus. HSM l9 (1978), esp.

128ff.; W. G. E. Watson, "David Ousts the City Rulers of Jebus," Il?,20 (1970) 501-2; Y' Yadin,

The Art of Warfare in Biblical l,ands,2 vols. lNew York, 1963)' esp.Il,267-10.

l. See BLe.477b.
2. Wehr,'712.
3. Exodus und Passah, ihr Zusammenhang im AT. OBO 7 (1975),25-26.
4. "Was heisst llQD," ZAW 88 (1976) 409-13.
5. See also Kee1,430ff.; Irwin, l14.
6. See Glasson,79ff.; cf. J. P. Hyatt, Exodus. NCBC (1971), 133; Irwin, 114.

7. Elia, 14.
8. See S. J. de Vries, I Kings. WBC 12 (1985),229.
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ual activity in v.26 might also have consisted of such movement.e Although this expla-

nation seems to be the least likely, the ambiguity cannot be overlooked. For the word

pisseah itself, this ambiguity means that the root pasah developed an intensive form

meaning 'Jump over" and then a privative qittEl mearring "lame, crippled."to

2. Usage and Synonym.s. The closest synonym for pissEalt is n"f;Eh raglayim, "with
two broken legs," "crippled in both legs" (2 S. 4:4). Lev. 21:18-19 envisions both possi-

bilities. The adj. pisseah apparently describes both someone in a chronic condition of
lameness as well as someone whose movement is temporarily restricted by a broken

leg. The OT does not distinguish concerning the causes of such a condition. Moreover,

restrictions in the use of arms are not described with pissEah. The scope of a pisseah

could extend from a relatively minor restriction of movement to almost complete im-

mobility. Mic. 4:6-7 uses the verb sala'II for "to limp, be lame" (cf. Gen. 32:32lEng.

3ll).
The adj. pisseah is often associated with the blind (-+ a1\l 'iwwer; Lev. 2l:18; Dt.

15:21 2 S. 5;6,8; Jer. 31:8). The lame and blind represented the most serious forms of
physical handicaps. Not surprisingly, customary military atrocities included the laming

of animals (see 2 S.8:4) and the blinding of prisoners of war (l S. 1l:2;2K.25:7).
Both the blind and the lame were considered to be cultically impure.

ll. l. lttme Persons in the OT. The first reference to persons classified as piss€a|t ap-

pears in a collection of regulations for the qualification for priestly service (Lev.

2l:18). This verse occurs in a section (vv. 16-23) generally understood as a later inser-

tion into H, itself already a late composition.ll The word occurs in connection with
blindness as a handicap disqualifying a person from priestly service.12 A lame person

was not considered to be whole (-+ EltU ialcm), a condition understood as a kind of
impurity preventing the person from entering the sanctuary. Hence declaring a person

to be "lame" not only disqualified the person liturgically, but also passed an ethical-

moral judgment on the person (see Job 29 15). We can only vaguely imagine the extent

to which lame persons were treated separately in legal and similar proceedings. They

probably constituted such a small group that no special measures were developed to

deal with their specific problems.
The criterion of physical intactness becomes an issue for the first time in Israel's

history in the figure of Merib-baal (Mephibosheth), Jonathan's son and thus Saul's

grandson (2 S. 4:4;9:l-13; 19.24-30 21:l-14). David grants him the right to an ade-

quare pension (2 S. 9:10-13) and ultimately even the possibility of taking over Saul's

estate, though David's purpose, certainly, was to keep Saul's grandson under his con-

trol.l3 Merib-baal was lame, but it was not appropriate simply to exclude him from suc-

9. See G. Hdlscher, Die Propheten (1914), 132.
10. See I14 140; Haag, 25ff.;8. Wi.irthwein, Die Biicher der Kc)nige. ATDXVz (1984)'217.

ll. See K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATU4 (1966),284.
12. See Douglas,5l.
13. See P. Kyle McCarter, 2 Samuel. AB 9 (1984),265.
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cession to the throne (things were different, of course, with regard to the priesthood;

see Lev. 2l: l8). At this point, however, we encounter the literary problems attaching to

the story of David's accession.14 The reference to how Merib-baal became lame might

be behind 2 S. 9:3.Is In any event the positioning of Jonathan's son before Saul's son

Ishbaal (2 S. 4) was a conscious literary device. The detailed description of the circum-

stances surrounding Merib-baal's lameness is designed to free David from the suspi-

cion of wanting to exclude the pretender to the throne.

Lameness is also an important element in the portrayal of how David conquered the

Jebusite fortress Jerusalem (2 S. 5:6-10). The narrative mentions lame and blind per-

sons three times (vv. 6,8) and confronts the historian with considerable problems.16 Al-
though the Qumran fragments 4QSamu do help with textual reconstruction, ultimately

they too are unable to solve these problems'17

Determining the identity of the pis"him (vv. 6,8) requires that one first understand

the secondary character of the parenthetical remark in v. 8b: "the blind and the lame

shall not come into the house," a remark closely associated with the exclusion of such

persons from priestly service (Lev.2l:18). The insertion of this remark betrays the

presence of a scribe who no longer knew the real reason for David's hatred of the lame

and the blind (v. 8a). The identity of the pis"him and of the 'iw"rim is unclear, and the

text itself is difficult (pl. subj., sg. verb, possible only if one understands the subject as

a collective; Wellhausen's emendation of the verb as pl. y"strufta has been largely ac-

cepted). In that case, the sentence might contain a mocking remark about the Jebusite

inhabitants Odicb, not "ruler" [Watson]).
By contrast, Stoebe suggests that this mention of the lame and the blind alludes to

David's own soldiers in view of the well-fortified city. This view, however, founders on

the equally difficult reference to David's hatred (v. 8a)'

4QSama, with hsyt (( syr, "drive along, forward"), helps us to understand the LXX
and implies that the reference here is to the confident behavior ofthe Jebusite defenders.

Although Jebusite arrogance might explain David's hatred, it does not clarify the role of
the blind and the lame. Similarly, although early scholars tried to understand this hatred

as the mutual hatred between military adversaries, the text itself offers no reason to do

so. The Targums paraphrase in interpreting them as "sinners and guilty ones."l8 Medi-

eval Jewish commentators understood the reference as being to two idols.le

Wellhausen and others understood v. 8a as a cloaked reference to the fact that David

allowed no survivors in his campaign against the Jebusites. David hated the blind and

the lame because they had spurred the inhabitants of the Jebusite fortress to make fun

of David and his soldiers.

14. See Gronbak.
15. See Carlson, 51-52; McCarter,2 Samuel, 128.
16. See S. R. Driver Notes on the Hebrew Texr of the Books of Samuel (Oxford, 21913),258-

6l; Stoebe, 73-99; Bressan, 346-81; Brunet, 65-72, et at.

17. See Ulrich, 128-29.
18. Driver, Samuel, 261.
19. McCarter, 2 Samuel, 738.
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The prophets refer to the lame in three passages, all of whose contexts are eschato-
logically colored. lsa. 33:23 speaks of the great eschatological homecoming to Zion
and about God's kd!6Q, which from then on would remain in Jerusalem (33:.17-2{).zo
The text is probably corrupt, and BllS reads'iwwZr in v.23c.21 The text, "then the blind
will divide spoil in abundance, the lame will fall to plundering," contains an unmistak-
able allusion to 2 S. 5:6ff.,22 if one accepts the emendation following the Targums.
Then, however, allusions to Isa. 9:2(3) emerge showing that the theme "lameness and
blindness" derives from the original prophetic warning (6: l0). That warning was then
reworked like a midrash under the influence of 2 S. 5:6ff., and Isa. 35:6 picks up the
same theme yet again: "Then the lame shall leap like a deer, and the tongue of the
speechless sing for joy." The preceding verse (v.5) also emphasizes that in the coming
eschatological age the eyes of the blind will also be opened. These statements are em-
bedded in the section 34:l-35:1 , which J. Vermeylen identifies as an eschatological vi-
sion with apocalyptic features.23 By contrast, O. H. Steck views Isa. 35 as a redactional
unity designed to facilitate the incorporation of Isa. 40ff. into the collection of earlier
Isaianic prophetic sayings.2a In this context vv. 5 and 7 are secondary. The text attests
subsequent developments of earlier themes, including the notion that the lame will re-
gain their mobility. In the new Jerusalem, just as at the time when the Jebusite fortress
was conquered, the blind and the lame will themselves be conquered by being healed.

According to Jer. 31:8, part of a short expansion (vv. 7-9) within Jer. 3l:2-8, itself
similarly concerned with the inbreaking of the eschatological age, the lame and the
blind will return home in a new exodus. Unlike Isa. 35:6, however, this passage does

not say that the lame and the blind will be healed, an omission possibly suggesting that
Jer. 3l was composed earlier than Isa. 35, during a period when the healing of the lame
was not yet understood as a sign of Israel's eschatological renewal. The passage is also
textually unclear (see LXX, which refers to Passover). Finally, Mic. 4:6-7 also men-
tions the homecoming of the lame (cf. the terminological similarity with Gen.
32:32[31)).

The OT wisdom writings mention the lame twice. According to Prov. 26:7 (con-
cerning textual problems, see B11S), the proverb of a fool is like the limp leg of a
lame person. In an extensive defense, Job tries to prove his integrity by referring es-
pecially to his behavior toward the needy. According to Job 29:15, he was "eyes to
the blind, and feet to the lame." He emphasizes his innocence over against the accu-
sations of his friends. and his words seem to reflect a familiar and traditional manner
of expression.

20. See J. Vermeylen, Du prophite Isai:e d I'apocalyptique, L EBib (1977),433-34.
21. See Irwin, 161.
22. See Vermeylen, Du prophite Isai'e, l, 433.
23. rbid.. 440-45.
24. Bereitete Heimkehr: Jesaja 35 als redaktionelle Brilcke zwischen dem Ersten und dem

Zweiten Jesaja. SBS l2l (1985),31-32.
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2. piss€afu in Personal Names. Three people in the OT bear the name pasEah. "lame

one, limper" (NRSV: Paseah; -+ nDD pdsalt).zs

3. l,ame Animals. Three OT passages qualify animals as pissZah (Dt. 15:21; Mal.

l:8,13). Dt. l5:21 provides the basis for a comprehensive cultic regulation affecting

which animals may be offered as sacrifices. No firstling male may be offered to God if
it is blind or lame. This stipulation is then itself expanded such that any defect prevents

an animal from being offered. This notion, one underlying Lev. 2l:18 as well, under-

stands physical handicaps as rendering a creature less than whole and thus ipso facto to

be excluded from the cultic sphere. In Mal. 1:8 and 13 the prophet accuses his contem-

poraries of having violated this stipulation. One noteworthy point is that the Dtn stipu-

lation in 15:22 is qualified such that the congregation is permitted to eat such animals,

and we are thus surprised to find that such a stipulation could be ignored during the

time of Malachi when the Dtn regulation did allow the use of such animals as secular

food. The best animals may have been reserved for husbandry while only those with

defects were offered as sacrifices. There may also have been considerable room for in-

terpretation regarding just what constituted an intact sacrificial animal in the first
place. In any event the Dtn stipulation itself and the prophetic reproach allow us to see

how seriously any sort of physical defect was viewed as inimical to holiness. Whereas

today physical handicaps are often considered particularly worthy of divine sympathy,

the OT rigorously disqualified them as not belonging to the divine sphere at all.

4. LXX and Qumran The LXX translates pissEah consistently as chol6s. IQM 7:4

suggests that in Qumran the pisseah (alongside the hiSgef "lame"26) was excluded

from participating in the decisive eschatological battle of the "sons of light." P' R.

Davies finds no connection with the regulation concerning the cultic acceptability of
priests (Lev.2l:17-21), though considering the cultic dimension of the eschatological

camp one can justifiably doubt this assertion.2T lQSa 2:6 is semantically interesting in

that it uses p issZafu to refer only to hands, probably to some sort of wound or injury; in

any event such a person is to be excluded from the community. 1lQT 52:10 picks up

the sacrificial regulation from Dt. 15:21.
Clements
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25. For that translation see IPN, 227.

26. -+'11t1 hagar (chaghar), lY,2l3.
27. IQM, the War scroll from Qumran: Its Stucture and History. Bietor 32 (1977), 42.
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29; C. R. North, "The Essence of Idolatry," Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS O. Eissfeldt. BZAW 77
(21961), 15l-60; H. D. Preuss, Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971);
J. Renger and U. Seidl, "Kultbrld," RLA, VI, 307-19; H. Ringgren, "The Symbolism of
Mesopotamian Cult Images," in H. Biezais, ed., Religious Symbols and Their Functions (Upp-
sala, 1979), 105-9; W. H. Schmidt, 'Auspriigungen des Bilderverbots? Zur Sichtbarkeit und
Vorstellbarkeit Gottes im AT," Das Wort und die Wdrter FS G. Friedricl, (Stuttgart, 1973),25-
34; idem, "Bilderverbot und Gottebenbildlichkeit: Exegetische Notizen zur Selbstmanipulation
des Menschen l' Wort und Wahrheit 23 (1968) 209-16; H. Schrade, Der verborgene Gott
(Stuttgart, 1 949); S. Schoer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO 7 4 ( 1987); A. Spycket, l,a statuaire du
Proche-Orient ancien. HO Yllll,2 (Leiden, 1981); W. B. Tatum, "The LXX Version of the Sec-
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I. Occurrences.
1. OT Occurrences, (Jse, and Meaning. Although the root psl is attested in both

noun and verb forms in the OT, of the 60 occulrences only 6 involve verbs in the qal

(p;x.34:1,4;Dt. 10:1,3; I K.5:32[Eng. 18]; Hab.2:18). Hebrew lexicographers gener-

ally distinguish the nouns as pesel, with 3l occurrences in the singular, and the posited

basic form *pdsil, with 23 occurrences in the plural.

This distinction between two different lexemes corresponds precisely to the

Masoretic pointing of these forms. An investigation of all occurrences with a consider-

ation of orthography with y in the plural, however, yields a different picture of the con-

sonants. Whereas generally in the case of absent y (e.g.,2 Ch. 33: 19; 34:3,4; Jer. 50:38;

Hos. 1 l:2) the y is added or the orthography understood as defective, one can show that

the onhographical variation with or without y is by no means arbitrary, and reflects

rather quite precisely the phonetic relationships within the given word such that the y

itself, when it is written, can only be explained as a vowel indicating a long pretonic.l

This phenomenon can be explained only through derivation from a tate qatil form.2

Hence one must derive the plural form of the nominal construction of psl from a basic

form *pds1l, from which one can then also explain the development of the qatl form

pesel. One additional question is whether the nounpesel, which in the OT is often used

as a collective, can be understood as a broken or inner plural alongside the numerical

plural.3 The Masoretic pointing of the plural forms, corresponding to a qattl type, can

easily be explained purely on the numeric basis of the more frequent occurrences of the

forms with the vowel y (17 of 23), whose basic consonantal makeup recalls this con-

struction rather than the rare pdsdl type.

Both the singular and the plural forms also occur in a series of constructs, whereby

the noun from psl generally appears as the nomen regens, e.g., pesel ha-idrk (2 K.

2l:7),peselhassemel(2Ch.33:7),peselhd'€p\d(Jgs. 18:18), peselmiftA(Jgs. l8:31),

ond Commandment (Ex 20j-6 = Deut 5,7-10): A Polemic Against Idols, Not Images," JS"/ l7
(1986) 177-95; P. Weimar, "Das Goldene Kalb: Redaktionskritische Erwiigungen ruEx32i' BN

ial:s (tsgz) 117-60; P. Welten, "Bilder II. AT," TRE' Yl, 517-21; idem, "Gtitterbild,
miinnliches," BRLz,99-lll;idem,"G<ittergruppe," BRLz, ll9-22;W.Wifall,"Modelsof Godin
the OT," BTB g (lg7g) 179-86; A. S. van der Woude, "Het twede Gebod," Rondom het Woord 19

(1967) 221-31; E. 7,enge1 Israel am Sinai: Analysen und Interpretationen zu Exodus 17-34
(Altenberge, 21985); W. Zimmerli, "Das zweite Gebot," FS A. Bertholet (Tiibingen, 1950), 550-

63 = Goites Offenbarung: Gesammelte Aufscitze I. ThB 19 12196rr, 234-48; idem, "Das

Bilderverbot in der Geschichte des alten Israel. Goldenes Kalb, Eherne Schlange, Mazzeben und

Ladel' Schalom. FS A. Jepsen. AzT lt46 (1971), 86-96 = Studien zur ahtestamentlichen

Theologie und Prophetie: Gesammelte Aufscitze II. ThB 5l (1974),247-60:' idem, "Die Spendung

von Scimuck ftir iin Kultob.lektl' Milanges bibliques et orientaux. FS H. Cazelles. AOAT 212

(1981), 513-28.

l. See Dohmen, "Zwei Nominalbildungen," I l- I 2.

2. E. Krinig, Historisch-kritisches l*hrgebiiude der hebrriischen Sprache, lUl (Leipzig,

l89s), 79.
3. See Michel ,84 t. 4; S. Moscati, Into. to the Comparative Grammar of the Semitic lan'

suages. PLO 6 (31980), $$12.43-51'
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p"stb '"lohim (Dt. 7:25; 12:3; Isa. 2l:9), p"sib ldpel (Jer. 5l:47), p"silA ftesep (tsa.
30:22); it appears as nomen rectum only in 'ole/A pesel (Ps. 97:7) and 'eres pesilim
(Jer.50:38).

Within the context of noun constructions, the expression pesel fimasseftA is of par-
ticular significance because of its pivotal role in the semantic development of pesel. ln
this form the combination occurs 5 times in the MT (Dt.27:15; Jgs. 17:3,4; l8:14;
Nah. l:14), though it probably also originally stood in Jgs. 18 17,18,20, where ir was
replaced during secondary redaction.a Syntactically and semantically, the formulation
pislt w"niski in Isa. 48:5 also corresponds to this expression. The expression'elohtm
'"hertm fimassef,)l in 1 K. 14:9 is to be understood as a tendentious recasting of the ex-
pression pesel fimass€ftd. In using this derogatory designation to refer to Jeroboam's
cultic images, the author introduces here a double allusion to the first and second com-
mandments of the Decalogue by changing the first part of pesel fimassef,i to '"lohtm
'ohcrtm and the second to the plural form.5 Finally, this combination also provides the
basis in five additional OT passages (Isa. 30.22;42:17; Jer. 10:14 = 5l:17 Hab. 2:18)
where pesel and masseld correspond to one another in parallelismus membrorum, sng-
gesting that the two words were separated for stylistic purposes similar to the way such
separation is attested for the expression 'es wa'elen in Jer. 2:27;3:9; Hab. 2:19. Both
Hebrew and Ugaritic literature attest numerous examples of hendiadys or of an expres-
sion whose corresponding constituent parts have been separated and juxtaposed in
paralle lismus membro rum.6

A formal consideration of the two parts of the expression pe sel fimass€f;d already re-
veals certain semantic peculiarities. Whereas pesel occurs in the abs. state or in const.
state with various other lexemes, masseftd, apart from a few exceptions that can be ex-
plained from the literary context (see esp. the three "isolated" occurrences inDt.9:12;
2 K. 17:16; Hos. l3:2),7 occurs only as the nomen rectum in construct combinations
with'cgel, '"lohim, and selem.s

The verbs associated with this noun reveal yet another peculiarity of its use. Al-
though verbs ofproduction are never used with the ptural ofpsl they play an enorrnous
role in connection with the singular. The reason is that the plural, including its deroga-
tory use,e always refers to the divine imagery of foreign religions such that semantically
the pl. pestltm is used exclusively to refer to the "idols of foreign gods."r0 Although the
singular is frequently associated with verbs of production and cultic veneration, such
association reveals more a contextual focus than any special meaning.ll The nounps/

4. See M. Noth, "Der Hintergrund von Ri 17-18," ABLAK, | (1971), 136 n. 12; concerning
the overall problem, see also H. M. Niemann, Die Daniten: Studien zur Geschichte eines
altisraelitischen Stammes. FRLANT 135 (1985), 96-110.

5. See Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 56-57.
6. See M. Held, "Philological Notes on the Mari Covenanr Riruals," BASOR 200 (1970) 3't.
7. Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 52-53.
8. -+ i'l)ED masseftd, Ylll, 435-37.
9. See B. Kedar, Biblische Semantik (Stuttgart, 1981), 111.
10. Hossfeld, Dekalog, 273.
11. See ILI below; cf. Floss, 160; Dohmen, Bilderverbot,42.
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occurs almost exclusively in the context of references to imagery; one exception might

be the design ation happ"stlim in Jgs. 3:19,26, a geographical reference that is difficult
to decipher.l2 Such terminology with reference to imagery is generally used in one of
five contexts in the OT: (1) in narratives, (2) in cultic reform texts, (3) in polemical texts,

(4) in texts focusing on the debate with non-Israelite gods and cultic practices, and

(5) in texts associated with the prohibition of images. The term psl occurs in all these

contexts, another indication that this root encompasses a relatively broad semantic field.

The only qualification is that the noun psl is restricted exclusively to the religious

sphere, and is not used in any secular contexts similar to those associated, e.g., with -+

D)l selem.t3 The noun psl is clearly the most common term associated with idols in

the OT.

A precise analysis of the occurrences of the noun psl reveals that a "basic meaning"

can probably also be disclosed within the expression pesel fimassef;d. In this hendiadys

two terms describing the products of craftsmen evoke the essential elements of the en-

tire object under discussion; the reference is to a concrete representation (psl) together

with the products of goldsmithing necessary for cultic use (massef;A). The term pesel

as the first in the expression quite possibly later assumed the meaning of the entire ex-

pression and, in a quasi-elliptical fashion, was able to take on the meaning "(valuable)

cultic image." Against the background of the other occurrences of the nominal con-

struction, we find that its meaning is associated with precisely the sphere encompassed

in part by the term "idol" and in part by that of "cultic image." Since the functional de-

termination (cultic sphere) accompanies all occurrences, however, whereas the sub-

stantive determination as a divine image or idol does not, the meaning of the nominal

construction of psl in the OT seems best circumscribed by the expression "cultic im-

age."
At first glance the meaning of the verb psl seems to be accurately circumscribed

with "to carve ouq hew [stone],"1a especially since the semantic field that the rootps/

encompasses in other Semitic languages is restricted to the dressing or hewing of wood

and stone.15 Closer observation, however, reveals that in the OT only I K. 5:32(18) un-

equivocally refers to a "neutral" hewing in its reference to the preparation of the stones

for the temple. Although the other occurrences of the verb psl also take the same basic

meaning as their point of departure, their actual meaning is ultimately so strongly col-

ored by the context that they require separate semantic consideration. Both Ex. 34:1,4

and Dt. 10:1,3 are directly associated with the prohibition against images and can be

understood only within that context.l6 Hab. 2:18 is used within the context of ex-

tremely late polemic against divine images and is thematically related to the previously

mentioned occurrences of the verb psl.17

12. Concerning the various interpretations, see Schroer, 307-10
13. See Wildberger, "Dll gelem image," TLOTIII, 1080tr.
14. See HAL,1Il,949.
15. See I.2 below.
16. See II.l below.
17. See IL3 below.
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2. Extrabiblical Occurrences and Etymology. The root psl occurs in Northwest Se-
mitic, where it evokes the semantic field associated with "hew, carve, etc." In Ugaritic,
psl is a vocational designation for certain tradesmen involved in working with stones
and wood.r8 The interpretation of psltm is disputed in several passages.le The various
verbal and nominal occurrences of the root psl in Punic and Nabatean inscriptions are
also associated with the sphere of wood- and stoneworking;2o Syr. pslzr arrd, Aram. psU
psylh and pslhzz as well as the corresponding verbal and nominal occurrences in
extrabiblical Hebrew23 are also to be understood along these semantic lines. No com-
parable forms of the root psl have yet been found in Southwest Semitic. A deriva-
tion from or at least some relationship with Al,k. pasdlu. "turn around, awayl'za
might be considered sir,ce pasalu is associated with the semantic field "twist, wind,
wrap"'2s and a comparative-semasiological consideration26 of the Egyptian homonym
mdh27 is also advisable, since it too could refer both to "wrapping, binding" as well as
to wood-z8 and stoneworking (see mflh nSw.t, "stonemason"2e).

As far as the Heb. nounps/ is concerned, these findings suggest that the basic refer-
ence is to something that has been hewn and dressed. In the OT, however, the basic
meaning attaching to the root hardly plays a role any longer except for understanding
the expression pesel fimassekA.3o Otherwise OT usage restricts the term to the notion of
"cultic image, idol," a development worth noting especially considering that no extra-
Hebrew occulrences of the root psl have yet been associated with terminology involv-
ing imagery.

3. lXX. The LXX generally renders the noun formps/ as glypt6s (40 times). Beyond
this, no preferences for equivalents are discernible in the LXX. Once each it uses
dgalma, glymma, and perib6mion; 4 times glfphein;5 times eidolon; andtwice eftdn.

18. See WUE no. 2240; UT no.2073; B. Cutler and J. Macdonald, "The Unique Ugaritic
Text UT l 13 and the Question of 'Guilds,"' UF 9 (1977) 21.

19. KTU 1.5, VI, 18; 1.6, I, 2; see WUS, no. 224|, TO, 1,251 n. i; T. L. Fenton, "Ugaritica-
Biblica," UF I (1969)70;, J. C. de Moor, "Buchbesprechung: A. S. Kapelrud, The Violent Goddessl'
UF I (1969) 227: CMLZ,73, 156; K. Aartun, "Beitrage zum ugaritischen Lexikon," WO 4 (1967t
68) 286; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die Trauer Els und Anats," UF' 18 (1986) 108: "carving."

20. See DNSI, II, 922-23.
21. l*xSya 581.
22. DNSI, Il,922; Beyer, 669.
23. Levy, WTM, lY,71ff .
24. AHw, zII, 838.
25. Concerning a possible relationship with Akk. pa,ialu (AHw,II, 841) and patalu (AHw, 11,

847) with corresponding Semitic parallels, see Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 43-45.
26. See W Eilers, Die vergleichend-semasiologische Methode in der Orientalistik. AAWLM

to (1974).
27. WbAS, il, 190.
28. See F. Steinmann, "Untersuchungen zu den in der handwerklich-kiinstlerischen

Produktion beschiiftigen Personen und Berufsgruppen des Neuen Reichs," ZAS tOl (1980) l5l.
29. WbAS, II, 190.
30. See I.l above.
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Except for the translation of I K. 5:32(Eng. 18), where it uses hetoimdzein, the LXX
renders the verb psl as laxeiein.

It is worth noting that with a single exception, the LXX always renders the noun

pesel inthe Pentateuch with a corresponding form of Slypt6s; only in the two versions

of the Decalogue in Ex. 2O4 andDt. 5:8 does the LXX use eidolon, betraying a late in-

terpretation that reads the first and second Decalogue commandments together and

against this background understands the second as prohibiting "divine images" (idols)

rather than cultic or similar images in the general sense.3l

II. Central Themes in the OT. A statistical survey of the occurrences of the root

psl in the OT already discloses certain emphases in its use betraying differing origins

and intentions. Generally speaking, three thematic spheres emerge: (1) texts associated

with the prohibition of images; (2) texts concerned with the debate with foreign reli-

gions; and (3) texts involved in polemic against images. Narratives never mention psl

in any neutral context.32

l. Prohibition of Images. Among texts more closely associated with the OT prohibi-

tion of images, pesel appears first in the short prohibitive lO'1a'aieh-leka pesel, an ex-

pression formulated for the basic text of the Decalogue in Dt. 5 during the early Dtr pe-

riod.33 The expression does, however, have both stylistic and substantive precursors.

First, it was probably inspired by the old introduction to cultic law in the Covenant

Code, Ex. 2O:23.3a Second, Manasseh's "cultic sacrilege" probably prompted the use

of the design ation pesel since the cultic image of Asherah that Manasseh had made and

that he then erected is called pesel hA'"ierA in 2 K. 2l:7; in 2 Ch. 337 it is then called

peselhassemel,andin2Ch.33:15 simply hassemel. If onealsounderstandsNah. 1:14

as being directed against Manasseh,35 then the designation p esel fimasseftA also applies

to this cultic image. It is not surprising that a formulation intended to be universally

valid, such as was probably the case with regard to the basic text of the Decalogue,

would restrict this terminology to peseL 36 The contemporary background also supports

this view insofar as it was the author JE, writing precisely during the time of Manasseh,

who first characterized the worship of images as a sin by inserting his narrative E,x.32*

into the Sinai theophany. He provided the concrete material necessary for the emer-

gence of the prohibition of images by making the actual transition from the demand for

exclusive worship of Yahweh to the classification of the veneration of images as a sin,

which in its own turn obstructs that demand.37 JE carries out this characteization espe-

31. See the detailed discussion in Tatum.
32. Concerning the background ofJgs. l7-18, see Niemann, Daniten,6l-14'l: concerning the

functional relationship with Dt. 27:15, see Dohmen' Bilderverbot,234-35'
33. See Hossfeld, Dekalog, 273.

34. For a reconstruction and a discussion of content, see Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 154-80.

35. Jtirg Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spdten Kdnigszeit Israels.

WMANT 35 (1970),22tr.
36. See Ll above.
37. Concerning the disposition of the JE Sinai theophany, see Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 132-41.
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cially through the emphatic introduction of the "table motif' (see luhol 'elen in 24:12;
3l:18;32:19). The theophany, given quasi-documentation in the tables themselves, is
destroyed by the sin of idol worship (the shattering of the tables in 32:19), and the in-
troduction of the privileged status in Ex. 34 (without tables!) constitutes a new rela-
tionship between God and people.

'A Dtr redactor who combined the Tetrateuch together with Deuteronomy itself,
which in the meantime had grown larger, had to clarify the relationship between the
privileged status within the 'covenant of Moses' in Ex. 34 and the Decalogue within
the 'covenant of Horeb' in Dt. 5:9ff. After the worship of the calf inEx.32, he recast
chap. 34 under the influence of Dt. 9-10 into a covenant renewal."38 Ex.34:1,4 and Dt.
l0:1,3 with the verbal forms of psl can also be explained in connection with the dispo-
sition of this redaction, since on the one hand this redactor3e incorporates the tradi-
tional understanding ofthe tables, and yet on the other already formulates it against the
background of the Decalogue, in the present instance especially against the back-
ground of the prohibition of images. In these passages the hewing of the new tables for
the Decalogue is described with the verb psl, providing an association with the prohibi-
tion of images in the Decalogue in that in the context of this particular description, the
ultimate intention is indeed a confrontation between word and image.

The formulation in Dt. l0:4 especially underscores this finding; reference to
Yahweh's speaking on the mountain from within the fire on the day of assembly+O 3l-
ludes to Dt. 4:12, where the alternative between the spoken word and the unseen form
also served as the point of departure for a great redactional parenesis concerning the
prohibition of images.al Hence inEx.34:1,4 and Dt. l0:1,3, the verb psl evokes the
special connotative function, playing off the idea of "production," of indicating the
only legitimate alternative to the forbidden'aidpesel (Dt. 5:8; Ex.20:4). Picking up on
DL4:9-13, the expansion in Dt. 4:15-l6a*(without semel),19-28 then shaped the first
expansion of the Decalogue prohibition of images through kol-t"mfind.a2 The monothe-
ism emerging during the exilic period then effectively repressed the first command-
ment of the Decalogue while simultaneously giving priority to the second.

This background also explains the tendency in late postexilic texts to expand the
Decalogue's prohibition of images substantively from a prohibition of cultic images
into a prohibition of any portrayal within the cultic sphere. It is within the same context
that the corresponding Dtr expansions in the book of Hosea (see Hos. 8:6: ll:2; l3:2;
l4:4[3]1+z are to be understood. These expansions interpret the earlier Hoseanic "cri-
tique of imagery" from the perspective of the Decalogue's own prohibition of images
and expand the content of that critique against the background of polemic debate. The

38. Hossf'eld, Dekalog, 210.
39. See also Zenger, 130ff.
40. For a more precise description of this redactional material, see F.-L. Hossfeld, Unterwegs

zur Kirche: Abtestamentliche Konzeptionen. QD ll0 (1987), esp. 130ff.
41. See Knapp,6l-62.
42. See Dohman, Bilderverbot, 218ff.
43. Ibid., 148-51, 259-60, esp. nn. 243, 249.
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expansion of content can be found in the addition to the Decalogue's prohibition of im-

ages and its emendation for the version of Ex. 20 and in the additions in Dt.4:16*,17-

18 and in Lev. l9.4.,26l; and Dt. 27:15, which applies the prohibition of images ex-

plicitly to the sphere of the private cult and is the only commandment affecting the

worship of God to appear in the surrounding context.aa

2. Foreign Religions. Yahweh's claim to exclusivity, a claim essential for OT reli-

gion,a5 prompted debates with other religions and attempts to delimit the Israelites'

own religion from those others. Especially the Dtn-Dtr texts whose goal was to eradi-

cate and destroy all foreign cultic objects (see Ex. 34 13+0 Dt.'l15,25; 12:347) attest the

fundamental importance of these debates with foreign religions and their references to

those religions' images and cultic objects.as The so-called cultic reform texts of the Dtr

History and the Chronicler's History are at least indirectly associated with these de-

bates with foreign religions and their demands that all cultic objects foreign to Yahweh

be destroyed.+e As clearly shown by comparable prophetic texts (e.g., Isa. 10: l0; 2l:9,
ler. 5l:47), texts involved in this debate with foreign religions are not associated with

any specifically formulated prohibition of images; their motivation is rather the de-

mand to worship Yahweh alone, something attested especially by their use of terminol-

ogy from the sphere of prostitution.s0 It is even possible that certain coins were later

called "harlot's pay" because of the images on them.sl Substantive overlapping

emerges only with respect to the polemic against divine images,52 since such debate

with foreign religions occasionally uses the corresponding polemical devices in its
own argumentation.

3. Polemic against Divine Images. The polemic against divine images found espe-

cially in Deutero-Isaiah (though even there generally only as secondary material53) and

wisdom literature5a is to be distinguished substantively from the prohibition of images.

This polemic actually constitutes a late parallel development to the prohibition of im-

ages, since the purpose of both polemic and prohibition is to thwart present danger. Not

44. See H.-J. Fabry, "Noch ein Dekalogl" Im Gespriich mit dem dreieinigen Gou. FS

W. Breuning, ed. M. Brihnke and H. Heinz (Dtisseldorf' 1985), 75-96.

45. See M. Rose, Der Ausschliesslichkeitsanspruch Jahwes. BWANT 106 (1975).

46. See in this regard Dohmen, Bilderverbot, 257 n. 63.

47. On this point Jee H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRI,ANT 129

(1982), 2ri n. t23.
48. Concerning this entire complex, see G. Schmitt, Du sollst keinen Frieden schlietlen mit

den Bewohnern des Landes. BWANT 91 (1970).

49. See Spieckermann , Juda unter Assur; H.-D. Hoffmann, Reform und Reformen. ATANT 66

(1980), esp.323-66 concerning the Dtn-Dtr cultic language.

50. -+ illI zand (zanah), IV l01ff.
51. concerning, e.g., Isa. 23 1'7, seeT. Fischer and U. Riitersw orden, wo 12 ( 1983) 48 n. 70.

52. See II.3 below.
53. See K. Kiesow, Exodustexte im Jesajabuch: Literarkritische und motivgeschichtliche

Analysen. OBO 24 (1979),159 n.2.
54. See Eising; G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. trans' 1972), 177-85'
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surprisingly, in some late OT texts, polemic against divine images and the prohibition
of images can appear alongside one another or even intertwined. Such texts include es-

pecially Isa. 10; Hab. 2:18-20 (-+ irDV 'did);Ps. 135, and many others. This relation-
ship is also articulated by the juxtaposition of the expression ma'"ieh ydQ with 'lohtm
ll.tdfim in Jer. 1:16.55 Yet even though the polemic and prohibition do share a common
goal, namely, the rejection of images, their motivation and origin are quite different;
whereas the prohibition is grounded in the specific history of Israel's own faith, the po-
lemic is rooted ultimately in a rational debate concerning the nature of images them-
selves, a debate also carried on within the Hellenistic and Roman spheres.56 The use of
such texts in Deutero-Isaiah shows one particularly significant feature within the OT,
since there the detailed polemic underscores the repression of the visual element al-
ready found in this context.

III. Qumran. Apart from the Pentateuch citations in llQT, psl occurs in the

Qumran texts only in lQpHab 12:10-13, which quotes Hab. 2:18 and then "interprets"
it as follows: pir hdbr 'l kwl psly hgwym 'ir ysrwn I wbdm wlithwt. Apart from the type
of exegesis (-+ IUD peier), this passage offers nothing new over against Hab. 2:18 it-
self.57 The extended polemic against divine images is merely applied to the juxtaposi-
tion of the believing community on the one hand and the godless world of its enemies
and opponents on the other whose cult is characteized as "image worship."

Dohmen

55. -; lr ydd, Y,426.
56. See B. Gladigow, "Zur Konkurrenz von Bild und Namen im Aufbau theistischer

Systeme," Wort und Bild, ed. Brunneq et al., 103-22.
57. See II.3 above; and A. Deissler, Zwdlf Propheten II. NEB (1981), 229-30.

Contents: L Etymology. II. Occurrences and Distribution. IIL Verb: l. Human Beings as

Subjects; 2. God as Subject. IV. Substantive po'al: l. Human Deeds; 2. God's Deeds.

V. Substantive p''ulld. VI. Substantive mip'al. VII. Qumran. VI[. LXX.

pa'al. R. Humbert, "Uemploi du verbe pa'al et de ses d6riv6s substantifs en h6breu biblique,"
ZAW 65 (1953) 35-44; O. Keel, Feinde und Gottesleugner: Studien zum Image der Widersacher
in den Individualpsalmen. SBM 7 (1969); R. P Merendino, Der Erste und der ktzte: Eine
Untersuchung von Jes 4048. SW 37 (1981); G. von Rad, "Das Werk Jahwes," Studia Biblica et

)y2 pu'"t, )!b po'at;;tlya p"'uua; )y?n mip'dt
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I. Etymology. The rootpT meaning "to make, do," is attested in several Semitic lan-

guages. In Middle Hebrew the verb means "to work." Only nouns are attested in Jewish

Aramaic (e.g., pd'"td', "worker"; cf. Sam. py'l, "act, deed";t Egyp' Aram' p'l, "to
make," on an Elephantine ostracon2 is probably a Canaanitism); the verb ("to work") is

not attested until it appears in Syriac. In Phoenician and Punic, p7 is the customary

word for "to make, do."3 The same meaning is exhibited by Arab. fa'ala; OSA /7
means "to make," while the derivative noun means "worker."4 No agreement exists yet

whether lJgar. b'l, "to make," "to work,"5 is identical with p'al;6 the root p7 is attested

in PNs: lp'\, mn p'l.t The root is not found in Akkadian or Ethiopic. Hebrew more fre-

quently ,rr", - i?y 'aSato render this notion, though also -+ \)y 'tl; in Aramaic the

customary word is ?d (which in Hebrew means "to serve").

II. Occurrences and Distribution. The verb occurs 56 times in the MT, or 57 times

if one emends Job 3't:12.8 All the occulrences are in the qal and are found in the

Psalms (26 times), Job (11/12), Isaiah (7), Proverbs (4), Hosea (2), and elsewhere (6).

The subst. po'al occurs 38 times (37 discounting Job 37:12): Deuteronomy (2), Job (61

5 times), Psalms (11), Proverbs (5),Isaiah (6), Jeremiah (3), Habakkuk (2), and else-

where (3). The 14 occurrences of the subst. p"'uilA are found in the Psalms (3)' Prov-

erbs (2),Isaiah (5), and elsewhere (4). The atbst. mip'al occurs 3 times (twice in the

Psalms, once in Proverbs). The root p7 thus occurs 111 times, a relatively small num-

ber compared to the more than 2,800 occurrences of --> itltrV 'dfid. The distribution of
p'l already clearly reveals that this roof was used more in poetic contexts. The few oc-

currences in prose and legal texts can be viewed either as elevated style or as extremely

late texts. It is doubtful there is any historical explanation for this usage, e.g., that the

root was viewed suspiciously in Israel because of its alleged Canaanite and Phoenician

origin and thus receded in favor of the root 'ih.e The root p'l was poetic and its use thus

restricted from the outset.

III. Verb.
l. Human Beings as Subjects. When used with a human subject, the verb means "to

make, do," and is often accompanied by an object expressing either a positive or nega-

Semitica. FS T. C. Vriezen (Wageningen, 1966),290-98 = GSAT. ThB 48 (1973),236-44; J. Voll-

mer,*7yD p'lro make, do:' TLdT II, l0l4-18; J. T. Willis, "on the Text of Micah 2,laa-pl' Bibl
48 (1967) 534-41, esp. 536-37.

l. LoT II, 565.
2. KAI27lA,.l.
3. DNS1, 11,924ff.
4. Biella,407.
5. WUS, no. 546.
6.L.L. Grabbe, "Hebrew PA'ALNgariric B'LI' UF l1 (1979) 307-14.

7. PNU, 17t.
8. HAL,III, 950.
9. So Humbert,36-37.
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tive action, though positive objects are rare: se{eq (Ps. l5:2) and miipdt (Zeph.2:3),

the reference being to keeping God's commandments. Objects such as ieqea "liel'
'awen, 'awlA, ra', "evlll' "wickedness" (Hos. 7:1; Job 34:32; Ps. I 19:3; Mic. 2:l)' oc'
cur far more frequently. The active participle together with the subst. Twen (-+]lN
'awen) constitutes the fixed expression po'"k 'awen, "evildoer." Because this expres-

sion occurs no less than 23 times, primarily in the Psalms, the question arises whether

the reference is to a specific group. The expression is an extremely general one, how-

ever, and parallels m"reim ("wicked ones," Isa. 3l:2; Ps. 64:3[Eng' 2]), h6l"lim
("boastful ones," Ps. 5:6t51), and reiaim ("godless, wicked ones," 28:3; 92:8[7]; 101:8'

and elsewhere). These "evildoers" belong to the largest group of "enemies of the indi-
vidual" and share this group's indistinct identity.to Petitioners who often feel they are

persecuted either as "righteous" (;addiq) or "without reason" (hinnam) are concerned

not with any precise identification or number of their enemies, but only with prompting

God to intervene by emphasizing how numerous and dangerous those enemies are.

Moreover, such evildoers are also God's own enemies. One frequently emphasized

characteristic of these "evildoers" is their speaking (e.g., Ps. 5:6-715-61; 28:3;

64:3,4,9[2,3,8];94:2-4; Mic.2:l). Since this speaking is often associated with an ill-
ness or an accusation directed toward the petitioner, it is not surprising that the evildo-
ers' presence is expressed as speaking; here the notion of the fateful, magical word

plays a role.
Theuse of pd'al inreferencetothemakingof idols inlsa.44:9-20isalsounique,

since otherwise yasar, nasaf;, and 'a{A are generally used in such contexts' The

absolute use of the verb inv. 12 is striking, since pa'al is otherwise used absolutely

only with God as its subject (414;43:13). The author is probably using the terms yasar

and pa'al intentionally as ironic or derogatory expressions for human idolatry, since in
Deutero-Isaiahyasar (-+ ''lIr) especially refers to God's own creative activity.ll

2. God as Subject. With God as its subject , pa'al refers either to his mighty deeds in
history or to his anticipated, imminent intervention. The former provide reason to hope

that the latter will indeed take place. Ex. l5: l7 praises the selection of Zion and the con-

struction of the temple as the conclusion of the liberation from Egypt. Nu. 23:23b ap-

pends to Balaam's second oracle a reflection on Yahweh's miraculous help. Dt. 32:27

articulates Yahweh's self-reflection in suggesting that Israel's enemies might conclude

that the defeat of Israel was their own rather than Yahweh's doing. The deed known even

to the ancestors in Ps. 44:2(l) Qt6'al pd'alta btmAhem, "what deed you performed in
their [the ancestors'] days") refers to Yahweh's conquest of the land for his people.

Just as Yahweh is responsible for the Chaldeans' punishment of Israel (Hab. l:6), so

also will he bring about Israel's deliverance from exile (Isa.41:4). Yahweh is the first
and the iast: "Ultimately the argument is not this or that mighty deed of Yahweh, but

10. See Keel,98ff.
11. See Merendino,383, who remarks only that in Isa.44:9-13 the two verbs are "not used

theologically."
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rather his divine being as such, which in absolute freedom is the creative source of all
that is and all that happens. Knowledge of Yahweh as the only source of cosmic reality
allows no other explanation for all that happens even in the present."l2

The Psalter also intimately associates future hope with past experience. The congre-
gation collectively affirms that Yahweh will continue to preserve his people just as he

redeemed them earlier (Ps. 68:29[28]; 74:12). Similarly, the individual petitioner is

able to find refuge from enemies in Yahweh (31:20[19]). Elihu summons Job to ac-

knowledge and praise God's works but not to question them (Job 36:23-24). The goal
of Elihu's theodicy is to "ascribe righteousness to my Maker" (l"po'"lt 'etten-se8eq,

36:3).

IV. Substantive p6'al. Like the verb, the subst. po-'al is used to refer to both human

deeds and God's works.

l. Human Deeds. Human deeds can be qualified, e.9., as po'al hamas, "wicked
deed" (par. ma'oiA 'awen, "works of iniquity," Isa. 59:6). Elsewhere the negative nature

of the action is contextually construed (e.g., Job 36:9; Ps. 28:4; Prov. 24:12,29; lsa.
29:15; ler.25:14; 50:29), and occasional reference is also made to God's recompense
(i/m, Ruth 2:12 Job 34:ll:, Jer. 25:14; hciib, Prov.24:12,29).

The substantive can also refer in a completely neutral fashion to the work of every-
day life (Ps. 104:23) or to one's personal conduct (Prov. 20:11; 21:8). It can also take

on the meaning "wages" (Job 7:2; Jer.22:13).In the compound expression rap-p"'alim,
it functions as an honorific title insofar as either Benaiah or his father (cf. AH$ is a
"doer of great deeds" (2 S. 23:20 = 1 Ch. ll:22). Like the verb, the substantive used

with a human subject almost always has negative connotations, though neutral and

even positive connotations are also attested.

2. God's Deeds. God's deeds are often referred to with a paronomastic expression:
pd'al pd'alta btmAhem, "what deeds you performed in their days" (Ps. 44:2|l),13 and

ki pd'al pd'dl bfuASem, "for a work is being done in your [the listeners'] days" (Hab.

1'5t+). Although the expressions are quite similar, their temporal references move in
completely different directions. Ps. 44:2(l) refers to the expulsion of the Canaanites

during the land conquest, Hab. 1:5 to the imminent arousing of the Chaldeans against

the apostates among the Israelites themselves. Both temporal references recur in other
passages as well. Ps. 95:9 refers to the Massah-Meribah tradition in Ex. 17. Ps.17:12-
l3(11-12) and 143:5 similarly refer to salvific deeds in the people's history. Ps. I I l:3
characterizes Yahweh's p6'al as hbd-w"hdddr "majesty and honor."

One may also expect, however, that Yahweh will act similarly in the future on behalf
of his people or the individual (e.g., Ps. 64: l0[9]; 90: 16), though occasionally the de-

12. Merendino, 130.
13. See IIL2 above.
14. Concerning the text, cf . BHS and W Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja.

KAT XilU3 (1975),203.
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scription is so general that one cannot determine whether the reference is to history or

ro world dominion in the larger sense (Dt. 32:4; Job 36:24; Ps. 92:5[4]). Von Rad is

probably correct in suspecting that "all these passages belong to a specific cultic tradi-

tion and phraseology," and that the term po'al "originally evoked the miraculous events

of the exodus or of the entry into Canaan, and thence was adopted into the language

used in petitions of the individual."15
The subst. po'al also occurs in prophetic writings. Apart from Hab. 1:5 (see above),

Hab.3:2 also focuses on Yahweh's mighty deeds. Isa. 45 9 and 11, although somewhat

obscure, apparently refer to the future. Merendino believes that in both instances

Yahweh's po'al is Israel itself: Yahweh is the creator, Israel the work of creation.16 By

contrast, von Rad adduces v. 13 in understanding v. 1l as a reference to Cyrus and

Yahweh's work through him.tz Whether Israel or Cyrus, the reference is to historical

entities that as such are Yahweh's works. Von Rad concludes that in the case of both

pA'al and ma'oieh, we are dealing with stereotypical and absolutized terms referring to

divine rule as such rather than to any specific deed in history.18

The subst. p6'al occasionally also refers to the activity of clouds or lightning as ex-

ecutors of God's will (Job 31:12).In Elihu's theodicy, where righteousness is ascribed

to God as creator (pd'cl, 36:3),le God's creative activity manifests itself in atmospheric

phenomena (cf. vv. 21-33).

V. Substantive p"ulli. In connection with human beings, the subst. p"'ulld means

"work," "action," "wage"; in connection with God, it similarly means "action," "re-

ward," and "punishment."20 In Jer. 31:16 and 2 Ch. l57, p"'ulld refers to work for
which a certain wage or payment (iakfrr) is set. Both passages concern divine assur-

ance for the "work" of enduring imprisonment (Jer. 31:16) or hostile attack (2 Ch.

15:7). Lev. 19:13 refers in a completely concrete manner to the wages of the day la-

borer: p"'ulla! idf,ir. In Ezk. 29:20 Egypt is the "payment" Nebuchadlezzar receives

"for the work he did before -lyre."zt Prov. 10: 16 contrasts peTllal saddtq, "the wage of
therighteous,"with te!fi'a1 raia',"thegainof thewicked."Prov' I1:l8usesthecon-
trast pe'ulla1-iaqer, "deceptive wages," and ieker '"me7 "stxe reward." The plural con-

struction lip'ull61 'dQam in Ps. l7:4 is probably best understood as "with regard to hu-

man works" or something similar.22 In 28:5 p"'ull61yhwh, "Yahweh's works," parallels

ma'ofl€h ydflayw, "the work of his hands," i.e., both refer to God's deeds, albeit deeds

unacknowledged here by the wicked. In the MT of 109:20 the expression p"'ulla!

15. Von Rad, 291. On the use of the subst. ma'oieh, which is often used as a parallel. -r;liry
'aid and see von Rad,29lff.

16. Merendino.427.
17. Von Rad,294.
18. rbid., 295.
19. See III.2 above.
20. HAL,II, 951.
21. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), l17, ll9-20.
22. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1987),243.
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Sot'nay, "the reward of my accusers," is explained by the addendum mE'e1yhwh, "from
Yahweh." If one eliminates this gloss, the meaning is probably closer to "the deed of
my prosecutors [or 'accusers']."23 In that case vv. 6-20 would describe the "cursed
work" of the adversaries. By inserting the gloss, the MT intends the pe'ulld to be under-
stood as "wage" in the sense of "punishment" of the adversaries through Yahweh.

In the Suffering Servant's song in Isa.49:1-6, the servant's right(miipdt) and rec-
ompense (p"'ulld) are to be found with God (v. 4b) after his activity among human be-

ings proves to be futile (v. 4a). In 40:10 and 62:11, it is Yahweh himself who after
strenuous work returns with his "reward" (i"kdrb) and (par.) "yield" (p"'ulld!6: NRSV
"recompense"). In 62:11 "recompense" clearly refers to Israel, which has been liber-
ated from exile. For 40: l0 scholars have adduced Gen. 30:28,32-33;31:8, where ialdr
refers to Jacob's acquisition of sheep and goats. What we would have here is an image

of Yahweh as the shepherd.2a The term p"'uilA is used yet again as a reference to rec-
ompense for Yahweh's servants in Isa. 61:8, and negatively as a reference to punish-
ment or vengeance for the wicked in 65:7 (see the discussion of Ps. 109:20 above). The
meaning of p"'ulld is, however, generally positive.

VI. Substantivemip'al. The subst. mip'dl occurs only 3 times, always plural and al-
ways as a reference to Yahweh's works. In Prov. 8:22 Wisdom speaks of itself as rd'ii1
dark6, the "beginning of his [God's] work," par. to qeQem mip'dldyw, the "first of his
acts." In Ps. 46:9(8) mip'"161 yhwh refers to "Yahweh's works" par. to iamm61, "ter-
rors," evoking the kind of terrifying works Yahweh has performed such as the exodus
from Egypt (cf. Ex. 10:2; Ps. 78:43). Ps. 66:5 similarly associates the mip'"l61yhwh
with a description of Yahweh as n6ra' 'obh, "terible in his ruIe." The following verse

then describes how the Israelites passed through the sea during the exodus. One should
not, however, conclude from these three examples that mip'dl refers only to God's
deeds in history. Sir. 15:19 uses the expression mip'al 7i to refer to a "human deed"
that cannot escape God's notice.

VII. Qumran. The Qumran writings generally use the verb with an abstract object
to mean "do, perform" reia' (1QH 14:14), works or ways of the t6'cpA (lQpHab 12:8;

8:13), though also once with God as the subject: "you have done this" (lQH 1l:33).
The noun p"'uilA occurs 6 times. Human beings "fulfill" their works according to
God's plan (lQS 3:16). The performance of their works (p"'ulla1 ma'"(Ahem) comes

about through the two spirits (lQS 4:15). God knows the deeds of the spirits (lQS
4:25).The occurrences inthe Hodayot arefragmentary. IQH 14:12 speaks of human

deeds in connection with the spirits. IQH 15:22 says that God "shaped" (ysr) the spirits
and "established" (hcfttn) their works. IQH 11:34 cannot be reliably reconstructed.
The root does not occur in the Temple Scroll.

23. So H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 336.
24. So K. Elliger. Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BKXUI (1978), 37; cf. P.-E. Bonnard, k sec-

ond Isai'e. EBib \1972), 92'. and Merendino, 68.
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V[I. LXX. The LXX renders pa'al most frequently with ergdzesthai, though it also

tses poiein and prdssein It renders both p6'al and p"'ull6 as 6rgon and ergasia, though
also as misth6s. It uses other translations in isolated instances.

Illman

dVD p'*; DY-E pa'am;11D]{.2 pa'"mbn

Contents: I. Root and Distribution. II. l. OT Forms and Occurrences; 2. Combinations and

Parallet Terms. III. General Use: 1. Yerb p'm; 2. Substantive pa'am;3. Substantive pa'9n6n.

IV. Theological Considerations. V. Qumran and LXX.

I. Root and Distribution. The root p'z occurs in all but the South Semitic lan-
guages, and is attested especially in the Northwest Semitic linguistic sphere; cf.
AYk. pAmu(m)/pAnu, "thigh" (of human beings, gods, even animals);r Ugaritic at-

tests both p'n, "foo1l'z and p'm (pl. p'mt), "time [in the numerical sense, "occur-
rence"l"'3 also Phoen. p'm (so also in the dual), "foot/feet,"a and reduplicated p'm
p'm, "step by step,"s as well as Punic with a double pl., p'mm, "feet,"6 alongside
p'm7,7 "times [in the numerical sense],"8 which in the latter case has also been con-
strued as a plural form from the sg. p'mh/p'mt, "time [in the numerical sense]."e 5e"
also d p'm,to which probably means either (temporally) "yet one more tims,"ll e1

p'm. J. Barr, Biblical Words for Time. SBT U3l 121969r, 113-14, 122; Caqu.ot, et al., TO, l,
166,343; J. A. Emerton, "Notes on Two Proposed Emendations in the Book of Judges (l1,24
and 16,28)," ZAW 85 (1973) 220-23, esp.22l-22; J. Friedrich, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik.
AnOr 46 (21970); P. Fronzaroli, "Studi sul lessico comune semitico," AANLR 19 (1964),261,
274,279; E. Jenni, "n9- 'eL tjmel' TLOT, II, 951-61, esp. 956-57; E. Kolari, Musikinstrumente
und ihre Verwendung, im AT (}{elsinkl^, 1947); J. Niehaus, "pa'am 'ehdt and the Israelite Con-
quest," IzI 30 (1980) 236-39; --> D1\ ydm, VI, 7ff.; + nY 'e!.

l. AHw,II, 854.
2.SeeWIIS,no.2243;UTno.2O76;CMLz,156;andG.D.Young, Concordanceof Ugaritic.

AnOr 36 (1956), no. 1560, with references; otherwise A. Schoors, RSB I, 58; M. Dahood, ibid.,
315-16; concerning KTII 1.12, I,40, see the discussion in III.2 below concerning Isa.4l:7.

3. WU S, no. 2 I 85; UT, no. 1998; CML (21978), 155; Young, Concordance, no. 1507, with ref-
erences; with regard to KTU 1.23,I, 20, one finds a different interpretation in TO, l, 372.

4. KAI 18.7;26A.1 16; DNSI, 11,928.
5. KAI 27.2O;buitcf. KAIII,46; R. Degen, W. W. Miiller, andW. Rtillig, Neue Ephemerisfiir

Semitische Epigraphik, II (Wiesbaden, 197 2), 19.
6. KAr 69.4.6, 8, 10.
7. KAr 120.1.
8. Also DNS1, III, 928-29; Friedrich, $$226,230-31,236.
9. DNSr,1,928-29.
10. KAI68.5.
ll. So KA1, 11,32; cf. Friedrich, 95247,248b.
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"many times"'12 and finally Sam. famt3 and probably also inscriptional Heb. hp'a,r+
which perhaps means "finally."ts

This survey already reveals that we are dealing only with the nouns at this point;
they often have the concrete sense of "foot," though also "step" or "time" in the numer-
ical sense. Not only is the etymological question concerning the roots of these words
difficult to answer; it is complicated even further by the double plural forms as well as

by uncertainty concerning the gender of some of the words. These difficulties are dis-
cernible in the OT as welll6 and cannot be explained as easily as C. H. Gordon be-
lieves, who asserts that "EDD is a blend of p'm'time' and p'n'foot,' having the mean-
ings of both."l7

ll. l. OT Forms and Occuruences. The OT forms and occurrences correspond
largely to the overall Semitic evidence discussed above except that a verb p'm is also
attested, occurring 5 times, including once in the qaltt or piel (Jgs. 13:25),le 3 times
in the niphal (Gen.41:8; Ps.77:5[Eng.4]; Dnl.2:3),and once in the hithpael (Dnl.
2:1). Unfortunately, the exact meaning of the verb2o and its relationship with the
nouns of this group are by no means completely clear. The r,olun pa'am, which occurs
118 times (46 in the sg., 9 in the dual, 63 in the pl.), and the noun pa'amdn, occurring
7 times (Ex.28:33-34;39:25-26), are generally understood as derivatives of the verb
p'm.zt Zorell, however, rejects the derivation of pa'"mon from p'm, and HAL calls it
into question . HAL also notes that pa'am might be a primary noun. The inner relation-
ships among the word group as a whole, however, can probably be sorted out semanti-
cally.22

Even-Shoshan also assumes the presence of a feminine derivative, namely, pa'"md
as a singular from the pl. p"'dm61, which occurs 3 times in reference to the feet of an

object (the ark or the frame; 8x.25:12;37:3; I K. 7:30), and which Mandelkern identi-
fies as a second plural of pa'are. Even-Shoshan's assumption, however, which would
thus reckon I 15 occurrences of pa'am, is probably not necessary,23 since extrabiblical
evidence also attests a shift in gendeq2a a situation also applying to the sg. pa'am,

12. So Y. Avishur, "Studies of Stylistic Features Common to the Phoenician Inscriptions and
the Bible," uF 8 (1976) 13.

t3. LOT, rr, 559, 80-84.
14. KAr 188.2.
15. KAI, II, 185-86; but cf. also ZSS1, I, 15.

16. See II, III below.
17. UT no. 1998.
18. Thus the traditional view; cf., e.g., GesB,652; BDB,821; K8L2,771; Lisowsky, 1177.
19. Suggested by l*xHebAram, 661; and HAL, lll, 952, directly accepted by Even-Shoshan,

1779; see also III.l below.
20. See III.l below.
21. See GesB; BDB; BLe,456k.
22. See III below.
23. See HAL,lll,953.
24. See I above.
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which is identified as a feminine noun but can be treated as masculine (Jgs. 16:28; 2 S.

23:8).zs
The noun pa'am ocours primarily in narrative (and legal) texts of the historical writ-

ings, including 36 times in the Tetrateuch, 50 in the Dtr History, 8 in the Chronicler's

History (including Nehemiah), as well as 8 times each in the prophetic writings and

Psalms (though only in the pl.), and finally 7 times in the wisdom texts and once in

Canticles.

2. Combinations and Parallel Terms. The main focus of this group is thus the subst.

pa'am. Because the word is used primarily as a temporal reference,26 the group as a

whole has very few parallel terms (though see Isa. 66:8). Such are used especially in a

concrete or figurative sense, and particularly as synonyms, as in Isa. 26:6 with regel,

the most frequent Hebrew word for "foot:'zl in Ps. l7:5 with '"iuray, "steps" (see

BllS), and in the difficult passage lsa. 4l'7, where pattii, (large) "hammer,"28 parallels

pa'am.2s Used temporally, pa'am also appears in several almost formulaic combina-

tions.3o

III. General Use.
I . Verb p'm. lJse of the rare verb p'm is quite consistent, and the similar manner of

expression in Gen.4l:8 and Dnl. 2:1 even suggests that the distinction between the

niphal and hithpael has been weakened somewhat. In 4 of 5 occurrences the verb is

used with rfiah, "spirit." Once (Jgs. 13:25) the reference is to Yahweh's spirit who ac-

tively influences or "stirs" someone (Samson).3l In the other occulrences a person's

spirit (Gen. 4 I : 8: Pharaoh; Dnl. 2: 1,3 : Nebuchadnezzat; cf . Ps. 7 7 :4,7 [3,6]) is moved

or stirred by a dream (h"l6m; -+ O)n hdlam) (Gen.41:8; Dnl. 2:l;cf. Ps' 77:5[aD.

Here the person is not only "disturbed" (GesB), the person's spirit can also be "moved/

anxious/restless" to learn the meaning of the dream (waXippa'em rfrhi ldda'a! 'e!-

hah"l6m, Dnl. 2:3). Hence the G stem (qal) of the verb means something similar to

"move, stir," while the D stem (piel) has the concrete meaning of "set into motion, stir,

move,"32 in which case the form in Jgs. 13:25 can be understood as piel (Even-

Shoshan).33

2. Substantive pa'am. The subst. pa'am exhibits a connection with the verb first of
all in the concrete meaning "foot/feet" (the parallel synonym in Isa. 26:6 is regel; see

25. Cf. Emerton: also Michel, 56.
26. See III.2 below.
27. See KAI,11,27 concerning no. 18.7.

28. HAL, rrr,952.
29. See III.2 below.
30. See III.2 below.
31. See LexHebAram. 667.
32. See HP,9tr.
33. See II.l above.
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above), especially since it generally refers to feet in motion (see esp. Jgs. 5:28b, with
reference to the "legs"/"hoofbeats" of the chariot, or Cant. 1 :2ll), with its reference to
the dancing feet of the Shulammite); here the transition to the meaning "step" can oc-

casionally be quite fluid (see, e.g., Ps. 51:7161; 140:5[4]; Prov. 29:5, though also Ps.

58:11[10]). Similarly, the literal sense can easily shift into the figurative (see the par.

passages 2K. 19:'24 and Isa. 37:25, which speak of the "soles" of King Sennacherib's
feet); such is especially the case when anthropomorphic reference is made to God (Ps.

74:3;85:.l4l l3l), or when the conduct of the believer is mentioned (17:5; l19:133).
These 13 passages all exhibit poetic style. When the word was used poetically in the

literal, expanded, or figurative sense, it may have been perceived as a rare or even ele-

vated term.
Two other examples of rare usage include a cultic context with a deviating feminine

plural form;3a here the reference is to the "feet" of the ark (Ex. 25:12; 37:3) and of cer-

tain stands in the temple (1 K. 7:lQ).:s The other example is in Isa. 41:7 with its refer-
ence to the tool of a smith; here pa'am has traditionally been identified as an "anvil,"
though the word otherwise never has this meaning and can hardly have it here given the

context. Here it parallels the pa11ti, the smith's "hammer," and probably represents a

small hammer or clapper of some sort (cf. Theodotion; Targ. qurnasd', "mallet/clap-
per"; also in Ps. 74:3),36 perhaps one shaped like a foot.37 Some interpreters propose

the possible verbal sense of "strike, hit.":a The expression pa'am'ahal in I S. 26:8 has

also been understood in this sense and translated "with one blow [a second will not be

necessaryl" (e.g., Zurich Bible). While this interpretation is certainly possible and even

comprehensible within the narrower context, semantic findings suggest that except for
the poetic passages Jgs. 5:28; 2K. 19:24 par. Isa. 37:25, and the special plural form in
8x.25:12;37:'3; I K. 7:30, the use of pa'am in the Tetrateuch, in the Dtr History, and in
the Chronicler's History is always temporal; in that case, within a narrative context
such as I S. 26:8 the temporal meaning "all of a sudden" is more likely (cf. Luther).:r

The predominant sense of pa'am (101 or 100 [discounting I S. 26:8]+o of I 18 occur-
rences) is thus temporal. In OT Hebrew the word functioned primarily in the temporal-
adverbial sense, though even so, its use could be quite varied.

In contradistinction to'E1, "timel'4l pa'am in the singular refers to a specific point in
time.az The specificity of that point in time can be expressed by the determination of

34. See II.1 above.
35. See, e.g., J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTf p197gr,192,195.
36. See WTM,[Y,276-77.
37. Cf. esp. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja(40,145,7). BKXUI (1978), 108, 129; HAL, lll,952'

53.
38. BDB, 8221' cf . C. R. North, The Second Isaiah (Oxford, 1964), 96, who translates pa'am

as "nailhammer"; also A. Haldar, The Notion of the Desert in Sumero-Accadian and West-

Semitic Religions. UUA 0950.3),37;TO,I, 343 on KTU 1.12,1,40.
39. Cf. otherwise H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATyllVl (1973),461.
40. Jenni; HAL, lll,952.
41. Cf. Jenni,956, who also debates the issue with J. R. Wilch, Time and Evenr (Leiden, 1969).
42. See Barr, ll3-14.
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the noun itself, viz., happa'am, "this time," "now" (Gen.29:35;30:20;46:30;Ex.9:21;
Jgs. l5:3; l6:18; probably also Gen.2:23; see comms.; cf. also hayybm, "today," e.g.,

Gen. 4:14). More often, however, it is qualified by another word or expression, e.9.,'ak
('af; happa'am, "lonlyl this one time yet," Gen. 18:32; Ex. 10:17; Jgs. 6:39; l6:28) or
raq (raq happa'am, "only this one time [yet]," Jgs. 6:39), or through the prep. b" and a

demonstrativ e (bappa'am hazzo'!, "this time," Ex. 9:14; 2 S. l'l :7 ; Jer. I 0: 1 8; 16:21),

which in its own turn can be amplified by gam ("this time as well," Ex. 8:28[32]; cf. Dt.
9:19; l0:10). Such amplification can also be expressed with a preceding zeh, "this"
(Gen.27:36;43:10; Nu. 14:22; 24:10; Jgs. l6:15; Job 19:3), which may also help ex-
plain the cumbersome position of zeh in Jgs. 1628 (happa'am hazzeh, "this time

[again, yet]").43 A preceding 'atti, "now" (Gen.29:34; cf. 43:10), can also provide em-
phasis. Such emphasis helps throw the specific point in time into relief as a special sit-
uation. Reduplication of the singular with the comparative particle k'can also provide
the point of comparison with an earlier situation (k"pa'am b"pa'am, "this time as ear-
lier, i.e., as at earlier times," Nu. 24:1; Jgs. 16:20; 20l30-311, 1 S. 3: l0; 2O:25). Simple
reduplication without the particle expresses a (rapid) alteration of situations (pa'am . . .

pa'am, "now/sometimes . . . now/sometimes," Prov. 7:12).
The use of pa'am in the numerical sense is even more frequent. Such is the case

even in several occurrences of the singular Qta'am 'abat/'eba!, "one time, once," Josh.

6:3,11,14; lO:4Z;Isa.66:8; cf. also 2 S. 23:8 par. 1 Ch. 1 l:11; also I S. 26:8; see above;
2 K. 4:35 uses 'aha! alone in an elliptical sense) and in the dual Qta'"ma1tim, "two
times, twice," 9 occurrences; cf. also pa'am fii"tayim, "a couple of times, once or
twice," Neh. 13:20), as well as in most of the many plural occurrences. Here the pl.
p"'amtm, "times," is combined with various numerical words.4a Noteworthy passages

include especially the stipulation of ritual repetition in Priestly texts, e.g., "three times"
(8x.23:17 I K.9:25;7:4-5, etc.) or "seven times" (esp. in Leviticus and Numbers,
e.g., Lev. 4:6,17 Nu. l9:4). The notion of "three times" also appears in connection
with Balaam's blessing of Israel (Nu. 24:10) and God's repeated actions toward human
beings (Job 33:29); and both "three times" and "seven times" are used in reference to
special actions performed by Elijah (l K.17:21;18:43). The larger numbers ("a hun-
dred times," 2 S. 24:3 par. I Ch. 2l:3; "a thousand times," Dt. 1:1 I ) appear in connec-

tion with the divine increase of the people, and "many times" (Ps. 106:43; differently
in Eccl. 7:22) in connection with God's deliverance of the people. The term pa'am can

also be used in the temporal sense in interrogatives (cf. I K. 22:16 par.).

3. Substantive pa'ombn. The subst. pa'"mbn is a rare word whose derivation is still
unclear.45 It is a technical word from priestly terminology and refers to the bells on the

hem of the high priest's robe.a6

43. Cf. also Emerton.
44. See HAL, lll,952b.
45. See II.1 above; HAL, lll,953
46. Cf. Kolari, 26-28; cf . also the detailed discussion in Joachim Bratn, Music in Ancient Is-

rael/Palestine: Archaeological, Written, and Comparative Sources (Eng. trans. 2002).
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IV. Theological Considerations. The previous discussion has already disclosed
some of the theological characteristics attaching to this word group, especially as re-

gards its use in cultic contexts.4T The verb and noun pa'am do not constitute what we
might call a "primary theological term." Their theological significance resides less in
the OT understanding of timeas than in their prominent function within various theo-
logical contexts. The verb, e.g., contributes especially to enriching the notion of God's
mighty guidance of human affairs and destiny and thus of history itself.ae

The same applies to several of the passages in which pa'am in used figuratively or
metaphorically (hdrimA p"'dmAf,a, "lift your steps," Ps. 14:3; l'{ere$ p"'amayw, "frigh-
teousnessl on the path ofhis steps," 85:14; see BIIS); such passages are sustained by
the certainty of God's sovereignty in history and his righteousness. An indirect witness
to the mighty and salvific God can also be found in several of the statements about the

God-fearing person who follows the law, since human beings are, after all, completely
dependent on God's word and salvation, especially when surrounded by adversaries
(17:5; I 19:133; cf. also 51:1[6];140:5[4]; Prov. 29:5; and Isa. 26:6 in the context of
26:l-6).

The significance of individual points in time or of individual situations comes to ex-
pression when pa'am is used in the temporal sense. Although such passages can in-
volve implications for the theology of creation (Gen.2:23), it is especially evident in
connection with salvific-historical traditions, e.g., in connection with the patriarchal
stories (Gen. l8:32), the exodus (Ex. 8:28[321:9:14,27; l0:17), the land conquest and

later (see, e.g., Josh. 6: 10:42; Jgs. 6:39; I S. 3:10; 2 S. l7:7;23:8; I K. l1:9; 2 K.
13:25). Ps. 106:43 summarizes with the universal assertion, "many times he delivered
them" Qte'amim rabbdlyasstlem; see also Dt. 9:19; l0:10). Within prophetic proclama-
tion, this usage occurs in both oracles ofjudgment (e.g., Jer. 10:18; l6:21) and oracles

of salvation (e.g., Isa. 66:8). The focus here is on the hour of God's own determinative
actions in history, the hour of judgment or the hour of salvific grace.

V. Qumran and LXX. Later Jewish writing continues the OT usage of the verb p'm
and the noun pa'am.5o Such is also the case in Qumran, where the noun occurs 19 times
in its literal, figurative, and temporal senses.5l

The LXX uses a variety of translations for this group, a situation applying both to
the verb, which has as many different renderings as occurrences. and to the noun
pa'am, which the LXX translates with twenty-six different Greek words.The Gk. n!n/
nyni is used 7 times, and kairds 4 times.s2

Seb0

47. See III.2-3 above.
48. See Barr.
49. See III.I above.
50. See, e.g., Jastrow, 1202-3; HAL, 111,952.
51. See also K. G. Kuhn, "Nachtrdge ztr Konkordanz zu den Qumrantextenl' RevQ 4 (1963)

219, conceming the questionable passage 4QOrd2:7.
52. See TDNT Yl, 626;LX,586, with reference to the noun pa'am.
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1pl nawd; 1'jll paqiQ;111P,1 piqqadin; Eil:li7P piqqfiStm; E'llP? p"qfidim;

nJ.ll peqiSul; ;]TP? pequddk;1pDD mipod.d.

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. Verb in the OT: l. Checking Presence;

2. Mustering the Army; 3. Census; 4. Taking an Interest in a Person; 5. Condemnation;

6. Commissioning (qal and hiphil); entrusting (hiphil); 7. God's Judgment; 8' Niphal. III. Nouns:

l. paqiS; 2. piqqal6n; 3. piqqfilim; 4. p"qfidtm; 5. p"qiQul; 6.p"qbd; 7. p"qudd6; 8. mipqdQ.lY.

l. LXX;2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The root pqd is attested in all the Semitic languages: Al*. paqddu,

"entrust, take care of, muster, check, appoint to offtce, commission";l Ugar. pqd, "or'
der, command";2 Phoen. pqd, "commission";r Egyp. Aram. pqd, "order, command";

hophal "be deposited, placed";+ Nab. pqdwn, "responsibility" or "order"(?); Jewish

Aram. p"qa/, "keep, preserve"; pael "order, command, commission"; aphel also "give

something to someone for safekeeping"; Christian Palestinian Aram. "examine, visit,
prescribe"; Syr. peqa{, "seek, miss, muster"; pael "order, visit";s Mand. "entrust"; pael

"order, entrust with";o Arab. faqada I, "not find, lose, miss"; V and VIII, "seek, check,

examine, visit"; Eth. /a qada, "visit, seek, examine";7 OSA fqd, "lose, miss"; also "be

distant (from God)."t
Although pqd seems to be a word with a double meaning in Hebrew, one must as-

sume the presence of a basic meaning that is then construed differently in different

paqa{. G. Andr6, Determining the Destiny: PQD in the OT. CBOT 16 (1980); H. J. Boecker,
Redeformen des Rechtslebens im AT. WMANT 14 1z19r}r' H. P. Fiirst, Die gt)ttliche Heimsuch-
ung: Semasiologische (Intersuchung eines biblischen Begrffis (Rome, 1965); H. S. Gehman,

"'Emor6nopar, Enlorerprq, €nioxonoq, and tmoxonq in the Septuagint in Relation to lpD and

Other Hebrew Roots - A Case of Semantic Development Similar to That of Hebrewl' W 22
(1972) 197-207; B. Grossfeld, "The Translation of Biblical Hebrew 1i25 in the Targum, Peshitta,
Vulgate and Septuagint: ZAW96 (1984) 83-101; J. B. Van Hooser, "The Meaning of the Hebrew
Root TiZD in the OT" (diss., Harvard, 1962); D. Kellermann, Die Priesterschrift von Numeri l: I
bis t0:10 literarkritisch und traditionsgeschichtlich untersucht. BZAW l2O (1970); J. Scharbert,
"Formgeschichte und Exegese von Ex 34,6f und seinen parallelenl' Bibl 38 (1957) 130-50;
idem, "Das Verbum PQD in der Theologie des AIs," BZ 4 (1960) 209-26 = K. Koch, ed., Um das
Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und Recht des ATs. WdF 125 (1972),278-99; W. Schottroff,
"ll} pqd to visit," TLOT ll, 1018-31 ; E. A. Speiser, "Census und Ritual Expiation in Mari and

Israel," BASOR 149 (1958) 17-25, esp.2l.

l. AHw,Il,824-26.
2. WUS, no.2257.
3. KAr rt9.3.
4. AP 20.7: DNSI,11,932.
5. kxSya 588-89.
6. MdD, 376-7'1.
7. lcxLingAeth, 1360-61.
8. Biella, 407-8; Beeston, 45.
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contexts.e One such basic meaning might well be "examine closely," whereby the judg-

ment or decision issuing from such examination is included.l0

2. Occurrences. The root occurs 383 times in the MT. Lisowsky enumerates 231 oc-

currences of the qal, among which Nu. 4:27;Jer.6:15;49:8; 50:31 should be repointed

as p"quddd, and Nu. l:22 and 4:49b deleted. Moreover, Nu. 26:3 is to be read as qal in-
stead of asway"Sabb€rThe niphal occurs 2l times (including cj. in Jer.6:6), the piel
once, hithpael 4 times, hothpaal 5, hiphil 29, and hophal 7. Of the 2 pual occurrences,

E,x.38:21 is actually passive qal, and Isa.38:10 is generally emended to p"quddd.

Among the nouns, p"quddA occurs most frequently (37 times, including 5 cjs.), then

piqqfrQtm (24 times, 2l in Ps. ll9), paqid Q3), mipqad $), p"qfiQim (3), piqqaddn (3),

p"qdd Q), and peqi{1 (l). A concentration of occurrences is found in Nu. 1-4 (81

times), Nu. 26 (20), and Jeremiah (66).

II. Verb in the OT.
l. Checking Presence. In several instances paqad means to "check whether some-

one/something is or is not present," generally with a negative result, whence the mean-

ing "to miss." Saul suspects that someone in his own army has caused the confusion in
the Philistine camp, and issues the order: "Call the roll (pqd) and see (r'h) who has

gone from us" (l S. 14:.17). He then finds that "Jonathan and his armor-bearer were not

there."
In order to learn of Saul's intentions, David plans to avoid the king's meal, and says

to Jonathan: "If your father misses (pqd) me at all, then say, 'David earnestly asked

leave of me to run to Bethlehem"'(l S. 20:6). Jonathan agrees, and says, "You will be

missed (pqd niphal), one will check Qtqd niphal) your place and find it empty" (v' l8)
And indeed, David's absence is discovered (vv. 25,27). David sends servants to Nabal

to ask for a gift, having them say, "Your shepherds have been with us, and we did them

no harm, and they missed nothing (lo'-nipqAQ ldhem)" (1 S. 25:7), something the shep-

herds later confirm (v. 15; cf. v. 2l). David's father sends him to his brothers with the

order: "See how your brothers fare" (i.e., "check to see whether ial6m is there"; 1 S.

l7:18; cf. v.22MT, where he as&s how they are doing).
Eliphaz says to Job: "You shall know that your tent is safe, you shall inspect(pqd)

your fold and miss nothing (lo' teheta'1" Qob 5:24). When someone is missed (p4d

niphal, 1 K. 20:39), that person is no longer present (Anennfi, v. 40). Being absent

from or not attending an assembly (niphal, 2 K. l0: l9[bis]) is the same as "not com-

ing" (v. 2l). After the annihilation of the tribe of Benjamin, Israel assembled in
Bethel (Jgs. 2l), and upon "calling the roll among the people" (hithpeal, v. 9), they

found that the entire tribe of Benjamin was absent (niphal, v. 3); the tribe had been

"cut off from Israel" (v. 6). The statement "they [the sheep] shall not be missing"
(Jer. 23:4; not in LXX) concludes a play on words in vv. 1-4 (ter pqd). The new

9. See D. Cohen, *Adddd et ambigiiit6 linguistique en Arabe," Arabica 8 (1961) l-29.
10. For other suggestions see HAL, lll,955-56: TLOT, ll, 1018-19.
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shepherd will care for the sheep in contrast to the earlier ones, who dispersed the
flocks.ll

The text of Isa. 34: 16 is probably corrupt. According to vv. 13ff., wild animals will
inhabit Edom's palaces. V. 16 then says that "not one of these shall be missing (dr
niphal)." The ensuing 'iiii r"'tt!d 16' pdqAlfi belongs to v. 15: "the buzzards shall
gather, none shall be without its mate" (see BFIS).

2. Mustering the Army. This meaning becomes even more specialized in the numer-
ous passages in which paqad refers to mustering an army. The following points are of
interest in this context.

a. First the army is assembled, e.g., Josh. 8: l, "Take all the fighting men with you";
I S. I l:7b, "they came out as one"; I S. l3:4, "the people were called out (s q niphal)
to join Saul"; 1 S. l5:4, "Saul summoned the people (im'piel)"; 2Ch.25:5, 'Amaziah
assembled the people of Judah, and set them by ancestral houses." In 2 S. 24:2 par.

I Ch.2l:2, envoys travel the country in order to muster the people.

b. It is generally the military leaders themselves who conduct such musterins, €.9.,
Saul, David, Ben-hadad, Joab, and the leaders Joram, Ahab, and Amaziah. The basic
expression "to muster the people" (pqd'e1-ha'an, Josh. 8:10; 2 5.24:2) can be ex-
panded (l S. 13:15; 2 S. 18:1) by "Israel" (2 S. 24:4), and "all the people of Israel"
(l K.20:15b;LXX "every soldier"). The suffix inwayyipqeQEm (1 S. 1l:8; l5:4a0) re-
fers to a preceding hd'dm (v.7, v. 4aa). In four instances the mustered people are iden-
tified by name: Arameans (1 K. 2O:26), all of Israel (2 K. 3:6), Levi and Benjamin
(l Ch. 2l:6; cf .2Ch.25:5).In 1 K. 20:l5a "the young men who serve the district gov-
ernors" are mustered, perhaps a reference to an elite group.

c. The result is that a number of men are found to be fit for military service, some-
thingspecifiedeitherbyanumber(l S. ll:8; 13:15; I K.20:15)orbyadditionalinfor-
mation: "foot soldiers" (l S. l5:4), "soldiers able to draw the sword" (2 S. 24:9 par.

I Ch. 21:5), "picked troops fit for war" (2 Ch.25:5). Such mustering can also coincide
with the search for allies (2 K. 3:6; cf. v. 7).

d. Those fit for military service march under a leader in an army or in smaller
groups. The battle is described, and after the battle, a new mustering takes place
whose result can be that "no one was missed" (pqd niphal, Nu. 31:49) or that a num-
ber are missing (pqd niphal,2 5.2:30). The question is then how many have been
killed.

Jgs. 20:15 and ll use the hithpael,l2 since no leader is mentioned. In another pas-

sage the Israelites are found to be fit for military service (hothpaal), provisioned and
sent out against the Arameans (l K. 2O:27; cf. vv. 15,26). In the only piel passage,

Yahweh himself musters an army (Isa. 13:4), who "come from a distant land, from the
end of the heavens, . . . to destroy the whole earth" (v. 5).

ll. Andr6, 151.
12. See H. Yalon, "Hithpa'elformen im Hebriiischenl' ZAW 50 (1932) 217-18.
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3. Census. The census described in Nu. l-413 lusespqd 8l times. The census is to
take place in the wilderness of Sinai ( 1 : 1). Moses is commanded to "take a census (z.f '
ro'i) of the whole congregation of Israelites, in their clans (miipabdD, by their ances-

tral houses (bA!'"ba!Am), according to the number of names (b"mispar iEmdfl, every

male (kol-zdftdr) head by head (l"gulg"l6gm),' from twenty years old and upward, ev-

eryone in Israel able to go to war, you and Aaron shall enroll (pqd) them, company by
company" (vv. 2-3). One man from each tribe is to help them (vv. 4-16). In the ensuing

account (vv. 18-19), the congregation is assembled, registered according to their lin-
eage gtld hithpael), and enrolled (pqd). The section encompassing vv. 20-43 lists the

number of those enrolled (p"qudtm) from each tribe except Levi according to the crite-
ria: (a) their status as descendants of an ancestor, (b) lineage (tdleddi, (c) families,
(d) clans, (e) names, (f) from twenty years old and upward, and (g) fitness for military
service (cf. Nu. 14.29; 1 Ch. 23:24). The result is expressed by the formula
"pequjAhem lematteh [name, number]." The information regarding the hrst two tribes
(Reuben, vv.2O-21; Simeon, vv.22-23) also includes "head by head, every male," and

for Simeon also p"qujayw between (d) and (e); this information transcends the fixed
schema and is to be deleted (see BIIS). ln l:44-46 the result is summarized according
to the criteria (c), (0, and (g). Two distinctions appear over against the mustering of an

army. First, the mustering is conducted by religious leaders; second, the goal is not bat-
tle, but the journey through the wilderness.

The Levites are treated separately in l:47 -53. After the introductory statement, "the

Levites, however, were not numbered" (i.e., were not checked concerning their fitness
for military service, pqdhothpaal), the prohibition follows: "Only the tribe of Levi you

shall not enroll (pqd), and you shall not take a census of them (ni' ro'i) with the other
Israelites" (v.49), "rather you shall appoint fpqdhiphil; see belowl the Levites over the

tabernacle of the covenant" (v. 50).
Nu. 2 contains regulations concerning the location of the tribes in camp and while

marching. The number of enrollees (p"qu!tm) from each tribe is given along with the

sum for each group of three tribes, and finally an overall sum. The Levites, however,

were not enrolled (as fit for military service, v. 33).
Nu. 3-4 deals with the Levites. "But you shall appoint (pqd qal) Aaron and his de-

scendants to attend to the priesthood" (3: l0). An enrollment recalling ch. 1 then begins

with v. 15. The regulations concerning the Levites address not only their location in the

camp but also their duties (cf. I Ch.23:24). According to Nu. 3:40-43, all the firstborn
are to be enrolled and counted and then replaced by the Levites. Ch. 4 then begins with
the command, "Take a census (nS' r6'i) of the Kohathites," to which wayyipqo/ cone'
sponds within the account (4:34-35). The command regarding the Gershonites (vv. 21-
28) is introduced with ni' ro'i, but then also uses tipOad Q. 23) ar,d frp"qa/tem
(y.27).14 The actual account of this census, however, is missing. The command regard-

ing the Merarites (vv.29-33) is formulated at the very outset with pqd (vv.29-30,32),

13. See Kellermann.
14. See Kellermann, 59-60.
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though here too the actual account of the census is missing. The overall numbers are

then listed formulaically in vv. 36-45. Vv. 46ff. then summarize the enrollment of the

Levites: 'According to the commandment of Yahweh through Moses they were ap-

pointed (pqd), each with his task (p"quddi) and his service of carrying" (v. 49).
The form of Nu. 26, which attests this root 20 times, recalls chs. l-4. The occasion

for this census is the plan to apportion land to the various tribes according to their size
(b"mispar iem61, v.53; l"pt p"quQdyw, v.54). The command to take the census is intro-
duced by i"'fi 'e1-ro'i (cf . l:2,49;4:2,22; Ex. 30: l2); although the account of the census

is missing, reading wayyipqdd instead of way"Sabb?r in v. 3 remedies this situation
(see BFIS). Vv. 5-50 list the numbers of those who are enrolled (p"qudtm) (concerning

vv.24,41,50, see BtlS), and v. 5l provides the sum total. Here too the Levites are

treated separately (vv. 57 -62).
The purpose of the census in Ex. 30:11-16 is to collect "ransom money" (kesep

kippurim). The command is introducedby tiffi' 'e!-ro'i (v. l2), and the root pqd is

used in the distributive formula lipqu/Ahem (cf. Nu. 26:5-50) "so that no plague

lnegep) may come upon them for being registered" (v. 12). For the assessment of costs

for the tabernacle, Ex. 38:21 uses the expressionp'qfi{A hammiikain,'these funds are to
be raised from p"qu{im (vv.25-26:, puqqad in v. 2l as a qal pass.).

4. Taking an Interest in a Person. The verb paqad can also mean to "inquire about
someone, be interested in someone, take care of someone." After a long absence, Sam-

son visits his Philistine wife and brings her a kid as a gift (paqa{ 'e!:'iitb b', Jgs. 15: I ).
Although his intention was to renew the relationship, the woman had in the meantime
remarried. After having trampled Jezebel, Jehu says, "See to (piqdfi) that cursed

woman and bury her" (2 K. 9:34), the intention being to thwart the curse (cf. I K.
2l:23;2 K. 9:10). A good shepherd is expected to "take care of the flock," i.e., not to
scatter them and drive them away (Jer. 23:2; cf . v. 4, niphal); similarly he is expected to
look for (pqd) the lost sheep, heal the maimed, and nourish the healthy (Zech. 1l:-16).

After the exiles return home, no one will take any interest (pqd) in the ark; no one will
speak about it ('amar), think of it ('dh'al-leb), or remember it (Jer. 3:16).

Ezk. 23:27 is difficult. Rarely is a deed or action the object of pdqa/, and rarely
does a change in person take place; moreover, pqd is used unexpectedly here in ajurid-
ical context. Zimmerli translates, "and you longed for [i.e., were interested in] the im-
morality of your youth."15

Yahweh can also be the subject of pdqaQ in this meaning. The Creator is mindful of
human beings (zaftar) and cares for them (Ps. 8:5[Eng. 4]). Job 7:17-18 construes such

concern from God negatively, and Job begs, "will you not look away from me?" Ac-
cording to Ps. 65:10(9), God looks after the land (pqd), waters it, and thus makes it fer-
tile.

Ex. 4:31 summarizes chs. 3-4: "The people heard that Yahweh had taken an interest
(pqd) in the Israelites and seen (r'h) their misery." This verse actually refers back to

15. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),474.
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3:16 (pdqaQ without ra'A; bfi cf .3:7 ,9). Being delivered presupposes that Yahweh has

taken an interest in them. A similar situation arises in Ruth 1:6, where "Yahweh con-

sidering his people" is the presupposition both for "giving them food" and for Naomi's
return to Bethlehem.

Joseph's last words allude to the deliverance from Egypt: "God will surely take an

interest in yo:u (pqd) and bring you up out of this land. . . . When God takes an interest

in you, you shall carry up my bones from here" (Gen.50:24-25). Yahweh promised

Abraham a son with Sarah (Gen. l8:10,14 J; 11:16 P), and the fulfillment is described

in2l:,1: "Yahweh saw to Sarah as he had said . . . Sarah conceived and bore Abraham a

son" (v. 2). This whole affair is a matter between God and Abraham; Abraham receives

the promise, God sees to Sarah, and Abraham receives a son. By contrast, in 1 S. l-2
the woman herself is the focus of such interest. Hannah gives birth first to Samuel be-

cause Yahweh had remembered her (zkr l:19-20); Yahweh then takes note of Hannah

again, and she bears three more sons (2:21).

5. Condemnation. Such interest, however, can also turn to a person's disadvantage.

According to 2 S. 3:7, Ishbaal accuses Abner of trying to usurp the throne; in his as-

suagement discourse,l6 Abner points out his loyalty to the house of Saul and calls the

charge (v. 8) a condemnation: "You charge me now with a crime (pqd'dlay 'dwdn)."

Job 36:22-23 contains three rhetorical questions: "Who is a teacher like him [God]?
Who complains about (pqd'al) his way? Or who can say 'You have done wrong'?" The

parallelism in v. 23 shows that the first part of the verse (v.23a) refers to a condemna-

tion. Because no one can condemn God, he is exalted in his power (v.22).

6. Commissioning (qal and hiphil); entusting (hiphil). In five passages paqad

means "to commission, appoint." The captain of the guard entrusts Joseph with serving
(irr piel) the cupbearer and baker (Gen. 40:4; cf . 39:4 with hiphil)' According to Dt.

2O.9, the officers are to appoint (pqd) commanders over the people before the battle.

After Gehazi has taken the gifts intended for Elisha, 2 K. 5:24 says wayyipqdQ

babbayil which can mean that he deposited the gifts in the house. Since pqd generally

has a human object, however, the expression probably means rather that he appointed

someone in the house to look after the gifts.lT In exhorting the nations to take up arms

against Babylon, Jeremiah urges them to "appoint a tipsar ['marshal,' so NRSV]
against her" (Jer. 5l:27).lsa. 27:3 must be understood similarly; to prevent the thorns

and briars from engaging (mercenaries?) against the vineyard, Yahweh guards it night

and day.t8
This meaning is also expressed in the hiphil. In Gen. 41:34 and Est. 2:3, pqd is used

in the hiphil with p"qi/tm as its object. The verb here can be understood as

denominative: "appoint as [make into a] paqid." A paqiQ is a superior,le and hence

16. Boecker,3l-34.
17. Andr6, 119.
18. Andr6, 134; cf. BHS.
19. See III.I below.
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even if pdqtS is not used in the expression, hipOtd. can mean "appoint/place someone

over an office." The hophal participle refers to someone who has thus been made a su-

perior (2 K. 12:12 Q; 22:5,9;2 Ch. 34:l0,l2,l7).
We read in seven different passages that the king of Babylon appointed Gedaliah to

hisoffice over('al) thepeoplewhoremainedinthelandof Judah (2K.251.22;cf.v.23;
Jer. 40: I I ), over (b") the land (Jer. 4O7a; 4l:2,18), and over the towns of Judah (40:5).

Although Gedaliah's title is not mentioned, the king allegedly "committed to him
(hipqiQ'ittb) men, women, and children, those of the poorest of the land" (40:7b), and

"the captain of the guard committed to Gedaliah (hipdd 'e1-g"8alyahfi) the king's

daughters and all the people who were left at Mizpah" (41: l0). Potiphar appointed Jo-

seph overseer of ('al) his house and all his possessions (Gen. 39:4-5 J; cf .40:4 E' qal).

The king of Israel "appointed the captain on whose hand he leaned to have charge of
('at) the gate" (2 K.7:17). Joshua issues the order, "set men by ('al) the mouth of the

cave to guard them lthe kings hiding there]" (Josh. l0:18). The prophet posts sentinels

on the walls of Jerusalem (Isa. 62:6). David appoints capable men over the Reubenites

and others "for everything pertaining to God and for the affairs of the king" (l Ch.

26:32). Solomon gives Jeroboam charge of (1") all the forced labor ofthe house ofJo-
seph (1 K. I 1:28; as master builder? cf . v.27). Although the Levites were not enrolled

and counted,2O they were entrusted (hiphil) with the care of the tabernacle (Nu. l:50).
Achish, the king of Gath, is asked to send David back to the place "that you have as-

signed to him" (1 S. 29:4). The niphal has a passive meaning, e.g., in the sense "be ap-

pointed overseer" (Neh.7:1; 12:44); the qal passive participle is also used thus (Nu.

31:14,48;2 K. l1:15; 2 Ch. 23:14).
Yahweh also appears as the subject of paqaQ and hipqiS in this meaning. Moses

asks that Yahweh "appoint someone over the congregation" (Nu' 27:16), after which
Yahweh orders Moses to appoint Joshua over the congregation (vv. 18ff.). According
to 2 Ch. 36:23 and Ezr. l'.2, Yahweh commissions Cyrus (pdqa{ 'alay) to build him a

house in Jerusalem. Jeremiah's calling is described as his appointment over the nations

(l: l0).
The concluding section of H uses pqdhiphtl figuratively. According toLev.26:16,

Yahweh will bring terror, consumption, and fever upon the disobedient, i.e., will ap-

point these ills ruler over them.
The text of Ps. 109:6 seems to be comrpt. The MT reads: 'Appoint a wicked man

(rdiA') against him [the psalmist's adversary] [as judge], let an accuser stand on his

right." Replacing raia'with ydidr makes the sentence more comprehensible.
The hiphil also means "entrust, commit to safekeeping." Rehoboam commits the

bronze shields to the officers of the guard ( 1 K. 14.21 par. 2 Ch. l2:l}). The officials
put Jeremiah's scrolls in safekeeping in the chamber of the secretary Elishama (Jer.

36:20), and Jeremiah himself was committed to the court of the guard (Jer.3'7:21)-

When the Assyrians march against Jerusalem, they store their baggage at Michmash
(Isa. 10:28). A trusting psalmist says to Yahweh: "Into your hand I commit my spirit"

t
I

I

I

20. See II.3 above.
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(Ps. 31:6[5]). The hophal functions as a passive, referring to that which is committed

@iqqa86n, i.e., deposited) to a person (Lev. 5:23).

7. God's Judgment. A large number of texts luse paqaQ to refer to the activity of the

divine judge, generally in reference to the judge's decision.2l Jeremiah particularly fa-

vors this usage, employing several formulaic expressions.

a. The expres sion hin"ni pdqei 'al/'el, "I pronounce judgment on," is generally used

with a personal object in the plural, including the men of Anathoth (Jer. 1 l:22), false

shepherds (23:2b), the false prophet Shemaiah and his descendants (29:32), Egypt and

its gods and kings (46:25), the king of Babylon and his land (50: I 8a). These formulas

are preceded by ldftCn (except in 46:25) and the messenger formula and are followed

by the specification of punishment: death (lll.22-23;29'32; 46:26), revocation of the

shepherding commission (23:3; cf .50:17,19).
b. The expression fipdqaStt'al,'\ will pronounce judgment on," is a variation of the

preceding formula. The people of Israel, accused of sinning (hap'), are sentenced

with a "plague" (negep, Ex.32:34-35). The world is condemned for its evll (ra'6) and

the wicked for their iniquity ('dwon) (Isa. l3:1 1). Egypt, Judah, Edom, Ammon, Moab,

and "all those with shaven temples who live in the desert" are charged with being

uncircumcised (Jer.9:24-25125-26)). The people of God are condemned to die by the

sword (15:3; cf . v.2). The house of David will be devoured by a fire for the fruit of its

deeds (21:14). False priests and prophets will be condemned "with their house"

(23:34). Jacob's oppressors are condemned (30:20). The king of Judah, his descen-

dants, and their servants will be punished with disasters (rd'A) for their 'awon (36:31),

and the Jews in Egypt with sword, famine, and pestilence for the works of their hands

(idolatry) (44 l3a cf. v. 8). Babylon and its idols will perish for their crimes against

Zion (51:44,47,52; cf . vv. 34ff.). Because of Israel's own bloody crimes, it will lose its

royal house (Hos. 1:4); because of its festival days of the Baals, it will lose its lovers

(2:l513l cf. vv. 8b,9[6b,7]). For their ways and deeds, the priests and people will be

punished with famine and childlessness (4:9-10). "On the day of my judgment

(poqdt)l'the altars of Bethel will be destroyed for the transgressions (peia') of Israel

(Am.3:14a). Yahweh will punish with desolation (Zeph. 1:13) the officials and the

king's sons in Jerusalem who "dress themselves in foreign attire" (v. 8), all who "fill
their master's house with violence and fraud" (v. 9), and all pleasure seekers (v. 12).

c. A third variation is the interrogative: "Shall I not pronounce judgment on them

for these things (ha'al-'elleh l6'-'epqOd [bAmD, says Yahweh; and shall I not bring ret-

ribution on a nation such as this?" (Jer. 5:9.29: 9:8[9]). Transgressions (peia') and

apostasy (5:6), iniquities and sin ('awon, hafia't, v. 25), and disloyalty in the larger

sense (8:18-9:5t61) have prompted this charge. The punishment is death by wild ani-

mals (5:6) or destruction (9:9-10U0-l ll).
d. A fourth variation mentions the judge in the third person: yizkor 'awonam

w"yipqod llaga'gm, "now he will remember their iniquity and pronounce judgment on
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their sins" (Jer. 14:10;Hos. 8:13;9:9). Judah will be punished with the sword, famine,
and pestilence (Jer. 14:12), Ephraim with a return to Egypt (Hos. 8:13; 9:3).

e. Some texts specify when the judgment is pronounced. The boastful speech of the
Assyrian king (Isa. 10:8-14) is intemrpted by a pronouncement of judgment; Yahweh
will say: "I will pronounce judgment over ('epqd/ 'al) the arrogant boasting of the king
of Assyria" (v. 12). This statement in the first person intemrpts both the form and con-
tent of the context and would fit better after laken in v. 16 with the following pronounce-
ment of punishment in vv. 17- 19. Three times we read that after seventy years Yahweh
will pronounce judgment. Once (Jer. 25:12ff.), the king of Babylon and his people are

punished with destruction for thei 'awon, and in the other two instances the judgment is
acquittal. Yahweh earlier decreed the destruction of Tyre (Isa. 23:8-9), though after sev-

enty years he will pronounce a positive judgment over it (v. l7; the city will once again
receive a prostitute's pay, but the profits will belong to Yahweh). Jer.29:lO-14 also fo-
cuses on such reestablishment; after seventy years in exile, Yahweh will pronounce a

positive judgment over Judah (v. 10) whose result will be a return to Jerusalem and a
turn of its fate (v. 14, ifi! i"bfi!; -+ n1)Vi iebil; so also Zeph.2:7). The people will be
taken to Babylon, where they will remain until Yahweh pronounces a positive judgment
on them (Jer.27:22; cf .32:5, with reference to Zedekiah; cf. Jer. 34:2-5).zz

f. This pronouncement of judgment can also be expressed without any specific for-
mulas. According to Jer. 27:8, Yahweh will punish (pqd 'al) with the sword, famine,
and pestilence every nation that does not subject itself to Nebuchadnezzar. A similar
punishment is envisioned for the apostate Jews in Egypt (44:29, pqd'al). Jer. 13:21-22
exhorts Jerusalem not to argue against condemnation: "What will you say when he pro-
nounces judgment on you?" (cf. Job 3l:14). InZeph.3:7 Yahweh says, "it [Jerusalem]
will not lose sight [LXX, Syr. m4'€neyha) of all that I have pronounced upon it lpqd
'al; i.e., it will not fail to come aboutl." Hos.4:14 offers an acquittal of the exploited
women instead of the expected condemnation of the faithless men: "I will not condemn
your daughters when they play the whore, nor your daughters-in-law when they com-
mit adultery." In Am. 3:2 the Israelites are condemned for all their transgressions. Hos.
12:3(2) announces Yahweh's indictment against Israel. Israel acted as did their ances-

tor Jacob (vv. 4-5[3-4]), and the punishment will fit the deed. According toZech. lO:3,
after Yahweh has acquitted (pqd + acc.) his flock (Judah), he will condemn the shep-
herds and male goats (pqd 'al). In Jer. 49:19 = 50:44, frmt bdhitr 'Zleyha is to be
emended with Cornill, Rudolph, and others into fimiphar 'Aleyhd: "I will pronounce
judgment on their best rams," referring to the princes in Edom and Babylon.

In 1 S. l5:2 the object of pqd is, peculiarly, an action: "what Amalek did to Israel."
Saul is to execute the curse articulated in Ex. 17:16, and the translation is thus: "I
hereby confirm23 the judgment on Amalek for what he did."

In the apocalypse of Isaiah, the expressi on pqd 'al appears for the first time h 24:21 .

The host of heaven and the kings of the earth will be condemned and thrown into

22. Concerning Jer. 6:15; 49:8; 50:31, see III.7 below.
23. Gr, $106i.
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prison (in v. 22, frmErof; ydmtm yippdqCSfi must be understood as "after a long time

they will be acquitted [i.e., released from prison]"). (A discussion of 26:.21 follows be-

low.) In 26:14 one notices that the punishment ("the dead do not live") is articulated

before the judgment itself. In 21:l Leviathan is condemned and killed.
Job 3l: 14 can be mentioned in this context: "What then shall I do when God rises up

[as judge]? When he condemns me ['makes inq]uiry,' pqd), what shall I answer him?"

The text of Isa. 26:16 is comrpt. It is best to follow BF/S in teading poqd'(a instead of
p"qddfrkn, and saqnfi instead of saqfin: "In the distress of your chastisement, we pour out

(prayers) when your chastening is upon them." Job 35: I 5 is problematic. "His anger" is an

improbable subject of pqd, though Dhorme translates "his anger punishes nothing," or

possibly "condemns nothing." Hdlscher translates "does not punish," re ading 'An p^qdQ.za

g. In laments (Ps. 59; 80; Jer. 15:15-18), pqd is used in the petition for Yahweh's in-

tervention. The innocent petitioner in Ps. 59 entreats God: "Rouse yourself, come to

my help and see! . . . awake, condemn (pqd) all the nations" (vv. 5b,6[4b,5]). Jeremiah

also views himself as an innocent person, praying: "Remember me (zoftr4nt), take up

my cause fttoqdent,'make a decision in my favor'1, and bring down retribution for me

on my persecutors" (Jer. 15:15). Ps. 80 portrays Israel as a vine, petitioning: "Turn

again, O God of hosts, look down from heaven, and see: decide in favor of (pqd) this

vine" (v. l5t14l); vv. 17b,18(16b,17) then explicate what such intervention means. In

Ps. 17, too, an unjustly persecuted person speaks, insisting that "if you try my heart, if
you decide (pqd)inthe night, if you test me, you will find no wickedness in me" (v. 3).

h. In four passages (Ex. 20:5; 34:7; Nu. 14:18; Dt' 5:9), the expression paqeQ'awdn
'db6!'al-bdntm appears in connection with Yahweh, who watches over the keeping of
the law. The jealous God punishes the sins of the fathers to the third and fourth genera-

tions, but is loyal to the thousandth generation of those who keep the commandments.

ln Ex. 347 and Nu. 14: 18, the formula "he will clear no one of gtilt (nqh)" precedes

the pqd statement.
The expressi on pqd 'awln 'al similarly means "condemn, punish" in Isa. 26:21 . Ps.

89:31ff.(30ff.) exhibits the form of a casuistic law for the kings of the Davidic dynasty,

with the punishment expressed by pqd b": "then I will punish their transgression with

the rod and their iniquity with scourges" (v. 33[32]).

8. Niphal. The combinatiot of pqd niphal with Yahweh as the logical subject is rare.

According to Ezk. 38:8, the exiled Israelites will "be mustered" yet again (by Yahweh).

Although the niphal form in Isa. 29:6 does follow a context involving war (vv. 2-5), it
is construed with an instrumental b'("with thunder and earthquake and great noise,"

with tempest and flames, etc.): "the judgment will be pronounced by Yahweh of hosts"

(md'im yhwh sepd'dl tippAqCfl.In Nu. 16:29 Moses defends his authority after the up-

rising of Korah by insisting "if these people die a natural death, or if the p"quddh of all
human beings is pronounced upon them lpqd, i.e., if they encounter normal human

punishmentl, then Yahweh has not sent me." The earth opens up and swallows the
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guilty, demonstrating thus that Moses is indeed Yahweh's emissary (vv. 3l-33). The

t"^t of p.ou. 19:23 is obviously not intact, and the sense must be that no evil will be im-

posed on those who fear God, i.e., that no disaster will befall them.

The hophal form in Jer. 6:6 can be read as a niphal infinitive, the sense then being

that the city is to receive the punishment of hostile attack'

III. Nouns.
l. pdqil. A pdqil is an "overseer, superior," who has been appointed to an office (cf.

hiphii). Ii can refer to a military offrcer (2K.25 18-19; Jer. 52:24-25)' A priest can be the

piqtd ndsid in the house of God (Jer. 20:1) or the overseer of "the mad prophets" (Jer'

29:26;firit-person sg. with BIIS). The high priest had an overseer who together with the

royal secretary collected the temple tax (2 Ch. 24ll). Levites were the overseers of the

remple dues (i Ch. 31:13; cf. niphal in Neh. 12:44). Each of the groups who voluntarily

settLd in Jerusalem during the time of Nehemiah had a head: an officer (Neh' I 1:9), priest

(v. l4), lrvite (v. 22). A cioralleader is also called apdqiQ (Neh.1242). Abimelech's city

"up,uin 
(iar hdir) is called a paqiQ ("officer," Jgs. 9:28; cf. v. 30, "ruler"). Joseph advises

Pharaoh to appoint overseers for the entire country @qdhiphll) to organize the storing of

grain (Gen. iha).King Ahasuerus appointed (pqdhiphil) officials in all the provinces of

f,is kingdom to assemble beautiful maidens around the king (Est.2:2-3).

2. piqqaQ,n. The term piqqa/6n refers to that over which someone is such a pdqt{.

It refers once to the grain "reserves" Joseph has put aside (Gen. 41136), then also to

goods that have been entrusted as a deposit (Lev' 5:21,2316:2,41; cf ' pqd hophal' v'23):

its relationship to t"ifimetrya4l (something loaned?) is unclear'

3.piqqfiQim.ThepiqqfiQimaretheordinancesorpreceptsYahwehimposesonhis
peopl,e. in p.. t 19 the word occurs in 19 of 22 strophes (lefiol-piqqfi8ey(a- is to be read

wittr t-XX in v. 128). The term generally stands at the end of the strophe, while d"f,Arim

and'imrdgenerally stand at the beginning, though it is difficult to discern any semantic

difference. The acrostic Ps. 111 also contains the term (v. 7: "his precepts are trustwor-

thy"). In Ps. l9:9(8) Yahweh's precepts are "right" oaiar). According to Ps. 103:18,

yatrwetr grants his steadfast love to those "who keep his covenant and remember to do

his commandments."

4. p"qfiQtm. The term p"qfidim refers to something imposed or assigned, e.g., those

ttringi designated for the tabernacle (Ex. 38:21 introduces an enumeration of the quan-

tities of metal used; so also probably in Nu. 7:2, where the princes oversee the offering

of the stipulated gifts) or the duties Moses assigns to the Levites (Nu' 4:49)'25

5. p"qiilu1. Jer.37:13 (the only occurrence) uses the term peqiQu! in the expression

ba'al pfoiy'u1, referring to a gatekeeper or guard who arrests Jeremiah'

25. See Kellermann, 52.
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6. p'qbd.The term p"qbi refers in Jer. 50:21 and Ezk. 23:23 to an 'Aramaean tribe

in eastern Babylonia" (Akk. puqfidu).26

7. p"quddA. The term p"quddd exhibits several semantic nuances. It can refer to the

musteringof soldiers (2Ch. l7:14 26:ll),0rtothetaskor offrceof apaqtd,e.g.,respon-

sibility for the tabernacle and its accoutrements (Nu. 3:36;4:16 cf - 3:32;4:27 ci.; I Ch.

23 ll 24.3,19;2 Ch.Z4:ll).In 1 Ch. 26:30 the term refers to the administration of the

land west of the Jordan. The pl. form pequdd1l seems to refer to several persons charged

with various tasks, including gatekeepers or guards (2K. ll:181.2 Ch. 23: l8; Ezk.44:ll).
The meaning of the expressionp'qudd6lhdirinEzk.9:l is disputed; suggestions include

"overseers of the city,' "he who carries out judgment," and'Judgment over the city."zz 1n

Babylon King Zedekiah lived "in the house of the pequdddl' referring probably to a
guarded prison (Jer. 52:ll).Isa. 60: 17 uses p"quddd figuratively in parallel with ndg"itm:
"I will appoint Peace as your overseer and Righteousness as your taskmaster."

Isa. l5:7 is difficult. O. Kaiser translates: "Therefore the abundance they have

gained and what they have laid up ftt"quddd as that which one has put downl over the

Brook of the Poplars they carry away with them."28 The comrption in the text probably

extends to an even deeper level.29

The term p"quddd also refers to the fate set for human beings. The juridical context

of Nu. 16:29 (see above) presupposes that "the fate of all human beings" is death. Ps.

109 also exhibits juridical overtones, which is why the translation "his fate - he

should receive another" fits better than "another should receive his office" (v. 8). In Isa.

38:10 one should read p"quddali instead of pual puqqaQti and then translate: "I thought

in the noontide of my days I must depart, for the rest of my years my fate will be in

Sheol.":0 Job l0:12 is to be understood similarly: "You have granted me life and stead-

fast love, and your determination of my fate has preserved my breath."

The day (or days) of the pequddd is the time of Yahweh's pronouncement of judg-

ment or of the punishment itself. Isa. l0:3 uses the expression in a reproachful ques-

tion: "What will you do on the day of calamity, in the calamity that will come from far

away?" According to Hos. 9:7, the days of disaster and of requital (iillum) have al-

ready come (cf. vv. 6,9). According to Mic. 7:4, Yahweh's day of p"quddihas brought

confusion (cf . yim poqdi, Ex. 32:34; Jer. 27:22; Am. 3: l4). Jeremiah uses the expres-

sion "for I will bring disaster on [the people], the year of the p"quddd," in three pas-

sages. In the first (ll:23) the statement justif,res the judgment (pqd, v- 22). Jer. 23:12

also focuses on justifying the punishment. The oracle to Moab in ch. 48 makes numer-

ous references to the year of punishment. V. 44 justifies a hostile attack. One indeter-

minate reference is'c1 pequddd. the "time of punishment" (6:15 BHS;8:121'10:15 =
5l:18; 46:21; 49:8 cj.; 50:27,31 BHS).

26. See HAL,lll,959.
27. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans.
28. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans.

29. See Andr6, 162.

30. Andr6, 167.

1983),222-23.
1974), s8.
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8. mipqdQ. The expression mipqdQ ha'am refers to the mustering of the people or
army (2 S. 24:9[8]; 1 Ch.21:5), a census yielding an overall number. lnEzk.43:21
mipqdd habbayil is an assigned or appointed place near the temple where the sin offer-
ing is burned, and the ia'ar hammipqdQ in Neh. 3:31 might be the gate through which
one enters this place. In 2 Ch. 3l:13 bemipqaQ is generally understood to mean "ac-
cording to the order," though it probably refers to the place assigned by Hezekiah.3t
The 'e! mipqdQ in Sir. 32135:1 I refers perhaps to the "fixed time" after which a person

should not linger.32

lV. l. LXX. The renderings of pqd in the LXX reflect its broad semantic scope. The
LXX generally translates according to the set pattern inhering in the forms
episkdp(t)ein, epfskepsis, episkopii. Other frequent renderings include ekdikein, "ptn-
ish," and arithmein, "count."

The translations of the formulas discussed in II.7 above show how little the LXX
contributes to our understanding of pqd.33 The material in (a) is rendered with
episkdptein ar,d ekdikein, in (b) with epdgein, "bring about," and entillesthai, "or-
der," in (c) only with episkdptein, and in (d) with ekdikein. Other verbs used to refer
to God's judgment include ephistdvai, (ant)apodiddnai, and mimnilskesthai for the
qal, hetoimdzein and episkopein for the niphal. The single occurrence in the piel is
translated with entdllesthai. 2 Ch. 36:23 translates Yahweh's commissioning of
Cyrus with entillesthai, while Ezr. 1:2 uses episkiptein. Jeremiah's commissioning
is translated with kathistdnai. Military mustering is rendered wrth episkiptein or
arithmein, a census of the people generally with episkiptein. The notion of checking
whether something is there is rendered with episkdptein or entillesthai, though in
isolated instances also with ekpEddn, synistdnai, kathistdnai, paratithdnai, ekzeteln,
and hal{skein Acting to someone's advantage is rendered with episkdptein, to some-
one's disadvantage with epizetein, or a circumscription is used. Appointment to an

office is generally rendered with kathistdnai, though also with episkopos,
parakathisttinai, did6nai, phyldssein, or embdllein. Compounds with tithinai are
also used.

The noun pdqt/ is rendered with episkopos, epistdtes, prostdtes, kathistdmenos,
komdrches, and topdrchEs. The term piqqd/6n is either parathiikc or phyldssein. For
piqquQtm Ps. 19 and Ps. 119 (5 times) use dikaioma, Ps. 119 (16 times) and 103:18
entolii. The term peqfi/tm is translated with syntaxis, episkopii, and episkdptein, and
ba'al p"qiQul with par' hd katdlyen. The most common translations for p"quddA are
epfskepsis and episkopii, though other translations and paraphrases are also used.
The expression y1m/ienalf€1 pequddd is rendered with episkopii, episkepsis, or
ekdikEsis, and once by the verb. The term mipqa/ is either paraphrased or transliter-
ated.

31. Andr6,169,230.
32. HAL, II, 618, suggests that this text is corrupt.
33. Contra Gehman.

I
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2. eumran. The use of pqd in the Qumran texts deviates sometimes significantly

from biblical usage. The Temple Scroll uses pqd twice to mean "appoint to an office"
(l1QT 57:3,to the kingship; 62:5,as army captain). 1QM 13:10 uses the term figura-

tively as God appoints the Prince of Light to aid the good. According to lQH 16:5, he

even appointed the place of righteousness. In military contexts pqd means "to muster"

(leM i:15; perhaps l2:4; 19:12), though a new nuance already appears here in that

those mustered (or "numbered") are simultaneously members of the community, and

are to report at appointed festivals (lQM 2:4); moreover, the angelic host is with them

(12:8). The Community Rule stipulates that those seeking admittance are to be exam-

ined (..mustered,,' by a paqtd, who stands over "the many," lQS 6:14, though here

darai;1QS 6:21; cf. CD 13:l l). A new examination takes place each year (lQS 5:24).

CD 4:3 presupposes military regulations: they are to be enrolled by name in the camp.

A new meaning is given pqd when the word asserts that one is to "heed" all of God's

precepts ftaq, IQS 5:22; lQSb 3:24).^ 
lQH l4:i4 contains an allusion to Ex. 20:5-6: God "pardons those who repent of

their sin and visits the iniquity of the wicked ." Here paqal is used with a direct object,

without 'al, as in CD 5:15-16, "God punished all their deeds." In addition, paqaQ and

p"quddA refer to the final decision at the end of days. The Community Rule teaches

that the course of the world stands under the sway of the two spirits "until the time of

his p"quddd" (lQS 3:18; cf. 4:26). This decision will be to the advantage of the righ-

teous, bringing them peace (4:6), and to the disadvantage of the wicked, bringing them

plagues and eternal shame (4:11) or destruction (4:19).lQH 1:17 probably refers to

the same decision (cf. also 1QS 2:6). Several passages in the Damascus Document may

also refer to this decision: when God condemns (pqd) the land, the wicked will receive

their just due (CD 7:10; cf. 19:6), or "he will condemn them to destruction (kdh) by

the hand of Belial" (8:2 = l9.4; differently in lQS 2:6); "that shall be the day when

God will condemn" (8:3; 19:15). The Damascus Document also speaks of a "former

[earlier] decision" (or a "decision concerning the early ones, i.e., the fathers"), which is

associated with Ezk. 9:4 (CD 7:21:' l9:l0-ll). 
Andr6

llpQ taoab

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences (including LXX). II. Secular or Concrete Usage.

[I. 1. Yahweh's Open Eyes; 2. Yahweh as the Subject of Opening'

paqah. G. Gerleman, "Bemerkungen zur Terminologie der 'Blindheit' im AI," SEA 41t42

(1976177) 77-8O.
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l. 1. Etymolog). Most of the occurrences of the root pqh, "to open" (closely related
to -, nnD pd!ab), are found in Biblical Hebrew. Outside the OT, one might adduce KA1
193.4 and especially KAI222A.l3 (Sefire), where pqh is also usedr within the context
of opening the eyes. In addition to occurrences in Old South Arabic2 and Akkadian,3
the root is found in the later Semitic languages, including Aramaica and Syriac,5 where
it refers to the opening of flowers and thus to the notion of blooming; similarly, the
slbst. paqha'is used there in the meaning "flower."

2. Occurrences (including LXX). In the OT the root pqh occurs almost exclusively in
the verbal form, including 15 times in the qal (Gen.2l:19;2 K. 4:35; 6:11,20; 19:16:
Job l4:3; 27:19;Ps.146:8; Prov.20:13; Isa. 37:17;42:1,20;Jer.32:19; Dnl.9:18 O;
Zech. l2:4),3 times in the niphal (Gen. 3:5,7; Isa. 35:5), and then also as an adjective
(Ex. 4:ll;23:8). The expression p"qah-qOaft is also found in Isa. 6l:1. The root does

not occur in Hebrew Sirach, and the only occurrence thus far in Qumran is 4QShirb
(4Q5 I I ) l6:5 in the expression pqlt 'znym, "to open one's ears." It may be that at a very
late date, pth replaced pqh. It any event the root pqb is used in connection with the
noun -+ f! 'ayin, apart from lsa. 42:20 (there with 'ozen; lhe situation differs with pth,
which occurs with'ayin only in I K.8:29,52;'2 Ch. 6:20,40; 7:15; Neh. l:6, and other-
wise in other combinations). The LXX occurrences exhibit no peculiarities. The adjec-
tive is translated as bl6pein, while the verb is rendered with derivatives of oigein
(anoigein or dianoigein). The LXX renders p"qah-qbah with andblepsis.

II. Secular or Concrete Usage. In only a few passagesis pqh used in secular or
concrete contexts. According to 2 K. 4:35, the Shunammite's dead son opens his eyes

again, i.e., returns to life. Both Job 27:19 and Prov. 20:13 refer to opening one's eyes in
the morning upon awakening, though the passage from Job is associated with a nega-
tive context insofar as the wicked will then see that their wealth is gone. By contrast,
Prov. 20:13 advises opening one's eyes early in the morning, probably in order to es-
cape poverty and hunger by working hard.6

lll. l. Yahweh's Open Eyes. Yahweh's open eyes are addressed within the context of
prayers. According to 2 K. 19:16 par. lsa.37:17 , Hezekiah entreats Yahweh to open his
eyes that he might see how Sennacherib mocks him (i.e., Yahweh) and then intervene
that all may see from Jerusalem's deliverance that Yahweh is Lord. Dnl. 9:18 also asks
Yahweh to intervene on Jerusalem's behalf, entreating him to open his eyes (as in 2 K.
19:16 par. Isa.37:17 in combination with hatteh'o1n"f,a).

Yahweh's promise to keep a watchful eye when judging the nations with Judah's/Je-

l. See III.I below.
2. Biella,408.
3. AHw,II, 855.
4. DNSI,l,933-34.
5, HAL,III, 959.
6. O. Plriger, Sprilche Salomos (Proverbia). AK XVII (1984),235.
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rusalem's help also represents positive assurance forJerusalem (Zech. l2:4). Such refer-

ences to "keeping one's eyes open" are clearly an expression ofconcern and protection.T

Jer. 32:19 is a bit more complicated. Yahweh's eyes are "open to all the ways of
mortals," and thus does he "reward all according to their ways." This statement may

also contain an interpretation ofthe exile, since Yahweh's open eyes are associated not

only with his beneficence but also with his judgment. Job l4:3 focuses only on the ele-

ment of judgment, viewing God as a prosecutor who brings a person to judgment,8 and

much less as one who "sees what was not seen before."e

2. Yahweh as the Subject of Opening. Yahweh as the subject of pqh signals the pres-

ence of metaphor. Yahweh is the neutral subject of pqh in Gen. 3:5,7,and Isa.35:5.

Both Adam's and Eve's eyes are opened after they have eaten the forbidden fruit (Gen.

3:5,1):the result is a qualitatively new way of seeing. In Israel's coming salvific period

(Isa. 35:5-6), the eyes of the blind will be opened and other defects healed. Although

both Wildbergerl0 and Clementsllthink the reference is to concrete physical defects,

the ambiguous context certainly allows an interweaving of both concrete and spiritual

interpretations in that the renewed ability to see again in the physical sense also makes

possible a new spiritual seeingl2 (similarly also Ps. 146:8).

With its comprehensive reference to Israel's fate, Isa. 42:7 is probably also to be un-

derstood figuratively with regard to Israel's blindness in the face of its own relationship

with God. The Servant of God is sent so that he might open the eyes of the blind; al-

though it is unclear here whether Yahweh or the Servant is the subject, Yahweh does in

any event remain the initiator. The adjective exhibits unmistakable metaphorical char-

acter in Ex.23.8 in the warning against taking bribes, since they blind a person. The

same applies to Ex. 4: 1 1, where Yahweh counters Moses' objection that he is unable to

speak by referring to his, Yahweh's, creative activity with regard to human beings;

among other things, Yahweh has enabled them to see rather than leaving them blind.

The conjecture suggested by S. T. Lachs (plsseah instead of piqqdah) is untenable,

since the focus is primarily on the sense organ Yahweh has created rather than on its

frailty, which Lachs emphasizes in view of the context.l3

In Gen. 2l:19 a concrete object becomes visible when Yahweh opens Hagar's eyes;

she sees a well of water from which she can quench her son's thirst. 2 K. 6:11 and 20

contain Elisha's entreaty that Yahweh open the eyes of the servant so that he might see

the true nature of the situation. Elisha's servant then sees (v. 17) that Israel is not alone

7. A. S. von der woude, Zacharia. PoT (1954), in loc.; W. Rudolph, Haggai - sacharia l-8

- Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT X.IIU4 (1976),221.
8. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD XIII (1951, 71980)' 102.

9. N. C. Habel, Job. OTL (1985),240, in analogy to Gen. 3:5,7, and other passages'

10. H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK Xl3 (1982), 1362.
11. R. E. Clements, Isaiah l-39. NCBC (1980),276.
12. Wildberger, Jesaja, 1363.
13. Lachs, "Exodus IV l1: Evidence for an Emendation," W26 (1976)249-50. Cf. S. Speier'

"ni7D Ex M l;' W t0 (1960) 347.
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in their battle with the Arameans, but that unexpected "horses and chariots of fire" are

coming to their aid. V. 20 then relates how these enemies recognize that they have been
tricked and have not paid sufficient attention.

lsa. 42:20 points out that even open euus do not guarantee that a person will hear.

This assertion is all the more remarkable in that here it is Yahweh's own servant who
does not perceive Yahweh in the correct way.

This survey of texts shows that pqft is used with 'ayin and 'ozen in an almost exclu-
sively metaphorical sense. The reference is not (primarily) to concrete seeing or hear-
ing, but to a new or different understanding of what is normally seen or heard. The is-
sue is the correct understanding or assessment of a situation, not its simple perception.
Only Isa. 6l:1 uses pqh atypically in a different function as a reference to the opening
of fetters.

Hausmann

12 por; ilJl pard

Contents: I. Semitic Languages. II. OT: l. Occurrences; 2. Meaning. III. OT Usage:

l. Agricultural Contexts: a. Narrative Texts; b. Metaphorical Usage;2. Sacrificial Contexts:

a. Sacrificial Legislation; b. Narrative Texts; c. Criticism of Animal Sacrifice. IV. LXX and

Qumran: 1. LXX;2. Qumran.

I. Semitic Languages. The word par/pdrd occurs only rarely in the Semitic lan-
guages. Von Soden refers to the Hebrew in listing parruII, "lamb, young sheep," and
parratu, "female lamb."l The term is attested in Ugariticz as pr II, in a text that
O. Eissfeldt understands as an "inventory of young bulls [przr] - 

quantities with price
in shekels, e.g., line 2: 'folur bulls for 20 [shekels]"'i3 a prt is also mentioned once:
Puissant Ba'al travels to Mot after having received an invitation, and along the way
"desires a heifer in the pasturage, a cow in the field of lions of Memat."a The term pr

par B. Lincoln, Warriors and Cattle: A Study in the Ecology of Religions. Hermeneutics lO
(Berkeley, 1981) (reviewed by W. Thiel, OIZ82 11987)241-43); L. Malten, "Der Stier in Kult
und mythischem Bild," Jahrbuch des deutschen archiiologischen Instituts 43 (1928) 90-139;
R. P6ter-Contesse, "'1D et 'lllD: Note de lexicographie h6braique," W 25 (1975) 486-96; idem,
"Note on the Semantic Domains of Two Hebrew Words: '1! and'1'lW: BT 27 (1976) ll9-21;
D. Wachsmuth, "'Taurobolium' und 'Tauros,"' KlPauly, V (1975), 543-44, 546-47;
M. Weippert, "Gott und Stierl' ZDPV 77 (1961) 93-ll7;' -+ ii2r bdqda lI,209ff.

l. AHw, II, 834b.
2. WUS, no.2260; UI nos. 2122,2125; KTU 4.142, l-2.
3. "The Alphabetical Cuneiform Texts from Ras Shamra Published in PRU ll, 1957: KlSchr

rr (r963),398.
4. KTU 1.5, Y 18. Translation after J. Aistleitner, Die mythologischen und kultischen Texte

aus Ras Schamra (Budapest, 21964), 16; cf. also ANET 139.
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occurTing in Phoenician and Punic is to be equated with p"ri.s In Jewish Aramaic the

Talmud tractate Parah, "The Red Heifer," constitutes the primary witness for par/pdrA

and is of considerable significance for establishing the meaning of the noun.6 The writ-

ings of Qumran and Wadi Murabba'at contain one occulrence each for par andpard.T

II. OT.
l. Occurrences. The terms par/pard are related in substance to the word group -+

ala bdqdr and occur over 150 times (13l and25, respectively) in the oT; the frequent

occurrence of these words in the pentateuchal sacrificial regulations is responsible for

this high number.

2. Meaning. The frequently used complement ben-baqar (Lev.4:3,14 Nu. 7:15ff.;

8:8; 15:24, etc.;Ezk.43:19,23,25, etc.) provides little information about the meaning

of par; although it does indicate that the animal belongs to the category "ox, bovine," it
says nothing about the animal's age.

While GesB translates par as "steer, esp. younger bull (different from 'dgel): HAL

says, "sometimes the animal is a young one."8 Only two passages provide any indica-

tion of age along with pa4 and even this information is uncertain (Jgs. 6:25; I S. l:24-

25). The specification of the term p ar as a"young bull" has been influenced perhaps by

the tractate Parah, which discusses the age of an ox suitable for sacrifice and of the

heifer required for preparing the water of purification (Nu. 19:2ff.; Mish. Parah l:2:
"but out of respect, do not bring old animals"). According to R. P6ter-Contesse, par/
parT canbe understood as a fully grown, i.e., sexually mature, steer (or bull) and cow,

while the -+ hy 'dgel/'egtd refers to the younger animals. The terms bdqar and i6r
would then allegedly refei to the category "ox, bovine," collectively or as an individual

animal without saying anything about age or gender.

He also considers the other possibility, namely, that i6t "bull," and pard, "cow," be-

long togetheq while par is to be translated as 
6'young bull."e Militating against this view,

however, is that the OT never use s par = "young bull" to refer to the cultically venerated

bull image, but rather '€gel = "calf." We have as yet no persuasive etymological explana-

tio1 of par Geseniuslo mentions a root prr with the meanings "cito ferri, currere" (cf. in

this regard the name of the river near Damascvs, parpar, mentioned in 2 K.5:12),ll or

"vehi . . . ut iuvencus dictus sit a vehiculo trahendo," yet also refers to the possibility of

understandingprr = prhinthe meaning "fertilis fuit," which would fit with the mytho-

logical context mentioned below.l2 In all probability par is a primary noun.

5. DNS1, ll,934-35; KAI 14.12:, CIS, I 166 8,2.
6. See II.2 below.
7. See III.la, lb below.
8. GesB, 656', HAL, III, 961.
9. See the tables in W 25 (1975) 496; BT 27 (1976) 121.

lO. GesTh, II, 1 131; cf. GesB, 656,662.
11. See GesB,66l.
12. See III.2a below; cf. also T. Ndldeke, ZDMG 40 (1886) 734'

t--
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III. OT Usage.
l. Agricultural Contexts. a. Narrative Texts. As an "important agricultural asset,"l3

the ox is at the same time a valuable possession and thus a suitable gift of reconcilia-
tion for Jacob to give his brother Esau (Gen. 32:16[Eng. l5]: forty cows and ten bulls).
OT narratives speak more about the female than about the male animals. The pharaoh
dreams about seven well-nourished or emaciated cows grazing along the Nile (Gen.
4l:2 et passim). Iob describes the fertilization process that is so undeservedly success-
ful among the herds of the wicked (raid'; Job 21:10). 1 S. 6 vividly describes the trans-
port of the ark, which the Philistines had captured, back to Judah; two nursing cows

@arfu'dl6fl "that had never borne a yoke" are hitched to the front of the cart with the
ark and pull it to Beth-shemesh according to Yahweh's will, "turning neither to the
right nor to the left" even though their maternal instincts are to stay with their calves
(vv. 7,lO,l2). Findings at Wadi Murabba'at include a document from the time of the
Second Jewish Revolt that mentions the purchase of a cow (prh).ra

b. Metaphorical Usage. The prophets often use the image of the cow and bull meta-
phorically. The destruction or senseless slaughter of the animal, always also including
partm, vividly evokes the destruction of a state (of Edom in Isa. 34:7; Babylon in Jer.
50:27; Gog in Ezk. 39:18). Hosea compares Israel to a stubborn heifer (4:16, pdrd
soreri). By contrast, Isa. I l:7 anticipates that in the coming salvific age, "the cow and
the bear shall graze, their young shall lie down together."

The use of par to refer to the personal enemies of the individual lamenting peti-
tioner takes the term into a more individual sphere (Ps.22:l3ll2l),15 while the opposite
is the case in the statement from the "Blessings" of Qumran (lQSb 5:27-29): "May
you toss like a young bull and trample the peoples . . . and you shall be as a lion."

Amos's reproach to the upper-class women of Samaria is unbelievably harsh: "Hear
this word, you cows of Bashan" (Am.4:l); the reference to the fertile countryside of
Bashan (cf. Dt. 32:14;Mic.7:14) emphasizes how especially well nourished the ani-
mals are.16

2. Sacrificial Contexts. Rather than examining the entire religio-historical signifi-
cance of the bull, especially in mythological contexts,rT I will here discuss only the use
of the bull as a sacrificial animal. Such use certainly derives not merely from the fact
that "the sacrifice of a bull . . . was naturally more valuable than that of a sheep or
goat."l8 Mythological as well as cultic considerations doubtless also played a role. The
bull symbolized fertility, and the religions of the ancient Near East associated the bull
with heaven, the sun, and rain, all of which in their own turn were of significance for

13. AuS, VI, 160.
14. R. de Vaux, "Quelques textes h6breux de Murabba'at," RB 60 (1953) 270,11.3-4.
15. See H. Ringgren, Psalmen. Urban Taschenbucher 120 (Stuttgart, 1971),61.
16. According to G. Dalman, AuS, VI, 161, the "Golan cow" also yields considerably more

milk than does the normal Arabian cow.
17. See bibliog.
18. P. Thomsen, "Rind," Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte (Berlin), X| 143.
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the growth of plants and animals. Special significance was also imputed to the sacrifi-

cialllood of ihe bull.rs Such sacrificial situations are amply illustrated in various

sources.2o

a. Sacrificial Legislation. As a sacrificial animal, the bull appears in OT legislation

in association with the rites of priestly consecration, sin offerings, and the high holi-

days.
Lev. 8:2ff. (cf. Ex. 29:1ff.) describes the installation of Aaron and his sons as

priests; here the bull serves as a sin offering2l (Lev. 8: 14; cf. Ex. 29:14), while its blood

serves additional purificatory rites (Lev. 8:15; cf. Ex. 29:12). The laying on ofhands22

is also part of this ceremony (Lev. 8: 14; Ex. 29 lO cf. Nu. 8:12). Nu. 8:8ff. describes in

similar fashion the installation of the Levites, except that here two bulls are offered as

sin and burnt offerings (Nu. 8:12). Lev. 4 contains the legal regulations for a sin offer-

ing in the case of an inadvertent transgression against the divine commandments.

Whether the person at fault is a priest or the entire congregation, a bull must be sacri-

ficed (Lev. +:tff.,t+ff.; Nu. 15:24), and the same rituals are to be performed as in the

purification ritual for installing Aaron and his sons as priests (see above). The ritual on

in" nuy of Atonement (Lev. 16:3-21) was similar; here too, special purificatory power

is imputed to the bull's blood (16:14-15,18), though the ritual also includes the transfer

of sins to the so-called scapegoat through the laying on of hands, after which the goat is

led off into the wilderness (vv. 2l-22).
Nu. 28-29 describes in detail the offerings to be made at the various annual feasts.

Atthebeginningofeachmonth (28:ll-12),atPassover(vv. 16-17),andattheFeastof

Weeks (vv.26-27), two bulls must be sacrificed. Three festivals require offerings in the

fall: on the first day of the seventh month the offering for the New Year Festival (29:1-

6; cf. Lev. 23:23-25), on the tenth day of the seventh month the offering for the Day of

Atonemenr (Nu. 29:7- 1 1; cf. Lev. 16;23:26-32), and on the fifteenth day of the seventh

month the offering for the Feast of Booths (Nu. 29:12-39; cf. Lev. 23:33-36), which

then lasts for eight days. On its first day thirteen bulls are sacrificed, on each ofthe fol-

lowing seven days one animal fewer, and on the eighth day only a single bull-

Thi cultic instructions provided by Ezekiel's "draft constitution" are essentially

commensurate with these pentateuchal sacrificial regulations even though the actual

number of animals to be sacrificed differs.
At the reconsecration of the sanctuary, a bull and a male goat are sacrificed as sin of-

ferings (cf. Lev. 4:3ff.,14ff.), followed each day for seven days thereafter by a bull and

u ru- u, burnt offerings (Ezk. 43:19-21,22,23-27). By contrast, according to Nu. 7:10-

88 the consecration of the tabernacle required each of the twelve tribes to donate a bull,

a ram, and a lamb as burnt offerings and two animals as a sacrifice of well-being'

Ezk.45:18-25 enumerates the following dates and numbers for the festivals: on the

first day of the first month (v. I 8) a bull for expiating the sanctuary; on the seventh day

19. See Malten, 139.
20. See ANEP nos. 364, 607, 6'13.

21. -+ NUn hata' (chata'), IY 309tr., esp. rcgardin9 hafta'!.
22. -s]rDd samak.
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of the first month (v. 20) a bull to atone for sins of ignorance (cf. Lev. 4:4ff.,14ff.); on
the fourteenth day of the first month (Ezk. 45:21-24) - Passover, the -+ Ntirl ,?Aji',
"prince," shall sacrifice a bull as a sin offering, and on the following seven days seven
bulls and seven rams as burnt offerings. The same applies to the Feast of Booths (on the
fifteenth day of the seventh month, v. 25). The "prince's" offerings at the beginning of
each month are enumerated separately, and consist of one bull, one ram, and six lambs
(cf. Nu. 28: I l: two bulls, one ram, seven lambs; were these numbers reduced perhaps
for economic reasons?).

The so-called red heifer (pard 'ajummr17 in Nu. l9:2 is not used directly as a sacrifi-
cial animal. It is slaughtered (v. 3), and its blood used to sprinkle toward the front of the
tent of meeting (v. 4; cf. Lev. 4:7). The animal itself is then burned (v. 5) and its col-
lected ashes used to prepare the water of cleansing (v. 9). The heifer is to be without
blemish (fmtmfi)zs and is not to have borne a yoke (cf. I S. 6:7). The rabbinic discus-
sion concerning its acceptable age is found in the Mishnah tractate Parah (l:2).2a

Concerning the heifer's color, G. Dalman notes that "the regulation requiring that a
red heifer, . . . whose color probably evoked that ofblood, is to be burned as a means of
purification, presupposes that the people did indeed have cattle of different colors."2s

b. Naruative kxrs. Quite in keeping with the cultic prescriptions articulated in the
legal regulations, OT texts recount a number of sacrificial situations in which the offer-
ing of a bull plays a role. The ancient narrative of the covenant ceremony at Sinai in Ex.
24 mentions that bulls were sacrificed as offerings of well-being (ielamim)26 and their
blood sprinkled on the altar (v. 5; cf. Ex. 29:12-13 Lev. 4:18). The seer Balaam orders
the Moabite king Balak to deliver seven bulls and seven rams to sacrifice on seven al-
tars in order to receive an oracle from Yahweh (Nu. 23: l-2,4,14,29-30). Gideon sacri-
fices a bull belonging to his father on the newly erected altar to Yahweh (Jgs. 6:25-
26,28;the text is uncertain). Out of joy at the birth of her son Samuel, Hannah sacri-
fices a (LXX three-year-old) bull as an offering of thanksgiving (1 S. l:24-25). The
cows drawing the Philistine cart with the ark to Judah are burned at Beth-shemesh
along with the cart's wood as an offering to Yahweh (l S. 6:14). For the divine judg-
ment on Carmel, Elijah demands one bull each for himself and his adversaries as sacri-
ficial animals (l K. 18:23-33).

The Chronicler's History also recounts such sacrificial activities. At the entry of the
ark into Jerusalem, seven bulls and seven lambs are offered as sacrifices for the Levites
(1 Ch. 15:26), and at Solomon's accession one thousand bulls, rams, and lambs (1 Ch.
29:21). After reestablishing the Jerusalem temple, King Hezekiah makes a sin offering
for the royal house, the sanctuary, and people by sacrificing seven bulls, rams, lambs,
and male goats for each and dashing the animals' blood against the altar (2 Ch.29l.21;
cf. Ex. 29:10ff.:Lev.4:3ff.,14ff.). The ensuing Passover festival is even extended, and
the princes and king slaughter a thousand bulls and large numbers of small livestock

23. -+ d',til tmm.
24. See IL2 above.
25. AuS, 172; cf. also R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. BZAW 83 (1963), 9.
26. +D)ui ilm.
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for the people (2 Ch.3O:24). Those who returned from exile with Ezra sacrifice accord-

ing to t-he number of Israel's tribes twelve bulls and a number of small livestock as of-

ferings (Ezr. 8:35; cf. Nu. 7:10-88).

Other passages are also revealing. After his rehabilitation, Job orders his friends to

make a sin offering of seven bulls and seven rams for speaking inappropriately about

his situation (Job 42:8). Abijah of Judah reproaches the kings of the northern kingdom

of Israel: "Whoever comes to be consecrated with a young bull or seven rams becomes

a priest of what are no gods" (2 Ch. l3:9).
c. Criticism of Animal Sacrifice. These laws and narratives are countered by pro-

phetic criticism ofbull and other animal sacrifices. Isa. 1:l I rejects these sacrifices be-

Lause they are not offered sincerely and because such cultic activity does not concur

with daily behavior (cf. Isa. l:15-17; 5:8-24). Ps. 50:9 objects perhaps merely to a

magical understanding of such sacrifices.27 By contrast, Ps. 69 32(31) seems to reject

animal sacrifi ce comPletelY.

The same probably also applies to Hos. 14:3(2), which calls the thanksgiving offer-

ing for Yahweh the "bulls of our lips" ((pdrtm SepdlAnfi). The LXX and several subse-

qu"rt "o*-r. 
emend to peri.28 T. Naumann associates this unusual statement with the

iurrug". in the Psalms just discussed and identifies it as part of the "postinterpretation"

tf tn" o.iginul text of Hosea.2e The Targums support this view in the entreaty, "May the

words of our lips be pleasing before you, pleasant as young bulls on the/your altar'"30

ps. 5l contains two contrasting statements. V. l9(17) asserts that "the sacrifice ac-

ceptable to God is a broken spirit," while vv. 20-21(18-19) hope for the reconstruction

of Jerusalem and the reestablishment of the cult in the form stipulated by the law:
..Then you will delight in right sacrifices, in burnt offerings and whole burnt offerings;

then bulls will be offered on your altar." This statement must doubtless be understood

as a later addendum, one that H.-J. Kraus believes plausibly could have been added

during the time of the wall reconstruction by Nehemiah.3l

IV. LXX and Qumran.
l. LXX. The LXX generally translates pa r as m6schos, "young bull," though also as

moschdrion, bois (l K. 18:23), and ddmalis, "heifer" (Nu. 7:88). It generally translates

parA as &imalis, in isolated instances as bois. ln Jer. 50'2'7 the LXX reads p"ri and

translates as karp6s.

2. Qumran.In the Qumran writings the term par occ]urs outside the Temple Scroll

only in lQSb 5:27 (see above). It occurs 23 times in the Temple Scroll and can be re-

constructed an additional 19 times according to the OT source texts. The Temple Scroll

provides an extremely detailed sacrificial ordinance for the festival cycle in which the

27. So H.-J. Y:rats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. 1987), 493'

28. Other suggestions and bibliog. in W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XllUl (1966), in loc.

29. "struktuien der Nachinterpretation in Hos 4-14" (diss., Halle, 1987)'

30. After Rudolph, Hosea,248.
31. Kraus, Psalms l-5g,501,506. Concerning this problem, see also Anclsr 454-56.
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pat; asin the OT itself, is mentioned numerous times as a sacrificial animal. Apart from

ih" Purror". festival, it is required at all festivals, including as a sabbath offering

(l1QT l4:l), at the beginning of the month (14:3)' as a New Year's offering

(14:l 1,14), at the consecration of priests (15:16; 16:01,02,6,10,14-16)' at the Feast of

unleavened Bread (17:13,15), on the festival day of the wave offering (18:3,7), at the

Feast of weeks (18:10), at the Feast of New wine (20:05) and of the wood offering

(23:6;24:7), on the first day of the seventh month (25:4), on the Day of Atonement

1ZS,t:,ts;26:7,9;27:3),andattheFeastof Booths(28:5,8,11;29:01-011,1).Finally,

if ef :+ describes the temple's sacrificial area and the manner of preparing a par of-

fering' 
Bevse

NJP p,,n

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. Meaningl 3. LXX. II. 1. Wild Ass; 2. Metaphors; 3' Wisdom;

4. Religious Considerations.

l. l. OccurreLrces. Although the MT is generally emended, the hiphil of the root pr',

which is viewed as a secondary form of the rootprh, occurs in Hos. 13:15 in the mean-

ing "to bear fruit." The noun pere' itself occurs l0 times in the OT. lt Jet' 2:24. how-

ev-er, Ktihler's emendation oithe MT pere' limmuQ milbar "a wild ass (pere') lor "a

cow (pdril) used to the wildernes sl' to por"sd lammiSbdr should be followed and then

associated with the preceding word: "the camel that sets out into the wilderness'"I For

therest,thiswordalsooccursinSir. 13:18andinlEn.89:ll,16.Thenounalsooccurs
in Arabic (fara' andfara') and Akkadian (parfi)'z

Personal names constructed from pr'occur in Hebrew Qtir'dm, Josh. 10:3)' old

pere'. F. Altheim, Die Krise der alten welt, 1 (1943),27-28; idem, Gesicht vom Abend und

Mirg"r(Frankfurt, 1955), 102-3;F-. S. Bodenheimer,Animal Life in Palestine,(Jerusalem' 1935);

B. B"rentjes, Die Haustierwerdung im Orient. Neue Brehm-Bilcherei 344 (1965); idem, "Onager

und Esei im Alten Orient," Beitiage zu Geschichte, Kuhur und Religion des alten Orients' FS

E. Unger (Baden-Baden, lg':.1), :B1-45;P. Humbert, "En marge du dictioanair-e h'btdiquei' ZAW

62 (1"950) 199-207; A. E. Knight, Bible Plants and Animals (1889), 150-52: L. K<ihler,
..Beobachiungen am hebriiischen ind griechischen Text von Jeremia Kap . l-9: ZAW 29 ( I 909) I -

:e, esp. 35.3"6; idem, ,,Zebra oder Kuh wird Kamelin,,' KIL (|945) 45-47; idem,..N]? = 
-89ry:

G."ryi Ousuleti ZAW 44 (1926) 59-62 = idem, "Das Zebraim Nl: KIL (1945) 64-70; W. W'

Miilllr, ,Altsiidarabische Beitiage zum hebrriischen Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963) 304-16;

A. Salonen, Hipprlogica accadici. AnAcScFen B 100 (195-5) 44-46,54,74-75; A. Schott, Die

iergleiche'in'ien Lkkadischen Kbnigsinschriften. MVAG 30 (1926); A. Wiinsche, Dle

Bildersprache de s ATs (1906)' 1 O-7 2.

1. KIL (1945) 45-4"1 = BHS.

2. See Salonen. T4-75: AHw 11,837.
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South Arabic (fr'),3 and probably also in Ugaritic (pr(?)y).4 Because AP 42.9 with qt'
pr'is "unintelligible,"s it is impossible to determine whether it also belongs in this con-
text.

2. Meaning. W. T. in der Smitten derives this noun from a root pr', "to be wild, ag-

ile."6 Evidence in the Semitic languages confirms that this word is a primary noun and

has always meant "wild ass."

Kdhler, howeveq vehemently contests this view.7 The terms pere' and'ar68 are used

in parallelismus membrorurm in Job 39:5; Kdhler argues that because the Aram. 'ar68 is
a hapax legomenon with the meaning "tleeting one" and is thus a reference to the wild
ass itself (equus onager), the parallel Heb. pere'must refer to something different. He
refers to J. J. Hess in suggesting that the word actually means "zebra" (equus grevyi),

since in Somali /arb refers to the zebra. He then also postulates this meaning for all
other passages as well. Humbert offers a detailed counterargument, pointing out that
'dr68 is just as legitimate a Hebrew word as pere 'itself, and that both words refer to the

wild ass, just as 'ary?h and lalt' refer to the lion in Gen. 49:9 .8 D. H. Mtiller argues that
'ar68 means "the bawler," thus also refers to the wild ass, and is to that extent synony-
mous with pe re'.e The presence of far'o in Somali allegedly resulted from this language

having adopted the Semitic word to refer to the zebra, which is found in Somalia instead

of the wild ass. This evidence essentially decides the argument in favor of the meaning
"wild ass," even though various scholars still defend the meaning "zebra."to

3. IXX. The LXX clearly understands this word to mean a wild ass, since it trans-
lates it 4 times as 6nos dgrios (Job 6:5; 39:5; Isa. 32:14l ler. 14:6), twice as 6nagros
(Ps. 104:l l; Sir. 13:19), and once as 6nos eremitzs (Job l1:12). In Job 24:5 it simply
uses dnos, and it renders the overall sense of Jer.2:24 and Hos. 8:9 differently in any

case. In Gen. 16:12 it translates the expression pere"aSam as dgroikos tinthropos.

ll. l. Wild Ass. According to Bodenheimer,rr two kinds of wild asses could be

found in Syria and Transjordan: the Syrian wild ass (equus hemihippus) and the onager
(equus onager), neither of which is an ancestor of the domesticated ass (equus

asinus|z but both of which can probably be identified with the wild ass of the OT.

3. RES, 47 42; Nlidller, 373.
4. See WUS, no.2269; PNU,174.
5. AP, t44.
6. -+ i'lDn ham6r (ch"m6r), lY, 466-67.
7. KIL (t945) 64-70.
8. ZAW 62 (1950) 202-6.
9. Dalman, AuS, Yl,378, already emphasizes this point.
10. E.g., G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21972), 194; KBLttz' A. Weiser, Das Buch

Hiob. ATD XIII (1951,71980), 55,82,240; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 157,

220,222, etc.
1 1. Bodenheimer. I 16.
12. Bodenheimer, 128; Salonen,45.
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These wild asses seem to have been present in the ancient Near East from the earliest

times.r3 By ca. 1925 they were almost extinct,l4 and the last herd was seen in northern

Syria shortly thereafter.15 Because of its small size, weakness, and wild temperament,

it was not suitable for domestication, and after the introduction of the horse in the an-

cient Near East, attempts to tame it were quickly abandoned.l6 Thereafter the wild ass

appears outside the oT only as the prey of hunters (cf. the portrayals from Kuyunjik,

the reliefs from Assyrian puiu""t, Xenophon's description of the hunt, and the informa-

tion in Josephus).17

The OT relates that the wild ass was at home in the steppe (-rdpd) and the salt wil-

derness (m"bhA; Job 39:6), though also in southern Judah and the area north and espe-

cially south of the Dead Sea.r8 It ranged through the mountains (Job 39:8; cf' Jer' 14:6)

or thl wilder ness (milbar) in its search for scarce food (Job 24:5). It ate grass (Job 6:5)

and drank fiom streams (Ps. 104:11). It brayed (Job 6:5) and was an extremely shy

loner (Hos. 8:9). It had to fear the lion (Sir. 13:19) and was well known for its unfet-

tered nature (Job 39:5)le and toughness (Jer' 14:6)'

2. Metaphors. In the OT wild asses are mentioned only in poetic texts, attesting the

popularity of comparisons using this particular animal.20 In general, scholars adduce

purrug", ,r"h as Jer. 14:6 and rou :s:s-s in emphasizing the wild ass's wildness and

unresirained inclination for freedom.2l Such emphases are then used in interpreting

passages such as Gen. 16:12. By contrast, Westermann emphasizes the'Jubilant, defi-

urt uffi.-ution of predatory, bedouin life.-zz In view of Job 24:5, perhaps one should

focus instead on the wild ais's daily task of "scavenging in the wasteland food for their

young" as a metaphor for the animal's meager existence in the wilderness'23 Despite

emphasis on the free-spirited life of the wild ass in Job 39:5-'7, v. 8 does indeed also re-

fer to the animal's "meager sustenance,"2a and 6:5 presupposes that once it found grass

to eat, it no longer urayed. Hence the oT metaphor of the wild ass seems also to evoke

the notion of a perpetual battle for sustenance and existence' Here one can also refer to

the information in G. Jacob,2s who emphasizes the jealousy of the steppe animal and its

frequent battles with others of its species.

one self-evident comparison in ihe oT calls Ishmael a "wild ass of a man" (pere'

13. See Altheim and PW, VI, 628-31.
14. Bodenheimer, 128.
15. Brentjes, 44.
16. Brentjes. 44-49.
17. Also knight, 150-51; AuS, VI, 7't,325,342; Altheim' 27-28;Brentjes' 45'

18. Fohrer, Hiob,5l2.
19. AuS, ll, lO2.
20. See Wiinsche.
21. Knight, 152; Michel, TDNT, V,284 -->'11D11 h"mdr (ch"mbr)'

22. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans' 1985),246'

23. Fohrer, Hiob,372.
24. rbid., 513.
25. Altarabisches Beduinenleben (Berlin' 21897)' l15'

rv 468-69.
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'd|dm),20 i.e., a person "with his hand against everyone, and everyone's hand against

him; and he shall live at odds with all his kin" (Gen. 16:12). T. N6ldeke further ex-
plains the allusion already noted above to the wild ass's perpetual struggle with its own
kind for survival in the wilderness: "Necessity, not willfulness, prompts this struggle in
that the wilderness does not sufficiently provide for its own children, forcing them
rather to resort to stealing and violence."27 In this context, it is significant that in I En.

89:11 and 16 the wild ass functions as a metaphor for the Ishmaelites and Midianites,
two nomadic peoples.

The other explicit comparison is found in Hos. 8:9, a passage probably also engag-

ing in wordplay with pere'and'eprayim. In any event, the two entities are contrasted to
expose Ephraim's "unnatural" behavior. "The wild ass keeps to itself," and Ephraim
should have acted thus as well. Instead it went to Assyria and offered "gifts of love"
(ahdf;tm). Two ideas are fused here. The first addresses Israel's self-sufficient status, a

status that would have guaranteed the security and strength of the people of God (Nu.

23:9; Dt. 33:28).zt The second involves the appropriate object of Israel's love; for Ho-
sea this object can only be Yahweh, not Assyria (or Ba'al).

The most pertinent Akkadian comparisons of this sort emphasize two characteris-
tics of the wild ass. The most important is its incredible speed.2e The king's enemies

should run from him at such speed, and the forgers of documents should run about out-
side the city walls at such speed.30 The other comparison addresses the wild ass's habi-
tat. The most distant refuge of the queen of Arabia fleeing before the Assyrian army is
called the region of thirst, i.e., the region where the jenny lives.3l

3. Wisdom. Finally, it is striking that most of the references to the wild ass in the OT
are probably associated with the wisdom tradition. Fohrer calls Job 24:5 a "descriptive

song" "probably deriving from instructional wisdom."32 Job ll:12 ("Can a wild ass be-

come a human being") has been called a "proverb"33 and a "proverbial comparison."34

The question then arises whether the expression pere''dy'am from Gen. 16:12 stands

behind Job 1 1 : 12, a situation then presupposing that Gen. 16 12 itself had in the mean-

time become a proverbial expression.35 Similarly, the two examples of unprompted
braying from nature, namely, the wild ass and ox (Job 6:5), are correctly identified as

wisdom sayings;36 and the two examples of animals associated with the most extreme
distress, namely, the doe and wild ass (Jer. 14:5-6), in all likelihood grew out of the

26. See GK $128k,1.
27. ZDMG 40 (1886), 17s.
28. -+ 'I'If baddd (bddhddh), r, 473-79.
29. See also PlI4 VI, 628tr.
30. Schott,96,99; additional examples in Salonen,45.
31. Schott,91.
32. Hiob, 1370.
33. Weiser, Hiob, 85.
34. F. Horst, Hiob I (l-19). BK){YUI (41983), l7l.
35. Concerning'ayir in the meaning 'Jackass, stallion," see K<ihler, 56; Humbert, 201-2.
36. Weiser, Hiob,58:' Fohrer, Hiob, 169.
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wisdom tradition. In the same context it is significant that Sir. 13:19 is related to Ae-

sop's fable 2QP.:z

4. Religious Considerations. The wild ass is associated with Yahweh's actions in

only a few passages. It is Yahweh who loosed the bonds of the wild ass so that it might

run free (Job 39:5), and Yahweh who "makes springs gush forth in the valleys" so that

the wild asses might quench their thirst (Ps. 104:11). Both passages underscore the un-

fathomable wisdom and infinite greatness of the creator God.

The oracle of threat to Jerusalem in Isa. 32:9-14 exhorts the women of Jerusalem to

begin a lament for the dead because the once vibrant city has become the "joy of wild
asses" and a "pasture for flocks" (v. l4). Dalman suggests that any city thus described

has been "completely destroyed."3a This description belongs among several similar

passages (Isa. 5:17; 7:21-25; 13.21-22; 17:2;34:ll-15; Zeph. 2:14), all of which sug-

gest that not only the city itselfbut also the entire cultivated area around it has been af-

fected by the divine judgment, has become a steppe and wilderness again, and pre-

cisely as such the habitat of animals like the wild ass.

Zobelf

37. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIV5 (1981), 538.
38. AuS, YL,260.
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. Nonhuman References. III. Human

References: l. Death; 2. Separation of Individuals; 3. Dispersion; 4. Separation of Peoples;

5. Setting Apart. IV. Qumran. V. LXX.

l. l. EtymoloCy. Apart from Hebrew,therootprd occurs in Mandaic and Ugaritic as

brd.l E. Lipiriski adduces Arab. barada for brd, albeit with the meaning "to file" or "to
freeze."2 The Arabic term more likely to be related to Heb. prdisfaradq "to withdraw,

para{. A. Vivian, I campi lessicali della "separazione" nell'ebraico biblico, di Qumran e

della Mishna (Florence, 1978).

l. KTU 1.3, I, 6; in this regard see CML, 164; CMLZ, l43b; WUS, no. 574.
2. E. Lipiriski, "Banquet en I'honneur de Baal: CTA 3 (V AB), A,4-22: UF 2 (1970),78-79.
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isolate oneself." Cf. also Erh. tffirada, "separate," Tigl farda, "align, judge," or
tdfdrada, "separate as enemies."3 The term paradu II, "isolate oneself,"a occurs as a
West Semitic loanword in Akkadian, and perad, "isolate oneself, flee," in Syriac.

2. Occuruences. The root prd, "separate, isolate," occurs only as a verb in the OT. It
occurs once each in the qal (Ezk. l:11), piel (Hos. 4:14), and pual (Est. 3:8), then 4
times in the hithpael (Job 4: I l; 4l:9[Eng. 17]; Ps. 22:15[14);92:lol9]), 12 times in the
niphal (Gen.2:10; 10:5,32; 13:9,11,14;25:23; Jgs.4:ll; 2 S. 1:23; Neh. 4:l3l19l:.
Prov. l8:1; 19:4), and 7 times in the hiphil (Gen. 30:40; Dt. 32:8; Ruth 1:17; 2K.2:ll;
Prov. 16:28; 17:9; 18:18).s

II. Nonhuman References. Six texts luse prd in contexts not associated with human
beings. Gen. 2: l0 refers to the division of the river in paradise into four different rivers.
The vision in Ezk. l:lff. recounts how the wings of the figure separated and were
spread out (v. 11;.0 1n" petitioner inPs.22 complains that his bones are out of joint,
i.e., have separated from one another (v. l5[a]). According to Gen. 30:40, Jacob sepa-
rates animals out of Laban's flock and comes thus to possess a large flock of his own.7
In establishing the act-consequence schema, Eliphaz points out that if the lion lacks
prey, "the whelps ofthe lioness are scattered [disperse]" (Job 4:11). In the second di-
vine discourse in the book of Job, God demonstrates his power by pointing out that the
teeth of Leviathan cannot be separated (Job 4l:9[7]).

III. Human References.
l. Death. The separation of death is expressed withprd in two texts. In Ruth l:17

death itself is the only thing that can separate Ruth and her mother-in-law.2 S. l:23
emphasizes that because of the depth of their relationship, not even death could sepa-
rate Saul and Jonathan.

2. Separation of Individuals. ln Gen. 13:9,11,14, Abram and Lot separate on
friendly terms. 2 K.2:ll describes the miraculous separation of Elijah and Elisha by a
fiery chariot. Jgs. 4: I 1 is similarly concrete; here Heber separates from the Kenites by
moving away. Proverbs addresses the separation of friends, i.e., the destruction of
friendship, by poverty (19:4), slander (16:28), and the stirring up of someone's (proba-
bly negative) past (17:9). Prov. l8:1 addresses those who separate themselves (from

3. See HAL,lII,962.
4. AHw,11,827b.
5. Concerning the possible occurrence of the hiphil in Hebrew Sir. 42;9, see G. Sauer, -/esus

Sirach. JSHRZ IIV5 (1981), 609; concerning possible derivatives in the OT, see HAL, l[l,962-
63.

6. On the problems of this passage, see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),
to2-3.

7. Concerning the separating out of animals, see C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. ffans.
1985), 484.
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their friends?) or are separated out.8 According to 18:18, the casting oflots decides ar-

guments and thus separates the powerful (as friends?).

3. Dispersion. The root prd takes on the sense or is used in the context of "to be dis-

persed" in Neh. 4:13(19); Est. 3:8; Ps. 92:10(9). Neh. 4:13(19) involves a secular con-

text in which people are widely separated on the wall around Jerusalem. Est. 3:8 de-

scribes the peculiar status of the Jews during the time of Persian rule. The people are

described as mepuzzdr and m"poral, two participles that are not to be understood as

synonymous (even though the LXX translates both as diesparmdnon). The first de-

scribes the people's external dispersion, the second their inner disposition, namely, set

apart or living in a different way precisely because of that dispersion.e Ps. 92:10(9) re-
joices that the evildoers will be scattered as Yahweh's enemies.

4. Separation of Peoples. The Yahweh oracle in Gen. 25:23 interprets Rebekah's

pregnancy. Anticipating the births of Jacob and Esau, the oracle points out that two
peoplesl0 will be separated and that one will be stronger than the other.11 God is the

subject of prd in Dt. 32:8, which describes the apportioning of land to the various na-

tions.t2 The "Most High" divides humankind (given the context, one can add: "into dif-
ferent nations") and assigns them specific areas. V. 9 then points out that Israel occu-

pies a special position.13 The Table of Nations in Gen. 10:5 and 32usesprdin the sense

of "descend, derive from."

5. Sening apart. Hos.4: l4 refers to the institution of cult prostitutes. The Israelites

separate themselves off with such prostitutes, though nothing is said about the exact

nature of such setting apart. Some scholars think the reference is to abandoning the

sanctuary precinct; commensurate with Prov. l8:1, they suggest emending the piel to
niphal.t+ Nothing suggests doing so, however, and the question remains how we are to

understand such "setting oneself apart" with cult prostitutes, whether it refers to the

more secular notion ("to go off with") or to separation from fellowship with God or

with the congregation (concerning deliberate separation from the congregation, see

Pirqe Abot 2:4b; Heb. 10:25).

8. On the problems attaching to the niphal ptcp., see O. Ploger, Sprilche Salomos (Proverbia).

BK XVII (1984), 210.
9. Cf. G. Gerleman, Esther BK XXI 121932r,95; A. Meinhold, Das Buch Esther ZBK 13

(1983),46.
10. -+ r'll g6y, ll, 426tr.
1 I . J. Scharbe rt, Genesis. NEB ( 1986), 183; a more detailed analysis of the passage can be

found in R. A. Kraft,'A Note on the Oracle of Rebecca (Gen xxv.23)," JTS 13 (1962) 318-30.
12. + I'l!)Y 'ely6n, 11.3.

13. See G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 196-971' concerning the specific
problem of v. 8, see R. Meyer, "Die Bedeutung von Deuteronomium 32,8t.43 [4Q] fiir die Aus-

legung des Moseliedes," Verbannung und Heimkehr. FS W. Rudolph (Ttibingen, 1961'), 197-209.

14. K. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton. KHC 13 (1904), 44; similz[ly also W. Nowack, Dle
kleinen Propheten. HKAT llV4 (21903),34.
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IV. Qumran.IQHT:4,22 offer an analogy to Ps. 22:15(14) in their reference to the

disintegration of the body because of sin. In 7 :22 it is uncertain whether the single p is
to be completed as prd or as pss. 4QpNah 3:7 speaks about the dispersion or scattering
of a congregation or assembly. Both CD 7:12 and IQM 10:14 involve the separation of
peoples. The first passage tells how Ephraim has fallen away from Judah, and the sec-

ond how Yahweh created both the confusion of tongues (languages) and the scattering
of peoples (cf. Gen. lO:5,32). The text of IQH 25(fr. 5):2,14 is too fragmentary to al-
low an interpretation.

V. LXX. The LXX uses a variety of translations for prd instead of a consistent term.

Multiple occurences include aphorizesthai and (dia)chArizesthei for the niphal,
diastdllein for the hiphil, and diaskorpizesthai for the hithpael.

Hausmann

1)l pereQ

Contents: I. Occurrences. II. Etymology. III. Zoological Considerations. IV. OT: 1. Royal

Mount; 2. Postexilic Beast of Burden.

I. Occurrences. This lexeme occurs 15 times in the OT, including twice (alongside

sr2s) as a collective (l K. l8:5; Zech. 14:15), 5 times in the singular and 8 times in the
plural, in 5 of those instances paralleling sttsim (l K. 10:25 par.2 Ch.9:24;Ezr.2:66
par. Neh. 7:68; Ezk. 27:14; cf. also Isa. 66:20). The fem. form pirdd occurs 3 times
(l K. 1:33,38,44).

II. Etymology. The nolun prd meaning "mule" (deduced from the Hebrew) occurs

elsewhere only in Ugaritic,l including thePN prd(n).2 Perhaps the Akk. perdum, which
occurs once alongside "ass," also means "mule."3

The word's etymology is uncertain, not least because it does not occur in the other

pereQ. B. Brendes, Die Haustierwerdung im Orient. Neue Brehm-Biicherei 344 (1965), 52-
54; G. Cansdale, All the Animals of the Bible Lands (Grand Rapids, l97O), 79-8O;' M. Dahood,
"Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography VIII," Bibl 5l (1970) 400; J. Feliks, The Animal World of the
Bible (Tel Avir 1962), 28; idem, "Maultier," BHHW ll, ll77; F. Olck, "Esel IV. Maultier," Pl44

vut,655-@.

l.SeeJ.M.Sasson, RSn\49,no. 101;andM.Dahood,"Recension: CharlesVirolleaud, lr
palais royal d'Ugarit (Paris, 1965)," Or 34 (1965) 484.

2. See WUS, no. 2265; UT no. 2098,2lOO:' PNU, 174,406; M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and
J. Sanmartin, "Zur ugaritischen Lexikographie (XI): Lexikographische Einzelbemerkungen,"
UF 6 (1974) 35, nos. 95, 96.

3. AHw, II, 855a, "an equine."
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Semitic languages. Hence it may be a loanword (referring to an imported animal), a
primary Hebrew noun, or a derivative from the root prd. Gesenius adduced Syr. p"raQ,

"fly away, flee," in associating the word with the animal's swiftness.a A derivation

from Heb. pa raS, "separate, set apart," seems more promising. E. Nestle explains pereS

accordingly (adducing the Syriac oppositional pair prd' - zwg) as "the animal that

goes about by itself."s Still, the identifying characteristic of the mule, namely, its status

as a sterile bastard animal, seems better reflected in the traditional Jewish etymology

cited by Gesenius and others: "quippe qui non generet et separatus fniprdQ) (caelebs)

sit," whence "literally the isolated animal that does not propagate."6 The reference is

then not only to the sexually isolated animal, but also to the taxonomically isolated ani-

mal in that it is neither horse nor ass.

III. Zoological Considerations. The mule in this sense is the equus asinus mulus,

always rendered in the LXX as h4mionos. Such an animal is the offspring of a donkey

or jackass and a mare. Unlike the smaller, weaker hinny, which is the offspring of a
stallion and a female donkey, it ideally combines the size and strength of a horse with
the patience, endurance, and self-sufficiency of the ass.

The mule appears in writings in the ancient Near East since the late 3d millennium,
and in graphic evidence since the 2d millennium (e.g., in grave paintings from the

Eighteenth Dynasty).7 The mule was especially popular as a domesticated animal in
the northern regions of Mesopotamia and Syria.

Lev. l9:19 specifically prohibits the cross-breeding of animals. Mishnah scholars

did allow the use of mules (differently in Tos. Kil. 5), but not their breedin g (Jer. Kil.
8:3lc stipulates scourging as the punishment).

IV. OT.
l. Royal Mount. Like the horse, the mule was imported to Israel. According to Ezk.

27:l4,Tyre obtained these animals from Beth-togarmah (Armenia). The mule first ap-

pears in Israel during the time of David, functioning as a royal mount.

David himself owned a she-mule (pirdd), which carried Solomon to the anointing at

Gihon(l K. l:33,38,44).Eachof David'sothersonsalsorodemules(2S. 13:29),as

did Absalom when he got caught by his hair in a tree (2 S. 18:9[ter]). The annual gifts

Solomon received from the "kings of the earth" included horses and mules (1 K. 10:25

par. 2 Ch. 9:24). Given this assessment, it is historically abit pluzzling that according to

I Ch. 12.41(40) (i.e., a postexilic view; the passage is not found in I Kings), mules ap-

pear alongside donkeys, camels, and oxen as common beasts of burden carrying provi-

sions to Hebron for David. Even I K. l8:5 still views horses and mules as particularly
valuable livestock.

4. GesTh, ll, 1124.
5. OLZ l2 (1909) 51.
6. WTM, rV 100.

7. See LexAg, Ill, 1249; cf. also Brentjes, 52-53, with an illustration of an Assyrian relief.
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2. Postexilic Beast of Burden. By contrast,Ps.32:9 refers to these animals as dumb,
unreasonable beasts whose ill temper can be curbed only with a bit and bridle. Mules
are more versatile than horses and better suited to the particular circumstances in Israel
insofar as they are able to endure higher temperatures and are more sure-footed as

beasts of burden in the difficult hill terrain. Thus does the Syrian Naaman want to use

mties (semeQ-perAQim) to transport earth out of Israel (2 K. 5:171, cf. Jth. 15: I l).
By the postexilic period, the mule had become a normal if not exactly frequent

mount and beast of burden. Those returning from the exile (42,360 persons) owned 736
horses, 435 camels, 6,720 asses, but only 245 mules (Ezr.2:66 par. Neh. 7:68; cf. Jth.

2:11).Zech. 14:15 also mentions these fourkinds of animals in the same order; Isa.

66:20 mentions mules alongside dromedaries (kirkdrdfl.
Maibergerf

ilJQ na,a;,1P p"ri

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences, Textual Considerations; 3. Translations.

II. "Fruit" in the Ancient Near East. III. OT: 1 . Verbal Forms; 2. Literal Use; 3. Figurative Use.

IV. Theological Statements: 1. Concrete Use; 2. Figurative Use. V. Qumran.

l. 1. Etymology Hebrew constructions from the root prh correspond both etymo-
logically and semantically to nouns and verbs in the Northwest Semitic languages and
dialects as well as in Egyptian and Ethiopic: Aram. pry, pr', "grow, sprout," pyr "fruit,
harvest, yield"; Syr. p"ri/p"ra', "bear fruit, be fruitful," pe(')rd', "fruit," pery-a', "de-
scendants"; Ugar., Phoen., Pun. pr "fruit"; Eth. farya, "bloom, bear fruit," fdrE',
"fruit"; Tigr. fara, "bear fruit, multiply"i Egyp. pry, "emerge, go forth," prt, "fruiq de-
scendants."l It is doubtful that this term involves the expansion of a dual-radical
Hamito-Semitic root originally referring to sound, e.g., "make a noise," whence then
"be present in quantity," and finally "to be fruitful."z ln any event the Heb. root prh
(more precisely: pry) does exhibit both phonetic and semantic affinity with other roots

pard.l. Benzinger, Hebriiische Archiiologie ( 1907), 24-25,66, 139-45; G. J. Botterweck, Der
Triliterismus im Semitischen. BBB 3 (1952),65-66; I. Eitan, 'A Contribution to Isaiah Exegesis,"
HUCA l2ll3 (1937139) 55-88; K. Galling, "Baum- und Gartenkular," BRLz, 32-34;
K. Goldammer, Die Formenweh des Religibsen (Stuttgart, 1960),71-74;' F. Hauck, "xapn6c,l'
TDNT lll, 614-16; G. Jobes, "Fruit," Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore, and Symbols (1962),I,
614; J. Sawyeq "The Place of Folk-Linguistics in Biblical Interpretation," Proceedings of the
Fifth World Congress of Jewish Studies (Jerusalem, 1969), 109-13; N. Shupak, "Egyptian Idioms
in Biblical Wisdom," Tarbiz 54 (1985) 475-83; E. Struck, Bedeutungslehre (repr. of 2d ed.;
Darmstadt, 1972);H. Wtinsche, Die Bildersprache des AIs (1906), 103-31.

l.HAL,Ill,963-64,967-68;8D8,826 Jastrow, ll7O,1225;wbAS,l,5l8-25,530-31.
2. See Botterweck, 65-66.

8l
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beginning with pr such as prh, "sprott, bloom," pr', "let one's hair grow," prs, "break

through, spread out," etc.,3 possibly also with po'rd/pu'r6, "bough branch." [The origi-
nal meaning of pr is generally held to be "to separate, divide," in which case p'r? would
most likely be the primary noun and pard denominated - Ringgren'l

2. Occurrences, Textual Consideratio,ns. In the Hebrew text of the OT, verbal forms

of this root occw 29 times (i.e., according to the MT and usual textual interpretation).4

Two different meanings emerge: "to bear fruit" (qal) and "to multiply, become or make

numerous" (qal and hiphil). Since both meanings can easily be subsumed under the

common denominator "to be fruitful," there is no need to assume the presence of a
homonymous root pry (originally prw) corresponding to Arab. wafara, "to be plenti-

ful."5 By contrast, the primary meaning of "to emerge, come forth/out" seems to have

been preserved in a small number of passages.6

The derivative p"r? from this root occurs in the singular as a collective in the sense

of the "totality of the fruit harvest." This collective sense is especially evident in the

portrayal of the Fall. Instead of mentioning fruits or some individual fruit, it states

rather that one may (or may not, v. 3) eat mipp"ri, "of the fruit" (Gen. 3:2), and that the

firsthumancouple atemippiryi, "of itsfruit"(v.6),i.e.,of theforbiddentree'sfruit.
The lexemep'ri occurs 122 times in the MT, though some textual emendations have

been suggested. In Isa. lO:72 p"'Er, "splendor," is to be read instead of p"ri, and in Isa.

27:9 pdrA, "bulls"; in Hos. 10:1 read parayw, "his bulls," instead of piry6, "his fruit."
On the other hand, some scholars suggest following the LXX and Aquila in Jer. 50:27

in changing p dr1ha, "her bulls," into piryd, "her fruit," and in Hos. 14:3(Eng' 2) pdrtm,

"bulls (of our lips)," into p"ri, "fruit (of our lips)" (cf. LXX and lQH l:29).7 The sug-

gestion that one understand pere' in Hos. 8:9, a term generally understood to mean

"wild ass," as a derivative of this root in the sense of "offspring" is misguided.8 One

cannot adduce Akk. per'u in support, since it is related to Heb. prh.
In Hebrew Sirach the verb means "to multiply, beget numerous offspring" (16:2),

whereas the noun refers concretely to "tree fruit" (6:22; Greek text 27 i6) or in the gen-

eral sense to a "product": "fruit of the bee" (1 1:3), i.e., the honey the bee produces. It
refers figuratively to a "useful result," e.g., to the "fruits of a person's good sense"

(37:22). The admonition concerning the passions illustrates vividly that passion will
"devour your leaves and destroy your fruit (pryk), and you will be left like a withered

tree" (6:2-4).
Among the Qumran texts, those forms deriving from OT citations should be men-

3. GK $30e-1.
4. On Isa 1 I : I , however , see BHK; and on Isa. 45:8 see BIIS,. on the interpretation of pordl in

Gen. 49:22, see III.1 below.
5. Contra J. Barth, Etymologische Studien (1893), 12-13.

6. See III.I below.
7. See G. B. Gray, Critical and Exegetical Comm. on the Book of Isaiah, I-XXWX. ICC

(1912),460; BHK; BHS.
8. H. S. Nyberg, Studien zum Hoseabuche. UUA 0%5),6,64.

!
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tionedfirst,suchas pertbeten, "fruitof thewomb"(lQpHab6:I1;cf. Isa. 13:l8),and
i6rei p6reh, "a fruit-bearing root" (1QH 4:14; cf. Dt. 29:l7ll8)).In lQM 7:ll pry
mgb wt is to be read as p'ry, "adomment of turbans" (cf. Ex. 39:.28).s In lQS 4:7 prwt
zr'is mentioned in connection with a blessed condition of peace and longevity, and the
first word can be understood as an infinitive construction or as a late Hebrew plural
form; as such, it can be translated as "the increase ofdescendants" or the "fruits ofde-
scendants." Several passages use p"ri as an allusion to the fruit of the garden of Eden
(lQH 8:l I,l3,2O).In view of OT usage,r0 the metaphorical use of the noun in the sense

of "speech"shouldbementionediprythlh, "fruitof praise"(1QS lO:9),pryqwdi,"sa-
credfruit"(onthetongue)(1QS 10:23), andpryiptym,"frdtof thelips"(1QH l:28).

3. Translatiolts. The LXX prefers to render the verb with auxdnein or ailxein, em-
phasizing thus the idea of "multiplying" and only rarely the semantic component of
"sprouting, germinating" (blastdn,Isa. 45:8 [app.], hypsodtn, Gen. 4l:52 [app.], nomi-
nally gdn[n]ema, lsa. 32:12; Sir.6:19). The term karpophorein or karpophdros, "fruit
bearing," renders prl.tin Hab. 3:17,11 whereas it renders p"rt only where the Hebrew
word functions as an epexegetical genitive to 'eres (Ps. 107:34) or 'es (Ps. 148:9), i.e.,
where it refers to a "fertile land" or to a "fruit-bearing tree."

The term p"ri is generally rendered by karp6s, a word whose semantic scope resem-
bles that of the Hebrew word.12 Alongside "fruif ' as a collective and "individual fruit,"
it also refers to "product, effect, work, use, yield, profit, harvest." The expression
karp6s koilias, "fruit of the womb" (Lk. l:42), however, must be viewed as a Hebraism
(cf. Gen. 30:2; Ps. 132:ll1.tz Elsewhere plant fruit is rendered by gdnnema, "yield"
(Dt. 28i4,11,18, etc.), and human or animal offspring by ikgonos, "offspring" (Dt.
28:11). In one instance the semantic rendering tdkna, "chlldren," is used (Isa. l3: l8).

The Vulg. reflects the verb's dual meaning, rendering germinare (Isa. 45:8),
ascendere (Isa. 11:1) alongside/errilis (Isa. 32:12),fructferus (Ps. lol:34). It gener-

ally translates the noun as fructus, "fruit, yield, consumption, profit, result, reward,
success"; less frequently, p"rt in the sense of "field fruif is rendered by fruges (Dt.
26:2,10, etc.). The expression p"ri beten, "descendants," is rendered asfructus ventris
(Dt. 7:13, et passim), though tlrc p"rt of a poisonous snake becomes semen (lsa. 14:29).

II. "Fruit" in the Ancient Near East. From the perspective of the goal, fruit ap-
pears as the conclusion to the miraculous development of plants. Moreover, it also
bears the seed from which the new life of the same kind of plant is able to emerge.
Many fruits of trees and of the earth function as sustenance for human beings; others
provide poison to be feared. As such, the fruit becomes the bearer of mysterious pow-
ers and the symbol of perpetually renewed life. The reverential admiration it evokes

9. Concerning IQH 2:26;3:27 -+ 11D prr.
10. See IIL3 below.
11. But cf. BHS.
12. Struck,41,46-47.
13. S. C. Schirlitz, Grundzilge der neutesramentlichen Grticiteit (1861), 33
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comes to expression in the cult and in myths. Human beings petition the deity to grant

a blessed and rich yield of fruit, or try to prompt such yield themselves through the use

of magical ritual. Legends tell of beneficent or destructive fruits known to the ancestors

during ancient times. Certain plants are viewed as established by a deity. This powerful
matrix of associations takes the concept of "fruit" beyond the concrete referent and

generates a secondary sense of "yield, energy, consequence, success, profit, etc.," that
quite frequently acquires lexical constancy in its own right in the various languages.

The Akk. inbu is related etymologically to Heb. 'enap, "cluster, bunch of grapes"
(possibly also with 'z!, "frdtl'Cant. 6:l 1; Job 8:12) and refers, often as a collective, to

plant fruits (of the vine, the olive tree, the pomegranate tree, though also of the cedar)

and to fruits of the field and garden.la In reference to human beings, it refers to the

"fruit of the womb" or "descendants." It functions as a metonym for the fruit-bearing
tree, and as a metaphor for the sexual attraction and energy between man and woman.

Mesopotamian texts repeatedly mention the cultivation of fruit gardens, including in
honor of a deity, and the regular presentation of fruit offerings. In connection with
fruits in myths, one need mention only the Sumerian paradise narrative of Enki and

Ninhursag and the luxuriant, miraculous garden in the Gilgamesh Epic.ls
In Egyptian, prt actually means "that which has gone forth, emerged," the fruit of a

tree or plant, though also seed corn. Hence the word also refers to the season in which
seeds "come forth" or germinate. In reference to human beings, it stands for "descen-

dants"; the king is prl of the divine father. In verbal forms (pry), the root is used in the

compound "that which comes forth from the body," i.e., the "fruit of the body," and

metaphorically "that which comes forth from a person's mouth," namely, speech.

Finally, prt can also refer to the emergence of a god in a processional festival.

III. OT.
l. Verbal Forms. In Biblical Hebrew the etymological relationship between the verb

pard and the noun pari can be understood only from the perspective of semantic devel-

opment. From the original meaning of the verbal root "break forth, sprout," the nomi-
nal construction peri, "fruit," developed, which in its own turn then generated

denominative verbal forms meaning "to be fruit bearing, fertile."t6
The original meaning is preserved in only a few passages. The prophecy of messianic

peace in Isa. I 1 reads: 'A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse, and a branch
yipreh from his roots." Hasty association with the noun prompted some scholars to

translate or explain the Hebrew form as "to bear fruit" (Luther). Because this notion is
hardly appropriate to the image of a tree stump or roots. many interpreters prefer an

emendation (ct. BHIQ. Such textual emendation is superfluous, howeveq if one focuses

on the basic meaning just mentioned, a meaning also supported by the parallel verb

yasa': "a branch emerges/arises (yipreh) from the root" (similarly also LXX, Vulg.).

74. AH*', I,381-82: CAD, YIl, 144-47.
15. ANET 39-40, 89.
16. Eitan, 59.
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This basic meaning is also behind Yahweh's blessing in Isa. 45:8, regardless of
whether one keeps the plural form of the MT (in which case the subject is "salva-
tion and righteousness"lT) or prefers the singular: weyipreh, "salvation will spring
up" (cf. LXX, Vulg., Theodotion; lQlsau confirms the singular form, albeit con-
structed from the root prh).Dt.29:17(18) can be explained similarly, though this in-
volves making the qal transitive:18 "a root sprouting (pdreh) poisonous and bitter
growth."

The denominative meaning "to be plentiful with fruit" or "to have proven to be fruit-
ful" is found in the qal feminine participle. The pdrtyA is the olive tree (Isa. 17:6)tr ut
well as the grapevine (Isa. 32:12) that, once planted by the water, becomes full of
branches (Ezk. 19:10); the mother of a family with many children is like such a plant
(Ps. 128:3). This participial form can represent the entire syntagma as an ellipsis, i.e.,
can refer to "the fruitful/fertile one" instead of "the fruitful olive tree" (Isa. 17:6) and
"fruitful bough" (Gen. 49:22).

Scholars generally agree that this participle is also the basis of the formpdrd!(Gen.
49:22).zo On this view Joseph would be addressed as the "son of the fruitful one," i.e.,
as the branch of a fruitful vine, or as a fruitful branch. Others have read prt as pera! and
understood it as an allusion to the geographical name Ephraim, Ephrath, the form then
being a reference to "fertile land."zl Since most of the metaphors in the blessing of Ja-

cob are taken from the world of animals rather than that of plants, however, one might
explain prt as "bullock"z2 or "wild female ass" (fem. form of pere ).23 On this view Jo-

seph would receive a designation ("Son of a Young Cow" or "Son of a Wild Ass") that
resonates in Dt. 33:17. The midrash plays offboth possibilities in its own assertion that
Joseph attained high office and honors because he was able to interpret the one dream

image of pdrbg "cows," as well as the other of pEr61, "fruits" (i.e., ears of grain) (Gen.

Rab. on 4l:25-27).
In the remaining passages, the verb means "multiply, have many descendants," and is

contextually contiguous with forms of the root 'sm, "be/become mighty" (Ps. 105:24),

.irg, "swarm, teem" (Ex. l:7), ml', "fi1l up something" (Gen. 9:1, et passim), and espe-

cially rbh, "be plentiful" (Gen. 9:1, et passim). The combination of prh and rbh in the
imperative ("be fruitful and multiply"), directed either to animals (8:17) or, more fre-
quently, to human beings, appears especially frequently in P (l:22,281. 9:1,7; 35:ll;
47:27 , etc.). This expression might reflect an ancient blessing formula intended to insure
the fertility of a young couple (cf .28:2-3); the redundant combination was then also in-
corporated into texts speaking of plentiful descendants and a growing population, and

17. So Kimchi and A. B. Ehrlich, Mikra ki-pheschuto, Ill (1901), 106, though this necessi-
tates taking the subject from the par. verb and reading against the accentuation.

18. Cf. Rashi: mapreh, i.e., causative.
19. On the text see BILL
20. GK, $80g; Bre, $69v.
21. J. Wellhausen, Composition des Hexateuchs (1889),322.
22. A.leremias, The OT in the Light of rhe Ancient East,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 191 I ), II, 81.
23.E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB I (1964),367-68.
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the condition itself understood as the fulfillment of an earlier blessing or as future good

fortune.24
The secondary sense "to spread out" (so Tgs.) emerges clearly from the context in

two passages usirrg prh without the stereotypical synonymous root rbh. lsaacjustifies
the well name r"haf;61, "widen," by explaining: "Now Yahweh has made room for us,

and we shall spread ourt (pdrtnfi) in the land" (Gen.26:22). In the epilogue to the Cove-

nant Code, God promises his people gradually to drive out Canaan's hostile inhabitants
"until you have spread o\t (tipreh) and possess the land" (Ex. 23:30).

Since fruitfulness is viewed as a blessing sent by God,zs the hiphil form "to make

fruitful, plentiful," always has God as its subject, who either promises or grants such

blessing to the individual or people (Gen. 17:6,20; Lev. 26:9;Ps. lO5:24) or is peti-
tioned to do so.

The hiphil form hiprani, "he granted me fruitfulness, made me fruitful," a term pos-

sibly aramaized as'ap with'alep,26 became a popular etymological explanation for the

name Ephraim (Gen. 4l:52).

2. Literal Use. Passages in which p"ri is used to refer to an actual plant must be

viewed as literal references. Nonetheless, given the particular literary character of the

OT, several such passages describe this plant not as a concrete object but as a metaphor

for the development, growth, and demise of a person or people. Lexical and semantic

analysis, however, must for the moment ignore this stylistic aspect.

The noun p"ri referred originally to "that which comes forth, is brought forth, pro-

duced," and in the OT refers concretely to the product of every "fruit of the ground"
containing the seed of further growth (Gen. l:29:4:3). Accordingly, a region with veg-

etation is called 'eres p"rt, "fruitful land" (Ps. lO7:34), in contrast to the desolate salt

wilderness. The term p"ri refers especially to edible fruit. Human beings sow fields and

plant gardens in order to receive peri as the yield (t"bfi'd, Ps. 107:37), just as they culti-
vate livestock for milk (Dt. 7:13; Ezk.25:4).In the broader sense, p"ri hd'"8dm6, "fruit
of the ground," includes grain as well as wine and olive oil (Dt. 28:51), and can accord-

ingly function as an anticipatory apposition for the comprehensive term fgia', "the
fruit of (your) labors" (Dt. 28:33). As a comprehensive term in its own ight, p"rt can

refer to the overall produce of a land, especially of Israel. The land yields its fruit so

that people can eat their fill (Lev.25:19); it is the land's blessinC (lib, Neh. 9:36; Jer.

2:7) and its inhabitants'pride and glory Osa.4:2). The semantic scope nilrrows where
peri, as is frequently the case, is used in the sense of "fruit of the tree" as opposed to the

plant produce of the fields (Ex. l0:15), or in a reverse fashion the syntagma mentioned

earlier, p"ri ha'"Qamd is used to refer to "fruit of the earth/ground" in contrast to tree

fruit (Jer. 7:20 lr{.al.3:11). This latter usage is rare, however, and derives from the in-
definite semantic character of the determinative 'oQamd (or of the synonym 'eres),

24. See IV.1 below.
25. See IV.l below.
26. Sawyer,11l.
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which is understood here in the narrower sense as the "ground" whose fruit is the vege-

table. On the other hand, '"/amd and 'eres refer to a "region," in which case the

syntagma per? '"fldmA can include tree fruits (Dt. 26:2) or even refer to the latter exclu-

sively in contrast to the vegetables of the field (Ps. 105:35). Ex. l0:15, to which Ps.

105:35 alludes, reads unequivocally p"rt ha'es, "fruit of the trees," and this specialized

meaning eventually became the most common, the notion being that the tree yields

fruit, the lreld the harvest (Lev. 27 :30 Ezk. 34:27 ; 36:,301 Zech. 8: I 2). The spies sent

out to reconnoiter the land of Canaan and to bring back some of its p"ri eventually re-

turn with a cluster of grapes, pomegranates, and figs: "It flows with milk and honey,

and this is its p'ri" (Nl. 13:20,24-27).
The Priestly creation story succinctly summarizes the miracle of propagation by

pointing out how every tree produces the fruit containing the seed from which once

again the same kind of tree can develop (Gen. l: I I - l2). Although the fruits of the ce-

dar (Ezk. l7:9,23) and cypress (Hos. 14:9[8]) are included in such designations, p'ri
refers especially to edible fruits (Gen. l:29; Lev. 19:23;Ezk.47:12). The more ad-

vanced cultural stage of sedentary life the Israelites attained included the organized use

of wild tree fruits (Lev. 26:4) and planned fruit gardens (Eccl. 2:5; Jet. 29:5,28; Am.
9:14 cf . Gen.3:2). Such trees require cultivation (Lev. 19:23-25) and guards to protect

their fruits (Cant. 8: I 1- 12). The grapevine and its fruit are mentioned frequently (2 K.

19:29 par.Isa. 37:30; 65:21;Ezk.l7:8-9; 19:12,14l. Hos. 10:1, etc.), as is the olive tree

(Jer. 11:16), the fig tree (Prov. 27:18l' Joel2:22), the apple and pomegranate trees

(Carfi. 2:3;4:13) along with their fruits. We are told that peri tastes sweet (Cant. 2:3),

and provides products such as wine and fine oil (Neh. l0:38,a037,391; Ioel2:22).
Fruit together with leaves (Ps. 1:3; Sir. 6:3) and branches (Ezk. 36:8) are part of the

image of the healthy tree whose roots have spread far out (2 K. 19:30; Jer. 17:8). The

destruction of such a tree begins with the withering of its root and ends with the drying
of the foliage and its failure to produce fruit (Ps. l:3; Hos. 9: l6; Am. 2:9; Sir. 6:3). The

merism in these and similar passages evokes the entire tree by mentioning merely its
roots on the one hand and its fruit on the other; a stylistic parallel to this device appears

in a Phoenician inscription: "they are to possess neither a root below nor fruit above."z1

3. Figurative Use. Several passages refer to animal and, frequently, human offspring
as p"rt, generally with the modifier be1en, "body, belly, womb," hence "fruit of the

body/womb." Although the language here quite unaffectedly preserves a primitive

analogous understanding of the biological process among plants and other living
things, within the framework of biblical usage this expression must be understood met-

aphorically, since only in rare instances does the expression "fruit of the body" refer to

the child developing in its mother's womb; more often, it simply refers to descendants

or offspring as such, and focuses on the patriarchal lineage.

Jacob, however, is definitely referring to the fruit of Rachel's womb in Gen. 30:2

when he tells his infertile wife that perhaps God himself has withheld p"ri beten from
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her. The lamentation on women who in extreme distress are forced to eat their own p"rt

also refers to the "fruit" to which such mothers have given birth, or, as the parallel

syntagma states, the "children of their tender care" (Lam. 2:20). Exegetes generally

agre"-that the portrayal of the atrocities of war and of the merciless slaughter of the p"ri

btrtenintsa. i3:t8 might already refer in a general sense to "children," especially in

view of the parallel bantm, "sons." The reference may, however, be to the atrocity fre-

quently -entioned in the ancient Near East whereby soldiers slit open the bodies of

i."gnurt women (Am. 1:13) to destroy the lit'e of the unborn (cf. Jerome's comm'). In

itrut 
"ur", 

the word would still be used on the semantic level discussed to this point. The

parenesis in Dt. 7:13; 28:4,18,53,etc., which speaks of "yotr p"ri beteni'is directed to

adult Israelites, man and woman, or perhaps only to the person responsible for the clan,

namely, the man, focusing naturally on him also as the father. In such cases "fruit of the

wombi'refers simply to offspring and descendants. The overly zealous man who wants

to offer his offspring, indeed, his firstborn, as an atoning sacrifice for his transgression

calls it the "p"ri of my body" (Mic. 6:7). The psalmist considers that man fortunate to

whom Yahweh has grantei sons, for "the p"ri of the body is a reward" (Ps. 127:3)'

Here it is explicitly the man (gef;et v. 5) who is addressed; the Sumerian song of

Nidaba, which resembles this psalm, speaks by contrast of maternal love and of "the

fruit in the womb."28 In Yahweh's promise to David, "from the fruit of your body I will

set on your throne" (Ps. 132:11), this "fruit of the body" refers to later - even much

later - descendants. The word is used similarly in the salvific assurance to the Judean

king that he will destroy both the p"rt and the seed of his enemies (21:l1tl0l)'

i t igtr". degree of abstraction is reached when p"ri is used together with other

terms to refer to speech, thoughts, actions, etc., i.e., where their manifestation, actions,

and consequence are viewed as their p"ri, which may be beneficent or ruinous' Such

urug" upp"u.s especially in wisdom writings. Three similar proverbs function as varia-

tions on a basic theme (Prov. 12:14; l3:2:18:20), teaching that a person must eat and

be sated "from the fruit of the mouth," i.e., probably that people end up partaking of

both the good and bad consequences of their own words. The continuation in the third

version even attribut", po*"ior"r life and death to human speech, so that "those who

treat ir kindly will eat its fruits" (18:21).zs

The paraliel Egyptian expression to "fruit of the mouth" is of interest in this context.

The expressi ol pry m 13 means lit. "that which comes out of the mouth," namely,

speechicf. m6si'peh, Dt. 8:3). Given the linguistic similarity, the Hebrew expression
,:p"rt of themouthl' also seems to be meant not metaphorically as a reference to "fruit."

but deverbally to "that which comes forth from the mouth."3O Nonetheless, when the

reference is to speech, thoughts, and actions, the contiguous relationship between this

word and verbs for "eating," "satisfying," and nouns for "yield, produce," shows that

here the word remains associated with the notion of fruit'

28. SAHG, 66-67.
2g. See W. Biihlmann, vom rechten Reden und Schweigen. oBo 12 (1976),306-12.

30. Shupak, 481-82.
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The consequences of a person's actions (Isa. 3:10; Jer. 17:10; Mic. 7:13), conduct
(Prov. t:31), thoughts (Jer. 6:19), etc. (Isa. 10:12; Hos. 10:13), are frequently called

pert.3t Fruit symbolizes that for which a person has labored, the yield of that labor. The

industrious housewife plants a vineyard with that which she has earned ("with the fruit
of her hands," Prov. 31:16). Personified wisdom extols its own p"r? as more valuable

than the most precious gold; its discourse and instruction guarantee success to anyone

who follows them (Prov.8:19). Regrettably, the wicked sometimes produce p"ri and

are successful (Jer. l2,2), even though p"ri is actually intended as the reward of the

righteous (Ps. 58:12U 1l).

IV. Theological Statements.
l. Concrete Use. Commensurate with its basic affirmation of the here and now, the

OT views the continuation of life, its progress, its increase to be the result and visible
manifestation of divine blessing. After the creation and after the flood, God blesses

both animals and human beings, saying, "be fruitful and multiply" (Gen. l:22,281,8:17;

9:1,7). The list of natural phenomena created by God mentions fruit-bearing trees ex-

plicitly ('€; p"rt, Ps. 148:9); the fruits of these trees Qtert ?J, Gen. l:29) are to serve as

nourishment for human beings.

Descendants, the fruit of the body, are the reward of the man blessed by Yahweh
(Ps. 127:3), and the woman who bestows sons upon the God-fearing, righteous man is

"like a fruitful vine" (Ps. 128:3). God is able to withhold this fruit (Gen. 30:2) or de-

stroy the fruit of the enemy (Ps. 2l: I I [0]). In a reverse fashion, the divine promise of
such fruit of the body insures the existence of the Davidic dynasty (Ps. 132: I I ). Given

the importance attaching to this notion, the superstitious view could arise that the fruit
of the body, especially the firstborn, was an appropriate sacrifice to Yahweh in times of
extreme distress (Mic. 6:7). Sir. l6:2 is the first passage to reconsider whether pride in
one's growing family is appropriate if one's children do not fear God. The repeated

promises that the patriarchs will have numerous descendants (Gen. l'l:6,20;35:ll;
48:4) as well as accounts of their fulfillment (Gen. 4l :27 : Ex. I :7) are to make the nar-

rative transition from the eponym to the nation plausible; these etiologies express the

Hebrews' pride in the numerical superiority of their people over the hostile neighbor-

ing tribes (Ps. 105:24). Precisely such association of increase with divine blessing
(Gen. 28:3) comes to expression in the popular explanation of the name Ephraim (Gen.

4l:52). Once they have settled in Canaan, Israel is aware that their continued existence

depends on such increase. God made his people fruitful that they might possess the

land (Ex. 23:30), promising them fruitfulness as long as they keep the covenant (Lev.

26:9;Dt.7:13;28:4): by contrast, the curse accompanying disobedience issues horren-

dous threats for the fate of such fruit of the body (Dt. 28:18,53). The collective person-

ality of the people itself is occasionally portrayed metaphorically as a fruit tree (Isa.

17:6; Ezk. 19:10), in which case the individual tribal members are viewed as its fruits
(Hos. 9:16). The catastrophe accompanying the fall of the kingdoms of Israel and Ju-

31. See IV.2 below.
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dah fulfills Yahweh's threat that mothers would eat the fruit of their womb in those hor-

rific conditions (Lam. 2:20).For the coming salvific age, God promises that upon re-

turning home, his people will multiply and spread out (Jer. 3:16; 23.3; Ezk. 36: I I ). The

qumrin writings also view ..numerous descendants" (prwt zr') as part of the salvific

promises (lQS 4:7).
Yahweh, the Lord of land and water, withdraws fruitful land (,eres p"rt, Ps. |o7:34)

from its wicked inhabitants by turning the land into a desert; yet he also brings water to

an arid region so that those wio hunger can harvest fruit (v. 37). Hence one of the pun-

ishments meted out to recalcitrant p"optes is to have the fruit of their land destroyed by

pests (Ex. 10:12,15; ps. 105:35) t..ut"' by foreigners (Ezk. 25:4). God bestowed

upon Israel a land that produced the best fruit (Nu. 13:26-21 Neh. 9:36), and promised

to reward it for obedience by having its trees and fields produce plentiful fruit (Lev'

25:19;26.4;Dt.7il3;28:4,11;30:9).Bycontrast,inthecaseofdisobediencethese
trees would bear no fruit at all (Lev. 26:20), or foreign peoples would devour the fruit

of the land (Dt.28:33,42,51). Accordingly, when the prophets want to assure the peo-

ple,theypromisearichyieldoffruitanditsenjoyment(Isa.37:30;l_oel2:22);bycon-
trast, when they want to unsettle the people, they promise disaster for their lrelds and

fruit trees (lsa. 32:12). Jeremiah charges that the people defiled the land whose rich

fruittheywerepermittedtoeat(Jer.2:1),andinresponseYahwehwillpourouthis
wrathuponpeopleandanimals,treesandfruit(Jer.7:20)'Postexilicconsolations
promise that iruit will come forth for enjoyment once again during the salvific age (Isa'

4:2; 65 :21 -22; Ezk. 34:27 ; 36:8,30; Am' 9 :1 4; Zech' 8 : 1 2; Mal' 3 : 1 1 )'

Thanksgiving for Yahweh's gift of fruit finds its voluntary or prescribed expression

in fruit offerings, for which firsifruits are viewed as being especially appropriate (Gen.

4:3; Lev. 19 :21 ; 23 :40; 27 :30; Dt' 26,2,10 Neh' 1 0: 36 [35] )'

2. Figurative Use. Theological statements use the wotd p"rt in two different ways'

Either the fruit itself is described concretely even though it represents a different phe-

nomenon, or the word is used in its conventional semantic expansion to mean "conse-

quence, result.,'Precise distinctions between actual metaphorical usage and fixed met-

aptro.s are difficult, since p"ri, "fruit," even in its weakened sense of "consequence,"

can be used as a compleme.ntto'af;at, "to eat," a situation then evoking the original im-

agery. The mythical assessment of the power inherent in fruit resonates in the paradise

narrative insofar as it is the eating of a certain miraculous fruit that makes human be-

ings like God in some sense (Cei. Z:y-ZZ). At the same time, however, it is God him-

sif who planted the tree in the first place (2:9) and who, if he wants, can forbid or

withhold such fruit from human beings. The Qumran texts contain a midrashlike inter-

pretation of this story that gives speiial attention to the fruit that God safeguards'32

Those who trust in God are like a healthy tree that perpetually bears fruit (Ps' l:3;

Jer. l7:8). The metaphor p"rthere doubtless allows numerous interpretations' It may

refersimplytotheprosperi,'ganasuccessoftherighteous,theirexemplarygooddeeds

32. See V below.
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(so Kimchi), or their unshakable faith (so Jerome). In any eyerfi, peri is viewed as the

reward of the righteous within a just cosmic order (Ps. 58:12[11]), prompting the

prophet Jeremiah to complain bitterly about the wicked who prosper and bear such

fruit (Jer. l2:2). The wisdom writings attest a more abstract or spiritualized under-

standing of p"rt. Passions rob people of their fruit, i.e., of their most noble efforts (Sir.

6:3). The p"rt of the righteous (LXX: of righteousness) is a tree of life (Prov. I l:30),
since an upright disposition and conduct radiate life-giving power.

Just as a certain plant yields the fruit appropriate to it, so also do a disposition and

conduct pleasing to God yield beneficent consequences for all who are around such

persons, while evil plans and conduct fall back onto the perpetrator. In Israel this origi-
nally dynamistic notion (Prov. 1:31; 12:14; l3:2;18:20; Isa. 3:10' Hos. l0:13) was as-

sociated with faith in Yahweh as the just arbiter. God turns the enemy's land into desert

as a result (p"ri) of the malicious deeds of its inhabitants (Mic. 7 :13). He punishes the

Assyrian king for the behavior (p"rt) ofhis insolence (Isa. l0:12), and the Judeans ac-

cording to the "pert of their schemes" (Jer. 6: l9). Yahweh examines people's hearts and

minds that he might "give to all according to their ways and the peri of their doings"
(Jer. 17:10). The recompense is justified because the human will is capable of produc-

ing poison and wormwood from a healthy root (Dt. 29:11[18)) and of changing the p'ri
of righteousness into poison (Am. 6: l2). The full fruit of the expiation of Jacob's sin is

both the removal of the sin itself and the elimination of false cultic practices (Isa. 27:9).

Here the meaning of p"ri hovers between "cause" and "effect."

Apeoplecanbecomparedtoatree(Isa. l7:6;Ezk. 19:10);thepeople'sappearance,

their material and spiritual accomplishments, and their rulers' power can all be com-

pared to the fruits of trees. It is Yahweh, revealing himself in human history, who deter-

mines the fate of nations. He destroyed the "fruit above" and the "root beneath" of the

Amorites when they opposed Israel (Am. 2:9).He called his own people a "green olive

tree, fair with goodly fruit" (Jer. l1:16). Yet precisely such superabundance of fruit
generated a superabundance of cultic sins in Israel as well (Hos. 10:l). Thus did

Yahweh allow a foreign power to pick the fruit of the rejected royal house in Judah

(Ezk. 17:8-9; 19:12) until the newly planted people are able to bear new fruit again in

the coming salvific age (Isa. 37:31 Ezk. 11:23). A shoot from Jesse's stump will bear

fruit (Isa. 1 l:1).:: The ruler who follows the divine laws will bring forth the blessing of
fruit (Ps. 72:16). Salvation and righteousness will sprout like fruits (Isa. 45:8). God

himself will be like an evergreen to his people providing their p"ri (Hos. 14:9[8]), for
the earth willbe sated with the p"ri of God's acts (Ps. 104:13).

Kedar-Kopfstein

V. Qumran. The verb parA appears twice in the Qumran writings in connection

with ecclesiological metaphors. Healing, peace, and "fruitfulness of the seed" (prwt

zr', IQS 4:7) will all be realized in the community. The enemies of the community are

like "a root bearing poisoned and bitter fruit" (pwrh rwi lQH 4:14).The no]un pert
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appears 23 times, including 6 together with beten, usually in extremely fragmentary

texts (4Q173 [a citation from and pesher on Ps. 127:3b];aQ502 2O:3;163:3;4Q503
183:l;221:2). The brutality of the Kittim is manifested in their refusal to spare even

the "fruit of the womb" (lQpHab 6:ll; cf. Am. l:13; Hos. 14:1[13:16]). The noun
p"rt can also be understood ecclesiologically in that the community is like a "fruitful
plant" destined for glorious bliss (lQH 8:20, though textual questions remain). It is a

protected garden of paradise (cf. Gen. 3) whose fruit is watched over (lQH 8:11,13;

Hos. l0:l). This passage provides the transition to the idea of creation. God created

everything, including the fruits of the vine (p"ri kerem,4Q381 1:6). Human beings

were created to rule over all these things, to celebrate feasts, and to enjoy the fruits
(4Q381 l:8).

The Qumranites replaced the sacrificial cult with a comprehensive and detailed cult
of prayer, a situation underlying the statement that "all my life, the engraved precept

shall be on my tongue as the fruit of praise (p"ri t"hiilA) and the portion of my lips"
(1QS l0:8; cf . p"ri q68ei in lO:22; cf . also 1QH 1:28).

Finally, the Qumranites also celebrated a Feast of New Wine in whose rituals the

"fruit of the vine" played a role (l IQT 2l:7, though with textual problems).
Fabry

ltlD oaran: l11D oeran
-f r

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences: 1. Verb; 2. Noun. IIL Qumran. IV. LXX

I. Etymology. The root prh is common to all the Semitic languages and is already

attested in both Akkadian and Ugaritic. The West Semitic meaning is generally taken

to be "to sprout, put forth shoots," though Akk. parafuu seems to mean "to ferment."l
The Akkadian noun per'u or perfutz, "shoot, sprout,"2 is used in connection with plants

and trees and figuratively in connection with human beings ("descendants"), often in
formulas of blessing and curse (for protecting or destroying a person's descendants or
offspring, etc.). The AYk. per'u must also be considered together with Heb. p"ri, "fruit,
result, descendants." Ugaritic attests the term prfu, "blossom,"3 including twice as a

parah. l. Ban, CPT, 333, no. 264; O. Kee| Symbolism of the Biblical World (Eng. ttans.
1978),165; F. L. Lundgreen, Die Benutzung der Pflanzenwelt in der alttestamentlichen Religion.
BZAW t4 (1908).

l. AHw, I1,827; cf. A. L. Oppenheim, On Beer and Brewing Techniques in Ancient Mesopo'
tamia, According to the XXIIITd Tablet of the Series flAR.r a = hubullu. JAOSSup l0 (1950), nn.

43.34.
2. AHw, II, 856, primary noun.
3. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Ztr ugaritischen Lexikographie, Xlll: UF 7

(rg'ts) 166.
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personal name.4 In forms II and IV Arab. farafia means "to put forth shoots," "to have

children," or "allow to slip out." In Egyptian, prb mearrs "to bloom."s

II. Occurrences.
l. Verb. The OT uses the verb parah in the meaning "sprout, bloom," in connection

with plants and trees (Gen.40:10; Nu. l7:20,23[Eng.5,8]; Job 14:9 [with the i-form
(yaqtit) in the qal impf.6l ; Cant. 6: I l; 7 :l3ll2l:' Hab. 3: 17). The prophets and Psalms

use many metaphors from the world of plants, including paralt as a metaphor for

blooming and growing. Israel or the Israelites are often the subject of such blooming:

"In days to come Jacob shall take root, Israel shall blossom and put forth shoots, and

fill the whole world with fruit" (Isa.27:6). "I will be like the dew to Israel; he shall

blossom like the lily, he shall strike root like the forests of Lebanon" (Hos. 14:6[5]).

"They shall again live beneath my shadow, they shall grow grain; they shall blossom

like the vine, their fragrance shall be like the wine of Lebanon" (Hos. l4:8[7]).
Often, however, other subjects are used. Such include the king: "in his days may

righteousness flourish and peace abound, until the moon is no more" (Ps.72:7); the

wicked: "though the wicked spro:ut (prh) like grass and all evildoers flourish (qip)' they

are doomed to destruction forever" (Ps. 92:8[7]); or the righteous: "the righteous flour-

ish (prh) like the palm tree, and grow like a cedar in Lebanon. They are planted in the

house of the Lord; they flourish in the courts of our God" (Ps. 921.13-14). The best-

known example is Isa. 11:l:'A shoot shall come out from the stump of Jesse, and a

branch shall grow out ofhis roots" (here one should probably readyiprd; cf. also Prov.

ll:28; l4:ll; Isa. 35:1-2;45:8 [cf. lQlsaa w\tipral.t);661r4 Ezk-7:lO; Hos. l0:4; Hab'

2:3 [suggested cj.]; Sir. ll:22; 49:lO).

Certain diseases, especially skin diseases, could be described as "blooming"
(NRSV "breaking out," Lev. 13:12,20,25,39,42,57).In the same meaning, the verb is

used figuratively to describe the presence of a similar phenomenon in a house (Lev'

1443) and in reference to the "festering" of boils (Ex. 9:9-10). Such "blooming" can

thus also be understoo d in malam partem. The causative sense emerges in the hiphil

in the meaning "cause to sprout," as in Isa. 17: I 1: "though you make them [the alien

tendrilsl grow on the day that you plant them, and make them blossom (prh) in the

morning that you sow; yet the harvest will flee away in a day of grief and incurable

pain." Similarly also in Ezk. 11:24:"All the trees of the field shall know that I am

Yahweh. I bring low the high tree, I make high the low tree; I dry up the green tree

and make the dry tree flourish (prD." With an internal object, the hiphil also means
..to bloom,,' e.g., in Ps. 92:13-14(12-13) (see above) and Prov. I l:28: "the righteous

will flourish like green leaves." In Ezk. l3.2Oit is uncertain whetherthe fem. ptcp.

p6rell6l derives from a different root. The meaning here seems to be "flying ones,"

perhaps "birds," and Zimmerli poses the question whether the word might derive

4. UT no.2102; WUS, no.2267; PNU, 312,406a.
5. WbAS, r,532.
6. Meyeq $68.2a.
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from Aram. prb, "to fly." In any event, one must agree with him that "the meaning is
obscure."T

2. Noun. The noun pe rah has parallels in Akk. per'u and perfiu, "offspring, descen-
dant," and Ugar. prS, "blossom."8 In Jewish Aramaic, parl.td' means "blossom," while
Syr. parha means "flower"; Arab. farfi has the broader meaning "sprout, shoot, baby
birds." In Middle Hebrew, perah can also refer to a young person, as in the expression
pirhA k"hunn6, "the young priests" (Mish. Yoma l:7).

Nu. 17:23(8) describes how Aaron's staff sprouted. The staff represented the house
of Levi and, in contrast to other staffs, blossomed and put forth flowers, indeed, even
ripe almonds. In a negative context Israel's blossoms will be stirred up like dust be-
cause of their sins (Isa. 5:24:, 18:5), similarly also the "bloom of Lebanon" (Nah. l:4).
Job 15:30 should probably read pirho (Lxx) instead of ptw (MT): "and rheir blossom
will be swept away by the wind."e Sir. 14:18 also uses the image of blooming flowers
as a metaphor for the transience of life, while Sir. 50:8 describes the work of the high
priest Simon as a "green shoot of Lebanon on a summer day."

In the Solomonic temple the bronze sea had blooming flowers around its brim (l K.
7:26; 2 Ch. 4:5;. to The description of the adornment on the lampstand in the tabernacle
and in the Solomonic temple is unfortunately quite brief. Ex. 25:31 commands, "you
shall make a lampstand of pure gold. The base and the shaft of the lampstand shall be
made of hammered work; its cups, its calyxes, and its petals (perah) shall be of one piece
with it." These petals are mentioned again invv.33-34 in connection with "cups" and
"calyxes." The lampstand's branches and shaft were adorned with "cups," each consist-
ing of a "calyx," i.e., a bulge, and a "blossom" situated apparently on top of the calyx.ll

Ex. 37:17ff. repeats the description of the lampstand with the same words. Nu. 8:4
also mentions the lampstand's flowers (pirl.ta; perhaps one should read, perahdha- with
Sam.). Here too we are told that Moses himself made the lampstand out of gold accord-
ing to the model Yahweh showed him.

During the postbiblical period, a noticeable change occurred in the or usage. Al-
though the original meaning was maintained, the root was used in an unmistakably
more abstract fashion.

rII. Qumran. The Qumran hymns .use parah and perah several times in a metaphor-
ical sense recalling that of the prophets. lQH 6:15 reads: "a b:ud (prh) like a flower
[that blooms] forever and shall cause a shoot to grow." 1QH 5:27 asserts that the sons
of evil have a "perfidious tongue" tike "the poison of dragons that makes thorns sprout
(pwrht)!' In 8:6-7 the singer thanks God for the trees of life that "put out a shoot of the

7 . W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 1. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),289 n. g; cf. G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT
tlt3 (219551, rt.

8. See I above.
9. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963),263.
10. C. C. Wylie, "On King Solomon's Molten Sea," BA 12 (1949) 86-90.
11. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 208.
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everlasting plarrt (lhpryl.t), but before they did so (ypryhw), they took root and sent out

their roots to the watercourse." The continuation (8:10) asserts that "they will send out

no root to the watercourse. And he who makes the bud of the shoot of holiness sprout

forlh (wmpryft) to plant the truth was hidden." A later passage in the psalm speaks of

the banishment imposed on the psalmist: "My wound breaks out like burning fire

(wyprb /<"i) shut up in my bones" (8:30). IQH 10:29-30 reads: "My heart rejoices in

your covenant, and your truth delights my soul. I shall flower (w'prbh) t I and my

heart shall be open to the everlasting fountain." A. Dupont-Sommer has suggested in-

serting "like a lily" in this lacuna.12

IV. LXX. The LXX does not translate parah and perah consistently. It generally

uses blasttino a'1ld blast6s to refer to the sprouting of grass or the blooming of flowers,

though on occasion it uses dnthos similarly. In portrayals of the temple lampstand, it
prefers krinon, perhaps in the meaning "lily" (see Mt. 6:28;Lk.12:27)'

Kapelrudf

12. Essene Writings from Qumran (Eng. trans. 1973),235.

n?1? pdrlf;e!

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. Meaning and Occurrences; 2. Material and Arrangement.

IIL Later Temples.

I. Etymology. The word p drdf;e! in reference to the inner sanctuary curtain has two

possible derivations. On the one hand, AY,k. parakku, "cilt pedestal/base; sanctuary;

ilevated seat; cella [of the deity]," was borrowed from Sum. bdra, "elevated seat,"

"ruler."r On the other hand, the Semitic root prk is attested in Akkadian by the verb

parAf,e!. U. Cassuto, Comm. on the Book of Exodus (Eng. trans. 21974); R. E. Friedman, "The

faUernacte in the Temple," BA 43 (1980) 241-48; V. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977);

M. Haran, Tbmples aid Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford. 1978); G. Henton Davies,

"Tabernacle," ion, W,498-506; A. R. S. Kennedy and A. S. Herbert, "Tabemaclei' HDB

(21963),948-51; A. R. S. Kennedy and N. H. Snaith, "Templel' HDB,961-68; S. L6gasse' "Les

voiles du temple de J6rusalem: Essai de p.ucours historique," RB 87 (1980) 560-89; B. A. Le-

vine, "n)l!,"-EMiqr6(1971) 584-85; W. F. Stinespring, "Temple, Jerusalem," IDB,ly,534-60'

l. AHw,ll,827-28.
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paraku, "lay crosswise, get in the way, obstruct," and the nowpariktu, "something laid
across; hindrance, obstruction."2 Other words possibly also related include the Ugaritic
subst. prft and perhaps also Phoen. prkm, lhough the latter seems to refer rather to a
kind of temple servant. The Syr. p"rakka means "sanctuary" and is probably borrowed

from Akkadian, while Mand. prikkd refers to an altar.

II. OT.
l. Meaning and Occuruences. The term parof;e! occurs 25 times in the OT and re-

fers exclusively to the curtain concealing and separating the holy ofholies from the rest

of the sanctuary. It occurs 24 times in connection with the wilderness (tent) sanctuary

and once (2Ch.3:14) in connection with the Solomonic temple. Given its function, the

pdrdf;el seems to be closely related to the meanings of Akk. parakku and paraku. The
curtain functioned as a barrier obstructing access and view, and at the same time cir-
cumscribed the place where or on which God was enthroned.

Four passages (Ex. 35:12;39 34',40.21:. Nu. 4:5) refer to the curtain as parAf;e!

hammasaf,. The qualifier mdsdf, is the same used in connection with the curtain at the

tent entrance (Ex. 26:36), suggesting that the pdrdftel served simply to separate two
different parts. Lev. 4:6 calls the curtain pdrof,e! haqqoQei, "curtain of the sanctuary,"

and Lev. 24:3 calls it parAf,el ha'Cdu!, "curtain of the testament," commensurate with
the connection between the curtain and the ark in which the covenant document, the

"witness," was kept (Ex. 25:16,21; 40:20).

Within th6 sanctuary itself, the pdrdfte! is the key location with reference to which
the location of various other things is described. Whereas the curtain explicitly sepa-

rates the holy of holies from the sanctuary proper (8x.26:33), the ark is kept "within
the curtain," i.e., within the holy of holies. On the other hand, the table and lampstand

are kept "outside the curtain" (26.35 27:21), and the incense altar stands "in front of
the curtain" (30:6).

The rabbis (Bab. Sukk. Tb) found Ex. 40:3 difficult to understand: "you shall screen

(w"sakk61d'al) the ark with ('el) the curtain." They interpreted this reference as a sepa-

ration in the sense of a covering such that the curtain lay over the ark and looked like a
cover. The verb skft, however, refers to making or becoming inaccessible, and its nu-

ance must be deduced from the context. Lam. 3:44 is concerned with inaccessibility

from below. The prep. 'al refers to that which is concealed, and although the basic

meaning of 'al is indeed "on, upon," it is also well attested with the meaning "beside."3

So there is no reason why the paroke!cantotrefer to a simple, vertical curtain conceal-

ing the Deity and the symbols associated with his presence from human view. Our un-

derstanding of how the paro[e1was hung will confirm this interpretation (see below).

2. Material and Arrangement. The pdr1lel was made of "blue, purple, and crimson
yarns, and of fine twisted linen." These materials were to be woven such that images of

2. AHw,ll,828-29,833.
3. HAL, [,825-26.
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cherubim were discernible. Such artistic embroidery, which Ex. 26:31 calls hAieb, was

considered superior to the "work of a color artisan" (rdqZm, 26:36) consisting of a mix-

ture of dyes and materials but not depicting any figures. Mixed fabrics such as these

were reserved for the sacred sphere, and were thus forbidden in daily use (Lev. 19:19)'

Among the fabrics in the sanctu ary, the paro&e/ possessed the highest level of holiness,

something clearly revealed by its use as a covering for the ark when it was transported

(Nu. 4:5).
The pdr6le1was hung by golden hooks on four pillars of acacia overlaid with gold

(Ex.26:32;36:36). The hooks were probably small clasps shaped like the ancient letter

waw, which resembled a y, over which a wooden pole must have been situated from

which the pdrdLe! then hung down behind the pillars. According to 8x.26:33, the

pdrdftelwas hung under the hooks of the curtains of the dwelling place (miikdn), i.e., at

a distance of 20 cubits from the tent entrance. This measurement can be figured from

the fact that there were five curtains in front of the hooks, each 4 cubits wide. Behind

the curtain was a room measuring 10 by l0 by l0 cubits - the holy of holies.

III. Later Temples. The fate of the pdrdftel is uncertain. If as 2 Mc. 2:4-5 suggests

the ark was removed from the first temple or otherwise taken to a safe place before the

temple's destruction, one might assume that the pdrdftel covered the ark during trans-

port (Nu. 4:5). In the Solomonic temple, the interior was separated off not by a curtain

6ut by a wall with a door of olive wood (1 K. 6:31). The curtain mentioned in 2 Ch.

3:14 is problematical. Although Stinespring assumes that this curtain was perhaps not

part of the Solomonic temple, but rather one of its successors, the problem remains.4 In

the temple described in Ezekiel, the wall separating the two rooms was 2 cubits thick
(Ezk. 4l:3). The temple of Zerubbabel had a magnificent curtain separating off the in-

terior and mentioned in connection with the objects Antiochus plundered from the tem-

ple (1 Mc. l:22; 4:51).In the Herodian temple, two expensive curtains enclosed the

holy of holies (20 by 20 cubits). According to Mish. Yoma 5:1, the "outer curtain was

looped up on the south side and the inner one on the north side" so that on the Day of
Atonement the high priest could move through the space between them from the south

and enter the holy of holies from the north. Finally, the NT mentions only a single cur-

tain (Mt. 27:51:' Mk. 15:38; Lk.23:45).
Gane - Milgrom

9'1

4. TDB,IY 538.
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. Yerbpdra'; 2. Noun pera'. lll. LXX. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The etymological questions associated with Heb. pr'are too compli-
cated to be discussed satisfactorily here. BDB enumerates no fewer than three differ-
ent roots pr'(I: "surpass, lead"; II: "sprout"; III: "let go, loose"),t whereas HAL (llke
Gesenius previously) assumes the presence of only a single, albeit semantically com-
prehensive root (in the qal the verb means "to let free," "let the hair of the head hang
loosely," "make someone go out of control, allow to run wild," and "leave un-
attended"; the noun refers to "loosely hanging and unplaited hair on the head,"
"leader, prince";.2

It seems more appropriate, however, to explain the OT occurrences of Heb. pr'
with reference to two different Arabic roots. The first is fara'a I, "surpass"; /ar',
"branch," "hair",3 a root also evident in the Heb. nout pera'in the meaning "prince"
(Dt. 32:42; Jgs. 5:2?; cf. Ugar. pr', "pince"; "firstling"; pr't, "pincess"4). The second
is faraga I, "be empty, exhausted," "be free," "dedicate oneself,"s which seems to be

related to a whole series of OT occurrences of pr'; cf . OSA /r' (noun: "yield,
firstlings"; verb: "present, pay";'o Sam. pryth I *pry'th, "payment," "punishment";7
Mand. praIY, "let loose," "pay back";s Old Aram. pr', "pay"; pr'n, "payment";e Palm.
pr', "pay";to Syr. pr'I, "to bare (one's head); loosen (one's hair)"; II, "produce
(leaves, fruit)"; aphel, "sprout"; III, "pay";tt Rabbinic Hebrew/Aramaic;I2 Christian
Palestinian Aram. pwr't, "compensation"; verb ithpeel, "receive a reward";I3 Egyp.

para'. P. C. Craigie, 'A Note on Judges Y 2: W 18 (1968) 397-99; J. Henningeq "Zur Frage
des Haaropfers bei den Semiten," FS des Institutes fiir Vdlkerkunde Horn-Wien (Vienna, 1956),
349-68 = Arabica Sacra = Aufsiitze zur Religionsgeschichte Arabiens und seiner Randgebiete.
oBo 40 (1981), 286-306.

l. BDB,828b-29a.
2. HAL, lll,97O-71: GesTh,ll, 1128.
3. Lane, U6,2378b-80c.
4. KTU 2.31 l5?, 16,37; KTU 1.8,9; see UT no. 2ll3; WU$ no. 2276; CML2, l56a;

S. Segert, "Le r6le de l'ugaritique dans la linguistique s6mitique compar6e," Ugaritica VI (1969)
473; KraSovec, Der Merismus im Biblisch-Hebriiischen und Nordwestsemitischen. BietOr 33
(1977), 134, no. 201; HAL, lll,97l.

5. Lane, U6,2381a-83a.
6. Biella,410-11.
7. LOTtl,564;11U2,63.
8. MdD,377-78.
9. S. Segert, Altaramiiische Grammatik (Leipzrg, 1975),547-48.
10. DNsl, il,942.
ll. I*xSya 603-4.
12. Jastrow, 1235-36.
13. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syro-palaestinan (Berolini, 1903), 163.
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Aramaic,ra Sirach,ls and Qumran.16 The Akk. pertu, "hair (on the head)," is a primary

noun.lT

II. OT. The root pr'does not occur frequently in the OT. The verb occurs 13 times in

the qal (8x.32:25lbisl; Lev. 10:6; 13:45;21:10; Nu.5:18;Jgs.5:2; Prov' l:251'4:151.

8:33; 13:18; 15:32 Ezk.24:14;andpossiblybycj.in Job33:2418), onceintheniphal
(prov. 29:18), and rwice in the hiphil (Ex. 5:4; 2 Ch. 28 19). The noun pera' occurs 4

times (Nu. 6:5; Dt. 32:42; Jgs. 5:2; Ezk. 44:20). Many lexicographers associate pr'
with the place-name pir'd!6n (modern Far'ata, 9 km. west-southwest of Nablus

lshecheml),re and with the gentilic pir'd!6nt (Jgs. 12:13,15;2 S. 23:30;1 Ch' ll:31;
27:14).

I . Verb para'. Among the occurrences of the verb para' in the qal, noteworthy exam-

ples include especially those referring in the Priestly laws (Ex. 25-Nu. l0) to the hair

o, u p"6on'r head.20 H stipulates that during the seven days of his consecration,2l the

high priest is to keep rigorous purity; among other things, he "shall not let his hair hang

loose, not tear his vestments" ('e1-ro'i6 16'yiprd' fip"gdQdyw 16'yiprom, Lev' 21:10)'

A similar regulation applies to the Aaronite priests (Lev. 10:6); after ordination the

priests are to trim their hair regularly (Ezk. 44:20).22 By contrast, the hair of a leper

(Lev. 13:45)23orof awomansuspectedof adultery(Nu.5:18)z+istohangloose. Inthe

first instance, the loose hair is probably meant less as an identifying feature or as an ex-

pression of sadness than as an apotropaic gesture.25 In the second, it represents perhaps

a kind of disfigurement in anticipation of a negative sentence.26

Both the meaning and the background of the beginning of the Song of Deborah,

biproa' pera'61 beyi{rd'Zl (Jgs. 5:2), are the subject of vehement dispute. It can be un-

derstood against the background of consecration for holy war, "when the flowing hair

was let loose in Israel."27 Of course, one can also understand the expression as a refer-

ence to the military leaders, "that leaders led in Israel"2s (LXXA, en td drxasthai

archEgois).Finally, Craigie's explanation with reference to Arab.fara,$a is worth con-

14. AP 17.6?
15. R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach erkliirt (Berlin, 1906)' 76'

16. See IV below.
17. AHw,II, 856.
18. According to G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 453, 455:' et al'
19. GTTOT sm60l, 663-65;cf. BDB,828b; HAL'lll'971.
20. + lrV? ie'dr
21. See M. Haran, EncJud, XIII, 1081'

22. See 2 below.
23. -+ It9'1I tdra'a!.
24. -+ lll) nd'ap.
25. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT lV (1966), 185; cf. Henninger, 361-68.

26. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), in loc.

27.E.g.,J.Gray, Joshua,Judges,andRuth.NCBC(1986),2'76;cf.HAL, lll,97l'
28. H. W. Hertiberg, Die Biicher Josua, Richter Ruth. ATD 9 (41974), l7l cf. Krasovec,

Merismus, 134; cf. also Ugar. pr'/pr't; see I above.
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sidering: "when the people offered themselves completely," which parallels the fol-
lowing sentence nicely.ze

The remaining qal occurrences refer primarily to moral dissolution. The narrative of
the golden calf recounts how Moses "saw that the people were running wild (pdrua'),
for Aaron had let them run wlld (pera'dh)" (Ex. 32:25). In Proverbs pr' generally
means that a person has "ignored" or "neglected" discipline or advice (l:25; 8:33;
l3:18; 15:32), and once that a person "avoided" (in the sense of "left alone") the path
of the wicked (4:15). Finally, Ezk. 24:14 asserts that Yahweh's statement will not "be
ignored." The only occurrence of pr' in the niphal also refers to moral dissolution:
"Where there is no vision, the people go wild INRSV 'cast offrestraint']" (be'An hdz6n
yippdra' 'am, Prov. 29:18).to

Related meanings appear in the two hiphil occunences as well. According to the
Chronicler's History, King Ahaz "caused things to get out of control in Judah" (hipria'
hhfrdA, 2 Ch.28:19), and according to Ex. 5:4 the Egyptian king complains to Moses
and Aaron, "Why are you freeing the people ftaprt'fi; Sam. tprydwl] from their work?"

2. Noun pera'. The novn pera'occurs 4 times, twice each in the singular (Nu. 6:5;
Ezk.44:20) and the plural (Dt. 32:42;Jgs.5:2). The two singular occurrences refer un-
mistakably to "freely hanging/disheveled hair." The Priestly law of the temporally cir-
cumscribed naztr vow (Nu. 6: l-21) stipulates that "no razor shall come upon the head"
of the nazirites during the period of their vow; "they shall be holy; they shall let the
locksof theheadgrowlong" Gaddelpera'ie'arro'i6,v.5;cf.Jgs. l3:5; 16:17; I S.
l:11). The consecrated nazirites'special relationship with God is thus manifested in
the disheveled condition of their hair, which contains the consecration in a symbolic-
actual fashion.3l The great vision of the future in Ezekiel (chs. 40-48) makes different
arrangements for the Zadokite priests, who "shall not shave their heads or let their
locks grow long" (Apera'ld'yeialldhfi),. instead, "they shall only trim the hair oftheir
heads" (kds6m yifts"mfi, 44:20; cf. Akk. kasamu, "cut up"; Arab. kaiama, "clt of?';
Ugar. ksm, "section"32). The rabbis (Bab. Sanh.22b) understood that a high priest was
to trim his hair weekly, but a priest only once a month.33

Both occurrences in the plural are ambiguous. In the Song of Moses, one oracle of
Yahweh reads: "I will make my iurows drunk with blood . . . with the blood of the slain
and the captives, m€ro'i par'61 '6y7b" (Dt.32:42), which can mean either "of the head
of the enemy's leaders,"3a or "of the head of enemy, with loosely hanging hair."3s (On
Jgs. 5:2 see II.l above.)

29. Craigie,399; cf. HAL, lll,970a.
30. + ilffi hazA (chazAh), IY 280tr; O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). 81(XVII

(t984),347.
31. -+ ']lJ nzr esp. 1I.1.
32. HAL,II, 490.
33. See Haran, EncJud, XIII, 1081.
34. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 195.
35. See HAL,lII,970-71.
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11I. LXX. The LXX renders pr'in several different ways. For example, twice it ren-

ders the verb in the qal with apokidar6o (Lev.10:6; 21:10); cf. also apoka$ptd (Nrt.

5:18; cf. Lev. 13:45) and aphair66 (Prov. l3:18)-

IV. Qumran. The root pr'occurs only rarely in the Qumran writings. The Damas-

cus Document twice says that the "princes of Judah" (iry yhwdh) "let themselves go

with raised hand (wyprw byd rmh) to walk on the path(s) of the wicked" (8:8-9;

19:21). The verb possibly appeals in 1QS 6:26 as well in the meaning "break asunder

[the basis of a community]" (ltprlw). Two texts from Murabba'at contain altogether

three occurrences of pr'.' the Heb. rrovn pr'n, "payment,"36 and the Aram. verb pr'in the

ithpeel (with assimilated t; cf. 'ippdrfi'a, Bab. B.M. l6a) in the meaning "be paid."3z

Both the Heb. noun pEra'6n and the Aramaic verb in the ithpeel in the meanings indi-

cated are well known from rabbinic literature.38
Kronholmf

36. J. T. Milik, D"/D, 1I,22 (l3l c.r'), l-9, 2 and 10 (in part bv cj').
37. J. T. Milik, D"/D, II, 18, 6, presumably deposited in Murabba'at during the period of the

First Jewish Revolt (the text has 'prw'nk).

38. See Jastrow, ll72a,1236a.
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Occurrences after the OT.

par.ah. M. Ellenbogen, Foreign words in the oT (London, 1962), 139; S. Morenz and

B. ileicke, "Pharao," BHHW 111,1445-47; J. Vergote, Joseph en Egypte. Orientalia et Biblica
kwaniensia 3 (Leuven, 1959), esp. 45-48.

Egypt: E. Edet, .,Die Stelen Amenophis' II. aus Karnak und Memphis," ZDPV 69 (1953) 97-

176,;p. 145; A. Gardiner, EgyptianGrammar (Oxford,31979),esp.11-76;'J' Osing"'Pharao,"
rexAg,'ly,l02l; G. Posener, Dictionnaire de la civilisation |gyptienne (Paris, 1959), esp.218-

22; idem, De la divinitd du Pharaon (Paris, 1960); J. Vergote, "L 6tymologie du mot papyrus,"

Chronique d' Egypte 60 (Brussels, 1985), 393-97.
On irtraraoh-'i Stubbornness: F. Hesse, Das Verstockungsproblem im AT. BZAW 74 (1955)'

esp.7-21;B. Jacob, "Gott und Pharao," MGWJ 68 (1924) 118-26,202-11; H. Riiisflnen, The ldea

o7 Dirip Hardening (Helsinki, 21976); K. L. Schmidt, "Die Verstockung des Menschen durch

Gottl, TZ I (1945) i-tZ; n. R. Wilson, "The Hardening of Pharaoh's Heart," CBQ 4l (1979) l8-
36.

t.
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I. Occurrences, Etymology. The word par'oh occurs 268 times in the OT, also
par'oh n"koh (5 times) and par'oh ltopra'(6 times). It occurs 6 times in the Abra-
ham cycle, 14 in the Moses cycle, T in Deuteronomy, 17 in the Dtr History, 28 in
the Prophets (4 in Isaiah, 11 in Jeremiah, 13 in Ezekiel, none in the Minor Prophets),
6 in the writings, though none in the wisdom literature (a possible exception be-
ing Sir. l6:15).t The LXX contains 32 occurrences beyond the MT. Since the
Hebrew word is never used with the article, it was apparently understood as a per-
sonal name. The word represents a transliteration of Egyp. pr-'5, pronounced pir-6,
in Akkadian pi-ir-'u-u, in Coptic (p)ruo or ouro, in Hebrew par'oh, and in Greek
phara6.

ll. l. Egyptian Royal Title. ln Egypt this term was not one of the royal titles. Trans-
lated literally, its earliest meaning was "great house," i.e., the palace or residence (of
the king and his administration). That is, it referred to the person of the king not in his
divine essence, but rather in the ordinances and commands he issued to his administra-
tion. Nonetheless, from the Twelfth Dynasty on (2000-1800 s.c.r.), it was associated
with the three wishes following the actual royal name: life, health, and power. Begin-
ning with Amenophis II (15th century; according to Osing, this practice began already
with Thutmose III2), the title was transferred to the king himsetf, as was later also the
case during the Amarna period. During the Nineteenth Dynasty, the term acquired a
status equal to that of the title hm.f, "his [God's] servant." It was not until the Twenty-
second Dynasty, under Shishak I (a contemporary of Solomon and Jeroboam./
Rehoboam), that the title became a fixed part of the king's name and began to be en-
tered in the royal cartouche.

2. OT. The distribution of the biblical occurrences corresponds to this development
in Egypt. Thus neither Genesis nor Exodus ever mentions the name of the pharaoh. The
first appearances of the name are that of Neco in 2 K. 23:29 and Hophra in Jer. 44:30.
Shishak is called the "king of Egypt" (l K. 14:25), but not "Pharaoh"; similarly also So
(2K. l7:4), whose Horus name it was.3 Both the Joseph (Gen.40:1) and Moses narra-
tives (Ex. l:8,15-18; 3:18-19; 5:4-6; l4:5) alternate between the titles "Pharaoh" and
"king of Egypt." Rather than representing different theological perspectives, this alter-
nation probably reflects terminological peculiarities within the Pentateuch sources
themselves.a In fact, the two titles were later combined (Ex. 6:11,29 P). In the texts of
the Abraham and Joseph narratives, the term is used to symbolize the more or less per-
sonified power of oppression.

l. Cf. the LXX eds. of Rahlfs and Zieglel
2. See Urk. IY, 1248, 16.
3. See R. Sayed, "Tefnakht ou Horus SI:," VI 20 (1970) 1 16ff.; a different view is taken by

K. Kitchen, The Third Intermediare Period in Egypt (Oxford, 1973),373.
4. See H. Cazelles, "R6dactions et traditions dans l'Exode," Studien zum Pentateuch. FS

W. Kornfeld (Vienna, 1977), 43-44.
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III. Pharaoh in the OT.
l. Plague Narrative. In the plague narrative the pharaoh's behavior represents in a

proverbial fashion the hardening of a person's heart.5 It was probably the Yahwist who

introduced this theological motif,6 though the expression he uses is ultimately a trans-

lation of Egyp. dns ib, which refers to those who think only they are important, those

who pay no attention to others.T The literary strata in this text are difFrcult to assign.

Perhaps it was the Elohist who applied hzq as an expression of strength and the exer-

cise o1power (cf. ydd, Ex.6:18) to the hardening of the 1r"6r (9:351 10:20). On the

other hand, it may be a Priestly text, since P generally uses the term either in the qal

(7:13,22;8:15), piel (9:12; ll:10; l4:8), or hiphil (7:3). The subject of the action is

then God himself; in all likelihood, some dependence on the Isaianic call story is prob-

ably at work here (Isa. 6:9-10).ro

2. prophets. The Twelve do not mention Pharaoh. Isaiah warns the Jerusalem court

against depending on the princes of Tanis/Zoan who claim to be the counselors of Pha-

raoh, descendants of ancient kings, and successors to the great wise men: "The princes

of Zoan are utterly foolish; the wise counselors of Pharaoh give stupid counsel" (Isa.

l9:11). Although the prophet does not attack the pharaoh directly, he does assess his

power as "nothing," as a deceptive shelter (cf. Nu. l4:9;Lam.4:20). Isaiah is thus actu-

ally directing his words against the wise men of Jerusalem who failed to seek Yahweh

before issuing their own counsel.

Jeremiah and Ezekiel attack with considerably more vehemence. Jeremiah knows

that Pharaoh has a palace (Jer. 43:9), and an army (37:5,7,11) capable of taking Gaza

(47:l). Yahweh, however, is watching Pharaoh (p6qcd, 46:25; cf. 5:1; 131.21), and ulti-

mately both the pharaoh and his god Amon will be delivered over to the king of Baby-

lon. He will be called a "braggart (ia'6n) who missed his chance (he'e!tr)" (v. 17).rr

C. Cornill understood the verb he'epir as a wordplay on the name Hophra (w'h'ib-Re';

LXX and Syr., however, both read "Neco"). Like the other nations, Pharaoh will feel

Yahweh's wrath (25: 19).

During the time of Zedekiah, Ezekiel takes an even harsher line against this illusion

of power, especially during the siege of Jerusalem. Despite the overwhelming number

of his subjects (Ezk. 31:2), despite his glory and greatness (v. 18), this young lion of

the nations (32:2) and dragon in the sea (32:2;29:3) will be thrown to the ground in a

dragnet and flung out as fodder G2:a-il. His arm will be brokenl2 and made weak, for

5. See B. S. Childs, Exodus. OTL (1974)' 17l-74.
6. See Wilson, 27.
7. See WbAS, Y 468.
8. See Cazelles, 43 n.24.
9. Wilson, 27ff.
10. + iTln hdzaq (chazaq), IY 308.

I I . W. 
'Rudolph, 

Jeremia. HAT lll2 (3 1968)' 232; cf ' M' D' McDonald' "Prophetic Oracles

Concerning Egypt" (diss., Baylor, 197 8), 227 -31.

12. See W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), l3l-32'
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Yahweh is against him (30:21-25). In a vision recalling Isa. 14,Ezekiel sees the pha-

raoh, who once spread terror throughout the land, descending into Sheol, where he per-

ishes amid the uncircumcised (32:31-32).He is the cedar who with the other trees from
Eden descended into the netherworld (31:15ff.). A political power of this sort cannot
provide deliverance (17 17). Egypt will be renewed, not Pharaoh (29:13-16).

IV. Occurrences after the OT. The Qumranrites also view the terrible annihilation
of the pharaoh and his army at the Reed Sea (Ex. 14) as a salvific prototype for
Yahweh's deliverance of the faithful and the destruction of their enemies (lQM I l:9-
l0). 4QAges of Creation may also allude to this topos.r3

The apocryphal writings mention Pharaoh only in references to OT texts (27 times
in Jubilees, 4 in the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs), and always while clearly al-
luding to his stubbornness (3 Mc 2:6;6:4). Acts 7:10 and 13 recall the pharaoh of the

Joseph narrative. According to Heb. I l:24, Moses hesitated to be called the son of Pha-

raoh for reasons of faith. Rom.9:17 cites Ex.9:16 and its assertion that Yahweh in-
tended to show his power and to make his name known in all the earth by means of the

pharaoh.
Cazelles

13. 4QAges of Creation (180) frs. 5-6.5, severely fragmented.

Y7l naro;; Y -aQ 
peres;Y'11 paris; Y7?D mipras

Contents: I. l. Occurrences;2. Etymology; 3. LXX. il. l. Verb; 2. peres and paris.

l. l. Occurrences. Within the OT (only in Hebrew), the word group paras occurs 96

times. The verb occurs 48 times, including 45 times in the qal (though textual problems

paras. W. Bor6e, Die alten Ortsnamen Palcisrinas (1930; Hildesheim, 21968); G. R. Driver,
"The Root f'10 in Hebrew: JTS 25 (1924) 177-78; idem, "Studies in the Vocabulary of the OT
III," "/fS 32 (193 l) 361-66, esp. 365; J. J. Gliick, "The Verb PRS in the Bible and in the Qumran
Literature," ReyQ 5 (1964165) 123-2'7: C. Toll, "Die Wurzel PRS im Hebriiischen," OrS 2l
(1972) 73-86; idem, 'Ausdrticke fiir 'Kraft' im AT mit besonderer Riicksicht auf die Wurzel
BRK," ZAW 94 (1982) lll-23; A. Vaccari, "Le radici fln e ?.lD nell'Ebraico Biblico," Bibl 19

(1938) 308-15; T. Veijola, Verheissung in der Krise: Studien zur Literatur und Theologie der
Exilszeit anhand des 89. Psalms. AnAcScFen B 220 (1982); J. Ziegler, "Ps l44,l4l' Wort und
Geschichte. FS K. Elliger AOAT 18 (1973), l9l-97.
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attach to Neh. 2:13; 4:l; 1 Ch. l3:2;2 Ch. l1:23; in the first two passages, one should
read perasim, I and in 2Ch. ll:23 a different verb,2 perhaps also in 1 Ch. 13:23), and
once each in the niphal, pual, and hithpael. Nominal derivatives include peres, occur-
ring l8 times as a noun (moreover as a textual emendation in Neh. 2:13; 4:l; see

above), 15 times as the name of a Judean clan (also once as par;t), and 7 times as a
geographical designation; the other noun derivatives are paris with 6 occurrences, and
the hapax legomenon mipra;.In the Hebrew portions of Sirach, the verb occurs once in
the qal and the noun peres once.

2. Etymology. This word group has the basic meaning "break through," generally in
concrete reference to a wall, whence "make a breach in a wall" (which also explains the
relatively frequent use of the verb with b1. The corresponding Akkadian verb is parasu,
"break through," a word also often used with "wall" as its object, along with its noun de-
rivatives pe/irsum, "breakthrough, breach in a wall or in a canal dike," and parrisu,
occurring most frequently in Neo-Assyrian letters in the meaning "one who breaches
the law, lawbreaker."a Among the older Semitic languages, the word group appears only
in Ugaritic.s In Middle Hebrew it preserves the basic meaning but especially comes to
mean "be lawless, unrestrained," in the sense of a deviation from the established order.6

The group occurs only in isolated passages in the Qumran writings. Middle Hebrew also
influenced its presence in later Aramaic languages, where it preserved the same seman-

tic spectrum (e.g., in Jewish Aramaic and MandaicT). Northern Arabic equivalents pos-

sibly include faraQa in the meaning "make a notch, cut," yielding also the noun furda,
"crevice, opening,"8 which in its specialized reference to a "cleft, cut into a shoreline" in
the sense of a landing spot for ships is perhaps an equivalentfor mipras in Jgs. 5:17.e

The Old South Arabic term frd is a "fissure/crack in a dam."l0
Because all the OT occurrences of this group presuppose this basic meaning, there

is no need to consider the presence of other roots (Driver, HAL) or an alternative basic
meaning out of which the basic one may have developed and which some passages still
preserve (Gli.ick). The verb pasar, which is semantically equivalent with some occur-
rences of paras,t I may at least in the qal represent a secondary form of the latter.l2

1. See BIIS,' also W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT V2O (1949), l1O, 124.
2. See B11S; also W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HAT U27 (1955),232.
3. See BIIS; a different view is taken by Rudolph, Chronikbiiche4 110; conceming the cj. in

Jer. 2:24, see IL I below.
4. AHw, ll,832,834, 855.
5. WUS, no. 2280; UT, no. 2117; see also HAL, lll,971-72.
6. Jastrow, 1227-28.
7. Jastrow, 1227, 1237, 1172; MdD, 372, 380:' cf. also LexSyP, 605.
8. Lane, 116, 2373, 237 4.

9. For other interpretations see GesB, 450:' HAL, II, 618.
10. Beeston.46.
1 1. See IL 1 below.
12. Concerning the obscure hiphil, see HAL, lll,954-55; and H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch

Samuelis. KAT VllU I (1973), 291.

t_
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Toll's thesis is also to be rejected according to which the basic meaning became spe-

cializedas a sexual reference, a sense then to be presupposed either directly or indi-

rectly for most occurences. The thesis is questionable not least because it depends on

the exegesis of a single passage (Hos.4:10) while remaining purely hypothetical with

regard to all the others.l3

3. IXX. The LXX renders this word group quite diversely and in part quite freely' It

renders the qal of the verb frequently with kathairein (9 times) and diak6ptein or

diabp| (8 times). The equivalent of the specialized meaning "press, urge someone" is

bidzesthai or a compound using that term (similarly also for the qal of pasar)' The ren-

dering of the meaning "spread out, increase" is quite diversified. The LXX uses

diastilteinfor the niphal, knhairein(pass.) for the pual, and anachOretn for the hithpael'

The noun peres is frequently rendered with diaktpii, phragm6s, as well as with forms

and derivativ es of piptein; the noun paris is rendered twice with loim6s (only once with

ldstiSs ller.7:111, whence it was adopted into the NT; cf' Mk' l1:17 par')'

ll. l. Verb. Commensurate with the root's basic meaning, the most frequent object

of the verb is a wall, especially a protective city wallla into which during a war one or

several breaches are made, exposing the defenseless city as a whole to the enemy (2 K'

14:13 12 Ch.25:23):2 Ch.26:6). Hence a city can be defended or can reestablish itself

only ila wall thus breached (qal pass. ptcp.,2 Ch. 32:5; pual ptcp., Neh. l:3) is closed

up again. If this work is performed hastily or shabbily, however, then the breaches can

"urity 
u" reopened Nerr. :::st+:31). Prov. 25:28 uses such a city (ir peritsd), i.e., one

with no (inta;O wall, as a point of comparison for persons without self-control, persons

who put themselves in thl wrong with others and are thus defenseless against subse-

quent attacks. After the city wall, it is the layered stone wall protecting a vineyard or

iock ( sddcr g"*drfl that can be breached and, because of its loose construction, easily

collaps"s; breaching such a wall is virtually the same as simply tearing the wall down'

This situation illustrates the catastrophe God has imposed on Israel (Isa' 5:5 and Ps'

80:13[Eng. 12] view Israel as a vineyard; Ps. 89:41[40] compares the fortified citiesrs

lproUaUty ttre border fortresses protecting the countrysidel to the walls of a livestock

nuaao.tiu;. According to Eccl. l0:8, the danger accompanying the destruction of such

a wall is a metaphor for how quickly and unexpectedly human actions can have disas-

trous consequences. The absolute use of the verb in Eccl. 3:3 is also based on the no-

tion of breaking through or tearing down a wall. Here it becomes a universal metaphor

for those pro""ir", of breaking down and building up that are part of the various stages

of humarrlife (similar to Sir. 7:17, which warns against considering "tearing down" too

hastily [qal inf. const.]).r7

13. On Hos. 4:10 see II.1 below.
14. + ;lDln hbmh (ch6mah),[Y,267tr.
15. -+ ''lYfD milsdr.
16. See Veijola, 100-101, 16'7-68.

17. + iDN 'amar1,328ff., esP. $II.4.
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2 Ch. 24:7 also presupposes the notion of breaching or tearing down a wall. The
context suggests that the reference is to unaddressed building damage. The wording,
however, wants to make clear that the situation involved a conscious act of destruc-
tion.

Only in isolated instances are other objects mentioned or presupposed. Job 28:4
(textual emendation; see BFIS) refers to shafts opened during mining (the actual object
is probably the earth itself, which is breached like a wall when such shafts are opened).
2 Ch.20:37 applies the verb in the general sense of "break up, destroy" to shipwrecks
caused by God.

The comparisons in Isa. 5:5 and Ps. 80:13(12) are essentially directed to Israel, i.e.,
to a human object, with God as subject (for Isa. 5:5 cf. v. 7). Hence when the subject is

God, human beings can be the direct objects of the verb. In his misery Job describes
himself metaphorically as a city into whose walls God bursts breach after breach (Job

16:14). Commensurately, God can also make a breach in the entire people of Israel,
i.e., move against it with terrible power such that whole portions of the population are

killed (Ex. 19:22,24; Ps. 60:3[1]). According to Ps. 106:29, a plague caused by God
annihilates many of the people.

2 S.6:8 (= I Ch. 13:11) applies this notion to individuals whom God utterly de-
stroys. The construction with b'suggests that here too the point of departure is the no-
tion of a breach made in an individual as in a wall, a notion understood pars pro toto as

a reference to complete destruction (the Chronicler's interpretation in I Ch. l5: l3 un-
derstands this case similar to the previous examples as a breach in the people as a
whole).

With a somewhat weakened meaning, the verb can also refer to the kind of hu-
man interaction in which one or more persons break through another like a wall,
i.e., overcome hesitation on that person's part to persuade the person to make a par-
ticular decision or to take a specific course of action (1 S. 28:23; 2 S. 13:25,27;2K.
5:23; corresponding to the qal of pasar in Gen. l9:3,9;33:11; Jgs. l9:7; 2K.2:11;
5: l6). r8

All the passages discussed to this point have basically presupposed that the wall is
breached or torn down from the outside, exposing thus the defenseless area behind it;
i.e., they focus on the aspect of destruction. The remaining passages presuppose pre-
cisely the opposite, namely, that the restricting, imprisoning wall is sundered from the
inside to gain space and freedom, and the decisive notion is the aspect of deliverance
and expansion. Mic. 2:13 compares the people of Israel who have been gathered to-
gether from the dispersion (v. 12) to a flock in a pen that is too confining; the lead ani-
mal @Ares, a metaphor for God) breaks through the gate to allow the flock to spread
out freely and undisturbed (for detailed interpretation see comms.). According to 2 S.

5:20 (= I Ch. 14:11), God has broken through David's enemies the way water, after a

torrential downpour, breaks through all obstructions and floods downhill.le Gen. 38:29

18. See in this regard I.2 above.
19. See H. W. Hertzberg, I & il Samuel. OTL (Eng. trans.21960),274.
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describes how during the birth process the newborn violently breaks out of the

mother's womb through a breach. Prov. 3:10 uses the verb metaphorically. Those who

observe their cultic obligations (v. 9) will find that their vats will be bursting, i.e., will
be lrlled beyond capacity and overflow with wine. CD 20:25 speaks explicitly about

breaking through a boundary, in this instance that of the -+ i1alh fird. Those who have

entered into the covenant of the new community (cf .20:12) now violently wrest them-

selves free, albeit only to move toward their own future destruction.
Jer.2:24 is essentially also speaking about breaking through a boundary, if one fol-

lows the generally accepted conjecture made by L. Kdhler.20 Here Israel is like a camel

in heat (v.23) that breaks out of the cultivated land and escapes to the unrestricted ex-

panse of the wilderness. The same basically also applies to the hithpael in I S. 25:10 in
reference to escaped slaves. The slaves actually "break out," i.e., create a breach or a
way out (the construction with mipp"nA in v. 10bp militates against the assumption that

the hithpael actually means "act as a predator, freebooter" fas a derivation from
par$lzL ).

The remaining passages also evoke the image of a boundary being breached like a
wall. These passages, however, now focus wholly on the aspect of gaining space and

expanding as the result and goal of such a breach. In such cases the verb can be ren-

dered directly as "expand, spread out," albeit not in the sense of an organic, peaceful

development, but as the result of a breach intended to provide access into previously
inaccessible spheres whose possession then becomes an expression of power and su-

periority. Jacob's descendants will be so numerous that they will spread out in all di-
rections (Gen.28:14), i.e., they will break through the narrower family framework
and force their way out toward all sides. The same applies to the revivified Israel in
the coming salvific age (Isa. 54:3) or, as an event that has already occurred, to Israel

in Egypt (Ex. l: l2). 1 Ch. 4:38 refers specifically to the numerical increase or expan-

sion of certain families, a process leading inevitably, however, to the possession of
the new land (vv. 39ff.). Hos.4:10 refers to the opposite result of the same process.

Even though the people "play the whore" and engage in fertility rites to insure nu-

merous descendants (hiznfr as an internal-causative hiphil), they will in fact not in-
crease at all and thus also not acquire any new land. The image refers in a general

sense to Israel rather than merely to the priests addressed in vv. 4ff. (but cf' v. 9,

which may, however, be secondary; Toll's assumption that the reference here is to
the sexual notion of "be potent" in the sense of sexual penetration into the female is

both unnecessary and unprovable, since none of the other occurrences of the word
group offers any support for such a view). In Gen. 30:43 an individual is the subject

of the verb, and the reference is to the increase of his (livestock) possessions, meta-

phorically to his economic breakthrough and acquisition of property. In Gen' 30:30

and Job l:10, such possessions are themselves the subject; in the first passage both

20. L. Kd,hler, "Beobachtungen am hebriischen und griechischen Text von Jeremia Kap. l-
9: 7AW 29 (1909) 35-36; see BIIS.

21. Stoebe, Samuelis, 447.
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the formulation and the context suggest that an unexpected change has taken place
such that the possessions have, as it were, broken out of their previous boundaries
and now are "spreading out" or increasing all about. Subjects can also include ab-
stractions. In Hos. 4:2 it is Israel's own misbehavior that forcefully spreads out in the
land (pardsfr belongs syntactically with v. 2a, probably with an understood ba'ares;
see BIIS), and in 2 Ch.3l:5 a royal decree (cf. v. 4) that spreads among the people,
i.e., becomes known and takes effect.

The niphal in 1 S. 3:1, referring to divine revelations, is probably to be understood
similarly such that at the time, no vision had spread, i.e., had become widely known
and authoritative.

2. peres and parts. Commensurate with the basic meaning of this word group, the
noau.n peres refers almost exclusively to the breach or rift in a wall. In Neh. 2:131'4:l(7):
6:1;Am. 4:3,the reference is to breaches made in the city wall during asiege.zz Accord-
ingly, Isa. 58:12 and Am. 9: I 1 promise that one essential feature of the future salvific
age will be the wallingup (gajar) of such breaches. The reconstruction in Am.9:11b
(emended text; see B11S) is associated with fortress walls, not with the walls of a house;
peres (and paras) as well as gdSar (and gdScr) never refer to house walls, and the sukki
mentioned in v. lla is not a hxed or sturdy house in any event. Hence only v. I la makes
a metaphorical statement, v. 1lb a concrete one (figurative only insofar as God remains
the subject). The sukkA is a metaphor either for the city of Jerusalem or for the kingdom
of the salvific age and its fortified cities in the larger sense.23 I K. ll:21 refers to a re-
maining breach that is closed up during Solomon's construction activities.2a

The remaining passages use the word in comparisons or metaphors. To Job, the
forces of misfortune sent by God are like conquerors who intrude through a wide
breach in the wall (Job 30:14; cf. vv. I I - 12, similarly also l6:l41.zs The almost total
destruction of Benjamin left a gap in the tribes much like a breach in a wall (Jgs.

2l:15).2 S.6:8 (= 1 Ch. l3:11) refers to the destruction of an individual (simulta-
neously an explanation of the place-name peres 'uzza).26 According to Isa. 30:13, the
people's iniquity will lead to their destruction like a break that leads to the collapse of a

high wall Qteres herc may refer to a cracked section of wall, a notion more commensu-
rate with the following participles2T). In a reverse fashion, a person can step into a

breach ('amail to defend against the advancing enemy and prevent the city, which is
already under siege, from being taken. This particular notion is applied metaphorically
to the leading figures and groups that preserved Israel in threatening situations from
God's destruction (Moses in Ps. 106:23; Phinehas in Sir. 45:23; cf. Nu. 25:6-13) or
whose actions should have protected Israel (prophets in Ezk. l3:5 [where 'dld probably

22. On Neh. 2:13; 4:l('7), see I.1 above; on Am. 4:3 see HAL, lll,973.
23. -+ "1)D sa&a& $IV.1; Veijola, 167-68.
24. Concerning mill6', -+ x)n male', Ylll,3O7.
25. See II.1 above.
26. See in this regard II.l above.
27. H. Wildberger, Jesaja. BK Xl3 (1982), ll74-75; HAL, 111,973.
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refers to damage to the upper part of the walll, and in a general sense in Ezk.22:30: cf .

also the exhortation in 4QMu fr. 11 2:1328).

When peres is understood as a breach at birth, as discussed earlier, the name of
the clan is construed accordingly. The same name occurs elsewhere in the Penta-

teuch, the Chronicler's History. and in the book of Ruth (cf. Gen. 46:12; Nu. 26:20-
2l; I Ch.2:4-5; Neh. I 1:4, though also parsi in Nu. 26:20). It is questionable, how-

ever, whether this interpretation was the original meaning of the name. Rather, the

reference may be to the notion of spreading out or expanding, perhaps as a parental

wish at birth.2e 2 S. 5:20 (1 Ch. 14:11) refers to the breaking through of water30

(whence the explanation of the place-name ba'al p"rastm [in Isa. 28:21 har p"rd;tm];
but this explanation is doubtless also secondary3l). The novnperes probably refers in
Ps.144 14 to "accident, misfortune" in a very general sense (thoughZiegler takes a

different view based on text-critical considerations of the entire verse). CD l:18-19
is difficult to interpret. It may be saying that the apostates (1:12) search figuratively
for a breach in the wall in order to escape the obligations of the covenant (cf. 1:20),

though the reference may also be to actively malicious deeds in the sense of destruc-

tion or tearing down.32
The idea behind the noun parts is that of breaking out of the existing laws, whence

the translation "outlaw, criminal" (cf. Akk. parri;u33).It is used in this literal sense in
Jer.7:11 (within a metaphorical comparisovp+),Ezk. 18:10 (in apposition to b€n),Ps.
17:4 (albeit amid textual problems35), and 1QH 6:2O.In Ezk. 7:22 it refers to foreign
powers who lay waste to Jerusalem, in Dnl. I 1:14 to rebels among the people, and in
Isa. 35:9 metaphorically to ravenous beasts.

Conrad

28. M. Baillet, DJD, YlI,3l.
29 . For other interpretations see HAL, lll, 973.
30. See II.1 above.
31. Concerning the original form ofthis name, see Bor6e, 52-53,95-97.
32. In this regard see Gliick.
33. See I.2 above.
34. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Ulz (31968), 53-54.
35. See BIIS,' also H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1987), 244,248.
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l7l nar"o; lJf; pereq

Contents: I. Etymology. II. 1. OT Occurrences; 2. Phraseology, Synonyms, Antithetical
Parallels; 3. LXX. m. OT Use: l. Pulling Off, Tearing Away in General; 2. Breaking the Yoke;

3. Rings in Ex. 32. IV. Noun pere4.

I. Etymolog5r. The verb is attested in both East and West Semitic, the oldest wit-
nesses being A}}-. pardqu, "separate, detach," and Ugar. prq, "break." l Additional rela-

tionships include those with Middle Heb. paraq, "separate,"z Aram. prq, "destroy, break
open";3 cf. p"ruq in Dnl. 4:24(Eng. 27): "shatter (expunge) your sins with righteous-
ness" (the influence of Biblical Hebrew is unmistakable and seems to have been leveled
here); Jewish Arart. p"raq, "redeem, tear to pieces";a Syr. p"raq, "loose, rescue";5 Sam.

frq, "save, rescue";6 Atab. faraqa, "separate, divide"; cf. farq, "separation";7 Eth.

faraqa, "free, rescue."S According to HAL, the basic meaning is "split, separate."

IL l. OT Occurrences.In the OT the verb occurs 4 times in the qal, 3 in the piel, and 3 in
the hithpael; these occurrences include 4 in the Pentateuch, 2 in the Psalms, and once each

in the Dtr History Ezekiel, Lamentations, andZnchaiah. The novn pereq occurs twice.

2. Phraseology, Synonyms, Antithetical Parallels.It is worth noting that objects are

introduced once each with 'e1 and min. Subjects include the wind (once), persons (7
times), and God (twice). Parallel terms include ibr (once) and trp (once), while an an-
tithesis is nsl (once). The semantic scope encompasses "tear away," "tear up," accom-
panied by great force such that the goal can be negative (destructive) or positive (sav-

ing). Although it is difficult to distinguish between the qal and piel,e stylistic
considerations suggest that certain distinctions in aspect obtain at this level.

paraq. P. Auffret, "Note sur la structure litt6raire du Psaume CXXXVI," VT 27 (1977) 1-12;
P. A. GiguEre, "'Le son d'une brise l6gEre': Un progrEs dans la repr6sentation de Dieu. Une
6rude de I R l9,ll-12," EgT 2 (1971) 177-84; J. Lust, *Elijah and rhe Theophany on Mount
Horeb," BETL 4l (1976) 91-100; L. V. Meyer, 'An Allegory Concerning the Monarchy: Zech
ll:4-17; 13:7-91' Scripture in History and Theology. FS J. C. Rylaarsdam. PTMS 17 (1977),
225-40; I. Willi-Plein, Prophetie am Ende: Untersuchungen zu Sacharja 9-14. BBB a2 (197$;
J. van Zljl, "The Root i2'1D in Targum Isaiah," JNSL 2 (19'12) 60-73.

7. AHw,II, 829b; UT no.2118.2.
2. WTM, TY r3s-36.3.
3. KAr 2228.34.
4. ANH (Frankfurt, 21922),352.
5. lzxSyr 605.
6. R. Macuch, Grammatik des samaritanischen Aramiiisclr (Berlin/New York, 1982),401.
7. Wehr,708.
8. l,exlingAeth, 1354.
9. HP,176.
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3. lXX. The LXX renders this term with eklf ein (once), dia$ein (once), lytroisthai
(3 times), ekstrdphein (once), and periaireisthai (3 times); the rendering ekdikein (Ezk.
19:12) probably derives from a different original source.

III. OT Use. All these occurrences seem to come from a later period, probably from
the exilic or postexilic period. Since no diachronic comparison is possible, one is best

advised to concentrate on individual passages in which the meaning is clearly discern-
ible.

l. Pulling Off, Tearing Away in General. Few commentators question the masc.

mepareq after rfiah in 1 K. l9: I 1. M. Rehm finds a later insertion here that (so runs the

argument) already considered Yahweh to be personified in the rftah.to The parallel

m"iabbEr helps in determining the meaning. The context shows that a weighty the-

ophanyisbeingportrayedinthatapowerful (g"Qbld), torrential (hazdq, probablytobe
read as fem.) storm precedes Yahweh. This storm, understood here as a specific form
of God's presence, not only splits (m"iabbcr) rocks, but also shatters and rends
(mepareq) mountains (hdrtm).Thetermprq describes the violent activity of shattering.

As far as sheer violence and destructive force is concerned , Ezk. 19:12 matches the

passage just discussed. Although the verse as a whole presents interpretive difficul.
ties,tt prq hithpael is rarely questioned.l2 lf prqwas part of the original text, but espe-

cially if it was chosen specifically for a secondary addendum, this relatively rare word
was doubtless chosen because of its specific content. The destruction of the ruler de-

scribed in Ezk. 19:10-14 as a "vine" is to be portrayed as drastically as possible: it was

torn out in fury, and the searing east wind withered its fruit. An additional intensifica-
tion is providedby hipar"qr?, "its fruit was stripped off."r3 The destructive fury, the no-
tion of tearing away and shredding, emerges clearly in this passage.

Zech. ll:16 is also a disputed passage in that some interpreters assume parsAhen,

the object of prq piel, is to be emended. The worthless shepherd allegedly devours ('ftl)

the flesh of the fat animals, tearing their pieces off (presupposing the emendation to
pere;ta or the presence of an Aramaism, p"rasts1. Yet even Keil16 already sensed the

greed with which the worthless shepherd tears off even the hoofs in order to get the last
edible parts.lT Since the context apparently describes the worthlessness ofthe shepherd

with increasing severity (v. 16 contains a concentration ofverbs in the piel), the piel as

10. Das erste Buch der Kiinige (Wtirzburg, 1979), 188.

11. W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL(Eng. trans. 1970), 250;G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HATUI3 (21955),

105.
12.8y,e.g., W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),391,397-98, who is prompted

by metrical considerations to assume the presence of a later, interpretive insertion.
13. On the passive use of the hithpael, see GK 5549.
14. So F. Horst, Die zwolf kleinen Propheten. HAT Ul4 (21954),252.
15. Thus the view of many since E. Sellin, Das Zwc)$prophetenbuch. KATXllll (1922),516-

17.
16. Tnelve Minor Prophets. KD, 359,3'78.
1'l . AuS, VI, 230; B. Otzen, Studien iiber Deuterosacharja. AcThD 6 (1964),259-60.

t
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well as the position at the end of the enumeration show that prq piel constitutes the
negative high point, and the notion of shredding and unrestrained tearing asunder the
commensurate activity.

Ps. 7:2-3(l-2) describes the cry of a petitioner who fears a lion will tear him apart
(trp). The text of v. 3b(2b), containing the ptcp. pAr€q, is the object of discussions in-
volving both the presumed meaning of the words and the meter. For example, Duhm
and Briggs follow the LXX in suggesting 'An pdrdq,rz while Leveen suggests ltiproq.te
Dahood argues that vv. 2b and 3b are parallel; he thus associates napit with yiproq to
get a pure four-stress colon in which prq and trp correspond.2o The parallel already
confirms that prq means "tear apart." In any event, the danger of being torn apart

doubtless represents the opposite of being rescued (nsl).

2. Breaking the Yoke. The "yoke" frequently symbolizes human repression, both po-
litical and social.2l The most frequent term used to describe the "breaking ofa yoke" is
ibr (e.g., Jer.2:20;5:5;28:2,4,11), though other verbs, such as qll (l K. l2:9), hbl (lsa.
10:27), srir (Isa. 14:.25), and htt (Isa. 9:3[4]) can describe various nuances of the same

idea. In Gen. 2'l:40, probably a later addendum, the qal of prq takes on this task. Esau

will allegedly smash his brother's yoke from his own neck (ftparaqfi'ull6 me'al), pre-
supposing a liberating action. Ifone compares the other verbs and considers the uses of
prq already discussed, this action is probably to be understood as a particularly violent
self-liberation.

This passage provides a transition to those in which prq refers to the kind of snatch-
ing out or tearing away associated with rescue. Lam. 5:8 can be understood in this con-
text. The speakers lament having to bear the consequences of their ancestors' sins and
endure the rule of slaves. Unlike Prov.3O:22 and Isa. 3:4, this passage does not refer to
a reversal of the social order; the term'apajim refers rather to Babylonian officials who
carry out a harsh regency (mil). This idea is paralleled by the hopelessness of any
change: poreq 'An. There is no one who might snatch the Judeans forcefully from the
clutches oftheir overlords. The choice ofthe participial form underscores the aspect of
an ongoing hopeless condition.

Ps. 136:24 describes such rescue from oppression by enemies (sar). Comparable
formulations are readily found: yi' min (Ps. 44:8[7]) or miydj (Neh. 9:27b) , mlt miyd{
(Job 6:23a), g'l mtydl @s. 107:2), or construed nominally as '?zer min (Dt. 33:1; cf .

also Ps. 60:13[11]). The specific semantic nuance of prq can only be determined con-
textually. Ps. 136 mentions the kings who threatened the Israelites during their wilder-
ness wanderings (vv. 17-20), and the humiliation (v. 23'; endured presumably during
the exile. In such a context, prq describes how the Israelites were snatched or torn away
from life-threatening (military-political) situations.

18. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHC XIV (21922),29; C. A. Briggs, Critical and Exegetical
Comm. on the Book of Psalms. ICC, 2 vols. (1906-1907), I, 57.

19. J. Leveen, "The Textual Problems of Psalm Vll:' W 16 (1966) 440.
20. M. Dahood, Psalms 1-50. AB l6 (1965), 41.
21. ))y 'al.
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3. Rings in Ex. 32. The use of prq inEx. 32 seems to have been prompted exclu-

sively by the intention to evoke a kind of wild, unrestrained action. Someone (in the

present context, Aaron) tells the Israelites to collect atl the gold. According toEx.32:2,
the people were to "take off' (prq piel) the earrings of the women, sons, and daughters;

according to v. 3, the people really do "tear off'Qtrq hithpael)22 this jewelry. Since in

and of itself prq generally refers to a violent action, and since the piel or hithpael has

been chosen here, it was probably the crowd's importunate wildness that prompted the

choice of this word. Comparison shows that the purpose of this singular use is to pro-

vide an accentuation clearly deviating from comparable passages, since the usual verbs

for "taking off rings" (nezem) include lqh (Gen.24:22), ntn (Gen.35:4; Jgs. 8:24), sfir
hiphil (Isa. 3:18,21), and i/ft hiphil (Jgs. 8:25). Although the passages from the book of
Judges criticizing the production of cultic objects are interesting substantive parallels,

their word choices are not as base and harsh as in Ex. 32:2,3,24.

IV. Nounpereq. In Nah. 3:1 the rrotJn pereq refers to the booty or plunder snatched

away from the enemy and brought into safekeeping. Ob. 14 is disputed: "Do not stand

atthe pereq!' The usual rendering is "crossroads" or "crossing" (so Syr. and Tg.); other

suggestions include "narrow pass" and "escape route."23
Reiterer

22. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 247, suggests that the author is using a vulgar

form of expression here.
23. W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT XIIU2 (1971),304-5; H. W. Wolff' Obadiah

and Jonah (Eng. trans. 1986), 32, 37, 55.

'J'JD p..; a1D pwr

Contents: I. Etymology. II. 1. Occurrences;2. Objects;3. Synonyms. III. 1. SecularUsage;

2. Theological Usage. lY. hepcr b"rt1: l. Occurrences; 2. Translation Problems; 3. Earliest

Occurrence, Origin of the Formula; 4. Unequivocal Theological Occurrences; 5. Which b"rt1?

V. Sirach. VI. Qumran. VII. LXX.

prr E. Kutsch,'i'l,l prr hi., to break," TLOT Il, l03l-32.
bn I: M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IX," Bibl 52 (1971) 337-56; H' L'

Ginsberg, The Legend of King Keret. BASORSup 2-3 (New Haven, 1946); J. Gray, The KRT Text

in the Literature of Ras Shamra. DMOA 5 (21964); W. A. Ward, "Observations on the Egyptian

Biconsonantal Root p3x" Orient and Occident. FS C- H. Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973),201-12, esp'

207-9.
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I. Etymology. Lexicons generally distinguish two independent roots: prr I (hiphil,

hophal) with the secondary form (?) pwr (hiphil only), and prrll (qal, polel, hithpolel,
pilpel, with extremely different meanings).1 Although a secondary form pwr to pru (I)
would not be unusual,2 'dptr in Ps. 89:34(Eng. 33) is probably a scribal error from Tsir
(cf.BHK, BFIS),andinthetwootherpassages(Ezk. l7:19; Ps.33:10), h€p€rmight
have been mistakenly written as heptr. Some scholars (esp. Ward) associate prr II with
Middle Heb., Jewish Aram. pirpE! "twitch, move back and forth," and with Syr.

parpati "flutter, tremble," and Arab. farfara, "shake."3 The existence of Akk. pararu
especially militates against two independent roots: G, "become detached, come off," D
"dissolve," N "disperse," Ntn "run back and forth (aimlessly)."+ 11r" basis for both
"roots" is the biconsonantal pr, "separate."s Whereas a partial reduplication is at work
inparar, a full reduplication of the biconsonantal basis is at work in (Middle Heb., Jew-

ish Aram./Syr., Arab.) pirp7r/parpar.
A semantic connection also obtains between the widely differing meanings of pru in

the Semitic languages (so Kienast): in the basic stem (referring to persons and animals)
"continue on, go or, flee,"6 (referring to things) "fall off, become detached, become

limp" (Akk.); in the causative: "scare away, frighten" (Syr.), as well as "loosen, de-

tach," i.e., "dissolve, declare invalid" (referring to bryt), thus Heb. prr I (Qumran, Mid-
dle Heb.; Jewish Aram.); factitive: "cause to flee, go away," i.e., "disperse, distribute,"

so Akkadian D, "frighten," Heb."prr II," polel, pilpel, "loosen, detach," i.e., "dissolve"
(fetters), "smash, break up," Akkadian D, Hebrew hiphil (Qumran), "break into small
pieces," Middle Heb. piel and pilpelT (derivatives: pZrfir, "breaking into small pieces,

crumbs"; perfira', "flour paste"); pass.: Jewish Aram. ithpalpel; extensive: "run back

and forth, cause to sway," thus Heb. "prr lI" polel; passive: hithpolel, Akk. ND: "scat-

ter" (said of people), "break apart, shatter" (intransitive, said of jars); Akk. Ntn, "run

about aimlessly."
The 4 OT occurrences of "prr II" can be classified nicely here: lsa. 24:19 (qal and

hithpolel: "sway to and fro," the earth as subj.); Ps. 74:13 (poel: "stir up, frighten," the

sea as obj.); similarly in Job 16:12 (pilpel, Job as obj.8). The meaning "twitch, jerk" of-

On IV: F. C. Fensham, "Malediction and Benediction in Ancient Near Eastern Vassal-

Treaties and the OT: ZAW 74 (1962) l-9, esp. 4-5; E. Kutsch, *l,laa b"rtt obligation," TLOT l,
256-66; W. Thiel, "Hefer berrt: Zum Bundbrechen im Nl: VT 20 (19'70) 214-29.

On VI: M. Baillet, "Un recueil liturgique de Qumr6n, Grotte 4: 'Les paroles des luminaires,"'
RB 68 (1961) 195-250, esp. 208- 1 1; M. Delcor, Les hymnes de Qumran (Hodayot) (Paris, 1962).

L Exceptions include GesTh, ll, 1131; WTM, ly, l3l-32, 140.
2. See GK, E67v; BLe, 438; G. Bergstrdsser, Intro. to the Semitic Languages (Eng. trans.

1983), $27q.
3. See Wehr, 708.
4. See AHw, II, 829-30.
5. Personal communication from B. Kienast.
6. See Ugar. KTU l.19,lll, 14.28, referring to birds, cf . WUS, no.2259; UT no.212O; contra

TO, l, 45Ot; also Syr.
7.WTM, rV 140.
8. Not "shake, tug someone about," contra HAL, III, 975b; overlooked by Even-Shoshan.
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ten adduced here is limited to relatively late, four-consonantal verb constructions, full
reduplications (Middle Heb. pirpZr; Syr. parpar; Arab. farfara). Two somewhat puz-

zling Ugaritic parallels \se prr (G stem) apparently to mean "to break."e In Deir 'Alla

II. 17 the Aram. noun pr occurs, which according to Hoftijzer and van der Kooij is to be

translated "foolishness, mental deficiency" (cf. Akk. pararu, "fall off, go limp";.to 11,"

meaning of prr hithpolel in Samaritan. "wake up,"r I is probably influenced by pirpda

"twitch, jerk." Finally, the sense of the one occulrence in Punic is obscure.l2

ll. 7. Occuryences. The verb prr (pwr) occurs 52 times in the OT (discounting Ps.

89:34[33], which requires emendation), including 45 times in the hiphil, 3 in the

hophal (Isa.8:10; Jer.33:21;Zech.11:11), and 4 in stems of "prr II" (see above).

The occurrences of "prr II" as well as the hiphil/hophal forms of prr are generally

exilic-postexilic. The earliest texts are 2 S. 15:34', 17 14 (in the accession narrative); and

I K. 15:19 (par.2 Ch. 16:3). Preexilic occurrences include Prov.15:22; Isa. 14:27;8:10

(hophal: Isaiah?); Ezk. 16:59 l7:15,16,18,19. Exilic passages include Jgs. 2: I (Dtr); Isa.

33:8:44:25;Jer. 1l:10; 14:21;Ezk.44:7; all l3 occurrences in the Pentateuch belong to

the early postexilic period and are limited to (in part earlier) legal material related to P

(Gen. l7:14 [PG?]; Lev. 26:15,44 [H]; Nu. 15:31; 30:9,13[3 times],14,16[twice]

l8,l2,l3,l5l; Dt. 3 I : 16,20); also Ps. 33: l0; 85:5(4); 5th century: Ezr. 4:5: 9: 14; Neh'

4:9(15); 4th century: Job 5:12; 15:4; 40:8; later:2 Ch. 16:3 (par. I K. 15: l9); Ps. I 19:126;

Eccl. l2:5; Isa. 24'.5; Jer. 33:20,21 (probably the latest occurrence); Zech. 11:10' 11.

2. Objects.In contrast to Akkadian usage, though also to Middle Hebrew, prr hiphil

in the meaning "dissolve/thwart" or "break/declare invalid" takes exclusively

nonconcrete objects: aplan ('€sd),2 S. 15:34; 17:14 (of Ahithophel); lsa. 14:27; also

hophal, Isa. 8: l0; the counsel of nations ( g|yim), Ps. 33: l0; omens ('6!6!) of the divin'
ers (baddtm),Isa. 44:25 Yahweh's justice (miipdt), Job 40:8, or his instruction/law

G6ril, Ps. 119 126 commandment(s) (miswA/mi;w6t), Nu. 15:31; Ezr.9:14:' fear (of

God) (yir'il, Job 15:4 (Eliphaz's reproach to Job); Yahweh's wtath (ka'as)' Ps. 85:5(4)

(in a petition to Yahweh); family ties ('ah"wd), Zech. ll:14; a vow (nE/er), Nu.

30:9,13(twice),14,16(8,12,13,15) (declare invalid). The object in no fewer than l8 pas-

sages is b"ri1 (covenant" or "obligation"), always (excepting 1 K. 15:19 par.2 Ch.

l6:3 and Ezk. 17:15,16,18) in reference to Yahweh's b'rft.

3. Synonyms. Synonymous expressions include despising (bzh) an oath ('dld, Ezk.

l6:59; 17:18,19) or Yahweh's word (dabar Nu. l5:31); changing (hlp) sratutes (hbq)

and transgres sing ('br) laws (t\r6!),lsa.24:5; rejecting (z's) witnesses ('Edtm, cj.; MT
'drim),Isa. 33:8; and finally pursuing other gods (hlk 'ah"rA) to serve them ('bd), Jer.

9. KTU 1.2,1,12-13 (par. !br);
23-24;Dahood, 335; idem, RSB

to. ATDA,246.
tt. LoT II, 581.
12. DNSr, 11,944.

1.15, ilI, 29-30 (par. 1ny); cf . CML,78-79; Gray,20; Ginsberg,
l,316-l'7, nos. 469, 470; uncertainl. UT no.2l3l.
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I 1:10. Among the 3 occulrences in the passive (hophal), Isa. 8:10 is to be translated as

"be thwarted, annulled," with a human plan ('Zsd) standing contrary to Yahweh's his-

torical plan; Jer. 33:21 and Zech. I l: I 1 refer to Yahweh's b"rft.

lll. l. Secular [Jsage. At first glance, only two passages do not stand in a theological

context. Here we encounter the so-called intransitive hiphil in the sense of "plans"

(mah"idb6!) without counsel "collapsing" (prr hiphil inf. abs., Prov. 15:22). This pecu-

liar form has probably been influenced by the notion of the act-consequence paradigm.

That is, plans made without counsel collapse of their own accord or "cause themselves"

to fail. In Eccl. 12:5 the caper berry similarly "breaks into pieces" or, more concretely,

"bursts."13 Within a series of metaphors in this poem about aging, the notion of "burst-

ing" refers to the suddenness of death. Since no other passives occur in v. 5, a conjecture

(w"1uppar; cf. BIIS) is not necessary, and even less an emendation to tipreh ("bears

fruit") or tiprah ("blooms")'14 the metaphor would then be utterly inappropriate.

2. Theological [Jsage. The theological context of the remaining occurrences is un-

mistakable. David succeeds in "thwarting" Ahithophel's dangerous plan through

Hushai (2 S. 15:34) only because Yahweh himself ordained it or effected it through

Hushai (2 S. l7 :14). By contrast, Isaiah insists that it is impossible for human beings to

thwart that which Yahweh plans (y's, Isa. 14:27 hiphil; cf. 8:10 hophal). The plan ('Esd)

to rebuild the temple can be thwarted only temporarily (Ezt.4:5). By contrast, God is

indeed able to frustrate the plan foreign adversaries have made against the construction

of the wall under Nehemiah (Neh. 4:9[ 15]), just as he frustrates the (adversarial) coun-

sel of the nations ('o;a1 gbyim//maki"b6!'ammtm, Ps. 33:10). According to Eliphaz

(Job 5:12), God also frustrates the "devices of the crafty" (mahieb6!'"rfimtm, hiphil
ptcp.), and according to Deutero-Isaiah (44:25) the omens of the magicians ('6161

baddim, hiphil ptcp.). Eliphaz accuses Job of breaking into pieces the fear (yir'd) of
God through all his arguing (Job 15:4), and God himself asks Job (40:8) whether he is

trying to break God's own justice (miipafi), i.e., God's own just claim over against Job,

by claiming to be right himself (sdq).

In regulations affecting the validity of vows (Nu. 30:2- 17 [ 1- I 6] Ps), prr in the hiphil
means "invalidate, nullify." A husband can nullify his wife's vow (nd]er) or oath

G"bu'A) of abstention on the day he hears of it such that Yahweh offers a remittance for
the woman (309,1318,121). The husband cannot legitimately invalidate it at a later

date, and he himself ultimately bears the responsibility for it (30:14,16[13,15])- llQT
54 incorporates these stipulations.

lY. h0p0r beri!.
l. Occurrences. In no fewer than 2l texts, prr in the hiphil takes the obi. b"rt1('cov'

enant," "obligation"): Gen. 17:14;Lev.26:15,44:'Dt.3l:16,20; Jgs. 2:1; I K. l5:19

13. See KBL2,'181.
14. Contra H. W. Hertzberg, Der Predigen KAT XVIU4-5 (1963),207.
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(p*. 2 Ch. 16:3); Isa. 24:5; 33:8; Jer. ll:lo; 14:21; 31:32; 33:20; Ezk. 16:59;
17:15,16,18,19;44l.1;Zech.ll:10. Twice b"rtlis the subject of prrhophal(Jer.33:21;
Zech. ll:11). Altogether, the passages mentioned encompass approximately half the

occurrences. Four other passages in whichprr in the hiphil takes various other objects
presuppose the tradition of God's b'riJ (Nu. 15.31, miswali; Ps. 119:109, tdrdlekd;
Zech. ll:14, 'ah"w6; Ps. 85:5[4], ka'as"f,a).

2.TranslationProblems. Theexactdeterminationof themeaning of prrinthehiphil
is especially difficult because both the etymology and the meaning of b"rt1 itself are

unclear (either "contract/covenant" or "obligation"). Even though etymologically the

term beril does mean approximately "obligation" (Kutsch), the preps. bAn ('between")
and'41("with") show that the reference is also to a relationship between two persons, a

situation not entirely evoked by the rendering "obligation." The following discussion
can thus refer to the notion of "covenant." From a purely etymological perspective, the

expression hepcr b"rt! could mean both "unilaterally nullify an obligation/commit-
ment" and "violate a contract, declare a contract invalid [as no longer binding]." Akka-
dian synonyms,ls however, suggest that the latter meaning is intended here: mamtta
parasu, "to break an oath [i.e., a sworn contract]," as well as riksa wuiiuru, "not ad-

here to a contract."l6 The OT synonyms for h€pdr bert1, however, can be reconciled
with both translations: one can "desecrate" ab"ri1(hllpiel, Ps.55:21[20]; 89:35[34]),
"forget" it (ikh, Dt. 4:31), "violate" it ('br Dt. l7:2), "renolnce" it (n i piel, Ps.

89:40[39]; m's, 2 K. 17:15), "corrupt" it (iht, Mal. 2:8), and "abandon" it ('zb, Dt.
29:24[25)).

3. Earliest Occurrence, Origin of the Formula. I K. 15:19 (par. 2 Ch. l6:3) is the

earliest occurrence of hcpcr b"rt1 and probably the only occuffence in a nontheological
context; as such, it is of significance for determining the original meaning of the ex-
pression. In view of an early berilbetween Aram and Judah, Asa of Judah asks King
Ben-hadad of Aram to "break" his b"ri1 with ('cl Baasha of Israel so that the latter
might withdraw from Judah (lit. "from me"). Ben-hadad's b"ri1 with Baasha was ap-

parently a nonaggression treatylT that Ben-hadad, motivated also by a bribe, then does

indeed break. In this context, then, hep€r b"rt1 refers to "unilaterally breaking off a
contractual relationship" (Thiel); and at least here the notion of b"rt1 has taken on the

sense of "covenant, alliance, agreement."l8
The question must remain open whether the formula hcpcr b"rtl was itself rooted

"in the contractual legal praxis of the ancient Near East."le Given their theological con-
texts, the other passages Thiel adduces in support (Ezk. l7:15-19; Isa.33:8) are not
particularly persuasive. Ezk. ll:15-19 mentions 4 times that the king of Judah

15. See M. Weinfeld, l''li b"rt! (b"rith), ll,26l-62.
16. See AHw, 11,832; PRU, IY,36,23-24; also AHw, III, 1485b.
17. See Thiel,215.
18. See even Kutsch. 259.
19. Thiel, 215.
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(Zedekiah) "broke" the b"rtl with Nebuchadtezzat. Even though its genesis2o can be

understood as the making of a vassal contract, b"rilrefers here - in contrast to I K.

15:19 - not so much to a "covenant" or "alliance" as to an "obligation" that

Nebuchadnezzar imposed on Zedekiah and to which the latter then had to bind himself

with an oath. Here the expressior.hzp1r b"rtlmeans "(unilaterally) dissolve an obliga-

tion" rather than "break a contract." Precisely the passages Thiel claims speak so un-

equivocally about a vassal contract (Ezk. 17:16,18) stand in a text that has been in-

serted between vv. 15 and 19,2r an insertion qualifying Zedekiah's breach of the b"rt1

(v. l5) by interpreting it as a breach of oath toward Nebuchadnezzr. By contrast, the

broken b"ri1 in v. 19, which originally immediately followed v. 15, appears as

Yahweh's b'rt1, and certainly not only because Zedekiah entered this b"rt1 before

Yahweh and guaranteedit.zz Hence Zedekiah's behavior does indeed imply a breach of
trust toward Yahweh as well, who stands behind these events.

Isa. 33:8 lacks sufficient concreteness, and only when the unit (vv. 7-9) is viewed in

an extremely isolated context can one speak of a "breach of contract" in a secular sense;

the context itself (cf. vv. l0- 16) suggests rather a breach of the "covenant" with God.23

4. unequivocal Theological Occurrences. The remaining 15 occurrences exhibit

clear theological usage. Although the formula is not found in the Dtn law, it does occur

in Ezekiel (44:7) and his school (16:59), in (secondary) Dtr passages (Dt. 31:16,20;

Jgs. 2:1), in Dtr texts in Jeremiah (Jer. I l: l0; 14.21 3l:32), in the exilic concluding

chapter to H (Lev. 26:15,44), in what is probably an expansion in P (Gen. 17: l4), and

in late prophetic texrs (Isa. 24:5; Jer.33:20;Zech.ll:10,14). The primary subject is

(the) Israelites; only in Isa. 24:5 is it the inhabitants ofthe earth in general and in 4 pas-

sages Yahweh himself (Lev.26:44; Jgs. 2:1; Iet. 14:21;Zech. 11:10). The first two pas-

sages preclude any possibility that Yahweh might break his own b"rilwith Israel. Simi-

larly, according to Jer. 33:21 Yahweh's b"rtl with David can be broken (prr hophal) as

little as can Yahweh's b"ril with day and night (Jet.33.20 maintain MT tapCrfiz+).

These passages (cf. also Jer. 14.21) are apparently trying to assuage fears that arose

during the exile. Zech. ll:10 and 14 are difficult to understand. Here Yahweh annuls

his b"rttwith all the peoples (cf. also v. 1l hophal) or annuls the "family ties" ('ah"wi)
between Judah and Israel.

5. Which b"rt1? As in Zech. I I : 10, it is not always clear which b"rt1 of Yahweh is

meant. Such is the case in Ezk. 44:7, which mentions how the b"rilwas broken by ad-

mitting uncircumcised foreigners to the sanctuary and by the resulting profanation of
the temple. Ezekiel himself speaks metaphorically about a marriage "covenant" with

Jerusalem (Ezk. l6:8), a "covenant" that according to the Ezekiel school Jerusalem

20. So Thiel, 216.
21. See H. F. Fuhs, Ezechiel 1-24. NEB (21988), 88.

22. See Thiel, 216.
23. See H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BK Xl3 (1982), 1299.

24. See HAL, lII,975a.
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broke by engaging in idolatry ( l6:59). Lev.26:44 (cf . v. 42) is probably referring to the

b"rt!withAbraham (Gen. 17), though ab"rilwith Israel brought out from Egypt cannot

be entirely excluded (cf. v. 45 and Jer. 3132). By contrast, the broken berll postulated

hypothetically in Lev. 26:15 refers to a disregard of Yahweh's commandments (con-

cietety: of those of H itself; v. 14); here Lev.26 presupposes the catastrophe of the ex-

ile. Gen. 17:14 refers to the Abrahamb"rtl, which each individual male Israelite can

break by refusing circumcision (their sign), resulting in exclusion from the people (a

sacral legal principle). Jgs. 2:l apparently refers to the patriarchal covenant that

Yahweh swore never to break. In the surrounding context of the Song of Moses (Dt.

3l:16-22), Yahweh predicts to Moses that Israel will break the b"rt1, referring probably

ro that of Horeb, by engaging in idolatry after entering the land (Dt. 31:16,20). This

passage also presupposes the exile. The three passages in Jeremiah referring to the

i{o."b".or"nant"(?)(11:10; 14:21 31:32)allstandinaDtrcontext.25Jer. ll:9-14re-
fers to a (current) conspiracy among the people of Judah and Jerusalem (against

Yahweh; v. 9) consisting in a return to the sins of the fathers, a refusal of obedience,

and (concretely) in idolatry (v. l0a). The author qualifies this situation as a breach of

the yahweh b"ri1 with the ("their") ancestors (cf. also Jgs. 2:1), simultaneously view-

ing the "covenantal" breach ofthe house ofJudah as one with that ofthe (fallen) house

oilsrael (v. l0b). The promise of a new b"rtlinJer. 3l:31-34 addresses the same con-

tent: the house of Israel, the house of Judah, the Yahweh b"ri1 made with their fathers

that they have now broken (vv.3l-32), a b"rt1 peculiarly associated with the exodus

fromEgypt (v.32',cf.alsoJgs.2:1 [Dtr]).Now,however,theauthormentionsnotonly
theactualbreach of theb"rtlbutalsothepromiseof anew,permanent b"rt1 $- 31)that

will no longer need any written "document" (firA). The third passage in Jeremiah

(14:21) stands in a "lament of the people" (Jer. 14:19-22) in connection with what is

known as the "drought liturgy" (14 l_154 [Dtr]26). This lament of the people invokes

Yahweh's (Dtr) promise in Jgs. 2:1 according to which he would never again nullify his

b"ri1: "Remembir and do not break your b"ri1 with us" (Jer. l4.21b). The petition ad-

duces Yahweh's own name and the throne of his glory, i.e., Jerusalem, as motivation

(v.2la;cf .3:17; 17:12).In view of the divine judgment, this lament acknowledges that

Israel has broken the bertl and fears Yahweh himself will now nullify itl at the same

time, however, the new b"ri1 of 3l:31-34, which will replace the first one' is not yet in

view.

V. Sirach. The only occurrence of prr hiphil in Sirach (41:19b) is found in the

Masada text: "Be ashamed of 'breaking' an oath ('lh) or agreement (bryt)l'

VI. Qumran. The term occurs 13 times in the Qumran writings, always in the

hiphil, and with the exception of cD 1:20 always in prayers. 4QDibHam 5:8 rejects the

notion that God has rejected the descendants of Jacob (Israel) in order to destroy them

25. Cf. Thiel, 2l'1-21; Schreiner, Jeremia. NEB (1984193), 80,96-97, 187-88'

26. A different view is taken by W. Rudolph, Jeremia' HATU12 (31968)' 97'
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(kth piel) and break (lhpr) his "covenant" (bryt) with them ('tm). Similarly, in
4QDibHam 6:7-8 the community asserts that it has not "broken [God's] covenant"
(lhpr brytkh) even in the face of "trials and scourges" from God (cf. also 4Q381 69:8

and 4Q418 l3l.4). By contrast, the apostates (cf. CD l:12ff .) transgressed (?r hiphil)

the "covenant" (bryt) and broke (prr hiphil) the "precept" (bwq) (CD l:20; cf. l lQT
59:8). 4eShirb (S t t ) frs. 63-64 III:5 condemns all who break the covenant. The escha-

tological new creation will be accompanied by God "breaking asunder" (prr hiphil)
"things anciently established" (qyymy qdm) (lQH 13:12).11QT 54 picks up the stipu-

lations in Nu. 30 (see above). The two passages with arrows (hsym or ftqy .i/rr) as the

subject (lQH 2:26; 3:27) are not using a separate sterr1, commovere,2l but rather the

meaning "destroy"2a (cf. also Akk. D: "smash, crush"). In lQH fr. 3:5 the hithpolel
(inf . mhtprr) together with "forms of dust" (y;r 'pr) means "break into pieces."2e

VII. LXX. The LXX usually translates prr in the hiphil as diaskeddzein In Dnl.

3:34 (Theodotion/LXX), the prayer of Azariah (3:25-45) cites Jer. l4:2lc almost ver-

batim: kal mil diaskeddsEs tiin diathdkcn sou (or sou tiln diath6kefi.
Ruppert

27 . Contra Kuhn. I 81 .

28. See Kutsch, 259.
29. Kuhn takes a different view, suggesting commovere

W)D parai; ?TED miprai

Contents: I. l. Etymology; 2. Occurrences. II. OT Use: t. Spreading Out Clothing' etc.;

2. Stretching Out One's Hands; 3. Scattering. IIL I. Qumran;2.LXX.

l. l. Etymology. Etymologically, pri is related to Ugar. pri "stretch out,"r Jew'sh

Aram. p"rai/p"ras, "spread out, stretch," Mandaic "spread out, stretch out," and Arab.

l. See M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Der keilalphabetische Summa l2bn-Text
RS 24,247 +265+268+328 l' U F 7 (19'7 5) 139:' in KTU 1.4, l, 35, the meaning of d pri bbr is un-
certain, perhaps "cover with radiant metal"; see A. van Selms, 'A Guest-Room for Ilu and Its

Furniture," UF 't (1975) 472-73; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Die sieben Kunstwerke des

Schmiedegottes in KTU 1.4 123-43:'UF l0 (1978) 61.
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faraia, "spread out, extend." It is doubtful whether OSA mfrit, "fence" (or similar),2
belongs here (so HAf1.t

2. Occurcences. The verb occurs in the OT 56 times in the qal, once in the niphal
(plus 2 cjs.), and 8 times in the piel. Two of the occurrences in the qal, however, are to
be ascribed to paras, "break, break into small pieces" (Lam. 4:4;Mic.3:3). The subst.
mipraS occurs once with the meaning "sail" (Ezk. 27 :7) and once as a verbal substan-
tive with the meaning "spreading (out)" (Job 36:29).

II. OT Use.
l. Spreading Out Clothing, etc. ln the qal parai means especially "to spread out."

One can spread a cloth or garment (bege{, Nu. 4:6-8,11,13) over the "Most Holy" (the

ark) during transport during the desert wanderings (cf. k"sfry, "covering," 4:14). Aper-
son can spread a "cloth" (Simld, Dt. 22:17) before the elders to prove that a woman was
a virgin at her marriage (cf. 1 I QT 65 : I 3) or on the ground and then collect golden ear-
rings on it as booty (Jgs. 8:25). A person spreads a "covering" (sdmdft) over the open-
ing of the well, or a "bedcover" (makbcr) over the face of King Hazael to suffocate him
to death (2 K. 8:15). Tents are spread (Ex.40:19), as are sails (Isa. 33:23) and nets
(reie1,Ps.l40:6[Eng.5]; Prov.29:5;Lam.l:13; Ezk. 12:13:'17:20; 19:8;32:3; Hos.
5:l;7:12;miftmere1,Isa. l9:8).Similarly,abirdcanspreaditswings(Job39:26;amet-
aphor for God's steadfast concern in Dt. 32: I l; for the enemy in Jer. 48:40; 49:22).In
the holy of holies the cherubim spread out their wings over the cover (kappdrel, Ex.
25:2O;37:9; I K.6:27;8:7; 1 Ch. 28:18:.2 Ch. 3:13; 5:8; llQT 7:ll; cf.4QDibHama
6:8 and 4Q405 fr. 23 2:5). A scroll is spread out (Ezk. 2: l0), as is a letter (2 K. 19:14;
Isa.37:14). Metaphorically, a fool "flaunts" folly ('iwwelegProv.l3:16). God spreads

out the clouds (Ps. 105:39; probably also Job 26:9, where the MT reads priz). Dawn
spreads over the mountains (Joel 2:2).

A man symbolically spreads the tip of his cloak over a woman to take her as his
wife (Ruth 3:9, allegorically with reference to God and Jerusalem in Ezk. 16:8). A
similar custom has been attested among the Arabs from early times all the way into
the present.a

2. Stretching Out One's Hands. With the obj. yd/, the verb paraS means to "stretch
out one's hand." The enemy stretches out his hand to seize Jerusalem's precious trea-
sures (Lam. l:10).s Prov. 31:20 says that the capable wife extends (opens) her hand

2. Biella, 41 l; Beeston, 46.
3. A. F. L. Beeston, "On the Correspondence of Hebrew s to ESA s2," "/SS 22 (1977) 57, men-

tions the verb fri, "spread, disseminate, announce."
4. Bibliog. in G. Gerleman, Ruth/Das Hohelied. BK XVIII (21981), 32; and E. F. Campbell,

Ruth. AB 7 (1975),123.
5. So W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das Hohelied; Die Klagelieder KAT XYIUI-3 (1962),

205,207; a different view is taken by O. Pl<iger, Die Klagelieder HATUIS (21969),133: "lay his
hand on."
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(kap) ro the poor and reaches out her hand (idlah yAil to the needy to help them. To in-

dicite a gesture of prayeq parai is often used with kappayirn as its object. Petitioners

spread the palms of their hands upward as if to receive God's gifts or to express their

desire for union.6 As soon as Moses stretches out his hands in prayer to Yahweh, the

storm ceases (Ex. 9:29,33). Ezra spreads out his hands to Yahweh and confesses the

people's sins (Ezr. 9:5). Zophar admonishes Job to stretch out his hands toward God

that God may extirpate his guilt (Job ll:13). Solomon spreads out his hands toward

heaven (l K. 8:22,54; 2 Ch. 6:12-13) and asks God to grant the prayers made with

hands outstretched toward the temple (l K. 8:38 par.2 Ch. 6:29).lnPs. 44, a lament of
the people, the people assure God that they have never spread out their hands to a
strange god (v. 2ll2o)). The piel is used in the same sense. No matter how earnestly the

Israelites stretch out their hands in prayer, God will not listen to them, for their hands

are covered with blood (Isa. 1:15). Zion cries out for mercy with outstretched hands

(Jer.4:31), but no one consoles her (Lam. 1:17, here ydQayim). Psalmists may stretch

out their hands in their distress (Ps. 143:6). Swimmers can also stretch out their hands

(Isa. 25: I 1), or God can stretch out his hands as an invitation to his people (Isa. 65:2).

3. Scattering. The meaning "scatter" easily emerges from the notion of spreading

out. According to Ps. 68:15(14), Shaddai "scattered kings." The same meaning proba-

bly also applies toZech.2:lO(6), where those whom God has scattered in all directions

(rfikiil are exhorted to flee from the land of the north.T

The only certain occurrence ofthe niphal also belongs in this context (Ezk. 11:21):

Zedekiah is conquered and the people "scattered to every wind." Ezk. 34:12 should

probably also be read nipra1\l instead of MT nipraidl; i.e., the shepherd gathers in the

scattered sheep.

lll. l. Qumrarz. In the Qumran writings prf is used primarily in connection with the

spreading of nets. Wicked persons spread their nets against the petitioner or against the

good (lQH 2:29;3:26;5:8; probably also IQH fr.3:4). lQSb 5:29 seems to refer to

hasty orders that "spread" out quickly across the earth. According to 4Q381 46:4,

God's glory and beauty have spread over the entire world (cf. Ps. 105:39).

2. LXX. The LXX uses several widely differing translations for parai. The most fre-

quent involve compounds with petdnnymi (dia-, ek-, ana-), then also ektefuein,

diateinein, also epibdllein, and anaptyssein. The meaning "scatter" is rendered only

once with diaspeirein;inZech.2:10(6) the LXX uses syndgein, andin Ps. 68:15(14)

diastillein. Other translations are used in isolated instances.
Ringgren

6. O. Kaiset Isaiah l-12. OTL(Eng. trans.21983),33.
7. W. Rudolph, Haggai - sacharja t-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT xllll4 (1976),

86-87, translates "I will make room for you."
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Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Meaning;3. LXX;4. OT Occurrences. II. OT Contexts:

1. Royal Power; 2. Military Contexts; 3. Transport;4. Honorific Title and Symbol. III. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. Despite various attempts at an explanation, the etymology of pdrdi
is still obscure, which is why both BLe and HAL view it as a primary noun.r The hy-

pothesis deriving it from the name of the country Persia is untenable.2 Nor does a pro-

posed derivation from parai in the sense of "to spread (one's legs)" bring us any

closer.3

The term parai appears in Northwest Semitic (Old and Imperial Aramaic,

Nabatean, Palmyrene)a and in Old South Arabics with the meanings "horse," "rider,"

"equestrian troop." The earliest occurrence is in the Zakir inscription as part of the for-

mulation lrkb [w]lpri, with pri referring to horses or equestrian troops in contradis-

tinction to rkb.6 In its Palmyrene and Nabatean occulrences, pr.i means "rider."7 This

semantic breadth is attested in later Semitic occulrences as well, e.g., in Syr. paruaia,
"horse," Mandaic, "rider,"S Arab. faras, "horse," and faris, "rider." The Ugar. prs'

"trained horse," is also comparable.g

2. Meaning. The obscure etymology of parai contributes to the obscurity surrounding

its meaning. Some scholars assume the basic meaning "horse" and the semantic develop-

pardi. D. R. Ap-Thomas, 'All the King's Horses l' Proclamation and Presence. FS G. H.

Davies (Richmond, 1970), 135-51; W. R. Arnold, "The Word llJp in the OT: JBL24 (1905) 45-

53; M. A. Beek, "The Meaning of the Expression 'The Chariots and the Horsemen of Israel'
(2 Kings 2:12)," OTS 17 (1972) 1-10; F. C. Fensham, "Ruitery of strydwabemanning in Exodus,"

NGTT 19 (1978) 195-99; K. Galling, "Der Ehrenname Elisas und die Entriickung F,liasl' ZTK 53

(1956) 129-48; M. L. Henry, "Pferd: BHHW III, 1438-39; Y' Ikeda, "Solomon's Trade in
Horses and Chariots in Its International Setting," in T. Ishida, ed., Studies in the Period of David
and Solomon (Winona Lake, Ind., 1982), 215-38; W. Mayer, "Gedanken zum Einsatz von

Streitwagen und Reitern in neuassyrischer Zeitl' UF lO (19'78) 175-86; S. Mowinckel, "Drive
and/or Ride in O.T.," VT 12 (1962) 278-99|' A. Rtithy, "Reiter, Reiterei," BHHW III' 1584-85;

H. C. Schmitt, Elisa (Gitersloh, 1972), esp. l11-15; H. Weippert, "Pferd und Streitwagen,"

8RL2.249-55.

1. Blz, $6lm; HAL,lll,977.
2. P. Jensen, *KLi: ZA 15 (1900) 230; Ap-Thomas,146-47.
3. Ap-Thomas, 148-49.
4. Sources in DNS1, 11,945.
5. See Beeston,46.
6. KAI 2028.2; ANET 656; DNSI, Il,945.
7. DNSI,II, 945.
8. kxSyr 609; MdD,363.
9. See M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Einzelfragen zu W<irtern aus den ugaritischen Mythen und

Wirtschaftstexten," FS C. F. A. Schaeffer. UF ll (1979) 189-91, 193.
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ment to "equestrian troop."1o Others view "equestrian troop" as the basic meaning and

"horse" as secondary.tt Although IIAL assumes the presence of two types of substan-

tives,r2 a qatal type (pl. p"raiim) meaning "horse" and a qaltal type (pl. pdrdiim) mean-

ing "rider," it does admit that the two types can no longer really be distinguished. To that

extent, only a survey ofindividual passages can help clarify the meaning of pdrai.

It is not always clear whether parai tefers to chariot horses or riders (l S. l3:5; 1 K.

2O:20).Its meaning emerges in expressions such as ba'"b happardiim (2 S. l:6) and

idrA pdrditm (l K.9:22;2 Ch. 8:9) in which pdrai itself refers to the horse, and the

chariot warrior or equestrian troop is indicated by the construct.

A similarly unequivocal expression is pdrditm r6k"ba sfrstm (Ezk. 23:6,12), in

which pdrdi refers to the rider, or parallels between pdrdiim and T^i ragli (2 S. 8:4)'

parai and r6m€h qeiel(Jer. 4:29), arld pdraiim and (Sar) hayil (Ezt.8:22: Neh. 2:9).

In several passages the parallel sfistm and pdrdiim refer to horse and rider (Ezk.

38:4; Hos. l:7), whereas in other passages the same parallel refers to riding horses and

chariot horses (Ezk. 27 :141' Joel 2:4).

On the other hand, sfis and para.i are not simply synonyms. Galling suggests that in

contradistinction to sfts, parai is actually a technical term from the northern Syrian-

Aramean sphere understood as a foreign term in Israel, though we cannot determine

whether this technical term refers to the breed or to the training of these horses or to

both.r3 A distinction between sfis and parai can be assumed when the two terms are

used together in series. Such is the case in the series st2s - ref;e! - pdraitm (Ex.

14:23 15:19; Isa. 31: l; Ezk.26:7), where -+ D'lD sr2s represents the overriding concept

"equestrian troop," which consists of chariots and their teams.14 This distinction is par-

ticularly clear in Ex. l5:19, sfis par'oh b"rikbb frlepdrdidyw, i.e., the equestrian troop

(sr2s) consists of chariots and draft horses. A comparison of the OT combination of
refe! and s0s with that of ref;e! and parai reveals that the latter occurs far more fre-

quently than the former (25 occurrences to 5),ls suggesting that pdrdi rather than sfs

refers to the draft or chariot horse. This distinction may also explain the presence of
two different terms for "horse" in OT Hebrew to express different semantic nuances.

Similarly, pdrdi, wlike sris, also appears in construct expressions with seme/, "team"

(lsa. 2l:7,9). Still, it should be pointed out that sils can also refer to the chariot horse

while the parallel parai refers to the riding horse (Jer. 46:4).

The combination ret3e! - pdrdi, however, can refer not only to the chariot and team

but in some passages also to the chariot and rider. Such is the case in lsa. 22:7;t6 Ex.

10. Arnold, 45tr., 50ff.; Galling, 1 33; Mowinckel, 290; Ap-Thomas, 143ff.

ll. K8L2,783; for an overview of dictionary treatments, see Fensham, 195-96'

12. HAL, lll,977; cf . GesB, 663.
13. Galling, 134-35.
14. Galling, 133 n.2; -+ OlD sr2s, X, 183.

15. J. Kraiovec, Der Merismus im Biblisch-Hebriiischen und Nordwestsemitischen. BietOr

33 (1977), t4s.
16. See H. Donner, Israel unter den Vt)lkern. SfI l1 (1964) ,126; a different view is taken by

H. Wildberger,Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),351-

125
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14:28, where ref;e! and parai are summarized collectively by hayil;l7 and 2 S. 10:18

(cf. I Ch. 19:18).ta

3. LXX. The LXX translates para-i with various terms depending on whether the ref-

erence is to "horse" or "rider." Hence it translates hippeils in Ex. 14:9,17; Josh' 24:6;

I S. 13:5, etc.; h{ppos in I K. l:5; lo.26;lsa.22'.6,etc.; anabdtai in Ex' 14:23,26'28:,

15:19; 2 Ch. l2:3; Isa. 36:9; Jer. 4:29; and hippdrchai in 2 S' 1:6'

4. OT Occurrences. The appearance of parai in the Pentateuch (11 times in Gene-

sis; 7 in Exodus), the Dtr History (once in Joshua, twice in 1 Samuel, 3 times in 2 Sam-

uel, 7 in I Kings, 4 in 2 Kings), the prophets (7 times in Isaiah, twice in Jeremiah, 6

times in Ezekiel, once each in Hosea, Nahum, Joel, and Habbakuk), the apocalyptic

Daniel (once), and the Chronicler's History (l I times) reveals that the term is used pri-

marily in narrative texts. Not surprisingly, the term does not occur in either the Psalms

or the wisdom writings.

II. OT Contexts.
l. Royal Power The earliest occurrence of pdrdi is in the succession narrative,

which says of Adonijah: wayya'ai 16 reLeb fipdraiim wah"miiitm ii rasim l"panayw

(l K. 1:j). The combination of the three tetms ref;e!, parai, arld 7J shows that the

horses served as chariot horses, especially given that horses themselves were not actu-

ally ridden until later.le A comparable passage is I S. 8:11, according to which one of

the rights of the king was to take the sons of the Israelites: w"iam 16 bemerkaPt6

fi!"piaiayw w"rasfi lipnA merka1t|. Here too the horses are chariot horses, whereas

the=soldiers are simple foot soldiers. A comparison of 1 K. 1:5 and 1 S' 8:11 with 2 S'

l5:1, a text similarly dating to the early monarchy (wayya'ai 16'alidl6m merkdlA

w"sustm wah"miiiim Ti rasim lepdndyw), shows that these passages use sfs and parai

synonymously. Later addenda to the Dtr History emphasize Solomon's horse posses-

.ionr ur a sign of his power and wealth, pointing out that he had four [NRSV forty; see

comms.l thousand stalls for his chariot horses (l K.5:614:261) or that he owned twelve

thousand horses (l K. 10:26).

2. Military Contexts. In the overwhelming majority of instances, parci occurs in

military contexts, which are indicated also by the military technical terms used parallel

with pardi, such as hayil (Ex. 14:9,17 2 Ch. l6:8; Ezr' 8:22; Neh' 2:9; Ezk' 38:4)'

rekeb (Gen.50:9;Ex. 14:9,17-18,23,26; 15 19; Josh. 24:6; 1 S' 13:5; 2 S' l:6; l0:18;

I K. 9:22; 10:26; 2 K. 18:24; I Ch. I 8:4; 2 Ch. l:14; l2:3; 16:8; lsa' 2l:7; 22:1; 3l:l;
36:9',82k.26:7:Dnl.1 1:40), rbmeh qeie! (Jet 4:29), 'am (Ezk' 26:7), and qeie!' l.terep'

and milhamd (Hos. 1:7). Chariots and horses are part of the equipment of a king, who

17. B. S. Childs, Exodus. OTL (1974),217.
18. See also H. W. Hertzberg, I & II Samuel. OTL (Eng' trans' 1964), 302'

19. --9 D10 sr2s, X, 182; n. Ficker, *))1 rkb to ride, drive," TL2Tlll,1238; Fensham' 196-98;

Mayer, 181-82.
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also functions as a field general, or of a bellicose nation. Pharaoh pursues the Israelites

with chariots and equestrian troops (Ex. 14:9,17-18,23,26; l5:19; Josh. 24:6). Accord-

ing to I S. 13:5, when the Philistines mustered to attack Israel they had three [NRSV
thirty; cf. comms.l thousand chariots and six thousand horses (cf. also 2 S. l:6). After

David captured this Philistine force, he hamstrung all the chariot horses (2 S. 8:4 par.

I Ch. l8:4).Healsodestroyedthechariotsandridersof theArameans(2S. 10:18).

Among the kings of Israel, Solomon is allegedly the first who had chariots and eques-

trian troops (l K. 5:614:261;9:22); indeed, he even stationed these troops in chariot cit-

ies (1 K. 10:26 par.2 Ch. l:14;8:6;9:25). No other passages apart from these mention

equestrian troops in Israel in a military context, making it unlikely that the Israelite

army itself had any equestrian troops.2o

Among Israel's neighbors, Neo-Assyrian sources offer especially useful informa-

tion about the development of equestrian troops in the l st millennium. The existence of

military horsemen is mentioned beginning with Tukulti-Ninurta II (888-884), the refer-

ence being first of all to tandems of which one rider was armed with a bow, the other

with a lance, sword, or shield. Armored riders rendering the shield unnecessary appear

first under Tiglath-Pileser III (745-727). The rider was a mounted infantry soldier

whose most important tasks were security, reconnaissance, and pursuit, though he also

functioned as a courier and bodyguard. The significance of the chariot, which devel-

oped into an increasingly heavy piece of equipment, was eventually eclipsed by that of

equestrian troops.2l
It was generally non-Israelite powers who engaged horses and chariots. In its revolt

against Assyria, Judah counted on the Egyptian chariots and equestrian troops (2 K'

18:24; Isa. 31: I ), and when Pharaoh shishak besieged Jerusalem, he engaged chariots,

chariot warriors, and soldiers (2 Ch. l2:3). Nebuchadnezzar engaged horses, chariots,

equestrian troops, and an army against Tyre (Ezk. 267 ,lO). Such military power is at-

tributed not only to the Egyptians (Jer. 46:4) and Assyrians (Ezk.23:6,12), but also to

the Cushites and Libyans (2 Ch. 16:8) as well as to unnamed enemies of Israel (Jer.

4:29). After his defeat by King Ahab of Israel, Ben-hadad of Aram fled 'al sfis

fipdrditm (l K. 20:20), though the meaning of this expression is not entirely clear.

Some translators refer the prep. 'al only to sils, "on a horse and horsemen along with

himl'22 Others refer it to both terms, "escaped together with his chariot horses,"23 s.

"because of his chariot- and cavalry-horses."2a

3. Transport In a relatively few passages, parai refets to a "draft horse" as indi-

cated by the parallel use of ref;e! hambr arrd ref;e! gdmdl with semeQ paraiim in Isa.

20. Rilthy, 1584; Ficker, TLOT 1ll, 1238.
21. See Mayer, l8l-86.
22.J.Gray,'I&IIKings.OTL(219791,420 cf'A'vandenBorn,Koningen'BOT(1958)'ll8-

19.
23. E. Wtirthw ein, Die Biicher der Kdnige, part 2: t. Kc)n. l7-2. Kbn. 25. ATD XU2 ( 1984),

234; cf . Mowinckel, 292-93.
24. Amold,49.
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2l:7,9. Although the context involves Babylon, it is not clear from the passage whether

this enumeration of diverse means of transportation refers to the baggage train of the

conquerors transporting booty away, to the procession of those who have been liber-

ated and now return home, or to the departure of an army.25 Similarly, within the con-

text of the farm parable in Isa. 28:23-29, rhe i,erm parai refers to the draft animals that

pull the carts used for milling grain (v. 28).

4. Honorific Title and Symbol. The use of pdrdi as an honorific title emerges from

2K.2:12 and 13:14, the older of these related texts actually being l3:14. Here Elisha

(and, secondarily in 2:12, Elljah) is called re\ep yiird'zl fipdrdiayw, a title showing

that there was an Elisha traclition celebrating him as a participant in the wars against

the Arameans and equating his paranormal talents with the capabilities of a fighting

force.26 The expression can be translated as "chariot troops [collective sg.] of Israel

and their teams."27 There is no reason to assume that this title is related to Aramean re-

ligious traditions (so Galling)2s or to Exodus (so Beek). A more likely motif is that of
horses and carts inZech.6:l-8.2c

Like sr2s, the term parai also symbolizes trust in human power instead of in Yahweh

(Isa. 31:1-3). The enumeration sfisim - rekeb - pdrditm in association with Egyptian

power recalls the portrayal of Pharaoh's power in Ex. 1423 and 15:19, and of
Nebuchadnezzar's power in Ezk. 26:7; from the perspective of these passages' the for-

mulation in Isa. 31: I acquires a negative connotation by enumerating the means of
power at the disposal of Israel's enemies. The mention of this military power stands op-

posed to the Holy One of Israel to whom Israel does not look in its time of need.

III. Qumran. All 6 occurrences in Qumran are found in lQM. Reference is made to

cavalry divisions (siflrA pdrditm, 6:8-9) and to the armored and armed "horsemen of
the army" (pdrdiA hasserelT,6: 14) who fight to the finish (vv. 15-17) and are compared

with the clouds and dew that cover the earth (12:9). The formulation pdraitm'al re$ef;

(6:l l) shows that pArdi also refers to the chariot warrior.
Niehr

25. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OZI (Eng. trans.

26. Wtirthwein, Kdnige, 365.
27. Galling, 135.
28. Schmitt. 111-15.
29. Schmitt, 114.

1974), 127; Wildbergeq Isaiah l3-27,322-23.
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VQ nar"1

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Usage: l. Occurrences;2. Qal and Hiphil: a. Take OffClothes;

b. Shed Skin; c. Skin, Flay; d. Take Off, Move Out; 3. Piel; 4. Hithpael. III' 1. LXX; 2. Qumran.

I. Etymology. Apart from Akk. paian(m), "extirpate, eradicate,"l pi1 usually

means "stretch out" or "spread out," e.g., Mand. pif, "stretch out oneself/a hand/etc.,

spread out,"2 Syr. p,ir, "stretch out oneself/a hand/etc., make/be straight, explain,"3 Jew-

ish Aram. peitt, "simple" (i.e., not folded or doubled),a Arab. basata, "spread out,

make even, stretch ovt:' HAL suggests "spread out" as the possible basic meaning,

from which in Hebrew the meanings "take off (clothes),"s and "make an attack [an

army that spreads outl," "rush out,"6 may have developed.

II. OT Usage.
l. Occurrences. The verb pJt occurs 43 times in the OT (24 times in the qal, 3 in the

piel, 15 in the hiphil, and once in the hithpael).

2. Qal and Hiphil.The intransitive qal means "undress, shed skin," while the transi-

tive hiphil means "strip someone, skin, flay."
a. Take Off Clothes.In the meaning "take off (clothes)," pi1 has a plural form (with a

suffrx or in the construct state) of begeQ as its object in 11 passages (Lev. 6:4[Eng. l1];
l6:23; Nu. 20:26,28; I S. l9:24; Neh. 4: l7[23); Iob 22:6; Ezk. 16:39; 23:26; 26:16:

44:19) and in 7 it stands nexr to -+ I2l) ldldi as its opposite (Lev. 6:4[l l]; 16:23; Nu.

20:26,28; Cant. 5:3; Ezk.26l.16;44:19).It is quite natural that an everyday act such as

taking off clothes is portrayed only in special situations.

When Joseph came to his brothers, they "stripped him of his robe (kuttonti)" (Gen.

37:23). Nehemiah tells how he, his brothers, his servants, and the guards set a good ex-

ample while guarding the wall construction by not taking off their clothes even at night

(Neh. 4:17[23]). The girl who refuses to let in her beloved argues: "I have put off my

undergarment (kuxontt); how can I put it on again? I have bathed my feet; how can I
soil them?" (Cant. 5:3). That is, it would be somewhat inconvenient for the girl to get

up again. In order to seize David, who had fled to the prophets in naw6! or nay617 thtee

times Saul sends messengers who fall into a prophetic frenzy. When Saul himself goes

there and also falls into such afrenzy, "he too (gam-hfr') stripped off his clothes" (1 S'

l. AHw, II, 844.
2. MdD,382.
3. l*xSyr 6ll.
4. DNSI, 1,946.
5. HAL, III, 980; see II.2a-c,3,4 below.
6. See II.2.d below.
7. -+ ;'l'l: naweh, LX,275.
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19:18-24, here v. 24).The expression gam-hf is striking in that the text says nothing

about the messengers also having taken off their clothes. The oversight may derive

simply from narrative carelessness prompted by the other three times that gam-hfi oc-

curs in the text (vv.22a,23b,24a) andby gam-hemmA in vv.20b'2lab.8
In Mic. 2:8ap, an admittedly corrupt text, the prophet reproaches the unjust rulers,

saying "you strip 'the robe'from the peaceful" (so BIIS). And Job receives the re-

proach, "you have exacted pledges from your family for no reason, and stripped the na-

ked of their clothing" (22:6), whereby the "naked" probably refer to the "poorly

clothed needy.,'e In one drastic image in Mic. 3:2b-3a, the prophet accuses the Jerusa-

lem authorities of flaying human beings: "who tear (gzl) the skin from them, and the

flesh off their bones; who eat the flesh of my people, flay their skin off them (p^ir

hiph.), break their bones in pieces." Here v. 3aa2 (flay their skin off them") is a later

explication of v. 2bo ("who tear the skin from them")'lo
After defeating Saul, the Philistines plunder the deadll and strip off Saul's armor

(l S. 3l:9a par. I Ch. 10:9a). In Hos. 2:5(3) Yahweh declares that if his faithless wife
Israel does not change her ways, he will "strip her 'naked' [by which] he indicates his

own freedom from the obligation to clothe her, a legal obligation the man assumes with

marriage (Ex 2l:10)";12 i.e., he is divorcing her. According to Ezk' 16, Yahweh indi-
rectly divorces the harlot Jerusalem by announcing he will deliver her into the hands of
her lovers, "and they shall strip you of your clothes (w"hipit!fi'6!ab and take your

beauriful objecrs,, (v. 39a0).13 In a slightly varied form (w"hipiitfrb, this sentence is re-

peated in 23:26, where it was added to the announcement of judgment on the harlot

Oholibah = Jerusalem.l4
The act of taking off clothes is mentioned as a mourning custom in Ezk. 26:-16 in

connection with Tyre, where the princes step down from their thrones and take offtheir
clothes, and in Isa. 32:llb, where Jerusalem's "women who are at ease" are challenged

to "strip U)"idlA, either second-person fem. pl. impv. in -6,1s or an Aramaic forml6l and

make yourselves bare, and put sackcloth on your loins." Job's lament that God "has

stripped my glory (k"b1di) from me" (19:9a) is commensurate with the figurative OT

understanding of honor, righteousness, or salvation as a garmeilt (cf.29:.14)-t7

Within the cultic sphere, the verb pil occurs in connection with the transfer of of-

fice. Yahweh orders Moses to strip Aaron of his vestments (p.it hiphil) before the lat-

ter's death and to put them on his oldest son, Eleazar (Nu. 20:26a), something Moses

8. Contra H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATylllll (1973),365, who translates "he

even stripped off his clothes."
9. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 356.

10. See H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 91,98-99.
I l. See 3 below.
12. H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1914),34.
13. W. Zimmeii, Ezekiel I. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 340,346.
14. rbid.,489.
15. Meyer, $68.2e.
t6. HAL,III, 980b.
17. See also -+ uia) labci, $III.3.a (vII, 464).
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proceeds to do (v. 28au). The verb also appears in connection with prophylaxis. In

what is probably a post-Ezekelian section, Ezk. 44:6-31,r8 the priests receive the fol-

lowing instructions: "When they [the priests] go out into the outer court to the people,

they shall remove the vestments in which they have been ministering . . . and they shall

put on other garments so that they may not communicate holiness to the people with

their vestments" (v. 19), since the condition of holiness is dangerous. For the same rea-

son, the priest is to take off the garment he put on before removing the ashes of the

burnt offering from the altar (Lev. 6:4a[l la]); Aaron, i.e., the high priest, is to do the

same thing at the end of the atonement ritual (16:23).

b. Shed Skin. Nah. 3:15b-17a address Nineveh: "Multiply like the locust (yeleq),

multiply like the grasshopper ('arbeh)! You increased your merchants more than the

stars of the heavens. The locust (yeleq) sheds its sktn (pdiat) and flies away. Your

guards are like grasshoppers ('arbeh), your scribes like swarms of locusts (Sbbl' The

sentence "the locust sheds its skin and flies away" (v. l6b) does not fit in this contextre

and is probably a gloss. According to A. S. van der Woude,20 the purpose of the gloss is

to point out how the yeleq, a leaping animal hatched from an egg, flies away as an

'arbeh, a winged animal, after it sheds its skin for the last time.2l

c. Skin, Flay. The verb p,ir hiphil is the technical term for the flaying of sacrificial

animals and occurs 3 times as such in the OT. The ritual for the oxen 'old in Lev. I :3-9

stipulates in v. 6 that the person making the sacrifice, in this case the layperson, was to

flay the 'olk; stch applied to every 'dld. The flaying is also explicitly mentioned be-

cause the skin subsequently went to the priest attending each private 'dld (Lev.7:8).zz

According to 2 Ch.29:34, after Hezekiah's cultic reform the people presented so many

burnt offerings that the priests were unable to skin them all, and the Levites had to help.

Here, then, the skinning was the task of the priests themselves. At Josiah's Passover

celebration, the Levites slaughtered the sacrificial animals and then skinned them

(2Ch.35:11). It is unclear whether the Chronicler understands them as performing

auxiliary service here as well (cf. 30:.17),zz service the Chronicler explicitly attributes

to the Levites'greater zeal over against the priests (29:34;30:17), or whether he con-

siders such slaughtering to be the task of the Levites at Passover.2a

d. Take Off, Move Out. ln 15 OT passages pJl occurs in the qal as an expression for a

military undertaking (in 5 instances followed by a form of nkh hiphil, Jgs. 9:44b;

20:37 I S. 27:8; 3O:l;2 Ch. 25:13). Nevertheless, H. Tawil's assertion that Heb. pil in
military contexts means "to raid/commit a razzia" is an overgeneralization.25 The ac-

18. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983)' 463.
19. Contra W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KATXlll/3 (1975), 186'

who identifies it as a proverb.
20. Jona. Nahum. POT (1978), 124.
21. See AuS,ll,347.
22. See R. Rendtorff, Leviticus. BKIWI (1985), 54.

23. See also J. Milgrom, Studies in l,evitical Terminology, I (Berkeley, 1970),60 n.226'
24. So W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher. HATU2I (1955),329.
25. H. Tawil, "Two Notes on the Treaty Terminology of the Sefire Inscriptions," CBQ 42

(1980) 31 n.9.

l3l
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count of Abimelech's attack on Shechem enumerates the following sequence: p.i1 (no

prep. obj.), 'md (Jgs.9:44a), and only then the actual battle against the city and its de-

feat (v. 45a). In 1 Ch. 14:9,13, the Chronicler replaced the verb in his source (2 S.

5:18,22), nrJ niphal, "deploy themselves for battle,"26 with pir (b"'emeq r"paim or
bd'Zmeq). Similarly, pd iat g"dfid bafuils (Hos. 7: I ) is probably to be translated "and the

robbers raid without."27 Elsewhere pi1 can indeed be rendered as "to raid": Jgs.

9:33,44b (with 21 on Shechem or the people in the fields); 2O:37 (with 'el, on Gibeah);

I S. 23:27 (with'al, on the land, i.e., on Saul's territory); 27:8 (with 'el, on the

Geshurites and others); 27:10 (Achish asks David: 'an peiattem hayybm,'Against
whom have you made a raid today?"); 30: l,14 (with 'el [in v. 14 replaced by 'al], on the

southern region); Job l:17 (with 7/, on Job's camels); 2Ch.25:13 and 28:18 (with b',
on cities). A uniform rendering for all 15 occurrences might be "move out (against)'"

3. Piel. In the three passages where p.ir is used in the piel - and only here - 
p.i1 is

used as a resultative in the sense of "make (completely) stripped," i.e., "plunder."28 On

the morning after defeating Saul, the Philistines plunder the dead (1 S. 31:8a par. I Ch.

l0:8a). Although the Israelites withdrew in the face of the Philistines, David's elite
warrior Eleazar stood his ground and defeated the Philistines; "then the people came

back to him - but only to plunder the dead" (2 S- 23:9-10, here v. 10b; see B//S).

4. Hithpael. According to I S. l8:4, Jonathan seals his bertlwith David (v.3) by

stripping off his robe (m"il) and giving it to David; here the hithpael of p.i1 means ap-

proximately "give away" one's clothing "as a sign of unqualified attachment."2e

lll. l. lXX. The LXX offers various translations for pi1, generally translating the

qal and hiphil in the meaning "take off clothes" (also the hithpael) as ekdiein or

ekdjesthai (17 times), in the meaning "skin, flay" as (ek)deirein, and "take off, move

out," often as epitithesthai (7 times).

2. Qumran. This verb appears 5 times in the Qumran writings and consistently fol-
lows OT usage. llQT 34:9 mentions the flaying of sacrificial animals. According to

1QM 7:2, after the decisive eschatological battle those who strip the dead (mapifiA

hah"ldttm) are to be no older than thirty. The niphal ptcp. nipidttm occurs in IQM 8:6

and 17: l0 in reference to the departure of military columns of the eschatological army.

llQT 32:13 is unclear' 
schmoldt

26. + uiUl natai, lX,4O8.
27. So Wolff, Hosea, lO6.
28. HP,203.
29. Stoebe, Samuelis,348; cf. GK, $54f.
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Contents: I. The Concept of Sin in the Ancient Near East: 1. Egypt;2. Mesopotamia;

3. Ugarit. II. l. Comparisons, Distribution; 2. Theses (L. Kcihler, R. Knierim). III. Basic

Meaning: 1. Unequivocal Passages; 2. Ex.22:8(Eng. 9); 3. Additional Passages; 4. Proverbs;

5. Additional Passages. IV. Generalized Use: l. Word Field; 2. Qal Participle; 3. Breach with

Yahweh;4. God's Forgiveness; 5. Remaining Passages' V. l. Qumran; 2.LXX'

I. The Concept of Sin in the Ancient Near East.

l. Egypt. The Egyptian concept of sin is associated with words such as isf.t, "irl-
justice, sin" (the opposite of m3.t; already the case in the Pyramid Texts), bt:,

"crime, sin" (since the Eighteenth Dynasty), and frww, "wicked act, sin" (since the

Middle Kingdom).1 Sin is that which violates Maat.2 "I love Maat and hate sin [prob-
ably isf.t)";3 in the continuation "I knew that God abhors sin," sin is dependent on di
vine judgment. Thus we read in a coffin text that "I [the god] did not command them

to do evil (iisf.t); it was their hearts that transgressed my word."4 The so-called Ban

stela reads similarly: "They did something without my having ordered them to do

so."5 Biographical texts often assert that the person has committed no sins. Although

in Amenemope we read, "Do not say, I have no sins (bg;'e genuine confessions of
sin are rare and come almost exclusively from workers on the Theban tombs (New

Kingdom). It is noteworthy that sin is portrayed as a consequence of ignorance. 'An

paia'.8. Beaucamp,'Amos I-II: Le p6sha'd'Isra€l et celui des nations," Science et Esprit2l
(MontreaL/Iournai, 1969) 435-41; B. Janowski, siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982);

A. Jepsen, (Jntersuchungen zum Bundesbuch. BWANT 4l (1927); R. Knierim, Die Hauptbegriffe

fiir Sinde im AI (Giitersloh,21967), esp. I l3-84; idem, "99D peia' crimei' TLOT, ll, IO33-37;

K. Koch, "Die ganzheitliche Wirklichkeitserfassung des alttestamentlichen Stindenbegriffs,"

Parola e Spirito. FS S. Cipriani, 2 vols. (Brescia, 1982),1,585-98; L. K<ihler, "ZttEx22'8:'ZAW
46(1928)213-18;L.Perlitt, BundestheologieimAT.WMANT36(1969); S.Porubdan, Sininthe
oI (Rome, 1963); G. Schmitt, Der landtag von sichem. AzTUl5 (1964); R. Youngblood,'A
New Look at Three OT Roots for 'Sin,"' Biblical and Near Eastern Studies. FS W. S. IttSor
(Grand Rapids, 1978), 201-5.

OnI.l:H.Bonnet,"Si.inde,"RlR,759-61;5.Morenz, EgyptianReligion(Eng.trans. 1973)'

On I.2: A. H. Edelkoort, Het Zondebesef in de Babylonische Boetepsalmen (Utrecht, l9l8);
J. Hehn, Siinde und Erl\sung nach biblischer und babylonischer Anschauung (1903);

J. Morgenstern, The Doctrine of Sin in the Babylonian Religion (1905); A. van Selms, De

babyloiische Termini voor Zonde (Wageningen, 1933); G. Widengren, The Accadian and He-

brew Psalms of lnmentation as Religious Documents (Uppsala' 1936).

I . In order: wbAS, l, 129; l, 483-84; lrl, 247 .

2. See already Pyr 265.
3. Morenz, 130.
4. Morenz, 59-60.
5. Urk. l1l, I 12; Morenz, 61.
6. Urt. XIX, 18.
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ignorant man, a fool, does not know good from evil (nfr byn). I did the deed of wick-
edness against the peak and she punished me."7 Some form of suffering generally
brings sinners' attention to their guilt.8 Then, however, the deity forgives the peni-
tent, saying, "if it is the nature of the servant to commit sin, it is the nature of the

Lord to be gracious."e
The literature of the dead attests many asseverations of innocence, especially in the

Book of the Dead, ch. 25. "Ihave not sinned against people . . . I know not evil and do

nothing wicked," or "I come to you without sin and transgression, without evil and
without a witness (against me)." This general asseveration is then followed by an enu-
meration of sins the person has not committed, i.e., by a list of acts viewed as "sins,"

e.g., "No sin is in my body, I do not knowingly tell a lie."rO As the superscription to the
Book of the Dead 125 shows, the purpose of these asseverations of innocence is to
"separate" the deceased "from their sins," i.e., to remove sin by speaking the formula.
Hence these texts, too, attest a consciousness of sin.

2. Mesopotamia.The Akkadian terms for sin can be classified in three groups.ll
First, an old taboo concept inheres in the three terms ikkibu, anzillu, and asakku.tz
One can not only ikkiba akdlu, "eat what is forbidden," but also ikkiba epeiu, "do
what is forbidden." Second, the words annu/arnu, btlu/bititu (verb frattr), and egfr

(verb) are the most general terms for "a sin," "to sin."l3 In legal texts the first term can
mean "punishment" (arna emedu, "impose punishment"); in political contexts it re-
fers to a breach of contract or an uprising. The term fuatft is related to Heb. hatd'and
probably meant originally "make a mistake," though like arnu it can also mean "pun-
ishment." It can be illustrated by a sentence such as itd ia ilifia lti ztiq, "I transgressed

the boundaries of my god."l4 Finally, the term egfi means "to be careless, negligent"
(cf. Heb. yg). This group generally seems to refer to cultic transgressions. Third,
gullulu (or gillatu)ls and iAtu refer to the disregard of sacred duties, and do not appear
in legal texts.

The characteristic enumeration of terms for "sin" in penitential psalms shows that in
general these terms were synonymous.16 Another characteristic feature is the surpris-
ingly frequent reference to "sins about which I know and sins about which I do not
know"; cultic sins were especially easy to commit out of ignorance. Although a person

generally becomes aware of sins when the punishment comes, other witnesses attest a

7. NERT, 35.
8. See A. Erman's discussion of "penitential prayers" inThe Literature of the Ancient Egyp-

tians (Eng. trans. repr. l97l).
9. NERT,34.
10. Book of the Dead, 18.
11. Van Selms,78ff.
12. In order: AHw, 1,368-69, 56,73.
13. In order: AHw,1,53,70;337-38,350; 191.
14. Van Selms, 37.
15. AHw, 1,288,297-98.
16. Van Selms, 62; examples in SAHG,270,272-73; NERI 108-9.
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more general consciousness of sin: "Who is there who has not sinned against his god,

who has constantly obeyed the commandments?"I7
It is also worth noting that sin is often equated with acting ina ramaniiu, "on one's

own initiative"; i.e., sin is both turogance and disdain for the deityta as well as a viola-

tion of the cosmic order set by the gods.

The "confessional mirror" in the Szrpa series specifies more closely what is meant

by sin. In the second tablet most of the transgressions are of a social nature, in other

sections largely cultic. Confessions of sin appear frequently, and petitioners ask for re-

demption (paldru) or for the annulment (pasasu./pussusu) of the ban (mamrtu) that is

viewed as a consequence of sin but can also be explained as the work of demons-

3. Ugarit. Given the nature of the Ugaritic materials, it is only natural that sin is

rarely mentioned. The term p,i'occurs once,19 parallel to g'n, "anogance." The occur-

rences of [t'are in part fragmentary and disputed;2o both cases seem to involve a trans-

gression against a person2l and for that reason do not contribute much to a more spe-

cific understanding of the term.
Ringgren

}1l. l. Comparisons, Distribution. The termp^i'is attested only once in Ugaritic, oc-

curring as a noun meaning "transgression, sin."22 While its use in Middle Hebrew and

Jewish Aramaic derives from the Hebrew (HAL), Brockelmann (LexSyr) believes that

the Syriac term developed independently with the meanings "to be startled, terrified;

act foolishly" (contra HAL).ln Hebrew itself the segholate noun occurs 93 times (plus

sir. 47:l l), the verb 40 times in the qal (l S. l3:3 only in the LXX; lsa. 64:4 cj.), and

once in the niphal (Prov. 18:19; the LXX has a different text).

The distribution of occurrences does not reveal much. One notices that the verb

does not occur in the Pentateuch, Joshua, Judges, and ll2 Samuel. It seems to appear

first in interim political periods (l K. 12:19;2 K. l:l;3:5,7;8:20,22[bis])' i.e., in

reference to events in the 10th-9th centuries. In postexilic texts, it seems to appear

more in citations (e.g.,Ezr. 10:13 after Am.4:4;2 Ch. 10:19;21:8,10[bis]; Dnl'

8:23) than in original compositions. Although Knierim thinks it arose first in the 8th

century,23 this assertion cannot be proven. It was not part of the standard Dtn/Dtr vo-

cabulary.

17. NERI 108.
18. Widengren,141-42.
19. KTU 1.17, VI,43.
20. KTU 1.40, 11, 14-15;2.72,30.
21. M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Lexikalische und literarische Probleme in RS

1.2=cTA32 and RS 17.100 = CTA Appendicell' uF7 (1975) 152-53; G. J. Brooke, "The Tex-

tual, Formal and Historical Significance of Ugaritic Letter RS 34.124 (= KTU 2.72): UF ll
(lg7g)78 with n. 78; a different view is taken by A. van Selms, "CTA32 A Prophetic Liturgy,"

uF 3 (1971) 244.
22.See I.3 above; UT no.2128.
23.TLO\ II,1033.
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Although the noun is more widely distributed than the verb,z4 it does not occur, e.9.,

in Deuteronomy (and in Joshua only in 24:19). Judges, 2 Samuel, and 2 Kings; and al-
though Knierim thinks its use is to be dated earlier than that of the verb, this assertion

too is not certain. The noun does occur in sporadic late texts (e.g., Isa. 24:20;Dnl.8:23;
9:24).lt too was not part of the Dtn/Dtr vocabulary, even though it does occur in the

corresponding context of Ex.34:7; Nu. 14:18; Josh. 24:19; I K. 8:50 (cf. the context of
Ex.23:21).

2. Theses (L. Kdhler R. Knierim). Since I1AL has adopted the essential features of
Knierim's theses, they probably warrant our primary attention. Because Ktihler's thesis
("protest, dispute, uprising, rebellion") still exerts some influence, however, it should
be discussed on a case-by-case basis. Moreover, Knierim's interpretation of Prov.

lO:12; l7:9;19:11 is not really adequate. Furthermore, although the meaning "prop-
erty offense" seems to be too narrow for Ex. 22:8(9), it is probably true that the noun

must from the outset be viewed as an overriding term for several different offenses.

Hence the following discussion will treat first those passages that confirm the basic

meaning, then the doubtful passages, then those that add additional nuances, and fi-
nally those that become overly generalized. I believe we must leave in abeyance the

question whether the noun or verb has priority. In any event the semantic spectrum

emerges better when both are treated together rather than separately.

After an extensive discussion of an appropriate translation, Knierim suggested
"crime" as an equivalent for the noun. Although this designation does indeed evoke the

notion of a legal violation or breach, viewed from the perspective of our own legal system

its primary association is with criminal law. Not only does Hebrew lack any word for
punishment as a legal act, but its notion of justice itself is oriented much less toward pun-

ishments as such than toward the rule ofjustice and its concomitant peace and, in the case

of breach, toward the reestablishment of that peace (K. Koch). Knierim's thesis does,

however, suggest thatp.f'originally referred to a breach of this rule of justice with regard

to a person or community (cf. HAL), i.e., to an offense to be regulated in principle by a
trial (in international law: by war) if not explicitly by legal prosecution through forgive-
ness or similar procedures. Hence the following discussion will take as its point of depar-

ture the more neutral designation "offense"; it is worth noting, however, that most of the

cases one is able to describe more precisely also generate a situation involving an indig-
nation, agitation, or something similar, and so never permit any simple assessment, possi-

bly because peia', unlike either 'awon or hdfi'!, refers only to the offense itself rather
than simultaneously also to the sanction (though cf. Job 8:4; Ps. 39:9[8]; Isa.24:20).2s

III. Basic Meaning.
l. Unequivocal Passages. Gen.3l:36 is one of the passages confirming the basic

meaning. Laban discovers his teraphim are missing and accuses Jacob of having stolen

24. Knierim, Hauptbegrffi, ll3
25. rbid., t3t-32.
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them. The whole scene is an outrageous one, and it is not immediately clear how one

would treat such a case in court. For his own part, Jacob is so sure of his position that
he declares "anyone with whom you hnd your teraphim shall not live" (31:32).26 Ra-

chel avoids detection by tricking Laban, who thus finds nothing. Jacob then demands

that Laban substantiate his serious accusation with a corpus delicti since he does not
want to be continually burdened by the accusation, especially within the family circle;
hence he counters with the question, "What is my offense (peia')? What is my sin

(bafa??" Laban does not answer directly, but rather implements an extensive peace

between the two men in a procedure described beginning with v. 44.27

Prov. 28:24 provides a counterpart to this story (one Jacob escapes): 'Anyone who
robs father or mother and says, 'That is no offense,' is partner to a thug (maiht!)l'The
situation is again an outrageous one, since the perpetrator exploits the fact that, as a

son, he could easily take something within the family without actually committing rob-
bery. What is especially base and infuriating is that he refuses to acknowledge robbery
as an offense or legal violation. Prov.28:21 probably also belongs in this context: "To
respect the person is not good, since for a piece of bread a (free) person ylpia' [NRSV
'may do wrong']." Is this case not also an outrageous one, since a free person certainly
does not need to steal a piece of bread, and yet such confusing acts are indeed commit-
ted? The case is noteworthy only if the respected person can also be caught in the act of
committing an offense.

The passages in Amos are especially vivid (Am. l:3,6,9,11,13 2:1,14?1,6). Allthese
passages deal with particularly brutal offenses (except 2:4, which may be an

addendum2s), all of which are outrageous, including threshing with threshing sledges

of iron, carrying entire communities off into exile to sell the inhabitants, violating the

covenant of kinship, burning the bones of the dead, selling the needy for a pair of san-

dals, drinking wine bought with fines imposed on the oppressed of society, and father
and son lying with the same girl. Yahweh's various sanctions show that such sanctions

were difficult to stipulate because these offenses were also considered serious accord-

ing to international standards (H. H. Schmid). Given this clear language, Am. 3: l4 and

5:12, which do not describe the offenses more specifically, are probably also to be un-

derstood thus; even 4:4, which uses the verb twice absolutely, is probably to be read

simply as "commit offenses."2e
Gen.50:17(bis) is a strong witness for this basic meaning. Joseph's brothers ask

him to forgive (rather than pay them back for) their peia'after Israel's death. The text
does not describe the offense, though in addition to kidnapping (Knierim), it could also

have involved breach of the kinship covenant (see discussion of Amos above) and per-

haps also forced implementation of the father's privilege of selling someone into slav-

ery. It is no accident that the text does not describe the offense more specifically, since

26. H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans. 1997),337.
27. H. Seebass, "LXX und MT in Gen 31,44-53," BN 34 (1986) 30ff.
28. A different view is taken by W Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadia, Jona. KATXIIVZ (1971),

137.
29. Cf. Knierim, Hauptbegrifl'e, 178;' HAL, lll,981: "behave as a criminal."

r3'7
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even more than an actual trial, the brothers had to fear Joseph's other options for ad-

ducing laws governing aliens in proving a capital or similar offense against them (cf.

Gen.42). Their offense left open the possibility for many different sanctions. In any

event Joseph granted his brothers' petition because God had chosen a different purpose

with Joseph's rise to power: a global deliverance of human beings that transcends fam-

ily quanels with their various offenses.

I S. 25:28 requires a separate discussion3o especially since its context clearly differ-

entiates between 'awon, "gullti' and peia', "offense." Because tribute was not made to

David's young men, Abigail falls down before David (vv. 23a,24a; amplified in v. 23b,

"bowing to the ground" as if before a king) and accepts all the guilt ('dwdn) upon her-

self. Because Nabal is actually the responsible party, however, and as lord of the house is

also the person to represent it to outsiders, Abigail must explain her actions and does so

in vv.24b,25a.31 As his name implies, Nabal was a fool and thus not really suitable as

David's partner in such a situation (n"bdtA 'immb); Abigail thus acts in his stead (v- 27).

That Abigail did not see David's people (v. 25b) constitutes not an excuse (so Veijola),

but a mistake she immediately seeks to rectify (v. 27 ; v.26 is doubtless an addendum32

separating vv.24b-25 from v. 27: v.3la esp. is perhaps anticipating vv. 34-35, and

v. 3lb contains what is here an intrusive allusion to King Saul33). Nabal's disqualifica-

tion (v. 25a) prepared the way for David to accept the gift of a woman (Abigail) as repre-

sentative of Nabal's house (v. 2l).The term iipl.td emphasizes Abigail's humility before

David, while 'amt in vv. 24b,28a associates her femininity with such humility.r+

By accepting the gift, David forgives"the peia' of your handmaid" (v.28a; v. 35 de-

scribes his acceptance). By acknowledging the omission of tribute as peia' (as a breach

of peace with David), Abigail also acknowledges the justification for the threat David

and his men represent for Nabal's household (vv. 12-13,34 vv. 2l-22 are doubtless

secondary). By accepting the peia' rather than the'awon at this point, she disqualifies

yet anew the actual perpetrator of the offense and puts herself into a position to present

her own petition with more hope of success (esp. since she now emerges as the enor-

mously loyal wife of an utterly worthless husband). Because v. 28b picks up a com-

pletely different train of thought, one can conclude with v. 28a and leave in abeyance

ihe disputed vv. 28b-3 I . In any event vv. 23a,24-25,21 -28a are clearly required for an

adequate portrayal of Abigail in this scene, and it is worth noting again that as an outra-

geous or foolish act, peia'leaves wide open the question of appropriate sanctions.

The use of the verb in 2 K.8:20,22 doubtless refers to the international breach of

Edom with Judah and is amplified by the expression (contextually applicable to Libnah

as well) mittahal yaQ y"hfiflA. Similarly, 2 K. l:l; 3:5,7 refet not merely to Moab's up-

30. See the analysis of T. Veijola, Die ewige Dynastie. AnAcScFen B 193 (1975), 47-55, who

considers it to be a Dtr piece.

31. Contra ibid.,48.
32. So also Niibel, "Davids Aufstieg in der Friihe der israelitischen Geschichtsschreibung"

(diss., Bonn, 1959), 50ff.; Veijola, Dynastie, 49.
33. See H. J. Stoebe. Das erste Buch Samuelis. KAT Vlilll (19'13)' 449'

34. I. Riesener, Der Stammlag im AT. BZAW 149 (1979),83; contra Veij ola, Dynastie, 48.
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rising against Israel,35 but to the breach, the establishment of independence (pi' bnoy
The same applies to I K. l2:l9,where Israel establishes independence from the house

of David.37
This context evokes a religious use of the term as well. Hos. 7:13 speaks with a sim-

ilarly radical posture about Israel's breach with Yahweh: "Woe to them, for they have

strayed from mel Destruction to them, for they have broken with me (pi' b"))' Hosea's

indignation at the breach emerges from the indefinite threat of destruction and vio-
lence, and is classically formulated in Isa. l:2-3, which invokes heaven and earth to
witness this scandalous breach with Yahweh (hEm pai"'tr bi): "The ox knows its owner,

and the donkey its master's crib; but Israel does not know, my people do not under-
stand." The late text Isa. 51:4-5 calls the "Israelites" "children of peia"'and goes on to
enumerate a detailed litany of individual transgressions they have committed (idolatry
among the oaks, cults under trees, child sacrifice, and so on), suggesting that the author
was still familiar with the original meaning of the word. The Deutero-Isaianic parable

in 50:1 ("for your offenses your mother was divorced") similarly presupposes an ac-
quaintance with sentencing principles according to which considerable offenses on the
part ofthe sons had to have been involved ifdivorce was at stake. Hence the contexts of
Hos. 7: l3 and Isa. l:2 probably also include not only Jer.2:29-30 ("you have all broken
with me," par. 66your own sword devoured your prophets"), but also Jer. 2:8 ("your
shepherds broke with me," together with priests, keepers of the torah, and false proph-
ets) and Isa. 43:.2'l ("your first ancestor sinned lhA!A1, and your interpreters [?
m"hsALdl broke with lpi' b1 me").

2. Ex. 22:8(9). Regarding the text that is decisive for KOhler's understanding, Ex.
22:8(9), Knierim has demonstrated the following points.38 (a) Because the OT always
qualifies peia'negatively, it cannot refer in a neutral fashion to "protest, dispute.":l 1b;
V. 8b can refer only to the guilty judgment of the person accused, not to that of the
plaintiff owner who suffered the loss, for OT law recognizes only the obligation of the

accused to prove his innocence, not of the plaintiff to justify his accusation. Nor is a
possibly unjustified accusation itself prosecuted in any special "case." Dt. 19:15ff., in
an independent decision dealing with the false testimony of a malicious witness
(11:12-13), provides for dealing with a divine judgment made through a priest. (c) Al-
though v. 8a(9a) is linguistically difficult, one cannot assess it as substantively straight-
forward and cleara0 since neither peia' nor the relative clause to "bAdd is inherently

35. See Krihler, 213: "rebellion" would be compatible.
36. So already K. H. Fahlgren, $edal.ca, nahestehende und entgegengesetzte Begriffe im AT

(Uppsala, 1932),19.
37. Knierim's explanation, TLOT ll, 1034, according to which the offense is property re-

moval, is less persuasive since the Davidides hardly had property rights to the northern kingdom;
perhaps "taking of specifically royal disposition."

38. Hauptbegriffe, 146-7 1.

39. Kcthler, 218.
40. So Ktihler. 215.
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clear. The relative clause can be rendered both "this is it" and "this one [masc.] is it,"
and the general sense of peia'must be known before v. 8a(9a) can be understood.

Although Knierim succeeds in refuting KOhler's interpretation here, the unusually

difficult wording prompts him to propose an extreme hypothesis. After the inner analy-

sis of v. 8(9), he arrives at the following translation: "In any case of property offense in-
volving ox, donkey, sheep, clothing, or any other loss, of which one party says, 'This

was it,' the case of both parties shall come before God; the one whom God condemns

shall pay double to the other." On the basis of an additional contextual analysis,

Knierim now presents the hypothesis (a) that v. 7(8) intentionally does not pass judg-

ment because (b) v. 8(9) now generalizes the situations in vv. 6,7(7,8) such that a di-

vine judgment is to condemn or acquit the accused in any case involving something

that is lost, whether through robbery, theft, embezzlement, or simple escape. Knierim's
translation of peia'forces him to propose this hypothesis because otherwise he cannot

explain why only v. 8(9) but not also the context dealing with "property offense" men-

tions the word "property offense." In particular, Knierim must deny that the procedure

in v.7(8) is comparable to the one in v. 10(1l).at
This contextual analysis does not seem cogent. V. 7b(8b) varies the formula of self-

imprecation in the case of a purification oath before God and could not be formulated

differently because the case addressed in v. 7(8) was in effect only when the master of
the house was not involved. The cases ofboth v.7(8) and v. 10(11) were thus decided.

By contrast, 'apdQA does not seems to be generalizing the cases of vv. 6,7(7,8) at all'
but rather to be invoking a completely different and extremely outrageous case, one

probably also addressed in Dt. 22:l-3 (which Knierim thinks is interpreting Ex.

22:8t91) and more serious than the cases involving obligation in vv. 6,7(7,8). This case

involves those who find lost property (an ox, donkey, sheep, clothing, etc.) and incor-
porate it into their own possessions. Based on the norm of 23:4-5 according to which a
person was obligated to return even an enemy's escaped animal, this act was viewed as

an extremely serious offense or violation (peia'). Dt. 22:l-3 explicates this case such

that although those who find the property may well not know who the owner is, as soon

as the owner appears as the claimant (or as the person searching for the lost property),

finders are to return the property on their own initiative.
On this view Dt. 22:l-3 is inculcating a moral obligation without making it subject

to legal prosecution, while Ex. 22:8(9) seems to address the legally prosecutable accu-

sation of peia'with regard to a property claim (Knierim). The issue is not what the

finder may or may not have known, but an accusation based on establishing the identity

of a (possible) finder of lost property. The accusation was such that it could be decided

only by divine judgment rather than by a purification oath, presupposing that the (po-

tential) finder did not admit to having found anything lost. On this view it makes no

difference whether one translates the relative clause with "that one [masc.], he," or

"this is it," and yo'mar could even refer to the impersonal "one." It seems advisable,

41. So, e.9., M. Noth, Exodrzs.

v. 7(8) as being pre-Israelite and v.
OTL (Eng. trans. 1962), 184-85; cf. Jepsen, who identifies
10(ll) as Israelite.
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however, to translate "he is it," since prior to v. 8b(9b) the reference is supposed to have

been to the accused.a2 Contra Knierim, however, the case of Gen. 31:30ff. is not com-
parable because it never even considers a divine judgment.

To the cases of vv. 6,7(7,8) the author thus added one in v. 8(9) presenting a moral
rather than a strictly legal obligation, albeit an obligation outrageously easy to breach.
That is, if the owner learned nothing about anyone having found the lost property, then
the acquisition of that property for the finder was a success. Dt. 22:l-3 consciously
tries to counter this situation by obligating the finder. If the owner learned anything
about a potential perpetrator, he had to take recourse in divine judgment. It is in any
event crucial for the spirit of such legal recourse that it was ultimately a matter of a de-
cision from God.

Even if one considers the wording of v. 8a(9a) too cryptic to permit any final deter-
mination, it is clear that peia'here must translate as "offense" or something similar. Its
appearance only here within the overall context seems to have been prompted by the
indignation attaching to the case rather than by any fixation on property.a3

3. Additional Passages. The previous considerations reveal that the noun means "of-
fense, transgression," and is a general term for various offenses arousing outrage or in-
dignation, and that the verb means "commit an offense." Several additional passages,

while not specifically confirming this basic meaning, do, however, go along with it.
The admittedly older text I S. 24:12(ll) falls into this category. According to

v. 10(9), David had to defend himself against the charge of having sought to do Saul
harm (Stoebe describes this passage as a coarse version of David's apology in I S. 26).

Through an ingenious trick, David cuts off a corner of Saul's cloak in a cave, then later
declares, "there is no wrong (rd'd) or transgression (peia') in my hands, I have not
sinned (ba@'!i) against you." Although alongside ra'd and ht'the term pe.ia'might also
exhibit a weakened meaning, in the conflict between Saul and David the reference is
probably always to a concrete offense. David did not take the opportunity to kill Saul
(v. 12[11]), did not raise his hand against the anointed of Yahweh (v. 7[6]; cf. Ex.
22:27b[28b)), and did not commit any offense against the kingship in the larger sense

or its representative (none of these reproaches was entirely unrealistic). Moreover,
Knierim has plausibly shown that despite their age, Ps. 59:4(3); Prov.28:24: Job 33:9;
34:6 all allow the reader to discern the form of the counterargument to the accusation
of having committed peia'.aa Mic. 6:7 illustrates the extreme of this situation in a line
of argumentation pushing the idea of cultic sacrifices ad absurdum: "Shall I give my
firstborn for my peia', the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul?"45 This author can
hardly be thinking about anything other than an extreme, even extraordinary, offense.
The book's liturgical conclusion provides the answer (7:18): "Who is a God like you,

42. Knierim, Hauptbegrffi, 160-63.
43. Contra Knierim, HAL.
44. Knierim, Hauptbegrffi, 123-24.
45. See H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 179.
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pardoning iniquity and passing over the peia'of the remnant of your possession?" And
without any sacrificial cult!

Mic. 3:8 is doubtless older; here it is probably the prophet himself who declares he

is filled with the power, justice, and might to declare to Jacob his offense (peia') arldto
Israel his sin (hatta').Is Micah picking up here on Amos, is he referring to the breach

with Yahweh, or is he intentionally leaving both open? Both Mic. 1:5 and l3b probably

already come from the hand of a redactora6 in that v. 5, e.g., is able to identify Jacob's

peia'with Samaria (a concluding historical judgment). Hos. 8:1 earlier used the strik-
ing expression about how Israel "made itself independent of my law" (pi' 'al; par.

"transgress l'Abarl my b"rtfi.In all these passages the tone of indignation and outrage

is unmistakable. These offenses concern the very center, not the periphery.

In Isa. 59:12-14 the prophetic self-reproach responds to the general prophetic re-

proach with quite concrete deeds (peia'/'awon; pdi6a'/kah€i; oppression, apostasy,

perversion of justice). Job 1323 similarly seems to be envisioning concrete charges

when Job challenges God to a trial with the petition, "Make me know my offenses

(peia') and my sin (hattd'!)l' Otherwise the challenge would be meaningless since

within the same context Job certainly does admit to less serious transgressions. The use

of peia' is ofconsiderable significance in the great sacral legal stipulations in Ezk. 18,

which strikingly promise forgiveness to those who turn away from their transgressions

(vv.22,28; cf. 33:10ff.; 18:30-31, probably redactional). Ezk. 141,4 makes similarly
concrete references applicable in this context.aT

Isa. 59:20 must certainly also be mentioned in this context. 'And he will come to

Zion as redeemer (56'cl), to those in Jacob who turn from peia"'; the only possible ref-
erence here is to the breach with Yahweh, whence the response inv.2l: "This is my
b"rilwith them: . . . my words that I have put in your mouth shall not depart out of your

mouth, or out of the mouths of your children . . . from now on and forever."

4. Proverbs. Several proverbs use pi'in a way incommensurate with the harshness

generally attaching to the term. Knierim thus assumes that the meaning had been ex-

panded into other life situations,aS while IlAt suggests that the term had weakened into
a more general term for sin.ae Because no specifically legal violation is described, the

meaning attested in Syriac, "act unwisely," might fit best if Hebrew had an analogous

expression. Or is the reference to a breach with the way wisdom suggests "one" ought

to act?
Prov. l0:12 reads: "Hatred stirs up strife, but love covers all peia'!' l7:9: "One who

conceals peia' seeks love, but one who repeats a matter will alienate even a relative."

19:11: "Those with good sense are slow to anger, and it is their honor to overlook
peial' Knierim is incorrect in asserting that "here peia'is not necessarily a legally

46. Wolff, Micah, l'19, suggests that they are Dtr.
47. tN.Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),306-7, considers this passage to be gen-

uine; see ibid., in loc., as well for a detailed discussion of Ezk. l8; 33:1Off.; l8:30-31.
48.TLOT rr,103s.
49. See also TLOT II, 1035, "in the sense of objectionable, immoral behavior."
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punishable crime" in that the OT legal sensibility in no way entertains the notion that
an arbitrary offense can be concealed merely through love or that honor can be estab-

lished through overlooking it.so

Nor does l0:19 immediately evoke the image of a specifically legal offense: "When
words are many, peia'is not lacking, but the prudent are restrained in speech." If peia'
means legal offense or transgression in 29:16, we end up with a tautology: "When the

wicked (r"iaim) are numerous, peia'increases, and the righteous (saddtqim) will look
upon their downfall."sl Cf. also 17:19: "One who loves peia' loves strife; one who
builds a high threshold invites broken bones." 12:13: "The evil are ensnareds2 by the

peia'of their lips, but the righteous escape from trouble." And must one not translate
28:2: "Through a land's unwise behavior (peia') it has many rulers; but with an intelli-
gent ruler there is lasting justice (kAn)"? (The LXX reads: "The transgressions of the

unscrupulous provoke a trial; but an intelligent man will extinguish them.") 29:22 pro-
vides a possible transition to legal contexts (e.9.,28:24): "One given to anger stirs up

strife, and the hothead causes much peia"'(cf. 29:6 text?).
Prov. 28:13 also suggests such a transition from "transgression" to "legal offense/

breach": "No one who conceals peia'wlll prosper, but one who confesses and forsakes

them will obtain mercy" (cf. also Job 31:33). These examples generally do not, how-
ever, allude to legal violations as such. This meaning evokes "legal offense" in that
sense only in that it is associated with outrage or indignation (cf. Prov. 17:19). Insofar
as HAL accurately describes these offenses as "acts which break relationships within
the community and with God,"s: wisdom seems to be thinking more of those who act

unwisely than of breaches requiring urgent legal redress.

5. Additional Passages. On this view, then, pe.ia'refers to an outrageous, imprudent
act disruptive of the community on both a small and a large scale and one that could be

viewed with enormous severity in connection with the legal sphere, international law,

and especially in the relationship to Yahweh as the God who made his people into Is-
rael.5a The verb (including the niphal, Prov. 18:19 MT) is completely dominated by
such severity (see below concerning the qal ptcp.), one possible exception being Prov.

28:21 (legal offense for a piece of bread). By contrast, the noun was able to maintain its
character as a general term for various kinds of violations, which is why there are a
number of generally later passages for which one cannot determine any precise sense, a

situation considered in the following discussion.
K6hler's observation seems confirmed that the offense designated by the noun gen-

erally provoked something like indignation or outrage; if Knierim is correct,ss the noun

50.TLOT, rr, 1035.
51. No textual witnesses support the cj. bird6!; see O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia).

BK XVII (1984), 346-47.
52. LXX ndqai; see HAL, lll, 982.
53. HAL,III, 98I.
54. That is, as a criterion; -+ )x'tDt yiira'el, Yl, 4l2ff.
55. Hauptbegriffe, l3l-32.
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does not refer to both the offense and the sanction. This view can be tested on Isa.

24:201, Job 8:4; Ps. 39:9(8), which contain what might be called a threat generated by
transgressions.

One typical feature of peia'seems to have been that its sanction was not simply
fixed, but rather could involve unforeseeable consequences. Prov. 29 6 (put aside be-
cause of its text; non cj . ) suggests this notion: "In the transgression of the evil there is a
snare, but the righteous (;addtq) sing and rejoice." The term "snare" expresses unpre-
dictability, something corresponding at least to the wording of Job 8:4. When Job's
sons sinned against God (hdtd'), "he delivered (ialah) them into the power (b"yad) of
their peia')' That is, rather than buffering the consequences of their transgressions,
God delivered them to the power of the unpredictable results generated by their trans-
gressions.

Ps. 39, a difficult text, especially gains cogency in this interpretation. V. 9(8) reads:

"Deliver me fiom all my offenses (p"id'ay), do not make me [LXX: you made me] the
scorn of the fool (nabal)l' In a context shaped in a highly original and moving fashion
by a lament on transitoriness and mortality, v. 9(8) comes as something of a surprise.s6
The pointing has raised doubts because the parallelism in the MT suggests a turning
away of the wicked p6i"'ay.s7 This pointing, however, is unpersuasive because the verb
is otherwise never construed with an accusative (at most one might read pdiEa', "de-
liver me from every transgressor"). If, however, one understands the noun such that the
petitioner refers to his own transgressions, transgressions that might involve extreme
sanctions, then the verse sequence does indeed make sense. That the petitioner goes si-
lent in v. l0(9) doubtless means that he has no intention of taking Yahweh to court for
his actions, as does Job. The formulation "snatch me away/out ofl'also acquires a bit of
color in this interpretation. The customary conjecture to v. l4a(13a), "look away from
me," which would fit one of Job's laments, also becomes impossible. Might one sug-
gest an otherwise unattested niphal of .iw', i.e., hiiidwa', "let yourself be prevailed
upon by me"?

The remaining passage is lsa. 24:20.Its context, however, shows that this interpre-
tive course is indeed the right one in that horrific consequences are associated with the
burden of peia'on earth. Its foundations tremble (v. l8), it is utterly broken, torn asun-
deq violently shaken (v. l9), and sways like a hammock (v. 20a). The peia'mentioned
here must represent an ultimate dimension of criminality and wickedness, and its ef-
fects or the sanctions it provokes exceed all boundaries.

Knierim is correct is concluding that"peia'does not mean 'sin.'For just as surely as

the term has a theological dimension, the OT is in general interested in speaking of
'sin' in such a way as to call deeds and procedures by their proper names."58 "The spe-

cific theological character of the term is determined by the basic meaning. . . . Whoever
commits peia' does not merely rebel or protest against Yahweh but breaks with him,

56. See B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHC XIY (21922), l14ff.
57. H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 (51968), 167;H.-J.Kraus, Psalms.l-59 (Eng. trans.

r987).4r6.
58. TLOT, rr, 1036.
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takes away what is his, robs, embezzles, misappropriates it. Although it always implies
a conscious behavior, the term per se does not describe the attitude but the criminal
act."5e

IV. Generalized Use.
| . Word Field. The generalized use of this term is so varied that classification is dif-

ficult. A survey of the word field touching only on the most important features can

function as an introduction.6o
The notion of breaking with Yahweh (as in Isa. l:2; Jer.2:8,29; Hos. 7:13) also ap-

pears in I K.8:50; lsa.43:27; Jer.3:13;33:8; Ezk.2:3; 18:31 (instead of MT bdm,
read with LXX bt);20:38; Zeph.3:11. Jer. 33:8 speaks plerophorically, "their guilt
('dwdn) through which they broke with me," as does Ezk. 18:31, "your offenses
(peia')"; Zeph. 3:11, "your wicked deeds ('"ltl6!ayibl' The sg. or pl. noun often par-
allels'awon and hafia'! (h"!a'i, Ps. 32:1; Job 8:4, probably not parallel; see above),
e.g.,'awon in I S. 25:28;Job7:21;31:33;33:9; Ps. 65:4(3);89:33(32):107:17; Isa.

50:l; 53:5; Ezk. 18:30 (plus Lev. l6:21; see below), and hatta'! in Gen. 3l:36;50:17
Josh. 24:19; Job 13:23; 14:17;34:37; Ps.25:7;59:4(3); Isa. 58:l;59:12; Ezk.
33:lO,l2; Am. 5:12; Mic. 1:5,13; 3:8;6:7. All three terms appear together in Ps. 32:5;
Ezk. 2l:29 (phts '"ltl6!); Dnl. 9:24; cf. the formula in Ex. 34:7 (cited in Nu. l4:18)
and the similar one in Mic.7:18; also the concentration in Ps. 5l:3-7(l-5). The ex-
pression "they defile themselves with (hittamm4')" appears only in Ezekiel (14:.ll;
37:23;39:24; cf. Lev. 16:16, peia'par. tum'A6t).The expression "commft ('aid)
peia"'appears only in Ezk. 18:22,28,62 whereas one finds several references to con-
cealing peia'(kissk, Job 31:33; Ps.32:5; Prov.28:13), confessing it(hbdA, Ps.32:5;
Prov. 28:13 hophal; Lev. 16:21 hithpael, said of the high priest), uncovering it
(higgal61, Ezk. 2l:29), or declaring it (higgtQ, Job 36:9 par. po'al; Mic. 3:8). The no-
tion of forgiving peia'is frequently rendered with -+ ND: ,?aia'(Gen. 50:17; Ex.
23:21fnot forgiving]; 34:7; Nu. 14:18; Josh. 24:19Inot forgivingl; I S.25:28; Job
7:21 [not forgiving]; Ps. 32:1). Other expressions include -+ i'lllD mdhd (Ps.5l:3[];
lsa. 43:25;44:22); 'dlar 'al (Prov. l9:1 l; Mic. 7:18), 'al/ld' zkr (Ps. 25:1; Ezk. 18:22),
-+ -lD) kipper (Lev. 16:16; Ps. 65:4[3]), and occasionaly n]O sdlah (1K. 8:50) and
hirhtq (Ps. lO3:12).

2. Qal Participle. The few occurrences of the qal participle constitute a separate

group. The unequivocal verbal use (with DJ inIsa. 66:24 shows that the participle can
refer to apostates (from Yahweh). This meaning fits all occurrences (Ps. 37:38 [de-
structionl; 5l:15[13] ["I will teach the poi'im your ways"]; Isa. 1:28 lpar. hattaTm);
46:8; 48:8 [not criminal, but a renegade, and troublemaker from birth]; 53: l2b [see be-
lowl; Ezk. 20:38 ["I will purge olutthe poieim among you]"; Dnl. 8:23; Hos. l4: l0[9]

s9. rbid.
60. HAL provides a detailed examination.
61. -+ NDU fime', V,330ff.
62. See 2 below regarding the verb.
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[stumbling]; so the enumeration in HAL). The only exception might be Isa. 53:12a:

"because he poured out himself to death, and was numbered with the pdieid'63 lsa.

53, however, is quite open to interpretation and was so already during the time of the

LXX; so there is no need to assume a special meaning here, though given Prov. 28:21

such a meaning cannot be excluded entirely.

3. Breach with Yahweh. In its meaning "break with," p.i'b'has influenced several

redactional texts with reference to Yahweh (l K. 8:50; Jer. 3:13; 33:8; Ezk. 2:3 [not in

LXX, probably a glossl; Zeph.3:ll). The absolute use of the verb in Lam.3:42 (paral-

leling "we have rebelled [mard]") in the sense of "act disloyally, renegade," probably

also belongs in this context. Knierim also reads Ps. 19:14( I 3) as a reference to a breach

with Yahweh: "Then I shall be blameless, and innocent of great transgression (pe.ia'

rdU" @f . the context).

4. God's Forgiveness. Even if the sense is more indirect than direct, the relevant pas-

sages referring to God's forgiveness warrant examination. A sequence from God's lack

of forgiveness (8x.23:21; Josh. 24:19) to his forgiveness cannot be discerned in Ex.

23|1 and Josh. 24:19,& particularly since the previous discussion has found that al-

though forgiveness was certainly possible in individual situations, it was by no means

certain.
Ex.23:21b switches in midstream from a singular form of address to the plural, sug-

gesting the presence of an addendum with an eye on Jgs. 2: l-5. The absence of forgive-

ness might thus refer to the failure to drive out the foreign peoples, something the con-

text ofEx. 23:22-26 certainly did not envision (such is not addressed until vv. 28b,30b,

and even then differently than in Jgs. 2; an identification of strata in this difficult text

cannot be undertaken here). This constitutes a historical interpretation, not an absolute

determination applying to every case (DtrN?).
The same applies to Josh. 2419-22, which although without consequences within

the context of Josh. 24 itself, is similarly interpreting history. V. 19 asserts that Israel

cannot serve Yahweh because as a jealous God he will not forgive their transgressions,

and v. 20 then explicates this assertion by explaining that Israel would defect to other

gods. The people vehemently deny this prediction (v.21), and Joshua takes them at

their word (v.22) by making them witnesses against themselves. That is, the people as

a whole knew what they were doing when they chose Yahweh as their God and thus

should not now be surprised at the destruction of their national existence.65 This text is

a kind of theodicy, probably exilic-postexilic rather than Dtn (contra Perlitt), explain-

ing that the people had been warned from the earliest period, even while they were still
tribes (v. l). Neither of these texts contradicts Yahweh's willingness to forgive; rather

both are merely interpreting a specific historical situation.

63. Knierim; HALhas a question mark here.

64. Contra Knierim, TLOT Il, 1035.
65. Perlitt, 260 n. 1; Schmitt, 12.
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Even if 8x.34:7 is difficult to date precisely,66 it does say a great deal about God's
forgiveness in explaining the name Yahweh. Yahweh is "merciful and gracious, slow to

anger, and abounding in steadfast love and faithfulness, keeping steadfast love for
thousands, forgiving 'awon, peia', and hatta'6, yet by no means clearing the guilty, but
visiting the 'awon of the parents upon the children and the children's children to the

third and the fourth generation." The proclamation is characterized by an internal ten-

sion underscoring Yahweh's freedom to punish guilt and yet to forgive, but not to for-
give in any exploitable way even though his compassion and mercy abound. Mic. 7:18-
20 use a similar proclamation as a liturgical conclusion to the book and introduce the

notion that Yahweh is a God who does not cling to the anger once proclaimed by the

prophet. Is Knierim correct in assigning this proclamation to the Feast of Booths?67

Enhancing the words of Deutero-Isaiah (55:6-8), Ps. 103: l2 probably also refers to

this proclamation in its assertion that Yahweh "removes our transgressions (p"ia'Anfr)"

as far as "the heavens are high above the earth" (cf. Mic. 7:19, the depths of the sea).

Deutero-Isaiah chooses a unique form of expression in assuring the despondent return-

ees from the exile that Yahweh will indeed forgive them: "I, I am he who blots out your
transgressions (p"idim) for my own sake, and I will not remember your sins (bata'6il"
(43:25; cf . 44:21-22). If vv. 22-24 function as an introduction, then the emphatic "I"
means that even though Israel once burdened Yahweh with grievous guilt rather than

calling on him and pleasing him with sacrifices, after the catastrophe Yahweh is none-

theless still prepared to "blot out" their transgressions (C. Westermann points out how
important this assertion is for Deutero-Isaiah as a witness to prophetic continuity; cf.

v. 27, which speaks of the breach with Yahweh68).

In I K. 8:50 it is Solomon who at the temple dedication speaks the prayer for such

forgiveness after the catastrophe. When the people repent after the exile, "forgive

6alah) your people who have sinned (hala') against you, and all their transgressions

(p"iaim) through which they broke with you (pi' b");' Ps. 65:3-4(2-3) uses an almost
courtly or at least extremely formal style (date?) to proclaim Israel's own certainty to

all creatures, i.e., globally: "To you who answer prayer! To you all flesh shall come.

When deeds of iniquity ('"won6!) overwhelm me [better with LXX: us], you atone

(kipper) them." The psalm ranks this particular beneficent act before all others that
Yahweh performs. Ps. 89:33(32) also evokes a context transcending the individual in a
(doubtless Dtr) Davidic lament,6e recalling that Yahweh punished even the worst of the

Davidic transgressions merely with the rod rather than breaking off with him entirely.

66. Noth, Exodus,261, identifies it as an addendum to J; W. Beyerlin, Origins and History of
the Oldest Sinaitic Traditions (Eng. trans. 1965), 26, associates it with J; J. Halbe, Das
Privilegrecht Jahwes (G6ttingen, 1975),284, identifies it as Jehovist; cf. B. S. Childs, Exodus.

OTL (1974),610: Dtr; Perlitt, 213-14: Dtr; E. Zenger, Das Buch Exodus. Geistliche Schrift-
le sung 7 (Diisseldorf, 191 8), 242ff .: postexilic.

67. Hauptbegriffe, ll7tf .

68. C. Westermann, Isaiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 131.

69. T. Veijola,Verheissung in der Krise: Studien zur Literatur undTheologie der Exilszeit
anhand des 89. Psalms. AnAcScFenB 220 (1982), ll8.
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In an individual and yet prototypical fashion, the petitioner in Ps.5l:3(l) asks

Yahweh to "blot out my transgressions according to your abundant mercy" (in 25:7

peiA'ay in a similar context is probably an addendum). Because the superscription in-

vokes one of David's grievous, capital sins, the psalm countenances an especially

merciful and profound gesture of forgiveness. The thankful petitioner in 32:l-5 was

probably thinking of something similar. He recounts how keeping peia', hatta'!, and
'awon silent burdened him, and how the simple decision to confess already eased

that burden; he is now able to praise Yahweh's forgiveness with all his heart. The

concentration of various expressions together with the lack of specifics made it pos-

sible to understand this passage as something the entire congregation might utter. A
similar concentration of expressions appears in Job 1:20-21; the difference is that the

person seeking to establish his own case before and against God can no longer hope

to have his transgressions forgiven (ndid') or his iniquity ('dwbn) taken away

(he'"!ir), for he did not believe himself guilty of the most important charges. A
slightly different situation is found in Job 14:17: "my transgression would be sealed

up in a bag." The reference is again to an offense that is not commensurate with Job's

own circumstances.
In conclusion,Lev. 16:16,21 might be mentioned in this context. In an addendum to

the expiation of the high priest and the people,7o v. 16 says that with the blood of the

previously mentioned young bull the high priest "shall make atonement (kipper) for the

sanctuary, because of the uncleanness (tum'61) of the people of Israel and because of
their transgressions (p"iaim), all their sins (hatta'61." The multiplicity of terms serves

to ensure completeness rather than precision, just as the ritual itself is not really com-

prehensible given its brevity. Is the author asserting that by entering the sanctuary as a

representative ofthe people the high priest was surrounded by transgressions as ifby a
negative sphere, one he also had to divert from the sanctuary? Was the sanctuary, as

God's dwelling place among human beings, to that extent also a human edifice in need

of expiation? Or is the reference to an impersonal, material understanding of expia-

tion? On the other hand, l6:21-22 concludes the scapegoat ritual.Tl Janowski has al-

ready shown that this goat was not a sacrifice or ofiering .72 The high priest was to lay

both hands on the head of the goat and "confess over it all the iniquities of the people of
Israel, and all their transgressions, all their sins." The goat was then led into the wilder-

ness, probably a symbolic act (cf. inZech.5:5ff. the woman sent to Babylon) intended

not as atonement but as the removal from Israel's midst of all that was inimical to God.

In the present context, this ritual is probably merely complementing the atonement ac-

tivities; since Yahweh's own forgiveness and atonement were crucial for Israel's well-

being, the Azazel ritual can only be secondary.T3 All elements inimical to God were to

be assigned to the wilderness, i.e., to the world of death, while Israel was to be oriented

toward life.

70. M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1965), 124; Janowski,263 n.419.
71. le) kipper --> Vll,297-98.
72. Janowski, 208-15.
73. Janowski, 219-20.
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Ps. 107:17 contains a textually corrupt reference to grateful petitioners who experi-

enced affliction along the path of their offenses and yet were able to free themselves

from it. The present context does allow at least that much meaning to come through.

5. Remaining Passages. The few remaining passages, like the ones just discussed,

do not allow any determination of definite meaning. Such is the case in Lam.

l:5,14,22, which at the beginning of the larger lament recall Judah's own transgres-

sions without identifying them more specifically. Ezk.39:24 speaks similarly, and Ps.

5:11(10) remains vague as well: "Because of their many offenses cast them out." Ezk.

37:23 (from the school of Ezekiel?la) is a bit more concrete when alongside gillfrltm,

"idols," and iiqqfrsim, "detestable things," it also mentions the "transgressions" with
which "Israel" defiled itself and from which Yahweh now wishes to cleanse it; the text
does not, however, offer any specifics about these transgressions. In the Elihu dis-

courses the reference to arrest or preventive detention (Job 36:8-9) is probably to be

associated more with concrete offenses, though none is named, than with sins in the

more general sense. The reference in Job 34:37 to adding peia'to sin (hatta') sounds

like a fixed expression.
The remaining passages requiring a closer look are Isa. 53:5,8,12(bis), and Dnl.

8:12,13,23;9:24.The grievous physical afflictions suffered by the servant (Isa.53:5'8)

suggest that the "we" are now confessing more concrete offenses for which they rather

than the servant should have been punished. It is certainly possible, however, that from
the perspective of the servant the "we" have gained a much more profound understand-

ing of their own entanglement in guilt and transgression than merely of the kind of cul-
pability resulting in that fate in the first place. Indeed, much suggests that the reference

is to more than mere insight gained from ad hoc circumstances. In that sense the term

preserves the character of that transgression while simultaneously referring to some-

thing more basic and profound. V. 12a (ptcp.), especially given the preceding trial situ-

ation, suggests that the servant was counted among the transgressors;75 such an inter-
pretation in v. 12b, however, would be too specific (MT: "he made intercession for the

transgressors"). Although the LXX accommodates this interpretation by reading

pii'am in v. 12b instead of pbi"im, careful comparison between the LXX and MT
shows that these two texts represent two extremely old interpretations of an even older

source text that probably can no longer be reconstructed, a text whose general sense

was indeed probably clear and rich, but also intentionally ambiguous. For this reason

conjectures from one recension to the other are rarely persuasive, and it is precisely

v. 12 that the LXX and MT interpret differently (in v. l2a the LXX has dnomoi, "apos-

tate," rather than "transgressor"). Interpretive specifics must come from an exegesis of
Isa. 53 as a whole rather than from a terminological study alone.

Dnl. 8:12,13,23;9:24 are burdened to an even greater extent by textual problems;

the Greek translations all seem to be more an interpretation of an obscure text than a

74. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),275.
75. So HAL, III, 981, after Knierim.
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genuine translation. It is no accident that recent exegetes have preferred to keep most
of the MT even though they disagree regarding its interpretation. If one follows their
lead, it seems plausible to assign essentially the same meaning to sdld'in v. l2 (miss-
ing in LXX) as in v. 10.76 In that case v. l2a would have to read: "and the host [of the
heavenly representatives of the nations, later 'angels of the nations'l is given with the
burnt sacrifice through the [religious] breach" (or with Lacocque, be pretii: "because of
its transgression"). This interpretation is philologically satisfying even if one cannot
persuasively demonstrate that the sd\d' is identical with the heavenly representatives
of the nations portrayed so vividly in Dnl. 10. The sense would then be that God did
not allow any heavenly power to protect the "truth" (8: l2b, probably the Yahweh reli-
gion, whose Scriptures Antiochus IV burned); rather, the wicked "small horn" was suc-
cessful (v. 12b).

The question "for how long is this vision [valid]" in v. 13 similarly seems to be fol-
lowed by an enumeration of its contents consisting more of catchphrases than of gram-
matically correct statements; hence "the burnt offering and the [religious] breach that
makes desolate, and 'his/its' lread titt6, the breach's or Antiochus II'sl giving over of
the sanctuary and host to be trampled underfoot." On this view vv. 12 and 13 use peia'
in its original meaning and as concretely as possible since according to I l:36-39
Antiochus bore the primary responsibility for the outrageous act of a religious
breach.77

The MT in 8:23 reads: 'At the end of their rule, when the transgressors have com-
pleted [their rule? deeds?]," a phrase directly evoking the circumstances in Jerusalem
(Pl<iger). The LXX reading, however, may be preferable despite Pl6ger's objection,
namely, k"hulam happeidim, "when the transgressions have reached their full mea-
sure" (so NRSV), even though both readings are possible .In 9:24 it is a matter of K or

Q; the term pe.ia'does not seem to have the same meaning parallel to hatta'! and'aw1n
as it does in 8:12,13, which probably refer to Ba'al-shamem and his cult (Koch).

Y. l. Qumran Even though only the relatively secure passages should be mentioned
within the Qumran writings, a brief outline of previous findings can provide a frame-
work within which to view these examples. Kuhn (with supplements) lists 3 occur-
rences of the verb (including the ptcp. twice) and 42 for the noun. According to H.-J.
Fabry (personal communication), one can now add 3 occurrences of the verb (the ptcp.
twice, and an otherwise unknown hiphil form in 4Q184 1:15 [4Q Wiles of the Wicked
Woman)), and 19 for the noun; the root does not appear at all in the Temple Scroll. Of
these occurrences, however, only 4 are certain for the verb (including 3 of the ptcp.)
and 49 for the noun. The recently attested hiphil form is ascribed to the seductress who
causes the "humble" to turn away from God in sin (cf. also in 4Q184 1:4 the reference
to the "multitude of sins in her skirts").

Among OT passages, Isa. 59:20(-21) exerted a strong influence in Qumran: "those

76. A. Lacocqte, Book of Daniel (Eng. trans. 1979), 157-58, 161-64.
77. K. Koch, Das Buch Daniel. EdF 144 (1980), 136-40.
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in Jacob who turn from peia"' (1QS 10:20; IQH 2:9; 6:6; 14:24; CD 2:5;20:17;
4Q512 7O-71:2 [emend]). More familiar expressions include "wiping out sin" (mahd,

IQS 11:3), "forgiving" (ndia',1QH l6:16; cf. Ex. 34:7;CD 3:18), and "atoning" (kip-

pea 4QOrd 2:2; 3Q9 3:2). The uses of the participle are not surprising, including refer-

ences to "a snare for the transgressors" (lQH 2:8), a "mocking song for. . ." (lQH
2: I I ); the exrended context of 4Q491 (4QM") frs. 8- l0 I: I 5 recalls Isa. 66:24 with its
intensive portrayal of the fire of Sheol (though the immediate context is lost).

Several Qumran texts develop the biblical tradition further. Ps. 155:12 (llQPs"
24:ll) provides a skillful poetic development of Ps.25:7 and its reference to the "sins

of my youth, my transgressions." Are such youthful sins identical with the "first

sins"(lQH9:13; 17:18)forwhichthepetitionerseeksconsolation(lQH9:13)?4Q509
12, I-13:5 similarly refers to God as a consoler for those who have stumbled in sin.

The use of gillfil as a new parallel to peia' in IQH 4:19 (cf. hil7dlel in CD 3:17) seems

to have been influenced by Ezk. 31:23. The biblical notion of defilement (Ezekiel) is

countered by God's purifying power (taher; "you have cleansed a perverse spirit of
greatpeia'l'IQH 3:21 [from Ps. 19:14[13]?; l1:10;4Q504 [4QDibHamu] frs. l-2
VI:2), esp. "you cast all our sins away from us (hiiltb and cleansed us" (cf. also 4Q5 12

VI:9).
One striking new combination over against the biblical materials is that with peia'

and'aimd, "guilt" (lQS 1:23; 9:4;3Q9 3:2;4Q5ll t4QShirbl fr. 18 II:9 [sinful guilt or

vice versal). lQ4 35 is apparently new and noteworthy, but also typical: "Because of
my sins I was abandoned by your b"ri1)'This context probably also includes IQH fr.
4:l4, "my heart melts like wax because of transgression and sin (pi' wh!'h)"; cf. also

I QH fr. I :4, "I am a man of sin" ( yi pJ)." The expression "mysterie s ( rdzA ) of peia"'
in 5:36 is both completely new and, given the obscure context, not entirely clear: "For

(according to?) the mysteries of sin, they change the works of God by their transgres-

sions" (also lQH fr. 50:5;27,1,1,2). One interesting new combination is ta'"niy61

peia" probably "humiliations for sin" (4Q510 l:8). By contrast, I do not find the addi-

tion of peia'to nsl (lQH 7:11 after Ps. 39:9[8]) and nsl to peia'in 4Q512 frs. 29-32

VII:9 to be entirely certain.

2. IXX.In rendering the termpi', the LXX uses the entire spectrum of terms for sin.

Terms it uses more than twice include asebein, aphistdnai, and anomein for the verb,

and adikia/adikEma, hamartfa/hamdrtCma, anomia/an6mEma, asdbeia, and pardptoma

for the noun' 
seebass
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Contents: L Etymology and Occurrences. II. OT: 1. Eccl.8:1;2. Joseph Narrative; 3. Daniel.

4. LXX. III. Qumran. lY. Peier as a Hermeneutical Principle'

I. Etymology and Occurrences. As the distribution of occurrences shows (see be-

low), this word arrived relatively late in the Hebrew language, whereas it appears far

earlier in Aramaic.l Behind Aramaic itself one can then probably assume some con-

nection with an early Semitic root plr with /1/ appearing in Akk. paiaru with its verbal

adj. pairu and the nouns pl.iru and piiertu.z The G stem of this verb, a verb already at-

tested in Old Babylonian witnesses, means "loosen up the earth, sell grain (?), settle an

argument, liberate someone, prompt, report, explain, undo [an oath, a knot]'" Thus

very early the word is attested with the meaning "report, interpret": paiAru iutta, "in-
terpret dreams,"3 "interpret words."a A person could even have the profession of a paiir
iunati, "an interpreter of dreams."5 The noun piiru, "solution, interpretation," is clearly

associated with the mantic and magical spheres, e.g., is piiri, "magic wand," alongside

peier O.Betz, Offenbarung und Schrifrfurschung in der Qumransekte. WUNT 6 (1960); G. J.

Brooke, "Qumran Pesher: Towards the Redefinition of a Genre," RevQ l0 (19'79181) 483-503;

idem, Exegesis at Qumran: 4QFloritegium in lts Jewish Context. JSOTSup 29 (1985); W. H.

Brownlee, The Midrash Pesher of Habakkuk. sBLMS 24 (1979), esp. 23ff.; F. F. Bruce, Biblical
Exegesis in the QumranTexts (Grand Rapids, 1959); J. Carmignac, "Notes sur les Pesharim,"

RevQ 3 (1961/62) 505-38; idem, "Le genre liu6raire du 'P6shEr', dans la Pistis-sophia," RevQ 4

(1963164) 497-522:J. J. Collins, "Jewish Apocalyptic Against Its Hellenistic Near Eastern Envi-
ronment," BASOR 220 (1975) 27-36; K. Elliger, Studien zum Habakuk-Kommentar vom Toten

Meer BHT 15 ( 1953); H. Feltes, Die Gattung des Habakukkommentars von Qumran ( l QpHab):
Eine Studie zum friihen jiidischen Midrasch. FzB 58 (1986); A. Finkel, "The Pesher of Dreams

and Scriptures," RevQ 4 (1963164) 357-70; I. Fr<ihlich, "Le genre littdraire des Pesharim de

QumrAn," RevQ 12 (1985/87) 383-98; M. Gertner, "Terms of Scriptural Interpretation: A Study

in Hebrew Semantics," BSOAS25 (1962) l-27; M. P. Horgan, Pesharim: Qumran Interpretations
of Biblical Books. CBQMS 8 (1979); F. L. Horton, "Formulas of Introduction in the Qumran Lir
eiature," RevQl (19691'71) 505-14; E. Jucci, "Il pesher, un ponte tra il passato e il futuro,"
Henoch 8 (1986) 321-3'7; W. R. Lane, "Peier Style as a Reconstruction Tool in 4Qplsu," RevQ 2

(1959/60) 281-83; A. L. Oppenheim, The Interpretarion_of Dreams in the Ancient Near East

(philadelphia, 1956); I. Rabinowitz, "'PESHER/PITTARON': Its Biblical Meaning and Its Sig-

nificance in the Qumran Literature," RevQ 8 (1972175) 219-32 C. Roth, "The Subject Matter of

Qumran Exegesis," yf 10 (1960) 51-68; L. H. Silberman, "Unriddling the Riddle: A Study in the

Srructure and Language of the Habakkuk Pesher (lQpHab)," RevQ 3 (1961162) 323-64;
A. Sz6r6nyi, "Das Buch Daniel, ein kanonisierter Pescher?" Congress Volume, Geneva 1965.

svr 15 (1966) 278-94.

t. AP 63.14.
2. AHw,11,842.
3. Gilg. I, Y 25; Vl, t92.
4. BWL, 134,l. 126.
5. BWL, 128,\.54; cf. also Oppenheim,2l7ff.
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the magical solution and similar ideas. The reference is generally to an "interpretation"
of dreams, earthquakes, and lunar omens.6 Witnesses in extrabiblical Aramaic are ap-

parently limited to AP 63.14, an extremely fragmentary text not allowing any signifi-
cant conclusions. Cowley suspects the meaning is "to pay." By contrast, Biblical Ara-
maic attests numerous occurences of both the verb and the noun (see below).

Extrabiblical occurrences include also Syriac, where the meaning is "liquefy; interpret;

solve [a riddle]," related perhaps by metathesis with p'raJ, "to separate, loose."7 In
Christian Palestinian Aramaic the noun *piwryn means "explanation."8 In Mandaic

this semantic scope allowed a word to develop with a specialized, intensified meaning,

piira, "exorcism."e The word was understood similarly in Samaritan.l0 An etymologi-
cal connection with the semantically similar Arab. fasara, "explain, interptet," tafs?4

"commentary (esp. one on the Koran),"11 is possible only assuming the presence of a

Proto-Semitic i. Given these findings, the biblical word paiar is clearly an

Aramaism.l2
Horgan differentiates even further because she senses differences between Heb./

Aram. p.fr and Heb. prr despite the apparent semantic overlapping. She suggests that

the author of Gen. 40-41 adopted palar directly from the Aramaic because of the ex-

cessive mantic connotations attaching to Akk. paiaru. By contrast, paiar came into
Hebrew by way of Aramaic, or even more likely into Aramaic by way of Hebrew. In-
deed, the existence of double versions of the etymon does suggest the presence of two
different paths. The semantic distinction Horgan suggests, however, is indiscernible;
moreover, p/r is not attested in Aramaic, and Heb. palar remains unexplained.

The distribution of occurrences is quite revealing. In the entire OT, Heb. peier oc-

curs but once (Eccl. 8:l). The Heb. verb palar occlurs 9 times and, like the 5 occur-
rences of pittar)n, exclusively in the Joseph narrative, more specifically in Gen. 4Ml.
The Aram. noun p"iar occurs 3l times in Daniel, 12 of those in Dnl. 2, and the Ara-
maic verb occurs twice (Dnl. 5:12,16). To these occulrences one can also add Sir.

38:14.
The main sphere of occurrences is clearly in the Qumran writings, where the term is

attested more than 100 times, albeit, with a few exceptions (CD 4:14; 1Q30 l:6; Mur
18:6), only in commentaries to biblical books and in I Enoch. CD 4:14 is an exegesis

of lsa.24:19 1Q30 l:6 apparently also focuses on the interpretation of biblical texts.l3
In Mur 18:6 the verb occurs in the ithpael in a debit note with the meaning "reimburse,

PaY back."r4

6. See W. von Soden, "Lexikalisches Archiv," ZA 4l (1913) 220.
7 . LexSl,r 607 -8, 614.
8. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinun (1903), 165.

9. MdD, 372,383.
10. See A. E. Cowley, The Samaritan Liturgl'(1909), II, 67.
I I . Wehr, 71 3.
12. See Wagner, 96.
13. See J. T. Milik, DJD,I, 132-33.
14. See Jastrow, 1249.
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The verb paiar occurs in rabbinic literature with the meaning "be lukewarm," prob-

ably a homophone, then "dissolve, solve, be loosed, undone," though also "interpret

dreams" (e.g., Bab. Yoma 28b; Ber 56a).ts The word palar is used with virtually the

same meaning.16 In the plethora of passages adduced and discussed inWM, the mean-

ing "interpreidreams" clearly predominates, while the meaning "interpret Scripture" is

utierly lacking; among the rabbis the latter meaning was concentrated primarily in

midrash. One ian amplify WTM, however, by pointin g orrtthat pdlar occurs in rabbinic

writings with a similar meaning as in Qumran with the frequent difference that this "in-

t"rp."tution" focuses primarily on identifying and only secondarily on actualizing'17

II. OT. The previous discussion has shown that apart from Gen. 40_4l, pir/ptr oc'

curs only in late OT texts, in Qumran, and in rabbinic literature, suggesting that at least

the story of the interpretation of dreams in the Joseph narrative dates to a relatively late

period ibut ."" the following discussion). The contextual situation is surprisingly uni-

iorm in all these passages, since they all involve the interpretation of a problem pre-

sented by a king, and almost always the interpretation of one of the king's dreams'

l. Ecc\.8..1. Eccl.8:1 only seemingly constitutes an exception to these findings.

V. la ("Who is like the wise man lbakdml, and who knows the interpretation of a word

lmi y6QEa'pdier ddbdrl?") is an isolated saying, and in the present context functions as

a rhetorical question to the discourse on the problem "whether inductive knowledge

based on experience and observation is not perhaps different and even more promising

than the traditional method of acquiring knowledge by learning proverbs'"I8 Things

may indeed proceed better with that method, but ultimately it too leads to nothing.

Oniy in connection with v. lb does the sentence enter its original context, where the

wisdom and advice (and thus also the peier) of the king's counselor illuminate the

king's countenance.

2. Joseph Narrative. The Joseph narrative involves the interpretation of the dreams

of the two high officials (Gen. 40) and of the pharaoh (Gen. 41). The dating and

redactional classification of these texts depend on the classification of the Joseph nar-

rative as a whole. Taken as a diaspora novella, it is probably exilic-postexilic, a situa-

tion then also commensurate with the late dating of the other occuffences of pfr If by

contrast one views the Joseph narrative as a continuation of the classic Pentateuch

sources, then one will probably ascribe Gen. 40 primarily to J, and Gen. 4l primarily to

E.le In any event the motif of the king who asks his wise men to interpret his dreams is

doubtless an extremely old one, and such probably also applies to the impulse to have

unpleasant dreams interpreted. This task was addressed by professional dream inter-

15. See WTM,lY, 151tr.
16. WTM,IY 160; Horgan is a bit imprecise,229-56.
17. See the material adduced in Gertner, 18.

18. N. Lohfrnk, Kohelet. NEB (1980), 56.

19. See J. Scharbert, Genesis 12-50. NEB (1990).
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preters (hartummim),20 who in Daniel are mentioned in connection with the magicians
(Dnl. l; 2 passim). The verbs palar and ngd refer to the process itself of dream inter-

pretation. The parallelism between these two verbs indicates that this process is a me-

diation of revelation2l having nothing to do with divination, which is why diviners

were not called upon in such instances. It exhibited more a prophetic quality, and be-

cause prophetic value was indeed ascribed to dreams, the display of such talent identi-
fied Joseph and, later, Daniel as prophets (cf. Gen. 41:38, E!;.zz 3o,n the dream and its

interpretation were thought to derive directly from God (see vv. 16,25,28,32). One sig-

nificant feature is that in every instance the interpretation prompts and is immediately

followed by some action.

3. Daniel. The symbolic dreams in Daniel exhibit unmistakable apocalyptic fea-

tures. Here, as in the Joseph narrative, both the dream and its interpretation are under-

stood as deriving from God (cf. the accompanying verbs glh and yd'haphel). This no-

tion is now even intensified in that Daniel himself must query God by way of an

angelus interpres concerning the "interpretation of the matter" Qt"iar millayyA', Dnl.
7:16) even though Daniel is otherwise quite able to interpret dreams (Zech.6:14
Symmachus calls him holem; Dnl. 5:12, m"paiiar helmin, "interpreter of dreams")'

Here, as in the Joseph narrative, the dream interpretation initiated and effected by God

is directed unequivocally against foreign divination. In the book of Daniel, however,

the symbolic dreams and their interpretation do not prompt any action; rather they re-

main as the static solution to a riddle and the decoding of a dream. Nonetheless, here

too the dream articulates a future reality, and the peier itself anticipates that reality as

viewed in the dream.

4. LXX. The LXX uses several different words to render these terms. For the verbs

palar/peiar it uses synkrinein (the exception being Gen. 4l:8, apangillein), for the

noun peier it uses ffsls, and for p"iar the term synkrisis (the exception being Gen.

40:8, diasdphetls). It translates Heb. p"iard in Sir. 38:14 (here in the meaning "diagno-

sis") as andpausis, "rest, recovery," interpreting the Hebrew text in anticipation of the

reference to "healing" in v. l4b.

III. Qumran. Two components influenced the adoption of these terms into the

Qumran-Essene writings, namely, the prophetic and the apocalyptic, both of which
these writings develop with considerable rigor. First the prophetic books are inter-

preted (the task of the priest in the community;cf. lQpHab2:8-9), and then individual
psalms (esp. Ps. 37), to which prophetic value is thus ascribed. Just as during Israel's

period of exile, so also during this period of self-imposed exile did the question con-

cerning earlier divine prophecy acquire urgency, and the peier now rigorously inter-

-+ EtD'18 harlAm, Y, 176-79.
-+ 111 ngd, IX, 179-80.
-+ o)n habm (chalam), LY,421tr.

20.
21.
22.

I

I

I

It-
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prets the biblical text in view of the immediate, apocalyptically understood contempo-

iun"ou, situation of the interpreter and his community.z3 Nineteen different texts have

surfaced in Qumran that undertake scriptural interpretation (generally of a single book;

only 4Qplsac and the thematic pesharim llQMelch and 4QFlor cite from different

books) introduced by interpretive formulas.

The following formulas ian be identified, though no semantic distinction is discern-

ible among various uses'. peier haddabar 
.4l + subst., "the interpretation of the word

concerns .-. ." (e.g., lQpHab 2:5; l0:9; l2:2,12;4QFlor l:14,19); peier haddalar'oier

+ verb, "the interpretation of this word means ttrat . . ." (e.g., lQpHab 5:3; 4Qplsab

l:2); piir6 Z/ + iubst., "its interpretation concerns '" (e'g', lQpHab 2:12.' 3:4;

4:5,Id; 5:9; 6:10; 4QpNah l:6; 4QpPs31 l:2,6,8); piirb'"ier "its interpretation is

that . . ." (e.g., lQpHab 4:l-2;5:1;7:7,15;4QpHosb 2:12,15.'4QpPs37 2:3); piirb +

subst. or perional pronoun, "its interpretation: he/shetit. . ." (e.g., lQpHab l2:7-lO1'

4QpNah ):D; piirb l', "its interpretation concerns ' ' '" (e'g', 4Qplsac 6-7 II:8'17)'
-ttr" 

upo"utyptic element is clearly discernible in the formulas peier hadddbar

l"'afu"ri1 hayyamim, "the intepretation of the word concerns the end of the days"

(+eptsab 2:1", etc.), a.,d peier happilgam l"'al1"rt1 hayyamim . . . 1", "the interpretation

of the saying concerns the end of the days" (e.g', 4Qplsaa 5-6, l}l'z+

The almost exclusively formulaic use of the term in the Qumran texts shows that the

term had acquired the status of a technical term for scriptural interpretation'

The peier commentary of biblical passages appears in varying proximity to the

originaiUiUtical text itself: (1) The interpretation orients itself closely to the sequence

(oflction) in the citation, sometimes even citing the text verbatim (cf. lQpHab 2:10-

i:13 citing Hab. l:6ff.; lQpHab 11:2-8 citing Hab.2:15; cf. also 4QFlor 1:7-8, etc.)'

(2) Sometimes an interpretation will use key words or ideas as a point of departure for

developing its own line of thinking independently of the text (cf. lQpHab l:16-2:10,

whictr picls up from Hab. l:5 only the motif "but you will not believe it when told")'

Within the interpretation itself, such key words or phrases can then also develop a com-

pletely differeni identity through metathesis or associative interplay (cf. 4QpPs"l-10

\:25-2:l). (3) Some inierpretations are limited to a metaphorical identification (alle-

gory)ofthepersons,places,orthingsmentionedinagivenpassage(cf'4QpPs372:4'
itr" qu-.u, comm,rnily is identified with "those who wait for Yahweh [who] shall in-

herit the land" [Ps. 37:9]; ct. also 4QpPs37 3:4-5,9-lO, etc'). (4) Occasionally the inter-

pretation is only loosely associated with the specific passage (cf., e.g., 4QpNah 3:1-5).

lY. Peier as a Hermeneutical Principle. In defining precisely the hermeneutical

principle of the peier, one encounters several different points of departure deriving

iu.g"ty from two camps. According to the first, the peie4 like the midrash, is part of

rabbinic literature; according to the second, it is completely independent ofthat litera-

ture.

23.
24.

See J. Maier, "Zum Stand der Essenerforschung," BiKi 40 (1985) 52'

Further distinctions in Horgan.
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l. The peier was long identified with the midrash (Brownlee), which in its own turn

is primarily an actualizing interpretation focusing on the author's contemporane-

ous situation, an edifying, verse-for-verse explanation or a punctiliar homily.
2. Althoughtheinterpretivemethod of thepeierisindeedsimilartothatof themid-

rash, it differs in one essential feature in that the interpretation itself no longer

derives from the biblical text; instead, quite the reverse is the case in that it im-
poses an interpretation on the biblical text. The midrash is deductive, the peier
inductive. Because the interpreter draws from his own revelation, the peier pre'
sents itself as an independent revelatory piece to a significantly greater degree

than does the midrash; it understands itself as an explanatory revelation to an ear-

lier revelation. The relationship with the hermeneutical method of the book of
Daniel is unmistakable (Elliger, Sztir6nyi).

3. Scholars have justifiably explicated further distinctions here (e.g., Silberman).

The OT evidence, especially the book of Daniel, shows that in the OT the peier is

always associated with the interpretation of dreams and signs and never with tex-

tual interpretation. Similarly, a prophetic interpretation is also primarily the in-

terpretation of a dream or vision rather than of Scripture.25 Hence the Qumran-
Essene peier represents a mixed form insofar as it is a midrashic interpretation

based on an explanatory revelation. Horgan takes this view a step further by sug-

gesting the peier emerged quite independently of rabbinic literature.

4. Rabinowitz adduces the etymology "anticipatory meaning, premonitory sign"
(though cf. the earlier discussion), in rejecting an understanding ofthepeier as a

hermeneutical principle. He suggests that a peier articulates a reality "presaged"

by a biblical text, and identifies the persons, places, or times to which that "pres-

aged reality" refers. The purpose of the peier is to predict the future as shaped in

the as yet unrealized presagement of the divine word, and to confirm the credibil-
ity of that as yet unfulfilled presagement by identifying the facts with the pres-

aged reality that has in fact already been fulfilled. In his view the pe.ier thus has

nothing to do with an intellectual understanding of a text; rather, it is the articula-
tion of presaged reality and simultaneously the actualization of that presagement.

"The term peie4 in fine, never denotes just an explanation or exposition, but al-

ways a presaged reality, either envisaged as emergent or else observed as already

aclutalized."26

5. Following Szcir6nyi's lead, J. J. Collins views the peier as a literary genre associ-

ated with late OT apocalyptic. Contemporary circumstances and the lack of any

charismatic prophecy to help in dealing with them constituted the foundation for
the phenomenon of "prophecy by interpretation" articulated in the book of Dan-

iel, in the Qumran-Essete peie4 and in the Demotic Chronicle.2T

6. Finally, F. F. Bruce suggests that the groundwork for the hermeneutical principle

25. See Feltes, 196-99.
26. Rabinowitz,225-26; for a critique see Horgan, 229-59.
27. See W. Spiegelberg, Die sogenannte demotische Chronik des Pap. 215 der Bibliothique

Nationale zu Paris (Leipzig, 1914).
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ofthe peier was already laid in the later prophets'reinterpretation ofearlier pro-
phetic texts (e.g., Isa. 29:12-13 -+ Hab 1:5-6), even though the Qumran authors

interpreted it in a subjectively different fashion. They were focusing "not on yet
another application of the prophetic word, but on its singular reference to the

time and political-historical circumstances of the exiles on the Dead Sea."28

7. More recently, G. J. Brooke has pointed out that the peiatim are found primarily
in books used in the liturgy, revealing thus their homiletic setting before an as-

sembled community. On this view the authorized peier is less the interpretation
of Holy Scripture than the authorized interpretation of the community's own ex-

istence in the light of OT prophecy on the basis of a rigorous self-consciousness
and consciousness of election.

Fabry - Dahmen

28. Feltes, 230.

IIV|D peiet

Contents: I. l. Etymology and Meaning; 2. Occurrences; 3. Semantic Field. II. Concrete Use

and Meaning. III. Metaphorical Use and Meaning.

l. | . Etymology and Meaning. The l{eb. word p€iel refers both to the flax plant itself
and to the linen made from its stalks.l Tltetermp4iel occurs in the singular, though only
with a suffrx and only twice (Hos. 2:7,11[F;n9.5,9]). The term piifi refers both to the
plant and to the wick made of flax. Scholars do not agree whether pEiel and piitd repre-
sent two secondary forms or whether only piitd occurs as a singular form of piittm. If
thelatteristhecase, thenpity inHos.2:7,11(5,9) shouldbepointed aspiitay.2 Tingberg

peie1. l. Low, Aramriische Pflanzennamen (1881); idem, Flora der Juden, II (Vienna, 1924);
H. N. Moldenke and A. L. Moldenke, Plants of the Bible (Waltham, 1952); H.-P. Miiller,
"Notizen zu althebriischen Inschriftenli' UF 2 (1970) 229-42, esp. 230-31; A. E. Riithy, Die
Pflanze und ihre Teile im biblisch-hebrriischen Sprachgebrauch (Bem, 1942); K. A. Tflngberg,
'A Note on Piitt in Hos II '7,11: W 27 (1977) 222-24; M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cam-
bridge, 1982),78.

I. IIAL,III, 983.
2. So W. Rudolph, Hosea. KATXIIUI (1966), 63; and H. W Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans.

1974),30.
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disputes this hypothesis.3 The word p.ir in the Gezer Calendar may be adduced as a wit-
ness to the form p€ie1.4 The same root occurs in Ugar. p1r,s Middle Heb. piitAn,6 and

Pun. pir.7

2. Occurrences. The terms pdiel/piittm occur 16 times in the OT, including 4 times

in Leviticus; once each in Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Isaiah, and Jeremiah; 4 times

in Ezekiel; twice in Hosea; once in Proverbs; pi.itd occurs 4 times, twice each in Exo-

dus and Isaiah.

3. Semantic Field. Flax is often mentioned together with woolS (Lev.

13.47 ,48,52,59;Dt.22:ll; Prov. 31:13; Hos. 2:7,1 1t5,91), since the two together repre-

sent the usual materials from which clothing was made. Sheep's wool (8ez) provides

warm clothing (Job 3l:20), while flax provides cool clothing (Ezk.44:17-18). In Dt.

22:11 this incompatibility between the two materials prompted the prohibition against

weaving wool and flax/linen together (cf. also Lev. 19:19).

II. Concrete Use and Meaning. Both Ex. 9:31 and Isa. 19:9-10 presuppose the cul-

tivation of flax in Egypt. Ex. 9:31 mentions flax together with barley, attesting perhaps

the use of flax seed as a foodstuff (cf. also the mention of flax in the Gezer Calendar;

Miiller). That linen was also produced emerges from Isa. 19:9-10, which condemns

those Egyptians who work, card, and weave flax. According to Josh. 2:6, flax stalks

@iitA hA'C;) were laid out on the roofs in Jericho to dry, and I Ch.4:21 mentions spe-

cific families of linen weavers. Hosea counts flax and wool among Yahweh's benefi-

cent gifrs, which also include bread and water, oil and drink (Hos. 2:7,1 1 t5,91). A capa-

ble housewife deals readily with wool and flax and likes to work with her hands (Prov.

31:13). The law on determining the presence ofleprous disease presupposes that the

affected clothing is made from linen or wool (Lev.l3:41ff.). According to Ezekiel, the

Levitical priests were supposed to wear linen garments when serving in the sanctuary.

They are not allowed to wear anything woolen, and instead must wear a linen turban

and linen undergarments so that they do not sweat (Ezk.4411'18; sweat was probably

considered unclean).
According to Jgs. 15:14, Samson tore the ropes on his arms as if they were flax that

had caught fire. Flax was also used for wicks (Isa. 42:3;43 17). Flax could apparently

be made into cords as well (Ezk. 40:3).

III. Metaphorical Use and Meaning. The prophet Jeremiah performs a symbolic

act foreshadowing disaster (Jer. 13:1ff.). Judah and Jerusalem will be like the linen

3. See also H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),231.
4. Mtiller, 230-31; and KAI 182.3.

5. UT, ro.2135; WUS, no.2296.
6. Ldw, Aramiiische Pflanrynnamen, 233.
7. DNSI, lI,947. See also Ldw, Flora, II, 208ff.
8. -+ 1Dl semer
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loincloth that has lain too long in the cleft of a rock and is now good for nothing. For
just as Jeremiah girded his own body with the linen loincloth, so also did Yahweh bind
Israel and Judah around himself that they might be his people; but they did not listen.

The term piitd is used twice metaphorically to mean "wick." Isa. 42:3 describes the

servant of God with the words, "and a dimly burning wick he will not quench," a nega-

tive statement reflecting the present situation. Although the exiled people are like a
wick about to go out, the servant will not extinguish them, and will instead refill them

that they might burn again. Isa. 43: l7 describes Pharaoh's defeat at the Reed Sea as the

extinguishing of a wick. The combination of drowning and being extinguished, of wa-

ter and fire, recalls the chapter's beginning, where Yahweh promises to rescue his peo-

ple, saying, "the rivers shall not overwhelm you . . . and the flame shall not consume

you" (43:2). Yahweh is everywhere their savior.

This image of water and fire is quite different from the one in Isa. l:29-31, which tells
how the people will become like a garden without water, and the strong like tinder, their
work like a spark; "they and their work shall burn together, with no one to quench them."

Nielsen

ENhD oir'om: !f1D oera'

Theterm pi{arr, "suddenly," is an adverb with normal mimation, albeit with the un-

usual vowel o instead of a-. The comparable adv. iili6m, "day before yesterday," is not

really analogous, since it has probably been constructed from .ia-li.f and ybm (cf. Old
Bab. ialiamil). The o h pi!'am can probably be explained best as the remnant of an

original locative,2 a hypothesis also supported by analogous constructions in Akka-
dian.3 Less persuasive suggestions include derivation from an old nominative endinga

and its explanation as the substitute lengthening for the weakened laryngeal.s The adv.

pi1'om may derive from the notJn pe!a', "moment" (with a weakening of the 'ayin to
'aleph). Double expressions circumscribing a sequentially intensified "very suddenly"
seem to support this stem relationship: bepela'pi1'om (Nu.6:9; Sir. 11:21), l"pe1a'

pi1'dm (Isa. 29:5), pela'pi1'6m (lQH 17:5), pi1'dm l"pe1a'(Isa. 30:13).
The term pi1'6r?, occurs especially in the prophetic writings (10 times) and in wisdom

literature (7 times). These occurrences do not include Prov.7:22, where most exegetes fol-

pi1'om. D. Daube, The Sudden in the Scriptures (Leiden, 1964); L. Kopf, 'Arabische
Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw<irterbuch," W 9 (1959) 247-8'l , esp. 211-72.

l. ARM, Ill,74:5.
2. With C. Brockelmann, "Beitrdge zur hebriiischen und zur aramiiischen Grammat\kl' Z,A 14

(1899) 346; VG, l, 465; BLe, $652:' HAL, lll,983b.
3.GaG,S$113-14.
4. P. Dhorme, "La langue de Canaan," RB ll (1914) 346.
5. JM, $102b.
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low the LXX inreadingpelaim, "(like) simpletons."6 The word occurs only 4 times in nar-

rative texts, once in a ritual text (Nu. 6:9), and twice in one psalm (Ps. 64:5,8[En9.4,7]).
The events qualified by pi1'om are almost exclusively of a disastrous nature, a char-

acteristic Daube documents accurately but somewhat one-sidedly. Rarely does an au-

thor use pi1'6m in direct reference to God's deliverance or salvific acts in the larger

sense. To the extent that calamitous events described by pi1'am are directed toward the

enemy, of course, they indirectly benefit Israel or an individual. Texts in which a per-

son is the subject of the event illustrate such benefit. Josh. l0:9 and I 1:7 describe sur-

prise attacks that Joshua carries out and that lead to victory over his enemies.T

Both Nu. 6:9 and Job 9:23 deal, albeit in different ways, with the unexpected death

of a person. Nu. 6:9 is concerned with a nazirite being defrled by the sudden death of
someone nearby. In Job 9:23 Job reproaches God harshly for suddenly killing the inno-

cent as well as the guilty and then mocking their despair.

Most texts use pi1'om to describe the suddenness of Yahweh's judgment. Nu. l2:4
uses it to describe how Yahweh suddenly speaks and cuts short Miriam and Aaron's
uprising against Moses. The remaining texts in this context, all of which are in the pro-

phetic writings, describe Yahweh's judgment on his own people. The accompanying

metaphor in Isa. 30:13 refers to the wall with the break caused by iniquity. Statements

in Jer. 4:20 and 6:26 announce and lament in an anticipatory fashion the desolation of
the land. The Yahweh lament in Jer. 15:8 presupposes the events of 597. The text of
Deutero-Isaiah in Isa. 48:3 refers to the prompt fulhllment of the predicted judgment.

Mal. 3:1 announces the harbinger of the judging God.

Yahweh's crushing blow can also, of course, be directed toward Israel's enemies.

The oracles against the nations in Jer. 5l:8 and Isa. 47: I 1 describe the sudden collapse

of Babylon. The "confessional" text Jer. 18:22 petitions Yahweh to intervene against

Jeremiah's personal enemies, who as despisers of the prophetic word are also God's

own adversaries. Ps. 64:5,8(4,1) reflect the successful answer to a similar petition in
the form of complementary punishment; just as the petitioner's enemies suddenly

shoot denunciations at him like arrows (v. 5[a]), so also will God suddenly shoot the

arrow of punishment at them (v. 8[7]).
Themes associated with wisdom literature include the sudden end of the fool (Job

5:3), of the wicked (Prov.3:25), and of those who devise evil (Prov.6:15). Another
theme is the admonition to keep one's distance and act prudently toward those of
higher rank, who can quickly bring ruin upon a person (Prov.24:22). In Job 22:10

Eliphaz asserts that Job's terrible circumstances ("snares are around you, and sudden

terror overwhelms you") have resulted from his own sin. Ecclesiastes describes human

helplessness in the face of the passing of time and of sudden calamity (Eccl.9:12).
Two passages make direct references with pi!'dm to God's salvific acts. Isa. 29:5

probably refers to the events of 701 in describing Yahweh's sudden intervention in a

6. O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 74, suggests a different mean-

ing: "on the spur of the moment."
7. See A. Malamat. EncJud Year Book 1975n6, 178-79.
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thunderstorm theophany scattering the enemies and rescuing Jerusalem. 2 Ch.29:36 in-
terprets the sudden success of Hezekiah's cultic measures as one of God's own deeds.

Sir. 5:7 warns against God's sudden day of judgment. Sir. 40:14, a textually some-

what difficult passage, probably refers to how hastily the wealth of the wicked disap-
pears. Sir. I 1:21 considers the possibility of a sudden turn in the fate of the poor when

God suddenly makes them rich.
The three occurrences of pi1'om in Qumran ( I QH 8: 1 8; 17 :5 ; CD l4l2) are burdened

by obscure or fragmentary contexts and for that reason offer little in the way of clarifi-
cation. Moreover, in CD l4:2 the reading pelaim, "fools," is preferable.

Thiel

illlD ptn;112 pelt; nrf;l p"1ayyfr1

Contents: I. General Considerations: 1. Occurrences; 2. Related Languages; 3. Ancient

Translations;4. Basic Meaning. IL Biblical Occurrences: l. Substantive;2. Verb: a. Qal and

Niphal;b.PielandPual. I[. PthPielwithYahwehasSubject: l.Jer.207;2.Ezk. l4:9;3.Hos.
2:16(14).IV. Qumran.

I. General Considerations.
I . Occurrences. Dictionaries generally translate the root pty/h as "gullible, inexperi-

enced, (be) foolish," etc.l In the MT it occurs as a substantive construction and as a

verb 47 times, and an additional 6 times in Sirach. No adjectival constructions are at-

tested. Significantly, l8 ofthe 20 substantival occurrences (including Ps. l9:S[Eng.7];
I 19: 130) and 14 of the 33 verbal occurrences, i.e., approximately three-fifths of all oc-

currences, are found in contexts associated unmistakably with the wisdom tradition.
Most of the other occurrences, especially those of the verb, can easily be understood as

applications of wisdom thinking to spheres not primarily associated with wisdom.

Hence the semantic scope associated with pty/h was from the outset associated with the

sphere of wisdom learning and conduct.
The only occurrence still unexplained is the personal name in Joel l:1, (y6'zl ben-)

p"!fi'€l; it can be left in abeyance here.2 In Gen. 9:27 the hiphil yapt (nl6him Pyepel)

probably does not derive from Heb. pth (pth hiphil is not attested elsewhere, and pth

is never construed with /'). This form may represent a unique and artificial wordplay

pth. J.Dupont, "Les 'simples' (petdyim) dans la Bible et i Qumrdn," Studi sull'Oriente e la
Bibbia. FS G. Rinaldi (Genoa, 1967),329-36; R. Mosis, "Ez l4,l-11 - ein Ruf zur Umkehr,"
BZ 19 (1975) 16l-94; M. SebO, "inD pth to be gullible," TLOTll, 1037-39; for further bibliog.
-+ )''rR '"wtl; --s d)11 hkm; --) )o> ksl; -+711 na^al.

l. See, e.g., SrbA, HAL.
2. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),25l' W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos,

Obadja, Jona. KATXIIU2 (1971),36.
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using the well-attested Aram. root pty/', "be far, broad" (perhaps a late wordplay?

Was the contemporary background for Japhet's dwelling in Shem's tents and his rule

over Canaan lv.27a0,b) the advance of the Greeks during the later Persian period?).3

The resultant Heb. hapax legomenon pth Il is to be distinguished as an Aramaic loan-

word fromp/, I. Although some scholars also derive the ptcp. pdlehin Prov.20:19

from Aram. pty/',4 a relationship with Heb. pth seems more likely.
The concrete now pelt (even in context only as a pausal form5) occurs l8 times (or

19; see below concerning Prov. l:22; including Prov. 9:6 [see below] but not 7:22:here

the emendation from pi1'dm to pela'im is unnecessaryl the contextual singulars also

militate against the pl. p"g'im), including I I times in the plural.6

The understanding of sg. peli in Prov. l:22 is diffrcult: 'aQ-mdlay pegyim t"'ehabfi

peli. Appurently pelt functions here not as a concrete noun but as an abstract noun,

though one should probably not separate the abstract use of peli as an independent

word peliIl (attested only in this particular passage) from the concrete noun,7 since it is

unlikely that alongside the unequivocal abstract construction p"1ayyfit in 9:13 an addi-

tional independent abstract noun from the same root would be present in what is proba-

bly the same literary stratum and yet not be recognizable as such based on its construc-

tion. K6nig assumes that pelt was from the outset an abstract noun,8 albeit one that in

virtually every passage was used metonymically as an abstractum pro concreto

(synecdochee). Considerations militating against this view are that the postulated basic

abstract meaning of sg. peli is attested only in l:22 and that the abstract construction

p"laryfi! is found in the same literary stratum in 9:13.
Because Prov. l:22 is obviously using a wordplay, one should probably assume that

within the extremely artificial or even affected context of l:20-33 and influenced by

the following half-verse l:22a8 (lC;im - ldsbn) the concrete noun has been used for
the abstract.lo In that case l:22au. would be an additional occurrence of peli tobe
added to the 18 mentioned above. Zorell also understands the pl. ('izpfi) p"lAiim it9:.6
as a concretum pro abstracto, even though -+ IIV 'zb genetally requires an object.ll

Such can, however, remain unspoken and be supplied from the context (e.g., Neh.

3:3414.21; Prov.28:13; Ps. 10:14; Jer. l4:5). In that case p"1a'yim here could, as in

Prov. l;22 and 8:5, be a vocative plural; or as a concrete noun it is the accusative ob-
ject, "leave the simple ones."12 It is unlikely that the same author would have used the

3. Wagner,97, among others.
4. So, e.g., HAL, LIJ,985: GesB, 666.
5. See BIe, $72x'; JM, $96Aq.
6. Concerning the plural orthography, see Bb, $92p'; GK, $93x; JM, $96Aq.
7. As do, e.9., GesB and .FIAI, s.v.

8. Kdnig, s.v.

9. See E. Kdnig, Stilistik, Rhetorik, Poetik (1900),65-69.
10. With lzxHebAram, s.v.

11. Ibid., s.v.
12. So, e.g., F. Delitzsch, Proverbs of Solomon. KD,2vols. (Eng. trans. repr. 1970), I' 200; cf.

O. Pl6ger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 99. The ancient versions and most

comms. translate differently.
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abstractpelayyfiling:13 but a different, ambiguous abstractpela'yimin9:6 (Delitzsch).

The emendation from p"1a yim to p"layyfr! is then unnecessary. Nor could one explain

how an original p"layyfr! could have been misread as pela'yim.

Apart from the concrete noun pelt, the abstract noun p"1ayyfi1 is also attested once

(prov. g:tg), a late and probably artificial construction (like the parallel hapax

legomenon k"stlfi!; Aramaic influence?I3) that was never incorporated into the more

commonly used biblical and postbiblical language.

The verb pth occvrs in the qal, niphal, pual, and frequently in the piel. The qal oc-

curs only 5 times in the MT and 4 times in Sirach. Significantly, 7 of the 9 occurrences

are participial, pdleh (with Prov. 20 19; see above), the substantiYe form that thus re-

fers to a characteristic or condition rather than to a process or act. The two occurrences

of qal finite forms (Dt. 1 1:16; Job 3l.27) probably also represent verbs indicating con-

dition rather than events or actions.l4 The two occulrences of pth niphal (Job 31:9; Jer'

2O:7) areprobably best construed as niphal tolerativum focused on the actual resulting

effect rather than on the process.15 In all 4 occurrences (with Sir. 42:10, here hithpael

as a textual variant in ms. B mg.), the pual similarly focuses on the resulting condition

of one who is gullible or foolish, the condition that becomes the foundation and possi-

bility for resulting events.

By far the most frequent form is the piel (18 occurrences). Given the intransitive

meaning of the basic stem, the piel exhibits factitive meaning; i.e., "it refers to the es-

tablishment of the adjectival condition without regard for the sequence of events."l6

The factitive meaning of the piel includes the declarative-estimative as well.lT

2. Related Languyges. The root pty/h is not found in Akkadian' Similarly, the single

occurence of Ugar. pt can at most be related with Aram. pty/', "be far," or even more

likely with p tt, "break, break into small pieces," but not with Heb. pty/h.ts By contrast,

Aram. pty/" ..breadth, distance," "be far, distant," is well attested;le cf. also Akk.

pfrtu.2o frany scholars assume that Heb. pty/h shares the same root with Aram. pty/'.21

Hebrew would then be using the basic meaning "be far, distant" only metonymically in

the sense of "(intellectually) distant," "impressionable," "able to be tempted." Since

Heb. pty/hnowhere allows the assumed basic meaning to be discerned,22 however, it is

best to assume the presence of two different roots23 and not to adduce Aram' pty/'irt
determining the basic meaning of Heb- pty/h.

13. See Wagner, 130-31; cf. also GK $86k.
14. So Sebg; HP, 2l; a different view is taken by, e.9., HAL, III, 984.

15. JM, $5lc; GK $51c.
16. HE 27 5; on Jer. 2O:7; Ezk. l49; Hos. 2: l6( 14), see III below'

17. HP, 43.
18. WUS, no.2289; a different view is taken by UT rro- 2129.

19. See DNS1, II, 951; Beyer, 673 I'exLinqAram, l4l; KBLZ, lll5'
20. AHw,II, 884-85.
21. See WTMarldJastrow,s.v.p"ld'andpdld; LexHebAram; bothK<inig andGesTh,s.v-pth.

22. Conceming yapt in Gen. 9:27 , see I.l above.

23. As do, e.g., KBLz, HAL, and GesB s.v' pth I and ll.
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By contrast, some relationship may indeed obtain between Heb. pty/h and Arab.

fatd(w), "be youthful," "be generous,"24 fatan, "youth, young person," and Aram.

paya', "child," "inexperienced child, lad," "noble person, someone receptive to the

good,"25 since these terms all exhibit a similar semantic field.

3. Ancient Translations. Strikingly, the Vulg. (and Jerome's Psalms) translate the

subst. pegi in the majority of instances with parvulus ( l3 times), infantia (twice), and

innocens (once), i.e., expressions that are not inherently negative and that emphasize

especially the idea of inexperienced youth in peli (only a few passages use stultus,

deceptus, etc.). As arule, the Vulg. renders the verb pthwith general expressions for
deception, including decipere (12 times), lactare (6 times), but only 4 times with
seducere, "tempt, seduce" (Ex. 22:15116l; Jer. 20:7[bis]; Hos. 7:11).

In over half the occurrences, the LXX translates the subst. pelt with dphron, "igno-

rant" (10 times), yet almost equally as often with designations expressing youthfulness

or good-naturedness (nilpios 4 times, dkakos 5 times). In Prov. l:22 the LXX even

views the p"layim as those who are in special need or are worthy of protection, and al-

ters accordingly. So in approximately half the occurrences, the LXX understands pelt

in an unmistakably positive sense. It renders the verb pth generally as apatdn, "de-

ceive, cheat" (16 times), less frequently as plandn, "lead astray" (5 times). It is also

worth noting that the LXX never translates the verb with expressions normally associ-

ated with sexual-erotic seduction (e.g., thdlgeirz, "enchant, seduce, tempt"; but cf'
Aquila).

4. Basic Meaning. Although the subst. peli refers exclusively to persons, it never re-

fers to actual, concrete individuals, but rather always in a more general sense to a group

of persons with their specific and typical individuality. The same qualification also

seems to apply to the plural occulrences (over half of all occurrences), though sg. pelt

also always focuses on the general category of the "simple" or "fools" as such. The

subst. peJi is never used as an attribute. It occurs as a predicate nominative only with
pronominal subjects and with the further qualification that the entire clause itself func-

tions as a subject clawe (mt peli "whoever is a simpleton, . . ." Prov. 9:4,16). Every-

where else, peli itself functions as the subject either grammatically or in principle (e.g.,

as a vocative , l:22;8:5;9:6?); i.e., the quality referred toby peli is not viewed as an ac-

cidental or ad hoc characteristic, but as a trait characteizing a specific group of per-

sons in their real and essential individuality. Accordingly, the verbal use of the root in

the transitive and active piel always takes a person as the direct object, while the pas-

sive pual and niphal and the conditional-descriptive qal always take a personal subject.

Just as with the subst. pe1i, so also with the verb, the bearer of the peli condition is

never an object or thing, but rather always a person or group of persons (mediated in

one instance by an animal metaphor, Hos. 7: I l).

24. Wehr, 696.
25. ANH, 1356; Jastrow, 1253; WTM, IY 157.
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Clauses with the verb pth often follow explicative and consecutive clausal construc-
tions (e.g., Dt. l1:16;Jgs. 14:15; 16:5; I K.22:20;Prov.16:291.Jer.20:10; Ezk. l4:9a).
Yet even when syntactically no consecutive construction is present, a result of pth is
generally given in substance (e.g., in Jer.2O:7, v. 7b explicates v. 7a by citing the result
of pth and of + y'Ih hzq), or an explicative result is at least envisioned without being
actually mentioned (e.g., Prov. l:l0, "my child, if sinners entice you," namely, to be

andactlikethem; cf.vv. llff.).Whenthesubst. peltreferstothebearerof anaction
and event, it is always intended reduplicatively such that the action in question appears

as a result of the condition designatedby pe1t. To the extent and because they are sim-
ple and foolish, the simple as such behave in a certain way or suffer certain events (cf.,
e.g., Prov. 14:15, "the simple believe everything"). Hence both the verbal and the sub-
stantival use of the root pty/h always focus on simpleness and foolishness as the basis
and foundation for some subsequent action or occurrence.

Whereas, e.g., both k"stl, "fool" 1-+ )O> ftsl), and - )?l nalal, "foolish, disdain-
ful," are always negatively colored and imply a negative moral, theological, and reli-
gious assessment, pty/h is never used negatively in and of itself. It is a vox media that
never implies a value judgment by itself.zo At the same time, however, the condition
described by pty/h is never itself a desirable goal or one in which a person should
abide; so even though no moral or religious value judgment inheres in pty/h itself, it
does nonetheless always imply a lack or shortcoming. This lack can be circumstances
that must and can be overcome. The situation characterized by this lack is then .,.iewed

as especially endangered and in special need of protection; here pty/h is associated
more with the notion of inexperienced, naive youth (cf., e.g., Prov. l:4; I :'7 , par. + "lllJ
na'ar). Here pty/h is used in partem positivam. Or the person is viewed as one who per-
sists in this condition and who allows his or her behavior to be determined by this con-
dition. Here pry/h is used in partem negativam. What in and of itself is a description of
a condition involving no value judgment acquires a positive or negative component
from the accompanying context.

Hence pry/h refers to a certain type of person lacking the necessary maturity and un-
derstanding; such persons are accordingly often portrayed as being young. At the same

time, however, they are both in need of and open to instruction and education. This lack
results in a certain incapacity for dealing with life situations in a way protecting the
person from harm; in that sense it also means danger, often described as quite extreme.
This endangerment results in the need for special protection, and the person is charac-
terized by a certain helplessness; this situation generates the idea that such persons are

in special need of Yahweh's protection and thus also of his special attention.

II. Biblical Occurrences.
l. Substantive. In Prov. 1:20-33 personified Wisdom addresses those who still lack

knowledge and understanding. She addresses her listeners as the "simple and inexperi-
enced" and considers the possibility that they will not heed her advice; for they appar-

26. Delitzsch, Proverbs, 1, 56.
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ently cling to their "simpleness" and even "love" it (v.22).21 She laments the "turning

away of the simple"z8 from wisdom and how they persist in their "simpleness." Ulti-
mately, however, this "turning away" will kill them (v.3212e by causing their lives to

end in failure. Within the discourse as a whole, however, this portrayal of ignorance

and its consequences functions not to scold the "simple," but to warn them and to serve

as a deterrent in prompting them to heed Wisdom's advice. The purpose is thus solici-

tous admonition.
Prov. 8:l-21 contains yet another of Wisdom's great admonitory discourses. Here

too Wisdom addresses the "simple and inexperienced" that they might acquire pru-

dence and intelligence from her (v. 5). If they will but accept the instruction of Wis-

dom, they will be endowed with wealth and abundant treasures, i.e., have a successful,

fulfilled life (v. 2l).
Prov. 9:1-6,13-18 conclude the larger collection of Prov. l-9 and at the same time

provide the transition to the following collection in Prov. l0ff.30 Here Wisdom appears

as a hostess who sends out her servant girls with invitations to a great feast in her new

house (vv. l-6). Once again, the invited guests are the "simple and inexperienced"

(v. 4). If they accept Wisdom's invitation, they acquire life (v. 6). By contrast, Foolish-

ness merely mimics Wisdom (vv. 13-18); she too invites the "simple and inexperi-

enced" into her house (v. 16). She is herself, however, completely characterized by

p'layyfi! and k"stlfi1, by "foolishness" and "ignorance." Hence anyone who enters her

house will remain a pe1t, "simple and inexperienced," and will enter the sphere of death

(v. 18) as the result of a failed life.
According to the extensive superscription to the book of Proverbs as a whole in 1 : I -

6, these "proverbs of Solomon" were composed to teach shrewdness and knowledge to

the "simple and inexperienced," i.e., to the uneducated young who are still open to in-

struction (v. 4), that they might lead successful lives.

The four pericopes just discussed circumscribe both the knowledge offered by Wis-

dom and the condition of the addressees with a plethora of semantically related expres-

sions. Alongside + O)11 hkm, bokmi, "wisdom," these texts also use words from the

roots -+ y1' yd', -+|) byn, -+ l'l)r ykb, -+ IVt y'1, -+ D']ll 'ftn, -rDDl zmm, -+ Itr2t y'ir5

and finally also the expression yi r'alyhwh using the root + N"lt yr'. Alongside pelt itself ,

the texts also use -+ Ft) ly;, -s )O> tst and hasar lep from -+ lDn &sr This concentra-

tion of semantically related expressions probably does not distinguish in any terminolog-

ically rigid fashion among the individual terms.3l At the same time, the word pelt clearly

expresses a lack ofexperience and maturity and the attendant incapacity and helplessness

on the one hand together with an openness to be instructed and guided by Wisdom on the

other. Wisdom is to put the p"1aim, those not yet able to master life themselves, into a

position to do just that, namely, to avoid harm and to pursue successful lives. In the two

27. + f;]N 'hb, l,99ft.
28. -->afi) iwb.
29. -+ l'li1 harag (haragh) 111,447tr.

30. See B. Gemser, Sprilche Salomos. HATUl6 (21963)' 51.

31. See G. von Rad, Wisdom in Israel (Eng. trans. 1972), 53tr.
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torah psalms, Ps. 19B and Ps. 119, it is the torah itself, Yahweh's own guidance, that as-

sumes this task. Yahweh's "words" give light by imparting understanding to "the simple

and inexperienced" (byn hiphil, 119:130). Yahweh's guidance, his "witness," is "sure,"

and makes the "simple and inexperienced" wise (hkmhiphll,19:8[7]).
The "simple and inexperienced," however, although basically open to guidance and

capable of being brought out of that "simpleness," can at times also cling stubbornly to
it and allow it to determine their behavior. Both possibilities are considered and articu-
lated in the aphorisms within the partial collection Prov. l0:1-22:16 (with 21:l2asa
doublet of 22:3: the subst. pelt does not occur in the remaining collections of the book
of Proverbs). Even the "simple and inexperienced" can learn something if they see a

scoffer (/e-s,) struck; similarly, they can also acquire knowledge if they see a person re-
proved who is already considered to be intelligent (19:25). When a scoffer (Id,r) is pun-

ished, the "simple and inexperienced" become wiser, just as they similarly increase in
knowledge when those who are already considered wise are themselves instructed
(21:ll; in both passages peli ts probably also the subject in each of the immediately
following half-verses32).

In contrast to the "clever," who consider every step, the "simple and inexperienced"
believe every word without hesitation (Prov. 14:15). In fact, the "inheritance"33 of the

"simple and inexperienced" is to act and speak impulsively and foolishly ('iwwele1,

14:18). Whereas "the clever see danger and hide" (srrniphal; cf . BHS), the "simple and

inexperienced" go on, and suffer for it (22:3 = 27:12).
As part of a general admonitory wisdom discourse, Prov. I :6-23 represents a kind of

experiential account of how a loose woman seduces a young man.34 He who falls for
her wiles is among the "simple and inexperienced" (bapp"g'yim), the "youths"
(babbdntm); he is a "young man without sense" (na'ar hosar ldb, v.7). The two terms

p"1a'yim arrd bantm parallel one another here, and the person actually observed from
this group is said to be hosar /e-f. Although the term peli is indeed used here in connec-

tion with sexual and erotic seduction, it is not itself part of the vocabulary of eroticism.
Here as elsewhere it refers more to the young man who from lack of experience and un-

derstanding is not up to the situation and as a result is harmed by it.:'s
In Ezk. 45:20 peli follows and explicates Ti i6geh, "one who has sinned through er-

ror,"36 ."1"oing almost apologetically to someone who because of ignorance was un-

able to avoid committing a transgression in the sanctuary. Ps. 116:6 focuses exclu-
sively on the element of helplessness in the pelt ar,d on the resultant need for
protection. The petitioner identifies himself as one of the p"laiirz and mentions both
his "low status" (v. 6b) and his "affliction" (v. 10).37 Like other groups of lower status,

32. So, e.g., Ploger, Sprilche Salomos,2l9,246 a different view is taken, e.9., by Delitzsch,
Proverbs, Il, 34-35, 46.

T. )rfi nhl.
34. -+ ''l'lll1l zAr/zar IV, 56-57.
35. See II.2 and esp. III below.
36. + lll/ igg.
37 . -+ )l daL lll,208ff.; --r i'r:v 'r1ft (II).
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e.9., foreigners,38 the p"g'yim stand under Yahweh's special care: iomZr yhwh
p"!a yim.tg The idea that the pe.ri is close to Yahweh and stands under his protection is
especially evident in the LXXa0 and in Qumran4l and continues to exert an influence in
the NT.a2

2. Verb. a. Qal and Niphal. Because the stupidity of the simple can result in
thoughtless gossip, it is best not to trust such "fools" (pth qal ptcp.; Prov. 20:19; Sir.
8: I 7). Such foolishness (pth qal ptcp.) can also manifest itself in excited vexation and
blind jealousy.43 Such agitation, however, only disrupts a person's life and ultimately
kills the "fool" Qtth qal ptcp.; Job 5:2). Similarly, anyone who has lusred afrer his
neighbor's wife has merely made a "fool" of himself "because of a woman" Qtth
niphal, Job 3l:9), and the sexual immorality of an old man is nothing less than "fool-
ishness" {pth qal ptcp., alongside k"stl) that one should not hesitate to correct (Sir.
42:8).

The "heart," the capacity for reasonable thinking and intelligent action, would be
"simple and foolish" (pth qal) were Israel to turn away from Yahweh to serve and wor-
ship other gods (Dt. 1l:16). Because Ephraim seeks help in Egypt and Assyria, it is
"like a dove, silly" (pth qal ptcp.) and "without sense" Qn lC!, Hos. 7:ll). Just as

wealth and gold blind people and lead to false confidence (cf. Sir. 34:5-1 , pth qal ptcp.,
v. 7), so also can looking at the sunlight and the moon make the human heart "secretly"
(bass€1er) "stupid and foolish" enough (pth qal) to be false toward God (Job 3l,24-28).
Similarly, it is "naive and dumb" (Sir. 16:17-23; pth qal ptcp., v. 23) to think that God,
to whom the entirety of creation is open, does not see all transgressions regardless of
how secretly a person commits them (cf. Job 22:13-14; Ps. 10:4,1l; l4:l; 53:2Ul;
94:7;73:l l; Isa. 29:15).

b. Piel and Pual. The Philistines ask Samson's wife, Delilah, to make a"fool" (pth
piel) out of her husband, i.e., to put him into a position in which he is no longer master
of himself; he will then reveal the answer to his riddle and betray the source of his
power(Jgs. 14:15;16:5).JoabbelievedthatAbnerdidnotcometoDavidingoodfaith,
but rather only to manipulate David into a state of relaxed naivet6 (pth piel) to learn of
his plans (2 S . 3:25). Micaiah son of Imlah reveals to the king of Israel that the latter's
planned campaign will end in defeat (l K.22:17). To show that those among the king's
prophets who promise victory in fact do not know and cannot speak the truth, he por-
trays a scene in heaven (l K. 22:19-23) according to which Yahweh places a "lying
spirit" (rftah ieqer) into the mouths of these prophets. This spirit's words make a
"fool" out of the king, making him incapable of seeing and doing what is necessary to

38. -+ '1'u sAa I,439ff.
39. -+ 1}lf/ imr.
40. See I.3.
41. See IV.
42. See S. L6gasse, "vrlnroq," EDNT ll, l142-43 (with bibliog.); for additional bibliog. see

TWNT, Xl2,I t86-87.
43. -+ Dlr) k'.r, VII, 282ff.; -+ t$p qn'.
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avoiddefeat (pthpiel,vv.20-22pat.2Ch.l8:19-21);asaresult,hegoesupandisde-
feated at Ramoth-gilead.

In Prov. l:10-19 the wisdom teacher warns that sinners can make a person into a

,,fool" 
Qtthpiel, v. 10) such that the person then acts the way the sinners do and ends up

in harmls way (cf. vv. l8-19). The "violent" (ii hdmds) similarly make their neighbors

into "fools" (pth piel) "and lead them in a way that is not good" (16:29)- Jeremiah's ad-

versaries hope that he can be made into a "fool" (pth pual) and will do something al-

lowing them to take their revenge on him (Jer. 20:10)'

The meaning of pth piel and pual in these passages is obvious; it means to manipu-

late a person into a position in which the person is no longer capable of holding his or

her ground and as a result comes to harm. This understanding of pth piel also applies to

gx. ZZ:tS(tO), w"kt y"patteh ii b"fih. It is not the modern subjective and emotional

aspect of seduction thit stands in the foreground here, but rather the objective result

(factitive piel++; of someone having made a girl compliant and thus "unwise" and

"foolish" such that she is no longer capable of staying out of harm's way. The same ap-

plies to pth plual in Sir. 42:10.

One purrug" (Ps.78:34-31) uses prft piel in association with an insincere relation-

ship wiih Yahweh. After being chastised, the "fathers" made a "fool" out of Yahweh by

turning to him once again only with their mouths rather than with their hearts (p/ft piel,

p*. -:t) kzb, v.36).In Prov. 25:15 pthpual has been weakened to mean that with pa-

tience an overseer can be coaxed into being gentle and accommodating' Sir' 30:23 ad-

vises one to make one's own "soul" (nepei) pliant and calm (pth piel, par' pwg lEb) so

that anxiety and vexation (qin'd; cf . qiid with pth qal in Job 5:2) do not shorten one's

life.

lll. pth piel with Yahweh as Subject. Yahweh is the subject of pth piel in three

passages: Jer. 2O:7; F,zk. l49; Hos. 2: l6(14).

l. Jer. 20:7. ln Jer. 2O:'7 pth piel and niphal are generally understood with reference

foEx.22:15(16) in the sense of sexual-erotic seduction.as On this view Yahweh treated

Jeremiah the way a seducer treats a young, inexperienced girl. This understanding em-

phasizes the process of pth more than the result, and within the process itself empha-

sires in un u.ut"ly anthropomorphic fashion Yahweh's intention of consciously deceiv-

ing and seducing Jeremiah.

In and ofitself, therootpty/hby no means evokes the notion ofsexual-erotic seduc-

tion, and the piel of pth in its function as a verb of condition does refer to the attain-

ment of a condition without regard for the sequence of events.46 Nor can the parallel

hzq qalin v. 7ap be ascribed in and of itself to the semantic sphere of the erotic (only in

the hiptril and only in one passage,Dt.22:25, does hzq refer to the rape of a woman)'

44. See I.1 above.
45. See, e.g., W. McKane, Jeremiah. ICC, 2 vols. (1986-96), I, 467-'70 (with bibliog.).

46. See L1 above.
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The metaphor "seduction of a young girl" would thus represent a contextually inappro-
priate use. The immediate context of pthpual in Jer. 20:10 certainly contains no erotic
components.aT Nor did the author or redactor of vv. 7-9,10ff. understand pth piel and
niphal in v. 7 from the perspective of the rather distant example in the Covenant Code
inEx.22:15(16), but rather from that of pth pual in v. 10. Yet even discounting v. l0 in
the present context, it is extremely unlikely that pth piel and niphal in v. 7 intend to
evoke the notion of sexual-erotic seduction

Hence pth piel and niphal can be understood more appropriately without recourse to
F.x.22:15(16). Here Jeremiah reproaches Yahweh for having made a "fool" out of him
by calling him to be a prophet; because Jeremiah is now Yahweh's prophet, he is no
longer able to perceive what is in his own best interest and thus to escape harm. This
understandingof pth piel and niphal in v. 7aa fits well with v.7ap and with the continu-
ation in v. 7b according to which Jeremiah has become a laughingstock and the object
of mockery precisely for the sake of Yahweh's word (v. 8b). The entire objective sever-
ity of Jeremiah's reproach is thus clearly delineated; reference to Yahweh's anthropo-
morphic seductive inclination is superfluous, and the focus is solely on Jeremiah's own
condition. His status as a prophet is inextricably tied to his status as pelt in that because
he is Yahweh's prophet, he has lost the capacity to deal with life (factitive), something
now also publicly manifest (declarative-estimative).

2. Ezk. 14:9. lnEzk. l4:9afi most modern translations and commentators and even
the LXX and Vulg. understand the statement'ani yhwh pinAfi 'd1 hanndlt' hahft'to
mean that Yahweh himself caused or occasioned the illicit and criticized prophetic
proclamation to the idolatrous "elders of Israel" (v. 1). On this view pifiAli would in-
dicate past action. The statement in v. 9ap is then generally associated with the so-
called OT stubbornness sayings. This understanding of pthpiel in v. 9ap is, however,
untenable.

Within the casuistic legal sequence of v. 9, one expects the description of the trans-
gression in v. 9aa to be followed not by a statement of the motive leading up to the
transgression, but by a pronouncement of sentence. Just as in vv. 4b,7b, so also does
the emphatic 'ant yhwh in v. 9ap signal the beginning of the apodosis, and the immedi-
ately following pittAli can be understood no differently than the similarly perf. verbs
wenatili and w"hiima/tiw immediately following in v. 9b0. Like the latter, it too must
refer to Yahweh's chastising reaction to the prophet's illicit behavior.

In a transposition employing a kind of wordplay, pth piel in v. 9ap corresponds to
pth pual in v. 9aa: a prophet allows himself to be made a "fool" by the idolatrous men
who question him Qtth pual); as a result, he illicitly imparts a response to them in
Yahweh's name. Yahweh himself then makes a "fool" out of the prophet by presenting
him as a "fool," albeit it in a different sense. Hence inv.9aB pittAli is to be translated as

future or as present with a future sense: "I, Yahweh, will make a fool out of this
prophet," i.e., I will cause him to become a fool [factitive] and be exposed to all as a
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fool [declarative-estimative]. I will make him incapable of reacting wisely to situations

such that he avoids harm, and will expose him as a 'fool."'48

3. Hos. 2:16( 14).In Hos. 2:16(14) the piel ptcp. mepatteyha is geterally taken be-

yond the perf. w"holabiha hammiQbdr and instead associated directly with the perf.

w"libbartt 'al-libbdh and then both understood in the erotic sense. The expression

"speak to someone's heart," however, is not an idiom associated primarily with the

sphere of the erotic.ae One primary consideration is that the first explication and conse-

quence of the m"patteh is that Yahweh brings Israel into the wilderness (syndetic per-

ficts used as coniecutive clauses after a participleso). In this instance, however, the wil-
derness is, unlike Egypt or Assyria (cf. 8:13; 9:3; I l:5), the beneficent place oflsrael's
youth when it was still obedient and open to instruction (cf. 10:11, "a trained heifer

that loved to thresh"; ll:l-4,Israel as a young son who, although still untutored, was

nonetheless still open to instruction; cf. also 9:10; 12:10[9])'
Yahweh brings Israel back into the wilderness and speaks to her heart, making her

into a peli (factitive piel); he leads Israel, who is now as stubborn as a stubborn heifer

(Hos. 4:16) back into a condition in which she can be shaped and tutored. Here too the

basic meanin g of pth discussed above is preserved together with positive implications

with regard to new instruction and formation.

IV. Qumran. In Qumran pelt is generally associated with the inability to use good

judgment such that a person is excluded either from full membership in the community

or at least from positions of leadership (so esp. lQSa and CD). At the same time, the

p"ldiimare those who do not have the knowledge of the community to which the com-

munity in its own turn would, however, like to introduce them (so esp. 1QH; l lQPs;

lQpNah; lQpHab).st Such persons are both in need of and worthy of special care and

concern. One passage even equates the pelaim of Judah with "those who keep the law"
(lQpHab L2:4-5). 

Mosis

48. See Mosis, 163-71
49. See G. Fischer, "Die Redewendung I)-)I ll'I im Nl: Bibl65 (1984) 244-50 (with

bibliog.).
50]See JM, gllgn; GK 9166a with gll2n and t; or even with D. Michel, Tempora und

Satzstellung in den Psalmen (Bonn, 1960), 95-99, who identifies them as an explication of the

participial clause.
51. See Dupont (with bibliog.).
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ll -E paph: nDP pelah;;lnrnD p"rihd; 1EDD miptdt; DI1PD maptcah: nln?
-? r -

pittfiah; l1n\l pittdfudn

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Meaning; 4. Homonym ptb II? 5. Semantic

Field. II. OT Use: l. Qal, Niphal; 2. Piel, Pual, Hithpael;3. pelalt. III. 1. LXX; 2. Sirach,

Qumran, Later Judaism.

l. 1. Etymology. The Heb. term pthis a Biblical Hebrew or Aramaic root also at-
tested with remarkable semantic consistency in most of the other Semitic languages.
Virtually all occurrences of this root in the various Semitic dialects can be interpreted
from the perspective of the generally accepted basic meaning "to open." Concrete oc-
currences outside the Bible and Qumran are found in Akkadian (petfi/pattt),1 Old Ara-
maic,2 Arabic (fatalta, also meaning "to conquer"), Old South Arabic (ftb, "to conquer,
lay waste," "to judge"),: Ethiopic (fatl.ta, "to open, resolve, judge"l,+ Egyptian Ara-
maic,5 inscriptional Hebrew,6 Jewish Aramaic,T Mandaic @th fpar. pta/pht)),8
Nabatean,e Palmyrene,l0 Phoenician,ll Punic,12 Syriac (p"!ab),13 and Ugaritic.la The
root also occurs as a Semitic loanword in Egyptian.15

2. Occurrences. In the OT the rootpth occurs 321 times in Hebrew and twice in Ar-
amaic. Among these, 144 Hebrew and both Aramaic occurrences of pllr use verbal
forms, whereas 183 use nominal derivatives. Among those passages using nominal
forms, 165 use the now pelah (and once pelah), representing almost half of all occur-
rences of the root. Other nominal constructions are of less significance, including
p'!tbA, "drawn weapon" (twice), mapteah, "key" (3 times), miptah, "opening" (once),

pdlafi. M. Dahood, "Hebrew and Ugaritic Equivalents of Accadian pitfi puridal' Bibl 39
(1958) 67-69; J. Jeremias, "0dpct," TDNT, lll, 173-80; P. Marrassini, "l1hD 'aprire'etc.,"
Quaderni di Semitistica I (Florence, 19'll) 3O-32; O. Procksch, ")t{iol' TDNT, lY, 328-35;
H. Schult, "Vergleichende Studien zur alttestamentlichen Namenkunde" (diss., Bonn, 1967).

1. AHw,II, 858-61b.
2. KAI 224.8-9; Tablets in the Harvard Semitic Museum, 7, 33, 82; APN, 92a; ATDA, 258.
3. Biella, 417; Beeston, 47.
4. lzxLingAeth, 1364-65.
5. AP 5.14;25.6; BMAP 9.13:. 12.21:' Ahiqar 178.
6. N. Avigad, "The Epitaph of a Royal Steward," IEJ 3 (1953) 143.
7. LOT, II, 660; Beyer, 320, Y,45, 4.

8. MdD,384b (383b).
9. CIS, II, 211, 226, 271.
10. clE il,4218.
I l. DNS/, 11,948-49; KAI 10.4,5;27.23.
12. DNSr, rr,948-49.
13. kxSyr 296b.
14. UT no.2l30; M. Dahood, RS4 I,318, no.472.
15. wDls, r,565.
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pittahiln, "opening" (twice), andpittfial.t, "etching, engraving" (11times), with some

scholars deriving the last from the presumed homonym ptb Il.
Among the 144 verbal occurrences in Hebrew, 9'7 ateinthe qal, 18 in the niphal,27

in the piel, and one each in the pual and hithpael, counting the 9 occurrences ofthe al-

leged homonyn pth II (8 times in the piel, once in the pual). Both Aramaic occur-

rences, Dnl. 6:l 1(Eng. 10); 7:10, represent the passive of the basic stem (peil).

In the case of the verb, no particular biblical books seem to prefer this root, and the

relatively frequent use of the verb in Isaiah (21 times) is probably merely fortuitous.

euite the opposite is the case with the noun pelah; around three-hfths of all occur-

rences (93) are found in Exodus, Numbers, and Ezekiel, where they are concentrated

even more specifically in passages involving a sanctuary (Exodus, Numbers) or the

holy city Jerusalem and its sanctuary (Ezekiel). The simple statistical evidence here

suggests that alongside a general secular use in various contexts, the noun also had a

specifically theological use as well.

3. Meaning. In the qal the verb is always associated with the opening of a previously

closed object or with the "opening up" of an abstract entity, such as the resolution of a

riddle (Ps. a9:514)). The assumption of a basic meaning "to open" seems to be correct'

In this meaning pth canbe variously construed, e.g., with or without an (in)direct ob-

ject, with or without nota accusativi, and similarly as a passive participle. Despite

these various possibilities, nowhere do any significant differences in meaning emerge'

The postulated semantic nucleus is able to explain even the few cases in which the root

is used metaphorically (Ps. 37 14 Ezk.2l:33128}' Mic. 5:5t61 [cj.]t6) in reference to

an "opened," i.e., "drawn," sword or to the parallel nominative derivative p"!tbA'

"drawn weapon." The same applies to the niphal. The three additional derivatives from

the qal (niphal) (pelah, miptdft, and mapteah) can also be understood from the perspec-

tive of the basic meaning "to open." Here the rro:un pelah probably referred first to the

concrete opening of a nomad's tent, i.e., to the tent's entrance and exit, and then to any

form of opening granting access between "outside" and "inside" (or the reverse). The

constructions with a prefixed rn represent the abstract and instrumental nouns.

4. Homonym pth II? A different situation emerges regarding the stems with dou-

bling. Although the majority of occurrences can indeed be explained in the sense of a

resultative use of the root ("make open, liberate, loose"), 9 passages remain for which

no consensus yet exists. The more prominent lexicons (GesB, KBL2, HAL) accept the

presence of a root pth II for these cases, a root either understood as a denominative

ionstruction from the primary noun pittfiahlT or derived from Akk. pafibu(m), "break

through, bore through"ts (cf. OSArft, "engrave"le). By contrast, these same occur-

16. BHS;also H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 132.

t'7. HP.163-64.
18. Ibid., 245', AHw,11,846-4'1.
19. Biella, 419; a differenr view is taken by M. Gorg, "Ein problematisches Wort der Siloah-

Inschrift,,' BN 11 (1980) 24-25, who adduces Coptic and Egyptian terminology.
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rences appear in the concordances of both Mandelkern and Even-Shoshan amid the

other occurrences of the root, a decision probably more in accordance with the actual

state of affairs concerning this root. That one and the same root can mean "to open" in
the qal and "bore through, engrave" in the piel may derive from a phenomenon de-

scribed by E. Jenni but ignored in the case of ptfu, namely, that verbs exhibiting a rela-

tively broad semantic spectrum in the qal sometimes exhibit a specialized "technical

meaning in the area of construction trades or artistic handicrafts." Moreover, it is worth
noting that ptl.t is used twice in connection with the opening of the womb (Gen. 29:31;

30.227.2o It is thus possible that the root pth, analogous, e.9., to b6' with its unmistak-

able secondary sexual meaning, was also used in sexual contexts. Some scholars have

adduced the initiation rites of the Canaanite fertility cult in interpreting the PNs

Petachya and Jiphtah/Iphtah2r or the place-name Jiphthah-el/Iphtahel.22 Cant. 7:14(13)
offers an example of this meaning using a substantive.23 The route from this sexual

connotation to the technical meaning "bore through, engrave" is not difficult to follow.

5. Semantic Field. One occasional parallel to pth is the root + nizD pqh (e.9.,Isa.
35:5), which is used almost exclusively in reference to opening one's eyes (the excep-

tion being Isa. 42:20),za while in a reverse fashion p/y'1 seems to be associated with
"eyes" only in the passive participle. Other (partial) semantic parallels include -+ III'1
rhD hiphil and especially -+ ;)f glh piel; the first refers more to the size of the erst-

while opening, while the second emphasizes that something previously hidden is now

revealed or opened up. By contrast, pthrefers to the free interchange between an "out-
side" and an "inside" (and the reverse). An analogous situation also applies to the ant-

onyms to these three roots. The immediate antonym of rhb hiphil is + '1'13 sn qal U

hiphil ("hem in, oppress"), while that of glh piel is ilD) kasd ("cover") or -+ 1I1O salar
("hide, conceal"); the antonym to pthis the root + -ll0 sagar ("close") (cf. Gen. 7:16/
8:6; Job 12:14; Isa. 22:22;45:1; 60:1 1; Jer. 13: l9; Ezk. 44:2).

II. OT Use.
l. Qal, Niphal. Given the general nature of the root's basic meaning, it is not sur-

prising to find that the contexts in which pth appears in the qal and niphal are ex-

tremely varied, with the spectrum extending from theologically central events, such as

the empowerment of the prophet Ezekiel to proclaim God's word (Ezk. 3:27), to com-
mon daily activities, such as opening a grain sack (e.g., Gen.42:21), or from political
and military contexts (e.g., Dt. 2o:ll) to intimate love scenes (Cant. 5:2ff.). Among the

objects most commonly associated with this root, the words "mouth" and "gate/door"
occur almost the same number of times (22 and 21, respectively); adding contexts with

20. See KA(27.23.
21. L. Rost, "Erwiigungen zu Hosea 4,13f.: FS A. Bertholer (Ttibingen, 1950),456-57.
22. H. Schult, 120; a different view is taken by W. Rudolph, "Priiparierte Jungfrauen? (Zu

Hosea l)," ZAW 75 (1963) 66-6'7.
23. See O. Keel, Song of Songs (Eng. trans. 1994),260.
24. See E. Jenni, "ll! 'ayin, eyel' TLOT 11,877.
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other body parts (15 times with lips, eyes, ears, hands) and objects from construction
contexts (l I times with windows, hatches, storehouses, treasure chambers, cities), one

finds that exactly three-fifths of all occurrences of the qal/niphal are associated with
objects from these two spheres. To these contexts one can add those with analogous use

of substantive derivatives.
Three areas of use emerge in connection with the notion of "opening one's mouth"

(discounting Josh. lO:22, which uses -+i1D peh in the extended sense as a reference to

the "entrance" [to a cave] in connection with the technical procedure of opening the

cave at Makkedah). The first is the legal sphere, the second includes "elevated" lan-
guage especially in wisdom circles, and the third is a specifically theological use found

especially in Ezekiel. The first and second groups are difficult to differentiate in any

precise sense because 5 of the 8 occurrences in the legal sphere derive originally from
the wisdom tradition. One isolated case, Ezk. 2l.27 , is difficult to classify because it is
also hampered by text-critical problems (cf. BIIS).

The expression "open one's mouth" circumscribes the opening of discourse in a le-

gal proceeding (e.g., with reference to Job in Job 3: I , and to Elihu in 33:2) . An analo-

gous situation obtains, albeit in the first case with negative implications, when the peti-

tioner in Ps. 109:2 laments that enemies have opened "deceitful mouths" against him,
or when Lemuel is twice commanded to open his mouth for those who cannot speak or

for the justice and rights of the poor and needy (Prov. 31:8,9). This context probably

also includes Ezk. 16:63, where Yahweh tells Jerusalem he will forgive her after all,
but admonishes: "never open your mouth again because of your shame" (expressed

here nominally as pilhbn peh). The expression "open one's mouth" is attested espe-

cially as a reference to making a statement or objection in legally difficult situations
not only in Job 3:1 and Prov. 31:8,9, but especially also in Ps. 38:14(13); 39:10(9); Isa.

53:7, which speak of not making such objections that are both legally admissible and,

in the last case, certainly expected. From a legal perspective, it is extremely unusual for
Yahweh's servant to take the sins of all others onto himself and willingly to suffer all
the attendant punishments, so unusual that the author felt constrained to provide two
comparisons from the animal world to explicate the situation. The reason for the ab-

sence of such objection is in any case clear enough even though in Isa. 53 it is not di-
rectly articulated as in Ps. 39: l0(9), namely, that because Yahweh has ordained it, there

can be no objection. This theological position, of course, is also found in Job, though

there it is only at the end of the book that it constitutes the result of Job's dispute with
God and with his friends (Iob 42:2-6). Prov. 24:7 shows that the expression "open

one's mouth" in the sense of a legal technical term was not an artificial theological cre-

ation, but was rather originally at home in the secular legal sphere: "Wisdom is too

high for fools: in the gate [court] they do not open their mouths."
This expression appears in wisdom writings as an elevated substitute for "speak."

Passages such as Prov. 31:26 and Ps. 78:2 use the expression in this way, and probably

also Ps. 49,5(4); the substantive relationship between the two "wisdom psalms"25 sug-

25. H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKAT lU2 1s1969r,209ff.,340tr.
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gests that 49:5(4) is using an ellipse in which (for metrical reasons?) a pehhas been de-
leted. When the wisdom teacher says that the capable wife "opens her mouth with wis-
dom," he can hardly be referring to an appearance in the legal forum, since only the
woman's husband was allowed to appear there (Prov. 3l:23); the reference is more
likely to her pedagogical activity in a household where higher education is valued. The
contexts in Ps. 78:2 and 49:5(4) also preclude any reference to legal activity. The first
introduces a hymnic account of Yahweh's salvific deeds, while the second involves a

fundamental anthropological discussion. In both contexts elevated language can be

used without any legal reference.
"Elevated" language in the broader sense, though more "poetic" than "wisdom" re-

lated, also occurs in Nu. 16:32;26:lO; Ps. 106:17, here in an elliptical formulation
(again for metrical reasons?) without peh, as the earth is said to have opened up its
"mouth" and swallowed up the gang of Korah (or Dathan and Abiram).Ezk.3:27 is of
particular significance among passages using this expression in a specifically theologi-
cal context: Yahweh himself explicitly empowers Ezekiel as a prophet by opening
Ezekiel's mouth. In 3:2 the symbolic act seems to imply that after eating the scroll (and

opening his own mouth in the process), the prophet as it were carries the entire revela-
tion within himself; by contrast, this passage now makes clear that this revelation is not
freely accessible to the prophet, who after all is still merely a ben-'afiam, a human be-
ing. Even after the prophetic appointment, it must still always be Yahweh himself who
opens the prophet's mouth by specifically commissioning him to use the formula koh-
'amar yhwh in mediating the erstwhile concrete message to the "rebellious house." The
concluding "late interpretation" ofthe book26 has thus taken a statement originally as-

sociated with the symbolic act of temporary silence lasting until Jerusalem's fall
(24:27; 33:22) and also associated with a concrete event (29:.21, albeit with the nomi-
nal expression pilhdn-peh, in connection with nalan), and generalized it in a program-
matic fashion. This postinterpretation now asserts that although a general empower-
ment for prophetic proclamation and action is indeed given with the prophet's original
call, any immediate practice of that empowerment still depends on Yahweh's own ini-
tiative rather than the prophet's.

The use of this expression in the story of Balaam's donkey (Nu. 22:28) follows the
same basic external sequence, albeit in a theologically and religio-historically different
setting whose literary character is especially different. When Yahweh opens the don-
key's mouth, the donkey, like Ezekiel, has already perceived things not normally acces-

sible to mortals, not even to "seers." Yet only Yahweh's own direct intervention makes
it possible for the donkey actually to utter the message, albeit in the roundabout form
of a maieutic question for the sake of advancing the narrative.

The context in Dnl. l0:16 is different yet, though perhaps theologically closer to
Ezekiel. Commensurate with the theology of the late OT period, it is one of the "(an-
gelic) princes" rather than Yahweh who touches Daniel's mouth, enabling the
apocalyptist, who had gone silent in the face of the terrible vision or audition, to open

t'7'7

I

26. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel L Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 16l, 177-78.
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his mouth and speak again. What in Ezekiel was still a theologically central feature has

in Daniel become an element merely augmenting the portrayal of apocalyptic horror.

It is not surprising that the expression "open one's lips" is used in much the same

way as "open one's mouth." The three passages using this expression can be classified

according to the first group mentioned above (so Job ll:5; 32:20) or simultaneously

according to the second and third groups (so Ps. 5l:17[15]: "O Lord, open my lips, and

my mouth will declare your praise") without any essentially new features becoming

discernible. The only passage using the abstract rroun miptah (Prov' 8:6) also belongs

to the second group when it has "wisdom" use "speaking" and "opening one's lips"

parallel. It is noteworthy that not only human beings can be said to open their lips (Job

32:20, Elihu), but also God himself (Job 1l:5).
Among the other expressions using this root with terms referring to body parts, only

those with "eye" exhibit any specifically theological use. In all 6 passages, it is Yahweh

who is petitioned (or who promises) to keep his eyes open over the temple or Solo-

mon's or Nehemiah's prayer (l K. 8:29 par.2Ch.6:20; I K. 8:52 par. 2 Ch. 6:40; Neh.

l:6;2 Ch.7:15 formulates the expression as Yahweh's own promise). Since the verb

normally associated with opening one's "eyes" is pqh tather than pth, the author seems

to have consciously chosen an unusual term in order to weaken the anthropomorphic

associations in the prayer to Yahweh.
Essentially the same situation as in Ezk. 3:21 is found in Isa. 50:5, where the ser-

vant asserts that Yahweh has opened his ear, "and I was not rebellious, I did not turn

backward"; the difference is that here the emphasis shifts from the mediation of the

message to obedience to it. (Israel is reproached for precisely the opposite behavior

shortly before [Isa. 48:8; piel in the MT, while lQlsaa probably correctly has the

qall.) Isa. 35:5 moves in a different direction in asserting that the eyes of the blind will
be opened (pqh) andthe ears ofthe deafunstopped (pth); the suspension ofall suffer-

ing at the end of days is portrayed in simple, vivid imagery. Whereas the use of pth in

the last example points to the future, the psalm passages from the wisdom tradition

(Ps. 104:28; 145:16) both speak of Yahweh's beneficence in the present world.

Yahweh opens his hand and fills all that lives with good things. Analogously, Dt.

15:8,11 are thinking ofthe present time in exhorting readers to open their hands,

"willingty lending enough to meet the need." Yet while the opening of Yahweh's hand

focuses on pure giving, the opening of human hands in 15:8 refers to mere lending.

Although the wording in l5: l1 itself leaves open the question whether the reference is

to genuine gifts or to loans, the context, which deals with the sabbatical year of remis-

sion, rather suggests the latter.
Among expressions uaing pth with objects from the area of building and construc-

tion, those with "city" and "gateldoor" are essentially semantic equivalents in that both

often refer to the political and military question of whether a city or its gates are open

or closed. This context also includes Yahweh's metaphorical announcement that he

will "lay open" Moab's flank (Ezk.25:9), the following text making clear that the ref-

erence is to cities. Two of the passages using the root without an object can also be in-

cluded here (Dt. 2O:ll 2 K. l5:16); indeed, the code of warfare to which Dt' 20:l I be-

longs mentions the obj. "town" shortly before using this expression, and in 2 K. l5:16
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it is clear that the city Tiphsah (LXX Tirzah) or its inhabitants2T did not want to open

their gates to Menahem. Passages such as Josh. 8: 1 7 and Neh. 7 i3 that use the root with
an object are generally making purely strategic references. The inhabitants of Ai fall
for Joshua's trickery and leave their city open (i.e., unprotected) when they see the Isra-
elites flee. By contrast, Nehemiah allows Jerusalem's gates to be opened only during
the heat ofthe day in order to protect against surprise attacks by Tobiah or Sanballat. It
is unclear to what extent the announcement that Nineveh's gates will be opened (to its
enemies; Nah.2:7[6]; 3:13) exhibits a theological aspect alongside the military-
chauvinistic one; in any event the oracle of threat in 2:4ff.(3ff.) does employ certain el-
ements associated with the tradition of Yahweh's wars. Probably only the political as-

pect is in focus in 3:13, which plays off an analogy with the city of Thebes (in Egypt).
Zech. l1:1 is intended similarly; Lebanon is (metaphorically) exhorted to open its
doors "so that fire may devour your cedars."

Jer. 13:19 is probably also meant in a broader political-strategic sense, except that
here the categories "inside" and "outside" are used in the opposite sense. The king and

queen mother have lost their "crown" (HAL), the symbol of power, and now there is no

longer anyone who can open up the towns in the southern part of the country; i.e., the

Davidic ruling house has lost all authority over them.

Isa. 45:1 takes a completely different position in establishing a direct link between

the theological and political dimensions. Deutero-Isaiah finds Yahweh's election of
Cyrus as his anointed confirmed in Yahweh's decision to "open doors before him" such

that "gates shall not be closed"; indeed, Yahweh will even disarm other kings before
him (pth piel). Isa. 22:22 reveals the full theological significance of what this passage

only indirectly addresses: this bestowal of the "office of the keys" directly authorizes
these claims to power. This office includes the capacity to open without any other per-

son closing, and to close without any other person opening (formulated in reference to
"Yahweh's servant" Eliakim [without a direct object], according to the text a governor

of the palace at the Davidic court on whose "shoulders" the key fmapteah] of the
Davidic house is laid, though in reality probably an eschatological figure;28 cf. also

I Ch. 9:27, which deals with the hierarchy among the Levites, and in the NT also Mt.
I 6: I 8- I 92e).

We now see, however, that Jer. l3:19 can also be understood theologically in its fo-
cus on the withdrawal of the authority over Judah that Yahweh once bestowed on the

Davidic house, i.e., on nothing less than a revocation of Nathan's prophecy. The incon-
spicuous remark in Neh. 13:19 that Nehemiah orders Jerusalem's gates not to be

opened until after the sabbath now proves to be a significant statement indeed. The
book's conclusion summarizes and underscores what the book has already empha-

27. See BHK; BHS does not address the problem of the third person masc. sg.

28. See O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 156.

29. See U. Rtiterswrirden, Die Beamten der israelitischen Kdnigszeit. BWANT 117 (1985),
79-80, who does, however, argue only from the perspective of the titles without acknowledging
the significance of the verbal statement.
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sized, namely, that in the rebuilt city of Jerusalem, Nehemiah is the sole legitimate
holder of both spiritual and secular power.

This context also includes the 6 passages dealing with opening the gates to the sanc-

tuary. It is probably no accident that only after Yahweh's appointment of Samuel does

the author recount, in a style reserved for individual matters, that Samuel, as Yahweh's
(or Eli's) servant, is in charge of opening the doors of Yahweh's house ( I S. 3: l5). This
account apparently articulates the acceptance of the "office of the keys"; the power to

open the doors of Yahweh's house makes Samuel Eli's authorized and legitimate suc-

cessor. 2 Ch. 29:3 recounts that Hezekiah opened the doors of Yahweh's house and em-

phasizes that he did so in the first month of the first year of his reign. The function of
this statement is apparently to qualify Hezekiah as a legitimate cultic reformer and

ruler by referring implicitly to the "office of the keys" he held. Finally, Ezekiel's draft
constitution is not really concerned with who might be permitted to open the sanctu-

ary's otherwise perpetually closed east gate, but rather merely with the person for
whom and the purpose for which such is permitted (Ezk. 44:2;46: I [bis],12). Nonethe-
less, this and the previous texts are closely related insofar as the prerogative of the naSi'

to present special voluntary sabbath or new moon offerings shows the high esteem in
which the people held him.

Ps. I l8: 19 and Isa. 26:2 are concerned less with active opening of gates than with
entry through gates that are apparently guarded. The exhortation to open in Ps. I l8:19
constitutes an analogy for entry liturgies associated with the temple in requesting entry
through the "gates ofrighteousness," i.e., ajust verdict.3o Isa. 26:2 speaks ofthe entry
of the "righteous nation" into the new Jerusalem after Yahweh's day of judgment. Sig-
nificantly, neither passage contains an "asseveration of innocence";3l rather both pre-

suppose that at some point in the past such occasion for Yahweh's "chastisement" did
indeed exist. The petitioner and apocalyptist, however, now assume that the time of
Yahweh's "negative" actions will someday end, and that the gates to a salvific future
will then be opened wide. Indeed, the continuation of the book of Isaiah assumes that

Jerusalem's gates will remain open forever (Isa. 60:11; MT piel; cj. with BHK/BHS:
niphal). Taking as its point of departure the liturgical formula of temple entrance litur-
gies, the notion of the gates opening or remaining open has become a metaphor for sal-

vation itself.
The remaining passages that speak of opening gates and doors do not exhibit any

immediately discernible common features. Another theologically relevant dimension
is addressed when in an "oath of purification" Job defends his own innocence by point-
ing out how he has always kept his door open to the stranger and traveler (Job 31:32);
the notion of "keeping doors open" is of ethical significance in interpersonal relation-
ships. Certain features in 2 K. 9:3,10 also still allude to a theological dimension. The

disciple of the company of prophets is to flee through the (abruptly) opened door be-

30. See K. Koch, "Tempeleinlassliturgien und Dekaloge,"
ahtestamentlichen Aberlieferungen. FS G. von Rad (Neukirchen,

31. Ibid.,49-50.

Studien zur Theologie der
1961),45-60.
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hind which he has secretly anointed Jehu, an absurd gesture probably anticipating sym-
bolically the quick spread of Jehu's revolution. Once the reality established by
Yahweh's initiative has arrived in the world, it cannot remain hidden, and inexorably
seeks to actualize itself. By contrast, both Jgs. 3:25, which uses the root twice in verbal
forms and once in a substantive form, and Jgs. 19:27 involve blatantly secular scenes;

the bizarre scene involving Eglon of Moab uses the expression in an almost unnerving
fashion compared to the previous passages.

In Ps. 78:23 the psalmist traces the miracle of the manna back to God's having
opened the doors of heaven, an image similar to that in Mal. 3:10, which in reference to
the blessing of the end time anticipates that Yahweh will (once again) open the "win-
dows" ('"rubb6!) of heaven. Here the various expressions drawn from construction and

building seem virtually interchangeable. Yahweh will open his rich storehouse ('6;dr)
to give rain (Dt. 28:12) or his armory to provide arms against Babylon (Jer. 50:25). All
these passages involve Yahweh's intervention on behalf of Israel. It is equally clear
both that the expression in Mal. 3:10 represents the conscious reversal of a passage in
the P account of the flood (Gen. 7:1 l) and that the Isaiah apocalypse uses the latter ex-
pression in a slightly altered form to illustrate the horrors ofjudgment (Isa.24:18).

The 4 passages involving the opening of windows offer nothing essentially new in
this regard. Noah opens the ark's window to release the raven or dove in a gesture too
obvioustowarranttheattributionofanyspecial(symbolic?)vahe.2K. 13:lTdoesuse
symbolism when Elisha has Joash open a window toward the east and shoot an turow
through it, a symbolic act announcing a turn in the fortunes of war. By contrast, Dnl.
6:11(10) touches on an extremely important phenomenon in the history of religions in
its reference to the direction ofprayer (qiblah). The final passage in this series is purely
secular; the opening of Babylon's granaries is evoked as part of the conquest of the city
(Jer. 50:26).

Given the secular content, one can ignore the remaining passages that speak of open-

ing or of keeping open various vessels (Gen. 42:2'l;43:,21;44:ll;8x.2:6; Nu. 19:15;

Jgs. 4: 19; Jer. 5:16), documents (Dnl. 7:10; Neh. 6:5; 8:5), loincloths (in the sense of de-

fenselessness, so with /d'in Isa. 5:27), or a cistern (Ex. 2l:33), or that compare the

throats of the enemy with open graves (Ps. 5: l0[9]). This group probably also includes
Job's metaphorical assertion that in his earlier, happy life he had "opened" his roots to
the water (Job 29:19). Neh. 8:5 has a certain degree of liturgical significance with its as-

sertion that the postexilic community stood up when Ezra opened the book of the law.

Nor does any real theological significance attach to the 8 passages that elliptically do

not actually mention the object of such opening (Gen. 4l:56; Am. 8:5, a granary;32 Job

32:19, wineskins), or allow them only to be intimated (Isa. 14:17, prison gates;33 Isa.

45:8, the earth opens its "body";:+ Cant. 5:2,5,6, the door of a house or chamber).

32. See H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),327.
33. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),46.
34. Cf. G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," VT I (1951) 243; BHS cj. niphal; K. Elliger,

"Dubletten im Bibeltext," A Light unto My Path. FS J. M. Myers (Philadelphia, 1974), 136-37,
believes this represents a scribal error for taprtal.t.
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A completely different situation arises, of course, when Yahweh himself is either in-
directly or directly the subject of such opening. The notion that the heavens are opened

for visions (Ezk. l:1) corresponds mutatis mutandis to the use of "open" in Mal. 3:10
and similar passages. Celestial spheres otherwise closed off to a human perception
must be opened in some extraordinary fashion for a person to learn anything about

Yahweh. By contrast, this-worldly events are involved in two metaphorical expressions

presupposing Yahweh as the initiator of the action. Yahweh is able to "open up" the di-
sasterfromthenorth(i.e.,haveit"breakforth"; Jer. l:14)ortoreleaseprisoners(Isa.
5l: l4).

Gen.29:31;30:22;Ezk.37:12,13 mention similarly secularbutcertainly nolessun-
usual or even extraordinary events. That Yahweh opens up Leah's or Rachel's womb
may indeed appear as a mere metaphorical expression for Yahweh's compassion with
the previously childless women, though compared with the promise to Abraham or
Hannah one does notice that these passages consciously speak about Yahweh's con-
crete intervention. The opening of graves in the sense of revivification is an act cer-
tainly transcending anything normal human action and thinking are capable of per-

forming.3s Finally, Yahweh's extraordinary acts also include the account in Ps. 105:41

of Yahweh (rather than Moses as in Ex. 17:6) opening the rock and allowing water to
gush out; over the course of subsequent tradition or interpretive history, several differ-
ent authors picked up and developed this theme typologically (e.g., Isa. 4l:18, which
speaks elliptically about the "opening" of rivers on bare rock; Zech. l3:1 is probably
indirectly making the same assertion, and the nominal form lpelah) is used in Ezk.
41:Lff.).

The point of all these statements is that by opening things that normally cannot be

opened, Yahweh shows himself to be the true God (explicitly so in the "expanded proof
saying" in Ezk. 37:1336). In a reverse fashion, no one can open what God has closed
(Job 12:14, no obj.). By similarly juxtaposing the terms in connection with the installa-
tion of a ruler, Isa. 22:22 discloses the deeper meaning of the antithetical expression.

The simple use of the oppositional pair "open/close," like other comparable antitheses

or antinomies, circumscribes in a theologically succinct fashion God's universality
and, here, especially his omnipotence.

2. Piel, Pual, Hithpael. Among the occurrences of pth with doubling, 8 of the 9 oc-

currences in technical contexts do not really exhibit any theological aspects (5 ofthese
occurrences also use the noun pittfrah paronomastically), though in each instance the

act of engraving is carried out on an important cultic object, and occasionally the en-
graving itself is theologically significant. For example, the names of Israel's tribes are

engraved on the onyx stones attached to the priest's ephod (Ex.28:9,11;39:6; ex-

pressed by the noun in 39: l4). The gold engraving "Holy to Yahweh" is part of the ro-

35. See R. Bartelmus, "Ez 37,1-14, die Verbform weqatal und die Anfiinge der
Auferstehungshoffnung," ZAW 97 ( 1 985) 366-89.

36. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),257.

i
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sette fastened to the front of the priest's turban (Ex. 28:36; expressed by the noun in
39:30). The priest's breastplate is also adorned with engravings of "the names of the

sons of Israel" (8x.28:21, expressed by the noun). By contrast, less significance at-

taches to the production of the figurines on the cultic stands in Solomon's temple (l K.

7:36) and of the cherubim on the temple walls (2 Ch. 3:7), or to the general references

to such production in connection with plans for the temple construction (2 Ch.
2:6,13U,141) or the use of the noun in the remaining 2 passages (1 K. 6:29 Ps.74:6).

Zech.3:9 seems considerably more significant for two reasons. First, it is Yahweh

himself who deals with the stone he has set before the high priest Joshua; second, the

passage seems to make a smooth transition between the technical and more general use

of the root in the piel. This transition is all the more skillfully employed if, as is often

the case in late prophecy, the author is using a wordplay here in which the consonants

are intended ambivalently both in the sense of "engravings" (MT) and, with different
pointing, as "openings" (LXy;.lz On this view Yahweh is not only inscribing the stone

commensurate with Ex. 32:16 and 34:1, but is simultaneously opening it in analogy to

Ps. 105:41, making it into the original source of the eschatological temple spring (cf.

Ezk.47:Lff.; Joel 3:18; Zech. l4:8, where v. 10, which looks forward to future fruitful-
ness and is generally regarded as secondary,3s would then fit well into this context). In
any event pth is clearly used here once more in reference to Yahweh's extraordinary

acts.

The remaining occurrences of the doubled stems, apart from those treated as qaV

niphal (Isa.48:8; 60:ll; cj. BHS),3e emphasize a feature previously discernible only
peripherally (Isa. 51:14). Among the objects to be "ungirded, loosened," the semantic

field of"captured, bound" objects seems to predominate. In the secular sphere, objects

such as camels (Gen. 24:32), weapons ( I K. 20: I I ), or clothin g (lsa. 2O:2, at Yahweh's

behest) can be "ungirded." In one instance the reference is to the opening of blossoms

(Cant. 7: l3[12]; although G. Gerleman suggests that the expression is probably a suc-

cinct technical expression used by gardeners, it is more likely yet another example with
sexual connotations).a0 Only in Isa. 28:24 does this meaning not fit, especially since

there is no object. Given the context, the reference must be to three substantively re-

lated farming activities. Because the preceding reference is to plowing, and the follow-
ing one to harrowing, the other must presumably be to "digging over" or "furrowing"
(NRSV "open").4r

37. E. Lipiriski, "Recherches sOr le livre deZacharie," W 20 (1970) 28-29; a different view is
taken by W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharia I-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT XIIU4
(1976), 101.

38. See K. Galling, "serubbabel und der Wiederaufuau von Jerusalem," Verbannung und
Heimkehr FS W. Rudolplr (Tiibingen, 196l),92-93.

39. Treated as passive qal together with Ps. 109:2 and Cant. 7:13(12) according to
M. Dahood, Proverbs and North Wesr Semitic Philology. Scripta Pontificii Instituti Biblici ll3
( 1963) 8 n. 4; and J. J. Scullion, "Some Difficult Texts in Isaiah cc. 56-66 in the Light of Modern
Scholarship," UF 4 (1972) 116.

40. G. Gerleman, RutMDas Hohelied. BK XVIII (21981), 205.
41. HP,202.
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When Nebuzaradan frees Jeremiah from his fetters (Jer. 40:4), his motivation is less

the ethical-religious impetus fixed in Isa. 58:6 according to which such humane acts
are more important than cultic acts (fasting), but more likely his acknowledgment that
Jeremiah has always spoken out against the rebellion against Babylon. All remaining
occuffences of ptl.t piel/trithpael with lexemes from this semantic field reflect to a
greater or lesser degree the central position occupied by the notion of "liberation" in
the Yahweh religion. It makes little substantive difference whether Yahweh himself
loosens the bonds (Job l2: l8 [cj. with BHK or HAL);Ps. 102:21120): 105:20; I l6: l6),
orwhetherheexhortsJerusalemtofreeitself fromitsbonds (Isa.52:2). Anactof liber-
ation in the broader sense is also involved when the psalmist thanks Yahweh for having
loosed the mourning garment (Ps. 30:12[1]). It is only a short step from these state-
ments to the three rhetorical questions found in the divine discourse of the book of Job
articulating Job's own human limitations or, from the other side, God's majesty. Job is
asked whether he, as a man, is able to loose the cords of Orion or open the throat of Le-
viathan, or whether it was he who let the wild ass go free (Job 38:31; 4l 6U4);39:5).
Yahweh is similarly able to disarm kings (Isa. 45:1; see above). Even an obscure pas-
sage such as Job 30:11 fits easily into this context. Although it is not quite clear what
kind of bond or cord God has "loosed" for Job (the only passage in which God's
"loosing" has a negative result for a persona2), it is clear that the only one capable of
genuinely loosing (bonds) is God.

3. pe1al.t. Two broader areas of usage emerge in the secular use of pe1ah, the first of
which can be characterized in a preliminary fashion by pelal.t bA!, the second by peyal.t

ia'ar By contrast, the expression combining both terms, p elah ia'ar bAy, occurs only in
theological contexts, and even there only 3 times, in reference to the temple (Jer. 36:10;
Ezk.8:141, l0:19). The first group refers to openings (entries and exits) in houses (or
tents), the second to the same phenomenon in cities accessed by gates (ia'ar). In the
second group the more precise expression pelah ia'ar in reference to the actual thor-
oughfare in the gate structure as distinguished from defensive or other structures43 can
also be abbreviated as simply petrah (with hAir or similar terms) and by itself refer to
the object "gate" (e.g., I K. 17:10).

The actual opening or conduit through the gate is always the strategically critical
point in any city's layoutaa (Jgs.9:35,40,44,52; l8:16,17;2 S. l0:8; ll:23:.2K.7:3;
I Ch. l9:9; possibly also Isa. 13:2 MT, in which case the "gate of the volunteers"
would be the place where the volunteers assembled by Yahweh gain entry into the city
of Babylonas). Here too the conqueror's throne is erected after the city is taken (Jer.

l:15; 43:9), a custom possibly deriving from the function of the pelah ia'ar as the
place where publicly relevant legal proceedings are conducted in times ofpeace (Josh.

42. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),418.
43. See L. Delekat, BHHW III, 2009-10.
44. See H. Rdsel, "Studien zur Topographie der Kriege in den Biichern Josua und Richter,"

ZDPV 92 \1976) 26 n.90.
45. A different view is taken by Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27, 18-19.
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2O4; I K.22:10;2 K. 10:8; 2 Ch. l8:9; Jer.26:10 probably also Josh. 8:29; Job

3l.341.+0 It also seems to have been the place where speeches were given (Prov. 1:21;

8:3; 9: l4). We also read that smaller shrines were located near a city pelab (2 K. 23:8)

or that prostitutes sought customers there (Gen. 38: l4; I. Robinson suggests that pelah

also refers to Tamar's suggestive behavioraT). The remaining occulrences of pelah in
the sense of city gate (1 K. 17:10; ler. l9 2) focus only on the gate as the setting for
some event and to that extent say little about the actual function of a pe1ah. City gates

are used figuratively in Isa. 3:26, where Jerusalem's gates as pars pro toto lament
Zion's decimation; and in Prov. 8:34, Wisdom extols those who keep watch at her

"gates."
The last passage also accords well with the context surrounding pelab bA!, since the

entrances to houses must occasionally also be carefully guarded against intruders
(Gen. l9:6,1 1) and function as the site of apotropaic rituals for protecting the house-

hold (Ex. 12,22,23). Entrances such as those to the royal residence require other, in this

case military, measures (2 S. I l:9; lK. 14:27;2Ch. l2:10). If by contrast a young man

is advised to keep his distance from a door to avoid being enticed by the woman of the

house, the reference is then to a particularly crass form of moral degeneracy (Prov.

5:8), since the house entrance normally constitutes an inviolable boundary between the

public sphere on the one hand and the intimate sphere of the individual or family on the

other (Jgs. 19.26,21; Dt.22:21 Job 3l:9).+a Conversations with strangers thus take

place at the house entrance (Gen. 43: l9', 2 K.4: l5[?]; 5:9; Ezk. 33:30; in Jgs. 4:20 a

tent entrance). Nothing characterizes the hubristic immorality of the powerful as prac-

ticed by Jeroboam's wife more than the peripheral reference to her having entered

Ahijah's house wirhout being invited (l K. 14:6). This function manifests itself in an

architectonically refined form in Est. 5: l, which describes how the throne in the king's
audience hall was situated exactly opposite the pelah, enabling the king to see petition-
ers standing in the court. Nu. ll:10 and16:.27 are similarly less concerned with dia-

logue than with other forms of acoustic communication, in this case with lament and

commination, with the participants again standing at the tent entrances. Gen. l8:Iff.
provides an especially revealing example of the communicative function of the pe1ah,

though here the term's secular function shifts directly into a theological statement.

Commensurate with nomadic custom, Abraham sits in the tent entrance while awaiting

visitors with news: what he and Sarah then receive, however, is a revelation. The re-

maining passages offer little relevant information concerning the term's meaning (Gen.

6:16, the door of the ark; Prov. l7:19, the maial about the door that was built too high;

Neh. 3:20,21, house entrances as points of demarcation during the wall construction).

Six passages do not quite fit these classifications. In I K. l9:13; Ps. 24:7,9;Has.
2:17(15); Mic.7:5, the genitive objects pose problems, whereas Gen.4:7 has no such

referent and instead uses pelah absolutely. Whereas the expression pilhA-pika (Mic.

46. See L. Kijhler, Hebrew Man (Eng. trans. 1956), l30ff.
47. I. Robinson, "bdpetah 'Anayim in Genesis 38:14," JBL 96 (19'7'7) 569
-18. --r l0 sap. X.297-98.
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7:5) can be identified as a (pleonastic) expression in the sense of earlier expressions us-

ing the root with peh (see above) and can be classified among the secular passages,

Hos. 2:17( l5); Gen. 4:7; I K. 19:13; Ps. 24:7 ,9 all represent significant examples of the

specifically theological use of pelah and thus require special discussion.

When Hos. 2:17(15) calls the Valley of Achor a pelah tiqwA, it refers less to a con-
crete gate or door than to a place where after a long period of misfortune the new di-
mension of a positive future emerges.ae The lse of pelah in Gen. 4:7 is generally ex-
plained with reference to the "door ofthe heart" in a kind ofreciprocal analogy to Prov.

5:8. Just as the seductress lurks inside the door in Prov. 5:8, so also does sin lurk before
the "door of the heart" waiting to get control of a person.5o An extended interpretation,
however, seems to do better justice to the passage, an interpretation taking seriously
that pelah is used here in both an absolute and a determined sense and taking into con-
sideration the passage's overall high degree of abstraction. The protasis ("if you do not
do well") already presents a concrete negative action as the presupposition for what
follows. A person need exert only minimal force against the boundaries set for human
beings, or create even a tiny "opening" in this God-given protection, and nothing can

stop the primal power of sin; the dam bursts, and sin has free access to the person. The
reference is thus not to an opening in the sense of "door" that is present from the outset,

but rather to an opening human behavior itself makes, a "breach" or boundary incur-
sion from the inside giving sin access to a person.

In I K. I 9:1 3 the singular expression "cave entrance" is less significant than the fact
that this passage is the first to attest the "pattern" or conceptual model providing the

backdrop for most of the passages using pelah theologically, namely, the divine en-

counter atapelah. In an elementary sense, a person encounters a new dimension ofre-
ality at every pelah in that every conduit or passage (every entry or exit) through which
a person passes from concealment into openness, from the social sphere into the pri-
vate sphere, from one form of existence to another - every such passage implies the

opening of a new perspective. The author of 1 K. 19 skillfully employs this notion of
transition and openness by symbolically setting Elijah's encounter with God at such a

place of transition. This place of transition from the concealment of the cave into the

openness of the wilderness becomes the locus of revelation where Elijah himself is led
from the niurow confines ofhis religious beliefs into the vast expanse ofdivine reality.
Ps. 24:7,9 portray a similar situation, albeit with a reversal of "inside" and "outside"
and with reference to a concrete sanctuary in which the melef; hakkd!6Q takes up resi-
dence and whose gates thus become the "gates to eternity."st

The term pelah thlus seems redundant in theological texts focusing on the antici-
pated or past transformation of this notion into architectonic reality, specifically with
regard to the previously mentioned distinction between "inside" and "outside." For ex-

49. See J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD XXIV/I (1983),47-48.
50. A different view is taken by U. Wciller, "Zt Gen 4,7: ZAW 91 (1979) 436, who explicates

"from the womb on"; also M. Ben Yashar, "Zu Gen 4,7: ZAW 94 (1982) 635-37, "for the first-
born."

51. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1987), 315.
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ample, the various temple doors leading to the deltr are decorated with varying degrees

of splendor depending on their proximity to that locus of divine encounter (l K.

6:31,33[6:8; 7:5]; no parallels in Chronicles if the cj. in BHK on 2 Ch. 4:22is correct).

This notion is combined with the secular function of gates in Jer. 36:10, where Baruch

reads the words of Jeremiah from a scroll at the "entry of the New Gate" of the temple.

This notion predominates in unmistakably postexilic texts such as Ezekiel, where

one notes a tendency to use the term in a consciously atypical fashion. Ezk. 8-l I men-

tions several different openings, including a certain conceptual heightening in Ezk. 8:

Jerusalem's north gate (v. 3), the entrance to the forecourt (v. 7), a hole in the wall of
the forecourt (v. 8), the passageway at the temple's north gate (v. l4)' the entrance to

the hakd (v. l6), and the passageway ar the temple's east gate (10:19; 1l:1). At each of
these portals, negative circumstances are "revealed" that prompt fhe k"!68 yhwh to de-

part through the east gate. In the portrayal of the future city of God and its temple, the

various "openings" become places at which to various degrees the divine reality is re-

vealed or becomes accessible to human beings (23 times in Ezk. 4047). The last (and

most important?) of these occurrences involves the miraculous river flowing out from

the temple, providing a bridge to Ps. 105:41 and to the other occurrences of the verb in

this context.
This word occurs with striking frequency in the texts involving the Sinai sanctuary;

as a result, the concept itself tends to dominate these textss2 as well as the Priestly texts

as a whole in Exodus and Numbers (also Dt.3l:15), where pelah is used

stereotypically especially in connection with the 'Ahel m6'€d or the miikan (42 times

explicitly with'6het m6'e8, also 3 times outside the Sinaitic texts in the extremely late

passages Josh. l9:51; | 5.2:22; I Ch.9:2ls3l; 7 times implicitly fonly ha'ohel],3
times with miikdn, and twice in the redundant expression petral.t miikan '6hel m6'dd,

which probably derives from the secondary imposition of an'ohel m6'ei conception

onto an "ark-dwelling" conceptions+). The "opening" of the 'Ohel m6'e/ is clearly not

meant merely in the visible spatial sense of "tent entrance." It is the place where the

pillar of clold ('ammfiy' he'dndn) descends as the earthly representative of Yahweh's

presence; in that sense it is the gate through which the divine enters the Israelites'

world, the place at which the divine mystery is "opened up" to Moses, the point of con-

tact between the heavenly and earthly spheres (cf. Gen. 28:17, albeit with ia'ar).
Such passages apply the secular use of pelah to theological contexts with no mor-

phological changes, rendering clearly superfluous the Masoretic assumption of an in-

dependent lexeme pelah alongside pelah as a technical term for the revelation of the

divine word (Ps. 119:130).55 Nor is this interpretation of the (expanded) expression

obviated by the rather promiscuous use of pelah and 'ohel in precisely this textual

52. Conceming the identification of the various strata in this textual complex, see H. Utz-

schneideq Das Heiligtum und das Gesetz: Studien zur Bedeutung der sinaitischen Heiligtumstexte
(Ex 2540; l,ev 8-9). OBO 7'7 (1988); for an analysis of the relevant terTns, see esp. 124ff.

53. See V. Fritz, Tempel und Zelt. WMANT 47 (1977), l0'l-8.
54. See Utzschneider, Heiligtum, 125,252, et passim.

55. See A. Deissler, Psalm tt9(lt8) und seine Theologie. MTSllll (1955), 22'7-28.
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complex, in this instance Ex.33:8-10, with both theological and secular reference
(twice each).56 Rather, the latter passage consciously emphasizes once again the spe-
cial nature of the 'dhel m6'e8 over against the Israelites' normal tents. Just as the tent
entrance is the locus of encounter with the "other" (in the sense of other persons), so
also is the entrance to the 'ohel m6'Zi the locus of encounter with the "Wholly Other";
this notion repeats the theological conceptual figure of Gen. 18:1ff. at a higher level
of abstraction.

lll. l. LXX. The LXX generally translates p/ft as anofgein or dianoigein Commen-
surate with the broad use of this root in extremely varied contexts, however, nineteen
other Greek equivalents are also used, among which $ein (for the qal, niphal, and piel)
is the most frequent. Other renderings used more than once include diarrissein (for the
qal and piel), spdn (for the qal), and glyphein (for the piel/pual [II]); other translarions
are used only once each. Among the latter, orysseininzech.3:9 deserves special men-
tion given the interpretation of the passage suggested above. The LXX clearly prefers
to render pelah with thlra over the occasional pfl4, pyl6n, or pr1thyron, thfroma;
maptCah is rendered as kleis, pittfrah as glyph6 and five other equivalents. The other ten
words or word combinations with which the LXX translates noun derivatives are con-
textually specific and accordingly occur but once each.

2. Sirach, Qumran, Later Judaisn. This roor occurs 8 times in Sirach (34[31]:7 is
probably to be read p6!eh), including 5 times (6?) as a verb. Although rhe relative fre-
quency of the noun and verb does not coincide completely with the OT distribution dis-
cussed above, no other peculiarities emerge. The same OT meaning is attested by the
singularoccurrences of pittfiah (45:11), maptCah@2:6lr4 Bhastiptah),andpelahin
the figurative or metaphorical sense, including in connection with the appropriate use
of wisdom (14:23). The same idea is expressed with the verb in 51:19. The expression
"I opened my mouth" is used as a stylistically elevated substitution for "I spoke" in
5l:25 (cf. Ps.78:2; Prov.31:26), while in Sir. l5:5 it is the hyposrasis Wisdom who
opens the mouth of her disciple (cf. Ps. 5 I : I 7[ I 5]). The only passage not correspond-
ing to OT usage is the warning in Sir. 34(3 I ): 12 against gaping (opening one's mouth
too widely) at the "table of the great." Finally, 4:31 (A) uses the expression "open one's
hand," as do Dt. 15:8,11.

The root is used in an analogous fashion in the Qumran texts as well, where the
clear dominance of verbal passages may be simply fortuitous. Among the 46 occur-
rences of the root adduced in Kuhn, the noun pelaft occurs but once. The verb predomi-
nates even in texts published since Kuhn. Noun derivatives occur 19 times, including
pelal.t 17 times and pittfiah twice (4Q405 fr.23 llil,7),s1 whereas the verb occurs 28
times if the 6 occurrences in textual fragments classified among the latter group do in-

56. Concerning the literary relationship between allthe'ahel-m6'edExts, see Utzschneider,
Heiligtum, 249 n. l; a different view is taken by R. Schmitt, Zelt und l,ade als Thema
alttestamentlicher Wissenschal (Gtitersloh, 1972), 212tr.

57. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 332-36.
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deed represent verbal forms (1Q25 4:3;3Q141:l;4Q487 16:2;4Q499 l:5; 4Q511

156:2;5Q15 fr. 1 II:14; occurrences listed in Kuhn that belong in this context include

IQH 8:16; 18:32; IQH fr.64:2). The absence of passages whgpelah in the theologi-

cal sense discussed above is already suggested by these statistical findings and may re-

flect the familiar inclination of the Qumran community to distance itself from the Jeru-

salem temple as the locus of divine encounter. For even 4Q405 fr. 23 I:8,9 or

l lQShirShabb 2-l-9,6, which refer (in an allusion to Ps. 24:7,9?) to the entry portals

of God's heavenly palace, can at best be adduced only indirectly as witnesses for re-

lated concepts, since the reference is not really to a place of direct contact between God

and human beings, or to a place of earthly revelation by God himself, but only to the

entry and exit used by heavenly mediators on their way from the heavenly king to hu-

man beings and back.58 Although 5Ql5 fr. I II:2 uses the term (verb) once in portray-

ing the new Jerusalem in a fashion possibly influenced by Ezk. 40ff., the isolated, sin-

gular status of the passage militates against adducing it to support any genuinely far-

reaching conclusions.
The remaining occulrence s of pelah correspond largely to OT usage and generally

refer to openings, entries, or passageways in buildings or other objects created by hu-

man efforts (llQT 31:7;41:14;42:2;46:6:3Q15 1:8,11 6:2,3,6; l0:10)' Even in

l1QT, which like Ezk. 40ff. is interested in the ideal sanctuary, pelalt occuts only 4

times, and then only in unimportant contexts, confirming the previous suspicion that

the Qumran community was disinclined to embrace the theological concept associated

with the term in Rxodus, Numbers, and Ezekiel. Although it is worth noting that IQM
I l:9 picks up the unusual expression from Hos. 2:17(15), the context in lQM remains

somewhat obscure. By contrast, 4Q184 l: l0 speaks in an unmistakably secular fashion

about the entrance to a brothel, clearly evoking the conceptual associations discussed

in connection with Gen. 38:14.5e Finally, 1lQPsa 18:5,10 tse pelah in a more figura-

tive or metaphorical sense in reference to the gates of wisdom or the gates of the righ-

teous where wisdom is heard.

A related notion, albeit expressed by the verb, can probably also be assumed for

1 lQPsa 2l:17 to the extent that the textual corruption can be illuminated by Sir. 51: l9;
here the disciple of Wisdom opens her gates to gain immediate access to her. The re-

maining occurrences of the verb in Qumran involve the same variety of objects men-

tioned in the OT and even, albeit to a lesser degree, the same frequency of objects from

building construction and body parts; the technical meaning "engrave, bore through"

occurs 3 times (1QM 5:7; 4Q405 frs. 14-15 I:2,5).
As already suggested, the general tendency is to expand the term into a more meta-

phorical and abstract meaning. Alongside "natural" gates (llQT 3l:6; IQM l2:13),

iities (t teT 62:7; cf. Dr. 20:11), fortresses (lQH 6:30), and galleries (3Q15 12, l0),

such texts also mention the opening of the "gates of war" (lQM 3:1,7; 16:4;4Q493

l:2),the..gates of salvarion" (lQM 18:7), the "gates of the underworld" (lQH 3:17:.in

58. See ibid.,322ff.,372tf .

59. See I.4 above.
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3:16 without "gate"), and the "lures of wickedness" (lQH 3:26). Similarly, references
are made in all three nuances not only to opening one's mouth (lQS 10:23; lQM 14:6;
IQH 10:7; 12:33:'CD5:12:4Q491t4QM"l fr. 1l I:17;5ll 10:9; 51175:2),buralsoto
opening one's tongue/language (lQH 5:26; 4Q381 45:5), not only to opening one's
eyes (4QEn" l4Q2O6lfr.4lll:17), but also to opening one's hearr (lQH l0:31; IQH fr.
4:12); indeed, God even opens "wide" a person's heart (lQH 5:33). IQH 10:7 and
4Q5 I I 7 5:2 are especially important in this context in that they carry forward the theo-
logical use ofthis expression already specifically shaped in Ezk. 3:21 and generalized
in Ps.51:17(15).

Physical objects used in expressions with pth include the familiar OT objects such
as "book" (of the law;CD 5:3) and "vessel" (CD 11:9; llQT49:9;cf. Nu. l9:15). Ex-
pressions not found in the OT include opening (i.e., loosening the locking mechanism
o0 the "wheels" used in slaughtering within the ideal sanctuary (l lQT 34:8),60 open-
ing the inner chambers of the earth (4QEne fr.4l:17; but cf. also lsa.24:18; Mal. 3:10)
and springs (lQH 8:21; but cf. also Ex. 2l:33 and the passages just cited).

Several references are made to figurative or metaphorical "opening." Objects in-
clude a way or path (lQH fr.3:2), roots that "open" (in the sense of "stretching out")
toward living water (lQH 8:7; cf. Job 29:19)" though God can also "open" springs or
fountains. Depending on the situation of the petitioner, the last can include a "fountain
of knowledge" (1QH 2:18; indirectly also 18:10,12), a "founrain of bitter mourning"
(l l: l9), or even the "eternal fountain" of heaven (lQSb l:4). As in the OT itself, God
is viewed as the ultimate savior or deliverer (4Q511 42:8), as the only one who can
both seal shut and open up again (4Q5ll 30:3; cf. Job 12:14). Given this universal-
abstract use ofexpressions with God as the subject of pth, it is easy to understand how
the most varied situations can be interpreted in the broader sense as "deliverance." The
Qumran authors accordingly vse pth not only to describe how God opens the store-
house of darkness (lQS l0:2) and allows light to shine forth (11:3), but also to describe
how he "unleashes distress" ( I I : l3; lQH 15: 16; even the emergence ["opening up"] of
distress is expressed with pth [so in lQS 10:17]) or delivers a person from pain (lQH
ll:32); indeed, he reveals knowledge (1QS I l:15; lQH 12:13), his word (lQH l8:20),
his righteousness (4Q511 frs.63-64 III:I), and "his holy sabbaths and his glorious
feasts, the testimonies of his righteousness and the ways of his truth, and the desires of
his will" (CD 3:14-16). It is thus not surprising when 4QTLevia ar (213) 2:16,11 and
4QEnc fr. I XIII:23 describe revelations during the primal age with the same topoi as

those found in Ezk. 1:1. 4QFlor (174) 5:3 shows that alongside these OT ideas the

Qumranites also entertained dualistic views. For the first and only time, the antidivine
figure of Belial appears as the subject of opening when he "opens up" (causes) bad
things for the house of Judah.

The few occurrences of pth in secular contexts from this period offer little new in-
formation. Nahal Hever Contract B refers to construction "passages," and grave texts

60. For a more detailed discussion, see J. Maier, The Temple Scroll: An Intro., Trans., and
Comm. JSOTSUp 34 (Eng. trans. 1985), 34, 89.
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prohibit the opening of tombs.6l Both references easily fit the picture offered by the lit-

erary texts.
Finally, later Judaism uses the root in a theological sense as a technical term in con-

nection with scriptural exegesis,62 asserting that the time of direct revelation is over;

from now on the "opening up" of divine secrets can occur only by way of scriptural ex-

egesis' 
Bartelmus

61. See J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, A Manual of Palestinian Aramaic Texts. BietOr

34 (197 8\, nos. 5 1.4; 67 .4; 7 0.4; 7 1.2-3 ; 95.6).
62. S"" M. Gertner, "Terms of Scriptural Interpretation: A Study of Hebrew Semantics,"

BSOAS 25 (1962) t-27.

)tr| pu1"t, Drhn?: naptfiltm; )h?D? p"laltdl;)'11 pa6t

Contents: I. l. Etymology;2.LXX and Vulgate. II. Occurrences' III. Meaning: l. Prov. 8:8;

Job 5: l3; Ps. l8:27(Eng .26) par.2S.22:27;Dt.32,5 (adj.); 2. Gen. 30:8. lY. pAltl and naptalt.

l. l. Etymology. The rootptloccurs in Middle Hebrew (with the meaning "twist, ruin;

wrap,'), Qumran (1QS 10:24, niphal ptcp. nptlwt, "twistedness, crookedness"), Aramaic

('twist, ruin"), Akkadian Qtatdlu, "turn, wrap"),I also Syriac, Mandaic,2 Ethiopic,

Tigrifla,3, and Arabic (fatala, "twist/turn together, weave, thread").+ The term pa1tl,

"thread, cord," has a whole series of parallel Semitic terms;s cf. esp. Mand. ptula II,
"thtead," and ptiliata, "wick";o and Arab' fatla, "twisting together, weaving; thread"'

fatil (adj.), "twisted, woven, wound"' subst. "wick," also fatila;1 and Akk' pitiltu'

2. lxx and vulgate. The LXX translates with stranSali1dcs (Prov.8:8), polfplokos

(Job 5:13), and forms of streblortn and diastriphein (Ps. 18,27[26] par. 2 S. 22:27;Dt.

32:5). The Vulg. uses forms ofperuersus, perverto (Prov. 8:8; Dt.32i5;Ps.18:27[26]),

and pravus (Job 5:13).

l. AHw.ll,847.
2. MdD,385.
3. WbTiSr 664.
4. Wehr,695.
5. See HAL,III, 990.
6. MdD,384.
7. Wehr,695.
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II. occurrences. The verb ptl occurs 5 times,3 times in the niphal (Gen.30:8; prov.
8:8; Job 5: 13) and twice in the hithpael (Ps. 18:271261 and then abbreviared or comrpred
in the par. passage 2 s.22:21). The subst. naptfila is a hapax legomenon occurring as the
internal object ofthe verb form (cognate acc.) in Gen. 30:8, a passage also explaining the
etiology of the name Naphtali. The adj. p"laltol also occurs but once (Dt. 32:5). The word
pdltl, "cord, thread," is related to the root prl and occurs l2 times (including Sir. 6:30).

III. Meaning.
l. Prov. 8:8; Job 5:13; Ps. l8:27(Eng. 26) par 2 S. 22:27; Dt. 32:5 (adj.). fi we dis-

count the difficult passage Gen. 30:8 for the moment, this word otherwise exhibits a
fairly consistent content and meaning (i.e., for the verbal forms in prov. 8:8; Job 5: l3;
Ps. 18:27[26) par. 2 s. 22:27; and the adj. in Dt. 32:5). Against the background of the
root meaning "twist, turn," these words all exhibit a negative metaphorical meaning in
the sense of "twisted." Moreover, they all occur in verse and some in fixed expressions.

The niphal forms in Prov. 8:8 and Job 5: l3 are participles; prov. 8:8 uses the masc. sg.
in reference to the characteristics or content of words, and Job 5:1 3 the masc. pl. in refer-
ence to persons. In Prov. 8:8, "all the words of my mouth are righteous; there is nothing
twisted or crooked in them," niptal and'iqqdi together constitute a semantic pair (the
structure of vv. 7-9 confirms the close proximity of the two terms). The expressio n niptal
we'iqqZi refers to the content that prevents the discourse itself from being true and righ-
teous (v. 8a). In v. 9 the words naf,dah andyaiar (also v. 6) provide antitheses ("straight,
righf'), while in v. 7 the more general term'emel is paralleled by reia' ("wickedness").

Job 5:13 characterizes the niptdltm as "crafty" and "wise" with the parallel terms
'orfimtm ("clever" in the sense of "crafty," v. l2) and l.taftdmtm (whose behavior is also
described with the term 'rm, v. 13 [cf. v. l2)). Eliphaz believes that self-confident hu-
man craftiness fails to reckon with God's actions, and as a result their own actions
come to nought. Their schemes and counsel stumble with excessive hastiness. "They
grope about in life as in the dark while in the light of their craftiness they believe they
can step out securely" (v. l4).8 God's reaction to them (v. 13a, "he takes the wise in
their own craftiness") recalls Ps. 18:27(26). In this context the "twisted" in Job 5:13 are
viewed as the "crafty, deceitful, shifty, or wicked."

In Ps. l8:27(26) the hithpael ("show oneself to be twisted, perverse with someone") is
construed with'im,like the niphal in Gen. 30:8. Here ptl occurs in a series of several verb
forms each of which is juxtaposed with an adjective derived from the same stem, and in
this case ptl itself corresponds to the adj. 'iqqci. The assertion is that God will deal ac-
cordingly with the "crooked, false." The following verse provides an example in which
God humbles "haughty eyes." Antithetical terms to tilpattdl here include (all hithpael)
hsd, tmm, and brr (accepting the cj. of HAL; vv.26-27125-261). The parallel passage 2 S.
22:27 has tittappdl instead of tilpattdl, i.e., either an abbreviated or a comrpt form.e

8. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 15l.
9. According to J. Blau, "Uber die t-Form des hif il im Bibelhebriiisch :' VT 7 (1957) 387 n. l,

this form represented a rhymed construction.
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The meaning of the adj. p"laltdt, "twisted. perverse" (Dt. 32:5), corresponds to that

of the previously mentioned verb forms. Here p"laltAl constitutes a semantic pair with
'iqqdi just as did niptdl in Prov. 8:8, but now characterizing an entire people instead of
merely individual "wicked, perverse" people as in Job 5:13. These people are then ad-

dressed in Dt. 32:6 as'am nalal w"lo'hdf;dm after v. 4 focused on God as their antithe-

sis with corresponding terminology ('An'dwel, ;addtq weyaiar). The parallel and anti-

thetical terms circumscribe a rich and yet simultaneously quite general meaning in the

sense of "twisted, perverse, wicked."
Even though ptl does exhibit a close semantic relationship with'iqqzi (Dt. 32:51 Ps.

18:21[26]; Prov. 8:8) and is used similarly (verse, typical antithesis), it occurs too in-

frequently in the larger sense to say whether it was used as a specific term in this sense

and represents a late construction (the niphal ptcp. and perhaps also the adj. might

rather represent fixed terms).

2. Gen.30:8. Not only is the expression naptfib '"lOhim niptaltt in Gen. 30:8 unique

as such, the noun and verb (as finite niphal forms) are as well. The same applies to its

generally accepted translation as "with wrestlings I have wrestled," a translation draw-

ing etymologically from the basic meaning "twisting, turning, weaving," and the atten-

dant image of "becoming intertwined (as in wrestling)," whence the meaning "to wres-

tle, battle." Moreoveq the context of "doing battle" in this sense is rendered certain by

the following gam ydf;dlti.to
These "wrestlings with God" have been subject to extremely varied interpretations,

especially since some connection must also be established with the following "with my

sister." Scholars have interpreted the naptfirc nbhtm as "struggles of prayer in the face

of temptations of faith" ("fought with Leah, though basically with God himself," so

F. Delitzsch), as a "struggle for God's grace and blessing" ("with Leah"; A. Dillmann)

or similarly as a "struggle for offspring, for divine blessing" (H. Gunkel, who deletes

"with my sister," since Rachel allegedly could not have defeated Leah with only two

sons; she "fought with God and wrested from him the sons denied her to this point"l l),

as "struggles whose outcome God's own judgment decides" (O. Procksch,12 also ear-

lier E. W Hengstenberg, and recently E. A. Speiser, who adduces the fact that'"lohtm

also appears "as the instrument of divination by ordeal" in understanding the sentence

as "a metaphorical allusion to an ordeal," and then paraphrases, "I have been entangled

in a contest with my sister, which only celestial powers could resolve, and I have

emerged victorious from the ordeal"l3). Or one can follow D. Winton Thomas in un-

derstanding '"lAhim as an adjective ("mighty, fearful";,t+ in which case "it is obvious

10. See C. Westermann, Genesis l2-j6 (Eng. trans. 1985), 474.

11. A. Dillmann,Genesis,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1897), ll,24l; H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans.

t997),325.
12. O. Procksch, Die Genesis. KAT I (31924),348.
13. E. A. Speiser, Genesis. AB I (1964),230-31.
14. D. Winton Thomas, 'A Consideration of Some Unusual Ways of Expressing the Superla-

tive in Hebrew:' VT 3 (1953) 209ff.
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that a struggle with her sister is meant."ls Delitzsch had already suggested this inter-
pretation as an alternative ("superhuman struggles"), understanding'eldhtm as the gen-
eral subject.16 A. B. Ehrlich lists this alternative exclusively, but rejects especially the
translation "struggle, battle" for naptfilA, suggesting rather "wily trick," and for the
verb "resort to a wily trick."l7

If one chooses not to adduce a special meaning for Gen. 30:8, then the consistent
meaning exhibited by the other passages must provide illumination. one way is to un-
derstand the present story (v. 8 probably belonged originally to an independent
episodet8) from the perspective of one of its most important compositional elements:
the women's struggle for the status of favorite. After Rachel has enjoyed this advantage
from the outset, Leah can only hope after the birth of each of her first sons that Jacob
will turn to her (29:32ff.). Whether Rachel is in danger of losing her position or has al-
ready lost it, she needs children and thus offers Jacob her maid. If Rachel's own etiol-
ogy is also applied to the struggle for her position, then dananni ("God has judged me
right," v. 6) means that God has justified her position through the birth of "her" son
Dan. This is also the sense in which yalalti in v. 8 is to be understood: "I was success-
ful, I have prevailed." With niptaltt, Rachel would be confirming that she drove her sis-
ter back and cheated her. In any event, in 30:15 Leah accuses Rachel of having stolen
her (Leah's) husband. The connotation ofthe termniptalti does not seem to be as nega-
tive as was the case in Proverbs and Job, and the internal obj. naptila nbhtm not only
refers to the one who provides the child, but also justifies Rachel's own actions. Al-
though an adjectival understandin g of 'eldhim is possible even here, two factors militate
against such an understanding. First, the reference to God in the naming of the child is
an essential element; second, it prevents Rachel's behavior from being merely arbi-
trary. Finding an appropriate translation remains difficult, however, since naptfilA
nlohtm can only be rendered rather freely to the effect: "with God's help I acted crook-
edly toward my sister and was successful" (a translation closely paralleling the LXX).

lY. pdfl and naptdlt. The noun p4ltl everywhere means "cord, thread" (unless one
understands Nu. 19:15 adjectivally; cf. HAL) and is then specified more closely by a
nomen rectum as a "string of tow" (Jgs. 16:9), a "line of flax" (Ezk. 40:3), a "blue
string" (Ex.28:28,37;39:21,31; Nu. l5:38; Sir. 6:30); or ir refers to a thread cut out of
hammered gold leaf (Ex. 39:3), or to a cord from which a signet ring hangs (Gen.
38:18,25). The name Naphtali probably derives from a place-name (Josh.20:7; Jgs.
4i6).te

Warmuth

15. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 474.
16. F. Delitzsch, New Comm. on Genesis,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1899), II, 175.
17. A. B. Ehrlich, Randglossen zur Hebrdischen Bibel (1908; repr. Leipzig,1968), I, 145-46.
18. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 474-75.
19. Concerning its interpretation as "hill dweller," see J. Lewy, "The Old West Semitic Sun

God tIammu," HUCA 18 (1944) 452 n. 122; HAL,ll[,990.
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14? p"w" -+ uini nahai

alID pt, -+ l'ViD peier

i1N! qa'a; ig} ,seZ; rN! sd?

Conrents: L Occurrences in Extrabiblical Semitic Languages. II. l. Etymology; 2. OT

Occurrences. III. OT Use: 1. Normal Secular Usage; 2. In Prophetic Proclamation: a. Literal

Sense; b. Metaphorical Sense. IV. 1. Qumran; 2-LXX.

I. Occurrences in Extrabiblical Semitic Languages. The Heb. s6'd/se'A is proba-

bly related to Akk. zfil,"dung,excrement, filth."r The Ugar. zd developed a specialized

meaning emphasizing the intense olfactory element or vapor in the positive sense of
"fragrance"z (cf. also Eth. se'a, "to stink"). The root is not attested in Old Aramaic.

Jewish Aramaic attests the verb $e'a', "be dirty, ugly," and the subst. sa-!a-', "ugliness,"

figuratively "sinfulness.": One might also compare Syr' {'i "be dirty."

ll. l. Erymology. Both Gesenius and Kopf deive so'd from the root -+ NIr yasa'.4

As an alternative, HAL mentions the root xsw'or Atab. wasi'a. "be dirty," and com-

pares Aram. ,r'Z (see above).s

2. OT Occurrences.The subst. soZ (;C'fl/sdi occurs 9 times in the 0T.6 The adj. so-?

is used in only a single textual complex (twice). The pointing of the noun fluctuates be-

tweensoZ(5times) arrdsz'd(twice); theshortformse'hasbeenpositedforlsa.30:22.

III. OT Use.
l. Normal Secular (Jsage.lnDt.23 14(Eng. 13) the noun sd'A/sd'A refers to the excre-

ment a soldier is to bury outside the camp. 2K. 18:27 par. Isa. 36:12 describes the mate-

so'6. G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," zAW 52 (1934) 5l-56; L. Kopf,'Arabische Etymologien

und Parallelen zum Bibelwtirterbuch," l/I 8 (1958) 16l-215, esp. 777-78.

l. AHw,III, 1535.
2. WUS, no.2366.
3.WTM,IY 161tr.
4. GesTh, II,616 (cf. III, ll53); Kopi 177.

5. HAL, rIJ,992.
6. HAL,ll,992, adds 3 additional occurrences as cjs.; see III.2.a below'
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rial distress of the city of Jerusalem under siege, when the inhabitants will be forced "to
eat their own dung and to drink their own urine" (O ;a'a and m€ma raglay,iz replace the
probably offensive expressions har'Ahem and iAnAhem from 1(; in this context cf. Ezk.
4:12).[sa.28:8 describes the indulgent life of the priests and prophets in Jerusalem with
the words, 'All tables are covered with filthy vomit; no place is without dung."

2. In Prophetic Proclamation. a. Literal Sense. ln the prophetic proclamation of
' chastisement, "dung" is used to described the coming disaster. In announcing the im-

minent calamity at the commencement of the siege of Jerusalem, Ezekiel performs a
symbolic act: "You shall eat the bread [made of all sorts of grains and fruits] as a bar-
ley-cake, baking it in their sight on human dung" (Ezk.4:12).

In the following passages , se'd/so'd has been suggested as a conjecture. lsa. 3o:22:
"Then you will defile your silver-covered idols and your gold-plated images. You will
scatter them like filthy rags; you will say to them, 'dung!"' (sZ'to'mar 16); here s€'
(sd ) is understood as a secondary form of s7'd./sd'a.1 w. Rudolph suggests reading so'a
in Jer. 48: 18 instead of the inappropriate sama': "come down from your glory and sit
in the filth, inhabitants of Dibon!"8 Scholars since Hitzig have followed the LXX and
Syr. in replacing the hapax legomenon pdpd, "flowing" (of blood? from swp, ..flow"e),

in Ezk. 32:6 with W'A,10 though even this solution is unsatisfactory.
b. Metaphoical Sense. The noun and adj. sA'd/se'A/sdT refer in the metaphorical sense

to ethical-moral or cultic transgressions. Isa. 4:4 portrays a future in which a purifying
judgment precedes the epiphany (vv. 5-6): "once the Lord has washed away the filth of
the daughters of Zionand cleansed the bloodstains of Jerusalem from its midst by a spirit
of judgment and by a spirit of burning." After the rebuilding of the temple, Joshua is se-
lected as high priest and accordingtoZnchaiah's fourth night vision (Zech. 3:l-7) must
be cleansed from his sins, an act symbolized by his change of clothes (vv. 3-4). prov.
30: 12 is to be understood similarly: "There are those who are pure in their own eyes yet
are not cleansed of their filthiness," with vv. I I , l4 specifying what is meant by sd'a.

lY. l. Qumrarz. The Qumran writings attest both the noun and the adj. sd'd/sdi.
llQT 46:15 stipulates, probably following Dt.23:14(13), that the larrines for the in-
habitants of the holy city are to be located three thousand cubits from the city itself. t r

7. H. wildberger, Jesaja. BKxl3 (1982), 1191; cf. in this regard Driver, 53; the Talmud trac-
tate'Abod. hr rll.43a understands this passage similarly: "Despise the idol as filth" (wrM,ly,
162); both G. Fohrer, Das Buch Jesaja. ZBK l9 (1960), and o. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. orL (Eng.
trans. 1974), construe se'as the impv. of ys'.

8. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 (31968), 276.
9. See W Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 155; HAL, lll, l}45b.
10. Cf. G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT Ul3 (21955), 177; J. Gray, The Legacy of Canaan. SW 5

(21965), 281 -82; HAL, Ill, 992.
ll.Concerningthedisputedlocation of thisbAlso'd (Josephus, 8.J.5.4.2 gl45),cf.y.yadin,

JerusalemRevealed (Eng.trans.1975),90-gl,wholocatesitnorthwestofthecitadel;B.Pixner,
studia Hierosolymitana, I (Jerusalem, 1976), 256-57, who locares it southwest of Zion; also
R. Riesner, "Essener und Urkirche in Jerusalem," BiKi 40 (1985) 64-j6.
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The Damascus Document uses the adj. sAT in the literal sense, asserting that "no man

shall bathe in dirty water or in an amount too shallow to cover a man" (CD l0: I 1), and

no man shall wear unwashed (soiled, or stored in a room) garments (CD 1l:3).

2. LXX. The LXX translates the literal meaning of so'k/sq'a as k6pros (2 K. 18:27

par. Isa. 36:12;Ezk.4:12), and the metaphorical meaning as rhipos/rhypar6s (lsa.4:4;

zech. 3:3-4). Ir alrers slightly the statement in Dt. 23:14(13) by using aschEmosyne,

and translates so'd in Prov. 30:12 as dxodos, recalling the etymological problems dis-

cussed in II.1 above.
Beyse

Contents: L l. Semitic Dialects and Etymology;2. OT Occurrences; 3. Meaning; 4. LXX. II.

l. Domesticated and Flock Animals;2. As Possessions; 3. In Comparisons; 4. Topography. III.

l. Place of Calling; 2. As a Metaphor for the People and Community; 3- As a Sacrifice.

IV. Qumran.

l. l. Semitic Dialects and Etymology. This noun is found in all the Semitic lan-

guages. The Akk. senu is once glossed by Can. grt-il-nu.r The term s'n ( xsa'nu ) xsanu )
*ponu),z retaining the I is attested in Hebrew and Samaritat (sE'On)z as well as in Phoe-

nician, Moabite, and Ugaritic,a corresponding (with an elision of the ') to Sam. 'an,

Syr.'ana', Palm. 7,s and Jewish Aram.'an or'Ana'.6 lQapGen 22:2 attests Aram.'nh,

and CTLevi 24:23 attests"n'.1

soh. F. S. Bodenheimer, A nimal Lift in Palestine (Jerusalem, 1935),122-25; G. J. Botterweck,
..Hirt und Herde im AI und im Alten orient," FS J. Kardinal Frings (cologne, 1960),339-52;

B. Brentjes, Die Haustierwerdung im Orient. Neue Brehm-Bilcherei 344 (1965), 22-32;

J. Clutton-Brock, "The Early History of Domesticated Animals in Western Asial' Sumer 36

(1980) 37-41; G. Dalman, Aus, vI, 180-203 and indices; L. Diirr, ursprung und Ausbau der

israel'itisch-jiidischen Heilandserwartung 0925), 116-24; V. Hamp, "Das Hirtenmotiv im AT,"

FS M. Kardinal Faulhaber (Munich, 1949), 7 -20; J. Jeremias, "norpriv rrlt.l' TDNT VI, 485-502;

R. Rendtorff, Studien zur Geschichte des Opfers im Alten Israel. WMANT 24 (1967); I. Seibert'

Hirt, Herde, Kdnig: Zur Herausbildung des Kdnigtums in Mesopotamien (Berlin, 1969).

l. AHw, III, 1090-91 ; glossed in EA 263:12.
2. Meyer, 822.3a.
3. HAL, \1,992b.
4. Phoenician: KAI 26A'.llI.9; Moabite: KAl 181.31; DNSI,

WUS, no. 2297.
5. DNS/, il,954.
6. Beyer,661.
7. Ibid., 182, t95.
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One possible comparable term is soneh in Ps. 8:8(Eng. 7), a form generally ex-
plained as an orthographic variant of so'n (some mss. attest s'nh) with a fem. ending
z8 or the archaic ending -*ay ) c.e The term sona'af,em in Nu. 32:24 probably repre-
sents a scribal error from so'nef,em (many mss. and Sam.) rather than a secondary
form of sn'.

Other forms include Egyp. Aram. qn,to Mand. aqna, OSA d'n, and Arab. da'nu.tl
The word's etymology is obscure. Rather than deriving from the root y.r'("as does

prdbaton from probafnein"t2), this term probably represents a primary noun.13

2. or occurrences. Including Ps. 8:8(7) and Nu. 32:24, sd'n occurs 275 times in the
oT, distributed as follows: 63 times in Genesis; 29 inBzekiel; 19 in I Samuel; 18 in
Jeremiah; 17 each in Deuteronomy and the Psalms; 15 in Exodus; 13 each in Numbers
and 2 chronicles; 9 each in Leviticus andZechaiah; 8 in Isaiah;i each in I Kings and
I Chronicles; 5 each in 2 Samuel, Job, and Nehemiah; 3 in Micah; twice in Amos; and
once each in Joshua, 2 Kings, Hosea, Joel, Jonah, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, proverbs,
Canticles, Ecclesiastes, and Ezra.

Among these occurrences, a certain concentration can be discerned in narratives set
in the seminomadic milieu (Genesis, Exodus, 1 Samuel), in sacrificial regulations (Le-
viticus-Deuteronomy), and in passages using soh metaphorically in reference to the
people and community (Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Zechaiah, psalms).

3. Meaning. The basic meaning in all the Semitic dialects is "small livestock," refer-
ring primarily to sheep and goats collectively in flocks or as possessions. Hence soh
frequently parallels 'eQer (Gen. 29:2-3; Jer. 13:20 Ezk. 34:12, erc.) or is specified
more closely by'dQer (Gen.29:2; Joel l:18; Mic. 5:7[8]) or miqneh (Gen.26 14
47:11;2 Ch. 32:29). The meaning "flock," albeit as a metaphoq is emphatically sup-
ported by the construct expression s6'n'aQam (Ezk. 36:38).

Llke i6r and h"m1r (Dt. 5:14), ieh and i6r (Lev. 27:26), so also can sd'n together
with bdqar (Lev. l:2) be classified among the "domesticated animals" (behCm61.r+ 1n

enumerations of possessions or spoils, soh constitutes an independent category to be
distinguished from baqAr, 'elep, i64 h"m6r or 'a!An, sr?s, and gdmdl. The terms sA'r?
and bdqar together frequently constitute what amounts to a fixed expression, with the
sequence s6'n fipdqdr occurring 44 times and the reversal baqar wesoh (esp. in sacrifi-
cial regulations) 25 timss.ts

In contrast to this external delimitation, so'n as a collective term is quite complex.

8. Blz, 961m.
9. KBL2, II, 808.
10. DNS1, I,954.
tt. HAL, tlt,992b.
12. GesB,670; and others; cf. E. Jenni, TLOT ll,56l.
13. HAL, [t,992b.
14. See AuS, Yl, l7l.
15. -+ 'rifJ baqaa 11,210-tt.
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I 5.25:2 uses so'z to refer to "sheep" alone while excluding goats.16 Since the context

explicitly also involves sheepshearin g ( gzz), so'n in comparable passages probably also

refers only to "sheep" (Gen.3l:19; 38:12-13; Dt. l5:19).

Apart from its metaphorical reference to groups of persons (people, community),I7

sA'n can be specified more closely by the following terms and species. The terms

kebel/keSeb and'ez (Gen. 30:32; Lev. 1: l0; 3:6-7 ,12, etc.) refer generally to lambs and

kids. The term ieh (Gen. 30:32; Ex.2l:37122: ll; Ezk. 34:17, etc.) frequently refers to

individual animals within the small-livestock flock (sheep or goat; Ex. 12:5; Num.

l5:l l; Dt. l4:4). Designations for female animals include kiltid (Gen.2l:28-29;Lev.

14:10; Nu. 6:14;2 S. 12:3-4,6), andkiibd and ieiraf izzimin Lev. 5:6. The mothers or

dams of the flock are called r"llZleyf;d w"'izzeyfta in Gen. 31:38, and 'd161 (qal fem.

ptcp. of the root w/) in Ps.78:71. The latter can refer not only to the animals that

"nurse, give suck," but also those that "suckle" (Gen. 33:13).Ex.22:29 uses ?-m to re-

fer to "mother animal" ("dam") in general. The translation of 'ait"r61as "mother ani-

mal, darn,"r8 should probably be altered on the basis of the parallel term i"ga4 "litter,"

in Dt.7:13; 28:4,18,51 to "increase, addition (to the family), young animals'"re

Designations for male animals include 'ayil, "ram" (Gen. 31:38; Lev'

5:15,18,25(6:6);Ezk.34:17;43:23,25, etc.),'attfiQ, "bllly goat, ram" (Gen' 3l:10,12;

Ezk.34:17, etc.), and g"Qt, "small goat, kid," with the latter frequently referring to

goats (gedt'izztm, Gen.27:9,16;38:17; Cant' l:8, etc.). The terms Sair (Gen' 37:31;

Lev. 4;23;9:3, etc.) arld tayii (Gen. 30:35; 32:l5ll4l 2 Ch. l'7:ll; Prov' 30:31) also

generally refer to the billy goat. In Am. 6:4 lambs are called kdrim miss6'n, and in Ps.

114:4,6, benA s6'n.

4. lXX. The LXX most frequently translates s6'n as pr6baton (219 times; also in Ps.

8:8[7] for sdneh).In isolated instances it also usespr1batonfor Seh,less frequently for

kelei, kil1d, keie!, and rah1l.zo The next most frequent choice is the semantically re-

lated poimn{on, which translates s6'n 26 times, 18 of which occur in 1/2 Samuel

Qtr1baton is used only 4 times here); ktdnos occurs 12 times, which in the LXX fre-

quently translates miqneh. 2 Ch. 7 :5 tses bdsk€ma, and Jer' 23:3 already interprets to 7
is la6s.In Job 30:1 the LXX translates kaQA sd'ni as lcyn6n 6n em6n nomddon, and

renders ia'ar ha;so'n in Neh. 3:1,32; 12:39 as tiin pllcn tdn probatikiln'

ll. l. Domesticated and Flock Animals. Sheep and goats were among the earliest

domesticated animals in the Near East. In Palestine the goat was the first animal to be

domesticated (toward the end of the 8th millennium r.c.e.), while the sheep came from

the east only during the early 6th millennium (so Brentjes). Because they required the

16. See H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATVIIJ/ (1973),446'
17. See lll.2 below.
18. Originally suggested by GesTh, II, 1083; cf . AuS, Vl, l9l-92.
19. GeiB, 6t7; G.-vonRad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), in loc'; HAL, II, 899' is

undecided.
20. TDNT, VI, 689.
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same kind of pasturing, these two animals constituted the category "small livestock"
(so'n) as distinguished from those domesticated animals that were used occasionally or
even exclusively for work.

a. The OT tradition itself seems to acknowledge this development of domestication
when it mentions the two basic professions as agriculture and livestock herding, and
refers to Abel as a "small-livesrock herder" (rd'zh soh, Gen.4:2 [NRSV "keeper of
sheep"l). The creation narratives speak either about land animals in general (bayya!
haiidieh, Gen. 2:19), or, if mentioning the main kinds, about livesto ck (b"hdmd, Gen.
l:24-25). Ps. 8:8(7) constitutes an exception here, since in praising creation it intro-
duces the various animals under human dominion by first mentioning small livestock
(sdneh) and cattle ('alapim).

b. The so'n in and of itself constitutes the economic foundation for nomadic life.
"Once he begins to raise cattle as well as flocks, the shepherd ceases to be a true no-
mad. He settles in one place, begins to cultivate the land and to build houses."2l

The patriarchal stories reflect this sociohistorical shift. On the one hand, Abraham,
Isaac, and Jacob are assumed to have owned both small and large livestock (soh
ftbaqdr Gen. 12:16;26:14;32:8Ul); on the orher, the J/E narratives are set largely in
the milieu of small-livestock herders or shepherds, i.e., among nomads (29:l-30;
3o:25-31:21;37). It comes as no surprise, then, that before the audience with pharaoh,
Joseph advises his brothers, "You shall say, 'Your servants have been keepers of live-
stock ('ania miqneh) from our youth, even until now, both we and our ancestors' . . . be-
cause all shepherds (rd'Eh sd'n) are abhorrent to the Egyptians,, (46:34).

c. Not surprisingly, information and statements concerning small-livestock herding
and husbandry appear in narratives reflecting the patriarchal period and the period be-
fore Israel became a state. The patriarchs, like Moses (Ex. 3:l) and David as well (l S.
l6:11,19; l7:l5ff.),weresmall-livestockherders,andtheexistenceof boththeindivid-
ual and the clan or tribe during this period was still determined largely by the search for
pastureland and water as the basic requirements for small livestock.22 Some of the most
popular pasturelands included the plain of the Jordan (Gen. l3:10), the Transjordan
(Nu. 32; Mic.7:14), and the region of "Gedor" (l ch. 4:39). In areas wirhour narural
sources of water, the flocks were dependent on the reservoirs or wells dug specifically
for the animals (Gen. 2l:30; 26 l5ff .). Indeed, rhe watering of animals is sometimes
used as a narrative motif of "first encounter" (Gen. 29:2ff .;Ex.2:l5ff .: see also Gen.
24:llff.1.zz Gen. 30:38-39 presupposes that the animals bred (yhm) when they came to
drink, which is why Jacob implements his "animal magic" here, prompting the flocks
to breed with the desired colors; "thus the man became exceedingly rich" because of
his "striped" ('"quddim), "speckled" (nequddim), and "spotted', (teluim) young ani-
mals. Moreover, he was also able to separate "feebler" ('olupim) and "stronger"
(qeiurim) animals from one another (vv. 4lff.).

21. Anclsr 3.
22. See AzS, VI, 2}8tf .,27|tr.
23. See in this regard C. Westermann, Genesis l2-36 (Eng. trans. 19g5),395-g7
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d. Care of small livestock was the task of the entire family (see Gen. 29:6; Ex.
2:15ff.). Laban himself walks among his flocks (Gen. 30:32), and Jacob sends Joseph
to see about the well-being (ial6m) of the flock (Gen. 37:l4ff.). The wise person pays
attention to the "condition of the flock" (p"na so'n), for it does not last forever (1"'6ldm,
Prov.27:23-24; cf. Eccl.2:7 in context). Together with other goods, s1'nis counted
among Yahweh's blessings (Gen.24:35;DL7:13:8:13;28:4), which Israel can cer-
tainly lose if they fall away from Yahweh (Dt. 28:18,31,51; Jer. 5:17) but which they
can hope to regain during the new salvific period (Isa. 7 :21-22; 6l :5; Jer. 31 12 33 12-
l3).

e. The value of so'n derives on the one hand from the meat and milk and on the other
from the sheep's wool and goathair the flocks provide. Ezekiel, e.g., reproaches Israel's
false shepherds, telling them "you consume the'milk' lreadhala!1, you clothe your-
selves with the wool (samer), you slaughter the fatlings (Sert'd)" (34:3; cf .lsa.22:13).
Jacob's insistence that he has not eaten any "rams" (ab sd'n) of Laban's flocks attests
the value of this animal's meat (Gen.3l:38). By contrast, the "gourmets of Samaria"
prefer to eat lambs (Am. 6:4). In addition to bread, wine, and other food, Abigail also
brings David "five sheep ready dressed" (Q'"ifiy-t; I S. 25:18). While fleeing from
Absalom, his food includes "curds (hem'd) and sheep" (MT) and "curds from the
flock" (Syr. whwt'd'n';25.17:'29; cf. I Ch. 12:40). According to Dt. 32:14 and Isa.
'7:22, the food of the salvific age will include dairy products.

f. The only fixed structure the OT mentions in connection with small-livestock hus-
bandry are the "sheepfolds" (gilr\! soh, Nu. 32:16; I 5.24:3), primarily a night pen
surrounded by a fence or wall. Hab. 3:17 may refer to the same structure with the term
mi$A,z4 and it can probably also be conjectured in Mic. 2:12 following Tg. and Vulg.
(read bassirafor bosrd, "in the pen"25). o. Eissfeldt suspects the meaning "forked pen"
behind the dual miip"layim in Gen. 49:14; Jgs. 5:16.20

2. As Possessions. It was not only in the seminomadic sphere that the so'n consti-
tuted the larger part ofa person's possessions. Even ifthe numbers concerning the size
of the flocks or quantity of animals taken as spoils in the OT are largely fictitious, one
can nonetheless see that in relationship to other domesticated animals, the so'n was
clearly the most numerous (cf. Nu. 3l:32;1 5.25:2: I Ch. 5:21; Job 1:3; 42:12).

a. Hardly a single enumeration of the possessions (miqneh) of a family, tribe, or
king does not mention so'n. In the patriarchal narratives a change does occur in the
value of the s6'n in that the s6'n generally opens the enumeration of possessions (Gen.
12:16; l3:5; 2O:14, etc.),27 whereas in enumerations of royal possessions it moves to
the rear (2 Ch. 32:29; cf. Ex. 9:3; Eccl. 2:7). A rext such as 2 K. 5:26 reflects the
change that cultivated or settled life had on such assessments: "Is this a time to accept

24. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum 
-.Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT Xlll/3 (1975),239.

25. rbid., 62.
26. O. Eissfeldt, "Gabelhiirden im Osdordanland," KlSchr III (1966), 6l-66; cf. also BRL2,

317.
27. -+ -tl,J baqdr ll,2ll-12.
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money and to accept clothing, olive orchards and vineyards, sheep and oxen, and male

and female slaves?" Deuteronomy reflects the same influence when it mentions the

products of the field before livestock among the blessings of the promised land (7: 13;

28:4) and in its comminatory series (28:18,5 l).
b. Nonetheless, the soh played an important role in the economy of the royal sphere

as well. According to I S. 8:17, the king could claim a tenth of all flocks, and accord-

ing to I K. 5:3(4:23), Solomon's court daily also required "ten fat oxen, twenty pas-

ture-fed cattle, and one hundred sheep." It is especially in connection with the temple

and cultic celebrations that the OT attests the use of extremely high quantities of both

large and small livestock (1 K. 8:63 2 Ch. 7:5; 29,33 30:24), part of which came from

the king's own possessi ons (mer"f;fii, 2 Ch. 35:7). Hence in its list of civic officials in

charge of the royal Davidic propefty, I Ch.27:31 specifically mentions a certain

Hagrite by the name of Jaziz who was in charge of the flocks.

c. The value of so'n in individual cases can be derived from passages involving law,

trade, and contracts. As a possession, the ,roh was protected from alienation. Ex.

2lj7(22:l) stipulates that anyone who steals a sheep (ieh) and slaughters or sells it
must pay back four head of soh. Dtn legislation reminds the Israelites that they were

themselves once slaves in Egypt; accordingly, when a Hebrew debt slave is released, he

is to be given a commensurate portion of the flock, the threshing floor, and the wine-

press (Dt. 15:14).
The so'n can also function as currency. Judah and Tamar negotiate the price of a kid

(Gen. 38:17), and Joseph distributes food as payment for flocks (47:17).

Abraham sends Abimelech both large and small livestock in order to seal a covenant

(b"ri7 Gen.2l:21ff). Seven lambs (k"bd{60 from the flock serve as a witness (?-qld,

v. 30), making the acceptance of the gift into a "public legal ac1."28

Together with other gifts, however, the s1'n can also function as compensation
(Gen. 12:16; 20:14) or as tribute (2 Ch. l7:11).

d. War narratives frequently mention so'nas part of the booty (Nu.3l:28ff.; I S.

14:32: l59;27:9, etc)3e In most cases soh is mentioned together with bdqdr3o Llke
all other spoils of war, s1'n in connection with the Yahweh war is subject to specific

legislation concerning its distribution (Nu. 3l:28ff.) and banning (1 S. l5:9'15).

3. In Comparisons. When the term sa'n is used in comparisons, the boundary be-

tween literal and metaphorical meaning frequently becomes fluid.3l With reference to

human beings, soh reflects the salvific condition of the people itself (Ezk. 36:31), a

clan (Ps. lO7:41), a city (Ezk. 36:38), or even of nature (Ps. 65:14[ 1 3])' By contrast, di-

saster has already struck when a country becomes apen (mirbas,) for flocks (Ezk.25:5)

or when folds (gi8r61) are built on it (Zeph. 2:6). At Yahweh's theophany, nature
..skips" 

( rqd) like rams or like lambs (Ps. I 14:4,6), as does what for Job is the unjusti-

28. Westermann, Genesis 12-36, 349.
29. See also KAI 131.31.
30. -+ rp? baqar 11,214.
31. See III.2 below.
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fied joy of the wicked's (reidim) children (21:11). Other comparisons focus even more
closely on individual elements characterizing life in a flock. Jeremiah exhorts Israel to
"flee from Babylon, and go out of the land of the Chaldeans, and be like male goats
leading the flock" (Jer. 50:8). Job would not even have considered the fathers ofthose
who mock him to be the equals of "the dogs of my flock" (kaQA sd'n, 3O:l).

4. Topography. Topographical allusions involving so'n include the "Sheep Gate"
(ia'ar hasso'n, Neh. 3:1,32; 12:39), one of Jerusalem's city gates probably located in
the eastern wall, north of the temple precinct during the time of the second temple.32
Interpreters disagree whether giQr61 hassdh in 1 S. 24:3 represents a place-name33 or
whether the context rather suggests the presence of actual folds.3a

lll. l. Place of Calling. Am. 7:15 justifies the prophet's calling by saying, "Yahweh
took me from following the flock" (wayyiqqdh€ntyhwhmE'aharA hass6'n).2 S. 7:8 uses

almost the same expression with regard to David, pointing out that he will bethe nagtQ
over Yahweh's people Israel (par. I Ch. 11:7; cf. Ps. 78:70). Moses too was called while
he was leading his flock "beyond the wilderness" ('ahar hammidbdr Ex. 3:1).

Although all these passages seem to emphasize that Yahweh takes (ldqah) these
people out of their normal existence when he calls them, the attendant theological re-
flection in the case of David (see 2 S. 5:2) and to a certain extent of Moses as well (see

Isa.63:11) does reveal a relationship between calling and commission in that those
who are called from shepherding are destined to tend (rd'd) the flock Israel. Ps. 78:70-
7l fully articulates what resonates beneath the surface in 2 S. 5:2 and 7:8: "He

[Yahweh] chose his servant David, and took him from the sheepfolds (wayyiqqahehfr)
. . . he brought him to be the shepherd of his people Jacob, of Israel, his inheritance."s5

2. As a Metaphor for the People and Community. The language in Ps. 78 has been
strongly influenced by both Deuteronomy and the wisdom tradition, suggesting that
the psalm itself is a more recent composition.36 Nonetheless, the images of shepherd
and flock in this broad "historical psalm" provide a comprehensive introduction to the
metaphorical use of sO'n: "He [Yahweh] led out his people like sheep (sdh), and
guided (nhg) them in the wilderness like a flock ('Cder)" (v. 52; cf . vv. 5l-55). The end
of the psalm presents a corresponding image of David: "With upright heart he tended
them (ra'd), and guided (nhg) them with skillful hand" (v. 72).

a. The idea of God or the king as the shepherd (r6'eh) and of the people as his flock
(sd'n, 'eder) is a common motif in the ancient Near East;37 in the case of the OT, there

32. See BHHW II, 833-34, ills. 3, 839, 843.
33. GTTOT,5708.
34. Stoebe, Samuelis, 434.
35. See H. Schult, 'Amos 7,15a und die Legitimation des Aussenseiters," Probleme

biblischer Theologie. FS G. von Rad (Munich, l97l), 462-78.
36. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 122-23.
37. --> il9'1 ra'd; cf. Diirr, Hamp, Seibert, Jeremias.
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is no need to pose the question whether the motif derives from nomadic life or the

cult.38 In any event the Davidic tradition sufficiently demonstrates that Israel encoun-

tered this image both as a metaphor already present in tradition and as a part of its ac-

tual, daily surroundings (see I S. 16:ll,l9; 17:15,20,34). W. Zimmerli is thus quite

correct in pointing out that "the conventional language has been filled over and over

again with insight.":e
b. One essential feature of this metaphor is that the two poles mutually determine

one another. That is, passages that speak of God or the king as a shepherd are presup-

posing the people as a flock even if the term itself is not used (see 2 S. 5:2; 7 :8; Ps. 23;

the reverse in2S.24:11;Ps.74:l: Isa. 53:6, etc.). Hence the question of the emergence

and use of the metaphor so'n in reference to the people and community cannot be re-

stricted to an examination merely of the term itself. That the majority of occurrences

date to exilic-postexilic prophecy and to psalms dating largely to the same period (Ps.

44; 49; 7 4; 77 ; 79; 95; 100) shows not that the metaphor itself arose during this period,

but rather only that it was more broadly used during the period. Of course, the notion of
Yahweh as Israel's shepherd emerges quite early and already presupposes this meta-

phor (Gen. 49:24; Ps. 80:2[1]; Hos. 4:16).40

c. As a metaphor s6'n can have several different meanings. Even though in the vast

majority of instances soh refers to Israel (Psalms; Jer. 23:l-2; Ezk. 34 Zech. ll), it
can also refer to personal enemies (Jer. l2:3) and foreign nations (Isa. 13:14; Jer.

49:20;50:45; Mic. 5:7[8]). On the one hand, the metaphor plays offthe observation
that any s6'nleft alone and without protection, guidance, and a shephetd (Zech. lO:2)

inevitably meets with disaster. Micaiah son of Imlah sees "all Israel scattered (pws) on

the mountains, like sheep that have no shepherd" (l K. 22:171' cf. Nu. 27:17). The
psalmist opens the "prayer of the people" with the exhortation, "Give ear, O Shepherd

of Israel, you who lead (nhg) Joseph like a flock!" (Ps. 80:2[l]). Without a shepherd

the soh is "like a hunted gazelle, or like sheep with no one to gather" (qbs, Isa. 13:14),

like a flock into which a lion bursts and drags away even "the little ones of the flock"

$eirA hassoh, Jer. 49:19-20;50:44-45;qr cf. also Mic. 5:7[8]). On the other hand, such

unprotected livestock runs the risk ofbeing killed and slaughtered. Jeremiah hopes his

enemies will be pulled out like "sheep for the slaughter (f!ibbA), and set . . . apart for
the day of slaughter (l"y6m h"rZgd)" (12:3, to be read in the context of ll:ZOa,b

IBHSI). The same motif resonates in Jeremiah's oracle against the "lords of the flock"
('addirA hasso'n, 25:34ff.), which portrays the fate of the kings, their peoples, and their
lands metaphorically as the slaughtering of sacrificial animals.a2 Israel itself laments,

"you [Yahweh] have made us like sheep for slaughter" (kes6'n ma'"ftaL, Ps. 44:l2!l);
cf. also v.231221with k"s6'n libbil, and Deutero-Zechaiah uses the metaphor in his

38. See H. Gottlieb, "Die Tradition von David als Hirten," W l'l (1967) 190-200.

39. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),214.
40. See in this regard V. Maag, "Der Hirte Israels," Kulturkontakt und Religion: Gesammelte

Studien zur allgemeinen und alttestamentlichen Religionsgeschichte (Gottingen, 1980), 11lff.
41. Regarding textual considerations, see W. Rudolph,Jeremia. HATU12 (31968), 288,291.
42. tbid., 167.
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"shepherd's vision" (11:4-11), alluding to the "flock doomed to slaughter" ($a'n

hah"rZgA) for the "sheep merchants" (read likna'"niyA in vv.7,1l instead of laf,en
.afiyA+z:r.

d. In the fourth Servant Song, Israel says that "all we like sheep have gone astray
(td'A); we have all turned to our own way" (Isa. 53:6), suggesting in comparison to the
"servant" in v. 7 that Israel itselfwas responsible for its own apostasy (cf. also vv.4-5).
Far more frequently, however, the metaphor is used to expose the culpability of those to
whom the soh is entrusted. In the face of divine judgment, David confesses that "I
alone have sinned, and I alone have done wickedly; but these sheep, what have they
done?" (2 5.24:17). Exilic and postexilic prophecy picks up at this point and develops
the metaphor of the shepherd and flock into a reproach and commination against the
leaders of the people (Jer. 23:l-2;25:34ff .; Ezk. 34:lff .; Zech. ll:4ff .; l3:7ff.).

e. Israel is the "flock of Yahweh's inheritance" (so'n nahalaleka, N4ic.7:14), and
Yahweh himself speaks of "my flock" (sd'ni, Jer.23:2-3; Ezk. 34:8,10-1 1, etc.) and the
"sheep of my pasture" (so'n marilt, Jer. 23'.1; Ezk. 34:31). The last expression proba-
bly derives from the language of prayer, where Israel uses it as a self-designation (Ps.

14:l;19:13; 100:3; cf. also 95:7, 'am mari16 weso'n yad\.14
Shepherds are entrusted with the so'n (Jer. 13:20) and must answer to Yahweh, its

owner, for its well-being. The attendant reproach is generally a cry of woe (h6y, Jer.

23:l;Ezk.34:2;Zech. 1l:17) against the shepherds who have been feeding themselves
instead of the flock (Ezk.34:2-3,10). They destroy the flock ('bd piel),let it run away
(ndh niphal) and scatter (pws hiphil, Ier. 23:l-2; Ezk. 34:4-5). They abandon it ('dzab,

Zech. 11:17), turn it into prey (bzz) and food ('olld) for other animals (Ezk. 34:8). The
"shepherd's vision" (Zech. ll:4ff.) abandons the metaphor already used by Jeremiah
and Ezekiel in that the prophet himself, at Yahweh's behest, now takes on the roll of
shepherd in a double, antithetical fashion (vv. 4ff.,15ff.).

This reference to false or unworthy shepherds is countered by statements describing
how Yahweh himself now takes care of his flock (Jer. 23:3-4; Ezk. 34:l I ff.). He gathers
them in (qbs piel), takes care of them (paqad, darai), sees to them (bqr piel), pastures
them (rd'd), and delivers them (nsl hiphil). Ezk. 34 expands the metaphor such that
Yahweh now also ensures that justice is done among the animals of the flock (idpat, vv.
l7 ,20; cf . already v. 16, rd'd bemiipdt). At the end he reestablishes the "covenantal rela-
tionship" (v. 3l). The addenda to Micah (2:12,7:14) express similar hopes.

3. As a Sacrifice. a. The OT tradition confirms that the soh was among the earliest
sacrificial animals (Gen. 4:4). Together with the ox, it is mentioned frequently and in
various contexts especially outside the actual sacrificial regulations (Nu. 22:40; I K.
l:9, etc.; Jer.3:24; Hos. 5:6). The relationship between these passages and the fixed
sacrificial regulations is not always clear. The slaughtering of both large and small live-

43. BHS; HAL,11,530; W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi.
KAT XrrU4 (1976),202.

44. See in this regard Kraus, Psclrzs 60-150, 247.
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stock often seems to refer not only to the sacrifice itself, but also to an ensuing meal

whose purpose was to establish a community of destiny (Nu. 22:40; I K. l:9,19,25;

2 Ch. l8.2) or a sacral fellowship (1 K. 8:5,63; 2 Ch.7:5;15:11).
b. Sacrificial regulations that mention soh with no additional qualification refer

without distinction to "sheep" or "goats." The earliest stipulations regarding Passover

(Ex. 12:21) as well as the "altar law" (Ex. 2O:24-26) confirm this point. The law of cen-

tralization in Deuteronomy also mentions only "large and small livestock" and stipu-

lates that the corresponding sacrifices and offerings be made at the place appointed by

Yahweh (12:6,17) and that the slaughter and consumption be carried out in the manner

prescribed by Yahweh (12-21). H enumerates six transgressions that exclude both so-h

and baqar as sacrificial animals (Lev.22:21-22).
c. Although the Priestly sacrificial regulations do distinguish between the various

kinds of small livestock used in sacrifices, a detailed examination of these distinctions

transcends the present discussion.as

In Nu. 28-29 the "sacrificial calendar" omits the term s1'n entirely and speaks in-

stead about "lambs," "rams," and "male goats." By contrast, Nu' 15 begins with a gen-

eral introductory reference to the "herd and flock" (v. 3); then "a scale of values of the

sacrificial animals rises from the (male) sheep, via the ram to the bull" (vv. 4ff.1.+0 11r"

Priestly authors stipulate that the s6'n of the earlier Passover regulations be a "lamb

without blemish, a year-old male . . . from the sheep or from the goats" (Ex. 12:5). That

Dt. 16:2 amplifies the earlier regulation by adding the bdqdr shows that "an official
community festival at the central cult place arose out of the Passover as a family festi-

val."a7 Chronicles confirms this development when Hezekiah (2 Ch.30:24) and Josiah

(35:7) transfer enormous numbers of so'n and other sacrificial animals to the people at

Passover.

d. The sacrificial laws in Lev. 1ff. mention s6'n in connection with burnt offerings
('old, l:10) and sacrifices of well-being (zebah i"lAmtm,3:6). The burnt offering re-

quired a "male without blemish, from the flock, from the sheep or goats," while the

sacrifice of well-being also required an animal without blemish, though now either

"male or female." Both sacrifices are called "offering" (qorbdn)lt with l:2 explicating

the more general reference "offering of domesticated animals (b"hdmd)" with baqdr

and so'n.a9

Like the "offering," so also did the 'aiam not refer originally to a separate type of of-

fering; in the first addendum (5:l-6) to the stipulations regarding the sin offering
(ch. 4) it refers to a penitential act in connection with the sin offering (baUa'il requiring

a "female from the flock, a sheep or a goat" (5:6). The 'aiam does not become a "guilt
offering" until the introduction of the ram as a sacrificial animal in 5:14ff. ('ayil mmtm

min-ha;so'n, 5:14ff., esp. 15,18,25; cf . Ezt. l0:19).

45. -+IY 'oz; +;1W ieh.
46. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 114.

47. -+ 1lJ baqdr 1,216.
48. K. Elliger, l*viticus. HAT lY (1966),34.
49. A secondary insertion according to M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1965),21.
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The male sheep in the bloom of youth and the young bull have from the earliest
times (e.g., Nu. 23:2ff.; Isa. 1:ll) been the customary animals sacrificed for burnt of-
ferings and offerings of well-being.so Similarly, Ezk. 43:23,25 stipulate that the
"young bull" and the "ram" (again with the addendum min-hasso'n) be sacrificed as

burnt offerings at the dedication of the altar, preceded by two sin offerings of a young
bull and male goat (vv. 19ff.,22). The addendum in vv. 25ff. stipulates that each day for
seven days the altar be cleansed and consecrated and atonement made for it with the

same sacrificial animals as in vv. 2l-22.5t
e. Alongside the sacrificial regulations, the so'n also appears in the various instruc-

tions and laws governing the presentation of firstlings (b"ft6a rZ'it!) and tithes (ma'"ier
Ex. 22:29; Lev. 27 :32; Dt. 14123,26; I 5 : I 9; 1 8:4; Neh. 10:31 ; 2 Ch. 3 I :6).

IV. Qumran. The word soh occurs 11 times in Qumran, 3 of those in connection
with OT citations (CD 19:8-9; 4QpPs 37:3,6), where its meaning is restricted exclu-
sively to po'n as a metaphor for the people and community; in CD l9:9 it refers to the

members, and in 4QpPs31 3:5-6 to the heads and leaders of the community. Ps. 151,

the Davidic psalm influenced by Orphism, uses the term 3 times right at the beginning
(l1QPs" 28:4 ls1nl,6,10); here too the reference is to the people: "He made me the

shepherd of his flock, and a ruler over his kids" (v. lll. 4). The term is used in the lit-
eral sense (rather than metaphorically) in the reference to the Orphic motif itself in
v. 3ll. 6, and now in the plene orthography ;6'n: "The trees praise my words and the

flocks my deeds."52 Finally, v.1ll. lO alludes to the classic topos of prophetic calling
in the expression "from behind the flock" (m'hr hsw'n). The Temple Scroll uses soh
in connection with firstling fruits and animals (l 1QT 43:15;52:7,9) and in its prohibi-
tion against secular slaughter (53:3;cf. Dt. l2:15).4QCata (177) 5-6:15 alludes to Isa.

22:13.
Waschke

50. Elliger, kviticus,'1 5.

51. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,435.
52. Ct. M. Smith, "Psalm 151, David, Jesus, and Orpheus," ZAW 93 (1981) 247-53; H. J.

Fabry, "llQPsu und die Kanonizitiit des Psaltersl' Freude an der Weisung des Herrn. FS
H. Gross (Stuttgart, 21987), 45-67.
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DTNINI se'esa'tm

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Meaning; 3. Occurrences. IL OT: 1. Plant Offspring;
2. Metaphorical Use: Offspring as Descendants. III. 1. LXX and Vulgate; 2. Qumran.

l. l. E4'mologl'. Although Hebrew lexicons (including HAL) generally compare
se'esaim with Arab. du'du'and di'di', Qu'Qu' is an onomatopoeic designation of an oth-
erwise unidentified bird characterized on the basis of its call. Only di'di'refers to a re-
lationship in an ascending and descending line.l T. N<ildeke's attempt to derive the
word from the root wd'is untenable because wadu'a means "be ritually pure, clean,"
making it difficult to establish a persuasive semantic relationship with di 7i'in the
sense of "derivation, origin, lineage," unless one begins with the basic meaning "hav-
ing come forth pure," "be pure."2 Ethiopic attests the form da'da', "abortion, embryo,
fetus" (e.g., Nu. 12:12; Job 3:16; I Cor. 15:8),3 a reduplicated construction deriving
from the root wd'. Its meaning, however, is more restricted than that of the Hebrew
(though cf. in Hebrew the fem. subst. ptcp. ydse'T "mrscaniagel'Ps. 144:14). A related
form with palatalization is found in Amharic as dadut, "chick."a W. Leslau rejects any
relationship with Heb. se'esdim probably because he views dadut as an onomatG
poeia.5 The comparable root in Aramaic is y". The construction related to Heb.
se'esdTm is 'd'ydyd', "battlements."6 The Heb. se'esaim is semantically most closely re-
lated to the verb y$l "go forth," whereas comparable words in other Semitic languages
have more restricted meanings.

2. Meaning. The noun is constructed according to the model q"1al1a| with apheresis
of the initial radical y and as a reduplicated construction of the remaining basis of the
verb _r'asa', "go/come out, go forth/away, start forth." As in English, the literal meaning
"what has come forth" in the sense of "offspring" can refer concretely to the young
shoots of a plant in the sense of "buds," and then also metaphorically to human "de-
scendants" (in the more specific sense of "grandchildren"). The noun yasi' (2 Ch.
32:21 Q), constructed from the complete root, also means "descendant," similarly also
the ptcp. yose'A yeref;6, "offspring of his loins" (Gen. 46:26).

l. M. Ullmann, Wiirterbuch der klassischen arabischen Sprache (Wiesbaden, 1970ff.), s.v.,
lists l4 occurrences.

2. ZDMG 40 ( 1886) 725; idem, review of Texte zur arabischen Lexikographie, ed. A. Haffner
(Leipzig, 1905), ZA 19 (1905/1906) 155; idem, Beitrtige zur semitischen Sprachwissenschaft
(Strasbourg, 1904), I 12 n.3.

3. See l,erLingAeth, 941 -48.
4. See F. Praetorius, Die Amharische Sprache (1879; repr. Hildesheim, l97O),84.
5. Contributions, 43.
6. See G. Hoffmann, ZDMG 32 (1878) 753 n.3; Brockelmann, LexSyr 537b.
7. See GK $84n; and YG, $178.
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3. Occurrences. In the OT the noun se'esaim occurs only as pluralia tantum, includ-
ing 7 times in Isaiah and 4 in Job. It occurs twice in Sirach (44:12, only ms. M',47:20,
only ms. B). The earliest occurrences are probably those in Deutero-Isaiah (42:5;44:3;
48: l9), since Isa. 22:24 is a later addendum and 34l.l is postexilic.

II. OT.
1. Plant Offspring. In three passages (Isa. 34:l; 42:5; Job 3l:8), se'"saim refers to

"offspring" in the literal sense as young plant offshoots. Isa. 42:5-9 hymnically extols
Yahweh as the creator of heaven and earth and "what comes from it," referring possibly
to the "offspring" not only of plants but of animals as well (cf. the hiphil of y's'in Gen.
1:12,241.t When the universal judgment is announced in Isa. 34:1, those summoned as

witnesses include the earth and all its creatures, "the world, and all that comes from it."
In the concluding monologue, Job tries to demonstrate his innocence by asserting that
if ever he were greedy, "then let me sow, and another eat; and let my plant shoots be

rooted ouf'(31:8). His enemies will eat what he sows and will tear out the seedlings
from the fields; they will destroy the shoots that are just sprouting and are ready for
transplanting, so that Job will lose even that harvest.

The LXX misunderstands v. 8b in translating drrizos di geno{men According to
A. Knobel, the suffix indicates that the reference is to Job's children rather than to the
offspring or sprouts of his fields or gardens.e Both the Vulg.. "et progenies mea

eradicetur," and, following it, Luther (1545), "and let my family be rooted out," trans-
late in this sense. V. 8a, however, clearly shows that v. 8b refers to young plant sprouts.

2. Metaphorical Use. Isa. 22:24 illustrates the transition from concrete to meta-
phorical use within a comparison. The members of Eliakim's family are derisively
called "offshoots and leaves" (if sepi'6! does mean "leaves") because of their attempt
to profit from the advancement of their relatives.lO According to Job 27:14, the de-
scendants of the wicked will starve, while 2l:8 bemoans the apparent good fortune of
the wicked, whose offspring are well established. In his first response, Eliphaz assures

Job that his descendants will be numerous and his offspring "like the grass of the
earth" (5:25). In Deutero- and Trito-Isaiah, promises of salvation and blessing apply
to descendants as well. "I will pour my spirit upon your [Jacob's] descendants [it.
'seed'1, and my blessing on your offspring" (Isa. 44:3). In 48:19 Israel is told that if
only it would follow God's commandments, its seed would be like the sand and its
offspring like the grains of that sand. Trito-Isaiah emphasizes in 65:231r that the peo-
ple of the salvific period will be Yahweh's blessed, "and their descendants as well."
Isa. 61:9 refers similarly to Israel as the seed blessed by Yahweh. Israel will be known

8. So K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja(40,145,7). BKXVI (1978),231.
9. Theologische Studien und Kritiken (1842),490-92.
10. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),392.
11. According to K. Koenen, "Ethik und Eschatologie im Tritojesajabuch" (diss., Tiibingen,

1987), 137ff., l89ff.,thetwoversescanbeascribedneithertoTrito-Isaiahnortotheredactor.
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among nations as the people blessed by God along with "their descendants," i.e., with
all subsequent generations.

The hymn in honor of ancestors in Sir. 44ff. asserts that the descendants of these

blessed men will stand by the covenants; for their sake (44:12b, ms. M), the descen-

dants or offspring will keep the memory of their faithful ancestors alive by abiding in
the same loyalty to the law. By contrast, 47:20 insists that because of his excesses with
women, Solomon brought wrath down on his own descendants.

The term se'esaTm often parallels zera'(Job 5:25; 21:8; Isa. 44:3;48:19;61:9:
65:23; Sir. 4412). K. Elliger suggests that at least Isa.61:9 is using the stylistic device
known as "stretching,"tz though it is questionable whether this constitutes synonymous
parallelism. Job 27 :14 might help illuminate this question, since it uses se "sa Trn paral-

lel with banayw, suggesting a reference to sons and grandchildren (cf. Tg., with 7 oc-

currences of bny bny, "children's children").

lll. l. IXX and Vulgate. The LXX translates se'e saim 5 times as td ft kna (Job 5 :25 ;

2l:8; Isa. 44:3; Sir. 44:12;47:20),3 times as td 4kgona (Isa. 48:19; 6l:9;65:23), and
once each as ho la6s (34:1) and td en auti! (42:5). The LXX abbreviates Job 3l:8r3 and

gives Job 27:14 andIsa.22:24 a free rendering.ra
The Vulg. translates twice each as progenies (Job 5:25; 3l:8), srlrps (lsa.44:3;

48:19), nepotes (Job 2l:8; 27:14), and germen (Isa. 34; l; 6l:9; germinant in 42:5). The
Vulg. deviates from the MT in both 22:24 and 65:23.

2. Qumran. The term st'occurs 7 times in the Qumran texts. The sometimes frag-
mentary contexts suggest that these texts understand the word just as does the OT. In 3
instances the reference is to plants (lQM l0:13; l2:10; IQH 13:9), and in 4 instances

to human offspring (lQH l:18;2:38; lQSb 2:28; lQH fr. l0:8). 1QM l0:13 unmistak-
ably recalls lsa. 42:5 in hymnically extolling Israel's God as the "creator of the earth

and of the laws dividing it into desert and grassland, and of all that it brings forth."
Hence it is questionable whether one can interpret s's'in the Qumran texts without con-

sidering OT usage as does J. Maier, who begins with the general translation "offshoot,
runner," in understanding the word as a reference to plants, produce, fruits (e.g., in
1QM 10:13),totheendsof theearth(in IQM l2:lo),ortobranches(in IQH l:18). By
contrast, Y. Yadin understands,r',s'in lQM l0:13 as a reference to streams.l5

Kellermannf

12. Die Einheit des Tritojesaja. BWANT 45 (1928), 54, 72; cf. also S. Sekine,
"Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studie zum Tritojesajabuch" (diss., Munich, 1984), 296.

13. See II.1 above.
14. See A. van der Kooii, Die alren kxtzeugen des Jesajabuches. OBO 35 (1981), 56tr.
15. See J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer 2 vols. (Munich, 1960), l, 126.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. Occurrences. II. OT: 1 Verbt 2. Noun. III. l. Qumran;2.LXX.

l. l. Etymology. Etymologically Heb. sala'corresponds to Ahk. saba'um/sabft, "go
into battle,"r Eth. dob'a/sab'a, "go to war," and OSA Qb', "do battle, carry on war."2

Lane's suggestion that Arab. daba'a means "conceal oneself, duck," and "take refuge"
does not fit semantically.: gn the other hand, L. Kopf's suggested meaning "assem-

ble," although semantically more persuasive, is poorly attested.4 Because of the Eth.
and OSA 8, Arab. saba'a, "come forth, arise, come over someone," must also be ex-

cluded.
The question is whether the noun sa!a', "army, host," derives from the verb or itself

represents the primary noun from which the verb was constructed. The Ugar. sb'means
"army" and "warrior" and is also used to refer to a ship's crew;s similarly, ALk. sdbu

means "people, soldiers, workers,"6 Eth. sab'€ means "war," and Eth. sabdit "army,

host" (cf. OSA db', "battle"). It is doubtful that Phoenician genuinely has the word sD'

in the meaning "work, accomplishment."T

2. Occurrences. In the OT the verb sala'occurs 10 times in the qal and twice in the

hiphil. Apart from the divine appellation {"ba'6!, the noun sapa'occws 201 times, pri-
marily in Numbers (77 occurrences) and the narrative books (58 times in the Dtr His-
tory,40 in the Chronicler's History). The noun attests the pl. form -61 approximately
300timesandonlytwicetheform-im (Ps. 103:21;148:2Q).Inneitherof thetwopas-
sages does the understanding as a collective plural present any problems.s

II. OT.
l. Verb. The verb usually means "go into battle, fight" (with 2/). Israel goes into

battle against Midian (Nu. 31:7), and a multitude of nations will go unsuccessfully into
battle against AiellZion (Isa. 29:7-8). Yahweh will destroy the nations who go into
battle against Jerusalem (Zech. 14:12). In Isa. 3 I :4 the prep. 'al must mean "upon," i.e.,

Yahweh will come down to fight "upon" Mt. Zion, since v. 5 asserts that he will protect
and rescue Jerusalem. The participle is used absolutely in Nu. 3l:42, which speaks

gba'. --) nlNfI sela'6!.

l. AHw,III, 1071.
2. Beeston,40.
3. Lane, U5,1763.
4. L. Kopf,'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelworterbuch," y78 (1958) 196.

5. WUS, no. 2299; perhaps as a verb in KTU 1.14, II, 53.
6. AHw,lll,1072.
'l . See KAI, II, 63, on 46.5.
8. See Michel,46.
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about the spoils of "the troops"; the equivalent in v. 36, yopeim bassala', refers to
"those who had gone out to war."

Some scholars suggest the presence of a more generalized meaning in a few pas-
sages using thefigura etymologica lisbd' sd!d', "do service." In this context Nu. 4:23 is
not entirely clear. Moses is to muster the Gershonites, namely, kol-habbd'lisbd' sdld'
la'opd/ 'abadA be'ahel m6'88. Although some translations understand habbd' lisb6'
sdld'to mean "men capable of military service" who are to "perform service" in the
tent of meeting, the expression lisbo' sala'colld just as easily be synonymous with
la'obdd *bodA and mean "in order to do service." Nu. 8:24 supports this understanding
in its simple assertion that the Levites 1td!6' lisb6' sAld' ba'"lofla1'ohel m6'ed, i.e., "do
service" at the tent of meeting; here sa|a'apparently means simply "service" (see dis-
cussion below). Ex. 38:8 speaks similarly about the women "who served at the en-
trance to the tent of meeting" (hassd!"'61'aier sale'fi pelah 'dhel m6'z/). These women
probably performed simpler tasks such as cleaning; this reference cannot possibly be to
military service. I S. 2:22 also mentions these nditm sd!"'61, though without clearly
stating their tasks; we learn only that the sons of Eli slept with them.

The two hiphil passages are identic al (2 K. 25:19 par. Jer. 52:25). Both involve a "sec-

retary of the commander of the army" who "mustered" the people for military service.

2. Noun. a. The noun sala'refers first of all to an army or an army unit. The order of
encampment and marching in Nu. 2 enumerates the size of every tribe's "host" or
"company" (vv. 4,6,8,11,13,15,19,21,23,28,30). At the departure from Sinai (10:11-
36), the "companies" of the various. tribes are again enumerated (vv. 14,15,16,18,20,
22,23-21). Joab "and all the army that was with him" return from araid (2 S. 3:23). Da-
vid sends Joab with the army of the gibb)rim against the Ammonites (l Ch. l9:8). Ref-
erences are also made to the'aniA hassala', the "troops" (Nu. 3l:21,53), to the'am
hassdpd', similarly the "troops" who take spoils (31:32), or the 'afuA hassd|a', the
"thousands of the army" (v. 48); cf. also rd'iA hassdpa', the "officers of the army"
( I Ch. l2: l5lEng. l4lt.

lsa. 34:2 tells how Yahweh is enraged against the nations (g6yim) and their hosts
and intends to destroy them. The exodus narrative calls the departing people the "com-
paniesof Yahweh" (Ex. 12:41;cf.7:4)orthe"companiesof Israel" (6:26;12:17,51).

Three passages in the Psalms reproach Yahweh for not going out into battle with the
people's armies (Ps. 44:10[9]; 60:12[l0]; 108:12[11]); i.e., he fails to aid them in times
of war. Ps. 68: l3( 12) tells how Israel's enemies, the "kings of the armies," flee before
Yahweh; the reference is apparently to princes who with their armies have attacked Is-
rael. The reference to the "company of the women who bore victory tidings
(m"!aii"r6l" in 68:12(11) is unique.

One fixed expression is rfur sapa', "commander of the army," with the pl. form iarA

$'bd'6!(Gen.2l:22;Jgs.4:2;2 S. 19:14[l3]; I K. l:25; 2:32;2 K. 5:1, etc.;the pl.ap-
pears in Dt.2O:9; I K.2:5; I Ch.27:3).e One special case involves the "commander of

?
9. -+ aW iar.
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the army of Yahweh" who appears to Joshua (Josh. 5:14-15). This tradition is fragmen-

tary, however, and the resulting contextual obscurity prevents us from determining

whether the reference is to the commander of a celestial army (of angels or the like) or
simply to a celestial army leader.

b. According to Dt. 4:19, the "host of heaven" that Israel is not permitted to worship

includes "the sun, the moon, and the stars," which Yahweh has allotted to other nations.

The same prohibition appears in Dt. l7:3, though here the sun and the moon appear

alongside the host of heaven; the sepa'haiidmayim thus refers here only to the stars. In
the accounts of syncretism in 2 K. l7:16;21l,3 (cf. 2 Ch. 33:3,5); 23:4-5, the expression

"all the host of heaven" functions as a collective designation for astral worship in the

larger sense. Jeremiah uses similar language. Jer.8:2 mentions the sun, moon, and "all
the host of heaven," and 19:13 the "whole host of heaven"; Zeph. l:5 similarly men-

tions "those who bow down on the roofs to the host of the heavens."

Elsewhere reference to the "all the host of heaven" functions to demonstrate God's

own power as creator (Neh. 9:6; Isa. 4O:26; 45:12) or as a metaphor for an infinite
number (Jer.33:22 par. "sands of the sea"; cf. Gen. 15:5, which explicitly mentions the

stars). According to Isa.34:4, the skies will "roll up like a scroll" at the final catastro-

phe, and "all their host shall wither like a leaf withering on a vine" and fall to earth.

Here the reference is clearly to the stars, as is doubtless also the case inlsa.24:21,
which predicts how Yahweh will punish (paqail the host of heaven (mdr6m) and the

kings of the earth, alluding perhaps to their role as astral gods.l0 Although Dnl. 8:10

seems to distinguish between the "host of heaven" and the stars, the reference to "some

of the stars" is more likely a gloss;ll the male goat (the Persian Empire) "threw down

to the earth some of the host" and trampled on them, a reference to the goat's arro-
gance.

On the other hand, the "host of heaven" can also refer to Yahweh's own court.

Micaiah son of Imlah sees Yahweh sitting on his throne "with all the host of heaven

standing beside him" (l K.22:19 par. 2 Ch. 18:18). Ps. 103:21 summons "all his

[Yahweh's] hosts" to praise Yahweh; the previous verse mentions angels and gibbdrim,

and the parallel expression refers to "his ministers that do his will." Accordingly, the

"prince of the host" must be Yahweh himself (Dnl. 8: I l).
Finally Gen. 2:l is noteworthy in this context, which tells how "the heavens and the

earth were finished, and all their host." This passage is probably using an archaic ex-

pression to refer to what is otherwise generally called "all that is in it."
c. The term sala'occws with particular frequency in Nu. 3l in the meaning "mili-

tary service." According to Nu. l:3, kol-yos7' $Aba', i.e., all men capable of military
service, are to be enrolled. In connection with the war against Midian (Nu. 3l ), Moses

tells the people to "arm some of your number for sd!a', army service" (v. 3). Every

tribe provides a thousand men for ;a!a'(army service, v. 4; NRSV "to the war"). The

spoils are to be divided between the warriors who went out to battle (hayyOs"Tm

10. See O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974), 193-94.
11. L. F. Hartman and A. A. Di Lella, Book of Daniel. AB (1978),225.

213
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lassaba') andtherestof thecongregation (v.27;cf.v.36,ydseimbassdbd).Thesame
chapter mentions holfisA ;dbd', "those who were armed for battle" (v. 5; cf. 32:27 and
Josh. 4:13; I Ch. 12:24123);2 Ch. 17:18), 'aniA hassala'(v.21), and'am hassapa'
(v. 32). The s"!a' milhamd is the military campaign itself from which the soldiers re-

turn (v. 14); comparable expressions include 'dh lassdld', "go into battle" (Josh.

22:12). The expression sepa' milhamd recurs in Isa. 13:4, where God himself musters

the troops (cf . g"!fi{A s"pa' milhamA, I Ch.7:4; k"k s"!a'milhamd, "weapons of war,"
I Ch. 12:38[37]).

d. The same meaning can be applied to other kinds of service. In 6 instances in
Nu.4, sdld'refers to the cultic service performed by the Levites in the tent of meeting
(vv. 3,23,30,35,39,43; cf. 8:25, which refers to retirement from such service). The
word expands semantically even further in its reference to human life as a sdld'in Job

7:1, where the parallel expression "days of a laborer" evokes the notion of compulsory
labor or slavery. Job 14:14 can be understood similarly: 'All the days of my service

@"mA s"!ai) I would wait until my release should come," where "release" (h"lipd) may

also evoke the notion ofmilitary service. By contrast, l0:17 probably does not belong
in this context; here l.t"ltp61 wesala'probably refers to "troops that are constantly
changing" rather than to "release and compulsory labor."l2

The same meaning is generally also ascribed toIsa.40:2, "that she has served her
term of forced labor, that her penalty is paid," though the exile might also be under-
stood here as severe military service or even as atoning cultic service. Dnl. l0: I attests

a further development of the term; here sdld' gdQ)l means approximately "great tribu-
lation" (NRSV "conflict"). Although Dnl. 8:12-13 remains somewhat obscure,
M. Buschhaus has suggested translating "and it [the horn] will give over for the Tamid
a host in transgression."l3

lll. l. Qumran. Among the Qumran occurrences, the Temple Scroll cites OT pas-

sages. I IQT 55:18 cites Dt. 17:3, and 58:10-11 picks up on Nu. 3l:21-22. I IQT 62:5

mentions the commanders of the army.
The remaining occurrences also generally follow OT usage. The War Scroll stipu-

lates that the leaders of the congregation are to arm soldiers for war except during the
years of release (lQM 2:8), and that one standard is to bear the inscription "Host of
God" (4:ll). lQM 5:3 refers to times "when their host has reached its full number."
Military thinking also manifests itself in the community organization. lQSa l:6 ad-

dresses "the rule for all the hosts (s"bA'6!) of the congregation, and lQSa l:21 speaks

about being "inscribed in the army register." Leaders,judges, and officers function "ac-

cording to the number of all their hosts (sebd'6!)" (1QSa 1:25). Finally,the seld'61
("hosts") of human beings in the two genders also have a part in the ranks of the two
spirits.

12. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 158.
13. M. Buschhaus, "Traumpsychologisch-parapsychologische Bemerkungen zu drei

Ubersetzungsschwierigkeiten im Buch Daniel," BN 38139 (1987) 28-29.
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One hymnic section of the War Scroll mentions a "host of heavenly lights (m"'6r6!)"
together with clouds and winds ( I QM l0: I I -12): otiier passages refer to the "host of
the angels of your [God's] holy abode" ( l2: I ) and a book with the names "of all their
host" ( l2:2). The "host of your elect" is mustered (v. 4), the angelic host is "among our

numbered men" (v. 8; cf .7:6, "holy angels shall be with their hosts"), and the "hosts of
his spirits is with our foot soldiers and horsemen" (v. 9).

The Thanksgiving Hymns tell how one "may stand with the host of the Holy Ones"
(lQH 3:22) or with the "everlasting host" (11:13). In connection with creation, one

passage mentions the "host of your spirits" (13:8) and the "heavens and all their hosts

and the earth and its host" (13:9). The "heavenly hosts" will cry out (3:35), and refer-

ence is even made to the "host of knowledge" (18:23). 4Q381 l:10 peculiarly mentions

the sdbd'together with all sorts of animals.

2. LXX. The translation of sb'in the LXX is wholly inconsistent. The noun is gener-

ally rendered as dynamis or stratid, though also as pardtaxis, p6lemos, mdchc, and

leitourgia.It is rendered in Job 7: I and l0:17 as peiratilrion, in Isa. 4O'.2 as tapeivosis,

and in Isa. 34:2 as arithm6s. The LXX paraphrases and completely reinterprets the

term in Job 14:14. The "host of heaven" is ho k6smos, h€ dfnamis, or hE stratid toti

ouranoi; Isa.34:4 and 45:12 follow the context in translating dstra. The expression iar
sdbd'is rendered as archistrdtCgos or as drchon tiis stratitis. The variety of renderings

is even greater for the verb, with only two verbs recurring more than once: epistrateio
(4 times) and leitourg,ein (twice); other renderings include energein, paratdssein, and

even n€steilein in Ex. 38:8.
Ringgren

nilul s,ba'6tT!-

Contents: I. l. Occurrences; 2. LXX; 3. Expressions; 4' Etymology and Grammatical

Considerations; 5. Interpretations. IL Origin of the Designation se!a'6!: 1. Amos and Isaiah;

2. Jerusalem;3. Shiloh. IIL The Meaning of s"!a'61: l. During the Early Period and at Shiloh;

2. In the Jerusalem Cult; 3. Narrative Literature; 4. Judean Prophecy; 5. Qumran, Apocrypha,

Pseudepigrapha. IV. Summary.

$"ba'61. W. F. Albright, review of B. N. Wambacq, L'dpithite divine Jahvd S"ba'6t, JBL 6'l
(1948) 377-81 idem, Yahweh and the Gods of Canaan (1968 repr. New York' 1969); A' Alt,
"Gedanken iiber das Konigtum Jahwes," KlSchr I G1964), 345-57 W. R. Arnold, Ephod and

Ark. HTS 4 (1917), esp. 142-48; W. W. Graf Baudissin, Kyrios, ll (1929), esp. 73-80;

F. Baumgiirtel , "zt den Gottesnamen in den Biichern Jeremia und Ezechiel," verbannung und

Heimkehr FS w. Rudolph (Tiibingen, 196l), l-29; o. Borchert, "Der Gottesname Jahve

Zebaothl' TSK 69 (1896) 619-42; H. A. Brongers, "Der Eifer des Herrn Zebaoth: W 13 (1963)

269-84: W. H. Brownlee, "The Ineffable Name of God," BASOR 226 (1977) 39-46; H. Cazelles,
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l. L Occurrences. The noun sepa'61 is used exclusively as a divine epithet and oc-

curs 285 times in the OT with the following distribution: 82 times in Jeremiah, 56 in

"Sabaot," DBS, X, ll23-27; P. C. Craigie, The Problem of War in the OT (Grand Rapids, 1978);

J. L. Crenshaw,"YHWH Seba'il S"m6: A Form-Critical Analysis," ZAWSI (1969) 156-75; F. M.
Cross, "Yahweh and the God of the Patriarchs," HTR 55 (1962) 255-59; idem, Canaanite Myth
and Hebrew Epic (Camfidge, 1973), esp. 65-75; G. R. Driver, "Reflections on Recent Articles,"
JBL 73 (1954) 125-36; B. Duhm, Israels Propheten. Lebensfragen 26 (Tiibingen, 21922)l

F. Dumermuth, "Zur deuteronomistischen Kulttheologie und ihren Voraussetzungenl' ZAW 7O

( 1958) 59-98, esp. 70-79 W. Eichrodt, Theology of the OT. OTL, 2 vols. (Eng. trans. 196l-67),
esp. I, 192-93; O. Eissfeldt, "Jahwe Zebaothl' KlSchr III (1966), 103-23 = Miscellanea
Academica Berolinensia (1950), ll/2, 128-50:' idem, "Silo und Jerusalem i' KlSchr [ll, 417 -25 =
Volume du Congris, Strasbourg 1956. SW 4 (1957),138-47; J. A. Emerton, "New Light on Isra-
elite Religion: The Implications of the Inscriptions from Kuntillet 'Ajrud," ZAW 94 (1982) 2-20,
esp. 3ff.; G. Fohrer, History of Israelite Religion (Eng. trans. 19'12): D. N. Freedman, "The
Name of the God of Moses ," JBL 79 ( 1960) I 5 I -56; K. Galling, "Der Ehrenname Elisas und die
Enrriickung F,liasl' ZTK 53 (1956) 129-48; idem, "Die Ausrufung des Namens als Rechtsakt in
Israell'TLZ 81 (1956) 65-70;I. Gefter, "Studies in the Use of YHWH {"ba'6!in Its Variant
Forms" (diss., Brandeis, 197'7); J. Hehn, Die biblische und die babylonische Gottesidee (Leip-
zig, l9l3), esp. 250-58; H. D. Hummel, "Enclitic Mem in Early Northwest Semitic, Especially
Hebrew," JBL 76 (1957) 85-107; A. Jeremias, The OT in the Light of the Ancient East, 2 vols.
(Eng. trans. 191 I ), esp. ll, 133-34; J. Jeremias, "Lade und Zionl' Probleme biblischer Theologie.
FS G. von Rad (Munich, 1971), 183-98; S. Johnson, "Sabaoth/Sabazios: A Curiosity in Ancient
Religion," Lexington Theological Quarterly 13 (1978) 97-lO3; E. Kautzsch, "Zebaothl' Real-
Encyklopridie fiir protestantische Theologie und Kirche 2l (1908) 620-27; W. Kessler,'Aus
welchen Griinden wird die Bezeichnung 'Jahwe Zebaoth' in der spiiteren Zeit gemieden?"
Wissenschafrliche Zeitschrift Halle 7 (1957158)'767-71 = Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS
O. Eissfeldt (Berlin, 1958), 79-83; I. Ki55, "Zmysel formuly 'Jahve ceba6t' a jej preklad,"
Kiesdtankd revue 4ll5 (1974) lO7-14; idem, "'The Lord of Hosts'or'The Sovereign Lord of
All'?" BT26 (1975) 101-6; L. Kiihler, OTTheology (Eng. trans. 1957), esp.49-51; E. K0nig,
Theologie des ATs (Stuttgart, 41923), esp. 150-54; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und
Parallelen zum Bibelworterbuch," y7- 8 (1958) 16l-215, esp. 196; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59
(Eng. trans. 1987), excursus 1, 8l-89; M. Liverani, "La preistoria dell'epiteto 'Yahweh oepa'6!,"'
AION 17 (1961) 331-34; M. Lohr, (Jntersuchungen zum Buch Amos. BZAW 4 (1901); V. Maag,
"Jahwzis Heerscharen," Kultur Kulturkontakt und Religion: Gesammelte Studien (Gtittingen,

1980) l-28 = Schweizerische theologische (Jmschau 20 (Bern, 1950) 2'7-52; J. Maier, Das
altisraelitische l,adeheiligtum. BZAW 93 (1965), esp. 50-54; T. N. D. Mettinger, "Hiirskarornas
Gud," SEA 44 (1979) 7 -21; idem, The Dethronement of Sabaoth: Studies in the Shem and Kabod
Theologies. CBOT 18 (1982); idem, "YHWH SABAOTH - The Heavenly King on the Cher-
ubim Throne," in T. Ishida, ed., Studies in the Period of David and Solomon and Other Essays
(Winona Lake, Ind., 1982), 109-38; P. D. Miller, The Divine Warrior in Early Israel. HSM 5

(21975), esp. 145-55, 241-58 M. Noth, "Jerusalem and the Israelite Tradition," The lnws in the

Pentateuch and Other Studies (Eng. trans. 1966), 132-44; J. Obermann, "The Divine Name
YHWH in the Light of Recent Discoveries," JBL 68 (1949) 3Ol-23; M. Ottosson, "Tradition and

History with Emphasis on the Composition of the Book of Joshua," in K. Jeppesen and B. Otzen,
eds., The Productions of Time (Sheffield, 1984), 81-106, 141-43; G. von Rad, Theology of the

OT, 2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1962-65), esp. I, 18-19 ; J. P. Ross, "Jahweh S"ba'O! in Samuel and

Psalms," W l7 (1967)76-92',F. Schicklberger, Die l,adeerziihlungen des ersten Samuel-Buches.

FzB 7 (1973); W. H. Schmidt, Kbnigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel. BZAW 80 (21966), esp. 89-

90; R. Schmitt, Zeh und l,ade als Thema alttestamentlicher Wissenschaft (Giitersloh, 1972),

145-59; J. Schreiner, Sion-Jerusalem Jahwes Kdnigssitz. Theologie der Heiligen Stadt im AT
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Proto-Isaiah, 53 inZechariah,24 in Malachi, l5 in Psalms, 14 in Haggai, 9 in Amos, 6

each in 2 Samuel and Deutero-Isaiah, 5 in I Samuel, 3 each in I Kings and I Chroni-
cles, twice each in 2 Kings, Nahum, and Zephaniah, and once each in Hosea, Micah,
and Habbakuk. A striking concentration of occurrences in Isaiah, Jeremiah, Haggai,

Zechariah, and Malachi stands over against the term's complete absence in the books

from Genesis through Judgesl as well as in Deuteronomy and in the more important

parts of the Dtr History, in Ezekiel, Trito-Isaiah, and parts of late postexilic literature

(e.g.,2 Chronicles, Ezra, Nehemiah, Daniel). Since the occurrences in l/2 Kings are

also associated with the prophets Elijah, Elisha, and Isaiah, nonprophetic witnesses are

found only in the Psalms and in l/2 Samuel (par. I Chronicles).

2. IXX. The LXX generally translates $"bd'6! as pantokrtitor (ca. 120 times). In Jer.

5: l4; l5:16; 23:16 25:21;31:34(35);32:14;33:ll:- M:7;50:34; 5l:5,57, this translation

constitutes an exception in that in the LXX, Jeremiah almost always {ca.69 times) attests

no equivalent for Heb. $"bd'6!, and yet does indeed include pantokrdtor in passages

where the MT has nothing (cf . 32 19). In 9 additional passages the LXX has no equiva-

lent for the word (Isa. 3:15; 9:1S[Eng. l9]; 14:23,27;24:23; Am. 6:8; Zech. l:3[bis];
l3:2), and in 15 passages it is only LXX variants that read pantokrdtar, dyndmeon, or

saba6th (1 S.4:4; Isa. 8:13; 9:l2ll3l; lO:23,26; 14:22;19:17,18,20;22:14',31:5; Am.

6:14;Zech. l:3; 8:3; l3:2).ln Isaiah the LXX construes the word as a personal name and

renders it as saba1th (ca. 42 times), similarly also'in 1 S. 1:3,1 l; l5:2; l'7:45 Jer. 46:lO.

The third understanding translates yhwh ('"lohO) ;"bd'6! as lqrios (ho the6s) t6n

dyruimeon in 2 S.6:2,18; I K. l8:15; 2K.3:14; l9:31; Jer. 33:12 Zeph.2:9;Zech.l:4,
and exclusively in the Psalms. Eissfeldt suggests that this translation was introduced sec-

ondarily into the LXX from Theodotion's translation by way of Origen's Hexapla'2

The concentration of particular translation variants in certain biblical books

(Munich, 1963); F. Schwally, Der heilige Kieg im alten Israel. Semitische Kriegsahertiimer I
(Leipzig, 1901); R. Smend, Lehrbuch der ahtestamentlichen Religionsgeschichte (Freibvg,
21899), esp. 201-4; R. Smend h., Yahweh War and Tibal Confederation (Eng. trans. 1970), esp.

81-83; F. Stolz, Jahwes und Israels Kriege. ATANT 60 (1972), esp. 45ff.; A. Strikovsky,
"Hashem Sevaot in the Bible" (Heb.; diss., New York, 1970); M. Tsevat, "Studies in the Book of
Samuel," HUCA 36 (1965) 49-58; idem, The Meaning of the Book of Job and Other Biblical
Studies (New York, 1980); R. de Vaux, "Les ch6rubins et l'arche d'alliance, les sphinx gardiens

et les tr6nes divins dans 1'ancien Orient," Bible er Orient. Cogitatiofidei24 (Paris, 1967),231-59

= MUSJ 37 (1960/61), 9l-124;idem, Anclsr indices s.v. "Yahweh-Sabaoth"; T. C.Yiezen, Out-
line of OT Theology (Eng. trans. 219'lO): B. N. Wambacq, Ldpithite divine Jahvd S"ba'6t
(Brugge, 194't); G. Wanke, Die Zionstheologie der Korachiten. BZAW 97 (1966), esp' 40-46;
M. Weinfeld, "'They Fought from Heaven'- Divine Intervention in War in Ancient Israel and

in the Ancient Near East," FS H. L. Ginsberg. Erlsr 14 (1978), 23-30;J. Wellhausen, Die kleinen
Propheten (Berlin, 41963), esp. 77; A. S. van der Woude, "NJ{ ga}a'army}' TLOT II, 1039-46;
W. Zimmerli, OT Theology in Outline (Eng. trans. 1978), esp. 75-76.

1. Concerning the absence of the term in the Pentateuch, see A. Jeremias, ll, 134; and more
recently Eissfeldt, KlSchr III, 1 13.

2. Eissfeldt, KlSchr III, 105 n. 1.
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(djnamis in the Psalms , saba6th in Isaiah, pantokrdtor in the remaining prophetic writ-
ings) derives less from semantic variations than from variations in language use among

the translators, also suggesting that the LXX originally rendered it either as "the Lord

Almighty" or "the Lord of Power." It is doubtful, however, that this situation reveals

the "various stages of language use."3 The most important point is that even the LXX
translation already attests a plethora ofrenderings of se\d'61as a personal name and as

an appellative in both the singular and plural as well as a consideration of several dif-
ferent grammatical explanations of the expression Yahweh $"bd'6! as a construct

phrase and as an attribute to a personal name.4

3. Expressions. The divine epithet sepd'dlis never used alone. The following expres-

sions occur with the following frequency: yhwh sepd'b1 (240 times), 'oSondy yhwh

t"bd'61(15 times), yhwh'"lohA {ba'6! (14 times), hd'dQbn yhwh s"!d'61(5 times),

yhwh '"lohtm ;"ba'61(4 times), '"bhA s"!d'61and yhwh '"bhA hass"!a'61$wice each),

and'"/ondy yhwh hass"!d'6!, 'adandy yhwh 'ebhA hassepd'67 and yhwh 'ebhA seba'6!
'"16ndy (once each). Because the expressions yhwh 'elohim $"bd'b! (Ps. 59:6[5];

8O:5,2014,191; 8a:9t81) arld ''lohim $"bd'6! (80:8,15[7,14]) occur exclusively in the

Elohist psalter and constitute a secondary replacement for an original yhwh S'ba'61,s

one should probably view yhwh $"bd'6tas the primary expression, particularly since it
is both the shortest and most frequently attested.6

4. Etymotogy and Grammatical Considerations. Grammatically the term ;ebd'6! is

the feminine plural of the noun -+.N13 sa\a', "atmy, host'" Because this noun uses

both a masculine and a feminine plural form, one can indeed associate t"bA'6! with this

noun;7 at the same time, one must pay attention to the semantic distinction between the

different plural constructions.s The only OT passage offering an explanation of s"!d'61

is the discourse David delivers to Goliath: "You come to me with sword and spear and

javelin; but I come to you in the name of Yahweh $"bA'6!, the God of the armies

(ma'arf;6y) of Israel" (1 S. 17:45). Even though one cannot determine whether this ex-

pression is a gloss,e it is clear that the passage interprets {"bd'6! as "arrny host" based

on popular etymology.l0 Scholars no longer assume, as did Buber,tt that this expres-

3. Kautzsch, 626.
4. See Eissfeldt, KlScht III, 105.
s. GK Sl2sh.
6. Supporters of the shorter form include GK, $ I 25h; Kautzsch, 621 ; Duhm, 64; Wambacq'

100; von Rad, I, 19; Tsevat,50-51; H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Buch Samuelis. KATYIIUI (1973),

90; H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. 1991), 29-30; Mettinger, Studies, 127; supporters of
the longer form include Smend, Lehrbuch,203; Kiinig, 150; K<ihler, 50; Maag, Kultur 2-3; un-
decided scholars include Eissfeldt, KlSchr III, 106-7; van der Woude, 1043-44.

7. See Ross, 89.
8. See Michel.46.
9. Smend, l,ehrbuch, 202-3.
10. Ross, 89.
11. M. Buber, Kingship of God (Eng. trans. 1967), 102-4.
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sion was part of ancient traditionl2 even if references to Dtn name theologyl3 prove lit-
tle, since neither Deuteronomy nor the Dtr History uses the epithet $"bd'6! in the first

place.
The same passage can be adduced as an example of the expression Yahweh

$"ba'6lunderstood as a genitive construction as presupposed by the LXX translation

lcjrios t6n dyndmeon. Following G. R. Driver's reference to GK, S125h, scholars

have tended to accept this grammatical explanation even though Kdnig and, more re-

cently, Maag and Tsevat have challenged it, while Mettinger finds the explanation to

be the one with fewest problems and Eissfeldt suggests that it at least not be ex-

cluded.la
One might also understand sePd'61as a personal name or construe the expression

as a nominal clause: "Yahweh is s'pA'6ti'rs A more attractive possibility is to under-

stand the position of sela'6! with relationship to Yahweh as that of an attribute or an

apposition.16 The verbal explanation as "He (who) creates the (heavenly) armies"

suggested by CrosslT is suspect not least because of its arbitrary interpretation of
the name Yahweh.l8 Given this interpretation of the expression Yahweh sepa'61, the

suggestions of Vriezen and Eissfeldt deserve serious consideration according to

which sepd'61 functions as a plural of intensityle or, better, as an intensive abstract

plural,20 even though Brockelmann has objected that Eissfeldt equates the abstract

plural with the concrete plural.2l Finally, Maier's suggestion is erroneous that

$"ba'6lrepresents the dual of the concrete noun.in reference to the two armies of Is-

rael and Judah.22

5. Interpretations. Given the complications attaching to any attempt to provide a

universally acceptable explanation of sepd'61, it seems advisable to preface the follow-

ing discussion with a survey of previously suggested explanations.

As we have already seen, the OT itself interprets $"bA'il as a reference to Israel's

army in I S. l7:45, suggesting that Yahweh was himself understood as a God of war,

an interpretation supported by Schwally with references to the ark and adopted by

12.DissentersemergedasearlyasSmend, Lehrbuch,2O2;againEichrodt, l, 192n.8;Smend

Jr.. Yahweh War 82-83; Ross, 82.
1 3. Stoebe, Samuelis, 332, 338:, Stolz, l4l-42.
14. Konig, 150; Maag, Kultur 2-3; Tsevat, 5l-55; Mettinger, Studies, 128; Eissfeldt, Klschr

III. 106.
15. Tsevat, 54-55.
16. Attribute: Vriezen, 125; von Rad, I, 19; Wanke, 44 n. 16; Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 29-30;

van der Woude, 1043; apposition: Tsevat.

17. Cf. Freedman, 156; Brownlee.
18. De Vaux, Anclsr 259.
19. Vriezen, 124-25.
20. Eissfeldt, KlSchr III, 1 10-13; other supporters include von Rad, I, 19; Galling'

"Ehrenname," 145-46: Wanke, 43.

21. Synt, 16 n. 1; see also Eichrodt, l,193 n.2.
22. Maier, 51.
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later scholars as well.23 Several considerations militate against this interpretation.
First, the title sef;a'61 does not appear in connection with Yahweh's wars.24 Second,
because it became associated with the ark only secondarily, it should not be inter-
preted in that context. Finally, the use of se!a'61in prophecy runs counter to this inter-
Pretation.25

The second suggestion evokes the notion of the heavenly armies or hosts26 and thus
understands Yahweh as the commander of the stars2T or of the heavenly council,2s sim-
ply as the celestial God as such,2e or as the Lord of the angelic hosts.3o Dissenting
scholars point out that the understanding of angels in the OT is poorly developed,3l that
the heavenly host is mentioned only in the singular or in the masculine plural,32 and
that the function of a leader or "chair" of the heavenly council would more likely bear
the title 'ely6n.33 Tsevat thus suggests translating t"ba'6! as "armies" and the expres-
sion itself as "Yahweh (Is) Armies."3a This interpretation, however, is then generalized
and understood so broadly that it loses its specific character and merges with other in-
terpretations.

Maag presents a third alternative by understanding sepd'61as the "diminished myth-
ical Canaanite powers of nature."35 The problem attaching to this view is that the OT it
self nowhere provides evidence of the process in which such diminution took place.

The next alternatives are all inclined to interpret the term extremely broadly. Smend
interprets t"bA'6! as the "ruler of all the powers of the world." According to
Wellhausen, it "probably refers to the world and all that is in it, perhaps even to the host
or army of demons." For Eichrodt {"ba'6! is the "quintessence of all earthly and heav-
enly beings." Yriezen similarly finds in it a reference to "all the powers in heaven and
on earth." Finally Eissfeldt understands t"ba.'a! as a reference to Yahweh's omnipo-
tence.36 Although these suggestions all are supported by the presen ce of pantokrdtar in
the LXX, such support can also be a liability.

23. See Kautzsch, 622-23; supporters include Krinig, 151-52; Freedman, 156; Smend Jr.,
Yahweh War 82-83; Stolz, 45ff.; J. Jeremias, 188.

24. Kdhler,32-33; Ross, 79.
25. Von Rad, I, 19.
26. See also G. Fohrer, Das Buch Jesaja. ZBK l9l1 (1960), 43, 100; Wildberger, Isaiah l-12,

29-30; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1*12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 126-27.
27. Kiihler, 33; similarly already A. Jeremias, II, 133.
28. Mettinger, Studies, 123-26.
29. Duhm,64.
30. So, e.g., Cross, "Yahweh and the God of the Patriarchs," 255ff.; Freedman and Willough-

by, -+ ':1N)D mal'aft, Vltl,322.
31. Kcthler, 33.
32. Kattzsch.622.
33. See Mettinger, Studies, 134, who views'elydn and, s"!a'61as "twin titles."
34. Tsevat. 55-57.
35. Maag, Kultur 26; cf. l7-18; cf. also Schicklberger, 27.
36. Smend, Lehrbuch,202; Wellhausen, 77; Eichrodr, I, 193 n.2;yriezen, 124-25; Eissfeldt,

KlSchr lll, 110-13; with Eissfeldt also Galling, "Ehrenname," 145-46: Ross, 80ff.; van der
Woude, 1045: "a predicate of royal dominion."
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Finally, one can try to avoid such difficulties by adducing a semantic development3T

or by doing without an explanation altogether.3s

II. Origin of the Designation $"bA'6!.
l. Amos and Isaiah. The point of departure for the development of this term is found

among the early-eighth-century prophets Amos and Isaiah. Because Isaiah uses the

rerm sepa'61so frequently, Brongers has suggested that he was the first to introduce it,

a notion scholars as early as Alt already debated.3e The only accurate information in

this view is that Isaiah did indeed understand this epithet as a reference to Yahweh's

comprehensive power.4o

By contrast, Wellhausen (followed only by Smendal) believed that Amos coined the

title sef;d'61 and that the occurrences in Samuel and Kings represented later addenda.

This suggestion is less persuasive because the occurrences in Amos probably represent

redactional insertions themselves.

2. Jerusalem. In view of the occurrences in the songs of Zion in the Psalms and

in Isaiah, hardly any scholars today challenge the view that the epithet seBd'6! de-

rives from the Jerusalem cult of Yahweh. The only question is whether the term be-

came associated in Jerusalem with the God of Israel who entered the city with the

arka2 and thus might even derive from venerable Jebusite tradition, or whether it
came to Jerusalem from Shiloh as a title already.associated with Yahweh as the God

of the ark. Because scholars have occasionally suggested that the title also associ-

ated with Yahweh and the ark in Shiloh, namely, "who is enthroned on the cheru-

bim" (1 S. 4:4; 2 5.6:2), can "hardly be understood other than as a projection back

of the conditions of the Solomonic temple,"a3 one might also consider whether the

designation $"ba'6!was not also analogously projected back to Shiloh. Such a find-

ing would also, of course, provide an important clue supporting the term's origin in

Jerusalem.
Unfortunately, this analogous conclusion is unfounded because the association of

$"bA'6!and cherubim throne attested in Shiloh is not attested in the language of the Je-

rusalem cult; rather, the title "who is enthroned on the cherubim" occurs without

{"bA'6!, e.g., in Hezekiah's prayer to "Yahweh the God of Israel, who is enthroned

above the cherubim" (2 K. 19:15; differently Isa. 37:16, "Yahweh {'ba'6!, God of Is-

37. Already Kautzsch, 625-26; K6nig, 153-54; more recently Wambacq; Schreiner, 29, 189i,

Maier, 51-53; Fohrer, History, 159-60.

38. Von Rad, I, 18- 19; Wanke, 43; Smend Jr., Yahweh war 60-61: similarly also F. Stolz, Das

erste und zweite Buch Samuel. ZBK 9 (1981)' 214.
39. H. A. Brongers, De scheppingstradities bij de Profeten (Amsterdam, 1945), I l7-18; Alt,

350.
40. So, correctly, Vriezen, 725 n. l.
41. Smend, Lehrbuch, 203-4.
42. Galling, "Ehrenname," 145; Fohrer, Jesaja,99.
43. Smend Jr.. yahweh War 8l; Maier, 53-5i, is even more confident; also M. G<irg, --+ )Illt

ydial, Yl, 434'36.
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rael, who is enthroned above the cherubim"), in I Ch. l3:6, or in ps. 99: l.aa ps. 80:2( l)
is an exception in that $"ba'q also occurs 4 times in this psalm, which can only be ex-
plained as a title that was originally associated with "you who are enthroned upon the
cherubim." One solution is to assume that Ps. 80 actually originated in northern Is-
rael,as suggesting that as far as the Jerusalem cult is concerned, one must deal with
each title separately. In that case, however, there is no longer any compelling reason to
contest the origin of the epithet ;e[d'61in Shiloh.

3. shiloh. It is doubtless no accident that in the or tradition the name ;ebd'6!is at-
tested first in 1 S. 1:3,11 , and 4:4.In both passages the designation yahweh sepa'61is as-
sociated with Shiloh and its temple. The first recounts how Elkanah went up each year to
worship Yahweh ;eba'6!in shiloh; Hannah's prayer in the Shiloh temple similarly begins
by addressing Yahweh {'bd'6! ( I : 1 I ). The "ark of the covenant of yahweh s"!a'61who is
enthroned on the cherubim" is summoned from Shiloh and plays a special role in Israel's
ultimately unsuccessful war against the Philistines (4:4). When David brings up the ark
from Baale-judah, the full title appears yet a second time and now reads: "the ark of God,
which is called by the name of Yahweh {'bd'61who is enthroned on the cherubim" (2 S.
6:2). Because this name is already attested in shiloh, it was probably not applied to the
ark for the first time only in Baale-judah.6 Stoebe's assertion that the name Yahweh
s"!a'61almost certainly originated in Shiloh and in intimate association with the ark con-
stitutes the present consensus.4T Because thetitle se\d'61is not attested in the ark tradition
predating the Shiloh period, it probably first became associated with rhe ark in Shiloh.a8

one remaining question that can probably never be answered unequivocally is
whether the title is of Israelite4e or Canaanite origin. One can note in this regard that
as far as we know, it was in Shiloh that the ark was first housed in what was, after all,
probably a former Canaanite temple; this consideration together with the reference
in 2 S. 6:250 to the ceremonious legal act5l of renaming or adding to the name of the
God of the ark yhwh rather suggests that the title sepa'6l represents a divine designa-
tion that had already long been familiar in Shiloh52 and was now transferred to the

44. See J. Jeremias, 188 n. 18.
45. Most recently Ottosson, 97.
46. Stolz, Samuel, 214.
47.Maag, Kultur 6; Eissfeldt, KlSchr III, l l3-16; idem, KlSchr,lll,42l;idem, -+ l11x dQ6n

('adhOn),1,70-71; von Rad, I, 18-19; de Vaux, "Les ch6rubins,,'258-59; Anclsr 259; Schreiner,
29; Smend lr., Yahweh War 81:' Schmidt, 89-90; Wanke, 4l; Ross, 79; Crenshaw, 167;
J. Jeremias, 188; Zimmerli, T5; H. D. Preuss, J nN ?I ('Oth), I, 458-59; van der Woude, 1045;
H.-J. Fabry, -+ N0) kissd', Yll,253; Mettinger, Studies, 128.

48. A different view is taken by Fohrer, History, 98.
49. So van der Woude, 1045; Mettinger, Studies, 134-35.
50. Concerning this text, see I. L. Seeligmann, "Indications of Editorial Alteration and Adap-

tation in the Massoretic Text and the Septuagint," W ll (1961) 204-5.
51. Already Kautzsch, 623; again Noth, 142; emphatically Galling, ,.Ehrenname," gl; also

Eissfeldt, KlSchr lll, 422 n. l; Zimmerli, T5-76.
52. A different view is taken by Wanke, 41.
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new Lord of the temple. De Vaux correctly understands 2 S. 6:2 as the legitimation

of this process,s3 and Maag correctly identifies the expansion of the name as an indi-

cation of a dispute between the Yahweh religion and the indigenous faith.sa Finally

one must note that we are familiar with these titles in the first place only because

they were of significance to the authors and tradents of what is known as the ark nar-

rative. According to L. Rost, however, their interest in the title was clearly of a

priestly-cultic nature.5s

Hence a precise understanding of the content of s"!d'6! can also draw on whatever

details "-"ig" 
regarding the second title, "who is enthroned on the cherubim'" That

this title derives from the the Canaanite sphere and indeed from Shiloh itself56 seems

cogent not least because such cherubim were indeed at home in the Canaanite cult and

culturesT and did not function as throne bearers in the Solomonic temple in any event.

If such is indeed the case, then the obvious conclusion is that the title "who is en-

throned on the cherubim" belonged eo ipso together with the title se[d'6! in Shiloh'58

That the two titles no longer appear together in the Jerusalem cultic tradition does not

constitute a counterargument, since given the different function of the cherubim there,

namely, as guardians or protectors of the ark, one could now hardly speak of Yahweh

"who is enthroned on the cherubim" in this direct fashion.se

As far as content is concerngd, the epithet "who is enthroned on the cherubim" con-

tains an unmistakable reference to divine kingship.60 The God who is enthroned is ven-

erated as king. If this assertion does indeed apply to Shiloh's sanctuary, then one can

hardly avoid concluding that the cultic inventory of the temple there also included a

cherubim throne. Because ";"pa'61who is enthroned on the cherubim" is the new name

of yahweh as the God of the ark, then in Shiloh "the throne idea became associated

with the ark."6t De Vaux has suggested that the two cultic objects, the throne and ark,

might have been associated such that "the cherubim seat and the ark step together con-

stituted Yahweh's throne."62 The final question involves with which god was Yahweh

identified in Shiloh. Although Ross suggests Ba'al on the basis of alleged connections

with the Canaanite fertility cult, no such connections are associated with the title

s"ba'6t.63 Other scholars have suggested El,o+ since the title "who is enthroned on the

53. "Lrs ch6rubins," 259.
54. Maag, Kultur 6ff.
55. Das\leine Credo und andere Studien zum AT (Heidelberg, 1965), l5l-52.
56. Stoebe, Samuelis, 158.
57. De Vaux, "Les ch6rubinsl' 234-52.
58. Eissfeldt, KlSchn III, 116-19; de Vaux, "Les ch6rubins," 231-32:, J' Jeremias' 187;

Mettinger, Studies, 128-34.
59. Zimmerli,76.
60. So Ross, 80; J. Jeremias, 198.

61. H.-J. Fabry, -r ND) kisse', y11,253.

62. "l*s chdrubins," 258.
63. Ross, 79,89-90.
64. De Vaux, "Les ch6rubins," 259; Clements (cited in Ross' 90 n. l); cf. also van der Woude'

1045.
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cherubim" and the notion of the enthroned king fit El rather than Ba'a1.65 El is predi-
cated as king in Ugarit and portrayed sitting on a throne "as implying a static pres-
ence,"66 whereas Ba'al represents the powerful and dynamic god in heaven for whom
the title rkb 'rpt, "rider of clouds," is far more appropriate. In this case, however, the
designation t"bd'6! might also derive from the cult surrounding El, and the postulated
expression '€l sepd'61could then resolve the grammatical problems attaching to the ex-
pression Yahweh {"ba'6t.ot

The high number of occurrences in other postexilic prophets makes it difficult to de-
termine whether the derivation of the epithet {'ba'6! from Canaanite religion also ex-
plains why Hosea (the only occurrence in Hosea derives from Judean redactors), Deu-
teronomy, and especially Ezekiel avoid the title, namely, because "the expression
Yahweh {"ba'6! still recalled integrated numinous powers and perhaps also pagan
gods."68

III. The Meaning of s"bd'6!.
l. During the Early Period and at Shiloh. Eissfeldt places considerable emphasis on

the assertion that the Yahweh religion reached a "higher stage" in Shiloh;oe this new
quality also came to expression externally in the expansion of yahweh's name by the
title"sepa'61who is enthroned on the cherubim." Hence "yahweh $"ba'6!who is en-
throned on the cherubim" is related to Yahweh as yahweh is to El shaddai (Ex.6:2-
3).zo 1'n"t" findings provide the necessary presuppositions for answering the question
of the content of s"!d'61during the early period of Israelite religion. Methodologically
one must note that because this name was added to Yahweh as God of the ark, its inter-
pretation may not take the ark as its primary point of departureTl even if that title cer-
tainly also contains elements that describe Yahweh as God of the ark. Because the ark
is generally associated with war and is thus often desciibed as a palladium in war, we
must for the moment leave such notions in abeyance. It then seems advisable to ascribe
those elements to the title seba'dlthat from the outset have nothing to do with the ark it-
self, in this case, elements associated with what one would call the "royal" sphere.

Alt already suggested that the ark, the special designation yahweh t"bd'6!, and the
royal title belonged together long before lsaiah.72 Ross suggested the formulation "the
power of Yahweh se!d'6! is royal," and van der woude agrees that the title sepd'6y"is a
predicate of royal dominion."73 Zimmerli does not depart from the above when he

65. D. N. Freedman and M. P. o'connor, -+ rri) k"rfr!, yll,314; Mettinger, studies, l2g,
134.

66. M. Gtirg, -) f lri yaiap, Y[,435.
67. Mettinger, Studies, 134-35.
68. Kessler, 770; cf. already Smend, Lehrbuch, 204.
69. Eissfeldt, KlSchr ItI,42l.
70. rbid.. 422.
71. So, correctly, Smend Jr., Yahweh war 8l; a different view is taken by Eichrodt, I, 192;

and Stoebe, Samuelis, 95.
72. Atr,350.
73. Ross, 80; van der Woude, 1045.
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translates the title as the "mighty one;'t+ since in all these interpretations the new title's

content is more comprehensive and includes all the ideas associated with the God of
the ark as a presence in war. Eissfeldt is quite correct that the new stage of the Yahweh

religion as expressed by the title seba'6! differs from the earlier stage by enormously

expanding Yahweh's power and majesty, and that it is precisely the title sela'61 that

brings that power and majesty to expression.Ts In the relationship between ;"ba'6! and

the ark, Yahweh's royal majesty includes, among other things, also the notion of the

wars of Yahweh even though that notion by no means defines the enthroned king.76 In

this regard it is worth noting that the Yahweh temple in Shiloh, as was later the case

only in Jerusalem, is called --+ h';t hAkAl 0 S. 1:9; 3:3). That this term refers "primar-

ily to royal palaces" confirms the present interpretation of s"!a'61.tt

2. In the Jerusalem Cutt. When the ark was brought to Jerusalem, its associated tra-

ditions and divine predicates were also brought to the city of David, where they merged

with yahweh and his temple in the new capital. Although the details of this transition

are obscure, Yahweh {"bd.'6!had become the cultic name of the God of Israel in Shiloh

and was now also the title of this same God in Jerusalem. The epithet was and re-

mained cultic. Its connection with the ark was so strong that this predicate accompa-

nied the ark to Jerusalem and.into the temple, where, however, it quickly dissociated

from the ark and was thus not affected by the ark's own diminishing significance.

The elevated language of prayer in Shiloh also included ;"bA'6! as Yahweh's cultic

name(l S. 1:3,11); andoncethearkitself wasbroughttoJerusalem,Davidnotonly
functioned as a cultic official, but he also ultimately blessed the people like a priest "in

the name of Yahweh U"9a'6!' (2 S. 6:18).

The Psalms offer the following formal and substantive information. Among the

eight psalms rhat use $"ba'61, four are hymns (Ps. 46; 48; 84; 89), three are laments

(Ps. 59; 69; 80), and the last part of Ps. 24 is perhaps a cultic song. Hence not surpris-

ingly, l0 of the l5 occurrences in the Psalms are found in the address portions, both in

the lament (59:6t51; 69:7161;80:5,8,15,2014,7JaJ9\ cf. also 1 S. 1:ll) and in the

hymn (Ps. 84:2,4,9,1311,3,8,121), usage doubtless reflecting the language of the Jeru-

salem cult. On the other hand, the title {ba'6t was probably not part of the Jerusalem

cultic tradition itself,Ts since in that case one would expect to find more occurrences

in the Psalms (of the 31 occurrences of -> l1')! 'ely6n in the oT, 2l are in the

Psaltefle).
The parallel designation to Yahweh $"bd'6! is "the God of Jacob" in Ps.

46:8,12(7 ,11); 84:9(8), and "the God of Israel" in 69:'7(6). Both parallels reflect north-

ern Israelite tradition and thus support the suggestion that the title Yahweh ;"bd'6!orig-

74.Zimmerl|75 ("mighty one"); similarly Schreiner, 189; Stolz, Samuel,274'
75. KlSchr 111,422.
76. See J. Jeremias, 187-88.
77. M. Ottosson, -+ ))';'l hakAl (hakhdll III, 383. Also Schmidt, 90.

78. Cf. Wanke,41-42,44; Kessler, 767; Stolz, Samuel, 214.

79. Wanke.46.
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inated in Shiloh.8o Ps. 84:4(3) also uses an expression deriving from the sphere ofper-
sonal piety, "my King and my God," in which the royal predicate can either be merely
fortuitous or based on a general understanding of Yahweh's kingship. such is hardly
the case inPs.24, however, since the section asking "who is this King of glory?,, em-
phatically answers "Yahweh $"bd.'6!, he is the King of glory" (v. l0), though v. 8 does
also respond "Yahweh, strong and mighty," and "Yahweh, mighty in battle." The allu-
sion to the wars of Yahweh and thence also to the ark is unmistakable, at least in the
second expression. The ark tradition also includes the concept of kdbOd, as illustrated
by the naming of the son of Eli's daughter-in-law as "Ichabod" (l S. 4:21) and the
name's explication as "the glory has departed from Israel," because the ark of God had
been captured. Does this explanation also provide information about the "meaning of
the title" {"ba'6t?sr Although allusions to the ark and to holy war might suggest as
much,82 the ark's association with war does not also cover the title "king." This situa-
tion does, however, reveal the specific meaning of sepd'61, since the poet of ps. 24 is
concerned not with the God who conducts Israel's wars, the God who is Israel's God of
war,83 but with the "King of glory" who enters and from now on resides in Jerusalem
and its temple.sa

This context easily accommodates references to the divine presence of Yahweh
{"ba'6! in Jerusalem and on Zion. Ps. 48:9(8) calls Jerusalem the "city of yahweh

$"bd.'6! (though cf. BHS). Here is where one finds his "lovely dwelling place" (8a:2t11)
and his altars (84:4[3]). As Yahweh ;eUd'69 he is incomparable among the heavenly
beings (89:7,9[6,8]), something both history and creation illustrate well (vv.
lOff.tgtr l). He heads the council of the holy ones (v. 8[7]) as the highest God, indeed
as the heavenly king (uxtaposed with the earthly king?).ss Thus the psalmist expresses
his trust in constant protection and succor in the refrain, "Yahweh {"bd'6lis with us,s6
the God of Jacob is our fortress" (46:[4],8,12tG),7,ltl). All rhese elemenrs are wit-
nesses to Jerusalem theology and temple piety.87

This particular understanding of faith also serves as the foundation for petitions to
Yahweh {bd'6! for assistance and help. Such petitions entreat him to "hear my prayer"
(Ps. 84:9[8]), to spare those from shame who hope in him (69:7[6]), and to "awake to
punish all the nations" (59:6[5]). If Ps. 80 is of northern Israelite provenance,88 we see
that here too the divine name Yahweh s."bd'6!was embraced. Here Joseph (v. 2tll), i.e.,
Ephraim, Benjamin, and Manasseh (v. 3[2]), entreat him as the "shepherd of Israel" and

80. See H. D. Preuss, "Ich will mit dir sein," ZAW80 (1968) l5l; --r hN '.!('cth),I,458-59.
81. Smend Jr., Yahweh War 83.
82. Wanke,44; J. Jeremias, 188.
83. Cf. Schreiner, 189; H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. 1987),316.
84. See Mettinger, Studies, 112-231' a different view is taken by Ross,88.
85. Mettinger, Studies, 135-38.
86. Schreiner, 225, understands the verse as a reference to the Davidic covenant; Preuss, "Ich

will mit dir sein," 159, as a typical expression of faith; and J. Jeremias, 194-95, as a reference to
holy war.

87. Cf. Schreiner, 189; Stolz, Samuel,2l4.
88. Most recently Ottosson, 97.
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as "you who are enthroned upon the cherubim" (v. 2t1l) to "give ear" and "shine forth,"

to cease being "angry" with his people (v. 5tal), and rather to "turn again" (v. 15[14]),
..look down from heaven" (v. 15[14]), let his face "shine," "help" and "restore" his peo-

ple (vv. 4,8,20t3,7,191). It is noteworthy that this psalm uses the term tba'6! as a per-

sonal name (so Ottosson) in loose association with the title "you who are enthroned

upon the cherubim," which in its own turn carries forward ancient Israelite-Shilonite

traditions8e possibly disclosing certain differences over against the Jerusalem cult.

3. Narrative Literature. Given the high estimation accorded the Zion temple as the

locus of divine presence, it comes as no surprise that the Jerusalem theology also ex-

erted an enduring influence on all other areas of Israel's spiritual and literary life as

well.eo In addition to the passages from l/2 Samuel already discussed, the title
..Yahweh 

O"9a'61'also makes an emphatic statement in 2 S. 5: l0: 'And David became

greater and greater, for Yahweh, the God tba'61, was with him" (par. 1 Ch. 11:9). Here

we encounter the "leitmotif 'el of the accession narrative. The same impulse is at work

when the author has David direct his prayer to "Yahweh o"ya'6!" (2 5.7:26 par. 1 Ch.

17:24). As Yahweh $"bd.'6!, Jerusalem's God possesses royal dignity and power and as

such is the divine counterpart to the Davidic kingship.

Such influence is attested even more broadly in prophecy. In any event, the messen-

ger formula "thus says Yahweh tbd'61'as uttered by Samuel (l S. 15:2) and Nathan

(2 S. 7:8 par. 1 Ch. l7:7) clearly derives from prophetic rather than from Dtr inflth

ence.ez The occurrences of s"!a'61in the Elijah-Elisha stories (1 K' l8:15; 19:10,14;

2 K. 3:14) can be assessed similarly, since they, like the only occurrence in Hosea,

quite possibly derive from Judean redactors.e3

4. Judean Prophecy. One particularly striking feature is the large number of occur-

rences of s"!a'61 in Judean prophecy and its absence in the only prophet from the

northern kingdom, Hosea (Hos. 12:6151is a later insertionea), suggesting that at least

during the middle period of the monarchy the title sepd'61was either not used in north-

ern Israel or had fallen into disuse, in which case, however, the path of tradition to Isa-

iah and Amos can hardly have proceeded by way of Elijah-Elisha'e5 This situation

again more likely reflects the enduring influence of the Jerusalem cult.e6

89. See Ross. 85-86.
90. See Noth, 139-40.
91. Stolz, Samuel, 207 .

92. Stoebe, Samuelis, 2'1 9: Stolz, Samue l, 99- 100.

93. Cf. E. Wiirthwein, Die Biicher der Kdnige, part II: 1. Kiin. 17-2. Kdn' 25' ATDXU2
(1984), 286-87; G. Hentschel, Kbnige. NEB l0 (1984/85), l17-18; Stolz, Samuel, 214;
iumermuth, 72 n.7O; T. Naumann, "Die Strukturen der Nachinterpretation in Hosea 4-14"
(diss., Halle, 198'l), 127-36.

94. Dumermilh,72 n.69; H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),213; J. Jeremias,

Der Prophet Hosea. ATD XXMI (1983), 154; BHS.

95. So Ross, 91; cf. also van der Woude' 1045'

96. Stolz, Samuel, 214; a different view is taken by Wanke, 42-43, 46'
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Before examining the questions of content raised by the prophetic use of $"bd'6!,
let us first enumerate the various formulas in which the term is used. The term {bd.'6!
occurs within the messenger formula "thus says Yahweh" twice in Isaiah, once in
Amos, 54 times in Jeremiah, once in Deutero-Isaiah, 18 times in Zechariah, 5 times in
Haggai, and once in Malachi. The divine discourse formula "utterance of Yahweh"
occurs 7 times in Isaiah, 3 in Amos, I I in Jeremiah, l0 in Zechariah, and 6 in Haggai.
The formula "says ('amar) Yahweh" is expanded with seld'61once in Amos, twice in
Nahum, once in Zephaniah, once in Deutero-Isaiah, twice in Haggai, 4 times inZech-
ariah, and 20 times in Malachi. Since the few s"!a'6l translations in the LXX do not or
do not yet reflect the considerable increase of expanded formulas in Jeremiah,eT we
are dealing here with late postexilic accommodation; Jeremiah is in any event inclined
to use plerophorical expressions, and indeed uses the longest formula, "thus says
Yahweh, the God {"ba'6!, the God of Israel," in three different passages (Jer.35:17;
38:11;44:7). This survey reveals that the postexilic prophets were increasingly in-
clined to engage in epigonic imitation of the preexilic prophets,e8 thus demonstrating
indirectly that the formulas with Yahweh ;epd'61 are of earlier prophetic prove
nance.99

These findings are also confirmed by asseverations such as "for the mouth of
Yahweh $'bd.'6! has spoken" (Mic. 4:4) or Hezekiah's summons: "Hear the word of
Yahweh Oepd'6!" (Isa. 39:5; cf.2K.20:16 without;ebd'6!). This conrexr also includes
the introduction in Zech. 7:4,"the word of Yahweh se!a'61came to me" (also 8:1,18).

Finally the expression "Yahweh ;"bA'6! is his name" is of interest in this context;lm
it occurs in Deutero-Isaiah (41:4: 48:2; 5l:15;54:5),tot Amos (4: l3; 5:27; 19:6)), and
Jeremiah (10:16; 3l:35;32:18; 48:15; 50:34; 5l:57). Am. 4:13 and 9:6 belong to the
redactional creation hymn, and the expressionin5:27 is probably a redactional adden-
dum.lo2 The occurrences in Jeremiah also derive from later redactional activity. As
such, this formula reflects the faith of the exilic-postexilic community.

The parallel statement in Isa. 54:5 reveals the content of Yahweh {'bd'il in this con-
text: "the God of the whole earth he is called." He is the creator God; as such, he alone
is the powerful, majestic God. Other issues associated with this formula include God's
just judgment and the debate with idolatry. The formula thus expresses the exilic-
postexilic community's confession to the power and majesty of its God Yahweh,l03
whom it can, as explicitly stated in Jer.48:15; 5l:57, also predicate as "king." Hence
one can quite correctly ascribe a "liturgical-hymnic character" to these concluding for-

97. Baudissin, 76-77.
98. Lrihr, cited in Kautzsch,622.
99. Baudissin, 74-77.
100. Crenshaw thoroughly examines this expression; cf. also F. Criisemann, Studien zur

Formgeschichte von Hymnus und Danklied in Israel. WMANT 32 (1969), 104tr.
101. See K. Elligea Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BKXUI (1978), 401.
102. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 1977),260.
103. See Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7),401; C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng.

trans. 1969), 139-40.
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mulas since they probably originated within the community's own worship practicesl04

and in the redactional additions to Amos and Jeremiah express the postexilic commu-

nity's praise of Yahweh's omnipotence.lo5 The same applies to the expression
..yahweh the God ;"ba'61, Yahweh is his memorial [NRSV ',name']" (Hos. l2:6[5]).

Isaiah's free use of the term t"ba'6t is reflected in the fact that of its 56 occurrences

in the book, only 9 are found in fixed formulas. Because Isaiah has obviously used the

term quite consciously,106 he is of particular importance both regarding the adoption of

$"bd'6!into prophetic literature in the larger sense and regarding how that usage shaped

its content.
Isaiah himself adopted the title from Jerusalem temple theology,r0T as shown by the

call narrative's association with the temple and with the (probably) liturgical trisagion

in Isa. 6:3 as well as by the "liturgical formula" "Yahweh s."ba'6!, who dwells on Mt.

Zion" (8:18; cf. also 31:9).tos The assertion in 18:7 thatMt. Zion is "the place of the

name of Yahweh O"pa'6!" shows that this verse is actually a late addendum.l0e

Isa.6 emphasizes the holiness ofYahweh $"bd'6!on the one hand, and his predica-

tion as "king" (v. 5) on the other. The remaining parallels to Yahweh $"ba'6! in Isaiah

confirm this inclination: "Holy God" (5:16), "Holy One of Israel" (5:24; cf. l0:20),
..Mighty one of Israel" (l:24), or simply "God of Israel" (21:10; 37:16).Isaiah places

special emphasis on the holiness of Yahweh {"ba'6!; such holiness represents a cultic

.ut"gory reflected in Isaiah's'assertion that Yahweh {"bd'6! "shows himself holy"
(5:16) and that the Israelites should "regard him as holy" in their "fear" and "dread"

(8:13; cf. lo:24) and in general should "seek" him (9:12[13]). The royal aspect comes

to expression in the emphatic designation "the Sovereign, Yahweh O"9a'6!' (l:24;3:l;
10:16; l9:4; cf. 3:15). Finally, the Song of the Vineyard points out that Yahweh tba'6!
is the owner of both the vineyard and the planting and is thus the Lord of both Israel

and Judah (5:7).
Genitive constructions include "the hand" (Isa. 19:16), "the plan" (19:17), "the

zeal" (9:6U);37:32), and "the wrath" of Yahweh tba'61(9:18[19]; l3:13) as well as

..a day of Yahweh urpa'6t' (2:12:22:5), i.e., largely constructions articulating the seri-

ousness ofjudgment.
The same applies to verbs with Yahweh .s"bA'6! as their subject. He reveals himself

in Isaiah's ears (22:14; cf. 5:9), makes himself heard (21:10; 28:22), and swears

(14.24). He takes away (3:1), sends "wasting sickness" (10:16), destroys (10:23),

wields a whip (10:26), shatters (10:33), musters an army for battle (13:.4), plans disas-

ter (14:27; 19:12;23:9), brings about plagues (29:6), calls to weeping and mourning

(22:12), and descends upon Zion to fight (li;bo',31:4)-
By contrast, references to Yahweh {"ba'6lblessing (19 25) or protecting Jerusalem

104. A. Weiser, Das Buch der Propheten Jeremia. ATD 20121 (1960), 399,439'
105. J. Jeremias, Hosea, 154.
106. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12, 29-30'
107. Stolz, Samuel, 214:. cf . also Dumermuth, Tl' 76.

108. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12,265,370; cf. also Noth, 142.

109. Fohrer, iesaja,224 n. 39; O. Kaiser, Isaiah t3-39- OTL (Eng. trans' l9'74),90'96-97
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(31:5) represent salvific promises that are as late as references to his wonderful counsel
and excellent wisdom (28:29) and to how Yahweh t"ba'6! will be the garland of glory
and diadem of beauty to the remnant of his people (28:5). Similarly, references in the
Little Apocalypse to the rule of Yahweh $"ba'6! as king on Mt. zion (24:23) and to the
sumptuous feast he will prepare for all peoples there (25:6) draw the entire world into
his eschatological kingship.

What does the title {"bd'6! mean for Isaiah? Some scholars take Isa. 6 as their point
of departure in focusing on the "court" presupposed there over which yahweh rules.
on this view the ;"ba'6! would represent something like heavenly beings or the pan-
theon of gods to which the title "king" would logically also apply; i.e., yahweh is the
king of the sef;d'61. The passage, howeveq does not make such a statement at all.
Rather, Yahweh is the lord and king of his people and as such chastises Israel and pre-
pares for judgment. The s"Bd'6ltitle seems to be associated more with Yahweh's "tran-
scendent omnipotence and exaltedness" or with "the fullness of Yhwh's power."l t0 Bs-
cause the ark had been "retired" since the time of Solomon,lll sssssiallng the term
with the history of the ark tradition is not a viable possibility.

Isa. 31:4 does not militate against this view. An apparent wordplay or perhaps popu-
lar etymology with $"bd'6! asserts that "as a lion . . . growls over its prey, so will
Yahweh t"bd'6! come down to fight (lisba') upon Mt. zion and upon its hill." Concern-
ing the question of whether this passage represents an oracle of salvation or a threat,
and the question of how the verb is thus to be construed, see the comms.

Scholars do not agree how many occurrences of {"ba'6! remain in Amos after one
removes the redactional formulaic expressions. Am. 5:14-15 is not a yahweh oracle; a
different voice is interpreting the Yahweh oracle in 5:4, "Seek me and live." Even if the
voice is that of Amos, the question then becomes whether the expression "yahweh, the
ooo tega'6!" (5 : 14- I 5) comes from the hand of Amos or from the redaction (as it does
in 4' l3r l2). The same might also apply to the threat in 5: l6 and to the formula in 6:8;
much suggests that wolff's reference to Amos's "quite terse" style is on the mark, thus
excluding Amos himself as a possible author.l13

The only occurrence of seld'61 in Micah (4:4) is in a formula concluding the an-
nouncement of the time of peace: "for the mouth of Yahweh t"ba'61has spoken." This
formula is not found in the parallel text in Isa.2:l-4, occurs without l"ba]6! in Isa.
l:20; 40:5:58:14 (cf. Jer. 9:lll2)), and probably reflecrs the faith of the exilic-
postexilic community.

In Nah. 2:14,13) and 3:5 we encounter the formula n"'umyhwh s."bd'6!.It is part of
the oracle of threat against Nineveh and understands Yahweh as "Lord of the cos
mos." r 14 Hab. 2:l3a is the secondary gloss inserted by a later 1ed3s1s1. I ls In Zeph. 2:9

10. See, respectively, Eichrodt, I, 193; Fohrer, History, 165.
I l. Kautzsch. 626.
12. Wolff, Joel and Amos, 231.
13. rbid.
14. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KAT XLIU3 (1975), t1-8
ts. rbid.,223.
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the oracle against Moab is introduced by the formula "utterance of Yahweh ;"f;a'61, the

God of Israel," while v. l0 calls Israel the "people of Yahweh ;epd'61)'

Deutero-Isaiah uses the title $"bd'6! only in the expanded introductions and in the

formulas already mentioned above. The parallel to "Yahweh, the King of Israel" is "his

Redeemer, Yahweh Oega'6!" (Isa. 44:6). The name of Israel's "Redeemer" and "Holy

One" is Yahweh t"ba'61 (47:4; similarly 54:5), an allusion "to the nature of the one

sending the message." I 16 References to the King, Redeemer, and Holy One of Israel re-

call on the one hand the tradition of Isaiah from which Deutero-Isaiah adopted the title

$"bd'6!, and on the other the notion of "God's majesty."ttz

Jeremiah's use of the term sebA'ildoes not provide anything fundamentally new. For

the most part, the word appears in the introductions to his divine oracles, upon which it
bestows a certain ceremonious tone. Jeremiah underscores the majesty and unchanging

authority of Israel's God with dependent clauses such as "who planted you" (Jer. I 1:17)

or "who judges righteously, who tries the heart and the mind" ( 1 I :20), with supplemen-

tary epithets such as "the Holy One of Israel" (51:5) or "the King" (51:57), or with con-

fessions to God as "the one who formed all things" (51: l !;. t ts Jeremiah knows he cannot

avoid God's urgent call, but then rejoices at being God's possession and expresses that

ioy in his confession "for I am called by your name, O Yahweh, God s"bA'6!' (15:16).

The authors of Haggai, Zechaiah, and Malachi generally understand the term

$"bA'6!in the same way. Jerusalem's temple has been established on the "mountain of

Yahweh U'pa'6t'(Zech. 8:3) and is called "the house of Yahweh U"9a'6t'(Hag' 1:14;

Zech. 7:3: 8:9; 14:21). Accordingly, Yahweh S"ba'6! is also the God of Jerusalem

(zech.8:21-22; cf. Mal. 3:14); there he is worshiped as "King" (zech. 14:16) or as

..grear King" (Mal. 1:14). Even though he has a special relationship with Judah (zech.

9:t:; tO::; l2:5), he is nonetheless the Lord of the world (l:12,14-15), and Jerusalem a

cosmopolitan holy city (14.21). Whoever this God sends will be acknowledged

(2:l3,l5l9,ll);4:9;6:15). A new element associated with this late postexilic under-

standing is that Yahweh ;"!a'6!is now viewed as the guarantor of compensatory judg-

ment ( 1 :6; cf . 7 :12). Priests are now also viewed as his messengers (Mal. 2:7), a notion

otherwise encountered only in Eccl. 5:5(6).tto

5. Qumran, Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha. The term ;ef;a'61occurs in only one pas-

sage in the Qumran writings. Significantly, it is found in the "blessing of the priests"

with its statement, "May you be as an angel of the presence in the abode of holiness to

the glory of the God u'9a'61" (lQSb 4:257.t20

16. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7), 4OO.

17. Westermann, Isaiah 4046, 139-40.
18. Weiser, Jeremia,90, "his divine majesty over all heavenly and earthly powers'l'

19. See W. Rudolph, Haggai - sacharja l-8 - sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT Xllll4
(r9't6),266.' 

l2O. Concerning the numerous occurrences of (bjrios) pantokrdtor in the Apocrypha and

Pseudepigrapha, see W. Bousset and H. Gressmann, Die Religion des Judentums im

spathelieiistischen Zeitalter Handbuch zum NT 2l (Tiibingen, 31926),312 n' 2'
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IV. Summary. Any summary must take as its point of departure the fact that the
wotd s"!A'6l represents the most frequently used divine epithet in the OT and as such
identifies an unmistakable characteristic of the OT understanding of God. Although the
title began its ascendancy within the context of the temple cult, it would never have at-
tained such high status without its adoption within the prophetic writings. The prophet
Isaiah especially exerted such enduring influence with his use of the divine epithet
s."ba'6! that the word continues to appear in the extremely late strata of the OT and even
beyond, and this preeminent position bestowed on the designation $"bd'6! its unique
content. Whether one understands this content as "Yahweh's collective military
might,"tzt as his "might,"tz? or even as the "excelling majesty of this Lord 6f all,"tz: i1

is certain that it remained "the loftiest and grandest and . . . the royal name of God."l24
Zobelt

121. Galling, "Ehrenname," 146.
122. Eissfeldt, KlSchr lll, l2O.
123. O. Eissfeldt, -, IllN'dQbn ('ddh6n), I, 7 t.
124. H. Ewald, Old and New Testament Theology (Eng. trans. 1888), 93.

r)| rZi I and II

Contents: I. Etymology, LXX, Qumran: I . Etymology of s"!i \ "Ornament"; 2. Etymology of
s"!ill,"Gazelle";3. LXX;4. Qumran. II. Gazelle: l. As Food; 2. Symbol of euickness and
Flight;3. Canticles. III. Ornament, Splendor: 1. Israel-Judah; 2. Foreign Nations.

I. Etymology, LXX, Qumran.
l. Etymology of g"!i [ "Ornament." According to HAL,I s"!tI,"ornament," derives

from sbh II, "want, wish," and corresponds to Akk. sibfitu(m).z Both Gesenius and
zorell are more cautious with their derivations,3 and indeed, sibfitu, "wish, intention,

$"bt. E. Brunner-Traut , "Gazellel' LexAg, ll, 426-27; J. Feliks, "Gazelle," BHHW l, 516-17;
M. Gilula, "!fI in Isaiah 28,1 

- 
A Head Ornament," Tel Aviv 1 (1974) 128; M. Grirg, "Die

Bildsprache in Jes 28,1," BN 3 (1977) 17-23; A. Salonen, Jagd und Jagdtiere im alten
Mesopotamien. AnAcScFen B 196 (1976); E. Unger, "Gazellei' RLA, Ill, 153-54.

I. HAL,III, 997-98.
2. See Gdrg,22.
3. GesTh, ll, 1147-48; lzxHebAram, 680.
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need,"a does not have the same meaning as s"Pi in the OT unless one adduces the no-
tion of "wishing" for precious things. Grirg suggests a connection with Egyp. dbs,
"decorate, adorn," and believes Sem. sby underwent semantic expansion.5 The mean-
ing "to want, to long for," occurs in Imperial Aramaic, Nabatean, Palmyrene, and Jew-
ish Aramaic.6 The term sby allegedly also occurs on a fifth-century B.c.E. Elephantine
ostracon with the meaning "ornaments" (for sale);7 cf. Jewish Aram. silta', Syr. s€f;ta,
"splendor, finery," Palm. tsbythwn, "her adornments."8

2. Etymology of l"bt II, "Gazelle." The term sepi Il, "gazellel' is related to Akk.
sabltu(m)o and to Arab. zaby. Gorg finds in Ugar. rip sbi the phonetic connection be-
tween "soldier" (sb') and "gazelle" (;by) in the application to Resheph, whose symbol
is the gazelle as a companion and head adornment.l0 The metaphorical reference to the
gazelle elsewhere emerges from the synonym 1r/iwr ("my bulls," "my gazelles," in ref-
erence to dignitaries).l1 Both Egyp. Aram. tby and Imperial Aram. sby are also of inter-
est in this context.l2 The term is used once to characteize Arpad as a hill of ruins, "a
desolated mound for gazelles and foxes."l3 Personal names include male silyd'(l Ch.
8:9) and female ;ibyA Q K. l2:2[Eng. l]; 2 Ch. 24:l),both of which derive from the
southern wilderness region. Solomon's meals included gazelles (1 K. 5:3 14:231), and
the descendants of his servants included b"nA pof;erel hass"laytm (Ezr. 2:57; Neh.
7:59:' "gazelle catcher"?ra). The Jewish captives in Thebes included Sabiah, daughter
of the Meshullam.l5 Additional personal names occur in Old South Arabic.t6

3. lXX. The LXX uses several different words to translate sby I, including d6xa (Isa.
28:l),4ndoxos (Isa. 13:191'23:9), eklekt6s (Ezk.7:20;25:9).lt then picks up the origi-
nal meaning with thdldma (Dnl. I l:16), thdl7sis (Dnl. I l:45); boul6 (Isa.4:2), perhaps
elpis (lsa. 24:16;28:4,5). The translations anistrinai (Ezk. 26:20) and stEloiln (2 S.

1: 19) presuppose the base n/ysb. In Jer. 3;19 sby sb wt is rendered as the6s pantokrdtor
The rendering as kerion (?) in Ezk. 2O:6,15 remains obscure. Both Dnl. l1:16 and
(Theodotion) ll:41,45 render only the root itself sDy.

4. AHw,III, 1099; CAD, XV| 167-71.
5. Gorg,2l-23.
6. DNSI, ll, 957;' cf. J. A. Fitzmyer and D. J. Harrington, Manual of Palestinian Aramaic

Texts. BietOr 34 (197 8), 52.10; 40.7, 19.
7. KAI270B.t.
8. Jastrow, 1258.
9. AHw,III, 1071; CAD, XYl,42-44.
10. Gcirg, l9-20, with bibliog.
ll. KTU 1.15, IY 6-7, 17 -18; cf. M. Dahood, RSi III, 177-78, no.344: J. M. Sasson, RSI I,

419, no. 63; M. Dahood, "The Value of Ugaritic for Textual Criticism," Bibl40 (1959) 16l-62.
12. See DNSI I, 419:11,957.
13. KA(222A.33; ANET 660.
14. See HAL, lII,926b.
15. P. Grelot, Documents aramdens d'Egypte (Paris, 1972), 397, no. 100, l. 4.
16. W. W. Miiller,'Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischenLexlkonl' AW75 (1963)313.

L
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The LXX always renders sby II, "gazellel' as dorkds/ddion/d6rkon. The animal's

beautiful bright eyes probably prompted a popular etymological connection with
dirkomai, "gaze at, view."l7

4. Qumran. In Qumran sbl'I occurs in IQH 7:29 in the phrase kwl;by rwh,"all
glory is wind." Passages with rwh in Ecclesiastes as well as Isa. 24:16; 23:9 are of pos-

sibleinterestinthiscontext.r8 1lQT52:ll offersaslightlydifferentversionof thetext
of Dt. 15,22, and I IQT 53:4 of Dt. 12:15. The PN sby occurs in a palimpsest with the

meaning "splendsl"le or "gazelle."2o The name also appears on an ossuary.2l

II. Gazelle.
l. As Food. The gazelle, of which there are allegedly fifteen different types,22 is

found in Israel especially as the Gazella gazella and the Gazella dorcas.23 A catalog of
four wild animals in I K. 5:3(4:23) mentions them as part of the food Solomon enjoyed

along with the 'ayyal, "roebuck"(?) (cf. the similar listing for Ashurnasirpal II with five
hundred roebucks and an equal number of gazelles24). The animal occurs in a series of
seven (pure, i.e., edible) wild animals in Dt. 14:5.25 The consumption of gazelles, as

shown by the passages in Deuteronomy ( l2:15 ,22; 15:22) with reference (k") to the an-

imals permitted for slaughter, seems to have been regulated only during a late period,

placed under Yahweh's explicit blessing, and then the actual slaughtering reserved for
the city area (bii'areyka, 12 15,21), with special attention given to dealing with the

blood (15:23). The division of participants into clean and unclean (12:15,22; 15:22) is

probably also late.26 One striking feature is that the gazelle is not mentioned as a sacri-

ficial animal, since it was so used elsewhere, especially in the cult of Min, and was cap-

tured as part of the cult of the Ta'lab.27

2. Symbol of Quickness and Flight.The gazelle symbolizes the warrior's quickness

in 2 S.2:18 and I Ch. 12:9(8), like the hind as well('ayyald.) in 2 S.22:34pat-Ps.

17. Cf . H. Frisk, Griechisches etymolog,isches Wdrterbuch, I (Heidelberg' 1973), 4lO;
O. Keller, PW VIUI, 889.

18. S. Holm-Nielsen, Hodayor (Aarhus, 1960), 138-39.

19. Mur l7B.2l so J. T. Milik, DJD, 11,96-97.
20. HAL, III, 998b.
21.L.-H. Vincent, "Nouvelles de J6rusalem," RB 9 (1900) 107; cf. Josephus B.J. 4.3.5 $145

Dorkddos; cf. o. Michel and o. Bauernfeind, eds., Josephus, De Bello Judaico lul (1963),210
n.31.

22. F. S. Bodenheimer, Animal and Man in Bible ktnds (Leiden, 1960),225.
23. J. Feliks, EncJud, Yll,345-46 O. Keel and M. Kiichler, Orte und lnndschaften der Bibel

(Zurich/Cologne/Gottingen, I 984), I, I 50-5 1.

24. W. Heimpe| Rl,A, lY,419-20.
25. See P. C. Craigie, The Book of Deuteronomy. NICOT (1976),230-31.
26. Regarding literary strata, cf. R. P. Merendino, Das deuteronomische Gesetz. BBB 3l (1969),

in loc.; and G. Seitz, Redaktionsgeschichtliche Studien zum Deuteronomium. BWANT 93 (1971).

27. E. Brunner-Traut, 426', cf . ANEB nos. 601, 618; Salonen, 256;M. Hdfner, in Htifner, et

al., Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens und der Mandtier RM l0l2 (1970), 33ltr.
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18:34(33) (in somewhat weakened imagery in Hab. 3: 19 in the language of war), and
occasionally with the location 'al-hehArtm (1 Ch. l2:8), 'al bam6! (2 S. 22:34), or
baiiA/eh (2 S. 2: l8). Perhaps i"luhd in Gen. 49:21 is also an expression for quickness;
Jgs.5:18 similarly says of Naphtali,'alm"rbmA idQefu.zt BothProv.6:5 and Sir.27:20
mention gazelles that have escaped probably from snares (a snare specific to gazelles
was often lsed: musa![iptum, pdqdtu2e). Here the reference is to escaping a pledge
(Prov. 6:5) or escaping from a false friend (Sir. 27:20).In the ancient Near East, ga-
zelles were generally captured in pits because probably only the king was permitted to
hunt them with weapons.30 Isa. 13: 14 uses the hunted gazelle as a metaphor for the hor-
rors of the day of Yahweh against Babylon.3l

3. Canticles. Cant.2:9 compares the beloved with the gazelle and the young stag
leaping over the hills and doubtless reflects the exuberance associated with the quick-
ness and energy of youth. The references to place 'al-hehartm and 'al-haggebd'6! (v.8)
recall I Ch. 12:8; 2 5.22:34 par. Ps. l8:34(33); Hab. 3:19 (concerning the verb dalag,
cf. Isa. 35:6). If the allusion to the king in the gazelle metaphor is not accidental (cf.
2 S. 1:19; 22:34),zz then Cant. 2:l"l and 8:14 are of particular interest. Cant. 2:17 asso-
ciates the metaphor with the "blowing" of the day; as shown by the use of ;dl with y6m
(1 Ch. 29:15; Job 8:9; Ps. 102:1.2[11];144:4;Eccl.6:12;8:13), however, the metaphor
also evokes the notion of death and night (Cant. 3: l). The verb barah, "make haste," in
8:14 also fits this context. Rather than referring to flight from friends (8:13) or, cer-
tainly, from the bride,33 the imperative directed to the beloved in 8:6 implies a flight
from the powers of death and separation that threaten love.

The ancient Near Eastern context supports this interpretation, since there the gazelle
functions as an attribute to deities associated with the sun, the moon, and regener&
tion.3a It comes as no surprise that Resheph was portrayed with erotic features and was
depicted ithyphallically with Min and Qudshu (Qadesh).ss

This interpretation also provides a better explanation for 2:7 and 3:5, which frame
2:9,17 . Probably because the oath (ib') was almost always carried out with reference to
the Deity,:6 the LXX translated as en tais dyruimesilischfsesi. The field gaQeh, 7:l2ll1l)
is explicitly mentioned as the place where the last tryst occurred (v. 13[12]), and the god-
desses of love Ishtar and Artemis as well as Isis and Anukis are intimately associated

28. See esp. B. Jacob, The First Book of the Bible: Genesis (Eng. trans. 1974),334.
29. Salonen, 49ff.; --> U)l' yaqai. VI, 288-89: AaS, VI, 323-24.
30. Salonen, 214,135; AaS, VI, 322-23; ANEE nos. 183, 190.
31. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997), 27; -+ 111) naflah, LX,240.
32. Unger, 153; the roebuck functions as a similar metaphor, Salonen, 210; also P. D. Miller

Jr., 'Animal Names as Designations in Ugaritic and Hebrew," UF 2 (1970) 184.
33. O. Keel, Song of Songs (Eng. trans. 1994),285.
34.8.9., the Dumuzi cul,t: WbMyth, I, 88; Resheph: D. Conrad, "Der Gott Reschef," ZAW 83

(1971) 157-83; Min: R. Gundlach, LexAg. lY. 136-40; Samd'Ta'lab: Hdfner, Religionen,247,
256,266.

35. Grirg, 2O-23; ANEE nos. 4'73,474.
36. GesB, 803a.
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with both gazelles and hinds3T such that here one is adjuring or swearing not "by the deity

itself but by its attributes."38 Cant. 4:5 and7 :4f31 compare the beloved's breasts with "two
fawns, twins of a gazellel' recalling similar imagery in Prov. 5:19. On the basis of OT

passages and ancient Near Eastern iconography, Keel believes that "both breasts and

fawns of a gazelle symbolize the warmth of life, an inspiring and victorious counterform

to death," and that the lotus-eating gazelle in particular symbolizes regeneration (regard-

ing the notion of fertility, see 4:2b; 6:6; 4:5;7:4[3] evokes the image of the twins, recall-

ing the fawns who provide the mother of Ningirsu with milk; cf. Cant. 8:l).3e

III. Ornament, Splendor.
l. Israel-Judah. 2 S. 1:19 calls a specific group of persons (Saul and Jonathan)

ha;;"bt, "ornament," a meaning confirmed by the synonym gibbbrim. Perhaps the

translation "Israel's gazelle" is more accurate given the specification 'al-bdm61eylA.+o

If this text can be traced back as far as David,al then Isa. 28:.l-4 represents a prophetic

oracle by Isaiah dating to approximately 724 8.c.E.42 The pride (ornament) and splen-

dor (s"pi tip'art6) of the drunkards of Ephraim, namely, the fertility of Samaria, will
become a fading flower, and the proud garland (-1ere1 gc'fi!) is trampled underfoot
(v. 3;.+: Gilula interprets sDy here as "head ornament" with the head of a gazelle as its

centerpiece, whereas GOrg understands the fate of the "insignia" sys and sby as a cri-
tique of the lofty ambience of the Judean court.44

In Jer. 3:19 the prophet clearly speaks for the first time about the land as the splen-

did ornament into which Yahweh will lead Judah and Israel home from exile; it is
Yahweh's pleasant land (hemdA; cf . 12:10, ltelqal fuemda1fl, the precious gem (s"!t
sif;'dfl among the nations in contrast to Babylon and Tyre, whose glory and splendor

has been destroyed (Isa. l3:19; 23:9).
Although Ezk.20:6,15 continue Jer. 3:19, the langirage has now become formulaic

and includes nasd'yd/, "to raise one's hand,"as the formula used in reference to being

led out of Egypt and being brought into the land,46 and the description of the land as

flowing with milk and honey (6 times in DeuteronomyaT). The land is the glory (s"!t)

37. E. Brunner-Trauu KeeL Song,92-94.
38. Keel, Song,94.
39. Quotation from ibid., l5l. Cf. Salonen, 211; Heimpel, RLA, ly,42O.
40. Cf. Dahood, Bibl 40 (1959) 162; J. M. Sasson, RSE I,419; W. H. Shea, "Chiasmus and

the Structure of David's Lament," JBL lO5 (1986) 13-25, esp. 14-15.
41.D.L.Zapf,"How AretheMightyFallen! AStudyof 2Samuel l:17-27 l'GraceTheologi-

cal Journal 5 (1984) 95-126.
42. E. Yogt, "Das Prophetenwort Jes 28,1-4 und das Ende der Kiinigstadt Samaria"' FS

J. Prado (Madrid, 1975), 109-30.
43. Cf. J. C. Exum, "'Whom Will He Teach Knowledge?': A Literary Approach to Isaiah

28," in D. J. A. Clines, et al., eds., Art and Meaning. JSOTSUp 19 (1982), 108-39.

44. Gorg,23.
45. -+ Nir: naia', x,24ff .

46. J Nl! yasa', Y[,225ff.; --+ Nlf D6l II, 20ff.
47. Concerning the use of Dtr material in Ezk. 20, see J. Pons, "Pol6mique i Tel-Aviv en 591

av. J.C.," ETR 6l (1986) 165-75.
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of all lands, just as in a reverse fashion the city of Jerusalem will become a disgrace
(herpA) before the nations and a mockery @alldsd) to all the countries (22:4).

Like Jer. 3:19 and Ezk.2O:6, Isa.4:2 has been cast as a promise ("on that day").
Yahweh's branch, which will become "pride and glory," is not the anointed king+8 6u,
rather Zion, Jerusalem (each is mentioned 3 times), the "whole site of Mt. Zion." The
text is doubtless postexilic.ae

Israel turns theirbeautiful ornament (s"!t'eQyO) into an object ofoverweening pride
(gd'6n, Ezk.7:20). Here selt probably refers to the land itself (v. 23, ha'ares),so v14

$epfi.nt, "my precious place," probably to the city and temple of Jerusalem (according to
v. 23). The idols are those of foreign nations (16:11; 23:14), the detestable things that
were Israel's companions since the days in Egypt (20:7,8) and into the land of Israel it-
self ( I I : I 8). Yahweh will make Israel's adornment "like the uncleanness of a woman"
(36:17), a remark Zimmerli believes was added by Ezekiel's school.5r

The emphatic hasselt in Dnl. 8:9; l1:16,41 probably refers to the Jerusalem sanctu-
ary.52 The interpretation of selt by har-s"lt-qdjei in I l:45 especially supports this
view. The notion of "land" becomes increasingly focused on the Jerusalem temple.

In Isa. 28:5-6,53 instead of the crown of Ephraim's overweening pride (vv. 1,4),
Yahweh himself will become the crown of glory ('a1ere1 s"!i), and instead of a fading
flower (vv. 1,4) a crown of beauty. This imagery resembles that in 62:3 and 60:19,
where ZionlJerusalem is Yahweh's crown of beauty and Yahweh is Jerusalem's glory.
As in 4:2, the salvific promise ("on that day") addresses the remnant of the people.

Yahweh's dominion manifests itself in the assurance of internal justice and external
military might.s+

lsa.24:14-l6a was perhaps originally a hymn to Yahweh.ss Yahweh, the Righteous
One (or the pious Jews?56), is accorded splendor/glory (v. l6a). The righteous God is
juxtaposed with fivefold human "treacherousness" (bdgaj), and his glory with "terror,
and the pit, and the snare" (cf. Jer. 48:43) throughout the world.

2. Foreign Nations. The oracle against the Moabites (Ezk.25:8-ll) calls Beth-
jeshimoth, Baal-meon, and Kiriathaim the "glory of the country" (Moab; v. 9). This or-

48. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans. l99l), 165-66.
49. R. Kilian, Jesaja l-12. NEB 17 (1986),37-39.
50. -+ i11! 'aQA.

5 1. --r ilTl niddd; W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 2l l-12.
52. Cf. K. Koch, "Vom profetischen zum apokalyptischen Visionsbericht," in D. Hellholm,

ed., Apocalypticism in the Mediterranean World and the Near East (Tiibingen, 1983), 413-36,
esp. 417-23; J. C. H. Lebram, "Kcinig Antiochus im Buch Daniel," W 25 (1975) 737-72, esp.
768, with a different view in idem, Das Buch Daniel. ZBK 23 (1984), 94-95, ll5-21; N. W.
Porteous, Daniel. OTL (1965), ll9, 124,163; B. Hasslberger, Hoflnung in der Bedriingnis. ATS
4 (r97't), s4,23s.

53. According to Exum, "Whom Will He Teach?" 133-35, the redaction of chs. 28-32.
54. H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BK Xl3 (1982), 1050-51.
55. W. H. Irwin, "The Punctuation of Isaiah 24;14-l6a and 25:4c-5," CBQ 46 (1984) 215-22.
56. So O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 188.
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acle is much more concise than Jer. 48 in both its expression of mockery (v. 8) and the

enumeration of places (Josh. 13:17-20; Jer. 48.23 Baal-meon and Kiriathait sz). The

oracle against Tyre in Isa. 23:9 already dates to the time of Esarhaddon (681-669

B.c.E.). Both the verb "crown" ('lr v.8) and the parallels to the verb "defile"ss (cf. Ps.

89:40t391; Ezk.28:7) with the objs. neze4 "garland," and yip'k, "radiant glory," evoke

the idea of a crown. Instead of fertility in the land, the aspect of political rule is evoked

(v. ll). M. Dahood, G. R. Driver, and others construe s'fipersonally as "nobles," a

strict synony mto niLbaddA-'are;;se Sartm, "princes," in v. 8 is then to be read as iartm,
..bulls,;, analogous to the ugaritic usage60 (cf. 2 S. l:19, hass"lt gibb6rtm). The end of
that splendor is then total destruction (vv. 1Ib,13b,14).

Zimmerli suggests that Ezk. 26:20, with its description of Tyre's "descent into the

pit" (vv. lg-21), is the work of Ezekiel's school or of his circle of tradents.6l Instead of
the difficult MT wenalaftt s"!t (b"'eres ftayyim), "I will place you as beauty in the land

of the living," many scholars adduce the LXX medd anastils, "so that you do not rise up

again" (Zimmerli). The Tg. reads "I bestow joy (lrydw') in the land of Israel." If one

supplies the negation from v. 20a, however, the text does not require emendation. The

splendor of Tyre is probably its political power, its renown (v. 17), but also its sumptu-

ous life (vv. 11-13). Instead of reigning as the splendor in the land of the living, it must

descend into the world of the dead b'drad 3 times in v. 20, taha!), into the pit (bbr), into

dessication and flood, from which there is no return (v. 2lb; 'Anef,, '6ldm 3 times in vv.

2}-21).Insread of being extolled as the glory (s"bt) of the living (v. 17 , hdir hahuudh,

"city renowned"), Tyre is their dreadful specter (balldhdil-

The oracle against Babylon in Isa. 13:19-22 exhibits several different literary rela-

tionships.62 It is directed to the "glory of the kingdoms" (s?i mamldk6!; cf. Isa. 47:5,

the "mistress of kingdoms," g"!ere1 mamlak6!), the "splendor and pride of the

Chaldeans." God, however, will reverse this good fortune so that "it will never be in-

habited or lived in for all generations," and "its houses will be full of howling crea-

tures." To this catalog, which already contains elements from the entire arsenal of OT

maledictions,63 the author adds the assurance of certain destruction (v.22b).
Madl

57. KAI18l.9-10.
58. -+ ))n hu, rY,4o9n.
59. Dahood, Bibl 40 (lg5g) 16l-62: G. R. Driver, "Isaiah 1-39: Textual and Linguistic Prob-

lems," JSS 13 (1968) 49.
60. See I.2 above.
61. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng' trans. 1983)' 39-40.

62. J. D. W. Watts. Isaiah 1-33. WBC 24 (1985), 194-96.

63. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27, 30.
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I. Comparable Terms in the Ancient Near East. Terms comparable toHeb. se/eq
include esp. Egyp. m7'.t ar,d AY,k. mEiaru and kettu. Additional material comes from
Ugaritic evidence and inscriptional evidence in Phoenician and Aramaic.

l. Egypt. Although Egyp. m3'.t is often translated as "truth," its meaning is much
more profound. "Maat is right order in nature and society, as established by the act of
creation, and hence means, according to the context, what is right, what is correct, law,
order, justice and truth."l The term mJ'., seems originally to have referred concretely to
"straightness" and "evenn"s"z 1cf. Heb. yaidr).

The king was responsible for maintaining Maat. The Pyramid Texts already assert
that the dead king "established Maat in the place of disorder" (isf.t).t The assertion that

Perspectives from the Prophetic Tradition," Int 37 (1983) 5-17;D. Michel, "Begriffsuntersuchung
iber stidriq-s"daqa wd amiit-'amuna" (diss. Habil., Heidelberg, 1964); J. P. Miranda, Marx and
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Traditions," in K. Jeppesen and B. Otzen, eds., The Productions of Time: Tradition History in OT
Scholarship (Sheffreld, 1984), 67-80; E. M. Nieto, "Justicia y Biblia," FS J. Alonso Diaz.
Misceldnea Comillas 41 (1983), 269-80; F. Ncitscher, Die Gerechtigkeit Gottes bei den
vorexilischen Propheten. ATAYVI (1915); J. Pedersen, ILC; G. Pidoux, "Un aspect n6glig6 de la
justice dans I'AT: Son aspect cosmiquel' RTP 4 (1954) 283-88; G. von Rad, "'Righteousness' and
'Life' in the Cultic Language of the Psalms," The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essctys
(Eng. trans. 1966) 243-66; F. V. Reiterer, Gerechtigkeit als Heil: i2'11 bei Deuterojesaja (Graz,
1976);H. Graf Reventlow, Rechtfertigung im Hoilont des AT. BEvT 58 (1971); idem, Problems
of OT Theology in the Twentieth Century (Eng. trans. 1985); E. P. Sanders, Paul and Palesrinian
Judaism (Philadelphia, 1977); H. H. Schmid, Gerechtigkeit als Wehordnung. BHT a0 (1968);
idem, "Rechtfertigung als Schdpfungsgeschehen," Rechfertigung. FS E. Krisemann (Tiibingen,
1976), 403-14; J. J. Scullion, "Sedeq - sedaqah inlsaiah cc. 40-66 with Special Reference to the
Continuity in Meaning between Second and Third Isaiah,"'UF 3 (1971) 335-48; I. P. Seierstad,
"Guds rettferd i Det gamle testamente," TTK39 (1968) 8l-104; N. H. Snaith,The Distinctive
Ideas of the OT (repr. New York, 1975); O. da Spinetoli, "La 'giustizia' nella Bibbia," BeO 13
(1971) 241-54; J. H. Stek, "Salvation, Justice, and Liberation in the OT," Calvin Theological Jour-
nal 13 (1918) 133-65; F. J. Stendebach, "Gerechtigkeit als Treue," BiKi 34 (1979) 79-85;'
H. Thyen, Studien zur Siindenvergebung im NT und seine alttestamentlichen und jiidischen
Voraussetzungen. FRLANT 96 (1970); E. Toaff, "Evoluzione del concetto ebraico di ;li?JY,"
Annuario di Studi Ebraici 2 (1969) llO-22: K. van der Toorn, Sin and Sanction in Israel and Mes-
opotamia. SSN 22 (1985); J. Vella, ln giustiziaferense di Dio. RivB Sup I (1964); R. Voeltzel, "Le
juste," RIIPR 62 (1982) 233-38; A. H. van der Weijden, Die "Gerechtigkeit" in den Psalmen
(Nijmegen, 1952); M. Weinfeld, " 'Justice and Righteousness' in Ancient Israel against the Back-
ground of 'Social Reforms' in the Ancient Near East," in H. J. Nissen and J. Renger, eds.,
Mesopotamien und seine Nachbarn. XXV Rencontre RAI 1978. Berliner Beitcige zum Vorderen
Orient I (Berlin, 1982), 491-519; W. Zimmerli, 'Alttestamentliche Prophetie und Apokalyptik
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1976),575-92.

On I: J. Bergman, Ich bin lsis (Uppsala, 1968); R. Grieshammer, "Maat und giid[q: Zum
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tian Religion (Eng. trans. 1973); H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom (Lund, 1947).

1. Morenz. ll3.
2. Ibid.
3. Pyr. 1775b; --+ VV)D peia'.
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Amenemhet II "expelled disorder (isf.t) by appearing as Atum"a implies that what he

actually does is repeat the act of creation. Tutankhamon similarly "has expelled disor-
der (isf.t) throughout the Two Lands, and Maat was set up so that it might make lying
(grg) to be an abomination of the land, as in its first time,"5 with "its first time" refer-
ring to the time of creation. The hymn to Merneptah presupposes the order of nature:
"Truth drives out lying. . . . The water stands and is not dried up. . . . Days are long,
nights have hours, and the moon comes normally."6 Or "Maat came from the sky in
their [the eight primal gods'] time and joined those living on earth; the country was in
abundance, the bellies were filled."7

The procedure through which the king fulfills this obligation includes a daily sac-

rifice of a personified image of Maat during which he says, "I [the king] come to
thee, I bring to thee Maat. Thou livest by her, thou rejoicest in her, thou art perfect in
her, thou unitest by her, etc."8 Maat is, as it were, the very essence of the gods that
sustains the world, and this essence is strengthened by the Maat sacrifice. The stela

of Haremheb identifies Maat with the vivifying north wind.e Egyptian art often por-

trays the king's throne upon a foundation constructed from the letters of the word
"Maat."lo

Personified as the goddess and daughter of Re, Maat stands on the bow of the sun

barque whose course illustrates the cosmic order.ll H. Frankfort has emphasized that
wisdom teachers tried to put people in a position to internalize or assimilate this divine
order.l2 Peculiarly, we read in Amenemope that God gives Maat "to whom he will,"
just as the king offers Maat ("bears" it, fsi.t3

2. Mesopotamia. The ALk. mt/eiaru (from the stem -+'11?r yJr) means "righteous-

ness, justice," while ki/enu (from the stem -+ lD h,vn) means "truth, rightness, justice,

loyalty."t+ The term meiaru refers to the justice of a legal determination, the truth a

person speaks, and the just order in the land, while kettu is the reliability of a premoni-

tory sign, the loyalty of a servant, or the truth a person speaks (its pl. form, ktnafi, re-
fers to Hammurabi's laws). Above all, however, these two words refer to the normal or-
der within society and less to personal virtues.

Among human beings, mEiaru and kettu as well as Sum. ni-si-sa and ni-zi-da are

the concern of the king and judge. One royal epithet calls the king rd'im ketti u meiari,
"he who loves justice and righteousness"; simpler versions include ra'im ketti or ra'im

4. Urk. Yll.27.
5. Urk. lY,2026; cf. ANET, 251.
6. ANET,378b.
7. See Ringgren, 46-47.
8. Ringgren, 48.
9. Bergman, 186.
10. H. Brunner, "Gerechtigkeit als Fundament des Thrones," t? 8 (1958) 426-28
I 1. Ringgren, 45-52; Bergman, 198-99.
12. Ancient Egyptian Religion (New York, 1948),65-72.
13. NERT 59.
14. AHw, II, 659-60; 1,494-95, respectively.
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meiari.ts Hammurabi was made king to cause justice (m€iaru) to prevail in the land
(iapfi), todestroythewicked (raggu) andthe evrl(;Enu),16 sothat,amongotherthings,
the strong might not oppress the weak. In the epilogue he proclaims that he established

right and justice according to the custom of the land and promoted the welfare of the

people.rT Neriglissar asserts that he established justice (mdiaru) in the land and ruled
his people in peace.r8 A letter to Esarhaddon says that in true (kdnu) visions Shamash

and Adad bestowed upon the king "a good reign, well-ordered (k€nu) days and years of
righteousness (meiaru), plentiful rain, full rivers, and good prices."le The text does not
say whether this good fortune in the land resulted from the king's wise rule or whether
m€iaru as the cosmic order implies such good fortune from the outset. One might note

that the epithet muiteiir can refer both to the proper guidance of human beings and to
the guidance of streams and rivers and of the light of the cosmos.20 In any event the so-

cial order remains the focal point. Other royal epithets include idkin mZiari, "he who
creates righteousnessl' iar mZiari, "king of justice," and dajjAn bndti, "jrtdge of law-
fulness" (cf. iar ktnati, iarru konu).z|

Among all the gods, it is especially Shamash who is the just jttdge (dajjdn ktndti)
and "Lord of Justice and Righteousness" (b€l m7iari u keui).z2 Finally, ME5aru and

Kettu, as personified or hypostatized characteristics of the sun god, also appear in the

latter's retinue as gods.23

3. Ugarit and West Semitic languages. The term ,Jdq occurs only a few times in the

Ugaritic texts. In the Legend of King Keret, '1r sdqa, "his legitimate wife," parallels

mtrfut yirh, "his lawful spouse."24 The title of the king of Ugarit is b'l sdq, either
"Maintainer of Right" or "Legitimate Prince."2s PNs include qdq-il, ;dq-ilm, and sdqn,

possibly also in reference to a divine pair as pdq mirl6
A Phoenician inscription from Lapethos mentions a ;ml.t ;dq, a "legitimate off-

spring," and the expression bn ;dq probably similarly refers to a "legitimate son" or
heir.27 Given the context with the par. mlk yia the mlk sdq is probably a 'Just king."2s 1,
the Karapete inscription Azitawadda boasts that of all the kings, he was "elected to fa-

15. Seux, 237.
16. CH, Prologue, l,32-33.
17. cH, v,29-30.
t8. vAB, 4,216,1,2-3.
19. ABL, 1,29tr.
20. K. Tallqvist, Akkadische Gdtterepitheta (Helsinki, 1938), 150.
21. Seux, 27 l, 316-l'7, 66, 308, respectively.
22. Tallqvist, Akkadische Ct)tterepitheta, 80, 47.
23. Ringgren, 53-59.
24. KTU t.t4,t 12.
25. KTU 7.63, 4; other passages are unclear, e.g., KTU 2.8, 5.

26. PNU, 187-88, 412;bfi cf. H. Gese, in Gese, et al., Die Religionen Altsyriens, Altarabiens
und der Mandrier RM lO/2 (1970), 170 n. 528.

27. KAI 43.11: KAI 16.1.
28. KAI 4.6; see also 10.9.
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therhood" because of his justice (sd4), wisdom (bkmty), and the goodness of his heart

(n'm lby;ze In Aramaic inscriptions sdq generally exhibits the semantic nuance "loy-
alty.":o In an inscription from Tema sdqh refers to a fealty gift.:t A1l these examples

deal with the notion of loyalty within a vassal relationship.
Philo of Byblos mentions among the Phoenician gods the pair Misor and Sydyk,

"that is, efilytos and dikaiosl' the latter of whom was allegedly the father of Asclepius
(Eshmun).32 These terms are presumably supposed to translate mii6r and sedeq, attest-

ing then a West Semitic coffespondence for MeSaru and Kettu. Although the god mti6r
is not attested by inscriptional evidence, several PNs attest se/eq, incltding Heb.

malkt-seQeq (Gen. 14:18) and'o/ont-sedeq (Josh.l0:1,3), Rab-sidqi,:: the previously

mentioned names from Ugarit, and Phoen. sdq-mlk.

In Arabic, sadaqa means "be true," and in form II "believe, hold to be true"; sidq,

however, is not only "truth" as such, but also an expression of the bedouin male ideal in
ancient poetry, "courage, dependability, competence."3a Related terms include OSA

;dq, "fulfill an obligation, keep in order," as a substantive 'Justice, righteousness,

truth,"35 and Eth. saddq, "good, just," sddq, "jtstice, righteousness." In Syriac, s is re-

placed by z, yielding zedqd', "what is right, responsible; instruction, prescription:

duty.":0 The root is not found in Akkadian.
Ringgren

ll. l. Occurrences. The root sdq occurs 523 times in the OT, to which one can add

the PNs and Aram. silqd (Dnl. 4:24[Eng.27]). Most of the occurrences are found in
the prophets (esp. Deutero-Isaiah), the Psalms, and wisdom literature, while occur-

rences in the historical books are sparser.

2. Meaning. Scholarly debate has generally focused on two different understandings

of the OT notion of righteousness and justice. One view construes the notion of pdq

"legally" and understands righteousness as concurrence with a standard or norm. Who-
ever watches over righteousness and justice (ultimately God) also distributes reward

and punishment according to whether the righteousness in question corresponds to that

norm. Antitheses include terms such as "mercy," "compassion," and "salvation."
Other scholars understand the notion of sdq as virtually synonymous with deliver-

ance and salvation, describing it as a relation with God rather than as related to a norm

established by God. God's beneficent and saving intervention is then an expression of
his righteousness rather than its opposite, and the notion of chastising divine righteous-

29. KAr 26A.r.12-13.
30. KAI 215 (ll. 1,11,19), also 216.4-5; 217.5'.219.4, all from Zenjirli cf. sdqh in226.2.
31. KAr 228A.l5.
32. Praep. ev. 1.10.10, 18.

33. EA l7O:37.
34. See H. Ringgren, "The Root $DQ in Poetry and the Koran," Ex Orbe Religionum' FS

G. Widengren. Numen Sup 22 (Leiden, 1972), 134-35.
35. Beeston, 141.

36. I*xSyr 189.
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ness is viewed at most as a secondary effect directed against those who would obstruct
such divine intervention.

Diestel's work (1860) was the first modern study of the OT understandingof ;dq.
Diestel understood God's righteousness as his salvific intervention and rejected the no-
tion of chastising divine righteousness as such. Cremer developed Diestel's view fur-
ther, suggesting that sdq was definitely a relational term involving a real relationship
between two entities, between an object and a subject, but not a relationship in which
an object is related to an idea (or to its idea) and is subject to evaluation.3T Cremer be-
lieved that the crucial factor was the relationship to the claims made by a person,
claims emerging from the existing relationship. The relationship itself is the norm. The
just person is one who exercises right, is right, and is proven right. The concept re-
mains a forensic one in that God's own righteousness is the refuge of the supplicant; it
becomes soteriological as well in that the person for whom God intervenes is also in
the right. Here Cremer finds the point of departure for Paul's proclamation.

Kautzsch and Ncitscher developed this juridical-legalistic understanding of sdq fur-
ther, and this particular view was for many years the regnant one. Indeed, it even signif-
icantly influenced the understanding of the OT notion of righteousness and justice in
other theological disciplines as well.

Pedersen developed a different view, strongly emphasizing that such OT ideas
should be assessed in their own, i.e., peculiarly OT, contexts. He understood sd4 as

"health of the soul." The normal, healthy soul acts according to its nature. In the OT
such action involves keeping the covenant by helping the weak and honoring the
strong. Although Pedersen was criticized for having inaccurately described the people

of the OT, his suggestions did help dissuade scholars from forcing their understanding
of ;dq into modern categories.

Fahlgren described the concept of sdq more closely by comparing it with related and

antonymical terms. The Israelites' underlying understanding of life is allegedly "syn-
thetic"; act and consequence are thus indissolubly connected. Fahlgren followed Kautzsch
and Pedersen in specifying the content of sd4 as a person's performance and habitus. With
reference to divine righteousness, he suggested a basic meaning of "fellowship loyalty" to
which such concepts as deliverance, victory, and salvation can then be related.3s

In the following period different answers were given to the question whether sdq
also includes the notion of chastising divine righteousness or justice. Although
P. Heinisch and J. Ruwet3e tried to preserve both aspects within the concept of sdq, the
OT generally describes God's chastising righteousness with other terms.4o Leivestad

37. Cremer, Biblisch-theologisches Wdrterbuch, 3OO.

38. Fahlgren, 50-51, 96-97, 105.
39. P. Heinisch, Theology of the OT (Eng. trans. 1950), 90-96; J. Ruwet, "Misericordia et

iustitia Dei in V.T.," VD 25 (1947) 35-42,89-98.
40. -+ ElIllN 'aiam ('asham), l, 429tt.; -+ 10' yasar, Yl, 127ff.; -+ ;f ): kdh, Yll, 157ffj, -->

171 nagap, IX,21Off.; -+tr17 naqam, X, 1ff.: --; XDJ naia'('aw6n),X,24tr.; ->'llD paqaS; -+
O)Ui lalim; -+ t Dt, iapat, etc. Cf. K. Koch, ed., um das Prinzip der Vergeltung in Religion und
Recht des ATs. WdF 125 (1972).
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studied the root sdq specifically in connection with God's chastising righteousness and
found that in only 3 OT passages (Isa. 5:16; lOl.22;Zeph.3:5) does sdq possibly refer
to such chastising righteousness.

Subsequent scholars returned to the understanding promoted by Diestel and

Cremer.4l It was especially von Rad and Koch, however, who underscored the charac-

ter of OT righteousness as a positive, salvific activity. Von Rad emphasized that sdq is

always to be understood as a gift rather than as punishment, remarking contra Ntitscher
that "no references to the concept of a punitive;fPJT can be adduced - that would be

a contradictio in adiectol'42 Koch continued Fahlgren's idea and assumed the presence

of a sphere of activity affecting a person's fate. "By one's deed, one 'creates' a sphere

that produces well-being and misfortune and that continues to surround one. This
sphere is substantial and belongs to oneself in a manner resembling one's property."
Following von Rad, however, Koch emphasized more strongly that "the capacity to do
good and thus the prerequisite for a relationship between good deed and well-being
must first be granted to individuals or the people Israel."a3 These suggestions have gen-

erally been well received.aa

Several new tendencies are discernible in more recent scholarship. H. H. Schmid re-
lates righteousness directly to the concept oforder.as Reventlow picks up on this notion
and defines the concept oforder broadly enough to identify righteousness as one ofthe
central themes in the OT.a6

Linguistic studies have also focused on the concept of sdq, especially in
Deutero-Isaiah (Reiterer). Within the framework of liberation theology, Miranda
has objected to any link between sdq and covenant and instead subsumes sdq under
the concept of --> UDIID miipd!. Several studies suggest a synthesis between under-
standing righteousness on the one hand primarily as a gift, and on the other as a
concept also encompassing the idea of normative assessment and at times even of
chastisement.aT Finally, the traditional Jewish understanding of righteousness em-

41. Forerunners include H. W. Hertzberg, "Die Entstehung des Begriffes DDOD im AT: 7-qW
4l (1923) 16-7 6; F. Horst, "Die Anfiinge des Propheten Jeremia," ZAW 4l (1923) 94-153; then
Gyllenberg; Snaith, e.g., 72ff.; S. Lyonnet, "De 'iustitia Dei' in Epistola ad Romanos," VD 25
(1947) 23-34; Cazelles, RB 58 (1951) 169-88; van der Weijden; and E. Beaucamp, "La th6o-
phanie du Psaume 50(49)," NRf 81 (1959) 897 -915; idem, "La justice de Yahv6 et l'6conomie de
I'alliance," SBFLA, 1 1 (1960) 5-55.

42. G. von Rad, Theology of the OT, 2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1962-65),1,377.
43. TLOT II, 1053.
44.Cf .8. Achtemeier, "Righteousness in the OT," IDB,IY,80-85; W. Mann, "Gerechtigkeil,"

Handbuch theologischer Grundbegriffe (Munich, 1962), l, 468-79.
45. See O. Procksch, Theologie des ATs (Gtitersloh, 1950), 568ff.; also Pidoux.
46. Rechtfertigung im Horizont des AT; idem, Problems, 179ff.
47.8.9., Seierstad; Dacquino, who emphasizes esp. the eschatological character of "God's

righteousness"; Honeycutt; C. F. Whitley, "Deutero-Isaiah's Interpretation of Sedeqi' W 22
(1972) 469-75; J. L. McKenzie, Theology of the OT (Garden City, N.Y., 1974); J. Piper, "The
Righteousness of God in Romans 3:l-81' TZ 36 ( 1980) 3- 16. For more general surveys of the sta-
tus of scholarship, see esp. Criisemann; Koch, TLOT; Reventlow, Problems.
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phasizes the ethical aspect and poses the question of the suffering of the righ
teous.48

lll. 1. Related Terms. Derivatives of ;dq often appear together with related terms.

Fahlgren's foundational study deals with the synonymous or related terms miipat,
hesel, '"me1, rahomim, kab)d, ial6m, and t6f;, though additional terms could easily be

added.
a. Parallels such as -+ JDN 'aman, -+1)fl heseQ, and --> dli'v) idt1m designate the

condition of a general, positive communal relationship or fellowship. The term pdq to-
gether with the pars. '"me1/'"mfinA refer to the ordered relationships with nature (Ps.

85:11-12[10-11]), in God's dealings with human beings (Neh.9:33; Ps.40:ll[10];
96:13;143:1; Hos. 2:21,2219,201; cf. also Isa.48:1; Jer.4:2; Zech. 8:8), between Da-

vid and God (1 K. 3:6), between the king and the people (Isa. 11:5), and among people

generally (l S. 26:23; Prov. 12:17; Isa. l:26; 26:2: 59:4). In an ordered, well-
established situation, often in a relationship between a superior and a subject, 'mn and

sdq refer to actions commensurate with the positive expectations of one's surround-

ings. The actions ofjust persons show that they are dependable.

The se/eq of either God or the king is associated with heseS (Ps. 85:llll0l;
89:15[ 14]; Hol2:2lll9l). God's l.teseQ and ;"daqk are beneficent (Ps. 33:5; 36:1 1[ l0];
40: I I [10]; 103 17:; Jer.9:23[24]; Hos. l0: I 2) and should be pursued (Prov. 2 l:2 I ). The

terms saddiq and hdsiQ are used parallel with reference to God (Ps. 145: 17) and people
(Ps.37:25ff.; Isa. 57:l), while seQeq and idl6m together describe fortunate, well-
ordered circumstances (Ps. 35:27; 85: I 1[10]), as do s"Qdqd and idl6m, though the last

two seem to emphasize more the action itself (Ps. 72:3; cf . v.'7 , where ial6m follows
saddtq; Isa. 48:18; 60:17). Indeed, idl6m itself can even result from s"ildqd (lsa.

3217). The adj. idlEm is used together with seieq to iefer to full and "just" weights

and measures (Dt. 25:15).
Use of ;dq with nn emphasizes especially a situation that is well established and

dependable, while its use with heseQ emphasizes generosity, and with ial6m the ele-

ment of harmony. Kellenberger articulates the delimitation of sdq from hese{ and
'eme!/'"mfind, while G. Gerleman focuses on the delimitation from heseQ.ae

b. One important parallel to sdq is God's -+ !ll?r yJ',so his beneficent, saving inter-

vention as an expression ofhis righteousness (Isa.45:8;51:5ff.;61:10;63:l; cf. also

Ps. 65:6[5] ; 7 l :2; 98:2; 1 16:5-6; l l 8: 1 5; ll9l23; lsa. 45:21:' 56: 1 ). The king can also

function as subject with such a parallel (Zech. 9:9), as can Jerusalem, which is said to

possess or receive seQeq and y"itt'A (lsa. 62:l).
lnPs.24:4-5 ;"ddqdparallels b"rdkL; "those who have clean hands and pure hearts"

will receive God's blessing and righteousness. Other parallels expressing strength and

48. F. Rosenthal, "$ed6k6, Charity," HUCA 23ll (1950/51) 4ll'30:' L. Jacobs, EncJud, XlY,
1 80-84.

49. Kellenberger, 43, 64ff., 87ff.; G. Gerleman, "Das iibervolle Mass: Ein Versuch mit
Haesaed," W 28 (1978) 151-64.

50. See esp. -) VI, 458ff.
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readiness include z"rba'(Isa.59:16); noteworthy associations in this regard also in-
cllc,de g"!firA (Ps. 7l:l6ff.) and y"ifi'A (Ps. 98:l-2), also gibb1r (Isa. 49:24), bz (Isa.

45:24), kdah (Job 37:23), and the series of parallels in Ps. I 1 1. In Ps. 22:32(31) 'ai6,

"do, carry out," is used as an absolute parallel, while its antitheses include useless hu-

man acts (Isa.57:12). Judging acts of deliverance also appearin the same context as

pdq (Ps. 7 l:2; 72:2; 82:3-4; Prov. 3 1 :9; Jer. 2O:12; cf. also Ps. 7: I 2[ I ll).
c. The element of legitimacy attaching to sdq can also evoke the claim for a fitting

show of respect or honor. In such cases sd4 appears together with kabbd (Ps. 97:6;
ll2:9; Prov. 8:18;21:21l' Isa. 58:8; 62:2), wtth iEm and tehiilA (Ps.48:llll0l;
89:17[l6];143:ll;Isa.61:11;cf.alsoPs.98:l-2;lsa.45:25),withnbra'o1€s.45:5[4];
65:6[5]), h61-w"hajar (1ll:3; cf.45:5[4]), ia-i (Isa. 6a:al5D, and tip'ere! (together

with t"ifi'A, Isa. 46: l3). Jer. 3l:22(23) uses n"weh-{edeq parallel with har haqqd/ei.
Other parallels to sdq include 'dr (Ps. 97:ll; 112'.4; Prov.4:18) and often miipdt (Ps.

37:6; Isa. 59:9; Mic. 7:9;Zeph.3:5).
d. The most frequent parallel to sdq is -+ UDI2D miipat (about 80 times). The estab-

lished order is often described by seQeq, and when that order is itself emphasized, au-

thors tend to distinguish less between sdq and miipat.sr
Ps. 19:10(9) uses the verb sajaq to characterize Yahweh's miipdtim as righteous.

Job asserts, "I am in the right (paiaqtt), and yet God has taken away my miipdf' (Job

34:5); Yahweh responds, "Will you even break my miipdt? Will you condemn me that
you may be justified (tisdaq)?" (Job 40:8).

The two terms seQeq and miipat are often used parallel and seem to be synonymous.

They are present in Jerusalem (Isa. 1:21); the ruler seeks miipat and is swift to foster

se/eq (Isa. 16:5). Such parallel usage, however, can also indicate an intensification.
When God's miipattm come, the inhabitants of the world learn se/eq (Isa. 26:9). The

king is to judge his own people with seQeq and his poor with miipat (Ps.72:2; cf. also

Job 29:14; Ps. 37:6; Isa. 32:1; Jer.22:13).In the expression miip"tA sidqeLd (Ps.

lI9:7,62,106,1641' cf . also vv. 15,160), ;eQeq is apparently the overriding concept char-

acteizing miipd!. Ps. 94:15 evokes the same context in its assertion that"miipAt will
return to ;eQeq"; seQeq is the overriding principle to which miipdt ideally corresponds

(hence the reading saddtq in the Syr. and elsewhere is to be rejected as secondary). Cf.
also Job 8:3;35:2; Eccl. 3:16.

An even more frequent juxtaposition associates miipat and seSaqd. God, the king,
or the individual administers or exercises ('aid)'Justice and righteousness" (2 S. 8:15;

I K. l0:9; Jer.9:23124):; Ezk. l8:5, etc.). The sequence can also be s"Qaqd and

miipdt(im) (Gen. 18:19; Dt.33t2l; Isa. 58:2). A king's reign can be established and up-

held with miipat and seQaqA (Isa. 9:6[7]). Yahweh expects miipat and s"8aq6; indeed,

by justice and righteousness he is exalted and shows himself holy (5:7,16). He fills
Zionwithit(33:5).Heloves p"daqAandmiipat (Ps.33:5);throughitZionandthose

51. A. Shusterman, The Universal Jewish Encyclopedia (New York, 1939ff.), IX, 165;

Miranda,93ff.; Cox, Cazelles (JANES 5 [973] 68ff.) and H. Niehr (Herrschen und Richten: Die
Wurzel ipt, im Ahen Orient und im AT. FzB 54 [1986], 358ff.) have presented exhaustive studies

of this conceptual pair.
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who repent are redeemed (Isa. l:27). The people should maintain and exercise miipdt
and s"fuaqA (56:l), though sometimes justice and righteousness can be far from the

people and even be turned back (59:9,14).

Amos uses similar imagery. The people :utrn miipat into wormwood and trample

;"ddqd underfoot (Am. 5:7; cf.6:12). Amos hopes thatmiipdt will "roll down like wa-

ters," and ;"ddqt "like an ever-flowing stream" (5:24). These two terms are occasion-

ally identified with corresponding or contrasting terms, e.g., with a "line" and "plum-

met" (Isa. 28:17), with "mighty mountains" and the "great deep" (Ps. 36:7[6]).

Similarly, miipdt will dwell in the wilderness, and ;"ddqd in the fruitful field (Isa.

32 16). When used with saddtq, miipdt often refers to the results or practical conse-

quences of righteousness. The ways of the Lord are miipat because he is also ;addtq
(Dr. 324', cf. Job 34:17; Ps. ll9:137: Zeph. 3:5). A person who is ;addiq also fosters

miipdt (Ps. 1:5; 37:30; Prov. l2,5;21 15)', when the wicked beguile the saddtq, miipdt
is perverted (Hab. 1:4).

The two terms miipat and sdq, however, are not synonymous. The semantic field of
"decision, judgment, law" attaches to miipat, while sdq focuses on the principle of
"what is right, correct." When miipdt then expands its semantic functions toward con-

crete commandments or actions, ;"ddqd can follow in that direction a bit further than

car, se{eq.
Close parallels include nah"ld, "lot, fate,"s2 in Isa. 54:17, andheleqs3 andzikkarbnsa

in Neh. 2:20. Here the meaning is "portion, legal right."
The term t6rL d^so appears together with sdq, though in reference not to the fulfill-

ment of individual commandments, but to the harmony between "knowing se{eq" and

"having God's t6r| in one's heart" (Isa. 5l:7). Ps. 119 juxtaposes sdq with several dif-
ferentterms referring to the law (vv.40,138,142,144,172). Similarreferences are made

ro the "straight way" (Ps. 5:9[8]; Prov.2:9), though in this parallel sd4 strikingly seems

to inhere more in God as the lawgiver rather than in people as those who fulfill the law.ss

e. Words for grace, mercy, compassion (rah"mim, rahfim, l.tannfrn) appear in various

contexts with sdq (Ps. l1l,3-4; ll2:4;116:5; Hos. 2:2lll9D. Although they do indeed

articulate a particular aspect ofsdq, they are not really synonymous. Fahlgren has sug-

gested that miipdt, ;"ddqd, '"me1, heseQ, and rahamtm all designate various degrees

along a scale at either end of which miipdt refers more to duty or obligation and

rahomim more to feeling.s6
f. Several parallels allude to a positive characteristic or demeanor. Such include -+

a?r ydiaa which with ;"ddqA or saddtq is used with references to the "way" (Ps.

5:9[8]; Prov.29,27) and to the "heart" (Dt. 9:5; 1 K. 3:6; Ps. 32:11; 36:ll[10];
64:11[0]; 94:15;97 ll). Other parallels include saddtq(im) andy"iartm (Job l7:8-9;
Ps. 33:1; 140 14113); Prov. 2 1: I 8). The Lord is both ;addtq arld yaiar (Dt. 32:4; cf. Ps.

52. +)nJ nahal, LX,319ff.
53. + IV. 448-49.
54. --> [Y,78-79.
55. See V.2 below.
56. Fahlgren, 146.
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ll9 137), and as ;addiq has an enduring relationship with the y"iartm (Ps. I 12:4).

Similarly, seSeq and various forms of yJr are used in parallel (Prov. l:3; 2:9), often in
connecrion with correct speech or just judgments (Ps. 9:9[8]; 58:2[1]; 98:9; Prov.

8:6ff.; 16:13; Isa. l1:4; 4519,cf.s"Qdqdastheconseqtenceof mAiartminPs.99:4;cf.
also Prov. 1 l:6).

When describing a person's disposition, attitude, and overall demeanor, ,5d4 is used

parallel with tam and related words (Job 9:2O; l2:4; 22:3; Ps. 7:9[8]; 15:2; cf. also

Prov. 1l:5;13 6;207;Job31:6).Noahisaniisaddiqandtamim(Gen.6:9).Yahweh's
works are tamtm, his ways are miipat, and he himself is saddtq and yaiar (Dt.32:4).
Other parallels in this context include tbp together with saddtq (l K.2:32;Prov.2:20;
13:22',Eccl.7:20 9:2; Isa. 3:10), and the subst. r0| with seQdqi (Ps. 145:7). Here t6f;
exhibits a broader semantic spectrum and as a result does not seem to focus on any spe-

cific aspect of;dq.
When ethical-moral issues are addressed, J1;11, tdhbr is used parallel with sdq

(Job 4:17; l7:9;Eccl.9:2), though also bor (Ps. l8:21,25120,241). Legal aspects are

emphasized when the parallel is ndqi (Ex. 23:7; Job 17:8-9; 22:19;27:17; Ps. 94:211,

Prov. I l:21).s7 The saddtq is identified with the innocent as in the case of -+ ilDl zdftd
(Job 15:14; 25.4;Ps.51:6[4]). Other parallels with similar meaning are ndf;6n (Ps.

112:6-7) and yir'a!'"lohim/yhwh (2 S. 23:3; Ps. 19: l0[9] ; 1 1 1 : l0).ss
g. The terms saddtq and hdkdm are often used together in wisdom literature (Prov.

9:9; I l:30; 23:24).ss God holds both in his hands (Eccl. 9:1). The saddiq utters hof;md

(Ps. 37:30). The kind ofexaggerated righteousness and wisdom one is advised to avoid
(Eccl. 7:16) is probably to be understood as an overt "self-actualization of wisdom."60

Other parallels include maikil (Job 22:2-3; cf. also Dnl. l2:3) and ne/tf;tm (Prov.

17:26). Together with the wise, the righteous are part of the elite, the elect group
(which later in Qumran also acquired special status).

h. In a fashion almost antithetical to the previous usage, paddtq is also identified
with the oppressed. Ps. 82:3-4 entreats God to'Justify" the weak and the orphan, the

lowly and the destitute, and Ps. 146:7-9 identihes the saddiqim with the oppressed, the

hungry, with prisoners, the blind, those who are bowed down, strangers, orphans, and

widows. All are part of the fellowship of the righteous and can thus legitimately claim
their portion in righteousness. In this context sdq is synonymous with 'ant and
'ef;ybn.or The poor person has not violated the fellowship and thus remains saddiq (Ps.

1 40: 13 - 1 4[12- 1 3] ; Prov. 3 1 : 9 ; Am. 2:6; 5 :12; cf. also P s. 7 2:2; 103 :6; Zeph. 23).e2 16"
king too is saddtq and'ani in his relationship to God (Zech. 9:9).

57. -+ itlJ naq6, IX, 557ff.
58. See R. B. Y. Scott, "Wise and Foolish, Righteous and Wicked," Studies in the Religion of

Ancient Israel. SW 23 (1972),146-65.
59. -+ Elfll l.talam (chdkham), lY,372.
60. M. SabO, 'E)11 hkm to be wise," TLOT l, 419.
61. -+ i'119 'ani; -+ IIIN 'elydn ('ebhybn), I,21ff.
62. See H. Donner, "Die soziale Botschaft der Propheten im Lichte der Gesellshaftsordnung

in Israel," OrAnt 2 (1963) 229-45.
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2. Antonyms. Fahlgren has exhaustively studied the antonyms of sdq,63 among
which -+ yUil rdia' is especially prominent. The rdid'hates rhe saddiq (ps.
34:22121)).It is especially in the Psalms and wisdom literature that the saddtq ar,d
raia' appear as antitheses.6a The functions of masc. reia' and fem. rii'A recall the dis-
tinction between seQeq and $"d.aq6.as

lY. l. Verb. The verb occurs 4l times, and in its 22 occunences in the qal it means
"be just/righteous, emerge as jusUrighteous." Subjects include God (Ps. 5l:6tal),
God's miipdtim (Ps. l9:10[9]), or people. The context often involves a dispute or com-
parison between two parties; the party who wins, who is right or is shown to be right, is
righteous. A person can be in the right over against another person (Gen. 38:26; Ezk.
16:52), though not before God (Isa. 43.9,26), "for no one living is righteous" before
God (Ps. 143:2). Thus does the book of Job repeatedly ask whether Job or any person
can be righteous before God (e.g., Iob 4:17).In relation to God, a person can be righ-
teous only in or through God (Isa. 45:25).

According to Dnl. 8;14, the sancruary will ultimately be'Justified" (niphal), i.e.,
"shall be restored to its rightful state."

Of the 5 occurrences in the piel, 3 (Jer. 3:1l;Ezk. 16:51,52) describe how rhe sins of
"false Judah" allow "faithless Israel" to appear righteous. Job is chastised for having
claimed to be in the right before God (Job 32:2), and Elihu exhorts Job, "speak, for I
desire to justify you" (33:32). These passages are concerned primarily with situational
justification or righteousness.

The hiphil hisdiq occurs 12 times and means "declare righteous, help someone to
their right, exonerate." The subject is generally a judge or persons who by virtue of
their office are able to confirm that someone is in the right or can help such a person es-
tablish that right (8x.23:7;Dt.25:t:2 S. 15:4: I K. g:32; Job27:5; prov. 17:15; Isa.
5:23). The poor and oppressed can legitimately claim their right to be 'Justified," in
which case sdqhiphll can also mean "deliver, help" (Ps.82:3; Isa.50:8; 53:ll; Dnl.
12:3). The verb is used in the hithpael in Gen. 44: l6: "How can we justify [i.e., clear]
ourselves?"

2. pe/eq. The masc. slbst. seQeq occurs 119 times and refers to the ordered, divine
principle, though it can also evoke the notion of active intervention, an activity evident
in many passages. God's righteousness (also in the sense of "deliverance" or "vindica-
tion") is near (Isa. 5 I :5); it both precedes and follows him (Ps. 85: 14t l3l). Yahweh will
make the psalmist's vindication shine like the light (Ps. 37:6). The people's own vindi-
cation will go before them (Isa. 58:8). Such righteousness will even look down from
the sky (Ps. 85: l2[ 1]), and Yahweh will "let rhe skies rain down righreousness" (Isa.

63. Fahlgren, l-77.
64. C. van Leeuwen, "!il?i r.i'to be impious/guilty," TLOT lll, 1262-63; -+ )O: kasal, yll,

264ff.; -+ I1'1) kara!, VII, 339ff.; see IV.5 below.
65. In this regard see B. Johnson, "Der Bedeutungsunterschied zwischen scidciq und sedaqa,"

ASTr tt (1978) 3l-39.
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45:8; Hos. lO:12). Righteousness will be the belt around the king's waist (Isa. l1:5)
and will rise up to meet King Cyrus (Isa. 41:2). All these examples evoke the notion of
dynamic activity.

Other passages emphasize what is already firmly established and dependable. Righ-

teousness is said to have lodged in the city (Isa. 1:21). Even the foundation of God's

throne is made of seQeq and miipat (Ps. 89:15[14)197:2;00 cf. also Ptov.251.5; 16:12

with s"!aqd; 20:28 with hesefi.
These two aspects often overlap. When God's right hand is filled with se/eq (Ps.

48:l I [10]), when heaven or the psalmist tells of God's righteousness (35:28; 40: l0[9];
5O:6;97:6), the reference is to God's beneficent and saving order.

The king and judge should love seQeq and judge with seieq (Dt. l: l6; Ps. 45:8[7];

Prov. 31 :9).67 It is noteworthy that seQeq can be introduced not only with prepositions

(see below), but also as a direct object. In such cases the accusative can be understood

adverbially, e.g., in the sense of 'Judging in a seSeq fashion"; such usage can also mean

that se/eq itself is the content of the action and not just the principle according to

which the action is carried out.

When Ps. 119 repeatedly describes God's commandments and ordinances as

se/eq, it is probably referring first of all to Yahweh's established order. The term

se/eq descrlbes what Yahweh appoints (Ps. 119:138), hears (Ps. 17:1)' and speaks

(Isa.45:19); what one knows (Isa. 5l:7), seeks (Zeph.2:3), learns (Prov. 1:3; Isa.

269,10), understands (Prov. 2:9), and says (Ps. 52:5[3]; 58:2[1]); Prov. l2:17).
Striving for seQeq also includes the aspect of claiming what is rightfully due; as a le-

gitimate claim of this sort, ;eQeq is based both on the God-given order of things and

on his saving activity. One should pursue justice (Dt. 16:20; Isa. 5l: l), clothe oneself

in righteousness (Ps. 132:9; Job 2914), do right (Ps. l5:2; ll9:l2l:' Isa. 64:4[5]),

and ascribe sejeqto the Creator (Job 36:3) by describing both God and his actions

with appropriate respect (cf. Isa. 62:2, which parallels seieq and kAbbil. Both the

new king (Jer.23:6) and the city of Jerusalem (Jer.33:16) are given thenameyhwh
silqEnfi, "Yahweh is our righteousness," perhaps in contrast to the name of King
Zedekiah.6s Yahweh is the salvation and deliverance of his people, but also their

rightful portion. The oppression of the poor and the violation of their seSeq and

miipdt (Eccl. 5:7[8]) simultaneously disrupts God's order, obstructs salvation, and

pushes aside the legitimate claims of the poor. Ps.85:11(10) describes the antitheti-

cal, harmonious situation in which heseS and 'eme! meet and seQeq and ial6m kiss

each other.
The term seQeq is often used in prepositional phrases, generally with b"; e.g.,

Yahweh or a person (often the king) judges b";eQeq (Lev. 19:15; Ps.9:9[8];12:2;
96:13:98:91 Isa. I l:4). Such judgment is also associated with ft", "Judge me [vindicate
mel, O Yahweh, my God, k";i{q"f;d, according to your righteousness" (Ps. 35:24).

66. --+ NO) kissc', YIl,232ff.
67. See K. Whitelam, The Just King. JSOTSUp 12 (1979).
68. J. J. Stamm. "Der Name Zedektal' De la Tirah au Messie. FS H. Cazelles. AOAT 212

(1981),227-3s.
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Supplicants praise Yahweh "due to his righteousness" (7:18tl7l) and hope and antici-
pate that Yahweh will judge them according to their righteousness (7:9[8];
18:21,25[20,24]); here tdm and bor "innocence" and "purity," are often enumerated as
parallels ofhuman righteousness. In such prepositional phrases, b'generally alludes to
the activity of sejeq, while k'emphasizes seQeq as the existing order. Similarly, heseQ,
berdf,d, and rahamtm are used with both b" and ftr, while 'emeg *mfrn6, yeia', y"ifr'd,
and ial6m are associated with De but never with kl The activity in b" + sejeq is in-
volved, e.g., when Yahweh arouses Cyrus in righteousness (Isa.45:13), when he an-
swers supplicants (Ps. 65:6[5]), and when he takes Israel as his wife forever (Hos.
2:21119); probably to be understood as beth pretii't). A person can behold God's face
in righteousness (Ps. 17:15) and summon a person before the court in righteousness
(Isa. 59:4).

The expression b" + seQeq can also refer to the established order. A person should
speak in righteousness (Prov. 8:8), the king's throne should be established in righteous-
ness (Prov. 25:5). on the other hand, righteous people can also perish in their righ-
teousness (Eccl. 7:15; some scholars describe this usage as beth concessivum, "perish
despite their righteousness"To).

ln Jer. 22:13 the prophet accuses the king of having built his house D,/o t{ ejeq and
his upper rooms b"l6'-miipdt. Just as with miipdt, the negated form of seSeq indicates
not only unrighteousness as such, but also the exaggerated, excessive element that is so
at odds with the correct, established order of things.

other prepositions are used as well. The righteous can turn from (min) their righ-
teousness (Ezk.3:20). A king should reign l"seQeq, "in righteousness" (Isa. 32:l).zt
One can even say that miipat will return to ('ail seQeq (Ps. 94:15). Yahweh acts
l"ma'an si/q6, "for the sake of his righteousness" (lsa. 42:21).

A whole series of passages associates seSeq witl, other substs.: mo'zena-sejeq,
"honest balances" (Job 31:6; Ezk.45:lO; cf. also Lev. 19:36; Dt. 25:15); zibb€-;edeq,
"right sacrifices" (Dt. 33 19:' Ps. 4:6[5]; 5l:2lll9l). Construct expressions with seQeq
include maqbm, "place of righteousness" (Eccl. 3:16); ndweh, "abode of righteous-
ness" (Job 8:6; Jer.3l:23;50:7), city (Isa. l:26), oaks (Isa.6l:3), ways (ps.23:3),
gates (Ps. ll8:19), and lips (Prov. 16:13). The expression miipat-;edeq (Dt. 16:18;
Ps. l19:160) refers to judgment on the basis of righteousness. God's own miipeta-
sejeq are his righteous judgments or commandments (Ps. ll97,62,106,164; Isa.
58:2). other combinations include the right hand of God's righteousness (Isa. 4l:10)
and his righteous promise (Ps. l19:123). Reference to Yahweh as iopey sejeq (ps.
9:5[4); Jer. 1 l:20) can be understood as "righteous judge" or as 'Judge who judges
righteousness." Combinations such as '"bhA ;iilqi, "God of my righteousness" (ps.
a:2ll), and h"pesA siQqi, "those who desire my vindicarion" (Ps. 35:27), show thar
such righteousness or vindication is indeed something to which the supplicant can

69. See Kellenberger, 162ff.
70. F. Piotti, "Osservazioni su alcuni problemi esegetici nel libro dell'Ecclesiastel' BeO 22

(t980) 243-s3.
71. See J. V. Olley, "Notes on Isaiah 32:1, 45:19,23 and 63:1," VT 33 (1983) 446-53.
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make a legitimate claim, but that at the same time the basis for this claim is not in the

supplicant. but in God.

In Ps. 45:5(4) the king rides victoriously for 'eme! afld 'anwd-seieq. The second ex-

pression can perhaps be understood adverbially in the sense of "appropriate humility"
or as "wronged right."zz

3. ;e1aqd. The fem. subst. ;"fidqd occurs 157 times and often goes a step further than

seSeq in concretizing the underlying notion,73 possibly a result of its use, unlike ;eQeq,

in the plural (S"dAq60 in reference to actions actually manifesting righteousness.

Yahweh's owr, s"Qaqd is described as an entity with widespread and enduring stabil-

ity. It is like the mighty mountains (Ps. 36:7[6]), reaching even as high as the heavens

(71:19). It will endure forever (111:3; ll2:3,9; Isa. 51:8) and will never cease (Isa.

51:6). Indeed,itis seQeq forever (Ps. I 19:142). Such ;"ddqd can also enter into a posi-

tive relation to God as an independent entity in its own right. It is present with him and

only with him (Isa. 45:24; Dnl.9:7). He puts it on like a breastplate (Isa.59:17), he

does not violate it (Job 37:23); indeed, he loves it (Ps. 1 l:7;33:5).It can also be found

in wisdom (Prov. 8:18).
Above all, however, S"ddqd refers to Yahweh's positive and beneficent intervention.

It is for the people (Dt. 6:25; 24 13), comes forth from the mouth of Yahweh (Isa.

45:23), is near (46:13 51:6), is rhe people's vindication from Yahweh (54:17), and up-

holds Yahweh himself when he intervenes (59: l6). Not surprisingly, the people lament

when ir is absenr (59:9,14). Such justice can also be executed (Dt. 33:21). Yahweh per-

forms s"laq61for his people (l S. l2:7; Ps. 103:6). He makes righteousness his plum-

mer (Isa. 28:17),fills Zion with it (33:5), appoints it as the people's taskmaster (60:17),

makes it spring up (61: I 1), bestows it on the king's son (Ps. 72: l), and reveals it before

the nations (Ps. 98:2).
In Gen. 15:6 Yahweh reckons ;"ddqd to Abraham.Ta A similar passage reckons

Phinehas's intercession as righteousness (lisidqA, Ps. 106:3 l). In Gen. 15:6 s"Qdqd is

used without a preposition, showing that the fem. suf. in wayyahi"leha can be colored

by ;'ddqA.15 This construction along with the consecutive verb form w"he'"mtn empha-

size the divine action; God made promises to him, he believed, and God reckoned it to

him as righteousness.
A new understanding of this verse has emerged that takes Abraham as the consistent

72. J. S. M. Mulder, Studies on Psalm 45 (Nijmegen,l972), 106tr.
73. See 4 below.
74. Concerning the verse's construction and content, see G. von Rad, "Faith Reckoned as

Righteousness l' The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other Essays (Eng. trans. 1968) 125-30;

H. Wildberger, "'Glauben'im AT," ZTK 65 (1968) 129-59; Stendebach; D. H. van Daalen,

"Paul's Docirine of Justification and Its OT Roots," Srudia Evangelica 6 (196911 3) 556-70, esp.

563; H. H. Schmid, "Gerechtigkeit und Glaube: Genesis 15:1-6 und sein biblisch-theologischer
Konrext," EvT 40 (1980) 396-420; H. Gross, "'Rechtfertigung'im AT: Bibeltheologische
Beobachtungenl' Kontinuitcit und Einheit. FS F Mussner (Freiburg, 1981), 17-29: and esp. -+

)Wn fiAiap, Y,228ff.; also -+ lDll 'aman, esp. I, 305.

75. H. S. Nyberg, Hebreisk Srammatik (Uppsala, 1952)' $84q.
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subject throughout the verse.76 That is, Abraham believed the Lord and reckoned it
(i.e., what the Lord had promised) to him as (a manifestation of his) righteousness. Ele-
ments militating against this view include especially the consecutive verb form and the
divine name immediately before the verb "and he reckoned," where "he" can more nat-
urally refer to God.77

In a whole series of passages, especially within wisdom literature, it is difficult to
determine whether ;"ddqd is an expression of divine or human activity. After the Spirit
is poured out, righteousness will dwell in the fruitful field (Isa. 32:16). Righreousness
delivers from death (Prov. l0:2; I l:4), guards those whose ways are upright (13:6), and
exalts a nation (14:34). In one instance the earth itself is the subject that causes salva-
tion (yeia') to spring up and q"ddqd to sprour forth (Isa. 45:8).

Yahweh's ;"daqa is a positive, beneficent activity directed toward human beings,
who are then its recipients (Ps. 24:5). The appropriate human response is to confess,
extol, and praise Yahweh's righteousness (Jgs. 5:ll; ps. 22:32[31]; 40:lltl0l;
5l:16[14]; 1l:llff.;88:13[l2]; 145:1;Mic.6:5;7:9). At the same time, God's salvific
intervention becomes the seQaqd of those who receive it; "yahweh has brought forth
ow s"Qaq6!; come, let us declare in zion the work of Yahweh our God" (Jer. 5 I : l0). If
Israel would but pay attention to Yahweh's commandments, its idl6m woild be like a
river, and its s"daqa hke the waves of the sea (Isa. 48: l8). Another metaphor compares
s."ddqd to an ever-flowing stream (Am. 5:24).

The exercise of human righteousness is generally expressed with the verb 'ai6
(about 20 times, often together with miipdr) such that people "do" or "perform" righ-
teousness (andjustice). other verbs include "fiIl" (Isa. 33:5), "sow" (prov. l l:18), and
"pursue" (Prov. l5:9; 2l:21). A person's ;rdaqA is important for others, for one,s fel-
lows (Job 35:8); it keeps the ways of the righteous straight and saves them (prov.
I1:5,6).Thes"Qaqa thatpeopleexerciseultimatelyretirrnstothem (Ezk.3; 18; 33).
Subjects in this sense include even God (1 5.26:23: Job 33;26).

People's ;"ddqa can also be evaluated negatively as either missing entirely or, if
present, as a negative entity. "I will concede your righteousness and your works
(ma'aieh), but they will not help you" (lsa. 57:12).'All our ;"ddq6! are like a filthy
cloth" (64:5[6]). These passages refer to the righteousness people generate from within
themselves without the proper relationship to God.

In a number of passages ;"ddqd has the extended meaning "legitimate claim." Jacob
received sheep and goats of a certain color as his wage, and a check would show his
;"ddqa (Gen. 30:33). Although his righteousness naturally derives from his having
genuinely kept to the agreement,his seQdqd is also, in a completely concrete sense, the
livestock he now legitimately possesses. Mephibosheth has no further rights: "what
further right (seQdqA) have I, rhen, ro appeal to rhe king?" (2 S. 19:291281). Nehemiah

76. Already proposed by Ramban as early as the l3th century, more recently by L. Gaston,
'Abraham and the Righteousness of God," Horizons in Biblical rheology 2 (1980) 39-6g; and
M. Oeming, "Ist Genesis 15:6 ein Beleg fiir die Anrechnung des Glaubens zur Gerechtigkeit?"
zAw 9s (1983) 182-97.

77. B. Johnson, "who Reckoned Righteousness to whom?" sEA 5l/52 (lgg6tg7) l0g-15.
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turns away the neighboring peoples with the words, "You have no portion or s"laqd or

memorial in Jerusalem" (Neh. 2:20). Those who deprive the innocent of their rights

(Isa. 5:23) forfeit their own rights within society. Amos commensurately reproaches

those who fimmiipat into wormwood and trample ;"ddqA underfoot (Am.5:7). Isa.

lO:22 is a difficult passage: "Destruction is decreed, overflowing with s"flaqil' The

compressed construction allows various translations.T8

As was the case with seQeq, the most frequent preposition used with ;"ddq| is bl In

the larger sense, God shows himself holy by righteousness (Isa. 5:16) and indeed is

God in this sense (Zech. 8:8). Furthermore, however, in such righteousness God also

speaks (Isa.63:l), guides (Ps.5:9[8]), delivers and saves (31:2lll:.71:2), "gives me

life" (119:40), "gives ear to my supplications" (143:l), and "helps me" (143:11). In

this expression as well, q"ddqd often appears as an independent entity, and the demar-

cation between divine and human ;"ddqd again becomes more fluid. In Zion those who

repenr will be redeemed by ;"{dqd (Isa. l:27); both the throne and the people will be

firmly established with ;"ddqd (Prov. 16:12; Isa. 9:6[7]; 54:14). A person should walk

and invoke the name of God in s"1dq6 (1 K. 3:6; Isa.48:1; Jer.4:2).In s"laqdthe
mountains and hills yield idl6m (Ps.72:3). "Better is a little with s"daqA than large in-

come bel6' miipaf' (Prov. 16:8). Offerings should be presented in s"ldqd (Mal. 3:3).

The people are exalted in Yahweh's q"ddqd (Ps. 89:17[16]), while their adversaries

cannot "come into it" (Ps.69:281271), an expression in which ;"ddqd is understood al-

most as a sphere. Righteousness is not "present" in people; rather, people live in God's

righteousness. Whoever does righteousness will live (Ezk. 1822)' though even the

righteousness of Noah, Daniel, and Job could not save the faithless city Jerusalem

(Ezk. l4:14ff.). It is not the people's own s"Qaqd, but rather Yahweh's beneficent inter-

vention that makes the conquest of the land possible; "it is not because of your righ-

teousness or the uprightness of your heart that you are going to occupy their land" (Dt.

9:4tr.).
The prep. t'is used in Dnl. 9:16: "O Lord, in view ofall your ;"ddq6!' let your an-

ger and wrath turn away." God's "righteous acts" are his earlier deeds on behalf of his

people. Supplicants can also petition God to act commensurate with their own {"dAqA

(Z S. ZZ,Z|,Z5 ; par. Ps. 18:21,25120,24) ;ede q ; cf' also I K. 8: 32). The prep. min is also

used with ;"ddqa.A person can be far "from" ;"ddq6 (Isa. 46:12), and a righteous per-

son can even turn away "from" that righteousness (Ezk. 18:24,26;33:18). The prep. l'
is used in Ps. 106:31 (see above). One can sow lisfldqA, and the rain comes lisddqA

(Hos. l0:12; Joel 2:23).Here s"Qaqd refers to growth and is almost synonymous with

idl6m and berdf;A (or is Joel actually thinking of the established order in the sense of
"at the right time"?). The prep. 'al is used twice in reference to "trusting in one's righ-

teousness and yet committing iniquity" (Ezk. 33:13), and to "presenting a supplication

on the ground of one's righteousness" (Dnl. 9:18).

Construct expressions include references to "effects" or consequences (Isa. 32:17),

78. See J. G. McConville, "Ezra-Nehemiah and the Fulfillment of Prophecy," yr 36 (1986)

205-24, esp.22O.
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a robe (Isa. 6l:10), branch (Jer. 33:15), fruit (Am. 6:12), sun (Mal.3:20[4:2]), path or
way (Prov. 8:20; 12:28:- 16:31) of "righteousness." In the expression kdn-seQdqa (prov.
l1:19), ;"daqd is probably meant adverbially in the sense of "steadfast in righteous-
ness."

4. Distinction between se/eq and ;"ddqd.Hence the semantic fields of segeq and,
{ddqA do not completely coincide. Although the two terms are indeed often used syn-
onymously, ;"ddqA is more often involved in clear concrete references and as a result,
unllke seQeq, can also be used in the plural.

O. Procksch has articulated this distinction, taking as his point of departure similar
distinctions in other word pairs and comparing the relationship between se/eq and
;"daqd to that between fuey' and b"!a'd, namely, as one between an objective term and a
subjective disposition toward it.7e In this sense he describes ;eQeq as "order" and
;"ddqd as "integration, incorporation." A. Jepsen then concludes that segeq refers to
the proper order, s"flaqd to the appropriate behavior within that order.8o Only in the
later period does seieq assume the function of se/dqd when the latter becomes more
concrete. Justesen, Scullion, and Schmid present similar views. Schmid draws from
Jepsen's work in suggesting that this order is based above all on seQeq; i.e., segeq rep-
resents the correct, God-given, salvific order of the world, and seQaqd the proper,
salvific demeanor commensurate with that order, including within the administration
of justice.8t For cri.isemann (cf. also Michel), {edeq is an abstraction or a quality,
;"daqd a deed or, perhaps better, an action. The eumran texts also seem to recognize
this distinction (Betz). Jepsen's and others' arguments have also been supported by
B. Johnson.82

Although se/eq and p'daqd are in many instances interchangeable, they cannot re-
ally be treated as synonyms; $edeq evokes the notion of correctness and order, while
;"daqd emphasizes action and activity rather than condition. In this sense srQaqd repre-
sents s e 8e q functionally.

Furthermore, {edeq is often associated with God. His right hand is frlled with seSeq
(Ps. 48:l lll0l; cf. in this regard Isa. 4l: l0; Jer. 50:7; Job 8:6), and the gares of seQeq
(Ps. l18:19) are parallel to Yahweh's own gate. The people as "oaks of seQeq" (rsa.
61:3) are called "plantings of Yahweh." The very foundations of yahweh's throne are
seSeq and miipdt (Ps. 89:15[14]).

By contrast, ;"daqa is often associated with movement, and can even be compared
with flowing water (Isa. 48:18; Am.5:24) and growrh (ps.72:3; prov. ll:lg; Isa.
6l:ll; Joel 2:23; Am.5:7;6:12). Meraphorically seQeq is ofren identified with the
blessing that comes from heaven, while p"ddqd manifests itself in the earth's fertility.

79. Procksch, Theologie des ATs, 569.

^ 
80 l?Tr und i1y'73 im AT," Gortes wort und Gottes l,and. FS H. w. Hertzberg (Grittingen,

1965), 78-89 = idem, Der Herr ist Gotr. Aufscitze zur wissenschafi vom AT (Berlii, tslg), izt-
29.

81. Gerechtigkeit als Weltordnung.
82. Johnson, ASTI 1L (1978) 3l-39.
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"Let the skies rain down seieq. . . let the earth open . . . and let it cause seQdqd to

sprout up also" (Isa. 45:8). "Sow for yourselves s"Qaq6; reap hese{. . . for it is time to

seek Yahweh, that he may come and rain seQeq upon you" (Hos. 10:12). Similarly'
,,hese/ atd'eme! will meet; seQeq and idl6m will kiss each other. 'eme! will spring up

from the ground, and seQeq will look down from the sky. Yahweh will give what is

good, and our land will yield its increase. ;edeq wlll go before him, and will make a

parh for his steps" (Ps. 85: l1-14t10-131). Cf. also Ps. 65, which describes God's seQeq

(v. 6[5]) also as a harvest blessing.

Especially in metaphorical language, masc. seQeq is clearly associated with heaven

and rain, fem. s,/aqd more with the earth and its fertility, suggesting, of course, that

the background to such usage might be found in earlier Canaanite usage. What is then

striking, however, is that Yahweh, Israel's God, is not identified more closely with one

of the two terms, e.g., with seieq such that an individual or the people might then re-

spond with ;"ddqd.Instead, Yahweh is associated equally with both se/eq and ;"daqi.
He is not only the guarantor of the principle of seQeq, he also actively intervenes and

implements ;"ddqd.

5. saddtq. With 206 occurrences, the adj. ;addiq is the most frequently occurring

derivative of the root sdq.It c4nbe associated with both God and human beings, but not

really with things or actions. Only in Dt. 4:8 are God's lluqqtm and miipattm called

saddiqim.
When God is described as saddiq, the context generally involves actions through

which he demonstrates his righteousness. It is not a character trait inhering in God that

is described, but rather his beneficent intervention. God is ajust and saving God (Isa.

45:21).In this context ;addtq parallels hannfin, rahfim, and hdst/ (Ps. ll2:4; l16:5;

145 17). The evil ofthe wicked is brought to an end, and the rights ofthe righteous are

established (Ps. 7:10,12[9,11]; 1l7; 1294; Jet 20:12). The just God acts righteously

when he chastises the people for their wickedness and tries to prompt them to repent

(Zeph.3:5). People should praise God by confessing him as 'Just and upright" (Dt.

32:4;Ps. ll9:137 Isa. 41:26). The accused can acknowledge a plaintiff as saddiq and

confess their own guilt (Ex. 9:21;Jer. 12:1); indeed, chastisement often prompts the

people to make such a confession (2 Ch. 12:6:Ezr.9:15; Neh. 9:8.33; Lam. 1:18; Dnl.

9:14), aconfession acknowledging that Yahweh is in the right and that the people bear

all the guilt. Yet precisely because God remains ;addiq, the people can hope to be for-

given and reestablished. Ier. 235 promises a semah Saddiq, a righteous (or "legiti-

mate") branch,83 who will rule as king with wisdom and will implement miipat and

;"ddq6. Zech. 9:9 describes the king as saddtq, n1ia', "victorious," and 'ani, "humble."

A king is saddiq when he has the right relationship with both God and his subjects (2 S.

23:3).
Noah was called saddtq, more specifically tamim, and was a person who walked

83. J. Swetnam, "Some Observations on the Background of i2!1I in Jeremia 23,5a1' Bibl 46

(196s) 29-40.
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with God (Gen. 6:9; cf. also v.22;7:1).Indeed, his righteousness can also be viewed
from the perspective of election on behalf of the world.8a Abimelech is saddtq be-
cause he acted in the integrity ofhis heart and the innocence ofhis hands (Gen.20:4-
5). Because the people did not participate in Jehu's conspiracy, Jehu tells them, "you
Ne saddiqtm" (2 K. l0:9). David is saddtq when he spares saul (t s. 24:17-lg), and
Ishbaal (Ish-bosheth) when he, innocent, is murdered in his own house (2 S.4:ll).
The 'epeQ is saddtq when through his knowledge he "makes many righteous" (Isa.
53:l l;.ss

Several passages describe what it means to be saddtq, and although standards are
presented in the Decalog, in the gate liturgies Ps. 15 and 24, and in Job 3l and Ezk.
l8:5ff. (cf. also Ezk.3;33), the descriptions vary widely. There are no fixed lists as
such, but rather only collections of examples. Such enumerations often begin with the
relationship to God, e.g., in the form of a rejection of foreign gods, and end with sum-
mary exhortations such as "walk upright," "keep God's commandments," etc., and in
thissense saddtq cancharacteizethe conductof aperson'slife(Job l7:9;ps. l:6;
Prov.2:20;4:18;20:7; Eccl.7:15; rsa.26:7).Hab.2:4 associates "righteousness" and
"life" much along these lines: "Their spirit [the Chaldean oppressors] is not right in
them, but the saddtq lives by his'"mfinA";86here'"me! (Ezk. 18:9) or'"mfrn| is the ba-
sic disposition manifesring itself in dependability and loyalty (cf. also prov. 2l;21;
Ezk.33:12).

Gen. 18:23ff. and then several passages in wisdom literature tse saddiq with no fur-
ther qualifying terms. The hearts and thoughts of the righteous focus on what is right
(Prov. I l:9: l2:5; 15:28). The righteous speak what is right (ps. 37:30; prov.
lo:11,20,21,31,32) and detest lies (Prov. l3:5). Their fruit is a tree of life (prov. l l:30).
In court they support the just causes (Ps. l:5; 141:5; prov. 12:26;21:12.15; Ezk.
23:45). They are compassionate and generous, helping the oppressed (ps. 37:21; prov.
2l:26;29:7) and even animals (Prov. 12:10). They rejoice in yahweh and take their ref-
uge in him (Ps. 64:1 I [10]), and for that reason are able to stand firm, confident and un-
deterred (Prov. 10:25; 14:32;28l.l); hence the fathers ofthe righteous "greatly rejoice',
over them (23:24).

The notion of saddtq is often contrasted with raiA',87 and the two terms together can
even function as an expression of totality, e.g., when yahweh says he will destroy both
the saddtq and the rdid'(Ezk.21:8t31). According to Ecclesiastes (7:r5; 8:r4;9:2),the
;addtq often fare exactly as do the rdia', i.e., the author sees no mechanical relation-
ship between righteousness and good fortune. Nor are any persons so righteous that
they do not sin (7:20), and the shadow of righteousness, of course, is always self-

84. M. Clark, "The Righteousness of Noah," lrl 2l (l91l) 261-80.
85. See H. Simian-Yofre, "La teodicea del Deureroisaiasl, Bibl 62 (l9gl) sS-iZ.
86. IDll 'aman, r,318-19; cf. w. T. in der Smitten, "Hababuk 2,4 als prophetische Definition

des Gerechten," Bausteine biblischer Theologie. FS G. J. Botterweck. BBBao {0977),291-3oo;
J. M. scott, 'A New Approach to Habakkuk II 4-5A," IrI35 (1985) 330-40; A. H. J. Gunneweg,
"Habakuk und das Problem des leidenden ?ry: ZAW 98 (1986) 400-15.

87. See w. S. Prinsloo, "Psalm l, die saddiqim en die fia'im: NGTT 22 (l9gl) 80-90.
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righteousness (Job 32:1). Even while abiding in God's own hand, the righteous are not

protected from misfortune, but rather are continually exposed to the assaults ofevil, ei-

ther under the guise of the law itself (Ex. 23:8; Dt. l6:19; Prov. l7:15,26; l8:5;24:15;
lsa. 5:23; 29:21; Am. 2:6;5:12) or in the form of outright persecution by the wicked

(Jobl2:4;34:11 Ps.31:19[18];34:221211;37:12,32;94:21;Prov.25:26;Lam'4:13;
Ezk. l3:22;Hab. 1:4). In such situations the righteous turn to God in lament and prayer

(Isa. 57:l; Hab. 1:3-4), even though the response is frequently seen precisely in a test-

ing of the righteous (Ps. 11:5).88

6. sdq min. The construction sdq minis often used comparatively in the sense of
"more righteous than," though such use involves a comparison of two juxtaposed par-

ties rather than a situation in which both are measured against some standard.as The

pertinent question is then, who in such situations is actually the righteous person?

In Gen. 38:26 Tamar confronts her father-in-law Judah, and with the words ;dd"qd
mimmennt he admits that she rather than he is in the right. So also is David more righ-

teous than Saul (l S. 24:l8t17l), and Abner and Amasa more righteous than Joab (1 K.

2:32). Although the comparison between the two apostate sisters Israel and Judah (Jer.

3: I l; Ezk. 16:51-52) certainly suggests that one or the other is to be judged more righ-

teous, the judgment "Israel is more righteous than Judah" means rather that the severity

of Judah's own sins merely makes its sister Israel "appear righteous."

Iob 4:17 poses the rhetorical question whether mortals can be righteous before God,

and in 32:2 and 35:2 Job is accused of having claimed to be righteous before God.eo If
Job is serious about winning this competition, he must also be prepared to maintain and

renew all of creation. Lk. 18:14 apparently contains an NT version of sdq min.

V. Function.
l. Covenant. The notion behind sdq is closely related to -+ llr'13 b"rilin its reference

to demeanor commensurate with the covenant.st Following the study by N. Glueck,e2

hesej was understood as the designation for the positive content of the covenant, a view

88. See V.4 below.
89. GK, $133b,c.
90. See in this regard G. Fohrer, "The Righteous Man in Job 31," in J. L. Crenshaw and J. F.

Willis, eds., Essays in OT Ethics (New York, 1974), l-22; G. Many, Der Rechtsstreit mit Gott im

Hiobbuch (Sangm61ima, Cameroon, 1971); B. Halpern, "Yhwh's Summary Justice in Job XIV
20: w 28 (1978) 472-74.

91. cf. E. Nielsen, ..The Righteous and the wicked in Habaqquq," sT 6 (1952) 54-78; W. R.

Roehrs, "Der alttestamentliche Bund und die Rechtfertigung durch den Glauben," Lutherischer

Rundblick 12 (1964) 154-74 J. E. Eggleton, "The Ethical Import of Select Theological Concepts

Reflected in the Thought of tlie Early Eighth Century s.c. Hebrew Prophets" (diss., Univ. of
Iowa, 1973); P. Buis, Itt notion d'alliance dans I'AT. LD 88 (1976); Sanders, 198ff.; D. J. Mc-

Carthy, Treaty and Covenant. AnBibl 2lA 121979r.
9i. Oas Wort hesed im alttestamentlichen Sprachgebrauche als menschliche und gdttliche

gemeinschaftgemiisse verhaltungsweise' BZAW 47 (1927; 21961) = I.lesed in the Bible (Eng'

trans. 1967).
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modified in more recent studies.e3 The term hese{, however, not only refers to the con-
tent ofthe covenant, but also functions as a parallel to bert1. Furthermore, recent schol-
ars' demarcation and dating of various understandings of the covenant is no longer as

unequivocal as was earlier the case. These reservations notwithstanding,however, heseQ
and sdq are the most obvious terms used to express positive demeanor within the cove-
nant or in a community or fellowship in the larger sense. The distinctionbetween heseS
and, sdq in this context is that heseQ expresses open, even ebullient generosity, whrle sdq
describes the form and consequences of positively ordered community relationships and
circumstances. Boecker's study laid the foundation for determining how sdq functions
within such regulated community order. He has shown that saddtq and raia'represent
the two parties in a legal dispute. Whenever the community or society was endangered,
the judge was to determine whose behavior was threatening the inner cohesion of the
community. The judge's decision and judgment took the form 'attd ;addiq, hfi' rdid',
"you are right, he is an evildoer." The guilty party is no longer directly addressed, but is
rather mentioned only in the third person as an allusion to his status outside the commu-
nity. The innocent are 'Justified" (hisdtq) insofar as either the judge or the king thwarts
all attempts to harm them. Hence those who stand within this community are saddtq as
long as their lives and demeanor do not violate that community. Those who question the
status of others as saddtq or seek to rob them of that status show by such action that it is
they who are raia'; as such, they place themselves outside the community.

The OT covenant community acquires its specific character in that God too is a mem-
ber ofthe covenant. He demonstrates his righteousness by upholding that covenant (Ps.
I 1 l:3,5,9). Of course, God's righteousness is immeasurably greater than all human righ-
teousness, even though both are called sdq. God demonstrates his righteousness by main-
taining both the covenant and, ultimately, creation itself. The appropriate and righteous
human response is to live within and commensurate with this God-given community.

Whenever this covenantal relationship between God and human beings is violated,
God cannot be the guilty party because right is inseparable from God. Indeed, God is
both the origin and guarantor of all righteousness; there is no righteousness apart from
him. Hence if God is saddtq, human beings are raia'as long as they are separated from
God. As such, they must confess their sins and attest God's own righteousness, "so that
you [God] are justified (tisdaq) in your sentence" (Ps.51:6[4]).

A breach can occur between God and a person even without that person consciously
turning against God or abandoning him. An example is the discussion in Job where this
apparent breach is interpreted as a testing of the righteous person.

Naturally enough, the question of the covenant's continued existence and of God's
righteousness became a burning issue during the exile. Because God is unchangeably
;addtq, his salvific ;'ddqd continues unabated, and there is thus hope for the future
(Jer. 29:ll; Lam. 3:22).

93.+TOll hese!,Y,44ff.;cf.K.D.Sakenfeld,TheMeaningof HesedintheHebrewBible:A
New Inquiry. HSM l7 (1978); Kellenberger; see also Sakenfeld, Faithfulness in Action. OBT
( 1 e8s).
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2. lnw. The law with its commandments and ordinances helps ensure that righteous-

ness will indeed function within society. Both b"rtl and -+ i1an.Il tbri are used to ex-

press God's actions, and in this context ;dq and tbrd can be parallel.ea God manifests

his own beneficent righteousness by giving human beings his law, and corresponding

human righteousness consists in living in accordance with that law.es

The lists in which the law is presented in concrete series of regulations are not uni-

form;lo rather, they circumscribe paradigmatically the basic, appropriate relationship

with God for which a person should strive in daily life. The tdrd is not just a "law" but

also "instruction." One notices that precisely what are called "gate" or "entrance litur-

gies," when compared to similar Egyptian texts containing both ethical and cultic-ritual

itipulations, contain (with the exception of Ezk. l8) exclusively ethical stipulations.eT

3. Reconciliation. Strikingly, righteousness and atonement are not closely related in

the OT, apparently because there is no notion that a person can reconcile with God.e8 A

righteous life includes but is by no means based on atoning one's sins and impurity

through sacrifices and other rituals. Descriptions of righteous persons and their con-

duct focus primarily on their relation with God and the attendant ethical behavior. If sin

disrupts that relationship with God, the first line of action includes a confession of that

sin and then forgiveness (Ps. 32 51). Sacrifices are generally mentioned in connection

with concluding vows. Although the righteous do indeed also offer sacrifices (Job

l:1,5), the place of such sacrifices is alongside prayer and praise within the context of
worship as an expression of one's relationship with God.

In connection with atonement,;dq is associated primarily with those who are actu-

ally carrying out the atoning action. It is in this sense that Phinehas's intervention is

reckoned to him as righteousness (Ps. 106:30-31). Similarly, the servant "shall make

94. See III.I above.
95. Cf. J. M. Myers, Grace and Tbrah (Phitadelphia, 1975); H. Gese, "Ps' 50 und das

alttestamentliche Gesetzesverstandnis;' Rechtfertigung. FS E. Kiisemann (Tibingen, 1976),57-

77; A. Jepsen, "Israel und das Gesetz," TLZ93 (1968) 85-94 = Der Herr ist Gott: Aufsiitze zur

Wissenschafi vom AT (Berlin, 1978), 155-62; R. Martin-Achard, "BrEves remarques sur la signi-

fication thJologique de la loi selon I'AI," ETR 57 (1982) 343-59; G. Braulik, "Gesetz als

Evangelium: Richtfertigung und Begnadigung nach der deuteronomischen Toral' ZTK 79

OgSr) 127-60 = "Law as Gospel: Justification and Pardon According to the Deuteronomic To-

rahi' Int 38 (1984) 5-14.
96. See IV.5 above.
97. M. Weinfeld, "Instructions for Temple Visitors in the Bible and in Ancient Egypt," in

S. Israelit-Groll, ed., Egyptological Studies. ScrHier 28 (1982), 224-50, esp. 239ff.; cf. already

H. Ringgren, Psalmen. (Jrban Taschenbiicher 120 (Stuttgart, l97l), 123. Concerning the "en-

trance 
-liturgies," see also K. Koch, "Tempeleinlassliturgien und Dekaloge," Studien zur

Theologie ier alttestamentlichen Aberlieferungen. FS G. von Rad (Neukirchen, 1961)' 45-60;

tvt. g. blck, .'Job 31, the oarh of Innocence, and the sagel' ZAW 95 (1983) 3l-53; S. Stein-

grimsson, Tor der Gerechtigkeit. ATS 22 (1984); E. Otto, "Kultus und Ethos in Jerusalemer

iheologie," zAw 98 (1986) 161-79; T. Mettingeq Namnet och Ntirvaron. Gudsnamn och guds-

bild i Bdckernas Bok (Orebro, 1987), esp. 147-48.

98. -;'1D) kippea Y11,288ff.
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many righteous" by bearing their iniquities (Isa. 53:ll). Here the atoning actions are

not the condition but rather the expression of righteousness that is then expanded
through those actions.

4. Testing. The model of the "act-consequence" connection is used to describe the
relationship between the righteous and their God. Whenever a person's righteousness
does not automatically result in happiness and good fortune, the assumption is that
God is testing the person.ee Yahweh's activities of watching over and upholding the
covenant include also testing his covenantal partners.l00 Even if such testing is un-
pleasant for the covenant partner, its goal is nonetheless the positive maintenance of
the covenant itself.

The object of such testing can be either the whole people or an individual, and the
testing of the latter can acquire particular significance when the object is to determine
that person's status within the community (Am. 9:9). In Isa. 7 King Ahaz is put to the
test and does not pass (cf. also Ezk. 9;Zech. l3:8). The acquittal of a righteous person
in court is viewed as a test by Yahweh (Ps. 7:9-10[8-9]) that also reveals the distinction
between the righteous and the wicked (Ps. 1l:5).

Such testing is occasionally even viewed as a special distinction bestowed on the
elect that gives the righteous the opportunity to demonstrate their innocence (Job 23: l0-
l2).Theseasseverationsofinnocence(e.g.,inPs.15; 11;24;26)pointunequivocallyto
the unintemrpted relationship with God; similar texts emphasize that the righteous do
not possess righteousness before God solely from within themselves (Job 9:2ff.; Ps.

143:l-2). Hence such divine testing can even be desired so that the relationship between
the righteous and their God can be even more firmly secured (Ps. 139:23-24).

The social character of righteousness means that each time the individual passes

such divine tests, the community itself is also blessed. This idea is taken a step further
in the case of the "suffering righteous"; not only does the suffering of such persons en-
able them to help others to righteousness, they also take the suffering of others onto
themselves. Every instance of such election includes both the element of representative
suffering and the possibility that the suffering of the "suffering righteous" can also
bring about reconciliation (Ps. 22; Isa. 53).

VI. LXX. The LXX consistently renders derivatives of the stem sdq with dikaioiln,
dikaiosjnZ, and dikaios. Furthermore, in about 25 passages it translates hese/, '"me1,

miipdt, and related terms as dikaiosfnd. On the other hand, in about 50 (of roughly 270)
passages, the Greek translators render Heb. seQeq/s"Qdqd with other Greek lsrrns.l0l

99. -+ JIlf bl.tn, 11,69ff.; -.> afl' haqaa V 148tr.; + ilDl nissd, lX, 443tf .
100. B. Gerhardsson, The Testing of God's Son. CBNT 2ll (1966),25-35; L. Ruppert, Der

leidende Gerechte. FzB 5 (1972).
101. Many studies have addressed the question of the LXX translation of sdq: C. H. Dodd,

The Bible and the Greeks (London, 1935); A. Descamps, "La justice de Dieu dans la Bible
grecque," Studia Hellenistica 5 (1948) 69-92; N. M. Watson, "Some Observations on the Use of
AIKAIOI in the Septuagintl' JBL 79 (1960) 255-66: O. Kaiser, "Dike und Sedaqal' Neue
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The Heb. seQeq and;"ddqd differ from Gk. dikaiosyne especially in that ;dq as ate-

lational term describes the relationship between two parties whereas dikaiosyn4 as one

of the four cardinal virtues describes a human habitus. Thus does the translator of, e.g.,

ps. 24:4-5, find it difficult to render ;"ddqd as dikaiosynE because the focus is on bless-

ing and righteousness that the innocent person will actually receive from God. Hence

the translator chooses eleZmosyne, "compassion," instead. Similar examples are found

in Ps. 103:6; Isa. l:27;56:1; 59:16, and elsewhere. In some of these passages, the un-

derstanding of s'Qdqh as "alms" may have exerted some influence. Cf. the later seman-

tic developmsnlrO2 4nd Aram. ;idqA (Dnl.4:241271) as well as, in a similar connection,

Mt. 6. 1-2.t03 Other translations include kathar1s, krima, krisis, alZth6s, pistds, and

euphroslnZ (robe of "cheerfulness," Isa. 61:10). The verb can also be rendered with

dikaios + anaphainein or apophainein.
Although the Greek translator generally did not hesitate to translate Hebrew terms

literally, the problem was that dikaiosjnd as an expression of salvific and beneficent

righteousness was alien to Greek usage in the first place. One can certainly be endowed

with dikaiosjne or be dikaios, but cannot really receive it. This difficulty in fully un-

derstanding Heb. ;dq, a difficulty already present in the LXX, continues even into the

present. lo4

VII. Qumran. The root s'dq occurs frequently in the Qumran writings (about 140

occurrences).Io5 Drawing on the work of Koch and others, Boecker has found that in

the Qumran texts, as in the OT, ;dq refers to beneficent but never chastising righteous-

ness. The salvific ;"daqt is a gift of God. There is an important distinction, however, in

that the freedom of the will emphasized so strongly, e.g., by the Pharisees, recedes, and

in its place the idea of predestination is underscored, an idea that could also pick up on

the notion of the "remnant." The elect group now represented the true Israel.

IQM 17:8 seems to hypostatize righteousness'. "seileq shall rejoice on high."to6

Zeitschrift fiir systematische Theologie und Religionsphilosophie 7 (1?6!) 251-73; D. Hill'
Greek Words and Hebrew Meanings. SNISMS 5 (1967), esp.82-162; M. J. Fiedler, "Atraroo6vrl

in der diaspora-jiidischen und intertestamentarischen Literatur," JS"/ I (1970), 120-43; J. W.

Olley, ,,Righteoirnrrt" in the Septuaginr of Isaiah. SBLSCS 8 (1979); T. Muraoka, "On Septua-

gint Lexicography and Patristics," JTS 35 (1984) 441-48.

lO2. B. ianowski, Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982)' 139-40'
103. W. Nagel, "Gerechtigkeit - oder Almosen?" Vigiliae Christianae 15 (1961) l4l-45.
104. In this-regard see F. Stob, review of H. Bianchi, "Das Tsedeka-Modell als Alternative

zum konvention"ile, Strafrecht," Zeitschrift fiir Evangelische Ethik 18 (1974) 246-47' wirh

bibliog.
to5. rne basic studies are P. wernberg-Moller, "Ply, PrlI, and i21TI in the Zakodite Frag-

ments (CDC), the Manual of Discipline (DSD), and the Habakkuk Commentary (DSH)," y7'3

(1953) 310-15; J. Becker Das Heil Gottes. Heils- und Siindenbegrffi in den Qumrantexten und

im tti. sullr z ,1'964); 
S. Schulz, "Zur Rechtfertigung aus Gnaden in Qumran und bei Paulus,"

ZTK 56 (1959) 155-85; W. Grundmann, "Der Lehrer der Gerechtigkeit von Qumran," RevQ2

(1960) 237-59; cf. also J. K. West, "Justification in the Qumran Scrolls" (diss., Vanderbilt,

l96l); and Sanders, 305ff.
106. G. Pfeifer, (Jrsprung und Wesen der Hypostasenvorstellung im Judentum. AzT U3l

(1967),36.
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H. Ringgren, however, suggests the alternate translation, "he shall rejoice in righteous-
ness." l07

The mireh hasseQeq poses a special problem.l0S Was this "teacher of righteous-
ness" a particularly important leader in the history of the Qumran community, or even
John the Baptist?loe Although some connection with John may s1is1,l l0 caution is ad-
vised,llt and at least the identity should for the moment be left open.l12

B. Johnson

lO7. Handskrifterna fran Qumran, IV-V SEA Sup 15 (1956), 36.
108. -+ i11' yard (II), VI, 338.
109. P. Wallendortr, pl3il i1l'1D Rrittfcirdigkhetens kirare (Helsinki, 1964); B. Thiering, Re-

dating the Teacher of Righteousness. Australian and New Zealand Studies in Theology and Reli-
glon I (Sydney,1979).

I 10. Concerning the question of a possible connection, see also R. Eisenmann, Maccabees,
hdokites, Christians and Qumran. SIPB 34 (1983), 36-37.

I 1 1. See H. Burgmann, review of E. Thiering, Redating the Teacher of Righteousness, RevQ
l0 (1980) 314-17.

1 12. See B. Otzen, Den antike j@dedom (Copenhagen, 1984), 124-25, following Ringgren
and Vermes.

Drlil3 sohoravim'-T!T'

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. LXX. II. OT Use: L Time; 2. Midday Demon; 3. Theological
Context.

l. l. Etymology. Two divergent views have been advanced regarding the etymology
of sohorayim. Reference is occasionally made to Akk. sEru,"back,"l andHeb. sohar
"back; roof'(Gen. 6:16, hapax legomenon), hence sohorayim comes to refer to the
point of solar culmination.2 A less persuasive suggestion adduces the Ugar. root thr/

sohorayim. G. Dalman, AuS, U2,610-13; E. Mahler, "Die chronologische Bedeutung von
Erl'19 und tl!''t;]Y," ZDMG 68 (1914) 677-86; J. de Fraine, "Le 'd6mon du midi'(ps. 91t901,6),"
Bibt 40 (19s9) 372-83.

l. AHw,III, 1093-95; CAD, XYI, 138-47.
2. J. E. Armstrong, 'A Critical Note on Genesis VI l6ao," VT 10 (1960) 328;E. Jenni, ,.Etir

yOm day)' TLOT 11,527-28; HAI, III, l008b.
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4hri "shine, radiate."3 Extrabiblical occurrences of this root in the meaning "midday,
noon" include Moab. shr ot the Mesha stela,a Syr. lahra,s Can. sh46 Old South Arabic
DN ldt 4ahrdrz (cf., however,4h4 "back"7), and Arab. dazhn "back," 4uhr "midday."z

The Heb. sohorayim represents neither a plural nor a dual form. A more likely ex-
planation involves the adverbial ending -am of the sort added to y6m in the form
y6mam and also attested in connection with Moab. sftre

2. LXX. The LXX translates sohorayim as mesembria,. only in I K. l8:29 does it use
deilin6n.

II. OT Use. Along with -+ lizI boqer and + f -tg 'ere!, terms used to divide the dayto
into its main divisions also include sohorayim (cf. Ps. 55:1Sa[Eng. 17a]), with the latter
referring to the highest point of the sun, i.e., to noon. The term occurs 23 times in the oT
without any specific discernible distributional patterns among the various literary strata.

l. Time. As a temporal indicator, ;ohorayim represents first of all the time of day,
e.g., with regard to the noon meal (Gen. 43:16,25) and the midday nap (2 S. 4:5) or
pause (Cant. l:7). The mention of evening, morning, and noon as times of prayer in ps.

55:18(17) does not allow one to deduce straightaway the presence of institutionalized
midday prayer, since the meristic style employed here refers to the day in its entirety.ll
Similar examples of merism'designating the morning include the formulation
babbaqer. . .b"'c! sohorayim in Jer.20:16 and the description of the invocation of
Ba'al by his prophets from morning till noon (l K. 18:26) and their ecstasy from noon
to the time of the offering (18:.29).

Midday is unfavorable for military operations because of the sun's high position in
the sky, making it all the more surprising when the enemy does indeed attack at this
time ( 1 K.20:16; Jer.6:4).In military contexts bassohorayim can also connote "already
by noon." Hence according to zeph.2:4, Ashdod is taken captive before even noon af-
ter a battle lasting merely half a day. Comparable texts include a remark from the
Mesha stela according to which Mesha takes Nebo after a battle lasting merely from
morning till midday.tz

3. WUS, no. 1115; J. A. Emerton, "The Meaning of 'abnA qodei in Lamentations 4:1,,' ZAW
79 (1967) 236; J. H. Eaton, "Some Questions of Philology and Exegesis in the psalms,* JTS 19
(1968) 605.

4. KAI l8t.t5; DNSI, 11,964.
5. lzxSyr 269.
6. EA 232:ll.
7. Biella, 230-31.
8. Lane, U5, 1929.
9. KAI l8l.l5; JM, $91g.
10. -+ E'f! y6m, Yl,7-32.
I l. Contra J. KraSovec, Der Merismus im Biblisch-Hebriiischen und Nordwestsemitischen.

BietOr 33 (1977), 132.
12. KAI l8l.l5-16; cf. W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum - Habakuk - Zephanja. KATI'illt3

(1975),280 n. 2.
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2. Midday Demon. Several passages still contain ancient references to a demon that

appeared at midday. Ps. 9l:6 speaks of the pestilence that "wastes at noonday,"l3 while

according to Jer. 15:8 it is Yahweh himself who brings the destroyer (iod4il against the

women of Jerusalem and strikes them with anguish and terror. Although the same no-

tion may also have influenced Zeph.2:4 such that the reference is actually to a pesti-

lence (iC{ that drives the inhabitants from the city at midday,ra the background pro-

vided by the Mesha stela suggests that the meaning of sohorayim in this passage too is

purely temporal. It is equally questionable whether the idea of the midday demon has

influenced 2 K. 4:18-20, since the Shunammite's child complains of headaches and

dies at noon.15 The background for this understanding of noon as the time of crisis in-

cludes the Egyptian notion of the sun barque whose pause at midday is viewed as the

culmination of the crisis, a crisis that can bring famine, pestilence, or war.16

3. Theological Context. References [o God's actions at midday are equivocal be-

cause God can bring both disaster and salvation upon people. References to disaster in

this context are probably to be understood in continuity with the assumption of evil de-

mons who appear at noon. In this sense Yahweh will cause the disobedient to "grope

about at noon as blind people grope in the darkness" (Dt.28:29), though in another

context even the wise are said to "grope at noonday as in the night" (Job 5:14; mdiai
piel in both passages). Sinners bring the same fate upon themselves; they stumblelT

like the dead at noon "as in the twilighf'(Isa.59:10). All three passages juxtapose

soho ray im metaphorically with defi cient human understanding.

Part of God's judgment on human beings will be to make the sun go down at noon

(Am. 8:9), an action whose antithesis occurs when the sun stands still at its culmination

pointinheaven(Josh.10:13)indicatingvictoryforlsraelanddefeatforitsenemies.ls
By contrast, sohorayim can also be understood positively in reference to appropriate

human behavior. Trito-Isaiah promises to those who end oppression, derision, and need

that their own gloom will be brightened like the noonday (Isa. 58:9-10). Yahweh simi-

larly causes the righteousness of the good to shine like the light and their justice like

the noonday (Ps. 37:6), recalling the promise that the lives of the just will be "brighter

than the noonday" (Job I 1:17). 
Niehr

13. See H. Gunkel. Die Psalmen. HKATIU2 (s1968), 404; de Fraine'

14. See K. Seybold, Satirische Propherie: Studien zum Buch Zefanja. SBS 120 (1985)' 45.

15. In this regard see P. Hugger, Jahwe meine Zuflucht. Miist 13 (1971), 197 n' 135'
16. See J. Asimann, Re uniAmun, Die Kise des polytheistischen Weltbilds im Agypren der

18.-20. Dynastie. OBO 51 (1983),78.
t7 . -+ )vh ki/, vII, 353ff.
18. See in this regard H.-P. Stahli, Solare Elemente im Jahweglauben des ATs. OBO 66

(1985), 35-36.
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tNlS sawwd'r

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. LXX. II. Use: l. Neck of Animals; 2. Greeting;

3. Pride;4. Bearing the Yoke (Judgment)

l. l. Etymology. No clear evidence relating to the etymology of sawwaT has emerged,
though some scholars suspect a common Semitic base form (*;awar/saur or saw'ar).|
Corresponding forms are found in Old Akkadian, Syriac, Jewish Aramaic, Christian Pal-
estinian Aramaic, Samaritan, Mandaic, and Ethiopic with the meaning "load bearer," and
in Arabic as saur, "shore, bank." This Arabic understanding seems to resonate in the As-
syrian equivalent kiiddu, which can mean both "neck, nape," and "shore, bank."2

2. Occurrences. The nolun sawwd'r; meaning "neck/nape," occurs 27 times in the OT
in the singular (Gen. 27:40; 4l:42;Dt.28i48; Neh. 3:5; Job 15:26;39:19; 4l:l4lBng.
221: Ps. 75:6151; Cant. 1:10; 4:4;1:514); Isa. 8:8; lO:27; 30:28; 52:2; Ier. 27:2,8,11;
28:10,11,12,14:'30:8;Lam. 1:14;5:5;Hos. l0:ll;Hab.3:13)andl3timesintheplural
(Gen. 27:16;33:4; 45:l4lbisl; 46:29 lin 33:4, Q is to be read in accommodation to
45 14; 46:291; Josh. 10:24[biS]; Jgs. 5:30; 8:21,26; Jer. 27:12; Ezk. 2l:341291; Mic.
2:3, with an exceptional pl. form in -6!).In Qumran the form appears only in CD l:19.
Sirach mentions sawwd'r only in 5l:26.3

3. IXX. The LXX consistently translates sawwd'r as trdch€los, in isolated instances
with phdranx (Isa. 30:28) or iSmos (Isa. 10:27). It translates b"sawwa'r in Job 15:26

contextually as hjbrei. (Concerning Ps. 75:6 see below.)

II. Use.
l. Neck of Animals. Several passages, such as Job 39:19 and Jgs. 8:21,26, adduce

the beauty of an animal's neck, the former in reference to the natural, God-given adorn-
ment of the horse's mane, the latter to the necks of the Midianite camels decorated with
amulets. Job 41: l4 thinks of the crocodile's neck less as such than as a symbol for the
animal's strength, albeit here more its physical than psychological strength.

sawwa'r W. Bunte, "Hals," BHHW 11,628; P. Dhorme, L'emploi mdtaphorique des noms des
parties du corps en hdbreu et en accadien (1923;. repr. Paris, 1963); H. Holma, Die Namen der
Kdrperteile im Assyrisch-Babylonischen. AnAcScFen B VIVI (1911); O. Kee1, Deine Blicke sind
Tauben: Zur Metaphorikdes Hohen Liedes. SBS ll4l115 (1984); J. Oelsner, "Benennung und
Funktion der Kcirperteile im hebrliischen AT" (diss., Leipzig, 1960); T. Schlatter, "Hals," Calwer
Bibellexikon (Stuttgart, I 959), 458.

I. HAL,III, IOO9.
2. Holma, 39; on the use of kiiadu (AHw,1,490) in similar contexts as sawwd'r in the OT, see

Dhorme, 91. On its meaning, -+ 119 'orep.

3. See II.4 below (Qumran and Sirach).
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2. Greeting. The term sawwA'r is used in connection with a particularly intimate

greeting in Gen. 33:4;45:14;46:29 (cf. also Lk. l5:20). The background of such "fall-

ing upon a person's neck" as a sign of emphatic greeting is at times a separation

prompted by culpable behavioq so that Westermann's remark on Gen. 33:4 applies to

the other passages as well: "the warm welcome includes the forgiveness."a

3. Pride. A larger group of texts speak of the "neck" in the figurative sense in con-

nection with pride or dignity in both a positive and negative sense. Pharaoh bestows

special honor on Joseph by placing a gold chain around his neck (Gen.41:42). Cant.

l: l0 extols the beautiful neck of the beloved, and 4:4 and 7:5 compare it to a tower, a

comparison probably less focused on the form of the neck than on the woman's dignity,

pride, and self-assurance. One cannot determine whether the comparison also draws at-

tention to the woman's inviolability or to the preservation of her virginity, and such ref-

erence seems questionable in any event.5 In Jgs. 5:30 the adornment of the victor's

neck with dyed cloths taken as spoil alludes to the pride of the victor.

Josh. 10:24 issues the negatively charged order for the victors to put their feet on the

necks of the vanquished to demonstrate the complete subjugation of the latter as well

as the complete loss of their dignity. Job 15.26 criticizes those who resist God by run-

ning against him with their "necks." Neh. 3:5 similarly criticizes the nobles who were

too haughty to bend their necks and help out with work on the wall. Here the term
'"11nAhem is not intended as a divine designation; unlike Job 15:26, this passage criti-

cizes prideful behavior toward other people rather than toward God'

Text-critical issues remain regarding whether Ps. 75:6a(5a) criticizes prideful be-

havior when it rebukes those who speak "with insolent neck." Some scholars follow the

LXX in reading sfr instead of sawwa'r in analogy to Hab. 3:13, where the context

seems to require such emendation. The par. mar6m in Fs. 75:6a(5a) suggests following

the LXX, whereas tartmt could certainly also find its own continuation in sawwa'r. ln
that case this passage would be the only one using qawwa'r in reference to a particular

manner of speaking (toward God), making the LXX reading preferable'6

4. Bearing the Yoke (ludgment). The yoke Yahweh puts on his people's neck or back

is mentioned in Dt. 28:48: Jer. 27:2,8,11,12:28lO,ll,l2,l4 (cf' Acts 15: l0), the refer-

ences in Jer.27:2;28:10,l2being to the concrete, visible yoke associated with the sym-

bolic act.7 As part of such a symbolic act, however, it already refers back to the yoke of
Yahweh's chastising acts. The task of the people is then to bear this yoke and even to

offer up its neck to it (Jer. 27:8,11), accepting thus Babylonian rule in obedience to

Yahweh. The image of the iron yoke evokes the particularly humiliating bondage (Dt.

4. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans. 1985)' 525.

5. InthisregardseeKeel,32-39:alsoO.Keel, Songof Songs(Eng.trans. 1994), 147,236.

6. See H.-J-KIaus, Psalms 6o_150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 103; F. Baethgen, Die Psalmen. HKAT

IUz (1897),232, with reference to the interpretation of Aquila, Quinta and Jerome, Syr., Tg.'

which preserve the MT, and to Symmachus.
7. -r u'lD mw1, Ylll,l52ff.: +rY 'ol.
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28:48; Jer.28:14) Yahweh imposes, bondage that cannot be broken and that Jer.28
consciously juxtaposes with Hananiah's promise that the Babylonian yoke would be
broken and removed from the necks of all the nations. In Hos. l0: I I both the context
and the surrounding references to the yoke suggest that the yoke Yahweh will now
place on Ephraim's neck refers more to an intensification of Ephraim's plight than to
any greater plans Yahweh may have had with Ephraim.8 The breaking of the yoke from
someone's neck is the focus in Gen. 27:40',lsa. lO:27;52:2(Q); Jer. 30:8; in Isa. 10:27;
52:2: Jer.30:8, Yahweh himself breaks the yoke in bringing liberation from Assyrian
(Isa. 10:27) or Babylonian (Isa. 52:2; Jer. 30:8) domination. By contrast, Gen.27:40
speaks of Esau's liberation from the yoke of his brother.

Lam. l:14 and 5:5 speak about what seems to be a different kind of yoke on one's
neck, the first imposed by one's own sin ( l: l4), the other by the sins of one's ancestors
(5:5). Lam. 5:5 probably also refers to foreign domination as the result of sin. By con-
trast, Sir. 5l:26 refers to the positive rather than humiliating aspects of bending one's
neck under the yoke of wisdom. The term sawwa'r also appears in the remaining texts
in connection with statements of judgment. Isa. 8:8 and 30:28 speak about the water
that will reach to one's neck, with 8:8 referring probably to the Assyrians who are op-
pressing Judah (rather than to any concrete flood, and certainly not of the river
Euphratese), and 30:28 emphasizing Yahweh's wrath in an oracle of judgment against
Assyria. Ezk.2l:34(29) probably also refers to the threat of foreign domination; in this
vision the Ammonites place their swords over the necks of (probably) the Judeans.
Mic.2:3 also recalls the notion of yoke when it proclaims the people will not be able to
remove their necks from the coming disaster. The only occurrence in Qumran (CD
1: l9) enumerates a series of reproaches, including the choosing of "fair necks," possi-
bly an allusion to the rejection of Yahweh's yoke.l0

Gen.27:16 uses sawwd'r simply in reference to part of the body, namely, to the
smooth part of Jacob's neck.

Hausmann

8. F. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton. KHC XIII (1904),83; J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea.
ATD XXLVll (r983). 134.

9. So B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja. HKAT llVl (21902), 56.
10. See J. Maier, Die Texte vom Toten Meer 2 vols. ( 1960), II, 43. Concerning references to

sawwa'r in the Aramaic texts, see Beyer, 675.
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J]3 swd; T\ sayiQ

Contents: L Etymology and Occurrences. IL Hunting in the Ancient Near East. III. Hunting
in the OT: l. Basic Considerations; 2. Procurement of Food; 3. Metaphors; 4. Yahweh's

Response to Job. IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. The term swd is a common Semitic root meaning
"hunt, fish." In Akkadian, sddu(m) has the additional connotation of "turn [said of peo-
ple and stormsl, swirl, become dizzyi' and "hunt about, roam about restlessly."t 1'5"
lexeme is also attested in Ugaritic,2 Phoenician3 (including the place-name saida

[Sidon], generally derived from sud, "fish," whence "City of Fish"rr"a;, and Aramaic.s
The Arabic term sada/sald similarly means "hunt" and "fish"; misyada means "atrap,
snare, ne1."6 The Syr. swd has the same meaning.T

The verb sfiQ occurs 14 times, including I I in the qal and 3 in the polel. Derivatives
include five nouns: sayi{, "hunting, prey, game" (Gen. l0:9; 25:27,28;27:3,5,7,19,25,
30,31,33; Lev. l7:13; Prov.12:21; Jer. 30:17 cj.),;ayydd, "hunter" (Jer. l6:16; Eccl. 6:5
cj.), mas61, "prey, net, siege tower" (Eccl.9:14; Job 19:6 [uncertain]; Ps. l16:3 cj.;8

swd. H. Altenmtiller, "Jiiger, Jagd, Jagddarstellungen, Jagdmethoden, Jagdritual, Jagdtracht,
Jagdzauber," LexAg, lll, 219-36 idem, Darstellungen der Jagd im Alten Agypten (Hamburg/
Berlin, 1967); P. Amiet, "Quelques anc6tres du chasseur royal d'Ugarit," Ugaritica VI (1969) l-
8; R. Bartelmus, "Die Tierwelt in der Bibel: Exegetische Beobachtungen zu einem Teilaspekt
der Diskussion um eine Theologie der Nature," BN 37 (1987) ll-371'G. Dalman, AuS, VI, 314tr.;
W Fauth, "Der ktinigliche Gzirtner und Jiiger im Paradeisos: Beobachtungen zur Rolle des
Herrschers in der vorderasiatischen Hortikultur," Persica 8 (1979) l-53; K. Galling, "Jagd,"
BRL2, 150-52; G. Gerleman, "Contributions to the OT Terminology of the Chase," Bull. de la
Soc. des Lettres de Lund 1945-46 IV (Lund, 1946)79-90; W. Heimpel and L. Triimpelmann,
"Jagd," Rl-4, Y, 234-38; W. Helck, Jagd und Wild im alten Vorderasien: Die Jagd in der Kunst
(Hamburg, 1968); M.-L. Henry, Das Tier im religidsen Bewusstsein des alttestamentlichen
Menschen (Ttibingen, 1958); O. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung an ljob. FRI-A,NT 121 (1978), esp.
63-125: idem, M. Ktichler, and C. Uehlinger, Orte und lnndschaften der Bibel: Ein Handbuch
und Studienreisefilhrer zum Heiligen Land, l, Geographisch-geschichtliche lnndeskunde (Zu-
rich, 1984), 100-181; M. Landmann, Das Tier in der jildischen Weisung (Heidelberg, 1959);
B. Meissner, Assyrische Jagden. AO l3l2 (l9ll); A. Salonen, Jagd und Jagdtiere im Aben
Mesopotamien (Helsinki, 1976).

l. See Allw, lll, lO73-'74.
2. See WUS, no.2302; UI nos. 1718,2151.
3. See KA1 69.12l 74.9.
4. See C. Westermann, Genesis l-11 (Eng. trans. 1984), 521; a different view is taken by

E. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums, I/II (StuttgartrBerlin, 1913; repr. Darmstadt, l98l), $356,
who derives it instead from the god sd

5. KAI26t.5.
6. See Wehr, 532.
7. See CSD, 474-75.
8. See H. Hupfeld and W. Nowak, Die Psalmen, II (Gotha, 31888), 517.
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Prov. 12:12; Eccl. 7:26); m"qfiQd, "game; hunting net" (Ezk. 12:13; 13:211, 17:20 and

Ezk. l9:8 cj.; concerning the meaning "mountain stronghold," see below), and m"s6y'd,

"net, mountain stronghold" (lsa. 29 :7 ; Ezk. 19 :9 uncertain; Eccl. 9 : l2).
Two etymological questions remain. The first involves the relationship between sr24l

and ;yd, "take provisions for ajourney" (Josh. 9:12), or the derivative nouns sayiQIl,
"provisions, food for ajourney" (Josh.9:5,14; Neh. l3:15; Job 38:41; Ps. 132:15), and

sdQA, which occurs 10 times (Gen.27:3 K;42:25;45:21;Ex.12:39; Josh. 1:11;9:ll;
Jgs. 7:8; 20: l0; 1 S. 22:10; Ps. 78:25). Do these terms genuinely involve two different
roots, or is the distinction between the two roots swd and syd only secondary, as sug-
gested by the numerous formal and substantive similarities?e The basic meaning from
which the two developed might then have been "procure nourishment."

The second question involves the rather obscure derivation ofthe specialized mean-

ing of m";fr{A, which besides "prey, catch" (Ezk. 13:21), and "net" (Ps.66:11;Ezk.
12:13; 17:20) generally means "mountain fortress," and m"saQ, which together occur
38 times with this meaning.lo How does one explain this semantic shift from "prey,

catch, net" to "mountain fortress"? Did m"sfiQd/m"say' refer originally to a "hunting
lodge," whence then the more generalized meaning arose as a synecdoche?ll Or was it
a "raised platform" used by hunters that then came to refer metaphorically to a "moun-
tain fortress"?tz Although the latter suggestion seems most plausible, archaeological
and iconographic evidence for such hunting platforms is lacking. One possibility is to
distinguish between m";fi{A I and IIl3 and to derive the meaning "mountain strong-
hold" from the root msd, "suck" (cf. Arab. masada, "breast"), though even this sugges-

tion is not entirely persuasive.

II. Hunting in the Ancient Near East. Hunting played a significant role in Israel's
environs. Although it was a primary means of procuring nourishment at the more prim-
itive stages of culture, as the high cultures increasingly used domesticated animals to
provide meat it receded in importance and became an insignificant part of economic
life dedicated primarily to protecting flocks from predators. Yet despite this economic
insignificance, the actual social status of the hunter was considerable. He enjoyed high
esteem because ofhis strength, quickness, courage, and endurance, and could even as-

sume heroic or semidivine stature in stories. Even private citizens who were not hunt-
ers by profession boasted of their hunting successes in their tomb inscriptions. Overall,
a great deal of such hunting was a genteel sport rather than a means of procuring food;
it was conducted with great fanfare, equipment, and retainers and was the privilege of
the upper classes, especially of the king. Assyrian and Persian rulers even maintained
animal parks in which they regularly held such hunts. The primary animals hunted
were lions, wild bulls, wild goats, ostriches, bears, and birds. Hunting weapons in-

9. See GK, 573.1,2.
10. + ilTlID m";fiQd, VIII, 501ff.
ll. So Krinig, 240.
12. Suggested by K8L2,555.
13. So HAL, I1,622.
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cluded bows, arrows, spears, and daggers, and occasionally one's bare hands, though
also nets and pits. Powerful hunting dogs were almost always present. The king gener-

ally hunted from a chariot, though occasionally also on foot. A11 these details are well
documented by the numerous hunting portrayals that have been preserved.la

Yet an interpretation of hunting as merely a way to procure meat or as a luxury
sport, even with the secondary aspect of military training, misses the mark. Because

hunting involves killing, it also intrudes into the divine sphere and thus acquires a reli-
gious dimension. Appropriate hunting practices thus require ritual preparations and

cultic support often including magic, and necessarily conclude with a sacrifice to the

gods in whose sphere the hunter has intruded and whose rights he has usurped. This
background might also explain the tendency to elevate the symbolic status of hunting.
Most hunting portrayals are in fact not realistic portrayals at all, but rather political-
programmatic metaphors, and the wild animals themselves become the symbols of evil
powers to be thwarted.15 The king now appears as the "lord of the animals"l6 with the

task of thwarting the evil and chaos concentrated in the animals and threatening the

cosmic order. An intimate relationship between hunting and war emergeslT in that in
both instances the king has to demonstrate his power and guarantee the continued exis-
tence of the world. This background accounts for the importance attaching to success

in hunting, a specific topos within royal self-praise, and a hunting portrayal is thus to
be understood as a "magical picture" with apotropaic powers through which the king
acquires the power to battle evil.l8 The typology of the hunt constitutes the manifesta-
tion or even culmination of the ancient Near Eastern royal ideology, the understanding
of the king who in his battle with the mightiest animals openly demonstrates his power,

superiority, success, and strength.le This notion resonates in the OT in those portrayals

of the accession of foreign rulers that strikingly include the animal world as well (Jer.

27:5-6:28:141.

III. Hunting in the OT.
l. Basic Considerations. In general, the OT contains surprisingly few references to

hunting. Considering the plethora of game in Palestine and the ubiquitous presence of
game on the royal table as well (1 K.5:314:23D, remarkably little is said about the ac-

tual work of the hunter. This sparse evidence is equally peculiar given the plethora of
evidence in the surrounding cultures. Not a single Israelite king engages in the other-
wise common royal self-exaltation with regard to great hunting prowess, not even Sol-
omon, and none conducts royal hunts. Neither Samson nor David constitutes an excep-

tion, since although both are said to have killed a lion or bear with their bare hands

(Jgs. 14:5-6; I S. 17:34-37), they did so out of self-defense. Even Samson's use of the

14. See the catalog of archaeological material irt RLA, V,237-38.
15. Helck,11.
16. See Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung,86ff.
17. Helck, 12.
18. rbid.
19. Helck, 17; cf. Fauth.
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three hundred captured foxes (Jgs. 15:4-5) to burn the Philistines'fields ends up having
an ambivalent effect (cf. 15:6ff.). Self-exaltation through hunting success was one ele-

ment of royal ideology that remained alien to Israel. To the contrary, the great hunters
(and hunting gods?) seem to have been viewed quite critically in Israel. Even Nimrod,
the mighty founder of Babylon and Assyria behind whom tradition history might pos-

sibly find the hunting deity Nin-ibzo or Ninurta,zl is degraded to the status of a "mighty
hunter before Yahweh" (Gen. l0:9).zz In any event Nimrod comes to personify evil es-

pecially in later tradition.23 As a representative of the hunting class compared to up-

wardly mobile farmers, Esau comes across more as a coarse, simple-minded fellow
who can be easily deceived.2a Nowhere does the OT glorify hunting,25 and this fact
alone is theologically significant. Does the Priestly creation theology perhaps harbor a

hidden reason for this skeptical view ofhunting? "For God's full approval is only given
to the world in which there is still no pouring of blood (Gen. l:29ff.). When violence
comes upon earth, God takes the opposite view (6:12f.)."26 This disinclination toward
violence is also reflected in eschatological expectation, especially in the expectation of
peace among animals (Isa. 11:6-8; 65:17-25).

2. Procurement of Food. Even though hunting as such was not ideologically extolled,
it was nonetheless certainly practiced, something shown especially by the ample imag-
ery from the world of hunting in the Psalms and in wisdom literature, which frequently
mention nets, pits, snares, and traps.27 Game was considered a delicacy. As an old man,

Isaac wants roasted game (Gen. 27:3-4, a passage with a high concentration of occur-
rences of sr2ql). Sumptuous portions of such game were offered at the royal table (l K.
5:3[4:23)), and game was sold (cf. Neh. l3:15, albeit a passage with text-critical prob-
lems) and consumed everywhere (cf. Dt. 12:15). Like the meat of domestic animals, so

also did game have to be completely drained ofblood before being pure enough for con-
sumption. Consumption of naturally deceased game or of game felled by other animals
defiles a person for a day (Lev. 17:13-16). The designation of Nimrod as a "mighty
hunter" is probably part of the demythologization accompanying such polemic.

3. Metaphors. Because the hunter chases something that is not easily caught, his
success depends on hunting cleverly and skillfully. Hence the wise admonish, "thelazy
fr"miyd, as opposed to the industriousl do not get their game" (Prov. 12:27).28

20. See H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans. 1997),91.
21. See H. Ringgren, Religions of rhe Ancient Near East (Eng. trans. 1973),62.
22. Concerning the usual understanding of the disputed expression lipnA yhwh, see

Westermann, Genesis l-l l, 516-17.
23. See H. Schtitzinger, "Ursprung und Entwicklung der arabischen Abraham-Nimrod-

Legende" (diss., Bonn, 1961).
24. See C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans. 1985), 416-19, 43ltt.
25. See in this regard J. Ortega y Gasset, Toward a Philosophy of History (Eng. trans. 1941 ).
26. W. H. Schmidt, The Faith of the OT: A History (Eng. trans. 1983), 174-75.
27. + nU)1 reiel; -+ Ill'tLi iaha!; -+ l1D pah.
28. See O. Pl<iger, Spriiche Salomos (Proverbia). BK XVII (1984), 153.
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Among the numerous aspects of the hunt, however, metaphors emphasize not the ex-
perience of the hunter, but rather that of the hunted. Lam.3:52 describes the situation of
temptation and persecution: "Those who were my enemies without cause have hunted me
like a bird" (cf. 4: 1 8- 19). Ps. 140: 1 2(l l) curses those who do violence and evil by wish-
ing upon them the experience of the hunted: "Let evil speedily hunt down the violent!"

Life or the soul is often the hunted. Mic.7:2 portrays the utter destruction of appro-
priate social relationships in Israel in the metaphor of those who hunt their own family
members with nets like wild animals and who "lie in wait for blood." According to
Ezk. 13:l8,thefalseprophetessesperverttherightfulpropheticofficeofwatchingover
souls and ofturning them from evil; instead, these prophetesses hunt down the lives of
the righteous with magical rites. The wisdom teacher advises to go to a prostitute rather
than to another man's wife, since the former can be bought for a relatively small fee,
while the latter is in fact hunting a man's very life (Prov. 6:26).

Things become especially terrifying and dangerous when it is Yahweh himself who
is hunting down a person. In his absolute sovereignty, God ignores both guilt and inno-
cence in hunting down "like a lion" those who dare rise up and dispute him (Job

l0: l6),ze and Jeremiah similarly warns that judgment is inescapable; Yahweh will send
experienced hunters to search out every hiding place and refuge (Jer. 16:16).

4. Yahweh's Response to Job. The understanding of the hunt has become especially im-
portant in interpreting Yahweh's response to Job (Job 38-41). O. Keel has tried to decipher
this text, which has been much discussed and variously interpreted,3o from the perspective
of the hunting symbolism of the ancient Near East and has drawn several conclusions
based on his assessment of numerous pictorial portrayals from Israel's surroundings.3l
First, the animals mentioned in Job 38-41 have not been chosen fortuitously or unsystem-
atically, and represent rather the primary animals hunted during this period. Second, they
are not to be understood as game or prey in the usual sense, but rather as symbols ofchaos
and of various threats to life. Third, in Yahweh's double response to Job's laments,
Yahweh demonstrates (Job 38-39) his own identity as the "Lord of the animals" who con-
trols the (animal) world despite its wildness and destructive forces. "Yahweh keeps control
of chaos without turning it into boring, rigid order."32 The double response also (Job 40-
4l) points out that there is an underived evil in the world represented by Leviathan and Be-
hemoth and possessing a certain degree of independence over against Yahweh. Yahweh,
however, in analogy to Horus, who slays the hippopotamus and the crocodile, repeatedly
does battle with this element of evil and repeatedly wins that battle anew. This interpreta-
tion represents a step forward insofar as it draws from ancient Near Eastem iconography in
persuasively demonstrating the symbolic value of these animals as well as both their origin
and composition in connection with the royal hunt.

29. See IIL4 below.
30. See the survey by J. van Oorschot, Gott als Grenze: Eine literar- und redaktions-

geschichrliche Studie zu den Gottesreden des Hiobbuches. BZAW 170 (1987).
31. See II above.
32. Keel, Jahwes Entgegnung, 125.
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Its identification of Yahweh with the "Lord of animals" within that hunting topos,

however, is problematical in that the word sfi//sayiQ occurs but twice in the entire tex-
tual complex, and then only in connection with nourishment for animals: for the lion in
38:39 and for the raven in 38:41. Hence quite in contrast to hunting them with bow and

arrow or with spear and nets, Yahweh intercedes for these animals and provides for
their nourishment. In other words the response to Job's lament concerning the chaotic
powers of the world is that it is Yahweh himself who takes care of those powers and

sees to it that they fare well. This response turns the metaphor of the "Lord of the ani-
mals" upside down. Whence also the interpretation of Job 40-41 seems off the mark in
its assertion that Behemoth represents an antidivine power. Quite the contrary, it too is
God's creation, just as is Job himself (40:15,l9). Human beings cannot vanquish Levi-
athan, this "king over all predators" (41:2634). Rather than implementing the previ-
ously discussed royal ideology, such a view implicitly mocks and even abrogates it (cf.,
e.g.,40:32141:81). Yahweh does not do battle with Leviathan as does the king or Horus.
Leviathan is rather Yahweh's plaything (40:29[4]:5|, cf. esp. Ps. 104:26); indeed, pre-

cisely in dealing playfully with the powers of chaos, Yahweh demonstrates his incom-
prehensible power, a power infinitely surpassing human possibilities. Any genuinely
satisfactory interpretation of Yahweh's discourses at the conclusion to the book ofJob
must thus take into account that these discourses portray Yahweh not as the opponent
and conqueror of animals in the sense farniliar to ancient Near Eastern symbolism, but
rather as the creator and maintainer of even these powers themselves, powers associ-
ated with the opposing world of chaos. This consideration clearly excludes any com-
fortable reliance on a dualism between God and antidivine or evil powers.

IV. LXX. The LXX uses l8 different terms to translate sfifl/sayi{, the most impor-
tant of which are agrefiein ktl., thEreilein ktl., lcyn|gein ktl., bord, ochfroma, and
perioch4. Hardly any semantic shift is discernible among these words. Although the se-

mantic field thus remains relatively stable, slight differences in accentuation do occur
in two passages. In Ezk. l3:18,20, the translationwith dia/ekstriphein shifts the notion
of "hunting after a person's life" into "twisting a person's soul." Furthernore, translat-
ing m"sfiQd in the sense of "hunting fortress, mountain fortress,"33 with kataphygii em-
phasizes the element of flight in the sense of "place of refuge, hiding place."

V. Qumran. In the Qumran texts the term swd and its derivatives occur 7 times.

I IQT 60:5,8 fix the amount of hunting booty to be rendered to the temple at a thou-
sandth, and to the Levites at a hundredth. Elsewhere this word family refers to actions

or tools of the wicked and of deceivers (CD 4:12; l6:15; IQH 3:26; 4: 12) or to these

persons themselves (1QH 5:8). Hence the Qumran understanding of this root generally
preserves the negative assessment of hunting.

Oeming

33. See I above.
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I. Extrabiblical Occurrences. The Heb. verb swft has no direct parallels in other

languages. Arad ostracon l8 (7th-6th century n.c.r.) does contain the verb in the for-
mulawldbr 'ir swtny, "concerning the matter you commanded me."l Similar formulas

with dbr + 'ir + swh occtr frequently in the MT (see Ex. 16:32;35:4; Lev. 17:2; Josh.

8:35, etc.),2 to announce an immediately following order or to refer to an order already

given (so the Arad ostracon3).
Some authors adduce the relationship between the Heb. verb swh and Imperial

Aram. swr, which appears in a letter to Jedoniah (4th century n.c.E.) in the expression
'mr tyry bw . . . bswt mlk', "Tirib . . . said . . . by order of the king."+

Other scholars adduce the morphological association between Heb. swh and Arab.

wsy (metathesis) together with their similar meaning, "entrust, recommend, obligate,

etc.,"s mean'ngs also attested in biblical texts, as well as the meaning "entrust to some-

one's care" (cf. Gen. 12:20) and "appoint as trustee, guardian" (cf. 2 S. 6:21; I K.
l:35).6

The Heb. verb swft corresponds to Egyp. w8, which in various expressions (abso-

lute, with objects, in fixed expressions, etc.) attests the basic meaning "command, or-

der," "issue/relay a command."T

II. Biblical Occurrences,'Syntax, Stylistic Considerations' Semantic Field. At
first glance this Hebrew verb seems to rcpresent a relatively pale term in the Bible, a

rather inexact term of little relevance. In order for its contours to emerge more clearly,

the word requires a thorough examination on the basis of syntax, stylistic consider-
ations, and semantic field.

1. The verb swy'r occurs 494 times in the MT, 485 in the piel and 9 in the pual. These

occurrences are not evenly distributed. In the Pentateuch the piel occurs 246 times (26

in Genesis, 53 in Exodus, 33 in Leviticus, 46 in Numbers, 88 in Deuteronomy), the

pual 6 times; 115 times in the Dtr History (43 in Joshua, 6 in Judges, 29 in Samuel, 37

in Kings); the piel occurs 60 times in the prophets and the pual 3 times (notably 10 in
Isaiah, 39 in Jeremiah, 3 times in the piel and 3 in the pual in Ezekiel, 5 in Amos); 64

times in the Writings (notably 15 in the Psalms, 9 in Esther, 7 in Nehemiah, 20 in
Chronicles). Hence more than half of all occurrences are found in the Pentateuch, with
a particular concentration in Deuteronomy. More than half of all occurrences in the

prophetic books are concentrated in the book of Jeremiah, which was edited by Dtr
redactors. Strikingly, the verb swh does not occur at all in the wisdom writings.

The only noun derivative of this root is -+ i1'l3D miswd.

l. Lines 6-8; Y. Aharonl Arad Inscriptions (Jerusalem, 1981), 37.
2. See II.5 below.
3. See A. Lemaire, Les Ostracahibreuxde I'ipoque royale Israelite (Paris, 1973), l8l.
4. AP 37.13-14; cf. by contrast H. Bauer and P. Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch'

Aramriischen (192'7; repr. 196D, 5a3j' DNSI, 11,966.
5. Wehr, 1075.
6. Kopf, 162,197-98.
7. See WbAS, r,394tf.
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2.The usual subjects of this verb are God (Yahweh, less frequently'elohtm; inIsa.
48:5 the gods) and people (generally men; women only in Gen.27:8; Ruth 3:6; Est.
4:5,10,17). The most important subject of swh is clearly God, including2l0 times in
the piel (also peh yhwh in Isa. 34:16) and 5 in the pual. God is the subject 147 times in
the Pentateuch (8 times in Genesis, 7 of those in the primeval history; 47 inExodus;22
in Leviticus; 36 in Numbers; 34 in Deuteronomy), 47 times in the prophets (notably 5

in Isaiah; 23 in Jeremiah, including 17 in chs. l-26;3 in Ezekiel; 4 in Amos), and 38
times in the Writings (notably l5 times in the Psalms [no other subjects in the Psalms],
5 in Nehemiah, 12 in Chronicles).

In order of frequency, human subjects of the verb include Moses (86 times; '12 in the
Pentateuch, of which 53 are in Deuteronomy; also 10 in Joshua; 2 in 2 Kings; 2 in
I Chronicles); 14 in Joshua (the exclusive subject in this book); David (l I times, 7 in
2 Samuel; 2 in I Kings [with one exception, all occurrences are in the accession narra-
tivel:' 2 in I Chronicles). Alongside David, other kings (of Israel, Judah, or surrounding
countries) also represent important subjects of swh, including Pharaoh (Gen. 12:20;
47:11;Ex.l:22;5:6), Abimelech (Gen. 26:11), Saul (1 S.18:22;21:3[Eng.2], Solo-
mon (l K.2:43;5:3lll7l), Hiram (1 K. 5:20[6]), the king of Aram (1K.22:31:2Ch.
18:30), Ahaz (2 K. 16:15), Hezekiah (Isa. 38:1), Josiah (2 K.22:12;23:21;2 Ch.
34:20), Nebuzaradan (Jer. 39:ll), Ahasuerus (Est. 3:2), Cyrus (Ezr. 4:3), Artaxerxes
(Neh. 5:14), and Jehoshaphat (2 Ch. l9:9). Various other persons representing different
groups or classes can also be the subject of swh, including the patriarchs (9 times in
Gen. 12ff.), Joseph (5 times in Gen. 36ff.), priests (Lev. 13:54; 14:4,5,36,40), army of-
ficers (cf. Josh. l:l l;3:3;2 S. 1l:19; 2K.ll:5,9,15l'2Ch.23:8), brothers (Gen. 50:16;
I S. 20:29), prophets (Jer.27:4;32:131'36:5,8; 51:59), Jonadab (Jer. 35:6,8,10,14,18).
In a word, anyone with the power and authority to command or otherwise issue orders
to others can function as the subject of swh.

Such decisions and orders generally come from God, as is also clearly discernible in
those cases in which a human person functions as the subject of swh and then as God's
mediator or messenger. Moses, Joshua, and the prophets all issue their commands in
agreement with Yahweh, and their commission is indeed to relay God's orders or com-
mission. This mediation through Moses or the prophets is emphasizedby the expres-
sion beyal-X, i.e., Yahweh commands (swh) tlrough Moses (b"yad moieh,8x.35:29;
Lev. 8:36; Nu. l5:23;36:13[P];Josh. 14:2; 2l:2,8; Jgs. 3:4 [all Dtr]; Neh. 8:14;9:14)
and through the prophets (b"ya{ hann"ltim, Ezr.9: I 1 ; cf. 2 Ch.29:25). This mediation
recalls Ezk. 3'l:7 , where the prophet insists he has prophesied as Yahweh had com-
manded him, w"nibbe'1t ka'aier suwwAlt. Although the expression b"yaQ hann"liim
occurs in only two late texts in connection with the root swh, it appears frequently with
dbr in connection with the prophets in general (cf. 2 K. 17 :23; 2l:10; 24:2;Ezk.38: l7;
Hos. l2:1 I [10]) or with individual prophets (cf. I K. 12:15; l4:8; 15:29 16:121' 17 :16;-
2 K.9:36; lO:10', 14:25;2 Ch. l0:15; Isa. 2O:2; Jer. 37:2). The expression dibber
b"ya{-X refers to Moses in various places within P (Lev. 10:11; Nu. 17:5116:401;
27:23) as well as in Dtr passages (Josh. 20:2; I K. 8:53,56), i.e., in the same strata as

does siwwd b"yaQ moieh, suggesting that the expression b"ya{-X derives originally
from the prophetic tradition, whence it then moved into other OT traditions as well. At
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issue here is thus especially the mediation of words, and from this perspective it be-

comes clear that Moses is viewed not only as a teacher of the law as might be suggested

by the verb sw/2, but also as a messenger with all the characteristics of a prophet. Fur-

thermore, swh can refer not only to the mediation of divine messages, but also to the

mediation of the messages of other people (cf. Gen. 32.5,18,20[4,17 ,19]:50: l6).

3. Several syntactical and stylistic observations can be made regarding the direct and

indirect objects of swh. The object of swh is generally introduced by 'e1,'al,'el, or l"; in
other cases swft is used with a suffix. When God is the subject of swh, objects include

people and occasionally creatures in heaven or on earth. The first command formulated

with swlz that God issues to human beings is directed to Adam in paradise (Gen. 2:16;

cf. 3:11,17). In the primeval history, God issues four commands to Noah formulated

with swft (6:22;7:5,9,16). Only once in Genesis is'"lohim the subject of swh, namely,

when God issues an order to Abraham (21:4;cf. 17:12,19). In Exodus and Numbers

Moses is the immediate (albeit not always the last) recipient of divine commands or
commissions (64 times, including 50 with 'e!-m1ieh, once with 'el-moieh, l3 times with
a suffix). Strikingly, 50 occurrences of 'e1-moieft belong to P.8 The expression siwwd'e!-
moieh occurs only 12 additional times (2 in Deuteronomy, 6 in Joshua, I in 2 Kings, 2 in
Nehemiah, I in 2 Chronicles). In a series of occurrences involving what one might call
"relays,"9 God commissions Moses to relay a command to Aaron or his sons (Lev.

6:2t91) or to other Israelites (Lev.24:2; Nu. 5:2; 28:2;34:2;35:2). All these texts come

from the hand of P, and all exhibit a similar structure: swft impv. + 'e!-X. To this textual

complex (assembled by Rendtorff) one might also add F,x.27:20 (P) with the imperfect
(cf. also Dt.2:4 and Josh. 3:8; 2 K. 2O:l par. Isa. 38:l). In Deuteronomy divine orders

formulated with swft are generally directed to Moses or to the people, in Joshua also to

Joshua himself, and in the prophetic writings also to the prophets.

When people are the subject of swh, a relationship emerges between the person issu-

ing the order and the person receiving it, between the superior and subordinated par-

ties. Parents issue commands to their children (cf. Gen. 18:19; 21:8; 28:l; 49:33',

50:16, etc.), masters to their servants (32:18,20[17 ,19); 5O:2; I S. l8:22, etc'), or army

ofFrcers to their soldiers (cf. Josh. l:10; 8:4;2 S. l1:19, etc.). Battle situations and

wars, of course, constitute special situations for the issuing of orders (cf. Josh. 6:10;

2 S. l8:5,12; I K.2:46, etc.).

4. The verb ;wh appears frequently in relative clauses with'oier and with compara-

tive formulations such as ka'oier and kef;ol-'oier In Ex. 34:18 '"ier functions as a com-

parative particle.lo Such relative and comparative formulas are generally quite brief,
functioning in many instances merely to recall a command that has already been issued

or to show that this command has been fulfilled.

8. See III.1.b below.
9. See Rendtorff, 68-69.
10. GK $161b.
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The comparative formulas are generally construed in the perfect. Ot 97 occurrences

with ka'"ier (93 in the piel, 4 in the pual) and 38 with k"ftol 'oier (all piel), only 2 use

the participle (Nu. 32:25;Dt. 30:2) and 2 the future (Josh. l:18;2 S.9:11); all others

are construed as perfect. By contrast, tense varies in the relative clauses, especially in
the group of texts using 'o.ier + participle.ll

Even though these occurrences are distributed throughout the OT, comparative for-
mulations are found largely in P traditions (of 135 occuffences,68 are in P), whereas

the relative particle + ptcp. is found almost exclusively in Deuteronomy (32 of 34 oc-

currences; also 5 occurrences with 'al-kcn . . . miswd, all in Deuteronomy, then also the
participial formulation in Dt. 26: 16). The imperative formulations in P generally have

God as their subject (63 of 68 occurrences), while participial formulations have Moses

as their subject (with two exceptions: Ex.34:11 with Yahweh; Gen.27:8 with
Rebekah). Hence we encounter here a usage that is clearly peculiar to P and to Dtn/Dtr
authors. I 2

Other frequent formulations include the weyiqtdl of ;wh. The formula way"saw oc-
curs 48 times in the Ml including 22inthe Pentateuch and ll in the Dtr History. In 32

instances this formulation is complemented by lc mar and in 3 instances by w"'amarta.
In contrast to a large number of relative and comparative formulations that refer back
to something previous, the formulas way"saw . . . lZ'mor aud we'amarta anticipate
something to follow. With the exception of Gen. 2:16 andDt.3l:23, the subject here is

always a person.

5. The semantic field of ;wh is shaped essentially by a series of substantives, the

most frequent being miswd and dapdr in either the singular or the plural. The term
miswA functions 39 times in this capacity in the MT (2 in Leviticus-Numbers [P]; 25 in
Deuteronomy; 9 in Joshua-2 Kings; I in Jeremiah; 2 it Nehemiah), while dd\dr/
d"lartm is used 25 times in connection with swft (11 in Exodus-Numbers [0 of which
are Pl;5 in Deuteronomy; 5 in Joshua-2 Kings; 3 in Jeremiah; I inZechariah; I in
Nehemiah). These passages clearly reveal the distinction between the two terms, espe-

cially within the Pentateuch. While dalar characterizes the P tradition, miswd is pre-
dominant in Deuteronomy. In the P tradition 8 of 10 passages use the formula zeh

hadddbar 'oier siwwd yhwh (Ex. 16:16,32; 35:4; Lev. 8:5; 9:6; l7:2; Nu. 3O:2lll;
36:6);2 others (Ex. 35:1; Lev. 8:36) use a construction with d"partm. The formula zeft

haddabar '"ier siwwA yhwh is typical of P and has no strict parallels in the rest of the

OT; it refers to a divine command in an extremely concrete, well-defined case. By con-
trast, the term miswd./misw1lrefers to the Decalog revealed at Horeb and to the accom-
panying commandments (cf. Dt.4:40;6:1,2,17,25;7:11;8:1,11; 10:13; 1l:8,13,22,27;
l3:19[18]; 15:5; 19:9; 26:13 27:1,10; 28:1,13,15; 30:8,11; 31:5). This association
with the divine commandments in general is preserved especially in the Dtr and related
traditions (cf. Josh.22:5;Jgs.3:4; I S. l3:13; I K.2:43;8:58; 13:21; 2K.17:13,34;

11. See III.2.a below.
12. See III.2 below.

t
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18:6; Neh. 1:7;9:14 Jer.35:16). In Lev. 27:34and Nu.36:13, both of which derive

from P, the misw1l function as a correlative to a relative clause with swh and occur in

the final verses of these books, where they function to summarize the entire preceding

material.
In many of these passages, the term miswA./misw6l is associated with huqqtm and/or

miipdttm, substantives semantically analogous to miswA (cf. esp. I Ch. 22:13).

The term -+ ;llln tbrd is also used fairly frequently with swft, though its meaning

can vary. In Josh. 22:5;2K. l7:13,34; and Neh. 9:14, it is associated with miswi and

has a meaning similar to the latter. 2 K. 146 and Neh. 8: I speak about a bookl3 of the

torah of Moses, and Josh. l:7;2K.21:8; and Mal.3:22(4:4) speak about the torah

commanded (;wh)by Moses. I Ch. 16:40 speaks similarly about Yahweh's torah "that

he commanded Israel," and Neh. 8:14 combines two different formulas in reference to

"the law, which Yahweh had commanded by the hand of Moses." Some texts in P use

the term tbrd only in reference to a particular regulation (cf. Lev. 7:37-38; Nu. l9:2;
3l:21).

The term -+ ir"lf b"ri1 is of considerable significance in connection with swh. lt
can be used alone (Dt. 4:13; Josh. 7:l l; 2316; Jgs. 2:20), in the expression di|rA
habb"ril(Dt.28:69129:11; Jer. 11:3-4,8), or together with other terms for "law" (cf.

1 K. 11:ll;2K.18:12).
The term -+ f']'I deref; in connection with swlr is used in passages concerned with

covenant breach and renewal (cf. Ex. 32:8; Dt. 9:12,16). These three passages address

the deviation (sfir) from the way commanded by Yahweh (derek + swh; cf. in this re-

gard Dt. ll:28;31:29). By contrast, Dt. 5:33; 13:6(5); I K. 8:58; and Jer. 7:23 exhort

the Israelites to follow &alak) the path that Yahweh commanded, a path essentially co-

incident with the commandments, the law, and the covenant.

Finally the term 'cilfr1r+ is used together with swft (cf. Dt. 6:11 ,20). These passages

also establish a connection with other legal terms.

This survey shows clearly that the semantic freld of the verb swh, especially in P and

DtntDtr strata, refers to the commandments, the law, or the covenant with God, more

specifically to commandments or the law that God addresses to his people directly or

by way of mediators such as Moses or other persons. These findings coincide com-

pletely with observations in other texts in which sr.vlr is used together with some of the

terms discussed above (cf. Dt. 15:15;24:18,22;33:4: I K. 11:10; 13:9; Ps. 1ll:9;
119:138; Ier.7:23 cf. also Ps. ll9:4, 'attd [yhwh] siwwtlApiqquQeyld)-

6. The previous discussion alluded to the introductory or concluding function of sev-

eral formulas using swlr. We will now examine those formulations that follow immedi-

ately upon such introductory formulations with swlr. The nature of the verb itself sug-

gests that it might be followed by imperatives or prohibitives with admonitions or

exhortations, and such is indeed the case in a large number of passages (e.g., Gen. 44: l;

-+ 1DO s€per
-+ 119 'wd.
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Josh. l:10;4:17; 18:8; 1S. l8:22; 2K.17:2i;22:12;23:2t;2Ch.34:20;Jer.39:11).
Here the construction way"saw . . . le'morrs is followed by an imperative, as is also the
case following the formulation zeh hadddpdr 'aier siwwa yhwh inEx. 16:16,32:35:4
(cf. Nu. l9:2; the impv. can also be replaced by an inf. abs. to express the command; cf.
Dt. l:16; 27:1;31:25). To express the prohibitive, swh . . . le'mor is followed by la'+
impf. (cf. Gen.2:16-11;3:t7;28:r,6;Ex. 5:6) orby 'al+ jussive (cf. Ex. 36:6). such ad-
monitions and commands also include Josh. 4:3 and 2 S. l3:28, both introduced with an
imperative (i"'fi, "pickup," and re'fi,,,watch,,), as well as Josh. l:9; I K. 2:l:2Ch. l9:9.
Finally one might note that commands can also be delivered by messengers and intro-
duced by the messenger formula k1h'amar (cf. Gen. 32:5t4);50:16).

7. We will examine only those semantically related terms that are particularly char-
acteristic. In many instances swft is accompanied by the verb + .'lDN ,amar inorder to
indicate direct address, a commission, or an instruction, either as an infinitive with /e
(cf. Gen. 3:ll;F,x.35:4;Lev.6:2191:8:31; Nu. t9:2;Dt.l:16;2:4;3:tg,2l; l9:7; Josh.
l:11,13; 3:8;4:3;6:10; I K.22:31:2 K. I l:5; t7:35;2Ch.25:4:Jer.7:23;27:4;35:6)rc
or in the imperfect consecutive (cf. Gen. 28:l; 49:29; Nu. 32:2g-29; Dt. 31:23: 2 K.
l1:15; I Ch.22:6-7).

In addition to the basic function of commanding or commissioning, the verb swlr
also functions to confirm whether that command has been executed. The formal struc-
ture "command 

- execution" emerges, generally reflected in the construction ..X did
as Y had commanded," though the verb "do, act" can be replaced by a more specific
verb associated directly or in a more general fashion with the command itself. In the
first instance, e.g., when marching orders are issued during war, the expression is ..X
set out (halab as Y had ordered (;wh)" (cf. Dt. 1:19; 1 S. 17:20). In the second in-
stance the more general verb 'did is used, e.g., in the expression ..X did (.asd) asy had
commanded (pwh)" (cf., e.g., Gen. 7:5; 50: l2; Ex. 7:20;29:35; Lev. g:4; 9:7; Nu. 2:34;
27:22;Dt.26:14 31:5; Josh.4:8; tt:15;2 S.9:lt; 13:29;2 K. ll:9; 2t:g;2Ch.23:g;
Est. 4:17 ; Ier. 32:23; 50:21). This relationship is often specified even furrher by the se-
quence {wh . . . kdn'aid, an expression characteristic of p.l7

Two verbs are associated directly with swft (and sometimes with each other as well):
-+']DL? iamar and -+ lDtt) iama', and occur especially in the Dtn/Dtr tradition in con-
nection with obedience to divine commandments. The term iamar frequently appears
with swft in connection with miswd and in several instances with huqqim anA miijattm
(cf. Ex. 34:lt:Dt.5:32; t2:28; t3:t12:321;24:8;32:46;Jgs. t3:14; I S. l3:14; I K.
9:4;II:|};Jer.35:18).tsInPs. Il9:4thepsalmistsays,"youhavecommanded(siwwd)
your precepts (piqqujtm) to be kept (idmar) diligently." The sequence siwwd - iamar
is used in such texts to admonish the people to follow the commandments. The verb
iama'appears together with swh especially in the expressions iama'beqdl (cf. Gen.

15. See II.4 above.
16. Concerning the formula way";aw. . .le'mor see II.4 above.
17. See III.l.a below.
18. See in this regard also the texts in II.5.
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2l:8',Dt.30:2; Josh. 22:2b;Jer.35:8) and iama'misw^tr(Dt.11.13,27,28)' or in an ex-

pression combining the two (cf. Dt.28:1,13,15). Such passages also include I K.

1 I :38; Jer. 1l:3-4; 35:8, 10, 16, I 8.

The word field of sw/z also includes dabarte and dibber Because these texts exhibit

a special meaning, we will examine them separately.2o

The notions of "sending" and "commanding" are directly associated in the sense of
messenger and message, a connection emerging clearly in texts associating idlah and

swh (cf . Ex. 4:28: I S. 2l:3[2]; Isa. 10:6; Jer. 14 14:. 23:32; 21:3-4).

III. Characteristic Expressions.
1. Priestly Writing. a. The P texts use swft quite frequently, particularly with com-

parative formulations lsing ka'"ier or k"f,ol '"ier siwwd and with God as the subject of
swft. This formula appears throughout the Pentateuch, from the primeval history (Gen.

6:22',7:16) and the history of Abraham (2114) on to Dt. l:3 and34:9, passages gener-

ally ascribed to P. The center of the use of this formula is in Exodus-Numbers, espe-

cially in the Sinai pericope (Ex. 19-Nu. 10), where 41 of the 64 occurrences in P are

found. These sections involve the tent of meeting (F;x. 29 351, 3l :1 l; 39:1,5 ,7 ,21,26,

29,31-32,42-43; 40:16,19,21,23,25,21,29,32), priestly consecration (Lev. 8:4,9,13,17 '
21,29;9:7,10; l0:15),andcongregationalissuessuchaspurity,thecult,andholiness
(cf. Lev. 16.34 24.23; Nu. 1:19,54; 2:33-34;3:42,51 8:3,20,22;9:5). The expression

occurs less frequently toward the beginning of the book of Exodus (Ex. 7:6,10'20' the

Egyptian plagues; 12:28,50, Passover), in sections involving the wilderness wander-

ings (Ex. 16:34; Nu. 15:36; 11:26[ l1]), and finally the land conquest (Nt.20:27;26:4;
27 :11,22; 30: 1 ; 3 1:7,31,41,41 ; 36: l0).

The semantic valence of these formulas emerges with particular clarity in the 14

texts in which the comparison ka'oier/k"f;ol ''ier is completed by kZn'diA/'aitt (Gen.

6:22:Ex.7:6;12:28,50;39:32,42-43;4016 Nu' l:54; 8:20,22;9:5; 17:26Ull;36:10).
Although the association of swh with'afi occurs frequently in the OT,2l this construc-

tion appears exclusively in the P literature. Although the construction does appear once

more in Josh. 14:5, this text itself belongs to the section comprising l3: l5-14:5 whose

vocabulary and style clearly derive from P; indeed, some scholars have proposed a con-

nection between this text and the texts in Genesis-Numbers'22 significantly, Josh. l4:5
refers to a divine commission to Moses rather than to Joshua (cf . 13:.7).23 The consis-

tent repetition of these formulations in central P traditions and the exclusive use of cer-

tain sentences (kEn'dSd/'d.fi?) strongly suggest that the authors or redactors had a pro-

nounced theological agenda in these texts.

b. According to Elliger, the fulfillment of divine commandments constitutes a con-

stant structure in the P tradition; this assertion can be clearly demonstrated in a series

19. See II.5.
20. See III.3 below.
21. See II.7.
22. See G. E. Wright, in Wright and
23. See M. Noth, Das Buch Joshua.

R. G. Boling, Joshua. AB 6 (1982),58, 67-68.
HATVT (1971),83.

t-
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of P texts (Gen. I 7: I I -12123; Ex. 14:1612l-22; 14:26121-28; Nu. l3:l -213,17 ; 2O:7 -81

9-10:20:23,25-26121-28;27:18-21122-23). Another series of passages involves obedi-
ence to commandments, albeit without providing as much detail (Gen. 6:22;Ex. 12:281.

l4:4), while other texts combine the two forms (Nu. 2O:27;27:22).24 The formulas
ka*ier/k"f;ol 'oier siwwi belong to the second group, a group portraying obedience to
divine commands in a more general and less colorful fashion. Despite their general

character, however, they are based on an extremely concrete theological conception
representative of P theology.

In the primeval and patriarchal history, the P redactor first uses the verb swft in three
comparative formulas with God as the subject and Noah or Abraham as the immediate
object. The programmatic character of this use is immediately apparent in that the
commands are directed to the entire human race (Gen. 6:22;1:16) or to the entire peo-
ple of God (21:4).

In the introduction and conclusion (Gen. 6:13-22;9:l-7), RP structures the Flood
Narrative as a discourse God delivers to Noah in which the flood and its consequences
(7:6-24) constitute the focal point. Noah is portrayed as an upright man who lives in ac-
cordance with God's will (6:9). In the Priestly theological vision, the most important
aspect of this story is not the events themselves, but the divine discourse that moves
history and sets these events in motion in the first place, and accordingly also the hu-
man response to that discourse. Hence it is important that Noah obeys the divine com-
mandment in building the ark and then enters it: k"l3ol *ier/ka''ier siwwA'o!6 rybhim

(6:22;7:16). God speaks, and people listen; God commands, and they obey. This se-

quence is the most important element for P. What we have here is "a graphic picture of
Noah working devotedly, with complete faith in all that the Almighty God had told
him, and in absolute obedience to the word of his creator."25 P is especially interested
in the actual entry into the ark itself since this entry illustrates Noah's obedience to the
divine word; in this obedience Noah effects his own rescue and, by extension, that of
humankind itself. Entry into the ark "assures future life, and puts it all under the obedi-
ence theme."26 Noah's obedience to the divine command alters the entire path of hu-
mankind, which hitherto had pursued its own destruction. This obedience creates a new
relationship between God and human beings, a relationship then articulated in what is
known as the Noahide Covenant. According to Westermann, "the entrance of the obe-
dient, pious man into the place of salvation or preservation" constitutes "a very re-
served and distant hint of the entrance into the sanctuary," a central motif of P.27

P also structures the Abraham story according to the schema command - obedi-
ence, this time with reference to circumcision. Gen. ll:23 offers a detailed account of
the precise fulfillment of the divine order (vv. ll-12; a subsequent reference appears in
21:4). This textual unit combines the schemata promise - commandment - obedi-
ence with the theme of covenant. Within the covenant, God's fulfillment of the promise

24. See Elliger, 129-30.
25. U. Cassuto, Genesis,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1978), I, 71.
26. McEvenue, 61.
27. C. Westermann, Genesis 1-11 (Eng. trans. 1984), 436.
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corresponds to Abraham's obedience to the command. "The essence of the theology of

the priestly writing expresses itself in all its clearness in this chapter."2s This associa-

tiorr of promise and commandment becomes programmatic both in reference to the

schema commandment - obedience and in reference to the character of the promise

itself, which according to l7:8 applies to "all the land of Canaan"; precisely this pro-

grammatic association then becomes one of P's favorite expressions, especially in

Numbers.2e
With regard to both structure and scope, the Sinai pericope constitutes the center of

p.30 The same applies without qualification also to P's use of the verb swft, especially

as regards the comparative formulation.
The experience at Sinai was constitutive for the people of God, and P's concern is to

show how all the laws derive from that Sinaitic experience. That concern also explains

the enormous accretion of priestly material (Ex. 25-Nu. l0) immediately following the

original Sinai narrative in Ex. 19-24, even though that material intemrpts the wilder-

ness wanderings.
This large section deals primarily with cultic matters. Ex. 25-31 portrays the con-

struction of the wilderness sanctuary, the consecration of priests, and the presentation

of offerings. Ex. 35-40 constitutes the counterpart to chs. 25-31 it the form of the ac-

tual execution of the commandments God issues to Moses'

The association of the sanctuary traditions with the Sinai tradition is accentuated by

the demand that the sanctuary itself be built "exactly according to the model he re-

vealed to Moses on the mountain." This formula is repeated several times (cf. 25:9,40;

26:8,30:27:8) andfinds its counterpart in chs. 35-40 in the assertion that it was indeed

done ka'oier siwwd yhwh 'e!-moieh (7 times in ch. 39, 7 more in ch. 40) or kef,ol 'aier

siwwA yhwh 'e!-mdieh (39:32,42;40:16). This formula functions to trace the construc-

tion of the wilderness sanctuary in all its details back to God's explicit orders to Moses;

every detail of the plan was implemented according to Yahweh's order to Moses. The

legitimacy of the wilderness sanctuary derives from God's own will, and God's pres-

enie in the pillar of fire and cloud (40:34-38) confirms this institution as being of di-

vine origin. Here the schema commandment - implementation functions to perfec-

tion. Moses mediates the divine orders, while Bezalel and Oholiab do the actual

construction. The entire people as voluntary workers exemplify true obedience to the

divine commandments.
The notion of holiness is not only determinative for P especially in the book of Le-

viticus, but also closely related to fulfillment of the divine will. It requires separation as

well as consecration and loyal worship. The demands of holiness God makes on his

cultic servants can be seen in the sudden death of the two sons of Aaron, who had done

something Yahweh had not commanded ('"ier lA'siwwd'61am, Lev. l0:1). Indeed, it is

precisely in the cultic sphere that Yahweh's commands must be followed with particu-

28. C. Westermann, Genesis 12-36 (Eng. trans. 1985), 256'

29. Cortese, La terra di Canaan.

30. Cortese, Da Mosi a Esdra, lO7.
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lar care. According to the P tradition, the priesthood in Israel commences with Aaron;
the priestly consecration of both Aaron and his sons (Lev. 8ff.) must accord perfectly
with God's commands (Ex. 29:35) because it is that consecration alone that makes
practice of the cult possible in the first place. The manifestation of God's presence be-
fore the entire people as the culmination of this first official act following the priestly
consecration (Lev.9:23-24) shows that God has accepted the offering. In context this
acceptance means that everything was done ka'oier siwwA yhwh. This formulation re-
curs 9 times in Lev. 8-10 in connection with the installation of the priesthood and the
presentation of offerings to emphasize the loyalty of Moses, Aaron, and the priests to-
ward the divine word. The breach of the schema command - disobedience by Nadab
and Abihu, Aaron's sons, is put right by the loyal obedience of Aaron and the other
priests. This schema now dominates the theology of P both in the description of the
wilderness wanderings (Ex. 15:22-18:27; Nu. l0: l1-20:13) and in the preparations for
the land conquest (Nu. 20: 14-36: l3) and on up to the death of Moses. Toward the end
of P (Dt. 34:9), the formula ka'oier siwwd yhwh 'e!-moieh appears for the last time in
the Pentateuch where the positive reaction of the people to their new leader is viewed
as an act of obedience to a divine commission.

The frequent repetition of the verb swlr, especially in the formulas discussed above,
precisely reflects the theological conviction of P that only unconditional obedience ac-
cords with the holiness of the divine will. Here Israel emerges as a community conse-
crated to God's cult, a community in which God regulates even the smallest details.
The community's holiness depends on its faithfulness to the divine word in its holy or-
dinances.

2. Deuteronomy. Detteronomy contains a group of.formulas some scholars have
called "promulgation statements,"3l actually relative clauses generally following one
or several terms for "1aw."32 Such substantives are not found in Dt. 5:12,16,32; 6:25;
lO:5; 12:21;20:17;26:14 (or in Ex. 34: I I and Dt. 12:14), texts closely resembling the
"implementation formulas" in the P tradition (cf. Ex. 7:6,10:. l2:28,501.t2 De Vries be-
lieves that these formulas function differently here than in the P tradition and prefers to
call them "authentication formulas."34 Even if we do not agree with all the details of de
Vries's interpretation, we do acknowledge the unique character of this particular group
of formulas.

a. "Promulgation statements" are formulas promulgating those divine command-
ments that the people of Israel must fulfill upon entering the land of Canaan. With the
exceptionof fivetextswith dibber(4:45;5:l),lmdpiel (5:31), nalanlipn4 (ll:32),and
iamar (12:l), all these formulas contain the verb siwwd (in the ptcp. or perf.; in Dt.
l8:18, in the impf., with extremely peculiar undertones35).

31. Lohfink, 59-63.
32. See II.5 above.
33. Lohfink, 59.
34. De Vries,31lff.
35. De Vries,311;Lohfink, 61,298 see III.3 below.
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The participial formulation of the promulgation statements constitutes a fixed clich6

with few variants: 'aier 'anoft? m"saww"f;a hayybm (Ex. 34: I I ; 18 times in Deuteron-

omy: 4:40; 6:6', 7:11; 8:1,11; 10:13; l1:8; l3:19[18]; l5:5; l9:9; 27:lO; 28:1,13,15;

30:2,8,11,16; the same formulation without hayy\m in 6:2; 12:14,28); the formula
'"ier 'an,f,t mesawweh 'elkem (4:2; ll.22; l2:ll; l3 lll2l.321; the same formulation

withhayy1min ll 13,27-28;27:1,4;28:14); similar formulations with the ptcp. of swft

but not belonging to this group of promulgation formula are found in 15: I l,l51, l9:.7;

24:18,22 'al-kEn 'an1fti me;aww"f;fr [hayy6m] and in 26:16: hayydm hazzeh yhwh

'eldheftd m"sawwef;d. Throughout Deuteronomy the promulgation formula has Moses

as its subject (only in Ex.34 ll is it Yahweh) and the people of Israel as its addressee.

Accordingly, it is Moses who at the boundary of the promised land presents the law to

the people.
In contradistinction to the participial formulations, the promulgation formulas with

swh in the perfect all have Yahweh as their subject (Dt.4i13,23:5:33;6:1,17,20;
9:12,16;13:6[5]; 26:13-14;28:45,69129:11:0). In l7:3 it is not clear whether Yahweh

or Moses is the subject.3T Only in 3l.5,29 is Moses the subject of a promulgation for-

mula in the perfect.
b. The intent of the authentication formulas is to inculcate the necessity of carrying

out or implementing something. in accordance with a divine ordinance. These formu-

las, too, are construed with swh in the perfect and always (excepting 12:21) with

Yahweh as the subject. In contradistinction to the promulgation formulas, however, the

authentication formulas basically begin with ka'"ier (Dt. 4:5; 5:12,16,32;6:251'20:17;

24:8; de Vries adds 18:20, but it begins with 'o.ier rather than with ka'"ier and belongs

thematically to a different group of formulas3s).

c. These findings show that both the participial formulations and those in the perfect

share certain similarities and yet also differ in various ways in both promulgation and

authentication. On the basis of differences in form and content, de Vries speaks of an

independent development in which the participial formula represents the earliest

form.3e Although this suggestion is indeed true, it must be explained differently. His ar-

guments especially regarding the age and original status of the promulgation formula

in Dt. 6:6 are not persuasive, since precisely this text shows that the promulgation for-

mula is not the oldest and derives rather from an even earlier formula.aO Hence the pro-

mulgation formula in 6:6 itself already contains a stereotypical clich6 just as in all the

other texts in Deuteronomy that were added secondarily.al All the evidence suggests

that these formulas have a common, pre-Dtn origin, and the various differences indi-

cate an independent development within tradition history. The earliest formulation that

36. De Vries,312-13, adds l:3 and l7.3; Dt. 1:3, however, like 34:9, belongs to P (see

Skweres, 19-20n. 106), and formalty they resemble the P formulas. See III'1 above.

37. See Lohfink,6l-62.
38. See III.3 below.
39. De Vries, 315.
40. De Vries, 309-10, 315.
41. See GarciaL6pez, RB 85 (1978) 164-67.
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could have influenced Deuteronomy (formulas either with the ptcp. or in the perf.) is
the one in Ex. 34:1 l. On the one hand, this formulation is construed with the participle;
on the other, its subject is Yahweh. In an exhaustive analysis ofthe vocabulary and for-
mulaic language of Ex. 34:11-16, Langlamet has demonstrated both the age and the
originality of 34:1 la ('aier 'anofti mesaww"fta hayy6m) among the formulas in Deuter-
onomy. In Ex.34:11a, where the divine "I" is revealed, one can see the "cultic and
theophanic roots of the 'reading of the law' at its very source."42 Halbe came to a simi-
lar conclusion from a different perspective.a3 Hence the participial formulation in Ex.
34:l1a influenced the promulgation formulas in Deuteronomy; through the course of
their own tradition history, the latter were then subject to variations.aa Commensurate
with the Moses fiction in Deuteronomy, the "I" in the formulas must basically become
the "I" of Moses himself in contradistinction to that in Ex. 34: I la. On the other hand,
the Dtn formula construed in the perfect and generally with Yahweh as subject simi-
larly derives from Ex. 34:lla, a text particularly emphasizing yahweh's sovereignty,
which in its own turn provides the foundation for the urgent admonition to obey the di-
vine commandment.4s

In its original form, Deuteronomy constituted a book of laws promulgated by Moses
(cf . 2 K. 22:18; Dt.4:45) containing parenetic legal sections in the singular in chs. 6-
28. Historical sections were later appended to both the beginning and the end of the
book (chs. l-3 + 29-34) along with references to the events at Horeb (ch. 5 and 9:j-
l0:11). In these sections Horeb occupied the foreground, and even the book ofDeuter-
onomy clothed itself anew in accommodation to ancient oriental contracts. The cove-
nant between God and his people was made at Horeb, and the basic law of Horeb is the
Decalog, which Moses received directly from God's hands. Both Horeb and, even
more concretely, the Decalog amplify the parenesis and law of proto-Deuteronomy.a6
While the "I" of Moses leaps to the forefront in the participial promulgation formulas,
in the formulas construed in the perfect the reference is to Horeb,aT and Yahweh thus
takes center stage. In this view Yahweh appears as the lawgiver and Moses as the medi-
ator. Moses' task is to promulgate and implement the law of Horeb in Moab, which is
why the expression hayy1m appears so frequently in the participial formulation. God's
voice at Horeb, so distant from the people themselves (cf.5:23ff.), now approaches
closer through the mediation of Moses (cf . 5:27ff .), and thus not only do the voices of
Yahweh and Moses flow together here, but also the formulations in which these voices
come to expression. Thenceforth the two voices can no longer be distinguished. Such is
the case in l'll3,a8 where at first glance the "I" refers to Moses; if one compares this
text with 18:20; Jer. 7:31 19:15;32:35 (texts closely relared to Dt. l7:3 in form), how-

42. Langlamet, 329-30; see also 503ff.
43. Halbe, 59-96.
44. See III.2.a above.
45. See Halbe, 95-96.
46. See GarciaL6pez, RB 84 (1977) 5t2-13,520-21;85 (1978) 47tr.
47. See Moran, 86; Lohfink, 60ff.
48. See III.2.a above.
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ever, the "I" of Yahweh clearly steps into the foreground. Moses is seen to represent

and mediate Yahweh's voice; he is God's spokesperson. The people are summoned to

obey God's law and will. Ultimately, this schema constitutes the religious and theolog-

ical message of the forms analyzed here. Moses promulgates God's law and authenti-

cates it as divine.

3. swh - dbr In 18 OT passages the verbs ;iwwA and dibber are intimately related.

Most of these passages can be ascribed to P (Ex. 6:13 7 :2; 25:22; 3432,34; Nu. 2'l:23;

Dt. l:3) and to Jeremiah (Jer. l:7,17;7:22; 14:14;19.5;26:2,8;29:23)' The remaining

passages are in the prophetic law in Dt. l8:18,20 and in Josh.4:10. The most important

suUlects in these sections are on the one hand Yahweh, and on the other Moses and Jer-

emiah. Less significant subjects include the prophets in general, false prophets, and

Joshua.

As regards the subjects and addressees of the verbs sil4/wA - dibber three basic

combinaiions occur: (1) Yahweh as the subject of both verbs (Ex. 6:13l,25:22: confir-

mation; !er.1:22; 14:14; l9:5: rejection). (2) Yahweh as the subjectof dibber Moses as

the subject of siww6, i.e., Moses mediates what Yahweh has said (Ex. 34:32; Nu.

27:23). (3) Yahweh as the subject of siwwd, Moses or others as the subject of dibber;

Yahweh commands, and Moses, Jeremiah, or others relay Yahweh's orders (8x.7:2;

34:34;Dt.1:3b; l8:18,20; Josh.4:10;Jer' l:7,171'26.2,8;29:23)- This particular group

is predominant semantically and with regard to cited traditions. Four of these texts con-

strue the verbs in the imperfect (in the remaining texts siwwi is always used in a past

sense), yielding two different constructions'. t"Sabber 'e! kol-'"ier 'osawwefta (Ex. 1:2;

Jer. l:7) and w"Qibber'e1kol-'aier'osawweh(-) (Dt. 18:18; Jer. l:17). Accordingly,

Moses, Jeremiah, and the prophets will all speak after the manner of Moses, namely,
..everything that Yahweh commands you," a formulation indicating that Moses or the

other prophets like him (e.g., Jeremiah) are in fact commissioned by the Lord' Here too

the sclema commission - obedience appears (albeit in a different form than earliey'e).

Finally the formula (w" )dibbarfta)'e1 kol:aie r'a sawweh( - ) in Jeremiah and Deuteron-

omy ii qualified further by the other formula (we)nalattt d"f;aray b"pi\d (Dt. l8:18b0;

re.. t:sbp). Accordingly, "speaking what God commands" (Dt. l8:1Sbp; Jer. l:7bF) is

equivalent to what Yahweh puts in his mouth.50 The prophet is ultimately his messen-

ger (Ex. 4:15;2 S. 14:18-19). Jeremiah defines himself as the "mouth of God" (Jer.

l5:19) and understands himself as God's instrument, functioning, like Moses, as a me-

diator. P expresses this reality with other formulations, e.g.,'\ will deliver to you all

-y "o*-unds 
for the Israelites" (Ex.25.22; cf .34:32). The function is thus mediation,

but through the word; i.e., the true prophet will speak what Yahweh commands (cf' the

formulations in the impf.). By contrast, the false prophets proclaim what Yahweh has

neither spoken nor commanded (Jer. 14 14; cf. Dt. 18:20). The true prophet remains

loyal to bod's word, while the alrogant will die because they speak in the name of

49. See IILI above.
50. See GarciaL6pez, "Election-vocation d'Israel et de J6r6mie," VT 35 (1985) 10.
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Yahweh but not what Yahweh actually commands (cf. Dt. 18:20). Moses and Jeremiah
are true prophets because they relay God's word exactly as he commands (cf. Ex.
34:34;Dt. l:3; Jer. 26:8, formulas with swhin the perf.). In this understanding of the
prophet, the Jeremianic, Dtn, and P traditions merge.

The question arises whether such an intimate relationship between form and content
in different traditions derives ultimately from a common source. The answer is fre-
quently sought on the one hand in the traditions of the northern kingdom, where the
roots of Deuteronomy and the Jeremianic proclamation are to be found,5l traditions
from which on the other hand the P tradition also draws. In its accounts of the wilder-
ness sanctuary, P doubtless contains a series of extremely old traditions regarding the
"tent of meeting"s2 (cf. Ex. 33:7 -ll, E). The understanding of the function of Moses,
who speaks with God and acts as a mediator (cf.25:22), also contains extremely old
traditions regarding the tasks of Moses (cf. 33: l1). The tables of the Decalog to which
Dt. l8:15ff. refer are kept in the ark of the covenant (Ex. 25:21; 40:20) as a sign of the
continuity between God's revelation in the past and his present revelation to Israel
from the ark of the covenant itself (Ex. 25:22).sz

4. nagiS - $wh.a. The structure of the ndgt{ formtlas in samuel and Kings using
the verb swh is: verb + subj. (generally Yahweh) + ndgtd + 'al-obj. The variable in this
formulation is the verb itself, yielding two groups of formulas. The first group uses
maiah (1 S.9:16; 10:1),s+ and the second siwwd(l S. 13:14; 25:30;2 S.6:21; 1 K.
l:35), hayd (2 S. 5:2;7:8), ndlan (l K. l4:1; 16:2), and laqah (2 S. 7:8). Despite the
use of different verbs, this second group is unified; nalan and ldqah are correlatives,
and hayd emphasizes the final situation (together with ldqah in 2 S. 7:8). The term
siwwd refers more to a royal or divine resolution in order to prompt a certain course of
action.55 Texts with swh in 1/2 Samuel refer to David, those in ltZ Kings to Solomon.
The use of swh in 1 S. 13:13-14 is also interesting; in connection with Saul's rejection,
the prophet samuel reports, biqqei yhwh 16 ii kilbabo waye;awwehfi yhwh lendgiL'al-
'ammb (v. 14bc). This formulation is itself framed by two additional formulations with
swh: lo' iamarta'e!-miswalyhwh '"l6hey[d '"ier siwwaf, (v. 13b) and kt ld' idmafta'e!
'"ier-siww"$a yhwh (v. lab0-y). Here the author is playing on the double meaning of
siwwaby establishing a connection between what Yahweh has commanded and the ap-
pointment as ndgiS: "He [Saul] has disobeyed Yahweh, or rather yahweh's prophet.
Thus he has violated the terms of his appointment as king. Kingship requires obedi-
ence."56

David will later intervene for Solomon with the same formulation: we'a16 siwwtli
lihyfu nagtS 'al-yiird'dl w"'al-yehfiila ( 1 K. I :35). Here the verb siwwilt is to be under-

51. See GarciaL6pez, "Un profeta," 304ff.
52. -+ )ilN ',1hel, I, 118ff.; --) 1y1D m6'e1, VIII, 167ff.
53. See J. P. Hyatt, Exodus. NCBC (1971),265;8. S. Childs, Exodus. OTL(1974),540-41.
54. --> Itll/D mdiah, IX,43ff.
55. See Richter, 72-75.
56. P. K. McCarter Jr., I Samuel. AB 8 (1980), 230.
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stood as perfectum declarativum (perf. of coincidence), "and I hereby appoint him to

be nagiS over Israel."sT

These texts with the formula siwwA . . . ndgtQ show that without losing its basic

meaning "order, command;' ;iwwA can shift its meaning to "appoint, name' install."

b. A special use of the ndgtQ formtilation is found in Isa. 55:3-5. Only in the expres-

sion ndgil fim"sawweh l"'ummim (v. ab) is swft used as the piel participle to refer to a

function, namely, as "a leader and commander for the peoples" (preserving the basic

meaning of swh). Deutero-Isaiah associates Israel's covenant with David and transfers

to Israel the title bestowed on David. Just as David once ruled over Israel, so also will
Israel now become the commander of the nations. In his victories and conquests, David

witnessed to God's power and deeds on behalf of his people. Israel is now analogously

appointed to be God's witness among the nations (v. 4; cf. Isa. 43: l0; 44:8). Such wit-

nlis consists in proclamation of Yahweh. Because Israel has experienced God's re-

deeming power in its own salvation history, it is itself to become a witness to his liber-

ating power. Put briefly, Isa. 55:3-5 is reinterpreting both the figure and function of

David.s8
c. Although the formula w"'al-'am 'e!rd1i 'osawwennfi (Isa. 10:6) formally resem-

bles the ndgiQ formula in I S. 13 14 25:30;2 S. 6:21 I K. 1:35, a comparison of the

formulations in Samuel-Kings with that in Isa. 10:6 reveals a certain antithetical paral-

lelism. In the first case, Yahweh appoints a ndgtQ to be an instrument of deliverance for

his people; in the second, he commissions (sw/e) an Assyrian to be the instrument of

chastisement for his people Israel'5e

5. Installation Formulas. a. In Nu. 27:19,23;Dt.3l]14,23; Josh' l:9; 1 K' 2:l;
I Ch. 22.6,12;2 Ch. 19:9, we encounter a formal schema that Porter qualifies as "a

definite form of installation to an office or function."60 These words of installation are

described as a ceremonious command, siwwd (cf. 2 S. 7:7, albeit it a text Porter and

Williamson do not cite). In this specific context the term expresses admission to a

clearly defined office. By contrast, references to appointment to offices that are not

clearly defined do not use swft. Here ;wh refers to the actions of those with the author-

ity to transfer their power to others.6l In Numbers, Deuteronomy, and Joshua, Moses

transfers his power to Joshua, his successor in leading the Israelite tribes. In 1 Kings/

I Chronicles, David transfers the throne to his son Solomon. 2 Ch. 19:8-9 is a bit dif-

ferent. Here Jehoshaphat, king of Judah, appoints priests, Levites, and the heads of
families of Israel "to give judgment" and "to decide disputed cases" among his peo-

ple. One important difference here is that in Numbers (Nt.27:19,23), Moses is the

subject of siwwL, while in Dt.3l:14,23, and Josh. l:9 it is Yahweh. Similar are I K.

57. Mettinger, 16l-62; see Halpern, 6-7.
58. See Beiken, 55-64; t. L. McKenzie, Second Isaiah. AB 20 (1968), 142ff.; Seybold, 155 n.

59. See H. Wildberger,Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. 1991), 416-17.

60. Porter, 106.
61. Porter, 107-8.

14.
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2:l and I Ch. 22:6, where David, and I Ch. 22:12, where yahweh, is the subject of
siww6.62

A formal and thematic connection obtains between Josh. 1:7aa and the installation
formula in 1:9a. Each hemistich uses the same formulation within a chiastic construc-
tion: raq ltozaq we'"mas me'oQ // liimor la'oi61 kef,ol-hanird 'aier siwwef,a moieh . . .

hol6' siwwiltftd // lt"zaq we'emds (l:7aa,9aa; cf. also Dt. 3:28: siwwd - llazaq -'amas). changes in the subject of siwwd (Moses in v. 7 , Yahweh in v. 9) also change
the valence and scope of the verb. V. 9 involves an emphatic declaration used to ex-
press the ceremonious installation of Joshua in his office.63 Nonetheless a connection
between these formulas and those in I S. l3:13-14 discussed earlier does obtain. The
DtrN redactor here plays on the double meaning of the verb in underscoring the con-
nection between installation and success in ofFrce on the one hand and obedience to
the law on the other (cf. also I K.2:l-4 and I Ch. 22:ll-13).If these installation for-
mulas do indeed have their background "in the royal practice and administration of
the Judaean monarchy,"6a then their life setting is also analogous to that of the ndgt{
formulations

b. In 1 K. 2:lb the term siwwd acquires a different meaning. Within the immediate
context (wayyiqr"!fi y"ma-ddwtj ldmfr1 v. la) and considering the etymological con-
nection between swh and Arab. wsy,65 one might translate I K. 2:lb as "give one's last
charge"60 (cf. also Gen.49:29,33;50:16; 25. t7:23;2K.20:t;Isa. 38:1, rexts one can
interpret similarly). Formally I K. 2:l more closely resembles Dt. 3l: 14: wayyiqre!fi
y"mA-dawt{ ldmfr1 way"saw (1 K. 2:l), qdrepfr ydmef,a ldmfi1 . . . wa'osawwenfi (Dt.
3l:14). Peculiarly the subject in Dt. 31:14 is Yahweh, who is speaking to Moses, sug-
gesting that when Moses nears death, Yahweh himself gives the last instructions to
Joshua. In this context one might also note that David's words to Solomon resonate in
Moses' words to Joshua (DL3l:23) and in Yahweh's parallel admonition to Joshua
(Josh.1:6-9).

Hence in both I K.2:l and Dt. 3l:14, siwwd serves to express special orders and
instructions (both divine and human) directed to a successor in office immediately be-
fore the death of the predecessor. Indeed, Joshua is then installed in office in Dt.
3l:23.67

IV. Yahweh's Sovereign Power in Creation and History. In the OT both creation
and the direction of history are the work of God's sovereign power. yahweh shows
himself to be the Lord of creation who also guides the events of history. Hence he can
either choose those who are to realize his salvific plans or use the various elements of

62. See Williamson, 354.
63. See Boling, in Wright and Boling, Joshua, 125; regarding other differences in the formu-

las used in vv. 6-9, see Ehrlich, 2-3; Smend, 494-97.
64. Porter, 108; see Williamson, 353-54.
65. See I above.
66. See J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTL 1z191gr,rr.
67. See G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 187-89.
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nature as instruments to implement those plans. Used in this context, siwwd does not

lose its basic meaning of "command" while yet acquiring different semantic nuances

and its own theological import under the influence of the various settings.

l.Isa.45:11-21 is aprogrammatic passage using swft twice within an exquisitely

structured smaller textual unit (Isa.45:9-13;,os which in its own turn is to be inter-

preted from the perspective of the preceding pericope. Given the prophecy in 45 l-1,

the exiles wonder how Cyrus, a foreigner, can be Yahweh's anointed, a title reserved

for Israelite kings within the OT tradition, and especially for those of the Davidic dy-

nasty.6e The answer comes in vv. 9-13: Israel has no right to criticize Yahweh's use of

Cyrus as the instrument of his salvific activity. This divine decision demonstrates

GLd's absolute sovereignty. God can choose whomever he wants to implement his

plans, and needs to render no account of that choice. He is able to "command" the en-

tire hosts of heaven (wel3ol-s"!d'dm siwwali, lsa. 45 121. cf . 4O:26); by contrast, no one

can command him (45:11).

Here the basic meanin g of siwwd and the peculiar nature of this verb emerge in the

juxtaposition of subject and object in the fashion of master and subject' As the sover-

eign Goa, Yahweh can command all persons and things, but can be commanded by no

one.7o

Z.ps.33:6-9 and 148:5 demonstrate the same theological conception from a differ-

ent perspective than Isa. 45:11-12. Both psalms underscore the power of the divine

word in formulations recalling Gen. l. "By the word of God the heavens were

made. . . . For he spoke, and it came to be; he commanded, and it stood firm"; "for he

commanded and they were created."

The syntactic-stylistic construction here consists of the qdtal + w-yiqldl of the verbs

'amar and hdyd introdttced by the personal pronoun hfi' (with reference to Yahweh)

and the parallel qdtat of ;wh + w-yiql6l of 'dmad, introduced by hfi'(Yahweh) (33:9a

par. 9b). In 148:5 the qdtal of swh is followed by w-yiqtol of bdrd'. Ps. 148:5b and

iygua correspond formally: kt hfi'siwwd w"nif;ra'fi (148:5b), ki hfi''dmar wayyehi

(33:9a), hfi'-siwwd wayya'amoi (33:9b). Within this syntactic and stylistic correlation,

siwwd clearly refers to God's creative word (cf. also 147:15-18)'

3. OT theological reflection frequently addresses the theme of creation within the

context ofhistory. In the book ofJob God's sovereignty in creation results in his sover-

eignty in history. God's own questions to Job in 38:12 (cf. vv. 12-15) demonstrate that

Coa Uone has the power perpetually to renew the order of nature.Tl The same position

is taken in the divine discourse in 36:2't-37:21, which uses siwwd twice. Because

yahweh is able to command clouds and lightning, surely it is he who is behind such

natural phenomena in the larger sense (cf. 36:32;37:12)' The cosmic elements are un-

68. See Naidoff, 180-85.
69. -+ nUD maiah, LX,43ff.
70. See Stuhlmueller, 204-5; Leene, 314.
71. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),503-4
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derstood as "God's host" ("God's regiment"T2), which he rules as its highest com-
mander. God's cosmic power is also reflected in the Song of the Unfruitful Vineyard
(Isa. 5) and in Ps. 78, a wisdom portrayal of Israel's history. As the highest God ('ely6n,
Ps. 78: l7), Yahweh commands the skies (78:23). As rhe lord of the vineyard (Isa. 5:7),
Yahweh $"bd'6! commands the clouds not to rain on the vineyard (v. 6). Such power to
command demonstrates God's omnipotence (cf. Job 38:34).tz Am.9:3-4 similarly por-
trays God's cosmic omnipresence. Yahweh commands both the sea serpent and the
sword as if they were personal beings (vv. 3,4). The serpent as the personification of
the hostile power of the sea (cf. rsa. 27:L; Job 26: l3) and the sword as the hostile power
within battle are reduced to malleable instruments in the service of the divine com-
mand. Both in Amos and in the Isaianic Song of the Vineyard, the divine command ac-
quires the character of chastisement or curse. By contrast, in Ps. 133:3 the object of
siwwi is blessing. "To that place Yahweh extends the blessing. il)']I in the OT is the
'power of life,' 'enhancement of life,' 'elevation of life."'7a

4. Ps.7:7(6); 44:5(4):68:29(28);71:3 all speak more about God's power within his-
tory than about his power over nature. The psalmist describes Yahweh as king (44:5[4];
cf. 7:1[6]) or as a rock or fortress (68:29t281;71:3); he guarantees victory, favor, and
deliverance. In both 44:5(4) and 7l:3, swft is followed by the root y.i'.. sawwEh ycitt'61
ya'"qdb (44:5b); siwwtla leh)ii'Eni (71:3ail in reference to the realization of deliver-
ance. As king, God can decide or determine who will be the recipient of his deliver-
ance.

In Ps. 7l:3 Brls suggests following the LXX (as in 31 :3) in reading Fbay m"sfid61.
Many scholars accept this emendation because the MT ldb6'fimtd siwwtla makes no
sense. A comparison with 44:5(4), however, encourages us to keep the expression swft
+ yi'. Avoiding textual emendation, one can follow the.suggestion of the ToB: "Be a
rock where I can find refuge / where I have access every moment tNRSv 'to come con-
tinually'l: / you decided [NRSV 'you have commanded'] to save me. / yes, you are my
rock, my fortress." Yahweh as the divine sovereign and strong rock need only issue the
command (siwwd), and there is deliverance (yi').

The psalmist uses the same metaphors of God as savior (y"ifr'60 and rock (sela') in
expressing the conviction that God will surely be merciful (siwwd hese/, 42:6,9-
l0[5,8-9]). Indeed, 42:6-lo(5-9) expresses the same emotions as does 7r:r-3: fear and
apprehension are overcome by hope in God's deliverance, by trust in God's will; God
needs only to command, and the supplicant will be delivered.

Hence the most diverse formulations associate God's power and sovereignty with
his power to command. The creatures of the universe along with historical events all
appear as the obedient instruments of the divine word, which commands and orders
(siwwd) with a mighty voice.

72. G. Hrtlscher, Das Buch Hiob. HAT lJlT (21952),86-87.
73. See B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaia. HAT 3/l (1922),56.
74. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-1 50 (Eng. rrans. 1989), 486.
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Y. l. lXX. The LXX generally translates swl, with entdllomai, which occurs 350

times (344 for the piel, 6 for the pual), plus 3 times in Sirach (15:20; 45:3, piel;7:31,

pual). The verb entdllomai, whose basic meaning is "command, order," occurs another

50 ti.n"r in the LXX as the translation for 'amar dibber and several other verbs. Its

meaning and use are virtually equivalent with those of swh.

Next in frequency are four verbs deriving from the root /zisso, occurring altogether

I 17 times: 4 times epitdsso (3 piel, once pual); 16 prostdsso; 94 syntdsso (92 piel, 2

pual);3 tdss6. In2 Sam.7:11 and I Ch. 17:10, tdss6has the meaning "prescribe, de-

tr""" o, "install." The same meaning accompanies the verbs kathistemi inZ Sam.6:21,

which translates swft (cf. 1 Sam. 8:5, where it translates other terms) and synistEmi in

Nu.27:23. These passages involve the ndgil formula or something similar in which

swlr has taken on a specialized meaning. The same attempt at precise articulation is

found in the use of tithdmi in Ps. 77(78):5 and diatithe-mi in Josh. 7: I l, where swlr is

dependent on the subst. b"ri1. The terms apostillo and eulogia are used together in the

same sense in Lev. 25:21 and Dt. 28:8 to render the expression siwwd b"rdft6.

The translation of s)4//, reveals the harmonizing tendency in the LXX especially in

the context of fixed formulas. One particularly revealing example is the participial for-

mulation '"ier 'an1fti m"saww"fta, which occurs in the MT in both singular and plural

versions, with and without hayybm. Here the LXX basically reads in the singular even

where rhe MT reads the plural (cf. Dt. ll:13,22;21:4;28:14), also adding hayy)m

where ir does nor occur in the MT (cf .4:2b;6:2; ll:22; l2:ll,l41'13:l[12:32]). The

same applies to the formul a ka'oier siwwd yhwh, which in Numbers is generally com-

plemenred by 'e1moieh,. in Nu. 17:26(11), where the MT reads ',o16, the LXX trans-

lates rd Maysii.

2. Qumran. The term sw/r occurs 43 times in the Qumran writings (11 times in IQS;

9 in tQ22 [Words/Sayings of Moses]; 5 in I IQT; 3 in lQH; once each in lQSb; 1Q34

[Festival/Liturgical Prayers]; CD; l2 additional times in 4Q). Since battle and war are

situations in which commands and orders are issued, one expects to find swlr in IQM/

4QM; peculiarly, however, it does not occur there at all.

Both the frequency and meaning of the verb in 1QS deserve special attention. One

of the most basic ordinances of the community is the commandment: "to seek God

(tidrdi 'Cl) . . .as he commanded by the hand of Moses and all his servants the proph-

ets" (lQS l:1-3). In 8:15-16, almost at the end of the Community Rule, the authorre-

turns to this demand; although the expressions are the same, the meaning is slightly

different. The ideal community of the future in the wilderness is to study the torah

(midrai haxbrd), "which God commanded by the hand of Moses'"

The two texts concur in emphasizing the significance of the God-given law (cf.

lQS 6:6; CD 6:7;20:6). studying the torah is the same as seeking God. God's law

contains his will as revealed through Moses and his prophets. As in the OT,zs t5" tot-

mula swft b"yaQ occtrs frequently in Qumran (cf. 1QS l:3; 8:15; 4QDibHam 4:8;

75. See II.2 above.
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5: l4). The equivalency between God's law and will, normally only implied in the OT,

is made explicit in lQS 9:15,24, which summons all to do God's will to please him
(cf.4QPhyl ll3l/132)II61' rasbn is a term the MT never associates with swft) as he

commanded (ka'"ier siwwd). This basic precept of the Community Rule explains the

significance ascribed to the divine will (cf. also lQS l:11:, 5:1,8,22;8:21:'9:25). The
divine will is so sacred that there may be "straying neither to the right nor to the left
and transgressing none of his words" (lQS 3:10). In the Words/Sayings of Moses
(1Q22), the use of swh is concentrated primarily in the first two columns, i.e., in
God's discussion with Moses and, through him, with the Israelites. Both the form and

the content of these sections distinctly recall certain texts in Deuteronomy on which
they doubtless depend. Yahweh commands Moses to relay to the people all the words
of the law he "commanded" on Mt. Sinai (1Q22:1,3,4;cf.2:ll). God warns the Israel-
ites against violating the laws or being unfaithful to his precepts ( l:6,9). The formula-
tion in 1:8-9 is typical of the Dtn version.T6 Moses admonishes the Israelites not to be-

come arrogant and not to forget what he has commanded them. The formulation here,

Ihimr] lmhltrwm tlblbkhwik[hth']ir'nwlcy fmsw]k hywm (2:4), has been inspired by
Dt. 8:1la,14 with one important difference: what in Deuteronomy refers directly to
Yahweh refers in lQ22 to a commandment of Moses. 4QOrd (4Q159) 2-4:3 cites Lev.
25:42 (the prohibition against selling Israelites as slaves) and identifies it as a divine
commandment.

Five passages in the Temple Scroll reproduce passages from Deuteronomy. These

occurrences are concentrated in cols. 54-55 and 6l-62 in connection with vows (54:6
par. Dt. 12:28;cf.Dt.23:22-24121-23)), prophets (54:17 par. Dt. 13:6[5];61:1 par. Dt.
l8:20), agitators (55:13; par. Dt. 13:19[8]), and war (62:15 par. Dt. 2O:17). One par-
ticularly striking feature in contrast to Deuteronomy is that the Temple Scroll basically
speaks of God in the first person. Only in one instance, in connection with false proph-
ets where Deuteronomy already has the first person, does the Temple Scroll repeat the
Dtn text (cf. llQT 61:l par. Dt. 18:20).

Garcia Ldpez

76. See III.2 above
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DII s,irz; Dl:J s6m

Contents: I. Root. II. Meaning. III. Occurrences. IV. Word Field. V. Individual Passages.

VI. LXX, Early Judaism, Qumran.

I. Root. Derivatives of sm in the Hebrew OT include the verb sriru (though only in
the qal; 2l times) and the noun s6m (26 times; because it otherwise always appears
without the article, some scholars also conjectureb"sbm in Ps. 35:13;69:11[Eng. l0]);
it is also found in Aramaic (Elephantine),1 Christian Palestinian Aramaic, Samaritan,
Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopic, and allegedly also in Ugariticz in an invocation against evil
spirits.3 In an inscription on a synagogue column in Rehob near Beth-shean, the name
of one of the founders is allegedly ;wmy, "he who was born on a fasting day" 1t;.+

II. Meaning. No semantic difference is discernible between the verb and noun (cf.,
e.g., Isa. 58:3-6, which uses both terms, or 2 S. 12:16; thenZech. T:5 with 8:19; Ezr.
8:21,23). Alongside the passages from the Psalms mentioned above (Ps. 35:13;
69:11[10]), Est.9:31 (addendum?) is also disputed.

Both the verb and the noun refer to "fasting" as a complete or partial abstinence
from food and drink (cf. "neither ate bread nor drank water," Ex.34:28; Dt. 26: 14; I S.

l:8; Dnl. lO:2-3) generally for a period of a single day ("day of fasting"s;, according to
Est.4:16 as long as three days from morning till sunset (cf. 1 S.7:6;25. l:12;3:35;
Igs.20:26).

Such fasting can be aresponse to grief (1 S.3l:13; 2S.l:121.3:35; I Ch. 10:12;
Neh. l:4: here too one experiences "mitigation" at the death of a fellow or in a particu-
lar situation6) or to existing or imminent distress, in which case the fasting might also
accompanyaconfessionof sin(1 S.7:6; Neh.9:l-2;Dnl.9:3ff.; cf.Jer. l4:7,121'Jon.
3:4ff.) or prayers as a means of emphasis (Ezr. 8:21,23), functioning as a sign not only

sfim. A. Baumann, "Urrolle und Fasttage," ZAW 80 (1968) 350-73; R. Bohlen, Der Fall
Nabot. Tiibinger theologische Studien 35 (1978), esp. 161-62; H. A. Brongers, "Fasting in Israel
in Biblical and Post-Biblical Times," OTS 20 (1977) 1-21; F. Buhl, "Fasten im AT," RE, y,768-
70; H.-J. Hermisson, Sprache und Ritus im altisraelitischen Kuh. WMANT 19 (1965), esp. 76-84;
E. Kutsch, "Trauerbriiuche" und "Selbstminderungsriten" im AT. ThS 78 (1965), 23-42 =
Kleine Schriften zum AT. BZAW 168 (1986), 78-95; H. Graf Reventlow, Gebet im AT (Stuttgart,
1986), esp. 2Ol-2; F. Stolz, "tllI sfrm to fast," TLOT lI, 1066-67; P. Welten, Geschichre und
Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbilchern. WMANT 42 (1973), esp. 146, 111.

l. DNS1, rr, 966.
2. J.C. de Moor,'An Incanration against Evil Spirits," UF 12 (1980) 429-32, esp.43l (1. 7 of

the text reproduced there).
3. HAL,III, 1012a.
4. Beyer,675.
5. See IV below.
6. Kutsch, 34.
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of mourning but also of penitence, or as an actual penitential rite (cf. 2 S. 12:16; Neh.

l:4; Jer. 14:12, Jon.3:5). Fasting brings to symbolic expression the human disposition

demanded by Yahweh,T and as a form of self-abasement and self-deprecation, i.e., as a

sign of one's own lowly status (Kutsch), seeks to turn God from his wrath (cf. 2 S.

12:22). As such, it can also function as a preparation for other activity or other rituals
(Ezr.8:21 Est. 4:16; Dnl. 9:3), e.g., in preparation for receiving a revelation (albeit

without ;fim, Ex.34:28; Dnl. l0:2ff.). Fasting is not attested in the OT as an atonement

ritual. Jgs. 20:26 mightrefer to fasting in a Yahweh war (cf. I S. 14:24). Regarding the

actual content of such fasting practices, cf. (in addition to the passages using sfim/sbm)

also Isa. 22:12-14; Jer. l4:l-15:3(9); Jth. 4:l-15.8

III. Occurrences. The distribution of occurrences shows that only a few unequivo-

cal or possible texts date to the preexilic period (Jgs. 2O:261. I S. 31 : I 3 par. I Ch' 10: 12;

2 S. l:12 12:16,21-23; I K.2l:9,12[27?]). Except for Jer. 14, the preexilic prophets do

not mention fasting; nor do even the older law collections (it appears first in Lev. l6).
Nonetheless, these few texts do give the impression that the custom of fasting was al-

ready familiar, especially during ad hoc fasting days or on personal occasions. Follow-

ing the exile, however, and especially during the postexilic period itself, the custom of
fasting clearly appears more frequently and in a more organized form; indeed, its fixed

association with other rituals shows that it became one of the more important expres-

sions of faith.e
The verb occurs 21 times and only in the qal (Igs.20:26;1 S. 7:6; 31:13 par. 1 Ch.

1012;2 S. 1:12; 12:16 12:21,22,23: I K.2l:27;Ezr.8:23; Neh. 1:4; Est. 4:16[bis];

Isa.58:3,4[bis]; Jer. 14|2;Zech.7:5[ter]). The noun occurs 26 times (2 S. 12:16; I K.

2l:9,12;2 Ch. 2O:3',Ezr. 8'.21 Neh. 9:1; Est. 4:3; 9:31; Ps. 35:13; 69:11110); 109:24;

Isa. 58:3,5,6; Jer.36.6,9; Dnl. 9:3; Joel l:14; 2'.12,L'l''Jon.3:5;Zech.8: l9[5 times]).

IV. Word Field. Because fasting was part of both the private and the communal

cultic expression of faith, it is generally mentioned in association with other rituals in-

stead of merely as an isolated act (cf. the series in Est. 4: 1-3). Not surprisingly, both the

verb and the noun frequently appear in fixed expressions as well as with other verbs in

both cultic and private contexts.

Because fasting was part of self-abasement rituals, functioning as a sign of despair,

grief, and self-deprecation (cf.Isa. 58:3,5; Ps. 35:13; also in general I K.2l:27;Neh.
l:4;9:1;Est.9:31;Isa.58:3-5),r0itisoftenmentionedtogetherwith-+):X ZAalNetr.
1:4;Est.4:3). Fasting includes weepingtr (Jgs.2O:26|'25.1:12l' 12:15'22; Neh. l:4; Est.

4:3; Ps. 69:lltl0l; Joel2:12).In such situations, people cry out to Godl2 (Neh. 9:l-3;

7. Hermisson, 78.
8. Cf. also Reventlow. 25lff.
9. See IV below.
10. In this regard see Kutsch.
1 l. -+ ;1): bakA (bdkhah), II, 1 l6ff.
12. -+ flllfVl, za'aq/sa'aq, IV 112.
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Est. 9:31), whom they also "seek" through fastingr3 (2 S. 12:16;Ezr.8:23; cf.2 Ch.

2O:4: Dnl.9:3). They lament and mournr4 (2 S. l:12; Est. 4:3; Joel2:121, Zech. 7:5),

cover their heads with ash or dust (e.g., Est. 4:3; Dnl. 9:3), and put on the -s lW iaq as a

penitential garment (l K. 2l:27; Neh. 9: l; Est. 4:1ff.; Ps. 35:13; 69:ll-12[10-l 1]; Jon'

3:5; cf. 2 S. 3:31; 2K.19:l-2; Jer.4:8, etc.; cf. by contrast Ps. 30:12[11]), pray,15 and

abase themselvesr6 (cf. Lev. 16:29l'23:27;Nu.29:7 on the Day of Atonement).

A special day of fastingtT (Jgs.20:26; Neh. 9:3; Isa. 58:3b,5b; Jer.36:9; cf. also

Zech.8:19) can be "proclaimed"r8 (1 K. 2l:9,12;2Ch.2O:3;Ezr.8:21; Jer. 36:9; Jon.

3:5; cf. Isa. 58:5c), in which case the king seems to take the initiative (2 Ch. 20:3; also

I K.2l:9; Jon. 3:5,7-9). H. W. Wolff has tried to reconstruct a "call to communal lam-

entation" based primarily on prophetic texts,le while Baumann has tried to understand

what took place on such fasting days (on the basis esp. of Joel l-2).2o Jer. 36:6 and

Neh. 9:l-3 (cf. Bar. l:3ff.) suggest that such a day included a scriptural reading, a cus-

tom prompting Baumann to reconstruct the so-called original scroll of Jeremiah. Be-

sides being "proclaimed," such a day of fasting was also "consecrated" or "sancti
fred"zt (Joel l:14; 2:15; both passages also mention the term 'osard, "celebration, as-

sembly"22). Joel 2'.15 also suggests that this "proclaiming" or "consecrating" took
place amid the sounding of trumpets.

More frequent or even regular communal laments with fasting as an essential compo-

nent are attested especially both during and following the exile (Lam.; Zech. 7:5;

8: l9;.2: Among the days of fasting mentioned in Zech. 8:19, only the ninth of Ab re-

mained later as a regular ritual. Strikingly, the so-called lament of the people in the Psal-

ter (as well as the book of Lamentations) nowhere directly mentions fasting. Are these

texts silent concerning this accompanying or adjunct ritual because it was self-evident in
any case, or are we imposing a premature systematization on cultic practices?

A glance at the history of religions at large and at the more immediate environs of
ancient Israel in particular shows that fasting was by no means a specifically Israelite

custom.24 One cannot, however, demonstrate that fasting in Israel was merely a "rem-

nant" of the Canaanite cult of the dead.2s

13. + i?j2r biqqci (biqqosh), ll,229tt.
14. -, 'tDO sapaQ, X,299ff.
15. -+ ))l pil; cf. ll above.
16. + i'lll, ll 'and ll + VilT nepei, lX, 497ff.; see R. Martin-Achard, "i119 'nh II to be desti-

ntel' TLOT ll,93l-32.
17. -) Di! ybm, Yl,7ff .

18. --> Nlj2 4ara'.
19. H. W. Wolff, "Der Aufruf zur Volksklage," ZAW 76 (1964) 48-56 = GSAT- ThB 22

(21973),392-4Ol; cf. idem, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 197'7),21-22.
20. Baumann,359-61.
21.+w1? qdi.
22. In this context + '1I9 tr is also of significance for the word field.
23. Cf. Reventlow,2Ol-2; H.-J. Kraus, Theology of the Psalms (Eng. trans. 1986), l2l.
24.P.Gerlitz,TRE,){l,42-45,with bibliog.; on Egypt and the "rituals of self-abasement" at-

tested there, cf. H. Brunner, LexAg, l, 1229-31; B. Schlichting, LexAg, V, 1126-28.
25. So Stolz, 536.
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Semantic antonyms to "fasting" include nDw imh, --, "ltrf bSr and -+ ))\ gyl-26

Criticism of fasting appears (apart from Jer. 14 12) only in postexilic texts (Isa.

58:l-12; Zech.7:4-14; Joel2:12-14, an admonition with Dtr influence), i.e', during a

period when the custom of fasting was much more widely practiced.2T The basic criti-
cism is that one's demeanor toward God ("fasting") should be commensurate with

one's demeanor toward one's fellow human beings, and that social action constitutes

an expression of true fasting.

V. Individual Passages. Individual passages using the verb or noun present special

problems or offer significant information.
In Jgs. 20:26 it is not clear whether the fasting (together with weeping and offer-

ings) is a component of military activity in the war itself or merely a reaction to the de-

feat or perhaps even part of the ritual for obtaining an oracle.

After Saul and his sons are buried (l S. 3l:13 par. I Ch' lO:12; cf.2 S. 1:12)' the

Jabeshites fast a full seven days. After David and Bathsheba's child dies, David ends

(!) his fasting and weeping (2 S. 12l.16,21-23), thereby arousing suspicion. His behav-

ior is plausible, howeveq since his self-deprecation and penitence were occasioned by

the child's illness rather than by mourning at its death. Ahab's fasting, rending of gar-

ments, and wearing of sackcloth is now (i.e., in I K.2l:21 , and by extension in the ad-

dendum in vv. 27-29) to be understood in connection with Elijah's announcement of
disaster (vv. 19-24).28

Isa. 58:3-5; Jer. 14:12; Zech.7:5 all emphasize that such fasting does not automati-

cally elicit a positive reaction in Yahweh.2e Ps. 35:13 and Est. 4:16 show that one can

also fast on behalf of others.

In I K. 2l:9,12 (v. 12 as the implementation of v. 9), the noun is used within the

chapter's lezebel stratum.30 Although the occasion forproclaiming a fast is not entirely

clear (hardly the drought mentioned in 17:l), a cultic assembly is necessary in order to

bring Naboth down, and indeed, the assembly is called together. Naboth himself is
given the place of honor probably so that his downfall makes an even greater impres-

sion. This penitential disposition elicits the will to eliminate evil and to take action

against the guilty, and as such it fits Jezebel's plan perfectly.3l Moreover, the appear-

ance ofjustice is also preserved.

According to Jon. 3:5, the king and inhabitants of Nineveh proclaimed a fast as

a sign of penitence. Hence they were indeed already familiar with the custom

and proved to be even more penitent than Jonah expected or even than Jonah him-

self.
The fasts in the fourth, fifth, seventh, and tenth month about which Zech. 8:19

26. Regarding antonyms to )il gyl -+ I,473-'14.
27. See Hermisson.
28. Conceming v. 4 and its motif, see Bohlen, 260ff.
29. Concerning the verbal suf. + dative meaning in Zechariah, see GK $117x.
30. Bohlen, 350ff.
31. G. Fohrer, Elia. ATANT 53 1z196fr, rU.
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speaks are now to become "cheerful festivals," "seasons ofjoy and gladness" for the

house of Judah in view of the imminent period of salvation.32

Laments of the individual mentioning fasting include Ps.35:13;69:11(10); lO9:24
(cf. also Est. 4:3). Ezl 8:21 proclaims a fast before a significant journey, requesting

that the journey proceed safely (cf. the verb in v. 23). 2 Ch. 2O:3; Joel 2:15: and Jon.

3:5 all say something about the actual participants in such fasting insofar as their num-

ber is expanded, e.g., "throughout all Judah" or to include women and children.

VI. LXX, Early Judaism' Qumran. The LXX always translates the noun s6m as

nestefa and the verb sfrm as nesteiein (only in Est. 4:16 as asitein).

Concerning the understanding of fasting during the late postexilic and rabbinic pe-

riod and in Israel's Hellenistic-Greco-Roman surroundings, see, e.9., Sir. 34:26; I Mc.

3:17,47 (albeit in the Hebrew version of Sirach without sfr.tr/s6m).tz

The Qumran texts have not yet attested anything regarding the fasting of individu-

als, not even in the Temple Scroll. Only lQpHab 1l:8 refers indirectly to communal

fasting on the Day of Atonement (cf. also CD 6: 19) already familiar from Lev. l6:29ff.

Par' 
Preussf

32. Concerning the dates ofthese fasts, cf. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8 - Sacharja

9-14 - Maleachi. KAT XllU4 (1976), 139-40:' Wolff , ZAW 76 (1964) 49.
33. Also J. Behm, "vlionq," TDNT lV, 924-35; Brongers, 14ff.; B. Janowski, Siihne als

Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982), 138-39; K. Koch, Daniel. BK XXII (1980)' 67-69;

H. Mantel, TRE,XI,45-48; idem, TRE,Xl,59-61, concerning the "fasting scroll"; St.-B' II' 241-

44;lYll,77-ll4; R. Arbesmann, RAC VIII, M7-524.

i21I t sw4 I; pix s1q;7P1t sfiqd; lltQ md;6q;;lPlID m"sfiqA

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences, Meaning: 1. Verb; 2. Nouns: a. s)q/sfiqd; b. mds6q/

m";AqA; 3. Sirach. III. LXX. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. Occurrences of the root slrq in Akkadian with the meaning "be nar-

row, tight" (verb siaqum/sAqu with s!l adj. stqu2), refer to both physical/material things

(body parts, clothes, a ship) and psychological conditions (stress, hard-pressed life, in-

301

l. AHw,
2. AHw,

II,
II,

1039: CAD, xVI, 169-70.
lO49; CAD, XVI, 305.
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sufficient time). In Ugaritic, .r4 means "be narrow," S stem "press, seize" (see below).
In the remaining Semitic languages, the term is in part specialized in a negative sense

as "narrowness, stricture, pressure, distress," in connection with anxiety, disgust, pain,

etc., including Middle Heb. swq, "scare," hiphil "cramp, hinder," sr)q, "chasm, abyss"
(cf. 3Ql5 8:8; 9:14), 'frq, "press, urge" (an Aramaism3); Jewish Aram. swq peal and

aphel, "be worried," sfiq"1a', "hardship," Sam. swq aphel, "feel disgust";+ Syr. Zq, "feel
disgust, be pressed" ayay\q, "narrow"; Christian Palestinian Aram. 'wq 'ap, "be

afraid," or {wq, "be depressed." The Arabic witnesses are semantically broader:

Qaqa(i), "be narrow, apprehensive/depressed," daWiq, "narrow, tight, slenderi dtq,
"narrowness, restriction."5 In Old South Arabic the root is attested only in a place-

name, mdyq and mQyqt, "narrow valley."6 Ethiopic attests toqa, "be narrow";7 sf.
'alaqa, "press in on, restrict, oppress."

The three occurrences of the Ugar. root sq(*s[w/y]q) exhlbit three different mean-

ings. In one Anat grabs or seizes (tisq) Mot by (b) his garments.8 The form semanti-
cally closest to Hebrew is J.sq /y, "[my enemies] pressed in on me."e The G stem of sq is

attested without a preposition in sq sdr, "narrow of mind."l0 Scholars are undecided
whether the form msqt is the pass. fem. ptcp. of swq ("the distressed person") or of ysq

("the anointed one";'t t this question cannot be decided here since the form is otherwise
unattested in Ugaritic. 12

Another toot s:,;.)q is actually a secondary form of -+ P3t y,lq.

II. Occurrences, Meaning. The hiphil of the verb swq I occurs 10 times in the OT;

the hophal ptcp. mfisaq occurs an additional 3 times (Isa. 8:23[Eng.9:1]; Job 36:16;
37:10).

Neither Lisowsky nor Even-Shoshan adduces the form sdqfin (lsa.26:16), which
HAL identifies as a possible ("?") qal form (with nun poragogicum) of swq Ll3 H. Wild-

3. wTM,IV 180; III, 168-69.
4.See HAL, III, 1014a.
5. Lane, V5,1815-16.
6. ContiRossini, 227; cf. W. W. Miiller, 'Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen

Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963) 313.
7. LexLingAeth, 1239; Leslau, Contributions, 44.
8. KTU 1.6 II 10; ANET 140; cf. D. Pardee, "The Preposition in Ugaritic (Partl)i' UF7

(19'15) 367; CML2, 76, 156.
9. KTU 2.33,27; cf. D. Pardee, "The Semitic Root mrr and the Etymology of Ugaritic mr(r)//

brkl' UF 10 (1978) 269;K. Aartun, Die Partikelndes Ugaritischen. AOAT2lll (1974),70:'2112
(t978),4s.

lO. KTU 1.82,25; cf. J. C. de Moor and K. Spronk, "More on Demons in Ugarit," UF 16

(1984) 245.
ll. KTII 2.72,18; cf. D. Pardee, 'A New Ugaritic Letter (RS 34.124):' BiOr 34 (1977) 4, lO-

I l; contra G. J. Brooke, "The Textual, Formal and Historical Significance of Ugaritic Letter RS
34.124 (= KTU 2.72): UF ll (1979)'15-76; cf. HAL, rII, 10l4a.

12. See P. Xella, "Lexikographische Randbemerkungen," UF 12 (1980) 451.
13. HAL, [], l0l4a. BIe, $56u, derives it from swqll, "to pour"; GK,572o, calls it an

"anomaly" among the verbs'ayin waw.
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berger's emendation (following Kaiser, et al.) to sa'aqnfi seems most cogent.l4 The
emendation of neqisennd to nesiqennd in 7:6 is to be rejected.l5

Substantives include ,164 (only Dnl. 9:25), strqd (3 times), mas6q (with mem
preformative, 6 times), and mesftqi (7 times). Hebrew Sirach attests a hiphil/hophal
ptcp. ;wqh art,d mswqh once each.

Compared to the Akkadian, Ugaritic, and Arabic, the Heb. swq and its derivatives
have become semantically more specialized, meaning "drive into a corner. press in on,

distress, badger" in the sense of a psychologically stressful and even tenifying condi-
tion generally brought about by external circumstances. The object of such pressing is

attached with /'except in Jgs. 14:17 and Job 32:18, where the accusative is used. Such

objects can be individuals or an entire people. Similarly, the subject can be an individ-
ual or an actively hostile people, though also, especially in the Psalms, a fate brought
on by sinful behavior. Parallels to swq and its derivatives frequently include forms of
the root -->'1'13 I srr I, "be pressed tightly together; be narrow, tight," understood both
spatially (Isa. 28:20; 49:20) and psychologically.

l.Verb. The oracle of threat deriving from Isaiah himself in Isa.29:l-8 uses rlrq
twice (vv. 2,7)to announce the military distress of Jerusalem caused by foreign nations,

here semantically qualified by the parallel forms of -+ Nll sdlal "engage in war," and
-+ 'I13 swd, "capture" (v. 7). This distress and pressure become concrete in a state of
siege consisting of siege works, entrenchments, ditches (v. 3), and possibly even

traversable ramps.16 Such conditions force the inhabitants into a humiliating posture and

evoke for them the realm of the dead (v. 4), though the possibility of rescue by Yahweh

remains open (vv. 7ff.), probably recalling the miraculous rescue of Jerusalem from
Sennacherib in 701 s.c.s. The severity and effects of such a state of siege come to clear
expression in the announcement of the curse in Dt. 28:53,55,57 (late Dtr addendumlT)

and in Jer. 19:9 (Dtr). The situation is characterizedby b"masOr ftlemasbq '"ier-yasiq

l"kn'ayib"kn (Jer. I 9: 9 reads y asiqfi ldhem'dy" lA hem), using the root sw q tw ice in con-
nection with a form of srr I to emphasize the seriousness of the situation, one driving the

encircled inhabitants to the edge of existence, where they find themselves forced to eat

their own children, an element appearing frequently in portrayals of besieged cities (cf.

Lev. 26:29 ; 2 K. 6:29 ; Lam. 2:20; 4:lO; Ezk. 5 : I 0). This situation probably refl ects that
of 587 s.c.s. (cf. 2 K. 25:3-4). No escape is possible, since Yahweh's disobedient people

precipitated the catastrophe in the f,rrst place (Dt.28:.47). Over against v. 52, which por-

trays the pure fact of siege (srr I, hiphil), swqherc has the additional connotation, which
in contrast to "besiege" (srr) can be rendered as "cut into, cinch too tightly" (cf. the
juxtaposed forms masbr and md;6q in vv. 53,55,57).

14. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997), 555.
15. Following BIIS and H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans. 1991),284;' contra G. Fohrer,

Das Buch Jesaja. ZBK 1911(1960), lM; and F. Huber, Jahwe, Juda und die anderen Vdlker beim
Propheten Jesaja. BZAW 137 (19'16),12 (still advocated by BHK).

16. Anclsr 236-38.
17. See H. D. Preuss, Deuteronomium. EdF 164 (1982), 157.
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The salvation oracle in Isa. 5 1 : I 3(bis) personifies this situation of "besieging/cinch-
ing" with the ptcp. mEstq, here parallel with iftr hiphil, "decimate, destroy," with
Yahweh proving to be the one who is able to end such distress (vv. ll-12,14; cf. Isa.

29:7). Although a state of siege by a hostile nation as described by ;wq hiphil does in-
deed bring the besieged to the brink ofexistence, such destruction is not necessarily fi-
nal; rescue is possible, however, only through Yahweh.

The situation of being pressed by an individual occurs twice in the story of Sam-

son (Jgs. 14:17; 16:16); since the context is not a military one, the person being
pressed can end it by giving in. In both instances it is a woman (Samson's wife;
Delilah) who presses (NRSV "nags") Samson to reveal his secret, and in both in-
stances he gives in. The meaning of swq here is qualified especially by the par. 7s

piel, "press with words" (Jgs. l6:16).18 Being constrained by oneself, i.e., by one's
own spirit (rfiah) is the situation in which Elihu finds himself (Job 32:18) when he

feels obliged to present his understanding of God to Job. Elihu cannot withstand this
urgent feeling any longer, he must speak; indeed, he feels himself called like a

prophet (cf. Jer. 2O:9).ro
The 3 occurrences of the hophal ptcp. mftsaq exhibit different meanings. In Job

36:16 (Elihu's fourth discourse), mfisaq is defined by the antithetical rahaP, whichin
addition to spatial broadness can also mean freedom and a rich life in the figurative
sense, a situation that sinful behavior can turn into distress. The same discourse uses

the pair rhb-mfisaq yet again in 37:10, though now with a geographical reference.

Yahweh's breath (n"iamd) turns the broad waters to ice and thus destroys that "broad-

ness." In Isa. 8:23(9:1), a gloss, mfisaq is to be understood together with the related
form sftqd (v. 22; see below).

2. Nouns. Compared with the verbs, the nouns exhibit additional connotations. They
generally describe human situations of exception that in pafi may seem inescapable

and whose cause is not always clear.
a. sbq/s,Aqd. In Dnl. 9:25 (no emendation necessary), s64 describes a troubled time

for Jerusalem, lacking joy, salvation, and God's goodwill, for an anointed one is killed,
and the city comes to ruin.

In all its occurrences, sfrqd, "affliction, hardship, distress," parallels sard, "distress,

anxiety," to underscore the breadth ofthe distress. Isa. 8:22 describes the hopeless situ-
ation of a decimated land characterized by distress (;ari), darkness (h"iCLA), and sfrqA.

The differing literary ascriptions (Isaianic? Dtr or post-Dtr?) also make the historical
reference a matter of dispute. In any event the terms sfiqd and sard establish a connec-

tion with Dt. 28:52ff. and Jer. l9:9 such that the terminology clearly describes a cata-

strophic condition resulting from siege.

The distress in the two following passages has not resulted from siege warfare. Isa. 30:6

describes the Negeb as a place that, because of its virtually impassable terrain and wild an-

18. -+ fn) lahas, Yll, 529ff.
19. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XYI (1963), 451.
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imals, elicits anguish in those who visit it (cf. Dt. 8:14-15). According to Prov. l:27, sfiqa

brought about by sinful behavior is accompanied by distress (;dri)' panic (pahafl, and

calamity Gil, and leads ineluctably to ruin even if people seek Yahweh's help.

b. mas6q/m"sfiqA. The mas\q brought about by hostile actions (Dt. 28) was de-

scribed above. The mercenaries David gathers around himself after fleeing Saul in-

clude every Ti mds6q (l S. 22:2) alongside debtors and malcontents (mar nepei).
"These mercenaries were probably not particularly trustworthy people, but rather poor

and of low status, economic failures and social misfits, obscure figures,."2o People can

endure distress (qar) and mas6q if they stay focused on God's commandments (Ps.

I 19:143).
lnZeph. l:15 m"sfiqd exhibits a meaning similar to that of swq and masbq in Dt. 28,

here in reference to the fall of Jerusalem, which is identified with the day of Yahweh

(v. 8) and intensified by allusions to wrath, ruin, desolation, gloom, clouds, and thick

darkness. Similar to Prov. l:27 , in Job 15:24 distress (sar) and m"sftqd are phenomena

that suddenly befall the wicked (rdia') and leave no means ofescape. A gloss suggests

that sar and m"sfrqA seize the person like a king waging war and thus lends a military
coloring to the text. .

The Psalms offer the most comprehensive examples of m"sfiqA. Those who have

brought m"sfiqA upon themselves through their own culpable actions hope that God

will bring them out of that condition and in so doing also broaden (rhb; cf. Job 36:16

above) or alleviate the attendant troubles of their heart(sar ICU Qs.25:17, postexilic).

In the thanksgiving psalm 107 (postexilic), redemption (g'l) as liberation from distress

(sar) becomes the polar opposite of m"sfiqA. The stereotypical formula "then they cried

to Yahweh in their trouble (sar), and he delivered (nsl) them from their distresses

(m";fiq60" (vv. 6,13,19,28), functions as a kind of refrain summarizing what the rest of
the verses describe more concretely as such distresses. The situation is characterized

by constriction throughout a person's life, including lack of sustenance (with emo-

tional reverberations, v. 5); sitting in darkness, misery, and irons (v. 10); wandering in

the desert wastes (v. 4); the perpetual proximity of death as a result of sinful behavior

(v. 18); and finally the end of all wisdom (v. 27). At the same time, however, remorse

and repentance keep the door open for rescue by Yahweh.

3. Sirach. Sirach's use of the term does not deviate from OT use. The exhortation in

4:9 to "rescue the oppressed lmwsq hophal ptcp.l from the oppressor [msyq hiphil
ptcp.l" is semantically dependent on I S. 22:2 (see above) in pleading for just treat-

ment of those in distress. In 37l.4 the noun swqlz describes a universally human situa-

tion of distress in which a friend might demonstrate true friendship. If such a person

withdraws, the alleged friendship was in fact based solely on material gain. God's

mercy (rswn) makes a time of mswqh bearable or even pleasing, and is welcome "as

clouds of rain in time of drought" (35:20).

20. H. Donner, Geschichte des Volkes Israel und seiner Nachbarn in Grundziigen. ATD Erg
4/1 (1983), 190.
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IIL LXX. The many nuances exhibited by the use of swq in the OT emerge in the
wide variety of terms used in its Lxx translation. Meanings range from "besiege" in
the purely military sense to 

('press, 
assault" in the sense of "ruin, destroy." Renderings

of swq hiphilincludethltbein/ekthlibein(Dr.28:53,55,57;Jgs. l6:16;Isa.29:2;29:'t;
5l:13[bis]);poliorkein (Jer. l9:9); oldkein (Job 32:18);parenochlein (Jgs. 14:17). Ren-
derings of mftsaq include stenochoria (Isa. 8:23[9:l]), katdchysi.s (Job 36:16), then
masbq and, mesfiqd with thlipsis (Dt. 28:53,55,57; Job 15:24), anankE (l S. 2Z:Z; ps.
I 19 :143; lO7 :6,13,19,28; Zeph. I : I 5), and poliorkia (Jer. I 9:9).

IV. Qumran. In the Hodayot the noun swqh ocatrs 3 times, in two of which its use
remains quite close to oT use. Alongside a general alienation from God caused by hu-
man insufficiency and perceived as a time of distress (lQH 9:13), mention is also made
of evil friends who through their wicked behavior afflict the believer (5:33). The mean-
ing of swqh in 3:7 transcends OT use in comparing such distress with the situation of a
womangivingbirth(cf.5:31;Jer. 13:21;30:6,etc.).Useoftheverbin4QDibHam5:18
corresponds to Isa. 51:13, while 4Q380 2:4 (m"sfiqdfl cites Ps. 107:6,13,19,28 (see
above).

lnmberty-Zielinski

l1l swq Il -s fl, yasaq

Contents: I. General Considerations. II. l. The Verb sfir I; 2. The Nouns masdrl and mesfrrdl.
IIL The Verb sir IL IV. 1. The Verb sfr III;2. The Noun grd;3. The Noun sir V. The Nouns
mdgbr ll and m"sfrrA ll.

I. General Considerations. The verbs and nouns in this group can be classified ac-
cording to three or even four different roots, all of which are secondary forms of other
weak verbs. An exact distinction is diffrcult in many cases, and several passages are
burdened by text-critical problems as well.

srir J. Hehn, "'11I 'bilden,' 'formen' im AI," Beitrrige zur Religionsgeschichte und
Archiiologie Paliistinas. FS E. Sellin (Leipzig, 1927),63-68.

JII lrr; ]'1lD mas6r;;lJlID m"sttrA; i1all sfird; 't!I sir
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ll. l. The Verb sfir L The verb.trr I occurs exclusively in the qal.l It is a second-

ary form of -+ '1'1y I srr I and has the basic meaning "bind, tie up." An example of
this basic meaning appears in Ezk. 5:3, where the prophet is to bind a portion of his

shorn hair and beard into the skirts of his robe, a gesture of safekeeping admittedly

transcending the original symbolic act. Dt. l4:25 permits those who visit the central

sanctuary to take along their tithe in the form of money that is "bound in hand," i.e.,

apparently in a pouch. 2K. 5:23 makes this gesture explicit by adding the term hArft,

"bag." Because the same construction (albeit with the noun pointed differently) ap-

pears in the disputed verse Ex. 32:4, the reference is probably to the same procedure,

namely, to binding up the gold in a bag.2 The context does also allow one to interpret

the procedure as a melting of the precious metal into molds,3 in which case the verb

would derive from sfir III. The parallel sentence construction in 2 K. 5:23 and Ex.
32:4, however, makes this interpretation improbable; moreover, heret means not

"mold" but rather "stylus" (Isa. 8: l), whence the reading hdrtt. The same alternative

"bind up" or "melt down" presents itself in 2 K. l2ll(Eng. 10), which does not

qualify the verb more specifically. Although an ellipsis ("bag") may be present, a

more likely explanation is simply a scribal error involving an original way"'arfi (after

2 Ch.24:lla).
From the meaning "bind/tie inl' sfir comes to mean "enclose" and ultimately "be-

siege" as a technical term.s The verb thus appears frequently in siege accounts, either

when the Israelites besiege one of their own (Tirzah in I K. 16:17) or foreign cities

(Rabbath-ammon in 2 S. 1l:1 par. 1 Ch. 20:1; Gibbethon in I K.15.21), or when the

residences of the two states, Samaria and Jerusalem, are themselves enclosed by for-
eign rulers (Ben-hadad, Shalmaneser, and esp. Nebuchadnezzat).The object can also

be a person in the city who is being besieged, e.g., David in Keilah (l S. 23:8), Sheba

in Beth-maacah (2 S. 20:15), Ahaz in Jerusalem (2K. 16'5). The war instructions in

Dt. 20: l0-20 stipulate how Israel is to conduct itself toward a besieged city (srir in vv.

12,19;the noun in vv. 19-20).6 The oracle concerning Babylon in Isa. 21:l-10, dating

to before 539, exhorts Elam and Media (v. 2) to besiege Babylon (sr2r used abso-

lutely). By contrast, in the Ariel oracle in lsa.29:3 Yahweh announces that he himself

will impose the siege on Jerusalem. The root silr is virtually a leitmotif permeating

the symbolic acts in Ezk. 4:l-5'3 in which the prophet describes the siege of Jerusa-

lem in 587. The verb appears in 4:3 (5:3), the noun in 4:2,3,1 ,8;5:2, with a wordplay

emerging between 5:2 and 5:3. Several passages use sfir figuratively. Isa. 59: l9 com-

pares Yahweh's advent to judgment with the power of a "pent-up" and thus "rushing"

l. On the one possible occurrence in the niphai (Isa. 1:8), -->axl ndsar (VI), IX' 547.

2. M. Noth, "Zur Anfertigung des goldenen Kalbes," VT 9 (1959) 419-22.

3. C. C. Torrey, "The Foundry of the Second Temple at Jerusalem"' JBL 55 (1936) 259-60;
O. Eissfeldt, "Eine Einschmelzstelle am Tempel zu Jerusalem," FuF 13 (193'7) 163-64 = KlSchn

II, 107-9.
4. Cf . BHK, in loc.; and J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTf C19791, tr^.
5. -->))o salal.
6. See II.2 below.
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stream.T In Ps. 139:5 the psalmist tells how Yahweh's omnipresence perpetually sur-
rounds him as protection. This siege terminology undergoes a peculiar shift with re-
gard to the erotic accessibility of a young girl in Cant. 8:9. Finally, m"irtm is to be
read in Jgs. 9:31.8

2. The Nouns mas1r I and mesftrA I. Commensurate with the meanings of sr2r I,
mas6r I can refer both to distress and to an actual siege, though even the more gen-
eralized semantic nuance usually also resonates with the stressful notion of siege.
Given the context, such resonance is certainly discernible in the alliterative Dtr for-
mtla bemas)r fif;emasbq (Dt. 28:53,55 ,51; Jer. 19:9) in which the first part seems to
allude to the distress of siege and the second to distress in general.e The reference
to eating the flesh of one's own children is a stereotypical element in such portray-
alsof siege.ThesayinginJer. l0:lT,whichdoesnotusemasbr formulaically,also
belongs in this context. This text announces the deportation and probably presup-
poses the siege of Jerusalem in 597. Ezk. 4:8 is apparently consciously playing on
both semantic nuances, the general as well as the specialized. "In v.7b,.. . the ref-
erence to the siege of the city and the oppression which the prophet is to experience
are brought together inseparably by the ambiguity of 'llID."l0 The present wording
of the gloss Zech. l2:2b is similarly ambiguous, referring in a somewhat unclear
fashion (probably as variant readings) both to the enemy's pressure on Judah and to
the siege of Jerusalem. The noun seems most generalized inPs.3l:22(21), where
the psalmist praises God for having shown his steadfast love during a period (read
b"'E!) of distress. Ps. 32:6 probably intends an analogous statement (read le'€1
masirtt).

Several texts describe concrete siege situations, and in such cases the termmas6r as

seen in Dt.20 19,20, can refer not only to the siege itself but also to the means em-
ployed, i.e., to the siege works and equipment (so v. 20 with bnh, simllarly also as cj. in
Eccl. 9:14, the only passage using mas6r in the pl.). The prohibition against cutting
down fruit trees to make siege engines reveals a unique "ecological" interest. Almost
all the other passages refer to sieges of Jerusalem, e.g.,2 Ch. 32:10 to the Assyrian as-

sault under Sennacherib in 701, 2 K. 24:lO to the first Babylonian siege in 597,2 K.
25:2par. Jer.52:5 to the second siege in 587. The portrayal in Mic.4:14(5:1) seems to
look back at this latter situation, while the symbolic actions in Ezk. 4:l-5:.3 seem to an-
ticipate it. Sometime before 612, Nah. 3:14 predicts the fall of Nineveh by showing
how futile any preparations for the siege will be.

7. Hehn's (68) suggested derivation from Akk. sarru, "pushing farther" (better: "glittering,
sparkling"), is not really necessary; cf. in this regardAHw, III, 1086, on the one hand, and CAD,
XVI, I14, on the other.

8. See BllK in loc.
9. -+ i21I swq.
10. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 165.
I l. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHC XIY (21922), 94; A. S. van der Woude, "Zwei alte cruces

im Psalter (32,6b1'89,20b)," Studies on Psalms. OTS 13 (1963) 13l-35.
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The fem. rrour. mesfirA I is only weakly attested. Its plural is probably found in Isa.

293 withthe meaning "siege mounds" (cf. the correspondingverb sir at the beginning

ofthe line). In Ps.66:11 it should probably also be read for m";fi{d (cf. the par.

mfr'aqA) with the general sense of "affliction."

III. The Verb sfir II. The verb srir II, a secondary form of -+ 113 srr II, is con-

strued with the accusative of person and means "fight against, harass, press someone

hard." It occurs only in the qal, specifically in three Dtr passages and one late text. In

texts with almost identical wording (Dt.2:9,19), Yahweh prohibits Moses from fight-

ing against the Moabites and Ammonites while passing through Transjordan. The

equivalent verse concerning the Edomites (v. 5) does not use the verb sfrr InEx.23:22,
also Dtr, Yahweh promises to fight against Israel's enemies if Israel will but obey. This

paronomastically structured sentence offers a fine example of how the forms sr2r II and

srr II can be juxtaposed. Finally Est. 8:11 refers back to Haman's pogrom decree

(3:13) but reverses it in that the Jews now receive royal permission to destroy those

who assault them.

lY. l. The Verb sfir 1/L Not all scholars agree on the existence of a verb sir III as a

secondary form of y,r4 "form,.shape, fashion."l2 Only in Jer. l:5 would this rendering

be appropriate.Ex.32.4;1 K. 7:15; 2K.12:ll(10) can be referring specifically only to

the melting and casting of metal.

None of these occu[ences, however, can unequivocally be derived from the alleged

verb qilr III. I K. 7:15 tells how Hiram of Tyre cast the bronze pillars during the con-

struction of the Solomonic temple. Although the procedure itself is clear enough, the

integrity ofthe form wayyasar is highly questionable. Because the rootysq occurs so

often in this context as a technical term for the casting of metal (7:16,23,24,30,33,

46;,t: ,1r" unique form at the beginning of the verse is to be corrected to wayyissdq. Ex.
32:4 and2K. l2:ll(10) probably also do not represent occurrences of the verb sfirlll
or its use in connection with metal casting.la Despite the unusual plene orthogtaphy,

Jer. l:5 is to be ascribed to the root ysr15 Hence the existence of sr2r III can at most be

argued on the basis of noun derivatives.

2. The Noun qfrrL.The noun silrd occurs only in Ezk.43:11. Here the prophet is told

to describe the "form" of the future temple, its furnishings and gates, and finally also

the applicable ordinances. Hence apart from the ordinances, the reference is to the

"ground plan of the whole temple area."l6 The noun occurs a bit more frequently in the

Qumran writings (1QM 5:5,8,1 4;1:ll), where it refers to the details of weapons or of
priestly vestments, specifically to various types of adornment.

12. See esp. Hehn.
13. + |2I! yasaq (I1.3),yI,256, with additional examples'
14. See II.1 above.
15. -+ '1Y! yasar (Y.3), VL,263.
16. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),419.
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3. The Noun sir The noun Jir probably originatly meant "form, figure," and thence

came to refer specifically to idols.lT This latter meaning is clearly the intended one in

Isa. 45:16, a verse inserted into the present context together with v. 17 and specifically

addressing the theme of "makers of idols." One should seriously consider the reading

qireyf;d, "your idols," for 'arey[a in Mic. 5: l3( l4)lt given its support by the verse's par-

allelism.le In Ps. 49:15( 14) sir may refer in a neutral fashion to "form," though the text

is so hopelessly corrupt that no genuinely cogent explanation is possible.

V. The Nouns mdg6r II and m"sfird II. The now mas6r lUm"sfrrd II either derives

from a root,gilr IV (not attested in verb form) representing a secondary form of ns4 or rep-

resents a loanword from Akkadian (ma;;artu). The latter explanation is possible, since

probably all the occurrences do presuppose the Assyrian period. Especially the Chronicler

exhibits a marked preference for the noun, albeit more in its feminine than in its masculine

form. The word means "fortification, fortress," and is often used together with 7r

In Ps.60:11(9) the psalmist asks for guidance to the "fortified city" (for military

purposes?), apparently Bozrah, the capital of Edom. The parallel passage 108:11(10)

usei ttre more familiar construction ir milsar instead of ir masbr and in so doing em-

phasizes the allusion to the place-name Bozrah. Although Tyre's fortifications are in-

deed mighty (Zech.9:3), they cannot prevent the city from falling (v. 4, possibly an al-

lusion to Alexander the Great's conquest of the city h 332). Here as well, masdr seems

to have been used instead of milsaf,o to provide stronger resonance with the name of

the city (;or).21 2 Ch. 8:5, an expanded version of 1 K. 9:17, provides what amounts to

an exegesis of the expres sion 'arA masbr in connection with Solomonic fortifications

projects. By contrast, I 1:5 constitutes the superscription to a list of Rehoboam's for-

tresses to which the Chronicler apparently had access.

All occurrences of fem. m"sLr| II are in the Chroniiler's History, since neither Isa.

29..322 nor Nah. 2:2(1)23 belongs in this context. The remaining passages (2 Ch'

I 1 : 10,1 1,23; l2:4; 14:516):21 :3) have all been shaped and formulated in typical fash-

ion by the Chronicler's hand. One characteristic feature in ch. 11 is the relationship be-

tween the traditional list superscription in v.5b ('drim l"masbr) on the one hand, and

the Chronicler's explication using feminine forms in vv. 10,11,23 (['ArA] m"sur61) on

the other. The Chronicler probably did not have access to any additional traditions

about fortresses in Judah apart from this particular tradition regarding Solomon's and

Rehoboam's fortresses. That Shishak (Shoshenq I) "took the fortified cities of Judah"

(l l:5-10; l2:4) is probably an assertion as unhistorical as that Asa built more fortified

17. HAL,III, 1024b.
18. With E. Sellin, Das Zwdfurophetenbuch. KATXIUI (1922),339t'
19. A different and more complicated view is taken by H. W. Wolff' Micah (Eng. trans'

1990), 159-60, who also emends the par. expression.
20. -.>'lYlD milsar (II.1), VlI,66.
21. Concerning Hab.2:1, -+\!J na;ar (V)' IX' 547.

22. See II.2 above.
23. -+ 'lll nasar (Yl),IX, 54'7.
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cities in Judah (14:5t61). The same probably also applies to the assertion that

Jehoshaphat not only gave his sons many valuable gifts, but also fortified cities before

their brother Jehoram murdered them (21 3-4r. 
,0r",

J:lI srr; ']! sdr I; 'l! sdr II

Contents: I. Etymology and Extrabiblical Occurrences: 1. Ugarit; 2. Hebrew and Aramaic;

3.;drllll 4. Personal Names. II. OT: 1. Distribution of sfrr; 2. Distribution of Sorllll:'3. Word

Field;4. LXX. ilI. srir Rock: l. Place- and Area Names; 2. Rocks. IV. Religious Contexts:

l. Theophany;2. Sacrifice;3. Religious and Cosmic Metaphor;4. Deliverance in the Wilderness.

V. Theological Metaphor: 1. Yahweh's Mount; 2. Divine Epithet; 3. Divine Name; 4. Mythical

Progenitor(?). VI. 1. Sirach; 2. Qumran; 3. NT, Rabbis.

I. Etymology and Extrabiblical Occurrences. The word sfi4 "rock, block of
stone, rock face, etc.l'is proba[ly a primary noun seemingly unrelated etymologically

to the verbal roots -+'l.lI swr I-III. The word occurs only in the Northwest Semitic

sphere, with the earliest occurrences probably in Amorite personal names and then in

Phoenician-Punic personal names. I

sr?r H. Baltensweiler, "Fels," BHHW 1,469-'70; O. Betz, "Felsenmann und Felsengemeinde,"

ZI'{W 48 (1957) 49-77; G. Braulik, "Das Deuteronomium und die Geburt des Monotheismus," in
E. Haag, ed.,Gott, der Einzige. QD 104 (1985), l15-59, esp' 154-59; O' Cullmann, "tt&po'l'
TDNT V1,95-99; H. Donner, "Der Felsen und der Tempel," ZDPV 93 (1977) l-ll; H' J. Dreyer,

"The Roots qr'r, gr ands/rr = 'Stone, Wall, City' etc.l' De fructu oris sui. FS A. van Selms. POS

9 (1971) 17-25;D. Eichhorn, Gott als Fels, Burg und ZuJlucht: Eine Untersuchung zum Gebet

des Mittlers in den Psalmen. EH XXlll/4 (1972): H. W. Hertzberg, "Der heilige Fels und das

N)', Beitriige zur Traditionsgeschichte und Theologie des ATs (G6ttingen, 1962), 45-53; H.-1.
Kraus, 'Archiiologische und topographische Probleme Jerusalems im Lichte der Psalmen-

exegese," ZDPV75 (1959) 125-40; C. J. Labuschagne,The Incomparability of Yahweh in the OT.

POS 5 (1966); S. Olofsson, "God Is My Rock: A Study of Translation Technique and Theologi-
cal Exegesis in the Septuagint" (diss., Uppsala, 1988); A. Passoni Dell'Acqua, "La metafora

biblica di Dio come rocca e la sua soppressione nelle antiche versioni," Ephemerides Liturgicae
gl (1977) 417-53; G. von Rad, "The City on the Hill." The Problem of the Hexateuch and Other
Essays (Eng. trans. 1966),232-42; H. Schrnidt, Der heilige Fels in Jerusalem: Eine
archiiolog,ische und religionsgeschichtliche Studie (Tiibingen, 1933); A. Schwarzenbach, Die
geographische Terminologie im Hebrciischen des ATs (Leiden, 1954); N. A. van Uchelen, 'Abra-
ham als Felsen (Jes 51,1),* ZAW 80 (1968) 183-91; E. Vogt, "Vom Tempel zum Felsendoml' Bibl
55 (1974) 23-64; A. Wiegand, "Der Gottesname ''l1l und seine Deutung in dem Sinne Bildner
oder Sch<ipfer in der alten jiidischen Literatur," ZAW lO (1890) 85-96; H. Wildberger,
"Gottesnamen und Gottesepitheta bei Jesaja," Jahwe und sein Volk. ThB 66 (19'19),219-48, esp.

244-45; A. S. van der Woude, "'1lI silr rock)' TLOT' ll, 1067-71.

l. APN, 258; Benz,2O2.
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l. Ugarit. In Ugaritic the term gr occurs in the meaning "mountain,"2 which with
swr3 may derive from a common linguistic basis.a Dreyer thus not only suggests that
the two morphemes derive from a common basis in Proto-Semitic, but also sees in
the radical ?r the basis for gt4 "pebble," har "mountain," qfir, "hew stones," 4ir5
"wall," and'ir "city."s Ugaritic associates gr with the notion of mountains from a

cosmological and mythological perspective. When Ba'al raises his voice, it con-

vulses the earth ('rs), hills (gb), and {rm.6 The inhabited world was understood as

bordered by the two mountains {r tr'zz and {r trmg, beyotd which began the realm
of Mot.7 There are also mountains in the underworld, e.g., the gr knlcy, which Ba'al
must seek out after he has died.8 On the way there, 'Anat "wanders every mount to
the heart of the earth, every hill to the earth's very bowels."e Otherwise gr refers to
Mt. Zaphon,r0 the mount of El (lr //) on which El resides and on which he will build
a palacs.l I Mention is also made of the "Mount of Ba'al," similarly called "Zaphon"
or "Zaphon's summit" (mrym $pn).tz Building a palace there for Ba'al requires
"mountains" of silver and "hills" of gold.t: Finally, the cosmic dimensions of the la-
ment for the sick King Keret become clear when even "the mount of Ba'al, Zaphonl'
weeps for him.la

2. Hebrew and Aramaic. The extrabiblical occurrence of this term in the Siloam in-
scription (ca. 700 n.c.n.) has generated a lively discussion. According to l. 3, the stone-
cutters working toward one another could hear voices even before the final break-
through because there was a zdh bsr "a crevice (?) in the rock."l5 H. Michaud reads
"excitement arose in the (interior) of the mountain," while H. J. Stoebe suggests there
was a "meeting, coming together" of the stonecutters in the "mature rock."l6 The se-

mantic nuance exhibited by sfir emerges in l. 6: "a hundred cubits was the height of the
rock above the head of the stonecutters," a reading corresponding to a smaller tomb in-

2. UT no. 1953: WUS, no.2166; M. Dahood, RSe I, 96, 125, 305-8; II, no. 49; see also IO, I,
158.

3. Concerning the sound shift, see W. von Soden, "Kleine Beitriige zum Ugaritischen und
Hebrdischen," Hebrtiische Worrforschung. FS W. Baumgartner SW 16 (1967),291-94.

4. -+ 'li'l har lll, 428-29.
5. Dreyer, 17.
6. KTU 1.4, VII, 32,37; ANET, 135.
7. KTU 1.4, VIII, 2-3; ANET 135 (Mount of Targhuzizza, Mount of Tharumegi).
8. KTU 1.5, Y 12; ANET 139 (Mount of Kankaniya).
9. KTU 1.5, VI, 26; ANET, 139.
10. -+ llDl sapbn.
ll. KTU 1.2, l, 2O; ANET l3O (Mount of Lala); KTU 1.3,III, 29ff.; ANET, 134.
12. KTU 1.10, ilI, 11,28-29; KTU 1.4, Y,23; ANET 133.
13. KTU 1.4, V 15, 31,38; ANET 133.
14. KTU 1.16, I, 6; ANET, 147; KTU 11,45; ANET 148.
15. KAI r89; ANET 321.
16. H. Michaud, "Un passage difficile dans I'inscription de Siloe," 14 8 (1958) 297-302:'

H. P. Miiller, "Notizen zu althebriiischen Inschriften I," UF 2 (19'10) 234; H. J. Stoebe, "Zu
VetTest 8, S. 297ff. (Henri Michaud):' W9 (1959) 99ff.
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scriprion in Silwan (7thl6th century B.c.E.) deciphered by N. Avigad:17 hdr bktp hst

"burial chamber on the slope of the rock-"I8

The term /fir occurs only rarely in extrabiblical Aramaic.le An example in Imperial

Aramaic is found in Ahiqar 62, where an officer receives orders from Esarhaddon to

find Ahiqar and execute him "between two mountains" (byn !wry').20 Three more ex-

amples are found in lQapGen (see VI.2 below).

3. sor I/II. The term sdr I, "pebble, flint," is also a primary noun2l (originally xsurr)

common to the Semitic languages; cf. Akk. ;urru, "flint";22 Syr. tarrAna, "rock"'23

OSA zwr "rcck:'z4 "mountain";2s Arab. 4irr, "sharp-edged stone, flint."26

Lexicons generally treat the term sor II, "Tyre," Gk. Tfros, together with srif
,'rock:'zz even though it possesses its own morpheme sr in Ugaritic;28 cf. also Akk.

surruTe and Egyp. Dwswy or Drrm.3o

4. personal Names. The term silr is quite frequently incorporated into personal

names both in extrabiblical sources (see above) and in Biblical Hebrew. Examples in-

clude'"ltsfir(Nu. 1:5; 2:lO;7:30,35; 10:18), aReubenite; sfiri'El, accordingtoNu.3:35
a Merarite; sfiriiadday (Nu. 1:6; 2:12; 7:36,41; 10:19), a Simeonite; and finally

p"86;fir (Nu. 1:10; 2:20;7:54,59; lO:23), a Manassite. Noth believes that in all these

names sr2r functions as a predicative element.3l The final name, however, shows that

sfir could also appear as a theophoric element (cf . p"Qd'dl in Nu. 34:28). This interpre-

tation accords with extrabiblical witnesses and might also be preserved in several bibli-

cal place-names, especially bAtsfir (Josh. 15:58).32 Scholarship must yet determine

whether the concentration of names with sfir in the P lists in connection with the wil-

derness wanderings is of further significance.

17. "The Second Tomb-Inscription of the Royal Steward: IEJ 5 (1955) 163-66'

18. See DNSI,ll,974.
19. DNSI, 1,420-21; LexLingAram' 68.
20. ANET 428.
21. HAL,lll, l0s2b-53.
22. AHw,III, 1114.
23. l-exSyr 286.
24. Beestot. l'73.
25. Biella,24.
26. Wehr, 580.
27. HAL, III, 1053a; van der Woude, 1068.

28. UT, no.2193; WUS, no.2355.
29. S. Parpola, Neo-Assyrian Toponyms. AOAT 6 (1970)' 325-26.

30. M. Gttrg, "Zum Problem einer Frtihbezeugung von Aram," BN 9 (1979) 8-9'
3r. rPN, 129-30, 156-57 .

32. But see Gesenius, Hebrew and Chaldee kxicon (Eng. trans. 1857), cxviii ("house of the

rock").
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II. OT.
l. Distribution of sttn In the Bible the term Jr2r occurs 74 times in Hebrew and twice

in Aramaic (DnL2:35,45). It is found most frequently in the psalms (24 times), then
Isaiah (12), the Dtr History (12), Deuteronomy (9), Job (6), Exodus (5), Jeremiah (2),
and Nahum, Habakkuk, Proverbs, and the chronicler's History (once each). The most
concentrated text is Dt. 32 with 8 occurrences. Alongside 9 occurrences of the pl.
sfirim (collective or generic pl.), the pl. form s0rd1 occurs but once as a designation for
individual rocks (Job 28:10).::

2. Distribution of qor I/II. The term sAr I occurs only 5 times in uncontested pas-
sages (Ex. 4: 25 ; Josh. 5 :2,3 ; J ob 22:24 (contra HAL) ; Ezk. 3 : 9). Contested passages in-
clude Job 4l:7(Eng. 15); Ps. 89:44(43); Isa. 5:28.

The term so-r II, "Tyre," occurs approximately 40 times. As a reference to the phoeni-
cian island city (a peninsula since its conquest by Alexander the Great), it occurs primar-
ily in Ezk. 26-29 (13 times), then also in rhe Drr History (7), tsa.23 (5), chronicler's His-
tory (3), Jeremiah (3), Psalms (3), Amos, Micah, Joel, and Zechariah (once each).

Tyre was famous for its comprehensive trading network (cf. Hiram and Solomon, I K.
5:15-261-121), though Jezebel also came from Tyre, the daughter of King Ethbaal, wife of
Ahab, and a fanatical adherent of Melqart, municipal god of ryre (1 K. l6). Her mission-
ary zeal provoked the energeric opposition of the prophets (Elijah, I K. 1g-19). Tyre ulti-
mately became the model of the proud, arrogant city (Isa. 23;Ezk.28). Amos l:9-10
threatens it with destruction because of its war crimes against Israel. Isa. 23 probably al-
ludes to some sort of punishment Esarhaddon carried out against Tyre, while Ezk.26-28
threatens it with destruction by Nebuchadnezzarll. though this threat was ultimately prob-
ably reduced to an orderly surrender (cf. Ezk. 29:17-18). Under Alexander the Great, a
huge causeway hnally ended its island identity, and the city was taken (cf .zech.9:3-41.t+

3. Word Field. The word field for sfir is quite broad and has been addressed in part
by van der Woude. Virtual synonyms include --> ylD sela', ,,rock,,, with which sr2r
largely coincides both geographically and metaphorically, then k€p, "rock" (Aramaic
loanword), halldmti, "pebble" (usually in connection or par. with sfir), and finally the
most frequent and simultaneously semantically broadest term, -+ l)l{elen ('ebhen).
To the extent that silr also refers not only to a kind of stone but also to a stone forma-
tion, other synonyms include -+ "ti1 har "mountain," and gi!'A, "hill."

In metaphorical usage this synonymity is in part quite obvious, e.g., mahseh, ,,ref-

uge," yeifi'A, "help," and in part seemingly quite consciously construed. Because sfir
does not enter into any frequent word combinations,35 its few construct combinations
do not offer much in the way of further insigh1.36

33. See Michel.5l-52.
34. Concerning Tyre, see H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997), 419-21; and

H. Weippert, BRL2,349-50 (with bibliog.).
35. See Even-Shoshan, 982.
36. Concerning the word field in general, see Schwarzenbach, ll3-23.
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4. lXX. The LXX documents this fluid situation regarding synonyms especially well,

since it renders only about half the occurrences with pitra, etc., sometimes paraphrases

(6ros, 3 times), or emphasizes only the protective function (ph-ilax,4 times). In so do-

ing, the LXX is reacting in a moderating fashion to the rather strong theological symbol-

ism the "rock" had acquired in Hellenistic culture.3T Passoni Dell'-Acqua has shown

the growing hesitancy in the reception of this term in its theological-metaphorical

application to Israel's God (cf., e.g., Qumran; see VI.2 below) prompting translators to

render srir with the6s or lcirios. Symmachus prefers krataids, Aquila stere6s, and

Theodotion phjlax (cf. Olofsson).

lll. sfir, Rock. Although sfir does indeed refer to a rock, it does so in only a few in-

stances in purely secular purrug"r (in contrast to -+ IIN 'ef;en l'ebhen), -+ 9)O sela).

l. Place- andArea Names. The term sr2roccurs several times as part of place- or

area names, even in apparently early traditions. Israel associated the sttr'6rZ!, "Raven

Rock," with their decisive clash with the Midianites (Jgs. 7:251'Isa. lO:26). David al-

legedly hid in the rocks on several occasions. Saul looked for him at the "Rocks ofthe

wild Goats" (l S. 24:3). 1 Ch. l1:15 says that he was staying simply at the "rock"

(hassur; par. 2 S. 23:14 reads m";fiQh). Also during David's early period, the dispute

between David and Ishbaal provided the etiology for the place helqal hassurtm,

"Field of Stone Knives" (2 S. 2:16), though this particular narrative rather suggests

so4 "pebbles, flinf' (cf. Josh. 5:2-3), from which the knife used in circumcision was

made.38

2. Rocks. At an apparently similar early period, mighty rock formations drew con-

siderable attention in Israel. On the one hand, they functioned as excellent hiding

places. Job 24:8 tells how the poor flee into the mountains from the greedy rich and

must cling to rocks. The exposed locations of rock formations often made them ex-

cellent lookout posts. From the "top of the crags" the seer Balaam sees the people of
Israel (Nu. 23:9).The city on the rock, Jerusalem, was considered to be especially

secure (Jer.21:13); cf. in this regard the strategically impregnable Nabatean city

with the revealing name "Petra." Apparently honey (Ps.81:17[16]), wine, and oil
(Dt.32:13) of exceptional quality could be produced among the rocks because of the

inaccessibility. Finally, rocks were thought to conceal valuable treasures (cf. Job

28:10).
Rocks were viewed in general as the quintessence of stability and constancy. One

particularly popular motif in wisdom literature is thus to associate God's omnipotence

with the moving of rocks (e.g., Job 14:18; l8:4). The prophets of judgment also use

this metaphor when they see God's wrath poured out like fire such that "rocks are bro-

ken in pieces" (Nah. 1:6).

37. See G. Bertram, "Der Sprachschatz der Septuaginta und der des hebriischen AT: ZAW 57

( 1939) l0l : Wiegand. passim.

38. r hD mfil, Ylltr, l58ff .
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IV. Religious Contexts. Because rocks were viewed as places of special dignity,
they appear in a wide variety of religious contexts.

l. Theophany. During the wilderness wanderings, Moses experiences a theophany
in which Yahweh passes by him at a rock (Ex.33:21-22).The same theophanic ele-
ments recur in I K. 19:11, albeit with reference to har and, sela..

2. Sacrifice. Although altar location and construction are generally associated with
the term 'epen, several early witnesses show that because of its open location, a sr2r
could also become a place of sacrifice. According to 2 S.2l:9, the Gibeonites executed
seven of Saul's descendants bahar lipnA yhwh (punishment of other members of a clan
for the transgression of one of its mJmbers.l. Rizpah, the mother of two of the executed,
kept watch on the rock (v. 10) until the corpses were interred. The rather complicated or-
igin of the pericope can be seen in its incorporation of blood revenge, human sacrifice,
and rain magic (Hertzberg) on the one hand, and the combination with motherly love on
the other, and finally also its association with David's integration of the Canaanites.

According to Jgs. 6:21 (Gideon) and l3:19 (Manoah), a boulder could even serye as
a regular altar.

3. Religious and Cosmic Metaphor Metaphorical religious thinking symbolizes the
unalterability of divine commandments by having them engraved in ..stone" (Ex.24:12;
3l:18; Dt. 4il3).3e Because such stone tablets had to be portable, authors consistently
avoid the term sfrr By contrast, Job wishes that a permanent declaration of his inno-
cence could be engraved on a rock "with an iron pen and with lead', forever (19:2{).+o

such metaphorical thinking acquires cosmic features in wisdom and prophecy. In a
graded numerical saying, the wisdom instructor enumerates four unfathomable things:
"the way of an eagle in the sky, the way of a snake on a rock, the way of a ship on the
high seas, and the way of a man with a girl" (prov. 30:19). Job 2g, a late chapter, re-
flects on where wisdom can be found. Although human beings "cut out channels in the
rocks, and their eyes see every precious thing," they do not find wisdom (v. l0).

Already during the first stage of his proclamation, Isaiah announces the terrors of
the "day of Yahweh"al before which the house of Jacob will try to hide in the "caves of
the rocks" and the "holes ofthe ground" (Isa. 2:19). Exilic redactors pick up this oracle
and emphatically associate it once more with idolatry (v. 20). The notion of ..crawling

under a rock" apparently became a fixed topos, since an early postexilic redactor also
uses it to describe the collapse of human zurogance (v. l0).

Jer. 1 8:14 adduces the unshakable stability ofthe "crags of Siron" and the constancy of
the"snowoflebanon"todescribelsrael'sutterinabilitytorepent+2(Jer. 18:14; ct.tZ:i3y.

39. -+ f)N 'epen ('ebhen), I, 48ff.; + nt tfrah, VII, 480tr.
40. See G' Fohrer's interesting reference to the Behistun (Bisitun) inscription, Das Buch

Hiob. KAT XVI (1963),317.
41. + Elr ydm, YI,7ff.
42. ) afii iab.
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4. Deliverance in the Wilderness. With surprising frequency,;frris used to designate

rocks at which significant events took place during Israel's wilderness wanderings. If
one takes Ex. 17.6 as the point of departure, all later passages are associated with one

of the canons of deliverance miracles deriving from Priestly theology, canons that be-

came increasingly hxed during the postexilic period.

According to the basic stratum (JE) of Ex. 17,4t Yahweh tells Moses to strike the

sfin "and water will come out of it, so that the people may drink," in contrast to the later

version in Nu. 20, where Moses is to comman d the sela' (an example of the theology of

the word espoused by P) that it might yield its water (Nu. 20:8,10,11).4 RD recasts this

miracle story into an account of a quarrel ("Meribah") between Moses and the people.

During the postexilic period, RP then belatedly reacts to this recasting by extolling Mo-

ses and simultaneously inserting mythological features into the text. The "rock" is no

less than Horeb itself, where Yahweh is already present (v. 6a)' Is this reaction perhaps

an attempt to stylize Horeb into the familiar divine mountain of antiquity on which
yahweh now dwells?as The reflections of the events at Massah and Meribah are all

younger literary pieces than Ex. 17 itselfand reveal a tradition history with several dif-

ferent lines. On the one hand, Ps. 78: I 5; 105:41 ; and I l4:8 develop this theme further

in connection with a compendium of divine acts of deliverance; 78:15 even ascribes

cosmic dimensions to the water miracle in that the tehomilnow fills the cosmos itself.

On the other hand, this motif is also incorporated into prophetic literature (Isa' 48:21

juxtaposes it as a miracle of deliverance alongside the new exodus from exile). Finally,

the late text of Dt. 8 incorporates this miracle into a retrospective on salvation history

in which Yahweh made water flow from the "rock of the stone wall" (missfir

hahallamii, v. 15).46 The reference in the Song of Moses to Yahweh's saving acts (giv-

ing his people the produce of the field, wine from the rock lselal, and honey from the

sr2r [Dt. 32:l3D may also allude to Massah and Meribah. Job might also refer to this

saving miracle when he describes his own previous joy as a time "when my steps were

washed with milk, and the rock poured out for me streams of oil" (Job 29:6).

V. Theological Metaphor. The significant tole sfrr plays in the tradition of
Yahweh's central acts of deliverance toward his people also influences the understand-

ing of this term as a theological metaphor.

l. Yahweh's Mount. The most important rock after Horeb was doubtless Zion,

though interestingly the preferred term here seems to have been sela'rather than sfira1

43. On the literary ascription see E. Zenger, Israel am Sinai: Analysen und Interpretationen

zu Exodus l7-34 (Altenberge, 21985), 56ff.
44. -+ 9)o sela', X,272-73.
45. -+llDt ;apbn.
46. See N. Lohfink, "lch bin Jahwe, dein Arzt" [Ex. 15,26]: Beispiele biblischen Redens von

Gott. SBS 100 (1981), 60-61; also F. Garcia L6pez,"Yahv€, fuente riltima de vida: Andlisis de Dt

8: Bibt 62 (1981) 2t-54.
47 . Hertzberg, 48 -49, discusses possible reasons.
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The earliest witness seems to be the preexilic individual psalm of trust Ps.27:5 and its
allusion to the protective rock of zion (cf. the other Zion terminology in the psalm, in-
cluding -) l'l'f bayi!; -s 7)O sukkL; -+ );fX 'dhel). In 6I:3(2) the sfrr is the saving
place that the supplicant cannot reach alone, the protective precinct of the temple and
the locus of God's presence. The background to this characterization of Zion may be
the notion both of the mythical primal rocka8 and of the saving creator God.ae

This same association of motifs recurs in Isaiah. Isa. 8:14 (authentic) speaks of
Yahweh as a protective rock (cf. 26:4,"for in Yahweh you have an everlasting rock"s0)
evenwhilereversingthemetaphorforpurposesof contrast(cf.Hab. 1:12). Isa. 17:10
(exilic redaction) probably identifies Zion with the "rock of refuge." The full confluence
then appears in the late text30:29: "You shall have . . . gladness ofheart, as when one sets
out to the sound of the flute to go to the mountain of Yahweh, to the Rock of Israel" (cf.
LXX pr6s the6n). The expression sfrr yiira'Zl derives possibly from cultic piety, which
the Isaianic tradition confronted with quite specific faith experiences. "Only when Israel
realizes that Yahweh is not merely a God like all others, but rather the Holy One of Israel,
will it acquire the right to trust completely in its confession that he is indeed its rock."sl

2. Divine Epithet. The Psalms are particularly inclined to employ the metaphor of
Yahweh as a rock and to develop it into a supplication motif. David's outcry "yahweh is
my rock, my fortress, and my deliverer, my God, my rock in whom I take refuge, my
shield, and the horn of my salvation, my stronghold" (Ps. 18:3t21 par. 2 S. 22:3), possi-
bly authentic, was a popular topos well into the postexilic period particularly in the sup-
plication of those who were unjustly persecuted and in connection with sanctuary asy-
lum (see Ps. 3l:3[2]; 62:3121;71:3;94:22;144:l-2). The unshakable nature of the rock
Yahweh becomes a metaphor for his righteousness and uprightness (73:26; 92l6tl5)).
One can trust in Yahweh; he is both rock and redeemer52 (19:l5t14l;78:35), and is our
portion forever.53 He can also, however, turn against his people and become a rock they
stumble over (Isa. 8: l4). Regardless of whether, as is often suggested, the background to
all these passages is actually Zion traditions (or traditions of salvation historys+), it is
nonetheless striking that they largely date to a later period, some even as late as the pe-
riod during which Samaritan claims were being debated (Ps. 78).

3. Divine Name. The transition from silr as an epithet to silr as a divine name is
fluid. In Ps. 28, a psalm dating perhaps to the early monarchy, the supplicant addresses

48. See IV.3 above.
49. See V.2 below.
50. Concerning the interesting rabbinic interpretation in Bab. Menah.29b, see Wiegand, 89-

90.
5 L Wildberger, "Gottesnamen." 245.
52. -+ )Nl go-?/, II. 350ff.
53. On the hypothesis of hope in immortality inPs.73:26, see E. Jenni,,.Das Wort '6lamim

Nf:' zAw 6s (t9s3) 20.
54. As suggested by J. Jeremias, Das Kr)nigtum Gottes in den Psalmen. FRL{,NT l4l (1987),

107ff., for Ps. 95: l.
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Yahweh as "my rock" (v. 1). "'1'l:l as an address and as a predicative reference to God

qualified by the first-person singular suffix is uttered by individuals only in psalms . . .

whose structure focuses on Yahweh's revelation as mediated by the supplicant, whose

relationship to Yahweh is shaped by Yahweh as such a 1lI; this revelation is thus also

qualified by this particular existential relationship between Yahweh and the suppli-

cant."55 Although such utterances are naturally based on a very specific conviction,

they cannot be restricted to an institutionalized office of mediator, as Eichhorn sug-

gests for 2 5.23:3.s6 Similarly, Kraus's identification of pre-Davidic (!) traditions of

ih" "holy rock" are difficult to accept because no such traditions can be adduced (cf.

also Ps. 62:3,7 12,61; 7 3 :26; 92:1 5 - 16114- 1 5l ; 1 44: I ).

Ps. 18:32,47(31,46) par. 2 S. 22:32,47 move more clearly toward using the term as a

divine name, especially in its allusions to Yahweh's incomparability. 'And who is a

rockbesideourGod?"(v.32t311); "thereisnorocklikeourGod"(1 5.2:2;cf.Dt.
32:31; Isa. 44:8).

The term sir functions as a leitmotif in the fully developed doctrine of God charac-

teizingthe Song of Moses (Dt.32:4,15,18,30,31,37). This song's unique terminology

distinguishes it completely from the rest of Deuteronomy, and identifies it as a late

(late exilic/early postexilic) text.sT Yahweh is has;fir "For I will proclaim the name of
yahweh . . . the Rock" (vv. 3-4), The parallel then refers to Yahweh in new terminology

as 'el '"mfinA (v. 4b), picking up on the traditional metaphor of the stability of such

rocks. The rest of the passage systematically identifies sr2r through parallelism with

orher Yahweh epithets such as '"l6ah (v. lr, 'el (v. l8), yhwh (v.30), and contrasts it
with non-Israelite gods (aldhim, v. 37). Braulik has shown that even at the level of ter-

minology, Dt.32 makes essential distinctions between Yahweh and the other gods.58

The only term applicable to both is pr2r.' "their rock had sold them, it lread hfi1had
given them up. Indeed, their rock is not like our Rock" (vv. 30-3 I ). This fluid situation

is probably also the reason these passages with sfr frequently exhibit textual uncer-

tainty and were often subject to corrective attempts over the course of the textual tradi-

tion. The appellation of a deity as "Rock" (Akk. iadfr, "mountain") seems to have been

practiced elsewhere in the ancient Near East as well.5e

4. Mythical Progenitor(?). Several passages reflect the notion of a mythically gen-

erarive rock (Dt. 32:18; Isa. 51:1; perhaps also Ps. 89:27126) par. "father"). Dt. 32:18 re-

mains within the previously discussed metaphorical thinking: "You were unmindful of the

Rock that bore you; you forgot the God who gave you birth."60 By contrast, Isa. 51: I pre-

55. Eichhorn,45-46.
56. rbid., 75.
57. See Braulik, 154-55; J. Luyten, "Primeval and Eschatological Overtones in the Song of

Moses (Dt. 32,1-43): in N. Lohfink, ed., Das Deuteronomium: Entstehung, Gestalt und

Botschafi. BETL68 (1985), 347, thinks one might even be able to associate it with nascent apoc-

alyptic thinking.
58. Braulik, 155-56.
59. See J. J. Stamm, Akkadische Namengebung (Leizpig, 1939),211'
60. See 4Q141 (phylN 1); J. T. Milik, DJD, V(,73.
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sents considerable interpretive difficulties: "Look to the sfir from which you were hewn
(hussaPtem), and to the opening of the well from which you were dlug(nuqqartem)" (v. lb
par. v.2a, "Look to Abraham your father and to Sarah who bore you',).

Following P. Volz, many scholars understand this passage as an allusion to the an-
cient mythical notion of the birth of humankind from a rock and a well shaft.6l Van
Uchelen has tried to establish religio-historical support, though his results suffer from
the lack of unequivocal witnesses.62 The reference from Isa. 51:1 to Mt. 3:9 also leads
nowhere. Finally, the parallelism between the two verse halves, despite reference to
v. 3, does not make the interpretive reference to God any more cogent.

Because Isa. 5l: I MT cannot be interpreted satisfactorily, help may be found in the
active notion rendered in the LXX reading: "Look to the sfir that you have hewn."
P. A. H. de Boer adduces CD 6:9-10 in interpreting the "well diggers" as a reference to
torah obedience and to a life characterized by fear of God, but at the same time over-
looks the completely disparate terminology.63 If, however, one considers the significant
role played by sfir in theological metaphotsa and Deutero-Isaiah's strong orientation to-
wardZion(cf.Isa.4O:9;41:27;4613;51:ll,16;52:7-8),onefindsrhathererheprophet
exhorts the exiles to think of Zion, which in its own turn was hewn into a vital city center
(concerning the incorporation of --> lSIl hdsa! into the work at Siloam, see also Sir.
48:17); of Abraham, their ancestor; and of Yahweh, who has compassion on Zion and its
ruins (v. 3). The prophet is demanding nothing less than a renewal of the exiles' local,
historical, and theological point of reference, albeit in rather enigmatic language.

Yl. l. Sirach. The 4 passages in Sirach that use sr2r pick up on the late OT use of the
term as a divine name (cf. the motif of supplication in Sir. 4:6). In the addendum to 5 1: 12,
"Give thanks to the rock of Isaac, for his mercy endures forever," this archaizing divine
designation parallels in a singular fashion the "shield of Abraham" and the "mighty one of
Jacob," and in this series replaces the older "Fear of Isaac" (Gen. 3l:421.as Sir. 40:15, ..the

roots of the ungodly are on sheer rock," employs the motif of seed that has fallen on rocky
ground (cf. Mt. l3:5; Mk. 4:5; Lk. 8:6). Finally, Sir. 48:17 praises the accomplishmenrs of
Hezekiah, who "tunneled the rock [of Siloam] with iron tools.,,66

2. Qumran. In the Qumran writings sr2r has appeared but 3 times in passages consis-
tent with OT usage. ln the Hodayol the teacher knows that if he blesses his community, it
will "run its roots deep into the hardest rock," i.e., will endure (leH 8:23). Twice sfir is
used as a divine epithet (lQH I l:15; cf. Ps. l8:47[46]), and the unique formulation ap-
pears in 4QDibHama 5:19, "for we have also tired God with our iniquity, we have wea-
ned fulaQ hiphil) the Rock with our sins" (cf. rsa.43:23-24). The eumran communiry

6l . -+ lIIl hasa!. Y. l2'l .

62. Yan Uchelen, 188.
63. P. A. H. de Boer, "Second Isaiah's Message," OTS 11 (1956) 58-67.
64. See V.1-3 above.
65. --+ 1Bt paha{.
66. See V.4 above.
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ascribed such significance to the Song of Moses in Dt. 32 that it turned it into tefillin (cf'

4el4l [phylN 1], which inl. 12 even makes sr2r in Dt. 32:18 definite as a means of ampli-

fication). The "rock' passages in IQH 6:26 and 7:8 are often adduced in the interpreta-

tion of Mt. 16:18, but are construed with sela'.67 Finally, lQapGen uses /rr to refer to

Ararat (10:12), the Taurus Mountains (17:10)' and the "sacred tock" (twr'qdyJl 19:8)'

3. NT, Rabbi.r. Both the NT and the rabbis interpret the splitting of rocks as an es-

chatological sign (Mt. 27:51 cf . T. Levi 4:l). The rock that yielded water during the

wilderness wanderings also clearly exerted an influence later.68 In I Cor' 10:4 Paul

picks up the rabbinic tradition of the rock that followed the people of Israel (cf. Tos.

Sukk. 3:l1ff.). This water-giving rock is identical with preexisting wisdom, i'e., with

God himself.6e Paul adopts this tradition to demonstrate the preexistence of God's son

Jesus.7o Elsewhere the rabbis derived sfrr, for them an offensive divine designation,

from swr III, especially in the Talmud and Midrash, and understood it as "creator."7l

The Temple Mount exerted its influence in a variety of ways.72 The Samaritans used

the tfira' to refer to Mt. Gerizim, while the early church transferred the dignity of the

"holy rock" to Golgotha, and Islam to the Kaaba in Mecca. By building the "Dome of
the Rock" over e;-safira, Abd al-Matik may even have brought the line of tradition

back to its original point of departure.T3
Fabry

67. See Betz, passim; also -+ 9)O sela" V' 27'7.

68. See IV.4 above.
69. See St.-B., III,406ff.; Wiegand, 88.

70. See R. Pesch, "n&pai' EDNT lll,81.
71. See Wiegand.
72. See V.1 above.
73. Concerning this discussion, see Vogt and Donner.
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saft. Y. Aharoni, Hebrew Ostracafrom Arad. Fourth Congress of Jewish Studies, Papersl(Jeru-

satem, tgOZ); idem,Arad Inscriptions, ed. and rev. A. F. Rainey (Jerusalem, 1981); Y' Aharoni and

R. Amiran, 'iExcavations at Tel Arad: Preliminary Report on the First Season, 1962: IEJ 14 (19@)

l3l-4'7, esp. 142-43; idem, 'Arad, a Biblical City in Southern Palestine," Archaeology l7 (J9@)

43-53; E. Baumann, "Zwei Einzelbemerkungen," 7AW 2l (1901) 266-70, esp' 266-68;
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I. Etymology and Meaning. Deriving from ;fufu, the term sah is generally associ-
ated with Arab. dihh and Eth. dabAy, "sun"r and with Aram. sah, Syr. sahihd,,..warm,
radiant."2 The color "white, brighf'l is secured by use of the word parallel with zkh
with reference to "milk/snow": "Her [Israel's] princes [or read n"'areyha,'her young
men'l were purer (zkh) than snow, whiter (shh) than milk', (Lam. 4:j;LXX Llampsan
hypdr gdla), and by its contrasting juxtaposition with "red": "My beloved is all white
(sah) and red [NRSV 'radiant and ruddy']" (Cant. 5:I0; LXX leuk6s kai pyrr6s).rn
similar contexts sah can be replaced by ldpdn, as in "red and white horses" (Zech. l:g;
cf.6:3,6 and Isa. l:18: scarlet vs. lbn).

An etymological connectionwith sahbr "white" (Jgs. 5:10; Ezk.27:18) is also possi-
ble, with elision of the final r (cf ., e.g.,Heb. htr and,ugar.bt, Heb. ktr and Ugar. /cr). Less
persuasive is association between sah and OSA sftft and Arab. sahih, "intact, healthy,"+
on the basis of rsa. 32:4: "the tongues of stammerers will speak sah61 [clearly? dis-
tinctly?1."

Several OT passages suggest a derivation from ;l1h/;fuy, Jewish Aram. sfty, Syr.
;"fid1;"l.tt, "to thirst, be arid." In this connotation safr is largely synonymous with
;"btab (sela'), {"WkA, styA, and similar rerms.s The reduplicated nominal form
;al.t;al.t61(hapax legomenon) similarly means "wasteland, aridity," as shown by its an-
tithetical juxtaposition with imagery implying fertility and plentiful water: ..He will
satisfy your needs (idpa'nepei) in parched places (sahsab1il . .. and you shall be like
a watered garden, like a spring of water, whose waters neverfail" (Isa.58:ll).

In Isa. l8:4 ancient versions reflect a similar understandin g of sah as "blazing heat"
(LXX hds ph6s kailmatos mesembrias; similarly Tg. and syr.). The LXX rendering of
rfrah sah in Jer. 4:1 I by pneilma planiiseos and Syr. rwb' t'yt', approximately "a mis-
leading wind," is a peculiarity of these particular versions.6 Tg. tahartn, "(hot) midday,"
coincides with the LXX understanding of sah in Isa. 18:4.

S. Duvdevani,'"'l]N-)y nv En) 'l!rp Enf )u-:y:," FS J. Braslavi (Jerusalem, l97o),334-3g;
I. Eitan, 'A contribution to Isaiah Exegesis," HUCA 12fi3 (1937t38) 55-88, esp. 65-66; E. Koff-
mahn, "Sind die altisraelitischen Monatsbezeichnungen mit den kanaaniiisch-phcinikischen
identisch?" BZ l0 (1966) 197-219l, A. trmaire, "Note 6pigraphique sur la pseudo-attestarion du
mois 'sft,"' W23 (1973)243-45;F. Montagnini, "Come caldo sereno al brillardella luce?"RivB 11
(1963) 92-95; J. Naveh, 'h]"tf y't n]!ly:) ntftn)," t ei 30 (1965t66) 65-80, esp.72; G. Rinaldi,
"Nota," BeO 5 (1963) 234; A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie des ATs (Lriden,
1954); J. A. Soggin, "Zum wiederentdeckten altkanaaniiischen Monat ny: 7AW77 (1965) 83-86,
326; S. Talmon, "The Gezer calendar and the Season cycle of Ancient canaan," "/Aos 

g3 (1963)
177-87 = King, Cult, and calendar (Jerusalem, 1986), 89-l 12; idem, '"Trf o'lDy: rnrll1N ?1o!,"
Thrbiz 35 (1965166) 301-3; J. Teixidor, "Bulletin d'6pigraphie s6mitique," syr M (1967) 163-95,
esp. 170; M. Weippert, 'Architologischer Jahresbericht: ZD?V 80 (1964) 150-93, esp. lg3.

1. Eitan, 65:' CPT 334, no. 268; H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. lgg7), 2OB.
2. l,exSya 625.
3. R. Gradwohl, Die Farben im AT. B7_.AW 83 (1963), 7.
4. HAL,III, 1018a.
5. -+ ''lf 7D milbar (lll.2.a), X, 93.
6. W. McKane , Jeremiah. ICC, 2 vols. ( 1986-96), I, 96.
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Cant. 5:10 apparently uses salz adjectivally alongside 'A86m ("my beloved is all

white and red"). In Isa. 18:4 (k"l.tdm sah) and Jer. 4:1 | (rfiah sah), the term sah can be

understood as an adjective, "shimmering, flickering,"7 or as a substantive in the con-

struct state;s similarly also l"QabbEr vb6!inIsa. 32:4 (see above)'

As a substantive, shh appears in the expression;"futah sela'(only in Ezk. 24:7-8;

26:4,14;LXX ledpetria) and in the hapax legomenon {"WbA, "barren, burned-out land"

(Ps. 68:7[Eng. 6]). The LXX renders bass"hthtm (Neh. 4:7) as en tois skepeinois, "at

the covered places," perhaps reflecting the reading bass"fifutm, "towers/fortresses" (cf.

Jgs.9:46,49), though following Ezk.24:7, etc., it could also mean "at the free, open

places."e

II. Use. In addition to the etymologically deduced meanings "warm/hot," "bright/

white," "arid/dry," several scholars also find in sah the name of one of the ancient He-

brew-Canaanite months. This interpretation is based on an inscribed jar stamp discov-

ered in Arad (7th century n.c.E.). According to Aharoni, the text reads: D.i/ir, "in the

third year," yrb tb, "(in the) month of Sah." Several scholars have questioned the read-

ing of the second line (Naveh, Teixidor, Weippert), while Lemaire discards it outright

and instead reads the patronym gr' bn 'zyhw, which Aharoni in his own turn has re-

jected.lo Koffmahn then incorporated this rediscovered biblical monthll into a recon-

.structed list of ancient Israelitd and Canaanite-Phoenician months,l2 and Soggin used

the term as the basis for a reinterpretation of sah in Isa. 18:4 and Jer.4:ll.l3
The brief passage Isa. 18:4-6 differs in both language and style from the surround-

ing material and is also set off structurally from that context in the manner of a ring

composition by the repetition of v. 2b in v. 7. It is a prophetic saying in which God's

"collected calm" (Wildberger, Kaiser) is metaphorically equated with the fixed, peace-

ful course of the agricultural year. The nouns used here, qasir and mazmEr6l (reference

to zamir), and the verb qa; (deriving from qayis) all allude to seasons that in the Gezer

Calendar are listed in the same sequence and with the additional qualification yrlr,

"month," yrh q{r yrllw zmr yrh q{, which together constitute the first three out of four

periods within an annual calendar commencing at the end of the period of rains. Two of

these designations, qastr and qayis, also appear in Gen. 8:22, in I En. 82 11 , and in a

list of annual subdivisions or festivals from Qumran.la In these sources zera'(cf . Gezet

Calendar: yrhw zr) replaces the allusion to zamtr (mazmEr6!) in Isa. 18:5. The fourth

season, called d.i'in the text from Qumran (similarly in 1 Enoch) bu;t fudrep in Gen.

8:22,isalluded to in Isa. l8:6 by the verb teherap. Altogether, the text of Isaiah as well

7. Wildberger, Isaiah I 3-27, in loc.
8. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATVI2 (31968)' 30.

9. See W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT U20 (1949), 126'
10. Aharoni, Arad Insciptions, 40-47.
1 1. Koffmahn, 209-ll, 217.
12. Cf. fSS1, I, 5l: "doubtless the ancient name of the month."

13. Equally O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),89-90' 95'

14. Talmon, King, Cult, and Calendar 107ff.
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as the Qumran document reflects the list of the annual seasons in Genesis, albeit in a
different sequence:

Isa. 18:4-6
qd;tr

mazmerdl kdmir)
qa; @ayi;)

tel.t"rap lllarep)

Gen.8:22
qa;ir
zera'
qayis
l.tArep

Qumran
q{yr
zr'
qv{
cls

The agricultural and calendrical structure of the Isaianic passage emerges even more
clearly in the allusions to the grass crop in the late rainy period (wr v. 4; cf . 2 K.
4:39; Isa. 26:19, comparable to di'in Qumran), to the ears of corn prior to the grain
harvest mentioned as the first season (lipna qdstr), and to the state of the grapes be-
fore the harvest (zd.mtr), "when the blossom is over and the flower becomes a ripen-
ing grape" (v. 5; cf. Gen. 40:10; Nu. 17:23[8]; Job 15:33), before the vines are cur
off with pruning hooks.

The structure of this passage in Isaiah recalls the sequence of visions in Amos that
presumably similarly follows the course of the agricultural year beginning with the
late rainy period. The expressions leqei, 'Zie! hd'dres (Am.7:l-2), "mowing (of the
grass),"correspondtod.i'(Qumran),hArep (Gen.8:22), andteherap (Isa. l8:6). Refer-
ence to the summer heat brought about by God (q6rE' ldrt! bd'€i . . . w"'af;eld 'e1-

haheleq, Am. 7:4) corresponds to l.tdm sah (Isa. 18:4) and perhaps to rfrah ;afu in Jer.
4: 1 I . Finally, the "basket (full) of summer fruit" (k"lfib qayis, Am. 8: 1) stands for qas
in Isa. 18:6 as an allusion to the time of the fruit harvest, qayis, which the other
sources mention explicitly. ts

Even if the use of say'r as the name of a month cannot be demonstrated with complete
certainty, this suggestion nonetheless contributes to a better understanding of Isa. I 8:4-
6 and perhaps also of Jer. 4:1 1.

Talmon

15. Talmon, Tarbiz 35 (1965-66) 3Ol-3;' idem, "Prophetic Rhetoric and Agricultural
Metaphora," in Storia e Tradition: d'Israele. Festschrifi J. A. Soggin (Rome, l99l), 267-790.
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lBl ;ab"a -+ y'nw idhaq

tI si; E!l$ liyim

Contents: I. Etymologies and Isoglosses: I . si I, "Ship"; 2. *si ll, "Desert Creatures." II. The

Meaning of qi I. III. The Meaning of *si II: l. Oracles of Disaster; 2. Other Passages'

IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology and Isoglosses. Lexicons generally derive two homonyms from si.'

(1) si I, "ship," an Egyptian loanword fuom 83y and similar constructions,l and (2) *li II
< *lryi (attested only in the pl.), a collective designation for "desert creatures" with

partly demonic features. In the latter case, the term represents a nisbe or derived form

Lither from the fem. noun ,piyd, which as an adjectival attribute to 'ere$, "land," means

"dry" and as a substantive "arid landscape" (similarly pay)n inlsa.25:5;32:2), or ftom

an otherwise unknown masc. version of siyd.

l. si I, "Ship." No insurmountable phonological considerations militate against the

assumption that Egyp. 13ry was adopted as Heb. si I. The exchange of / arld s occurs rel-

atively frequently in both directions.2 The apparently late Egyp. nomen agentis dsyw >

dsy, 
,;(utinA o0 river ship,"3 derives from 1jy, "ferry across a river" (from the time of

fure eyramia Texts),a and was incorporated into Demotic as q/y, 
..ship,,,5 and into coptic

as ioi, "ship, boat."6

W. W. Mtiller assumed the presence of a Minaean lexeme *sy, "merchant ship," as

si. M. Ellenbo ger., Foreign words in the oT (London, 1962), 145; T. O. Lambdin, "Egyptian

Loanwords in the-OT," JAOS 73 (1953) 145-55, esp. 153-54; E. Stromberg Krantz, Des Schffis

Weg mitten im Meer: Beitrcige zur Erforschung der nautischen Terminologie des ATs. CBOT 19

(1982),66-69.

l. See Ellenbogen.
2. Concerning idgy > lt/, see Lambdin.
3. WbAS, V 51s.
4. E. Edel, Ahdgyptische Grammatik,I (Rome, 1955), *227; W. Osing, Die Nominalbildung

im Agyptischen (Miinz/Rheit, 19'r.6),171 with n.769, 1'13-74, nn' 790-91'

5. *. Erichsen, Demotisches Glossar (Copenhagen' 1954), 674'

6. W. E. Crum, Coptic Dictionary (1939, repr. Oxford' 1962), 754 W' Westendorf'

Koptisches Handwiirteriuclr (Heidelberg, 1965-77),415, also 571,-wh_ere derivation from the

Heirew is considered (personal communication from M. Gorg); cf. also J. Cerni, Coptic Etymo-

logical Dictionary (Cambridge, 1976),310; Vycichl, Dictionnaire ,tymologique de la langue

copte (l*uven, 1983), 324.
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an Egyptian foreign word in l. 2 of the sarcophagus inscription of Gizeh (RES 3427),
though such is disputed.T

2. *pt II, "Desert Creatures." Following S. Bochart,s scholars have been inclined to
assume the presence of an Arabic isogloss daywan, "wildcat," duyain, etc., "small
wildcat."e Since the afformative morpheme -an must be excluded for orthographical
reasons and because of the broken plural dayawin, -n must be part of the root, and its
disappearance in Hebrew would have to be explained.

II. The Meaning of si I. Isa.33:'21is definitely using Heb. si I in the singular paral-
lel with ?ni "ship(s)"; only here does the LXX also translate with ploion. The plural
form appears in the spellings {yym in Dnl. ll:30 and syminNu.24:24 and Ezk. 30:9;
in all four passages the Vulg. uses forms of trieris.to Although syyrz, "ships/boatmen,"
may be attested in Isa.23:13,llmost interpreters understand the term as xsiII.

In Isa. 60:9 the reading siyim, "ships/boatmen," is preferable to iyim, "islands," be-
cause of the par. waonty6!, "ships."tz The error from ;yym to 'yym may have resulted
fromtheappearance of siyim, "desertcreatures,"from xsiIIinIsa. 13:21-22;34:13-14;
Jer. 50:39, together with iytm,'Jackals" or "island goblins,"t: in which case hom-
onyms were confused. Ps.72:9-10 similarly associates ;tytm, "desert creatures," and
Iyim, "islands."

All these occurrences are postexilic ifnot late postexilic, exhibit features ofglosses,
and are found in uncertain readings. In every instance this unusual sounding and some-
what affected lexeme is used in an eschatological context.

Ifthe conjecture in Isa. 60:9 is correct, it probably represents the earliest occurrence
of stytm, "ships." Here siytm together with onty61 tariti bdri'iond, "the ships of
Tarshish first," will gather at the end of the age to transport the Jewish diaspora with all
its acquired foreign wealth back to Jerusalem, thus simultaneously extolling Yahweh
and glorifying Israel.

Instead of the Masoretic yeqawwfi, "they wait, hope," which, if one presupposes a

comrption to iyim, "islands," is imitating Isa. 5l:5, one should consider the context
here, namely, 60:8,9ap, and the synonymous yiqqd!"sfr, "they gather" (v.7), and vocal-
ize yiqqdwft.

7. W W. Mi.iller, 'Altsi.idarabische Beitr[ge zum hebr2iischen Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963), 313;
cf. ContiRossini,223.

8. Hierozoitcon sive . . . de animalibus S. Scripturae, I (Leiden/Utrecht, 1675), book 3, ch. 14
(861-65).

9. In this regard see A. Wahrmund, Handwiirterbuch der neuarabischen und deutschen
Sprache, V2 (Giessen, 31898), l14.

10. Concerning the other versions, see Ellenbogen.
I l. B. Duhm, Das Buch Jesaja. HAT llVl 1219921, in loc.; K. Marti, Das Buch Jesaia. KHC

X (1900), in loc.; O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),161 n. h; H. Wildberger, 1sa-
iah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),405,410.

12. Duhm, Jesaja, 4491' C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),354.
13. See III below.
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The introductory formula bayybm hahfi', "on that day"' shows that Ezk. 30:9 is an

addendum that expands the oracle of disaster against Egypt (itself an anomaly among

comparable sayings in Ezekiel) to include ftfii Ethiopia or northern Sudan. Messengers

of terror are suddenly dispatched there bsym, "in ships" (Vulg.: in trieribus). One

might read 'astm, "pressing urgently," following speildontes (LXX), festinantes
(Jerome's Symmachus) , arrd msrhb yr (Syr.) (cf. Theodotion sub ast.: the translitera-

tion essim; Aquila sub ast.: etieim; also Jerome's version of Aquila and Theodotion:

silm). Otherw ise bsym here probably reflects both the meaning of the original word dSy

and (similarly also Isa. l8:2,albeitwith different terminology) its military connotation.

If one follows Kaiser in understanding Isa. 33.21 as an oracle of salvation that, like

Ezk.47 and Joel 4:18(Eng. 3:18), portrays a miraculous river flowing out from Jerusa-

lem,ra then one must delete y"'ortm, "Nile," and understand both tnt iayiT "galley/ies

with oars," and si'addtr "stately ship(s)," as warships that are being excluded from this

eschatological scene. If by contrast one still rcads y"'Arim, then this reference to a Nile

void of any water traffic can only represent a gloss (Isa. 33:21a0-b) whose intent is to

juxtapose salvation for Zion (w. l7-21aa,22,24) with disaster for Egypt.rs

According to Dnl. ll.30, siytm kittim, "ships of Kittim," will advance against

Antiochus IV Epiphanes, "and he shall lose heart and withdraw." Here kittim (LXX
rhomaioi) apparently alludes to the Roman envoy C. Popilius Laenas, who after

Rome's victory over the Macddonian state at Pydna brought an end to Antiochus's sec-

ond Egyptian campaign in 168, for which the latter then again took advantage of the

Jews. The similar but textually uncertain vaticinium ex eventu Nu. 24:24 refers to the

same event. The humiliation that the sim miyay' kittim will bring upon fuiJfi4 i.e.,

Antiochus, on the one hand, and upon'epe4 i.e., upon the Jews he persecutes, on the

orher, will cause his (Antiochus's?) downfall. Both the Yilg. (de ltalia) and Tg. Onq.

(m[n]rwm'y, "from the Romans") interpret the historical background correctly.

Isa.23:13 doubtless represents a gloss on v. 12. Even though the beginning of v. 13

has apparently been influenced by 'aiifir in v. l3aB in reading 'eres kaidtm, "land of
the Chaldeans," a preferable reading, commensurate with kitt(ty)tm in v. 12b4, is'ere;
kitttyim. Particularly if l"siyim is to be understood as si I, therl 'aiiftr y"sadd l";tyim,

'Assyria founded/destined it [i.e., the land of the Kittim] for ships," may well represent

a cloaked allusion, based on a misunderstanding or a reinterpretation, to (Dnl. I l:30

and) Nu. 24:24, since all three key words in Nu. 24:24 (kittfty]tm, 'aiittr ;im) recur in

Isa.23:12-13.

lll. The Meaning of *si ll. It is of significance for determining the meaning of
*si II < *siyi that the lexeme appears (1) in Isa. 13:21 34:14; Jer. 50:39 together with

other animal names in colorful oracles of disaster (cf. also Isa. 23:13), and (2) in Ps.

72:9 and74:14 among the king's enemies or other powers of chaos.

14. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39,348-49.
15. H. Wildberger,Jesaja2S-39. BKW3 (1982), 1309, 1311, 1320. On the semantic shift

from Egyp. Q3y, "iverboat, ship," to the Heb. lexeme si I with its military connotations, see

Striimberg Kr antz, 66 -67 .
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l. Oracles of Disaster The animals and creatures enumerated in the oracles against
Babylon in Isa. l3 and Jer. 50, and against Edom in Isa. 34, represent a world hostile to
human beings that is turned loose and decimates the human world whenever people are
subject to Yahweh's judgment.16 In all three passages the siyim appear together with
b"n61 ya'"nd, "ostriches," and iytm, 'Jackals" or "island goblins,"tz and in Isa. l3:21-
22 and 34:13-14 also with tanntm, 'Jackals" (a subspecies to be distinguished from
iyim?) and the pluzzling i"irim, "hairy ones/satyrs," mixed creatures combining goats
and demons, which J. Wellhausen compares with the Arab. {inn.r8 Additional eerie
creatures appear in Isa. l3:21; 34:ll,l5 whose identities are difficult to determine both
because of the peculiarities of ancient Near Eastern taxonomy and its criteria for obser-
vation on the one hand, and the proximity of such creatures to clearly mythical beings
on the other. Isa. 34:14 mentions siytm and iytm together with the clearly mythical
demon ltltl @f . in this regard AY.k. lilttu, which together with /ilfi < Sum. lil and ardat
lilt, "maid of lilfil' constitute a trio of storm[?] demons).

If, as most scholars assume, the term stytm functions less as a reference to a spe-
cific species than as a collective designation (Yulg. bestiae, lsa. 13l.21), namely, for
"desert creatures," still the boundary between animals and demons (so KBL2) is prob-
ably quite fluid here as well. The LXX translates the plural as thcrion in Isa. 13:21,
though also with daim6nia in 34:14 (similarly in 13:21 for i"'trtm, also in
Symmachus) and indalma, "illusion, idol," in Jer. 50:39 (Vulg.: daemonia in Isa.
34:14 dracones in Jer.50:39; in all three passages Tg. Jon. has tamwan, approxi-
mately "miraculous creatures"). As is well known, one universal collective term for
invoking in an exemplary fashion the demonic element in animals is b"h€m61 Qob
40:15; Bab. B. Bat.14b; Rashi on Ps. 50:11). Isa. l3:20a = Jer. 50:39b (+'6A empha-
sizes that such creatures eventually inhabit the desolate places where human beings
once dwelled

If l"styim iralsa.23:l3a does indeed derive from *si II, then the gloss in v. l3 would
explain why the "daughter Sidon," as v. l2bp leads one to expect, will find no peace

with the kitt(ty)tm either. The "land of the 'Kittim' is the land of a people who no lon-
ger exist; Assyria destined it for desert creatures." V. 13, albeit a verse that has under-
gone considerable comrption, would suggest that the stytmhere represent the world of
decimated dwelling places hostile to human beings: "They erected siege towers against
him(?), they tore down their(?) palaces, he(!) made them(?) a ruin." But then who are
the kit(ty)im and who 'aiitu; and which historical event is meant?le

2. Other Passages. Ps.72:9-11 celebrates the vanquishing of the enemies of the king
of Israel once the latter assumes rule over the entire world (v. 8). I believe the reference

16. See also Deir'Alla I, 8ff.; and in this regard H. P. Miiller, "Die aramriische Inschrift von
Deir'Alla und die iilteren Bileamspriiche," ZAW 94 (1982) 225.

17. See KBLZ, s.v.
18. J. Wellhausen, Reste arabischen Heidentums (Berlin, 31927,repr. 1961), 150-51.
19. See the discussion in H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997), 432-33; he says it is

"hopeless."
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here is not to the eschaton and the messiah, but to the (actual) accession of the
Davidides. Those who in various ways must humble themselves before the king in-
clude not only the ptytm (v.9a), but also "his enemies" (v. 9b), the "kings of rarshish,"
"isles," the legendary kings of southern Arabia (v. l0), indeed, "all kings" and "all na-
tions." Hence if one does not take a cue from the par. '6yepdyw in reading rather sartm,
"the foes," or something similar (cf. BrlE et a1.), stytm might be understood following
the LXX, Aquila, Symmachus (Aithiopes), and vulg. (Aethiopes) as a reference to the
human inhabitants of the steppe regions, which given the derivation of *si ll as a nisbe
from styd or something similar is not as improbable as GesB suggests.

By contrast, if in Ps. '74:14 onereads l"'amsirim instead of the impossibleMT le'am
l"giytm and follows Yulg. (populo Aethiopum),20 the passage asserts that the 'am siyim,
"the people of the wilderness creatures," receive the dead body of liwyalan as food
(v. 14a). Here, then, creatures of the wilderness are antithetically juxtaposed with those
of the sea.

Although the conjecture suggested by I. Lriw, le'amlese yam, "the smooth/slippery
ones [i.e., sharks] ofthe sea)," does preserve the consonants in Ps. 74:l4bp, it is still to
be rejected.2l Neither witnesses nor isoglosses can be adduced for *'amlas. one se-
mantic consideration militating against a connection with Arab. 'amlas, "smooth, slip-
pery," is that such would apply only to small fish that slip out of the fisher's hands,
something hardly applicable even to the mackerel shark. Moreover, despite L. K6hler's
discussion, the assumption of an 'ayin prostheticum remains problematic.22

IV. Qumran. The term ;iytm can be reconstructed in 4eShira (510) l:5 (par.
4QShirb [5] l] l0:2) only following Isa. 13:21; 34:14.23 By contrast,4eWiles (tg4)3:4
genuinely attests the sg. sy, albeit in a text too fragmentary to yield a satisfactory inter-
pretation.

H.-P. Miiller

20. Also H. Gunkel, Die Psalmen. HKATttl2 C1968), 325.
21. First suggested by F. Perles, "Biblische Fauna und Flora," MGWJ 68 (1924) 160-61; most

recently HAL, I1,845b.
22.L.Kohler, "Vom hebriiischen Lexikon," OIS 8 (1950) 150-51; cf. CpT 236-3j.
23. See M. Baillet, DJD,Vll,216, with the translation..wildcats.,,
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i1f$ rira; ll'i) sdyon

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences. III. LXX. IV. Meaning and Use: l. siyA; 2. saybn.

V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The etymology of the fem. adj. and noun siyd is uncertain. GesB and

IIAL propose a verbal root syft, though such is not attested in Hebrew. One indication

of such a root. which as a III-weak verb would have to derive from an original ryy, I is

the subst. pay6n, since its underlying qalalAn pattern is typical of III-weak verbs.2

One might also adduce Akk. sua'u, "to dry,": though it is attested but once.4 Among

the West Semitic languages and in addition to the verbal roots FIAZ enumerates in
Arabic, Mandaic, and Syriac with the meaning "to dry" and their derivatives, one can

also mention Jewish Aram. shh, "thirsty," and shwh, "thirst"5 (cf. Christian Palestin-

ian Aram. ,lfty', "thirsting" or "dry land"), along with iciw, "saltl' in Amharic and

Tigre.6

II. Occurrences. The term styd occurs 16 times in the OT, including once cer-

tainly as an adjective (Zeph.2:13)1 and 6 times certainly as a substantive (Job 24:19;

30:3; Ps. 78:17', 105:41 pl., Isa. 35:l; Jer. 50:12). By contrast, the expressiol'ere{
siyd occurring in the remaining passages is ambiguous to the extent that ;tyd is
more frequently followed by a syndetically related substantive (Jer. 2:6; 5l:431'

Ezk. 19 13; Joel 2:20)t and thus is presumably functioning as nomen rectum, though

in Ps. 63:2(Eng. 1) it appears alongside 'ay4p and accordingly is functioning at least

here as an adjective. This ambiguity prevents any'unequivocal determination re-

garding the syntactical function of styd in the remaining occurrences of 'ere; ;iyA
(Ps. 107:35; Isa. 41:18; 53:2; Hos. 2:5131).Its use as"nomen rectum of a genitivus

qualitatis" militates against the thesis that siyd is a nomen unitatis.e Accordingly, the

plural in Ps. 105:41 is to be understood as an intensive rather than as a distributive.

One question involves whether sty6n is to be maintained in Ps. 133:3,10 or whether

;tyd. J.P.J. Olivier,'A Possible Interpretation of the Word siAinZeph.2:l3l' JNSL 8 (1980)

95-97; A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologie im Hebrriischen des ATs (Leiden,

1954), 102-3; S. Talmon, ',.::1r milbAri TDOT, VIII, 87-l18, esp. 93-94.

1. See F. Stolz, "1isr stybnZion," TLoT ll, lo7l.
2. BLe, 498-99.
3. AHw, III, 1107a.
4. Concerning the relationship with Akk. sEtulJsitum II, see B. Landsbergeq "Jahreszeiten im

Sumerisch-Akkadischen," "/NES 8 (1949) 252 n.30.
5. Beyer, 675.
6. W. Leslau, Concise Amharic Dictionary (Berkeley, 1976),240; WbTigr 628.

7. Contra HAL, lll, 1022a.
8. Conceming the par. terms, see Talmon, 93-94.
9. See Michel, 66; a different view is taken by HAL, lll, l021b.
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one should read sty6.tt Seybold's suggestion seems most cogent according to which
siy6n represents the remnant of an earlier redaction of a basic text that contained a dif-
ferent word,l2 albeit a word that can no longer be reconstructed.l3 Seybold's conjecture
iydn actually goes back to Jirku and is supported (over against an emendation to siyd)
by the closer consonantal similarity, the geographical plausibility, as well as by the
mention of Hermon in the first hemistich, which leads one to expect the mention of a
corresponding concrete geographical place.la

Alongside styd, the subst. saydn also occurs twice, as does the word siytm (6 times,
only pl.).rs

One striking feature is the concentration ofoccurrences ofsiyd in several ofthe pro-
phetic books (3 times in Isaiah, 3 in Jeremiah, once each in Ezekiel, Hosea, and
Zephaniah), the Psalms (4 times), and Job (twice); this picture does not change with
the addition of saydn (twice in Isaiah) and siytm (3 in Isaiah, once in Jeremiah, twice in
the Psalms); by contrast, these terms do not occur at all in the Pentateuch or the histori-
cal books, a striking difference over against the terms midbar and'"rapd, which occur
frequently in the same context with siyd and yet do indeed occur in these parts of the
OT. The explanation is probably that styd refers to aridity as a characteristic geograph-
ical feature or (as an abbreviation of the expression 'eres styd?) to an arid region in a
more general sense, whereas midbdr and '"ra!d are themselves geographical terms re-
ferring to specific landscapes (for which aridity is but one of several characteristic fea-
tures) and as such can be applied to concrete regions, something confirmed by their
construct relationship with geographical names. Hence the latter are better suited to
texts that recount events from Israel's history than is siyd, which occurs only in meta-
phorical prophetic sayings and poetic texts.

IIL LXX. The LXX renders ;iyd 10 times with dnydros, 3 times with dips6n, and
once each with erdmos or xer6s (lDd does not occur in Jer. 50:12). In Isa. 23:13
e r4mofin probably presupposes siyd.

IV. Meaning and Use.
l. piyd. The oldest OT occurrence of siyd is in Hos. 2:5(3). Here Hosea describes the

punishment for the harlot wife if she continues her present behavior. The threat of thirst
shows clearly that sUA implies an absolute absence of water. The customary positioning
of styd after mi/barl6 shows that midbdr represents the more general term that, to the

10. G. Ravasi, Il Libro dei Salmi,III (Bologna, 1984),687,697-98; to this end, S. Norin, "Ps
133: Zusammenhang und Datierung," ASTI ll (1978) 92, emends the pl. const. harerA, which
militates against this thesis, to a sg. with y compaginis.

ll. E.g., H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 6U150 (Eng. trans. 1989),484.
12. K. Seybold , Die Wallfuhrtspsalmen: Biblisch-theologische Studien 3 (Neukirchen-Vluyn,

1978),25-27; idem, Die Psalmen. Urban-Taschenbiicher 382 (Stuttgart, 1986), 50.
13. A different view is taken by Norin, 94; O. Keel, "Kultische Briiderlichkeit - Ps 133,"

Freiburger Zeitschrift fiir Philosophie und Theologie 23 (1976) 68-80.
I 4. Wallfuhrt s p salmen, 38-39.
15. -+ il si.
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extent it can refer not only to arid wasteland but also to grazing land,lT is then qualified

more closely by the subsequent expression. Only here is a polemic against the Ba'al

myth discernible as the background to the threat of aridity. This motif of Yahweh drying

up a landscape does recur inZeph.2:13 with respect to Ninevehl8 and in Jer. 50:12 and

5l:43 (post-Dtr) with respect to Babylon. Threatening cities with a transformation into

giyd along with all the other destruction (Zeph. 2:13, iemamd; Jer. 51:43, iammd) strikes

them at their most vulnerable spot insofar as their very existence depends on their water

supply, without which they are in fact uninhabitable (cf. Jer. 51:43 with 2:6).

Three passages reverse the motif. Yahweh now transforms an arid landscape into a

place of springs and verdant flora. Deutero-Isaiah encourages the exiles with this

promise in a text (41:18) from which Ps. 107:35 draws in formulating a similar hymn

to Yahweh. Functioning as a bridge within the book of Isaiah,le Isa. 35 also alludes to

41:18 in v. l. Whereas Ps. 107:35 is formulated more universally, the two Isaianic texts

seem to refer to the route to be taken by those returning toZion (Isa. 35:8,10), possibly

with a specific reference to Edom among other places'2o

Hence to the extent that the second exodus will pass through a completely trans-

formed siyd, it transcends even the first. There too, according to Jer. 2:6, Yahweh

proved to be the caring God who led his people through a wilderness that was not only

a place of aridity (piyd), b\t also of mortal dangers (ifih6, salmawe!);zlhe did so, how-

ever, not by means of any comprehensive or total transformation of the wilderness it-

self, but rather "only" by means of individual water and food miracles (Ps. 78:16;

105:41).
Joel 2:20 uses siyd not in connection with the transformation of an arid landscape,

but with expulsion into an arid and desolate land (siyd fii"mamd; cf . Zeph.2:13), atef-
erence presumably to the Judean and Sinai deserts. The object is a mysterious apoca-

lyptic enemy called "the northern army," which is to die of thirst while its advance and

rear guards drown.
Ezk. 19:13 uses the same motif metaphorically in describing how the deportation of

the Israelite royal house to Babylon is like transplanting a vine "into a dry and thirsty

land." Here styl, rather than depicting geographical features in Babylon, metaphori-

cally describes the exile as a "drying up" of the Israelite monarchy, whose existence is

guaranteed only in its own country (cf. v. 10). This metaphor of a plant unable to grow

in dry soil recurs in a different context inlsa.53:2.22
The comparisons in Ps. 63:2(1) (postexilic) and Job 24:19 allude to how wearily the

16. Talmon's exceptions (p.93) do not qualify as such; Zeph.2:13 has no sequence; for Ps.

78:17 miQbdr stands first in v. 15.

17. Talmon, 94.
18. Contra Olivier, 96-91 , sty6 here is not to be understood in the sense of siyim.

19. See O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr: Jesaja 35 als redaktionelle Brilcke zwischen dem

Ersten und dem Zweiten Jesaja. SBS l2l (1985).

20. So Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr 19,43 n. 6.

21. See H.-D. Neef, "Gottes Treue und Israels Untreue: Abfall und Einheit vonJeremia2:2'
t3: AW 99 (1987) 49.

22. See E. Haag, Gewalt und Gewaltlosigkeit im AT. QD 96 (1983)' 184-85'
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arid land thirsts for water and how greedily it absorbs it.z: Job 30:3, a textually difficult
verse,24 alludes to the sparse or nonexistent vegetation of such areas.

2. sdy6n. The subst. saybn occurs only in postexilic texts and refers similarly to arid
land that withers under the heat (Isa. 25:5) and can be cultivated only with the aid of ir-
rigation (32:2), a task for which the king is responsible.

V. Qumran. In the Qumran writings siyd occurs only in the construct expression
with'eres. 1QH 8:4 shows that here too the word refers specifically to a lack of water.
The author praises the Lord for having placed him by a "spring of waters" in an arid
land, i.e., in the Judean desert. The petition of yet another author that the Lord might
disperse his enemies into a waterless, desolate land ('eres siyd fiiemamd, 4QCata frs.
l2-13,I,8) strongly recalls Joel2:20. This text also employs a play on words in that in
contrast to those enemies, God's holy ones (among whom the petitioner obviously
counts himself) will enter into siybn (1. l0).

Fleischer

23. See AuS, U2,520.
24. On textual questions see G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. I(ATXYI (1963), 413, though his ad-

dition of iqrA before siyd seems unnecessary.

llt$ rryan
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I. Etymology. There is no consensus regarding the etymology of sty6n.t Earlier der-

ivations from Elamite or Hurrite are no longer entertained.2 Derivations from a Hebrew

root are problematical because that root can only be deduced. Derivation from swi,
"set up, erect,"3 is unpersuasive because a connection with Syr. ;wn (so GesB s.v.) is

difFrcult to demonstrate. A more promising derivation is that from Heb. *swn/syrz, "sur-

round,"4 Arab. sana (medial w), "preserve, protect, defend," Eth. (Geez) gawwana,

"protect, defend," yielding further the subst. construction ;awwan, "protected place,

fortress."s Middle Hebrew attests the term styen, Jewish Aramaic ;ayyen, "designate,

make recognizable," with which one can also associate the Paleo-Heb. subst. siyr2n,

"stone monument" (Ezk. 39:15), "road marker" (Jer.3l:21'), "gravestone" (2K.23:17
Jer. 48:9[cj.?]6). These connotations of siyen/siyfrn militate against deriving siybnfrom
a root swn"/syn, while connections with Arabic and Ethiopic connotations of "protect-

ing" are absent. Hence the preferable derivation is that from the Paleo-Heb. root xsyy,

Jewish Aram. sw\swy, "wither, dry up,"z Bab. Tg. ;hy, "to thirst,"8 Syt. sh'/shy, "to
thirst, wither,"e Arab. sawa"/suwty, "dry up."

An Akk. verb sua'u, "to dry," from;e-e-u-nito is as difficult to establish as is an ety-

mological connection between the name ;dtil and *swn/[sua'u].tl

Derivations from *syy include the subst. constructions -+ ilrl ;iyA, "dry" (< xsiyl) (e.g.,

Isa.4l:18), "arid region" (e.g., Ps. 7817), "aridity" (Job24:19)!2 cf. saydn, "arid land"
(Isa. 25:5; 32:2), Syr. shwn', "thirst, drought, aridity," Eth. s4w/ddw, "infertile, desolate

earth, salt region, salt water";I3 Mand. sauaita, "withering," ;auia, "desert, arid land."la

1968-1974 (Jerusalem, 1975); R. Youngblood, 'Ariel, 'City of God,"' in A. I. Katsh and

L. Nemoy, eds., Essays on the Occasion of the Seventieth Anniversary of the Dropsie University,
1909- 1979 (Philadelphia, 1979), 457 -62;E. Zenger, "Tradition und Interpretation in Exodus XV
l-2ll' Congress Volume, Vienna 1980. SVT 32 (1981), 452-83; idem, "Ein biblischer Traum:

Auferweckung des Zion. Psalm 126," FS L. Klein, 55-63; J. Ziegler, "Die Hilfe Gottes 'am
Morgen,"' Abtestamentliche Studien. FS F. Ndtscher. BBB I (1950), 281-88; W. Zimmerli,
"Jesaja 2,2-5: FS L. Klein,49-54.

1. Cf. G. Fohrer, "Eui:v," TDNT Vll,293; HAL, lll, 1022a.

2. G. Hiising, "Zur Ophirfragel' OLZ 6 (1903) 370;7 (1904) 88; S. Yeivin, "The Sepulchers

of the Kings of the House of David," JNES 7 (1948) 4l; Simons, 63-64 n. 4.

3. F. Delitzsch, Psalms. KD (repr. 1955), I, 70.
4. See WTM,IV, 184-85.
5. LexLingAeth, 1300-1301.
6. See HAL, lII, 1023a.
7. WTM, rY 176.

8. Beyer, 675.
9. CSD, 185.
lO. AHw, III, 1 107, from O. Schroeder, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhahs

(1920; repr. Osnabriick, 1970), 108, 8.

11. B. Landsberger, "Lexikalisches Archiv: ZA 42 (1934) 161-62; idem, "Jahreszeiten im
Sumerisch-Akkadischen," "/NES 8 (1949) 252 n. 30; cf. CAD, XVL 153.

I2. See Olivier, 95-96.
13. l,exLingAeth, 1310.
14. MdD.386.
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The noun ;ahwE/sahwal, "crest of a hill, citadel," may derive from Arab. sawa./sawiya.ts

On this view siybn as derived from *gyy represents a substantive construction with the

afformative -dn frequently attested in place-names (( *an),16 a construction making a
statement about the disposition of the place itself. l7

Considering the semantic connotation of "arid area" and the proximity of the city
settlement to the gthbn spring, Priebatsch suggests that sty)n then refers to an area

north of the city settlement itself such that David settled in the vicinity of the first tem-

ple when he built the ir dawid north of the city precinct.l8 More recent excavations on

the southeast hill, however, suggest a different scenario. Defectively written mesuQal

siy6n means "mountain fortress" rather than "hiding place." During the Late Bronze

Age (l4thll3th century), a terrace was erected above the 'Zn gihbn and probably served

as the substructure for a podium connected with a pre-Israelite acropolis.le This sce-

nario easily explains the identification of mesuiat stybn and abs. siybn with the ?r
ddwiQin2S.5:'7 (l Ch. ll:5)and 1K.8:1 (2Ch.5:2). Thatis, me;uQalsiydn refersto
the (Late Bronze Age) acropolis that became the ir ddwiS after David took the city.

The development of the semantic connotation of stybn corresponds to that of Arab.

;ahwe, "fortress."20 The term ,riy6n, "mountain ridge," derives from *syy,' as a rule it is
without springs and dry in contrast to valleys. The connotation of "mountain ridge"
also generates that ofmilitary protection such that siybn can also designate a "fortress"
(m";udd). In that sense there is no need to suggest that stybn originally referred to the

entire southeast hill area as a"dry area" and was only secondarily applied to the for-
tress; given the proximity of the 'An gihbn, such a thesis is rather improbable.2r The

proper name of the mesujal sty6,n was in fact siy6n with its connotation of protection.

II. Occurrences in the MT: Synchronic and Diachronic Statistics. The proper

name;tybn occurs 152 times in the MT, including 93 in the prophetic writings (46 in
Isaiah;zz 17 in Jeremiah; 7 in loel 2 each in Amos and Obadiah; 9 in Micah; 2 in
Zephaniah; 8 in Zechariah), 53 in the poetic writings (37 in the Psalms;23 15 in Lamen-

tations; I in Canticles), and 6 in the narrative writings (2 Samuel; l/2 Kings par. ll2
Chronicles). The term does not occur in Genesis-Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges,

1 Samuel, Ruth, Ezra, Nehemiah, Job, Proverbs, Ezekiel, Daniel, Hosea, Jonah,

Nahum, Habakkuk, Haggai, or Malachi. Only a few occurrences date reliably to the

preexilic period. In the narrative writings siybn is preexilic in 2 S. 5:7; in the prophetic

writings in Isa. 1:8; 3:16-17;8:18; l0:32; 28:16; 3l:4, Jer.4:6,31;6:2,23; 14:19(?);

15. A. Robinson, "Zion and Saphon in Psalm 4831' VT 24 (1974) 122.

16. W. Bon6e, Die alten Ortsnamen Paldstinas (1930; repr. Hildesheim,21968),60ff.; cf.,
however, Bk,500-501.

17. Dalman, Jerusalem, 126; Otto, Rl-A',V,280.
18. Priebatsch, 19.

19. Shiloh, Excavations, 15ff.
20. See G. A. Smith, Jerusalem, l, 144-45.
21. Dalman, Jerusalem, 726.
22. Concerning Isa. 30:19, see H. Wildberger, Jesaia (28-39). BK Xl3 (1982), in loc.
23. Concerning Ps. 133:3, see Seybold, Die Wallfuhrrspsalmen, 26 n.7.
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Ill.TopographicalandArchaeologicalConsiderations.Theoriginalhistorical
core of the pre-Israelite history of the proper name siy1n can be found in the conquest

narrarive in 2 S. 5.6-9, siy6n being meniioned in 5:7: wayyirkad dawid 'e! me;uQa!

siybn ht' ir ddwiL. The renaming o1tne pre-Israelite me;uia! sty6n into ir dawid im-

pri"J uv this verse (cf. 1 K. g:1) Iefers not to the entire city of Jerusalem, but only to a

pre-IsraeliteacropoliszathatafterDavid'sconquestofJerusalembecamethesiteofthe
Davidic palace fZ S. S,iii and was distinguished as such from the rest of the city

(6:10,12,16;1 K. 3:1; lsa. 22:9-10)' This renaming (2 S' 5:9) represented either a his-

toricalactofsovereigntvouuiaperformedtolendappropriateexpressiontohisseizure

"ip"*".,- 
o. u 

^otif 
oi legitimation projected back from a later period.26 In the mean-

time,archaeologyhasbeenabletolocatethem";uQp1;tydn'
From the early Byzantine period, christian tradition generally followed Josephus's

identification of the ph,rofirioi takenby David with the dnd agord on the southwest hill

(8. J. 5.4.1S 1 37 ; cf. ut o int. i .3.ttr.$iO f m.).zz ln the l gth century this view prompted

scholars to locate trre me;uQa! siybn ittdthe ir ddwid on the southwest hill west of the

central valley. E. Robinsonzi and many who followed his lead2e located the mesuQal

sty6nonthesouthwesttritt,uutthe"lowercity"onthenorthwesthillnorthoftheCross
Valley, and finally ttr" opr,Lr on the southeutt ttitt east of the Central Valley' Archaeolo-

gists disproved this to#ion of the siy6n and the ir ddwiQ on the southwest hill when

during the excavations of c. warren on the southeast hill (1867-70) they first uncov-

24. L.-H. Vincent, DBS, lY,9l4'
25.SoT.|shida,TheRoyalDynastiesinAncientlsrael:AStudyontheFormationandDevel-

. p 
^ 

r)r rt n 
"y 

al - Dy na s tic 
" 
I d e o I o gy' BZ"4W 1 42 

.(197'7 
)' 122 -26'

26. So L.-H. Vincent' U'"t"iii "*ique' 
144 n' 1; F Stolz' Das erste und zweite Buch Sam'

uel. ZBK 9 (1981)' 208'
2T.SeethesurveyofearlierinterpretationsinMommert,S2ff,,L.tstr,ConcerningtheChris-

tian tradition, """ 
corprrirriptorum ecclesiasticorum lntinorum,38,22, etc.: Eusebius onom'

74 (ed. Klostermann).
iS. OiAhrol Researches, 1,258,271ff; III' 203ff'

29. See Simons, 35ff.
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ered a fortified wall, a tunnel leading to the Spring Gihon ("Warren's shaft"), and in
1880 the Siloam inscription3o at the exit of Hezekiah's Tunnel along with ceramics

from the early 3d millennium on the southeast hill.3l During their own excavations on

the southwesthill (1894-97), F. J. Bliss and A. C. Dickie found no signs of any pre-

Israelite settlement,32 lending credence to the thesis that the history of pre-Hellenistic

Jerusalem was limited to the southeast hill.33 For Dalman and Simons,34 the city that

even during the pre-Israelite period was called Jerusalem encompassed the southwest

hill, while the mesu/a! stybn and ir ddwiQ were located on the southeast hill. More re-

cent excavations on the southwest hill were similarly unable to confirm this modifica-
tion to the thesis, since the earliest settlement on the southwest hill does not appear un-

til the 8th century.3s These findings also undermine Pace's recent attempts to renew the

two-hill theory.
The most recent excavations on the southeast hill have clarified the history of the

mesuja! siy1n in relation to the urban settlement Jerusalem during the Bronze and Iron
Ag".36 Kenyon determined that Jerusalem was founded as a fortified settlement during

the Middle Bronze Age (l8th/17th century)37 and expanded during the Late Bronze

Age (l4th/l3th century) by a complex system of terraces. Shiloh's excavations clari-
fied the history of a complex above the '0n gthbn that is probably to be associated with
the acropolis of lhe m"suQal siy6n and the ir dawid.38 A complex called a "Jebusite

ramp" and understood as a pre-Israelite city fortification was excavated that Kenyon

interpreted as an additional strengthening of the postexilic city wall undertaken during

the Hellenistic period;3e Y. Shiloh recognized it as the "stepped stone structure" of an

Iron Age supporting wall and substructure for a podium on which the Davidic acropo-

lis with its palace (2 S. 5:11), namely, the ir ddwid, might have been located. This
complex lies directly on top of a Late Bronze Age substructural system that probably

also supported the pre-Israelite acropolis and thus might be associated with the

m";uQa! ;tyin. 2 S. 5:6-9 is thus probably recounting how David took the acropolis

rather than the city, and is an account irreconcilable with the taking of a city by means

of negotiations in analogy to Gibeon.a0

30. KAI, no. 189; see V. Sasson, "The Siloam Tunnel Inscriptionl' PEQ 114 (1982) 1 1 1- 17.

31. See L.-H. Vincent, Jdrusalem sous terre (London, l91l),31-32, pls. IX-X; L.-H. Vincent
and StEve, pls. CXXXI-CXXXIIL Concerning the history of earlier excavations on the southeast

hill, see Simons, 68ff.
32. Excavations in Jerusalem (London, 1898).

33. Alt, "Das Taltor," 326ff.;W. F. Albright, "Recent Works on the Topography and Archae-
ology of Jerusalem," JQR 22 (1932) 414.

34. Dalman, P.f 11 (1915) 39ff.; idem, Jerusalem,80ff.; Simons, 243ff'
35. See Avigad, Discovering Jerusalem, 26-31.
36. Kenyon, Digging [Jp Jerusalem,76ff.; Shiloh, Excavations, 25ff.
37. See Shiloh, Excavations, 12,26.
38. -+ '''l!ll ?r XI, 58.
39. First excavated by R. A. S. Macalister and J. G. Duncan, Excavations on the Hill of Ophel,

Jerusalem, 1923-25 (London, 1926), 49-78;' see Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, 48, 192-93.
40. So C. Schiifer-Lichtenberger, Stadt und Eidgenossenschaft im AT: Eine Auseinander-

setTung mit MaxWebers Studie "Das antike Judentum." BZAW 156 (1983), 385ff.; Floss,4l-42.
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Although Kenyon's excavations made it possible to identify the sinnbr with "War-
ren's shaft"ar and thus to explain the taking of the mesujal stybn by means of military
deception, this hypothesis too has been discredited.+2 Even if one disagrees with
Shiloh's late dating of "Warren's shaft" to the Israelite monarchy,a3 our current under-
standing of the substructural system makes it difficult to establish any connection with
the taking of the acropolis. With the taking of the mesujal siybn, the city fell into Da-
vid's hands.

Subsequent construction in Jerusalem also influenced the topographical connota-
tions of siy6n.u Aftet Solomon's new palace and temple north of the Davidic city were
built (l K.6-7), the acropolis of the Davidic palace (2 S. 5:11) became less significant.
The name sty6n now extricated itself from the original m";ufld and in preexilic pas-
sages acquires its linguistic dynamic from the significance of the temple itselfa5 for the
southeast hill, which into the Sth century is identical with the city precinct of Jerusa-
lem. Ps. 2O:3(2) identifies sty)n with qdQei, Ps. 2:6 with har qoQit,a6 lsa. 3l:4 (har
siydn) with gi!'d, Ps. 48:2(l) har qoli6 with ?r '"bhAnft (cf. Ps. 46:514), ir "yhwh").
Ps. 48:13(12) identifies sty6n with the city precinct of Jerusalem. References to a for-
tress as a representation of Yahweh (zeh "yhwh," a8:15[1a]) preserve the original con-
notation of.;iybn as a fortress and interpret it theologically. The association of s?y6n

with the preexilic royal ideology in 2:6;20:3(2); llO:2(?) shows that the displacement
of the function of the mesuSal stydn to the Solomonic palace, which was in its own turn
already associated with the temple,aT made it possible to incorporate siydn into the
temple theology, where it became a theologically qualified reference to the southeast
hill as the temple mount of the city of Jerusalem.

In this capacity siybn became more prominent during the exilic period. Preexilic as-

sociations of stybn with qdQei (Ps. 134:2-3) and har qoQii (Ioel 2:l;4:1713:17l; cf.
also Zech. 8:2-3) are now joined by references to the temple mount and the attendant
associations with m"qdm i€m yhwh s. "bd'6! (Isa. 1 8:7), har yhwh (Mic. 4:2), m6idb (Ps.
132:13), h"Qom raglayw (Lam. 2:l), and mo'"86 (Lam. 2:6). The intimate connection
between siy6n and the temple during the Hellenistic period is evident in passages asso-

ciaring it with skcnii hdgia (Sir. 24:10), lads (Sir.36:13), andhierds toil lcyriou(3Ezr.
8:78).

These parallels between (har) stybn and Jerusalem are cast within the horizon of
what in Ps. 48:3(2) are the overlapping aspects of Zion, the mount of God, and the city
of God the King (cf. 2 K. 19:3 I ; Ps. 5 I :20[ I 8]; lO2:22[21]; Isa. 2:3; 4:3; lO:12:'24:23

41. Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, 98-99. Concerning the etymology of sinn6r, see most re-
cently Loffreda; Floss, 22 n. 54 (bibliog.). Concerning "Warren's shaft," see L.-H. Vincent, RB
33 (1924) 357ff.; idem and StEve, 631-32.

42. Wenning and Zenger, UF 14 (1982) 280.
43. Shiloh, Excavations, 23,27.
z[4. See Olto, Jerusalem, 49ff.
45. Concerning its location, see Donner.
46. -r ']i't har lll,42'1ff.
47. Busink, Tbmpel, I, 618ff.
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30:19; 31:9; Amos 1:2 [par. Joel4:16(3:16)];Mic' 3:10; Zech.l:14, etc.;cf. also Ps.

76:3121: idldm; [Isa. 64:9(10)]; aQ50a 12,lY,12: ir qaQei).

As long as the settlement was concentrated on the southeast hill during the Persian

period, and as long as the preexilic area of the city on the southwest hill was not rebuilt

after its destruction by the Babylonians, the parallel between ;tydn and Jerusalem

could be understood as an identification of the two.a8 With the renewed expansion of
the settlement to the southwest hill,ae passages with a syndetic association (Isa. 10:12;

24:23',Zech. 1:14, etc.) could be understood as differentiating siybn as a specific part

of Jerusalem.
zech. 8:3 distinguishes siy6n b"16f; yerfiialdyim from the city itself. This passage

frames y"rfiialdyim ir haYmelwith siy6n and har yhwh {ba'6! har haqqOQe.i. Mic. 4:8

develops topographically concentric circles extending from a tower or gate (migdal
'€der) of the destroyed palace, tothe'opel (cf' 2 Ch. 2'7:3;33:14 Neh. 3:26-27; Isa.

32 14) asa hill on which the Solomonic palace stood,50 to siybn on the southeast hill, and

on out to the entire city of Jerusalem. A. S. van der Woude, however, identihes migdal
'eler with'6pel as the "citadel" and ba1 ;ty6n with balyerfiialayim.st Any interpretation

here depends on one's understanding of the history of construction in Jerusalem.

InIsa. 1:8; 10:32;ler.4:31 6:2,23 (allpreexilic),theexpressionbal-siyin comesto

personify Jerusalem and its inhabitants.52 The personification of cities as Da1 was a com-

mon practice in Israel.53 Jer. 4:30-31 (cf . 6:2,23), however, associates negative connota-

tions with this expression in its reference to Jerusalem as an unfaithful harlot now at the

mercy of her enemies. Exilic and postexilic personihcations of Jerusalem as ba1-sty6n

include 2K.19:21; Ps. 9:15(14); Isa. 16:1; 37:22;62:ll; Lam. 1:6;2:1,4,8,10,13,18;

4:22; }l[ic. 1:13; 4:8,10,13 Zech.2:14(10). Isa.52:2 identifies ba1-siy6n with
yerfiialdyim, Zeph. 3:14 and Zech.9:9 with ba1 yerfiidlayim. The expressions hdrtal
ba1-siybn (Lam. 2:8,18) and ia'"re ba1-stybn (Ps. 9:15[14]) are personifications of Jeru-

salem referring to the southeast hill as identified in Isa. lO:32 (Q, versions) and l6:l in
the expression har ba1-siy6n and in 10:32 with gif;'a1 y"rfiidldyim. The expression

b"lfrla! ba1-stybn (2 K. 19.21 par.; Lam. 2:13) represents an emphatic personification.

The identification of sty6n with y"riiahyim is also implied in references to Jerusa-

lem's inhabitants that use siy6n in the preexilic combination b"n61 ;ty6n (Isa.3: l6) and

in the exilic/postexilic combinations ('ammt) yOiC! stybn (Isa.10.24; Ps. 9:12[11]; cf.

Isa. 51: 16), ybiebe! sry6n (Isa. 12:6; Jer.5l:35; cf. Zech. 2:ll), b"nA sUOn (Ps. 149:2;

Lam. 4:2; Joel2:23), and hoi pdroikoi Si6n (Bat. 4:9,14,24).sa

48. Concerning Jerusalem during the Persian period, see otto, Jerusalem, 94ff.: Oeming,

l 89ff.
49. Avigad,64-80.
50. Dalman, Jerusalem, 725.
51. Micha. POT (1976),146.
52. -+ nl ba! (bath), 11,332tr.
53. Fitzgerald, CBQ3'7 (1975) 167-83, understands the term as a reference to a "capital city."

Conceming a possible mythological background to such personification, see Fitzgerald, CBQ 34

(t972) 403-16.
54. Concerning Ps. 126:1, iiba!$ybn, "reestablishment," see KAI,no-224:ll'265,270-71.
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The identification of stybn with the southeast hill as the temple mount and with the
city Jerusalem presented no problems as long as during the Persian and early Hellenistic
period the city settlement itself, encompassed by the wall of Nehemiah,55 remained re-
stricted to the southeast hill. This identification of siydn with the city itsell however, be-
came problematic once the settlement expanded to the southwest hill during the
Hasmonean period in the late 2d century 8.c.8.56 and to the northwest hill during the
Herodian period.sz 1 Maccabees (4:37,60; 5:54;6:48,62;1:33; 10:11; 14:26; cf. Jth.
9: l3) consistently identifies Si6n in combination with 6ros with the southeast hill. The
6ros Si6n is distinguished from the p6lis Dauid, which as the acropolis is identified as

the dkra (1 Mc. l:33;7:33;14:36;.sa The differentiation betweenteiche and 6ros Si6nin
I Mc. l0: I I suggests the presence of fortifications extending beyond the southeast hill.

By the early 4th century c.E., the name Zion was firmly associated with the southwest
hill such that David's palace and grave were also thought to be located there.5e Josephus
(Ant.1 .3 $$61tr ) attests the presumed location of the p6lis Dauid on the southwest hill as

early as the lst century c.e. Josephus rigorously avoids using the name Si6n, possibly be-
cause during the Jewish revolt of 66-70 c.n. siy6n came to symbolize Israel's freedom
from Roman rule (cf. the coin inscriptions hr(w)t sywn, "Zion's freedom," and lg'lt sywn,
"for the liberation of Zion"6o). Given the intimate association of stybn and the temple, this
transference to the southwest hill was not really possible before Titus destroyed the tem-
ple itself, though it was certainly anticipated by the preceding presumption that the pre-
Israelite fortress and city of David were located on the southwest hill.

IV. Preexilic siy6z Theology.
l. Zion Texts in Proto-Isaiah and Micah. Interest in prophetic exegesis has shifted

from trying to reconstruct the prophets' proclamation by distinguishing between au-
thentic and inauthentic prophetic material to attemptirig to understand the literary and
theological history of how exilic and postexilic circles of transmission expressed their
self-interpretation in the medium of the prophetic tradition. On the basis of a consider-
able corpus of authentic Isaianic material, H. Wildberger has reconstructed an Isaianic
theology in which pronouncements of both salvation and doom stand in tension beside
one another.6l This reconstruction is countered by O. Kaiser's attempt to explain the
book of Proto-Isaiah, whose corpus in Isa. I x and 28-31x was not committed to writ-
ing until the 6th century, from the perspective of postexilic Israel's own attempt to
come to terms with the reality of the exile.62 Other scholars provide a mediating posi-

55. Concerning the course of the wall, see Otto, Jerusalem, 102-8.
56. Kenyon, Digging Up Jerusalem, 192-93; Shiloh, Excavations, 30.
57. Otto, Jerusalem, 122tr., 153tr.
58. rbid., 115-19.
59. See, among others, Itinerarium Burdigalense, XVI, 88-90 (Eng. Itinerary from Bordeaux

to Jerusalem [London, 1896]).
60. Y. Meshorer, Jewish Coins of the Second Tbmple Period (Tel Aviv, 1967), 154-58.
61. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39), 1646ff.; cf. Hermisson, 54ff.
62. Isaiah 1-12. OTL (Eng. trans. 21983), 1ff.; idem, Isaiah 13-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),

234ff.; idem, TRE, XYL,644tr.
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tion with two different points of accentuation. Barth63 adduces a proclamation of salva-

tion from Isaiah bound to the notion of judgment that was then expanded during the

preexilic period as a pure proclamation of salvation in the oracles to Assyria and the

nations.# Werner and Kilian differentiate between the Isaianic tradition as a pure proc-

lamation of doom whose hermeneutical key is found in Isa. 6, and the exilic-postexilic

redaction to which one then ascribes all the traditions of salvation influenced by the

Zion theology.6s
Indisputably post-Isaianic material includes the oracles of salvation influenced by

Zion theology il l:27-28;4:2-6; lO:12,24-27a: l8:7;29:8;33:1-6,7-16,17-24;35:l-lO'
The command to close the people's ears and eyes in Isa. 6 is the key to answering the

question of the authenticity of the remainingZion traditions. If Isa. 6 is genuinely the

hermeneutical key to Isaiah's proclamation, a proclamation through which judgment is

already being implemented in that it obstructs any hope for deliverance,66 then one

cannot ascribe any oracles of salvation and repentance to Isaiah himself. The contra-

diction with the positive tone in 7:9b,1167 shows that this distribution of aspects of

doom or salvation is an oversimplification. If Isa. 6 as a call narrative represents a sum-

mary of Isaiah's own ineffectiveness during the Syro-Ephraimite War, then one would

expect, as is the case with the prophets Hosea and Jeremiah, Isaiah's proclamation to

become increasingly dark to the point of being a pure proclamation of doom after the

Syro-Ephraimite War. One can ascribe to Isaiah the negative alteration of elements of

Zion theology in the oracles of disaster in l:4-9,21-26(a);3:16-17; 8:5-8,11-15,18;

l0:27b-32;28:16-17;29:l'4 31:1,(2),3,4 andT l-17*. By contrast, the oracles of sal-

vation involving the "nations" in 8:9-10; 14:24-27,321, 1'7]^2-14; 291.5-1; 3l:5'8-9,

which address the postexilic motifs of the battle of nations and of "help before/at

morning," represent secondary expansions. Dating these passages to the time of

Josiah6s leads to the improbable conclusion that even after the defeat and retreat of As-

syria one expected a (second) defeat of Assyria (14:24-27) and the nations (17 12-14)

before the city. Rather, a post-Isaianic stratum of proclamations of doom against As-

syria dating to rhe 7th century (10:5-8[13-15);29:5-7;30:27-33) was expanded during

the postexilic period within an interpretive stratum of salvation oracles for Jerusalem

influenced by the motif of the battle of the nations and found in 8:9-10; l0:12,24-27a;

14:24-27,32; 11:12-14; 29:8; 3l:5,8-9; 33:l-6. Later redactional material counters

with the expectation of a peaceful gathering of the nations at Zion (2:2-4; 18:7) and

adds to the stratum of the battle of nations and unconditional salvation elements assess-

ing Israel's own guilt (l:27ff .; 4:2-6;33:-7-lo)-6e

63. Barth, 49ff.
64. See also Clements, Isaiah and Deliverance,' Vermeylen' II, 678ff'

65. Kilian, Jesaia I-39, 4O-97.

66. R. Kilian, Jesaja l-12. NEB l7 (1986)' 49.

67. See C. Dohmen, review of Ktlian' Jesaja t-39, in Bibl 68 (1987) 588'

68. Barth,239ff.
69. Concerning Isa. 35:1-10, see O. H. Steck, Bereitete Heimkehr: Jesaja 35 als redaktionelle

Briicke zwischen dem Ersten und dem Zweiten Jesaja. SBS 121 (1985)'
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The redactional layering of the Zion texts in Micah resembles that in Proto-Isaiah.70
Micah himself mentions siydn only in the oracle of disaster (Mic. 3:10,12). In 4:lObp-y
(cf. 1: l3b) an early exilic redactor lends a contemporary element to a late preexilic ora-
cle of disaster directed to the ba1-siybn (4:8,10a-bcx) in the motif of deliverance and re-
demption, and to this a postexilic hand added 4:ll-13, which is related to the postexilic
interpretive stratum of Proto-Isaiah with its motif of the battle of nations (Isa. 8:9-10;
14:24-27). with Mic. 4:l-5,6-7 ,(8)7 | yet a third interprerive hand adds a tradition of rhe
pilgrimage of the nations and the assembly of the redeemed at Zion, a tradition corre-
sponding to the addendum ofthe battle ofnations in Proto-Isaiah (Isa. 2:2-4;35 l-lo).
Although the history of transmission of the traditions in Isaiah and Micah takes differ-
ent paths during the preexilic period, those paths resemble one another so closely dur-
ing the postexilic period that one suspects the presence of a common postexilic circle
of tradents.

2. Tradition and Redaction in the "Psalms of Zion." Gunkel and Begrich call ps. 46,
48,76,84,87,122,(132) "songs of Zion" (cf.137:f7.tz Amongthesepsalms,46,48,
and I 6 can be includedT3 in that in their final form they alternate between confessional
statements of a "we" group on the one hand, and those of a responding group on the
other. Ps. 46 and 48 are part of the Korahite collection (Ps. 4249) in whose redaction
the Zion motif is of central significance.

Ps.46 originally ended with the confession in v. 8(7) concluding vv.2-7(r-6).yv.2-
8(l-7) are concentrically structured in a threefold fashion around vv. 5-6(4-5): A:
v. 2a(Ia) / B: v. 2b(lb) / C: v. 3b(2b) / D: v. 4(3) I D': v. 7a(6a) I C,: v. 7b(6b) I B,:
v. 8a(7a) I N : v. 8b('1b).7 4 The recurrence of v. 8(7) as a refrain in v. I 2( 1 l) appends vv.
9-11(8-10) to the psalm and in so doing accommodates Ps. 46 to Ps.42/43.75 After the
destruction of Jerusalem, the city is no longer protected from the nations by yahweh's
direct presence in the city (46:6[5]) and the resulting help "when the morning dawns,"
but rather by universal disarmament.

Ps. 48:9(8) anticipates v. 1076 and summarizes rhe insertion in vv. 2bp-9(rbp-8) in a
confession. The original psalm ended in v. lSa-ba(14a-ba) with the cry ki zeh 

,,yhwh,'
'"bhanft'dldm wd'eQ. Ps. 48:l5bp(14bB) connects ps. 48 with ps. 49. The imperative
hymn preceding the expansions (vv. 2a-bc,10-15bc[la-ba,9-14bq]) is composed of two
structural units in vv. lo-12/13,14(9-llll2,l3) rhar conclude with a goal (l"ma'an . . .)
framed by the nominative clauses in vv. 2a-ba,l5a-bo(la-ba,l4a-bu). This preexilic

70. E. Orto, "Micha/Michabuch," ?RE XlX,695-704.
71. Concerning the textual layers in Mic.4:l-8 see the survey of scholarship in Hagstrom,

127ff.
72. Gunkel and Begrich, 29-30,55-56.
73. Steck, Friedensvorstellungen, g n. 5.
74. See Tsumura.
75. L. Alonso-Schcikel, "The Poetic Structure of Psalm 4243: JSor I (1976) 4-11; contra

the thesis of a missing refrain after v. 4(3), see Junkeq Bibl 43 (1962).
76. Wanke, 15-16.
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psalm understands Jerusalem's excellent defenses as a sign of Yahweh's power. The rein-

terpretation in vv. 2bp-9(1bp-8) weakens this visible immediacy in favor of mythical dis-

tanie. Rather than the visible city fortifications, it is what the tradents themselves have

seen and heard (ka'aier iama'nfi k€n rdinfr) that now instills conf,idence in the city's se-

ctirty (,,yhwh,, y"ft,n"nehd'ad-'6ldm). Tlte har sty6n as yarf;efi pap6n transcends the

southeast hill of the city of Jerusalem and becomes the mythical mount of God (v. 3t2l)'

underscoring in the motif of the battle of nations the plausibility of Yahweh's superiority

over the nations despite the destruction of Jerusalem (vv' 5-8[4-7]).

The traditio-historical expansions in Ps. 46 and 48 are commensurate with the over-

all redactional conception of the Korahite psalms. The collection begins with the la-

ment of the individual at the remoteness of Zion inPs. 42143 from the perspective of

exile and diaspora experiences, and leads to the lament of the people at the military de-

feat (Ps. 44). Ps. 45-48 respond to the lament and anticipate Yahweh's help. Ps. 49 ap-

plies the universal hopes of Zion to the hopeless life of the individual.TT In this concep-

tion 46:10-12(9-ll) is a continuarion of 44:4,7-8(3,6-7), and 48:2bp-9(lb0-8) a

continuation of 42:8ff.(7ff ) and 43:3ff. Ps. 48:15b0(14bp) redactionally anticipates Ps.

49. During the 4th century,78 the motifs of Zion and David in Ps' 45-48 become the

universal matrix for providing assurance to the individual in Ps. 42143 and Ps. 49 as the

framework for Ps. 4548. The fate of siy6n and the anticipation of its deliverance be-

come the paradigm for individual salvific experience as well; at the same time, individ-

ual experience becomes transparent with regard to the fate of siy6n itself.

Ps. 84, 85, 87, 88 repeat this structure. Ps. 84 presupposes Ps. 421437e and accom-

modates it to the pilgrimage situation. Ps. 85 corresponds to Ps. 44 in presenting a the-

matically related lament of the people, and Ps. 87 corresponds to Ps. 46 and 48 in pre-

senting a postexilic hymn to Zion.The motif of death in Ps. 88 corresponds to Ps. 49.80

The function of the postexilic psalm of ZionPs. 76 within the Asaph collection (Ps. 50,

73-83) is similar to that of the songs of Zion within the Korahite collection; it responds

to a lament of the people (Ps. 74) and to a cultic-prophetic liturgy (Ps. 75) anticipating

Yahweh's destructive intervention against the wicked in Israel.8l

3. siyOn Theology and the First Temple. Preexilic Zion theology represents a

subgenre of Jerusalem temple theology developed largely during the Assyrian period

to provide a theological basis for confidence in the city's security during times of dan-

g"i. .Ilt 

" central theologoumenon adopted from temple theology itself is Yahweh's

77. O.Loretz, "Ugaritisches und Jiidisches - 
Weisheit und Tod in Psalm 49: UF 17 (1985)

189-212.
78. H. Gese, Vom Sinai zum Zion. BEvT 64 (1974), 164-65:. a different view is taken by

Gouldeq Psalms, 15.
79. Wanke, 18ff.
80. See E. Haag, "Psalm 881' Freude an der Weisung des Herrn: Beitrrige zur Theologie der

Psalmen. FS H. Gross (Stuttgart, 1986), 149-70'
8l.J6rgJeremias, KultpriphetieundGerichtsverkiindigunginderspdtenKt)nigszeitlsraels.

WMANT 35 (1970). 117tr.
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presence on styAn (1 K. 8:12-13 [MT]; Ps. 24:3;47:9[8]; 93:5, etc.) together with rhe
notion that Yahweh dwells (ikn b"Ihar] ;ty)n,Isa.8:18; Joel 4:17,2113:17,2ll; cf. Ps.
13521)tz andhashisthrone gtibstybn, Ps.9:12[1];cf. 132:13)onstybnasthehar
qodi6 (2:6 [vv. l-4,6-9 are preexilic];t: 48:2[]; cf. 3:5[4]; 15:1) and as the har yhwh
(24:3; conceming Yahweh's throne, cf., e.g., also 47:9[8]). Both the throne motif asso-
ciated with the ark (9:l2]1l; 68:17[6], etc.)a+ and the motif of the remple as
Yahweh's dwelling (e.g., 46:5-6[4-5]) are now transferred to siybn. As the ir "yhwh"
now, stydn q"fldi is also the miik"nA 'egbn (46:5[4]) in whose midst (b"qir!d) Yahweh
can be found (v. 6a[5a]). The understanding of the temple as the locus of mediation be-
tween heaven and earths5 combines the notion that Yahweh is enthroned in heaven
(20:1[6], iemA qoQi6; 2:4, ybiep baiiamayim) and yet also dwells on sty6n (2:6;
2O:3[2); 47:918], etc.; concerning the postexilic association of the idea that Yahweh
dwells both in heaven and on the mount of God, see Isa. 14:1386). The God who is king
on;iydn rules over the gods (Ps.29:l-2;s7 47'788), the nations (47:2,4,10[1,3,9)

l'ammtm; cf . gbyim in v. e1411;,sr on Israel's behalf (467-8[6-7]),e0 and over the world
(41 :3[2], mele! gal6l'al-kol-ha'are s ; cf . 24:l ; 47 :8U): 48 : I 1 [ I 0]).e1

Historically the roots of this theology of presence associated with the Jerusalem
temple are actually found in the Shilonite ark theology,e2 which already exhibits fea-
tures of "integrative monolatry" (Hossfeld). In the preexilic autumnal festival in Jeru-
salem,e3 the motif of enthronement (Ps. 47:9[8], mala[ "yhwh" yAiab 'al-kissZ' qo/i6)
evoked for contemporary participants how Yahweh took possession of the har stybn
through David's transferal of the ark, which in its own turn was already closely associ-
ated with the idea of Yahweh's throne (2 S. 6:12ff.;s+ Ps. 47:6151, 'alh "yhwh",. cf. also
Ps. 68:25[2411.vs

82. See Mettinger, Dethronement, g0-97; cf . M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin,'KUNS
und SKN im Ugaritischen," UF 6 (1974) 47-53.

83. A different view is taken by E. Zenger, "Wozu tosen die Vrilker: Beobachtungen zur
Entstehung und Theologie des 2. Psalms," FS H. Gross, 495-511, who dates them to the
postexilic period.

84. Jcirg Jeremias, Konigtum Gottes, 167-82.
85. Metzger, UF 2 (1970) 139-58; cf. Ahlstr<im, "Heaven on Earth."
86. Also Stolz, Strukturen, 164-65.
87. Conceming the El motif, see Jrirg Jeremias, Kdnigtum Gottes, 34-35, contra Kloos, l5-37.
88. Roberts, BASOR 221 (1976) 130-31; T. N. D. Mettinger, review of Jrirg Jeremias,

Kdnigtum Gottes, in yf 38 (1988) 238.
89. See J<irg Jeremias, Kdnigtum Gottes, 66 n.26.
90. Steck, Friedensvorstellungen, l5-16 n. l6; Caquot, 315-16; Roberts, BASOR22I (1976)

t3t-32.
91. Saggs, 153-88.
92. Eiler; Otto, TZ 32 (1976) 65-77.
93. Ouo, TRE, XL 100-101 (with bibliog.).
94.Metzger, Kdnigsthron und Gottesthron. See J. M. de Tarragon, Le cube d lJgarit d'apris

les textes de la pratique en cundiformes alphabdtiques. CahRB 19 (1980), 98ff.
95.SeealsoKTU 1.6, I,56-59,62:l.lO,m, 12-l5.Forananalysisof thestructureof Ps.47,

see Otto and Schramm , Festival and Joy, 59-65; continued by J<irg Jeremias, Ktinigtum Gottes,
50-59.
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The universal significance of the har siyin for the world as the throne of God the

Kingro is underscored by mythical motifs associated with s?y6ne7 as well as by temple

architectureandiconography.gsPs.46:5(4)le(cf.Isa.33:21)usestheexpressionnaftar
pelagayw yeiamm"hfi ir "yhwh" in adopting a motif involving El's divine dwelling'rm

The motif of Ba'al's dwelling place on ;dp6n (Ps. 48:3121; Isa. 14:13)101 did not en-

ter the Zion texts until the exilic period at the earliest, and thus cannot support the the-

sis that a Davidic "Zion tradition" developed as an ideological conglomerate of dispa-

rate Canaanite mythologog6en4.l02 The idea of a tent as the divine dwelling (miikdn,
ps. 46:5[4]; cf. also Ps. 26:8; 43:3; Isa. 54:2;Ezk.37:27 , etc.)103 is also associated with

El.lG The sheer size of the Adyton in the Jerusalem temple transcends all known di-

mensions of the typical temple in Syria-Pale51ins.l05 As such, those dimensions ex-

press its universal significance as the divine seat whether I K. 6:2-3 preserves the ac-

iual dimensions of the temple or whether later historical fiction is using those

dimensions to underscore the significance of the temple itself. The temple's furnish-

ings similarly use the symbolism of dominion associated with the ark and cherubiml06

and with the tree of life and lotus blossoml0T 16 suppsrt the claim to universal life sus-

tenance.lo8

The anticipated benefits of Yahweh's presence on siybn include especially protec-

tion (mahasei wd'62, Ps. 46:2117; miSga!,46:8t71) and aid ('ezrd b"sar61, 46:2!lltoe)

for the city and its inhabitants "yhwh" b"qirpA bahimmdt (a6:6t51). The central focus

of this theology is the security of stybn in Jerusalem and in a wider circle of daughter

cities(b"n61y"hfrQ|,48 12[11]) against foreign nations G6:716)). This concern comes

to expression in the motif of Yahweh's superiority over n"har61 and mayim rabbim,

which ps.93 antithetically juxtaposes with the royal God Yahweh.ll0 As king, Yahweh

96. See Buccellati, FS OPPenheim.

97. Clifford, Cosmic Mountain' 131ff.
98. Busink, I, 162tr.
99. See A. Cooper, RSe III, 376-'77.

l00. Hillmann, lO: r,. 4; il mbk nhrm b'dt thmtm, KTU 1. 100.3; cf. also KTU l.6, l, 33;' 1.4,

IY 21, etc.; Clifford, Cosmic Mountain,48-51; Gese, in Gese, et al., Die Religion Ahsyriens,

Altarabiens und der Mandcien RM Xl2 (1970), 98. Concerning Hurrite pars., see Haas,

H e t hi t i s c h e B e rg I ()tt e r I 42 - 48 ; idem, Vo r ze itmyt h e n, | 4 -27'
101. W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes, 32-35; -+ llDl sapbn.

102. Contra Roberts, JBL92 (1973) 332-36.
103. Schreiner, 89ff. Concerning the influence of the tent motif on the first temple, see

Busink, I, 600ff.; Ottosson, Temples and Cult Places, ll2.
104. Clifford, Cosmic Mountain,54.
105. See the survey in Ottosson, Temples and Cult Places,116-17; also Fritz, Tempel und

Zelt,27-35.
106. See Metzger, "Der Thron als Manifestation-"
107. S. Schoer, In Israel gab es Bilder. OBO 74 (1987),46-66'
l08.Concerningtheasso;iationoftempleandcreation,seeLevenson, JR64(1984)285-91

(wirh bibliog.); MJzger, ZDPV 99 (1983) 5a-94; J. Strange, "The Idea of Afterlife in Ancient Is-

raell' PEQ I l7 (1985) 35-40.
109. +'1I sar I.
I10. Otto, FSKraus,5S-60;idem, BN 42(1988) 97-99; Jdrg Jeremias, i(onigtumGottes, 16-17.
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is enthroned over the hostile waters (29:lO, mabbfrlttt) and establishes the Ebel aboye
the yammim and n"har61 (24:l)).trz Ps. 46:7(6) historicizes the chaos motif in vv. 3-
aQ4) by using the pars. yehemfi mamdyw and hamfi g6yim on the one hand, and b"m6t
hartm and mdfi mamldf;d! on the other with regard to Jerusalem,s security.rrr The su-
periority of God the King over the hostile powers is evident in his establishment of the
earth itself and comes to direct expression in a storm theophany (ndlan b"q6l6 tdmfig
'dres, 46:7161)t t+ ft131 historicizes motifs that in Ugarit were associated with the king-
ship of Ba'al.l15 The psalm also adds the original .imJ motif of "help before/at morn-
ing" (46:6[5], ya'z"rehA "yhwh" lipndl bdqer),r16 which StolzrlT associates with the
pre-Israelite city god (ifur-) ilm.t 18 This motif was more likely adopted during the in-
trusion of imi motifs in Jerusalem during the Assyrian period (2 K. 23:5,11; Jer- g:2;
Ezk. 8: l6- 18).1le This motif of victory over the nations developed out of the historical
treatment of the mythical battle with chaos and its association with theophany arrd imi
motifs. Although the motif did indeed undergo further development during the
postexilic period, its preexilic version cannot yet really be called a motif involving the
"battle of the nations," since it mentions neither an assembly of nations against the city
nor Yahweh's annihilation of that assembly before the city. Although siydn represents
the place from which help emanares in the preexilic tradition (ps. 20:3t2]), it is not yet
the site of a battle of the nations. Preexilic Zion theology focuses on establishing Jeru-
salem's security, and the city's fortifications come to express yahweh's visible superi-
ority over all political rhreats (Ps. 48:13-15all2-14a1).tzo

Because it is not possible to sort out in Ps. 46 the various traditions that in Ugarit were
associated with El and Ba'al, these motifs may already have been combined during the
pre-Israelite stage and were passed down as such.l2l By contrast, Kloos believes that
Yahweh originally exhibited characteristics of Ba'al within a larger El pantheon, in which
case the El characteristics associated with Yahweh would be secondary. 122 Thehistory of
transmission of Zion theology from the exilic period, however, exhibits an increasing in-
tegration of the motif of the battle of chaos associated with Ba'al. Although the focus of

11. Kloos,6l-93.
12. Day,31-38.
13. Day, 120-21.
14. Ct. KTU 1.4, VII, 29-35; ANET t34a; KTU 1.101, t-4, etc.
15. KTU 1.2 et passim; ANET l3O. Cf. Caquot, DBS, IX, 1373-75.
16. s6hli, solare Elemente im Jahweglauben des ATs. oBo 66 (1985) 3g; Janowski,

Re tt un g s gew i s s he it und Epiphanie.
l17. Strukturen, 214-15.
ll8. KTU 1.23; Caquot, DBs, Ix, 1367-jl (with bibliog.); y"rfrialen/tuRulu-ru-ia-lim; cf.

Otto, Rl,A, V,279. -, E!)U]'lr y"rfrialem,/yerfiidlayim, Vl,347tf .

l19. See H. Spieckermann, Juda unter Assur in der Sargonidenzeit. FRL"ANT l2g (1982),
229-372; cf. also the equine figures with solar disks from Jerusalem, and in this regard Schroer,
In Israel gab es Bilde4 293-300.

120. Concerning the cultic context of the summons sobbfi siyOn, see Otto and Schramm, Fes-
tival and Joy, 65-66.

121. Stolz, Strukturen, 152-57; cf. Lemche, ZZ4-31.
122. Kloos, 123-24.
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preexilic Zion theology is the security of Jerusalem, this focus probably did not develop

and was not fostered as an ideology associated with the high kingdoms of David and Sol-

omon.l23 it more likely emerged as a specific version of traditional temple theology after

the collapse of the kingdom especially in the 8th century (cf. 1 K. 8:12-13l'Ps.29; 47 ;93)
and wittrthe incorporation of motifs that functioned similarly during the pre-Israelite pe-

riod in connection with the city's security in times of political 1lvss1.tza

A second circle of motifs associated with Yahweh's presence on sty6n integrates the

notion of heseQ, ;eQeq, and miipat into Zion theology (Ps. 48:10-12[9-t t1;.tzs on this

view se{eq frlls (ml') Yahweh's hand on stybn (48 ll[ 10]), and the miipat yhwlz makes

siy6n rejoice (48:l2tl1l; cf. Isa. l:21,126b7126). Just as in Ps. 24:5 the motif of God's

help, yiwh gibb1r milhdmd (v. 8), in its association with the city can be individualized

u"j"lohC yjj'd, so also the ascription of s"ilaqd that an individual receives in the cultic

blessing oiisd' b"rd$d mz'E! yhwh frp"Qdqd md"bha yii'6, 24:5).127 The concepts of

b"rdf;d and prddqd are bound to normative behavior that includes solidarity with the

weakermembers of society (15:3-5a0; 24:4a9-b;cf. Ex. 22:20aa,22,24-261.r2t Ps. 15:5

(djeh-'Elleh ld'yimm,t l"'6ldm) individualizes the motif of protecting the world from

the waters of chaos (tikkbn tEbCl bal-timmit, Ps.93:1, etc.) in a fashion corresponding

to the individualization of the motif of help and applies it to the individual who behaves

normatively (cf. also 125:l).
prophetic criticism measures Zion theology against these ethical demands and re-

jects its claim to establish the city's security theologically. Such criticism finds that

justice is perverted,l2e the upper classes colTupt (Isa. 1:23; Mic. 3:11, etc.), and siy6n

built with damim instead of with miipdt and s"Qaqa (Mic. 3:10; Hab. 2:12).t:o 41-

though the expectations that Zion theology entertains regarding the security of siy6n

may indeed be fulfilled, Isaiah makes this fulfillment dependent on the inhabitants'

own'emfind(lsa.l:21,1261;28 16;cf.7:9b). Unfortunately, the city has failedthattest

(28:1S).rlr Isaiah provocatively reverses Zion theology in anticipating how Yahweh

will turn against siyfin to avenge injustice (l:24, 'inndq"md). By contrast, in his early

123. Roberts, JBL92 (1973) 329-44.
124. Otto, l.r 30 (1980) 316-29.
125. See Porteous, FS W. Rudolph,239-41; also Lach'
126. See Niehr, 71.
127. Otto, ZAW 98 (1986) 166; a different view is taken by D. Dombkowski, "Psalm 15 and

24" (diss., Vanderbilt, 1984), who dates Ps. 75 and24 to the prestate period'

t)g. B. Otto, Wandel der Rechtsbegriindungen in der Gesellschaftsgeschichte des antiken Is'

rael. Studia Biblica 3 (1988) 38-44; cf. the differing literary conclusions regarding strata in Ps'_l5

and 24 in Beyerlin, Heilsordnung, 9; Steingrimsson; see in this regard Otto, Wandel, 89 n. 161 .

129. Conierning the history of this legal context, see Bazak, "Judicial Ethics in Jewish Law,"

Oxford Conferenci Volume i984. Jewish l-aw Association Studies 3 (1987) 30-31; E. Otto'
..Interdepenienzen zwischen Geschichte und Rechtsgeschichte des antiken Israels," Rechts-

historisches Journal 7 (1988) 358tr.
130. E. Otto, "Die Stellung der Wehe-Worte in der Verkiindigung des Propheten Habakuk"'

ZAW Bg (1977) 83-84;"on""-irg the legal and sociohistorical background, see Dietrich,3T-44;

Niehr.
l3l. Kilian,62.
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proclamation Isaiah announces a judgment of purification that will destroy only the up-
per classes and thus make it possible to renew Jerusalem as the ?r hasseQeq qiryd
ne'emana (sa. l:26). Later he anticipates only the destruction of Jerusalem (e.g.,
32:14). Indeed, Yahweh himself will lead Jerusalem's enemies against the city and
fight against sty6n (8:5-8,11-15,18; t0:27b-32; 28:16-tj; 29:t-4; 3t:1,12),3-4). Here
Isaiah resembles the rural Judean prophet Micah, who predicte d that sty6n would be
turned into a field (Mic. 3:10-12).r32 As Zion theology, priestly temple theology posi-
tively assesses the Assyrian danger for Jerusalem, underscoring through various mythi-
cal motifs the safety of siybn thatprecedes all experiential reality. By contrast, Isaiah
and Micah criticize this positive position in a parallel fashionr33 by measuringZion
theology against its own unfulfilled ethical claims. Of course, the deliverance of Jeru-
salem from destruction by Sennacheribl34 doubtless provided a considerable lift for
Zion theology. Indeed, during the Josianic period the affirmative thrust of Zion theol-
ogy seems to have been demonstrated once and for all by the collapse of Assyria itself,
and during precisely this period Zion theology shaped the reception of Isaianic tradi-
tions by announcing how the destruction of Assyria begins on sty6n (Isa. l0:5-g, I 3- l5;
29:5-7; 30:27 -33).

After Josiah's death, Jeremiah updates the announcement of disaster against siydn
by anticipating the Neo-Babylonian "enemy from the north" (Ier.4:3-6:30).r:s ;"."-
miah initially believes that the imminent danger can yet be thwarted by a change of be-
havior and attitude, especially on the part of the upper classes (5:5; cf. 4:3,r4;5: l; 6:g);
later, however, he sees that Jerusalem society is irretrievably perverted (6:30) and that
;iy6n can no longer be delivered from the enemy (4:6,31;6:2-3,23).In the Babylonian
siege of Jerusalem, Jeremiah believes that survival is possible only by renouncing the
belief that Yahweh's presence insures the safety of Jerusalem (15:5-S;t:o and by volun-
tarily taking the path of suffering inro exile (21.9;38:Z).

Ezekiel rejects Jerusalem as ir haddammtm (Ezk. 22:2-3; 24:6; cf. 16:3ff.) and
avoids using the designation siyon altogether by circumscribing it as har m"r6m
yiird'El (17:23; cf. 34:14).ttt Every political action drawing imperus from God's pres-
ence and from the attendant belief in the city's security will produce the opposite re-
sults of those envisioned (Ezk. 4-5,t38 8-l l*l3e).

132. See J. M. Vincent, 169-79.
133. See in this regard Neve.
134. See R. Liwak, "Die Rettung Jerusalems im Jahr 701 vor christus," zrK g3 (19g6) 137-

66.
I 35. See R. Albertz, "Jer 2-6 und die Friihzeitverkiindigung Jere miasl' ZAW 94 (1982) 2O-4i .

136. -+ ''l'll 7r XI, 63-64 (IV.3).
137. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),41j.
138. C. Uehlinger, "Znichne eine Stadt 

- 
und belagere sie: Bild und Wort in einer Znichen-

handlung Ezechiels gegen Jerusalem," in M. Ktichler and c. Uehlinger, eds., Jerusalem. Texte -Bilder - Steine. FS H. und O. Keel-Leu, NovumTestamentum et Orbis Antiquus 6 (1987), 1l l-200.
139. F.-L. Hossfeld, "Die Tempelvision Ez. 8-ll im Licht unterschiedlicher methodischer

Zugange," in J. Lust, ed., Ezekiel and His Book: Textual and Literary Criticism and Their Inter-
relation. BETL74 (1986), 151-65.
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Y. Exilic, Postexilic, and Early Jewish giydz Theology.

l. stybn Theology and the Destruction of the Temple. The exile and the destruction

of the temple inaugurate a new stage in ancient Israelite reflection. This reflection is

theological in the strict sense in that it must deal seriously with the fundamental contra-

diction between God's reality on the one hand and concrete experience on the other-

The destruction of the city and temple in Jerusalem exposes the emptiness of the claim

made by preexilic Zion theology that God's presence onZiorr guarantees the security

of both the city and the mount of God. The lament on the preexilic period already leads

to modifications in the understanding of God's presence on ;ty6n. The preexilic identi-

fication of siybn with Yahweh's throne is now differentiated by its identification with

h"16m raglayw (yhwh) (Lam.2:l; cf. Ps. 995,9; Isa. 60:13).rao Lam. 5:18-19 (MT)

juxtaposei the har sty6n ieiidmem with the stability of God's throne in heaven, and

this distinction now lends an element of necessity to the supplication for relief (Lam.

5:20-22; cf. Ps. 102:13-l4,2}ll2-13,191). Lam.2:l expresses the present remoteness

of yhwh from stybn in the metaphor of being cast out of heaven. In a contrast between

"then and now," a contrast actually deriving from the lament of the peoplel4l and now

looking beyond preexilic assertions concerning stability and security, siy6n becomes in

retrospect the tip'ere1 yiird'Zl (cf. also Lam.2:15: Isa. 46:13), and its national signifi-

cance for Israel conceptually.articulated. Lam. 2:7 and 5:19 contribute to an (early

post-) exilic modification of that preexilic qiy6n theology.

In I K. 8:(27),31-5l,ta2 lals Dtr theology corrects the preexilic theology of presence in

I K. 8:12-13 (MT) by distinguishing between heaven as Yahweh's dwelling (cf. also Ps.

33:13-14;lo2:2Oll9);Isa.33:5,etc.)r43andthetempleasthelocusofthepresenceofthe
i1myhwh}u albeit not without adding a note (l K.8:29-30,52-53,59-60) concerning the

element of Yahweh's proximity attaching to this presence. The corrective of preexilic

temple theology also includes the longer forms of the centralization formula,l4s which

are iecondarily summarized in the shorter versionl46 and actually represent a Dtr devel-

opment of a preexilic Jerusalem version of Ex. 2o:24a(c)p-b.147 This differentiation be-

tween Yahweh's dwelling in heaven and in the temple (l K. 8:48-49) makes it possible to

hope for a turn of fate even after the loss of both the land and the temple (1 K. 8:50-51).

As in Ezekiel and the Dtr History the name siy6n is avoided, and is used only in

nontheological contexts in 2 S. 5:7 and 1 K. 8:l and only in citations in 2 K. 19:21,31'
post-Dtr authors correct this position by identifying;ty1n with Yahweh's throne anew

(Jer. 3: 16-17). In Ezk. 43:l-ll,(12), Priestly kn!6l theologyraS anticipates that the k"b6d

140. -+ d1il h"Q6m (h"dh'm), Ill,325-34.
141. C. Westermann, "The Re-presentation of History in the Psalms," Praise and Lament in

the Psalms (Eng. trans. l98l),215-20.
142. Veijola, 150ff.
t43. See M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford, 1972), 193-98.

144. Mettinger, Dethronement, 38-52.
145. Documentation in Weippert, 93.

146. Lohfink, 326.
147. Otto, Wandel, 55-56.
148. + 1]'f) kabod, vII,22-38.
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yhwh will dwell on the mount of God as the meq6m kis"i and m"qbm kapp61 raglay (Ezk.
43:7);r+s in articulating this expectation, this theology modifies the preexilic Zion theol-
ogy by mediating in a fashion resembling the late Dtr iEm theology between the possibil-
ity of Yahweh's remoteness and his ne.uness. Exilic theology then articulates the national
significance of the mount of God in the motif of Yahweh's self-attachment to Israel as

manifested in Yahweh's presence on the mount in the midst of the Israelites (l K. 6: l1-
13; Ps. 78:60;Ezk.43:7,9; cf. Ex. 24:16 25:8;29:45-46 [PG];.tso

Whereas preexilic prophecy judges Zion theology against its own ethical claims,
Dtr theology establishes normative behavior as the presupposition of the salvific ex-
pectations connected to Yahweh's self-attachment to the mount of God (Jer. 7:3ff.; I K.
6:12-13). The hope that Yahweh will attach himself to stybn once and for all also ad-
heres to this presupposition, anticipating that Yahweh himself will make such norma-
tive behavior possible in Israel (l K. 8:57-58; Jer. 31:18,32-33;Lam.5:21;Ezk.43:7-
9). The Dtr tradition believes that God's salvific will does transcend the destruction of
siydn, the presuppositions being that he overcomes his wrath in remorse (Ex.
32:12,14;tsr Jer.26:3,13,19;42:l0t52) and that Israel repenrs (e.g., I K. 8:47-48). Lam.
3:22-23 commensurately refers to Yahweh's b%ddim, rahomtm, and '"mfin6, which
transcend his anger (cf. Jer. 3l:20).

Whereas Ezekiel believes the divine salvific will must remain a mystery (Ezk.
37:6,13a), Deutero-Ezekielian and late Deutero-Isaianic authors focus instead on the
holiness of Yahweh and of his name (Isa. 4l:14,20; 48:9; Ezk.36:16-32, etc.). Isa.
49: l6 concentrates Yahweh's resolute loyalty in the image of Yahweh inscribing siy6n
on his hand, a motif complex subsequently expanded with the idea that the sufferings
of the exile also serve as atonement (lsa. 4O:2; 52:13-53:12). Isa. 49:1-52:12 (52:13-
55: I 3) adds the complementary element of Zion theology to the exilic traditions in Isa.
40-48 centered on the exodus from exile.ls3 The m"baificr announces the revelation of
God's royal dominion over the nations, a dominion now manifest in his return to siy6n
(52:7-lO cf . Zech. 2:l4ll}},8:3) and insuring the idl6m against the onslaught of the
waters of chaos (Isa. 51:9-52:2*). This stratum may be the first to combine Zion theol-
ogy with the exodus ffadilisns.rsa Yahweh's kd!6/ (40:5; cf.6O:2; Ps. 102:17[16]) is
revealed in the return of the exiles (Isa. 40:10-l l; 51:11; cf. Jer. 3:14; 3l:10-14; Mic.
4:6-7), and the resettlement of Jerusalem is equated with the victory over the waters of
chaos (Isa. 44:26b-28; cf. 49l.l-21; Mic. 4:7). The new assertion is that sty6n as ir
haqqO{ei (Zech. 8:3: ?r ha4me1 w"har yhwh $"bd'6! har haqqoSei)l55 will be secure

149. Metzger, UF 2 (19'70) 156.
150. Janowski, Jahrbuchftir biblische Theologie 2 (1987) 173, 180-86.
151. See C. Dohmen, Das Bilderverbot: Seine Entstehung und seine Entwicklung im AT. BBB

62 (1985;21987), 66tt.
152. J<irg Jeremias, Die Reue Gotres. SBS 65 (1975),'75-87.
153. K. Kiesow, Exodustexte im Jesajabuch: Literarkritische und motivgeschichtliche

Analysen. OBO 24 (1979), 158ff.
154. rbid., 198-99.
155. -+'1r9 ?r; XI, 5l-67.
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against foreign nations (Isa. 52:1-3). In this sense Yahweh is the gd'el for sty6n.

Wh"r"ur for Jacob/Israel the notion of 97 is articulated in the relationship between
yahweh as Lord and his slave Jacobflsrael,ls6 the redemption of sty4nlJerusalem is ex-

pressed in the relationship between Yahweh as the husband and stylnlJerusalem as his

wife and mother (Isa.44:24;49 14-15; cf. 66:8; Ps' 87:5 LXX; cf' Isa' 44:21-23;48:20;

49:26',52:9;54:5,8).rsTAsthelocusof help (fifi'A)forlsrael(Isa'46:13;cf'45:17;Ps'
l4:7;53:7161, 69:36t351), siy6n comes to designate the exiles themselves (Isa' 46:13;

52:7; cf . Mic. 4:10; zech.2:11[7]) and the'amyhwh (Isa. 51:16).rs8In a parallel devel-

opment, Jerusalem as b"16f, haggiyim (Ezk. 5:5) now becomes the tribal center of the

new Israel (Ezk. 48).lse

As part of a theological revolt against the political fate of siybn dut'rr,g the exile, the

mythiCal motifs of the mount (Ezk. 38 12; 4O.2; cf .Isa.2:2; Mic. 4: l; Zech. l4 l0) and

gardenof God(Isa.51:3; cf.Ezk.47 l-|Z Joel4:18[3:1}];Zech.14:8)teoareenhanced.

2. siybn Theology and the Second Temple. These exilic modifications to Zion theol-

ogy continue to exert an influence during the postexilic period. In a more highly differ-

entiated fashion than during the preexilic period, the motif of Yahweh's throne in heaven

(Ps. 33:13; 74:2; 103:19; 123:1.,Isa. 66:1-2) comes to express Yahweh's transcendence,

while the motif of Yahweh's dwelling on the mount of God (Joel 2:1; 4:17[3:17]; cf. Ps.

43:3;84:8171, Isa. 56:7; 65:25; 66:20) comes to express his protective proximity. Ps.

74:2 andT combine these two aspects by juxtaposing the motifs of the har sidn as the

dwelling place of both Yahweh and his name. This notion of Yahweh's remoteness and

proximity to stybn is also expressed in the p11l6l ffsslment of several motifs, including

election (bhr) (2 Ch. 6:6; 7:12,16 12:13; Ps' 78:68; 132:13; Zech' l:11;2:16112l),

Yahweh's nahalAt62 (Ex. 15:17;16zPs.'74:2;79:l),tuhism"nfihd (Ps.95:ll; 132:8 [cf.

2Ch.6:4lt6sl,14; Isa.66:1; Sir.36:19[13]166), and the sanctity of the mount of God

(Joel4:17[3:17];Ob. 17;Zech.8:3)andof itsinhabitants(Isa.4:3;66:20).Incontrastto
DI. l2ig,ll, and 1 K. 8:56, however, the temple as the locus of m"nfrhd is not God's gift

to Israel, but rather the place where Yahweh himself rests. On behalf of the transcen-

156. K. Baltzer, "Liberation from Debt Slavery after the Exile in Second Isaiah and

Nehemiah," Ancient Israelite Religion. FS F. M. Cross (Philadelphia, 1987), 477-84.

157. See Schmitt, RB 92 (1985) 557-69.
158. Concerning the association of 9iy6n with the idea of the remnant, see J. Hausmann,

Israels Rest: Studien zum Selbstverstiindnis der nachexilischen Gemeinde. BlilANT 124 (1987),

209tr.
159. Levenson, Theology of the Program' 116-22.
160. In this regard see Christensen'
161. Koch, ZIW O (1955) 205-26. ascribes it to pre-Dtn redaction; but cf. Veijola,67,73.
162. F. Horst, "Zwei Begriffe ftir Eigentum (Besitz)," Verbannung und Heimkehr. FS

W. Rudolph (Ttibingen, 1961), 141.

163. Foresti, 53-54.
164. See KTU |.3,III, 30; IY 20.

165. See Welten, FS Wiirthwein, 179-82.
166. See G. Braulik, "Gottes Ruhe - Das Land oder das Tempel: Zu Psalm 95'll," FS

H. Gross,33-M.
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dence of Yahweh as the God who dwells in heaven, lsa.66:l-2 criticizes these motifs
that associate the temple and mount of God with Yahweh's kissz', h"Qdm, or m"nfrhd (cf .
the counterposition in Hag. l:S).toz The motif of revelation from heaven (Jer.25:30)
finds its counterpart in the revelation from stybn (Joel 4:1613:16); cf. Am. l:2).

The direct identification of the mount of God with Jerusalem's southeast hill col-
lapses with the removal of the divine throne to heaven and with the displacement of
;ty6n to the yar[efi ;dp6n (Ps. 48:3[2); cf. Isa. 14: l3);tos the motif of the battle with
chaos as associated with Ba'al became increasingly prevalent during the exilic period,
and the articulation of this displacement of siy1n began incorporating motifs associated
with Ba'al's mount of God.l6e The visible identification of the southeast hill with the
mount of God (Ps. 48:9[8]), like the battle of the narions (48:5-8t4-71), is displaced to
the future. Mic. 4:l associates the emergence of sty6n asthe har ba1 yhwh (cf. 2 ch.
33: l5), which is higher than all other mountains, with a new age (b"'ah"ri1 hayydmtm).

The central preexilic motif was that sty6n was protected as a result of Yahweh's own
presence there. Postexilic authors then developed this motif into that of the "battle of
the nations,"l7o drawing from sources such as the battle with chaos (ps. 74:13-14; Isa.
17:12-14), the notion of Yahweh as warrior (Ps. 46:7[6]),17r preexilic Zion theology
with its emphasis on the city's security, the preexilic, post-Isaianic oracles of disaster
against Assyria (Isa. 10:5-8,[l3-15]; 29:5-7;30,'27-33), and finally rraditions surround-
ing the "enemy from the north" (ler. 44; cf . Ezk.38-39; Joel 2). The new motif com-
plex is grouped around the miraculous rescue from the enemy surrounding siy6n (ps.
48:5-8[4-7]; 76:4-l}13-91; Isa. 8:9-10 14:24-27; t7:12-14;29:8; 3l:5,8-9; 33:1-6;
Mic.4:l l,l2-13). Exilic influence of .imimotifs continues in references to "rescue be-
forelat morning" (Isa. 11:12-14 29:8; 33:2)}tz

In Joel 4(3) and Zech. 12, this battle of the nations picks up motifs associated with es-
chatological judgment against the nations, in Zech. 14 with motifs associated with
preexilic oracles of disaster against Jerusalem and with a judgment of selection in Israel;
as such, the overall battle motif exhibits features of an eschatological drama. Ps. 76 as-
sociates the battle motif (vv. 5-8t4-71) with judgment against the narions (vv. 9-10t8-91)
in developing the motif of a destruction of all weapons as the presupposition of univer-
sal peace (v. a[3]). This motif enters Ps. 46:9-12(8-11) as a posrexilic updating of vv. 2-
8(1-7), turning this psalm into a hymn of eschatological anticipation of Yahweh's uni-
versal revelation before the nations atsty6n (cf. also Hos. 1:5; 2i20[18)!73 Mic.5:9-
l0[l0- l l); zech.9:10).174 This motif of smashing weapons and (early posr-)exilic mo-

167. Hanson, 178 n. 113; a different view is taken by Levenson, .tR 64 (1984) 293-94.
168. M. C. Astour, RSfl II, 318-241' Savignac, 276.
169. W. Herrmann; Hillmann, 10-30; Clifford, Cosmic Mountain,5T-79; a different view is

taken by N. wyatt, "Killing and Cosmogony in canaanite and Biblical rhought," uF lj (lg15)
380-8 I .

170. Wanke, 7O-99; a different view is taken by Day, 125-38.
171. See Ollenburger, 101-4.
172. W. Herrmann, "Psalm 19 und der kanaanhische Gotr 'Ilu," UF 19 (1987)'15-1.B.
173. Bach, 13-26.
174. Otto, "Dem Krieg gebietet," l6-20.
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tifs of an assembly and tribute of the nations at siydn (Ps. 68:29-30[28-29];72:lO-11;'
76:12111l; 87:2-7; 96:7-9; Isa. 18:7; 1921: 45:14-15; 49:11; 55:3b-5; Jer. 3:l'7; Ezk.
17 :22-23 ; Zeph. 3 : 8- 1 0 ; Hag. 2:6-9 ; Zech. 2:1 5| 1 1 ; 6: 1 5 ; 8:20-22,1231) together with
the establishment of a new system of justice for the nations on stybn (Ps. 99:3-4) co-
alesce into the opposing motif complex of the "pilgrimage of the nations" (Isa. 2:2-4;
Isa. 66:18-23; Mic. 4:l-4,151: Zech. 14:16-17) focusing on the motif of the mount of
God stybnrts not only as the pilgrimage goal of the nations, but also as the point from
which emanates Yahweh's torah for the nations and his universal world peace. t76 lssh.
14 then combines the motifs of the battle and pilgrimage of the nations into a pilgrimage
of the survivors of the nations to the mount of God.

During the postexilic period, elements of Zion theology and themes associated with
pentateuchal "salvation history" are integrated especially in late Deutero-Isaianic and
Dtr passages (Ex. l5:13,17-18; Ps. 68:17-18,25b,30116-11,24b,291: 74:2-8; 78:68;
99:2,9;132:3,6-8,13-15;135:2,21).177 Ex.l5:lb-18 (postexilic final versionrT8) intro-
duces into the pentateuchal story of Israel's beginnings the theologoumenon associat-
ing the demonstration of divine kingship that took place in the historical claiming of
sty6n as the mount of God (Ps. 47); it also expands this motif by asserting that Yahweh
will protect siydn from both present and future enemies as the site where his own peo-

Ple assemble.lTe

Postexilic Zion theology combines priestly and prophetic traditions that were actu-
ally separate during the preexilic period. Parallel to the royal hymns to Yahweh,r80 the
"songs ofZion" (Ps. 137:3) now acquire eschatological features (cf. also the eschato-
logical revelation of royal dominion on sty6n in Ps. 146:10; 149:2;lsa.24:23;52:7;
Ob. 2l; Mic. 4:7; Zeph. 3:15; Zech. l4:9);t8r similarly, motifs from the Psalms now
also permeate postexilic prophetic 1sdi1ie11s.l82 t

The redaction of the pilgrimage psalms focuses on siydn as the point from which
Yahweh's blessing emanates (Ps. 128:5; 129:8; 132:13ff.; 133:3; 1343; cf . r25' 1ta:) for

175. Loretz, Prolog, 63-81.
176.H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 117-18.
177. See Haglund, 109-111.
178. Concerning textual layering, see Zenger, "Tradition"; concerning questions of dating,

see J<irg Jeremias, Kdnigtum Gottes, 93 n.2.
179. Strauss, 7AW 9'l (1985) 103-9. Concerning the identification of siy6n with the har

hammdrtyd (2 Ch. 3:l), see Gen. 22:2,14 (R. W. L. Moberly, "The Earliest Commentary on the
Akedah," I/I 38 [1988] 306-7) and the Khirbet Beit Ley Inscription A (J. Naveh, "Old Hebrew
Inscriptions in a Burial Cavel' IEJ 13 [963] 74-92; on dating see J. Tigay, You Shall Have No
Other Gods: Israelite Religion in the Light of Hebrew Inscriptions. HSS 3l tl986l, 25-26); con-
ceming parallels with the Psalms, see Seybold, Wallfuhrtspsalmen, T9-80; P. D. Miller, "Psalms
and Inscriptiorsl' Congress Volume, Vienna 1980. SW 32 (1981), 320-28.

180. Loretz, Psalmen, 491-921' Jcirg Jeremias, Kdnigtum Gottes, l2l-47 .

l8l. V. Maag, "Malk0t JHWH," Congress Volume, Oxford 1959. SVTT (1960),l5l (= ltulyyy
Kuhurkontakt und Religion [G<ittingen, 1980], 145-69); O. Camponovo, Kdnigtum,
Kdnigsherrschaft und Reich Gottes in den friihjiidischen Schriften. OBO 58 (1984), 74-116.

182. Wanke, ll3-18.
183. Loretz, review of Beyerlin, Weisheitliche Vergewisserung, in UF 19 (1987) 422-23.
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Israel as the community of siy6n.t8a It now also links the notion of popular piety with

s?y6n theologyl85 and thereby individualizes the siy6n motif of official religion into met-

aphors applicable to the life of the individual. The primeval establishment of siydn be-

comes a symbol of protection for the individual who trusts in Yahweh (125:1).t40 In a re-

verse fashion, personal distress becomes a metaphor for the fate of siy6n itself
(129:l,l2l). This exchange also shapes the redaction of the Korahite psalms.

3. stybn Theology in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha.In contrast to the Dtr His-

tory, later historical works use the term Ertilv more frequently again (1 Mc.4:37'60;
5:54; 6:48,62;7:33; l0:ll 14,26;3 Ezr.8:78,[82]).r87 The wisdom tradition personi-

fiesSi6nasawidowlamentingtheabductionof herchildren(Bar.4:9,14,24;cf.4Ezr.
9:38-lO:24; Jth. 16:4[5]).r88 Jth. 9:13-14 picks up the motif of God's protection of
Si6n (cf.13'1 1r8e). Jth. 9 and Sir. 36:16b-22teo understand Si5n, the temple, and Israel

as the heirs to whom in the past Yahweh's deeds and promises were directed, and now

associates them with the entreaty for judgment on their enemies. The wisdom context

in Tob. 13:17 (cf. Rev. 21:10-21) enhances the eschatological expectations in Sir.

36:18-19(13-14) with elements of the miraculous and transforms them into the antici-

pation of the new Jerusalem as a city of gold and precious stones.

The exilic distancing from the name siydn already encountered in the Dtr History

and in Ezekiel recurs in parts of apocalyptic literature. The geographical features of the

southeast hill (e.g., lF;n.36:2)ror and of the Hinnom Valley (1 En' 37:l-5190:28)roz

are mythologically enhanced and noq become the eschatological mount of God (l En.

14:19; 18:8; 24.3;25.3;7|f;4Ezr.8:52; l3:35-36)re3 and are combined with the mo-

tifs of paradise (1 En. 24:l'36:6;2Bar.4;4Ezr.7:36 Rev.22:l-2, etc.), messianic de-

liverance from the onslaught of the nation s (4 Ezr. 13,35 2 Bar. 40:l-2; cf. 1 En. 56;

Sib. Or. 3:663-91 1QM 12:l3,ll;19:5),tea andjudgment(l En. l8:11a;27:2-3;90:26-
27, etc.; cf .2K. 16:3;2 Ch. 28:3; lsa. 66:24; Jer.7:31ff.; l9:5ff.). Postexilic visions of
a new Jerusalem (Isa. 62; 65:17 -25)le5 come to focus on the discontinuity between the

present and eschatological Jerusa1"r1le6 and templeleT (l En. 14:18ff; 24:l-25:4;

184. K. Seybold, "Die Redaktion der Wallfahrtspsalmen," ZAW 91 (1979)247-68'
I 85. Seybold, Wallfahrtspsalmen, 77 -85.
1 86. Beyerlin, We isheitliche Vergewis serung, 6l-62.
187. See III above. Concerning the contrast between &rpa and Ettiv, see M. Hengel, Judaism

and Hellenism (Eng. trans. 1974),277'92.
188. E. Zenger, Das Buch Judit. JSHRZU6 (1981), M5.
189.lbid., 442.
190. See Marbtick.
19l. P. Gr6tot, "La g6ographie mythique d'Henoch et ses sources orientales," RB 65 (1958)

33-69.
192. S. Uhlig, Das iithiopische Henochbuch- JSHRZy16 (1984)' 563-64,702'
193. Terrien,315-38.
194. See E. Lohse, TDNT Y11,326.
195. Porteous, FS W. Rudolph, 248-49.
196. K.-L. Schmidt, 207-48.
197. Hamerton-Kelly.
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7l:Sff.; 89:72ff .;90:28-29;2 Bar. 4:3; 32:3-4; Sib. Or. 5:420ff.; T. Levi 3:4-5; T. Dan
5:12-13; T. Mos. 4:lff.;4Ezr.7:26;1027,40-57:13:35-37a). Apartfromthe literary
addendum 4 Ezr. l3:35-37a, none of these traditions associates the motif of the new Je-

rusalem with Zion. Indeed, 4 Ezr. 1027 and 54 dissociate the new Jerusalem entirely
from the site of the present Jerusalem. I Enoch, the Testament of Dan, the Sibylline
Oracles, and the Testament ('Assumption") of Moses do not mention the proper name
Zion; and as already seen, Josephus also consistently avoids mentioning Zion. Zion
then also recedes noticeably in the NT, where 5 ofthe 7 occurrences are in connection
with OT citations, including Mt.21:5 (Isa.62:ll:.Zech.9:9); Jn. 12:15 (Isa.40:9;
Zech.9:9-lO); Rom. 9:33 (Isa. 8:14;28:16);11:26 (Isa. 59:20-21; Ps. l4:7); I Pet.2:6
(Isa. 28:16). Only Heb. 12:22 and Rev. 14:l do not refer to citations. 2 Bar. 5:l and
32:2 jtxtapose the new Jerusalem with Zion as the designation for the historical Jeru-
salem. By contrast, Jubilees identifies Zion, after the defilement of the present temple
(Jub. 23:21), as the site of the eschatological temple and divine presence (l:11); Zion
now surpasses Sinai, the garden of Eden, and the "Mount of Morning" as the mountain
that as the navel of the world (8: lQ;tea will be sacred in the new world and will free that
world from sin (4:26).

VI. Tlanslations.
1. LXX. LXXA counts l3 (without the Apocrypha), LXXB 15, occurrences of Si6n/

SeiSnbeyond what is already found in the MTlee and that do exhibit certain overriding
tendencies. LXX I K. 3: 15; 8: 1 ; Isa. l:21; 52:l; Dnl. 9:19,24 identify Si6n with ( p6lis )
Ierousaldm, while LXX Isa. l:26 identifies it with the metr6polis.2m When the religious
significance of Jerusalem is stressed, reference is made to the proclamation ofjudgment
for Si6n (LXX Isa. l:21-26; Dnl. 9:24). Following this tendency, LXX Isa. 9: l0( I 1) re-
fers to SiSn an oracle of doom originally directed against the northem kingdom. In LXX
Isa.22:1,5 the Hinnom Yalley (gA' I.tizzdy6n)2ot becomes the phdranx Si5n. Finally, in
LXX Isa. 23:12 an oracle against Sidon becomes a warning of Si6n against the Kittim
(cf. lQpHab 2il2).202 In LXX Isa. 31:9 the oracle concerning Yahweh's fire on stydn
and furnace in Jerusalem is recast into a beatitude concerning participation in the seed

on Si6n and fellowship in Jerusalem in reference to the announcement of the eschatolog-
ical royal dominion (LXX Isa. 32:l-5). The understanding of royal dominion and SiSn

as the royal city also shaped the reinterpretation of LXX Ps. 2:6, siydn har qoQit into
Si6n 6ros t6 hdgion autoti. LXX Isa. 25 '5203 and 32:2 change saybn into Si6n. One inter-

198. See Josephus 8."/. 3.3.5 $52.
199. On the orthography see F. Blass, A. Debrunner, and R. W. Funk, A Greek Grammar of

the NT and Other Early Christian Literature (Chicago, 196l), $$38, 56.3.
200. See Philo Flacc. 46; I*g. Gai. 203,281,294,305, 334; A. Kasher, Cathedra I I (1983)

45-56; cf. J. Graham, Colony and Mother City in Ancient Greece (Manchester, 1964).
201. H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),349,358-59.
202. E. Otto, "Habakuk/Habakukbuch: Wirkungsgeschichte," TRE, XlY, 304-6 (with

bibliog.).
203. See J. Coste, "Texte grec d'Isaie 25:l-5:' RB 6l (1954) 36-66.
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esting question is whether the translation of g2'bizzd.ybn as phdranx SiSn (LXX Isa.

22:1,5) announces a shift of the alleged site of ;iybn over to the southwest hill.

2. Targumim.Tg.2 S. 5:7 renders mesuQa! sty6n as hqr', orienting itself as does dkra

Dauid (LXX Isa. 22:9: cf .L){){2 S. 5:9; I K. 3:1; lO:22; ll:27; 12:24) toward the tra-

dition of the history of construction in Jerusalem during the Hellenistic period.2s

Yahweh's presence on siy6n is differentiated through reference to the ieSini motiP0s

and transcended through the notion of immediate divine presence (MT Isa. 18:7,

m"qbm idmyhwh $"bA'6thar siy6n > Tg. Isa. l8:7:'rs'd'tqry im'yhwh sb'wt dy ilcynryh

bywr' d;ywn; cf. Tg. Ps. 65:2[]; 16:3[2]; Isa. 4:5; Ezk. 48:35; Joel 4:17,2113:17 '2ll:'
7,ech.2:14-l5tl0-111). The notion of the presence of the i"fttnA on sywn stands along-

side the presence in heaven (Tg. Isa. 3:5; Hab. 3i4).2o6 The mlkwt' dyhwh (Tg.Isa. l:4;
24:23) can also take over the immanent representation of Yahweh on sylrr?.

Like the LXX, the Targumim also emphasize the relationship between royal dominion

and sywn. Tg. Ps. 87:5 associates gywn with the Davidic line, while Tg. Isa. 28:16;46:13

associate it with a messianic figure. Tg. Ps. 84:8[7]; 87:2 update Zion theology with ref-

erence to the synagogue by associating sywn with the "house of instruction" as the center

of the knyit' (Tg. Ps. 97:8; Isa. 52:7; cf . also MT Isa. 31:9, bal stybn> knyit' dsywn in Tg.

Isa. 1:9[8]; 1216;16:l;37:22;52:2;62:11,etc.).Accordingly,sywzisemphasizedinits
significance for mdri' and wryf in connection with the motif of judgmsn1207 (Tg. Isa.

l:9; 31:9). The oracle about the fire in Zion and the furnace in Jerusalem in the MT be-

comes in the Targumim a promise of the zyhwr'for those who follow instruction and a

prediction ofjudgment by fire for those who transgressthe mymryh (cf. in Tg. Isa' 33:14

the association with gyhnm). The wicked among Israel's own people allow sywn to fall
into foreign hands (Tg. Mic. 4: 1 1; cf. Tg. Jer. 4: I 8) and to be given over to the flames (Tg.

Ezk.24 12). The temple is destroyed (Tg. Isa. 53:5), and only a few dispersed Israelites

will manage to survive among the foreign nations (Tg. Isa. 28:13). The Targumim also

associate sywn with the idea of the remnant (Tg. lsa.37:.32); indeed, the promises of sywn

apply to the surviving righteous ones (Tg.Isa.28:16; 33:20;60:14;61:1, etc.).

Tg. Neof. Gen.22:14;Ex.4:27; Nu. 10:33 (cf. Tg. Neof' Ex. l8:5) identify Zionl

Moriah vi1[ $insi208 as the locus of Yahweh's self-revelation.2oe

YII. Qumran. In addition to the passages cited by Kuhn,2l0 sywn occurs in the

Qumran writings largely in OI citations (4Q 174 l-2,I, 12; 17 5, 29; 17 6, 24' 3; 177 , 12'

204. Otto, Jerusalem, l15-16; -+ ''l'll 7r XI,67 (IV.3)'
205. A. Chester, Divine Revelation and Divine Titles in the Pentateuchal Targumim

(Tiibingen, 1986\, 313-24 (with bibliog.).
206. Smolar, et a1.,221-22.
207. Smolar, et a1.,173tr.; Uhlig, "/NES 48 (1989).

208. Chester, Divine Revelation, 6'l-7O, 159-68.

209. See Levenson, Sinai and Zion,94-95; C. T. R. Hayward, "The Present State of Research

in the Targumic Account of the Sacrifrce of Isaac," ,fSS 32 (1981) 132-34.

210. ruhn, 187; supplemented in idem, "Nachtrdge zur Konkordanz zu den Qumrantexten:'
RevQ 4 (1963) 221.
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13, I, l0;179,11,13; 180,5-6,4;380, 1, 1,7;5O4,1-2,[V,12; llQMelchII, 16, 17

(rec.),26; l lQPsu 22,lI,l-15; Lament l, II, 13; Sl 10, l, l3; Bt 3, 2,IY,12).Here sywn
occupies a central role in the description of the new Jerusalem (lQM 12:12-15; 4QPsa

l2:l-15; lQNJ ar [32]; 2QNJ ar l24l; l lQPsa 22,II,l-15). Even though these texts en-

vision a future Jerusalem, they reflect a community that does not question the central-
ization of the sacrificial cult at the Jerusalem temple.2ll The description of the "new Je-

rusalem" (1Q32; 5QNJ ar ll51lzrz anticipates a great pilgrimage to the eschatological
Jerusalem as well.2l3 In a prayer addressing sywn itself, I lQPsa 22,II, l-15 picks up on
Isa. 54:1-8; 6O:l-22;62:1-8 and especially Isa. 66:10-l I in asserting that sywn is in the
prayers of all who love her (1lQPsa 22,11,1,15) and through whom God is reminded of
his promises to the prophets (cf. QPsu 22,11,6; cf. also the interpretation of Isa. 52:7 in
I lQMelch ll, 16, 17, which associates the mountains over which the mef;aii4r traverses
with the prophets' words to those of Zion who grieve, 'byly ;ywn).214 As is the case

across a broad spectrum of late Israelite and early Jewish Zion theology, messianic ex-
pectations were also tied to sywr (4QFlor l:121, I lQMelch ll, 16, etc.).zls

Oxo

21 l. J. M. Baumgarten, Studies in Qumran Law. SJI,A 24 (1977), 61.
212. D. Barth6lemy and J. T. Milik, D"/D, l, 134-35; J. T. Milik, DJD, lil, 184-93.
213. See J. Licht, 'An Ideal Town Plan from Qumran: The Description of the New Jerusa-

leml' IEJ 29 (1979) 45-59.
214. See P. J. Kobelski, Melchizedek and Melchireia'. CBQMS l0 (1981), 20-21.
215. In this regard see P. Sacchi, "Esquisse du ddveloppement du messianisme juif i la

lumidre du text qumranien l lQMelch," ZAW IOO (1988) 202-14.

IrS ,rif; fll sws; i'l$'I .:i,r,i; n'Y'I lilt; fI! nss; Y) nc;

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Synonyms, Antonyms. III. OT Occurrences. IV. Meaning:
l.Verb;2.,si;I;3.;t;tL;4.sisII;5.TheVerbnss; 6.nes,nis;d;7.ni.5ds.V. I.LXX;2.Qumran.

sis. S. Bertman, "Tasseled Garments in the Ancient East Mediterranean," BA 24 (1961) ll9-
28; A. De Buck, "La Fleur au Front du Grand-Prbtre," OTS 9 (1951) 18-29; H. DonneL Israel
unter den Vdlkern. S}7 11 (1964); S. Gevirtz, "Jericho and Shechem: A Religio-Literary Aspect
of City Destruction," W 13 (1963) 52-62; M. G<irg, "Die Kopfbedeckung des Hohenpriesters,"
BN 3 (1977) 24-26; idem, "Keruben in Jerusalem," BN 4 (1977) 13-24; Z. Goldmann, "Das Sym-
bol der Lilie: Ursprung und Bedeutungl' AKG 57 (1975) 247-99;' J. E. Hogg, 'A Note on Two
Points in Aaron's Headdress," "/7.S 26 (1925) 72-75;W. H. Irwin, Isaiah 28-33: Translation with
Philological Notes. BietOr 30 (1977); O. Keel, Jahwe-Visionen und Siegelk r?sr. SBS 84/85
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I. Etymology. The etymology of sw/ys is uncertain, though scholars generally dis-

tinguish the roots sws I ("shine, blossom") and sws II ("look").t Both roots (I and II)
might derive from the same root with the basic meaning "shine, gleam,"z which might

then easily acquire the specialized meanings "blossom" and "glance, look (with radiant

eyes)." The noun deriving from sws is sis I (masc.; fem. sisd), "flower, blossom, dia-

dem." The term sis occurs as a Canaanite loanword in Egyptian as didF and in Akka-

dian as the West Semitic loanword sissatu ("an ornamental blossom").4 Concerning the

derivative gi*s[ ("tassel"), cf. Akk. q-r.sltu, which refers to a movable part of a loom.5

The verb nss, a parallel construction to .slrs (I), occurs especially in later OT writ-
ings with the same meaning6 and with its nominal derivatives ne-s I (fem. nls.sd) and

ni;6;.7

II. Synonyms, Antonyms. Synonymous verbs to sws I and nss include -+!1:lD prhl
and ys'hiphil (+ perah), and antonyms include 'ml pttal, -+ tIJ! ybi, mll polel, and -+
)tt not l.

III. OT Occurrences. The verb sws I occurs 8 times in the OT (Nu. 17:23[En8. 8];

Ps. 72:16 90:6; 928Ul; 103:15; 13218 lsa. 2l:6; Ezk. 7:10), and once in Sirach
(43 19). The earliest occulrence is Ezk.7:10, which belongs to the basic stratum of
Ezekiel. One additional occurrence would be Zech.9:16 if with Bewer one reads yasis

for ks'n, "[his people] will shine."8 Finally, sws II is a hapax legomenon (Cant. 2:9).

(1977); K. Kiesow, Exodustexte im Jesajabuch. OBO 2a (1979); H.-J. Krause, "hbi als
profetische Leichenklage iiber das eigene Volk im 8. Jahrhundertl' ZAW 85 (1973) 15-46;

A. Kuschke, "Jeremia 48,1-8: Zugleich ein Beitrag zur historischen Topographie Moabs,"

Verbannung und Heimkehr FS W. Rudolpft (Ttibingen, 1961), 181-96; C. Levin, Der Sturzder
Kiinigin Atalja. SBS 105 (1982); W. L. Moran, "Ugaritic sisfima and Hebrew stsl' Bibl39 (1958)

69-71; M. Noth, "Office and Vocation in the OT," lttws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies

(Eng. trans. 1966),229-50; A. E. Riithy, Die Pflanzen und ihre Teile im biblisch-hebriiischen
Sprachgebraucft (Bern, 1942); S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder OBO '14 (1987);

H. Utzschneider, Das Heiligtum und das Gesetz. OBO 77 (1988); T. Veijola, Verheissung in der
Krise: Studien zur Literatur und Theologie der Exilszeit anhand des 89. Psalms. AnAcScFenB
220 (1982): M. Weippert, "Edom" (diss., Tiibingen, l97l); G. J. Wenham,'Aaron's Rod (Num-

bers 17,16-28):'ZAW 93 (1981) 280-81; M. Zohary, Plants of the Bible (Cambidge,21986).

1. Concerning related expression in Middle Hebrew, Jewish Aramaic, and Arabic, see HAL,
uI, 1013-14.

2. See J. Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme Wurzeln," VT 6 (1956) 247-48;
A. E. Riithy, "'sieben Augen auf einem Stein': Sach 3:9," TZ 13 (1957) 527 n- lO.

3. See G<irg, BN 3 (1977) 25.
4. AHw,III, 1106.
5. AHw, III, 1105; additional documentation in HAL, lll, 1024a. Concerning the noun sis II

("saltworks"), see IV.2, 4 below.
6. Concerning the simultaneity of semantically equivalent verbs with medial w/y and medial

geminates, see G. J. Botterweck, Der Triliterismus im Semitischen. BBB 3 (1952)' 48.

7. For Middle Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic parallels, see HAL, ll,714b' 717-18.
8. J. A. Bewer, "Two Suggestions on Prov. 30:31 and Zech.9:16l' lBL67 (1948) 62.
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The nominal derivatives are more widely distributed. The term sis I occurs l5 times,
then also 3 times in Sirach (40:4; 43:191, 45:12).It occurs in a particular concentration
in three different contexts: in an addendum to the prologue of Deutero-Isaiah (Isa.

40:6-8),e in PS texts regarding the adornment of the high priest (Ex. 28:36; 39:30; Lev.

8:9; cf. also Nu. 17:23181 Ps), and in the account of the temple construction (l K.
6:18,29,32,35).r0 The word also occurs in Job l4:2; Ps. 103:15; and Isa. 28:l; Jer. 48:9
is uncertain.rl The term sisd occurs but once (Isa. 28:4), while sis4 in Nu. l5:38-39 is

part of an addendum, and in Ezk. 8:3 part of the basic stratum. The term sip II occurs

only in material specific to the Chronicler (2 Ch. 20:16).
The verb nss with its nominal derivatives occurs especially in late poetic-wisdom

texts (nss.'Eccl.l2:5; Cant. 6:ll;7:l3ll2);Ezk.1:7 [an addendum from the Ezekiel
schooll; nes: Gen.40:10; Cant.2:12; Sir. 50:8; nissA: Job 15:33; Isa. l8:5). The term
nis6s occurs in Isa. 1:31 and Sir. l1:32 (also Sir.M 42i22).

IV. Meaning.
l. Verb. The verb sws I, "blossom," occurs only once in the qal (Ezk. 7: 10), otherwise

in the hiphil (inner-transitive hiphil with acc. internal obj.). Nu. l7:23(8): Ps. 90:6; and

Sir. 43: l9 use it in the literal sense, while Ps. 92:8(7) and 103:15 use it metaphorically in
a wisdom context to describe human fate, welfare, or threatened existence; Ps.'12:16
and Isa. 27:6 use it in connection with the eschatolo gical ial6m motif. Ezk. 7:10 also

uses the verb metaphorically if following Ezk.9:9 we read hammutteh ("bending of jus-
tice") instead of hammatteh ("rod"). Ps. 132:18 ("but on him, his crown ln€zerf wlll
gleam pdsisl") uses a wordplay to refer to the high priest's blossom-shaped crown (sis).

Cant.2:9 uses the verb parallel with the semantically equivalent igl, hiphil, "look."

2. ;t; L The subst. sis I refers to actual flowers (the entire blossoming plant), to the

blossoms themselves, to a blossom-shaped diadem/crown, or to a crown with blossom-
shaped ornamentation. The flower and blossom were popular (wisdom) metaphors for
transitoriness. Isa. 40:6b-8 uses the metaphor of field flowers withering under the

harsh summer wind (sts haiiadeh)I2 to refer to the weakness of all "flesh," i.e., of all
historical human power (cf. Isa. 47);ta in countering doubts about the divine message

of consolation, the passage contrasts that anemic power with the incontestable stability
of God's word.14 Ps. 103:15 picks up the metaphor from Isa. 40 but then accentuates it
differently with a reference to the similarity between the brevity of human existence

and that of the flowers of the field (so also Job l4:2; cf . Ps. 90:5-6).

9. See Kiesow,42.
10. Pre-Dtr according to M. Noth, Kdnige 1-16. BKlxll (21983), 106; posrDtr according to

E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige l-16. ATD XUI (19'76),60-61,69-70.
I l. See IV.2 below.
12. See Zohary, 169-81.
13. ConcerningheseQ as "power, strength," see L. J. Kuyper, "The Meaning of ?Dll Isa xl 6,"

W 13 (1963) 489-92; K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BKXVl (1978), 3.

14. See Kiesow,66.
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I K.6:18,29,32,35 mention flower ornamentation on the walls and doors of the
main temple room (hAftal) and on the doors to the deltr These p"tfirA sissirz probably
refer to "opened flower forms"l5 (cf. LXX), i.e., to opened blossoms or rosettesl6
rather than to garlands or to reliefs depicting calyxes. Along with flowers,
6:18,29,32,35 also suggest that gourds,lT cherubs, and palms were depicted. This orna-
mentation was to be implemented in low relief on cedar or olivewood (v. l8).'8 No ad-
ditional information regarding the appearance and arrangement of this flower orna-
mentation is provided, and since no comparable wood panels have been preserved, the
exact implementation of these directives cannot be reconstructed. In any event. strips
adorned with floral motifs are a popular device in the OT for subdividing walls and for
decorating the edges of pictures.le

In Isa. 28: I sis acquires the specialized meaning "flower garland"; although the par.
'otard can also mean "crown, diadem," here it refers primarily to a crown of flowers (cf.
Prov. l:9; 4:9; l4:.24)zo of the sort worn by revelers at a banquet2l (also Ezk. 23:42?).
The fading garland symbolizes the arrogant but doomed inhabitants of Ephraim. Isa.
28:4 reinterprets the metaphor in an addendum; now the semantic ambiguity of '"tArd

("garland," "crown") is adduced in turning the crown of flowers into a symbol of the
city, i.e., of Samaria, surrounded by a crownlike wal|.zz the addition of the awkward gl'
i"mantm ("fertile/fat valley") also introduces this meaning into v. 1b.23 This metaphor
quite possibly derives from a certain type of "(city) wall crown" topped with small para-
pets attested first in 7th-century Assyria.2a The fem. subst. sisd in Isa. 28:4 can be under-
stood as a noun of unit (nomen unitatis), and the hapax legomenon sisd either as the re-
sult of a simple desire for variation or as a scribal error.25

In Ex. 28:36; 39:30; Lev. 8:9; Sir. 45:12, sis refers to the golden head adornment of
the high priest. In Sir. 40:4 the substantive refers either to the high priest or to the king
(cf. v. 3). One's understanding of the derivation and meaning of this detail on the high
priest's official vestments depends on the literary classification of the passages in ques-
tion.In the basic stratum of Ex.28 (vv.2a,6*,9a,ll,l2aa,l5-16,30a,36,37aa), the high
priest's adornment includes alongside the apronlike ephod and the h1ien ("breast-
piece") also a "golden flower" (metonym: diadem). This piece was fastened to the high

15. Noth, Kdnige 1-16,102.
16. See Schroer,49.
17. tbid.. 47-48.
18. See Noth, Konlge l-16, 101-2.
19. Ibid., 124-26: Schroer, 49-50.
20. -+ ']Bl, 'atar Xl, 27.
21. See H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BKXI3 (1982), 1047; Irwin, 4; a different view is

taken by Krause, 3 1 -32; concerning the custom of wearing a garland at banquets, see texAg. VI.
46; KTU 1.6, IY 42-43; PW, XU2, 16O2: KlPauly, lll,324-25; -+ ']UV 'arar XL,24.

22. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 238, suggests the reference is to
Shechem.

23. See Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39, 7042.
24. See E. Unger, Rl-{, Il,207.
25. See Donner, 76 n. l; Wildberger, Isaiah 28-39, lM3.
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priest's turban with a violet lace (NRSV "blue cord") and engraved with the inscription
qo/ei l"yhwh ("holy to Yahweh"). The inscription itself, besides confirming the high
priest's special status, possibly also functioned apotropaically and enhanced the effi-
cacy of the "flower," which is, "of course, already in itself a prophylactic, as it is an el-
ement of life and life-giving power,"26 as attested by Egyptian examples.2T

After the insertion of the instructions regarding the headpiece (Ex. 28:39 is
secondary28), instructions are given for attaching the diadem (v. 37b). The details of the
bombastic formulation appended in v. 38 are not entirely comprehensible, though the
passage does associate the "flower" with the Israelites' sacrifices. "Should the sacrifice
for any reason at all not be 'well-pleasing,' perilous 'guilt' would result, which the
High Priest would have to take upon himself; the flower is in this case to protect him
from the consequences of this 'guilt."'2e

The remaining information concerning the high priestly diadem in Exodus and Le-
viticus derives from later redactional material in the Priestly (P) cultic regulations.3O

Ex. 39:30 closely follows 28:36-38 (with addenda) and qualifies the golden diadem
appositionally as n€zer haqqdjei ("holy diadem"; similarly also Lev. 8:9 and, depen-
dent on if,Ex.29:6). Later texts use the expression nEzer haqqodei for the sis on the
headpiece of the high priest, and this additional designation as "holy" was probably
prompted by the inscription and by the ornament's cultic function.

Noth believes that the priestly diadem was so designated after the model of the
nezer of the king, since during the postexilic period the diadem itself together with
other parts of the king's regalia allegedly passed to the high priest.3l It is doubtful the
passages Noth adduces genuinely support this thesis. The mention of the nEzer in 2 K.
lll.|2as. comes from the hand of a late Priestly redactor who accommodates the en-
thronement of the king to the consecration ceremony of the high priest.32 Priestly fea-
tures are similarly inserted into the Davidic motif in Ps. 132:18, which derives from
circles related to the Chronicler's theology. 2 S. l:10 is on the whole a late text and is
presumably dealing not with royal insignia at all, but rather with the amulets or identi-
fying insignia of the army commander. The remark "you have defiled his [the king's]
nezer in the dust" in Ps. 89:40(39) is unique. Comparable expressions consistently use

the expression'"1arA for "crown/diadem" (Jer. 13:18; Lam. 5:16; Ezk.21:31[26]).zt
The term '"turA is apparently the technical term for the crown of the Davidic kings (cf.
2 S. 12:34 par. I Ch. 20:2 andlsa. 62:3; Ps. 2l:4[3]), and it also appears in the earliest
witness for the royal ideology of the high priest (Zech.6:l l,l4). Sir. 45:12 mentions a

26. M. Noth, Exodus. OTL (Eng. trans. 1962),225.
27. See De Buck.
28. See Noth, Exodus,225.
29. rbid.
30. See tbid.,274-75; M. Noth, Leviticus. OTL(Eng. trans. 1965),68-69. Concerning the pri-

ority of Ex. 28, see also Utzschneider, 246.
3 1. "Office and Vocation," 236; idem, Exodus, 226.
32.SeeLevin, I8,46-47,52-53;E.Wi.irthwein,DieBiicherderKdnige, partII: 1. Ki)n. 17-

2. Kdn.25. ATD XUz (1984),348.
33. See Veijola, 99-100.
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"crown of fine gold" ('oterel paz) alongside the sis of the high priest (or are the two be-
ing identified?).

A great many diadems have been found that imitate flower garlands or are decorated
with several adjoining, embossed (open) blossoms, or that themselves are shaped like
blossoms or rosettes.34

The account of Aaron's sprouting staff in Nu. 17:16-26(1-11) alludes to the sis as

the diadem of the high priest. The substantive appears in v. 23(8) with its basic mean-
ing as the internal object alongside the verb sws. In connection with the late postexilic
dispute regarding the legitimacy and function of the various groups of cult functionar-
ies at the Jerusalem temple, this particular passage defends the position of the
Aaronide priesthood (cf. Nu. l6-l71.zs

The meaning of sis in Jer.48:9 and of ststmin Sir.43:19 is disputed. It is ques-

tionable whether the word is to be associated with sefisuma (Moran), a Ugaritic gloss
to Akk. eqel/eql€t tabti, "salt steppe" (saltworks?30;. The Ugaritic term ,rs means
"salt pit, garden."37 According to Moran,38 Jer. 48:9 ("give salt for Moab") is to be
understood as a symbolic act referring to total destruction commensurate with Jgs.

9:45.3e The LXX tses sZmeia, suggesting the cj. styfin ("gravemarker").40 In Sir.
43:19 ststm cannot mean "salt crystals," since the parallel cola compare frost with
salt and ;i,sim with sapphire; the context (vv. l7b-20) rather suggests the meaning
"ice flowers."4l

3. filt. The derivative sisft (collective sg.) refers to the flower/blossom-shaped or-
namentation on a garment hem, i.e., to tufts or tassels (Nu. l5:38-39) or on the head

or hair (Ezk. 8:3). Nu. 15:37-41 draws from Dt. 22t12 and provides a religious inter-
pretation for the regulation that is missing from the passage in Deuteronomy, namely,
that the tassels are to recall the commandments. V. 39 (secondary) then provides an

additional explanation. The language here represents the mixed Dtr-P style typical of
the later period. The tassels were originally status symbols or functioned apo-
tropaically.a2

4. ;t; II. 2 Ch. 20l.16 refers to a sis ascent (ma'"lch ha;pi;). "Given the context here,
it can refer only to the ascent from En-gedi to the plateau . . . the pass is generally inter-
preted as the 'ascent of flowers' . . . though it is also possible that the element f !I actu-

34. See Weippert. 8RL2.287-88, with illustrationsl Schroer. 49.412: I*xAg, 1.833: VI, 46:
Grirg, BN 3 (1977) 25-26; ANEP, no. 614.

35. Wenham, 280-81.
36. AHu III, 1095a, 1377; see PRU, Yl,146. See also BRIz, 264-65.
37. KTU 4.344,22; HAL,lll, 1023b.
38. Moran, 71.
39. See Gevirtz, 62 n. 2; Kuschke, 184 n. 13.
40. See W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUI2 (31968), 274-75.
41. See HAL, lll, 1023b, "frost crystals."
42.SeeAuS, V 68ff.,82-83; Weippeft,BRL2, 186; Galling, BRLz,257; foriconographicpars.

see Bertman.
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ally refers to'saltery, salt pan'; cf. Ugar. ss."a3 Harel documents a route up from En-
gedi to Tekoa and on to Jerusalem that might be identified with the "ascent of flow-
ers."4

5. The Verb nss. In the qal the verb nss occurs only as a participle in Ezk. l:7+: with
the meaning "glitter, gleam." In the hiphil the verb occurs in Eccl. l2:5; Cant. 6:111,

7:13(12) with the meaning "blossom, bloom." The reading in Eccl. L2:5 may involve a

scribal error with the word yanZs. Rudolph considers changing the pointing in Cant.

6: I I to h"nasft (perf. + interrogative particle) and a derivation from Middle Heb./Aram.
nw{.46 Grapes and pomegranates were popular ancient Near Eastern metaphors for fe-
male breasts, and the blossoming of the vine and pomegranate tree could symbolize the

awakening capacity for love.aT

6. nEs, nissd. The substantival derivatives of nss I, namely, n4s I andn issd, refer not
to the entire flower but only to the blossom, with nes refering to the individual blos-
som and to the entire group of blossoms especially on grapevines (Gen. 40: l0; Sir. 50:8

fread knsny 'npym, "stch as flowering twigs"+8];. Cant.2:12 refers not to the splendor
of the held flowers, but to that of the grapevine.ae

Job l5:33 suggests understanding nissh as a collective. In Isa. l8:5 it seems to be a

noun of lanit (nomen unitatis).so

7. nis6s. The subst. nis6s (Isa. l:31; Sir. 1l:32) means "spark" (see discussion of
Ezk.l:7 above).

V. l. LXX. The LXX translates the verbs sws I and nss with the meaning "bloom,
blossom," as anth6o, more frequently with exanth4o. In Isa. 2J:6 sws is translated as

blastdno alongside exanth66 for prl.t. Sir. 43:l9b deviates from the Hebrew text. The

LXX rendering didlcypsan in Ps. 91 :8 is incomprehensible ("they looked through"). In
Cant.2:9 the LXX translates sws II as ekbjpto.5l

The LXX generally translates the nouns ,si,r, ,ri.sr?, nEs, and nissd in the basic mean-

ing "flower, blossom," as dnthos (also in Isa. 28:1,4). In Gen. 40:10 it translates nes as

43. Weippert, 326-27: on Ugar. ss see preceding discussion.
44. "Israelite and Roman Roads in the Judean Desert," IEJ 17 (1967) 19,22; cf. P. Welten,

Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung, in den Chronikbilchern. WMANT 42 (1973), 148-49,152.
45.Zorell, LexHebAram, s.v., takes a different view in interpreting the form as the polel ptcp.

of a root nws II attested only here.
46. W. Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth - Das Hohelied - Die Klagelieder. KAT XYIUI-3 (1962),

166. But cf. F. Delitzsch, Song of Songs and Ecclesiastes. KD (Eng. trans. repr. 1951), 1 16.

47. See O. Keel, Song of Songs (Eng. trans. 1994),223.
48. HAL,II, 858.
49. Keel, Song, l0l.
50. On the background see Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39,95-96.
51. Concerning the LXX's deviation from the MT in Ezk. 1:7, see W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l.

Herm (Eng. trans. 1979), 83.
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blast6s ("shoot"). The LXX renders the specialized meaning "diadem" as pdtalon
("leaf, plate") in Ex. 28:36;36:37 (= MT 39:30); Lev. 8:9, or as stdphanos ("wreath")
in Sir. 40:4; 45l.12.lt calls the blossom ornaments in the temple interior (l K.6:32,351'
vv. 18,29 are not in LXX) pitala diapepetasmina ("spread leaves"). In Nu. 15:38-39
sisft ("tassel") is rendered as krdspedon (pl.); the expression is paraphrased in Ezk. 8:3
by ti6s koryphiis mou, and ntsbs ("spark") is translated as spinthilr

2. Qumran. The verbs sws and nss and their substantival derivatives are attested in
Qumran only in their basic meanings and are largely used metaphorically. The term sis
occurs in IQH 6:15; 4Q185 l-2, I, l0-l I (bis) in a citation from Isa. 40:6-8. The verb
sws I hiphil occurs in lQH 7:8 as a metaphor for the effects of faith (cf. 6:15 and
10:32).

In I lQPsa 24:13 (Ps. 155: l4), nss refers to the "proliferation" of sin (cf. also 4Q500
l:2).ln I lQPsa 21:12 (Sir. 5l:13ff.) neT symbolizes the maturing of a person. The text
of IQH 10:32 is corrupt.

Steins

)g sul, \2+ ,atot rrr; )?r? tdtat r

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences; 3. Word Field; 4. LXX. II. Significance of
Shadows in Palestinian Life: 1. Seasons and Days; 2. Shady Locales: a. Inside the City;
b. Outside the City; c. Human and Animal Shadows; 3. Time. III. Figurative Use in the Ancient
Near East and in the OT: l. Protection; 2. Transitoriness. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The Heb. s€l, "shadow" (including the denominated verb s// II [Bib-
lical Aram. 1)tl tU III qal "become shady," hiphil "to shade, cover, put on a rool'), is a
primary nounr that in this basic meaning is attested in all the Semitic languages.2 Pho-
netic considerations in the various languages suggest a Proto-Semitic *1ll.t

The Semitic languages attest the following: Arab. zill (verb zalla);a Ugar. -zl;5 OSA

se7 P. Bordreuil,'A I'ombre d'Elohim," RHPR46 (1966) 368-91; G. Dalman, AuS, Il2,pas-
sim, esp. 504-7, 609; B. George, Zu den altcigyptischen Vorstellungen vom Schatten als Seele.
Habelts Dissertationsdrucke. Klassische Philologie 7 (1970); B. Halper, "The Participial Forma-
tions of the Geminate Verbs. III," ZAW 30 (lglD) 201-28, esp. 216; W. Schenkel, "Schatten,"
LexAg, Y,535-36; S. Schulz, "oxrd xrtr.," TDNT Vll,394-4OO; concerning the contrast light/
darkness, -+ :lp! l.taiaft, Y,245-59.

l. BIe, $61b'.
2. G. Bergstriisset, lntro. to the Semitic lnnguages (Eng. trans. 1983),214-15.
3. Ibid., 214 n. l0 see HAL, II, 375b.
4. Wehr, 581-82; Lane,U5, l9l4-15.
5. WUS, no.2371.
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4ll, verb z//;6 Bedouin dill;1 Akk. sillu (verb sullulu);8 Biblical Heb. and Middle Heb.

se-l (verb sll);e Eth. sdldlot (verb salala II);to 1ir.. sdldl (verb salla)itt Old Aram. s//rz
as a place-name or personal name.l3 Uncertain witnesses include Pun. s/ and OSA
sll.ta ln most of the Aramaic dialects (Egyptian Aramaic, Samaritan, Syriac, Mandaic,
Christian Palestinian, etc.), one finds r//, ls e.g., Jewish Aram. (determined) titlld', f ldld
(verb ///),16 including Biblical Aram. tll II in Dnl. 4:9 and aramaizing Biblical Heb. tlll
in Neh. 3:15.t7

The noun seJ derives from the basic form xpi//. 18 The Tg., Vulg., and other witnesses
apparently read the secondary form sel'"lim in Job 40:21-22, refering to jujube trees
(Arab. da'l).re Alongside the nouns adduced here with the meaning "shade" (figurative:
"protection") and the denominated verbs, many languages attest further derivations, of-
ten with a mem prefix with the meaning "shield, roof, house" (e.g., Ugar. mzlPo par.
m1b, "house"). Aramaic also attests the construction tilldni, "ghost," a semantic depar-
ture from the other examples.2l The Heb. noun se./ is masculine (in Isa. 38:8 par. 2 K.
20:11, read 'aier yar"QA + haiiemei with LXX).

The term s// III (cf. Arab. 4alla D, "to throw shadows, to shade"; see above) is not
etymologically related to the homonymous Heb. root s// I (Arab. salla), "to sound, res-
onate"(I S.3:1l;2K.2l:12;Jer.l9:2;Hab.3:l6),ors//II,"tosinkdown"(cf.Arab.
dalla, "disappear," Akk. salalu, "lie down," Middle Heb. s//, "sink, become clear") (Ex.
15: l0; probably also Sir. 34[31]:20, qrb swll ILXX mdtiosl, "clear, sober stomach"),
nor with tll ll (Arab. talla), "wotnd" (lQlsaa 5}:6).zz Hence the meaning of ;El,
"shade," did not really develop from the notion of "something that passes away" (cf.
Arab. dalla).zz

6. Beeston, 172.
7. AuS, U2, 504; see Bergstriisser, Intro., 186.
8. AHw, III, I 101-2, I 1 l0- I I ; CAD, Xvl, 189-94, 238-43.
9. HAL, lll, 1024-25, lO27-28; IQH 6:15, etc.; Jastrow, 1281,1284.
lO. IzxLingAeth, 1256-57.
ll. WbTigre, 631-32.
12. KAI 2228.3; 2238.10.
13. See R. Degen, Altaramiiische Grammatik der Inschriften des 10.-8. Jh.s v. Ch. AKM 38/3

(1969;219791, 32ff.; S. Segert, Aharamtiische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975), 86,93.
14. DNSI,ll,967; Beeston, 142.
15. Documentation in DNS/, I, 423; HAL, lll, 1024b; Beyer, 590.
16. Jastrow, 523,537.
17. Wagner, 60.
18. Concerning the forms sil"/"16 (Job 4O:22) and sil"b (Jer.6:4), see ale, $$71x, 72t; GK,

$10g. Concerning the aramaizing form s"lalim (Cant.2:17 par. 4:6), see GK, $93ww.
19. HAL, rrr,992b.
20. KTU 1.3, Y 39ff., etc. (ANET 134b,1.39).
21. Beyer,590; see Jastrow, 538; DNS1, l, 423-24; see III below.
22. +;1llv} m"sfild, VII, 515-16.
23.Lane,U5,l796c; contra Halper, 216 (falsely as zalla). Concerning the relationship with

additional, phonetically similar Hebrew roots, -+ )P ml, V,323-30; -i D)I ;elem, Xll,386-96;
-, nt??I salmawel.
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2. Occurrences. The noun occurs 52 times in the OT. In Isa.34:15 read bEseyhd,
"her eggs."2+ By contrast, emendations to or from ;el are unnecessary in Neh. l3:19;zs
Ps. 121:5; Eccl.l:12;Jer.48:45.26 Uncertain passages include I S. 10:2, cj. qcl;afu,
"glowing shadow," or sEl s'htah, "shadow of a rock," for the place-name selsaft (NRSV
Zelzah).zt

The occurrences are distributed as follows: 2 in the Pentateuch; 6 in the Dtr History;
1 in Chronicles; 5 in Job; l0 in Psalms; 4 in Ecclesiastes; 3 in Canticles (2:17 and 4:6
are pars.); 8 in Isaiah (6 in secondary passages [38:8 par.2K.2O:ll]);2 in Deutero-
Isaiah; 2 in Jeremiah; 1 in Lamentations;4 in Ezekiel; 2 in Hosea; 2 in Jonah. The term
occurs once in Sirach (14:27).In the OT the word occurs 8 times as subject, T as accu-
sative object, once as dative object. It is the predicative noun in 3 passages (once with
k1,and in 5 the predicate in a substantive clause (twice with k"; once with be). It is
used 34 times with a preposition (be, ke lboth in textually uncertain passagesl, 1", min),
generally as an adverbial qualifier.

The verb s// III appears twice in the OT, once in Nehemiah (qal) and once in Ezekiel
(hiphil); tll also occurs twice, once in Nehemiah (piel) and once in Daniel (Aram.
haphel).

Although many passages are difficult to date (the language of the Psalms), most
seem to belong to the postexilic period. Clearly preexilic passages include Gen. 19:8 J;
Jgs. 9:15;28 lsa.30:2-3; Jer. 6:4; Hos. 4:13. Lam.4:20 was probably composed shortly
after 587 and employs archaic (courtly) language.2e

3. Word Field. The word field of sZl is delimited by parallelism and context, and en-
compasses two main spheres.

a. The connotation "protection" has attracted to sel verbal or substantive forms of the
roots Jr4 "conceal," sftft, "isolate, cover protectivelyl' ksh, "cover," hb', "conceall' imr
"watch, guard," hsh, "seek refuge," 'fiz, "take refuge" or 'zz, "prove oneself strong";30
also nsl hiphil, "rescue," hyh, "livel' yib b"/tahag "sit in/under," etc.

b. When the reference is to the "transitorinesss" of a shadow,3l sel carl, be used to-
gether with nth, "extend, stretch out," 'br "pass by," stu; "give way," 'ih yamtm, "waste
daysl' hlk, "go (forward)" (in contrastlo ihb, "go back"), brh, "disappear" (in contrast
to'md, "remain," 'rt, "last a long time," miqweh, "lingering"). Parallels to sZl include
helel, "breath," 'arbeh, "locust," sis, "flower," 'die!, "weedl' and especially the "days"
(ydmim) of human beings ('aQam1.zz

24. See H. Wildberger, Jesaja (28-39). BK Xl3 (1982), 1329.
25. See II.2.a.
26. See III.l.c.
27. See HAL, III, 1030-31, and the comms.
28. T. Veijola, Das Kdnigtum in der Beurteilung der deuteronomistischen Historiographie.

Suomalaisen Tiedeakatemian Tbimituksia B 198 (Helsinki, 1977), 120.
29. See H. J. Boecker, Klagelieder ZBKXXI (1985), 14, 84.
30. -+ liY? ma'62, Yll,44l-48.
31. See III.2.
32. Concerning the various imagery, also -+ 1')\lJ l.tA;ia y, 127 -30.
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Concerning the broader word field, cf. + ':ll2B baiak,tt "be dark," though sel is not ac-

tually used with this root itself in the OT. The reason may be that hdief;, "darkness," refers

more to the threatening side of darkness, while seJ refers more to its beneficent side.3a

4. lXX. The LXX translates sZl 31 times (beyond the MT also in Job 15:29; Isa.

38:8[end]) with skid (otherwise only skid thandtoufor salmawel) and once as skidzein,

14 times (and in important variants Jgs.9:15; Isa.25:5[end];51:16) as skdp€ (Gen.

19:8 variant stlge) arrd once as skepdzein, once each as asphdleia (Isa.34:15) and

kair6s.It remains untranslated 4 times. The LXX renders sll (tll) III once in the piel as

skepdn (variant stdgein) and 4 times in the hiphil or haphel as skidzein (Dnl. 4:9[12]
variant kataskEnoiln; 2 S. 20:6; Jon. 4:6 [intentional wordplay!] misread from nsl

hiphil) and once (only in Ezk.3l3 variant) as skipZ; in Neh. 13:19 the LXX reads

s// II (see below).
The LXX translation kattiskios it Zech. l:8 (MT m"suld) presupposes a participial

adjective from the root s// III. An easier conjecture than *m"silld, "tent, hut, shady

place" (Arab. mizallah),zs i" to assume the defective spelling of -+ ;f)tyn m'sfild,
"depth." Similarly syskios for mesill61, "ring, sound," in 14.20 variant incorrectly pre-

supposes a form of s// IIL36

The LXX translates,s// I3 times as Zchein (proseuchii Hab. 3:16 after Aram. s/',

"pray"),37 q// II once as djein and once as kathistdnai (MT probably reads s// III).

II. Significance of Shadows in Palestinian Life.
l. Seasons and Days. The OT originally reckoned only with the seasons of summer

and winter (Gen. 8:22; Ps.74:17 , etc.). The searing east wind could appear as early as

mid-April (Hos. l3:15;Jon.4:8, etc.), making the weather unbearably warm.38 At the

beginning of April, the sun strikes Jerusalem at an angle of over 62", eventually climb-
ing to 8l".re Accordingly, shade is of enormous importance in the heat of the Palestin-

ian summer. Temperatures quickly rise during midday (l S. 11:9; Sir. 43:2ff.), some-

times becoming unbearable even in the shade of houses as early as l0 a.m.aO At
"midday" (;ohorayim), when during the hottest time of the day (hdm hayy6m) the light
is the brightest and even the shadows disappear (cf., e.g., Isa.58:10; l6:3),+t people

(Gen. 18:Iff.; Sir. 34:16, etc.) and animals (cf. Cant. I :7; Isa. 49:10; while giving birth,

33. -+ V. 245-59.
34. See III.
35. Additional suggestions in K. Seybotd, Bilder zum Tempelbau. SBS 70 (1974), 67tr.
36. See even W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja 1-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KATXllll

4 (1976),72,233; Bab. Pesal.t. 5Oa.

37. See HAL, lll,1027a.
38. O. Keel and M. Kiichlel Orte und ktndschaften der Bibel, I (ZurichlCologne/Giittingen,

1982), 38tr.
39. Roughly comparable to Dallas, Texas, U.S.A.; by contrast, it strikes Edmonton, Alberta,

Canada, and Berlin, Germany, at ca. 60o; see AuS, V2,281, 482.
40. See AuS, U2,473,484,615.
41. See II.3.
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Ezk.3l:6)tz seek to escape the heat. Those who are able retreat to the shade of the tent

entrance (presupposed in Gen. l8:l; pelah-ha'6hel) or enjoy the miika! hassohorayim
("midday nap"; 2 S. 4:5; ll:2; I K. 18:27) in a cool (m"qerd) house (Jgs. 3:20,24).
Travelers also rest at midday in the breezy shade of a tree (Gen. 18:4,8; 1 K. l3:14). By
contrast, simple farmers, shepherds, servants, vineyard workers, and day laborers can-

not always escape the sun (Gen. 31:40; Job 7:2: Cant. l:7;Ml2012); sweat (zc'A)

trickles down over their faces (Gen. 3:19), and their skin has been burned a dark color

Gdhar, i"harho4 Cant. 1:5-6). Especially during the harvest, it was imperative to keep

working even through the midday heata3 (cf. Prov. l0:5; Ruth 2:14 presupposes a break
for lunch), although with no shade "over his head" ('al-ro'i6, Jon. 4:6) a laborer could

die from heat stroke (nkh hiphil; Jth. 8:2-3; cf. Ps. 121:6; Isa. 49: l0; Jon. 4:8; or even at

midmorning, 2K.4:18-20). Hence the shade for which the slave longs (Job 7:2, i'p) is
vital, and the loss of one's cloaka (cf., e.g., Ex.22:25-26) could endanger a person's

life. Refugees are also defenselessly exposed to the heat (Jer. 48:45; cf. Gen. 2l:15:.
Lev. 2343:' I K. 19:3-4), and also need shade in order to hide (Isa. 16:3; cf . 49:2;

5l:16; from animals in Job 40:22; cf., e.g., Ezk. 17:23).

After midday, even the shadows outside the house have warmed up,45 and only the

presence of the west wind and the lengthening of shadows during the afternoon (Can.

2:17 par. 4:6; Jer.6:4)a6 ease the heat (e.g., Gen. 3:8). A person can still enjoy this re-

spite during the evening in the city gate (Gen. 19:1). Wanderers should be mindful of
finding a shaded place to rest (1 K. 19:4,9; cf. Gen. l9:2ff .; Jgs. 19:1lff.) from the sim-

ilarly detrimental light of the moon (Ps. 121:6; Bab. Git. TOa).+'t At night, even Venus

can cast a shadow.a8

2. Shady Locales. a. Inside the City.Inside the city. (cf. Jer. 48:45),ae shade can be

found under the rafters (q6r6, Gen.19:8) of a house (cf. Jgs. 3:20,24;2 S. 4:5; Ugar.

mzll, "roof, house") and under the covered city gate (qrhII, e.g., Neh. 2:8; tll I, 3:15;
cf . gag, 2 S. 18:24). The OT does not mention the shade of walls, which lasts only
briefly when the sun's angle is so steep.so

The evening shadows cast by exterior city walls may be the reference in Neh. 13:19

cj.: 'dr"ftfi silob ia'"rA, "when the shadows of the gates became long,"st or, better, MT
"when the gates cast long shadows" (cf. Jewish Aram. s// peal;sz cf. the time of closing
in Josh. 2:5).

42. See CAD, XYl, 189-90.
43. KAr 200.3-4. 10-l l.
44. KAr 200.8-9.
45. AuS, V2, 609.
46. See in this regard AuS, U2,613-14,616.
47. rbid.,640.
48. Ibid.. 503.
49. See III.l.c.
50. See AHw, Ill,1101; AzS, U2,483.
51. W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT U20 (1949),207
52. Jastrow, 1284.
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Umbrellas and shade fronds were also common in the ancient Near East.53 H. Bauer

adduces the Journey of Wen-Amon to Phoenicia, which tells how "the shadow of his

lotus blossom fell upon me . . . the shadow of Pharaoh."5a

b. Outside the City. Outside the city, one is most likely to find shade beneath trees

and large shrubs. In this connection the OT specifically mentions 'all6n, "oakl' 'cld,

"terebinth," Tldn (Aram.), "large treel' 'erez, "cedar(?)" (in Ezk. 31:3 [cf. 27:6], one

should probably read t"'aiifiri "cyprus," in parallel), lilneh, "storax treel' b"r6i, "jttni-
per|' se'"lim, 'Jujube trees" (par. '"rd!d, "Euphrates poplar"), qiqdybn, "castor-oil
plant," tappfiah, "apple tree." Grapevines ( gepen) allowed to grow up the side of trees

can also cast considerable shadows (Ps. 80:11[Eng. 10]1.ss

Hence the reference to "sitting under their own vines and under their own fig trees

ff'end)" (1 K. 5:4-5[4:24-25); Mic. 4:4, etc.)s6 it doubtless also thinking of the

shade such plants provide. Precisely the expression "under (tafuafi a plant" is refer-
ring in other passages as well to this source of shade without explicitly mentioning
sZl at all (cf. esp. Gen. 18:1,4,8; 1 K. 13:14; in the steppe, Gen. 21:15; I K. 19:4-5;

Job 30:7; in a miraculous transformation of the steppe in Isa.4l:19;s7 perhaps also

55:13; 60:13;st also Jgs. 4:5; I S. l4:2:22:6). The OT does not yet mention the fear
prompted in later generations by the notion of demons lurking in the shade of certain

trees.59

Hos. 4:13 attributes the presence of Canaanite cults "under every green ttee" (kol-
'es ra'andn, so, e.g., Dt. l2:2; the versions refer in part to "shady" trees; individual
types are mentioned in Isa. l:29; 57:5; Hos. 4:13) to the "good (t6U shade" those trees

provide. Some trees (Lev.23:40; Neh. 8:15) offer the "shade of their branches" (sel

dalty6ldyw, Ezk. 17:23) for the construction of a booth (sukkd, Isa. 4:6; Jon. 4:5-6,

etc.).60 The shade of the boxthorn ('Aldil, however, is not enough to shelter other trees

(differently in Ezk. 3l:16-11, text uncertain, referring to the cedar); Jgs. 9:15 provides

an ironic twist to the Jotham parable.

When no trees or shrubs are available in the barren heights (iepaytm) or in the

parched land ('eres '\cpA), travelers might hope for the shade of mountains (hartm,

Jgs. 9:36; cf. Isa. 16:1,3), of large rocks (selc'-kabcd, lsa.32:2), of a cave (cf. 1 K.
l9:9,13; Ex. 33:22-23;6r Isa. 2:19), or of a cloud, albeit the latter generally available

only for brief periods during the summeFz ('ab, Isa. 25:5; cf .4:5; Nu. 10:34; Wis.

53. ANEP, nos. 144, 355 LexAg, V I 104-5.
54. H. Bauer, "Phdnikischer Wortwitz im Reisebericht des Un-Amunl' OLZ 28 (1925) 571-

'72; TGII, 46:, ANET 28a, Wen-Amon, 45; see III.l.a.
55. AuS, IV 315-16.
56. -+ IPI gepen (gephen), III, 53-61.
57. K. Elliger, Deuterojesaja (40,145,7). BK){VI (1978), 166, 168.
58. O. H. Steck, "Jesaia 60: l3 - Bauholz oder Tempelgarten," BN 30 (1985) 29-34, esp.3l.
59. Bab. Pes. 11 lb; AuS, Ut,57:'112,505-6.
60. See 8RL2.202.
61. J. Jeremias, Theophanie. WMANT lO lztgrrr, rOr-r.
62. AuS, U2,508-9.
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l0:17, etc.). Nomads find respite in the shade of their tents (cf. Gen. 18:l; 4:2O, etc.;

Ugar. 4l frmt, "shadow of the tent[?]"63).
c. Human and Animal Shadows. Only rarely does the OT refer to human shadows.

T\e ifilammil wishes to sit in the shadow of her beloved (Cant. 2:3), and the people in
the shadow of their king (Lam. 4:20; Ezk. 3l:2-3,6ff., etc.).64 Even a hand can cast a

shadow (Isa. 49:2; cf. 51:16), or, among animals, a bird's wir,gs (k"napayim;6s Ps. 17:8;

36:8[7]; 57:2|ll1,63:8[7]; cf .91:1,4; also Isa. 8:8, etc.).66 All these passages, however,

metaphorically enhance the actual extension of both human and animal shadows.

3. Time. Time can be measured against the regular course of shadows. At midday
during the summer, objects such as walls and a vertically held finger cast no shadow at

all67 (e.g.,Isa. 16:3), while that of animals is directly below them (Bab. Pes. 50a). An-
other fixed time is when an object and its shadow are the same size.68 The hour of wage
payment may also have been determined by the lengthening of shadows (Jer. 6:4; Cant.
2:17 Job 7:2;0s 

"1.Dt.24:14-15; 
Neh. l3:19). More precise sundials (shadow tables,

directional dials) were introduced beginning in the 2d millennium in Mesopotamia and

Egypt, one from the Late Bronze Age having been discovered in Gezer.70 Nonetheless,

the "steps," ma'"161, in2 K.20:9-ll par. Isa. 38:8 (NRSV "intervals") probably refer to
a staircase rather than to a sundial (so already Tg., Vulg.).7l In any event, the point here

is that Yahweh abrogates an apparently dependable natural law (cf. Josh. 10:12ff.).zz

III. Figuratiye Use in the Ancient Near East and in the OT. The "shadow" has its
own logogram or determinative in the Babylonian-Assyrian and Egyptian scripts.T3

Characteristic features of its figurative use in the ancient Near East include the four as-

pects of blackness, semblance, coolness/protection, and quick, silent movement.Ta

The aspect of "darkness" plays no role as a comparative element in the OT's figura-
tive use of shadows, deferring rather to the deeper (Isa. 16:3) blackness of nocturnal
darkness.T5 The OT similarly only rarely adduces the element of semblance (cf. Jgs.

63. KTU 1.14, II, l2; III,55.
64. See III.l.a.
65. -+ 'fJJ kanap, VlI,229-31.
66. See III.l.b.
67. AuS, ll2, 596,610-11; see ANET,445b, Prophecy of Neferti: "No one knows when mid-

day falls, for his shadow cannot be distinguished."
68. AaS, U2,614.
69. GesTh, 1169.
70.E.Graefe, LexAg,Y,1l05-6; G.Fohrer, BHHWlII, l822-23;M.Weippert, BRL2,166.
71. See the thorough discussion in Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39, 1453.
'12. See lll.2.
73. MI in PNs, otherwise GIS.MI, Sum. gissr.r, Akk. si//u. See R. Borger, Akkadische

Zeichenliste. AOAT Sonderreihe 6 (1971), nos. 296, 427.Egyptian has the sunshade hieroglyph
iw[y].t; see I{bAS, lY, 432-33; George, 6; New Egyp. fub.t ) hyb.t; see George, 9-10; also
wbAs, \1,225.

74. George, 4.
75. -+ :tp! haiak, Y,245-59; + nl??I salmawel.
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9:36; Job l7:7).In particular, Biblical Hebrew does not attest the meaning of "ghost,

shadowy figure" that developed from the notion of semblance in Egyptian, Aramaic,

and Greek.76 Ugaritic witnesses for al "spirit," might be present in KTU 1.161, I (pl.;.zu

l. Protectiott. a. The King. In both Mesopotamia and Egypt the king claimed to be

the shadow protecting the country and the world.78 The king's umbrella symbolizes

this dominion.Te In Mesopotamia stepping into his shadow bestows on a person a privi-

leged and possibly well-compensated status,8o and in Egypt the king's "frond bearer"

Gsybw) was the title of an official position.8l

Lam. 4:20 presupposes the presence of this royal ideology during the preexilic pe-

riod, although the older OT witnesses do contest this function of the shadow/protective

power with regard to both their own and the Egyptian king (Jgs. 9:15; Isa. 3O:2-3;Lam.

4:20), or predict the fetling of the ruler viewed as the "tree" of the world (Ezk. 3 I x;sz

also Isa. 10:33; Ezk. 17:24; l9 lOff.; Dnl. 4).Later passages, however, anticipate that

the messianic ruler will prove worthy of this claim (Isa. 32:2;Ezk. 17:23). Dnl. 4:7'

8(10-1 l) recounts the rise and fall of Nabonidus'83

b. God. The notion of the "shadow" of a god is also a widespread motif in the ancient

Near East.sa Alongside the king (though only the king in EgypC5), other figures also in-

voked such divine protection in Mesopotamia.86 According to one source, however, "a

god's shadow is the human being, and a slave (?) is the shadow of a human being . . . but the

king is the mirror (?) of the god"87 (here ;illu seems to mean "reflection, semblance").88

76. For Egyptian see WbAS,IY 433; nAn, gS; George, passim; Schenkel, 535-36. For Ara-

maic see l.l; AuS, ll2, 639. For Greek see, e.g., Homer Od. 10.495; Schulz, 397' Also -+ EtN?ll

repaim; -+ E!t)Y '"lohtm, 1,261-84.
= 

77. See M. Di;dch and O. Loretz, "Epigraphische und inhaltliche Probleme in KTU l.l6li'
Uf 15(1983) 17-24,esp. lS,whoidentifythiswordasasecondaryformof slm, "statue";cf.J.de
Flolg6, Inscriptions hiiroglyphiques cop'iies 

"n 
Egypte. Etudes dgyptologiques IX (Paris, 1977),

78lro, 15 J. C. de Moor, 'An Incanration against Evil Spirits," UF 12 (1980) 429-32, esp. 430, 432.

78. Mesopotamia: W H. P. R<imer, Sumerische "Kbnigshymnen" der Isin-Zeit (Leiden,

1965),21123-24,51-52;cf. 18-19,62n.147,2101212-13:,CAD,XYl,191'92,243;e.g',CHll'
48; XXIV 46 (TUAT 1, 4l;76; ANET, 163-80). Egypt: wbAS, IV. 432:. George,5 n.9, 128-29.

See esp. Bordreuil, 373,375tr.; F. Crtisemann, Der Widerstand gegen das Kdnigtum. WMANT 49

( 1 97 8 ), 21 -22; Wlldber ger, J e s aj a 2 8- 3 9, 125 5 -5 6 -

79. See ll.2.a.
80. A. L. Oppenheim, 'Assyriological Gleanings IV"' BASOR lO7 (194'7) 7-11, esp. 9-10'

Sl.B.Schmitz,LexAg,Yl, l162:EA 106:38(cf. II, 1171):musalil(iarri); cf.alsotheJour-
ney of Wen-Amon to Phoenicia, ll, 45-46, TGP, 46: ANET 28,11. 45-46.

82. See G. Widengren, The King and the Tree of Life. UUA O95lt4),58; W. Zimmerli,

Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 146-48.

83. See R. Meyer, Das Gebet des Nabonid. SSAW lO7/3 (1962).

84. See A. Falkenstein, Sumerische Gdtterlieder. AHAW (1959/I), 15122,83187:' CAD, XYL
190-91, 242 (esp. regarding PNs); WblS, LY,432-33; George, 5 n.8; 127-28-

85. RAR, 675.
86.8.g., ABL,45l,11-12; Oppenheim, BASOR 107 (1947) 9-10; also PNs.

87. See BWL,282; Bordreuil, 376-71 (with bibliog.).
88. ABL, 652 r., l0- I l.
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Yahweh provides a shadow as comprehensive, vitalse protection to those who
"trust" in him (bth,Ps.9l:l-2), particularly to the "weak" (dal) and the "poor" ('epy6n,
lsa. 25:4), the "servant" ('ebed, lsa. 49:2-3),so indeed, to "people" in general (b"nA
'dddm, Ps.36:8[7]).

The OT also views Yahweh as a great bird (Ps. 17:8; 36:8[7];5j:2U);63:8[7]; cf.
9l:U1,4; Ruth 2: l2; Dt.32:11, etc.)er with whom the small bird (the supplicant; cf. ps.

74:19;91:3-4, etc.) "seeks refuge" (hsh b", etc.). such statements derive from expres-
sions of trust.

Some scholars believe the kenapayim, "wingsl'actually refer to the protected, asy-
lum area surrounding the pair of cherubim in the "holy of holies" (d"!ia I K. 6:23ff.).tz
This notion was indeed widespread, and is noticeable especially in Egyptian portrayals
of the gods.e:

Yahweh is also portrayed as a shady tree (Hos. 14:8-9[7-8]), a house (ps. 9l: I ?s+ cf.
lsa.25:4), and anthropomorphically (lsa. 49:2;51:16; cf. Ps. 139:5); or he casrs shad-
ows by means of clouds, a canopy (Isa. 4:5; cf . 25:4-5), or a plant (Jon. 4:6).e5

Yahweh is equated with sZl in Ps. l2l:5;Isa.25:4 (said of foreign gods in Nu.
l4:9[E? P?] !); only subsequently is the image of Yahweh's shadow developed in Hos.
14:8(7) or of Shaddai in Ps. 9l : I . None of these passages dates reliably to the preexilic
period, though Isaiah does proleptically pick up and transform this psalm language
(30:2).eo

The personal names constructed with seJ are probably also quite old,e7 including
besal'el (abbreviated forms bsle8 besay, sillelay; cf. Akk. ina-sitli-GN), haslelp1nt,
selopl.taS (LXx, xs?lpaha/, a divine nameee). Uncertain examples include siila (Gen.
4:19ff. suggest s// I, "sound, resonate"); cf. also -!iyal, l.t"mfryal Old Aram. -s//,.Im Ugar.
zll.tot By contrast, ;almunna', the place-name selsafi,toz and s"lasal probably do not be-
long to sZl (cf. the lexicons)

c. other Protective shade can also be provided by a country or people (Isa. 30:2,
Egypt; cf. Ps. 80:1 1[ 10], Israel), a city (Jer. 48:45, Heshbon [BI1S cj. ?sel, ..nexr to," is

89. See II above.
90. See II.l above.
91. See II.2.c above.
92. W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der Bedrringten in den Feindpsalmen der Einqelnen. FRI^A,NT

81 t99l (1970),108-9, 148, etc.
93. O. Keel, The Symbolismof the BiblicalWorld(Eng. trans. 1978), 190-91, 173 WbAS, ly,

432 (Isis).
94. H. Gunkel , Die Psalmen. HKAT lU2 1st96g), 

^rr.95. See IL2 above.
96. O. Kaiser, Isaiah l3-39. OTL(Eng. trans. 1974),285-86.
97. See esp. lPN; Bordreuil, 380-81, 385-86.
98. Arad,49:1.
99. H. P. Mtiller, "Gott und die Gtitter in den Anfiingen der biblischen Religion," in O. Keel,

ed., Monotheismus im alten Israel und seiner Umweh. BB 14 (1980), 120.
100. See I.l. above.
tot. KTU 4.6t0, t, 12.
102. See I.2.
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unnecessarylo3l; Isa. 16:1,3, Jerusalem, specifically the temple on Zionloa), hospitality

in someone's house (Gen. l9:8; cf. Jgs. 19.23-24; Sir.29:22) or tent (presupposed in

Jgs. 4:18; cf., e.g., Ps.27), or a person (Cant. 2:3tos). Eccl. 7:12 addresses the shadow

or protective power of wisdom (hof,mA;1hs 1sx1l06 is supported by Sir. 1420,27, and

Wis. 10:15,17) and money (kesep), but then relativizes bothl0T (a different view is

taken, e.g., in Prov. 3:13-14;8:19; Sir.5l:28).ro8

2. Transitoriness. The likening of the human life span (ydmtm) to a shadow de-

rives from the wisdom tradition. The most important accompanying key term is
'addm, "human being" (Job 14:1-2; Ps. 144:4: Eccl- 6:12, --) 912"1 raia', the

"wicked" in 8:13; also 1 Ch. 29:15, [related to] Job 8:9; Ps' 102:l2llll). As our
lined by the attendant word field, especially the antithetical terms 'md, miqweh,

ifrb,tos the idea is that a human life span, like a shadow, cannot be grasped or held

fast (Sir. 34:2 par. "wind"; cf . Ps. 1444), but rather simply runs inexorably forward,

i.s., su1.ll0 Hence when Hezekiah's life is prolonged, it is no accident that, as an ac-

companying sign, the shadow "goes" backward (ifib, 2 K. 2O:2,6,9-l I par. Isa'

38: 1,5,8).
This notion doubtless also involves the perception that at day's end, shadows

quickly elongate (nth,Ps.lO2:l2ll1l; cf. 109:23; Jer. 6:4)rrr and then disappear with-

out a trace (Wis. 2:4-5; 5:9ff.; brb, Job l4:2; cf .9:25)-
The transitoriness of shadows also plays a role when the protection afforded by

foreign gods is contested (Nu. 14:9), or when the mortally ill compare themselves

to waning shadows (Ps. 109:23). By contrast, when Job says he is but a "shadow" of
his former self (17:7), the reference is to the lean semblance effected by shad

ows.l 12

IV. Qumran. In Qumran both the noun and verb appear in IQH 6:15, wysl sl'l kwl,

"it shall cover the whole . . . with its shadow." The (textually comlpt) context suggests

the reference is to a world 11ss.l13 The lament on transitoriness 4Q185 picks up from

Job 8:9; Eccl.6:12 8:13; Ps. 102:12(11) the familiar notion that a person's days are

103. Concerning this expression, see CAD, Xyl, l9l; George, 5 n. 11, 129-

104. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 199'1), 142:' cf. the temple designation "[Re]

Sun Shadow," LexAg, Y, 1103-4.
105. George, 5 n.10,129.
106. Conjectural suggestion in H. W. Hertzberg, Der Prediger. KAT XYlll4-5 (1963)' 139.

107. A. Latha, Kohelet. BKXIX (1978), 128-29.
108.concerningtheuncertainmeaning of 4.1 ksp(patn[]t7 [rs,"of gold"),KTUl.4,ll,26-

2j, see lilIJS, no.2371: UT no. lO52; CML2,57; F. Lokkegaard, "Some Reflexions on Reading

F. O. Hvidberg-Hansen's Book la ddesse Tntl' UF 14 (1982) 139.
109. See I.3.b.
110. See also II.3.
ll. AuS, U2,614-15.
12. See III.
13. See III.1.a.
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"like shadows."r14 llQPsa 19;12 picks up the
shadow. The conrext in 4Q502 8:3 and 4e504

motif of the refuge provided by God's
27:2 is corrupt.

Schwab

114. See H. Lichtenberger, "Eine weisheitliche mahnrede in den eumranfunden (4elg5)," in
M. Delcor, et al., Qumran: sa pidtd, sa thiologie et son milieu. BETL 46 (197g), 154--55.

nl) ;aua

contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. occurrences. III. use: l. eal;2. Hiphil: a. with
Human Subjects; b. With Yahweh/God as Subject. IV. eumran and LXX.

r. Etymology and Meaning. The root s/h is fairly common not only in Hebrew but
also in the South Semitic (Old South Arabic; Tigrifla) and Norrhwest Semitic lan-
guages, namely, in Phoenician and Punic in personal names, then also in Aramaic,r in
Biblical Aramaic,2 Jewish Aramaic, on into Samaritan and Syriac.3 The root does not
appear in Ugaritic or in Aramaic inscriptions.

Evidence shows, however, that the root could exhibit an extremely broad semantic
spectrum, including "to split, set on fire, be successful, intrude, succeed, advance,,, etc.
The result was that early on, scholars assumed not only that a semantic development or
fanning out had taken place (e.g., between the individual verbal ..stems,'; cf. the pael
and [h]aphel in Aramaic or Syriac), but also thar different roots were actually in
volved.a More recent dictionaries (also puech and Srebp), however, assume correctly
that a single root underwent a semantic development in the sense of "force in, penetrate
-; split -+ permeate," "get beyond a person -+ succeed."5 By contrast, Blau adduces

salah. I. Blau, "Uber homonyme und angeblich homonyme wurzeln ll: vr 7 (lgi:.) 9g-102,
esp. 100-101; E. Puech, "Sur la racine 'slh'en h6breu et en aram6en," sem2l (1971) 5-19;
M. Srebg, "n)v slh to succeed." TLor ri,1077-80; H. Tawil, "ueu."* niynmir-, aii"oi-
eiEru./iuiuru: A Lexicographical Note," JBL95 (1976) 405-13.

l. Ahiqar 125; see DNS/, U, 967;Beyer,676.
2. See II below.
3. See HAL, Iil,1025-26l' SabO, 1077; also puech.
4. See the surveys in Blau and in Tawil, 405-6.
5. See SebO, 1017;Tawil, 407.
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Am. 5:6 and Sir. 8:10 in postulating the presence of a root sllr II, "ignite, burn."6 Al-
though Tawil also adduces the Akk. root ei4ru/iuiuru to illustrate and support the se-

mantic breadth of Heb. slh, this Akkadian root does not and cannot function as a re-

lated parallel to s/f.

II. Occurrences. The root s//r occurs only as a verb in the OT, with 25 occurences

of the qal and 40 of the hiphil, as well as 4 in the haphel in the Aramaic portions of the

OT (Ezr. 5:8; 6:14; Dnl. 3:30; 6:29lEng.28l). The qal occurs in Nu' 14:41; Jgs'

14:6,19; 15:14; I S. 10:6,10; 1l:6; 16:13 18:10; 2 S. 19:18(17); Ps. 45:5(4); Isa'

53 lO;54:17; Jer. l2:l; I37,10 22:30(bis); Ezk. l5:4; 16:13; 17:9,10,15; Dnl' 11:27;

Am. 5:6. The hiphil occurs in Gen. 24:21,40,42,56;39:2,3,23;Dt.28:29; Josh' 1:8;

Jgs. l8:5; 1K.22:12,15; I Ch.22:ll,l3;29:23;2Ch.7:lll'13:12l,14:6(1); l8:11'14;

20:20;24:20;26:5;31:21 32:30; Neh. l:ll 2:20; Ps. l:3; 37:7:118:25; Prov. 28:13,

Isa. 48:15; 55:11; Jer. 2:37 5:28;32:5; Dnl. 8:12,24,25; ll:36.
To these passages one can also add Hebrew Sir. 8:10; ll:17 38:.14;43:26 (qal);

9:12;39|8;41:l (hiphil) , and 4 occulrences in the Qumran texts, including CD 13:21

(hiphil); lQ21 fr.l,II:5 (qal?); llQT 53:21 (hiphil);4Q381 48:3 (hiphil)'

The word freld of s/h includes especially -+ '1lI) kdier (with derivatives) and -+
)>W S*t.t The more or less frxed expressions in which s/ft is used are also of impor-

tance.S

Problematical translations or readings include Am. 5:6 (force an entry, penetrate -
cf. Sir. 8:10? - as "ignite and then burn"? LXX analdmpein) and 2 S. 19: 18( 17) ("they

passed through the Jordan": is the underlying notion "cut through, penetrate" here as

well?).e

III. Use.
l. Qal. Compared to the passages in the hiphil with their direct and indirect refer-

ences to Yahweh or God,l0 those using the qal, while not necessarily more concrete, are

perhaps semantically somewhat reduced and may even include those problem passages

mentioned above (Am. 5:6; 2 S. l9:181171). One textual group includes the expression

"the spirit of Yahweh 'attained' [= came upon] a person'" The LXX generally uses

hillomai or its derivatives in these passages, all of which include either an account or a

promise (.,will anain") in speaking about this particular gift (Jgs. 14:6,191. l5:14: Sam-

son; I S.10:6,10; ll.6;16:13;in 1S. l8:l0,"anevilspiritfromGod"rushesuponSaul)'
The most common notion is that someone "succeeds" at something, or is able to

"complete" it. According to Ezk. 16:13, Jerusalem "attained" royal status (adden-

dum?). Ps.45:5(4) probably articulates a wish to the king.tt According to Isa. 53:10,

6. See the critical responses of SebO, 1077:' and Tawil, 41 1-13.

7. SebO, 1079, adduces more distantly related terms'
8. See III below.
9. On both passages and the suggested translations or emendations, see HAL, lll,1026-27.
10. See 2 below.
11. Concerning other interpretations, see HAL, lll, 1026.
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Yahweh's will "will succeed" through the servant (cf. Isa. 55:11, hiphil with regard to
Yahweh's word). The same understanding of "succeeding" is at work in sir. I l: 17 and
38:14, while 43:26 even associates it with Yahweh's work of creation. Jer. l2: I speaks
of how the "way" of the wicked succeeds.l2

By contrast, more frequently we read that something "will not succeed," that some-
one will "not be able to do" something, or that some person or thing is "no longer use-
ful" for something. Such applies in Nu. 14:.41 to the people's attempt to conquer the
land without Yahweh's help. Isa.54:17 promises that no weapon "fashioned against
you [Zionllsrael]" will succeed. According to Ezk. 15:4, the charred wood of the vine
branch is not suitable for anything (formulated as a rhetorical question, picking up the
same expression again in v.5; cf. Jer. l3:7,10;.t: Similar arguments are used in Ezk.
17:7,9(cf. Ps. 1:3forthisimagery). Jer.22:30 portraysJehoiachinasamanwithout
good fortune who succeeded at nothing his entire life; moreover, the same will apply to
his descendants on the Davidic throne (cf. again in l3:7,10 how Jeremiah's loincloth
"is good for nothing"). According to Dnl. lll.27, the intrigues of Antiochus III and
Ptolemy VI "shall not succeed, since an end will come at the time appointed" (by
Yahweh, who is, however, not mentioned directly).la

2. Hiphil. a. with Human subjects. only a few or passages remark that human be-
ings (can) make something succeed (s/ir hiphil). Although the construction of the tem-
ple(Ezr.5:8; 6:14)orof cityfortifications(2Ch. l4:6[7])rsdoesmoveforwardsuc-
cessfully, it is clear that Yahweh is providing the aid necessary for such progress and
success. The same applies to Dnl.3:30 and 6:29(28). Hence the wise should not fret
over or envy those who prosper and succeed (Ps.37:7; Sir. 9:12; cf. Sir. 4l:l). And
even though the eleventh horn (the arrogant king Antiochus IV) does indeed "succeed"
at some things (Dnl. 8:12,24,25), God will certainly impose limitations (cf. Dnl.
ll:36b). In the accusation of Jer. 5:28, the negation of the immediately preceding
clause (lo'-danfr) also applies to the subsequent yaslthfi.t6

The respect and success Solomon enjoys (according to I ch. 29:23;2ch.1:ll) attests
yet again the Chronicler's inclination to use the verb s/ft hiphil, an inclination already evi-
dent in the remark concerning the construction of city fortifications (2 Ch. 14:6[7]; see
above) and underscored by the absence of any parallels in Kings. Hezekiah also "suc-
ceeded" in everything because of his faith (2 ch. 3l:21;32:30). Those who seek GodrT
"succeed" (2 Ch. 14:6[7);26:5;31:21),jusr as do those who keep yahweh's law (l Ch.
22:13: cf. Ps. l:3 and Josh. l:8). By contrast, the opposite behavior results in a lack of
success (2 Ch. 24:20). Here the Chronicler is accommodating the use of s/ft to his interest
in the act-consequence schema, closely coupling piety with the success of construction

12. See III.2.b.
13. On this interpretation see W Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 191.9),329.
14. -+ ll q4s.
15. On the attendant gift of peace and rest, m"nfrhd, -+ ftl) nfrah, LX,277-86.
16. So, correctly, Tawil, 409ff.
17. -+ Vial darai (darash), Ill,293-307.
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projects and military undertakings.l8 Here too it is ultimately Yahweh who is responsible

for that success even though such is not explicitly stated. The same applies to Prov. 28: 13,

according to which "no one who conceals transgressions" will be successful'

Finally, the supplications and petitions in Ps. I 18:25 and Neh. 1:11 make clear that

earthly success is ultimately viewed as coming from Yahweh.

b. With Yahweh/God as Subject. In both straight narrative and promises, s//r with

Yahweh as the explicit subject is used to interpret and understand certain events as the

result or as part of divine guidance. Such is the case in Gen. 24, where s/h hiphil func-

tions virtually as a leitmotif (vv. 21,40,42,56), and in Gen.39:2,3,23, and Josh. l:8, the

last of which again links the notion with loyalty to the Torah (cf. Ps. 1:3).

The combination of s/ft hiphil and the assertion that Yahweh was "with" someonele

(Gen. 39:2,3,23) also occurs in 1 Ch. 22:ll 2Ch.13:12. The interpretive remark "Yahweh

willgiveitintothehand"isusedin 1K.22:12,15;cf.2Ch.18:ll,14asparallels.Itcomes
as no surprise that in this connection s/ft is often associated with a person's "way"20 (in the

concrete sense as the path from A to B in Jgs. 18:5?; cf. the hgurative use in Gen.

24:21,40,42,56; Josh. 1:8; Isa. 48:15 [Cyrus]; also Dt. 28:29; cf. also l lQT 58:21).

This particular understanding of divine guidance is also evident, in an even more

figurative sense, in Isa. 55:11 (Yahweh's word "succeeds"); Neh. 2:20; and part of a
war address in 2 Ch. 2O:2Othat can be compared to Isa. 7:9. Sir. 39:18 probably also

belongs in this context.
Of course, Yahweh can also choose not to allow something to succeed. In this ca-

pacity, he may be mentioned directly or indirectiy as the subject, as in the curse in Dt.

28:29, or in the oracles of judgment in [er. 2:37 32:5. 2 Ch. 13:12 speaks in this way

about Israel's war against Judah, which Yahweh (v. l0) will not allow to succeed.

IV. Qumran and LXX. The 4 occurrences of this root in the Qumran writings fol-
low OT usage. CD 13:21 (and probably also the fragment lQ27 fr.l, II:5) speaks about

how someone will "not succeed," the reference being to an opponent of the Qumran
community or to someone similarly negatively qualified. I IQT 58:21 associates the

verb in the hiphilzt with success "in all his ways on which he has set out." 4Q381 48:3

uses the verb in connection with the (new) creation when the petitioner pleads for suc-

cess "through the breath of your mouth."
The LXX translates slh largely with euodortn (and its derivatives)22 and w'th

hdllesthai (and its derivatives; esp. in connection with the expression "Yahweh's/God's

spirit comes upon someone"). More than ten additional lexemes are used for rendering

more precise semantic nuances in individual passages. 
Hausmann

18. In this regard see P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den

chronikbiichem. WMANT 42 (1973), 18, 50; T. Willi, Die Chronik als Auslegung. FRI-ANT 106
(t972), t7 t, r77 , 227 -28.

19. -+ hR 'e! ('eth),1, 449-63.
20. -+ ''l'11 derek @erekh), Ill,270-93.
21. See III.2.b.
22. In this regard see W. Michaelis, "e$o66to," TDNT Y, 109-14.
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Contents: I. Word: 1. Etymology;2.LXX;3. Word Field. II. Images in Israel's Environs:

l. Mesopotamia;2.Egypt. III. OT: l. selem as Pictorial Representation;2. Human Beings as

God's selem. IV. Deuterocanonical Writings. V. Qumran.

selem. C. Aldred, "Bild ('Lebendigkeit' eines Bildes)." LexAg. l. 793ff.: A. Angerstorfer,
"Gedanken zur Analyse der Inschrift(en) der Beterstatue vom Tel Fechenye in BN 22 ( I 983) 9 I -
106: BN 24 ( 1984) 7- 1 l; idem, "Hebraisch dmw, und aramaisch dmw(t): Ein Sprachproblem der
Imago-Dei-Lehre," BN 24 (1984) 30-43; idem, "Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen bzw. des
Krinigs - ein sumerisches Theologumenon?" BN 27 (1985) 7 -lO; J . Barr, "The Image of God in
the Book of Genesis: A Study of Terminologyl' BJRL 5l (1968) 1 l-26; K.-H. Bernhardt, 'Bild,"
BHHW I, 249-50; idem, Gott und Bild. ThArb 2 (1956); H. Bonnet, "Bild," Rl& 1 1 8-20; idem,
"Kultbild," nln, +tO-t 1; P. Bordreuil, "'A I'ombre d'Elohim': Le thEme de I'ombre protectrice
dans 1'Ancien Orient et ses rapports avec 'L'Imago Dei,'" RIIPR 46 (1966) 368-91; H. van den
Bussche, "L'homme cr66 i l'image de Dieu," Collationes Brugenses et Gandavenses 3l
(Brtigge-Gent, 1948) 185-95; W. Caspari, "Imago divina," FS Reinhold Seeberg, I (Leipzig,
1929), 197-208; D. J. A. Clines, "The Image of God in Man," TynB 19 (1968) 53-103; idem,
"The Etymology of Hebrew Seleml' JNSL3 (1974) 19-25: P.-E. Dion, "Ressemblance et image
du Dieu," DBS, X, 365-403; idem, "Image et ressemblance en aram6en ancien," Science et Esprit
34 (MontreaVlournai, 1982) l5l-53; C. Dohmen, "Die Statue von Tell Fechefje und die
Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen: Ein Beitrag zur Bilderterminologie," BN 22 (1983) 9l-106;
J. Ebach, "Die Erschaffung des Menschen als Bild Gottes," Pastoraltheologie: Wissenschaft und
Praxis 66 (197'7) 198-214; G. Fohreq "Theologische Ztige des Menschenbildes im AT," Studien
zur ahtestamentlichen Theologie und Geschichte. BZAW ll5 (1969), 176-94; K. Galling, Das
Bild vom Menschen in biblischer Sicht (Mainz, 1947); \dem, "Gtitterbild, weibliches," BRl2,
lll-19; B. Gemseq "Bilder und Bilderverehrung II. Im AI und NT," RGG3, I, l27l-73;
M. Gdrg, 'Alles hast du gelegt unter seine Ftisse," Freude an der Weisung des Herrn. FS
H. Gross (Stuttgart, 21987), 125-48: idem, "Das Menschenbild in der Priesterschrift," BiKi 42
(1987) 2l-29; H. Gross, "Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen l' l,ex tua veritas. FS H. Junker
(Trier, 1961), 89-100; W. Gross, "Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen im Kontext der
Priesterschrift: TQ 16l (1981) 244-64; J. Hehn, "Zum Terminus 'Bild Gottes ,'" FS E. Sachau
(Berlin, l9l5),36-52; W. Helck, "Kultstatue," I"exAg, lll,859-63; J. Hempel, Gott, Mensch und
Tier im AT mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung von Gen. 1-3. BZAW 8l (1961), 198-229;
S. Herrmann, "Die Naturlehre des Schripfungsberichtes: Erwiigungen zur Vorgeschichte von
Genesis l: TLZ 86 (1961) 413-24; idem, "'Gottebenbildlichkeit'- der Begriff und seine
Funktion im Rahmen biblischer Theologie]' Innere Mission 59 (1969) 280-871' E. Hornung, "Der
Mensch als 'Bild Gottes'in Agypten," in O. Loretz, ed., Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen
(Munich, 1967), 123-56; F. Horst, "Der Mensch als Ebenbild Gottes," Gottes Recht:
Gesammelte Studien zum Recht imAT. ThB 12 (1961),222-34;P. Humbert, Erudes sur le ricit du
paradis et de la chute dans la Genise (NeuchAtel, 1940); idem, "Trois notes sur Genbse 1,"
Interpretationes ad W Pertinentes. FS S. Mowinckel. NTT 56 (1955) 85-96; G. A. J6nsson, ?"fte

Image of God : Gene sis l : 26 -2S in a Century of OT Re search. CBOT 26 (1988); L. Koehler, "Die
Grundstelle der Imago-Dei-Lehre, Genesis I,26: TZ 4 (1948) 16-22 = L. Scheffczyk , ed., Der
Mensch als Bild Gottes. WdF 124 (1969), 3-9; H. M. Kiimmel, "Bemerkungen zu den
altorientalischen Berichten von der Menschensch<ipfung," WO 7 (19'13174) 25-38; S. Lehming
and J. Jervell, 'Abbild, Ebenbild," BHHW I, 4-5; S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies in
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I. Word.
l. Etymology. The term selem deives from a root slm not actually attested in He-

brew itself, though it does occur in Jewish Aramaic, Palmyrene, and Syriac with the

meaning "add images," Arab. salama, "to chop off, hew, cut, carve."l

Biblical and Ancient Oriental Literatures. AOAT 204 (1980), esp. 48-50; O. Loretz, "Der
Mensch als Ebenbild Gottes," Anima 19 (1964) lO9-20 = Scheffczyk, ed., Der Mensch als Bild
Gottes, ll4-30; idem, Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen (Munich, 1967); V. Maag'

"sumerische und babylonische Mythen von der Erschaffung des Menschen ]' Asiatische Studien

8 (1954) 85-106 - Kultur Kulturkontakt und Religion (Gtittingen, 1980), 38-59; idem,
'Alttestamentliche Anthropogonie in ihrem Verhiiltnis zur altorientalischen Mythologie,"
Asiatische Studien 9 (1955) 15-40 = Kultur, Kulturkontakt und Religion, 60-89; T. N. D.

Mettinger, 'Abbild oder Urbild? 'Imago Dei'in traditionsgeschichtlicher Sicht," ZAW 86 (1974)

403-2+ F. Micha6li, Dieu d I'image de I'homme (Neuch6tel, 1950); J. M. Miller, "In the 'Image'

and 'Likeness' of God," JBL 9l (1972) 289-304; B. Ockinga, Die..Gottebenbildlichkeit im alten

Agypten und im AT. Studien zur Geschichte, Kultur und Religion Agyptens und des AT7 (1984);

f. btto, "Der Mensch als Geschtipf und Bild Gottes in Agypten," Probleme biblischer
Theologie. FS G. vonRcd (Munich, l97l), 335-48; S. Parpola, LettersfromAssyrian Scholars to

the Kings Esarhaddon and Assurbanipal: Texts. AOAT 5ll (1970); G. Pettinato, Das

altorienialische Menschenbild und die sumerischen und akkadischen Schbpfungsmythen.

Abhandlungen der Heidelberger .Akademie der Wissenschaften I (1971); G. von Rad, "eixtirv,

gD: The Divine Likeness in the OT," TDNT, lI, 390-92:' C. H. Ratschow' "Bilder und

Bilderverehrung I. Religionsgeschichtlich: RGG3, l, 1268-71;, J. Renger, "Kultbild. A.
philologisch," nt^q, vt,307-14; W. Rudolph, "Das Menschenbild des Nll' Dienst unter dem

wort. FS H. Schreiner (Gtitersloh, 1953), 238-51; A. Safran, "! a conception juive de I'homme,"

RTp98(1965) 193-207;J.F.A.Sawyer,"TheMeaningof D'i)$ ElIl ('inthelmageof God')
in Genesis I-XL" JfS 25 (1974) 418-26; K. L. Schmidt, "Homo imago Dei im Alten und Neuen

Testament," Eranos-Jahrbuch 15 (1947) 149-95 = Scheffczyk' ed., Der Mensch als Bild Gottes,

10-48; W. H. Schmidt, Die Schi)pfungsgeschichte der Priesterschrift. WMANT 11 1z196rr'
J. Schreiner, "Die Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen in der alttestamentlichen Exegese," in

J. Speck, ed., Das Personverstrindnis in der Pcidagogik und ihren Nachbarwissenschaften, Il
(1967),50-65; C. R. Smith, The Biblical Doctine of Man (London, 1951); J. J. Stamm, "Die
Imago-Lehre von Karl Barth und die alttestamentliche Wissenschaftl' Antwort. FS K. Barth (Zu-

rich; 1956), 84-98 = Scheffczyk, ed., Der Mensch als Bild Gottes, 49-68; idem, Die

Gottebenbildlichkeit des Menschen im AT. ThS 54 (Zollikon, 1959); idem' "Zw Ftage der Imago

Dei im Nl)' Humanitaet und Glaube: Gedenkschrift K. Guggisberger (Bern, 1973), 243-53:

O. H. Steck, Der Schbpfungsbericht der Priesterschrift. FRLANT 115 121931r' F. J. Stendebach,

"Die Bedeutung einer alttestamentlichen Anthropologie fiir die Verkiindigung und die

theologische Erwachsenenbildung," Bausteine biblischer Theologie. FS G. J. Botterweck. BBB

50 (1917), 333-49; E. J. Waschke, (Jntersuchungen zum Menschenbild der Urgeschichte. ThArb

43 (Berlin, 1984); P. Welten, "G<itterbild, miinnliches," BRLI,99-111; idem, "G<ittergruppe,"

BRLI, llg-221 W. Westendorf, "Die Menschen als Ebenbilder Pharaos," GM 46 (1981) 33-40;

C. Westermann, "EJS 'addmpersonl'TLOTl,31-42; H. Wildberger, "Das Abbild Gottes: Gen.

1,26-30:', 7Z 21 096, 245-59,481-501 = Jahwe und sein volk. ThB 66 (1979)' 110-45; idem,
'E7* ;elemimage," TLOTlll,1080-85; H. W. Wolff,Anthropology of the OT (Eng' trans. 1974)'

esp.'159ff.; E. Zenger, Gottes Bogen in den wolken. sBS 112 (1983); W. Zimmerli, Das

Minschenbild des AT. Theologische Existenz heute 14 (1949); idem, "Was ist der Mensch?"

Studien zur alttestamentlichen Theologie und Prophetie. Gesammelte Aufscitze, ll. ThB 5l
(1974) 311-24.

l. HAI. I[, 1028a.
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The subst. selem occtrs in Ugaritic in the expression s/la pny and twice in corrupt
texts;2 also Phoen. s/z;3 Middle Hebrew with the meaning "likeness, statue, idol";
Jewish Aram. ;alma,' Old Aram. glmTslmh, "the image, his image";a Biblical Aram.
s."lem; Syr. salma, selemta; Christian Palestinian Aram. slm; Mand. silma,5..image,
idol, figure, form"; Nabatean and Palmyrene, along with the inscriptions of Hatra, have
slm, slm', and slmt', "statue";o OSA 4lm and slm,1 "likeness, semblance, statue"; Arab.
{anam (as an Aramaic loanwords), "idol."

The occasional suggestion that the lexeme selem derives from,reJ, "shadow,"e is un-
tenable.r0 Although F. Delitzsch associates ;elemwith Akk. salamu and Arab. 4alima,
"to become black, be dark,"ll this derivation applies at most only to ps. 39:7(Eng. 6)
and 73:20,t2 and even there is by no means necessary.l3 Wildberger has correctly
shown that "separation into two roots is not likely, and the consistent derivation from
slm'to cut of is illuminating, esp.because AYk. salmu clearly means 'statue."'r4

2. lxx. The LXX generally translates selem as eik6n, though as eidolon in Nu.
33:52, homoioma in I S. 6:5, and as t-jpos in Am. 5:26.15

3. Word Field. The word field of selem includes demfr1(Gen. l:26;5:1,3),..likeness,
similarity,"to semel (sEmel), "image" (Dt. 4: l6; Ezk. 8:3,5), -, )OD pesel, ,,divine im-
age, idol" (8x.20:4; Dt.5:8; Jgs. l8:14,17-18),to'ar "form, hgure" (Jgs.8:18; I S.
28:14), talntl, "model, pattern, form" (Ex. 25:9,40; Dt. 4:16-18; Isa. 44:13), temfinL,
"form, appearance, figure" (Dt.4:12,15;5:8; Ex. 20:4).

2. KTU 2.31,61:1.13,18; 1.23,57; see M. Dietrich and O. Loretz,.,Ugaritisch filmtnd slml,
uF 19 (1987) 407t.

3. DNSr, II, 968-69.
4. KAl225.3,6;226.2; DNS/, II, 968.
5. MdD,393b.
6. KAI237-57; DNSI,II, 968-69.
7. Beeston, 172, 143, respectively.
8. See S. Fraenkel, Die aramciischen Fremdwdrter im Arabischerz (1886; repr. Leiden, 1962),

273; cf . HAL, Ill, lo28b; GesB, 684. Concerning Akk. salmu, see 11.1.
9. Bordreuil, 389; W. H. Schmidt, 133 n. l.
10. see T. N<tldeke, review of F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen hebr.-aram.

Wdrterbuches zum AT (1886), in ZDMG 40 (1886) 733-34; idem, '.n).Q)! und E)X,', ZAW tj
(1897) 186-87.

I l. F. Delitzsch, Prolegomena eines neuen hebr-aram. Wbrterbuches 7um AT (1886), 140 n.
4; opposed by J. Cantineau, "Tadmorea," Syr 14 (1933) 171.

12. Humbert, Etudes, 156; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und parallelen zum
Bibelw<irterbuch," W 9 (1959) 272.

13. E. wtirthwein, "Erwrigungen zu Psalm 73," wort und Existenz (Grittingen, lg1-o), 169;
H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Erg. trans. 1987),418; idem, psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989),83-
84.

14. TLOT III, 1080. concerning the rendering of ;elem in the Tg., see Angerstorfer, BN 24
(1984) 42.

15. Wildberger, TLOT III, 1084.
16. -+ i'lD'I ddmA @amdh)lll,250-60.
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II. Images in Israel's Environs.
l. Mesopotamia. The Ayk. salmu(m) II (Hurr. zalam) means "statue, figure, image,"

and can refer more specifically to the statue of a god or king, to statuettes of suppli
cants, statues of demons, witches, sick persons, to reliefs or even flat pictures, figura-

tively to an astral image, something's form, or a likeness or paragon. It also occurs as

the name of a deity.tz The king can be called the likeness of a god.l8 The invocation

priest can also be viewed as the likeness of a deity, in which case the allusion is clearly

to his function.le The Sumerian terms for statue are dil, alam, and NU.20

The statue of a god not only represents that god but is the living god itself.2l In pro-

ducing and consecrating statues of the gods, special rites such as opening the mouth

were observed.22

Hehn and Maag, as well as others, originally drew attention to comparative material

from Mesopotamia in understanding the notion of human beings made in the divine

likeness.23 Pettinato then thoroughly examined the material anew.z4 In a review of
Pettinato's work, Kiimmel concluded that the problem of such reference to human be-

ings as the likeness of God was not yet sufficiently addressed.25 The understanding of
z.ikru as a "likeness" and thus of Enkidu's likeness to Anu seemed especially question-

able.26 Moreover, because Enkidu is a hero like Gilgamesh, statements about his cre-

ation do not necessarily also apply to the creation of human beings.27

2. Egypt. The understanding of images attested in Egyptian materials resembles that

from Mesopotamia. The cultic statue of a god is the actual body in which that deity

dwells.28 Statues even of influential persons and of the pharaoh were understood as the

locus of a hidden power, of the Ka, effected by the ritual of mouth opening and presenta-

tion of the person's name. One might mention especially the figurines of servants who

were to serve their lord in the underworld, and the shawabti (ushabti) who freed the de-

ceased from agricultural work in the realm of Osiris.2e In the cult of the dead, the statue

l'1 . AHw, llt, lO78-79; CAD, XVl,78-85; cf. S. Dalley, "The God Salmu and the Winged

Diskl' Iraq 48 (1986) 85-101.
18. ABL, 6:17;55:4 (Neo-Assyrian); R. Campbell Thompson, The Reports of the Magicians

and Astrologers of Nineveh and Babylon in the British Museum (London, 1900), 1705.2 (Neo-

Babylonian).
i9. See c. Meier, "Die zweite Tafel der Serie brt mcserii' AfO 14 (l94ll44) 150-51, 11.225-26.

20. Renger, 307.
21. A.L. Oppenheim, Ancient Mesopotamia (Chicago, 1964 219171, 183ff.; H. Ringgren'

"The Symbolism of Mesopotamian Cult Images." Religious Symbols and Their Functions.

Scripta Instituti Donneriani Aboensis 10 (Uppsala, 1979)' 105-9.

22. Renger, 309, 312-13.
23. AOT 134-35,137,205-6,209; ANET 100, 108.

24. See also Parpola, 98-99, 112-13; Loewenstamm, 48-49.
25. Kiimmel, 30-31.
26. Gllg. 2ll 33. See Pettinato, 42.

27. See Angerstorfer, BN 27 (1985) 10; W Gross, 247-48.
28. Helck, 859; cf. Bonnet, "Kultbild," RAR, 410.
29. Aldred,794.
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in and of itself was the substitute body ensuring the continued existence of the deceased.
Indeed, the magical power of this imagery involves the entire furnishings of the tomb,
and the various pictorial representations were a living reality for the deceased.3o

Hornung was the first to investigate systematically the rich and varied terminology
associated with the understanding of human beings as the divine likeness.3l Otto re-
mained rather reserved in this regard, suggesting that the extremely dispersed and even
sparse evidence about human beings as the likeness of the deity was actually referring
to human ritual and moral capacity (Instruction of Ani),:z and that the understanding
attested by the Instruction of Meri-ka-Re was unique.33 ockinga then came to an ex-
tremely critical conclusion, suggesting that the terms twt.w, hn.ti, izp, and sirz.w refer
exclusively to the king as the concrete likeness of God, while the terms znn, mi.ti or
mitt and ti.t tefer to divine likeness with regard to a person's nature and behavior.3a The
understanding of human beings asthe znn.w of god in the Instruction of Meri_ka_Re re_
fers to divine likeness with regard to specific human characteristics.35

III. OT.
l. selem as Pictorial Representation. The earliest OT witness for selem is found in

the ark narrative in 1 S. 6:5,1 1, which speaks of the images of boils and mice to be pre-
sented to Yahweh. By referring to these gifts as 'aiam, "atonement offering ,,, vv. 3-4
theologically reinterpret the original apotropaic function of this motif.36

Nu. 33:52 demands the destruction of all salma massek\l, "cast images,', referring
probably to idols. This texr itself is srrongly influenced by Dtrthinking.:z 2 K. ll:lg
par. 2 Ch. 23:1J recotnts the destruction of Ba'al's temple in Jerusalem along with
;"lamayw, "his images," actually a Dtr addendum to the text.38

Ezk. 7:20 accuses the Judeans of having made salma t6'aba!am,..abominable im-
ages."3e Ezk. 16:17 accuses the Jerusalemites of having made salmA zakar *male im_
ages," with which they "played the whore," possibly a reference to phallic symbols.+0

Ezk.23:14 Q speaks of salma kaidim, "images of the chaldeans," etched on a wall

30. Bonnet, "Bild," RA& l l8-20; cf. s. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans. 1973), 150-
56.

31. See also Wildberger, "Das Abbild Gottes."
32. On myty see Hornung, 128-31; also A. Volten, Studien zum Weisheitsbuch des Anii (Co-

penhagen, 1937), l6ltf.; Hornung, 153.
33. otto, 342-43. Meri-ka-Re text in NERf, 44-47 (trans. H. Brunner); also ANET, 414-lg

(trans. J. A. Wilson).
34. Ockinga, 127-30.
35. Ockinga, 139-40: cf. also Westendorf, 37-38.
36. wildberger, TLoT III, 1081. Concerning text-critical questions, see H. J. sroebe, Da.r

erste Buch Samuelis. KATVIIUI (1973), 146-47,150-51.
37' M. Noth, Numbers. orL (Eng. trans. 1968), 248. Also -+ i'l)DD masscf;d, vill,434.
38. E. wtirthwein, Die Biicher der Krinige, part II: 1. Kr;n. t7-2. Kiin. 25. ATD xr/2 (19g4),

345,348; W. Rudolph, Chronikbilcher HATI/21 (1955),2j1.
39. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 191.9), lgg,2ll.
40. Zimmerll Ezekiel 1,344; G. Fohrer, Ezechiel. HAT l/13 (21955),89; H. D. preuss,

Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971), 177 n. 35.
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with red coloring. The reference is probably to murals drawn with red lead,al and the

reproach in vv. 14-16 seems to have been prompted by Jerusalem's political behavior.a2

The text of Am. 5:26 is uncertain and represents a Dtr addendum. The expression

salmAf,em, "your images," refers probably to images of the Babylonian astral deities

Kaiwan (kayyamdnfi)a3 and Sakkuth (Sum. aS4C.XUC), both of which were manifes-

tations of Saturn.a Redactors distorted both names with the vowels of iiqqfts, "abomi-

nation."a5 The reference is probably to processions with standards bearing the divine

images.a6

The difficulties attaching to Ps. 39:7(6) and13:20 have prompted some scholars to

assume the presence of a root slm ll, "become black, be dark," in both passages and to

translate selemhere as "silhouette, fleeting shadow." This interpretation, however' is by

no means certain.aT In Ps. 39:7(6) {elem refers to a "dreamlike image."+s Although the

text in Ps. 73:20 is uncertain, it should probably be translated: "Like a dream upon

awaking, they have disappeared, and at rising one scorns his phantom," referring to the

immediate and harsh end of the wicked.ae

In the Aramaic portion of the OT, the noun s"lem (or selem wder Hebrew influence)

occurs in Dnl. 2:31(bis),32,34,35 as a reference to the colossal statue in

Nebuchadnezzar's vision representing the world order in the form of an empire.s0 It
also occurs in 3:1,2,3(bis),5,7,10,12,14,15,18 in reference to the divine image erected

by Nebuchad1ezzar. Finalty, in 3:19 the phrase ;"lem'anpbhirefers to "the image of
his face," "the expression of his face."5l

This evidence shows that;elem was used especially during the exilic-postexilic pe-

riod, and that the lexeme's basic meaning is "plastic [i.e., formative] replica," though it
occasionally might also refer to a relief or picture. The word can also refer figuratively

to a dream image, but cannot be viewed as a technical term for a cultic or divine image

as such.52

2. Human Beings as God's selem.The theologically most significant occurrences of
selem are in the primeval history (P: Gen. l:26-27;5:3; 9:6). The hrst consideration is

41. Zimmerll Ezekiel l, 486.
42. Preuss, Verspottung, 177.
43. See AHw, I,420:, CAD, VIII, 38.

44. E. Reiner, Surpu: A Collection of Sumerian and Akkadian Incantations. BAfO I I ( 1958)'

18, l. 180; K.-H. Bernhardt,BHHW, I,300; III, l'192-93.
45. W. Rudolph, Joel, Amos, Obadja, Jona. KAT XllU2 (1971),207; J. Jeremias, Amos' OTL

(Eng. trans. 1998),98, 105.

+e. g. w. wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. trans. 19'17),265; cf. W. H. Schmidt, "Die

deuteronomistische Redaktion des Amosbu chesl' ZAW'77 (1965) I 88-9 l.
47. See I above.
48. Kraus, Psalms l-59,418.
49. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,83-84, 89; differently wiirthwein, wort und Existenz, 169.

50. O. Plciger, Das Buch Daniel. KAf XVm (1965),52.
51.Ibid.,60.
52. In this regard see Bernhardt, BHHW 1,249; idem' Gott und Bild' 67-68'
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that the interpretations of human beings in the divine image that focus on the human
"spirit" or "soul" and its attendant powers of intellect and free will run contrary to the
anthropology of the Hebrew oT, which has no concept of a "spiritual nature,' in this
sense.53 The same applies to interpretations that one-sidedly equate this element with
physical similarities.5a This notion can refer only to the entire human being rather than
merely one part or a single characteristic.55 Exegetes who focus on the human corpo-
real figure also sense the deficiency attaching to this view and cannot quite bring them-
selves to exclude the spiritual side entirely.s6

The discussion in II above has shown that one cannot derive the notion of the divine
likeness of human beings directly from Israel's environs. Nor is the thesis entirely tenable
that Gen. l:26-27 is to be associated with ancient Near Eastern ideology of kingship.sT
Westermann correctly objects that, although the Egyptian and Mesopotamian parallels
do indeed involve the expression "image of god," it does not apply to the creation of hu-
man beings in the image of god.ss At the same time, although the Egyptian and
Mesopotamian parallels prove to be less applicable than at first glance, caution must also
be used regarding Westermann's own references to parallels from "primitive" cultures
even though the latter do speak about human beings being created in the image of a god.5e
The preceding discussion has shown how precisely one must articulate the concepts and
their context; such articulation is virtually impossible given the diffuse nature of the ma-
terial with its uncertain traditio-historical background and often uncritical transmission.

During the past few decades, two basic interpretive models have emerged for Gen.
l:26-27, though the two models in their own turn are presented with varying nuances.
The first model views human beings as God's representatives on earth, commissioned
with dominion over the nonhuman part of creation. The second views human beings as
God's counterpart such that a dialogical relationship becomes possible between God
and human beings.

The first model is represented by various scholars60 and has been emphatically artic-
ulated by W. Gross, who asserts that the connection (in the grammatically final sense)
in Gen. 1:26 makes clear that "human beings are created in the image of Elohim, i.e.,
they are created to rule over the animal world. This commission is the only substantive

53. see F. J. Stendebach, "Theologische Anthropologie des Jahwisten" (diss., Bonn, 1970),
248-61; idem, "Bedeutung," 336-41.

54. Humbert, Endes; idem, NIZ56 (1955) 88-89; Koehter, 5-6.
55. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21912),57-61; K. L. Schmidt, 14: Galling, Bild

vom Menschen, 1l-12; Stamm, Gottebenbildlichkeit, lj -18 c. westerman n, Genesis t-l I 1qng.
trans. 1984), 150.

56. H. Gunkel , Genesis (Eng. trans. 199j), ll3-14; von Rad, TDNI II. 390-91.
57. Wildberger, "Das Abbild Goues," l2O, 132.
58. Westermann, Genesis l-1 1, 153-54.
59. Ibid., 154.
60. Von Rad, TDNI II, 390; idem, Genesis, 57-61; idem, Theology of the OT,2 vols. (Eng.

trans. 1962-65),1, 144tr.; Hempel, 219;H. wildberger, "Das Abbild Goues," 113, 139-40; ideri,
TLOT lll, 1082-84; Steck, 150; Wolff, Anthropology, 16O-61; H. D. preuss, -+ i1D1 dam6
(dAmdhl Ill,259-60; Schreiner, 6l; J. Scharberr, Genesis. NEB (19g6), 45.

l
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content of the notion of divine likeness that P actually mentions."6t Zenger largely fol-
lows Gross and also accentuates the reference to the shepherd motif in Gen.
l:26b,28.62 M. Gdrg modifies this interpretation in that human beings "in the 'image of
God"' now assume the function of "God's spirit" over the chaos of the world (Gen.

l:2c),63 though the interpretation of rfiah -lohtm seems problematic.6a
The second model is similarly represented by various scholars,65 though one might

refer especially to Westermann, who frst emphasizes that the motif of the creation of
human beings in the image of a god belonged originally to an independent account of
the creation of human beings; as such, the motif must also be comprehensible quite
apart from the context of world creation.66 Westermann concludes that "what God de-
cides to create must be something that has a relationship to him." Ultimately, "this fur-
ther determination in the account of creation of human beings . . . consists in determin-
ing further the nature of the act of creation which enables an event to take place between
God and humans; it is not a question of a quality in human beings."6z T. N. D. Mettinger
advocates a rather peculiar thesis according to which the imago assertions articulate a

relation between human beings and a heavenly prototype, just as the tabernacle was
made according to a heavenly pattern or plan (tabnt!; cf. Ex. 25:9,40;26:30;27:8). On
this view, selemmust refer to something between God and human beings, and the heav-
enly prototype for human beings is then the heavenly beings who carry out the worship
service in the heavenly sanctuary.68 This interpretation falters not least on the absence of
the term selem in the context of 8x.25-21.6e In his study of the Aramaic inscription on
the statue at Tell Fekheriye, C. Dohmen suggests that dmwt there refers to the content of
the image, to "that which is portrayed," while s/ru refers to the external form, the
"statue."7o With regard to Gen. l:26, Dohmen then concludes that the functional asser-

tion intended there is composed of an element referring to God (selem: human beings
represent God in the world) and an element actually rendering God (d"mfi;: human be-
ings acquire the capacity to exercise this function by means of quasi-divine qualities).7l
Angerstorfer is justifiably skeptical toward this semantic differentiationbetween selem
and d"mfit.lz Both terms refer to the statue of the supplicant and are interchangeable.T3

61. W Gross, 259.
62. Znnger,86-90.
63. G<irg, FS H. Gross, 746; cf. idem, BiKi 42 (1987) 25-26.
64. See R. Kilign, "Gen 1:2 und die Urgritter von Hermopolisl' VT 16 (1966) 420-38.
65. W. Zimmeii, l. Mose 12-25, Abraham. ZBKU2 (1976),73; Stamm, "Imago-Lehre," 68;

idem, Gottebenbildlichkeit, 19; Maag, Kultu4 Kulturkontakt,79,85; Horst, 229-30; Galling, Bild
vom Menschen, 12; Rudolph, "Das Menschenbild," 248-49; Loretz, Gottebenbildlichkeit, 63.

66. See R. Albertz, Weltschdpfung und Menschenschdpfung. CThM N3 (1974),54-90.
67. Westermann, Genesis 1-l I, 157-58; idem, TLOT 1,36.
68. Mettinger, 407, 410-ll.
69. See Zenger,85 n. 110.
70. Dohmen, 97.
71. rbid., 100-101.
72. Angerstorfer, BN 24 (1984) 9-10.
73. rbid., 33-35.
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The plural forms in Gen. l:26a can be understood as a coalescence of God with his

heavenly court.74 Some scholars object that P otherwise never refers to such a heavenly

court, and that it in any case contradicts the notion of God's singularity advocated by
P;75 P, however, is operating with a mythical source from the outset in any event, and

has interpreted this source in a unique fashion inv.27; no literary-critical deletions are

necessary.76

As suggested by the interchangeability of the two nouns in Gen. 5:3, ;elem and

d"mfi1 are synonymous.TT Similarly, the preps. b" and t' are semantically indistinguish-
able and are to be understood in the sense of b" essentiae.Ts

Gen. 1:26b is to be understood either consecutively or finally, though an unequivo-

cal decision either way is difficult.Te In any event, v. 26b is not describing the content

of humans being created in the divine image, since although l:26,28 do associate this

notion with dominion over the nonhuman part of creation, 5:3 and 9:6 do not. Gen. 5:3

involves a genealogy in which Adam is said to have become the father of a son accord-

ing to his image.8o Here the reference to dominion makes no sense. The same applies to

9:6 (Ps), which justifies the sanctions against spilling human blood by recalling how

God made humankind in his own image. Hence dominion over other creatures can only
be a result or purpose of being made in the image of God.8l The sexual differentiation
in l:27 shows that being made in the divine image is not meant in the sense of a physi-

cal replica, for Israel's God transcends the sexual polarity characterizing the creaturely

world.82 This distinction shows that only in the polarity of man and woman are human

beings made in the image of God.83

An interpretation of this notion of human beings having been made in the image of
God must do justice both to l:26-27 and to 5:3 and 9:6. A comparison of l:22 with
1:28 reveals that the blessing over the waters and birds inv.22 is introduced by the inf.
le'mot which has become stereotyped as an adverb in the sense of "thus, as follows."sa

By contrast, v. 28 introduces the blessing over human beings with the full and immedi-

74. See Gunkel, Genesis, 112-13: Zimmerli, I. Mose 12-25,72; von Rad, Genesis, 58-59;
Hempel, 214-17; Herrmann, TLZ 86 (1961) 420; Loretz, Anima 19 (1964) 117-18; idem,
"Wortbericht-Vorlage und Tatbericht-Interpretation im Schcipfungsbericht Gn l,l-2,441' UF 7

(1975) 284-85; Wildberger, "Das Abbild Gottes," 122; idem, TLOT lll, 1082.
75. Westermann, Genesis 1-I l, 144-45l' cf. Steck, l4O-41; W. H. Schmidt, 130; Zenger, 85-

86, I 10 n. 2.
76. Contra Wildberger, TLOT, [IJ, 1082; cf. Steck, 132-33.
7'l . See E. Jenni, "i1D1 dmh to be like," TLOT, 1,340; Wildberger, TLOT, III, 1082;

Westermann, Genesis l-lI, 145-46.
78. See Wildberger, TLOT 1ll, 1082; Steck, 140 n. 566; W. H. Schmidt, 133; W. Gross, 252-

53.
79. See W. Gross, 259 n.6l
80. See in this regard Ockinga, 150.
81. See Rudolph, "Das Menschenbildl' 248-49; Horst, 226;Loretz, Anima 19 (1964) 123;

W. H. Schmidt, 142; Westermann, Genesis l-1 1,153, 154.
82. Von Rad, Theology of the OT, l, 146-47.
83. Von Rad, Genesis,60; Westermann, Genesis 1-1 l, 160.
84. GK $ll4o.
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ate wayyd'mer lAhem, "he spoke to them," indicating that human beings are function-
ing as God's partners in dialogue. "The presupposition for God addressing human be-
ings in this way is that [they] are created as God's counterpart, expressed in the
assertion that they were created in the image of God."8s This interpretation is also com-
mensurate with 5:3, where Adam begets his son as his counterpart. "The relationship
between God and human beings is continued in the relationship between father and
son."86 Finally, 9:6 discloses that human life is to be protected because human beings
are God's counterpart.8T Human beings as God's dialogue partner are thus also the only
creatures capable of responding to God. At the level of humanity in its entirety, l:26-21
lays the foundation for what happens from Gen. 17 P onward in God's history with the
patriarchs and with Israel.

IV. Deuterocanonical Writings. Wis. 13:13,16; 14:15,17 15:5 offer polemic
against idols of the sort already found in the Hebrew OT (cf. Isa. 44:9-20) and paral-
leled in Hellenistic-Roman culture.s8 Wis. 14: l5 and 17 represent an independent vari-
ation of the Hellenistic philosophical attempt to explain the worship of idols ratio
nallY.8e

Wis. 17:21(20) speaks about the night as an image of future darkness. In antiquity,
darkness was a widespread symbol for the inevitability of human death.e0 In7:.26 wis-
dom itself is called the image of God's perfection insofar as its own effects are divine.el
This notion also constitutes the background to NT statements referring to Christ as the
image of God (cf. Col. l:15; Heb. 1:3).ez

Finally, Wis.2:23 refers to human beings as the image of God.e3 With its reference
to Gen. l:26-27 , this passage (Wis.2:23-24) asserts that although God intended human
beings to have life in the fullest sense of the word, people are themselves capable of
bringing about death, understood as a diminution of such life and ultimately as punish-
ment.

The idea of human beings as the image of God is also articulated in Sir. 17:3 G. The
attendant context shows that this image is manifested in the human capacity for cogni-
tion and reflection, a view reflecting a Hellenistic interpretation of Gen. l:26-27.e4

Based on this text, the understanding of human beings as the image of God in Juda-
ism focuses on the formally understood element of humanum, i.e., on the human ca-

85. Ebach, 208.
86. Ibid., 210.
87. Contra W. Gross, 257-59.
88. See A. Schmitt, Das Buch der Weisheit (Wiirzburg, 1986), l16, 118-19.
89. D. Georgi, Weisheit Salomos. JSHRZ IIV4 (1980), 452; cf. Preuss, Verspottung,266.
90. Schmitt, Weisheit, 132.
91. G. Ziener, Die theologische Begrffisprache im Buche der Weisheit. BBB 11 ( 1956), I I I .

92. Also Schmitt, Weisheit, 83.
93. Regarding this reading, see the opposing conclusion of Georgi, Weisheit Salomos, 409;

Schmitt, Weisheit,43.
94. See P. Casetti, Gibt es ein Leben vor dem Tbd? Eine Auslegung von Psalm 49. OBO 44

(1982),99.
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pacity for ethical thinking and for free choice (cf .2 En. 65:2).In the interpretation of
history, the imago is the world dominion bequeathed to Adam and passed down to Is-
rael as Adam's heir (4 Ezr.6:54ff.;Jrfi.2:14;2Ban 14:18;15:17). For Philo the logos
as the mediator and revealer is also the image of God and the model for the human in-
tellect.e5

V. Qumran. In Qumran the root s/m occurs in CD 7:15,17 in the sense of "idol"
(citing Am. 5:26).

Stendebach

nE?I satmawe!

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Synonyms and Antonyms;3. OT Distribution. II. Contexts:

l. Death and the Underworld; 2. Imprisonment; 3. Theological Language. III. LXX. IV. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The subst. salmawel is an abstract construction deriving from
salamll, "be dark."l It is also related to Akk. salamu, "be/become black, dark," salmu,
"black," and sulmu, "blackness."2 The subst. shzr (also {lmt, 4,lmt) is also attested in
Ugaritic with the meaning "darkness, gloom.": The divine messenger Gpn wigr bears
the title bn 4lmt showing that he is the successor of the god of the underworld.a Addi-
tional witnesses from Northwest Semitic include the Punic subst. shnl as a reference to

salmbwe!. J. Barr, "Philology and Exegesis," in C. Brekelmans, ed., Questions disputdes
d'AT. BETL 33 (1974),39-61, esp. 50-55; D. J. A. Clines, "The Etymology of Hebrew Seleml'
JNSL3 (1974) 19-25; I. H. Eybers, "The Root S-I in Hebrew Words," JNSL2 (1972) 23-36;
L. L. Grabbe, Comparative Philology and the Text of Job: A Study in Methodology. SBLDS 34
(1977),esp.27-29,52-54;J. Hehn, "tilDh: MVAG22(1918)79-90;W. L. Michel, "SLMWT,
'Deep Darkness'or 'shadow of Death'?" BR29 (1984) 5-20; S. Mittmann,'Aufbau und Einheit
des tianktieds PsalmZ3l'ZTK77 (1980) l-23, esp.9-10; T. N<ildeke, "nlD)I vndlry:'ZAW 17

(1897) 183-87; D. Winton Thomas, "nlDh in the OT," JSS 7 (1962) 191-2OO; N. J. Tromp,
Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT. BietOr 21 (1969), esp. l4O-42.

l. NSS, 411 n. 3; GesB, 684.
2. AHw, III, 1076, 1078, I I 10- I I ; CAD, XYr, 7 0-7 l, 77 -7 8, 240-41.
3. KTU 1.4, VII,54, 55; 1.8, II,7-8; M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Untersuchungen zur Schrift-

und Lautlehre des Ugaritischen (I). Der ugaritische Konsonant E|' Vy6 4 (1967168) 308.
4. J. C. de Moor, The Seasonal Pattern in the U gaitic Myth of Ba'lu. AOAT 16 (197 l), 172.

95. Jervell, BHHW l, 4; cf . Wildberger, TLOT, Ill, 1084.
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darkness,s from Southwest Semitic Eth. salmat, "darkness, gloorp,"6 and OSA z/m I,
"darkness," "(the) west" or "black";z also Arab. zalma, "be gloomy, dark."

The Masoretic pointing of Heb. salmawel has resulted from popular folk etymology
that understands it as "shadow of death."8 Apart from the other Semitic witnesses mili-
tating against this popular etymology, one must also consider that the (in part) posi-
tively understood lexeme -+ )y sel bears a negative connotation here.e On balance,
however, attempts to understand salmawe! in the sense of this popular folk etymology
are unpersuasive.l0 The same applies to the suggestion that salmawe! represents an in-
tensive plural, "great darkness, gloom."ll

2. Synonyms and Antonyms. The most frequent synonym for salmawel is -+'Ji?ll
hdiek @f . Job 3 :5 ; lO:21 ; 12:22', 28:3; 34:22; Ps. I 07 : 1 0, I 4; Isa. 9: I [Eng. 2]). In such
contexts hAieftis always the A-word in the parallelism, suggesting that salmAwe!asthe
B-word is rarer and derives from poetic language,l2 something the distribution of
;almawe! within the OT also demonstrates,l3 while hdiel also appears in narrative con-
texts.

The synonym hoieft as well as other parallels such as 'opel (Job 28:3), m"q6m
tannin (Ps. 44:20[19]), mawe! (Job 38:17), 'arapel (Jer. l3:16), ard styd (Jer.2:6)
clearly suggest that salmawe! carries with it a negative connotation, something con-
firmed by the antonyms boqer (Job24:17; Am. 5:8) and'6r (Job 12:22; Jer. 13:16). Ac-
cordingly, and unlike fioiek,ta salmawe! never refers to God's dwelling place.

3. OT Distibution. The l8 occurrences of salmawel are found in the prophets (Isa.

9:ll2l; Jer. 2:6; 13: 16; Am. 5:8) and then 4 times in the Psalms and 10 in Job. As can
be seen, the term does indeed occur only in poetic rather than narrative writings.

II. Contexts.
l. Death and the Underworld. In Job 10:21-22 salmawel refers to or characterizes

the underworld.15 The underworld is described here as 'eres hdiel5 wesalmawel Q.2l),

5. DNSI, II,966.
6. LexLingAeth, 1259.
7. Beeston, 172.
8. HAL, IU, 1029b.
9. B. Kedar, Biblische Semantik (Stuttgart, 1981),66. Regarding this restriction, see already

Hehn, 82, who adduces the negative aspects of sZl as a symbol of that which is transitory or with-
out substance or duration, or its connotation as a "sphere" (ibid., 83-84).

10. For an overview see Winton Thomas, 193, 196; Barr, 55; Michel, passim.
11. P. Haupt, "Die Schlacht von Taanach," Studien zur semitischen Philologie und

Religionsgeschichte. FS J. Wellhausen. BZAW 27 (1914),221.
12. See in general R. G. Boling, "'Synonymous'Parallelism in the Psalms," "/SS 5 (1960)

221-25.
13. See I.3 below.
14. + 'It n hdiak, Y,252 (trr.3.c).
15. -+ )lNu, .fe'6l.
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recalling the use of h1iek in I S. 2:9;Job 15:30; 17:13, where it similarly refers to the

underworld.l6
The MT of Job 10:22 is corrupt and contains a doubling in'ere; 'apdfi kem6 '6pel

salmawe! (BHS; homoioteleuton). Perhaps ;almawe! is to be supplied at the end of the

verse, l7 or is to be deleted entirely given the concentration of terms for "darkness."l8

Job 3:5 similarly uses salmawel in connection with the underworld. Here Job

wishes that darkness and gloom might blot out the day he was born (gd'al, actually

"claim" it) so that it sinks into the underworld. The parallelism ia'"rA salmawel and

ia'"rA mawel in 38:17 focuses even more unambiguously on the underworld; these

gates open only for the dead, which is why Job cannot possibly have seen them. The

same applies to 28:3, where the expression "miners search out to the farthest bound the

ore in gloom and deep darkness" means that the human intellect is able to penetrate

even into the depths of the underworld.le
The "valley of gloomy darkness" (gA' salmawe!) in Ps. 23:4 is not entirely clear; the

use of gay'has prompted some interpreters to understand the valley of darkness as the

valley of idolatry.2o The counterp art b ga' salmawe! is the ma'g"k ;eQeq (v.3), a refer-

ence to the path that does not lead a person astray.2l Reference to the valley ofdarkness

not only evokes the notion of dark or gloomy places in general, but also symbolizes the

ultimate thleat to human existence, namely, death.zzIn Isa. 9: l(2) the expressions hdlall

b"hoiek and ydia! b"'eres salmawel are parallel. The construct relation 'eres salmawe!

in a sequence of several nomina recta to 'eres also appears as nomen regens in Jer. 2:6

and Job lO:21.73 Job l0:21 refers to the underworld, while Jer.2:6 refers to the inhospi-

table nature of the wilderness as 'eres styd w"salmawe!. This description characterizes

the wilderness as precreation chaos associated with the motifs of darkness and the utter

absence of human beings.2a The term salmawelconjures up the notion of death caused

by the thirst and hunger to which the wanderer is subject.2s Isa. 9: l(2) is further illumi-

nated by Ps. 107:10 OAi"bA h|iel3w"salmawefi, where, as the parallelism '"sirA oni

fif;arzel shows, the terms hdieft and salmawe! refer to imprisonment. Compared with

Job l0:21 and Ps. 107:10, however, Isa. 9:l(2) does not make clear whether it refers to

imprisonment or to the underworld.2o This particular terminology was chosen to show

how closely imprisonment resembles life in the underworld.

16. -+ :ti?n haiak, Y,255-56 (1Y.4).

17. F. Horst, Hiob I (1-19). BKXVUI (41983)' 142.

18. G. Hcilscher, Das Buch Hiob. HATlllT (21952),30; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI
(1963),20t.

19. Hehn, 88.
20. J. A. Soggin, "'Your conduct in the valley': A Note on Jeremiah 2,23a," OT and oriental

Studies. BietOr 29 (1975),79-80; but cf. GesB,2l2.
21. Mittmann, 8.

22. tbid., lo.
23. See GK $128a; JM, $129b.
24. H. Weippert, schripfer des Himmels und der Erde. sBS 102 (1981), 51-54, here 54.

25. Hehn, 85.
26. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l-12 (Eng. trans. 1991)' 395.

I
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Job 16: 16 is similarly obscure in its assertion that Job's face is red with weeping and
that salmawe! is on his eyelids. Is this statement merely pointing out the difference be-
tween weeping eyes and the radiant gaze of a joyous person? Has Job "descended into
darkness," a reference to his ultimate isolation? Or is death already upon him?27

2. Imprisonment. Ps. 44:20(19) uses salmawel in its exilic description of the fall of
Jerusalem and parallel to its description of the city as the haunt of jackals (cf. Isa.

34:13:,Jet 9:10[11]; Lam.5:18). The reference to the exiles themselves as prisoners in
Ps. 107:10 (see previous section) also dates to the exilic period. By contrast, being led
out ofdarkness and gloom can also refer to broken chains and liberation from prison.

3. Theological l,anguage. Like everything else in creation, the sphere qualified as

salmawe! is subject to Yahweh's ultimate power. He has the power to turn deep dark-
ness into morning (Am. 5:8) and to bring deep darkness to light (Job 12:22). Similarly,
because darkness cannot endure before Yahweh, the wicked cannot hope to hide before
him in darkness (Job 24:17;34:22). Yahweh can also act quite contrary to his creation
activities (Am. 5:8; Job 12:22), however, when he turns light into gloom and deep
darkness for the arrogant (Jer. 13:16).

III. LXX. In I I passages the LXX follows the popular folk etymology in rendering

;almawe! as skid thandtou. It uses simply skid in Job 16:16, gnopher6s in 10:21, and
translates directly as fuides in 38:17. It paraphrases the term in 34:22 and Jer. 2:6.28

IV. Qumran. Of the 2 occurrences of salmawel in Qumran, 4Q509 189:3 is of little
help because of its corrupt text. IQH 13(5):32-33 mentions how the petitioner's adver-
saries have enclosed him in darkness. Here salmawel refers metaphorically to the dis-
tress into which the petitioner comes, providing an antithesis to the broad expanse
(merbdU Yahweh brings him.

Niehr

27. In turn: Horst, Hiob l, 251:' H. Gross, 17bb. NEB 13 (1986), 64; Hehn, 86-87.
28. See Winton Thomas, l9l; concerning the difficulties in Job lO:22, see ibid., n.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Occurrences. II. Meaning: 1. "Rib" in Gen.2:2lb-22;2. As a

Specialized Term in Sacral Architecture: a. Solomon's Temple; b. Ezekiel's Temple Draft; c. The

Wilderness Sanctuary in P. III. LXX.

I. Etymology and Occurrences. The Heb. sZla'occurs either 39 (so Lisowsky) or
40 times (so Even-Shoshan), but in only a few concentrated contexts: Gen. 2 (twice),
Ex.25-31,35-40 (19 times), Dtr History, especially I K. 6 (8 times), and Ezekiel (11

times), i.e., largely in exilic and postexilic texts.

The basic meaning of the word in Hebrew is not clear. Various individual aspects

emerge such as "plank," "side," etc., while both geographical (cf. 2 S. 16:13, "flank of
a mountain"; see Schwarzenbach) and architectural considerations also come into play
(cf. Mulder, Gdrg). Nor do the few other occurrences in the ancient Near East help
much, e.g., Ugar. sl? 'lp mri, "the rib of a fattened ox,"l Akk. sElu [sellu], "rib,"2 Syr.
'el'd,3 Eth. s'le-, "plank."a In Arabic the term dil'refers to a small, freestanding moun-
tain (ridge, flank; cf. Schwarzenbach), and dila'to a "rib, side."s The term sela'may be

related etymologically to the verb sala', "to be crooked, bent," which does not occur in
the 0T.6

Grirg adduces Late Egyp. dr't, a Canaanite loanword meaning "board, plank," or

something similar (of cedar).7 S. Yeivin suggests that sela' (as well as yasta' and d"f;ir)
is of Phoenician origin.

sela'. T. A. Busink, Der Tempel von Jerusalem, I (Leiden, 1970); J. M. Fenasse, "Palais,"
DBS, VI, 976-1021, esp.994; V. Fritz, Tempel undZelt. WMANT 47 (19}7); M. Gdrg, "Ein
Fachausdruck israelitischer Architektur," BN 3 (1977) 14-16; idem, "Erir weiteres lleispiel
hebraisierter Norninalbildungl' Henoch 3 (1981) 336-39; G. Hentschel, "Zurn Bau des Tempels
und seiner Ausstattung," in J. Reindl and G. Hentschel, eds., Dein Wort beaofien:
Altrestamentliche Aufscitze (Leipzig, l98l), 16-32; K. Mdhlenbrink, Der icmpel Salomos.

BWANT 59 (1932), esp. 141-52; M. J. Mulder, "Einige Bemerkungen zur Beschreibung i:';
Libanonwaldhauses in IReg1,2f.l' ZAW 88 (1976) 99-105; idem, "Exegetische Bemerkunger
zum Tempelgebiiude 1 Ktjn. 6:5-10," "/NSl, 10 (1982) 83-92: J. Ouellette, "The Ya;n'and th''
seld'ot: Two Mysterious Structures in Solomon's Temple," "/NES -'t i1972) 187-91:
K. Rupprecht, "Nachrichten von Erweiterung und Renovierung des Tempels tr. ,. K<inige 6."
ZDPV 88 (1972) 38-52; A. Schwarzenbach, Die geographische Terminologit it;: ;!e|,, iiscj,ttt
des AT (Leiden, 1954), esp. 24-25;5. Yeivin, "Philological Notes," Lei 32 {1967168) i-ll.

l. UT no.2165; WUS, no.2320; KTU 4.247, 16; cf. M. C. Astour, R-\il II, 363. no. r llLig.

2. AHw,III, 1090; CAD, ){Yl,124-46.
3. LexSyr 22.
4. LexLingAeth, 1255-56.
5. Wehr. 544.
6. See GesB, 684; HAL, III, 1030a.
7. Grirg, l4ff .; wbAS, Y 603.
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II. Meaning.
| . " Rib" in Gen. 2:2 1b-22. The two earliest occurrences come from the hand of the

Yahwist, according to whom Yahweh creates the first woman by taking one (sald')

missal'a1of Adam and making it (bdnd) into a woman (Gen.2:21b-22). Various inter-
pretive attempts have adduced relationships from mythology, the history of religions,
anthropology, etc. This passage is also a locus classicus for feminist theology insofar as

it can be interpreted as an expression ofa lesser, equal, or higher valuation ofwomen.
Most of the interpretive attempts can be classified among the following:
a. Etiological interpretations suggest that2:21-22 explains the origin of the navel in

even the first human being (P. Humbert), the absence of ribs in the stomach area

(K. Budde, W. Zimmerli), or the unexplainable urge to pair with the opposite sex

(H. Gunkel, G. von Rad).
b. Mythological interpretations find behind 2:21-22 the mythical notion about how

the (crescent) moon came to be a symbol of fertility,t or they identify echoes of the

Sumerian Dilmum myth according to which the healing goddess Ninti, "mistress of the

rib/of life" (cf . 3:20), was formed from the rib of Enki.e
c. Anthropological interpretations understand the rib as a reference to the ape tail of

early human beings.lo
d. Associative interpretations variously believe the "rib" stands for the slender fe-

male figure (so H. Schmidt, in K. Budde), the crescent moon (O. Schilling), the procre-
ative organ,ll a "side" for the female breast,l2 or, given its proximity to the heart, for
human inwardness.l3 Two hypotheses are based on linguistic associations. One asserts

that J chose seJa'because of the Sumerian homonym TI, "life," "rib,"la another that J
picked up the Akk. etymon sZlu, "life,'' to explain Eve's destiny as the "mother of all
living" (3:2}1.ts This wordplay, however, does not work in Hebrew, nor can any rela-
tionship with the Dilmun myth be demonstrated.

e. Metaphorical interpretations suggest, e.g., that because the rib is not an essential

body part, creating the woman from a rib did not disfigure the human person or change

human nature.16 A. Dillmann suggests that the meaning is that the woman stands at a

8. O. Schilling, Das Mysterium Lunae und die Erschaffung der Frau (Paderborn, 1963).
9. See S. N. Kramer, The Sumerians (Chicago, 1963), 149; ANET, 37tr.
10. According to T. Moore: see W. Vogels, "It is not good that the mensch [sic] should be

alone. I will make him/her a helper frt for him/her," EST 9 (1978) 29.
11. A. S. Feilschuss-Abir, "Erschaffung, Bestimmung und Stellung der Frau in der

Urgeschichte in anthropologischer Sicht," Theologie und Glaube 76 (1986) 403.
12. V. Notter, Biblischer Schdpfungsbericht und dgyptische Schdpfungsmythen. SBS 68

(1974), 168-69.
13. J. Skinner, Genesis. ICC 121951r,68; M. Bid, Vom Geheimnis und Wunder der Schdpfung.

BSr 25 (1959), 50.
14. See Kramer, Sumerians, 149; also C. Hauret, DBS, VI, 921-22; C. Westermann, Genesis

l-ll (Eng. trans. 1984),230.
15. See P. Jordan, Die Tdchter Gofles (Frankfurt am Main, 1973), 11 n. 5.

16. O. Procksch, Die Genesis. KAT I 121924), 39; E. Haag, Der Mensch am Anfang: Die
alttesramentliche Paradiesvorstellung nach Gn 2-3. TTS 24 (1970),47.
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man's side and fills a void.lT Evaluating the rib as a nonessential part of the body re-

veals the antifemale component of this interpretation.

f. The psychological interpretation already suggested by F. Schwally and then en-

thusiastically embraced by feminist interpreters, namely, that2:21-22 reflects the split-

ting of the androgynous primal human being and its sexual differentiation, is utterly in-

accessible to genuine exegetical assessment.l8

Virtually all these hypotheses presuppose that seld'does indeed mean "rib." The

only certain thing, however, is that if sZld'does mean "rib," it does so only in this one

passage. This semantic singularity, of course, suggests that one seek a different solu-

tion. Four considerations are of significance in this regard.

First, nearly all these hypotheses isolate 2:2lb-22 from its context. Because for lit-
erary-critical reasons these verses cannot be extracted from the Yahwistic context, they

are to be understood as a correlation to the creation of the (definite) figure of Adam

from the "dust ofthe ground" (v. 7), even ifthis creation itselfwas already contained in

a source, accessible to J, involving the creation of (indefinite) "human beings" (without

sexual differentiation). le

Second, the structural similarity between v.7 (wayyiser . . . 'apar min-ha'"/amd

wayyippah . . . l'nepei) and vv. 2lb-22 (wayyiqqah 'aha1 missal'o1ayw ' ' ' wayyif;en

. . . f iiiil suggestslhat these two creation statements from J are more closely related.

Third, the verb banA inv.22 has attracted considerable attention in connection with

the creation of human beings; even though this verb does indeed express basic creative

capabilities,2O it is not otherwise used in this context. The presence of this verb has

prompted several reactions, including the following.
Fourth, some interpreters understand;dla' here too as a term from sacral archi-

tecture. The relationship formula in v.23a, also to bp ascribed to J' suggests on the

one hand that selA'refers to a (bony) human body part, while on the other hand J

himself sensed that this particular semantic component was not necessarily compre-

hensible to all readers, which is why inv.23ahe speaks about'esem, "bones," sug-

gesting that even during the early monarchy, sela' was understood primarily as a

term from sacral architecture. Even if the architectural term itself is not unequivo-

cal,2l it does refer to side portions of the sanctuary that are essential for its stability

and function.
J has thus portrayed the creation of man and woman in terminology designed to

evoke associations with the construction of the sanctuary. The Yahwist's intention is

twofold. Theologically the Yahwist suggests that human beings come to the fulfillment

for which they are destined by creation only as man and wife and as "God's temple"

17. Dillmann, Genesis,2 vols. (Eng. trans. 1897), I, 143.

18. F. Schwally, "Die biblischen Sch<ipfungsberichte," ARW 9 (1906) 174-'15; cf' Jordan,

Tdchter Gottes, 14; P. Trible, God and the Rhetoric of Sexuality. OBT (1978)' 97 '

19. Concerning the literary-critical issues here, see C. Dohmen, Schr;pfung und Tod: Die

Enffaltung theologischer und anthropologischer KonTeptionen in Gen.2/3. SBB l7 (1988).

20. + irlf band (bdnah), II, 167-68, 173-74.
21. See II.2 below.
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(cf. I Cor. T16).22 During his own age, the Yahwist is also responding to the antici-
pated construction of the temple of Solomon.

2. As a Specialized Term in Sacral Architecture. As a term associated with sacral ar-

chitecture, s?ld' is no less disputed, though it certainly shares this problem with all
such specialized terminology.

a. Solomon's Temple. 1 Kings 6-723 especially presents problems. The unique plural
form ending in -imin v. 34 remains unexplained. Although reading q"laim, "carvings,"

as in the parallel half-verse instead of s"laim yields a more cogent sentence,2a all the

ancient versions disagree. Broad consensus holds that in I K. 6:15-16 pela'61 refers to
planks or boards associated with the wall coverings or floor.2s

Various interpretations have been presented for 1 K. 6:5-8 (the temple) and 7:3 (the

House of the Forest of Lebanon).
Some interpreters combine the information from 1K.6-l with that from Ezk. 4l to

arrive at the meaning "chamber" or "upper story" (implying the presence of chambers).

On this view the temple had a three-story construction (ydsia') subdivided into cham-

bers (side rooms).26
Noth comes to a similar conclusion without adducing Ezk.4l.27 According to I K.

6:6a,8, ;eld'61refers to a three-story system of open galleries around the outer walls of
the building.

Hentschel28 and Rupprecht similarly find the meaning "adjacent story/floor" in 6:5-
8 but assume that this description of the new construction $A;ia') represents a literary
addendum that in its own turn refers to alterations to the temple from a later period.2e

V. 7 then describes the architectural connection between this adjacent secondary build-
ing and the temple (bayi1) itself .

The various meanings of s€ld'within a relatively brief textual section prompted
Mulder to try to establish a single meaning for s"la'61. He suggests the presence of
beams or girders supporting the building's walls in the fashion of "buttresses." The
problem in 6:8, however, is that this view presupposes a door in the central buttress,

which is highly unlikely.
The semantic variations are similar regarding sela' in the description of the House

of the Forest of the Lebanon (7:3). Busink believes that it had an upper story, while

22. Bia,49.
23. With E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige 1-16. ATD l1l1 (1976), Hentschel, and

others, all occurrences of sela'with the exceptiLrn of I K. 6:8 can be ascribed to the pre-Dtr text.
24. See M. Noth, Kdnige l-16. BK IXTI 121933;, 102; Michel, 56.
25. Noth, ibid., 118-19, takes a different view, suggesting instead that the reference is to a

large wooden frame filled out with boards.
26. See Busink, 133,212-13; M. Rehm, Das erste Buclt der Kdnige (Wiirzburg, 1979),64,

74; Wiirthwein , Kbnige 1-16, 63,71 ; similarly J. Gray, I & II Kings. OTf e$lgr, 164-65, l7'7 -

78.
27. Kdnige l-16, 98, 112-16.
28. "Ztm Bau," esp. pp. 18-24; see idem, I Kdnige. NEB (1984), 43.
29. Rupprecht, 50; Fritz, 14.
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Noth believes that the ;eld'6! refer to (wooden) components of the foundational struc-
ture of the roof, components that rested on interior columns. Hentschel believes that
the reference is to architraves, while wiirthwein suggests the presence of an upper
story with chambers.3o

The occurrences of se-la'in the basic text of I K. 6-1 date possibly to the Solomonic
period and refer to wooden components used in the construction of the temple and the
House of the Forest of Lebanon. As Noth's study shows, strictly assuming the meaning
"rib" is of little help in this context. If by contrast one takes the meaning as "side," the
term acquires the flexibility necessary to accommodate these passages. Here sela'rc-
fers to something (wooden?) located on the side of the stone bay4. Such could be
boards (lining or facing), planks (in the floor), supporting beams (roof truss), possibly
also box-shaped wooden rooms, which may have been constructed in three stories
around the bayi! when during a later period (cf. I K. 6:6 [cj. 8]) more space was needed
(so Rupprecht, Fritz).

This configuration fits Ezk.4l as well. As regards the temple precinct, it was impor-
tant that these side structures be constructed of precious wood ('ara7tm, cedar, I K.
6:10;7:2).

b. Ezekiel's Temple Draft. The temple draft in Ezk. 40144:3 is still an object of lit-
erary-critical controversy,3l and the occurrences of s"la'61 (41:5-11,26) there are re-
lated to the addendum in I K. 6:5-8. Rather than using the term in an unequivocal fash-
ion, Ezekiel adds to the uncertainty of I K.6-1 . According to Ezk. 4l:5,the sela'
extends round about the temple edifice (bayifi, and according to v. 6 there were thirty
;eld'69 always with three on top of one another (s€la' 'el-s€la' ial6i). V. 7 says they
widened toward the top, and v. 8 that they had massive foundations. v. 9 (text?) sug-
gests that they had or were leaning against a wall, v. I I that they had two doors (north
and south), andv.26 that they had windows and decorative palms. Finally, vv. 9-10 say
that they were separated from the sacristy chambers.32 Thus this information also sug-
gests that the temple draft envisions a three-story chamber system constructed of
wood. Nothing is said about the function of these chambers.

c. The Wilderness Sanctuary in P In describing the construction of the wilderness
sanctuary, P exhibits remarkable consistency between guidelines and execution and in
so doing also establishes a degree of semantic consistency in its use of sela'. It is now
identified as a "side" and is thus not something in any specifically material sense. Ac-
cording toEx.25:12 (corresponding to 37:3), the ark is to have two rings each "on the
one side" ('al-sal'6 ha'ehdfi and on the second (haiidntfi into which one could put the
carrying poles (25: 14; 37:5). The instructions for constructing the "dwelling place"
(miikdn) within the complicated strata involving the tent of meeting33 clearly no longer
come from the hand of PG. The Ps addendum miikan is designed to articulate the mea-

30. Hentschel, I Kcinige l-16,48 Wiirthwein, K\nige I-16,71.
31. H. Gese, Der Verfassungsentwurf des Ezechiel. BHT 25 (1957); W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2.

Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 325ff.
32. -+ ;1)Ui) tiika, x,33-38.
33. -+ );rx 'ohel, t,l 18-30.
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surements of the first (and second?) temple in the wilderness sanctuary. T\e miiknn is

to be made portable by having the walls of its "sides" (q"ld'6!) made of individual
planks (8x.26:20,26-27;36:25,31-32).The lampstand is to be set up at its "south side"
(s4ld'hammiikdn ftmdnd), and the table at its "north side" (sela' sapbn) (Ex.26:35).

The altar of burnt offering, which, as 38:7 adds, was made of boards (luh611,t+ it
also equipped with support rings (21:7;38:7). As a final touch insuring the portability
of the wilderness sanctuary, the incense altar was also equipped with carrying rings on

its sides (;al'dldyw) par. "on its two sides" ('al-i"nA sidddyw) (30:4;31:27).

IIII. LXX. The LXX similarly did not find the term scla'to be semantically unequiv-
ocal. It frequently renders Gen.2:21-22: 1K. 6-7; and Ezk. 4l in a fairly neutral fash-

iornwith pleur1n/pleurd (17 times), "side," which for Gen.2:21-22 constitutes an inter-
esting early reading. The occurrences in P are generally rendered as klitos (9 times). In
Ezk. 4l:11 the LXX accommodates its rendering by translating exddra (which is other-
wise only used for liikfl. lt translates seld'hdhdr in 2 S. 16:13 as pleurd turt 6rous,
"mountain flank."

The term has not yet occurred in the Qumran writings.
Fabry

34. -+ till) l:hah, Yll,480-83

NDI lama'; N[] sa-rna-'; i'l$DB ,sizZ; 111\V)) ;immd'6n.. T '

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Occurrences and Meaning. II. OT Use: l. Daily Life; 2. The

Thirst of the Dead; 3. Thirst as God's Punishment; 4. Metaphorical Use. III. l. LXX;2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The root sm', "to thirst," is attested in Akkadian, Ugaritic, and in
addition to Hebrew and Middle Hebrew especially in the South Semitic languages. Ar-
amaic uses the root siy instead of sm'.

Akkadian evidence includes samfr, "to thirst," e.g., for beer; in the D stem "make

thirsty," e.g., people or horses; also samfi, "thirsty," summtt or sumu, "thirstl' sum'

same'. J. Behm and G. Bertram, "Onpdro, 6ipoq," TDNT, ll, 226-29; V. Hasler, "Durst,"
BHHW,I, 358; A. Hermann, "Durst," RAC IY 389-415; A. Parrot, "Le 'Refrigerium'dans l'eau-
deli," RfIR 113 (1936) 149-87; ll4 (1936) 69-92, 158-96; tl5 (1937) 53-89; A. M. Schneider,
"Refrigerium" (diss., Freiburg, 1928); A. J. van Windekens, "L origine de gr. 6{pa 'soif,"' Orbis
22 (1973) 186-87.
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amttu, "thirst" in topographical names (cf. Heb. simma'6n), or said of troops or of the

dead. I Ugaritic evidence attests only (once each) {m' and 4m' in the sense of "to thirst,"
specifically lmu {mit in a question El poses to 'Atirat (Asherah), 'Art thou become

hungry and faint, or art become thirsty and parched?"z and m<m'yd mlkt, "The parched

she [probably 'Anat] takes by the hand."3 The Arabic root is 4ami'a, "to thirst," 4im',

4ama', zama, "thirst," 4am'an and, zami', "thirsty." Ethiopic evidence includes Geez

;am'a, "to thirst," sem', "thirstl' and sdmi', "thirsty,"+ while in Tigre we frnd sam'a, "to
thirst," seme', "thirstl' semu', "thirsty"; cf. medr seme', "desolate, arid land."5 Old
South Arabic includes Sab. sm'alongside zre'.6

2. Occurrences and Meaning. The root sru'with its derivatives occurs 40 times in
the OT, including 12 times in Isaiah and 6 in the Psalms. The verb sm'occurs l0 times
in the qal, the subst. sama'17 times, and the adj. samZ'9 times. The noun sim'A also oc-
curs once (Jer. 2:25) in the sense of "thirst," and the construction simma'6n 3 times (Dt.
8: l5; Ps. lO7:33; Isa. 35:7) in the sense of "parched, waterless region." With the excep-

tion of Isaiah, the broad distribution of this root throughout the various OT books sug-

gests that no one author had a particular inclination to use the term.

At least in Job 5:5 (cf. the versions), semeim is to be read instead of sammtm. In Job

18:9 Origen (sub ast.: katischlsei ep' aut6n dips6ntas) similarly presupposes s"meim,
though here too the parallelism would rather suggest sammim, "trap" in the sense of
"snare."7 In Jer. 48:18 one should probably follow Syriac and read basso'A, "down
from your glory and sit in the dung|' instead of MT bassama', "in thirst."

II. OT Use.
l. Daily Lifu. Constituting 55-60 percent of a person's body weight, water is the

main component of the human body. Wherever heat and lack of water turn a region into
simma'6n, a "land of thirst" or a wilderness (Dt. 8:15; Ps. 107:33; Isa. 35:7), finding
enough to drink becomes a critical issue (cf. Ex. 17:3). In hotter climates a person can

lose, and to avoid health risks must accordingly also replace, up to twelve liters of wa-
ter a day. The lack of water is thus even more dangerous than the lack of food. A person

l. AHw, 1081, 11ll-12; CAD, XVI, 95-96, 243-44, 245-46,247-48.
2. KTU 1.4, IV 34; ANET 133a,11. 33-34.
3. KTU 1.15, I,2;ANET, 145b; O. R<issler, "Ghain im Ugaritischenl'ZA 54 (1961) 163,

thinks gm'is a scribal error; a different view is taken by W. von Soden, "Kleine Beitrdge zum
Ugaritischen und Hebriiischenl' Hebrciische Worfforschung. FS W. Baumgartner. SW 16 (1967),
293-94.

4. lzxLingAeth, 127 1-72.
5. WbTigr 635.
6. See Beeston, 143, 172; B\ella,227, 425;, concerning the alternation of s and a in later

Sabaic, see A. F. L. Beeston, Sabaic Grammttr JSS Monograph6(1984), $2.1, p. 8.

7. Concerning Job 5:5, see E. F. Sutcliffe, "Notes on Job, Textual and Exegetical: Bibl 30
(1949) 6'7 . Concerning Origen's reading and critical apparatus ( " sub ast." ), see A. Rahlfs, "His-
tory of the Septuagint Textl' Septuaginra (Stuttgart, 1935), XXVIII-XXX (introductory mate-
rial).
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is thus morally obliged to give water to the thirsty8 and even to one's enemy (Prov.

25,21; cf. Rom. 12:20-21). According to Isa. 32:6, only the fool (nabal) "leaves the

craving of the hungry unsatisfied, and deprives the thirsty of drink." During times of
war, the water supply is of critical importance for a besieged city. Jth. 7:6-7 ,19-22 re-
count how Holofernes cut off the water supply to the city of Bethulia, prompting its

thirsting inhabitants to "cry out to the Lord their God." During one siege, the inhabit-
ants of Jerusalem stored water in reservoirs made of parts of the city they tore down
(cf. Isa. 22:ll: "you made a reservoir between the two walls for the water of the old
pool").

After the fall of Jerusalem in 587 B.c.E., the occupation army imposed an indirect
tax on the remaining inhabitants by stipulating that even drinking water had to be

bought (Lam. 5:4). The inhabitants of the land of Tema are told to bring especially wa-
ter along with bread to the fleeing caravans of the Dedanites (Isa. 2l:14). By telling the

Moabite Ruth to drink from what the young men have drawn if she gets thirsty while
gleaning in the freld, Boaz shows the appropriate concern for a foreigner (Ruth 2:9).

Rebekah acts similarly in giving Abraham's servant and his camels water to drink
(Gen. 24:13-19). In addition to water, 2 5. 11:29 suggests that "honey and curds, sheep,

and cheese from the herd" can help quench a person's hunger and thirst (cf. Job24:ll,
grape juice). According to Jgs. 4:19, although Sisera demands water to drink, Jael

gives him milk. When those who suffer thirst finally find water again, their spirit re-
turns and is revivified (Jgs. 15:18-19, wattaio! rfihi wayyehi).

2. The Thirst of the Dead. The OT does not contain any passages directly attesting
the otherwise widespread notion concerning the "thirst of the dead."e Not until the

story of Lazarus in Luke 16:24 do we hear about this notion. On the other hand, this
popular folk belief probably resonates in the references to libations, e.g., in Gen.

35:14-15:Dt.26tl3-14; I S.7:6 (cf. also Jer.16:7), whose purpose was allegedly "to
revivify the body of god or man by restoring to it its lost moisture."l0 This notion is at-

tested especially, however, by archaeological finds including cup depressions in graves

whose purpose was presumably to quench the thirst of the deceased; a similar interpre-
tation applies to the water basins, cisterns, and pithoi found in such contexts.ll The no-
tion of refrigerium appearing during the early Christian period and its connection with
the ancient pagan and Christian cult of the dead (esp. of martyrs) and the attendant
"meal of the dead" (Schneider) also derive from the notion of the thirst of the dead.12

3. Thirst as God's Punishment. According to Isa. 65 13-14, God will punish the

apostates with thirst and hunger at the final judgment, whereas Yahweh's own servants

8. See the Egyptian Book of the Dead, 125:' NERT 67.
9. On Egypt and Mesopotamia see Hermann, 392-95; on the Greco-Roman world see ibid.,

403-5.
10. A. M. Blackman. z4s so (1912) 69-75.
1 1. See Parrot, RI/R I 14 (1936) 82-83; P. Karge, Rephain (Paderborn, l9l7),594-601.
12. Karge, Rephaim, 581ff.
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will have plenty to eat and drink. Ps. lO7:33ff. describes how God intervenes in human

life, "turning rivers into a desert, springs of water into thirsty ground," and "a fruitful
land into a salty waste because of the wickedness of its inhabitants." By contrast, for
believers "he turns the desert into pools of water, a parched land into springs of water"
(cf. also vv. 4ff.). Yahweh's rebuke dries up the sea and turns rivers into a desert (Isa.

50:2b) such that fish rot and die of thirst (as in Ex. 7:18). The image of people cast out
into the desert, where they die miserably of thirst (cf. Gen. Zl:llff., Hagar and

Ishmael), recurs in Hos. 2:5(Eng. 3) to show that when Yahweh intervenes, he will not

shrink back from the most extreme measures, including the destruction of life itself.l3

Isa. 5:13 describes the impending exile in the following words: "Therefore my people

go into exile without knowledge; their nobles are dying [cf. BFIS] of hunger, and their
multitude is parched with thirst."

4. Metaphorical Use. The idea of thirst can also describe a person's absolute yearn-

ing, e.g., for God's word (Am. 8: I l), or even a yearning for God himself (Ps. 42:3[2]:
"my soul thirsts for God"; cf. 63:2|l; 143:6) or for salvation (Isa. 55: l). In Isa. 4l:17
the torment of thirst metaphorically describes the misery of the people of Israel, and

Lamentations articulates Israel's catastrophe in the image of the thirsting infant whose

tongue sticks to the roof of its mouth (Lam. 4:4). Jer.2:25 warns Israel, which has

thoughtlessly taken up with pagans, against allowing its throat to go thirsty. lsa.25:4-5
compares the danger represented by violent and ruthless people to the heat of the dry
period against which only Yahweh, like a shadow, can offer refuge. Isa. 29:8 compares

the enemies storming Zion to a thirsty person who dreams of water and then wakes up

thirsty. Wis. 1l:2-14 jtxtaposes the plague of thirst afflicting the Egyptians along the

Nile (cf. Ex.7:24) with the quenching of the Israelites'thirst in the wilderness ("for
through the very things by which their enemies were punished, they themselves re-

ceived benefit in their need," Wis. I 1:5). In Sir.24:21 wisdom asserts that "those who

eat of me will hunger for more, and those who drink of me will thirst for more." 1 En.

48:l speaks of the inexhaustible spring of righteousness and of the numerous springs

of wisdom from which the thirsty can drink. Sir. 5l:23-24 speaks of the soul thirsting
for education, providing the point ofdeparture for the notion that the yearning or incli-
nation for knowledge is actually a thirst for knowledge.

lll. l. IXX. The LXX generally translates with forms of dipsa, dipsos, and dipsti6.

In Jer.48:18 (LXX 3l:18) it uses hygrasfa, "wetness, dampness," and in Dt.29:18(19)
and Job 24:ll it deviates from the MT. It does not translate wesdmd' at all in Ezk.

19:13, suggesting that the MT may contain an addendum.

The Greek translations generally follow but sometimes embellish the MT notion of
the gii dips6sa, the "thirsting earth," in the sense of the longing for salvation.ra

Jerome also generally translates in the Vulg. with forms of sitio or siris, with the ex-

13. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XllUl (1966), 66
14. Bertram, 231.
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ception of Dt. 8:15, where he renders simma'6n after "fiery serpents and scorpions"

with the image of the dipsas, "poisonous snake," borrowed from the Greek, a snake

whose bite causes enormous thirst.15

2. Qumran. In the Qumran writings frn 'occurs twice as a substantive (lQH 4:11;

4Q5043:8),twiceasanadjective(smym,lQH4:ll; lQSb 1:8),andtwiceasthesubst.

sm7 (lQpHab l1:14; IQS 2:14).ln IQS 2:14 hsm'h'm hrwwh, the "parched" and the

"watered" in a reverse order from Dt. 29:18, refers meristically to the whole by way of
the antitheses "dry" and "moist." In 1QH 4:ll the petitioner's adversaries "withhold

from the thirsty the drink of knowledge" and "assuage their thirst with vinegar" (cf. Ps.

69:2212111.t0lQpHab 1l:14 probably alludes to the priest's drunkenness.4Q504 3:8

speaks about the serious illnesses, hunger, thirst, plagues, and the sword as God's pun-

ishments' 
Kerermannf

15. See Pliny Nat. Hist. 23.152.
16. -+ FDn l.tm;,lY,490-91.

flDl samah: llD:I semah
-T

Contents: I. I . Etymology; 2. Occurrences' II. OT: I . Verb; 2. ;emah.III. I . LXX; 2' Qumran'

samah. S. Amsler, "llD:g smh to sprout;' TLOT, lll' 1085-87; J' G. Baldwin, "semah as a

Technical Term in the Prophets," W 14 (1964) 93-97; J. Brida, "Semah Jahweh: Investigationes

ad Christologiam Isaianam spectantes," Bibl 20 (1939) lO-26; G. H. Cramer, "The Messianic

Hope of Jererniah," BS I 15 (1958) 237-46; M. Dambrine, L'image de la croissance dans la foi
d'Iirael. Mdmorial de I'Institut de Science Biblique de l'Universitd de Inusanne (Lausanne,

l97l); W. Dommershausen, "Der'spross'als Messias-Vorstellung bei Jeremia und Sacharja,"

Ti)binger theologische Quartalschrift 148 (1968) 321-41; J. C. Greenfield, "trxicographical
Notes II: IX. The Root llDi?," HUCA 30 (1959) l4l-51; D. Grossberg, "The Dual Glow/Grow

Motif," Bibt 67 (1986) 547-54; L. Moraldi, "Qumraniana: neser e semah]' Rso 45 (1970) 209-

16; G. Rinaldi, "Il 'germoglio' messianico in zaccaria 3,8; 6,12)' in G. Canfora, ed., Il
Messianismo. Atti della XVIII settimana biblica (Brescia, 1966), 179-91; A' E. Rtithy, Die

Pflanze und ihre Teile im biblisch-hebrriischen sprachgebrauch (Bern, 1942), esp. 44-49;

J. Swetnam, "Some Observations on the Background of plTI in Jeremias 23,5a1' Bibl 46 (1965)

29-40; H. Strauss, Messianisch ohne Messias. EH XXlll/232 (1984',t, esp. 138-41;

G. Widengren , The King and the Tree of Lift in Ancient Near Eastem Religion. UUA (o951154).

esp.51-56.
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l. l. Etymolo,gy. The Heb. term smh, "to sprout," corresponds to Ugar. smfi, the ver-

bal form of which occurs only as a personal name, while the substantive means

"sprout."r The root also occurs as Phoen. and Pun. ;mh, "offspting, scion,"2 and as

Jewish Aram. s"mah, (subst. siml.td', "sprout, growth"). The Syr. s"mahmeans both "to
sprout" and "to glow" (semha', "radiance, sprout"), while Mand. shm, sma, means only
"to glow, shine."3 There is probably no connection with Al'k. iamdfiu, which is gener-

ally associated with imh.a

2. Occurrences. The verb samah occurs 33 times in the OT, including 15 times in
the qal (also once in Sirach), 14 in the hiphil, and 4 in the piel; the subst' semah occurs

12 times (also once in Sirach). Of the 45 occurrences of the root, l0 are found in Isaiah,

6 each in Genesis and Ezekiel, and 5 in the Psalms.

II. OT.
l. Verb. The verb is associated first of all with the life of plants. The J creation ac-

count in Genesis describes the primal state of the world when "no plant of the field was

yet in the earth and no herb ('ESeU of the held had yet sprung up" because it had not

yet rained (Gen. 2:5, qal). Yahweh then causes every sort of tree to grow from the

ground ('"damd) (2:9, hiphil). Hence the sprouting forth of plants is one of God's cre-

ative acts. By contrast, after the Fall the cursed ground will bring forth only thorns and

thistles (3:18). In his dream Pharaoh sees seven plump and good ears of grain and

seven thin and blighted ears growing up (416,23; ?/ri is used in reference to the

strong, beautiful eaIS, vv. 5,22).The plagues in Egypt include the locusts that devour

every tree "that grows in the field" (sOmEah, Ex. 10:5). Qoheleth boasts of having made

pools from which to water the sprouting trees he planted (Eccl. 2:6). Ezekiel describes

Zedekiah as a vine that Nebuchadnezzar, portrayed as an eagle, plants and that
"sprouts" forth with branches but then stretches out its roots toward another eagle (i.e.,

Egypt; Ezk.17:6). This disloyalty can only lead to disaster;the vine is pulled up by its
roots, and its sprouting shoots wither where it once grew forth (;mh, vv. 9-10).

The hiphil forms are also used several times in the literal sense. Dt. 29:22(Eng.23)
announces that ifthe covenant is broken, the land will be devastated such that it cannot

be planted (7r'), nor will it make anything sprout forth (smh, hiphil); indeed, not a sin-

gle blade of grass will grow ('dh). According to Ps. 104:14, God's creative care makes

grass grow for cattle and plants grow for people (smft, hiphil). In his first discourse to

Job, God similarly emphasizes that he sends the rain to quench the desert and to "make

the ground put forth grass" (Job 38:27). Ps. 147:8 extols God for sending the rain and

making the grass grow on the hills. Deutero-Isaiah then uses this fact to portray the

power of God's word. Just as the rain and snow make the earth bring forth growth, so

l. The verb in PNU, 59, 189; the subst. in PRLI, ll, 7, 9, cj. KTU 1.19, l, l7 ; cf. M. Dijkstra
and J. C. de Moor, "Problematic Passages in the Legend of Aqhatu," UF'7 (1975) 199.

2. DNSI, Il,970; see below.
3. MdD,390.
4. Concerning the overlapping between smh and imh, see Greenfield and Grossberg.
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also shall God's word "not return to me empty" (Isa. 55:10-11). Trito-Isaiah uses a

similar image in asserting that just as the earth brings forth its shoots (semah), and a

garden "causes what is sown in it to spring up" Gmb, hiphil), so also will Yahweh

cause "righteousness" to sprout forth (hiphil, metaphorically;61:11, referring back to

the "seed whom Yahweh has blessed," i.e-, Israel tv. 9l).
In a more general sense, smle refers to the growth of hair (Lev. 13:,27) or of healing

skin (Isa. 58:8, metaphorically). The piet refers in a similarly metaphorical fashion to

the "growth" of Samson's hair (Jgs. 16:22), of a young woman's (i.e., Jerusalem's) hair

(Ezk. 16:7), and to the beards of David's envoys defiled by the Ammonites (2 S. l0:5

par. I Ch. l9:5).
In a purely metaphorical sense, samah can also be said of people. One person dies,

and another springs forth from the earth (Job 8:19; cf. Sir. 14:18, which asserts that the

generations are like leaves sprouting forth on trees: "one dies and another matures

l7Amal)").In Deutero-Isaiah God promises his servant Israel that he will "pour water

on the thirsty land" so that Israel's descendants "shall spring up like willows by flow-

ing streams" (lsa.44:4, preserving thus the association with the plant world). Abstract

notions can also "spring up," e.g., faithfulness (Ps. 85:12[1 1], par. righteousness from

heaven), trouble (Job 5:6), rhe new things in Deutero-Isaiah (Isa. 42:9; 43|9), and per-

haps salvation itself, albeit not explicitly mentioned (Zech.6:12).

The hiphil twice takes the obj. + I'lP qeren, "horn" According to Ps' 132:17,

Yahweh "will cause a horn to sprout up for David" and has prepared ('drab "a lamps

for my anointed one." The horn symbolizes power, particularly that of the king, or even

the king himself, while the lamp refers to the stability of the dynasty. Ezekiel picks up

this imagery and associates it with Israel, asserting that the people will receive new

power (Ezk. 29:21).It is less likely that the reference here is to a messianic figure; the

expression is rather alluding to "approaching deliverance for Israel."6 In his "last

words," David acknowledges that because of the covenant, Yahweh caused his ye-ia'

and all his h1pes to sprout forth (2 S. 23:5),7 i.e., Yahweh has made him successful and

fulfilled all his wishes. This passage may also allude to the dynasty' According to Isa.

45:8, Yahweh's creative power (bdrd') will cause salvation $eia') and righteousness to

sprout up. The imagery of righteousness raining down from heaven and the skies com-

pletes the metaphor from the world of plants (rp, nzl; concerning this imagery, cf. Ps.

72:6-1 with matar and parah). Concerning Jer. 33:15, see below.

2. semah. The subst. semah refers to that which sprouts, i.e., "growth." The rain of
sulfur and fire on Sodom and Gomorrah also destroys all plants and "growth" on the

ground (Gen. 19:25). By contrast, God softens the field with rain and blesses its growth

(Ps. 65:l l[0], an allusion to the vivifying autumnal rains). God's salvific work is com-

pared to the sprouting of new growth (Isa. 6l : 1 I ; see above), and prosperous Jerusalem

5. -,'11 ner X, 14-24.
6. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 120.

7. Concerning textual questions, see T]N. D. Mettinger, "The Last Words of David," SEA 41-

42 (1976-77) 153-54.
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with the sprouting plants of rhe field (Ezk. 16:7). sir. 4o:22 praises the beauty of green
shoots. Hosea asserts in the fashion of a proverb that those who sow the wind wilireap
the whirlwind, and that sprouts without heads will yield no meal (Hos. g:7), i.e., that Is-
rael's idolatry accomplishes nothing, particularly not the intended fertility; indeed, it
has even worse consequences in that Israel's enemies will devour the growth of the field.

In Jeremiah andZechariah, semah has become a messianic title. According to Jer.
23:5, Yahweh will raise up for David a semah;addtq who will reign as king and exe-
cute justice and righteousness. He will be calledyhwh sigq€nfi (v. 6). with regard to the
expression semah saddiq, one might mention the expression;ml1 ;dq in a 3d-century
Phoenician inscription with the meaning "legitimate sprout, legal heir."a The reference
is thus to a legitimate ruler from the Davidic dynasty, and the name obviously alludes
to Zedekiah; this ruler will actualize much more effectively than did Zedekiah the royal
ideal expressed in the name. The oracle is reinterpreted in 33:15-16, though here ihe
name "Yahweh is our righteousness" is transferred to Jerusalem.

In Zechariah the term semah has become a technical term. In zech. 3:g yahweh
promises to bring his servant "the Branch," and 6:12-13 then speaks of a man whose
name is semah and under whose feet it (salvation) will sprout forth; he will also rebuild
Yahweh's temple and rule on his throne. Although the original version probably re-
ferred to Zerubbabel, the same redactor who inserted the reference to thi high priest
Joshua also eliminated this reference.

The expressi on semah yhwh in lsa. 4:2 (late) is unclear. The text says that "on that
day the branch of Yahweh shall be beautiful and glorious." Although a messianic inter-
pretation is evident even in the early Tg. and is also advocated by many Jewish and
Christian interpreters, it is difficult to carry through. The parallel expression p,ri
ha'ares suggests that the reference is to the rich harvest of the land in the coming age of
salvation, though one might note that salvation and righteousness are often cloiely as-
sociated in such contexts.e

III. 1. LXX. The LXX generally renders the verb smh with anat\llein or
exanatdllein, occasionally also with blastdnein (also ana- or ekblastdnein) or (ana-)
phfein. It usually renders semah as anatolil, in Gen. 19:25 as anatdllonta, and in Isa.
61: I I as dnthos.Inlsa. 4:2 the LXX reads a verb and translates epildmpsein,ro while it
paraphrases Hos. 8:7. Jer. 33:15 is missing from the LXX.

2. Qumran. The verb smh occurs only twice in the eumran texts, the noun semah 3
times. The Damascus Document (CD l:7) says that 390 years after Nebuchadnezzar,
God "caused a plant root to spring [hiphil] from Israel and Aaron" (an allusion to Isa.
60:21 with.ioreiinstead of n€ser), apparently referring to the community of the new
covenant. 4Q185 1:10 speaks of rhe sprouting grass (cf. Isa. 40:6ff.).

8. KAI 43.11; --> f'lt saiaq.
9. O. Kaiser, Isaiah 1-12. OTL(Eng. trans.21983),85-g6.
10. See I.1 above.
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By contrast, semah dAwid is clearly a messianic term (Moraldi). 4QPBless 1:3

speaks of the anointed one of righteousness, the branch of David to whom the covenant

of kingship wilt be bestowed (an allusion to Gen. 49:10). 4QFlor l: I I provides a com-

mentary on 2 S. 7:8-14, saying "he is the Branch of David who shall arise with the In-

terpreter of the Law to rule in Zion at the end of time." Finally a fragment of a com-

mentary on Isaiah (reconstructed) suggests that Isa. ll:l-5 refers to the Branch of
David (4Ql6l frs. 8-10, 18-25).4Q5ll 65:1 is a fragment.

Ringgren

aD! t"*e,

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Concrete and Figurative Use. III. The Prohibition against Mixed

Weaves inDt.22:ll and Lev. 19:19.

I. Etymology. The term semer is a primary noun.l The root damr is attested in sev-

eral Semitic languages, including lJgar. sml(?),2 Eth. Qama Egyp. Aram. 'mr; qmr

Palmyr. 'mr',3 Bibl'cal Aram. '"mati Syr. 'amra, Mand. aqamra,4 amra.S

II. Concrete and Figurative Use. Textile weaves are attested archaeologically in

Palestine beginning with the Neolithic period. Finds in Natral Hemar attest weaves

from flax. In Egypt the use of linen,6 the end product of flax finishing, remained deter-

minative, whereas sheep's wool was little used probably because, among other things,

it was forbidden to "bring into the temple anything of wool, nor may the people be bur-

semer. O. Bar-Yosef, A Cave in the Desert: Nahal Hemar (Jerusalem, 1985); G. Braulik, "Die
Abfolge der Gesetze in Deuteronomium 12-26 und der Dekalog," in N. Lohfink, ed., Das

Deuteronomium: Entstehung, Gestalt und Botschaft. BETL 68 (1985), 252-72; C. M.

Carmichael, "Forbidden Mixiires," W 32 (1982) 394-415; I. Goldziher, "Zt Sa atnAzl' 7-4W 20

(1900) 36-37; M. Gdrg, "Eine ritselhafte Textilbezeichnung im AT," BN 12 (1980) l3-l'7:'
S. Krauss, Talmudische Archriologie, I (1910, repr. Leipzig' 1966), esp. 127-207; H. F Lutz,

Textiles and Costumes among the Peoples of the Ancient Near Easr (New York, 1923);

Z. Meshel, Kuntillet'Ajr,Ad: A Religious Cente from the Time of the Judaean Monarchy on the

Border of Sinai (Jerusalem, 1978); A. L. Oppenheim, "Essay on Overland Trade in the First Mil-
lennium s.c.," /CS 21 (1967) 236-54.

l. BLe, i 6lJ'.
2. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Zur ugaritischen Lexikographie I (PRU 5)l' BiOr 23 (1966)

132; a different view is taken by J. C. Greenfield, "Ugaritic Lexicographical Notes," JCS 2l
(1967) 90.

3. DNSI, II, 873.
4. MdD,33.
5. M. Dietrich, "Zum mandiiischen Wortschatz," BiOr 24 (1967) 293.
6. --> It$D poie1.
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ied in such."7 By contrast, Mesopotamian textiles include both wool and linen, though
wool was more widespread.S

Both clothing and the material from which it was made, namely, wool, might be de-
manded as tribute. Scarlet or purple wool (Heb. 'argaman) was especially valued, and
is found among the tribute the ugaritic king Niqmadu must pay to the Hittite com-
mander.e wool also appears as tribute in the oT: in 2 K. 3:4 as duty the Moabite king
Mesha must pay to Israel, though the historical reliability of 2K.3:4ff. is uncertain.l0

The first word in the expression used here,'ahm seme4 is a measurement, lit. "the
wool of one hundred thousand rams," the entity being measured then functioning as an
apposition.llone original suggestion is that the reference is to "sheep with much
wool" (note the enclitic mem).12

Ezk. 27 :18 mentions wool as merchandise for Tyre. The verse is part of a "list of im-
port merchandise" (vv. 12-24) worked into the qind for Tyre.l3

The "edifying observation"r4 in Jgs. 6:36-40 focuses on God's sign. Gideon lays
gizzal hasseme4 "freshly shorn wool," on a threshing floor; if it absorbs water differ-
ently than the surrounding material, then he can be sure of God's aid.

The "ode to a capable wife" suggests that she seeks wool and flax (prov.3l:13).
Hos.2:7,11(Eng. 5,9) confirms that these two materials were viewed as basic necessi-
ties.

Because it is a natural product, wool is easily damaged. Isa.5l:8 alludes to such
damage by portraying the demise of Israel's adversaries in drastic analogy to worms
eating wool. wool can also be damaged by mold (begeQ semer), which the regulation
concerning "leprosy" on clothing in Lev. 13:47-48,52,59 places under the control of
the priests. In Lev. 13 semer refers to material rather than to the product of shorn wool
that, as witnesses from the talmudic period show, was bought and sold in the form of
tufts.

The comparison in Ps. 141:16 perhaps alludes to such tufts. The hymnic predication
of Yahweh says that "he gives snow like wool (tufts),"I5 a reference to snowfall. The
tertium comparationis can also be the white color,l6 an interpretation supported by Isa.
l:18 (cf. Dnl.7:9): "If your sins are like scarlet, shall rhey (then) be like snow? If rhey
are red like crimson, shall they (then) become like wool?" The parallelism focuses on

7. Herodotus Hist. 2.81; cf. C. Strauss-Seeber, LexAg, Yl, 1286.
8. H. Waetzoldt, RI"A,, VI, 18tr.
9. M. Dietrich and O. Loretz , "obrussa reines Gold," WO 3 (1964-66) 206tr.
10. S. Timm, Die Dynastie Omri. FRI,ANT 124 (1982), 171tr.
11. E. Kdnig, Historisch-Comparative syntax der hebrdischen Sprache (Leipzig,1897),

$333d.
12. HAL,III, 1035a.
13. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983),46-51.
14. W. Richter, Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen zum Richterbuch. BBB 18 (1963),

213-14; idem, Die Bearbeitungen des " Retterbuches" in der deuteronomischen Epoche. BBB 2l
(1964),113.

15. See W. Stiirk, Lyrik (Psalmen, Hoheslied und Verwandtes). SAT 3ll (1920),47.
16. So HAL, I[, 1035a.

l-
I

I
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wool's white color; although sheep are indeed washed before shearing (Cant. 4:2;6:6),

newly shorn wool is anything but white.lT Here semer probably refers to the wool that

has already been washed, i.e., to wool after it has been processed further.

The figurative reproach against the Judean upper classes in Ezk. 34:3 alludes to the

material. The metonymical reference to the shepherds clothing themselves with the

wool of their sheep (/b^f 'e1-hassemer) probably accuses them of infringing on property

that does not belong to them.ls Ezk. 44:17 uses the same device ('lh semer). The draft

constitution forbids the use of woolen clothing for service in the temple forecourt, jus-

tifying the prohibition with reference to wool's inclination to make a person sweat

(v. 18).

III. The Prohibition against Mixed Weaves inDt.22zll and Lev. 19:19. The pro-

hibition against weaves mixed of linen and wool in Dt.22il1 le is of some historical

significance.The comparable regulation in Lev. 19:19 was introduced to complement

Oi. ZZ:g-tl, and its formulation suggests an extremely early date of composition2O

even though the redactional classification remains uncertain'

The text of Dt.22il-12 provides a bridge between 2l:l-23 with the theme of death

in the midst of life to 22:13-29 with its prohibited relations between husband and wife.

Dt. 22:l-12 combines regulations designed to preserve both animal and human life

with prohibitions against certain mixes.2l As far as the theme of prohibited mixes is

concerned, one might keep in mind that wool and linen have different origins (animal,

plant), different functions (wool provides warmth Uob 3l:201, linen cools lBzk. 44:17 -

181), and are treated differently in daily use (linen can be boiled, wool cannot).

Various literary witnesses attest the use of linen weaves embroidered with wool.22

The reference is probably to the fine vestments worn by dignitaries, though also per-

haps to the clothing on idols.23 Iconographic evidence attests the presence of material

with colorful patterns in the Syrian-Palestinian region.2a

Both the tent curtains in P's description of the sanctuary inBx. 26 and parts of the

high priestly vestments in Ex. 28 are made from a mix of crimson wool and byssus.

tvt. Haran suggests that it is precisely the sacredness of this particular material that

prompts its prohibition in Lev. l9: l9; Dt. 22:11.25 The problem with this interpretation

is that these interpretive suggestions from P are not explicit in Deuteronomy.

Genuine mixed weaves in which the warp is made of linen and the weft of wool

17. Krauss, 137.
18. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2,214-15.
19. See Mish. Krl. 9.

20. A. Cholewiiskt, Heiligkeitsgesetz und Deuteronomium. AnBibl 66 (1976),304-5.

21. Braulik, 265ff.
22. Oppenheim,246-47.
23. D'. B. Weisberg, "Wool and Linen Material in Texts from the Time of Nebuchadnezzar,"

Erlsr 16 (1982) 222-23.
24. ANEP, nos. 3, 52, etc'
25. M. Haran, "The Complex of Ritual Acts Performed Inside the Tabernacle l' Studies in the

Relision of the Bible. ScrHier 8 (1961), 281.
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were found in Kuntillet 'Ajrud.zo The existence of such textiles raises the question of
what prompted the prohibition. Some interpreters associate it with the thwarting of
magical practices.2T

This interpretation goes back to lgnaz Goldziher (1850-1921) and is based on
Maimonides' description of the Sabeans' priestly vestments made from a mixed weave,
though some question remains concerning just which religious community is meant.z8

The description does not in any case seem to refer to the ritual vestments of the
Mandeans.2e References to an Arabic magic ritual during which cotton and sheep's
wool are mixed similarly remain uncertain. Moreoveq Goldziher's examples raise fun-
damental doubts because of their late date.

Yet another approach takes as its point of departure the Hebrew word for these tex-
tiles, ia'alnez. With its five consonants, this noun probably represents a foreign word.
M. GOrg elaborated on Gesenius's suggestion of Egyptian derivation. On this view the
word probably derives from Egyp. i'ds, "to falsify standards, weights, etc.," and n{,
"weave." The meaning would then accord with kibd€los in the LXX.

The meaning derived from this Egyptian derivation and the LXX would then be "de-
ceptive weave," and would allude to economic transgressions.3O The context, however,
suggests that such a reference represents at most only a secondary aspect of the prohi-
bition, particularly since the suspicion seems well founded that ia'atuez represents a

secondary interpretive addendum in both passages (Lev. 19:19; Dt.22:ll1.tr
Attempts to uncover more profound reasoning for the prohibition against mixed

weaves ("what God has separated, let no one mix"32) remain as yet questionable.
Riiterswdrden

26. A. Sheffer, cited in Meshel.
27. So G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), l4l; a more cautious approach is

taken by A. D. H. Mayes, Deuteronomy. NCBC (1979),308.
28. K. Rudolph, Die Mandiier I. FRI,ANT74 (1960),36tr.
29. See K. Rudolph, Die Mandiier II. FRIANT 75 (1961),48tr.
30. Seeig/:intheInstructionof Amenemope, 17,I8 (ANET423):"Do notleanonthescales

nor falsify the weights, nor damage the fractions of the measure"; also 18,16.
3l.G.Seitz, RedaktionsgeschichtlicheStudienzumDeuteronomium.BWANT93(1971),250.
32. AuS, Y 105.
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llb! samat; In(')DI semi/tlu!-T

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Use: 1. General Considerations; 2. Hiphil; 3. Piel; 4. Niphal;

5. Qal. 6. Substantive. III. LXX.

I. Etymology. In Ugaritic poetry smt means "destroy, exterminate."l Even though

the infinitive of sml has traditionally been understood as meaning "destroy" in the line
'nt bsmt mhrh, "'Anatu at the annihilation of his mhrl' mhr beitg understood in the

sense of "vigor,"2 others emend mhrh to mprh and translate "Then did Anat behold the

cessation of his convulsing," associaling smt with Arab. samata, "cease, be silent."3 In

legal documents from Ugarit, samatu means to "hand over once and for all" (Loretz).

The term rrnl in poetry with the meaning "prepare a person's end" corresponds to the

legal expression involving "final, ultimate" right to property.4 Alongside Ugar. ;mt,
"destroy," and Eth. 'a;mata, "annihilate," one also finds Arab. ;amata, "be silent," and

Syr. smr pael, "to silence."

II. OT Use.
l. General Considerations. All 15 OT occurrences of the verb smt (once in the qal,

twice each in the niphal and piel, 10 times in the hiphil) are in poetic contexts, including

1 1 times in the Psalms (also 2 s.22:41par. Ps. 18:41[Eng. 40]), twice in Job (niphal),

and once in Lamentations (qal); the subst. ;"mi/tlul occurs twice (Lev. 25:23,30).

The piel takes an impersonal subject; in the hiphil the petitioner's adversaries or the

wicked in general are the object or, as in Ps. 69:5(4) (if the text is intact; see below), the

subject. M. Delcor's assertion that smt always means "to silence" is incorrect; not only

is this meaning nowhere compelling, in certain instances it is impossible.5

2. Hiphil. Twice smt in the hiphil parallels 'bd and thus means "destroy." "Indeed,

those who are far from you will perish OA'bedil; you put an end (hismattA) to those

who are false to you" (Ps. 73:21). "In your steadfast love you destroy (tasmi!) my ene-

mies, and make perish (w"ha'a\a/td) all my adversaries" (143:l2a).In 18:36-46(35-

45) the king recounts the victory over his enemies Yahweh has given him; the meaning

sama!. J. L. Boyd, ,'Two Northwest semitic word Studies:' wTJ 40 (1977-78) 350-58;

O. Loretz, "Ugaritisches samatu und hebriiisches sm(y)tt|' BZ 6 (1962) 269-79'

l. Cf. Loretz, 274;WUS no.2330. Texts include KTU 1'2' IY 9; 1'3, II' 8; l'3, III' 44'

2. KTU 1.18, IY 38; so M. Dijkstra and J. C. de Moor, "Problematical Passages in the Legend

of Aqhdtu," UF 7 (1975) 196.
3. B. Margalit, "studia Ugaritica II: Studies in Krr and Aqht: UF I (1976) 168-69; cf. KTU

1.18, IY 26. HAL,III, 1036a (s.v. smf), concurs. ANET l52a,l. 38 (17 from top): 'Anath, [see-

ingl his vigor extinguished."
4. AHw, III, 1081; CAD, XYI, 93-95; Loretz, 27 5.

5. M. Delcor, "uln ftr.i to be silent," TLOT ll' 478.
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"destroy" for smt hiphil in v. 41b(40b) par. 2 S. 22:4lb is confirmed by the parallel
verbs klh piel (v. 38[37]), mh; @.39t381), ifuq and dqq (see BIIS) (v. 43t42)):..those
who hated me I destroyed ('asmigm)}'

The remaining passages fit this interpretation. In Ps. 101 the king promises to punish
the wicked: "one who secretly slanders a neighbor I will destroy ('a;mtl). A haughty
look and an arrogant heart I will not tolerate" (v. 5). vv. 6-7 may be a yahweh oracle, in-
troduced by and concluding with the word'Anay/ay, "my eyes,"6 while v. 8 refers back to
v. 5: "Morning by morning I will destroy ('a;mtl all the wicked in the land, cutting off
(l"haftrifi all evildoers from the city of Yahweh." In 54:7(5) the petitioner pleads for
Yahweh to turn against his adversaries: "Repay my enemies for their evil. In your faith-
fulness, put an end to them (hasmtgm)!'Ps. 94 concludes with an expression of certain
success: "But Yahweh has become my stronghold, and my God the rock of my refuge"
(v. 22); "he will repay them for their iniquity and wipe rhem out (ya;miled for their
wickedness; Yahweh our God will wipe them out (yasmtlEm),, (v.23), though one of
these verb forms might be superfluous.T Ps. 69:5(4) reads: "More in number than the
hairsof myheadare (rabbfr) thosewhohatemewithoutcause; many are('as"mfi)those
who would destroy me (masmtlay), my enemies who attack me with lies." The parallel-
ism, howeveq would be clearer if instead of ma;mt1ay one would read mz'asm61ay:B
"More in number than my bones are those who attack me with lies."

3. Piel. In the two passages that use the piel, too, the translation "to destroy" is prob-
ably more accurate than "to silence." "Your wrath has swept over me; your dread as-
sadts (bi'fi1ey(a-) destroy me [read simm"1fint instead of simme1u1frni, which would
have to be a comrpt pilel formrl" (Ps. 88:17[16]). "My zeal desrroys me (simm"1a1ni)
because my foes forget your words" (119:139).

4. Niphal. Job 6:l7a says that "in time of heat, they [streams] disappear (nil,md!fr)"
(par- nil'"ftfi, "they vanish"), hardly "they are silenced."lo The statement in Job 23:17,
standing at the end of Job's lament and accusation against God, is extremely unclear:
"But (kt) I am not (?) destroyed/silenced (nismattt) by/before the darkness, and thick
darkness covers my faca."lt

5. Qal. The qal form in Lam. 3:53a is generally translated as ..fling": ..They flung
(sdmelit) my life (hayydy) into a pit."lz Because the adversaries are the subject in both

6. A different view is taken by J. S. Kselman, "Psalm 101: Royal Confession and Divine Ora-
cle," JSOT 33 (1985) 50, 56-57, who includes v. 8.

7 . H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-1 50 (Eng. trans. 1989), 238.
8. Cf. Brls; HAL, rl,868b, which adduces Ps. 69:5(4) s.v. 'prz min, also presupposes rhis con-

jecture.
9. BLe, $381.
10. So G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 158.
I l. -+ ]Un fuaiaft, Y,254-55.
12. W Rudolph, Das Buch Ruth; Das Hohelied; Die Klagelieder KAT XylIJl-3 (1962), in

loc., suggests reading the piel.
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v. 52 and v. 53b, they are probably also the subject in v. 53a. Otherwise one might con-

sider whether hayytm is the subject (cf. Ps. 31:11t101; 88:4[3]): "My life is destroyed

in the Pit."

6. Substantive. The s\bst. semi"nlr, occurs in Lev. 25:23,30 in connection with the

regulations concerning restitution and the sale of property and houses (vv. 23-34).

Those who sell a dwelling house within a walled city can buy it back or "redeem" it up

to the end of the year of sale (v.29). V. 30 then adds that "if it [the house] is not re-

deemed before a full year has elapsed, a house that is in a walled city shall pass lismilul

to the purchaser, throughout the generations." Alongside this doubtless extremely old le-

gal principle,13 a much later regulation (so Elliger) stipulates that "the land shall not be

sold lismi1u1, for the land is mine [Yahweh's]" (v. 23a); the sold land is rather to be "re-

deemed" (vv.24-25). Commensurate with lJgar. sam.atu, Heb. lismilillirf means "once

and for all, irrevocably."t+ 1n" house in question belongs irrevocably to the purchaser

and his descendants; by contrast, the sale of land can never be final or irrevocable.

III. LXX. The LXX offers various renderings fot smt, including especially

exolethreilein (4 times), ekdi6kein, and thanatoiln (twice each).
Schmoldt

Loretz, 276; K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966), 347 .

See I above; also Loretz, 275-79.

i1l) sinna -r1lD magen

Contents: I. Occurrences. II. Etymology. III. Proverbs and Sirach. IV. Mic. 6:8. V. Qumran

;n.. J. H. Hertz, ..Micah 6,8i ExpT 46 (1934135) 188; J. P. Hyatt, "On the Meaning and ori-
gin of Micah 6:81' ATR 34 (1952) 232-39; H. J. Stoebe, "'Und demtitig sein vor deinem Gott':

tli"hu 6,8," WuD 6 (1959) 180-94; idem, "yJl sn'to be careful," TLoT,lll, 1087-88; D. Winton

Thomas, "The Root Vl3 in Hebrew, and the Meaning of nrJ']?i2 in Malachi lll'14: JJS 1 (19481

49) 182-88.

13.
t4.
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I. Occurrences. This root occurs but twice in the Hebrew OT, once as the qal pass.
ptcp- sanfra'and once as the hiphil inf. abs. hasnza'. The term sanfia' and two hiphil
forms also occur in Sirach.

Ir. Etymology. Translations from the ancient versions vary widely (see below), and
the etymology is not particularly helpful. The Arab. sana'e, "to make," occasionally
has the connotation of skillful or artistic production, comparable perhaps to Syr. seni',
"skillful, clever." winton Thomas has proposed that a comparison between oSA sn',
"secure, fortify," and Eth. san'a, "be hard, firm,"r with Middle Heb. and Jewish Aram.
srz" "preserve, conceal," might suggest a basic meaning "to empower, preserve,"
though the semantic relationship between the two terms remains obscure. The Jewish
Aram. senia', "modest," derives from "preserve."

III. Proverbs and Sirach. The meaning must thus be construed from the actual use of
the term in Hebrew. Prov. 1 l:2 is revealing in its assertion that "when pride [.presump-
tion,' zddbn) comes, then comes disgrace @al6n); but wisdom is with the senfriml, Al-
though the passage does not fully implement the antithetical parallelism, it is clear that
zaQdn and ;"nfrim are antitheses. A sanfra' is apparently someone who is conscious of
human limitations and is thus "modest and in control of oneself' (cf. LXX tapein6s),
characteristics well suited to the wisdom ideal of the person with self-control. The word's
association with "wisdom," however, may also suggest the translation ..thoughtful."

Sir. 3l(34):22 reads: "In everything you do be sanfia', and no harm [NRSV .sick-

ness'l will overtake you." The LXX translates as entrechiis. According to Jer. yoma
43c, snw'is the opposite of gargeran, "glutton." The context reveals only a concern
with avoiding harm, so that the word might mean "careful," "attentive," "prudent, cir-
cumspect," any of which would fit the wisdom context quite well.

The context in Sir. 42:8 is not entirely clear. "Do not be ashamed to correct the stu-
pid or foolish, . . . then you will be zdhtr in truth and an Ti sanfia'to all," i.e., everyone
will recognize you as such. The parallelism with zdhir "careful, cautious," points in the
direction of "thoughtful, modest." The LXX renders zahtr as pepaideuminos and
;anfia' as dedokimasmdnos. The hiphil is used in 16:25: "I will let my spirit sparkle
(nb'hiphil) in a well-measured fashion (bemiiqdl), and declare (hwh piel) my knowl-
edge behasn€a'. The context suggests a meaning such as "well-measured" or perhaps
"considered," "prudently." The LXX reads en akribeia, "with carelprecision."

Sir. 32(35):3 reads: "Speak, you who are older, for it is your right, but /rsn'with your
knowledge, and do not interrupt the music." Here one might translate "be economical,
reserved," i.e., refrain from exaggerated instruction that dampens the joyous mood.

IV. Mic. 6:8. Mic. 6:8 summarizes the demands yahweh makes on his people: ..Do
justice (miipat), love hese{, and hasnea'lellelwith ('im) God." The context shows only
that the concern is with ethical behavior in general. Taking a cue from prov. I l:2, one

l. Beeston, 143;' l"exLingAeth, 1288.
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might also read this passage as a reference to a discreet or cautious, modest life charac-

terized by an acknowledgment of human limitations and an avoidance of presumption

toward God. The LXX has hitoimos.

V. Qumran. Although all the Qumran passages allude to Mic. 6:8, they actually re-

fer to the demeanor of the community members toward one another rather than toward

God. It is worth noting that the expression "to act hasnea"'is once qualihed as "[hum-

bleconductl sprungfromanunderstanding('ormd) of allthings" (lQS 4:5-6=4Q502

16:3). IQS 5:4 cites from Mic. 6:8, "love heseQ and conduct oneself hasnea'l' adding

"in all their ways." lQS 8:2 says that the members of the "council" are to be perfectly

versed "in all that is revealed of the Law" in order that their works be truth (nme!),

righteousness, justice, love of hesel, and a demeanor hasn?a'l' Although this passage

cliarly alludes to Mic. 6:8, it does not make explicit exactly how it understands the ex-

pression in question.
Ringgren

conrents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. occurrences. II. OT: l. People;2. God. III. 1. LXX;2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. The root ,rZ does not occur frequently in the Semitic languages.

Comparable terms include Ugar. {8d, I whose D-stem meaning is variously given as

"allow to climb," "advance," and, with reference to Arab. Qa{ada, "press, squeeze."2

The reading in KTU 1.23,30 is uncertain, since scholars formerly read $'d; the context

in both passages is unclear. In Arabic, sa'ida means "climb !p," $u'ud "ascent," and

saU "highland."
One Old South Arabic passage reads ysZw, "they climbed up," though it is based on

a correction of an original ys'Qw that can no longer be checked.3 The root also occurs in

personal names, including Saf. -s'd, s77 alongside sdl, Tham. sZ and sdr,a and Nab.

rdZ., On" Palmyrene example, ,sZw (Gk. Saedos), occurs in a bilingual funerary in-

scription.6 The term s'd car' be vocalized as Sd'id or as Sa'ud.1

l. KTU 1.10, m, 7;1.23,30.
2. In order: Aistleitner (ct. WUS, no.2339); CML; K. Aartun, "Beitriige zum ugaritischen

Lexikon," WO 4 (1967168) 290.

3. Beeston, 140. The inaccessible text is A. Jamme, 586.24.

4. See G. Lankester Harding, An Index and Concordance of Pre-Islamic Arabian Names and

Inscriptions (Toronto, 1 97 l), s.v.

5. J. Cantineau, I'e Nabatden, II (Osnabriick, 1978), 140.

6. J. Cantinea\ Inscriptions Palmyriniennes (Damas, 1930), 30, no' 41'

7. See W. Caskel, Gamharat an-Nasab: Das genealogische Werk des Hiiam ibnMuhammad

al-Kalbr (Leiden, 1966), 538.

?9I l'd; 19-! sa'ad;7J\) ;"'a{A; ]{ID mis'dd;;llYIS 'e;'ada
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It is not necessary to introduce a second root s d with unknown meaning as an
etymon for s"'A/61, "anklets" (Isa.3:20),8 and for 'ep'Aji,,.armlet,'(Nu.3l:50; 2 S.
l:10, 'aier 'al-zera'6).e The notion of "anklet" proceeds semantically to "armlet."l0
Hence L. Kopf's suggestion is also unnecessaryll that one associate 'eg'aQd and s"'add
with Arab. 'aQud, "(tpper) arm," or with 'iddd,t2 "bracelet."l3 Because according to
2 S. l: l0 the royal insignia included both a crown and an armlet, some scholars suggest
reading hd'es'd16 instead of ha'zSfil alongside hannEzer in 2 K. ll:l2.ta

2. occurrences. The verb sZ "solemnly stride, step," occurs 7 times in the qal and
once in the hiphil (Job 18:14). Additional occurrences include Sir.9:13 and the cj.
so'Ej instead of so'eh in Isa. 63:1 suggested by Symmachus, Syr., and vulg. The noun
sa'aQ, "step," occurs 14 times, whlle s"'djd, "march, advance,,, occurs twice (2 S. 5:24
par. I Ch. 14:15). In Isa. 3:20 t"'d.d.6l means "anklers,,,and in Nu. 3l:50 and 2 S. l:10
'e;'d4d refers to a clasp or braceler. The term mis'dj inps.37:23;prov.20:24;Dnl.
I l:43 means "step, entourage." The root occurs with notable frequency in proverbs
(the verb once in the qal [7:8] and ;a'aj 4 times [4: l2; 5:5; 16:9;30:29, also mis.d/ in
20:24) and Job (the verb once in the hiphil tlS:l4l and sa'aQ 5 times [14:16; tg:1;
3l:4,37;34:2ll). Forms of the root sz somewhat like the Eng. verb "stride," are more
frequently used in elevated, poetic expressions.

II. OT.
l. People. when the enemy is watching one's footsteps, one cannot walk in the

streets (Lam. 4:18). The steps of those who are versed in the ways of wisdom will not
be hampered (Prov. 4:12), while the strong steps of the wicked are shortened (Job
l8:7). Bildad's second response to Job (18:14) insists that the wicked must stride to the
king of ferrors, the rex tremendusts or personification of death. The path of the loose
woman similarly leads inexorably to death, "her steps follow the path to Sheol" (prov.
5:5). According to Job 1416 (cf .31:4), God counts Job's steps, i.e., keeps a warchful
eye on Job's behavior to discover any transgression. A person's steps thus become a
metaphor for one's behavior (cf. Job 3l:37; prov. 5:5; 16:9; Jer. lo:23; the LXX also
speaks of such deportment when it renders {"'aday in Job 14:16 as epitEdefimata).

8. See Aug Y 350-51; Dalman identifies {"'ad.6! as the pl. of the sg. 'eg.ajd.
9. So BDB, 857.
10. Kiinig, 391.
11. L. Kopf,'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwcirterbuch," y"I 8 (1958)

198.
12. Not 'isad as in HAL, III, 1040b.
13. concerning bracelets and anklets as adornment, see G. Foluer, BHHV, III, 1706ff.;

H. weippert, BRLz,284-85; E. E. Plart, "Jewelry of Bible Times and the catalog of Isa 3: 1g-23,',
AUSS t7 (1979) t7-84,189-201.

14. 8.g., H. Tiktin, Kritische [Jntersuchungen zu den Bilchern samuelis. FRLANT 16 (33)
(1900/1983); H. Gressmann, Die (ilteste Geschichtsschreibung und Prophetie Israels. SATtlll
(21921).

15. See Yergil Georgica 4.469.
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When Prov. 20:24 asserts that "all our steps are ordered by Yahweh [lit. 'a man's

steps come from Yahweh']; how then can we understand our own ways?" it articulates

a deterministic view that "shakes wisdom at its very foundations," focusing not on

some "insincere act that Yahweh might discover, but on the fixing of a person's fate

quite independent of any intentional human action."l6 The same notion recurs in Prov.

16:9: "The human mind plans the way, but Yahweh directs the steps." Jer. 10:23 simi-

larly finds that our paths are not really subject to our own volition, i.e., we are not re-

ally able to determine our own steps; rather, it is God who "makes me stride freely"
(2 5.22:37 par. Ps. 18:37[Eng. 36]). Sir. 37:15 thus advises one to pray to God "that he

may direct your steps in truth." The Qumranites were also aware that no human beings

can determine their own way and guide their own steps (1QS 11:10; IQH 15:13).

The MT of Ps. 31,23 reads: 'A man's steps are made firm by Yahweh when he de-

lights in his way." Because the first three words coincide with Prov. 20:24, however, Ps.

37:23 can also be translated "a man's steps come from Yahweh," a proverbial aphorism

pointing out how Yahweh guides the steps of the righteous. In the second part one

should probably follow B. Duhm in reading k6n"n6 b"Qark6 yehpd$, "he holds him up-

right when he delights in his way."tl Here too we find the notion that Yahweh ulti-
mately determines a person's path.

2. God. In the theophany portrayal in Jgs. 5:4, Yahweh's coming and solemn ad-

vance stir up the earth, the heavens, and the mountains. Ps. 68:8-9(7-8) reads similarly:
"O God, when you went out before your people, when you marched through the wil-
derness, the earth quaked." Hab.3:12 tells how during Yahweh's battle with the nations

he "trod the earth in fury" and "trampled nations in anger."l8 Isa. 63: I (cj.) also views

Yahweh as a wiurior who proudly strides in from Edom. According to 2 S. 5:24 pat.

I Ch. l4:15, David is not to advance in battle against the Philistines until he hears "the

sound of marching in the tops of the balsam trees" indicating that Yahweh has gone out

before him to wage the earthly battle in heaven as well. IQM l2:9 similarly asserts that

the host of spirits keeps pace with the steps of the warriors on earth, i.e., fights with

them.

IIL l. lXX. The LXX translates the verb sa'aQ with forms of apairein, airein,

epibatnein, and diabainein. Twice (Gen. 49:22; Hab. 3: l2) it misreads sZ as s7 It of-

fers no equivalent for Prov. 7:8, and interprets the hiphil in Job 18:14 freely. It trans-

lates the subst. sa'aql 4 times with ditibema, olce each with poreia, epitiideuma, and

{chne, and once verbally with porefietal (Prov. 3O:29). It translates freely in 4 passages

without giving a direct equivalent. Twice (Job l8:7; Lam. 4:18) it misreads sZ as s'r or

s'yr The LXX renders 'es'dilA as chlid6n, "bracelet" or "necklace," similarly also

$"'dd6l (Isa. 3:20). Ir rranslates mis'dd twice as didbEma (Ps. 31:23 = Prov. 20:24), and

16. H. Gese, I'ehre und Wirklichkeit in der alten Weisheit (Ttibingen, 1958), 46-47 '

17. B. Duhm, Die Psalmen. KHC XIV (21922), lO8.
18. Concerning {a'ad as a technical term in theophany portrayals, see J. Jeremias,

Theophanie. WMANT 10 1zt97rr, t, ,tO.
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renders Dnl. I l:43 freely. Its rendering of se'd{d in2 S. 5:24 as synkleismds might have
been prompted by an original masAri while the translation as sysseismds in I Ch. 14: 15

probably attests the presence of se'arA rather than {"'ddA.
Jerome translates the verb sa'ay' with forms of discurrere, transire (twice),

pertransire, transcendere, incedere, conculcare, and calcare. The Vulg. translates
sa'a/in 10 passages as gressus and once each aspasszs, gradus, vestigium, and a form
of gradi (Prov. 30:29), so also 2 5.5:24 par. 1 Ch. 14:15 for t''AdA.In Nu. 31:50 and
Isa. 3:20, the Vulg. uses periscelis, "knee/thigh clasp or bangle," while the context in
2 S. l: l0 (de brachio illius) prompted it to choose armilla. It renders mis'dd as gressus
and once as transire,

2. Qumran. The verb sZ occurs twice in Qumran ( IQS I : I 3; 3: I I ) as the inf. const.
ls'wd with the specialized meaning "transgress," a meaning not attested for sZ in the
OT. The substantive occurs 6 times (lQS I l:10; lQM l2:9;rt IQH 15:13,21; IQH fr.
2:6; CD 20: 18). The meaning "step" corresponds to OT usage and similarly focuses on
therealizationthatpeoplecannotguidetheirownsteps(cf. 1QS 1l:10;1QH l5:13;.zo

Kellermannf

19. See II.2 above.
20. See II.l above.

-1"yY 
saTr; '1113 sa-'ar.''1ll3D mis'ar: i1"l'9I se?rd? .1 .

Contents: I. Root and Distribution. IL 1. OT Forms and Occurrences; 2. Parallel Terms.

III. General Use: 1. The Verb sd'ar; 2. The Noun sa'tr; 3. Other Substantive Forms.
IV. Theological Considerations. V. Qumran and LXX.

I. Root and Distribution. The root s7 (cf. also z7)l seems to be attested throughout
the Semitic languages; cf., e.g., Akk. se!€ru, safuaru, "be/become small, young l' sefirul,

sair. O. Biichli, "Die Erwiihlung des Geringen im AT," TZ 22 (1966) 385-95; NSS, gg165,
l'74d, 192d; S. E. Loewenstamm, Comparative Studies in Biblical and Ancient Oriental Litera-
tures. AOAT 204 (1980), esp. 249-55; O. l-nretz, "Ugaritische und hebriiische Lexikographie
(IV)," UF l5 (1983) 59-61; M. Sabg, Sacharja 9-14. WMANT 34 (1969), esp. 105-7, 276-82;
Wagner,49.

l. See II.l below.

t
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sabru,"small. young";2 OSA sgr "small"; Ugu.p$t; "small, young"; Phoen. and Pun. s'r
"a small, insignificant thing"': Jewish Aram. ;"'Ar/;"'ar, "think little of, insult"; cf . z"'Ar
ze'Ara'; Syr. s"'ar, "to be insulted"; cf. also Mand. ZAR,.tUR III, "maltreat, dishonor,
disgrace";a and Arab. sa{ira, "be small"; Eth. sa'ala, "scold, insult."5 The basic
meaning of the root seems to be "be/become smalI." Applied to people and animals, it
refers frequently to a young age ("[be] young, the youngest") or to lowly status ("[be]
lowly").

ll. l. OT Forms and Occurrences. The root s7 and its derivatives, excepting the un-
equivocal personal names, occur 33 times in the Hebrew OT alongside the fem. Aram.
form z"'Ard, "small" (Dnl. 7:8), and the Heb. forms z"'Ar, "a little" (5 times: Isa.

28:10[bis],13[bis]; Job 36:2),6 and miz'ar "small thing, a little" (4 times: Isa. 10:25;
16:14;24:6;29:17),7 deriving from the verb z'4 which is not attested in the Hebrew OT
and is generally understood as a secondary Aramaic form.8 Altogether the group s/27
occurs 43 times in the OT.

Among the occurrences of s'r the noun sa?r dominates (22 ocatnences, if one
counts the Q in Jer. l4:3 and 48:4 [K: s'wr]), though Mandelkern adduces in brackets
alongside sa ?r also sa'64e un6 HAL the term *sa'6r "small," as an independent lemma
(forJer. l4:3;48:4).to The verb sToccurs 3 times in the qallrif alongside Jer.30:19
andJob 14:21 one alsocountsthedisputedwordhasso'ortminZech. 13:7basapartici-
ple rather than vocalizing it as a pl. form of sairtz or even construing it as an indepen-
dent noun s6'er "a youth [who helps the shepherd]."t3 Loewenstamm has associated

;o'artminZech. l3:7 andthe MQ forms in Jer. l4:3 and48:4 with one of three Ugaritic
words for "shepherd," s{r or i{4ta suggesting that it represents a foreign word refer-
ring to a shepherd of lesser status.

The occurrences of the remaining nouns mis'ar and s"ird also present certain prob-
lems, since alongside 5 unequivocal occurrences of mis'ar (Gen. 19:20[bis]; Isa. 63:18

2. AHw,III, 1087-89.
3. OSA sf4 see Beeston, 145;Ugar. s6i4 see IVUS, no. 2340; cf . also sfr WUS, no. l94O' UT,

no.2182; A. Schoors, RS8 I, 54, no.42: also Loewenstamm,250-54; Phoen. and Pun. s7 see

DNSI, II, 971-72; cf. also M. Lidzbarski , Ephemeris fiir semitische Epigraphik (Giessen, 1900-
1915), I, 223-24; III, 283; KAI 81.5; cf . 65.2.

4. MdD,388.
5. kxLingAeth, 1302.
6. VG, 1,352-53.
7. See BLe, $6leq.
8. See I1Al, I,277b, s.v. ''llll; il, 566a, s.v. 19lD; Wagner, nos. 80-81.
9. Mandelkern, 1001a.
10. HAL, III, 1041a; but cf. also HAL, lll, 1041b, no. 4; also H. P. Stahli, Knabe, Jilngling,

Knecht (Bem, 197 8), 27 9ff .
ll. For a piel cj. in Isa. 63:18, see HAL,11,624a.
12. BHS; cf. HAL, III, 1041a, with reference to Jer. 49:20; 5O:45.
13. Even-Shoshan, 1829, possibly following Loewenstamm (already in Tarbiz 36 U9661671

I l0-15); see already K. Marti, Das Dodekapropheton. KHC 13 (1904),443: "shepherd's boys."
14. See UT no. 1787: "assistant": WUS, no. 1940.
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[unless one emends the noun here to a piel form]; Job 8:7; 2 Ch.24:24), the text in Ps'

42:7b(Eng.6b) is uncertain in that the word has been understood in the expression har

mi;'arbothin the characteristic sense of "the small mountain"l5 and as the name of an

otherwise unknown mountain (NRSV "Mount Mizar";.to With regard to the abstrac-

tion scir6,t7 which is generally thought to occur twice (Gen. 43:33; Dnl. 8:9), the form

miss'"ird in Dnl. 8:9 is also construed as a secondary feminine form of the adj' sd?rl8

or emended directly to seirA.ls I will not address the possible fluid transitions to place-

names (cf. Ps. 42:7bl6bl; perhaps also Jer. 48:4; see BFIS; though cf. Gen. l9:,2O-22,

with its interpretation of the name, and 2 K. 8:21).

As far as the overall distribution of this root is concerned, one does notice that it oc-

curs in many and widely varying literary contexts without any discernible concentra-

tion in a particular context.

2. ParallelTerms. The words of this group, especially the noun ;ai4 are often ac-

companied by parallel and antithetical terms that are of semasiological significance re-

garding both the use and meaning of the overall group'- 
Parallel and synonymous terms involve first of all the verb -> l99D md'ay, "be/be-

come little, few" (Jer. 30:19), then as regards -sc?r also -+)l aaL "low, paltry, insignifi-

cant" (Jgs. 6:15), qdtdn(l S. 9:21) along with qdt6n (Isa.60:22), "smalu'2O on the one

hand, and nipzeh, "despised" (Ps. 119:141), on the other.2l With the possible exception

of the last mentioned, these words constitute a relatively well-defined word held. By

contrast, the antonyms are not as uniform. The terms -, 'If ) kabCd, "be heavy, weighty,

honored" (lob l4:21),and the hiphll hikbid, "honor" (Jer. 30:19, pat. hirbd, "multiply")'

constitute the antonyms for the verb. The most frequent antonyms fot sdir are + "l'l)l
b"f;br (bekhbr), "the firstborn" (Gen. 43:33; 48:14; Josh. 6:26; 1 K' 16:34), and bef;ira'
..the older one" (Gen. 19:31., 29:26), then also ra!, r'large" (Gen. 25:23),22 ',addirim,

"nobles" (Jer.14:3),23 andyditi, "old" (Job 32:6)'The opposite of s"irdisb"f;irA"'po-
sition of the firstborn" (Gen. 43:33).2+ In Dnl. 8:9 the verb gdQal, "be/become great'

grow,"istheantonym.Finally,theopposite of mi;'aristheverb idgd,"grow" (Job8:7).

III. General Use. The findings in II.2 show that the general use of this word group

quite often involves polar juxtapositions. Antonyms are used to express various cir-

cumstances.

15. See GesB,453b; BDB,859a.
16. See HAL, \,624a;H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng' trans' 1987), 440'

17. GesB,689b; cf. Michel, 70.

18. NSS, $165.
19. See A. Bentzen, Daniel. HATltlg (21952)' 56; O' Pltiger, Das Buch Daniel'

(1965), 122; HAL, III, 1041b'
20. -+ l9l qtn.
21. --+ ittl bdzd (bdzah), II, 60-65.
22. -+ )a\ rbb.
23. See HAL, I, 13-14.
24. See HAL, l, l3la.
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l. The Verb sa'ar In its few occurrences the verb expresses the opposite of an honor-
able position. In divine discourse the notion of being "of mean state" is negated in con-
trast to the promise of an honorable restoration of the people (Jer. 30: l9). In a wisdom
context the term contrasts how people may be "brought low" despite their honorable ap-
pearances (Job 14:21). The substantive use of the participleinZech. l3:7 resembles the
useofsa?rinreferencetotheleastamongthesheepoftheflock(cf.Jer.49:20;50:45).

2. The Noun sair The adj. sdia "small, young, low," is used more in the substanti-
val than in the attributive sense, something also suggested by the qattl form.25 It is used
largely as an independent substantive, and in several instances as a predicate adjective
(e.g., Jgs.6:15; 1 S.9:21;Ps. 119:l4l), though also as a subject (5 times) and object
(twice).

As the frequent contrast to b"$or/b"lirA, "the firstborn, older," sa?r refers to some-

one whose status is lesser not only as regards chronological age, but in other ways as

well within the framework of a fixed familial order. The classic expression of this no-

tion occurs in Gen. 29:26 and43:33 (cf . also l9:31ff.; 48:14; Jgs. 6:15). This sociologi-
cal aspect applies to the wider social order as well to the extent that the word is also as-

sociated with a clan or tribe (cf. 1 S.9:21; Ps.68:281271; Mic. 5:l[2]), with the
"nobles" among the people (Jer. l4:3), or with the people as a whole (cf. Gen. 25:23;
lsa.60:22: also Jer. 48:4). In a more general sense, the word can apply to age and time

$tdmtm, "days/time," Job 30:1; 32:6).za As a contrasting term, it can also express part
of a whole, possibly in the fashion of a merism (Josh. 6:26; I K. 16l34).27 Even when
the word stands alone, the aspect of totality may still be discernible, expressing, e.g.,

the broad scope or great significance of some (chastising) act, in the sense of "includ-
ing even . . . ," as is likely the case in Jer. 48:4; 49:20;50:45; cf. Zech. l3:7. Finally, as

an expression of devout cultic language the word can also function as a humble self-
designation (Ps. I l9:141).

3. Other Substantive Forms. The noun mis'ar can refer in various ways to something
viewed as "small" or "insignificant," e.9., a small city (Gen. 19:.20), the numerical in-
significance of an army (2 Ch.24:24), a short period of time (Isa. 63:18), or the ini-
tially miserable fate of someone who later becomes "great" (Job 8:l).za The possible
use of Je?ra in Dnl. 8:9 as well as Gen. 43:33 (see above) as an abstract noun also ex-
presses the transition from something "small" to something "very great."

IV. Theological Considerations. Although the varying use of the word group asso-

ciated with s'r makes a rather disparate impression, its theological implications are re-

25. See BLe,9 6lnu.
26. -, Dl' y6m, Yl,7-32.
27. Cf . it this regard, A. M. Honeyman, "'Merismus' in Biblical Hebrew," JBLT I (1952) ll-

l8; H. A. Brongers, "Merismus, Synekdoche und Hendiadys in der Bibel-Hebriiischen Sprache,"
oTS t4 (1965) 100-114.

28. See G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXYI (1963), 183tr.

427
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markably consistent, implications discernible especially in the contrasting use of sair
In several instances, events do not happen at all as one might expect from the perspec-

tive of someone's familial or social status. Instead, by means of divine initiative or
promise a "younger one" or even the "youngest" is chosen and elevated over against an

"older one" ("election of the lesser," so Biichli).
Such election takes place in the OT first of all when an individual is called to special

service or to a special office, as is the case with Gideon (Jgs. 6:15) or Saul (l S. 9:21;
cf. the election of David over his brothers, I S. l6: 1- I 3), though it may also apply to in-
dividual tribes, especially if the fathers are involved as well (cf. Gen. 25:23 and 48:.14).

Not only does Joseph acquire special status (Gen. 37ff.), but so also does the "small
tribe Benjamin" (Ps. 68:28[27); Mowinckel translates "Benjamin, the youngest, their
ruler"2e). The messianic "ruler" (mdicl) will come from unprepossessing "Bethlehem
of Ephrathah" (Mic. 5:212)).

This usage represents an important salvific-historical understanding of election that
also appears in the eschatological promise to Zion: "The least of them shall become a

clan, and the smallest one a mighty nation" (lsa.60:22; cf. also Dnl. 8:9 and in the NT
esp. 1 Cor. l-2).

V. Qumran and LXX. The root appears but once in Qumran, when CD 19:9 alludes
to Zech. l3:.7.

The LXX renders this word group with various Greek words, including especially
ne6teros (12 times) and mikr6s (6 times).3o

SebO

S. Mowinckel, Der achtundsechT,igste Psalm (Oslo, 1953), 51.
See O. Michel, "prxp6q," TDNT, [V,648-59; J. Behm, "vtoe," TDNT IY 896-901.

l9-) ;a'ae -+ let zd'aq

29.
30.
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ilf;) ;apa: 1?YD mi;peh: 711) ;ippiyd

Contents: I. Etymology. IL Occurrences and Use. III. Meaning: 1. General Considerations;

2. Secular and Military Contexts; 3. Prophetic Office; 4. Other Considerations; 5. Nominal

Derivatives. IV. LXX and Qumran. Y. sph ll.

I. Etymology. Two homonymous roots are to be distinguished here: sph I, "look
out," and sph lI, "cover, overlay."

The Heb. root sph I is related to Bab. subbtt(m)lAssyr. sabbft(m) D, "to look at

something from a distance, observe, examine."l The Ugar. term sp is disputed, with
suggestions including "gaze" and "brightness, sparkle."2 One Neo-Punic inscription
includes the form sp', which might mean "seer."3 In Middle Hebrew ;apd means "look
out, look, predict," piel "hope for, expect"; and Jewish Aramaic attests sp'ithpeal,
"look out."4

Nominal derivatives include mispeh, "observation post," also as the place-name, and
qippiyA, "observation point"; other place-names include mispd, ;"pa!, ;"pa1d,5 perhaps

-, J'IDI ;ap6n. Personal and tribal names whose derivation from sph is questionable in-
clude sipy6n, ;"p6lt, and sepa1d.6

The noun *qdpd (Ezk.32:6) derives from sfip or is to be emended to so'd.1

;Ap6. H. Bardtke, "Der Erweckungsgedanke in der exilisch-nachexilischen Literatur des ATs,"
Von Ugarit nach Qumran. FS O. Eissfeldt. BZAW77 (1958), 9-24:W. Beyerlin, Die Rettung der
Bedrtingten in den Feindpsalmen der Einzelnen auf institutionelle Zusammenhiinge untersucht.
FRI^A,NT 99 (1970); W. H. Brownlee, "Ezekiel's Parable of the Watchman and the Editing of
Ezekiel," W 28 (1978) 392-408; L. Delekat, Asylie und Schutzorakel am Zionheiligtum (l*iden,
1967); R. Dobbie, "The Text of Hosea IX 8: W 5 (1955) 199-203; G. R. Driver, "Problems in the
Hebrew Text of Jobl' Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS H. H. Rowley. SW 3

(1955), 72-93; l. Eitan, 'A Contribution to Isaiah Exegesis," HUCA 12113 (1937138) 55-88;
E. Jenni, I1P,' J. Jeremias, Kultprophetie und Gerichtsverkiindigung in der spriten Kdnigszeit
Israels. WMANT 35 (1970); O. Keel, Deine Blicke sind Thuben: Zur Metaphorik des Hohen
Liedes. SBS 114lll5 (1984); J. Reider, "Etymological Studies in Biblical Hebrew," VT 2 (1952)
113-30; H. Graf Reventlow, Wrichter iiber Israel: Ezechiel und seine Tradition. BTAW 82 (1962);
A. E. Rtithy, "Wdchter und Spliher im AT," TZ2l (1965) 300-309; S. Schechter andC.Taylor,The
Wisdom of Ben Sira (Cambridge, 1899); R. Smend, Die Weisheit des Jesus Sirach hebriiisch und
deutsch (Berlin, 1906); H. Utzschneider, Hosea, Prophet vor dem Ende. OBO 3l (1980);
P. Welten, Geschichte und Geschichtsdarstellung in den Chronikbiichern. WMANT a2 (1973);
G. Wilhetmi, "Polster in Babel? Eine Uberlegung zu Jesaja XXI 5 + 8: W 25 (1975) l2l-23.

l. AHw,III, I107-8.
2. KTU 1.14, III, 45; ANET 144,1. l49, "let me bask in the brightness of her eyes"; IUUS, no.

2342; cf. HAL, lII, lO44a; "in the gazelsparkle of her eyes."
3. KAr t59.6.
4. ANH, 166.
5. See HAL,III, 1051.
6. On;Apft see II below (Isa. 2l:5; BLe,50lc).
7. For the former see K<inig, 392; for the latter, HAL, lll,992a, lO45b.
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II. Occurrences and Use. The verb sph I occurs 27 times in the qal in the canonical
books, as well as 3 times in Sirach. The active participle refers in 20 instances (and

twice in Sirach) to a profession. The verb occurs 9 times in the piel (and once in
Sirach), and is attested twice participially in reference to a profession. "The term i'1D3,
'look out,'refers in the qal to a subject's activity with no emphasis on any specific ob-
ject. . . . That which is to be observed . . . is apparently self-evident and thus unnamed
or, like the professional designation 'sentinel'itself, is of a completely general nature
and thus remains wholly indefinite. As soon as something definite is to be observed,
however, the piel is used."8 The term can be used absolutely (e.g., 1 S. 4: l3; Jer. 48:19),
with a direct object (Prov. l5:3;31:.21; Nah. 2:2[Eng. 1]; Sir. 51:7), or with a preposi-
tional object (b", f , 'el: Ps.37:32;66:7;Lam.4:17;}l4ic.7:7).

In Ps. 10:8 the form yisponit, "they stealthily watch, lurk" (( spn), can be main-
tained; no emendation to yispayfi (< ;ph) (so LXX) is necessary. Similarly, the emenda-
tion of y'sawweh, "he commands," to 'asappeh, "I will keep lookout," in Ps. 42:9(8) is
not necessary.e Hos. 9:8 presents enormous text-critical problems.l0 Rudolph reads

;dpeh peh'eprayim'am'"lAhay 'el/'al hanndli I "Ephraim opens its maw, the people of
my God against the prophet"; Wolff follows the LXX and translates "the watchman of
Ephraim is with God"; the term "prophet" is taken as an explanatory gloss; and
Jeremias reads, "Even if Ephraim lurks, the prophet (remains) with his God."rr

The interpretation of ;apdh hassdp{ in Isa. 21:5 (hapax legomenon; not in LXX)
also presents difficulties. Earlier exegetes derived both terms from sph I and translated
"set up sentinels on the observation point" (Luther) or something similar. More recent
suggestions include (a) translatinC $api! after Aram. sypt', as "cover, matl' and sdpOh

after sph II, "someone spreads out the cushions";12 (b) translating sph after Arab. saffa
as "arrange," and, sapil after Arab. Qaif as "guest"; 1 3 (c) understan ding sdptl after Arab.
safwah, "the very best, most splendid" ("prepare the table, place an abundance of
goods, eat and drink"la). Dalman derives both terms from sph II and suggests that
"spread (out) the covering" refers to setting out the meal dishes.ls The use of splr I in
2l:6,8 militates against a derivation from sph II. The passage presumably represents a
gloss to vv. 6,8 that has ended up in a rather unfortunate location and is probably to be

translated following Luther. Wilhelmi suggests combining it with the comrpted text in
v. 8a as wayyisep hassdpeh/wayyiqra' haro'eh, "the sentinel watched, the seer
called."l6

8. He 221-22.
9. See HAL, I[, 101 la-b, 1045a.
10. Dobbie summarizes earlier emendation suggestions.
11. W. Rudolph,Hosea. KATXIIUI (1966), l'11,173;' H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans.

1974), l5l,157-58; J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24ll (1983), ll3.
12. H. Wildberger, Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997), 300, 304.
13. Eitan,67.
14. Reider, I 16.
15. AuS, VI, 143; VII, 218-19.
16. Wilhelmi, 123. See in general HAL, lll, 1045, 1048-49.
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III. Meaning.
l. General Consideratio,rzs. In the qal sph means "watch out over, pay attention to"

(lest something detrimental happen), and is said of God in Ps. 66:7 (cf. Ps. ll:4; l4:2,
etc.); Prov. 15:3; Sir. ll:12, and of the "capable wife" in Prov. 3l:.27.In Gen. 31:49 the

contractual partners Laban and Jacob reaffirm their agreement with the formula "May
Yahweh watch between you and me [i.e., check for violations], when we are absent one

from the other" (note the wordplay with the place-name mispd; see below).
A perjorative modification of this meaning occurs in Ps. 37:32, which asserts that

"the wicked watch for the righteous, and seek to kill them," similarly also in Sir. 5l:3
(instead of sela', "rock," read;ela', "fa11," with a double-duty suffix for the first-person
sg. from v. 3bl7). According to the emendation suggested by Jeremias (see above),

Hos. 9:8 would be classified here as well.
In the piel spi refers to the activity of "keeping watch" or "lookout" in tense antici-

pationof aparticularevent,e.g.,thearrivalof aidintimesof distress(l S.4:13;Jer.
48:19; Nah. 2:2[l]; Lam. 4:17; Sir. 5l:7). In Mic. 7:7 anticipation is directed to
Yahweh's aid (the par. verb yhl, "wait for," occurs frequently in the psalms of laments,

e.g., Ps. 38:16[15]; 42:6,12[5,11]; 43:5).tt In Ps. 5:4(3) the petitioner offers a sacrifice
and asks for Yahweh's helping presence in a cultic-sacral legal case. le In both Mic. 7 :7

and Ps. 5:4(3), the term sph can also be translated by the theological notion "to hope."

2. Secular and Military Contexts. The active participle of sph refers frequently to
the professional activity of the "sentinel," whose function can be gleaned from several
pre-Dtr texts in 1/2 Samuel and 2 Kings. The sentinel goes to an elevated location (the

roof of a city gate, or a wall or a tower) to (a) observe the surrounding area and (b) re-
port important occurrences, e.9., the approach of enemies or messengers (2 S. 18:24-

27;2K.9i17-20).20 These two primary tasks are described with stereotypical terminol-
ogy. The activity of looking or watching is rendered as (ni''Anaw +) r?, "(raise one's
eyes and) see" ( 1 S. 14: 16; 2 S. 13:34; l8:24,26;2K.9:17), and the transmission of the

message with'mr/qr'/ngd hiphil, "speak, call out, report" (2 S. 13:34 LXX1, 18.25,27;

2 K. 9:18,20).
This stereotypical language also reveals the institutional character of the sentinel.

One additional task of the sentinel was to sound the alarm in times of danger, generally
by blowing the i6pdr; although this task plays no role in the aforementioned texts, it
can nonetheless be deduced from passages associated with the prophetic off,rce of sen-

tinel.2l

17. See Schechter and Taylor, XLIX; HAL, III, 1030 s.v. sela'; 7044b.
18. See H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 209; W. Rudolph, Micha - Nahum -

Habakuk - Zephanja. KATXIIU3 (1975),126.
19. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. 1987), 153-56; Beyerlin,92-94; Delekat, 58 n.

I, suggests translating .spft used absolutely as "serye up" following an interpretation of Isa. 2l:5
(see II above) (cf. Beyerlin, 93); this understanding, however, is extremely uncertain.

20. See Bardtke, 19-20.
21. See III.3 below.
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In Isa. 52:8 Jerusalem's sentinels joyously discern Yahweh's return to Zion (r'h b",

"see with joylpain"z2).Isa. 56:10 adduces the image of the sentinel to criticize the be-

havior of the people's leaders or of the prophets;23 these sentinels see nothing, are un-

able to sound any alarm, and are busy only with themselves. The s6ptm in Sir. 37:14

also refer to the sentinels; the context in which additional terms from the pertinent

word field occw (mispeft, "observation post"; ngdhiphrl, "report") makes the transla-

tion "stargazer" unlikely.z+
The sentinel is engaged in a specific activity distinct from the more broadly con-

ceivedtasksof the"watchman,guard" (idmEr; cf.alsothejuxtapositionof sentineland
gate watchman[id'Zr) in 2 S. l8:26).

3. Prophetic Office. Secular sentinels provide the model for the understanding of
prophetic tasks. Two modifications of the sentinel topos can be distinguished.

a. The prophets, like sentinels, are charged with warning the people of danger.25 Ho-

sea was the first to understand the prophetic office as that of a sentinel, calling himself
the "sentinel of Ephraim," and the first to engage in such activity in his own calls to
alarm (Hos. 9:8; cf. 8:l).26 The sounding of the -+ aDl'W i6par signals the presence of
(deadly) danger (cf. Jer. 4:5,19,21; Am. 3:6, etc.) and as a metaphor for the prophet's

warning function is also a fixed part of the sentinel topos in Hosea, Jeremiah, and

Ezekiel.
The Dtr prophetic theology also picks up the image of the sentinel. Jer. 6:17 de-

scribes the prophets in general as sentinels appointed by Yahweh whose warnings

nonetheless go unheeded (cf. Jer. 7:25-2627). Ezk. 3:16-21 and 33:2-9 develop the

sentinel motif more fully. Ezk. 33:2-6 first describes the role of the sentinel in the sec-

ular context. In times of war the authorities2s appoint (ntn) him. As soon as he sees

(r'h) the enemy advancing, he is to sound the horn (tq'b"i6pdr) and warn (z/rr hiphil)
the people. "The watchman's responsibility is to give the alarm. If he fails here, then

he is to be held responsible for the life of the person who has been taken away."ze Vv.
7-9 then significantly modify the metaphor in applying it to Ezekiel's own commis-

sion. In a divine "oracle of appointment,"30 the prophet is appointed sentinel to warn

his people whenever he receives Yahweh's word. Vv. 8-9 then reinterpret what is thus

far a description of the sentinel quite in keeping with the previous discussion (see

above). The prophet will pay with his own life if he fails to warn individual transgres-

sors of the divine death sentence and in so doing move them to repent. Ezk.33:16-21,

22. See D. Vetter, IlNi rZ to see," TLOT lll, 1179; Rtithy, 304.
23. See Rtithy, 307.
24. See Smend, 33, 64; HAL, lll, 1044b.
25. See Bardtke, 19-21.
26. Wolff , Hosea, 157.
27. See R. P. Canoll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986),200.
28. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 184.
29. rbid., 185.
30. Ibid.
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which is secondary over against 33:l-9, picks up on 18:24 and develops this notion
further.3l

b. Hab. 2:1 uses the sentinel topos to describe the prophetic reception ofrevelation.
The prophet goes to an elevated location (miimerel mass)r [BHS], "watchpost, look-
out post") to receive the divine revelation (dbr) in a visionary experience (;ph piel +
r'h; cf . haz6n, "vision," in v. 2). The obscure vigionary account in Isa. 21: l-10 seems to
allude to this tradition (esp. vv. 6-8 with r'h; as a place-name mispeh, "observation
post"). Although no clues concerning specific practices are provided that might help
interpret the vision, it seems to have been preceded by a period of long, tense anticipa-
tion (v. 8). A reference to the practice of "visionary activists"32 who ascended to the
top of elevated places, e.9., mountaintops. can be found in Nu. 23:14 in the "field of
sentinels" (i"{ch pdpim) on the top of Pisgah (cf. Nu. 24:l-2).

Whereas most exegetes understand such descriptions of a "reception of revelation
on the lookout post" in a psychological or metaphorical sense,33 Jeremias finds in them
evidence ofprophets who used certain techniques when receiving revelations and were
closely associated with the temple. The place to which the prophet went at such times
"is described by an Assyrian loanword (massartu, 'guard, sentry, garrison') that was
originally a technical term referring to the place where Assyrian birdwatchers and as-

trologers practiced their craft within the holy precinct; the accompanying verb
(nasaru) already refers in a Mari letter to the prophetic reception of revelation. On this
view, at least certain prophets also engaged in regular service at the temple in Israel as

well."3a "The verb used in Hab.2:l and Isa. 2l:5(6-8), i'lDI 'keep a lookout,' might sug-
gest that such prophets received responses from Yahweh in connection with certain
signs, in this context probably signs associated with sacrifices."35 Jeremias suggests as

well that sphpiel in Ps. 5:4(3) and Mic.7:7 is also to be understood "as an allusion not
to military lookouts, but to the service of the cultic prophets on temple 'watch."'36

Mic.l:4 associates the formula "day of Yahweh" with the sentinel topos. The "day
of your sentinels" is the day of "punishment" predicted by the prophets.

4. Other Considerations. In Job 15:22 sdpfi (qal pass. ptcp.) means "marked, destined
for."37 An emendation to sapftn, "kept in store for, treasured up for," is not necessary.38

3l.SeeW.Zimmerli, Ezekiell.Herm(Eng.trans. 1979), 143-44, 145-46. Adifferentviewis
taken by W. Eichrodt, Ezekiel. OTL (Eng. trans. 1970), 456:' cf . in general Reventlow, 116-34;
Rrithy, 307-8.

32. K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf Kleinen Propheten, vol. II, Die Propheten Nahum,
Habakuk, Zephanja, Haggai, Sacharia, Maleachi. ATD XXY (81982),39.

33. Concerning earlier views see Riithy, 305-6.
34. Jeremias, Kultprophetie,185; cf. 104-6.
35. Ibid., 185; concerningopposingviews,seeW.Rudolph, Micha-Nahum-Habakuk-

Zephanja. KAT XllU3 (1975), 194,214-15.
36. Jeremias, Kultprophetie, 107; cf. S. Kiichler, Das priesterliche Orakel in Israel und Juda.

BZAW 33 (1918), 295-96.
37. On this form see GK $75v. On the meaning see Driver, 78.
38. See HAL, lll, l044b.
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Cant. 7 :5(4) evokes the distant inaccessibility and proud sublimity of the beloved by
personifying spft in the comparison: "Your nose is like a tower of Lebanon, overlook-
ing Damascus."39

5. Nominal Derivatives. The nominal derivatives ;ippiyd (Lam. 4:17) and mispehl
(2 Ch-20:24; Isa. 2l:8; Sir. 37:14) refer to the "observation post" or "vantage point."

Both mispeh II and mispd are common place-names.ao The place-name S"pa1 is at-

testedonlyinJgs. 1:lT.arThePNs p"p6(Gen.36:11,15) =s"pt(l Ch. l:36) andsipybn
(Gen. 46:16) = sepdn (Nu. 26:15) probably do not derive from spfr.

IV. LXX and Qumran. The LXX ffanslates the active participle of sph (qaVpiel) in
its function as a professional designation as skop6s (exceptions include Isa. 52:8 with
phykissontes, "guards"; Mic.7:4, "day of watchingl' skopid,' similarly also Nu. 23:14).
The corresponding verb, (apo)skopeild, is used in 1 S.4:13; Prov. 15:3; Cant. 7:5(4);
Lam.4:11;Hab.2:l; Nah. 2:2(1). The LXX translates the remaining occurrences with
various expressions from the broad spectrum of Greek verba videndi, including ana-/
epibl4pd (Ps. 66:7; Mic.7:7; Sir. l1:12; 5l:7), epidia (Gen. 3l:49; Jer. 31:19 = 48:19
MT), ephonia Gs. 5:4[3]), katanoid (Ps. 37:32). In Job 15:22 the LXX uses entdllo.
The LXX translates the noun mi;peh as skopid (2 Ch. 20:24; Isa. 2l:8 + l<yriou) or
skopd (Sir. 37:14), verbally circumscribes ;ippiyd in Lam. 4:17 (aposkopertd), and
translates the place-name mispd in Gen. 31:49 as h6rasis, "seeing."

The verb spy'l occurs in Qumran catalogs of virtues and vices. The teacher of the

community shall delight in God's word "and 'shall watch' always for the judgment of
God" (lQS 9:25). The apostates will be judged harshly because "they sought smooth
things and preferred illusions and they 'watched for' breaks" (CD l:18). IQH 12:21

speaks about hoping in God's goodness, while 4Q171 3-10, IV 8 picks up Ps. 37:32
and applies it to the wicked priest and teacher ofrighteousness. The term also occurs in
4Q5tt 42:5.

Y. gph ll. The root splr II corresponds to Ugar. ppy, "to cover."42 Nominal derivatives
include ;ippfiy, "plating," and sepel "capital."43 In this sense the term sph means to
"cover, adorn, or overlay something [with wood, I K. 6:15; a glaze,Prov.26:23; and
esp. metall."

The verb is attested only in the pieUpual4 and occurs 45 times in the OT, 25 of
which are found in the instructions for building the Sinai sanctuary and in the corre-

39. O. Keel, Song of Songs (Eng. trans. l99D,236; idem, Deine Blicke, 32-45.
40. See K. Elliger, BHHW ll, 1228-29; HAL,11,624.
41. Concerning its identity see HAL, III, 1051a. On the place-name sepal0 in 2 Ch. l4:9(10)

see Welten, l3l n. 91.
42. WUS, no. 2343; UT no.2184. Concerning related terms in neighboring languages see

HAL, \1, to45a.
43. HAL, rrr, 1045b, 1051a.
44. On Isa. 21:5 and Ps. 5:4(3), see II and III.I above, respectively.
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sponding account of its execution (Ex. 25:11-28;' 26:29-37; 27:2,6;30:3,5; 36:34'38;
31:2-28;38:2,6,28), 12 in the account of the building of Solomon's temple in I K.

6: l5-35 (in v. 20b way";ap is to be emended to wayya'ai; cf. BIIS), and 4 in the paral-

lel account in Chronicles (2 Ch.3:4,6,10; 4:9). As such, the term is, alongside the gen-

eral expression -+ i'li2lt 'aiA, "produce, make," one of the most important technical

terms associated with the accounts of sanctuary construction in Exodus, I Kings, and

2 Chronicles. The remaining occurrences are 1 K. l0: l8 par. 2 Ch. 9:17; 2 K. 18: 16;

Prov.26:23.
In most instances the LXX translates the verb spft II with the specialized term

chrys66 (or its compounds with kata- or peri-), "gild," together with an indication of
the material. Ex.27:6 accordingly luses perichalk6o, "overlay with bronze." Less fre-
quently, the LXX uses general terms for "cover, envelop," such as ka$pto in Ex. 27:2
and Prov. 26:23 and periischo (exclusively) in I K. 6. The verb sph (piel) occurs 6

times in the Temple Scroll (or 7? cf. I IQT 4:14). The gilding of important parts of the

edifice plays an important role in the draft of the true sanctuary (5:ll;31:8; 32:10;
36:11: 4l:16-17).

Steins

l\D) ;apan;'liDT s"poni

Contents: I. Meaning, Etymology. II. The Holy Mount Jebel el-'Aqra'. III. The Cult of the

God of Zaphon. IV. Sacred Mount Zaphon in the OT. V. The North. VL The Enemy from the

North. VII. The King of sap6n. VIII. Qumran. lX. sepbnt.

;Ap6n. F.-M. Abel, Gdograp,hie de la Palestine, I (Paris, 1933), esp. 336-39; idem, "Les
confins de la Palestine et de l'Egypte sous les Ptol6m6es," RB 48 (1939) 207-36, 530-48; 49
(1940) 55-75, 224-39; N. Aim6-Giron, "Ba'al Saphon et les dieux de Talpanbbs dans un nou-
veau papyrus ph6nicien," ASAE 40 (1940) 433-60; W. F. Albright, "Baal-Zephon," FS
A. Bertholet (Tiibingen, 1950), 1-14; C. Bonner, "Harpokrates (Zeus Kasios) of Pelusium,"
Hesperia l5 (1946) 5l-59; C. Bonnet, "Typhon et Baal $aphon," StPh 5 (1987) 101-43;

P. Bordreuil, 'Arrou Gourou et Sapanou: Circonscriptions administratives et g6ographie
mythique du royaume d'Ougarit," Syr 6l (1984) l-10; idem, 'Attestations in6dites de Melqart,
Baal Hamon et Baal $aphon dTyri StPh 4 (1986) 77-86, esp.82-86; H. Cazelles, "Donn6es
g6ographiques sur I'Exode," RHPR 35 (1955) 5l-58, esp. 5l-53; idem, "Les localisations de

1'Exode et la critique litt6raire," RB 62 (1955) 321-64, esp. 332-38; P. Chuvin and J. Yoyotte,
"Documents relatifs au culte p6lusien de Zeus Casios," Revue Archdologique (198611) 4l-63;
J. Cl6dat, "Recherches et fouilles au Mont Casios et au Lac Sirbonis," CRAI (1909) 764-74; cf.
CMI (1905) 602-11; (l9ll) 433:. idem, "Le temple de Zeus Cassios d Pdluse," ASAE l3 (1913)

79-85; idem, "Notes sur I'Isthme de Suez," BIFAO 18 (1921) 169-'73;21 (1923) 55-106, 145-87:'

22 (1923) 135-89; R. J. Clifford, The Cosmic Mountain in Canaan and the OT. HSM 4 (1972),
esp. 57-79; M. Dietrich and O. Lorctz, "$rrt spn 'Feste des sap6nu,"' UF 12 (1980) 394;
M. Dothan, "Lake Sirbonis," IEJ 18 (1968) 255-56 = RB76 (1969) 579-80; idem,'Archaeologi-
cal Survey of Mt. Casius and Its Vicinityl' Erlsr9 (1969) 48-59; R. Dussaud, Histoire et religion
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I. Meaning, Etymology. The word ;apbn occws 152 times in the MT and often

means "the north," though it referred originally to a holy mountain located on the

northern Syro-Palestinian border, where it constituted an unmistakable natural bound-

ary. The oldest witnesses to this toponym are in the mythological literature of Ugarit
(tie sa-pil-nilmki attested in an Eblaite textr should probably be read za-bi-lumki, lit.
.,residence," in agreement with the meaning of Heb. + )t:t z"bfr.l).The mountain

called;pn in Ugaritic texts and fi.azi in syllabic cuneiform texts is in fact the mountain

des Nosaitris (Paris, 1900), esp. 128ff.; J. Ebach, "Kasion." LexAg, lll.354l O. Eissfeldt, Baal,

Zaphon, Zeus Kasios und der Durchzug der Israeliten durchs Meer. BeitriiSe Zur

Riligionsgeschichte des Altertums I (Halle, 1932); idem, "Ba'al $aphon von Ugarit und Amon

von Agypten," FuF 36 (1962) 338-40 = KlSchr IV (1968), 53-57; A. L. Fontaine, "Les

tocalisiiions de I'Exode et la critique litt6raire par H. Cazellesl' Bulletin de la Sociitd d'itudes
historiques et g1ographiques de I'Isthme de Suez 6 (1955-56) 159-70; A. Garcia y Bellido'
"Deidades semitas en la Espafra antigua," Sefarad 24 (1964) 12-40,237-75, esp' 268-70;

H. Gese, "Die Religionen Altsyriens," in Gese, M. Hcifner, and K. Rudolph, Die Religionen

Altsyiens, Altarabiens und der Mandrier RM X/2 (1970), esp. 123-28; M. Gcirg, "'Syrien' und
.Griechenland'in einer sp[ren iigyptischen Liste," BN 23 (1984) 14-17;C. Grave, "The Etymol-

ogy of Northwest Semitic $apanu," UF 12 (1980) 221-29; idem, "Northwest Semitic sapanu in a

Bieak-up of an Egyptian Stereotype Phrase in EA 147: Or 5l (1982) 16l-82; O. Gruppe'

"Typhon - Zephonl' Philologus 48 (1889) 487-97|' H. S. Haddad, "'Georgic'Cults and Saints

of ihe Levant," Numen 16 (1969) 2l-39; H. Klengel, Geschichte syriens im 2. Jahrtausend vor

unserer Zeit, lll (Berlin, 1970), esp. 32-35; R. De Langhe, Les textes de Ras Shamra-Ugarit et

leurs rapports avec le milieu bibtique de l'ATll (Paris, 1945), esp.211-44; A. Lauha, hphon:
Der Norclen und die Nordviilker im AT. AnAcScFenB 49 09ai; E. Lipiriski, El's Abode: Mytho-

logical Traditions Relating to Mount Hermon and to the Mountains of Armenia. OLP 2 (1971),

13--69, esp.58-64; O. Mowan, "Quatuor montes sacri in Ps. 89,13?" VD 4l (1963) ll-20; C' F'

Nims and R. C. Steiner, 'A Paganized Version of Psalm 20:2-6 from the Aramaic Text in De-

moric Script," JAOS lO3 (1953) 261-74; P. Peeters, "S. Barlaam du Mt Casius," MUSJ 3 (1909)

805-16; H. Y. Priebatsch, "Wanderungen und Wandelungen einer Sage: Von Ugarit nach Hellas,"

uF 16 (1984) 25't -66; J. J. M. Roberts, "$Apon in Job 26,7l', Bibl 56 (1975) 554-57; A. Robin-

son, "Zion and Saphon in Ps XLVIII,3 : W 24 (197 4) I I 8-23; W. Rtillig, "Hazzi i RI^A', lV, 241-

42: A. Salad, "Zeire Kdoroe I' Bulletin de Correspondance Helldnique 46 (1922) 160-89; J. de

Savignac, "Etude sur 1'6quivalence Baal - 
Seth - Typhon - $nph6n," ln Nouvelle Clio 5

(1953) 216-21; idem, "Note sur le sens du terme saph6n dans quelques passages de la Bible," l/I
3 (1953) 95-96; idem, "Le sens du terme $aph6n," UF 16 (1984) 273-78 C. F. A. Schaeffer,
..Les fouilles de Ras Shamra-Ugarit," syr 19 (1938) 313-34, esp.323-27; E. von Schuler,

"Hazzil' WbMyth, I, l7l-72; R. Stadelmann, Syrisch-paliistinensische Gottheiren in A7ypten.
probleme der Agyptologie 5 (Leiden, 1967), esp. 32-47; F. Vian, "Le mythe de Typh6e et le
problEme de seJ'origines orientales," E6*"rtt orientaux dans la religion Srecque ancienne
^(p-ir, 

tqOO), 17-37;C. Virolleaud, "La montagne du Nord dans les poEmes de Ras Shamra,"

Babyloniaca 17 (193't) 145-55; S. P. Vleeming and J. w wesselius, 'An Aramaic Hymn from

the Fourth Cenrury s.c.l' BiOr 39 (1982) 501-9; idem, Studies in Papyrus Amherst 6i 1(Amster-

dam, 1985); E. Weber, "Zeus Kasios und Zeus Sarapis," wiener studien 87 (1974) 201-7;

P. Xella, "Baal Safon in KTU 2.23. Osservazioni epigrafichel' Rivista di studi fenici 15 (1987)

1 l l-14; J. Yoyotte and P. Chuvin, Les avatars de Zeus Casios de Pdluse d Tivoli- Bulletin de la

Sociitd Erneit-Renan (1986); P. J. van Z\jl, Baal. AOAT lO (1972), esp. 332-36; G. Zuntz, "On

the Etymology of the Name Sappho," Museum Helveticum 8 (1951) 12-35.

l. MEE I, no. 1080.
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classical authors call Kdsion or Casios, modern Jebel eljAqra', the "bare mountain."
At a height of 1,770 m. (5,750 ft.) above sea level, this mountain dominates the sur-

rounding region and can be seen from the area around Ras Shamra (UgariD, which is
located some 40 km. (25 mi.) directly south. Its imposing silhouette has always
prompted it to be viewed as a sacred mountain.

The exact meaning of the word spn is disputed. Although sdpdn was initially
thought to be the name of a city, in 1932 O. Eissfeldt identified it with Jebel el-'Aqra'
and associated the word with Heb. ;dpd, "keep lookout, watch," since the mountain
was viewed as a kind of observation post. By contrast, J. de Savignac continued to ad-

vocate a derivation from sdpan, "conceal, hide," as already attested in I En. 77:4, ac-

cording to which ;dp1n is the name of the cloud-filled heavens and then the name of a
mountain that holds the clouds firm. C. Grave views ;apdn as referring originally to the

north wind (cf. Cant. 4:16); it was then allegedly expanded to refer to the north in gen-

eral and ultimately to the mountain bordering the northern horizon. E. Lipifski associ-

ates spn with sfip, "swim, flood," and assumes that this name could be transferred to a

mountain only because it had in the meantime become the seat of a deity, the "Lord of
Flowing" or "Lord of Seafaring," 'il spn or b'l spn. Any search for an etymology is bur-

dened by the reduplication of p in Jewish Aram. sippfin.
In all likelihood, popular folk etymology older than I E,r,. 77 :4 established a connec-

tion between fuazi, which recalls bzh, "seel' and spn, which recalls spft, "observe,

look," because the mountain was viewed as a "lookout point." According to the Hittite
myth of Ullikumis, the storm god Teshub watches from the top of Mt. Hazzl the stone

monster his father generated to revenge his loss of power.2 The list of nations in Gen.

l0 later groups the nations according to their geographical location apparently from the

perspective of Mt. Zaphon, which even in lob 26:7 is still viewed as the center of the

surrounding world. The fourteen (7 x2) descendants ofJapheth inhabit the northern re-

gion, Asia Minor, and the adjoining islands; the twenty-eight (7 x 4) sons of Ham live
in the southern region, in Africa, Palestine, Phoenicia, and the neighboring Arabian re-

gions; the twenty-eight (7 x 4) sons of Shem live in the east, especially in Mesopotamia

and in southeastern Arabia. No nation settles in the west because this portion of the

earth is covered by the Mediterranean Sea. The distribution of the seventy nations (Dt.

32l.8-9), whose number coincides with that of the sons of the gods,3 similarly seems to

take its orientation from the perspective of the mountain where they assembled (Isa.

14:13) and from where the surrounding area can be surveyed the way Abraham does

from Ramath -Hazor ( 1 QapGen 2l :8-12).

II. The Holy Mount Jebel el-'Aqra'. In the Ugaritic poems of the Ba'al cycle,
Zaphon is the place where Ba'al is enthroned and is thus called the "Mount of Ba'al."a
Later ritual texts also mention "'Anat of Zaphon," 'nt spn, and a "goddess of Zaphon,"

2. ANET,123b.
3. KTU t.4,vt,46.
4. wUS, no.2345; KTU 1.16,r,6-7 (ANET 147a, KRT C, ll. 6-7); II.45.
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ilt spn, as well as the collective entity "gods of Zaphon," il spn.5 The mountain was
thus viewed in the l3th century as a place where the gods assembled, a notion that then
recurs in Isa. 14:13. Even if Mt. Zaphon was not from the outset viewed as a kind of
Ugaritic Olympus, it seems to have been moving in that direction during the waning
period of Ugaritic history.

In any event, the mountain was considered sacred in and of itself. Ba'al speaks of
"his mountain" and calls it "God Zaphon," il spn. It is viewed as a deity in the Ugaritic
pantheon and according to the ritual texts of Ras Shamra and Ras Ibn Hani also re-
ceived offerings.6 For a long period the inhabitants of the eastern Mediterranean coast-
line seem to have viewed Mt. Zaphon as sacred; otherwise one cannot explain the exis-
tence of Phoenician-Punic personal names in which the element spn occupies the
position of a divine name.7 The name Hazzi already appears as a theophoric element in
Hittite names from Ugarit and Alalakh, while the deified mountain, associated with
Namni,/Nanni, is mentioned at Boghazkdy among the gods who authenticate treaties.8
Even though this divine mountain pair is not attested in this form at Ugarit, it does oc-
cur in the Anatolian rituals of Emar (dUazi), as well as in Ps. 89:13a(Eng. l2a), where

;ap6n weyamin is probably to be read as spwn whmwn, "Zaphon and Amanus."e It is
also reflected in the divine couple b'l hmn and b'l lpn on a 6th-century Phoenician am-
ulet.l0 Indeed, NamniA.Ianni probably represents the Hittite name for 'Amanus."
Zaphon ultimately became a mythical place for the Israelites of the classical age. Ps.
48:3(2) likens it to Mt. Zion, which in its own turn is viewed as Yahweh's citadel.ll
Finally the name Zephaniah (q"panyA, ;epanydhtt) seems to contain a divine predicate
according to the model of anthroponymic Spnb'l and Sa-ru-sa-pu-nu, where Ba'al and
Horus appear instead of Yahweh.12

III. The Cult of the God of Zaphon. The cult of Ba'al Zaphon has a long history.
He is mentioned in Phoenicia among the gods who in 67615 witness the treaty between
Esarhaddon of Assyria and King Ba'al of Tyre; if the agreement is violated, he will
bring storms upon the ships of the great seafaring city.t: 11" is thus viewed as a god of
seafaring. He is invoked on the 6th-century amulet already mentioned, which comes
from the region around Tyre from which the cult of Ba'al Zaphon reached Carthage.

5. KTU 1.46,17;1.109, 13-14, 17,36;l.l3O,13;1.41,24;1.47,1;cf. 1.148, (l).
6.KTU 1.3,III,29;lY,t9;1.47,(15);1.118, 14; l.27,ll;1.41,24,34,42;1.46,4,7,15;

1.87,27;1.91,3;1.100,9;1.105,7,l0;1.109,10,34;1.130,23,25;1.148,6,29 J.deRoug6,
Inscriptions hiiroglyphiques copids en Egypte. Erudes igyptologiques IX (Paris, 1877),78t4,6;
78lll, r. 4'.

7. Benz, 401-2; K. Jongeling, Names in Neo-Punic Inscriptions (Groningen, 1984), 49.
8. Hazzi: RI-A, lV,242a; Namni/Nanni: Rl,A, lV,241b.
9. See H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989),206.
10. Bordreuil, StPh 4 (1986) 82-83.
11. Concerning possible interim Jebusite stages in this identification, see Robinson, ll9.
12. Benz, 401-2; HAL, III, 1049b, s.v. s"panyd; contra R. Zadok, "Phoenicians, Philistines,

and Moabites in Mesopotamial' BASOR 230 (1978) 59b.
13. R. Borger, Die Inschriften Asarhaddons, Kdnigs von Assyrien. BAfO 9 (1956), 109.
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The tariff for offerings at his temple is well known,l4 and though the location of that

temple has not been determined, the promontory of Sidi bu Said provides ideal condi-

tions for a sanctuary dedicated to a patron deity of seafarers.

The cult of Ba'al Zaphon spread south, and several witnesses to its existence in
Egypt, particularly in the region of Pelusium, have been found. One papyrus shows that

the cult of the "barque (ini) of Ba'al Zaphon" was already established in Memphis in
the l3th centuryls though it actually referred to the northern Ba'al Zaphon. A stela un-

earthed in Ugarit was also dedicated to him with an inscription in Egyptian
hieroglyphs.l6 By contrast, a Phoenician papyrus from Egypt refers to the southern

Ba'al of Zaphon and dates to the 6th century; it refers to the god b'l spn mentioned be-

fore "all the deities of Tahpanhes" (Tell Defneh), a town in the eastern Nile delta famil-
iar from Jer. 2:16: 437 -9; 44:l; 46:14; Ezk. 30: 18, and the Cairo Papyrus in demotic

script.rT The "priestly" itinerary inBx. 14:2,9; Nu.33:7 also dates to the 6th century

and mentions the place-name Baal-zephon (b7 ;pn) prior to the crossing of the Reed

Sea. The Pap. Amherst Eg. 63 contains an invocation petitioning "may Ba'al bless from
theZaphonl'identifying Ba'al Zaphon with Horus.l8 This Zaphon is clearly recogniz-

able as that from the region of Pelusium,le which Strabo's description2o enables us to

locate on the high dune of Ras Qagr[n, which is now called el-Gels, 55 km. (34 mi.)
east of Pelusium (Tell Farama) and 40 km. (25 mi.) east of Tell el-Mahammadiye, the

ancient Gerra. This dune is situated on the sandbar separating Lake Sirbonis (Sabkhat

Bardawil) from the Mediterranean Sea and on a clear day is visible from 40 km. (25

mi.) away. Small temples were dedicated to Ba'al Zaphon in Pelusium and in Tell el-
Ma[rammadiye, where a Nabatean inscription was dedicated to him.2l Finally, he was

also the primary god of Tahpanhes.

During the Hellenistic and Roman period, Ba'al Zaphon became Zeus Casios, the

latter term deriving from the mountain name Hazzi, which remained in use from the

2nd millennium B.c.E. This god thus remains associated with the same locales, namely,

"Mt. Casios" in Syria, some 30 km. (19 mi.) from the Seleucid capital Antioch, and

"Mt. Casios" in Egypt, on the high dune of Ras Qagr[n or el-Gels.

Zeus Casios remained a stoffn god renowned for his fight against the sea monster,

now called Typhon (Typhoeus), whose name and various features derive from
Zaphon.zz Zeus Casios was further a patron god of seafaring, and it was to the consid-

erable trade between Antioch and Alexandria that he owed his popularity. Offerings,

amulets, anchors, and votive imagery in the form of ships attest his cult in Delos,

14. KAI 69.
15. Pap. Sallier IY verso l, 5-6; cf. ANET 250a, which reads Meni rather than ini.
16. ANEE no. 485; ANET 249.
17. Pap. Cairo 31169, no. x + 69.
18. Pap. Amherst Eg.61, YlI,2-3; XII, 15-16.

19. See Pap. Cairo 31169, no. x+75 (flpn).
20. Strabo 16.2.32-33.
21. RES,1387.
22. RAR,132-43.
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Corfu, Sicily, Spain, and even as far afield as Heddernheim in Germany.23 Considering
that the cult of Ba'alZaphon endured for centuries, it must have been of enormous sig-
nificance for the inhabitants of the Syrian coast.

IV. Sacred Mount Zaphon in the OT. Mythologicalluse of sapdn in the OT is char-
acterized by the expressionyark"l0 ;apdn (Ps.48:312); Isa. l4:13; Ezk. 38:6,15;39:2)
corresponding probably to srrt spn of Ugaritic myths.2a Both srrl and yrkt characterize
something as extremely distant, remote, and virtually inaccessible. With reference to a
mountain, the focus is generally on the summit, as is the case with har-siydn yark"lA

;dpbn in Ps. 48:3(2), "Mt. Zion, summit of Zaphonl'25 especially compared with Isa.
2:2=Mic.4:1, where Zion "shall be raised above the tops of the mountains" (bero'i
hehdrim). The imagery in Isa. 14: l3 similarly concurs with this notion, since the "op-
pressor" (ndg?i, 14:4b) intends to "ascend to heaven" and sit b"yark"Q ;dp6n, i.e., ap-
parently "on the summit of Zaphon." The contrasting notion is the yarkep !6r (14:15),
the "uttermost depths" extending even into the underworld.

In Ezk. 38:6,15 the final redactor ofEzk. 38-39 has inserted yark"@ ;ap6ninorder
to bestow mythological features on the figure of Gog, king of Lydia. This particular re-
dactor is clearly not the author of the vision in Ezk. 1, who uses the name Zaphon once
(Ezk. l:4) and follows Ps. 48:3(2) in making the divine mountain into Yahweh's own
dwelling place. The storm in which Yahweh's chariot throne appears recalls the mythi-
cal scenery associated with Mt. Zaphon. Ezk. l:4 represents one of the earliest literary
witnesses in this regard: 'A storm wind came from Zaphon, a great cloud with brighr
ness around it and fire flashing forth continually." The author of Prov. 25:23 similarly
attests how "the wind from Zaphon produces rain," and in traditions from the classical
period Typhon (i.e.,Zaphon) does indeed appear as the place where winds, storms, and
lightning originate. Less than a century after Ezekiel, Aeschylus describes the "impetu-
ous" Typhon as "hissing forth terror from his horrid throat, whilst Gorgonian fires
flamed from his eyes, as if to take by violence the very throne of Zeus."26 In Ezk. I the
storm thundering in from Zaphon surrounds Yahweh's chariot throne, a notion proba-
bly deriving from the understanding of Ba'al Zaphon as the "Rider of the Clouds" (rtb
'rpt),27 an expression Ps. 68:5(4) already applies to Yahweh.

V. The North. The OT generally refers to the north with the expression i"mo'l (Gen.
14:15; Josh. 19:.27; Job 23:9;Ezk. 1646), lit. "the left," since one's orientation was
established while facing east. In addition, the name of the sacred Mt. Zaphon came to
be used in the sense of "north" because it constituted the northern boundary of Syro-
Palestine. The secondary character of this usage can still be discerned in expressions
such as 'eres sap6n, "land of Zaphon" (Jer. 3:18;'6:22; 10:22; 16:151,23:8; 3l:8; 46:10;

23. CrL, XIII, 7330.
24. KTU 1.3. I. 2l-22 par.
25. See Robinson.
26. Prometheus Bound 351-52.
2'7. KTU 1.2,lY, 8, etc.; ANET l32b (iii, l0-l l) etc.
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5O:9;Zech.2:10(6);6:6,8[bis]; CD 1 :14), deref; sdpbnd or dereft hassapbn, "direction of
Zaphon" (Ezk. 8:5[bis);40:20,44,46;41:ll;42:1,11), p"'a1;apbn, "Zaphon's side" (Ex.

26:20 27:ll;36:25;38:11; Ezk. 47:15,17;48:16,30), g"pfil sapbn, "boundary of
Zaphon" (Nu. 34:7,9; 35:5). The construction also regularly occurs with he locale, espe-

cially in place-names (Gen. 13:14; 28:14 Ex. 40:22; Lev. l: I l; Nu. 2:25; 3:35;Dt.2:3;
3:27;Josh.l3:3; l5:5,7,8,10,11;17:lO;18:12,16,18,19[bis];19:27;Jgs.12:l;1K.7:25:'
2K.16:14 I Ch.9:24;2614,17 2Ch.4:4', Jer. l:13,15; 3:12;23:8;46:6;Ezk.8:3,5,14;
9:2;21.3 [20:47];40.40 469,19;47:2,15,17; 48:l [bis],10,1'7 ,31; Dnl. 8:4; Zech. l4:4)-

It is striking that several poetic books, characterized by an archaic vocabulary, do

not use the word ;dpOn in the sense of "north." Such is especially the case in Psalms,

Job, and Proverbs. The sdp6n in Ps.48:3(2) and 89:13(12) is instead the sacred moun-

tain, while 107:3 juxtaposes sapbn arrd yam, "sea," in a mythological or geographical

sense circumventing the meaning "north." Indeed, on the one hand the struggle be-

tween Ba'al Zaphon and Yamm, the god of the sea, may account for the mythological
origin of the pair ;dpbn-ydm, though on the other hand the mention of a governor of
mat tAmti sa-pu-nu in a Neo-Assyrian letter (ca.675 n.c.r.)28 supports the existence of
a region of Zaphon along the Mediterranean coast, since sa-pu-na in apposition to mAt

tdmtihere refers not to the "north"2g but rather constitutes an equivalent to the ancient

tAmtu ia Amurri, the "Sea of Amumr." One might also note that sap6n and yam ate

also juxtaposed in Isa. 49 12, where they constitute a contrast to the "land of the

Sinim," i.e., the people from Aswan in Egypt. This juxtaposition apparently represents

a fixed word pair associating Zaphon with the sea but whose exact origin cannot be de-

termined. Iob 26:7 recalls the "stretching out" of the sacred mountain over primeval

chaos, while spwn in Job 3l :22 is to be read as ;apfin (cf . Job 2O:26), "out of a hiding
place comes golden splendor."

VI. The Enemy from the North. According to a whole series of biblical texts, the

enemy will come from the north (Isa. 14:31; Jer. l:13-15; 4:6;6:1,22',lO:22; 13:201,

15:12;46:20,24). Cottrary to the opinion of some interpreters, this usage does not seem

to be associated with any mythological connotations as is Mt. Zaphon in Ps. 48:3(2);

89:13(12); Isa. 14:13; Ezk. l:4, and reflects rather a simple fact of experience: the ene-

mies of Israel and Judah, be they Assyrians, Aramaeans, or Babylonians, came from the

north. The north was also where first the Israelites and later the Judeans were deported

and whence they will also return home (Jer. 3:12,18; 16:15;23:8;31:8). The normal

route taken by the advancing armies of the Assyrians and Babylonians led through the

"great arc" of the Euphrates, and it is with this region that Jer. 46:.6-lO explicitly associ-

ates the "north." In these texts the north is merely one of the four points of the compass

or a region north of Palestine itself. Such probably also applies to Jer.25:26, which

speaks in a vague and imprecise fashion about a "King of Zaphon" (cf. IQM 1:4).

28. ABL, 540, r.7.
29. Contra M. Dietrich, Die Aramiier Siidbabyloniens in der Sargonidenzeit (700-648). AOAT

't (1970),161 n. l.
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vrl. The King of g5pdn. Dnl. I employs rhe determin ative ha- in using sap6n as
a precise reference to a Seleucid ruler in Antioch, modern Antakya, 30 k;. (i9 -i.,from Mt. Zaphon. The "king of the north./o f zaphon', (mele! hassipin, Dnl. l I :6) and
the opposing "king of the south" (mereft hannege!, v. s; apparen=tly represenr cover
names referring in reality to the Seleucid and Ptolemaic monaichs *Lor. history from
312 to 168 or 164 Dnl. I I outlines. One might recall in this context Seleucus I Nicator
(conqueror) (312-281r.c.E.), the founder of the Seleucid dynasty, who made an of_
fering to Zeus Casios on the summit of Mt. Zaphon on Aprii 23, a date that then be_
came the traditional feast day,30 and that he made Seleucia at the foot of Mt. Zaphon
the capital of his kingdom. Later Seleucid coins depict the symbol of the Zeus Casios
cult, a semispherical Raityl to whom they sometimes add the name Zeils Kdsios,
clearly showing that the hellenized Ba'al Zaphon was the city's patron deity. It was
soon replaced as capital by the harbor city Antioch. Although g. Alttoua assumes that
Zeus Casios thus became the god of Antioch, this assertion has not been proven.3l In
any event the god of Zaphon did occupy an important enough position in the Seleucid
pantheon for the Seleucids to bear the archaizing title ..King -of 

zaphon, in Dnl. 1 l.
Dnl. I 1:5 doubtless refers to Seleucus I Nicator, whose g.ur-dron Antiochus II Theos
(261-246 n.c.r.) I l:6 calls the "King of Zaphon], The ..ring of Zaphon', in I l:7_9 is
Seleucus II callinicus (246-225 n.c.r.), and the one in tt:tt-t9 is Antiochus III the
Great (223-187 n.c.r.)' The remaining Seleucids no longer bear this title, which oc-
curs again only in I 1:40, which speaks of the events "at the time of the end', supposed
to coincide with the rule of Antiochus IV Epiphanes (175-164 n.c.e.), whose end
I l:45 predicts. The use of sap6n without an article in ll:44refers to the geographical
north and alludes perhaps to events in Asia Minor.

VIII' Qumran. The tetm spwn occurs with a rather peculiar distribution in the
Qumran writings. whereas it is missing in the larger r"rollr, except reM r:4 (..war
against the kings of the Zaphon") and cD 1:14 (ires sap6n as the place of deliver_
ance for those who endure), it occurs in the meaning ..north of, in the copper Scroll
3Ql5 (13 times) identifying the location of the "treasure depors,,'and in lrer (12
times) providing various points of orientation in relation to the temple. This same
technical use of the term recurs in sale contracts from wadi Murabba.dt, where spwn
is used to identify boundaries in real estate descriptions (Mur 22:l-9,3,12;30:4,17).
The apocryphal prophecy 2e23 r,g is the only text picking up on statements such as
Isa. 14:31 and Jer. 46:20,24, which identify the north as the place from which enemieswill come.

f{. +"porri. The meaning of the hapax legomenon hassfo6nt,,,the norrherner,,, in
Joel 2:20 is disputed.3z Some interpreters have understood it= as a reference to locusts,

30. J. Malalas' chronographia, g.rgg: cf. J. C. de Moor, "ugaritica yi, ur 2 ogTo) 306.
31. suetonius, vies des douze cisars, ed. M. Ailloud (paris, 1932),.,Nero,,'22.
32. See HAL, Lil, 1047a.
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though in the Near East these animals do not come in from the north. W. Rudolph be-

lieves that the passage may represent "a piece of esoteric Zion theology" according to

which Yahweh dwells on ZaphonlZion and the enemy is his tool.33 The expression

may, however, refer to the "enemy from the north" (cf. Jeremiah) and already possess

apocalyptic overtones.34
Lipiiski

33. W. Rudolph, Joel-Amos-Obadja - Jona. KAT XIIU2 (1911), 64-65.
34. Cf. also H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos (Eng. trans. 1977), 62-63; for a survey of scholar-

ship, see A. S. Kapelrud, Joel Studies (Uppsala, 1948), 93-108.

liDI ;ippbr; al) sdpar

Contents: I. 1. Semitic Languages; 2. Homonymous Roots; 3. Occurrences; 4. LXX.

II. Meanings: 1. Sparrow;2. Small (Sparrow) Bird;3. All Birds. III. Cultic Considerations:

1. Prohibition of Images; 2. Dietary Laws; 3. Offerings. IV. Metaphors: 1. Bird Hunting;

2. Comparisons from Nature. V. Theological Aspects. VI. Qumran'

l. l. Semitic Languages. The root *.,spr which onomatopoeically imitates the twitter-

ing or chirping of a bird, appears in most of the Semitic languages in the meaning

"sparrow, small bird." Examples include Biblical Heb. and Middle Heb. srpp6r (lQH
4:9; llQT 65:2;4Q5ll 97:l),1 Sam. Heb. sibbdrz Pun. ,Ipr3 Deir'Alla Can. spra

sipp6r. K. Albrecht, "Das Geschlecht der hebraischen Hauptw<irterl' ZAW 16 (1896) 4l-121,
esp.7l-12; W. Baumgartner, "Das semitische Wort fUr'Vogel,"'TZ5 (1949) 315-16; G. R.

Driver, "Birds in the OT Ull: PEQ 86/87 (1955) 5-2O, 129-40, esp. 6, 130-31; B. Landsberger,

The Fauna of Ancient Mesopotamia. MSL yllv2 (1962), 145-46.
On biblicil and (ancient) Near Eastern ornithology: -->ii\'y6ni,Y\32-40; J']ul neier,X,

77-85;H. Buchberger, "Vogel," LexAg,Yl,1046-51;AuS, VI, 78ff., 95-99,314-43;Yll'247-90:'
D. Fehling, "Noch einmal der passer solitarius," Philologus I l3 (1969) 217-24; O. Keel, Syz-
bolism of the Biblical World (Eng. trans. 1978), 89-95 (the hunt), 190-92 (the wings of God; ills.
260-62); O. Keel, M. Kiichler, and C. Uehlinger, Orte und Inndschaften der Bibel, I (Zurich,

1984), esp. 100tr., 137tr., 154ff.,173ff.

l. HAL, ll1, lO47 ; Jastrow, 1295-96.
2. A. Murtonen, Materials for a Non-Masoretic Hebrew Grammaf II (Helsinki, 1960), 175.

3. DNSI, ll,9'73:in KAI 69.12, perhaps "perfume" (see I.2 regarding spr IV); cf. M. Delcor,

"Apropos du sens de sprdans le tarif sacrificiel de Marseillel'Sem 33 (1983) 33-39.

4. ATDA, 174,204,307.
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Scholars are unsure whether Phoen. rip ;prm in the bilingual Karatepe inscription
means "Ra5ap of the he-goats" (Luwian hieroglyph "deer god"; in Egyptian iconogra-
phy with the head of a gazelle) or "Ra5ap of the birds" (;ptylr "he-goat," is otherwise
attested only late; Job 5:7, fr!"nA-Reiep jagbthfi 'frp, "just as sons of Resheph [birds of
misfortune? others, e.g., NRSV, translate "sparks"l fly upward"; cf. Dt. 32:24 LXX;
Sir. 43:14,18).5 Aramaic includes Biblical Aram. and Jewish Aram. sippa46 Mand.
$ipar1 Christian Palestinian Aram. spr!8 Sam. sprh,e Egyp. Aram. tnptto and Syr.
sepparrr Arabic forms 'u;fur with the 'avin prefix; Ugar. 'sr and Akk. lsszru also rep-
resent assimilated forms. l2

The corresponding verb for "whistle, twitter," Jewish Aram. s"pa4 Syr. srlaa Arab.
;afara, Al.k. sabaru, is not attested in Biblical Hebrew.l3

2. Homonymous Roots. The root xspr II is to be distinguished etymologically from spr
I, "guard(?)," Jgs. 7:3 (text uncertain); cf. Middle Heb. septrA, "(body)guard l' Ugar. klb
$pr;"watch(?)dog";t+perhapsalsothePNsHeb. s6(6)paaIJgar.spr(n)[-DN?1;ts xs.prIII
(Arab. dafara), "plait, weave," related to sepird, "thread, wreath,"l6Isa. 28:5; uncertain in
Ezk. 7:7 ,lO; also sipporen ( xspr IV), Dt. 2l:12; Jer. l7 l; Biblical Aram. *t"pa4 Dnl.
4:30(Eng. 33):7:19; Arab.4ufur; AkJr.. supru, "nail";tt and sapt4 "he-goat," 2Ch.29'21;
Ezr. (6:17 Aram.); 8:35;Dnl. 8:5,8,21;Neh. 5:18 LXX, which is occasionally (already
inconsistent in Tg.) explained as a lateq aramaizing secondary form of .faTrt8 Of course,
one translator might already have understood Phoen. sprm to mean "deer."le

3. occurrences. In the or the terms sippor (40 times) and sippar (4 times) occur l8
times in the Pentateuch ( 1 3 of which are in Lev. l4), once each in Nehemiah and Job,

5. -+ rlUl rip; KAI 26A.ll.ll-12; cf. in this regard M. Weippert, "Elemente ph<inikischer und
kilikischer Religion in den Inschriften vom Karatepe," vortrdge. ZDMGSup I (1969), l9l-217,
esp. 207-8 (bibliog.).

6. KBLz, I 1 16; Jastrow, 1298b.
7. MdD, 394.
8. F. Schulthess, Lexicon Syropalaestinurn (Berlin, 1903),172a.
9. R. Macuch, Grammatik des samaritanischen Aramcilscft (Berlin, 1969),2'12,275.
10. See H. Bauer and P. Leander, Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramciischen (1927; repr. 1962),

$$3n, 43m"'; Beyer, 9l-92.
ll. lzxSyr 635.
12. Ct. G K, g g l9m, 85w; Lane, U5, 2064; cf. also Baumgartner, 3 1 5- 16; AHw, 1, 390, contra

Landsberger, 145:' CAD, XVI, 155; WUS, no.2080; according to K. Aartun, "Neue Beitriige zum
ugaritischen Lexikon (ll): UF 17 (1985) ll, there is also a homograph..wine cider,'; AHw, l,
390; CAD, Vll,210-14.

13. *spr lI; HAL, III, 1050b.
14. M. Dahood, "lDlt (Jdc 7,3): 'to watch, guard,"' Or 29 (1960) 34j-48; a different view is

taken by Aartun, UF 17 (1985) 18.
15. Weippert, Vortrcige,215-16; additional suggestions in HAL, III, 1013 s.v. sdpa4 1050.
16. HAL, IIr, 1048, 1050.
17. HAL,III. 1051.
18. GesTh, II, 1 183.
19. KAI 26{.ll.l l-12; see I.1 above.
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7 times in the Psalms, 4 in Proverbs, twice in Ecclesiastes, once each in Isaiah and

Lamentations, 3 times in Ezekiel,4 in Daniel, and once each in Hosea and Amos. Of
these occurrences, scholars generally date at least Gen. l5:10(J?); Dt.22:6; Isa. 3l:5;
Hos. ll:11;Am. 3:5 to the preexilic period, and Lam. 3:52;Ezk.39:4,11to the exilic

period (though some passages are disputed).

4. lxx. The LXX translates ;ipp6r with peteindn (twice [without Daniel]; only pl.),

,rneon (15 times and Ezk. 17:23 vaiant), and the diminutives orn{thion (13 times;

only in Lev. 14) and strouthion (7 times: 5 in the Psalms and once each in Ecclesiastes

and Lamentations). It does not translate the glosses in Gen. 7:14 par.Ezk. ll:23.20 ln

Neh. 5:18 its use of chimaros presupposes ;dpir (differently in Vulg.).

Whereas Theodotion translates all four passages in Daniel with 6rneon, the LXX
twice uses petein6n (pl.); it does not translate 4ill (=14 Lxx)' and uses l6an in 4i3o

(=33b) (probably for k"pir).

II. Meanings. The feminine2l Heb. terrrr sippbr acquires different semantic nuances

depending on the context.
l. Sparrow. The authors of the OT were familiar with a great many different birds

(Lev. 1l:13-19 par. Dt. 14:12'18;Job 38-39;Isa' 34:11-15:'Zeph.2:l4,and many oth-

ers) whose names often imitate the bird's call or offer some other clues to the bird's

identity.22 When sippir parallels or contrasts with other kinds of birds, it has the mean-

ing "sparrow" attested in neighboring languages and by the LXX's strouthion. Parallel

terms include ybni, "dove," d"rbr "dove" or "swallow:'B hastdA' "stork," kds Il,
"screech owl, little owll' qa'a!, "owl, jackdaw, or something similar."2a

Driver suspects that the bird "that is alone (bbdeil upon the housetop" in Ps.

lO2:8(7) is the blue rock thrush.2s Both the line of thought and the parallelism of
v. t6l7(t51,6), however, have already been completed. Since v. 8(7) focuses on iqd,

"being sleepless" (cf. Sir. 3l:1), it may be better to follow some ms. traditions in read-

hg nbQ^j instead (from -+ 1\ ndd, "move restlessly, wander about, [flee]"; cf. Prov.

27:8; also Isa. l0:14; Ps. 55:7-8[6-7], and the related -+11J nfiQ, "flutter [away]," Ps.

20.W.Zimmerl| Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),359.
21. Regarding apparent exceptions, see Albrecht, 7l-72.
22. Surveys in Driver, 20,l4O; cf. the Akkadian material in A. Salonen, Vogel und Voge$ang

im alten Meiopotamien. AnAcScFen B 180 (1973), 296-302; Egyptian material in Buchberger,

1046-47,1049 nn. 10, 16.

23. HAL, l,230b.
24. Diver, 16 HAL, III, 1059-60; cf. also Deir 'Alla (Balaam text) I, l0- I I : [b]ny nhs wprh

'prfty 'nph drr nirt ywn w;pr "the young ones of the nhs and the owl, the young ones of the

heron; the swallow, the birds of prey, the pigeon and the sparrow," which H. Ringgren, "Balaam

and the Deir'Alla Inscription," FS t. L. Seeligmann (Jerusalem, 1984), 93-98, esp. 93-94, inter-

preted as harbingers of ill fortune; a different view is taken by H. P. MiilleE "Die aramiische

inschrift von Deir'Alla und die iilteren Bileamsprtichel' ZAW 94 (1982) 214-44; J. A. Hackett,

The Balaam Text from Deir 'Alla. HSM 3l (1984),29.
25. Driver, 6, 131.
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1l:l; Prov. 26:2); lQrsau 38:15 offers a subsrantive parallel with *'edd6da. ..I must
move about restlessly, wander about" (when it is actually time to sleep).26

2.small(sparrow) Bird. lnDt.22:6; 14:I1,etc., pipplrisanoverridingtermfor
various kinds of birds. In Gen. 15:9-10, e.g., it covers the dove designations br lr and
g6-zdl. while --+ rl)r zp includes all "flying animals," the following subgroups are clas-
sified according to their call:z1 'ayiy, "screamers" (esp. birds of prey and owls), and
;ippbr "twitterers" (esp. smaller sparrowlike birds and "songbirds,', b"n61 haii?r; Eccl.
l2:4 par. ;ipp6r). A great many occurrences of srppbr without any more detailed speci-
fication concerning species can be understood in this broader meaning. Accounts of
bird huntingz8 are especially inclined to make no distinction among the various kinds
of "small birds" with similar habits that are captured in traps.

It is doubtful that sipporim, "fowl(s)," in Neh. 5:19 as a designation for food (cf.
Dt. 14:11;also Ex.16:12-13; I K.5:3[4:23]; Story of Sinuhe, g5ff.2e) refers ro cap-
tured or domesticated birds. Palestinian poultry farming is probably older than earlier
assumed.3o

3. All Birds. The term's meaning is expanded in the fixed expressions sippilr kol-
kdndp, "birds of all kinds [lit. 'wings']" (Ezk.39:4 [text uncertain] in apposition to ?r,.
by contrast, ;ippbr by itself is to be separated from'ayiy, Gen. l5;lGll),3r sippilr
kdndp, "birds with wings," and sipp1r iamayim, "birds of heaven" (cf. Akk. issar
iama; ugar.'pr im). Especially in meristic formulations, they, like '6p-haiidmayimr, re-
fer collectively to birds in general.32

III. Cultic Considerations. The term sippbr also occurs in connection with various
OT cultic regulations or activities.

l. Prohibition of Images. Examples in a Dtr parenesis concerning a prohibition of
images (Dt. 5:8) include talntl kol-sippir "the likeness of any winged bird,' (4:17), an
allusion especially to Egyptian portrayals of such gods.33

2. Dietary Laws. Dt. 14:1 I permits the Israelites to eat kol-sippir tehord,,,any clean
birds,"3a while simultaneously specifying by name those it prohibits (14:ll-lg par.
Lev. 11:13-19). The prohibition against taking a mother bird from the nest together
with her young (for consumption) (Dt. 22:6) is commensurate with similar, probably

?9. Ct. B. Duhm, Jesaja. HKAT llVt (1902;51968), 281; HAL, tI, 6j2b, s.v. ndd t.
27. Driver, 5-6.
28. See IV.l below.
29. ANET 19-20 01. 8str.).
30. 8RL2,352-53:' AzE VII, 255 contra 253,265-66.
31. See II.2 above.
32. --> 119 '6p.

33. See Keel, Symbolism, 190-92, ills. 260-62.
34. See also II.2 above.
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quite ancient "taboos" (Ex. 23:19: Lev. 22:28). The (Dtr?) explanation h Dr. 22i7b

draws the comparison with the human parent-child relationship (cf. 5:l6;.:s

3. Offerings. Birds were commonly used as sacrificial animals in the ancient Near

East.36 In Ugaritic texts recipients ini ilm appear with striking frequency alongside in-

dividual gods (form of ReSep or "member of the gods"?:z;.

a. Lev. 14:2-7,48-53 twice describe a cathartic bird ritual involving "leprosy"

(nega'-ha;sara'a1) on people and houses. One of two living, clean birds (;ipportm

UIWU lehdrilpa is slaughtered (ibil and a purifying water made from the blood (cf.

Nu. 19:6,9) and applied to the other bird and to the leprous person or house. As in simi-

lar rites of elimination (Lev. 16:10,2l-22; Zech. 5:5-l I ),:e ,6" released (.i/ft) living ani-

mal removes the materia peccans that has been transferred to it.40 Cultic-theological

terminology used in this context includes -+ "tilD th4 "putify, cleanse," -l NUll ht'piel,
"free from sin," -+ 1D) kpr piel, "atone."

According to v. 8, the ritual alone (as also in vv. 48-53) was originally probably suf-

ficient and perhaps contributed to the healing (cf. rp'niphal, v. 48). In the present con-

text, however, it comes after the healing (vv.2-3,48-49) and requires an additional guilt

offering for the person's cultic reintegration (vv. 10ff.;.+t

b. The narrative in Gen. 15:9-10 describes the offering of two birds (doves).42

IV. Metaphors. A rough estimate is that in about 80 OT passages, birds represent

approximately a quarter of all metaphorical expressions from the animal world. Ap-

proximately one-fourth each involve neier, "eagle, vulture," and references to
;.doves,"43 about one-fifth the sippbr, and not quite half as many the'6p, "winged ani-

mals." In 10 instances ;ipp6r is associated with k".4

1. Bird Hunting. The OT frequently refers metaphorically to bird hunting. Passages

limited to ;ippir include the following semantic fields.

a. A living bird (sipp6r bayy6) still unable to fly can be taken (lqh) from the nest

(q,n). Later the bird catcher (ydqfri, y6qei) traps birds (lkd, yqi) with the spring trap

35. See O. Keel, Das Bijcklein in der Milch seiner Mutrer und Verwandtes. OBO 33 (1980)'

44-45.
36. CAD, ll, 213; LexAg, rY, 594-95: KAI 69.1r,12(?)'15; KTU 1 .41 ' 24, 36; | '48, I ' 3' 18,

etc.
37. KTU 1.39,21-22; 1.41, 5-6,27, 40, etc.; Resep: P' Xella, "Le dieu Rashap h Ugarit"'

1/rAS 29-30 (1979-80) 145-62; et a1.; "member of the gods": M. Dietrich and O. Loretz, "Ani(t)
tnd (m)init im Ugaritischeil' UF 9 (1977) 50, etc.

38. See III.2 above.
39. TUAT 282-88 (bibliog.); KTU 1.127,29-31('!).
40. B. Janowski , Siihne als Heilsgeschehen. WMANT 55 (1982),211-12,225 n.204 (bibliog.).

41. cf. K. Elligea Leviticus. HATIY (1966), 186ff.; M. Noth, Leviticus. oTL (1965),107-8.

42. -+ ilJ|P y6nh, Y[,38.
43. -+ i'lll! y6nA, Y[,32-40.
44. See in this regard E. Jenni, '\1D1 dmh to be like"' TLOT l, 340-41.
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(pah). The birds are unaware (yd') and rush (mhr) into it. Depending on the trap de
sign,as the trap suddenly falls (npl) over the birds ('"lahem pi!'ad, or they are ensnared
(?z niphal) in the net between two springing ('lh) wooden pieces.

Wisdom texts are especially inclined to compare certain people to these ensnared
birds. Blind as such birds are to imminent danger, they resemble people in general
(bena ha'd/dm, Eccl.9:12). rn particular, they are like an easily deceived youth who
lacks understanding (na'ar hosar-ld!, Prov.7:7,23) or those who bind themselves
through pledges ('rb, 6:1,5). Rescue is almost impossible (nsl niphal), since only rarely
does the trap itself bre ak (ibr niphat)r0 or the bird escape to safety (mlt, niphal) by slip-
ping through the hunter's hand. Those who similarly unexpectedly escape danger give
their praise to God (Ps. 124:6-7), who has brought about such deliverance (ps. 9l:3;
Isa. 3l:5). The bird is bound (qir) or kept helpless in a cage (kelfrb1;+t even children
can then play with it (ihq, Job 4O:29141:51.

b. During the hunt (sfiQ) the bird that is felled from the flock by a sling (m6q€i) or
shot(yrh) withabow (qeiefi andarrow (hcs)falls(npl)deadtotheground.a8Theperi-
tioner is like an innocent (hinnam) bird who is hunted (ps. I l:1-2; Lam.3:52); Am. 3:5
adduces this situation as an example confirming the conclusion from effect to cause or
from sign to event.49

2. Comparisons from Nature. Other comparisons are based on an observation of na-
ture. The persecuted petitioner flees (nfrfl like a bird (ps. l1:1), as does the curse ut-
tered into emptiness (Prov. 26:2). Both the refugee (prov. 27:8) and the sleepless peti-
tioner (Ps. lo2:8?l; cf. lQlsau 38:15)so are restless (ndd). The exiles will come
quickly, trembling like birds in flight (hrd, Hos. l l:11; tike migratory birds as in Jer.
8:7?). Elsewhere a bird's claws (Dnl. a:30t331) and its high (?) voice (Eccl. l2:4) are
used in comparisons.5l Typical resting places play a role in the comparisons in ps.
ll:l;102:8(7) (cf. also 84:4[3]); Hos. l1:tl (also Ezk. t7:23; Dnl. 4:9,1t,t}tt2,t4,
211 probably refer metaphorically or allegorically to "subjects"). And just as birds
hover over their nests to protect their young (;ipportm'apfu), so also does yahweh pro-
tect Jerusalem (Isa. 31:5; cf. Dt. 32:ll).

The PNs ;ipp6(d)r (Nu. 22:2ff.) and sippord (Ex.2:2l1sz are probably intended to

45. See Keel, Symbolism, 91, ills. I 12-14.
46. See Keel's explanations to ills. 112-14 in ibid.; a different view is taken by Dalman, Aug

vI, 338.
47. EA 74:45-46.
48. Keel, Symbolism,95, ills. l2O-21; cf. also KTU 1.23,38.
49. Thus A. Schenker, "Steht der Prophet unter dem Zwangzlu weissagen, oder steht Israel

vor der Evidenz der weisung Gottes in der wiessagung des propheten?" BZ 30 (1996) 250-56
(bibliog.). concerning these and other methods of bird hunting cf . Aus, yl,316-41; Keel, .!yn-
bolism,89-95 (the hunt); BRl2, 150-52; Salonen, V1gel. 47-48; LexAg, yl, l05l-54.

50. See II.l above.
51. H. w. Hertzberg, Der Prediger. KAT xvw4 (1963), l8l,2ll-12: a different view is taken

by A. Lauha, Kohelet. BKXIX (1978), 2t2-13.
52. HAL, Ill, 1047, 1050-51; W. H. Schmidt, Exodus. BK It (19j4), 194.
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evoke the appeurance of small birds. Place-names include sepphoris (Josephus, pas-

sim), nisbe *tp*ry.53

v. Theotogical Aspects. As their creator and preserver (cf. Gen. 7:14; Ps. 84:413):

lO4:17;148:10), Yahweh has placed birds under the power of human beings (Ps.

8:9[8]; cf. Gen. l:28;9:2-3), who may catch them, kill them, and eat them.5a Before

Yahweh, however, and despite their own status above animals, people themselves re-

semble a small bird (Hos. 11:1 l; cf. Isa. 3l:5), though Yahweh is at most only linguis-

tically comparable to protective bird parents (Isa. 31:5), since he neither can nor may

be depicted substantively in the image of a bird (Dt. 4:17;.ss

Subjects similarly appear as defenseless birds over against the king or messiah de-

picted as a protective tree (Dnl. 4:9,11,18[12,14,21);Ezk. 17:23).In judgment Yahweh

can even reverse the relationship between human beings and animals (Ps. 8:7ff.) in that

it is not human beings who eat or sacrifice birds;so instead, Yahweh now invites the ani-

mals to a sacrificial meal and feeds them (ntn t"'okh) human beings (Ezk.39:4,1'71' cf .

Isa. 34:6-7; Zeph. l:7).s7

VI. Qumran. In lQH 4:8-9 the lamenting petitioner compares himself with a bird

that has been pushed from the nest.58 l lQT 65:2 understands Dt.22:6-7se contextually

as a protective regulation for fellow Israelites.60
Schwab

53. Beyer, 677; cf. Akk. B-.t $upuri in "sidon," R. Dussaud, Topographie historique de la

Syrie antique et mddi4vale (Paris,1927),39.
54. See III.2 and IV.l above.
55. See W. H. Schmidt, The Faith of the OT: A History (Eng' trans. 1983), 98-100'

56. See III.3 above.
57. W. Zimmerli,Ezekiel2. Herm(Eng. trans. 1983),308-9; -r lU 969 (SOSh)'ll,419-25'

58. -+ lt'IJ nadah, LX,235-41.
59. See III.2 above.
60. J. Maier, The Temple scroll: An Intro., Trans., and comm. JSoTSup 34 (Eng. trans.

1985), r34-35.
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JDI ,rpr; *li9ID maspan

contents: I. l. Etymology, Meaning, occurrences; 2.Lxx. II. Use: l. secular contexts;
2. Wisdom; 3. Theological Contexts. III. eumran.

l. l. Etymology, Meaning, Occurrences. Previous research suggests that the root spn
is apparently not part of the inventory of earlier Semitic languages, occurring alongside
oT Hebrew also in Middle Hebrew (hiphil) in the meaning "discover what has been
concealed" and in Egyptian Aramaic in the meaning "hide, conceal."l The suggested
Akk. term ;apanu, "shelter, hide,"2 is to be understood as ..north wind.,'3

The basic meaning "hide, conceal" seems to have remained constant. The remaining
meanings, including the intransitive, derive easily from this basic one. The root occurs
32 times in a verbal form in the OT and once as a substantive. One additional passage
(Job 15:22) can be adduced if the cj. from spw (K) to spwn is accepted.a Sir. 4:23 and
41:15 also use:rprl. Most of the verbal occurrences are in the qal(z7t2gl),while 3 are
in the niphal and 2 in the hiphil. The term occurs with noteworthy frequency in poetic-
wisdom texts (8 times in the Psalms, 8 in Job [9 with the cj.], 9 in proverbs, and twice
in Sirach). Occurrences in the remaining OT texts reveal no particular pattern (2 in Ex-
odus, I each in Joshua, canticles, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Hosea). one does notice that
most occurrences are in more recent OT literary contexts. The root spz is used in both
secular and theological contexts.

It is worth noting that several personal names in the OT are constructed with spn, in-
cluding 'eltsapan (Nu. 3:30; 34:25; l Ch. l5:8; 2 Ch. 29:13), ,elsapan (Ex. 6:22;t*v.
l0:4), s"panydhfr (2 K. 25:18; Jer.37:3), and sepanyd (l Ch. 6:2t[Eng. 36]; Jer.2t:l;
29:25,29; 52:24; Zeph. l:l; Zech. 6:10,14). Although names can be quite old, the
aforementioned appear in more recent parts of the OT. The earliest mention is found
during the waning years of the monarchy, e.g., in Jeremiah, Zephaniah, 2 Kings. The
name spnb'l occurs on a Punic funerary inscription and possibly means ..Ba'al pro-
tects."s

spn. S. E. Balentine, 'A Description of the Semantic Field of Hebrew Words for 'Hide,'- l4l"
30 (1980) 137-53; A. oepke, "rp$nno," TDNT, IJr,987-1000; G. wehmeier,'5hD srrhi., to
hide," TLOT II, 813-19, esp. 816.

l. DNS1, rr,972.
2. HAL,III, 1049a; EA 147:8.
3. See C. Grave, "Northwest Semitic sapdnu in a Break-up of an Egyptian Stereotype phrase

in EA 147," Or 5t (1982) 161-82.
4. BHIG; G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), in loc.; F. Hesse, Hiob. ZBK Xly

(1977), in loc.; a different view is taken by BHs,'F. Horst, Hiob I (l-lg). BKxvlfi (al9g3), in
loc.

5. KAI93.t.
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2. lXX. The LXX uses various Greek equivalents for spn or paraphrases the passage

entirely. The most frequent translation is kriptd (apo-, en-, kata-), occurring altogether

17 times, then also th€saurizo (3 times), skepdzo (twice), lanthdn1, tdri6, and phykissd

(once each).

II. Use.
l. Secular Contexts. By all appearances, the secular use of sptt seems to occur pri-

marily in earlier OT texts. The legend of Moses' birth in Ex. l-2 is well known. His

mother hides the endangered child in an otherwise unspecified manner to protect him

from the Egyptian pharaoh, and when these attempts are not enough, she tries to save

the child's life by concealing him outside (8x.2:2,3 J). In the doubtless very old story

of the Israelite spies in Jericho, spn is also used in the sense of "protect from persecu-

tion." The two men enter the house of Rahab the prostitute, and she hides them from

the city king (Josh. 2:4, tispenb is doubtless incorrect; read tisp"nem with LXX, Syr.,

Tg.). While v. 4 uses sprz without describing any specifics of the concealment, v. 6 does

mention the hiding place in connection with the par. term tmn ("ot the roof with the

stalks of flax that she had laid out").
In one passage of love poetry, spn is used in the meaning "save up, store," which can

easily be derived from the basic meaning "hide." The woman assures her beloved that

she has laid up (is keeping) fragrant mandrakes and "choice fruits, new as well as old,"

for him (Cant. 7:14[3]). These fruits also function as metaphors for the pleasures of
love the woman is keeping in store for her beloved.6 The notion of "storing up" derives

from the basic meaning "conceal"; the pleasures for the beloved are concealed to ev-

eryone else, indeed, they are concealed even to him until the woman bestows them

upon him.

2. Wisdom. In wisdom texts the objects of spn can include not only people and

things but also abstractions. Pragmatic wisdom teachers suggest, e.g., that it is better to

hide folly than wisdom (Sir.41:15) and that one "not refrain from speaking at the

proper moment" or otherwise hide one's wisdom (Sir- 4:23).7

In the instructional and admonitory sayings of the first (and presumably most re-

cent) collection in Proverbs (Prov. 1-9), either personified wisdom or the wisdom

teacher is speaking. The student of wisdom is advised to heed and "keep" the teacher's

words and commandments. In this context spn is used in the sense of "store up." One

conceals what one has heard and accepted in the sense of storing it up and assimilating

it (2:l; 7 :1, misw1lay tispon 'ittdf;, par. with tiqqah or iemdr 'amaray). This basically

secular procedure, however, acquires a theological dimension in that it facilitates the

acquisition of knowledge of God and the understanding of the fear of God (2:5). More-

over it is Yahweh who bestows wisdom (2:6). In 2:7 spn circumscribes the divine be-

6. Cf. H. Ringgren, Das HoheLied. ATD 1612 (31981), in loc.; o. Keel, song of Songs (Eng.

trans. 1994),260.
7. G. Sauer, Jesus Sirach. JSHRZ IIU5 (1981)' 607,516.
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stowal of good fortune for the upright. The term can be translated as "keep ready" or
"store up" (read yispdn with O).

In what is probably a preexilic collection of sayings in ro:r-22:16, one finds in
l0: 14 the general conviction that "the wise lay up (yispdnfi) knowledge (da'a1)l' whlle
the "babbling of a fool brings ruin near." The wise apparently conceal knowledge so
that it is not lost or destroyed by outsiders, whence the notion of "keeping, preserving"
in this passage. Those who study God's law similarly "conceal" ("keep safe") God's
word in their hearts (Ps. I l9: I l, b"libbi sdpantt 'imra!eka-). prov. l3:22b also uses spn
in the sense of "keep, store up" ("the sinnei's wealth is laid up for the righteous t;affin
ll"), an insight deriving apparently from the notion of the act-consequence schemiac-
cording to which the righteous will ultimately do well at the expense of sinners, who
must ultimately perish. The righteous have access to "hidden" fortune even if they do
not possess it at the moment.

The saying in27:16, appearing in the second collection of the officials of Hezekiah
(chs.25-29), is no longer entirely clear. Most interpreters understand it from the per-
spective of v. 15, while the LXX understands v. 16 to be an independent unit. From the
perspective of v. 15, v. 16 must refer back to the "contentious woman" mentioned there
(cf. the suffix) who can be restrained as little as can the wind itself (s1penAhd would
have to be read as sg.). One might also understand the stich as a paronomasia in which
the suffix refers to the following rfiah in the sense, "those who try to conceal it [must
know what they are doing, theyl conceal wind."

In two passages in an admonition ( I : 10- l9), spz is influenced by the par. iD and un-
derstood as "lie in wait." The wicked lie in wait for the innocent (v. I I ) though in so
doing ultimately set an ambush for their own lives (v. 18; cf. the context). This meaning
derives from the notion that those who intend to attack others are concealing them-
selves from the latter.

The book of Job uses spn exclusively in the discourses of Job and his friends. The
dispute concerning the functioning or nonfunctioning of the act-consequence schema
raises nolens volens theological questions. In his suffering, which he understands as an
expression of God's undeserved wrath, Job wishes to "conceal" himself from God in
the underworld (taspin€nt par. str hiphil) until that wrath has passed and God again re-
members him with kindness (14:13). Eliphaz addresses the possible temptation the
righteous experience in the face of the wicked's good fortune by pointing out how the
latter's happiness is only apparent; in reality the life of the wicked is wracked with tor-
ment "through all the years (mispar idnim) that are taid up for the ruthless" (15:20).
The predestinatory character of spn here derives from the particular rhetorical and con-
ceptual form used; the duration of this predetermined period of time is actually con-
cealed from human beings (spn niphal). The ruthless will escape neither the darkness
nor the sword (15:22 cj.).8 If the conjecture is correct, then the sentence means that the
wicked are "stored up, kept" for the sword. The daily torment of the wicked mentioned

8. Cj. with B11K:, Fohrer, Hiob,262,264; Hesse, Hiob, lO6,;apfin; BHS and Horst, Hiob I,
218, maintain MT sapfi (K) or ;dpfiy (Q).
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in v. 20 is that they are indeed ultimately aware of that end.e Because Job feels his

friends do not understand him, they do not offer him much comfort. Nor can it be oth-

erwise, since God has "hidden their hearts from understanding" (17:.4). Here under-

standing is portrayed as a personal entity that will find no access to the friends'hearts,

which God has hidden (ryn with min).The friends believe that the act-consequence

schema is always in effect. Even if God does not punish the wicked themselves, he will
surely punish their descendants, for he has "stored up" this punishment ("concealed it,

kept it ready"). Job objects to this view and wishes instead that God would "keep" that

punishment ready for the wicked themselves (21 19). Still he must lament, "why are

(specific) times not kept hidden by the Almighty (;pn niphal)" during which God pun-

ishes the wicked so that those who do know God can see it (24:1)? Job insists on his in-

nocence to both his friends and God by pointing out how he too has kept God's com-

mandments (23:12, b"haqi [with LXX and vulg. instead of mehuqqi) ;apanti 'imra

ptw). Job cannot understand why God would nonetheless turn against him, and accuses

God of seeking to destroy, quite contrary to tradition and their rights, those who suffer.

God allegedly "hid" in his heart ('elleh sapanta bilbabeLa,l0:13) all the misfortune he

had planned for Job.

ln 20:26 lispfindyw, "for his hidden ones," makes no sense and is emended follow-

ing the LXX to tb ;dpfin. The verse is part of Zophar's discourse concerning how mis-

fortune inevitably comes upon the wicked (cf. v. 29).

3. Theological Contexts. The term spn exhibits different meanings in the Psalter.

The persecuted petitioner is confident that Yahweh will "hide" the oppressed in his

shelter (27:5;31:2ll20l). The expression for protection is b"sukk1h or b"sukkA. The

context of 27:5 suggests that such shelter with Yahweh is rooted in the temple or sanc-

tuary traditions, a notion supported by the entire scope of temple functions such as

asylum, divine presence, and divine oracles. Those seeking refuge, although threat-

ened by persecutors and slanderers, nonetheless trust in Yahweh's goodness' which he

has "laid up" for those who fear him and trust in him (31:2OIl9), ;apanta). Ps. 10:2-

I I describes the shameful actions of the wicked against the poor and innocent, point-

ing out how the ruthless "lie in wait" for the innocent (v. 8, spn with /'; subj. is

'Aiayw, i.e., "his eyes lie in wait for someone"; instead of this difficult manner of ex-

pression, most comms. follow LXX and Syr. in emending to yispayft < sph I). Ps.

Se;16; similarly describes the schemes of the wicked (cf. the context; alongside spn,

with Q qal, srand g,Ar imr qwh piel; BIIS considers the cj. yispdyfin < sph l). The la-

ment of the people in Ps. 83 speaks not of the wicked but of the enemies and adversar-

ies of the people of God. V. 4(3) describes God's community with the peculiar expres-

sion "youi hidden ones" (s"pfineykApar.'amm"fta). Kraus understands this expression

to mean "those entrusted to your care,"lO a meaning certainly supported by the seman-

tic field of ;pn. The use of the qal passive participle in l'7 14 (Q) is difficult to under-

9. Fohrer, Hiob,273.
10. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989)' 159, 162.
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stand. The unjustly persecuted petitioner asks God to step in against his enemies, to
fill their bellies with s'pAn"ka so that even their descendants will be filled by ir. "what
you have stored up" can only refer to something bad (other interpreters read s"pfina\d,
"those you protect"). -

The prophetic tradition occasionally uses spn in establishing the guilt prompting an
oracle of woe. After various oracles of woe, Hos. 13:12 summarily states that
Ephraim's iniquity has been "bound up" (;rr) and its sin "kept in store" as incriminat-
ing evidence for judgment day. The prophet Jeremiah announces Jerusalem's and Ju-
dah's doom in the form of deportation, pointing out that the transgressions of the peo-
ple of God cannot be "hidden" from Yahweh's eyes (Jer. 16:17, lo'-nispan .owonam

minnegeQ 'andy). An addendum (Ezk. 7:21-24) to Ezekiel's oracle concerning
Yahweh's day of judgment (7:1-27) mentions the desecration and destruction of Jeru-
salem and its temple, with Yahweh referring in the first person to the city and/or temple
as s"pfint, "my hidden thing," i.e., "treasure"tt (cf. ps. 83:4[3], according to Aquila,
Symmachus, Jerome, ;epuneka [sg.], "your hidden thing," ..your treasure,,, here par.
with "your people").

Obadiah's oracle of woe to Edom also uses spn.ln times of distress for the people of
God, Edom chose the side of their enemy. Now, however, Edom will itself be brought
down by disaster by being pillaged and plundered even into its last "hiding places"
(Ob. 6, maspunayw, the only substantive construction from spn).

rII. Qumran. The verb spnhas appeared in but one text from eumran. In 4e3gl
3l;6 one should read spnym as a qal passive participle in the sense of "store up, lay up,'
(cf. Job 15:20;21:19; Ps.3l;20[19]; Cant. 7:t4tt3l). The psalm's author (a [former]
king?) addresses the "God of my salvation" in a confession with the words: "the days
of my existence are stored up/laid up (with you?)."12

Wagnerf

II. HAL, III, IO49A.
12. See E. M. Schuller, Non-canonical psalms from eumran. flss 2g (1996), 132, l4l.
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contents: I. Etymology. II. Meaning: l. sdrarl;2. sarl;3. {ar6l;4. 9"16r; etc. III. Theological

Connotations: 1. sararl;2. sarl;3. sardl:4. s"r6r etc. IV. 1. LXX; 2' Qumran'

I. EtymologJr. The etymology of sararl, sarI, etc., should be examined together

with that of sar II. The problems are virtually impenetrable.

The verbal root srr I is probably related to swr Il and derives from the Akkadian,

where sararu means "to wrap."2 This group also includes Arab' sarra, "tie up, bind,"3

and OSA sr IV "attack, advance,"4 while Ugar. srrt (spn)s is extremely uncertain. In He-

brew, srr I constitutes two semantically different qal formatives. The first is transitive,

means "wrap up, envelop," and seems commensurate with the etymological findings;

the second is intransitive, means "be cramped for space, restricted," and is semantically

somewhat more removed from that etymology. Moreover, the intransitive form has gen-

erated a pual form meaning "patched together" and a transitive hiphil meaning "harass."

Outside the OT, sar I is found only in post-OT Hebrew.6 The term sard I constitutes

the fem. subst. of sar I,7 which D. Michel believes represents a nomen unitatis meaning

"narrowness," then "need, distress, anxiety."8

The nominal ;er6r I, "little pack, bag," probably also derives from srr I,e and also

occurs as Jewish Aram. and syr. serara" "bundle, bag," Mand. sraria, "purse," and

Arab. surra,..bag, purse, bundle, package."l0 The forms mesar and mas6r I, "distress,"

are purely Hebrew formatives.

II. Meaning.
l. sarar I. a. The transitive qal formof sarar I occurs 9 times in the OT, with the ear-

liest witnesses clearly dating to the preexilic period.

pcr C. Barth, Die Errettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des ATs

(Zurich, 21987), esp.9l-122;M. M. B.urrnann, "The Biblical Concept 'The Treasure of Life'
and Its Survival in-Mandaean and Christian Doctrines," Studies in Semitic Philology (Leiden'

197j),533-39; O. Eissfeldt, Der Beutel der ltbendigen. Berichte iiber die Verhandlungen der

Siich'sischen Akademie der Wissenschafien. Phil.-Hist. Klasse 105/6 (1960), esp. 26ff.

t. HAL, III, 1016, 1052a.
2. AHw,III, 1588b; I1AL, III, 1058a.

3. See Wehr, 510.
4. See W. W. Mtller, 'Altsiidarabische Beitriige zum hebriiischen Lexikon," ZAW 75 (1963)

314.
5. TO,I, 156 n. t.
6. See WTM, ly,216, "be afraid, pressed"' hiphil "press, attack."

7. See Bk, 454a.
8. Michel, 33-34; cf . HAL,lll, 1053b.
9. See BI'e, 4'13h.

lO. MdD,397; Wehr, 510.

'1! ror l;"1'1I srr I; ilJ$ sarA\ "ti'l$ s'r6r; 1!D mesar:1lY,Q mds6r
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b. The intransitive qal form occurs 33 times in the OT, once in the pual (Josh. 9:4,
wineskins "patched together") and 1l times in the hiphil. It occurs primarily in the Dtr
History and the Psalter (ll times each) and in the Chronicler's History (7 times).

2. sar I. The noun sar I, "narrowness, distress," occurs l5 times in the OT (without
Isa. 63:9), including 6 times in Job, 4 in Isaiah, 3 in the Psalms, and in 1 5.2:32 and
Est.7:4.rrThe adj. sarl,"nanow," occurs 5 times, including twice in Proverbs. One
noteworthy feature is the preponderance of textually corrupt witnesses, including I S.
2:32; Job 36:16 (read sar II); 36:19:41:7(15) (read sdr I); Est. 7:4 (read sar II); Isa.
30:20;63:9 (read sir II); and Prov.24'.10. These witnesses suggest that sar was used
only sparingly during the preexilic period, then significantly more frequently during
the exilic and postexilic periods. It is not a word used much in narrative, the exception
being the Balaam story in Nt. 22:26, and is at home rather in prophecy and in devo-
tional and wisdom literature.

Parallel terms and combinations with corresponding verbs make clear that the term
sar I carries with it the distinct notion of spatial n€urowness, of restriction in the sense
of "having no space" (cf. similar connotations with -+ 9l2r y"f) (mdqim sar Nu. 22:26;
2 K. 6:l; lsa. 49:20). Often the focus is on "expanding" rhar space (rhb hiphil, Job
36:16; Ps. 4:2Ul; I l8:5). With this spatial understanding as the point of deparrure, rhe
notion is then applied to other spheres, e.g., sar becomes "distress" that comes upon
(msl Ps. ll9:143) and frightens a person (b'r, Job 15:24).In this sense sar canturn into
tribulation (Job 38:23) with apocalyptic undertones (Isa. 26:15).In such situations the
only food is the "bread of adversity" (lehem ;ar) and the "water of affliction" (Isa.
3O:20). Accompanying features include masbq (Ps. l19:143) mfisdq (Job 36:16),
m"sfiqd, "narrowness, affliction"l2 (Job 15:24), qara', "calling out" (Ps. 4:2[l]), and
*saqbn (cj.), "tribulation, thlipsis" (Isa. 26:16), {ntyA, l'poverty," and lahas, "rorment"
(Job 36:15).

3. sari L The term sard I occurs 70 times in the OT (disputed cjs. in Jer. 4:31;
Zech. 10:11) and in Sir. 3:15. These witnesses seem to represent almost exclusively
passages with direct discourse, generally of a solemn or formal nature (e.g., an oath
formula in 2 S. 4:9; 1 K. l:29). Accordingly, most of these witnesses occur in prayer
contexts (24 times in the Psalms; twice in Dt. 3l [transition to the song of Moses];
once in Jon.2), in wisdom literature (7 times in Proverbs; twice in Job), and in proph-
ecy (8 times in Jeremiah; 7 in Isaiah; twice each in Nahum and Obadiah; once each in
Jonah, Habakkuk, zephaniah, andZechariah). The term also occurs 6 times in the Dtr
History and 4 in the Chronicler's History. The 4 occurrences in the Pentateuch proba-
bly all belong to the Dtr or exilic literary stage. These findings suggest that with few
exceptions, sardlbelongs to the language ofthe exilic and postexilic periods. Its total
absence from Priestly texts is striking, as is, by contrast, its use by Levites (cf. various

I l. -+ '13 sar II
12. --> l1l swq.
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psalms, also Neh. 9:27 ,37). After the OT period, sarA I is found only in Qumran (see

below).
The connotation of spatial narrowness also inheres in the meanin g of sarA I, and is

apparent in Ps. 25:17, hirht! sar61, "enlarge one's distress," or Ps. 3 l:8(7), which con-
trasts sdrA with merha!, "broad place" (cf. esp. IQH 9:28). Parallels consistently con-
firm the meaning "distress, narrowness, affliction," e.g., rd'A/ra'6!, "distress, troubles"
(Dt.3l:11,21; I S. l0:19; Jer. 15:11),t6!ehd, "punishment," n"'asA, "disgrace" (2 K.
19:3; Isa. 3l:3); en| "misery, torment" (Ps. 3l:8[Eng.7D,'An mdkktr "no refuge"
Oa2:5[4)), m"sftq1/61, "distress" (25:.17). When sard refers to distress brought about
by one's enemies, par. terms include here!, "swordl' deben "pestilence," ra'a{, "hun-
ger" (2 Ch. 20:9), and helpless, trembling hands (Jer. 50:43). When it refers more
broadly to cosmic tribulation and distress, parallels include hbief,, "darkness," m"'fip
;fiqd, "oppressive darkness" (Isa. 8:22), h"r6n 2p, "burning wrath," za'am, "rage" (Ps.
78:49:. cf . also Zeph. 1: 15 [see below]). In anthropological contexts par. terms include
ydgbn, "torment, trouble," helk-mdwe1, "bonds of death," mesarA,i"6/, "fears of the
underworld" (Ps. 116:3), beten ie'61, "depths of the underworld" (Jon. 2:3[2]), itah,
"care, worry" (Ps. 142:3[2]), and ?1, "misfortune" (Ob. 12-13).

These semantic findings are also confirmed by antonyms, including ma'6z, "refuge,
shelter" (Ps. 37:39), t"ii'd, "help," y"ifr'A, "salvation" (Ps. 91:16; Isa. 33:2), and
mah"seh, "refuge" (Ps. 46:2[1]).

Combinations incorporating sard include sarfi lepd!, "narrowness/troubles of the
heart" (Ps. 25:17), sardy nepei, "troubles of the soul" (Gen. 42:211' Ps. 3l:8[7]), 'eres

sard, "land of affliction" (Isa. 30:6; cf . Zech. 10: I I cj.), 'Z!;drd, "time of distress" (Ps.

37:39; Dnl. l2:1), y6m sard, "day of distress" (Ps. 50:15; 77:3[2]; Ob. l2).
To escape $tasa' min, Prov. 12:13) the imminent (b6', Gen. 42:21 qfim, Nah. l:9)

sard, a person needs some sort of "help" (h6ita', lsa.46:l; Ps. 34:7[6]), "deliverance"
(hi;ptl, I S. 26:24; Job 5:19; Ps. 54:9[7]; 'zr par. pillZt, Ps. 37:39-40; hill€s, Ps.
34:8[7]), "liberation" (pAdA, 2 S. 4:9; I K. l:291' Ps. 25:22), "revivification" (hyh, Ps.
138:7; 143:l 1), and "grace" (hanan, Isa. 33:2).

4. ;'164 etc. The noun s'r6r occurs 7 times in the OT and twice in Qumran. It occurs
in connection with kesep as a "moneybag" (Gen. 42:35; Prov. 7:20) and with hahayytm
as the "bundle of life/of the living" (l 5.25:29', Sir. 6:16; lQH 2:20). Theterm mEsar
occurs 3 times, masbr 8 times.

III. Theological Connotations.
1. sarar /. a. According to one ancient wisdom saying, honoring a fool is as mean-

ingless as "binding" a stone in a sling (Prov. 26:8). Hosea sees how Ephraim's iniquity
is "bound up" (Hos. 13:12), and how the wind has "wrapped" it up (4:lQ;.t: Before
leaving Egypt, the Hebrews wrap up their kneading bowls (Ex. 12:34 JE). David "locks

13. Concerning this discussion, see C. Rabin, "Etymological Miscellanea," ScrHier 8 (1961)
398.
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up" his concubines (25.2}:3).Isaiah "binds up" his testimony among his disciples

(Isa. 8:16). According to the postexilic understanding of creation, Yahweh "binds up"

the waters in his thick clouds (Job 26:8; cf. Prov. 30:4). Concerning 1 5.25:29, see 4

below.
b. The occurrences of the intransitive qal clearly attest a process of semantic spe-

cialization. A bedspread is too "narrow" (Isa. 28,20), and a space (2 K.6:l), a land

(lsa. 49:19-20), or a step is similarly too "narrow" (Prov. 4:12; lob l8:7). Things get

too "tight" for Jacob when Esau pursues him (Gen. 32:8Ul), as they do for Amnon in

his desire for Tamar (2 S. l3.2), and for David in his lament over Jonathan's death

(l:26), before the inhabitants of Ziklag ( I S. 30:6), and after the census ( I Ch. 2l : l3).

The events of 587 cause personified Jerusalem to feel "anxious and distressed" (Lam.

l:20).
Although Isa. 254 uses sa-rar to describe the situation of the poor and the weak,

even those with an abundance of wealth can fall into distress (Job 2O:22). The petition-

ers'distress in the Psalms can be determined only contextually (31:10[9];59:17[16];

66 14;69:18tl7l; 106:44). Such distress can move a person to repent and return to

Yahweh (Hos. 5:15), a notion for which later Dtn authors provide a more systematic

description (Dt. +:36;. t+

In the hiphil the verb refers almost exclusively to the distress prompted by an enemy

(Dt.28i52;1 K. 8:37; 2 Ch. 6:28;28:20,22;33:12 Jet. 10:18; Zeph. 1:17).

2. s ar I. According to Nt. 22:26, the angel of Yahweh stood b " maqbm s ari "in a nat -

row place," so that Balaam was unable to pass through ('An-dereb. The company of
prophets complains to Elisha that the place where they live under his charge is too

small for them (sar min,2 K.6:1); they go to the Jordan to gather wood to build a
larger place. A salvific oracle tells childless Zion that soon there will not be enough

space for the many children to come (sar le, lsa. 49:20).

After these originally spatial references, sar then also comes to describe a mood or

disposition. When Eli's sons, Hophni and Phinehas, engage in reprehensible behavior,

a man of God threatens Eli, telling him that he will one day look sar ma'6n (tead sar

me'oyents), "with great distress" (NRSV "with greedy eye"), upon the prosperity God

bestows on Israel, whereas his own family will be punished (l S. 2:32). In his first

counter to Eliphaz, Job is already courageous enough to address his complaint to God

himself. In the anguish of his spirit (b"sar rfial.t par b'mar nepe{), he intends to dispute

God (Job 7:ll). Eliphaz, however, classifies Job among the wicked whom sar and

md;6q seize and tenify (b't, 15.24). Elihu tries to explain to him that God leads the af-

flicted out of their distress (sar) on his own initiative and into a "broad place" (ral.ta!,

36:16). By contrast, Job's cry will not lead him out of that distress (v. l9).
In his present request for help, the petitioner in Ps. 4 can already gratefully ac-

14. See D. Knapp, Deuteronomium 4: Literarische Analyse und theologische Interpretation.
GTA3s (1987),161.

15. HAL, II, 610b, 8l7b ("envious, jealous; resentful")'
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knowledge how God gave him "room" in his "straits" (v. 2[]). In Ps. 32 as well, the
petitioner rejoices in his forgiveness with the words 'attd seler li missar tissereni, "you
are a hiding place for me, you preserve me from trouble" (par. --> V)A pilrct, v. 7). Ac-
cording to Ps. 119:.143, it is Yahweh's commandments that make the person afflicted
by sar and mas6q rejoice again. In the tradition of the book of Isaiah, Yahweh is ex-
tolled as the savior (mbiia') who delivers his people from their distress (Isa. 63:8-9).

One series of occurrences uses the term to express apocalyptic features. Isa. 5:30
announces the Assyrian onslaught with its accompanying "roaring of the sea," "dark
clouds," and hdiel scr "oppressive (fearful) darkness." While the people eat only
lehem satr "bread of adversity," and the "water of affliction" under God's tutelage,16

Isa. 30:20 announces deliverance with cosmic apocalyptic features (cf. vv. 25b-26, ad-
dendum?). The first divine discourse in the book of Job also uses apocalyptic imagery.
According to Job 38:23, God has reserved snow and hail for the "time of trouble" ('e1-

sar par. ybm qerd! par. milhdmd). In a hymn to God's righteousness within the ex-
tremely late Isaiah apocalypse, which ends in a prediction of resurrection (Isa. 26:19),
the author compares his own distress (sar) and torment (read sdq6n) with the travails of
a pregnant woman (vv. 16-17; cf. Jer. 48:41;49:22; IQH 3:9; 5:29). All these passages

presuppose that the term's meaning is already familiar. All involve situations of being
in unpleasant "straits," a sense of having no saving access to "expanse," of stricture
necessarily implying anxiety and oppressiveness prompted by a hopeless situation.

Postexilic proverbial wisdom is quite reserved in its use of this term. A section of fa-
therly advice (Prov. 23: 12-35) must, of course, include a warning to the son against the
adulterous woman. The wisdom teacher explains his admonition by pointing out that
such a woman is a ifihd '"muqqd, a "deep pit," and that the strange woman is a b"'er
sarA, a "narrow well" (v. 21); she robs him who falls prey to her of any expansiveness
in life, of all of life's possibilities, and keeps him in a condition of anxious stricture.

Among the acrostically structured advice in Prov. 24:l-22, v. 10 resists interpreta-
tion, reading hilrapptld b"ybm sard sar kohefta, approximately "if you prove lax in the
day of distress, your strength is also distressed." The LXX's one-time rendering of sar
by the verb ekleipein, "leave, abandon," shows that the MT is comrpt (cf. the extensive
attempts at emendation in BIIS).

3. sarA L Only a few occurrences of sarAl date reliably to the preexilic period. The
hymn to Zion Ps. 46 is probably the earliest occurrence, preserving from the early
monarchy the ancient confession, "Yahweh is our refuge and shelter, a well-proved
help b"sdr6!' (v. 2[1]). The significant feature here is the broad meaning "distress,
trouble," i.e., all that is "not ideal." Even early proverbial wisdom, influenced by
Amenemope, knows that such distress demands considerable wisdom and understand-
ing on the part of those affected if they are not to become completely exhausted (Prov.

16. A different view is taken by H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BKXI3 (1982), 1190-91, who
rcads missar/millahas, "bread without adversity, water without affliction," and understands the
verse as a promise (see I 196-97).
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24:lO).Instruction for officials dating to the early monarchy asserts that only the true
friend proves to be kin in times of distress (17:11), that only the righteous are "deliv-
ered from trouble" (11:8; l2:13) along with those who "watch over mouth and tongue"
(21:23). One old and quite catchy proverb asserts that "like a bad tooth or a lame foot is
trust in a faithless person in time of trouble" (2519).

During the period immediately preceding the exile, sard acquires more pro-
nounced theological contours. In view of the political confusion of the Assyrian on-
slaught, the people's panic-stricken anxiety is compared to the travails of a woman
giving birth (Jer. 6:24).The prophets, possibly drawing from the realization of earlier
theological wisdom that God's help is closest when distress is greatest (cf. Job 5:19),
clearly try to enjoin the people to cry out to Yahweh as their "savior in time of trou-
ble" (mbita' b"'C1 sar6, Jer. 14:8; 16:19; Nah. l:7) that he might bring an end to their
distress (Nah. 1:9). The theologoumenon of the "day of Yahweh"lT incorporates a
portrayal of the time of distress (Jer. 30:7) with its cries of fear recalling those of a
woman giving birth for the first time (4:31 cj.ts). The prophets are also able to refor-
mulate this notion into a salvific announcement for Judah by shifting these motifs to
the enemies; now it is Damascus (49:24) and Babylon (50:43) who tremble in their
distress like a woman giving birth. Zeph. 1:15 develops these portrayals of anxiety
within a cosmological-apocalyptic horizon. This day is a day of "wrarh" ('elrA), of
"distress" (;drd), of "anguish" (mesfiqd), of "ruin" (iO'A) and "devastation" (meid'A),
of"darkness" (baieb and "gloom" ('"peld1, of"clouds" ('dndn) and "thick darkness"
('"rdpel), of the ram's hom (i6pdr) and the "battle cry" (t"rfi'd).

The majority of passages date to the exilic period and later. The attempt to come to
terms with the historical catastrophe becomes urgent in Dtr statements such as: "In that
day they will say, 'Have not these troubles come upon us because our God is not in our
midst?"'(Dt. 31:17). V. 21, anticipating the Song of Moses, responds that a breach of
the covenant necessarily results in terrible troubles, something the following song will
attest. A breach of the covenant and a turning to other gods are thus a fundamental
cause of such troubles (Jgs. l0:14; Isa.8:22;46:7).

The classic apostasy-repentance schema within the Dtr History uses the term sard
to describe the distress brought by the enemy after apostasy from Yahweh only in
Jgs. l0:14, as does the Chronicler's History in Neh. 9:27 (note the wordplay), even
though ,rard otherwise quite often does refer to such distress (2 K. l9:3; Ps. 25:22;
54:9Ul;78:49; Isa. 37:3; Jer. 6:24; l4:8; Ob. 12,14; Nah. l:7,9).It is replaced here
by the verb sarar (Jgs. 2:15; l0:9; ll:7; 1 S. 13:6; cf. also I S. 28:15;2 5.24:14;
2 Ch. l5:4).

Several passages emphatically identify Yahweh as the God who delivers those from
distress who call on him (Gen. 35:3); the Davidic dynasty seems to have received par-
ticular assurances in this regard (cf. 2 S. 22:7;2 Ch. 20:9; cf. also I S. 26:24;2 S. 4:9;
I K. l:29; Ps. 18:7[6]; 2O:2ll)) in connection with the presence of Yahweh's name (cf.

17. -+ E'lr ybm, Yl,7-32.
18. Cj. with W Rudolph, Jeremia. HATUIz (31968),36
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Ps. 54:9[7]; 143:11).te The prayers of David (25.22:l-51, esp. vv. 5ff.,l8ff.) and Solo-
mon (l K.8:22-53, esp. vv. 29-30,33-34,37ff.) also belong squarely in this context (in
both instances dating to the Dtr period), albeit without using sdri @f . the esp. charac-
teristic use of nega' ldpd!, "afflictions of the heart," 1 K. 8:38).

It is especially the Psalms, virtually all of whose passages in this context date to the
exilic period, that emphasize the connection between calling on God and deliverance
from distress (Ps. 34:7,18[6,17]; 50:15; 81:8[7]; 86:7; 9l:15; lO2:3[2]; 106:44; 116:3-
4; 118:5; 120:l; 142:3[2]; cf. esp. the refrain in the postexilic thanksgiving liturgy Ps.

lO7:6,13,19,28, and the late thanksgiving psalm in Jon. 2:3121). The certainty of this
connection is pragmatically articulated in the petitioner's cry, "Redeem Israel, O God,
out of all its troubles" (Ps. 25:22). Because the righteous God delivers from trouble
(9:10[9]; 143:11), the righteous call on him (25:17;31:8[7]; 31:39;11:20:'17:312);
138:7). Yet even in their distress, they still experience God's absence (10: l; 22:l2llll),
an experience virtually predetermined for the unrighteous (Job 27:9; Prov. l:27-28).
Hence it was a logical progression to think of God also as the initiator of distress from
both an anthropological (cf. Job) and a wider perspective (distress prompted by ene-
mies, 2 Ch. 15:6; Ps. 78:49).

The exilic and postexilic prophets use sarA only in a subordinate fashion. Historical
references occasionally betray Dtr influence (cf. Isa. 37:3 =2K. l9:3; Isa. 63:8-9). In
an early "convention regarding refugees," Obadiah adduces the notion of human rights
by admonishing Edom in a divine discourse not to gloat or rejoice over Judah's misfor-
tune or to lie in wait for the refugees in order to bring them down and hand them over
(ob. 12,14).

Apocalyptic writings in general view the end time as at 'C! ;ard, "time of distress,"
unprecedented in the history of nations (Dnl. l2:1;cf. 1QM l:12:4QMr l-2:3).In such
unsettled times, one must daily invoke God's faithfulness (Isa. 33:2) even though the
future stands under the promise that God will create a new heaven and a new earth in
which "former troubles" (sdr61 hdri'idndfl are forgotten (65:16).

4. s"rdr, etc. The few occurrences of s"rbr have interesting theological implications.
In the story of Joseph, the bags of money on top in the grain sacks cause dismay among
the brothers but signal a change in the story for the readers (Gen. 42:35). In Cant. I : 13

the identification of the beloved with a "bag of myrrh" (ser6r hammdr) lying between
the woman's breasts has caused its share of confusion among exegetes. Interpretations
doubtless miss the mark that refer to delicately seasoned meals, good fortune, and joy
prompted by the youth's vitality, or that assume that Near Eastern women regularly
wore a small bag in precisely this location filled with seasonings.2O O. Keel casts new
light on this passage by drawing attention to Egyptian (demedh), Cypriot, and Palestin-
ian-Israelite amulets with small bags. Like such amulets, the youth also functions as

19. -s EA iem.
20. In order, H. Ringgren, Das Hohelied; Kla?elieder; Das Buch Esther ATDXVV2 111931;'

G. Krinetzki, Kommentar zum Hohenlied. BETL 16 ( l98l ); G. Gerlemann , RutMDas Hohelied.
aK xvIII (21981).
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protection for his beloved. "The woman is protected by his sure and intimate solidarity
with her. He endows her with vitality and distinction."2l

Job 14:11 is similarly disputed. Job knows God is always watching him. "My
transgression would be sealed up in a bag, and you would cover over (?) my iniquity."
The semantically ambiguous tpl (v. l7b) makes it difficult to interpret the parallel co-
lon. Some interpreters think it refers to a definitive elimination of sin, i.e., to forgive-
ness.22 Others think it refers to a temporary storing up of sin to be used later as evi-
dence.23 Given the complex nature of the passage, however, probably no definitive
interpretation is possible. The terms "seal up" (htm) and srr (cf. esp. Isa. 8:16) allow
both possibilities. There is some question whether v. 17 belongs to v. 16 as an an-
nouncement of a salvific future. Similarly, the meaning of tpl is unclear, and the fre-
quent comparison with the "bundling" of Ephraim's sin in Hos. I 3: 12 (see above) is
questionable.

In I S. 25:29 Abigail expresses the hope that David's life will be "bound (s"rfrrd) in
the serbr hahayyim tnder the care of Yahweh"; and in 1QH 2:20 the collective commu-
nity praises God, "for you have placed my soul in the s"r6r hahayytm!' The parallel co-
lons confirm that both passages understand this expression as a reference to protection
or shelter. The bag (the notion of the moneybag is evoked) is a possession to which the
owner must be particularly attentive; cf. the Old Babylonian wish that "your lord and
mistress protect you as they do the bag in their hands" (kima kisi ia qatiiunu
lissuruki).z4 Sir.6:15 advises that "faithful friends are a bag of life (srwr hyyim,
phdrmakon zdils), no amount can balance their worth," suggesting that the expression
refers to more than merely the bag itself. Other theological implications emerge from
the similar expression "book of lifel'zs which anticipates how human existence will be

taken up and sheltered at a higher level of divine protection, a salvific state with no
temporal restrictions. Eissfeldt refers to Nuzi, where the numbering of livestock by
means of stones in a bag showed how many were present. This reference makes the
translation "bundle of the living" (with Vulg. contra LXX desm1s ti6s zdi6s) probable
and also discourages any association with a magical or mantic background.26 Beyond
the reference to protection, however, the expression also makes a statement about pos-
session implying more than mere protection.

The two terms mesar and mas6r are hardly distinguishable from sard I. The former
(mE;ar) refers to the distress of imprisonment (Lam. I :3) where Judah finds no resting
place, and to the distress of the psalmist in the face of unjust persecution and mortal
danger (Ps. 116:3) from which only God can provide deliverance (ll8:5). The latter
(mdsbr) refers primarily to the distress associated with military siege (Dt. 28:53,55,57;
Jer. l0:17; 19:9). Thepsalmistviewsthis masbras adistressfulhumanconditionthatis

21. O. Keel, Song of Songs (Eng. trans. 1994),64-67, quotation on 66.
22. A. Weiser, Das Buch Hiob. ATD 13 (1951, 71980), in loc.
23. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), in loc.
24. See AHw,1,487.
25. -+ ']PQ sdpe4 X,326-41.
26. See A. Marmorstein, "I Sam 25,29: ZAW 43 (1925) ll9-24.
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also an appropriate occasion for divine deliverance or revelation; hence one should in-
deed pray to God (Ps. 32:6) and praise him (31:221211; 66:11).

lV. l. lXX. The term sArar I apparently constituted a kind of crux for the LXX,
which renders it 21 times as thlibein ktl. and then only with isolated terms. By contrast,

the LXX had no problems with sar aside from the textually uncertain passages (see

above). It translates the adjective with sten6s, "narrow," and skler6s, "dry," with the ex-

ception ofProv. 24:10, where ituses ekleipein (see above). It translates the substantive

as thlipsis (4 times), andnkc (3 times), sten6s (once), or personalizes it to sar II and

translates as echthr6s (twice) or didbolos (Est. 7:4). It probably had a different text in
I 5.2:32.

The LXX translates sarA I as thlipsis (62 times), kak6s (5 times), and andnkd (4

times). It translates s"rbr as desm6s (4 times), apddesmos, and baldntion (once each).

It translates me;ar twice as thlipsis and once as ktndynos, whereas masbr apparently
caused it considerable difficulties.

2. Qumran. The verb sdrar occtrs 7 times in Qumran (and 3 additional times in as

yet unpublished texts) and refers to the distress of the community in its attempts to
withstand all temptations and afflictions (cf. lQSb 5:23; lQpHab 5:6). By contrast,

sar I has not yet been reliably documented in the Qumran texts. One might possibly

translate 4Q381 24:5, g'l lyhwdh mkl sr with E. M. Schuller to the effect: "he delivered
Judah from all distress."27 4Q380 2:4 corresponds to Ps. 107:6, while 4Q178 l:2 is un-
certain.

The term sard I occurs 24 times (additionally about 20 times in as yet unpublished
texts from 2Q-10O. The Essenes seem to have used the word even in the pre-

Qumranite period (cf. 1QS 8:4), and it also occurs in the oldest parts of lQM, then 6
times in lQS, 3 times in IQH and in 4QDibHama, twice in lQM, twice in 4QMf, and

once in 4QM".
The draft constitution of the Essene community already stipulates that its members

are to practice righteousness, justice, loving-kindness, and humility and to atone for sin
so that they might bear "the sorrows of affliction" (1QS 8:4). The Qumran Essenes un-
derstood themselves as living in "seasons of distress" (m6''/A sdrd, 3:23; cf. CD 4:5;
4QShirb) and in an "abode of distress" (m"kbn sdrd, lQS l0:15) and accordingly were
preparing for the decisive confrontation (lQM l:12; l5:l). The age was characterized
by blow upon blow and sari upon sard (3Q5 l:3). In the great confession of faith
(4QDibHama [504] frs. 1-2,I8-VII2),the believer asserts that although "we have en-

tered into distress, have been stricken and tried by the fury of the oppressor" (V l7),
"our soul has not despised your trials and scourges to the point ofbreaking your cove-

nant despite all the distress of our soul" (VI 8). The confession concludes with praise

of God, "who delivers us from all distress. Amen! Amen!" (VII 2).

The Hodayot emphasize more the anthropologically focused meaning of sarl. The

27. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 (1986), 115.
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psalmists know that God has not forsaken them "in the soul's distress" (lQH 5:12).

Quite the contrary, God provides their "straitened souls" with "everlasting space"
(9:28),"resolvingtheirdistress"(1QS 11:13),andenlargingtheirsoulsto"eternalsal-
vation and perpetual and unfailing peace" (lQH l5:16). Hence they praise God even in
the midst of distress (1QS l0:17).

The use of s"r6r in lQH 2:20 (see above) is of significance, while its occurrence in
the previously unpublished text 4QSl 56 contributes nothing to further interpretation
because of the corrupt condition of the text itself.

The term mcsar ocours only in IQH 5:29, where it compares the anguish into which
Belial's intrigues have led with the travails of a woman giving birth.

Fabry

-'lI tt sar II; 113 sorer;11]l srrll

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Occurrences;3. Word Field. II. OT Use: l. sar;2. sdrdr;

3. sar6, Enmity? 4. The Verb sn III. 1. LXX; 2. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology:. The Heb. terms sar and sorer, "enemy," derive from the root srr II,
comparable to Ugar. sr/, "hostility, enmity," Al<k. serru III, "hostility, enmity," Chris-
tian Palestinian Aram. '4 "indignation, opposition" (also verb), Arab. dani rlurr "dam-
age," Eth. Qa4 "enemy" (also the verb darara), OSA dr "war, enemy."l

2. Occurrences. Distinguishing between this term and srr I, "be narrow," with sar
and sarL, "affliction, distress," is sometimes diffrcult, and the number of occurrences is

accordingly uncertain. Lisowsky adduces 70 occurrences of sa4 17 for sorZr while
IIAL lists 3 occurrences of sard with the meaning "enmity" (abstract for concrete,

meaning "enemy," Ps.54:9[Eng.7], 138:7;143:ll, all with 'oyd! in the same corr
text).2 Uncertain texts include Isa. 9:10(1 1); Jer. 48:5; Ezk. 30:16; cj. Ps. 89:43(42).

The term occurs almost exclusively in poetic texts or in any case within elevated

language and rarely in purely prose texts, though cf. Nu. 1 0:9 in the law concerning the

silver trumpets (a later author added "when an adversary attacks you [srr]") and Josh.

5: I 3 (Joshua asks the captain of Yahweh's army, "are you one of us, or one of our ene-

mies?"); also 2 S. 24:13 par. I Ch. 2l:12; Ezr. 4:l; Neh. 4:5(11); Est. 7:6.

sar II. C. R. Castellino, "L"ma'an 96r€rdka (Salmo 8,3)l' De la T6rah au Messie. FS
H. Cazelles (Paris, 1981), 293-98; E. Jenni, "''lly srr to show hostility toward," TLOT lll, lO98-
99; -+ f rN 'dya! ('ayabh), 1,212-18.

1. In order: WUS, no.2353; AHw, III, 1093; Beeston, 42.
2. Lisowsky, s.v.; HAL, III, 1054b; see II.3 below.
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3. Word Field. The word field of sar II includes above all 'aycb,3 also i6ne', meiane',
"those who hate," qfim, milqbmem, "adversary, opponent." It is difficult to determine
whether sar also carried with it the connotation "oppressor."

II. OT Use.
l. sar The enemies designated by sar are primarily national, political, or military

enemies. National psalms of lament describe their activity. Ps. 74: l0 complains that the
enemy mocks and reviles God's name (pN. '6yCD, Ps. 44:11(10) that they "plunder us"
(par. m"iane','cf. also Isa.63:18, where they "trample down your sanctuary"). More
frequently, however, help is sought, e.g., in Ps. 60:13( 1 1) = 108: l3( 12); cf . 60:14(12),
"God will tread them down"; or the certainty of such help is expressed, as Ps. 44 does

twice: "we push down and tread down our assailants" (v. 6[5]; par. qftm), "you have
saved us from our foes" (v. 8[7], par. m"ian?). The historical Ps. 78 recalls that the
people did not keep in mind God's power when he redeemed them from the foe (Egypt;
v. 42), and that for the people's apostasy he delivered the ark into the hands of the foe
(v. 6l); then, however, he awakened and put his adversaries to rout (v. 66). In Ps. 8l
God promises to rout the enemies if the people will but listen to him (v. 15[ l4], par.
'6ycb). Ps. 106 recounts the deliverance from Egypt (vv. 7-12),refering to the Egyp-
tians in vv. l0-11 as i6ne', '6y€!, and sartm. Ps. 107:2 speaks of those whom Yahweh
has delivered (Sa'al) from the sar (enemy or distress?). Ps. 105:24 asserts that God has

made Israel stronger than its enemies (Egypt), and Ps. 136:24 offers thanksgiving in a
general sense for deliverance from enemies.

Occurrences of sar in Lamentations also belong in this context. Zion' s foes have be-
come the masters (l:5, par. 'OyeD; the people has fallen into their hands and the ene-
mies have "stretched out their hands over all her precious things" (v. l0). Yet it is
Yahweh himself who has commanded those enemies (v. l7); indeed, he has even
marched against his own people (2:4, par. '6yeb).The enemy triumphs (v. 17, par.
'6ycp) though no one ever expected an enemy ('6yeb, sar) to take Jerusalem (4:12).

Balaam's third oracle describes how Israel, freed by Yahweh, "devours the nations

that are its foes (g6yim ;drdyw)" (Nu. 24:8). In the Song of Moses in Dt. 32, Yahweh

decides against annihilating his people because their adversaries would claim the tri-
llmph ('6yc!, sar v.2l). Moses' blessing in Dt. 33 promises Judah God's help against
its adversaries (v. 7).

Enemy attacks can also be God's punishment. The judgment Amos announces for
Samaria is that "an adversary [rather than 'distress'] shall surround the land, and strip
you of your defense, and your strongholds shall be plundered" (Am. 3:1 1). According
to Ezekiel, Yahweh says, "I gave them into the hand of their adversaries" (39:23). The
penitential confession in Neh. 9 similarly laments that "you gave them [our fathers]
into the hands of their enemies, who oppressed them harshly (srr hiphil); then in the

time of their distress (sdrA) they cried out to you . . . you gave them saviors who saved

them from the hands of their enemies" (v.27; an intentional wordplay? or is sarim to
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be understood as "distresses, alflictions"? V. 28 vses 'ayeb similarly). In the coming
period of salvation, however, the enemies (;drim) who devour, plunder, and prey on Is-
rael will themselves go into captivity (Jer. 30:16).

The term sar refers less frequently to enemies of the individual. Even when
Melchizedek says to Abraham, "El Elyon has delivered your enemies into your hand"
(Gen. 14:20), the reference is still to a large military undertaking. And although 2 S.

24:13 par. I Ch.21:12 do speak about David's enemies, they do so in what is actually
an official context, namely, with reference to David as king. Ps.89:24(23) also speaks

about David's enemies, but in so doing clearly focuses on David as the founder of the
dynasty. God "crushes his foes before him and strikes down those who hate him
(m"ianZ'))' Y. 43(42) similarly refers to the enemies of the anointed king (par. '6yc!).

The exact kind of enemy or adversary is difficult to determine in psalms that speak

about the enemies of an individual petitioner.a Ps. 3:2(1) says only that they are numer-
ous (par. qdmim), and in v. 8(7) calls them'oy"pim and reiaim. Ps. l3 speaks about the

sorrow QAgOn) and spiritual struggles ('e;6t!) caused by the enemy (ayeb, v. 3[2]) and

recounts the victory over the sartm (v.5[4]). Yet just what constitutes the petitioner's
sufferings remains unclear. Ps.27:2 equates merEim, sartm, and'oy"!im, and in v. 12

identilres the sarim as false witnesses. Ps. I 12 alludes to slander inv.7, promises vic-
tory overthe qarimin v. 8, and mentions reiaim in v. 10. According to Ps. 119:139, the

sartmforget God's word, and according to v. 157 the persecutors and sartm are numer-
ous. Job 6:23 uses sar parallel with'arisim and seems to allude to external violence (cf.
Jer. 15:21 with rdim). Job laments in l6:9 that his adversary "sharpens his eyes against
me," a singular expression comparing a person's eyes with a sharpened sword.

Enemies of God's people are by extension also enemies of God. A slightly varied
expression perhaps originally deriving from a cultic formula offers the assurance that
God will indeed take revenge on these enemies (Dt. 32i41, par. meianne ',' cf. v. 431' Jer.

46:lO; par.'6yd!: Isa. l:24; 59: l8; Nah. 1:2).
In the hymn to God's righteousness within what is known as the Isaiah apocalypse

(Isa. 26:7-19), the poet says that fire will consume God's sartm (v. I l). The prophet
asks God in 64:l(2) to "make your name known to your adversaries so that the nations
might tremble at your presence." According to Ps. 97:3, a consuming fire devours the
enemies at God's theophany. According to Job 19:11, God treats Job himself like his
sarim.

2. sorer The occurrences of sdrer resemble those of sar The word often refers to
political or military enemies. The (Dtr?) addendum to the Covenant Code asserts

among other things that "if you . . . do all that I say, then I will be an enemy to your en-

emies ( yb) and a foe to your foes (sarti 'e1-sorerdf;a)" (F'x.23:22). The late verse Isa.

I l: l3 promises that the hostility between Ephraim and Judah will end. "The jealousy

@in'A) of Ephraim shall depart, the enemies [sdr?r NRSV 'hostility'] of Judah shall be
cut off, Ephraim shall not bejealous (qn') ofJludah, and Judah shall not be hostile (srr)

4. Ibid., 218.
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toward Ephraim." Here hostility and jealousy are equated. Ps.74:4 describes how the

enemies "roared" within the temple, and v.23 asks for God's intervention against them
(sor"rim and qdmtm). Again it is noteworthy that the enemies here are described as

Yahweh's enemies. The reference to Haman as "the enemy of the Jews" became a pro-
verbial expression (Est. 3: l0; 8: I ; 9:10,24; cf . 7 :6 with sar).

The personal enemies of the psalmists are also called sdr€r. The petitioner's eyes

grow weak because of such foes (Ps. 6:8[7]). The petitioner in Ps. 7 insists that he has

not taken advantage ofhis foes (cj. v. 5[4]) and entreats God to intervene against them
(v. 7[6]). The psalmist's enemies scorn him (31:12[l l]) or taunt him (42:11[10]). The
same applies to 69:20(19), where the psalmist asks for deliverance from the 'dy"!tm

(v. l9[8]) and the sdrertm (v. 20[19]). Ps. 143:12 asks God to destroy the sorertm and
the'dy"!tm (ct. '6ycl in v. 3). Ps. 23:5 describes the psalmist's security; God prepares a

table for him before the very eyes ofhis enemies. By contrast, l0:5 speaks ofthe ene-

mies of the raia', at whom the wicked themselves scoff.
The ;orertm of the righteous in Am. 5:12 may be social oppressors; the context also

mentions bribery and the perversion ofjustice for the poor.

Finally Ps. 8:3(2) speaks about Yahweh's own sOrertm against whom he has

founded an'Az "to silence the '6yC! and the mitnaqqEm," a reference probably to the

powers of chaos.

3. sard, Enmity? In three instances in the Psalms, sar6, which normally means "dis-
tress, affliction," parallels or is otherwise closely associated with '6yep. IIAL adduces

these passages as examples of the term sarA in the meaning "enmity, abstract for con-
crete, meaning enemy." Ps. 54:9(7) asserts that "Yahweh has delivered me from every

;arA, and my eye has looked in triumph onmy 'oy"ptm:' V. 7(5) mentions ioreray, and
lrissil might be referring to the deliverance from enemies. Ps. 138:7 is probably making
a similar reference, "though I walk in the midst of sarA (enemies? trouble?), you pre-
serve my life," continuing then "you stretch out your hand against the wrath of my
'dy"!td' FinallyPs. 143:ll petitions,"preservemylife,bringmeoutof sard,"while
v. 12 asks Yahweh to destroy the'oy"!im and sdr"rim. Although much commends this
understanding of sarA, a definitive interpretation is probably impossible.

4. The Verb sru The verb :rrr occurs together with sar in Nu. l0:9 (see above) and

with sorer in Isa. I l:13 (see above). Nu. 25: l7 issues the order to attack (NRSV "ha-

rass") the Midianites because they attacked the Israelites. Nu. 33:55 orders the annihi-
lation of the earlier inhabitants of the land lest they attack (NRSV "trouble") the Israel-
ites later.

lll. l. IXX. The LXX rendering of sar is influenced by the homonymous root srr I.
Althoughitdoestranslate sar26 timesas echthr6s, itrendersit 18times asthlibdn
(twice ekthlibon), especially when it has already used echthr6s to parallel 'ay4!. ln ll
instances it uses hypenant{os, in isolated instances also epanistdmenos. It translates

sorer largely with echthrds (9 times) and thlibdn (4 times), though also with
antikefmenos (8x.23:22), hikdtcs, "suppliant"(!) (Ps.74:23), and didbolos (Est. 8:l;
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not translated in 3:I0;9:24; echthr6s in 9:10). It translates the verb twice as

echthrainein, and once each as echthreiein, ant{keimai or thlibein, and twice as

polemein.

2. Qumran. The terms sar/;6r4r occur approximately 12 times in Qumran. IQM
l0:7 alludes to Nu. l0:9, and lQM 12:11 (cf. l9:4; 4Q4921:4) asks God to "smite
(mhs) the nations (g)ytm) who are hostile toward you (sarAkd)" (cf. Nu. 24:8, which
uses nfts in the second member). 1QH 9:21 is probably to be read tagber saray'alay,
"you strengthen my enemies against me." lQH 9:25 emphasizes the anticipated divine
help, clearly asserting that "the scorn of my enemies shall become a crown of glory."
Finally CD 9:5 cites Nah. l:2.

In the psalm 4Q381 3l:4-9,s the psalmist laments the plethora of enemies (1. 5; cf.
Ps. 69:5[4]); in l. 8 he expresses his assurance that the enemies will indeed perish. The
apostrophe of Zionalsoanticipatesthefallof theenemies(llQPsa22:ll). Thetextof
4QDibHama (504) 6:16 is uncertain.

Ringgren

5. E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from Qumran. HSS 28 (1986), 36-37, 128-45.

'1'll$ ;"16r -+ ']3 sar I

nyll sara'a!:llll$ sarria'; gJl3D m"sora'
--?

Contents: I. Etymology: 1.

II. Occurrences and Meaning:

Translation; 4. Qumran.

Substantive; 2. Hebrew Derivation; 3. Semitic Parallels.

1. Overview; 2. Syntactical Considerations; 3. Meaning and

$ara'a!. J. G. Andersen, "Leprosy in Translations of the Bible," 8731 (1980) 207-12; S. G.
Browne, lzprosy in the Bible (London, 31979); R. G. Cochrane, "Biblical Leprosyi' BT 12

(1961) 202-3 K. P. C. A. Gramberg, "'Leprosy' and the Bible," BI 11 ( 1960) 10-23;8. V. Hulse,
"The Nature of Biblical 'Leprosy' and the Use of Alternative Medical Terms in Modern Transla-
tionsl' PEQ 107 (1975) 87-105; J. V. Kinnier Wilson, "Leprosy in Ancient Mesopotamia," RA 60
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I. Etymology.
l. Substantive. The term sara'a! is an abstract construction of the qattal typet be-

longing to a group of analogously constructed medical terms, including baherel (Lev.
l3:2), sappaha! (13:2), yallepel (21:20; 22:22), yabbelel Q2:22), Sardb (21:20;22:22;
Dt.28:27), qdral.tal, gabbahal(Lev. 13:42), among which the root occasionally alludes
to one of the more obvious symptoms of the illness, e.9., bha "shine," spft, "be thin."
The term $Ara'a!, however, derives from a root whose meaning is unknown.2

2. Hebrew Derivation. The customary derivation of sara'a! suggested by earlier
lexicons3 was influenced by the verbal derivation of the substantive of sr'and the pre-
sumed etymological connection with Arab. sara'a, "cast down, throw to the ground" /
Qara'a, "be humble, submissive,"a OSA dr'.5 The term dr' also occurs as a Semitic
loanword in an Egyptian text from Medinet Habu in the time of Ramses III in reference

to those who have been vanquished or slain.6 Hence the term ;ara'al came to be under-
stood as meaning "despondency, dejection," or "disfiguring, humiliating illness,"T or as

a "stroke" with which God strikes the sinner.8

Sawyer objects to this verbal derivation for the following reasons.e (1) Understood
as "despondency, dejection," "blow," ;ara'a! does not fit the series of analogous medi-
cal abstractionslo alluding to a specific symptom. (2) The frequent expression nega'

$Ara'a! (an "onslaught" of sAra'a!) suggests that rather than representing a tautology,
this expression in fact differentiates between the two terms. (3) Rather than referring to

fl96() a7 -58; idem, "Medicine in the Land and the Times of the OT," in T. Ishida, ed., Studies in
the Period of David and Solomon and Other Essays (Winona Lake, Ind., 1982), 337-65;
W. Klein, "Dermatologie im AI" (diss., Tiibingen, 1949); L. K<ihler, Hebrew Man (Eng.trans.
1956); idem,'Aussatz," 7-qW 67 (1955) 290-91; E. A. Nida, "The Translation of 'Leprosy,"'BI
I I (1960) 80-81; J. Preuss, Biblical and Talmudic Medicine (Eng. trans. 1978); J. F. A. Sawyer,
'A Note on the Etymology of sara'atl' W 26 (1976) 241.-45; T. Seidl, Torafiir den "Aussatz"-
Fall: Literarische Schichten und syntaktische Strukturen in Lev. 13 und 14. ATS 18 (1982);
K. Seybold and U. Mtiller, Sickness and Healing (Eng. trans. 1981); H. J. Stipp, Elischa,
Propheten, Gottesmcinner ATS 24 (1987); J. L. Swellengrebel, "'Leprosy' and the Bible: The
Translation of 'Tsara'ath' and 'Lepra,' " 8f I I ( I 960) 69-80; P. G. Unna, "Ein typischer Fall von
Papierwissenschaftl' Das monistische Jahrhundert 16-18 (1912) 52'l-33,559-66, 592-602;
D. H. Wallington, "'Leprosy' and the Bible: Conclusion," BI 12 (1961) 75-79; l. Wilkinson,
"Leprosy and Leviticus: The Problem ofDescription and Identification," S"/T30 (1977) 153-69;
idem, "Leprosy and Leviticus: A Problem of Semantics and Translationl' SJT 3I (1978) 153-66.

l. See Bl*, $61x0-29; VG, I, $150; NSS, $93a.
2. Sawyet 243.
3. GesB, 695-96; BDB, 863; KBL2, 816-17.
4. Lane, U4, 1678ff.: V5, l787tr.
5. Beeston, 41-42.
6. Personal communication from M. G<irg; see H. W. Helck, Die Beziehungen Agyptens zu

Vorderasien im 3. und 2. Jahrtausend v. Chr AgAbh 5 (21971),527, no.314l, ANET 262-63.
7. Cf ., e.g., G. R. Driver, et al., "Leprosy:' HDB (sn21963), 575.
8. Kdhler, Hebrew Man,48.
9. Sawyer,242ff.
10. See I.l above.
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impurity in a general ser'se, sara'a! is restricted to skin anomalies on people and to sur-
face blemishes on clothes and walls.

Sawyer suggests a semantic connection with the subst. sirZ, ll which according to
the unanimous witness of the old versions (LXX, Vulg., Syr., Tg.) for the 3 biblical
passages he adduces (Ex. 23:28; Dt. 7:20; Josh. 24:12) must be understood as "wasp,
hornet." On this view, sara'al would refer to a skin disease whose external symptoms
resemble those of a serious insect sting.12 Though Sawyer's theory remains question-
able especially because of the uncertain etymology and meaning of sir'A itself,l3 its
methodological merit is that it discloses the problems associated with the previous ver-
bal derivations of sr', Arab. sara'a, and is open to an alternative derivation from an un-
known root or the assumption of a primary noun for the etymology of sara'a!.

Although Gesenius's suggested derivation of sara'al from gr', "trim, abbreviate,"la
instead of from Arab. sara'a does promise a useful semantic relationship, phonological
considerations disqualify it. r5

3. Semitic Parallels. No parallel witnesses for sara'a! have been found in the earlier
West and Northwest Semitic sphere (Ugaritic, Phoenician, Old Aramaic). The concen-
tration of older Hebrew witnesses in the later OT texts on the one hand and the produc-
tivity exhibited by the verbal root sr'and the subst. $ara'a! in Samaritan, Jewish Ara-
maic, and Middle Hebrew on the other suggest that this construction developed at a

later period.l6
The Akkadian lexicon provides the only reference to an earlier etymon. The ad-

duced Old and "Standard Babylonian" ;ennttu (senittu, sirnittu), "a skin disease," has
been associated etymologically with Heb. sara'al since H. Holma, the sound shift n-r
(Eth. /) certainly being an acceptable one (so Brockelmann). This association has been
confirmed with the assumption of the phonetic shift xsarra'atu ) *sarra'tu ) *sanna'tu

) xsanne'tu ) sennettt/sennettu.t1
Within his own etymological deliberations concerning $Ara'a! in trying to find a

root that similarly describes a symptom, Sawyer considers AlrJr.. serretu, "radiance,"
sardru A, "drip," or siri$tu, "inflammation."l8 Phonological considerations, however,

11. HAL, rrr, 1056-57.
12. Sawyer,244.
13. Concerning this discussion, see HAL, lll,1056-57.
14. GesTh, II, 1833; cited again in HAL, III, 1057a.
15. With Sawyer,243.
16. On the occurrences of sry? in the Aramaic dialect of the Samaritans, see LOT,II,576, no.

180. For Jewish Aramaic ANH, 368a, and WTM, lY, 220b, adduce the subst. constructions
;ar'"1a('), ;ur'44('), sur'a('), and sir'a('), and the verb sr'ithpael, "develop skin eruptions/dis-
ease," and for Middle Hebrew $ara'a! and sr'hithpaal; concerning Arabic, see I.2 above.

17. CAD, XYl, 127; AHw, Ill, 1090, 1588; H. Holma, Kleine Beitrcige 1um Assyrischen
Lexikon (Helsinki, l9l3), 11-20; VG, I, g84a; confirmation by A. Goetze, 'An Incantation
Against Diseases," "/CS 9 (1955) 12, with documentation.

18. Sawyer, 243; ;erretu, CAD, Xyl, 137; AHw, III, 1093, "wreattl/garland around a star?";
sararu, CAD, XYl, 705; AHw, III, 1084-851 siri[tu, CAD, XY|207; AHw, III, I104.

E
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prompt him to reject these derivations. Kinnier Wilson has collected together Akkadian
texts possibly involving skin diseases, though without any terminological parallels.le

In Ethiopic the presumed sound shift r-l-nzo allows for an etymological colrespon-
dence betweet sara'a! on the one hand and sdrnd'dt, "porrigo, impetigo pruriens," and

sal'e/sel'e, "vulnus, ulcus," on the other.2l

II. Occurrences and Meaning.
l. Overview. The subst. ;ara'a! occurs 35 times in the OT, including 29 inLev. 13-

14, the torah concerning "skin disease" (13:2,3,8,9,11,12[bis],13,15,20,251bis1,27,30,
42,43,47,49,51,52,59; 14:3,7,32,34,44,54,55,51). The remaining occurrences are Dt.
24:8 (law);2 K. 5;3,6,7,27 (Naaman); and 2 Ch. 26:19 (Uzziah). The presumably de-

nominated verb sr'occurs 5 times in the qal passive participle (Lev. 13:44,45; l4:3;
22;4; Nu. 5:2) and 15 in the pual participle (mesora'), though only once in Leviticus
(14:2). The remaining occurrences are Ex.4:6 (Aaron);Nu. 12:10 (Miriam);25.3:29
(Joab); 2 K.5:1,11,27 (Naaman);2K.7:3 (fourpersons with skin diseases),8;2 K.
15:5 (Azariah/Uzziah);2 Ch.26:20,21,23 (Azaiah). The two participial forms gener-

ally function as adjectives and substantive participles (concrete and individual), then

also once as a substitute for an abstract substantive (as the obj. of 'asap,2 K. 5:ll).

2. Syntoctial Consideratiores. In the torah concerning "skin disease" in Leviticus,22

;ara'al occurs 1l times (Lev. 13:2,3,9,20,47,49,59;14:3,32,34,54) as the nomen rec-

tum in a construct expression with nega', "blow, touch," "attack." Because nega'refers
to an "onset of illness in a general sense,"23 and can appear with other substantives as

well (e.g., neleq ll3l.31)), one cannot rashly equate $ara'a!and nega'as synonyms.2a In
this expression with $ara'atr, nega' refers to contact with a sphere far removed from
Yahweh (act.) or to the onset of an illness caused by a demon (pass.; 14:34, caused by
Yahweh).zs

Syntactically the expression nega' ;ara'a! generally constitutes the predicate of a

nominal clause of classification (i.e., with the subj. hfr', hi) and in the cases and

subcases of the skin-disease torah often functions as a statement concluding the case

under discussion (13:3,9,20,49) or as a summarizing signature (13:59; 14:32,54). The
expression nega'sara'alcan also, however, appear in conditional clauses at the begin-
nings of case discussions (13:2,9,47; 14:34) or in other parts of case explications
(14:3).zo The absolute use of sdra'a! in Lev. 13-14 also demonstrates the technical
function of the lexeme as a genre reference; it functions as a diagnosis without any sub-

19. Kinnier Wilson, RA 60 (1966) 47-48.
20. Leslau, Contributions, 5.

21. See, respectively, LexlingAeth, l2'75, 1262;, see also Leslau, Contributions, 46.
22. Onthe unity and stmcture of this overall corpus see Seidl, 25ff., 73ff.
23. HAL, il,669a.
24. As does K. Elliger, Leviticus. HATIV (1966), 180; justifred critique from Sawyer,242.
25. See Elliger, l*viticus, l8O.
26.The text of Lev. 1322,withnega'alone as a diagnosis, is uncertain; see Seidl, 9 n.44.

471
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stantival or adjectival qualification in l3:8,15,25,27.|n this function the substantive is
usually qualified by various other substantives or adjectival elements, e.g., in l3:30
with sara'a1 hard'i '6 hazzaqan, which specifies the location of the attack (cf. 1342).
Lev. I 3: 1 I ( n)ienefi, 42 ( porahafi, 5 1,52; and 14:44 (mam'ere1) use adjectival partici-
ples to specify certain features of sara'a1, albeit features whose medical background
can no longer be determined (e.g., ll, "chronic":42,"blooming, i.e., breaking out";
5l, "opening up").27 Prepositional phrases are occasionally used to indicate the af-
fected area (on the body or clothes; l3:11,42, 1444).

Compared to this substantive use as a diagnosis, summary, and exposition in cases
in Lev. 13-14, verbal expressions with {ara'a! occur only rarely. In 13:12-13 the pro-
cess prh or the activity ksh piel is predicated of sara'a! as the subject, both times with
reference to the skin of the human body. In 3 instances nega' sara'a! is associated with
hdyd, in 13:9 as the subject of an incipient illness affecting people, and in 13:2 as the
prepositional object indicating the goal of such an illness. In the case described, the
symptoms on the person's skin, i"'e1, sappahal, bahere1,z8 lead to nega' sara'a! on the
person's body. Lev. l3:47 addresses the emergence of nega' tara'a! on clothes.2e Ac-
cording to 14:34, Yahweh causes nega' sArq'a! to befall houses,3o expressed by nalan
with a direct object. Lev. l4:3 and l4:7 use passive constructions to express the healing
(4p'niphal) or the cleansing (thr hithpael) of sara'a1.

Regarding the use of sara'a! in the torah concerning "skin disease" in Lev. 13-14,
one can say that substantive clauses predominate in which $ara'a! functions as a tech-
nical term for describing and diagnosing an otherwise unspecified skin disease that
makes a person cultically impure3l or a similar phenomenon on clothes and houses, or
as a catchword used in super- or subscriptions attaching to such passages. In the less
frequent verbal expressions, sara'at is associated with developments and alterations in
the progress of an illness or attack.

Among the 6 remaining passages outside Lev. l3-14, only Dt. 24:8 occurs in a legal
context. It contains a general warning in the form of an imperative (imr hithpael)
against nega' sara'a!, expanded by the addition of two infinitive clauses with a refer-
ence to the priestly torah concerning "skin disease" (p1. form ofaddress)32 and a vague
reminiscence of the Miriam episode in Nu. l2:9ff . (Dt.24:9).

Several verses from the Naaman story (2 K. 5:3,6,7) use the expression ?sap
(na'aman) missara't6 in discourse and address the possible healing of Naaman's case
of "skin disease" in Samaria.33

Elisha's curse of Gehazi and his house in 2 K. 5:27 (wesara'a! na'aman ti/baq-be[a)

27. So Elliger's interpretation, Leviticus, 160-61.
28. Concerning the interpretation see Preuss, 374ff.; Hulse, 98; Wilkinson, SJT 30 (191.7)

157-58.
29. Cf. in general D. Hoffmann, Das Buch Leviticus, I (Berlin, 1905), 388-89; Hulse, 94.
30. Bibliography in Seidl, 59.
31. -+ NDD !ame', Y,330-42.
32. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), l5l.
33. See Stipp,300ff.
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already \ses sara'a!ne'amdn as a fixed expression. The disease of sara'a! is also under-

stood as Yahweh's punishment in connection with King Uzziah's cultic transgression
(2 Ch.26 19).3+ The verbal association with sara'alhere is zarah, the verb typically as-

sociated with theophanies.
The two verbally derived forms sarfia'(qal ptcp.) and m"sdra'(pual ptcp.) occur but

5 and l5 times, respectively. Of the two, sarfia' always refers to persons either as an at-

tributive participle (Lev. 13:44) or as a substantive participle identifying the person af-

fected by lAra'a! ( 1 3:45; l4:.3; 22:4; Nu. 5:2) and associating the cultic consequences

for that person (dietary restrictions and quarantine) with those accompanying the zaB

(the person affected by emissionsi see Lev. 22:4;Ntt.5:2). The ptcp. mesora'can refer

to objects (Ex. 4:6, yafl burt otherwise functions llke sarfia'as a substantive participle
that can also be used predicatively in reference to a person affected by this skin disease

(Miriam in Nu. 12:10; Gehazi in2K.5:27) and often with the accompanying qualifica-
tion kaiieleg ("as snow"; also Ex.4:6), said of Naaman (2 K.5:l), AzaiahllJzziah
(2 K. l5:5 par.2 Ch.26:20,21,23), and four nameless men (2 K. 7:3,8). Lev. l4:2 uses

hammesora'to refer to the class of "those with skin disease," as does David's impreca-
tion against Joab in 2 5.3:29, which again coordinates zd! and mesdrd'.In one instance

(2 K. 5:ll) hamm"sora'functions as a substitute for the abstract Wra'a!.

3. Meaning and Translation. An ongoing extensive exegetical discussion addresses

the question of the medical identification of ;ara'a!, particularly the symptoms de-

scribed in Lev. l3 affecting the skin.3s Confusion concerning the cultic function of the

term is prompted by the consistent LXX rendering of tara'a! as l6pra, resulting in

tAra'a! being long mistakenly associated with Hansen's Disease (after the Norwegian
G. H. A. Hansen, who isolated the leprosy pathogen in 1868), which modern medicine
refers to as "leprosy." More recent studies of medical history, however,36 and especially
Hulse, Wilkinson, and Andersen consider it likely that it was not until the Middle Ages

that biblical sara'a!/ldpra was incorrectly associated with incurable elephantiasis

Graecorum, and that at the level of OT usage it must instead be viewed as a collective

term for various curable skin anomalies (a view concurring with the Hippocratic mean-

ing of lipra3l). While some scholars are justifiably more reserved in their medical

identification of the subclasses of {ara'a! explicated in Lev. l3:.2ff.,ts others suggest

that the diseases are actually psoriasis, favus, or vitiligo.3e A strict reading of Lev. 13,

however, suggests that one follow Andersen's lead in emphasizing the cultic-ritual
connotation and function of sara'a! as a collective term for otherwise unspecified skin

34. W. Rudolph, Chrcnikbiicher. HAT U2l (1955),286-87.
35. Concerning the older discussion, cf. A. Dillmann, Die Bilcher Exodus und Leviticus.

KEHAT 12 (Leipzig,21880), 554; Preuss, 369-90.
36. See Klein, l3-14; Kohler, Hebrew Man, 48-50l' Gramberg; Browne, 18ff.
37. Cf. Unna, 566; Gramberg, 20.
38. Hulse, 102; Wilkinson, S"/I 30 (1977) 164tr.;31 (1978) 153ff.; Kinnier Wilson, "Medi-

cine," 364; esp. Andersen, 210.
39. Seybold/Miiller, 68-70, following Klein, 22ff .
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anomalies requiring priestly diagnosis and purity assessment (1m'piel) and involving
quarantine (sgr hiphil; 2x7 days). Priestly involvement is again required for lifting the

quarantine and effecting cultic reintegrution (thr piel, "declare pure"), the latter proce-
dure being ritually expanded in Lev. 14:2ff. The assessment of sara'a! on clothes and

houses represents analogical and metaphorical transference whose specifics remain
unclarified.ao

The discussion attaching to Gramberg's essay is instructive regarding the special
problem accompanying the usual English translations of ;ara'a! as "leprosy" that
thereby foster the problematic identification of sara'a! as modern ldpra.at Gramberg's
suggestion that one avoid the word "leprosy" in English Bible translations prompted
the New English Bible, e.g., to render Wra'a! as "skin disease."a2 The World Health
Organization has similarly supported such usage in order to put an end to the inhuman
consequences for those affected by leprosy.a3 In German-speaking scholarship, Kiihler
suggested as early as 1955 that one avoid the term Aussatz as a translatiot of sara'a!
and use Hautkrankheir, "skin disease," instead.4

By way of summary, one might also list the synonyms for sara'a! used in Lev. 13 to
differentiate various diagnoses or other variations of sara'a! or that appear outside the

torah concerning "skin diseases" in reference to skin anomalies. Lev. 13:6 (cf. v.2),
mispahal (LXX semasia, "impetigo" [so Elliger)); v.23 (cf. v. l8), ;drelel haii"hin
(LXX oul6 toi hilkous, "scar of the ulcer"); v.28, i"'cl hammif,wd (LXX oulii tori
katakafimatos, "boil of the burn wound"); v. 30, neleq (LXX thraisma, "eczema" on

the hair of the head or beard); v.39, bdhaq (LXX alph6s. "vitiligo, skin disease").+s

Passages outside Lev. 13-14 include Ex. 9:9- I l; Dt. 28:27 ,35; 2 K. 2O:7; Job 2:7 ;

Isa. 38:21, i"hin (LXX hdlkos, hdlkZ, "ilcer"); Lev. 2l:20 22:22, yallepel (LXX lichi6,

"eczema"); Dt. 28:27, heres (LXX knilphz, "scabies"); Lev. 22:22, yabbelel (LXX
myrmeki6n, "wart"); Lev. 2l:20;22:22; Dt. 28:27, gard! (LXX psdragii5n, ps6ra

agria, "scabies").

4. Qumran. The Qumran Temple Scroll involves both the word field and the overall
theme of $aro'a!, with occurrences limited to OT constructions (llQT 45:17;46:18;
48:15,17;49:4). l lQT 45:17,18 mention persons forbidden from entering the city of the

sanctuary, including kl srw'wmnwg', where srw'corresponds to Nu. 5:2, whlle mnwg',
though based on biblical ng' Sr't, occurs only in extrabiblical witnesses ( I QS 2: l0- I 1 ;

lQM 7:4) and in the Mishnah (cf., e.g., Neg. l3:6).+a 11QT 46:16-18 calls for the estab-

40. See in this regard Seidl, 42 n.261,59 n.333.
41. See esp. Nida, Wallington, Swellengrebel, Cochrane.
42. Concerning variations and critique, see Hulse, 101ff., 104; the NRSV generally provides

a footnote reference to its use of "leprosy, leprous," explaining that the term refers to "several
skin diseases; precise meaning uncertain."

43. Seybold and Mi.iller, 69; Sawyer, 245 n. 17.
44. Kijhler, ZAw 67 (1955) 290.
45. Conceming these terns see Elligea Leviticus, 180ff.; bibliog. in Seidl, 5ff.
46. See Y. Yadin, Temple Scroll, l-lllA (Jerusalem, 1977),1,293-94; ll, 194.
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lishment of three separate locales east of the city of the sanctuary for, among others,
hmswr'ymwhzbym (see Nu. 5:21.+t llQT 48:14-16 stipulates that all cities establish
places of quarantine for mnwg'ym bsr't wbng' wbntq . . . lzbym wlniym. In the related but
fragmentary passages 48:17 and 49:4, one discerns the OT expressions sr't nwint (Lev.
l3: I l), ntq (Lev. l3:30), and ng'sr1 Yadin suggests that the missing ll. 1-3 contained
instructions regarding cleansing rituals for sr7 corresponding to Lev. 14.48

Seidl

47. tbid.,I, 305-6.
48. tbid., il,2r1.

17) Vr"p;17YD ma;rep;'l7:3 ;or"pi

Contents: I. Root and Distribution. II. l. OT Forms and Occurrences;2. Parallels and

Expressions. III. General Use: 1. The Verb sarap; 2. The Nouns masrep and sOr"pt.

IV. Theological Considerations. V. Qumran and LXX.

I. Root and Distribution. The root ^rrp is attested throughout the Semitic sphere;r
examples include AYk. sarapu I, "refine, burn, dye (fiery) red";z the verbal adj. sarpu,
"refined, burned, reddened," said of (pure) silver as well as of clay,3 and surrupu./

{arrupum, "refined," said of silver;a OSA srp, "silver"5 (cf. Arab. si4[ "pure, un-
mixed"); Ugar. ;rp in the form msrp may mean "refine" and may otherwise (as a

;arap. C. Baldauf, "Liiutern und prtifen im AT: Begriffsgeschichtliche Untersuchung zu grp

und bhn" (diss., Greifswald, 1970), esp. 3-75, 160-671' P. Collini, "Il 'contributo'dei profeti alla
formazione del lessico biblico della metallurgia," RivB 32 (1984) 315-25; R. J. Forbes, Studies in
AncientTechnology, VII (Leiden,21966)', VIII (Leiden,21971); IX (Leiden,21972); J. C. Green-
freld, "Ugaritic Lexicographical Notes," JCS 2l (1967) 89-93, esp. 9l-92; M. Heltze4 The Rural
Community in Ancient Ugarit (Wiesbaden, 1976), esp. 80-81; E. Jenni, HP, esp. 163,2lO:' J. L.
Kelso,The CeramicVocabulary of the OT. BASORSUp 5-6 (1948), esp. nos.93-94; M. Srebo,

Sacharja9-14.WMANT34(1969),esp.78-83; -+lnabhn,ll,69-72; -->lizn ltaqaaY,148-50;
-+ )u: kaial, Yll,353-60; -+ ilDl nlssd, lx, M3-55.

1. See HAL, ll,625b; III, 1057-58.
2. AHw,III, 1083-84.
3. AHw,III, 1086.
4. AHw, III, I114-15.
5. ContiRossini, 226.
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subst.) refer to a mineral, though it has also been understood as a "crucible";6 Phoen.
srp, "smelt," msrp, "smelter"'7 Aram. srp I, "refine"8 (act. ptcp.: "goldsmith"; pass.

ptcp.: "refined"); Syr. s"rap, "refine," and Mand. $rp ll, "smelt, refine."e The basic
meaning thus seems to be of a technical nature in the sense of "to burn," specifically
"refine through burning" with regard particularly to precious metals. The meaning can
refer in a resultative fashion to the product of such refining (e.g., "pure silver") or voca-
tionally to the person involved in the technical process itself ("metal smelter").

ll. l. OT Forms and Occuruences. The root srp is attested only in the Hebrew Ol
and there generally as a verb, including 33 of its 36 occurrences excepting sorep,
"smelter," as a possible anticipatory form in Zech. 1l:1310 and the place-name $rpt,
Sarepta, in I K. l7:9-lO and Ob. 20, for which "smelting hut" has also been sug
gested.l I Although these statistics suggest that verbal usage predominates, the root at-
tests only 8 finite qal forms and the niphal form in Dnl. 12:10, while the participle oc-
curs 19 times, l7 of those in the qal (5 pass.) and twice in the piel (Mal.3:2-3; no other
piel occurrences). It also occurs 4 times as an infinitive and once as an imperative (Ps.

26:2, with K/Q1.rz Moreover, the qal ptcp. s1rdp is often used substantively and might
thus be adduced independently of the verb.

The remaining occuffences involve the subst. masrep, "crucible" (Prov. l7:3a;
27:21a, par. passages), and sdrept (Neh. 3:31), which has been variously interpretedl3
and which may, as in Neh. 3:8,32, perhaps be read as the pl. sorepim, "metal smelters,
refiners."l4

One striking feature in these distribution statistics is that the root does not occur at
all in the Pentateuch and occurs only 3 times in the Dtr History (Jgs.7:4; l7:4;25.
22:31 , thotgh the last passage does parallel Ps. l8:3 I [Eng. 30]). By contrast, the root
occurs l6 times in the prophets, including once in Proto-Isaiah, 5 times in Deutero-
Isaiah, 6 times in Jeremiah (51:17 and l0: 14 being parallel), twice each in Znch. l3:9
and Mal. 3:2-3, and twice in apocalyptic contexts (Dnl. 1l:.35; l2:lo), then also 8 times
in the (in part later) Psalms, 4 times in wisdom texts (Prov. 25:4; 3O:5; l7:3a pat
21:21a), and finally 3 times in very late historical texts (Neh. 3:8,31-32). These find-
ings reveal that the root srp occurs largely in later OT texts.

2. Parallels and Expressions. The use of this root and its derivatives involves a

larger word field including a whole series of parallel terms as well as more or less fixed

6. KTU 1.82,33; WUg no. 2360; UT no.2197.
7 . Z. S. Hanis, Grammar of the Phoenician l,anguage. AOS 8 ( 1936), 142; cf . M. Lidzbarski,

Handbuch der nordsemitischen Epigraplrik (Weimar, 1898), 359.
8. DNSI, il,976.
9. CSD,484-85; MdD, 397.
10. See Srebo, 8l-83.
ll. GesTh, I, I 187; a different view is taken by HAL, lll, 1058a.
12. Mandelkern, 1004-5.
13. See III.2 below.
14. HAL, III, 1058a.
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expressions (though no antonyms) and particularly verbs for "test," especially -+ ]BI
bhn, whichoccurs 6 (or 7) times as a synonym of srp (Ps. 17:3;26:2;66:10; Prov. l7:3;
Jer. 9:6171; Zech. l39; also Isa. 48: l0 if b"hanttftd is to be read instead of b"harttf;d,
"elect, choose"'ls cf. lQlsaa), then --> i'lDl n issd piel (Ps. 26:2); also verbs for "purify,"
such as zqq (piel, Mal. 3:3; pual ptcp., "purified, refined," Ps. l2:7[6]), -+an') barar
(piel,Dnl. ll:35;hithpael,l2:lo),-+ll) lbn(hiphil,ll:35;hithpael,l2:10),16--r"li1p
tahar (piel, Mal. 3:3), and the adj. tahbr (Ps. 12:7[6]); also the related adj. + Df)
kdpas (piel), "wash" (Mal. 3:2, act. ptcp.); and finally also verbs meaning "remove,

eliminate," e.g., hgh II (Prov. 25:4) and -+'l'lD sCIr (hiphil, Isa. 1:25). The subst. ptcp.

qdrep (Isa. 4l:7; Jer. 10:9) can also be accompanied by hdrai, "craftsman," and the

snbst. ma;rep (Prov. l7:3; 27:21) by kfir "(small) smelting oven."r7

III. General Use. As these findings already suggest, the root srp tends to be used

figuratively and metaphorically. The semantic field is relatively well dehned.

l.The Verb sarap. Although the verb is largely governed by substantive usage,rs the

nonparticipial forms offer the more promising point of departure for an examination.

When in Jgs.7:4 Yahweh says with regard to the people who have assembled for war,

we'esr"pennfi, the question arises whether a basic meaning of "eliminate" might be in
view. This passage, however, is better understood in connection with the other pro-

phetic and cultic use ofs4p in the sense of"view," since it is through a testing or assess-

ment that the suitable soldiers are to be selected or chosen.

The peculiar prophetic use of the word first comes to expression in Isa. l:25 when

God says, "I will turn my hand against you [Zion]; I will smelt away/refine ('eprap)

your dross as with lye and remove all your alloy." This metaphor (cf . l:22a) refers to

the smelting process by which silver (or gold) is "cleansed/refined" (cf. Prov. 25:4).te

This metaphorical language is also used in Jeremiah's oracular indictment and judg-

ment of the people (6:29), in Deutero-Isaiah's retrospective of the catastrophe of exile
(Isa. 48: l0), and later with reference to the eschatological remnant of the people (Zech.

l3:9) and in the individual sense with reference to the fate of the "wise" or of the

"many" in the eschatological drama (Dnl. 1l:35; l2:10). Such individual use is also

found in cultic poetry in connection with assertions (Ps. 17l.3; cf .105:19) as well as in
entreaties to God (26:2, impv.\ The people can also give thanks to God in the Psalms

(66:10): "For you, God, have tested us; you have refined us as silver is refined" (the ret-

rospective in 66:8-12 probably refers to the exile rather than to the wilderness sG

journ;2o cf. Isa. 48: l0; also Lam. l:13;2:3-4; 4:2).ln all of these passages, God is con-

sistently the subject and people the object of the action.

15. +'111f bahar (bachar), 11, 73-87.
16. See Kelso, no. 81.
17. See Kelso, nos.94-95.
18. See II.l above.
19. Concerning this process, cf. in addition to Kelso also Forbes, ylll, 196-266; H' Weippert,

BRLz, 221-22: G. Sauer, BHHW, lI, 1206-7.
20. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 35-38.
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Jer.9:6(7) can serve as a transition to the participial usage, which is somewhat more
varied. Here God says to his people, "I am their smelter fsirepam, qal ptcp. with suf.l
and will test them (fip"hanttm)!'In Mal. 3:2-3 (piel ptcp.), Yahweh's messenger antici-
pates the coming day of judgment by pointing out that Yahweh "is like a refiner's fire
and like fullers' soap; he will sit as a refiner (w"ydia! m";arzp) and purify the silver,
and he will purify the descendants of Levi and refine them like gold and silver." Else-
where the act. ptcp. s)rdp is used in the sense of "smelter, refiner" to refer more gener-
ally to a "goldsmith" or "smith of precious metals" (Jgs. l7:4; Neh.3:8,32;21 Prov.
25:4;zz Isa. 40:19; 4l:7; 46:6; Jer. 10:9; l0:14 par. 5l:17). Jer. 10:2-16; 5t:15-19,47-
49,52, and especially Deutero-Isaiah use the word either directly or indirectly in the
prophetic polemic against idols and their production. Elsewhere the pass. ptcp. sdrfrp
(Ps. 12:7[6]) and fem. ;erttpd (Ps. l8:31[30] p*. 2 S. 22:31; Ps. 119:140; Prov. 30:5)
areusedpredicatively,thesubjectineveryinstance(cf.alsoPs.105:19)beingGod'sor
Yahweh's "word/saying," with the relatively rare 'imrA (pl. '"mdr61, Ps. l2:7[6]).zl 1n

this context Ps. l2:7(6) is of interest both theologically and archaeologically in its as-
sertion that "the promises of Yahweh are promises that are pure, silver refined in a fur-
nace on the ground, purified seven times."

2. The Nouns masrep and sorept. Although the extremely restricted use of the
substs. masrep (Prov. 17:3a par.27:21a) and sArepi (Neh. 3:31) concurs with the uses
of the verb already discussed, the parallel passages in Proverbs, commensurate with
wisdom thinking, refer to a person's reputation in a more general sense. "Like silver in
the crucible (ma;rdp) and gold in the furnace (kfir), so a person's reputation is tested."
The hapax legomenon in Neh. 3:31 probably refers to "metal smelters" as a group and
represents either a specialized collective term in the sense of "trade guild" for gold-
smiths or a scribal error of the pl. hassor"ptm.za

IV. Theological Considerations. The characteristic theological aspects of this root
can be summarized under several main points.

l. By and large, Yahweh is the subject of the action not only in Jgs. 7:4 (Dtr?), a pas-
sage influenced by the ideology of holy war, but also in prophetic metaphors incorpo-
rating references to smelting techniques used for refining precious metals, metaphors
that were probably also determinative for Isaiah (cf. 1:22a,25).In both cases this meta-
phorical language vividly underscores God's preeminent power within history. Pro-
phetic allusions to the refinement of precious metals incorporate the people's profound
suffering into the prophetic interpretation of history not only with regard to God's fu-
ture judgment (Isa. 1:25; Jer. 9:6[7]), but also as a retrospective on the sufferings of the

21. See T. Yamashira, RS,e II, 67.
22. Regarding textual considerations, see BI1S,. also, e.g., O. Plciger, Spriiche Salomos

(Proverbia). Bf XVII (1984), 294-96,298-99.
23. HAL, r,67b.
24. See Blz, $63w: HAL, Iil, l}58a.
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exile, when the people were tested "in the furnace of adversity" (Isa. 48:10). The "re-

fining" God effects through suffering was a vehicle not only of judgment but also of his

coming salvation (Dnl. I l:35; l2:lO1' Zech. l3:9; Mal. 3:2-31.2s

2. God's "refining," however, involves not only the axis of judgment and salvation,

but also the question of the "purity" of the people of God in the sense of their authen-

ticity and integrity. It thus probably also involves God's "pedagogy" in that his will is

to "purify" Zionrather than to destroy it (Isa. l:25), which also means "removing the

wicked" from his people (Ier.6:29; also Dnl. l0-l l; Zech. 131, Mal. 3). References are

also made to the "purity" of God's own word with respect to its authenticity and reli-
ability. It is "purified seven times" (Ps. 12:7[6]), and like precious metal it too is pre-

cious and priceless; the believer thus "loves" it (119:140; also 18:31[30] par. Prov.

30:5).

3. Finally one notes that while the older passages focus on the people, the book of
Daniel focuses on individual believers. This shift does not, however, necessarily repre-

sent a linear development, since passages within both cultic (cf. Ps. l1:3;26:2;
I l9:140) and wisdom contexts (Prov. l7:3; 27:21; cf .25:4-5) also focus on the individ-
ual.

V. Qumran and LXX. The root occurs 14 times in the Qumran writings,26 where it
generally follows the semantic lead of the OT. The term masrep refers to the test pre-

cedingacceptanceintothe yabodof Qumran(lQS l:17-181'CD20:27). Thisperiodof
testing, however, points beyond itself and already anticipates eschatological purifica-
tion (lQS 8:4; 4QpPs 37:2,19;4QFlor 2:l;4Q111 (Cat") 5-6:3), which is also called

"God's purification" (maqr€p ?.7; IQM l9:9). In Qumran too the purifying power of
this refinement is explicated metaphorically as the smelting and refining of metals

(1QM 17:1; 1QH 5:16).
Although the LXX uses a variety of terms to render this root, the most prominent is

pyrortn, with 16 occurrences. 
Seb.

25. See also III.1 above concerning Lamentations.
26. F. Lang, "rrup6o pyr6oi TDNT y[,939.

L-
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Contents: L Etymology, Occurrences, Meaning. II. OT Use. III. LXX.

I. Etymology. The Heb. root qbb is a secondary form of -+ f P: nqb and is etymo-
logicallyrelatedtoPun. qbb,"to curse,"l andTigre qabba, "todespise,abuse,ignore."2
The occurrences in the Deir'Alla inscription are uncertain or fragmentary.3

The root occurs 14 times in the OT, including 10 times in the Balaam story (Nu. 22-
24) and twice each in Job and Proverbs (also once in Sirach). In Job 3:8 E. Ullendorff
derives yiqq"Puhit from nqb and translates, "may the lights of day break through it [the
night1."+ Job 5:3 is disputed.5 W. Rudolph also reads a niphal of qbb in Jer. 3l:22 in-
stead of neqZld, viz. n"qabbd t"s6!a! gepir@), "the accursed woman turned into a

lady;'a The MT is probably preferable as lectio dfficilior.
As regards meaning, one can note that in the Balaam story the verb alternates with

-+ "!'1N 'r4 "curse" (see below), and that both there and in Prov. ll-26 it contrasts with
brk and in Nu. 23:7-8 parallels za'am, "curse, scold." In the latter passage one has the
impression that qbb was perceived as being somewhat weaker than'm

II. OT Use. Most of the occurrences are in the Balaam story in N:u.22-24, where
qbb is found l0 times and 'rr 5 times with the same meaning. Balak wants Balaam to
curse/bewitch Israel (22:6 and 23:7 with 'r4 then 22:ll,l7;23:11,13,25,27:24:lO
with qbb). This shift is generally assessed as a criterion for distinguishing between
different sources (with 7r belonging to J and qbb to E),7 though some scholars dis-
agree.8 Balak expects the curse to go into effect immediately. In any event, nowhere
does the text say nor is it necessary that the curse expressed by qbb is carried out
"with the support of magical actions."e Indeed, in 23:8 Balaam makes the curse de-
pendent on God, hesitating to curse those whom God has not cursed (23:8 par. za'am)
and instead blessing Israel. Although Balak believes Balaam could at least speak in a

qbb. I. Scharbert, "'Fluchen' und 'Segnen' im AI," Bibl 39 (1958) 1-26, esp. l4-17; -+ ''l''lN
'rr I,405-18; -+))V qtt.

l. DNSI, 1I,977, uncertain reading.
2. See WbTiga 249; E. Littmann, "Das Verbum der Tigresprachel' ZA 14 (1899) 28.
3. Deir'Alla, II, l7; IXa 3:Xa3 cf. H.-P. Miiller, "Einige alttestamentliche Probleme zur

aramliischen Inschrift von DEr 'Alld: ZDPV 94 (1978) 5'7.

4. E. Ullendorff, "Job III 8," W ll (1961) 350-51; cf. II below.
5. H. H. Rowley, Job. NCBC (1980), 58, lists the most important among the numerous emen-

dations suggested; see below.
6. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT U12 (31968), 199; HAL, III, 1060b; cf . BHS.
7. M. Noth, Numbers. OTL (Eng. trans. 1968), 177.
8. W. Gross, Bileam. Literar- und formkritische Untersuchung der Prosa in Num. 22-24.

sANr38 (1974),81-83.
9. C. A. Kellea "))p qll to be liehtl' TLOT III, 1143; -+ 'r''rN 'ra I, 416-17.
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completely neutral fashion (23:25), Balaam repeats that he can do only what Yahweh

tells him to do (v. 26).
The use of qbb in Proverbs is unambiguous. Prov. I 1:26 says that people curse those

who stingily hold back grain, while a blessing is on the head of those who sell their ex-

cess to those who need it. "Those who give will receive, and miserliness is its own pun-

ishment."r0 Prov.24:24 again uses qbb together with z'm, asserting that "whoever says

to the wicked, 'You are innocent,' will be cursed by people, abhorred by nations," per-

haps a reference to reproach in the more general sense rather than to curses in the usual

sense.

Job 3:8 contains Job's familiar wish that the night of his birth be cursed by the
'orerA-y6m. We may leave in abeyance the question whether ybm or yam, "sea," is to be

read here, the latter suggested by the ensuing reference to Leviathan. What is notewor-

thy instead is the parallel use of qbb and'rr.
Job 5:3 is difficult. MT reads, "I have seen a fool taking root, but suddenly I cursed

(wa'eqqd!) his dwelling (ndweh)!'Destruction of the dwelling place does not seem to

be the result of the curse, but rather the reverse. Some translations preserve the MT and

translate "I had to curse," though a better option might perhaps be to read wayyuqaf;,

"was cursed" (e.g., T. K. Cheyne, et al.). Many follow Duhm and read wayyirqap,
"started to crumble," though this verb does not fit the subject well. BI/S suggests a deri-

vation from Arab. qabba, "dry out," while the LXX reads ebr6th€, "was devoured," and

the Syr., 'bd'.

Finally Sir. 4l:7 says that "children will curse an ungodly father, for they suffer dis-
grace because of him" (hayfi bfrz according to the Masada ms.; ms. B is damaged; the

LXX reads mimphetai, "are reproached, criticized";.tt

IIII. LXX. The LXX generally translates qbb as katardsthai, though in isolated in-
stances also as ardsthai or epikatardsthai.lttranslates Prov. I l:26 as: "those who hold
back grain, may they leave some of it for the nations (hypol{poito)." Prov. 24:24 teads

epikatdratos. Concerning Job 5:3 and Sir. 4l:7, see II above.
Ringgren

10. G. Wildeboer, Die Spriiche. KHC XV (1897), 35.
I l. On the text see Y. Yadin, The Ben Sira Scroll from Masada (Jerusalem, 1965), 18.
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))V our, *ail qopet

contents: I. Etymology. IL l. occurrences andconstruction;2.Lxx and Syriac. III. Use:
1. Receive, Accept;2. Personal Acceptance;3. Accept/Receive as an order;4. Sirach;5. Stand
Opposite (Aggressively); 6. qobel. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. This early Hebrew word is attested in the Amarna Letters as a
Canaanite gloss meaning "accept," and begins to be used more frequently in the or only
at a later date.l The Akkadian witnesses for qablull or qitbulu suggest a meaning of "a
battle; to battle,"z and Ugaritic attests the reduplicated form qblbl, "make fit."3 Other
terms include Biblical Aram. qabb€l, "receive" (Dnl.2:6;6:l[Eng.5:31];7:18); Jewish
Aram. q"!al, "receive (politely)" (though also "accuse"), pael "receive," esp. ..receive

tradition" (kabala); Syr. q"pal, "accuse," pael "go toward, approach, stand across from,
receive";4 Middle Heb. qdlal, "grab, seize, take, attack";s Arab. qabila, "receive, accept
welcome in a friendly way"'6 OSA qbl, "receive," qblt, "upising, disturbancel' mqbl,
"in accordance with";7 Eth. qabbala, taqabbala, "(cordially) receive."8 Both Aramaic
and old South Arabic attest a prep. qbl, "before, across from," suggesting a basic mean-
ing of approximately "go toward, approach (cordially or hostilely)."

The verb qbl accordingly exhibits polar semantic properties in the OT. Moreover, it
occasionally means "to take."e The contrasting meaning is "to confront aggressively."

ll. l. Occurrences and Construction The verb qbl ocatrs l1 times in the OT in the
piel (112 chronicles, Ezra, Esther, Job, Proverbs) and 6 times in Sirach. Apart from Sir.
19:20, all the passages seem to date to a relatively late period. The hiphil is attested
twice in Exodus and once in Sirach and exhibits a completely different meaning from
the piel passages. The subst. *qdlel occurs only in Ezk. 26:9. The verb requires an ob-
ject, and its use without an object in the later form signals an altered meaning. Yahweh

qbl. W. F. Albright, 'An Archaic Hebrew Proverb in an Amarna Letter from Central Pales-
tine," BASOR 89 (1943) 29-32; idem, "some canaanite-Phoenician Sources of Hebrew wis-
dom," Wisdom in Israel and in the Ancient Near East. FS H. H. Rowley. SlrI 3 (1955), l-15;
E. Kautzsch, Die Aramaismen im AT (Halle, 1902); A. F. Rainey, El Amarna Tablets 359-379.
AOAT 8 (21978).

1. EA 252:17-18.
2. AHw, II, 888, 924.
3. A. van Selms, 'A Guest-Room for Ilu and Its Furniture," UF 7 (1975) 473; a different view

is taken by WUS, no. 2384; and UT no. 2203, "sandal straps."
4. kxSya 640.
5. WTM,235.
6. Wehr, 739.
7. Beeston, 102-3.
8. kxLingAeth,435.
9. HP,240.
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is never the subject or object of qbl. Depending on the context, various theological im-
plications may be present.

Recent scholarship roundly rejects the earlier, largely unquestioned notion that qbl

piel in the OT always represents an Aramaism.l0

2. IXX and Syriac. The LXX prefers to translate as dichesthai (4 times and once in

Sirach) or its derivatives such as prosddchesthai (3 times and once in Sirach) and

epidichesthal (twice in Sirach) for qbl piel. It also provides interpretive paraphrases

using hypophirein, peithein, arrd ekl1gein (once each); cf. Sir. 34131:3, en synagogii or
empipldnai. It uses antipiptein for qbl hiphil, and in Sir. 12:5 dynastefiein. The Syr.

consistently uses qbl pael, in Sir. 34:3la kni peal; it uses qDl aphel for qDl hiphil and in

Sir. 12:5 ftri ethpael.

III. Use.
l. Receive, Accept. Est. 4:4 dates to the early strata of the relatively late book of Es-

ther. Although Esther's servants bring beautiful garments to Mordecai, he does not ac-

cept them (w'ld' qibbql), with qbl piel here exhibiting the neutral meaning "accept

something."
The form w"qibb"lfiinEzr.8:30 in place of the otherwise anticipated narrative sug-

gests that the form dates to an extremely late period. At issue is the otherwise unre-

markable fact that the priests and Levites accepted (qbl, piel) gold, silver, and other

temple vessels to take to Jerusalem. The same meaning applies to qbl piel in 2 Ch.

29:16, where the Levites accept "all the unclean things" the priests have brought into

the forecourt and take them outside the temple. Although interpreters often assume the

meaning "catch the blood," in 2 Ch. 29:2211the word is more likely implying that the

priests accepted the blood (that was already caught) in order then to carry out its ritual

application; "the priests only carried out the sprinkling of the blood."l2 Questions re-

main, however, since the priestly rites have been preserved only in rudimentary ac-

counts and the text is ambiguous. Lev. 4:25,30 14 14; andBzk. 43:18 suggest that the

priest takes from the blood that has already been offered. On the other hand, Lev. 9:8-

9,12,18; 16: 14- 15 ; and Ezk. 46:20 suggest that the priests are involved from the begin-

ning ofthe actual slaughter to the collection ofthe blood. Even ifthe OT does not un-

equivocally specify that the priests caught or collected the blood when the animal was

slaughtered, texts such as Mish. Yoma 4.3 presumably preserve some tradition to the

effect: iel.tat6 weqibbzl bammizraq 'e! ddmb n"lan) l"mt.

2. Personal Acceptance. The conscious acceptance or adoption of a spiritual object
(instruction) is mentioned in Prov. 19:20. Because the arguments for an Aramaism and

10. Earlier proponents included S. R. Driver and G. B. Gray, Job. ICC (1921), xlvixlvii;
KBL2. Rejected by R. Gordis, The Book of Job. Moreshet Series 2 (New York, 1978), 22;

F. Horst, Hiob t (1-t9). BK XYVI (41983), 29; cf . the cautious approach of HAL, III' l06lb'
ll. A. van den Born, Kronieken. BOTVII (1960),210.
12. M. Rehm, Die Biicher der Chronik. EB ll (21954),392.
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thus for a late dating are not compelling,l3 one should probably date the text to the
monarchy.la The unique combination using qbl is striking considering that lqh mfisar
occurs I I times in the oT (Proverbs, Jeremiah, Zephaniah). Even though ysr/mfisar of-
ten implies chastising instruction, here "the primary purpose of instruction (ydsar) isto
communicate knowledge in order to shape specific conduct . . . needed to master the
problems of life."l5 This notion is underscored by the par. '€qd, the advice one receives
in important life situations. Use of a different verb here along with the imperative may
suggest a semantic shift. The focus moves from universal considerations to specific,
engaged, or active acceptance for the sake of mastering life; a person is then prepared
to avoid dangerous laziness and is capable of helping the poor and living commensu-
rately with God's word.

The author twice uses qbl piel in Job 2:10, a passage that is part of a presumably late
addendum encompassin g l:20b-21 and 2:l-lOt6 and thus to be classified as a late text.
Although l:21 and2:10 are comparable, the change fromlqfuto qbl suggests a semantic
shift. Horst is probably correct in suggesting that qbl expresses "(voluntary, consciously
concurring) acceptance, reception, or appropriation" in a more specific fashion than the
more general term lqh, though such personally engaged agreement or concurence
seems less emphasized than the intensification of the qal generally inhering in the piel.tz

I Ch. 12:19(18) similarly attests the notion of conscious acceptance. Although the
presence of the classical narrative with an object prompted Japhet to date Chronicles
before Ezra,tt Gunneweg is probably correct in assuming the presence of an archaic
expression.le David is initially mistrustful and hesitant to accept some Benjaminites
and Judahites who come to his stronghold; Amasai's enthusiastic praise of David, how-
ever, prompts him to accept them (1 ch. l2:17-l9tl6-l8l). Here the verbal meaning
"accept, receive," clearly implies conscious personal acceptance.

The use of qbl piel in 1 Ch. 2l:1 1 (par. 2 5.24:12) is also noteworrhy.2o Because Da-
vid has transgressed by,taking a census, he is told to "choose" among three kinds of
misfortune. The issue, however, is not that he may choose one of the three (as in 2 S.
24:12), but rather in a more harsh sense that he must accept one as punishment.2l

3. Accept/Receive as an order Est.9:20-32 is an addendum to a book that was not
written before 300 s.c.B. in any case, and this late dating supports the use of waw + per-

13. O. Eissfeldt, The OT: An Intro. (Eng. trans. 1965), 474.
14. W. McKane, Proverbs: A New Approach. OTL (1970), 415.
15. -+ ''10! yasa4 Yl, 129, l3l.
16. L. Schmidt, De Deo. BZAW 143 (1976), 168.
17. F. Horst, Hiob 1(1-19). BK){VUI (41983),29.
18. S. Japhet, "Supposed Common Authorship of Chronicles and Ezra-Nehemiah Investi-

gated Anew," lrl l8 (1968) 330-71, esp. 334-38.
19. A. H. J. Gunneweg, Esra. KAT XIX/I (1985), 26.
20. Both E. Bertheau, Die Biicher der Chronik. KEHAT Xy (21873), 180, and W. Rothstein

and J. Hiinel, Kommentar zum ersten Buch der Chronik. KATXIII/2 (1927),368, believe that the
passage is a later addendum.

21. See W. Rudolph, Chronikbiicher HATll2l (1955), 142.
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fect instead of the narrative as "characteristic of later Hebrew."22 The semantic devel-

opment of qbl piel seems to point in the same direction irtvv.23,27, where both the

verb's form and its use without an object immediately attract attention. The context in-

volves the observance of the Feast of Purim enjoined by Mordecai in a letter (9:20-23).

Here the verb has acquired a legal dimension with the meaning "accept as an order/

stipulation" and does not require an object.

4. Sirach. The use of qblpiel in Sirach in part follows the tradition just discussed.

Sir. 50:12 recounts the reception of pieces of sacrificial meat.

The verb is probably used in 34131:3ab to emphasize how the rich person is able to

"take and take" without expending any serious effort. In contrast to the enduring needs

ofthe poor, such people are in a position to receive both wealth and additional pleasures.

In Sir.4l:1d l"qabbdl ta'"nfig sounds almost like a fixed expression. According to

mss. B and M, at issue is the energy to accept the pleasures of life (in a completely gen-

eral sense) and to enjoy them.

The use ofthe verb in Sir. 36:26a(24a) suggests the notion ofconscious personal ac-

ceptance with the assertion: kdl zdkdr t"qabbel 'jiid. Because one cannot impute the

same meaning here as for lqh'i.i.id in the sense of "marry," and since nothing implies a

pejorative meaning, one can say that a woman is in a position to accept personally a

man as a spouse. Sir. 15:2 underscores this meaning by comparing the openness of wis-

dom with the 'eie1 n"'firtm in the sense that wisdom comes to meet disciples and ac-

cepts (welcomes) them.

5. Stand Opposite (Aggressively). In Sir. l2:5 the hiphil form of qbl means "attack

someone." The passage advises caution toward the raia' (12:3). One should particu-

larly avoid giving such people anything dangerous (k"k lAhCm) since they might then

turn it against those (whence the hiphil) who give it to them.

The hiphil meaning "stand opposite" is found in addenda to P, namely, F'x.26:5 and

36:12, which stipulate that loops be made colresponding to those opposite them

(maqbil61 halluld'6!; cf. Ugar. qblbl).

6. q6!el. The LXX construes the term qof;olli in Ezk. 26:9 (from xq6!el) according

to the Aramaic as a preposition, translating apdnanti soa. Contextually, however, it
must be understood as "a noun describing a siege instrument" (cf. Vulg. arietes).23

IV. Qumran. The notion of taking something upon oneself in 4Q 17 I (aQpPs 37), II,
9(10) recalls Job 2:10. Here the poor ('anav'tm) are promised that they will possess the

land because they have accepted (qbl piel) humiliation and penance (m6'Cd hatta'"nifl.
CD 9:22 uses qbl piel in the sense of personal acceptance in reference to the accep-

22.See H. Striedl, "Untersuchung zur Syntax und Stilistik des hebriischen Buches Esther,"
zAw s5 (1937) 80.

23. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 28.
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tance of witnesses in adjudication; the expression may even represent a technical term
coined in Qumran itself. A guilty verdict requires two (9:20) acceptable witnesses.
lQSa l:11 attests the use of this verb as a legal term. Construed without a direct object,
it refers here to the acceptance of the obligation (of the community) to vouch for a
twenty-year-old who is accepted into full membership in the community.

Reiterer

contents: I. L Etymology; 2. occurrences;3. LXX. II. Noun Forms. III. Synonyms. IV. verb:
1. Qal;2. Niphal; Hithpael;3. Piel; Pual. V. eumran.

l. l. Etymology. The root qbs, "gather, assemble," is attested only rarely in this
meaning in the ancient Near East. Three reliable parallels are found in Ugaritic, albeit
in the nominal form (qDs, "assembly").t only Arabic also attests verbal forms, includ-
ing qabada, "seize, take, grab," also "draw together."2 Some relationship may exist
with Akk. kapdsu/kabdsu, "draw together" (said of organs, often in religious texts),
"tighten, become taut, bend, hang (the head),": which in its own turn is clearly related
to Heb' qps, "draw together."+ The root 4Ds occurs with this same meaning in
Ethiopic.s The common semantic foundation possibly suggested by the labial variation
between b and p accompanied by the same or similar meaning may be the verb's gen-
eral inclination to express movement directed toward the interior or a center. This as-
sumption, however, is questionable, as is the presumed relationship with Middle Heb.,
Aram., syr. qb', "secure."6 The assumption of an expanded bilateral stem would then
possibly also involve Arab. qafasa, "gather," and qafaia,.,gather in.,'

2. occurrences. Alongside the two nominal forms q"bu$a, "collecting" (Ezk.
22:20), and qibbas, "collection" (Isa. 57:13; see below), and the place-names qa!p"'dl,

qb{. W. Grundmann, "6€1opar," TDNT ll, 50-59; E. Jenni, Hp, esp. 186-g9; Joachim
Jeremias, "norprjv," TDNT, yL,485-502; N. Mendecki, "Die Sammlung dea zerstreuten volkes:
Eine motivgeschichtliche untersuchung anhand der verben eBS piel und'sp eal" (diss., vi-
enna, 1980); J. F. A. Sawyer, "YaP qbS to assemble," TLOT IIl, 1099-l l0l.

l. wus, no. 2386; ur, no.2205; cf. J. F. Healy, "Ritual rext KTU l.16l - Translation and
Notes," UF lO (1978) 86; J. Macdonald, 'An Assembly at Ugarit?,' UF lt (lg:g) 523.2. Lane, lll , 248lff .; L. Kopf, 'Arabische Etymologien und parallelen zum
Bibelw<irterbuch," W 8 (1958) 200.

3. AHw,1,443; CAD, VIII, l8l-82.
4. AHw, I,443.
5. l-exLingAeth, 438-39; concerning the possible relationship between Heb. qbs and qps, see

also HAL, III, I I lSa.
6. So lzxSya 6431, HAL, III, 1063a; a different view is taken by CSD, 488.
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qilpayim, and yeqals"'El7 the verbal forms occur 127 times in the OT in all stems ex-

cept hiphiyhophal, including 38 times in the qal, 31 in the niphal, 49 in the piel, once in

the pual, and 8 in the hithpael. The root qDq does not occur in Biblical Aramaic, which

uses kzi "assemble," instead (Dnl. 3:2-3,27).

3. lXX. The LXX frequently uses the same verb for qbs as it does for other verbs of
"collecting," including especially syndgo, though in religious contexts it also uses

ddchomai.s

II. Noun Forms. The rather rare nominal forms include two place-names. The first,

qa!;"'Zt, "El assembles," occurs in a list of Judean cities from the age of Joshua (Josh.

l5.21).t It is located in southwestern Judah (its exact location is unknown) and was the

home of Benaiah, leader of the Davidic mercenaries (2 5.23:20; I Ch. 11122).lt may

also be identical with the city y"qalse'el in Neh. I l:25 in a list of Judah's inhabitants, a

name that in some mss. and versions was accommodated to the form qa!s"'€\, with
yeqals"'el probably representing the original form.l0 Josh.2l:22 mentions the uniden-

tified city qi!;ayim in a list of Levitical cities in Ephraim alongside Gezer and Beth-

horon (Shechem was a free city rather than a Levitical city). Various anomalies in the

enumeration suggest that the city yoqm"'am in the otherwise identical list in I Ch. 6:53

is not identical with qif;sayim; and rather that both cities were listed alongside one an-

other in an earlier list.ll
Ezk.22:20 lu,ses q"!usA, "assemblage," in an oracle of judgment against Jerusalem.

Yahweh will gather (qbs) Jerusalem's inhabitants in judgment just as (so Tg., LXX)
one gathers metals within a smelting furnace (vv. 19-20). The notion of gathering Is-

rael for judgment with Yahweh as the subject occurs elsewhere in Ezekiel, who along-

side the gathering of the exiles for the salvific age also refers to Jerusalem (16:37), to

Israel in the wilderness (20:35), to foreign nations such as Egypt (29:5), and to the

judgment on Gog (39 llS.rz Some interpreters suggest a conjecture as an aid to under-

standing qibbfisayif,, "yourcollection,"inlsa.5T:l3,l3thoughBllScorrectlynolonger
mentions this conjecture. Mic. 1:7 equates the gathering together of idols (qDs piel)

with the "wages of a prostitute."la Isa. 57'5-6 suggests that such a collection may also

be meant in Isa. 57, though such can only be surmised. Ugaritic parallels similarly sug-

gest a collection of living beings. A more neutral meaning in the sense of "goods, ac-

quisitions" may be meant, or even a summary of the preceding enumeration of trans-

gressions or a reference back to the works that come to nothing (v. l2).

7. See II below.
8. Grundmann,57.
9. M. Noth, Das Buch Joshua. HATUT (1971),93.
lO. HAL, II, 430a; III, 1064a; Y. Aharoni, The ltnd of the Bible (Eng. trans. 21979)' lO9.
I l. Aharoni, ktnd of the Bible, 303; a different view is taken by Noth, Joshua, 126.

12. Concerning such assembling at the time of salvation, see IV.3 below.

13.BHK;C.Westermann,Isaiah4M6.OTL(Eng.trans. 1969),323withn.g: iiqqusayik.
14. H. D. Preuss, Die Verspottung fremder Religionen im AT. BWANT 92 (1971), 133-34.
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rrl. Synonyms. Among the synonyms without a specifically associared object,
'asap, "collect, gather," occupies a preeminent position; it occurs more frequently than
qbs, is semantically broader, and occurs throughout the or. The two terms are occa-
sionally used synonymously, e.g., Gen. 49:2; Isa. I I : l2; 43:9; 62:9; Ezk. ll:lj; 29:5:
39:17 (+ b6); Joel2:16 (+ ahl); Mic. 2:12; 4:6; Hab.2:5; Zeph. 3:8.rs By conrrast, tnsl
kn.i occurs only during the postexilic period (l I times), when it takes over the function
of qbs and'sp (cf., e.g., the note in B.Ils concerning Mic. 1:7). A similar situation ap-
plies to qhl (39 occurences, primarily in P and Dtr texts), which often refers to the
worship assembly. The remaining verbs for "collect, gather" are generally associated
with specific objects, such as 'rft II (twice), "pick, harvesr,, (fruits), --> UiZ) laqat (37
times), "harvest, gather" (food), qwh ll (twice), "collect" (water; cf . miqwil, qii (g
times), "gather" (wood, stubble), r/<i (5 rimes), "gather, acquire,' (possessions). Only
-+'I!li ya'a/, dwing the exilic-postexilic period with the secondary meaning "assem-
ble," offers a genuine parallel to qbs.

IV. Verb.
l. Qal. The use of the qal is attested in a fairly consistent fashion throughout the OT.

In contrast to the piel, only 3 times is Yahweh the subject of the qal (Ezk.22:19-20;
Zeph. 3:8); both passages involve Yahweh's anticipated judgment on Israel or the na-
tions. In a divine discourse Hab. 2:5 criticizes tyrants who "gather" nations as illegiti-
mate possessions (i.e., repression). In connection with religious texts, qbs parallels 'sp
(Hab. 2:5 [cry of woe]; zeph. 3:8 [judgment discourse]) and is a simultaneous act with
qhl (Joel2:16 [call to penitence]). Otherwise qbs occurs largely in secular contexts,
and only Ps.41:7(6) uses it metaphorically to referto the "gathering" of mischief by
one's enemies. The remaining passages all focus on specific people as the subject and
on equally specific things or people as the objects within a concrete, generally ordinary
situation. As is also the case with ip, the qal of qbs does not exhibit any specialized
meaning. objects of such gathering can include grain (Gen. 4l:35,4g), booty (Dt.
13:11), or goods in general (Prov. l3:1 l; 28:8). Differently than in eumran, acquisition
in general or of silver and gold for the temple (2 Ch.24:5) is viewed positively. In the
vast majority of passages, however, the objects are people who are associated as a
group either through some previously shared qualification or through common inter-
ests. one common reference is to the gathering of men for war (Jgs. l2:4; I S. 2g: I ,4;
29:l: 2 S. 2:30; 3:21; I K. 20:l;2 K. 6:24; 2 Ch. 25:5), where qbs is used in a neurral
fashion to refer both to Israel and to its enemies. These passages, as also Gen. 4l , prob-
ably date to the preexilic period (excepting 2 Ch.25:5). various other people can be as-
sembled in various other contexts. The people can be gathered together for a national
assembly (2 K. 10:18; Neh. 7:5), prophets to prove their abilities (1 K. lg:19-20:22:6;
2 ch. l8:5), or other groups for various purposes, including for building the city wall

15. In this regard cf. M. Gorg, "Eine formelhafte Metapher bei Joel (2,6) und Nahum (2,11),"
BN 6 (1978) l2-14;P. H. schiingel, "Noch einmal zu qibbes0 pa'r0r Joel 2,6 und Nah 2,1 I ," BN 7
(1978) 29-31.
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(Neh. 5: l6), for a wedding (Est. 2:3), for a coup (2 Ch.23:2), etc. Strikingly, people are
only rarely gathered together for worship (l S.7:5; 2Ch.l5:9;loel2:16).

2. Niphal, Hithpael. The niphal is used both reflexively in the sense of "assemble
(gather) together" and passively in the sense of "be gathered togetheq" though the re-
flexive usage seems to predominate.l6 Only Ezk.29:,5 and Est. 2:8,19 are unequivo-
cally passive, while Isa. 56:8 and 60:7 could be interpreted either way. The subjects
are always living beings. As with the qal, secular usage predominates. Certain groups
of people assemble or come together for a specific purpose. In Gen. 49l.2 it is for Ja-
cob's blessing; I S. 25:l for Samuel's burial; Jer. 40:15 for the new beginning under-
taken by those who stayed behind; Ezr. 10:.1,1 ,9 for the annulment of mixed mar-
riages; Neh.4:14(20) forbuilding the wall; 2Ch.l3:7 forJeroboam's uprising;32:4
for work; Josh. 10:6 and 1 S. 28l4 for war. Religious events are the goal of such gath-
ering in I S. 7:6; I Ch. l3l2;2 Ch. 15: l0; 20:4, alongside which 4bs niphal is increas-
ingly used in such contexts. Similar to the qal, it refers to such gatherings in anticipa-
tion of Yahweh's judgment, though now understood eschatologically and not
specifically as judgment on Israel. In postexilic apocalyptic texts, Yahweh assembles
animals to implement his judgment on the nations, including birds of prey in judg-
ment on Edom (Isa. 34:151' cf . 34:16 piel), birds and animals of the field in judgment
on Gog (Ezk.39: l7) or similarly on Egypt (Ezk.29:,5, where fish serve only as part of
the comparison). Finally in Joel 4:ll(3:l l) the nations gather for Yahweh's eschato-
logical day of judgment.

More frequently, howevel the niphal is used in a positive sense. Both Deutero-
Isaiah and Trito-Isaiah use qbs to refer to the impending salvific age in a fashion re-
sembling the use of the piel. Moreover, both use qbs only in the discourses of Yahweh.
In Isa. 43:9; 45:20 (+ b6' and ng{); 49:18 (= 60:4); 60:7, Israel's adversaries or all the
nations gather (at Zion) to praise Yahweh's glory andZion. The monotheistic and uni-
versalistic features resonating here fit the late exilic period and thereafter. The notion
of God's eschatological salvific acts concerning Israel are also incorporated (Ps.

102:23[22]). Just as the nations gather together in a demonstration of Yahweh's power,
so also does Yahweh assemble Israel in Jerusalem (Isa.48:14; 56:8 [cf. piel]). Hos.
2:2(l:l l), a passage dating to the exilic-postexilic period, also promises that the sun-
dered kingdoms of Israel and Judah will be gathered in during the age of salvation.rT

In this regard and similar to the qal, qbs hithpael exhibits an exclusively secular
character; moreover, all passages exhibit reflexive meaning and consistently refer to
specific groups of people who assemble for a specific purpose. That purpose is war (cf.
qal) in Josh. 9:2; Jgs.9:47;2 5.2:251. Jer.49:14 (Yahweh discourse). Isa. 44:ll
(Yahweh discourse) reproaches those who produce idols.18 Only in I S. 7:7 do the Isra-
elites gather for worship. Except for Isa. 44:ll and Jer.49:14, all passages are part of

16. Contra HAL, lll, 1063.
17. So Jtirg Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD XXIV/I (1983), 34-35; a different view is

taken by H. W. Wolff, Hosea. Herm (Eng. trans. 1974),24ff.
18. Preuss, Verspottung, 208ff.
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the Dtr History; Jgs. 9:41; I S. 22:2;2 S. 2:25 date reliably to the pre-Dtr period,
though not I S. 8:4.

3. Piel, Pual. The use of qbs to refer to the gathering of Israel for the salvific age al-
ready mentioned in connection with the niphal is by far the most common use in the
piel. With few exceptions (Isa. 13:141,22:9;62:9; Hos.9:6; Joel 2:6;Mic.1:7; Nah.
2:l l[0]; 3:18), Yahweh is consistently the subject (Yahweh's spirit in Isa. 34:16). Sec-
ular meaning is involved only in Isa. 22:9; 62:9; Joel2:6; Nah. 2: I l(10), though even
these verses stand in religious contexts. Isa.22:9 reprimands the Jerusalemites for hav-
ing collected water without Yahweh's help (Siloam pool). In a fashion unusual for the
piel, Isa. 62:9 describes the harvest, certainly and thus characteristically in connection
with the salvific age. Joel 2:6, similar to Nah. 2:11(10), articulates the terrors preced-
ing the day of Yahweh. Dt. 30:3-4, to which Neh. I :9 alludes, exemplifies the majority
of occurrences, all of which except Hos. 8: l0 and 9:6 (oracles against Israelle) date to
the exilic-postexilic period. If Israel repents in exile, Yahweh will have compassion,2o
will gather together (qbs) the dispersed among the nations, and lead them back to the
land (bd'hiphil). This notion is especially prominent in the great writing prophets, for
whom qbs piel becomes a soteriological technical term often contrasting Yahweh's
previous judgments (e.g., Neh. 1:9; abandonment in Isa.54:7;zt driving out in Isa.

ll:12;zz 56:8; Jer. 23:3; 31:lO Ezk. 20:34; Mic. 4:6). Passages that use qbs parallel
with -+ 9l2t yi', "rescue," show how painful the consciousness of the destruction and
dissolution of the one people of Yahweh must have been (Ps. 106:47 = 1 Ch. 16:35,
here also -+ )y: nsl; Zeph.3:19;Zech. l0:8). The gathering of Israel from exile is un-
derstood as a return (Zech. lO:.lO, ifi!, hiphil) and as a new exodus (Ezk. 20:34:
34:13).zz

Yahweh's actions in this context are often compared to those of the shepherd who
gathers in his dispersed flock (explicitly in Isa.40:11; Jer.31:10; Ezk. 34:13; Mic.
2:12; cf . Arab. qubadaft, "shepherd who takes good care of the flock"; similarly also
Ps. 23:1), a metaphor otherwise often applied to the ruler in the ancient Near East in
describing his aid to those in need of protection .24 The gathering of the dispersed, the
primary task of the shepherd, is emphasized here as the work of Yahweh alone in an in-
tentional contrast over against other nations and their shepherds (kings, gods), and the
metaphor is rounded out by the reference to Israel as lambs (Isa. 40: 1 1). Mic. 4: I 2 uses
the metaphor of the farmer who gathers in sheaves. Just how fixed this use of qbs be-
came in its reference to Yahweh's salvific actions can be seen in several oracles of
judgment against other nations that emphasize how those nations have no one to gather
them in (Isa. l3:14 [Babylon]; Nah. 3:18 [Nineveh]; Jer.49:5 [Ammonite refugees]).

19. Jeremias, Hosea, 103, ll3.
20. -, :]U i,Ab; --> tr!11 rhm.
21. -+ ll9 'azab, X,584-92.
22. --> 1111 naQah, IX,235-41.
23. -, NI! yasa', Yt,225-50.
24. Jeremias, TDNT Vl,486.
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None of those nations has a "good shepherd." Indeed, the metaphor of Yahweh as shep-
herd can function virtually as an antitype for Israel's bad shepherds (i.e., kings; Jer.

23:3; Ezk. 34:13).
Ezekiel's use of the piel occasionally goes beyond the customary framework. In the

oracle against Jerusalem, Yahweh gathers her "lovers" to witness against her (Ezk.
16:37). Ezk. 20:34 similarly focuses on a gathering for judgment. A purifying judg-
ment takes place in the wilderness before the assembled attain final salvation (20:41;
38:8 pual) as articulated in an oracle against Gog. In Ezekiel's theology of history,
which is divided into stages, salvation comes only through judgment. Ezk.29:13 takes
the soteriological use of qbs to its extreme in asserting that Yahweh will save not only
Israel, but even the dispersed Egyptians. This use of qb; is unique and contrasts with
that in Joel 4:2(3:2), where the nations are gathered for the day of Yahweh. At the same
time, references to God's immediate and sovereign salvific actions on behalf of Israel
as expressed by qbq are countered by relatively few passages involving judgment on Is-
rael (Isa.22:9 against Jerusalem; Hos.8:10 and 9:6 as oracles against Israel; Ezk.
16:37 [see above]; Mic. l:7 in connection with the production of idols,2s though cf.
also the oracles against foreign nations). Hence qbs piel articulates the hope of the
exilic community in Yahweh's compassion on which the dispersed depend (e.g., Mic.
4:6). The exiles and the community of the second temple believe that Yahweh alone
can implement the Dtn program of unifying the people of God; he will do so by gather-
ing together both Israel and the nations in an eschatological display of his sovereign
power.

V. Qumran. The root qbs occurs 11 times in the Qumran writings published thus
far. Three passages from the pesharim (lQpHab 8:11; 9:5;4QpNah l:1126) focus on
the accumulation of illegitimate wealth by Jerusalem priests. 4Q177 (Catenaa) '7:4 and
l9:5 allude to Ezk. 25:8 and 22:20.27 4Q381 76-'71:l might allude to Ezk. 39:17.4QMa
(491) 16:4 (no par. in IQM) mentions the assembly of all Israel in Jerusalem (cf . Ezr.
10:9; Jdt. l6:22Yulg.). Occurrences in fragmentary texts include 4Q111 13:6;509 3:4;
515 19:l; llQT 55:8.

Mommer

25. See II above.
26. According to E. Lohse, Die Texte aus Qumran (Munich, 21971),264.
27. So J. Strugnell, "Notes en marge du volume V des 'Discoveries in the Judaean Desert of

Jordan,"' RevQ 7 (196917 1) 243-45, 247.
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Contents: I. Occurrences and Distribution. II. The Role of Burial in the Various Literary
Collections: l. Pentateuch; 2. Dtr History; 3. prophets; 4. chronicler's History; 5. psalms, Job.
III. Religious Meaning. IV. Epigraphic Evidence. v. Grave Finds from the Iron Age.
VI. Summary. VIL 1. LXX;2. Qumran.

I. Occurrences and Distribution. As a verb, the lexeme qbr ocatrs 86 times in the
qal, 39 in the niphal, 6 in the piel, and twice in the pual. The noun qe\er occurs 67
times and q"lird 14 times. In some passages, howeveE it is difficult to decide which of
the nominal forms is intended because, at least as regards the qatl construction, both
the pl. form qelarim as well as the fem. qeldr\loccur and in the second case the suffix
allows confusion with the plural of qe!frrd (cf .Ezk.32:22-26 and comms. in loc.). Dic-
tionaries generally define qeper as "grave," and qepari primarily as "burial" and then
secondarily 8s "grave."l Texts containing both nominal forms together give the impres-
sion that the qotl construction refers to the concrete, prepared grave, while the qatul
form refers to the surrounding locale or cemetery e Ch.26:23; cf .24:25;2g;27;lsa.
14:19; cf . yv.20-21).2

The root qbr is common to all Semitic languages. As a noun it consistently refers to
a grave, excavated hole, or corresponding stone structure into which the human corpse
was placed, and as a verb to the process of carrying the body to the grave and interring
it there.3 Its distribution in the OT is noteworthy. The verb occurs 28 times in Genesis,
59 in the Dtr History, 15 in the chronicler's History, 13 in the prophets, and once in the
Psalms. The noun qeler occurs 8 times in Genesis, 18 in the Dtr History, lg in the
prophets, and 3 in the Psalms. The noun q"!fir6 occurs 3 times in Genesis, once in

qeper. C. F. Barth, Die Errettung vom Tode in den individuellen Klage- und Dankliedern des
ATs (Zollikon,1947;219971; A. Kuschke, "Grab," BRLz, 122-29; S. Lofreda, "Typological Se-
quence of Iron Age Rock-cut Tombs in Palestine," sBFr-A, 18 (1969) 2M-g7: B. Lorenz,
"Bemerkungen zum Totenkult im Ar," w 32 (1982) 229-34; o. Loretz, "vom kanaanaischen
Totenkult zur jiidischen Patriarchen- und Elternehrung," Jahrbuch filr Anthropologie und
Religionsgeschichte 3 (1918) 149-204; E. M. Meyers, "Secondary Burials in paleitine," BA 33
(197o) 2-29; idem, "Tomb," IDBSup,905-8; L. Y. Rahmani, 'Ancient Jerusalem's Funerary cus-
toms and Tombs: Part Three," BA 45 (1982) 43-53;L. Rost, ..Grab,', BHHW I, 605-6; K. Spronk,
Beatific Afterlift in Ancient Israel and in the Ancient Near East. A)AT 2lg (1986); N. J. Tromp,
Primitive Conceptions of Death and the Nether World in the OT. Bietor 2l (1969); L. Wiichter,
Der Tod im AT. AzT lU8 (1967); P. Welten, "Besrauung II. AT,,, TRE, V, 734-3g.

On ancient Near Eastern parallels:.H. Altenmiiller, "Grabausstattung und -beigabenl' l,exAg,
ll, 837-45; D. Arnold, "Grab." lzxAg, lI, 826-3j: B. Hrouda, W. Orthmann, and E. Strom-
menger, "Grab," Rl-{,ill,58I-605; E. Strommenger, "Grabbeigabel'Rl,A, III,605-9.

l.For qeper see GesB,699; HAL, III, 1064-65; for qe!fird see GesB,69g; HAL, III, 1061.
2. See also Michel, 54-56.
3. HAL,IIL 1064a with bibliog.
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Deuteronomy, 4 times in the Dtr History, once in the Chronicler's History, 4 times in
the prophets, and once in Ecclesiastes.

II. The Role of Burial in the Various Collections.
l. Pentateuch. The JE strata of the Pentateuch mention explicitly only the graves of

Jacob and Rachel. At his own request, Jacob's sons take him from Egypt to Canaan
when he dies and inter him there in Goren-ha-Atad (Abel-mizraim; Gen. 47:30;.50:1-
1l). His favorite wife was interred in a grave (q"!firA) with a pillar (massdld) on the
way to Ephrath (Gen. 35:19-20; I S. l0:2). By contrast, the acquisition of a single
grave for Abraham and Sarah is one of the only major events P recounts about this pa-
triarch (Gen.23:l-20). Here the focus is on the 'ahuzza! qele4 legal claim of posses-
sion. The grave represents the only tiny parcel the patriarch can call his own in the
promised land. "In death they [the patriarchs] were heirs and no longer 'strangers.'A
very small part of the Promised Land - the grave 

- belonged to them."a
Not only Abraham and Sarah, but also Isaac and Rebekah, Leah and Jacob are in-

terred in the cave at Machpelah (Gen. 49:30ff.; 50: l3). With regard to all of them, rhe
authors consider it important to recount explicitly both the burial and the locale. Pecu-
liarly, the notion of being "gathered ('sp) to one's people" is mentioned in l0 instances
before the burial. Only Aaron is "gathered to his people" on Mt. Hor with no mention
of any grave (Nu.20:24-26). Hence the ancestors' graves become visibly more signifi-
cant in the later pentateuchal strata than in the earlier ones. As important as P does in-
deed consider the "gathering together of the family" after the patriarchal deaths, the le-
gal prescriptions nonetheless still insist that every corpse in a grave defiles anyone who
touches it (Nu. 19:16-18).

2. Dtr History. It is of considerable importance to many of the traditions in the Dtr
History that the various legendary heroes have an appropriate death and that they are in-
terred in the grave oftheir "fathers" (ancestors in the larger sense). Such is the case with
Gideon (Jgs. 8:32), Samson (16:31), Asahel (2 S. 2:32), Abner (3:32), Ahithophel
(17:23), andSaulandJonathan (21:14). Onlyinthecaseof Barzillaidoestherexrre-
count that the grave was that of the mother as well as the father (19:38[37]). The books
of Kings consider it essential to mention that the Israelite and Judean kings are gathered
to their ancestors and are then interred in the family grave. Here too being gathered to
one's ancestors is mentioned before the burial,s and its omission is considered an inci-
sive divine verdict on a king's rule. Was the skin-diseased King Amon buried in a tomb
in the garden of Uzza lest his condition defile even his dead ancestors (2 K. 2l:26)?

Those who after death are not interred in the family grave have a hapless end (1 K.
13:22).In a reverse fashion, the divine promise is that one will indeed be gathered to
one's ancestors in iAl6m (2 K. 22:20).

After interment among one's ancestors, the next best possibility is to be interred in

4. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21912),250
5. Tromp, 169-70.
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the grave of a highly respected person. Such was the case with Ishbaal's head, which
was placed in the tomb of Abner at Hebron (2 S. 4:12), or the man of God from Judah
in the grave of the Israelite nabi'(NRSV "old prophet"; I K. 13:30-31). Yet if an addi-
tional corpse is placed into a grave in which a prophet is buried, that corpse may un-
dergo the miracle of revivification; a dead prophet is thus by no means definitively
dead (2 K. 13;21).

In isolated instances texts also mention the stone marker over the grave, as is the
case with Rachel (Gen. 35:20, masseld), the ndbi' (2 K. 23:17, ;tyfin), and Absalom
(2 S. 18:18, masse!e1).In the last case the monument insures that the name of the de-
ceased will not be forgotten.

In general, however, every grave is viewed as an unclean place, something applying
especially to the mass graves of ordinary people (benA hd'am) before the gates of Jeru-
salem (2 K.23:6; Jer 26:23).

3. Prophets. The prophets attach similar importance to whether a deceased person is,
first, interred at all, and second, where that interment actually takes place. A grave among
the wicked constitutes profound humiliation (Isa. 53:9). A wicked life ends with the per-
son being buried like a donkey (ler.22:19). The prospect of not being buried at all is part
of oracles of disaster (Jer. 16:6). The ultimate offense that can befall a person after death,
even many years after death, is the violent disinterment and removal of one's bones. Such
is the threat against Yahweh's enemies (Isa. 14:19; 22:16; Jer.8: l; cf. 2 K. 23:16). Only
rarely is the underworld (i"'61) mentioned in connection with the grave. Apart from Isa. 14

and Ps. 88, it is particularly Ezk. 32:22,26 that associate the two in their portrayal of
the graves of hostile nations (called both q"!dr61and q"!fir61; or is the latter always to be
read?) in the underworld grouped around Assyria. By contrast, Ezekiel promises for
Israel that its graves will open and its dead rise to new life (37:12-13).

4. Chronicler's History. Together with P, the Chronicler's History attests the in-
creased importance attaching to the notion of ancestral graves during the postexilic pe-
riod. For Nehemiah, Jerusalem is the "city, the place of my ancestors' graves," for whose
sake he is driven to rebuild (rather than for the sake even of the temple! Neh. 2:3,5). Ac-
counts in Kings about Judean kings who were "gathered to their ancestors" are in sev-
eral passages enhanced by the explicit mention of the family graves, as is the case with
bothAsaandJosiah(2Ch. 16:13-14;35:24).Inthecaseofkingswhoserulewasnoren-
tirely flawless, such as Joram, Joash, and Ahaz, accounts of burial in Jerusalem received
the additional qualification "but not in the tombs of the kings" (2 Ch. 2l:20:24:25;
28:27). By contrast, Hezekiah is said to have been interred "on the ascent (bema'"ldh) to
the tombs of the descendants of David," probably a significant distinction (2 Ch. 32:33).
The skin-diseasedUzziah is buried "in the burial field (q"f;frrA?) that belonged to the
kings," probably a reference to the broader area beyond the actual dynastic tomb (2 Ch.
26:23).

5. Psalms, Job. Although the Psalms frequently mention the underworld, they rarely
speak about the qepex Later wisdom attests the increased postexilic value attaching to
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being laid to rest in one's grave, calling it the bQ hd'6ldm (Ps. 49: l2[Eng. 1l]; Eccl.
l2:5; Tob. 3:6), though the question remains whether this reference is intended meta-
phorically or literally.6 Dying without a q"!fird is horrible (Eccl. 6:3). Job considers it
incomprehensible and outrageous that the wicked often reach their graves uncontested
and that watch is often even kept there (21:32). Of course, the grave is not really
viewed as a desirable goal. Job considers his own days already extinct and now looks
forward only to the grave, which offers him no consolation (17:l).

III. Religious Meaning. The deceased are carried to the grave in a solemn cere-
mony including laments and rites of self-deprecation on the part of family, friends, and
servants.T Royal burials are different from those for normal persons, with the entire
people taking part and with rituals of fire (2 Ch. 16:14;21:19; Jer. 34:5). Such inter-
ment rites, however, lack all religious reference in the narrower sense. Neither Yahweh
nor any pagan deity is mentioned; indeed, Israel's God is not even mentioned when
kings or prophets conduct the interment ceremony (2 S. 3:31-35; I K. 13:30).

Later legal texts proscribe some mourning rites in consideration of Yahweh (Lev.
19:27-28;21:l-6; Dt. 14:1), a proscription generally understood as an anti-Canaanite
measure. These texts are so late, however, that it is hard to imagine the authors having
had any real familiarity with original Canaanite customs. Is the intention to prevent the
funeral entourage from identifying itself too excessively with the (unclean) deceased
and thus damaging their relationship with Yahweh?

Distinguished individuals such as Abraham and Rachel even take part in their de-
scendants'lives from the grave (Isa. 63:16; Jer. 31:15-17). Specialists could invoke the
deceased as '"lahim and direct oracular inquiries to them (1 S. 28), though this custom
was soon viewed as illegitimate competition to the only appropriate divination of the
future in Yahweh's own oracles (2 K. 23:24; Isa. 8:19, etc.).8 By contrast, not a single
reliable text suggests that in ancient Israel those who died under unfortunate circum-
stances were considered capable of exerting any negative influence on the living.e

One cannot determine the extent to which ancient Israel supported a cult of the dead
in which the deceased were supplied with gifts beyond actual interment.ro Dt. 26:14
considers it a transgression against Yahweh to offer part of one's tithe to the dead.
There may havebeen peger offerings for kings attheZion temple during the preexilic
period (Ezk. 43:7-9), though the prophet denounces this practice as a grievous defile-
ment of the sanctuary.ll Sacrifices for the dead are, however, mentioned during the
Hellenistic period (Sir. 30:18; Tob.4:17). At an earlier period, Isa. 65:4 reprimands
those who "sit inside tombs" (yib; to make inquiries of the dead? for meals with
them?) and engage in other superstitious rites.

6. Wiichter, 77 (metaphorically); Welten,'737 (lit.).
7. -+ 'IDO sdpa{, X,299-303.
8. + I'lR '6b ('6bh),l, l3O-34; -+ 91) yaQa', Y zl48-81.

9. Spronk, 251.
to. rbid.,247.
I l. -+ ''ll5 pagaa lX, 477-82.
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IV. Epigraphic Evidence. OT views concerning the grave are confirmed by sev-

eral epigraphic witnesses found in and on Iron Age graves in Palestine. An inscription
over the entrance to the grave of a domestic steward in Silwan warns that the grave
contains neither silver nor gold and that all intruders will be cursed.t2 The covering
plate of a second grave on the Mount of Olives notes that "the bones of Uziyahu, King
of Judah, were brought here," and that the grave may not be opened.l3 That the in-
scription was not composed until the lst century n.c.B. shows how long the idea en-
dured in Jerusalem that kings could indeed continue to exert an influence even after
death.

Two recent finds are even more significant. An Sth-century tomb inscription from
Khirbet el-Q6m near Hebron is dedicated to a certain "Uriyahu, the rich," about
whom it presumably says, "Blessed is/be (brk[t?]) he by (l) YHW and. . . by his
Asherah" (? l'irth). A stylized hand reaches down toward the grave from above.ra Re-
gardless of how the exact translation should read or what status is ascribed to the
Asherah(ta?), the inscription does in any case envision Yahweh as blessing the de-
ceased in the grave.15

In a necropolis on the southern edge of Jerusalem, archaeologists found two silver
plates on which early forms of the blessing inNu. 6:22-26 were etched and which were
placed in the graves on behalf of the deceased.16 The wish "May Yahweh bless you and
keep you, may his countenance shine toward you," can only mean that the deceased is
accompanied not by his God's blessing but by the very radiance of his God's counte-
nance itself (in contrast to Ps. 88).

V. Grave Finds from the Iron Age. Archaeological findings from Iron Age Pales-
tinian graves are of interest in this context only to the extent that they provide informa-
tion about the religious significance of such interment. Although most of the burial
chambers have been discovered in the limestone formations, such burial was not neces-
sarily representative for the broader population since the earthen graves that were prob-
ably the norm rarely leave behind much in the way of archaeological evidence (one ex-
ception being those in Qumran). Funerary culture makes a seamless transition from the

12. KAI 191.
13.TGP,81, no.55.
14. W. G. Dever, "Iron Age Epigraphic Material from the Area of Khirbet El-Kdm," HUCA

4Ot 4t (1969 t7 0) 139 -204.
15. Concerning this discussion, cf. A. Lemaire, "Les Inscriptions de Khirbet El-Q6m et

I'Ash6rah de YHWH," RB 84 (1977) 595-608; S. Mittmann, "Die Grabinschrift des Sringers
Uriahu," ZDPV97 (1981) 139-52; J. A. Emerton, "New Light on Israelite Religion: The Implica-
tions of the Inscriptions from Kuntillet 'Ajrud," ZAW 94 (1982) 2-20; Z. Zevit, "The Khirbet el-
Q6m Inscription Mentioning a Goddess," BASOR 255 (1984) 39-47; M. O'Connor, "The Poetic
Inscription from Khirbet e1-Q6m," W 37 (1987) 224-30; S. Schroer, In Israel gab es Bilder.
oBo 74 (1987),33-34.

16. G. Barkay, Ketef Hinnom: A Treasure Facing Jerusalem's Walls (Jerusalem, 1986); H. N.
Rdsel, "Zur Formulierung des aaronitischen Segens auf den Amuletten von Ketef Hinnom," BN
35 (1986) 30-36.
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(Canaanite) Late Bronze Age to the (Israelite) Iron Age, with "no particular funerary
customs seeming to be specific only to Israelite graves."lT Necropolises were generally
located outside settlements, as was the case in Jerusalem, where several cemeteries
have been found.l8 Although the Ugaritic custom of constructing burial chambers be-
neath houses has not been attested in Palestine (despite I S. 25:l; I K. 2:34), most of
the chambers were designed as family crypts with niches along the side walls to ac-
commodate several bodies.

Some graves contain a depression in one corner or even a kind of lower level
(Ketef Hinnom) into which the bones were collected after the soft tissue decayed.
The wooden or stone ossuaries popular during the Roman period served the same
purpose.le After the soft tissue putrefied, the bones were apparently "gathered to the
ancestors" once and for all in a "second burial" (Meyers). Although coffins were
rare,zo excavations show that most deceased persons received various burial objects
for their final journey, including jewelry, clothing, amulets, vessels, etc.,2l presum-
ably to make postmortal existence more bearable.22 Such objects, however, are strik-
ingly absent from the Qumran graves. Although unequivocal evidence for an ongo-
ing offering of food for the deceased is lacking, provisions for libations are widely
attested. The four (?) graves found on the southeast hill of Jerusalem pose a special
problem insofar as they were located within the inhabited part of the city. Some in-
terpreters consider these to be the royal graves of the Davidides who attained special
status.23

VI. Summary. In the OT, interment in a grave appears as a kind of parareligious
realm. The deceased is taken to the final resting place in a ritual ceremony involving
neither Yahweh nor any pagan deities (and certainly not Ba'al). The conviction that the
dead lived on in some fashion in the grave was predominant. The deceased became one
with their ancestors in the grave or at the moment of death in the sense of a "corporate
personality." Only extrabiblical inscriptions from the period of the monarchy occasion-
ally suggest that Yahweh's blessing might accompany and continue to protect the de-
ceased.

One striking feature is how rarely the grave is associated with the underworld; the
notionof beingburiedandtheattendantunderstandingof the qelerwholly lacktheun-
settling, hostile features otherwise associated with i"'61. References to the deceased
abiding in their graves rarely mention i"'61 (such is the case in the Pentateuch except-
ing the story of Joseph) and vice versa.24

17. Welten. 735.
18. E. Otto, Jerusalem, die Geschichte der Heiligen Srad, (Sturrgart, 1980), 8l-83.
t9. 8RL2,273-75.
20. rbid., 269-73.
21. Survey in M.-B. von Stritzky, RAC, XII, 438-41.
22. Wachter, 185-86.
23. Otto, Jerusalem, T9-80; but cf. J. Simons, Jerusalem in the OT (Leiden, 1952), 194-225.
24. See II.5 above.
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VIII. l. D(X. The LXX consistently translates the verb qbr as thdptein, then qeler
generally as tdphos, occasionally as mnemeion, and qe!fir| as mncmeion, mniima,
tdphos, or taphii.

Koch

2. Qumran. The root qbr occlurs I I times in the Qumran texts (including 8 in l lQT),
once in Murabba'at, and 6 times in as yet unpublished texts from 2Q-10Q. According
to IQM I l:1, the enemy's corpses (pgr) are crushed without being buried so that they
suffer the worst possible disgrace even beyond death. 4QMb 1: l0 completes the text of
IQM 19:10-11; after the decisive eschatological battle, the enemies felled by God's
sword will remain unburied. ln a pesher to Ps. 79:2-3(?), 4QTanh l-2, l, 4 sees the
corpses of the Jerusalem priests that no one will bury. According to l lQT 50:6, contact
with a grave causes a person to become unclean (allusion to Nu. 19:16).

llQT 50:10-11 asserts that a dead fetus makes its mother as unclean as a grave.

This stipulation has no OT precedent, nor were its harshness and scope ( I 1QT 50: I I -
19) incorporated by later rabbis, prompting Y. Yadin to suspect that in the Temple
Scroll version it represents a polemic against liberal views.2s

The purity regulations in the Temple Scroll represent a peculiar amalgamation of
OT sources, with regulations concerning the burial of the dead paralleling those con-
cerning the separation of persons with skin disease. 1 1QT 48:12-14 enjoins that "you
shall not do as the nations do; they bury their dead everywhere, they bury them even in
their houses. Rather you shall set apart areas in the midst of your land where you shall
bury your dead." The designation of four cities (1. 14) recalls the OT establishment of
cities of asylum (cf. Dt. 4:4lff .).

llQT 64:ll stipulates that the corpses of those who have been "hanged on trees"
are to be buried the same day.z6 4 letter from Murabba'at (46:5) praises the humane
qualities of a certain Euphronius (?), who is kind toward the poor and buries the dead.

Fabry

25. Y. Yadin, Temple Scroll, l-lllA (Jerusalem, 1983), I,336ff.
26. See J. Maier, The Temple Scroll: An Intro., Trans., and Comm. JSOTSUp 34 (Eng. trans.

1985), r34.
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Contents: I. Etymology and Meaning. II. Distribution and OT Use. III. LXX, Vulgate.

I. Etymology and Meaning. The Heb. verb qdd is related to Akk. qadddu(m), "to
bow very low, bend,"l which appears in Old Akkadian and Babylonian as well as in an
Akkadian text from Ugarit.z The relationship with qodqod assumed earlier (e.g.,
Kimchi) cannot be demonstrated, nor can the postulated distinction between qdd I and
II (e.g., GesTh) or the derivation of the Hebrew verb from a biconsonantal root qd with
the meaning "cut."3 The Sam. Pentateuch apparently attests both qwd and qdd.a Bibli-
cal Hebrew always uses the word in what is known as the "aramaizing" qal imperfect
with the familiar strengthening of the first consonant by dagesh forle.5 Moreover, the
word always stands almost immediately before a form of the verb hiitahowd,a whereby
the meaning of qdd is often construed as a "preparatory action" (HAL) for the second
verb in the sense of "bow, kneel down." Kreuzer suggests that qdd refers primarily to
the "movement of bowing," hiitah"wd to the "ideal aspect of veneration."T

II. Distribution and Use. The verb qdd occurs in the OT in Gen. 24:26,48;43:28:Ex.
4:31;12:27;34:8; Nu. 22:31;l S.24:9(Eng. 8);28:14:. I K. 1:16,31; I Ch. 29:20:2Ch.
20:18;29:30; Neh. 8:6). It is not necessary to emend qd{"rfi to qa{"Qfi in Jer. 14:2.8

In the OT qdd almost always immediately precedes a form of hiitah"wd and as such
can probably be understood as an archaic expression preserved through formulaic OT
use (so Kreuzer). As in Akkadian, Hebrew often adds 'appayim, a "relational accusa-
tive" (l S.24:9[8];28:14; I K. 1:31;2Ch.20:18:. cf. Nu. 22:31),e while the direction of
the movement, whether or not combined with 'appayim, is often designated by 'arsd

(Ex.34:8; I S.24:9[8];2814;l K. l:31;2Ch.20:18;'eresonly I K. l:31,butcf.BF1S,.
cf. also Neh. 8:6). The generally closely associated forms wayyiqq1S and wayyiitahfr,
etc., are followed by the prep. l" with the obj. Yahweh (Gen.24:26,48; Neh. 8:6; cf.
2 Ch.2O:18), the king (1 K. l:16,31), or both (1 Ch.29:20). The two verbs also ofren

qdd. S.Kreuzer, "Zur Bedeutung und Etymologie von HiitahawaUyitllwyi yf 35 (1985) 39-
60.

l. AHw,II, 890-91; CAD, XIll,44-45.
2. RS 25.460.9 - Ugaritica, V (Paris, 1968),267.
3. W. Gesenius, Hebriiisches und Aramtiisches Handwdrterbuch iiber das AT, ed. F. Miihlau

and W. Volck (Leipzig, e1883), s.v.
4. So HAL, III, 1065b.
5. GK, *67e.
6. -+ i'l'li hwh,lY,248-56.
7. Kreuzer, 46, 53.
8. So P. Haupt, "Critical Notes on Micah," AJSL 26 (190911910) 213.
9. AHw,II, 891; CAD, XIll,45.
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stand alongside one another without any further relational qualification (Gen. 43:28;
Ex. 4:31; 12:21; 2 Ch. 29:30). The subjects of such bowing are always individuals or
several persons, sometimes even an entire people, all of whom stand in a subordinate or
dependent position toward a superior, who can be either another person or a king or de-
ity. Joseph's brothers bow before him (Gen. 43:28), David before Saul (l S. 24:9[8]),
Bathsheba before David (l K. l:16,31), Abraham's servant before Yahweh (Gen.
24:26,48), and even Saul before the spirit of Samuel evoked by the medium at Endor
( l S. 28: l4). Even Balaam bows before the "angel of Yahweh" who stands before him
with a drawn sword (Nu. 22:31). The entire people bow before Yahweh (Ex. 4:31; Neh.
8:6), prompted more or less by their protagonist (Moses, Ezra).In 2 Ch. 20:18 King
Jehoshaphat takes the lead, and "all Judah and the inhabitants of Jerusalem fell down
before Yahweh (lehiitahawOl l"yhwh)." Nowhere in the OT are the two otherwise inti-
mately associated verbs qdd and hithwh more widely separated than here.

Although occasionally an author does not explicitly name the person or deity before
whom someone bows, the context rarely leaves the question open. Such is the case,
e.g., in Ex. 34:8, where it is obvious that Moses bows down before Yahweh. It is less
clear, however, in l2:21b, which says only that the people bowed down and worshiped
after Moses' Passover catechesis. This ambiguity arises because the final words of this
verse do not necessarily refer directly to the "[proto-] Deuteronomistic"l0 regulations
concerning the Passover lamb (12:24-27a) and may come from the hand of J.ll Kohata
draws attention to the common features shared by this half-verse and 4:3lb, the latter
of which makes clear that the people bow before Yahweh. Such is allegedly also the
case in l2:27b.

In the later OT books, bowing and doing obeisance apparently become a fixed part
of the Yahweh cult and can be initiated by kings or other leading figures. ln 2 Ch. 29:30
Hezekiah and his officials prompt the Levites to praise Yahweh with psalms (hll piel)
while they "sang praises with gladness, and they bowed down and worshiped." After
Ezra blesses Yahweh (brkpiel), the people answer "'Amen, Amen,'lifting up their
hands," and then "bow their heads and worship Yahweh with their faces to the ground"
(Neh. 8:6). Even King David is said to have prompted the people to engage in this
cultic action. The assembly blesses (brk) Yahweh, "the God of their ancestors," and
then they bow their heads and prostrate themselves before both Yahweh and the king
(l Ch.29:20). In such cases bowing and prostration conclude the cultic ritual.

IIII. LXX, Vulgate. The LXX uses a form of klptein in 11 instances (Gen. 43:28;
Ex.4:31, etc.), but uses eudokein in Gen. 24:26,48. Only in I Ch.29:20 does it use
kdmptein t6 g6nu, and in 2 Ch. 29:30 piptein. lts inclination to use participial forms of
these verbs suggests that the LXX considered bowing to be an essential part of
proskynesis Qtroslcynein is almost always the translation of hiitahawd).

l0.SeeM.Noth, Ilisroryof PentateuchalTraditions (Eng.trans. 1972;rcpr. l98l),30n. 106.
I L Cf., e.9., B. S. Childs, Exodus. OTL (1974), 184; F. Kohata, Jahwist und Priesterschrift in

Exodus 3-14. BZAW 166 (1986), 270-71: a different view is taken by J. Van Seters, "The Place of
the Yahwist in the History of Passover and Massot," ZAW 95 (1983) l'74.
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The Vulg. translates qdd with verbs such as inclinare (Gen. 24:26', I S. 24:9[8],
etc.),(in)curvare(Gen.43:28;Ex. 12:27,etc.),or summittere (1 K. 1:31),oftenincon-
nection with pronus, "bending down forward." Indeed, it sometimes uses pronas alone
to indicate qdd (Gen. 24:48; Ex. 4:3 I ; Nu. 22:31). In 2 Ch. 29:30 it \ses curvato genu
(cf. LXX in 29:30).

The only occurrence in Qumran is found in a fragmentary text (4Q520 l:3).
Mulderf

Erli? qdQtm

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Use: l. Overview; 2. East, East Side, Easterly Direction;

3. East Wind, Primeval Storm. III. LXX, Qumran.

I. Etymology. Etymologically the Biblical Heb. noun qddim, "east, east side, east-

erly direction," or "east wind, primeval storm,"l is apparently related to, among others,
Arab. qadim, "old, ancient, in existence since eternity";z OSA qdm, ptcp. "preceding,
one who is superior," prep. qdm/qdmy, "in front of';: grn. qadimu, adv. "at first, be-

forehand," cf. Tigr. qadam, "in front of, beforehand, earlier";a Ugar qdm, subst. "east,

east wind," prep. "in front of, opposite";s Syr. q"flimd', "what was earlier, foremost";
Mand. qdim(a), "former, ancient, primeval";6 cf. also Sam. qidd'm. In Rabbinic He-
brew/Aramaic, qdQtm/qe dtmta' gener ally means "east wind."7

II. OT. Use.
I . Overview. The noun qaQtm occurs 69 times in the OT, including twice each in Ex.

10:13 and Ezk.45:7, though largely in the book of Ezekiel (52 times excluding 45:7,
where some scholars read pe'a1 qaQim instead of MT p"'a1 qeQmd, though such reading

qdQtm. R. Albertz and C. Westermann, "l1l''l rital.t spiritl' TLOT lll, 1202-20; P. Fronzaroli,
"Studi sul lessico comune semitico. IV. La religionel' AANLR8120 (1965)246-69, esp. 258, 265;
T. Kronholm, "Guds Ande i Gamla testamentetl' TTK 55 (1984) 241-57; D. Lys, Rfiach: lz souf-

fle dans I'AT. Erudes d'histoire et de philosophie religieuses 56 (Paris, 1962); F. Stolz,
Strukturen und Figuren im Kult von Jerusalem: Studien zur ahorientalischen, vor- und

friihisraelitischen Religion. BZAW 118 (1970), esp. 87; -+ EIP qajam; -+ EJP qeQem.

l. HAL, I[, 1067-68; E. Jenni, '8.1.p. qedem past times," TLOT ll[, ll02-31' --> dl| qajam
(r).

2. Lane, U8, 2986; R. Dozy, Suppliment aux Dictionnaires arabes (Pais,21927),ll, 324.
3. ContiRossini,229; Biella, 446.
4. LexLingAeth, 463; WbTier 259.
5. For the subst.: KTU 1.100.62; 1.12,1,8: cf . UT no.2208; WUS, no. 2389; CMLz, 156; for

the prep.: KTU 1.4, Y 45; VII, 4O; l.3,IV 41; cf. M. Dahood, RSP, I,322-23, nos. 481-82.
6. For Syriac see LexSyr; 647; for Mandaic, MdD, 4O5.
7. Jastrow, l315; cf. also Fronzaroli,258,265.
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is not compellings). The word also occurs 3 times each in Genesis, Exodus, and Job,
twice each in Hosea and Psalms, and once each in Isa. 1-39, Jeremiah, Jonah, and
Habakkuk. Some conjecture qaQim, probably incorrectly, in 2 K. 19:26 par. lsa. 37:27
(cf. lQlsaa: hnidp lpny qdym, instead of MT fri"Qcpd lipnA qdmA) and Ps. 129:6 (cf.
BHS).

2. East, East Side, Easterly Direction. The semantic field of the OT noun qajim re-
mains almost exclusivelye within the spatial connotations attaching to the root qdm (esp.
qddam II). At least as regards qddim, E. Jenni's assertion that "of terms in this word group,
qedem/qd/im'east'attained no particular theological significance" applies only with sig-
nificant exceptions.l0 In its spatial meaning "east, east side, easterly direction," qdQtm oc-
curs in the OT almost exclusively in connection with Ezekiel's great vision of the new tem-
ple and the new land (chs.40-48; also one occurrence in Ezk. l1:l; see below).

One philological consideration is that in most texts, (haq)qddim, "east, east side"
(40:19 [gloss?rr]; 42:9), means "toward the east" (43:171,44:l;46:1,12;47:1,2,3,181,
48:1,2,6,7,8,16), though it is sometimes construed with he locale (qa/tmd, ll:l;40:6;
45:7; 47:1,18; 48:3,4,5,8,10,17,18,21,23,24,25,26,27,32), rarely laqqaQim (40:23;
4l:14).In the meaning "easterly direction," qdQimfittrctions consistently as the nomen
rectum in construct exprressions, including deref; haqqdjtm, "toward the east" (40:10,
22,32;42:10,12,15;'43:1,2,4), ia'ar haqqd/tm, "east gate" (40:44), rfiah haqqajtm,
"east side" (only 42:16; otherwise generally in the meaning "east wind"l2); cf. also
p"'a1 qdQim, "east side," suggested by Zimmerli in 45:7 (though see I above).

This word has only a few theological focal points. According to Ezk. 8, the prophet,
who had been active in the Babylonian exile, was taken up by a spirit and transported to
Jerusalem in 592 B.c.E. In a renewed rapture (see ll:lff.), he was present when
Yahweh's glory @ep68 yhwh, 11:23) left the Jerusalem temple (which had an easterly
orientation, chs. 8-1 1) toward the east apparently through the "east gate ofthe house of
Yahweh" (ia'ar bAyyhwh haqqaQmdnt happbneh qdQtmd, ll:l).

The account of the prophet's visionary tour from the east gate to the threshold of the
holy of holies in 573 a.c.r. (40:1-37,47-49;41:l-4) shows clearly that the path taken in
measuring the temple started at the same "gateway facing east" (ia'ar '"ier panayw
dereft haqqdflimd, 4O:6) applying to the conclusion of the measurements of the temple
precinct (42:15-20; esp. v. 15).13 After the prophet has followed the measurements, he
is taken once again to the outer east gate (wayyOlift€nt, 43:l; cf.40:24) to see Yahweh's
glory make its final entry (43:l-12; hence there is no contradiction between 43:l and
42:15 as suggested by H<ilscher, Gese, et ul. t+): 'And there, the glory of the God of Is-

8. E.g., W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 466.
9. Concerning Ps. 48:8(7), see II.3 below.
10. Jenni, TLOT lll,1102.
11. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 337-38.
12. See 3 below.
13. See the description of the outer east gate according to 40:5- 16 in Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2, 353.
14. See Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 4ll.
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rael was coming from the east (bd'midderef, haqqdjtm),' the sound was like the sound
of mighty waters; and the earth shone with his glory @ikk"!OQO)" (43:2). Hence
Yahweh himself appears in his glory, coming from the east and entering the temple
(v. 4). Elements of the Sinai theophany here are unmistakable.ls Both acoustic and op-
tical phenomena are present, "an illumination, as if by lightning, of the whole country
round about"to (cf., e.g., Dt.33:2; Jgs. 5:4; Hab. 3:3). These individual theophanic ele-
ments, which at least in part derive from the Sinai tradition, are associated here with
the usual identification of the east as the place of new beginnings and as the place
where the sun rises.lT

A small passage concerning the closed outer east gate (44:I-3) now recounts that
the prophet, who has once again been led to the gate where the kAbdd yhwh once en-
tered the interior of the temple precinct, finds that the gate has now been closed for
good. In all likelihood, the prophet draws here on the motif of the "closed gate" famil-
iar to him probably from Mesopotamian temples, whose "sacred, pure gate" OAbu
ellu) was indeed closed and served exclusively as a passageway for the gods.lS Ezk.
44:l-3 suggests similarly that the outer east gate of the Jerusalem temple was closed
once and for all and reserved as a passageway for God; no human being was allowed or
even able to pass through, though the prince ("exalted one"), the highest representative
of the lay community, was allowed to sit in the vestibule of the gate and eat his ritual
meal in this sacred area.le

Hence in Ezekiel's visions, east is not only the direction toward which the Jerusalem
temple is oriented, but is also the direction from which Israel's God both enters and ex-
its in his theophanies. Moreover, the course of the temple stream (47 :l-12) also clearly
moves in an easterly direction; "the water flows toward the eastern region and goes
down into the Arabah" Qt 6;"im'el-hag g" ltld haqqaQmdnA w "yar"Qfi 'al-ha'ard\A, v. 8).

3. East Wind, Primeval Storm. In the OT, events in nature are without exception also
divine events and as such attest divine activity in both nature and history. This under-
standing is particularly evident in passages involving the "east wind" (rfiah
[haq]qdQim, Ex. 10:13[bis]; 14:21; Ps. 48:8[7], primeval storm?; Jer. l8:17; Ezk.
17:lO; 19:12:' 27:26; Jon. 4:8; or simply qajim, Gen. 4l:6,23,27; Job l5:2; 27:21:.
38:24; Ps.78:26; Hos. 12:21); l3:15; perhaps also Isa.21:8; Hab. l:9; cf. the cjs. in
2 K. 19:26 par. Isa. 37:27; Ps. 129:6).zo

15. H. H. Schmid, "Jahwe und die Kulttraditionen von Jerusaleml' ZAW 67 (1955) 19l.
16. Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2, 4141' also H. Donner, Geschichte des Volkes Israel und seiner

Nachbarn in Grundzilgen. ATD Erg. 4ll (1983),97-102.
17. -+ Elp qaQam;--> DJi? qeQem.
18. See F. Wetzel and F. H. Weissbach, Das Hauprheiligtum des Marduk in Babylon, Esagila

und Etemenanki (Leipzig, 1938), 7l-72; A. Kassing, "Das verschlossene Tor Ez 44,1-31'
Wissenschaft und Weisheit: Zeitschrift filr Augustinisch-Franziskanische Theologie und
Philosophie in der Gegenwart 16 (1953) 17l-90.

19. -+ Nrirl nait', X, 44-53; conceming the Christian messianic interpretation of this pas-
sage, see K. Harmuth, "Die verschlossene Pforte" (diss., Breslau,1933); Kassingl -->19Vi ia'ar

20. See II.l above; also Albertz and Westermann; Kronholm.
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Although the "west wind" (rfiah yam)21 was naturally the predominant wind in Pal-
estine, the OT makes almost no mention of it (Ex. 10: 19 is of little relevance here); by
contrast, the less frequent but often catastrophic east wind, the sirocco, which could
dry up fresh vegetation in no time at all (Ezk. 17:10; 19:12; cf. also Ps. 103:16; Isa.
40:7), is mentioned with surprising frequency.z2 Many texts, however, merely describe
the natural, external character of the east wind, noting how it scorches (idp) the grain
(Gen.4l:6,23,27), blows incomprehensibly to and fro over the entire earth (Job 38:24),
dries up the fruit of the vine and strips it off(Ezk. 19 12), causes shipwrecks at sea
(Ezk.27:26), and shatters the ships of Tarshish (Ps.48:8[7]? cf. also Job l:19).

All these natural features of the east wind together with all their consequences,
however, are at the same time manifestations of divine activities as described, e.g., in
Ps.7826, which explains how "he [Yahweh] caused the east wind (qdQtm) to blow in
the heavens, and by his power he led out the south wind ftAman)."

In the Israelite understanding, then, it was Yahweh who caused the strong east wind
(rfiah qa{tm'azz6, Ex. 14:21J?) to blow toward Egypt (cf. Ex. l0:13 E?). Hos. 13:15
recounts similarly how Yahweh causes the east wind, "a blast from Yahweh," to blow
in from the wilderness and dry up Ephraim's fountains and springs precisely because
Ephraim "pursued the east wind all day long" (12:2ll)). According ro Isa. 27:8, it is
Yahweh who leads his people away before the attacking Assyrians and scatters them
"with his fierce blast in the day of the east wind."23 In the parable of the potter and the
clay, Jeremiah proclaims Yahweh's oracle to the people in view of the impending Bab-
ylonian onslaught: "Like the wind from the east, I will scatter them before the enemy"
(18:17; cf .Ezk.1l:lO; 19:.121'Tyre,27:26).In the tale of Jonah as well, it is God him-
self who brings the "sultry east wind" (rfiah qdQim fuartiil) upon rhe prophet (mnh piel,
4:8).

Wisdom texts also refer to the east wind in a theologically significant fashion. The
truly wise do not answer with inflated words or "fill themselves with the east wind"
(Job l5:2). The east wind will lift up the wicked and sweep them away (21:21). Yet the
path of the east wind remains one of God's incomprehensible mysteries (38:24).

The expression rttah (haQqAQtm resonates occasionally with mythical implications.
Such is particularly the case when Ps. 48, a probably postexilic song of Zion, recounts
how the "divine terror" cripples and confuses the enemies such that "trembling took
hold of them there, pains as of a woman in labor, as when an east wind shatters the
ships of Tarshish" (vv. 7-8t6-71). Although the latter metaphor derives ultimately from
the Phoenician-Syrian sphere,2a the notion of the mythical "primeval storm"25 appar-
ently also became part of theZion tradition (cf. related texts such as Job27:21;lsa.
21:8; Jer. l8:17; Ezk. 27:26).

21 . -+ D! yam, Yl, 87-98, esp. III. 1,2.
22. AuS, Vl, 103-9.
23. Concerning this unclear passage, see O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974),

226-28.
24. See H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1987),475.
25. See Stolz, 87 n. 60.
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IIII. LXX, Qumran. The LXX generally translates the noun qdQtm as anatoli1 (43

times), though occasionally also with, among others, kaison and n6tos (9 times).
The noun qajtm apparently occurs neither in Hebrew nor in Aramaic ( qdymt') in the

Qumran writings.
Kronholmf

D.1.1 qeiem; *EJP xqEiem; *;]?JP *qa!md; *;]?JP xqiflmd; *liDJP *qaimbn;

']iD'lP qaSmini

Contents: I. Etymology. II. Occurrences: l. Overview; 2. East; 3. Prehistoric Times, Primeval

Time. III. LXX. IV. Qumran.

I. Etymology. Regardless of whether Heb. qeQem, "in front, east, prehistoric times,
primeval time,"l is to be construed as a verbal noun or as a primary noun,2 etymologi-
cally related terms can be found in most of the other Semitic languages, including Akk.
qudmu, "front side, foremost representative"; cf. the adj. qudmtt, "foremost, existing
from ancient times";3 as a Canaanite loanword in Mari, aqdamatum, "the nearer bank
of a river, the eastern bank," "the opposite bank"; iitu aqddmi, "from before, from ear-
lier times";+ also the Ugar. adj. qdmy, "oldl' rpym qdmym, "the old rpum"'s Phoen.
qdm, "prehistoric times," in the expression "month by month, for ever as aforetime"

qejem. W. Beyerlin, Die Kubtraditionen Israels in der Verkiindigung des Propheten Micha.
FRLANTT2 (1959), esp. 78-85; G. Buccellati, The Amorites of the UR III Period. Pubblicazioni
del Seminario di semitistica, Richerche I (Naples, 1966), esp. 177-78; M. Dahood, "Proverbs
8,22-31: Translation and Commentaryl' CBQ 30 (1968) 512-21, esp. 513-14; G. Delling,
"dpxr,:," TDNT l, 478-901' E. Jenni, "d.1.1. qedem past times," TLOT lll, llo2-3; H.-P. Miiller,
"Einige alttestamentliche Probleme zur aramiiischen Inschrift yon Der 'AUd:' ZDPV 94 (1978)
56-67, esp. 61; J. Ribera, "La expresi6n aramaica MN QDM y su traducci6nl' Aula Orientalis I
(1983) 114; H. Schlier, "dvar€trtrr,: rr),..i'TDNT, I,351-53; K. Seybold, Das davidische
Kr)nigtum im Zeugnis der Propheten. FRIANT lO7 (1972), esp. 109-11; K. Tallqvist, Himmel-
gegenden und Winde: Eine semasiologische Studie. StOr 2 (1928), 105-85, esp. 125, 153.

l. HAL,III, 1069-70.
2. Verbal noun: BLe, $6ls'; primary noun: BLe, $6lj'.
3. AHw, 11,926.
4. AHw,1,62; cf . ARM, XlY,236; X, no. 80:18; XlY,267; W H. P. Rtimer, Frauenbriefe ilber

Religion, Politik und Privatleben in Mari. AOAT 12 (1971),2l n. 8; F. Ellermeier, Prophetie in
Mari und Israel (Herzberg am Harz, 1968), 69, "from ancient times."

5. UT no. 2208; WUS, no. 2390; KTU 1.4, VII, 34; KTU l.16l, 8(24); ct. J. C. de Moor,
"Rapi'uma 

- Rephaim," ZAW 88 (1976) 323-45, esp. 334, 343, "the Saviours of old"; J. F. Healey,
"Ritual Text KTU 1.161 - Translation and Notes," Uf l0 (1978) 83-86; cf. finally also Buccellati,
177-78.
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(yrl.t mn yrl.t'd'lm kqdm); cf. also Plun. qdmt, "firstfruits";6 also Arab. qidm/qudm, and

qidam, "past, ancient times";7 Eth. qddma, "in the first place, in front of, before";a
Palm. and Egyp. Aram. qdmyn, "past times"; lqdm and mn qdmn, "previously, earlier"
(also in other Aramaic dialects);e Old Aram. qdm, "prehistoric times," pl. qdm/y/n, adv.
"earlier," qdmh (Ya'tdi, Imperial Aramaic), "earlier times," etc.;ro Biblical Aram.
qoddm, "before";lt Rabbinic Hebrew and Aramaic;12 Syr. qa/ma, "first, foremost
part"; be/l"qaQmd, "first, earlier"; quSmd, "choice portion, front side (of an animal)";t3
Mand. qadamta, qadumia, "in the early morning";la Sam. qedm, qwdm,' Christian Pal-

estinian Aram. qwdm, "before, earlier."ls

II. Occurrences.
7. Overview. The noun qeQem occurs 61 times in the OT, including ll times in

Psalms; 9 in Genesis (twice in l2:8); 6 in Isa. l-39; 5 in Judges; 4 in Isa. 40-55; 3 each

in Ezekiel, Job, and Lamentations; twice each in Numbers, Deuteronomy, Jeremiah,

Micah, and Proverbs; and once each in Joshua, 1 Kings, 2 Kings, Zechariah, Jonah,

Habakkuk, and Nehemiah. Only a few times does qeSem mean "in front" either in a

spatial (Ps. 1 39:5; Isa. 9: 1 1 [Eng. l 2]) or temporal sense ("long ago, from of old," Neh.

12:46 [unless fip"lid.am is to be read instead of miqqeiem, which is highly unlikely];16
Job 29:2; Ps. 74:12; 71:6,1215,llh 143:5; Prov. 8:22; Isa. 45:21; 46:10:. Jer. 30:20;
Lam. 5:21). In approximately half the remaining occurrences, qeQem has either spatial
("east, easterly direction") or temporal ("prehistoric times, primeval times") connota-
tions in which the transition between time and space may become fluid.

2. East. Many texts luse qeQem primarily spatially. Like the West Semites in general, so

too did the Israelites take their basic orientation from the east. The east was "in front"
(qe/em), the west "behind" Ghbr), the south "to the ight" $tdmtn andftmdn), and north
"to the leftl't7 In a general sense, ofcourse, this orientation is associated with the sunrise
(11'1lD mizrdh, also "east") and sunset (l"lyD ma'araf;, also "west"). This orientation, how-
ever, is also associated in the OT with a more specifically Israelite view of reality adopted

6. Phoenician: KAI 43.12; DNSI, II, 987; R. Tomback, A Comparative Semitic l,exicon of the
Phoenician and Punic Innguages (Missoula, 1978), 284-85; Punic: KAI 69.12:' 76A.3, 7;
Tomback, 285.

7. Lane, U8, 2985-86.
8. kxLingAeth,462.
9. DNSI,II, 988.
10. S. Segert, Abaramiiische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975),549.
ll. LexLingAram, 145-46; cf. also *qaQmd, "before, against," and *qaQmay, "frstl' 147.
12. Jastrow, 1316-17.
13. LexSyr 646ff.
14. MdD,399.
15. For Samaritan: LOT, lI, 579; for Christian Palestinian: F. Schulthess, Lexicon

Syropalaestinum (Berolini, l9O3), l'14-75 -, trli? qaQam; -+ D'11 qaQim.
16. Emendation suggested by W. Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia. HAT UzO (1949),200.
17. + h!']llN 'h"ri! ('ach"rtth), I, 207-12: + I'D' yamin. YL.99-104: -+ )ltlDw i"m'61.
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probably from the original Canaanite-Phoenician inhabitants. On this view the Mediterra-
nean Sea (hayydm [ha17ad1l])18 refers to the "west,"le Mt. Zaphon (situated north of
Ugari0 the "north,"2O and the arid southern region (negep) the "south,"2t with mizrah and

qeQemconsistently representing the "east."22 The nounqeQemisused only twice in the ab-

solute spatial sense "in the front, forward, east,"23 appearing with'dl.t6r "behind," as its
counterpart: "You hem me in, behind and before ('dh6rwdqeQem), and lay your hand upon

me" (Ps. 139:5). Job, abandoned by God, declares in his third response to Eliphaz the

Temanite: "If I go forward./toward the east (qedem), he [the divine judge] is not there; or
backward/toward the west ('dhbr),I cannot perceive him; on the left/in the north (i"m'61)

he hides; and I cannot behold him; I turn to the right/to the south (ydmtn), but I cannot see

him" (23:8-9). Elsewhere the OT tses qe/em in its spatial meaning either in prepositional
phrases (miqqeQem fi"]) or as nomen rectum in various construct expressions.

The contexts attaching to the latter show that qeSem by no means always refers to a

geographically fixed area in the OT. The "eastern mountains" (har"rA-qe8em, Nu.23:7),
whence Balaam allegedly came, seem to be located in Transjordan, possibly in Hauran2a

in the hinterlands of Deir'Alla, and are, of course, ideally suited for underscoring the or-
igin of such seers among the eastern nomads.25 By contrast, the "east country" ('eres

qeQem, Gen. 25:6) to which the sons of Abraham's concubines are sent (whether meant

as a historical or genealogical note) refers to an expansive region in southern Palestine

and northwestern Arabia.26 The "mountain of the east" (har haqqeQem, Gen. 10:30),

one of the boundaries of the Joktanites, cannot be reliably identified;zz in any event it is
probably not to be identified with the Jebal luwaiq on the northern edge of Mt. Sinai.28

Hence the b"nA qe{em, the "people of the east" (Gen. 29:1;Jgs. 6:3,33; 7:12;8:lO;
I K. 5 : I 0[4:30] ; Job 1 : 3 ; Isa. 1 I : l4; Jer. 49 :28; Ezk. 25 4,10), and the ydidp qe/em, the
"inhabitants of the east" (Ps.55:20[19]), are not always to be equated with the nomads

and seminomads of east Jordan and refer rather in a more general fashion to the inhab-
itants of the Syrian-Arabian desert.2e It seems to be of some theological significance
that the Dtr History traces wisdom (cf. above concerning seers, Nu. 23:7) from the east

and from Egypt, maintaining that "Solomon's wisdom surpassed the wisdom of all the

people of the east (hoftma1 kol-b"nA-qeQem), and all the wisdom of Egypt" (l K.
5:10[4:30]; cf. Isa. 2:6; also Jenni).

Only the context can clarify the spatial meaning of miqqeQem, "in/to/from the east"

18. -+ Dr yam, Y[,87-98.
19.-+ l'lDl sapbn.
20. HAL, \,414.
21. HAL, II, 665.
22.See Tallqvist, 105-85, esp. 125.

23. See Michel, 76.
24. W Rudolph, Der Elohist von Exodus bis Josua. BZAW 68 (1938),99; Mtiller,6l.
25. Miiller, 6l n. 33.
26. See G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21972),261.
27. See C. Westermann, Genesis 1-l I (Eng. trans. 1984), 528.
28. HAL, I[, 1070a.
29. GTTOT,935; HAL, III, 1070a.
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("from the front" only in Isa. 9:l l[12]; NRSV "on the east"). Abraham pitched his renr
with Bethel on the west and Ai "on the east" (Gen. l 2: 8). Lot "chose for himself all the
plain of the Jordan, and Lot journeyed eastward" (Gen. 13: I l). lsa. 2:6 mentions "di-
viners from the east" (though the MT is problematic; cf. Brls). The geographical des-
ignation miqqe/em (cf. also Gen. 2;8; ll:2: Zech. l4:4), however, cannot always and
completely be distinguished from a temporal connotation. Although the garden in
Eden does indeed lie "in the east" (Gen. 2:8), in the context of J it is also far removed
temporally30 (cf. temporal minntqeQem, Ps. 78:2).

The expression miqqeQem /e (8 occurrences) always articulates a relationship be-
tween a known or supposedly known area and a region in the east. Ai is located "east
ofl' Bethel (Josh. 7:2; cf. Gen. 12:8), Riblah "east of' Ain (Nu. 34:ll), and so on (cf.
also Gen. l2:8; Jgs. 8:11; Ezk. ll:23; Jon.4:5). Yahweh places the cherubim ..ar the
east of the garden of Eden" (Gen. 3:24; the semantic shift in 3:22,24 over against 2:g
derives from a motif inserted at a later stage3l).

As the directional reference "east," qeQem is related to a whole series of other nouns
that derive from the same root but cannot be addressed here,3z including *qZ/em, "east,"
occurring in the OT exclusively as the accusative of place qCQmd (25 times) and consis-
tently meaning "toward the east" either in geographical descriptions (Gen. 13:14 25:6;
28:14; Nu. 34:3,10,15; Josh. 15:5; 1912,13; I K. 17:3;2K.13 17), in insrructions re-
garding the tabernacle (Lev. l:16 16:14; Nu. 2:3; 3:38; l0:5), or in connection with
temple service (l K. 7:39; 2 Ch. 4:lo; Ezk. 8: l6). This group also includes the special-
ized expression pe'a! q€ilma, "on/toward the east side" (in a general geographical sense
in Nu. 35:5;Josh. 18:20; in connection with the tabernacle inBx.27:13;38:13, with the
temple in Ezk. 45:7, where the MT should presumably be maintained; cf. BFls); also
xqi/md, "opposite, over against," or also "east of in spatial descriptions (Gen. 2:14;
4:16: I S. l3:5; Ezk.39:ll); finally the adj. *qaQm6n, "east" (fem. only, Ezk. 47:8) and
the accompanying double suffixed adj. qajmdni/qaQmbni I (10 or occurrences),33 oc-
curring 4 times with a temporal meaning ("formerly, earlier")34 and 6 times with the
meaning "east" (Ezk. 10:19; 1l:l; also the reference to the Dead Sea as the "eastern
seal' hayyam haqqaQmAnt, Ezk. 47 :18; Joel2:20; Zech. l4:8; the pendanr, the Mediter-
ranean Sea, is accordingly called the "western seal' hayyam ha'ahar6n). only Job l8:20
refers to "those in the east" (qaQmdntm, with'ahorontm as its pendant).35

3. Prehistoric Times, Primeval rime. Parallel to its spatial meaning, qeQem also re-
fers to a time prior to that of the observer, either relatively in the sense of "earlier" or
absolutely in the sense of "prehistoric times, primeval time."36

See Westermann, Genesis I-1 l, 2lO.
See ibid., 274.
+ EIP qaSamll.
See BLe, $61y0.
See 3 below.
-+ d'11 qa/tm.
-+ El?]Y '6lam, X,530-45.

30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
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Reference to a time relatively "earlier" than the present can be found, e.g., in Job's

appeal to God (chs. 29-31): "Oh, that I were as in the months of old (k"yarhA-qe8em),

as in the days when God watched over me" (29:2).In one series of liturgical texts, this

temporal relationship remains somewhat indeterminate. The petitioner remembers the

"days of old (ydmtm miqqeQem)" (Ps. 143:5; cf .71:6[5] par. "the years of long ago"

[i"n61'6lamiml), or Yahweh's "wonders of old (miqqedem)" (71:12[ll]), who is the

petitioner's "King from of old (malki miqqeiem)" (74:12 Ml though see BIIS,' cf.

Hab. 1: l2). The psalmist will proclaim "dark sayings from of old (hi861minni-qeQem)"

(Ps. 78:2), i.e., various mysteries, riddles, and hidden teachings,3T having learned "long

ago" (qe!em) from Yahweh's own witnesses that he has established them "forever"
(1"'6ldm) (ll9:152).

Even such temporally rather indeterminate contexts may already resonate with
allusions to a genuine "prehistoric period, primeval age." Other passages are more

specific concerning such an age, using qeQem to refer, e.9., to the patriarchal period

(Mic. 7:20) or to the beginnings of the people of Israel (Ps. 44:2ll); cf .74:12), ot to
the time of David and Asaph (Neh. l2:46).38 The prophetic age is also perceived as

having been "in former days (ydmtm qaQm6nim)" (Ezk. 38l'17). References in
Deutero-Isaiah are less definite. One prophetic proclamation "long ago" (miqqeQem)

anticipated Yahweh's actions in history @5:211.46:10), actions determined "from
days of old" (mimA qeiem) (2 K. 19,,25 par. Isa. 37:26; Lam. 2:11).In view of the di-
saster of the exile, some authors portray an otherwise undefined "earlier" time
([y"mA] qedem) as the ideal and goal of renewed hope (Jer. 30:20; 46:26;Lam. l:7;
5:21). Finally Isa.43:18 describes the exilic period as the "former things" (ri'idn6!)
and as "things ofold" (qadmAniy60 about which one should no longer think once the

return from Babylon has begun.

Some texts :use qeQem in a relatively specific fashion to refer to the "primeval

age" as the mythical, postcreation primeval age, as the most remote primeval age of
the world, and finally even as the age preceding creation itself. Although the OT
does not really use qe/em to refer to God,3e the blessing of Moses does speak about

a "primeval God" ('ebhA qeQem, "eternal God") and his "eternally ancient arms"
(7er6'6t '6ldm, Dt. 33:27). Later wisdom literature accordingly describes the

preexistent divine hoftmd as "primeval" (Prov. 8:22-23). Yet the created primal

elements of the world can also be described as qeQem works. The heavens as well
as the mountains are perceived as "ancient" (i"mA-qeQem, Ps. 68:34[33]; har"rA-

qeQem, Dt. 33:15; cf. also the obscure expression nahal q"Qfrmtm, Jgs.5:21, the
"primeval stream," the "front side of the

mythical primeval age (y"mA qeiem ddr61

into pieces and pierced the dragon (cf. the

6:4).

stream," "onrushing torrent"?40). In a
'6ldmim,Isa. 5l:9), Yahweh cut Rahab

"ancient giants" in Sir. 16:7; cf. Gen.

37. H.-J. Kraus, Psa}zs 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 125.
38. The emendation suggested by Rudolph, Esra und Nehemia,200, is not persuasive.

39. Contra Dahood, 513-14, on Prov. 8:22.
40. See HAL, lll,1065-66.
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Not surprisingly, being able to trace one's origin to the primeval period is consid-
ered particularly laudable, e.g., with reference to the Egyptian royal line (Isa. l9: I l,
to the extent the expression malf;a-qejem really does mean "kings of antiquity"; cf.
nsyky qdm, "ancient princes," Sir. 16:7; the reference may also, of course, be to the
"kings of the east"; cf. I K. 5:10[4:30]; tsa.2:6at), the city of Sidon (Isa. 23:7), or the
anticipated messianic ruler (Mic. 5:l; qe/em and,y"ma'6hm',refer according to Mic.
7:14-15,20 to the time of David [cf. Am. 9:l l], the exodus from Egypt, and the patri-
archs"a2).

rII. LXX. LXX translations reflect the confluence of spatial and temporal connota-
tions exhibited by the OT use of the noun qejem. The most frequent translations are
anatolii (20 times) and archd (14 rimes), rhough also archaios (9 times) (cf. Delling,
Schlier).

IV. Qumran. The use of qeQem in the Qumran texts consistently follows the OT
features already discussed. The word occurs 4 times in the Thanksgiving Hymns. leH
l3:l extols the divine "holiness from the eternal primeval age on [to all eternity],'
(qwdi mqdm'[wlm l'wlmy 'd], emendation with Carmignac from fr. l7:4), and l3:10
the works of creation, "for you have established them from before eternity" (hlqnwtmh
mqdem'wlm; qdm in the next, fragmentary line also refers to the same primeval time).
Finally, l. 12 speaks rather obscurely about the creation of something new (hdiwt),,to
break asunder things anciently established (lhpr qymy qdm) andraising up the things of
eternity ( wlm)" (concerning such new creation, cf. leS 4:25). leH frs. 7:10 and 16:7
are too fragmentary to allow interpretation.

The introduction to the Damascus Document speaks of those who "depart from the
way and abhor the precept," asserting that "from the beginning God chose them not,'
(l'bhr'l bhm mqdm wlm, CD 2:7).The following verse emphasizes thar God ..hated

their generations" for shedding blood (wyt'b 't dwrwt mdm, thotgh mdm [midddm]
might best be emended to mqdm [miqqeQem]). Finally l9:2 says that community
members are to live in camps "according to the ancient order of the land', (ksrk h,r; ,ir
hyh mqdm). 4QMa (491) ll, r, 12 uses qejem to describe the divine throne on which
"not a single king of the east/of old shall sit" (bl yibw bw kwl mltq qdm; cf. also Isa.
l9:11).+z 4QDibHama (504) 8 (recto), 3, mentions God's "miracles from of old',
(npl wt mqdm).

The noun qejem also occurs twice in the Temple Scroll, both times meaning..east,,
(rwh hqdm, l lQT 38:13, referring not, as is customary in the o! to the ..east wind,'; it
also occurs in the expression bqdm mzrh, 39:12, which is apparently the equivalent of
simple bqdm, "in the east").

Finally the Heb. adj. qdmwny, "eastern, easterly," occurs in leM 2:l2.leMyst(27)

41. See H. Wildberger,
42. Seybold, 109 n. 11;
43. See II.3 above.

Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),232-33,251.
cf. also Beyerlin, 78-85.
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1,I,3, juxtaposes future mysteries (rznhyh) with "things of the past" (qdmwnyot),both
of which are inaccessible to human knowledge.

Kronholmf
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Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Survey. III. The Yerb qaQam:1. Occurrences;2. Piel;

3. Hiphil. IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

I. Etymology. The root qdm is attested in most of the other Semitic languages as

both a verb and as various nouns.l
The Heb. vb. qdQam occurs in the OT only in the piel in the sense "to be in front,"

"go up to someone, meet, approach," and in a semantically disputed hiphil.2 It is

apparently related etymologically to the following verbs: Arab. qadama, "go in front";
qadima, "arrive, come reach";3 OSA qdm, "go in front, go toward";a Eth. qadama,

"progress, go in front" (cf. Tigr. qaddama);5 also Ugar. qdm, "go forward, approach";6

Sam. qdm qal, "be in advance, go in front";7 Old Aram. qdm, "go forward"; post-

Biblical Aram. qdm (pael, aphel);8 Syr. q"ilam, "come ahead," "do beforehand," etc.;e i1

also occurs in the Qumran writings and in Middle Hebrewl0

II. OT Survey. In the OT as a verb, noun, and preposition, qdm occtrs 204 times in
Hebrew and 47 times in Aramaic. The Heb. vb. qdQam occurs 26 times (piel and

hiphiltl;. Noun forms occurring in the OT also include -+ EtlP qAdtm, "east side, east,

qaflam. G. H. Davies, "Psalm 95: 7AW 85 (1973) 183-95, esp. 190; G. Fitzer, "Q0dvto,

npoQ0&vo," TDNT,lX,88-92; E. Jenni,'tlfp qedempasttimesl'TLOTlll,ll02-3; M. L. Klein,
"The Preposition ETjz ('Before'): A Pseudo-Anti-Anthropomorphism in the Targums," JIS 30
(1979) 502-7l. T. Lescow, Micha 6,6-8. Studien zu Sprache, Form und Auslegung. AzT U25
(1966), esp. 2l-22; idem, "Redaktionsgeschichtliche Analyse von Micha 6-7:' ZAW 84 (1972)
182-212, esp. 188-89; P. Steinkeller, "The Eblaite Preposition qidimay 'Before,"' OrAnt 23
(1984) 33-37; Wagner, esp. 100; -+ EJP qeSem; -+D'11 qaQim.

l. See Jenni, ll02; -+ Dfl. qeflem; -t d'11 qa{tm.
2. See III.3 below.
3. Lane, V8,2985.
4. Beeston, 103-4; Biella, 444-47.
5. ltxLingAeth, 460; WbTier 259.
6. KTU 1.15, IY 23; UT no. 2208; WUS, no.2389; CML2,93, 156.
7. LOT, tru2, 188,229.
8. S. Segert, Altaramciische Grammatik (Leipzig, 1975),549; Jastrow, l3l6b.
9. I*xSya 646.
10. For Qumran see V below; for Middle Hebrew see Jastrow, 1316.

11. See III.I below.
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east wind" (69 times), + E7P qedem, "in front, east, prehistoric times, primeval age,'
(61 times); *qeQem, "east" (only as the acc. of place qcQm6) (25 times, including Ezk.
45:7; perhaps read pe'a!-qadim instead of MT p"'a1-qdd.mtrzy. xqaQmd,..origin, former
state, previous condition" (5 times; but the text of ps. 129:6 is uncertainl:); also
xqijmA, "opposite, ro the east of' (4 times) ,ta *qaQm6n,..east,' (Ezk. 47:g), qagmdnt/
qa/mdnt I, "east, former, earlier" ( 10 times, though MT haqqaQmdnt in l S. 24:14 is
questionable), and qailmdn i II, collectively "the easterners" (Gen. l5:19), presumably
also the place-name q"d€m6! (Dt.2:26; Josh. 13:18; 2l:37; I ch. 6:64tEng. 791;.rs

In the Aramaic portions of the or, qdm never occurs verbally, but only as qogam,
"before, with" (38 times in Daniel, 4 it Ezra), *qagmd, "before, against,' (Dnl.
6: I I [0]; Ezr. 5'.ll), and xqajmay, "earlier, first,, (Dnl. 7 :4,9,24).16

III. The Yerb qdfiam.
7. occurrences. The Heb. vb. qa/am occurs 26 times in the or, including 24 times

in the piel (12 times in the Psalms; twice each in 2 Samuel, Job, Isaiah, Micah; once
each in Deuteronomy, 2 Kings, Jonah, and Nehemiah; possibly also cj. in I S. 20:25)
and twice in the hiphil (Job 41:3[l l]; Am. 9:10). Although the rexts and meaning of the
2 hiphil occurrences are uncertain, qdm in the intensive stem refers both to interper-
sonal relationships in the sense of "be in front, come before, meet, approach,"lT and to
the relationship between God and individual in the sense of "approach [with blessing,
kindness, punishmentl"lS or between the individual and God in the sense of ..come be-
fore [God respectfully, pleadingly, with thanksgiving, with offerings]."re

2. Piel. In isolated instances the piel of qdSam exhibits the primarily spatial,
relationally neutral meaning "be in front." Such is the case in a hymnic account of a
culric processional that is somewhar difficult ro date (ps. 6g:25-2g I2a-27)):,.The sing_
ers in front (qidd"mfi), then ('ahar) the musicians, between them girls playing tambou-
rines" (v. 26[25]; concerning the contrast between qdm and 'h, [-+ )\l1x 'ahara
('achara)1, cf. Ps. 139;5, "behind and before," 'ah6r wdqeQem). I s. 20:25 probably re-
ferred originally to a similarly neutral spatial positioning: ,.The king [Saul] sat on his
seat [at the table], as at other times . . . Jonathan was in front of him [cj. wayeqaddzm
with Lxx;zo MT wayydqornl, while Abner sat by Saul's side." Jon. 4:2 uses qdmpielin
a unique parallel sense to mean "do something for the first time.',21

12. Cf. BHS; HAL,IIJ, 1O'70b.

_ ^ 
l-3, S_aee B11S; cf. K. Seybold, "Die Redaktion der Wallfahrtspsalmen,,, ZAW 9l (1979) 250 n.

18; M. Dahood, Psalms III: t1t- j50. AB t7A (1970),232: ruAr, UI, 1070b.
14. W. Zimmerl| Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. rrans. l9g3), 317 (on Ezk. 39:11).
15. See GTTOT 9337, no. 43; cf. g6l.
16. lzxLingAram, 145-47 ; Jenni, I 102.
17. --> all qara!.
18. -+ Nlf b6', Il, 20-49: --> NI' yasa', yl,225-50.
19. -+ i]'li hwh, IY,248-56: kapap niphat; -+ )11 qaraf;.
20. See H. J. Stoebe, Das erste Bich Samuelis. XliVtiltt (lg].3),371,377.
21. See Wagner. I00.
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Several texts speak about "approaching" someone with beneficence, kindness, or
generosity. Isa.2l:14 exhorts the inhabitants of Tema to "meet" (qadd"mfr with LXX
and others; MT qidd"mttzz) the fleeing caravans of the Dedanites with (water and)

bread. The assembly regulations inDt.23:2-9(1-8) (probably late material) similarly
stipulate that neither the Ammonites nor the Moabites can be admitted to Yahweh's as-

sembly because "they did not meet (qidd"mfi) you [the Israelites] with food and water
on your journey out of Egypt" (v.5[4]; cf. Neh. l3:2). Sir. 15:2-3 invokes the same

connotation metaphorically in the assertion that wisdom will come to meet those who
fear God "with the bread of learning" and the "water of wisdom" just as a mother
comes to meet her son or a faithful spouse her husband.

The use of qdm piel in the patriarchal blessing in Job 3:12a is unique. Job laments:
"Why did knees come to meet/receive me [why was I taken onto someone's lap]?"
( qidd" mfini birkdyim).z3

In secular contexts qdm piel can also refer to negative or even mortally dangerous

events that "encounter" a person.24 A divine oracle asserts that "he [Sennacherib, king
of Assyrial shall not come into this city, shoot an arrow there, come before it
(y"qadd"mennd)with a shield" (2K.19:32 par.Isa. 37:33). Both liturgical and wisdom
authors pick up on this use from military contexts. The royal thanksgiving hymn Ps. 18

recounts how "the cords of Sheol entangled me (s"bdbttni), the snares of death con-
fronted me (qidd"mfint)" (v.6[5]; par. 2 5.22:6). The petitioner's enemies and those

who hate him "confronted me (y"qadd'mfini) on the day of my calamity" (v. 19a[18a];

par. 2 S. 22:l9a). Job similarly laments to God that "days of affliction come to meet me
( q i dd" mfrni )" (30 :27 b).

These liturgical and wisdom texts, of course, also resonate with theological over-
tones. Other passages lsing qdm speak even more specifically about the relationship
between God and the individual.

The prayer in Ps. 59, e.g., evokes God's compassionate approach: "My God in his
steadfast love will meet me (yeqadd"meni,), my God will let me look in triumph on my en-

emies" (v. ll[10]). The congregation similarly pleads: "Let your compassion come

speedily to meet us (y"qadd"mfinfi)" (79:8). Finally the "liturgy" in Ps. 2l recounts how
Yahweh comestomeet(teqadd"mennft) the chosen king "with rich blessings" (v.4a[3a]).

By contrast, reference is also made to God's hostile, even vengeful approach in the

fixed expression qiddEm panim, "confront someone's face." The prayer in Ps. 17 en-

treats God: "Rise up, O Yahweh, confront them [the wicked] (qadd"mA panayw), over-
throw them!" (v. 13a).

Ps. 89, a royal psalm, uses the same expression, qiddem pantm, in a completely dif-
ferent fashion: "Righteousness and justice (seQeq fimiipdt) are the foundation of your
throne; steadfast love and faithfulness go before yo:u (hesei we'eme! y"qadd"mfi
paneyfta)" (v. l5). The ancient Near Eastern background to this idea of divine attrib-

22. Ct. BHS and Lescow, ZAW 84 (1972) 189.
23. -+ 'l'1! brk, ll, 279-308; cf. F. Rundgren, Linguistica et philologica. Gedenkschrifi

B. Collinder (Vienna, 1984), 391-96.
24. -+ i1:'l qarA.
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utes surrounding the king as "court servants" is apparently found in the Sumerian_
Akkadian sphere, where truth, justice, etc., were understood as divine powers or pro-
tective spirits.2s

The expression qiddzm pdntm can also refer to the cultic approach before God, as in
the thanksgiving song Ps. 95: "Let us come into his presence (n"qadd,m6 pdndyw)
with thanksgiving; let us make a joyful noise to him with songs of praise,' (v. 2).

The twofold luse of qdm piel, once parallel with kdpap, probably also derives from
the cultic sphere: "with what shall I come before 1-qaaicms yahweh, and bow myself
f ikkap) before God on high? Shall I come before him(ha'aqadd"mennfi) with burnt of-
ferings, with calves a year old?" (Mic. 6:6). In this context, however, Lescow is proba-
bly correct in suggesting that both verbs derive originally from the secular rather than
cultic sphere.26 Such secondary cultic use of qdmpiel can also, of course, be spiritual-
ized as is the case in torah devotion: "I come before (qiddamtt) dawn and cry foi help; I
put my hope in your words. My eyes are awake (qidd"mfi) before each watch of the
night" (Ps. ll9:147-148; possible Aramaic influence2T).

3. Hiphil. The vb. qdm occurs twice in the hiphil according to the MT (Job 4l;3[l l];
Am. 9:10). The pericope encompassing Am. 9:7-10 probably represents .,the literary dis-
tillate of later discussion concerning the f,rfth vision" (g:3-14), dating perhaps to the time
just after the end of the "house of Jeroboam" in the year 74s.28 em. g: tO contains the
threat: 'All the sinners of my people shall die by the sword, who say, .you will not bring
about evil or allow it to meet (la'-taggti wetaqdtm) us."' Some scholars suggest taking
"evil" (hdrd'a) as the subject of the sentence, in which case one can maintain the MT
(with qdm hiphil meaning "meet, encounter," so NRSV), or read ng,iniphal or qdmpiel.
One should presumably remainwithqdmhiphil and understand it as an intensification.2e

The second divine discourse in Job (40:64r:26[4]:34]) asks: ..who can confront
me and be safe? Under the whole heaven, no one" (41:3tlll). Scholars often adduce
the LXX in suggesting, though probably erroneously, the emendati on mi hfi' qidd"m6
w"yiilam instead of MT mt hiqdimant wa'"iall?m.30

rv. Lxx. The LXX generally translates qdm piel as prophthdnein (15 times),3r
though also as synantdn (4 times) and with various other terms (including twice as

25. see H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. lggg),207 (ps. g9:15[14]), with documenta-
tion; H. Ringgren, Word and Wisdom (Lund, 1947), 53ff.; -+ N0) tissa,, V1i,Z+S_SO.

26. Lescow, zAw 84 (1972) 188-89; cf. idem, Micha, 2l-22; contra w. Beyerlin, Die
Kuhtraditionen Israels in der verkiindigung des propheten Micha. FRLANT j2 (1959), 5l;
5-: 

K9:h^' "Tempeleinlassliturgien und Dekaloge l' Studien zur Theologie der alttestamentlichen
Uberlieferungen. FS G. von Rad (Neukirchen, 196l), 54-55.

27. See Wagner, 100.
28. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos (Eng. trans. 197'l), 345,347.
29. See ibid., 349.

. 10. E.g.' G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KATXyI (1963), 525, s27;cf. w. Eisenbeis, Die wurzel
E)CI imAT. BZAV l13 (1969),316-tg.

3 l. See Fitzer, 9 1.
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katalambdnein, once each as hypantdn, bdllein, epibdllein, proporefiesthai, prokata-

lambdnein), and qdm hiphil as anthistdnai (Job 4l:3[11]?) or ginesthai (Am. 9:10).

V. Qumran. The verb qdm occurs only rarely in the Qumran writings. Concerning
the acceptance of those who would enter the covenant, the introduction to the Commu-
nity Rule advises that "they shall be neither early nor late for any of their appointed
times (lw'lqdmlpiell'tyhm)" (1QS 1:14; cf. lQpHab I l:8). The Damascus Document
stipulates that no impure person shall enter a house of prayer; "and at the sounding of
the trumpets for assembly, he shall go there before or after (ytqdm w yt 'l.tr) [the meet-

ingl, and shall not cause the whole service to stop" (CD ll:21-23). Finally the word
qdmnw occurs in 4QDibHam" (504) 7:12.32 The verb qdmdoes not occur in the Temple
Scroll.

Kronholmf
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Contents: I. l. Semitic Languages; 2. Occurrences; 3. Word Field; 4. LXX. il. Concrete

Meaning: l. "Cut Off, Shear"; 2. "From the Sole of the Foot to the Crown of the Head."

III. Idiomatic Expressions: l. "Come/Be upon a Person's Head"; 2. "Shatter a Person's Head."

l. l. Semitic l,anguages. Northwest Semitic primary nouns meaning "head, highest
place, top of the head, person," related to Heb., Middle Heb., Jewish Aram. qo{qd{t in-
clude Ugar. qdqd and, in the East Semitic sphere, AY.k. q/kaqqadu.z

2. Occurrences. This term occurs 12 times (including Nu.24:17 cj.), including 5

times in the Pentateuch, twice each in the Psalms and Jeremiah, and once each in the

Dtr History Job, and Isaiah.
In Nu. 24:17 qodqdd is to be read after the Sam. version and Jer.48:45. MT qarqar

(CD 7:20; 1QM 11:6; 4QTest l3) is interpreted after Middle Heb. qrqr I, "tear down,"
or III, "bello*"3 (cf. also Isa. 22:5).

HAL, Lil, 1071b; Jastrow, l3l7; qulqul form, cf. GK, $84up.
For Ugaritic: WUS, no. 2392; for Akkadian: AHw, 11,899-900; CAD, Xlll, 100-l13.
See HAL, IIII, I l48b s.v. ''!PllP; Jastrow, 1427.
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3. word Field. rn the or the term qodqdd occurs only in poetic contexts and in a
specific idiom.+ Parallel terms include ro'i, "head" (cf. Ugar. qdqd par. ,'1s), p,'d,
"temple [of head]," *po1 "forehead," traditionally ..female pudenda.,'6

This word field also includes gulgdlel, "skull," me;a41, "forehead, brow," *raqqd,
"temple [of head]," also moah, "marrow, brainl, pdntm, ,,face,,, and the terms for ..bald

head."7

Another parallel to qojqdd as the sensitive part of the body is -+ lI..lI zer6a.,..arm,"
as opposed to kap-regel, "sole of the foot." This opposing term identifies qoQqd{ as
having the basic meaning "highest part of the head," with qoQqdQ sz'dr rcfering spe-
cifically to rhe "top of the head."

wherever sodqad is used with the word field "hair," iz'dr the key word naziri,,con-
secrated one" (cf. Nu. 6:2,5) appears, especially with verbs meaning ..shear, 

cut.,,8

4. lxx. The LXX assumes that qodqdd occurs 9 times (not in Nu. 24: l7; Jer. 2:16;
3l[48]:45). The LXX translates it 6 times as koryphl (so also variant to Jer. 3l(4g):44
[end]) and once each as kephald, drchon, and drchein.

II. Concrete Meaning.
l - " cut off, shear." Cutting off the hair of prisoners of war was a degrading humili-

ation and a sign of enslavement.e yahweh threatens to "lay bare,' the heads of the
haughty daughters of zion (? iph piel')o traditionalry spfu, "make scabby" [or scribal
error from iph piel, "make bare"?l) in Isa. 3: 17 (par. .rp piel, .,shave"; 

cf . 7:20). The
notion of "cropping" one's hair (r'h, Jer. 2:16, cj. y"'drfift to il, piel r) is applied to Is-
rael's own humiliation in Egypt (addendum from Jeremiah's later period?I2) Both pas-
sages merge the concrete background with metaphorical meaning.

2. "From the sole of the Foot to the crown of the Head." The beauty of scheming
Absalom (2 s. 14:25) as well as the loathsome sores on Job (Job 2:7 ; cf. Dt. 2g:35) ex-
tend mikkap ragl6 w"'aQ qodqodo, "from the sole of his foot to the crown of his head"
(cf. the expression with ra'J in Isa. l:6; also Lev. 13:12). euite independent of a per-
son's nature or character, this expression refers to the body as a whole. Although
Yahweh does notjudge a person by this external appearance (cf. 1 S. 16:7; Job l0:4;
Isa. 53, etc.), he can indeed punish a person's body for disobedience (Dr. 2g:35; cf.,
e.g., Am.4:10).

4. See II.2 below.
5. M. Dahood, RS4 I, 335, no. 511.
6. HAL,III, 983b.
7. -+ n)r gillah (giltach),LlIl, 5-20.
8. See II.l below.
9. --r nh gillah (gillach.), ilI, 9-10.
10. G. R. Driver, "Hebrew Notes," W I (1951) 241-50,herc 241-42.
I l. See III.2 below.
12. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Ul2 (31968), 19.
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Ancient Near Eastern contracts, especially those of Esarhaddon, recall the Dtn/Dtr
imprecations: "May Gula . . . [put] an unhealing sore in your body."l3 The expression

ultu qaqqadtya adi iepOya, "from the crown of my head to my feet," is attested in Akka-
dian parallelsla so that one need not ascribe this motif exclusively to Dtr thinking.l5

III. Idiomatic Expressions. The SodSad represents both the highest and an ex-

tremely vulnerable part of the human body. Whatever befalls the "crown of the head"

also befalls the person as a whole. In this regard, the OT uses several idioms also found

in its surrounding cultures (cf. also the similar use of -+ ll/N'l rd'i, "head").

l. "Come/Be upon a Person's Head." Both good (Gen.49:26, "abundant blessings,"

birkat; Dt. 33:16, "favor," rasbnt6) and evil (Ps. 7:17[6], "violence," hamas par. "mis-
chief," 'dmdl) can "come" or "be upon" a person's head, i.e., upon the entire person.

While references to the "good" probably evoke the notion of the beneficent laying on of
hands,lT Yahweh's own intervention can cause misfortune to return to the head of the per-

petrator like a cast stone (cf. Sit. 27 :25-26). 18 In these contexts the OT \ses hayA 1", "be

granted to," b6'l", "come upon," and ydra{'al, "fall upon" (par. ifib b", "fall back upon").

2. "shatter a Person's Head." The expression "smash a person's head in with a

mace," SAG.GIS.RA, is a Sumerogram for AY'k. nAru, "kill,"le and represents an ex-

pression for killing common throughout the ancient Near East, sometimes abbreviated
to "shatter the skull."2O Although the mace was hardly used as a weapon of war after
the Middle Bronze Age, in both language and iconography it continued to represent the

weapon of gods (esp. Syro-Mesopotamian) and kings (esp. Egyptian).2l
The OT uses several verbs to refer to the "shattering" of a person's skull and thus of

the whole person, including mhs, "smite, beat, shatter" (after Jer. 2:16 cj. y"ro'fif,, also
r", "break to pieces"22;, metaphorically 'ft[ "devour," and trp, "tear to pieces." The Song

of Moses predicts it will happen to the east Jordanian adversaries of the "lion" Gad (Dt.

33,,20). The fourth Balaam oracle (Nu. 24:17 cj.) anticipates it happening to the "sons of
Seth," or Moabites, at the hands of David23 (cf. 2 S. 8:2). The late (cf. LXX) oracle to the

13. ANET 534a; cf. R. Frankena, "The Vassal-Treaties of Esarhaddon and the Dating of Deu-
teronomy," OTS 14 (1965) 122-54, esp. 146, 130.

14. EA 295:9-lO; cf . ARM, X, 126:13-14:' HAL, Ill, l0'llb.
15. So W. Werner, Eschatologische Texte in Jesaja 1-39. FzB 46 (21986), 122 on Isa. 1:6.

16. See, e.g., EA 326:18-19.
17. H. Gunkel, Genesis (Eng. trans. 1997),461.
18. Idem, Die Psalmen. HKAT lUz (51968), 27; cf. esp. WbAS, Y, 531.
19. A. Falkenstein, Sumerische Gdtterlieder AHAW (1959), I,73.
20. In general: cAD,XIIJ, lO2;WbAS,Y,264, 12;531,2; KTU l.2,lY,2l-22; l:18, I, 11; IV

22, etc.
2l.RIA,, Y582-83; LexAg,lll,414-151'8RL2,185,103ff.;O. Keel,Symbolismof the Biblical

World (Eng. trans. 1979), 291-306, ills. 394ff. (on thwarting enemies; with bibliog.).
22. See II.l above.
23. K. Seybold, "Das Herrscherbild des Bileamorakels Num. 24,15-19: TZ 29 (1973) l-19,

esp.4ff.
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nations in Jer. 48:45 alludes to this last passage, calling the Moabites the "people of tu-
mult." Finally, the hymn Ps. 68:22(21) anticipates Yahweh shattering the heads of his
enemies, "those who walk in their guilty ways" (milhallZf; ba'"iamayw1.z+

Schwab

24. See, e.g., EA l4l:31, said of the king's enemies.

alp qaQar; Illl?jf qalrfi1: n'l:llP q"larannil

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT Use. III. LXX, Qumran.

I. Etymology. Etymologically related terms include Jewish Aram. qdr peal and

hithpael, "become dark";l Arab. qaQira/qaQura, "be/become dirty, unclean"; and

Mand. qdr pael, "strike, blow, wound," panel, "be black."2

II. OT Use. The root qdr occurs 19 times in the OT. The verb occurs 17 times, in-
cluding 13 in the qal, 3 in the hiphil, and once in the hithpael; the derivatives qay'rfu
and q"86rannt occur once each. The root occurs only once in a narrative ( I K. I 8:45),
otherwise in "discursive" speech. The main meaning is "be dark, gloomy, dirty,"
whence it can shift to "mourn," the former meaning applicable primarily to the sky and

stars (7 times), the latter to people (8 times).
After a drought, "the heavens grew black (hilqadd"rfi) with clouds and wind" (l K.

18:45). In connection with the "day of Yahweh" at the advance of the apocalyptic host
against Jerusalem and at the final judgment of the nations, "the sun and moon are dark-
ened (qdddrfi.) and the stars withdraw their shining" (Joel 2:10b par. 4:15[3:15]). The
judgment upon Pharaoh is accompanied by cosmic convulsions, as the prophet says in
the name of Yahweh: "When I blot you out, I will cover the heavens, and make their
stars dark (w"hiqdartt); I will cover the sun with a cloud, and the moon shall not give
its light. All the shining lights of the heavens I will darken above you ('aqdir?m), and
put darkness on your land (hoieb" (Ezk. 32:7-8).t Isa. 50:3 also focuses on Yahweh's

qa/ar. L. Delekat, "Zum hebriiischen W6rterbuch," VT 14

J. Scharbert, Der Schmerz im AT. BBB 8 (1955), esp. 58-59.

t. ANH,37t.
2. MdD,405.
3. Concerning the chiasmus hiqdarti -'aqdtrdm, see L. Boadt,

cal Roots in Ezekiel," W 25 (1975) 696-97.

(19641 7-66. esp. 55-56:

'A:B:B:A Chiasm of Identi-
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judgment: "I clothe the heavens with blackness (qadrtt!), and make a ,(aq their cover-
ing." Following v.2aa,ba and continued by v. 9b, this verse may describe the destruc-

tion of the gods in heaven in whom Israel's oppressors trust.4

The portrayal of the disaster wrought by the foe from the north (Jer.4:5-31) in-
cludes the prediction: "For thus says Yahweh: The whole land shall be a desolation,
and I will make a full end. Because of this the earth shall mourn (te'"bal), and the heav-

ens above grow black (w"qaQ"rfr)" (vv.27-28). Here the meaning "grow dark" overlaps

with "mourn." Such overlapping occurs even more clearly in Ezk. 31:15, where in the

name of Yahweh the prophet describes the circumstances accompanying Pharaoh's

"lofty cedar" into the underworld: "I made mourn the deep (he'"balti). . . I darkened

Lebanon for it (wd'aqdirf's
Mic. 3:6 luses qdr metaphorically in announcing a darkness that will rob the wicked

prophets of their ability to prophesy: "Therefore it shall be night to you, without vision,

and darkness to you [reading h"idkA; see BllS] without revelation; the sun shall go

down upon the prophets, and the day shall be black over them (w"qddar)l'
Zech. 14:6 reads: "On that day there shall not be either light ('6r) or 'cold or frost"'

(cf. BIIS). Since this verse must be referring to the darkness of the end time, it contra-
dicts v. 7.6 Although W. Rudolph thus suggests reading '6r qdQ€a "fading daylight,"z
this reading sunders the statements concerning the light (vv. 6a,7) from v. 6b, whereas

the reading qbr, "cold" (instead of '6r), or the deletion of '6d allows the cessation of
light and darkness (v. 7) then to follow upon the cessation of cold (v. 6).

In Job 6:16 qdr describes the appearance of water. Job compares his faithless
friends with wadis that run dry (v. l5). He then elaborates on this metaphor by juxta-
posing the winter condition of such "torrent beds" that "like freshets pass away, that
run dark (haqqdl"rtm) with (melting) ice" and "snow that becomes invisible as it melts
and flows away" (v. 16) on the one hand, with its summer condition on the other, when
such streams lack water completely (v. l7).e Delekat takes a different view, rejecting
the meaning "become dirty, turbid," for Heb. qdr and suggesting rather that in Job 6:16

the streams "become dark," i.e., covered with ice and snow.

Elsewhere in the OT, qdr means "mourn," a meaning Delekat derives from the ac-

companying "dark" or "gloomy" facial expression with reference especially to the

LXX, which renders qdr in Ps. 35 14; 38:1(6); 42:lO(9); 43:2 as slcythropdzein, "to
look angry or sullen, be of a sad countenance," and in Jer. 8:21 and 74:2 as skatoilsthai,

4. R. P. Merendino, "Jes 50,1-3 (9b.1l)," BZ 29 (1985) 232; a different view is taken by
C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),225, who thinks the continuation of v. 3
has been lost.

5. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel2. Herm (Eng. trans. 1983), 145: "I dressed Lebanon in mourning."
6. W. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharja l-8 - Sacharja 9-14 - Maleachi. KAT XIIU4 (1976),

232.
'l . See HAL, lll, lo'72a.
8. K. Elliger, Das Buch der zwdlf Kleinen Propheten, vol. II: Die Propheten Nahum,

Habakuk, Zephanja, Haggai, Sacharia, Maleachi. ATD ){XY (81982), 177, advocates reading
qdr; F. Horst, Die Zwdlf Kleinen Propheten. HAT U14 121954r,258, advocates deleting '6r

9. See F. Horst, Hiob. BK XYUI (31968), 108-9.
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"grow dark, gloomy."lo By contrast, Scharbert adduces the "unkempt appearance" and
"neglect of personal grooming."l I H.-J. Kraus suggests that the psalmist was blackened
by the ashes of the penitential rite and had to wear the dusty clothes of a penitent.l2
Dalman similarly suspects that mourners dressed in dark clothing.13

The vocabulary associated with these 9 occurrences is fairly stereotypical, including
6 instances of the qal ptcp. of qda in 4 instances occurring with a form of ft/k. Thus we
read in the lament of the individual that "all day long I go around (hillafttt) mourning"
(Ps. 38:7[6]); "Why must I walk about ('elck or 'e!hallz$) mournfully?" (42:l0b[9b]
par. 43:2b); "bowed down (iah61i) and in mourning" (35:14). Job laments: "I go about
(hillakti) mournfully [NRSV 'in sunless gloom']" (30:28). In Mal.3:14 the prophet
cites the lament, "It is vain to serve God. What do we profit by keeping his command
or by going about as mourners/with a mournful countenance (hdlaftntt q"Qdranntfi be-
fore Yahweh of hosts?"ia In Jer. 8:21 the prophet laments: "For the hurt of my poor
people I am hurt, I mourn (qdQarti), and dismay (iammd) has taken hold of me." One
hymnic section in Job praises God as the one who "sets on high those who are lowly,
and those who mourn (qdQ"rtm) are lifted to safety" (5:11). Jer. l4:.2 uses qdr meta-
phorically: "Because of the drought, Judah mourns ('abeh) and her gates languish,
they lie in gloom on the ground (qdderit):ts

IIII. LXX, Qumran. The LXX renders qdr 4 times as slcythrdpdzein (see II above)
and otherwise generally with derivatives of sftdros, including syskotdzein (1 K. l8:45;
Jer.4:28;Ezk.32:7,8; Joel 2:10; 4:15[3:15]; Mic. 3:6), skotoilsthai (see II above), and

skotizein (Ezk. 3 I : 15).

Only qaQrfil occurs (once) in the Qumran texts. The suffering petitioner laments: "I
am clothed in blackness and my tongue cleaves to the roof of my mouth" (lQH 5:31).

Schmoldt

10. Delekat. 55-56.
ll. Scharbert, 59.
12. H.-J. Krats, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. 1988), 394.
13. AuS, V,214.
14. Translation according to Rudolph, Maleachi,285-86; and NRSV.
15. W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT Ul2 (31968), 98.
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W1l rtct:; uiJ.iz qoQei; $11p qd/6i;ui1p qaQei;lVW q"deia; utlpD miqrtdi:
w.1.1. qeSei

Contents: I. 1. Etymology;2. Extrabiblical Witnesses; 3. OT Word Fieldl 4. OT Derivatives.
II. OT Use: l. J:2. E, D, Dtr History: 3. P; 4. Chronicler's History; 5. Isaiah; 6. Jeremiah;

T.Ezekie|'8. Minor Prophets; 9. Psalms; 10. Wisdom; 11. Daniel; 12. Sirach. lll. qa/ci, q"fuiA.
IV. LXX. V. Qumran.

qdi. M. C. Astour, "Tamar the Hierodule," JBL85 (1966) 185-96; W. Baetke, Dos Heilige int
Germanischen (Ttibingen, 1942);W. W. Baudissin, "Der Begriffder Heiligkeit im AI," Studien :ur
semitischen Religionsgeschichte, ll (Leipzig, 1878), l-142; G. Bettenzoli, Geisr der Heiligkeit:
Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchung des qdi-Begriffs im Buch Ezechiel. Quadenti di Senitisticrt
8 (Florence, 1979); H. Bojorge, "Sed santos, porque santo soy yo Yav6 vuestro Dios: De la
naturaleza 6tica del cllto," RevBibl 37 (1975) 223-34; U. Bunzel, Der Begriff der Heiligkeit itn AT
(Lauban, l9l4); P. Burgelin, "La d6sacralisation," RSR 57 (1969) 503-18; R. Caillois, L'homme et
le sacrd (Paris, 1939); A. Caquot, "Le sacr6 dans I'AI," Positions luthdriennes 28 (1980) 3-15:
E. Castelli, ed., k sacrd: Erudes et recherches (Paris, 1974); idem, ed., Prospettive sul sacnt
(Padua, 1975); H. Cazelles, "Impur et sacrd d Ugarit," Al-Bahit. FS J. Henninger (St. Augustin/
Bonn, 1976), 37-47;idem, "Pur et impur aux origines de I'h6breu et ir Ugarit," MUSJ 19 (1975176)
443-49: H. Cazelles, et al., "Puret6 et impuret6," DBt IX, 398-554; H. Cazelles, C.-B. Costecalde,
and P. Grelot, "Sacr6 (et saintet6)," DBS, X, 1342-1483 (with bibliog.); C. Colpe, ed., Die
Diskussion um das "Heilige." WdF 305 (1977); E. Com6lis, "Les formes du sacr6," RSR 57 (1969)
481-5O2 C. B. Costecalde, "La racine QDS aux origines du sacr6 biblique" (diss., Paris. 1983);
C. T. Craig, "Paradox of Holiness," Int 6 (1952) 147-61: B. Didier, Le champ clu sucrd (Paris,
1982); P. E. Dion, "Did Cultic Prostitution Fall into Oblivion During the Postexilic Era?" CBQ 43
(1981) 4l-48; M. Douglas, Purilv\ and Danger (London, 1966); A. Dumas, "Sacr6," Enctclopedia
uniyersalis, XIY (1972),579-8 l; M. Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane (Eng. trans. 1963); idem,
Pattems in Comparative ReLigion (Eng. trans. 1963); J. Etienne, "L homme et le sacr6: Pour une
clarification conceptuelle," Revue thdologique de l,ouvain l3 (1982) 5-17;C. A. Evans,'An Inter-
pretationof Isa8,l1-l5Unemendedi'ZAW9'l (1985) 112-13; A.-J.Festugidre, l,asaintetd(Paris,
1942):E. J. Fisher "Cultic Prostitution in the Ancient Near East? A Reassessmenrl' BTB 6 (1976)
225-36: J. E. Fison, Understanding, the OT: The Wa-v of Holiness (1952; repr. Westport, 1979);
A. Fridrichsen, Hagbs-Qadoi: Ein Beitrutg zu den Voruntersuchungen zur christlichen
Begrffigeschicftre (Kristiania, l9l6); H. S. Gehman, "Ayroq in the Septuagint, and Its Relation to
the Hebrew Original," W 4 (1954) 337 -48' A. Gelin, "La saintet6 de I'homme selon I'AT." BVC l9
(1957) 35-48; M. Gilbert, "Le sacr6 dans l'AI," in J. Ries, et al., eds., L'expressiott du sucrd dans
les grandes relig,ions, I (Louvain-la-Neuve, 1978), 205-89; R. Girard, Violence and the krcred
(Eng. trans. 1988); M. I. Gruber, "Hebrew qddeiah and HerCanaanite and Akkadian Cognates,"
UF 18 (1986) 133-48; idem, "The Qad€S in the Book of Kihgs and in Other Sources," Tarbi:52
(1982/83) 162-'16; A. de Guglielmo. "Sacrifice in the Ugaritic Textsj' CBQ 17 (1955) 76-96:
J. Hiinel, Die Religion der Heiligkeit (Giitersloh, 1931); B. Hiiring, Das Heilige und das Gute
(KraillingMunich. 1950); R. Harris, "The Naditu Woman," FS A. L. Oppenheim (Chicago, 1964),
106-35; E. F. Harrison, "Holiness," ISBE, lI, 725-29' G. F. Hasel, "The Identity of 'The Saints of
the Most High' in Daniel 7," Bibl 56 (1975) 173-92. esp. 176-85, 190-92 H. Huppenbauer. "'ti't9
und i'l'1i10 in der Sektenregel von Qumran," TZ 13 (1957) 350-51; W. Kornfeld, "Prosrirurion
sacr6e," DBS, VIII, 1356-'14: idem. "QDS und Gottesrecht im AT," Congress Volume, Vienna 1980.
SW32 (1981), l-9; idem, "Reine und unreine Tiere im Nll' KairosT (1965) 134-47: H.-J. Kraus,
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l. l. Etymology. In the OT qdiei (holy) and hol (seaiat) are mutually exclusive

terms (cf. Lev. l0: l0; Ezk. 44:23). Because they are based on universal human experi-

ence, their distinction or antithetical character has never been an issue of dispute in re-

ligious studies. M. Eliade suggests that every definition of the phenomenon "religion"
"has its own way of showing that the sacred and the religious life are the opposite of
the profane and the secular life." G. van der Leeuw defines the "holy" or "sacred" as

"what has been placed within boundaries, the exceptional (Latin sanctus).. . . Whoever

is confronted with potency clearly realizes that he is in the presence of some quality . . .

which cannot be evoked from something else but which, sui generis and sui iuris, can

be designated only by religious terms such as 'sacred' and 'numinous."' According to
K. Goldammer, people sense that the "holy" is something totally different from them-

selves and implies a qualitative distinction between the divine on the one hand, and hu-

man beings and the world on the other.l

"Das heilige Volk: Zur alttestamentlichen Bezeichnung 'am qaddi:' Biblisch-theologische Aufsiitze
(Neukirchen-Vlryn, 1972), 3't -49: P. Ladridre, "Le sens du sacr6 et le m6tier de sociologue," Ar-
chives de sciences sociales des religions 57 ( 1984) I 15-40; Y. Lavoine, I* retour du sacrd (Pais,
1977);F.-1. Leenhardt, La notion de saintetd dans / A7(Paris, 1929);T. E. McComiskey, "qAdai"'
in R. L. Harris, et al., eds., Theological Wordbook of the OT 2 vols. (Chicago, 1980), II' 786-89;
J. Milgrom, "sancta Contagion and Altar City Asylum," Congress Volume, Venna 1980. SW 32

(1981), 278-3lO; idem, "The Alleged 'Demythologization and Secularization'in Deuteronomy,"
IEJ 23 (1973) 156-61; H. Mtihlen, EnrsakralisieruLng (Paderborn, l97l); H.-P. Mtiller, 'lip qal
holyl'TLOT III, I103-18; J. Muilenburg, "Holiness," 1DB,11,616-25;M. Noth, "The Holy Ones of
the Most Highl' The ktws in the Pentateuch and Other Studies (Eng. trans. 1966),215-29;
J. Oman, "The Idea of the Holy," JTS 7 (1924) 275-86. R. Otto, The ldea of the Holy (Eng. trans.

1926); W. Paschen, Rein und unrein: (Jntersuchung zur biblischen Wortgeschichte. SANT 24

(1970); O. Procksch and K. G. Kuhn, "&yoq," TDNT I, 88-115; J. Renger, "Untersuchungen zum
Priestertum in der altbabylonischen Zeitl' 7A 58 (1967) 110.88; J. Ries, Le sacri comme approche
de Dieuet comme ressource de l'homme (Louvain, 1983); G. Rinaldi, "Santi siate, perchd santo

sono io," BeO lO (1968) 163-79; H. Ringgren, The Prophetical Conception of Holiness. UUA 12

(1948); W. H. P. R<imer, Sumerische "Kdnigshymnen" der Isinzeit. DMOA 13 (1965); J. Sawyer,

"The Qumran Reading of Isaiah 6,13: ASTI 3 (1963) I ll-21;O. Schilling, Das Heilige und Gute

im AT: Heilig als ontische und ethische Kategorie (Mainz, 1957); W. Schmidt, "Wo hat die
Aussage: Jahwe 'der Heilige'ihren Ursprung?" ZAW74 (1962) 62-66;G. Schrenk, "1ep6el'TDNT
Ill,22l-83; N. H. Snaith, The Distinctive ldeas of the OT (London, l9M);W. von Soden"'Zur
Stellung des 'Geweihten' (qdi) in Ugarit," UF 2 (1970) 329-30; N. S<iderblom, "Holiness (General

and Primitive) : ERE, Yl,73l-41; J.-M. de Tarragon, k culte d Ugait (Paris, 1980); S. Terrien'
"The Numinous, the Sacred and the Holy in Scripture," BTB 12 (1982) 99-108; G. Vahanian, "En-
tre sacr6 et kairos: I'utopie," RHPR 6l (1981) 259-69; N. Walker, "The Origin of the 'Thrice-
Holy,"' NfS (1958/59) 132-33; H. Webster, Taboo: A Sociological Srudy (Stanford, 1942);
E. Williger, Hagios: (Jntersuchungen zur Terminologie des Heiligen in den hellenisch-
hellenistischen Religionen. RW 19 (1922); B. Wilson, "The Retum of the Sacred," Journalfor the

Scientific Study of Religion 18 (1979) 268-80; J.-J. Wunenburger, Le sacrd (Pais, 1981); P. Xella,
"QdS: Semantica del 'sacro' ad Ugarit," in S. Ribichini, ed., Materiali lessicali ed epigrafi, I
(Rome, 1982), 9-17; E. M. Yamauchi, "Cultic Prostitution," Orient and Occident' FS C. H.

Gordon. AOAT 22 (1973),213-22; W. Zimmerli, "'Heiligkeit' nach dem sogenannten Heiligkeits-
geserz," lrl30 (1980) 493-512.

I . Eliade, Patterns, 1 ; G. van der Leeuw, Religion in Essence and Maniftstation, 2 vols. (Eng.
trans. repr. 196'7),1,47 -48 K. Goldammer, Die Formenweh des Religidsen (Stuttgart, 1960), 53.
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The etymology of the rcot qdi and its derivatives is still unresolved.2 Interpreters
have not accepted Ltzzato's suggestion that qdi might be a combination of yqd ("burn")
and ?tf ("hre") such that y"quQ'Ei ("burned in fire") might originally have referred to
the burnt offering and subsequently to anything consecrated to the glorification of God.3
By contrast, most interpreters concur with Baudissin's thesis that the likely presence of
biconsonantal root forms prompts us to understand the qd in qdi as having the basic
meaning "separate, sunder," analogous to hd in hdi, "new" in the sense of "separated
from the old."a Although this thesis seems to support linguistically the widespread view
that qdi means "separated, isolated, different from the surroundings,"5 some scholars
raise objections. The notion of "separating" is attested largely by pr-constructions (cf.
prd, pry, prrn, prs, pr$, prq, pni pri); an original meaning of "separated" for 4dJ would
then be only a derived one. Neither does the comparison between qd- and hd- yield the
expected results, since the shift q/h has not been demonstrated. Nor can one demonstrate
the meaning "separate" for all qd-constructions in the Semitic languages at large. By
contrast, a word's etymon emerges through its use over the course of its history; hence
one should examine each of the qdi derivatives contextually.6

2. Extrabiblical Witnesses. a. Akkadian. In AkkadianT the verb qaddiu(m) G stem
(stative only) means "be/become clean," D stem "clean, purify" (Old Akkadian per-
haps in reference to things in everyday life [sesame?8], otherwise South Babylonian
only as "consecrate" cultically, said of persons, a loam terrace, curtain, axe, images9);
adj. qaiiu(m), masc. "consecrated, holy" (Old Assyrian/Neo-Babylonian, said of edi-
f,rces, cult functionariest0); qadiitulm), fem. "pure, consecrated one" (Middle Assyr.,
Middle Bab. qadiltu, Old Babylonian in Mari also qaiiatum,' cf. also in Old Babylo-
nian and Neo-Assyrian the fem. PNsll); the derivation qadiutu refers to (l) status as a
divine qadiitu (Neo-Babylonian); (2) the status of a qdi cultic servant (Ugaritic);r2
qudduiu, "cleansed, sanctihed" (Middle/Neo-Babylonian), said of objects, sacrificial
sheep, a stream, buildingsl:;. The verb qaiddu(m) G stem (also stative only), "be/be-

2. See Costecalde, DBE X, 1356-61.
3. See A. Ravenna, in Castelli,224.
4. Baudissin, 19-40, esp. 19-20.
5. Ct. WTM, lY, 249; Procksch, 88; Dumas, 580; W. Eichrodt, Theology of the O\ 2 vols.,

OTL(Eng. trans. 1961-67),1,270-82; FestugiEre, 14-15; Gehman,3371'E.Jacob,Theology of the
OT(Eng. trans. 1958),86; Jastrow, 1319;Wunenburger,5; H.Riicker, DieBegriindungender
Weisungen Jahwes im Pentateuch. ETS 30 (1973),79, l4l.

6. Cf. Costecalde, 1360-61; Miiller, 1103; J. F. A. Sawyer, "Root-Meanings in Hebrew," "/SS
12 (1967) 37-50.

7. See Costecalde, 1361-93.
8. See I. J. Gelb, Old Akkadian Insciptions in the Chicago Natural History Museum (Chi-

cago, 1955), table 47, 1. I 1.

9. See AHw, II, 891.
10. See AHw, I1,906.
71. AHw,II, 891.
12. Von Soden, UF 2,329-30; AHw, ll,89l-92.
13. AHw, ll,926.
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come clean, pure," D stem "cleanse, consecrate," developed as a result of euphonic me-

tathesis di = id; adj. qaidu(m), "clean, pure, holy" (said of gods, the cult, sacrifices);
qaidiltu, "qaidatu/qadi.itu-status"; quiiudu, "most holy" (Middle Babylonian/Assyr-
ian for qudduiu, said of temples, sacrifices); cf. also qu-da-iu(m) (Old Akkadian), qu-

da-ie-e (Southern Babylonian), and the fem. PN qu-da-iu (in the sense of "not tainted,
radiant, clear, transparent," jewelry, earring?). I a

The derivatives just mentioned are found almost without exception in religious-
cultic contexts where they qualify objects, places, and persons that as a prerequisite

have been "cleansed, purified" and thus "consecrated," i.e., dedicated to the deity, and

are now to be placed in a more intimate relationship with that deity. The term qudduiu
is often associated with the two words for "clean, pure|' ellu and ebbu.ts

The class of women known as qadiitu emerged in the 2d millennium, was generally

associated with cultic prostitution,l6 and existed alongside the other two classes of
women, the kulmaittu and nadrtu, to the middle of the lst millennium. The Code of
Hammurabi mentions these three classes of women, all of whom were dedicated to the

temple cult and probably performed similar service.lT Their respected social status

gradually diminished, and by the Neo-Babylonian period the name came to refer to
simple street prostitutes.l8 Even though their activity as sacred prostitutes is only as-

sumed and has not been demonstrated textually,le it is certain that they were dedicated
to Ishtar (Sum. Inanna), the goddess of love and fertility who bore the epithet qadiitu2o

and as such was consecrated to the gods.

b. Ugaritic. Although the tablets constituting the Ugaritic witnesses2r are often

damaged and thus difficult to read, and although one cannot always be certain whether
qdJ is intended as an adjective or as an abstract substantive,2z all the qdi derivatives oc-

cur without question in religious contexts, including ritual instructions and mythologi-
cal texts. The term 4d.i is used to describe the gods themselves as well as everything as-

sociated more intimately with them, belonging to them in nature, or consecrated and

thus associated with them by human beings.

The expression qdi-w-'mrr either refers to a pair of gods or applies both attributes to

one and the same deity and can be translated "holy and exalted."23 Keret is described as

ipll llpn wqdi, "offspring of the Kindly One and [of the fem.?] holy being," with qdi

14. Concerning the metathesis see GaG, $36b; overall AHw, II,906,925,930.
15. -+ ''l:]D tahar Y,289-90.
16. See Kornfeld, "Prostitution"; Astour; Yamauchi.
17. CH $l8l; ANET, 174.
18. Cf. BWL, 102-3; Harris, 107 n. l7; Renger, 183.
19. See Fisher,229.
20. Riimer, 150.
21. Enumerated in Costecalde, 1373.
22. Xella, 13.
23. KTU 1.4, IY 2,3,8, 13:' ANET 133a, ll. 2,8, 13, 16-17; R. Dussaud, RIIR 105 (1932)

283-89, advocates a reference to a divine pair; U. Cassuto, Biblical and Oriental Studies,2
vols. (Eng. trans. 1973-75), U, 182-83, advocates assigning both attributes to a single god (also

trans.).
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representing either an attribute of a god or the name of a goddess.2a The expression bn
qdi refers primarily to members of the heavenly assembly and can be translated as "son
of holiness," "son of the gods," or simply "gods," "holy ones."2s The expression bn qdit
probably means "son of the goddess qadif'rather than "son of a consecrated one"
(Bab. qadiitu), since sacred prostitution has not yet been attested in Ugarit.zo Personnel
lists refer to qdi(m), "consecrated ones,"27 often together with khnm, ,,piests,,, but
without indicating their concrete function. Nothing in the text suggests that they might,
in analogy to Assyr.-Bab . qadiitu, refer to male cult prostitutes.28 The term qdim refers
to a priestly class, more specifically to the cultic servants supporting the priests in the
temple.2e The verb forms n.i4dJ and tqd(i) (cj.) occur in a ritual text and refer to the
consecration of a sacrificial animal before its actual sacrifice.30

The term qdJ describes Ba'al's voice, i.e., thunder as an expression of divine power
(cf. Ps. I 8:14[Eng. 13];29:3-5); it also describes the cup, /cs qdj, reserved for the gods,
and the citadel, hlm qdi. It occurs in synonymous parallelism with Ba'al's mount as the
dwelling place of the deity, and can describe the steppe, mdbr qdi, where the divine
children temporarily stop, and the wilderness of Kadesh. Finally qdi freqtently refers
to a sanctuary, the locus of encounter between gods and human beings, often as the
preformative construction mqdit.3r

c. West Semitic Inscriptions.In West Semitic inscriptions qdi as a verb means "con-
secrate" (yiphil, pael, aphel) or "consecrate oneself' (hithpael), though not ..clean, pu-
rify" as in Akkadian texts. one consecrated oneself to the deity (e.g., punic, to b'l 'dr),
animals (e.g., Phoenician, to mlqrt), or objects (e.g., an altar to 'nt).32 One could also,
however, consecrate or dedicate things to other persons, particularly graves to descen-
dants.33 In these cases the act of consecration followed the final preparation of the
grave or the act of dedication, and whatever was consecrated then belonged exclusively
to the deity or to the persons designated by the celebrant.

The ptcp. mqdiyn, "consecrated, sanctified" (Palmyr. pael abs. masc. pl. pass. ptcp.)
is used in connection with a grave complex dedicated to the descendants of the person

24. KTU 1.16, I, 10- 1 1,21-22;11,48-49; ANET, 147a, KRT C, I. 10-1 l, 2t-22; t48a,ll. I I l-
12; Xella, 13: TO, 1, 419.

25. KTU 1.2,r,21,38; III, 19-20; ANET 130,ll.2l,38.
26. KTU 4.69,y, ll; 4.412,I, I l; 1.81, l7; WUS, no.2397; de Tarragon, t39-4O.
27. KTU 4.36,2; 4.38,2: 4.68,73: 4.126.7.
28. Suggested by D. Urie, "Officials of the Cult at Ugaritj' pEe 80 (1948) 43; A. F. Rainey,,"The

Kingdom of Ugait:' BA 28 (1965) 124; objections from von soden, uF2,329-30;yamauchi,2l9.
29. T. Yamashita, RS.B ll, 67, no.34; C. H. Gordon, Ugarit and Minoan Crere (New york,

1966), l8; Xella, 1 12; idem, review of J.-M. de 'farragon, Le culte d ugarit d'apr\s les textes de
la pratique en cun€iformes alphabetiques (Paris, 1980), UF l3 (1981) 331; WtlS, no.2393.

30. KTU 1.119, 30; cj. KTU 1.161,30; Xella, l0; deTarragon,T3-74.
31. KTU 1.4, VII, 29-30, 3l-32 (Ba'al's voice); also C. J. Labuschagne, ..)ip q6l voice],

TLOTIIl,1135-36; KTU 1.3,I, 13 (cup); KTU t.t6,t,7;il,46 (ciradet); 1.23,65 (steppe); also
J. Aistleitner, "Gtitterzeugung in Ugarit und Dilmun," A cta Orientalia Hungarica 3 (1953) 295-
3ll; R. Dussaud, R/1R 108 (1933) l4-15 (Qadesh); KTU 4.609,15 (sanctuary).

32. DNSr, il,993-94.
33. See Palmyrene, DNSI, II, 993.
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who established it and already containing a corpse.3a The term mqdih is unclear in the

context bim d'lh mqdih (Jewish Aram. pael emph. masc. sg. pass. ptcp.: "in the name

of the sanctified God"3s). The form more likely represents a pael emph. sg. act. ptcp.,
"consecrated to the name of God."36

References to sanctuaries or other cultic locales are made with the srtbst. qdi(m)3l
and the preformative construction mqdi, which can also refer to the concrete sacral

sphere within a temple (cf . mqdi bt 'irt38). The meaning of the qdiwhy in the temple
(Palmyr. pl. + 3d masc. sg. .u1.:e) is unclear and has been interpreted as "sacred objects,

area of the sacrificial offerings."aO Nonetheless, all these qdi substantives doubtless re-
fer exclusively to cultic edifices, locales, or objects consecrated to the given deity.

The adj. qdi+t also serves to qualify the cult and its utensils (cf. mlkt qdit, "the sa-

cred cult";+z qdmt qdit, "sacred firstling offerings";43 cultic bowls with the Paleo-

Hebrew inscription qdi;44) or a city (cf. coin inscriptions: Phoen. lgbl qdit,2d century
c.e., Heb. yrwilfy]m hqd[w]ih, 66-'73 c.e.a5). It can also serve as an epithet for
deitiesa6 and as a nominalized adjective can become the name of a deity (cf. Qudiu;41
Imp. Aram. b'l qdsn, "lord of the gods (of the holy ones)."48

d. Derivatives. All the Semitic languages attest qdi derivatives (verbs, adjectives,

substantives, PNs) whose root is discernible in the consistent sequence of conso
nants.4e Because the original meaning of the root itself can no longer be determined,
the history leading up to these derivatives and their use in the various dialects is also ir-
retrievable. The meaning of the individual words, howeveg can be determined from the

context, which for allthe qdi derivatives is a religious one. The focus is never on ethi-
cal or moral issues, but rather on an act of consecration, surrender, or dedication to a

deity.
Kornfeld

34. DNSr, rr,993.
35. So A. Dupont-Sommer, "Deux lamelles d'argent )r inscription h6br6o-aram6enne

trouv6es ir Agabeyli (Turquie)," Jahrbuchfilr kleinasiatische Forschung I (1950) 203; DNSI, ll,
993l "in the name of the sacred God."

36. So Costecalde. 1385.
37. Phoenician, Punic, DNSI, [, 994; concerning the variant kdi in CIS, I, 3778.5, see

J. Friedrich and W Rollig, Phdnizisch-punische Grammatik. AnOr 46 (21970), $39.
38. Phoenician, Punic, DNSI, II, 678-79 mqdi bt'itrt, tn CIS, l, 132:2-3.
39. J. Cantineau, "Tadmoreal'Syr 14 (1933) 171, l.5.
40. See DNSI, il, 994-95.
41. DNSr, \,993-97.
42. Phoenician, C1S, I, 86A:6.
43. Punic, CIS, 1, 165:12.
44. Y. Yadin, "Excavations at Hazor, 1957: IEJ 8 (1958) 5; Y. Aharoni, Arad Inscriptions

(Jerusalem, l98l), 116.

45. G. A. Cooke, Text-Book of North-Semitic Inscriptions (Oxford, 1903), 350, 356.
46. DNSr, 11,994-95.
47. Costecalde, I 3881T.

48. Ahiqar 95; ANET 428b.
49. J. Bary "Did Isaiah Know about Root Meanings (Isa. 7:8)?" ExpT 75 (1964) 242-43.
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S. Morenz views Egyp. dir as a term corresponding to Sem. qdi and believes that
the basic meaning is "set apart."50 The word also occurs in ts dir in reference to a cem-
etery meaning not "splendid land" but rather "land that has been set apart." It is often
used together with Jr:, "secret," and imn, "hidden." A priest can be "hidden" or "con-
cealed" with reference to his inner disposition and Qir toward what he has seen; i.e., he

keeps it to himself. Although the study of J. K. Hoffmeier seems to confirm this mean-
ing,5r other semantic nuances resonate in {ir as well, and the word seems to have been
used in a much more restricted fashion than was qd"i.

Ringgren

3. OT Word Field. Although qdi has no synonyms, it is related to -+ ail9 tahar
since being "consecrated" or "sanctified" does presuppose a condition of cultic accept-
ability and purity as also expressed by the metaphorical use of -+ O)) kdlas. A similar
conceptual relationship obtains with -+ llJ nzr leading to the occasional or even fre-
quent LXX rendering of thr and nzr with dyr-/&yvr (hagi-/hagni-) constructions. Just as

qddei/hAlsz andmhAr/tAma'C'l;'tU lftr; NDU 1m) are contrasting terms (Lev. 10:10; Ezk.
22:26; 44:23), so also does -+ d)11 hdram constitute the contrasting sphere to qdi in
the sense of consecrating something to Yahweh for destruction.53

Miiller lists the distribution of the 842 occurrences of the Heb. root qdi in the OT.5a

Significant concentrations are found in the books of Leviticus (152), Ezektel (105),
and Exodus (102), followed by Numbers (80), Isaiah (73), and Psalms (65). It occurs
48 times in the Dtr History but then 120 times in the Chronicler's History, including 60
in 2 Chronicles alone. The root does not occur in Nahum, Ruth, Canticles, and Esther.
Strikingly, Jeremiah does not use the root very often (only 19 times), nor does wisdom
literature at large (5 in Job, 3 in Proverbs, 1 in Ecclesiastes). The Aram. qaddti, "holy,
sacred," occurs 13 times, but only in the Aramaic portions of Daniel.

4. OT Derivatives. The following derivatives of qdi occur in the OT:
a. qdi qal. The stative verb qdi qal perfect designates the status of present or future

consecration, and the imperfect the act ofbeing consecrated valid for both the present
and future (no ethical connotations). The following can be "consecrated": priests and
their vestments (Ex. 29:21); everything that comes into contact with the altar, the cultic
utensils, and any sacrificial material (Ex.29:311'30:29;Lev. 6:11,20118,271); the pro-
duce designated for the sanctuary (Dt.22i9); arm bearers in holy war (l S. 2l:6151).

b. qdi niphaL God is the only subject in the niphal. He "shows himself to be holy"
by manifesting his unchangeable divine holiness before Israel (Ex. 29:43) and the na-
tions (Ezk. 2O:41 ; 28:22,25; 36:23; 38:16: 39 :27 ).

50. S. Morenz, Egyptian Religion (Eng. trans. 1973), 99-100.
51. J. K. Hoffmeier, The Sacred in the Vocabulary of Ancient Egypt. OBO 59 (1985).
s2. -+ ))n hu g), rv, 409-17.
53. Concernin g miqdai, "sanctuary," see also -+ );f X 'ohel, l, I l8-30; ,+ I1r) bayil bayith),

II, 107-16; -+ ND) tissa', VII, 232-59; -+ ll9D ma'6n, Ylll,449-52,; -+ E1j2D maq6m, Vll,532-
44; --> \)!iD miikan, IX, 58-64.

54. Miiller, 1106-7.
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c. qdi piel.In the piel qdi refers first of all in a factitive manner to the generation of
the condition described in the qal, "bring something/someone into the condition of ho-
liness/consecration according to the cultic regulations." It then also refers to "declaring
something/someone holy" (the sabbath, Gen.2:3; Ex.20:ll). Finally, in an estimative
sense it refers to "considering/viewing something/someone as holy" (the sabbath, Jer.
17:22,24,27).

d. qdi pual. The pual is passive to the factitive in the sense of "be made holy; be
holy/consecrated" (Ezr. 3 :5).

e. qdi hithpael. The hithpael is reflexive to the piel. One sanctifies or consecrates
oneself (Ex. 19:22;Lev. Ll:44;20:7). God "shows himself to be holy" (as in the niphal,
Ezk. 38:23). One brings oneself into the condition of consecration or cultic purity
(even without any mention of the particularritual; cf. Nu. l1:18; Josh. 3:5; 7:13; I S.
l6:5) or "is sanctified" (NRSV "keeping themselves holy," 2 Ch. 3l:18).ss

f . qdi hiphil. In the hiphil qdi means causatively to "make holy, consecrate, offer,
surrender to God as a possession" (Josh. 20:7: I Ch. 23:13; 2 Ch. 29:19;30: l7). God
can declare something or someone to be consecrated to him (Nu. 3:13; I K. 9:7). One
can "view something/someone as holy" (Nu. 20:12; 27:14;lsa.29 231.sa

g. qa86i. The adj. qd86i is formed like the adjectives of verbs of condition (cf.
ga/61, fih6r qtuAn). It qualifies ritually significant places (mdqbm), the camp
(nnh"neh), the people of Israel, its priests, Levites, and believers, as well as God him-
self (cf. qal6i 'an?, Lev. l1:44-45), as whose epithet the nominalized adjective func-
tions (qeQ6i viird'€I,32 times, including 25 in Isaiah). The term qd/6i is not used in
connection with sacrifices, clothing, or utensils.

h. qo/ei. The abstract noun qoQei, "holiness," is the most frequently occurring de-
rivative of qdi. It often replaces the adjective as a genitive attribute (Lev. l9:8) or is
used absolutely as an adjective (10: l0) or predicatively with hyh (19:24). Secondarily
the abstract noun can become a concrete designation for "sanctuary" (Ezk. 4l.21) and
finally for anything touched by holiness, including the gradation q6lei (haq)qodaiim,
"most holy" (Nu. 4:4; Lev.2l:22).

i. qa/ei/q"8?iA. The nominalized adj. qdQdi (masc.)lq"Q4id (fem.), "consecrared
one" (cf. Al,k. qaiium/qadiitu[m11,st refers to male and female cult functionaries fa-
miliar from Canaanite cults, whence they were incorporated and imitated in syncretis-
tic rituals in Israel.

j. Place-Names. A temple or sanctuary might prompt the emergence of qdQdi and
the dialectical variant qeQei in place-names (cf. Gen. l6:14;sa Josh. 12:22;20:7; Jgs.
4:6).

55. Concerning the passive sense of the hithpael, see GK, $25g; G. Bergstrisser, Hebrciische
Grantmatik, ll (1929', repr. Darmstadt, 1985), S18b.

56. See HP, 41,59-60.
57 . AHv', II, 891 .

-58. V. Fritz, M. Grirg, and H. F. Fuhs, "Kadesch Barnea - Topographie und Siedlungs-
geschichte im Bereich der Quellen von Kadesch und der Kultstdtten des Negeb wfirend der
Krinigszeit," BN 9 (1979) 45-'70.
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k. miqddi. P and Ezekiel are especially inclined to use miqda,i a noun with *ma-

preformativese in the singular to refer to a "sanctuary, temple," and in the plural to
refer to the various edifices associated with the sacred precinct. The term ntiqdai
can also refer to the sacrificial offering (Nu. l8:29), to Yahweh himself as the
source ofholiness (Ezk. l1:16), and perhaps even to "holiness" as such (Lev. 19:30;
26:2).

II. OT Use.
l. "/. J texts prior to the revelation to Moses in Ex. 3 avoid all qdi derivatives. Al-

though these texts maintain qa@i as a place-name (Gen. 14:7; 16:14 20:l), they use
it to refer neither to sacrificial offerings (4:3-51'8:20;22:2) nor to places where the pa-

triarchs encountered God (12:6; 2l:33). Gen.28:17 does not constitute an exception,
since after dreaming of the heavenly ladder Jacob calls the place n)ra', "awesome,"
but not qa86i. R. Otto finds that 28: 17 confirms his own understanding of the "holy"
as both tremendum and fascinosum. "[Y. 17] connotes solely the primal numinous
awe which has been undoubtedly sufficient in itself in many cases to mark out 'holy'
or 'sacred' places."6o H. F. Fuhs understands qadbi and n)ra' as synonyms even
though certain differences are unmistakable.6l Fear is prompted not by holiness but
by the manifestation of God's power as also reflected in the parallel use of n6ra'and
ga/61.

Only in Gen. 38:6-24 does J luse a qdi derivative to describe Judah's daughter-in-
law as q"/eid, "consecrated" (vv. 2l-22), albeit without ascribing to her any religious
consecration, since in the immediate context J also uses -+ ilJl zdndh, "play the harlot"
(vv. 15,24), as an equivalent. According to the text, Judah did not perform any ritual act
with her, as Astour suggests,62 but rather viewed her as a common street prostitute,
prompting the LXX to translate both terms as p6rne.

J uses a qdi derivative for the first time in Ex. 3:5 to qualify something as "holy/
consecrated." At the mount of God, Yahweh tells Moses that he may not come any
closer to the bush and must remove his sandals because he is standing on'a{ma1 qodei.
Eliade adduces this prohibition to support his thesis regarding inherent danger in the
holy; for this nonhomogeneous space must be set apart as a sacred area (taboo).63 The
text, however, says only that the mountain was consecrated by God's presence, not that
it had always been considered holy;fl the removal of sandals represents a renunciation
of any claims to possession (cf. Dt.25:9; Ruth 4:7),i.e., an acknowledgment of God as

owner rather than a sign of fear on Moses' part. Ex. 3:6 (E) says that Moses' fear is
prompted not by the holiness of the place but by the vision of God.6s

59. GK $85e.
60. Ono, 131; cf. P. van Imschoot,Theology of the OT (Eng. trans. 1965),42.
61. -+ N''lr 1:arE', YL,300-302.
62. Astour, 192.

63. Eliade, Sacred and Profane,20; also Goldammer, Formenwelt, 192.
64. Caquot, 6.
65. See "fear of God" in the traditions of the northern kingdom; -+ l\1\ yarE', VI, 301.
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Ex. 19:10-15 is generally ascribed to J.66 Yahweh instructs Moses and the people
how to prepare for the theophany. Moses is to consecrate the people "today and tomor-
row" (weqiddaitam, v. l0), which he does (way"qaddZi, v. l4). The people are ro wash
their clothes (vv. 10, 14) and prepare (kfrn niphal6t ) to meet God on the third day. Moses
is to secure the area around the mountain and prohibit incursions under the threat of
death (vv. 12-13). At his own initiative Moses also enjoins sexual abstinence (v. 15).68
The clear subject of qdi piel (w"qiddaitam, way"qaddei) is Moses, whose function has
been given different interpretations because of the ambiguous piel.6e Some interpreters
understand it as meaning "place into a condition of holiness, sanctify,"zo though the
ethical component seems to make it inappropriate for the present context. Others un-
derstand it declaratively in the sense of "declare holy,"zt though the text mentions no
presuppositions anticipating such a declaration ofthe people as holy, as in the sense of
"sanctify oneself."72 This view devalues Moses' own role as mediator since the people
are then allegedly able to effect their own sanctification. Hence the meaning "conse-
crate" is preferable.T3 God wishes to encounter Israel under certain circumstances. Mo-
ses consecrates the people, i.e., places them into a condition allowing them to approach
God safely, though the text still does not describe any specific consecratory rite.

The last place J uses a qdi derivativeTa is in Nu. ll:18: "Consecrate yourselves
(hi1qadd"ifi) for tomorrow, and you shall eat meat." The occasion here is the quails
God provides, though here too the text does not describe how the consecration takes
place.

Kornfeld

2. E, D, Dtr History. As regards the other non-Priestly Pentateuch sources and the
Dtr History, one can note first of all that the victory song in Ex. 15 (date?) associates
Yahweh himself with the root qdJ 3 times. In v. I 1 we learn that he is ne'QAr in qdSei as
is no other; the context also speaks of him as nbra' and'diEh pele' (cf. also ne'flari in
v. 6). The goal of the redeemed people is the abode (naweh) of his holiness (v. 13; the
land? the temple?). Finally, he is said to have established his sanctuary (miqddi) or,the
mountain of his inheritance (v. 17). This passage thus associates God's holiness with
his sublimity and singularity; his temple (and land?) is holy.

66.E.Zenger, Israel am Sinai: Analysen und Interpretationen zu Exodus 17-34 (Altenberge,
21985), 130-38, 179-95, ascribes the text to E (after viewing it as having multiple strata in the lst
edition of his book tl982l).

67. -+ J'l) kfin, Yll,96.
68. Concerning the notion of special sanctification through sexual abstinence, see Cazelles,

DBS, tX,496-97.
69. See HP, Sl, 59ff.; HAL, lll, lO73-74.
70. F. Michaeli, Le livre de I'Exode. CAT (1974),II, 166.
71. Leenhardt,43-51.
72. B. Couroyer, L'Exode. Bible de Jdrusalem (Paris, :1968), in loc.
73. Costecalde, 1409-10; G. Auzou, De la servitude au service (Paris, 1961),254.
74. See Cazelles, DBS, VII, 789.
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Dt. 32:,51considers the lack of faith in Yahweh manifested in Meribath-kadesh to be

a ma'al and a failure to maintain Yahweh's holiness (piel) among the Israelites.
The Blessing of Moses (Dt. 33; from an older source?) contains two puzzling pas-

sages. Yahweh comes from Sinai m€rif;epd1 qd/ei (v.2), while the "holy ones" of the

peoples (or of the people?) are in his hand and do homage to him (v. 3). The first ex-

pression may conceal a corrupted place-name (ct. BHS), while in the latter the term
q"Qbitm may refer to holy gods (angels?).

According to Ex. 19:6, the people of Israel is a gby qd86i, a priestly kingdom, and

Yahweh's "treasured possession" (s"guilA) out of all the peoples (v. 5). The question is
whether the expression "holy people" is more or less the equivalent of "my own peo-

ple" or whether it refers to consecration to priestly service or even involves ethical and

moral demands. Deuteronomy uses the almost identical expression 'am qd/6i 5 times,
albeit with the qualification l"yhwh, i.e., consecrated or belonging to Yahweh. In 7:6

this expression together with'am s"guilA and "your God has chosen you" accompany

the warning against idolatry in vv. l-5. ln l4:2 the same expressions accompany the

prohibition of pagan mourning rites and in v.2l the prohibition against eating carrion
(the two passages are separated by the section on unclean animals). The Covenant

Code also supports the prohibition against eating carrion with the assertion "hniO
qd{eiyol shall be to me"; i.e., such holiness is incompatible with what is cultically
impure (8x.22:3Ol31l). Dt. 26:19 enjoins Israel as Yahweh's people to keep his com-
mandments in order to be holy/consecrated to Yahweh. Finally 28:9 makes Israel's sta-

tus as "holy" directly dependent on its keeping the commandments. The meaning thus

fluctuates between ethical obedience, abstinence from what is impure, and worship of
the one God. All these conditions lead to the proper relationship with God.

Dt.23:15(14) enjoins the Israelites to keep their camp qd86i becatse of Yahweh's
presence there, "so that he may not see anything indecent among you and turn.away
from you" (cf. vv. l0-11[9-10]). Dt.26:15 implores Yahweh to look down from his
holy habitation (m"'6n qodi"kd), i.e., from heaven.

In both versions (Ex. 20:8-9; Dt. 5:12-13), the sabbath commandment admonishes

Israel to "sanctify" (piel: "to keep holy") the sabbath, arguing among other things that
it is the iabbdl l"yhwh and is thus related to Yahweh in a certain way, i.e., is conse-

crated or belongs to Yahweh. Only the version in Exodus adds that Yahweh himself
"consecrated" it (v. l 1) because he rested on that day (cf. Gen.2:2-3,P).

Several passages show that "sanctifying" or "making holy" can also mean "give
over to Yahweh's possession." Ex. l3:2 stipulates that one should "sanctify" or "conse-

crate" the firstborn (piel), the result being li htt' (v. 12 uses he'"!ir l"yhwh, v. 15 even

zdpafu). Dt. 15:19 uses the hiphil in a similar context with l"yhwh. According to Dt.
26:13 the firstfruits are qo/ei.

Dt.22:9 uses a peculiar qal form. The entire harvest of any vineyard that has been

sown twice (with a different kind of seed) "becomes holy," an expression generally un-

derstood as meaning "is forfeited to the sanctuary," thus becoming God's own posses-

sion. The parallel in Lev. 19:19 says nothing about this forfeiture.
The Sinai pericope (Ex. 19) recounts how Moses was to "sanctify" (piel) the people

in preparation for meeting God on the mountain, a ritual including the washing of
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clothes (v. 10, carried out in y. 14).7s Yv.20-24 (addendum) sripulare that the priests(!)
"who approach Yahweh" must consecrate themselves (hithpael) "lest Yahweh break
out against them (prs)" (v.22). Moses is to set limits around the mountain and sanctify
it (piel; NRSV "keep it holy") in the sense of declaring it holy and rhus unapproach-
able. Contact with the holy is dangerous for the unauthorized, whence the imposition
of limits around the mountain. "This usage is otherwise peculiar to P."76

On the whole the Dtr History presents a similar picture. First of all, as Joshua ex-
plains at the assembly at Shechem, God is a holy (pl.) and jealous God, which is why
one must serve him alone (Josh. 24:19). As Hannah says in her song, no one is qAQ6i
like Yahweh (1 S. 2:2). The inhabitants of Beth-shemesh ask, "Who is able to stand be-
fore Yahweh, this holy God?" (l S.6:20). 2K.4:9 speaks of a "holy man of God."

The place where the "commander of the army of Yahweh" appears to Joshua is
qdjei (Josh.5:15, exactly as in Ex.3:5). Gifts presented to the temple and thus to
Yahweh are qdQei (l K. 7:51; 15:15;2K.12,,5,1914,181). The notion of consecratory
offering or presenting is often expressed by qdihiphil (Jgs. 17:3, where silver is given
to Yahweh to make an idol;2 S.8:ll, where David dedicates the spoils of war;2K.
12:19[18], where Jehoash offers to Hazael as tribute all he has dedicated to Yahweh).
From the herem collected from Jericho after its conquest, everything made of metal be-
comes qdQei leyhwh (Josh. 6:19), showing how closely associated the concepts -+ D'lI
brm (l) and qdi are. The temple utensils are k"b qo{ei (l K. 8:4).

The notion of qdi plays a special role in I S. 2l:l-6[20:42-21:5)). The bread of the
Presence is holy (vv. 5,7[4,6]) and may not be eaten by laypersons (cf . hAl, vv. 5-6). By
contrast, David's warriors have been sanctified through the consecration of their weap-
ons and are thus allowed to eat the bread (v. 6[5]).

The description of the Solomonic temple repeatedly uses the expressions qdSei and
qdjei qo/diim in reference to the two rooms of the temple (for the former, I K. 8:8,10;
for the latter, 7:50; 8:6). 1 K. 8:10 may even refer to the entire sanctuary, with v. 11

then establishing a connection with Yahweh's kab6d.77
The verb in the piel and hithpael often describes the preparation of a holy act. The

people sanctify themselves before crossing the Jordan (Josh. 3:5). Joshua sanctifies the
people before the divine judgment (Josh. 7:13). Jesse and his sons sanctify themselves
before a sacrifice ( I S. 16:5). One special case is 2 S. I 1:4, where hilqaddOi refers to a
woman's purification from uncleanness. In I K. 8:64 the piel refers to the consecration
of the temple; by contrast, 9:3 and 7 (hiphil) assert that God himself consecrates the
temple and "puts his name there forever," i.e., sanctifies it for his name. 2 K. lO:20
even uses qdi to refer to the preparation (sanctification) of a "solemn assembly for
Ba'al." Finally the hiphil in Josh. 2O:7 refers to the separation or setting apart of cities
of asylum.

75. See II.1 above.
76. H. Holzinger, Exodus. KHC ll (1900), 69.
77. E. Wiirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kt)nige l-16. ATD XI/l (1976),88, suggests that this

passage is dependent on Ex. 40:34; see discussion below.
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3. P. P uses qdJ primarily in the cultic sense and especially in connection with the
sanctuary, cultic utensils, priests, and sacrifices, developing in the process an impres-
sive theology of the sanctuary regulating virtually everything associated with it. The
most fundamental stipulation is that "you must distinguish between the holy and the
common (hAl), and between the unclean and the clean." This contrast with /r// also
emerges in the prohibitions against "desecrating" or "profaning" the holy gifts (Nu.
18:32, qadei; cf. Lev. 22:15,H; concerning sacrifice, cf. Lev. 19:8; the sabbath, Ex.
3 I : 14; the sanctuary, Lev. 2l :12,23).

Moses is told to build a sanctuary (miqddi) in which Yahweh can dwell (Jftz; Ex.
25:8); the sanctuary is thenceforth called a miikan (v. 9, then 56 times in the ensuing
discussion) and only in isolated instances qdSei (28:29,35,43;29:30; 35:19;39,41,
said of the priests' service in the sanctuary). It is there that Yahweh will reveal himself
(yZ niphal) and manifest his kabdd (4di niphal, 29:43). The texts allow for various de-
grees of holiness in this tabernacle. A curtain is to separate qdjei, the holy, from qA/ei
qojditm, the most holy, where the ark is located (26:33-34). After its completion the
tent is anointed and consecrated (40:9).

The sacrificial laws mention a "sacred place" (mdqdm qdQOi or m"q6m q61ei, Lev.
10:17; 14:13) in the forecourt of the tent of meeting (Lev. 6:9,19[ 6,26]) "beside the
altar" (10:12-13;za *n".e sacrifices are prepared (Ex. 29:31) or eaten (Lev.
6:9,19|6,261;7:6; lO:13; cf. 24:9, H). The altar is to be anointed and consecrated
(qdi), making it qodei qoQdiim, "most holy." Anyone who touches it becomes holy
(8x.29:36-371,4O:9; cf. Lev. 8:10; Nu. 7:l). The holy itself is contagious, prompting
caution in dealing with it; anyone approaching too close to the most holy will die (Nu.
4:19-20). Cultic utensils as well as priestly clothing also participate in such holiness.

Similar to the sanctuary, so also are the priests to be consecrated. According to Ex.
28:41, Aaron and his sons are to be anointed and consecrated (qdi piel) in order to per-
form priestly service (cf. Ex. 28:3;Lev.8:12, said of Aaron; 8x.29:1,33,44;30:30;
Lev. 8:30; 21:8, said of the priests). The high priest's turban bears a rosetteTe with the
inscription qdjei leyhwh (Ex. 28:36). The holy office of the priests demands special
cautionary measures as explicated especially in Lev. 2l:l-22. One paramount consid-
eration is that "they shall be holy to their God," qd86i 1", where qd86i functions as a re-
lational term (cf. Lev. 20:26; Nu. 6:5,8; 15:40); "they shall not profane the name of
their God (hillcl), for they offer . . . the food of their God; therefore they shall be holy
(qddei)" (Lev.2l:6). Whence also the community should treat the priests as holy (qdJ
piel), "they shall be holy (qd86i) to you; for I, Yahweh, I who sanctify you (m"qaddEi),
am holy @addi)" (v. 8; cf. also v. 15; 22:2).The priests thus stand in a special relation-
ship with Yahweh and as such belong to the divine sphere itself, a situation imposing
on them the obligation to maintain cultic purity and enjoining the congregation to ac-
cord them special respect. This holiness is then extended to the cultic utensils, a princi-
ple confirmed in connection with the revolt of Korah: 'All the congregation @ahdl) are

78. M. Haran, Temples and Temple-Service in Ancient Israel (Oxford, 1978), 185.
79. -+ ftI sis.
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holy @A/6i). every one of them, and Yahweh is among them" (Nu. 16:3). As a cultic
community in which Yahweh himself is present, the entire people is thus holy (to
him?). Lev. ll:44-45 similarly admonishes, "sanctify yourselves (hithpael) therefore,
and be holy (qd/6i), for I am holy," explaining: "for I am Yahweh who brought you up
from the land of Egypt to be your God." Contextually the issue is separation from un-
clean animals that render a person cultically unacceptable. Lev. 19 (H) concludes: "you
shall be holy, for I, Yahweh your God, am holy" (v. 2). What follows are not regula-
tions for cultic purity but ethical commandments, a rather peculiar sequence in the
OT.80 According to Elliger, even though this understanding of holiness "refers primar-
ily to behavior commensurate with Yahweh, . . . it doubtless also resonates with some
specification of content."sl

The nazirites are holy in a special sense (Nu. 6:5,8, qdQbi le, holy to Yahweh). Cer-
tain times can also be holy, such as the sabbath (Ex. 3l:14, qdde\ and the fiftieth year
(Lev. 25:10, qiddcfl.

The verb in the piel means to "sanctify" or "place into a condition of holiness." Its
objects include the tent and altar (F,x.29:44;40:9;Lev.8:10; Nu.7:l), temple utensils
(Ex.30:29;Lev. 8:11,30), priests (8x.28:41;29:t,33,44;30:30;Lev. 8:30;21:8), high
priests (Ex.28:3; 40:13; Lev.8:12), and nazirites (Nu.6:ll). Conrexts often include
anointing or atonement. The hiphil form denotes the transfer of gifts to God in the
sense of consecrating or dedicating something to him, placing it at his disposal (Ex.
28:38; Lev. 22:2-3;27:14-2618 timesl). The ensuing regularion in Lev. 27:28-29 is of
special interest in this regard. Whatever has been devoted to Yahweh for destruction
(kol-hZrem '"ier yahorim Ti l"yhwh) is considered most holy (qdQei qoQditm) and may
not be redeemed. Although hrm and qdi are otherwise antithetical terms, both involve
transference to Yahweh.82 A field can similarly become something holy for Yahweh
just as can a field that is herem (Lev.27:21; cf. previous discussion on Josh. 6:19).

Nu. 3:13 and 8:17 use qdi in a unique way in asserting that at the exodus from
Egypt, Yahweh consecrated (hiqdii) all the firstborn for his own.

The use of qdi in P emphasizes a certain static element. The dynamic and dangerous
elements are bound and in a way controlled by strict regulations. Even though /" makes
qd/6i into a relational term ("a relationship rather than a characteristic"),4: 6" impres-
sion is that holiness is increasingly understood as a static, enduring characteristic.
What is holy and what is profane are to be strictly distinguished, with the latter not al-
lowed to come into contact with the former, though certain precautionary measures do
allow it to be employed in one's dealings with the holy.

4. Chronicler's History. The Chronicler's History is also characterized by cultic in-
terests. The Chronicler never applies the adj. qa86i to God, but only to people (Levites
in 2 Ch. 35:3) or things (festival days, Neh. 8:9-10) consecrared to Yahweh (qadbi le;

80. Ringgren,23; see below on Isa. 6.
81. K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966),255.
82. -+ El! haram, Y, 184, 188-89.
83. See Baudissin,45.
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only Neh. 8:11 without P, "Be quiet, for this day is holy"). The temple is always
miqddi (l Ch.22:19; 28:10; 2 Ch.20:8;26:18:'29:21; 30:8; 36:11). The Chronicler
uses both the piel and the hiphil to denote the consecration of the temple and sacred ob-
jects (piel in 2 Ch. 7:7 [forecourt);29:5,29:17; Neh. 3:l [towers]; hiphil in I Ch. l8:l I
[vessels]; 2Ch.2:3;7:161,29:19 [vessels]), the hiphil also for the transference ofgifts
to Yahweh (l Ch.26:26-28; Neh. 12:47:cf . pual2 Ch. 31:6), for priestly consecration
(1 Ch. 23:13, the result being the stafis of qaQei qoQditm), for the Levitical sanctifica-
tion of the congregation (2 Ch. 30: 17), and with Yahweh as the subject with reference

to the temple (2 Ch. 7:201. 30:8; 36: l4). The piel is used once in reference to the sab-

bath (Neh. 13:22). The hithpael refers either to the preparation of priests for holy ser-

vice ( I Ch. 15:12,14l' 2 Ch. 5:ll; 29:5,15,34: 30:3,15,24) or of the people for the Pass-

over celebration (2 Ch. 30:ll;35:6).2 Ch. 3l:18 uses afigura etymologica with the

expression hilqaddei qoQei in recounting how Hezekiah enrolls priests and Levites
along with the children who were sanctified with their fathers.

The term qoQei underwent a special development in that it came to refer to the tem-
ple as the sanctuary (2 Ch. 5:ll;29:5,1;35:5; probably also I Ch. 23:32, miimere!
haqqAdei; 2 Ch. 3O:19, the "sanctuary's rules of cleanness"). The most holy place in
the temple is called qadei qodditm (l Ch.6:34[49):2 Ch.3:8,10; 4:22:5:7); the same

expression refers to the most holy gifts or sacrifices (2 Ch.3l:14;Ezr.2:63; Neh. 7:65)
and to the consecrated priests (hiphil, I Ch. 23:13). The term qdjei is also used

adjectively to refer to something holy. Because the priests and Levites are qdflei, they
are allowed to enter the sanctuary Q Ch. 23:6). Priests are entrusted with cleansing "all
that is holy" (l Ch.23:28). Both priests and utensils are qdQei (Ezr. 8:28), as is David's
palace(here: "consecrated")becauseof thepresenceof theark(2Ch.8:1I). Sacrifices,
holy gifts, and the tithe are q1Qei or even qoQei qodaiim (l Ch.26:20,261'28:12;2 Ch.
5:l; l5:18; 29:33;31:6; cf. 35:13, Passover lamb:'24:7, used for the Ba'als). One fre-
quent expression is k"k qdjei, "holy utensils" (l Ch. 9:29;22:19;2 Ch. 5:5). Other
construct expressions include m"'6n qoQi6, God's "holy dwelling in heaven" (2 Ch.
3O:21);'"rdn haqqdQe.i, "the holy ark" (2 Ch. 35:3); m"q6m qdiei, "a holy place" (Ezr.

9:8); idm qoQi6, "his holy name" (l Ch. 29:16), ir haqqoQei "the holy city" (Neh.
l1:1,18), ydm qaQei, "holy day, festival day" (Neh. 9:14; 10:32,34[31,33]). The ex-
pression haQral qojei, "holy adornment/array(?)" (2 Ch.20:21), derives from the lan-
guage of the Psalms. Ezr. 9:2 is of particular importance in its assertion that the "holy
seed (zera' haqqoQei) has mixed itself with the people of the lands," implying that the
Israelites as a holy people should not mix with pagans.

5. Isaiah. a. The term qdQ6i becomes a key word in the book of Isaiah in part
through the trisagion (6:3) and in part through the divine epithet q"Q6i yiira'el "Holy
One of Israel," found largely in Proto- and Deutero-Isaiah (only 5 times outside Isaiah:

Jeremiah, Psalms).
In his call vision Isaiah hears the seraphim extol Yahweh as the thrice-holy one.

Here God is "King Yahweh of hosts" (v. 5) whose kd!68 frlls the entire earth (v. 3).

Yahweh is the terrifying God who fills Isaiah with the feeling of inadequacy and un-

cleanness. This uncleanness (v. 5), however, does not seem to be understood cultically,
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since the ensuing cleansing actually consists in a forgiveness of sins (v. 7). Here the
reader seems to be closer than elsewhere in the OT to an ethical determination of holi-
ness. The seraphim's words are probably a cultically fixed formula (cf. ps. 99, which
uses qal6i 3 times together with the royal motifl. The divine epithet q"j6i yiird'El oc-
curs l3 times in Proto-Isaiah, l0 times in Deutero-Isaiah, and twice in Trito-Isaiah (cf.
also l0:17, "his holy one";43:15, "your holy one"; and29:23, "holy one ofJacob").
This epithet is frequently used especially when the issue is a violation of the divine
majesty as in l:4: "They have forsaken Yahweh, have despised the Holy one of Israel"
(cf.5:24;31:l;31:23 also 5:19;30:ll-12;.4+ The Holy One of Israel is rhe majesric
God against whom no one can rebel without incurring punishment (5:24). He, Israel's
light. becomes a fire, the Holy one a flame that "will burn and devour" his enemies
( 10: 17). His name should be kept holy (hiphil); people "will stand in awe of the God of
Israel" (29:23; cf. also 8:13). The Holy one is a terrifying God. (In 8:r4 one should
read nruqiir instead of miqddi.) The Holy One of Israel, however, is also the Creator in
whom one has confidence(17:7). The remnant will lean on him (10:20) and the poor
will exult in him (29:19; cf . 12:6).It is he who says, "in returning and rest you shall be
saved; in quietness and in trust shall be your strengrh" (30:15). The holy God is thus
also the helping God.

The expression "the Holy God shows himself holy (niphal) by righteousness" refers
to God's function as judge (5:16), before whom according to v. 15 the "eyes of the
haughty are humbled."

Only once does qdl6i refer to people. "Whoever is left in Zion and remains in Jeru-
salem will be called holy" (4:3), a statement probably referring to the sacrosanct, un-
touchable status (Procksch, Bentzen) of the remnant rather than to their purification
through judgment (Kaiser).

In one passage miqddi is used in connection with Moab, which enters its sanctuary
to pray and yet accomplishes nothing (16:12; see previous discussion of 8: l4).

Isa. 30:29 speaks of the miraculous night in which a hag is sanctified (hithpael).
Cultic joy becomes a metaphor for redemption.

The occurrences of qoSei in Isaiah exhibit a striking concentration in Trito-Isaiah,
which otherwise uses qdi rather sparingly. The expression does, however, occur in the
first part of the book with a reference to the har qoSit in ll:9; during the coming
salvific age, no one will "hurt or destroy" on Yahweh's holy mountain. Isa. 27: l3 antic-
ipates the day when the dispersed will return to Jerusalem "and worship Yahweh on the
holy mountain." Accordingto23:18, in the future all the merchandise and wages of
Tyre will be qojei l"yhwh, i.e., will be forfeited to him. The addendum ro ch. 6 speaks
of the small remnant as the "holy seed" (zera'qoQei), referring probably to its status as
the beginning of a new people of God. Isa. 35:8 speaks of a highway through the wil-
derness called the "Holy way" (deref; q6/ei)upon which the unclean may not travel,
ref'erring probably to a highway leading to the sanctuary, a path on which no one will
get lost.

I

i

84. Fridrichsen, 25.
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b. The divine epithet qe86i yiird'dl is also of central importance for Deutero-Isaiah,
who associates it first of all with the idea of creation. "Thus says Yahweh, the Holy
One of Israel, and its Maker . . . I made the earth, and created humankind upon it"
(45:11-12). "I am Yahweh, your Holy One, the Creator of Israel, your King" (4315;
concerning the royal motif, see the previous discussion of Isa. 6), the one who creates
miraculous vegetation in the desert (41:20). In 54:5 he is both creator and redeemer
(SA'C|), with the latter designation recurring in several other passages as well (41:14:
43:14;47:4;48:17 49:7). As such he is the mighty God who smashes his enemies;
when he bares his holy arm, "a11 the ends of the earth shall see the salvation of our
God" (52:10).

The Holy One is incomparable (40:25). He is the lofty one who dwells on high and
yet also among the contrite and humble in spirit (57: l5). Israel will rejoice and glory in
him (41:16). He glorifies his people Israel (p7piel,55:5; 60:9). Isa.52:11 summons
the returnees to purify themselves and to avoid what is unclean, "you who carry the
vessels of Yahweh." Strikingly, the word "holy" is not used in this passage.

The passages in Trito-Isaiah have a slightly different focus. The sabbath is called
holy in 58:13. while 66:17 speaks of those who sanctify (hithpael) and purify them-
selves in preparation for pagan rites in gardens, and in 65:5 the idolaters say, "keep to
yourself, do not come near me, for q"/aitiftd)'meaning perhaps, "I am (too?) holy for
you."85 In his cultic condition of holiness, he is dangerous to outsiders (others read
piel, "I make you holy," i.e., holiness is contagious). Deutero-Isaiah twice refers to the
"holy city" with which one associates oneself (48:2) and which should put on beautiful
garments; the unclean "shall enter you no more" (52:1) .In 43:28 the expression iarA
qojei might, in the fashion of I Ch. 24:5,refer to the priests (or to the last kings of Ju-
dah? the text is corrupt). In any event the verb hillZl fits well contextually in the sense
of robbing the holy of their holiness.

Trito-Isaiah also mentions har qojii several times (56:7; 57:13:.65:11,25 66:20).
Ch. 64 laments the miserable condition of the country itself. God's holy cities ('drA
qoQi"lA)are desolate (v. 9u0l), and the holy temple @At qodienfi) has been burned
(v. l0[ l]). Isa. 62:9 mentions the holy courts, while 58:13 speaks of the sabbath as the
y"6m qo{it and 62:12 of Israel as the 'am haqqd/ei or 'am qo/i"f;d (63:18). According
to 63:15, heaven is God's holy habitation (z"bul qodi"ka) from which he looks down.
One particularly noteworthy expression is rfrah qoQi6 in 63:10-11. Although God's
holy spirit was at work during the deliverance from Egypt, the Israelites grieved him
with their rebellion.

Two occurrences of miqddi are also noteworthy. Even though God's enemies have
trampled down his sanctuary (63:18), he will reestablish its beauty in the furure
(60: l3).

In this sense. God's holiness constitutes a basic theme in the book of Isaiah. Most of
the remaining occurrences of qdi follow the general use of this term elsewhere in the OT.
Its use in Trito-Isaiah exhibits certain similarities with its use in the Chronicler's History.

\-
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6. Jeremiah. Surprisingly, the root 4dfdoes not occur very often in the book ofJere-
miah. Among these occurrences, the two involving qeQ\i yiird'El are doubtless second-
ary (oracle against Babylon, chs. 50-5 I ). The first addresses the violation of holiness
insofar as Babylon "has arrogantly defied Yahweh, the Holy one of Israel" (50:29).
The second remarks positively that despite the people's own guilt, Yahweh has not for-
saken them (51:5). The sabbath pericope in 11:19-27 , which mentions keeping the sab-
bath holy in three verses (vv. 22,24,27), is probably secondary (or Dtr? cf. Holladay).
Jer. l:5 is unique in its assertion that Yahweh consecrated (hiphil) Jeremiah even be-
fore his birth, a statement apparently presupposing an office comparable to that of the
priest. Three passages portray hostile attacks on Israel as acts of holy war (an expres-
sion otherwise explicitly associared withqdi only in I s.2l). "sanctify (piel) a war
against Zion" (6:4); "I will consecrate destroyers against you" (22:7); "consecrate the
nations for war against her" (51:27,28). Rather than representing "archaic usage,"s6
this usage more likely ironically portrays Yahweh's punishment as a holy war.87 Jer.
l2:3 also uses hiqdti figuratively. Jeremiah asks Yahweh to "consecrate" his enemies
"for the day of slaughter," i.e., just as one consecrates sacrificial animals. Expressions
such as m"'6n qoji6 (par. "on high," 25:30) and har qoQe,i (31:23) are more traditional.
In the latter passage, the equivalency with neweh se/eq is noteworthy.

According to J er. 2:3, Israel itself is qoQei ley hwh and is the firstfruits of his harvest;
the verse goes on to explicate that "all who ate of it were held guilty," again invoking a
metaphor from the cultic sphere. The sacredness (qdjei l") of the rebuilt Jerusalem is
also considered indestructible (31:40). Although the expression beiar qdQei in 11:15
seems to refer to "sacred meat," i.e., sacrificial meat, the text is probably comrpt. Jer.
23:9 recounts how Yahweh's holy words overcame the prophet.

In the temple sermon (ch. 7; cf. ch.26), the temple is merely called bAl yhwh. By
contrast, 17:12speaks of them"qbmmiqddienfi, and5l:51 (secondary) of themiqdeia
bA1 yhwh, a reference probably to the various edifices in the temple.

7. Ezekiel. A quite specific aspect of the holy emerges in Ezekiel. Yahweh's holy
name has been profaned (hll)becatse his people Israel have been dispersed among the
nations. The nations thus say, "These are the people of Yahweh, and yet they had to go
out of his land" (36:20-21). For the sake of his holy name, however, he will rescue his
people and lead them back to his land, thereby sanctifying his name again, "and the na-
tions shall know that I am Yahweh when through you I display my holiness before their
eyes" (niphal;36:22-24). Profaning Yahweh's holy name is equivalent to denying his
power. He shows himself holy by establishing his power and glory. In this sense
hilqaddci and hilgadd7l are parallel: "So I will display my greatness and my holiness
[through victory over Gog]" (38:23; cf. v. 16). victory over their enemies and the gath-
ering in of the dispersed people demonstrate Yahweh's holiness to the nation s (20:41;

86. So W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HATVI2 (31968), 42 on 6:4.
87. See J. A. Soggin, "Der prophetische Gedanke iiber den heiligen Krieg, als Gericht gegen

Israel," ti"jf l0 (1960) 81.
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28:25) and lead to an acknowledgment of his status as Yahweh and of his ability to im-
pose his will and fulfill his promises (20:41-42;28:22;36:23;38:23: cf . 39:7).

Ezk. 28:22 parallels niqdaitt and nif,ba/tt, recalling the association of qd86i and
kAbbd in Isa. 6. In Ezk. 39:25 God says, "I will be jealous (qn') for my holy name," re-
calling the reference in Josh. 24:19 to Yahweh as a "holy and jealous God."

Ezekiel's interest in priests and the cult emerges not only in the draft constitution
(chs. 40-48), but also in his objection that the priests "have made no distinction be-
tween the holy and the common" (qd/ei, hol,22:261, cf.44:23, as the priestly obliga-
tion). The idolaters have defiled the sanctuary @iqddi) and desecrated it (5: I l;23:38-
39', cf. 7:24; 8:6; 25:3). Indeed, Yahweh himself will profane his own sanctuary
(24:21). On the other hand, Yahweh can act as a sanctuary for the exiles (l l:16), and
once his sanctuary again stands in Israel the nations will see that it is Yahweh who
sanctifies lsrael (37:26,28). Ezk.28:18 even mentions the profanation of the Tyrian
sanctuaries.

The occurrences of miqdai and qdQei increase in the description of the new temple,
the former generally functioning as the usual word for "temple" itself (43:2 1 ; 44:1 ,5,7 -
9,1I,l5-16; 45:3-4,18;47:12;48:8,10,21), though qo/ei can function similarly (42:14:
44:27). Oddly the altar is described not as "sanctified" but as "cleansed" (43:26; cf.
43:7-8, "defile my holy name"). In the temple itself, the "most holy place" is again
q6lei qojaiim (41:4), though also simply qdQei (41.21,23). The miqddi is said to be
located in a holy district within the land (45:1,4) and is called "most holy." The temple
is surrounded by a wall separating the holy from the common (42:20). The regulations
concerning the eating of the most holy offerings in a holy place (42:13) recall similar
regulations in P. Levites who have engaged in idolatry are forbidden to approach the
Holy One (44:13). Other expressions including qdQei include lii!61 q61ei, "holy
chambers" (42:13; 44:19;46:19;sa and terfrmal qdQei, "holy portion" (45:6-7;
48:10,18,20-21). In general, then, Ezekiel places great importance on the holiness of
both the temple and cultic acts, and emphasizes more than other authors the importance
of maintaining the distinction between the holy and the common or unclean.

8. Minor Prophets. The few occurrences of qdi in the Minor Prophets do not allow a
characterization of the individual prophets. Amos calls any traffic with the na'ord
(cultic prostitution?) a desecration of Yahweh's holy name (2:7).In 4:2Yahweh swears
by his holiness (cf. Ps. 60;8[6]; 89:36[35]), recalling passages in which he swears by
himself (Gen. 22:16:' lsa. 45:23; Jer. 22:5; 49:13). God's holiness is what constitutes
his divine being. Finally Amaziah calls the sanctuary at Bethel the king's miqddi
(7:13), and Amos predicts that Israel's own sanctuaries will be laid waste (7:9).

Hos. l1:9 draws attention to God's otherness. Israel's God will not vent his wrath
because he is God and not a human being; he is the "Holy One in your midst." ln l2:l
the expression q'86itm seems to be functioning as a divine epithet (constructed similar
to '"l6him); Judah remains faithful to the Holy One.

s39
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Mic. 3:5 speaks of the false prophets who declare holy war (qiddei milhamd; cf . Jer.
6:4 above) against those "who put nothing into their mouths," and l:2 describes how
God comes out of his holy palace (haful qoQi6) in judgment. Theophanic features in
these passages suggest that the reference is to Yahweh's heavenly dwelling rather than
to the temple.zephaniah uses qdiin 3 passages. According to 3:11, yahweh will put
an end to all arrogance on his holy mountain. Accordin g to 3:4, the priests "have pro-
faned what is sacred (qodei), and l:7 describes the day of Yahweh as a sacrificial meal
whose guests Yahweh has already consecrated (hiphil). Consecration is the prerequi-
site for participation in the cultic meal; the sacrifice is Judah, and the invitees are its en-
emies.

In an introduction to a lament, Habakkuk calls yahweh "my God, my Holy one"
(l:12), and finds that Yahweh dwells in his holy temple (hakd,2:20).lnthe concluding
hymn, the Holy one comes from Mt. Paran; "his glory covered the heavens, and the
earth was full of his praise" (3:3).

Joel twice uses the expression har q68ei (2:l;4:1713:l]-l;cf. also Ob. 16-17). He
mentions holy fasts 3 times (Joel 1: 14; 2:15-16) and holy war once (4:9t3:9); see the
discussion above).

Haggai engages in a peculiar dispute concerning the holy and the common. The
holy allegedly does not make that which comes into contact with it holy, though some-
thing unclean does indeed make that which comes into contact with it unclean (2: I l-
13); i.e., that which an unclean people offer as a sacrifice is itself unclean (v. l4).

The first part of the book of Zechariah contains three noteworthy expressions.
Yahweh is said to inherit Judah as his porrion in the holy land ('ay'ma1qdQei, 2:16112)).
Yahweh rouses himself from his holy dwelling (m"'6n qdjei), and all the world is to be
silent (2:17[l3]). Finally }1.t. zion is called har qdQei (8:3). Zech.l4:5 anticipates
Yahweh's advent, "and all the holy ones with him," referring to his heavenly entourage,
perhaps the earliest reference to holy angels. In the end time the bells on the horses as
well as cooking pots in Jerusalem will be inscribed with qaQei l"yhwh (v. 20); every-
thing in the city will belong to him and will be holy, just as during the earlier age of the
high priests.

9. Psalms. The first thing one notices in the Psalms is that they do not use any verbal
forms of qdi (unless one emends 46:5t41). Ps. 99 repeats 3 times that yahweh is qdQ6i
(vv. 3,5,9). The psalm extols him as the king before whom the nations tremble, as the
awesome and sublime one before whom one should do homage (cf. Isa. 6). He is also
the Holy one in Ps. 22:4(3), "enthroned on the praises of Israel." Three passages call
himqe/6iyiird'€l.rn7l.22heisrheobjectof praise,inT8:41 heisrestedbytheunbe-
lieving people, and in 89: 19(18) he is the protector of the king. In ps. g9 he is also the
leader of the assembly of the holy ones (v. 6[5]) and of the council of the holy ones
(v. 8[7]). In this context he is described as mighty and fearsome (v. 8[7]), and his name
as holy and terrifying (1 1 l:9).

The remaining occurrences of qdl6s are not always clear. The "holy ones in the
land" in 16:3 are probably the gods from whom the psalmist has turned away. The
"holy ones" who fear Yahweh in 34:10(9) seem to be devout believers. Although the
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text of 46:5(4) is uncertain, the reference is in any case to Elyon's habitation on Zion.
In 65:5(4) the qeQbi hAlldleka that parallels tfi! bApftd is something with which one can
satisfy oneself (perhaps a sacrificial meal?). In 106:16 Aaron is the "holy one of
Yahweh," his consecrated priest.

Frequent expressions include har q6lei (qodit/6), the "holy mountain," as a refer-
ence to Zion (3:5141;' l5:l; 43:3; 48:2|l; 87:l; 99:9); the mount on which Yahweh
dwells participates in his holiness. Other expressions include hAftal qbQei (with suf.) in
reference to the temple (5:8[7]; ll:4;79:l;138:2). The temple is m"q6m qodi6 (24:3).
It is unclear whether m"'6n qo/i6 (68:6[5]) refers to heaven or to the temple, though
merdm qAdei in lO2:20(19) is in any event heaven, which in 20:7(6) is called iemA
qo/i6. The parallelism suggests that when God sends help from the q68ei, he is actu-
ally sending it from the sanctuary on Zion (20:3[2D. The d"ltr qoQieftd in 28:2 is
clearly the holy of holies. Yahweh sits on his holy throne in the temple (47:9[8]). Sev-
eral passages refer to the sanctuary simply as qAQei. It is where God speaks (60:8[6];
108:8[7]), where one sees (63:3[2]) and praises him (150:l), where one raises one's
hands in prayer (134:2) and sees his processions (68:251241; v. l8[17] is possibly cor-
rupt). Ps. 74:3 speaks of the devastation the enemy has wrought there (see v. 7 with
miqddi). Passages in which petitioners have experienced a resolution of their problems
also use miqddi to refer to the temple (68:36[35]; 96:6;18:69; also 73:17 with miqdeiA
'el, with a similar solution to a problem).

God's qdQei is his essence, that by which he swears (89:36[35]; cf. above). His holy
name (iem qo/i6) is the object of praise (33:21; 103:l; 105:3; lO6:41; 145,21 cf.
30:5[4]; 97:l2withz€\er). Reference is also made to gepil qoji6, his holy hill (78:54),
theholyoil(89:21[20]),God'sholyword(of promise, 105:42),hisholyarm(98:l),
and his holy spirit, i.e., his divine power (51:13[11]). Accordingto 114:2, Judah/Israel
is God's qdSei,his dominion, and accordingtoTT:14(13) God's deref;isinthe qdflei,
contextually a reference to God's greatness and his miraculous works (manifest or re-
vealed perhaps in the sanctuary?). Finally, qdSei, "holiness," befits Yahweh's house
(93:5).

Hence the Psalms focus on God's own holiness and on his presence in the sanctuary.

lO. Wisdom. Not surprisingly, wisdom authors do not use the term qdi frequently. In
two instances da'a! q"Q6itm refers simply to knowledge of God (Prov. 9:10; 30:3; cf.
Hos. 12:lI l:12)). Prov. 2O:25 warns against rashly declaring something to be qdQei
(the parallelism suggests a reference to a vow). Job "sanctifies" his sons (1:5) with rep-
resentative sacrifices (or is he inviting them to a sacrificial meal?). The holy ones
Eliphaz mentions are apparently angels (5:l; cf. 15:15). Job mentions the words of the
Holy One (God; 6:10). Although the text of Eccl. 8: l0 is problematical, mdqbm (instead
of m"q6m) seems to refer to the holy place the righteous must leave without reason.

ll . Daniel. In the Hebrew portions of the book of Daniel, qojei refers in several in-
stances to the sanctuary (8: 13-14; 9:24,26); reference is also made to the "holy moun-
tain" (9:16,20) and the "holy city" (9i24). The expressi on s"!t haqq1Sei also refers to
the temple ( I I :45). The "holy covenant" is the covenant with God ( I 1 :28,30). Israel is

541
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the "holy people" (12:7) or the "people of the holy ones" (8:24). By contrast, in 8:13
the "holy ones" are angels.

Only the form qaddii occurs in the Aramaic portion, where several passages assert
that the "spirit of the holy gods" is in Daniel (4:5,6,15[8,9,18];5:ll). The angels are
called "holy ones" (4:10,14,20113,17,231). Israel is also called the "holy ones of the
Most High" (7:18,22,25,27) or simply the "holy ones" (7:21).

12. Sirach. Sirach's use of qdi generally concurs with the use in the Hebrew OT.
God can be called simply the "Holy One" (23:9;43:lO;48:20). Both the remple and its
cultic utensils are holy (24:lO; 26:17; 45:lo,l2,l5; 49 12), as are the contriburions
(f rfrmd, 36:18; 49:6). The temple is miqddi (45:24; cf . 47:13 50: I 1). The service of
wisdom is a holy (priestly) service (4:14). The angels who praise God are holy (42:17).
Aaron is a holy man (45:6), and Elisha is filled wirh rhe holy spirit (48:12).

lll. qd/di, qe/Cid. Both qaj4i and q"Q?iA must be understood as "consecrated one."
Although the two terms are generally associated with cultic prostitution, none of the
passages offers any unequivocal evidence of such.89

Dt. 23:18(17 ) prohibits the Israelites from becoming a qdjZi or qe|€id. This prohi-
bition clearly involves cultic functions incommensurate with the Yahweh religion; al-
though v. 19(18) possibly alludes to cultic prostitution in its reference to the wages ofa
prostitute, there is no clear indication that the two verses are substantively related. Four
passages in the Dtr History associate the qeQziim or collective qdQ€i with foreign
cultic practices. According to I K. l5:12, Asa expelled the qeil€itm from the land and
removed the gillultm. I K. 14l23-24 enumerates bdm61, ma;;E!6!, and'"icrtm "on ev-
ery high hill and under every green tree," adding (collective) qdjei b the list and refer-
ring to it all as t6'ab6!. I K.22:46 says only that rhe remnant of the (collective) qdj4i
were exterminated. 2 K. 23:'1 is more detailed. Josiah "broke down the houses of the
q"QZiim in Yahweh's house, where the women wove baffim (material?) for Asherah."
Job 36:14 attests only that qeQ4itm was a derogatory term: Elihu says that the life of the
wicked is like that of the qeQZiim.

Hos.4:13-14 censures the Canaanite cult for sacrificing on the tops of mountains
and making offerings on the hills under shady trees, then continues: "Therefore your
daughters play the whore (zdnd), and your daughters-in-law commit adultery @'p) . . .

they [the priests] go aside with whores (zbn6tl and sacrifice with qel€i61; rhus a people
without understanding comes to ruin." Like Gen. 38:21-22, this passage equates the
q"Q€i6 with the z6nA, i.}rcugh it still remains unclear whether they are considered iden-
tical or merely similar. It is worth noting that their activities are different. One "goes
aside" with the zbn67 but sacrifices with the q"1€i6g attesting that the q"{eift but not
necessarily the zbn6l performed certain cultic functions. J. Jeremias suggests a possi-
ble reference to bridal rituals.eO

89. See B. M. Barstad,The Religious Polemics of Amos. SW34 (1984), 17-33;cf. Gruber.
90. J. Jeremias, Der Prophet Hosea. ATD 24/l (1983),70-71.
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Extant witnesses do not allow one to draw any unequivocal conclusions regarding
cultic prostitution in Israel. Such activity is not attested in Ugarit,el and the Greek wit-
nesses for this custom are in part uncertain and perhaps locally restricted.g2 Moreover,
passages such as Jer. 2:20,25; 3:2; 13:27 may be intended figuratively. One can say

with certainty only that these "consecrated ones" represent a foreign cult.
Ringgren

IV. LXX. Although the LXX generally renders qd.i derivatives with hdgios and its
derivatives, it also uses other terms. The following synopsis enumerates the transla-
tions:

qa/ei (469 occurrences) = fuigios (425), hagiasma (13), hagidzein (6), hagidslne
(2), other terms (19), not translated (4).

qadbi (116 occurrences) = hdgios (lO7), hasidzein (4), other terms (3), not trans-

lated (2).
qd/Ei/q"{Aid ( 1 I occurren ces) = p6rne (6), teletii ( I ), transliterated ( I [2 K. 23:7)),

other terms (2), not translated (1).
miqddi (74 occurrences) = hdgios (43), hagtasma (22), hagiastilrion (3),

hegiasmdnon (2), td hierd (l [Ezk. 28:18]), hai teletat (l [Am. 7:9]), td cheiropof€ta (l
llsa. l6:l2l), untranslated (l).

qa/ai (172 occurrences) = hagidzein (l4O), hagnizein (19), other terms (13;.0:
The adj. fuigios appears first in Herodotus (5.119; 2.41,44) and is probably related

to the archaic verb hdzomai, "stand in awe of, dread," itself deriving from Sanskrit
ydjati, "honor with prayer and sacrifice."e4 During the Hellenistic period, hdgios was
used as an epithet especially for gods whose cults had been imported from the east;es

but that it was never applied to a living human being means that expressions such as

4thnos fuigion (Ex. 19:6) or lads hdgios (Dt. 7:6) were coined for the LXX. During
the Homeric period, the adj. hagn6s, which is related to hdgios, also had a sacral
meaning, though this meaning changed during the Ptolemaic period, when it came to
mean "pure" (hagneia, "purity," hagnizein, "purify, cleanse"); so semantically qdjbi
is related to tahdr the way hdgios is related to hagn6s, though the rendering of qdQai
as hagn{zein (19 times, 15 in Chronicles) shows that, as before, authors were aware

of the kinship between fuigios and hagn6s and thus also closely associated "(ritual)
purity" (generally translated as kathar6s) with "holiness." In the LXX the adj.
hierds, which during the classical and Hellenistic periods was the regnant one, now
refers only to the temple (cf . hier6n for bayil in I Ch. 9:27;29:4; for 'azari in 2 Ch.

91. See I.2.b above.
92. Herodotus 1.199 for Babylon; Lucian for Syria; also Strabo; see Barstad, Religious Po-

lemics,24ff.
93. Concerning these terms, cf. O. Procksch and K. G. Kuhn, "&yroq," TDNT I,88-ll5;

F. Hauck, "dW6q," TDNTI, 122-24: G. Schrenk, "lep6cJiep6vl'TDNT,lll,22l-83; F. Hauckand
R. Meyer, "xa0ap6q," TDNT lll,418-31; F. Hauck, "6oroq," TDNT V,489-93.

94. P. Chantraine, Dictionnaire itymologique de la langue grecque, I (Paris, 1968),25-26.
95. See Fridrichsen, 30.
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6:13, but only Ezk. 28:18 for the qdi derivative miqdai). The reason for the different
usage may well have been an altered understanding of holiness itself. The OT under-
standing of holiness was based on the historical proximity of the holy God who
made Israel into a "holy people" in fellowship with him. Hence for semantic reasons
the LXX preferred to render qdi as hdgios rather than as hier6s.s6 Similarly it
changed hagi- (hagizein, hagism6s, etc.) into hagia- (hagidzein, hagiasmls, etc.) in
search of a more appropriate expression of the biblical understanding of holiness.eT
LXX texts originally composed in Hebrew (Sirach, Baruch, I Maccabees, Judith) or
Aramaic (Tobit) exhibit the same findings with regard to the relationship between
qdi/hdgios as do the canonical writings; hence one can assume the same concurrence
and the same meanin g of hdgios in the texts composed in Greek (2 Maccabees, wis-
dom of Solomon).

One stylistic peculiarity is worth noting in this regard. I Maccabees calls the "sanc-
tuary" td hdgia 26 times, hagiasma 13 times, and t6 hdgion once, while 2 Maccabees
uses neither hagiasma nor td hdgia, but rather the adj. hdgios together with a substan-
tive (t6pos in l:29:' 2:18; 8:17 ; hier1n in 5: I 5; l3:lo; 15:17 ; ne6s in 9:16; oikos in
l5:32, whereas the wisdom of Solomon uses ftriglas l3 times, though, as another book
composed in Greek, more often h1sios (16 times); cf. wis. lo 15, la6s h6sios, instead
of the normal Lxx rendering la6s htigios, though ll:2has 1thnos htigion like Ex.
19:6; the participants in the exodus are h1sioi (wis. l8:1,5,9), though they are also
called hdgioi (18:9), and the believers h6sioi (4:15;6:10;7:27;10:17).rs

Kornfeld

v. Qumran. Among the Qumran writings, the Temple Scroll occupies a unique po-
sition in that it focuses exclusively on the purity and holiness of the new temple. A
ditch or embankment is to surround the sanctuary "which shall divide (bdl hiphil) the
holy sanctuary (miqdai haqq1Sei) fromthe city so that no one can rush into my sanctu-
aryanddefileit (hll).They shallsanctify (qdipiel) mysancruaryandholdirinawe
Qarc') because I abide among them" (46:9-12). "The ciry that I will sanctify (qdj
hiphil), causing my name and my sanctuary to abide init(ikn), shall be qolei andpure
of all impurity" (47 :4; cf. l. 1 I ). The sanctuary is not to be defiled by the skins of ani-
mals from secular slaughter (47:11-18). whoever profanes the sanctuary incurs..the
iniquity of mortal guilt" (35:7-8). The altar and the temple are to be sanctified and kept
"most holy forever and ever" (35:8-9). God sanctifies the temple (29:g) and the city
(52:19). The people are to be a holy people for yahweh (48:7,10). They should sancrify
themselves and be holy (5 l:8,10). Festival days are to be sanctified (27:9;cf . lj:3,10:
27:8).

The remaining Qumran writings emphasize that the community itself is holy. It is
'"/a1qA/ei, a "holy communiry" ( I QSa l:12), 'asa! qdQe,i a ..holy council,' ( l eS 2:25;

96. See J. Bar, The Semantics of Biblical Innguage (Oxford, 196l),2g2-g1..
97. Festugidre. 79-80.
98. Concerning these passages, see o. procksch, "&yroq," TDNT l, gg-97; Cazelles, er al.,

DBS, X, 1434-35.
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5:20: 8:21: lQSa 2:9; lQH 7:10; CD 20:24; probably also lQM 3:4; cf . IQH 4:25,
'opa1q"86iim), or yahaQ qoQei, "holy fellowship" (lQS 9:2). Its members are "men of
holiness" (lQS 5:13;8:17,23;9:8), "men of perfect holiness" (lQS 8:20; CD
202,5,7). Entry into the community is described thus: "They shall be set apart (bdl
niphal) as holy (qdQei)" (lQS 8:ll). The community is a "house of holiness" (b21

qddei) and an assembly of supreme holiness (s61 qd{ei qo/ditm) for Aaron" (8:5-6).
The "men of the community shall set apart a house of holiness for Aaron in order that it
may be united to the most holy things" (9:6). Contextually one sees that the community
itself replaces the temple as the locus of atonement (cf. 5:6). Moreover, the holiness of
the community also obligates it ethically, bestowing upon holiness itself a pronounced
ethical component reflected in references to the "fruit of holiness on my tongue," i.e.,
truthful words (10:22), the "way of holiness," or correct behavior (6:20), and the holy
commandments (CD 5:11; 20:30). God's holy design is his divine plan (lQS ll:19;
lQM l3:2).

Warriors in the eschatological war are also holy. Their camp is the camp of the

holy ones (lQM 3:5). God demonstrates his power through the holy ones among his
people (6:6), and those who die in battle are holy (9:8). The text also emphasizes,

however, that holy angels fight alongside these warriors; "holy angels shall be with
their hosts" (lQM 7:6), "the angelic host are among our numbered men" (lQM l2:7-
8; cf. also 1: l6; l0:10-1 l; l2:4; IQS I l:7-8; lQSa 2:8-9). This context also includes
the nearly 200 occurrences in the Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice.ee One also encoun-

ters traditional biblical expressions such as "God's holy spirit" (lQS 9:3; lQH 7:7-8;
9:32; 12:121.CD7:4).It is especially noteworthy that the prophets are the "anointed
ones of his holy spirit" (CD 2:12; cf.6:1, "his holy anointed ones"). God's holy
dwelling is in heaven (z"bttl, IQS l0:3; 1QM 12:1; IQH 3:34; ma'6n, IQM l2:2',
lQSb 4:2J).too

Ringgren

99. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985), 443-4'l .

100. Concerning "holiness in Qumran," cf. D. Barth6lemy, "La saintet6 selon la Communaut6
de Qumran et selon l'Evangile," in J. van der Ploeg, et al., eds., l,a Secte de Qumrdn et les
oigines du Christianisme. Recherches bibliques IV (1959) 203-16l' F. Ndtscher, "Heiligkeit in
den Qumranschriften," RevQ 2 (1960) 163-81 ,315-44:' H. W. Kuhn, Enderwartung und Heil:
Untersuchungen zu den Gemeindeliedern von Qumran. SUNT 4 (1966).
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I. Etymology. The Heb. primary noun qahal was adopted by later languages, in-
cluding Jewish Aramaic, Christian Palestinian Aramaic, and Syriac, but is not found in
earlier languages. The subsequent history of the word (Jewish Aram. qehala', "congre-
gation, community"; Christian Palestinian Aram. "assembly, people"; Syr. qahld',
"crowd") suggests the original basic meaning "assembly, assembled group of people."
This meaning corresponds to OSA qhl/qhlt, which can refer both to the "assembly" of
the council and to the "congregation" or "community" of a god.l

Two basic hypotheses have been put forward regarding the etymology. First,
some scholars derive qdhdl from xqal, "calling," a verb with medial w, though such
a verb qwl is nowhere attested.2 Another derivation from a rare Assyrian root
ku'ulu, "assemble," is problematical because although this root has in the meantime
been frequently attested, its meaning in such witnesses is "hold (fast;.": Neither, in
reverse fashion, can q)l derive from qdhdl.4 No corresponding, semantically similar
noun has been attested, nor can the verb qdhal be a primary verb.5 Second, other
scholars suggest that qdhAl is a primary noun that cannot be explained on the basis
of evidence from other languages and is to be distinguished etymologically from -+
)y qat.

The basic meaning also explains the semantic nuances exhibited by the verb and
other substantive forms. Only the rare fem. participial construction qdhelelreqtires ad-
ditional comment because of the numerous interpretations put forward. The form
clearly represents a feminine qal participle even though the qal is not otherwise attested
and the feminine form is associated with masculine predicates. Moreover, qohele! as a

personal name is used rvith the article at least in Eccl. l2:8 and 7:27 (cj.) and is thus un-
derstood there as an appellative. This form has been perceived as so unusual that some
scholars try to interpret it as a translation error from Aramaic.6 A certain consensus is
inclined to understand qdhelel as an office designation meaning approximately "leader
of the assembly, speaker in the assembly,"z und to view the peculiar form itself as a
characteristic of late language.8 Another unpersuasive suggestion is that of R. Pautrel,
who understands qdhele! as a collective designation (corresponding1'o ydiebe!) irrthe
sense of "personified public opinion."e One is better advised to follow the LXX
ekklEsidstEs, "member of the ekkl4sia," in understanding this form as a teacher in the

l. See ContiRossini,230; Miiller, 1118-19.
2. Advocates include H. Bauer, "Die hebriiischen Eigennamen als sprachliche

Erkenntnisquellel' ZAW 48 (1930) 75; Wolff, 70; cautiously also H. C. M. Vogt, Studie zur
nachexilischen Gemeinde in Esra-Nehemia (Werl, 1966), 91 n. 153.

3. GesB,705; AHw, lI,502-3.
4. See W. F. Albright, "The High Place in Ancient Palestine," Volume du CongrDs, Strasbourg

19s6. sw 4 (t9s7),2s6.
5. Miiller, ll19.
6. Most recently E. Ullendorff, "Meaning of qhltl' W 12 (1962) 215, who suggests the Ara-

maic determinate state was mistaken for a Heb. fem. ending.
7. O. Eissfeldt, The OT: An Intro. (Eng. trans. 1965),492.
8. C. F. Whitley, Koheleth, His ktnguage and Thought. B7-AW 148 (1979), 4-5.
9. R. Pautrel, L'Eccldsiaste (Paris, :1958), 9-10.
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assembly of the peoplelO or in the cultic congregation, though qdhdl is quite uncertain
in these two meanings during this late period, nor does anything in the book itself sug-
gest such an association.ll These reservations have raised anew the question concern-
ing qhl in qahelp!. N. Lohfink adduces Eccl. l2:9 in interprerin g qdhal as a ..philosoph-

ical circle," an appellative that the unnamed baL.am then appropriated.l2 D. Michel
follows whitley in interprerin g qhl legally (cf. Syr. qhl, "to consider") as a ..skeptic,', 

a
suggestion that would be more attractive if it could be demonstrated without reference
to Syriac.

II. Distribution.
l. Synonyms. Since Rost and especially as regards the ecclesiological semantic

component, scholars invariably adduce -+ ii'Ill 'EQa and -s Dg 'am as synonyms of
qahal. Becatse these references are generally made in studies of the OT precursors of
the early church, however, and have thus proven inadequate for assessing qdhdl in its
OT context, other concepts have increasingly drawn attention as well, especially from
the Iiterature of early Judaism, including + 'Il0 s6Q, -+ il]3g '€sd, -+ l]I-lD marzeab,
and -+ 111' yahaQ. other terms deserving attention include h"bfrra and Aram.
k"niita'.t3

2. Akk. pufuru. The most appropriate equivalent to qdhdl among ancient languages is
sem. pfur The Akk. vb. pafudru means "assemble," in the D stem "gather, collect." The
nottn pufuru (which was adopted into Aramaic) means "assembly, council (of gods and
people)," and ultimately "totality (of living beings or things).,'ta The Sumerian
worldview already thought the earthly form of society corresponded precisely to the
world of the gods; accordingly, the king's council corresponded to an "assembly of di-
vine beings" (Sum. fikkin; A]rJr.. pufuur ilanirs). people were less inclined to view the
heavenly forms as a reflection of earthly circumstances even if they had originated
thus; rather, they served as a legitimation for earthly forms of society up to the early
forms of democracy, the authorized "people's assembly,"16 which even during the pe-
riod of the ascendant monarchy with its inclination to concentrate power still continued
to meet for adjudication (cf. the Hittite panku{).ll

10. P. Jotion, "Sur le nom de Qoheleth," Bibl 2 (1921) 53-54.
I l. See D. Michel, Qohelet. EdF 258 (Darmsradt, 1988), 4-g.
12. N. Lohfink, Kohelet. NEB (1980), 12.
13. -+ ''l:n halar (chabhar), tY, 193-97.
14. AHw, II, 810-1 1, 876-77.
15. Cf. W. Rdllig, RL4, ltt, 498-99; J. van Dijk, Rt_A, tIJ,,538-39; G. Evans, .Ancient

Mesopotamian Assemblies," JAOS 78 (1958) l-l l, l 14-15.
16. See A. Malamat, "Kingship and Council in Israel and Sumer: A Parallel," "/NES 22 (1963)

247-53; esp. T. Jacobsen, "Primitive Democracy in Ancient Mesopotamia," JNES 2 (1943) l5g-
72.

17. A different view is taken by J. A. soggin, Das Kdnigtum in Israel. BZAV lo4 (1967),
136-46, who thinks Jacobsen has severely overestimated the democratic character of the
pu$ru.
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3. Ugar. phr.lnUgarit, phr refers to the "assembly, totality," t8 either of the clan (phr
qbs)te of heirs,2o or especially frequently of the gods,2l the court of the divine king, El.
Even though these witnesses do attest phr in theological contexts, it is not attested in
such contexts in reference to a religiously qualified "community" or "assembly" of
people.

4. Phoen. mpl.trt. The 10th-century B.c.E. Yehawmilk inscription mentions the mphrt
'l gbl qdim, "the assembly of the holy gods of Byblos."zz The Karatepe inscription (ca.

72O s.c.B..) mentions the dr bn'lm, "circle of the sons of E1."23 Finally the Deir'Alla in-
scription (I 7) mentions a mw'd of the Jdy-gods, probably also an advisory council of
the gods.

All these witnesses associate phr or mphrt with the notion of a heavenly group with
a counterpart in earthly society. In Hebrew the term qdhdl simllarly occurs only in the

combinations q"hal qeQbitm, "assembly of holy ones" (Ps. 89:6[Eng. 5]), possibly in-
dicating an identification between the earthly cultic community and the heavenly circle
of worshipers, and qehal repaim, "assembly of shadows" (Prov. 2l: l6), an expression

recalling Ugaritic mythology and possibly also Akk. puhur etemm4, "assembly of de-

mons."24

III. OT.
l. Occurrences. According to Even-Shoshan, the root qhl occtrs 176 times in the

OT (Miiller: 173 times), with the verb occurring 39 times (19 niphal, 20 hiphil), the

nolln qahal 122 times, qehilld twice, qohelel 7, *maqhEl twice, and the place-names

maqhZldl ard qeh€ld1d twice each.

a. Only a few occurrences of qdhdl date reliably to the early period. Possibly only
Gen. 49:6 and Nu. 22:4 can be ascribed to J, while the other 21 occurrences in the Pen-

tateuch can be ascribed to PG and Ps. The I I occurrences in Deuteronomy (6 in Dt. 23)

also belong to various strata. Among the 9 occurrences in the Psalms,26:5 is extremely
old, and 89:6(5) is probably at least preexilic. The 3 occurrences in Proverbs date to the

earlier (21:16) and later monarchy (26:26) and the postexilic period (5:14). The term
occurs 11 times in the Dtr History,33 times in the Chronicler's History, 10 times in
Ezra-Nehemiah. The term qahal occurs with striking infrequency in the prophetic writ-
ings. It does not occur at all among the preexilic prophets Amos, Hosea, and Isaiah,

then only 4 times in Jeremiah, albeit exclusively in secondary postinterpretations

18. WUS, no.2215; UT no. 2037.
19. See CML2,92.
20. KTU 1.14,t,25.
2l. phr'lm, KTU 1.47, 29; phr bny'1, KTU 1.40, 8, 17, 25, 34: phr m'd, KTU 1.2, 1, 14, 15, 16,

20, 3l; phr kkbm, KTU 1.10, I, 4. For additional references, including dr '1, 'dt 'lm, mphrt bn '1,

etc., see W. H. Schmidt, Kdnigtum Gottes in Ugarit und Israel. BZAW 80 1z19UUr, 26ff.; also
J. Macdonald, 'An Assembly at Ugarit?" FS C. F. A. Schaeffer UF ll (1979) 515-26.

22. KAr 4.4-5.
23. KAI26A.III.I9.
24. AHw,II, 876.
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(Nachinterpretationen). Mic. 2:5 is also postexilic. Ezekiel uses the word 15 times,
Joel once. Lam. 1:10 is exilic at earliest, while Job 30:28 is definitely postexilic.

b. The verb dates reliably to the preexilic period only in 8x.32:l in a JE source and
in Jer. 26:9. The remaining niphal occurrences belong to p (4 times), the Dtr History
and Esther (5 times each), the Chronicler's History (twice), and Ezekiel (once). The 20
hiphil occurrences are without exception exilic-postexilic, including 8 in p, 3 in Deu-
teronomy, 2 in the Dtr History, 5 in the Chronicler's History, and 1 each in Ezekiel and
Job.

c. The noun q"hilld probably dates to a relatively late period in both Dt. 33:4 and
Neh. 5:7, though q"hillal ya'"q6b in Dt. 33:4 might reflect an earlier tradition.

The term qohelel occurs 7 times, primarily in the framing chapters I and 12 (3 times
each) of the eponymous book. It also occurs hi:27.

The term *maqhel occurs only in the masc. pl. maqhdltm (ps.26:12) and in the fem.
pl. maqhEldl (68:27[26]), two relatively old passages.

The two place-names maqhdldl and qehzhla refer to two different stopping places
during the wilderness wanderings, apparently located near one another (Nu.33:22-26);
the terms may simply represent "assembling points" rather than genuine place-names.

2. syntax. a. The noun qahal refers basically to an assembly of people, never to
groups of animals or things. It occurs in the following construct expressions as the
nomen regens: qdhal yiird'zl (13 times, 5 in the Dtr History, 4 in the chronicler's His-
tory, once in P); qahdl 'aQa!-yiird'Zl (Ex. 12:6 P); qdhdl benA-yiira'dl (Nu. l4:5 p);
qahdl yhwh (10 times, 6 in Dt. 23;2 in P, also 1 Ch. 28:8; Mic. 2:5); qdhdl .ammim (4
times, twice each in P and Ezekiel); qahdl hd'dm (Ier. 26 17; ps. lO7:32); qdhdl 'am-
hdry ldhtm (l gs. 20:2); qdhdl g6yim (Gen. 35 : I I ; Jer. 50:9); expressions occurring only
once include qahal mereim (Ps. 26:5); qdhdl qeQiitm (ps. 89:6t51); qdhal repaTm
(Prov. 2l:16); qahdl hagg^ld (Ezr. l0:8); qdhdl ha'eldhin (Neh. t3:t); qdhdl fudstgtm
(Ps. 149:l); qdhdl yehfiQd (2 Ch.2O:5).

The term occurs as a nomen rectum only in the expressio ns y6m haqqdhdl (Dt. 9: l0;
10:4; l8:16), 'am haqqahal (Lev. 16:33), 'AnA haqqahdl (4:13), and hatta! haqqdhdl
(4:21).

The expression kol-haqqahal occurs 19 of 2l times in the Chronicler's History
while qdhdl gaQbl occnrs 5 rimes, par. kol-yiSrd'Cl (l K.8:65;2 Ch. 7:8), hayil rap
(Ezk. 38: l5), and kol-hanndiim (Jer. 44:15). The expressi ol qahdl ra! ocatrs 7 times.

The noun qahal functions as the subject of the verbs b6', ,,come,,; 'ama4 ,,speak,;
'and, "answer";'amai, "rise"; ya'as, "take counsel together, deliberate',; 4bs, 

..assem-

ble"; yaSa', "know, recognize"; hiqrt! and hZ!t', "present" (an offering); iahat,
"slaughter"; darai, "seek out (the altar)"; hiitahoweh, "do homage',; brk piel,..praise
(Yahweh)"; karal bertT "make a covenant"; iamah, "rejoice"; 'aSA sukk61, *bfild
booths"; ragam'e[en, "stone"; br'(IIJ) piel, "cut to pieces"; ldhaf,,,,devour,,; then pas-
sively napal, "fall (into the sea)"; l.tll, "be slain, struck." one notices that almost with-
out exception, each of these combinations occurs but once, suggesting that qahal did
not become part of fixed expressions.

The noun qdhdl finctions as the object of the verbs qhl hiphil, "summon, assem-
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ble"; b6'hiphiU'dh hiphil, "lead up/in"; brk piel, "bless"; qdi piel, "sanctify"; Sane',

"hate"; and mwt hiphil, "allow to die."
b. In the niphal meaning "assemble," the verb's subjects include hd'edA, "the cultic

community"; b"nA-yiird'El, "Israelites," yehfiQim, "Judeans" (4 times each); and ha'am,
"the people" (twice).

In the hiphil, subjects performing the action of "assembling" include Moses (8
times), David, Solomon, Rehoboam, and Gog; only once (Job I l: l0) is it '"l6ah who
passes through, imprisons, and "assembles" (no obj.) for judgment. The objects of such
"assembling" include (kol-)ha'cdA, kal-(-da! b"nA) yiird'El, hd'dm, iot"rim, zeqEntm,
idrA yiird'dl, and koLbA!-yhwh. No fixed expressions emerge in the hiphil either.

Fabry

lY. l. Basic Technical Meaning. With the basic meaning "assembled group of peo-

plel' qdhdl is a technical term whose specific meaning must be qualified contextually
with regard to the people involved and the purpose of assembly. Such qualification
emerges through direct word combinations (esp. const. expressions), the use of syn-
onyms and antonyms in parallel and chiastic structures, syntactic reference to other
terms in the context of the verse or pericope, or through positioning within sequences

(first or last position). Such features confirm that the basic technical meaning is main-
tained in all strata and throughout the entire spectrum of OT occurrences. The earliest
witness is perhaps Gen. 49 6,2s where qahal parallels s6Q in reference to an assembly
of people around Simeon and Levi. The 3 remaining occurrences in Genesis can be as-

cribed to PG; the expressions q"hal'ammtm (28:3;48:4) and qehal gbyim (35:ll) simi-
larly illustrate the basic technical meaning, here in reference to a gathering of peoples.

Examples from the Dtr History illustrating the basic technical meaning include I S.

11:47 and I K. 8:65. In the former passage, qahal refers to the people currently gath-

ered together in the war against the Philistines, while in the latter it picks up syntacti-
cally on the expression i"lomah . . . w"\ol yiird'€l in reference to Israel as a great as-

sembly of persons about to celebrate the Feast of Booths (to be distinguished from a

festival assembly as an institution). The adj. ga86l additionally underscores the quanti-
tative character of the term (par. 2 Ch. 7:8). The Chronicler's History uses the term
similarly in 2 Ch. 30: I 3, where qdhdl picks up syntactically on 'am-ra! in reference to
a large crowd of people as a great assembly that has just appeared in Jerusalem for the

Feast of Unleavened Bread. The quantitative aspect is underscored by the expression
laro! me'dQ, and the position of qdhdl at the end of the sentence also identifies it as a

summarizing term.
The basic quantitative meaning of the term comes clearly to expression inEzr.2:64

and Neh. 7:66, where qahal refers to the people as a numerically qualified group ("the
whole assembly together was forty-two thousand three hundred sixty," Neh. 7:66).
Without exception, the 15 occurrences of the term in Ezekiel draw on this basic techni-

25. Though cf. the cautious position of H. Donner, Geschichte des Volkes Israel und seiner
Nachbarn in Grundziigen. ATDErg.4/1 (1983), I, 131.
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cal meaning, which is always qualified in the same way as an assembly or gathering ei-
ther for hostile purposes or to form an army and for war. In Ezk. 23:24:26:1;27:27:
38:4; 38:15, this aspect is qualified by a series in which qahal stands either in the pen-
ultimate position and is interchangeable with 'am ra! (26:7) or hayil ra| (38: l5), or in
the final position as a summary of horses, chariots, and riders. Jer. 44:.15 also exempli-
fies this use of series. Here qahal refers to a fortuitous gathering of people qualified
more specifically as a gathering of men and women; the term ga86l tnderscores the ba-
sic technical meaning, and the ptcp. hd'dm"/61the fortuitous character of the assembly.

Ps.26:5 (preexilic) and Prov.2l:16 exemplify texts preserving the basic technical
meaning. Both involve construct expressions in which qdhal specifres a "numerical ac-
cumulation" qualified more specifically by the nomen rectum (mereim in Ps. 26:5;
r"paim in Prov. 2l:16). The same dynamic basically applies to all such construct ex-
pressions.

Synonyms or antonyms can be used in parallelism or chiasmus in the immediate
context, while the terms 'am, 'C/d, -Qay yiird'4|, benA yiira'el, or kol-1,iira'El can be
used within the extended context of the verse or pericope or be combined directly with
the term qahal (see above). The expressions kol-q"hal-yiira'el, haqqahal leyi(ra'el, and
those with 'am and'z{d do not allow conclusions regarding a specific kind of assembly
as an institution or legal entity. Such is not the case, however, regarding expressions
such as q"hal yhwh or ydm haqqahal, which must, however, be examined from a

diachronic perspective.

2. The Religious-Cultic Assembly in Dtn"/Dtr Texts. Gen.49:6 and Nu. 22:4 probably
represent the earliest (pre-Dtn) witnesses and illustrate the basic technical meaning.
The I I occurrences in the book of Deuteronomy, with the exception of 3l:30, clearly
use the term in a specific context.

a. The community law in 23:2-9(l-8) uses the expression q"hal thwh 6 times in
quick succession. Recent scholarship agrees that this pericope developed in stages and

disagrees only with regard to its dating (pre- or postexilic), though much suggests that
the basic text dates to the preexilic period.26 Regardless of how one dates the various
parts of the pericope or understands its overall development, the community law in any
case addresses the requirements for entry into the "assembly of Yahweh" (q"hal ,"hwh).
The regulations themselves belong contextually and thematically to regulations con-
cerning sexual matters, including 22:13-23:.15(14;.zz lntr context includes the cultic-
sexual issue of mutilation addressed in v.2(l) and the interpretation of the bastard in
v. 3(2) as the son of a temple prostitute.28 The specific and irrevocable exclusion of
Moab and Ammon from the assembly of Yahweh and their inclusion among those
mentioned in vv.2,3(1,2) might derive from their incestuous origin as described in
Gen. l9:30ff. The striking and conscious exception ofEdom and Egypt provides con-

26. See Hossfeld, 128-29.
27. See G. Braulik, "Die Abfolge der Gesetze in Deuteronomitm 12-26 und der Dekalog," in

N. Lohfink, ed., Das Deuteronomium: Entstehung, Gestalt und BotschaJi. BETL68 (1985), 260.
28. So Klein, 28.
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hrmation by way of contrast. To that extent, the law's attempt to keep the assembly of
Yahweh cultically and sexually pure certainly accords with the typical preexilic Israel-
ite inclination to be rather sensitive in sexual matters and to reject the (Canaanite)
sacralization of the sexual (cf. in this regard the formulaic expression "commit an
abomination in Israel"2e). As with many ancient ritual regulations, later authors had
difficulty understanding them and thus provided additional historical arguments sup-
porting the prohibitions in Dt. 23:5ab,6(4ab,5). Such actions, however, are more diffi-
cult to explain when the basic text dates to the more recent postexilic period. The echo
ofthecommunitylawinLam. 1:l0andespeciallyinNeh. 13:l-3andEzr.9:10-l2sug-
gests that the law originated contemporaneous with Ezra and Nehemiah. Even if Mic.
2:5 is disqualified as a preexilic witness to the expression q"hal !hwh,3o the basic text
of Dt. 23:2-9(1-8) and its echo in Lam. l:10 do show that the notion of a q"hal yhwh
was associated with cultic connotations during the preexilic period and influenced the
later Dtn redactors. In connection with the community law, the expression q"hal yhwh
became a technical term for a religious and cultic assembly that excluded men with
genital defects or of the wrong lineage (cf. Dt. 23:2-4[l-3); cf. in this regard the discus-
sion in Rost).

b. The effects of this theological technical term can also be seen in a late Dtr stratum
that at the same time introduces significant new accentuation. The redactor is ex-
tremely concerned with articulating the religious-cultic consequences of the Horeb
event as consequences applicable to Yahweh's covenant community.

Dt. 5:22 uses qahal to refer to the assembly of Israelites who receive the Decalog
and through it become the people of Yahweh. The occurrences in 9:10; l0:4; l8:16,
passages belonging to the same redactional stratum, show that the Dtr redactor is using
the term to encompass more than merely the group actually assembled at Horeb. The
expression y6m haqqdhal is used there to articulate what happened at Horeb and to
provide theological content for the term qahal, which now refers to the community that
permanently possesses the law or Decalog in the ark.3l

The occurrences of the verb in the hiphil in Dt.4:10 and3l:12 belong to the same
redactional stratum and focus on the assembling of the people at Horeb (4: l0) and the
subsequent assemblies (31:12) in the land for the Festival of Booths in the seventh year.

In the books extending from Joshua through I Kings, and with the exception of Jgs.
2O:2;21:5,8; I S. 11:47; 1 K. 8:65 (the term does not occur ar all in2 Kings), rhe rerm
qdhdl is used in the expression kol-q"hal-yiird'El and in every instance (Josh. 8:35;
I K.8:14[bis),22,55 etc.) in a cultic context. The equivalent context and expressions
suggest the influence of the theological use of qdhal in Deuteronomy. Both Josh. 8
(construction of the altar and proclamation of the law on Mt. Ebal) and I K. 8 (transfer
of the ark) involve a currently unfolding event such that alongside the basic meaning
"gathering of people" for such an event there is also emphasis on the notion of a fixed

29. See M. Rose, Der Ausschliesslichkeitsanspruch Jahwes. BWANT 106 (1975), 34-35.
30. So H. W Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 70, 80.
31. Hossfeld, 131.
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or enduring institution in the sense of the Dtr understanding. In Josh. 8:35 this specific

assembly includes those mentioned in v. 33: "all Israel, alien as well as citizen, with
their elders and officers and their judges . . . the Levitical priests who carried the ark of
the covenant of Yahweh," as well as the women and children added in v. 35 itself. Con-

textually (cf. 8:1ff.) the assembly in I K. 8: 14 includes only men, "the elders of Israel

and all the heads of the tribes, the leaders of the ancestral houses of the Israelites"

(v. 1), "all the men of Israel" (v. 2). 1 K. 8:65 adds to the quantitative aspect the cultic

connotation described above. By contrast, 12:3 uses the expression kol-q"hal-yiird'El
again, though probably in connection with a political assembly rather than in a cultic

context.
tgs.20:2:21.5,8; I S. 11l,47 we qahal in the basic technical sense but with a com-

pletely different connotation in reference to a crowd of people assembled for war, with
Jgs. 21:5,8 additionally associated with the war of Yahweh.

3. qdhdl and'dQd in P. Except for occurrences in Deuteronomy, Gen. 49:6, and Nu.

22:4,theremaining 21 Pentateuch occurrences can be ascribed to P. Within P itself, use

of the term qdhdl shifts slightly between the basic Priestly writing (PG) and the second-

ary Priestly addenda (Ps).

a. PG uses qdhdlin its basic meaning. The 3 occurrences in Genesis (28:3;35:11;

48:4) refer to the quantitative amalgamation of peoples with whom Jacob is blessed.

This blessing derives from Gen. 17:5, where Abraham becomes the ancestor of a large

number of peoples (because of the etymology of the name Abraham, the word hambn

replaces qahal.
The occurrences in Exodus (Ex. 12:6; 16:3) as well as the PG occulrences in Nu.

l4:5; (19:20); 20:4,6,10; (22:4) are either qualified by a specific expression emphasiz-

ing qdhdl as a technical entity or refer to the terms 'am, 'dQd, 'aQa! yiird'El, or benA

yiird'dl in emphasizing that these groups assembled for various, specif,rc reasons. PG

understands 'EdA as a qualitative term describing the particular character ofthe assem-

bly of the children of Israel, whlle qdhdl maintains its basic technical meaning as a

gathering focused on a currently unfolding occasion. The expression in Ex. 12:6

clearly refers to the assembly of the'ZdA for the current Passover. In Nu. 14:5 the'e{A
assembles because of an unfolding mutiny. In the story of the waters of Meribah (Nu.

2O:l-12*), PG varies the synonymity between 'Edd and b"n€-yiird'El in v. 1 by using

apposition instead of the more customary construct expression. The new notion of the

"whole congregation" now alternates within the story with the technical term qdhdl
('Cdd in vv. 2,8a; qdhdl in vv. 6,10). This alternation with ?q/d suggests that the fixed
group of persons called 'ejA is now coming together for a specif,tc, currently unfolding
occasion and that this current action of "assembling" is called qdhdl. The term qdhdl is

associated syntactically in v. l0 with hammortm, additionally underscoring the charac-

ter ofthe qdhdl as a gathering to address a specific, topical issue. The expression bezO-

yiird'€l recurs at the end of v. 12 corresponding to the beginning and is then joined by

the concrete term qdhdl. Even though the words are used synonymously in the context

of the pericope, they are not equivalents. PG accentuates in qdhdl the basic meaning

and thus the quantitative aspect, whereas 'e/d is a qualitatively determined term.
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b. By contrast, PS no longer maintains this clear distinction as rigorously. Here
qdhdl always appears in connection with sacrificial regulations, suggesting that the
concept now refers to a cultically assembled group and thus has become a qualitatively
determined term that can be used synonymously with 'ZQd. Lev.4: l3 parallels kol--da1
yiird'Zl and haqqdhdl and thus understands the two terms as synonyms with the same

semantic qualification. This observation is underscored by the determination of the
term qdhdl as haqqdhal in reference to the preceding'aQa! yiira'dl. The addendum in
Lev. 4:21 confirms this usage. Lev. 16:33 uses the determinate term in the expression
kol-'am haqqdhdl in connection with the regulations for the rituals on the Day of
Atonement. Nu. 10:7 picks up syntactically on hd'EQA and kol-ha'ZflA in 10:2,3 in con-
nection with the trumpet signals for the congregation. Nu. 15:15 picks up syntactically
on benA-yiira'dl in v. 2 in connection with various sacrificial regulations. Nu. l9:20
uses haqqahal in connection with purification regulations. Even Lev. 16:17, in connec-
tion with regulations for the atonement offering on the Day of Atonement, luses qahal
as a determinate noun in the expres sion kol-qehal-yiird'31. In PS as well, qdhdl has be-
come a theological technical term qualified in the sense of 'Zdd as an institutional cultic
assembly picking up on the Dtn/Dtr usage.

4. Prophets. The basic technical meaning of qdhdl predominates in its exilic-
postexilic occurrences in the prophetic writings and in late (primarily exilic)
redactional material in Jeremiah (Jet 26:17;31:8;44:15;50:9). Typical passages in-
clude 31:8 and,44:15, which position qahdl at the beginning and end of series. Two oc-
currences use qdhdl slightly differently. Mic.2:5 is an exilic addendum using qdhdl to
refer to the people of God on a local level as a primarily cultic assembly.3z Joel 2:16
analogously uses qahal to refer to the people assembled for worship.

5. Chronicler's History. a. The occurrences in 2 Ch. 6:3(bis),12, and 7:8 are the
equivalents to I K. 8:14(bis),22, and 8:65, i.e., they were adopted by the Chronicler
from the Dtr History. The semantic qualification is thus the same.

b. The use of qdhdl in material specific to the Chronicler's History exhibits two
global tendencies. First, the basic, quantitative technical meaning is maintained and be-
comes transparent for additional connotations. Second, and quite apart from passages

the Chronicler simply adopted from the Dtr History, the influence of the Dtr under-
standing emerges even in material specific to the Chronicler. In the Chronicler's His-
tory qdhdl refers to the full cultic assembly that meets at all the great turning points in
Israel's history ( I Ch. 28 : 8 ; 29 : l,lO,2O: David's succession ; 2 Ch. 29 :28,3 I -32: Heze-
kiah's reform; 3O:2,4,17,23,24,25: Hezekiah's Passover; and finally Ezr. l0:L2).zt

Even though the 9 occurrences in 2 Ch. 30 are contextually qualified as full cultic
assemblies at Hezekiah's Passover, they also exhibit more subtle semantic nuances. In
v. 2 the expression w"f;ol-haqqahal picks up the names of the tribes of Israel and Judah

32. See Wolff, Micah,'15-'76.
33. A. J. Gunneweg, Esra. KAT XIX/I (1985), 173
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as well as Ephraim and Manasseh in reference to an assembly of these tribes with "the

king and his officials" to discuss the celebration of the Passover (similarly also v. 4).

The term occurs again in v. 13, albeit with a different connotation. Now qahalrefersto
the numerically qualified ("many") gathering of a large crowd of people ('am-rab) in

Jerusalem to celebrate the Festival of Unleavened Bread. Yv. 17,23,24(bis),25a then

refer back to this crowd and describe it more specifically as a cultic assembly in con-

nection with the festival. Whereas in v. 25a kol-qehal y"hfidA w"hakkAh"ntm

wehall.wiyim still refers in the sense of the basic meaning to the concrete cultic assem-

bly gathered for this specific festival, wef,ol-haqqdhdl habbdim mtyifrd'?l then refers

only to a purely quantitative gathering of people with no more specific qualification for
a specific purpose; i.e., here qdhdl is used exclusively in its basic technical meaning.

A similar situation applies to the 4 occurrences in 2 Ch. 29. Although the context

qualifies the term as a full cultic assembly at the occasion of Hezekiah's reform, it does

not specify clearly which group ofpersons the qdhdl actually includes. It is difficult to

determine whether the term in 29:28 refers to the expression "the officials of the city"
(29:20), and the remaining occulrences in29.31ff. include the same group, or whether

the mention of yefuizqtydhfi w"ftol-ha'am in29:36 qualifies the 4 earlier occurrences of
qdhdl in retrospect.

Other passages qualifying qahal contextually as a cultic assembly meeting for a

specific occasion include 2 Ch. l:3,5, where v. 3 refers to the group mentioned in v. 2,

"all Israel, the commanders of the thousands and of the hundreds, the judges, and all
the leaders of all Israel, the heads of families." 2 Ch. 6:13 is itself contextually quali-

fied by the par. passage 1 K. 8 and is an addendum of the Chronicler, who does, how-

ever, follow that context in employing the expression kol-q"hal-yiird'€1, which other-

wise does not occur in material specific to the Chronicler (excepting I Ch. l3:2) and

almost certainly reflects the influence of the Dtr use of the tetm.2 Ch. 20:5 qualifies

the members of the assembly through the expression biq"hal yehfr{A wtrfiidlayim;
20: l4 refers to v. 13, which explicitly mentions "little ones, wives, and children" along

with all of Judah as part of the assembly standing before Yahweh.

2 Ch. 23:3 illustrates how the transparency of the basic meaning accommodates

other semantic connotations such as "cultic assembly gathered for a specific occasion."

Here qdhdl refers back to the people mentioned in23:l-2, including the commanders

of the hundreds, Azariah son of Jeroham, Ishmael son of Jehohanan, Azariah son of
Obed, Maaseiah son of Adaiah, Elishaphat son of Zichri, Levites from all the towns of
Judah, and the heads of families of Israel. The assembly of this group of people is iden-

tified contextually as both a cultic and a political assembly ("then the whole assembly

made a covenant with the king in the house of God").
2Ch.24:6uses the termqdhdl to describe retrospectively the historical assembly of

Israel during the wilderness wanderings (w"haqqdhAl leyiirA'Cl). This historical per-

spective -uy indi"ut" that the Chronicler draws from the language of PS. 2 Ch. 3l:18
seems to refer to an institution, albeit not a cultic assembly but rather a community for
establishing temple service, a community that according to the verse explicitly also in-

cludes "little children, wives, sons, and daughters."
The 4 occurrences in I Ch. 29 1,10,20, and 28:8 are qualified contextually as a
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cultic assembly on the occasion of David's succession. Here too the basic theological
qualihcation exhibits more subtle nuances as well. In v. I the term refers to an assem-

bly for the purpose of establishing donations for the temple construction. In vv. l0 and
20 the same assembly comes together cultically to rejoice in thanksgiving for the dona-
tions. It is difficult to determine precisely who the actual members of the assembly
were, however, though v. 6 mentions the leaders of ancestral houses, the leaders of the
tribes, the commanders of the thousands and of the hundreds, and the officers over the
king's work, and v. t hd'am. 1 Ch. 28:8 theologically qualifies the commission to build
the temple, and here qahal is itself theologically qualified in the Dtn/Dtr sense; Israel
as the qdhdl yhwh is admonished to obey the law.

By contrast, the remaining occurrences in I Ch. 13:2,4 again exemplify how the
transparency of the basic meaning allows for extended semantic connotations. V. I
mentions the leadership of Israel (the commanders of the thousands and of the hun-
dreds, all leaders), from which l"f;ol-q"hal yiird'€l is delimited in an antonymic sense.
David asks this assembly to agree to the results of his meetings with the leaders to
transfer of the ark. V. 4 then underscores the delimitation of this assembly over against
the circle of leaders by the parallel use of bl-haqqdhal and kol-hd'dm. Here qahdl rc-
fers to an assembly of the people legally empowered in religious and political matters
meeting to address a specific issue.

The term occurs 5 times each in Ezra and Nehemiah, 4 of which are inEzr. 10. Even
though these occurrences are contextually related and qualified, they nonetheless ex-
hibit the two tendencies already observed in the Chronicler's History. Ezr. l0:l refers
to a gathering of people without any particular motivation; qahal stands here first in a
series identifying the people more specifically (men, women, and children of Israel).
V. 8 qualifies the term differently with the expression q"hal-haggbld, which in contrast
to v. 1 also accentuates the theological character of the true congregation. V. 12 picks
up syntactically on kol-'aniA-yehfiy'd-fipinyamin and kol-hd'dm from v. 9. In the context
this assembly is gathering together to discuss the dissolution of mixed marriages. V. 14

differentiates between bl-haqqdhal on the one hand and representation by the officials
on the other. Ezr. 2:64 uses the term in its basic technical meaning in summary refer-
ence to a numerical entity, in this instance the detailed list of those returning from exile
(similarly also Neh. 7:66). Gunneweg notes that the Chronicler interprets this docu-
ment in his sense as a registry of the true congregation of the new salvific age and as-

cribes central theological significance to it,34 a situation also influencing the use of
qdhdl in this context.

Neh. 5:13 parallels qdhdl with'am and is qualified more precisely by 5:l (men of
the simple people and their wives). The motive is again a developing issue, namely, the
settlement of an argument. In 8:2 qahal refers back to ha'am in v. I ; the motive here is
instruction in the law (adoption of a Dtr tradition). Neh. 8:17 involves the celebration
of the Festival of Booths, suggesting that in this case the reference is to a cultic assem-
bly. The text also mentions haiidlim min-haii"lA, "all those who had returned from

\-

34. Ibid.,65.
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the captivity." This specification combines Dtr theology with the agenda of the Chroni-
cler's theology (Gunneweg).

Neh. 13:l is a citation from Dt. 23:4-6(3-5), albeit with significant alteration. The
Chronicler replaces q"hal yhwh, the technical term from Deuteronomy, with qehal

hdn l6him ( biq" hal han lohim ).
The semantic spectrum of qdhdl in the Chronicler's History thus extends from the

cultic assembly at historical turning points to the assembly focused on political issues

and with a varying membership.

6. Psalms. Eight of the nine occurren ces of qahal in the Psalms refer to the worship
assembly (the exception is 26:5). Unlike the narrative texts discussed above, the psalms

do not qualify the term with a specific occasion or a specific group of people, though
the motive prompting the assembly is invariably to praise Yahweh or to proclaim his
word.

ln22:26(25);35:18; 40:10-11(9-10), the adj. ra! emphasizes the quantitative aspect

inhering in the basic meaning. In 89:6(5); 107:32; 149:1, an additional substantive
qualifies this assembly that comes together to praise Yahweh. Ps. 89:6(5) luses biq"hal
q"flditm, while 149:1 uses biq"hal l.t"st/tm as substantival adjectives to qualify the ab-

stract group ofpeople behind qdhdl as "holy" and "faithful";107:32luses biq"hal-'am
to qualify the group quantitatively. Ps. 26:5 (probably preexilic) uses a construct ex-

pression with qdhal as the nomen regens indicating a "crowd of people" and thus func-
tioning as a technical term. Ps.22:23(22); 35:18; and lO7:32 are chiastically struc-
tured, with 22:23(22) juxtaposing qdhdl and l"'efuay, 35:18 beqdhdl rab and be'am
'asfim, and lO7:32 biq"hal-'dm and fi!"m6iab z"qenim.

This conscious juxtaposition of qdhdl as the worship assembly, on the one hand, and

the other designations for gatherings in daily life, on the other, emphasizes the signifi-
cance of praise of Yahweh for both the cultic and the common spheres. Ps. 22:26(25)
and 89:6(5) are parallel in structure. ln22:26(25) qahdl parallels "those who fear him";
89:6(5) juxtaposes the "heavens" above with the "assembly of the holy ones" below.

Ps. 26:5 (preexilic) uses the basic meaning of qdhdl, while more recent occurrences

understand it as a technical term for the worship assembly.

'7 . Wisdom. The use of qdhdl in wisdom texts confirms the multifaceted meanings of
the term already discussed. The preexilic admonition in Prov. 26:26 tells how the

wicked will be exposed in the public assembly, using qdhdl in its basic meaning with
no additional specification. Prov. 2 I : l6 similarly draws from the ancient Near Eastern

understanding of the netherworld in calling that realm the q"hal repaim. By contrast,
Prov. 5: 14 distinguishes between political (qahal) and cultic ('ddd) feaires of assem-

bly, thereby restricting the public forum designated by qdhdl to the community assem-

bly. Job 30:28, like Prov. 5:14, similarly emphasizes the political aspect since here the
qdhal is summoned for adjudication.

The Hebrew text of Sirach makes frequent use of qdhdl and is inclined to use the

term to denote a political assembly. Sir. 7:7; l5:.5;23:24;33:181,46:7 all clearly refer to
the secular, judicial assembly. By contrast, 50:13,20 refer to a cultic context. Sirach ul-
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timately approaches the notion of the Greek polis; the 'am (diimos) assembles in the
qdhdl (ekkl4sia). The significance of rhetoric (15:5) suggests that votes were cast in
this assembly. One important task of this assembly alongside its judicial function and
worship is the praise of wisdom (31:l l; 44:15).

Hossfeld - Kindl

V. Qumran. The root qhl ocaxs ca. 50 times in the Qumran writings, 20 of which
are found in texts from 2Q through l0Q that were unpublished at the time of this writ-
ing. The verb occurs in only 5 passages. The term qhl occws 8 times in I lQT, 8 in
lQM, 2 in 4QMa, 4 in CD, 3 in lQSa, 2 each in IQH and 4QpNah, and elsewhere.
Strikingly it does not occur at all in lQS.

In Qumran, too, the term exhibits a broad semantic spectrum. Surprisingly the earli-
est texts apparently still understood qdhdl as a fully valid self-designation for the com-
munity itself. A letter from the "teacher of righteousness" to the high priest of Jerusa-
lem (4QMMT)35 during the period when the community was being established
contains among other things an explanation of the teacher's understanding of various
factors excluding a person from the "community" @ahal), apparently a Qumran-
Essene interpretation of Dt.23 (cf. 4QFlor 1:4). It thus seems that the community in
Qumran did not reject the term qdhdl as a self-reference until a later period.

1QM understands qdhdl as the "crowd" or "host" accompanying Gog and Magog
(lQM 11:16; cf. Ezk.38:7), as a host of nations (14:5), and as a crowd of evildoers
(15: l0). aQpNah 3:5,7 use qdhdl to refer to "those who seek smooth things," probably
the Jerusalem orthodoxy. All these passages are clearly intended pejoratively. Accord-
ing to IQM 4:10, one of the battle standards bore the inscription q"hal 'Zl, referring to a
specific unit of the eschatological army but not to the entire community and certainly
not to eschatological Israel as such.

lQSa understands qdhdl more as an ecclesiological term. lQSa 2:4 clearly alludes to
Dt. 23 and at the same time associates qdhal closely with 'eQA. The qahal refers to the as-

sembly of the 'C86. Similarly it refers to the concrete actualization of the 'dse1 halyahaj
in the broader context ofregulations concerning the cultic purity ofparticipants in the as-

sembly (mw'd = 'Cdh;36 2:2-lO), which meets as the ?se1 hayyaha{.37 Here qahal and
m6'eQ seem to be identical, though the latter is semantically broader (cf . 2:11,13). In that
case qahal is thus a special cultic form of the m6'dQ. lQSa l:25 then uses qdhdl and'Zse1
hayyahaQ in exact parallelism. Because both are initiated by a t"'fi/A, a "call" or "sum-
mons," they represent a specihcally summoned assembly of the yaha/ rather than an en-
during entity. The qahal can be convened on three occasions: for adjudication, advice,
and war. Hence qahal is not a theologically significant term for the Qumran authors.38

35. See E. Qimron and J. Strugnell, 'An Unpublished Halakhic Letter from Qumran," BiDli-
cal Archaeology Tbday: Proceedings of the Internationsl Congress on Biblical Archaeology (Je-
rusalem, 1985), 400-407.

36. --> i119 'edA, X,480-81.
37. -+ 'IIl! yahaQ, Yl, 40-48.
38. See Maier, 16.
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CD and I I QT deviate from the semantic findings just discussed. Although the 4 oc-
currences in CD are not unequivocal, CD 12:6 uses qdhdl in disciplinary regulations as
the equivalent of the "full assembly" (rabbtm) of rhe comm:unity (yahaQ) from leS,
and thus refers not to the community as such but rather to the community on a specific
occasion. I 1 QT consistently avoids the term yahad and uses qdhal to refer to the cultic
community that presents its atonement sacrifices during the consecration festival and
on the Day of Atonement (cf. I IQT 16:15-18; l8:7;26:7ff). Such passages demon_
strate especially well how ecclesiologically relevant terms determine whether a scroll
genuinely comes from the library of the Qumran Essenes. Hence l lepsu 1g (ps. 154)
also represents a hasidic psalm adopted by the Qumran Essenes; here the q"hal rabbtm
and the q"hal h"stQtm clearly refer to the cultic assembly that praises God.

The liturgies of sabbath sacrifice we qahal only once (4e403, l,ll, 24, wr,i1, ,dt

hmlk bqhl). The overall context indicates that qdhdl as a positively perceived term re-
fers to the heavenly priests.3e

vI. Rabbinic writings. Neither qahal nor 'eQa prays any role in rabbinic
ecclesiology.ao The understanding obtaining in P has now shifted entirely onto the
tetms kenese! and sibbfi4 whose differences are as difficult to distinguish as are those
between qdhdl and ?-1d. Nonetheless, qdhal occasionally exhibits a cerrain valency re-
calling P in that all twelve tribes in Israel constitute the qahal eventhough every tribe
in and for itself also constitutes the qdhdl.

The l3th of Adar was the day of the qahdl or "assembly" at which the m"gilld was
read aloud.at The tractate Yad. iv.4auses qahal to refer to the ideal overall community
of Israel, but not the community in any organizational sense ftQe. Maniages could be
contracted only between members of the qdhdl. Because such was not really practical
in the long run, the customary three-part definition of the qdhal as priestly assembly,
Levitical assembly, and Israelite assembly was expandedby a q"hal gertm, "proselyte
assembly" (Jer. Yebam. viii.gb). According to Bab. eidd.73a,the latter could not, how-
ever, claim the title qdhdl for itself.

Later the qahal came to refer to the concrete synagogue community that assembled
in the synagogue @Q k"niita'1.+z

vII. Lxx. The rendering of the root qhl in the LXX is significant in several re-
spects. In exactly half its occurences, the verb is rendered by ekklesitizeir (19 times),
then 9 times by syndgein, 3 as (syn)athro{zein, 3 by synisttinai, and once (Nu.
17:7116:42)) as episystrdphein. ln 4 instances the LXX possibly drew from a different
text ( I K. 8:2; Job I l: l0; Est. 8: I l; 9:2). Rarher than indicating any semantically rele-
vant distinctions made by a single translator, the varying translations probably reflect

39. See C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacrifice. HSS 27 (1985),241.
_ 40. The term qahal does not occur at all in M. Weinberg, "Die Organisation der jiidischen
Ortsgemeinden in der talmudischen ZeiL" MGWJ 4l (1897) 588-604, 639-60, 6T-91 .

41. Documentation in WTM,lV,257.
42. See the dedication inscriptions in synagogues, Beyer, 366-61,3gg,4Ol-2.
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rather the existence of several translators, since basically all occurrences in Dtn/Dtr
material and in the Chronicler's History are translated as ekklesidzein, and all in
Ezekiel and Esther and most in P as syndgein.

Translations of the noun qahal conftm these findings. It is rendered 68 times as

ekklesia,36 as synagogii,6 as 6chlos, once each as slsrasis, synidrion, and pliithos.ln
4 instances the LXX had a different text for Deuteronomy. It uses ekklesia in all occur-
rences in Dtn/Dtr material and in the Chronicler's History (exception: Dt. 5:22,
synagdgii) as well as consistently in the Psalms (exception: Ps.40:11tl0l). Likewise,
synagogil is generally the term used in the Tetrateuch, in Jeremiah, and in Ezekiel (in
the last also occasionally 6chlos).

The frequent hypothetical assertion that qahdl may represent an anticipatory equiv-
alent for NT ekkldsia, and'Ejd an equivalent for the synagogue of late Judaism, needs
reexamination.+: With few exceptions,'€Qd is indeed generally rendered as synagogii
(132 times; exceptions: ll times as episystasis, 4 as plilthos, etc.), but never as

ekkldsfa.
The renderingof 'efld as synagog4, however, is dominated by the 108 occurrences in

the Tetrateuch, where qdhdl (see above), too, is rendered as synagogi. What one finds
is that at least as regards the Torah, the text possessing the highest canonical status dur-
ing the period when the LXX was composed, the two most significant ecclesiological
terms in the OT are basically reserved exclusively for the synagogue. Nor is this find-
ing refuted by the almost exclusive rendering of the occurrences in Deuteronomy as

ekklesia, since here the qdhdl law, namely, Dt. 23:2,3,4,9(1,2,3,8) (assessment of the
synagogue[-community] from a certain perspective) also influenced the rendering of
9:10; l8:16;31:30.

Hence at least according to the LXX understanding, usage in the Torah does not al-
low an interpretation of qdhdl or 'djd as ekkl€s{a. The intertestamental collective clas-
sifications of early Judaism are thus more promising for resolving this issue.a Some
scholars suggest that the NT understandingof ekklesla was influenced by its derivation
from Hellenistic Jewish Christianity around Stephen and then appropriated by Paul.+s

Fabry

43. Concerning this discussion, cf. K. L. Schmidt, "€xxtrqoio," TDNT lll, 524-32;
W. Schrage, "ouvcyoyrj," TDNT yll,802-5.

44. -+ 111' yaha{, Y[,40-48; -> l1l'1D marzeah, IX, 10-15.
45. Cf. in this regard Schrage and Bergeq discussed esp. in J. Roloff, "6xxl,qoia," EDNT I,

4ll-12; H. Merklein, "Die Ekklesia Gottes: Der Kirchenbegriffbei Paulus und in Jerusalem," BZ
23 (1979) 48-70.
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\p wr; i11.1 qdweh;1Vn fiqwa

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. Occurrences;2. Meaning; 3. Use. III. L Qumran; Z.LXX.

I. Etymology. The r,olun qaw derives from the East Semitic linguistic sphere, with
occurrences found only in Akkadian,l where qtt(m) I means "hemp" (a plant) or
"thread" (spun or woven) and is a loanword from Sumerian. In the West Semitic sphere
the word is attested only in Hebrew (OT and Qumran) and Jewish Aramaic.

Derivation of the noun qaw from a verb -+ i'lliZ qwh thus seems less plausible
even though the form qaweh attested as K(l K.1:23; Jer.3l:39; Zech. 1:16) and
the synonym tiqwdl (Josh.2:18,21) might suggest as much.2 Although the reverse
derivation has also been discussed,3 a lack of evidence renders these attempts un-
persuasive.

II. OT.
l. Occurrences. The noun qaw/qaweh occurs 12 times in the OT (also as a variant

reading in Sir. 44:5) and in the compounds qaw-qaw in Isa. 18:2,7 and qaw-laqdw in
28:10,13; the related term tiqwA occurs only in Josh. 2:18,21.

2. Meaning. In most of its occurrences qaw means "measuring line" in connection
with construction, real estate, and artisans.a Synonyms include l.tepel, "ropel' hfit,
"thread," and pd1il, "thread, line."

3. Use. The only place the noun qaw occurs as an object of daily activities is the ac-
count of the temple inventory in I K. 7:23 pat 2 Ch. 4:2, which says that "a measuring

qaw. K. Ahrens, "Der Stamm der schwachen Verben in den semitischen Sprachen," ZDMG
64 (1910) 16l-94, esp. 187; O. Betz, "Zungenreden und stisser Wein: Zur eschatologischen
Exegese von Jes 28 in Qumran and im NTI' Bibel und Qumran. FS H. Bardtke (Berlin, 1968),
20-36, esp. 20; P. A. H. de Boer, "Etude sur le sens de la racine QWH," OTS lO (1954) 225-46;
H. Donner, "Ugaritismen in der Psalmenforschung," ZAW 79 (1967) 322-50, esp. 327; G. R.
Driver, "Isaiah I-XXXIX: Textual and Linguistic Problems," ,/SS 13 (1968) 36-57, esp. 46;
idem, "'Another Little Drink' - lsaiah 28:.l-22i Words and Meanings. FS D. Winton Thomas
(Cambridge, 1968) 47-67, esp. 53-58; W. W. Hallo, "Isaiah 28:9-13 and the Ugaritic Abeceda-
iesl' JBL77 (1958) 324-38; J. Marbtick, "1j2 - eine Bezeichnung fiir das hebriiische Metrum?"
W 20 (1970) 236-39; A. van Selms, "Isaiah 28,9-13: An Attempt to Give a New Interpretation,"
ZAW 85 (1973) 332-39; M. Weippert, "Zum Text von Ps. 19,5 und Jes 22,5l' ZAW 73 (1961) 97 -
99.

l. AHw, 11,924-25.
2. See GesB,705-6.
3. Cf. Ahrens, l8l; HAL, I[, 1082a; C. Westermann, "i11i7 qwh pt. to hope," TLOT,lll, 1126-

27.
4. See AuS, VII, 63.
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line of thirty cubits would encircle it [the molten sea] completely.": go*rurable pas-
sages include Isa.44:13, which mentions the measuring line of the trade artisan. Job
38:5 derives from wisdom discourse, in which Yahweh asks, "Who stretched the line
upon it [the earth]?"

The remaining passages (all of which are in the prophetic writings) use the word
metaphorically and largely in oracles of judgment. Yahweh uses a plumb line ('andf,,

Am.7:7-9) and a measuring line and plummet (miiqolel,2K.21:13:. Isa. 28:17; Lam.
2:8) to show how Israel, here portrayed as a building, will be torn down, i.e., destroyed.
The oracle to Edom in Isa.34:ll,l7 exhibits yet another aspect. Herc qaw serves to
remeasure the land that now has no ruler; its future owners, however, will be the eerie
animals of the wilderness rather than human beings. By contrast, words of consolation
emerge in the prophetic oracles concerning the new measurements of the city of Jeru-
salem (Jer. 3l:391, Zech. I : 16) or of the country (Ezk. 47:3).

Sir. 44:5 also use qaw metaphorically (in a marginal note and in the fragmentary
version from Masada) to mean approximately "rule (of poetry), poetic meter," a mean-
ing confirmed by lQH l:28,29 (cf. Marbdck).

A crux interpretum is found in Isa. l8:2,7;28:10,13; Ps. 19:5(4). In Ps. 19:5(4)
qawwam allegedly means "their measuring line/measure" (heaven and the celestial
bodies impose a standard on the elements and on time).6 Other interpreters suggest the
reference is to an audible phenomenon, a "noise, sound" (LXX phth6ngos,' emendation
to q6ldm7), or represents a scribal error from qaram after Ugar. q4 "call, cry."8 H.-J.
Kraus draws attention to the problematical qaw qaw in Isa. 28:10,13.e

In Isa. 18, similar to Isa. 20, the prophet warns against putting false trust in the aid
of the Egyptians, whom he describes as g6y qaw-qaw ftm"!fisd, "a nation that tramples
down with muscle power" (v. 2).to Some interpreters understand qaw-qaw (according
to GesB, qawqdw) as a reduplicated and thus semantically intensified form of an

Arabic noun or adjective constructed analogous to Akkadian parallels.ll Others adduce
28:10,13 (see below) and construe the term as an imitation of an incomprehensible for-
eign language.l2

The expression saw lasaw saw lasaw qaw laqaw qaw laqaw z"'er iam ze'Zr iamin
Isa.28:10,13 in the oracle against the priests and prophets of Jerusalem has received
extremely varied interpretations. Some scholars suggest that it represents the rendering
of Assyrian orders and as such the impending deportation (van Selms), or a mocking
comparison of the prophet with a teacher trying to teach pupils the alphabet (here the

5. Concerning the dimensions, cf. A. Sanda, Die Biicher der Kijnige. EHATIXI2 (l9ll), 179;
M. Noth, Kdnise (l-16). BKIX/l (21983), 155.

6. See N. H. Ridderbos, Die Psalmen. BZAW ll7 (1972), 177.
7. Donner, "Ugaritismen," 327.
8. I4IUS, no.2418: cf. Weippert.
9. H.-J. Kraus, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1987), 271-72.
10. Trans. after H. Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27 (Eng. trans. 199'7),206,208.
11. So Driver, "rSS 13 (1968) 46.
12. So Donner, "Ugaritismenl'327 n.3l; idem, Israel unter denVrilkern. Syf 1l (1964),

122.
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letters 3 and i2; Hallo, et al.) or with an ecstatic (Betz). Others renounce any attempts at
a comprehensible translation and understand it as the babbling of a drunk.l3
Wildberger also suggests deriving saw from swh and qaw from qwh.

lll. l. Qumran. The occurrences of qaw in the Qumran writings confirm the mean-
ings previously discussed. The term qaw serves as a positive metaphor with reference
to the measuring of a building ( 1QH 6:26), property (8:21), and a well ( l8:1 I ). By con-
trast,3:27 recalls Lam.2:8.In IQS lO:9 qaw parallels tiqqfrn in the sense of areligio-
ethical standard. IQS 10:26 probably refers to a measure for time (qaw 'itttm). IQH
l:28-29 uses qdw as a literary term (poetics) in the sense of "meter" (so Marbdck; cf.
Sir. 44:5).t+

2. LXX. In some passages the LXX associates qaw with qwh in the sense of elpizein
(in Isa. 18:2,1;28 lD,l3, it renders qaw as elpfs).ln the remaining passages, however,
the primary translation is mdtron (5 times), then spartion (twice), kykl1ma (kykloiln)
(twice), and diamdtresis (once; cf. also Isa. 34: l7). In the disputed passage Ps. 19:5(4),
the LXX reads Phth'ngos' 

Bevse

13. Donner, "Ugaritismen"; Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, in loc.; Driver, 'Another Little Drink,"
56.

14. See II.3 above.

fl1| awh;1).1?) miqweh; ill\ tiqwd

Contents: I. 1. Etymology; 2. Semitic Parallels; 3. qwhll. II. 1. OT Form and Occurrences;
2.LXX1'3. Meaning and Word Field. III. l. General Use;2. Psalms; 3. Wisdom. IV. Qumran.

qwh. P. A. H. de Boer, "Etude sur le sens de la racine QWH:' OTS 10 (1954) 225-46;
R. Bultmann and K. H. Rengstorf, "t\mel' TDNT ll,5l7-29; F. Hauck, "$nop6vo.t rr),.1' TDNT
IY 574-88; D. A. Hubbard, "Hope in the OT," TynB 34 (1983) 33-59; E. Jenni, HP, esp. 17Lff.,
220;L. Kopf,'Arabische Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelwrirterbuch," yT8 (1958) 16l-
215, esp. 176-77; J. van der Ploeg, "Lesp6rance dans l'AT," RB 6l (1954) 481-507; T. C.
Vriezen, "Die Hoffnung im AI," TLZ78 (1953) 577-86; C. Westermann, "Das Hoffen im AT,"
Forschung am AT. ThB 24 (1964), 219-65; idem, "i1li2 qwh piel to hope," TLOT lll, 1126-32;
H. W. Wolff, Anthropology of the OT (Eng. trans. 1914), esp. 149-55; J. W. Woodhotse, Seman-
tic Structures in Biblical Hebrew (Manchester, 1982); W. Zimmerli, Man and His Hope in the
OT. SBTIU2O (Eng. trans. 1971).
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l. l. Etymology. The etymology of the root qwh is not entirely clear. Following the
lead of K. Ahrens,l some scholars suspect that the verb qwh represents a denominative of
the primary noun qaw, qAw (AYk. qfi).T"be noun means "thread, line," a meaning also at-
tested in the OT.2 The meaning "cord, line" is attested in Josh. 2:18,21for the noun tiqwA,
suggesting that the basic meaning resonates in the noun derived from the verb. Thking the
primary noun as the point of departure, the basic meaning of the verb qwhwould then be
"to be taut, tense."3 This derivation, howeveq is improbable at least for the Akkadian. By
contrast, de Boer understands all forms of the root qaw/qwh in a unified fashion as mean-
ing "solidity, coherence."4 Because the governing concept "solidity, coherence" is
"somewhat vague" (Westermann) and abstract, however, it is ill suited to explain the ba-
sic etymological meaning. The best alternative is to postulate a double root qwh.

In connection with Ps.52:1l(Eng.9), some scholars adduce Ah,k. qabfr, "say," in
positing aroot qwh III, "proclaim."s Although the context of this passage supports such
an interpretation, the versions do not.

2. Semitic Parallels. Verbs related to qwh I from the Semitic sphere include Akk.
qu'fr(m), "expect, wait for," Syr. qawwi, "remain, expect," and Amhar. qwriyyci, "wait."6
Scholars are unsure whether the verb occurs in Ugaritic. The expression dtqyn hmlt is
generally translated presuming the root qwy, "for whom the crowd waits," or the root
wqy, "whom you value" or "whom you fear."7 Other Semitic parallels include Arab.
qawiya, "be/become strong, energetic, mighty," and Mand. qwa, "belbecome strong."8

3. qwh 1L The root qwh II is attested only in languages influenced by the OT. Middle
Hebrew attests the verb qwh qal and hiphil, "collect," and the slbst. qiwwfis "accumu-
lation"; Jewish Aramaic has the verb qw'haphel "assemble." Comparable terms in-
clude Syr. q"!d', "hold together, unite."e

The verb occurs in the niphal in the OT with the meaning "collect, gather together"
(Gen. 1:9; Isa. 60:9 [cj.];10 Jer.3:17). Derivative nouns include miqweh, "collection,
accumulation" of water (Gen. 1:10; Ex.7:19; Lev. 1l:36), andmiqwd, "reservoir" (Isa.

22:ll). The term maq6m in Isa. 33:21 is often emended to miqweh,tt whereas miqweU
miqwe'in 1 K. 10:28 and 2 Ch. 1:16 should probably be read "from Coa" or "Quws."r2

l. K. Ahrens, "Der Stamm der schwachen Verben in den semitischen Sprachen : ZDMG 64
(1910),187.

2. AHw ll,924b; --> 1l qaw.
3. HAL, III, 1082a; TLOT, lll, 1126.
4. De Boer,24l.
5. TLOT ilr, tt26.
6. AHw, II, 931 ; Leslau, Contributions, 46.
7. KTU 1.2,I, 18,34-35; CML, 79, l44b; UT no. 1143:' WUS, no. 874.
8. Kopi 176;' MdD,405b.
9. kxSyr 640:' HAL,III, 1082b.
10. See II.l below.
11. Cf., however, O. Kaiser, Isaiah 13-39. OTL (Eng. trans. 1974), 339 with n. b.
12. E. Wtirthwein, Das erste Buch der Kdnige l-16. ATD ){Ul (1976), 128; HAL, ll,626b;

III,1083a.
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ll. l. OT Form and Occurcences. a. The rootqwh occurs as a verb in the qal and
piel, moreover only as an active participle in the qal (6 times, including twice in Isaiah,
3 in Psalms, I in Lamentations). It occurs 4l times in the piel (l in Genesis, 13 in Isa-
iah, 4 in Jeremiah, 1 in Hosea, I in Micah, 14 in Psalms, 5 in Job, 1 in Proverbs, I in
Lamentations).

The only textually problematical passage with regard to the verb is Isa. 60:9. The
expression ki lt iyim y"qawwft, recalling 42:4 and 5l:5, makes no sense in the context
of 60:9. It is thus generally emended to kt lt stytm yiqqdwfr, "for me the ships assem-

ble,"r3 and read as the niphal of qwh II.In Ps. 39:8(7) the verb might be read with the
LXX as the noun tiqwd. The verb would thus occur a total of 45 or 46 times.

b. Derivatives of qwh include the nouns miqweh (5 occurrences: 3 in Jeremiah, 1

each in 1 Chronicles and Ezra) and tiqwd (32 occurrences: 2 each in Jeremiah and
Ezekiel; 1 each in Hosea, Zechaiah, Lamentations, and Ruth; 3 in Psalms; 13 in Job; 8

in Proverbs), albeit excluding the two passages in which tiqwd means "cord, line"
(Josh. 2:18,21;t+ Ou, including those in which the LXX presupposes a form of the root
qwh Il.t5

Some question remains whether the second tiqwdin Job 17:15 ought to be emended
b fibA with LXX.r6 If so, the root qwh would occur 82 or 83 times in the MT (2 addi-
tional in Sir. 6:19; ll:20).

c. It is noteworthy that the root qwh does not occur in the historical traditions or nar-
rative parts of the OT (excepting I Ch.29:15 andEzr. l0:2; Gen. 49:18 is a marginal
gloss inserted into the text later as a confessional note).17 Although the occurrences
seem evenly distributed among the prophets (29 occurrences), Psalms (20), and wis-
dom (27), this relationship changes dramatically upon closer examination of the pro-
phetic contexts. Most passages in the prophets exhibit a clear affinity for the language
of the Psalms (Isa. 8: 17; 25:9; 26:8; 33:2; 40:31; 49:23; 599,11; 64:2131; Jer. l3:16;
148,19,22; l7:13; Hos. 12:7[6)). That language has also influenced Gen.49:18; Prov.
2O:22;Lam.2:16;3:25,29, prompting Westermann to remark that "prophecy has noth-
ing to do with Israel's hope or hopes. Rather, one may clearly determine that the vocab-
ulary of hope and waiting in the OT is not indigenous to the prophetic proclamati61."l8

Verbs and nouns of the root qwh are indigenous to the Psalms and to wisdom. The
Psalms and texts influenced by them tend to use the verb (ca. 32 times), while wisdom
tends to use the r.olun tiqwA (2Ol2l times).

2. LXX. Surprisingly the LXX does not usually translate the verb qwh as elpizein
(only in lsa.25:9;26:8; perhaps engizein Hos. l2:7[6] represents a scribal errorre), but

1 3. C. Westermann, I saiah 40-66. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969), 354 HAL, lll, 1 083a; cf. BI1S.
14. See I.1 above.
15. See II.2 below.
16. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 282; BHS.
17. G. von Rad, Genesis. OTL (Eng. trans.21972), 427.
18. TLOT, ilL, 1132.
19. W. Rudolph, Hosea. KAT XllVl (1966),222.
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with a form of minein (hypomdnein 20 times; anamdnein and mdnein 3 times each;
periminein in Gen. 49: l8), thus accentuating the notion of "waiting." It generally uses

elpizein to render the root b!h.20 Other verbs used for qwh include pepoithinai (Isa.
8:17;33:2), prosdokdn (Lam. 2:16), and epdchein (Job 30:26). By contrast, the LXX
uses elpls 20 times to render tiqwd. lt uses hypomonil 4 times each for miqweh and
tiqwd, and twice hyp6stasis for tiqwd.

In Jer. 50:7; Mic. 5:6(7) (syndgein); and Zech. 9:12 (synagdgill, the LXX incor-
rectly read a form of the root qwh lI. The same situation seems to apply to Hos.
2:17(15), where it translates l"pe1al.t tiqwd as dianoixai synesin autiis.2l

3. Meaning andWord Field. a. The root qwhis not the only one evoking the notion
of hoping and expectation in the OT. Other roots include especially -+ iDn hd[6
(chdkhdh) (qal and piel); -+ )n'yahal (piel and hiphil); -+ ''lf,i, idpar (piel); and the
nouns tdhele! and idler Several of these terms frequently parallel qwh or appear in the
same context.

The most important of these terms are yhlpiel (Job 30:26; Ps. 130:5 [hiphil]; Isa.
51:5; Lam. 3:26 [cj. hiphil]; Mic. 5:6[7]; cf. also Ps. 37:1-9 [cj.]) and tdhelel (Ps.
39:8[7];Prov. 10:28; ll:7). Isa.8:17 uses hkhpiel parallel to qwh piel. Semantically
similar verbs include -, n9f bdtah (bdtacft,), "trust" (Ps.25:2-3; cf . bth - tiqwd in Job
ll:18; tiqwd - mi!1d in Ps. 7 I :5), + EID'I dmm qal, "be still" (Ps. 37 :7 -9; cf . dmm -
tiqwd in Ps. 62:6[J]zz), -+ UIJ nbt hiphll, "look out" (Job 6:19), which also occur in
connection with -+ 7)n hdkA @hdkhdh) and -+ )n, yahal. Hence it is difficult to dis-
tinguish semantically the various verbs for hoping and waiting. As far as the two most
frequent verbs are concerned, one can perhaps best follow Westermann's suggestion
that yhl "in reference to God retains the entire range of meaning that it has in
nontheological usage,"23 whereas qwh is much more influenced by its theological use.

Similarto hkhandSbrybl wouldthenemphasizemoretheaspectof "waiting" andqwh
more the aspect of "hoping." One consideration, however, is that these verbs and their
derivatives appear not only in similar contexts but generally also in late (exilic-
postexilic) texts, suggesting that they have lost much of their original semantic content
and have become increasingly synonymous such that the use ofthe one or the other de-
pends more on stylistic than semantic considerations.2a

b. According to Jenni, another peculiarity attaching to the verbs of hoping and wait-
ing is that they are always focused on a goal expressed in the resultative and thus tend
to use the piel(hkh qal once, piel l3 times;yhlpiel2T times, hiphil 17 times;Jbrpiel8
times;.zs Accordingly the verb qwhis almost always associated with an object. The qal
participle is always used in a construct expression or takes a suffix. Finite forms of the

20. TDNT rr,52t.
21. A different view is taken by Rudolph, Hosea,74.
22. In this regard see H.-J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989), 14-15.
23. TLOT rr,54t.
24. --> iDll haft6 (chdkhdh), [Y,362.
25. )rn' yahal, Yl,5l.
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piel generally include either l" (18 times) or 'el (5 times) before the object, though in 6
instances the object takes no preposition. The verbal suffix is used in 3 instances (Ps.

25 21;Isa.26:8',Lam.2:16), and in Ps. 25:5 the suffixed nota accusativi. Only in nega-
tion is absolute usage reliably attested: "I hope for nothing ('im'aqawweft), Sheol is my
house" (Job l7:13).zo

Even if with Kraus one understands "Yahweh" as a vocative in Ps. 130:5 and reads
the verb qwh piel (bis) as an absolute,2T the second stich of this verse shows that the
hope does indeed have a goal: "I wait ('hihalt, INRSV 'hope'] for his word." This
goal-oriented character of the verb qwh aheady resonating in the basic etymological
meaning "be taut, tense" is additionally underscored by frequent parallels with verbs of
desire, including i'p qal, "long for" (Job7:2);'whpiel, "desire" (Isa.26:8-9; cf. also
tiqwd par. ta'"wd in Prov. ll:23), or of searching, including bqi piel (Ps. 69:7[6]), dr.i
qal (Lam. 3:25), ihr piel (Isa. 26:9).

It is doubtful, however, that one can distinguish sufficiently between the qal and piel
of qwh and say that the qal, in contrast to the piel, denotes merely hope in a general
sense without any specific goal (Jenni). The piel, too, frequently directs its hope toward
Yahweh in a general sense rather than toward a concrete goal (Ps. 25.21;lsa.25:9; Jer.
14:22; Hos. 12:7[6)), whereas the qal participle, e.g., can mean "those who hope in
Yahweh shall renew their strength" (Isa. 40:31), "they shall inherit the land" (Ps. 37:9;
cf. the similar statement after the piel impv. in v. 34) or "shall not be put to shame" (Ps.
25:3; Isa. 49:23', cf. Ps. 69:7[6]). These findings suggest rather that the semantic dis-
tinction Jenni invokesfor qwh is based not on any juxtaposition between the qal and
piel, but rather in the basic distinction between the participle as an "ongoing, absolute
orientation" and the finite verb as an "ever new positing of hope."28

c. The verb qwh piel means "wait for" especially when used in a hostile sense. "The
wicked wait for me (qiwwtt) to destroy me" (Ps. 119:95; cf . 56:7161 Lam. 2:16). Pas-
sages using qwh piel metaphorically also exhibit an unequivocal attitude of expecta-
tion. The vineyard owner "awaits" the results of his work (Isa. 5:2,4) and laborers their
wages (Job 7:2; cf . Sir. 6: l9). Even though qwh piel could also be translated as "hope"
in these passages, the emphasis is probably more on "waiting," since the disposition
described is based on activities and experiences on the part ofthe subject that lead one
to expect the subject to be "waiting" or "expecting." The meaning "hope" emerges
more strongly only when this disposition become more focused in both a temporal and
qualitative fashion on the object from which the subject is expecting everything.

d. The notion of "hope" generally emerges when Yahweh is either directly or indi-
rectly the object of the verb, a situation applying to the majority of passages. In more
than half of all occurrences (including the doublings in Ps.21:14; 40:2[1]; 130:5; Isa.
25:9 MT;' altogether 23 times), Yahweh is directly named as the object. He is also
named indirectly or by extension in passages speaking of his "name" (idm, Ps.

26. A different view is taken by F. Horst, Hiob I (l-19). BKXYlll (41983), 240; cf. also
NRSV: "If I look for Sheol as my house."

27. Kraus, Psalms 60-150,464,467.
28. HP. 178.
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52:ll[9]), "help" (y"itt'A, Gen. 49:18; cf. Isa. 59:11 without direct mention of
Yahweh), or his "miracles" (nOrd'61, Isa. 64:2[3]). Even the question "what do I hope

for" (mah-qiwwtlt) is posed in the context of Ps. 39:8(7) in anticipation of Yahweh. If
as Westermann suggests Isa.51:5 does indeed strikingly attest "the way in which the

servant songs lived on and were handed down" during the postexilic period,2e then the

servant or his "arm" is the object of hope and expectation.
All other theologically relevant objects refer more or less directly to Yahweh. Hope

can focus on the "light" ('6r Job 3:9;Isa.59:9; Jer. 13:16), "peace" (idl6m, Jer.8:15;
14:19), the "good" (t6!, Job 30:26), or 'Justice" (miipat, Isa. 59:l 1).

Just how strongly the verb 4wlr focuses hope on Yahweh can be seen not least in
passages in which hope is focused on people, all of which are negatively accentuated.

Hope in human "pity" (nfi{ and "comforters" (nhm piel) (Ps. 69:21[20)) is fulfilled as

little as is Yahweh's own hope in Israel's 'Justice and righteousness" (Isa. 5:7). Thus

Mic. 5:6(7) says that the "remnant of Jacob" will be "like dew from Yahweh, like
showers on the grass, which do not hope in anyone (lo'y"qawweh f Ti) or wait for any

mortal (lo'y"yahEl libnA 'adam)l'

e. Nouns deriving from the verb confirm these findings insofar as both miqweh and
tiqwd occur almost exclusively in theological contexts. It is misleading when
Westermann emphasizes that only about a sixth of the nouns are related to Yahweh
(miqweh in Jer. l4:8; 17:13:.50:7;Ezr. lO:2; tiqwA in Ps. 62:6[5]; 7l:5).:o

Yahweh is generally the object of hopes and expectations when the verb is used and
also constitutes the corresponding background to statements using the nouns. Such is
the case with the hope of the "poor" (K:'"nawtm, Ps.9:19[18]), the "insignificant"
(dal, Job 5:16), "prisoners" ('"sirim, Zech.9:12), and in references to the "door of
hope" that the "Valley of Achor" is to become (Hos.2:17[5]). Positive reference to
Yahweh is made in Job 4:6; 6:8; 11:18. By contrast, tiqwd often refers to "dashed" or
"destroyed" hope.3l Here the reference is either to Yahweh himself, who dashes the
"hopeof mortals"(Job 14:19)ortearsitoutof thegroundlikeatree(Job 19:10; cf.
Ezk.37:11), or to the hope of "those who forget God" (hdncp, Job 8:13; cf. 27:8) or of
the "wicked" (r'iaim, Prov. 10:28; l1:7 ,23; cf. also 26:12:29:20). 'All way of escape

will be lost to them, and their hope is to breathe their last" (Job l1:20).
f. The verb is seldom used in a genuinely secular fashion. Secular use is, however,

evident in statements in which tiqwd descrlbes a specific expectation whose value can

be determined by a person's own experience. Naomi sends her daughters-in-law away

because she sees no "prospect" (tiqwd) that she herself can bear sons (Ruth I : l 2). Prov.

l9:18 admonishes the father to discipline his children "while there is still hope [i.e.,
time; ki yci tiqwA);'

g. In general the noun tiqwd is frequently used in the sense of a future "prospect"
and can thus parallel 'ah"rt1(Jer.29:l l; Prov. 23:.18 24:14). The temporal boundary is

29. Westermann, Isaiah 4046, 235-36
30. TLOT, IIt, tt26.
31. -+'IfN'abad ('dbhadh), l, 19-23.
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then death, which puts an end to all hope (Job 7:6; Ezk.3l:11; cf. Job 17:13; I Ch.
29:15); accordingly both the noun and the verb largely reflect the expectations and
hopes ofthe individual and are never once related to transcendent or eschatological ex-
pectations.

lll. I . General Use. The root qwh circumscribes human hopes and expectations and
as such represents an exclusively anthropological phenomenon applicable to other
spheres only metaphorically or figuratively. Hence a division of its use into secular and
theological contexts for the sake of analysis is less helpful. Rather one can distinguish
those contexts in which this phenomenon comes to expression and which in their own
turn articulate and qualify more precisely such human hopes and expectations.

Unequivocally secular contexts are rare.3z Even passages using qwh in an appiu-
ently metaphorical fashion generally involve a much broader context.

In the second discourse (Job 6:l-7:21), Job compares his own expectations and atti-
tude with a caravan in the desert that self-deceptively keeps watch for water (6:19-20)
and with the laborer who waits for pay (7:2). The first metaphor refers to Job's unful-
filled hope in his friends (6:21), the second to the drudgery of his own life (7:Z: "like a
slave who longs for the shadow"). Job 14:7-8 contrasts human hope with that of a tree
that is cut down, since the latter's roots deep in the ground still give it hope. In none of
these passages does qwh emerge as a concept derived from the given metaphor; it rep-
resents rather a key word accompanying the theme of hope in the overall book of Job.33
A similar situation applies to Ezk. 19:5, where in a qind the dashed hopes of a lioness
reflect the prospects ofthe royal house. The Song ofthe Vineyard (Isa. 5:1-7) also uses
qwh piel (vv. 2,4,7) to refer to Yahweh's hope in Israel's loyalty rather than to the ex-
pectations of an actual vintner.

The Psalms and wisdom are the real locus of reflection on human hopes and expec-
tations. Although references to hope are indeed made in other contexts and quite inde-
pendent of the fixed terminology discussed above,34 as regards qwh and to a large ex-
tent also hkh, ybl, and sbr we find that human hopes and expectations become the
central focus especially where people feel their existence or life is being called into
question or where wisdom reflects on the prospects and hopes of human life.

2. Psalms.
a. Hoping and Waiting for God. The verb qwh focuses on God especially in the lan-

guage of the Psalms and in texts dependent on that language. Westermann suggests that
the verb is ultimately at home in the confession of trust, which is why it occurs so fre-
quently in laments of the individual or in related genres (Ps. 25:2-3; 39:8-9[7-8];
40:2111; 7 li5 [tiqwA]; 1 30:5).:s

32. See II.3 above.
33. See III.3 below.
34. Ct. Wolff; Zimmerli; H. D. Preuss, Jahweglaube und Zukunftserwartung. BWANT 87

(1968).
35. Westermann, Forschung am AT, 237ff .; idem, TLOT.
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In view of current distress and affliction, petitioners confess that they are leaving

everything in Yahweh's hands, expect everything from him, and trust in him alone. In

such confessions, qwh generally occupies the position otherwise occupied by the verbs

bth and hsh or yhl.36

Rather than being specifically articulated, the goal of hope and expectation gener-

ally emerges from the lament itself. Confessions of this sort are always accompanied

by the hope or wish that Yahweh will himself intervene and alter the situation of the pe-

titioner. 'And now, O Lord, what do I wait for? My hope (tdhele!) is in you. Deliver me

from all my transgressions" (Ps. 39:8-9[7-8]).
This hopeful and expectant disposition is intensified in other passages as well. "In

you I hope all day long" (kol-hayybm, Ps.25:5; cf .Isa. 26:8; 33:2)', "for you, O Lord,
are my hope, my trust (mibtdb), O Yahweh, from my youth" (Ps. 71:5; ct. 62:6-7[5-6D.

Petitioners live from the experience and certainty that "those who hope in Yahweh

will not be put to shame" (16' yCbdifi, Ps. 252-3; cf. Isa. 49:23; Jer. l7: 1 3). Such pas-

sages simultaneously presuppose an intact relationship with God in which alone such

hope is legitimate (cf. also Ezr. lO:.2).37 This situation also explains why qwh often ap-

pears in passages whose background likely includes a salvific oracle or priestly assur-

ance (Ps. 27:14;37:34). This form emerges most clearly in Hos. 12:7(6): "But as for
you, return to your God, hold fast to love and justice, and hope continually in your God
( w e qaww e h' e I -'e ld heytn fimtfl )'

The admonition to hope in Yahweh can be accompanied by ethical demands as well
(Ps.37:9,34 cf. Prov. 2O:22), corresponding elsewhere to the petition for help in at-

taining correct behavior (Ps. 25:5,21) or to the statement: "Do not let those who hope

in you be put to shame because of me" (69:7[6]).
b. Outside the Psalms, qwh is used in the sense of waiting and hoping in Yahweh in

similar confessions of trust (Isa. 33:2; Jer. 14:22; cf. Isa. 25:9;26:8) or in assurances in
oracles of salvation (Isa. 40:31; 49:23;51:5; Jer. l4:8; 17:13) or in admonitions (Lam.

3:25).
Excepting perhaps Isa. 5l:5, all these passages reflect the language of the Psalms.

As Westermann makes clear,:a such also applies to Isa. 8:17, where the prophet seals

his message after its rejection and confesses in the language of the Psalms, "I will wait
(hkh) on Yahweh, who hides his countenance from the house of Jacob, and I will hope

(qwh) inhim;'
In contrast to the Psalms, which generally reflect the hopes of the individual, in

many (primarily exilic) passages it is the people who direct their hope toward Yahweh

and to whom new hope is given, effectively expanding the experiential background of
the phenomenon of hope. Here the nouns also occur more frequently. Yahweh is called

the "hope of Israel" (miqweh yiird'Zl, Jer. l4:8; 17:131, cf . also miqw7h'"!6Qhem,
50:73e) and as the God of Israel is petitioned to engage his power as the creator God

36. -+ )n' yahat, YI, 55.
37. -+ t}'lf b1i (bbsh),II, 58-59.
38. TLOT rrr, r 131.
39. In this regard see W. Rudolph, Jeremia. HAT lll2 (31968), 298.
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(14:22). He is Israel's funre (tiqwa par. 'ah"rt1, 29:ll) and the future of its descendants
(tiqwd l"'ahort1ef,,3l:16[17]). Hos.2:17(15), an otherwise apparently unique passage,
may also be amenable to this interpretation in its assertion that Yahweh will make the
valley of Achor into a "door of hope." zech. 9:l 2 also articulates "confident hope in
Yahweh's faithfulness to his own promises."40

c. In the language of the Psalms, however, the verbs qwh and yhl serve not only the
language of confession, assurance, and admonition, but also that of lament itself.ar The
petitioner's hopes are dashed (Ps. 69l.21120l), and rhe anticipation of light, salvation,
and righteousness is distorted into its opposite (Isa. 59:9,1 l; Jer. l3:16; 14:19).

3. wisdom. a. Similar statements occur in Job 3:9 and 30:26, suggesting that no
clear distinction can be drawn between the use of the root qwh in the Psalms and in
wisdom (cf. also Prov.20:22 with Ps. 3'l:34 Job 5:16 with ps.9:19[1g]), though wis-
dom is more inclined to use the noun.42 In this context the question wisdom poses is
concerned less with what people hope for than in what and for what reasons something
comes to them. "The desire (ta'"wd) of the righteous ends only in good; the hope
(tiqwA)of the wicked in wrath" (Prov. I 1:23). Wisdom argues from the conviction that
the righteous will indeed have a future while the hopes of the wicked will be dashed
(Prov. l0:28; ll:7; cf . also Job 27:8; Sir. tt:20). Fear of God (prcv.23:17-lg), knowl-
edge, and wisdom (24:14) provide hope and possibilities for a person's life. Those who
do not possess these have less hope than does afool (26:12;29:20).

b.Job'sfriendsrepresentasimilarview(8:13; r1 r7-20).InviewofJob'ssuffering,
they ask, "Is not your fear [of God] your confidence?" The background to this question
is the principle that "your fuitwe (tiqwd.) is the inregrity of your ways" (4:6).+3 Job does
not deny that God is the foundation and cause of all hope. yahweh has dashed his
hopes the way "the waters wear away the stones, (the way the) torrents fread sehipd)
wash away the soil of the earth" (14 19; cf . 6:20: l4:]--8; l9 lo).u Hence his ..days-are

swifter than a weaver's shuttle, and come to their end without hope" (7:6; cf. l7:13).
What Job is contesting or denying in contrast to conventional wisdom is that "man by
his conduct has a share in this dispensing of hope by God,"a5 a position clearly recall-
ing the laments of the Psalms (Job 6:8; 17:15).

IV. Qumran. The use of qwh in the Qumran writings reflects that in the Psalms, and
with few exceptions it is only in lQH that the root occurs at all. The petitioner hopes
(qwhpiel) in God's forgiveness (s"lthd, lo:22;cf . ps. 130:4-5) and in his faithful kind-
ness (hesei, ll:31; cf. Ps. 33:18; 147:ll).

- 10 w. Rudolph, Haggai - Sacharia t-8 - sacharia 9-r4 - Mareachi. KATXllu4 (1976),
l 86.

41. --> )t'tr yahal, yl, 55.
42. See IL1.c above.
43. Regarding the text, see Fohrer, Hiob, 130.
44. Regarding the text, see ibid., 239; see also III.I above.
45. Zimmerli,20.
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The nouns miqweh (3:20; 6:6;9:14; fr. l:7; 52:2) and tiqwd (3:27; 6:32;9:12) cir-
cumscribe the hopes and expectations fulfilled by God's grace (3:20;9:14) and accord-
ingly are granted as a result of one's own behavior (6:6) or lost through judgment (3:2;
6:32).

In a series of promises, lQM ll:9 picks up on Hos. 2:17(15) with l'pe1ah tiqwd.
4QpPs 37:2,4, and 4:10 cite Ps. 37:9 and 34 and apply those texts to the situation of the

Qumran community.
Waschke

t01l otu; YI? qn;

Contents: I. Etymology. II. OT: 1. General Considerations;2. qfrt; 3. qfis. lll. LXX.

I. Etymology. In Ugaritic, qtt or qt ll palel, "to feel loathing, disgust, revulsion," ap-
pears alongside the subst. q//, "loathing, disgust," in the expression b'pkm/n ubqsrt
npikm/n ubqtt tqtt(n)I and is probably to be translated: "through your wrath and
through your annoyance and through the disgust with which you have been dis
gusted."2 Cf. also Jewish Aram. qws II, "have a surfeit, be weary of something."3

II. OT.
l. General Considerations. The term qfrt occurs 8 times in the OT (2 qal, 4 niphal, 2

hithpolel), qis 9 times (8 qal, I hiphil). These two verbs belong to the Hebrew word
field expressing various nuances of aversion, disgust, and contempt, including g'1, yq'/
nq', m's, n's, in', t'b.aThe terms qfir and qfis with b?s express various nuances of the no-
tion "detest, loathe."

That qfrs is a secondary form of qfit and that the two verbs are thus interchangeable
is demonstrated by a comparison between Gen. 27:46, "I am weary @a;ti) of my life
(b"hayyay)l' and Job l0:1, "I loathe my life (ndq"td napii b"hayydy)l' and between the
latter and Nu.21:5, "We detest this miserable food (w'napientt qasd ballehem
haqq"ldqdlf'It is also worth noting that only qfis appears in Genesis-Isaiah and Prov-
erbs, and only qfrt in Ezekiel, Psalms, and Job, suggesting that the two verbs may rep-
resent dialect variations.

l. KTU 1.40, 14-15,22-23,31,39-40; 1:84, 7.22-23.
2. Cf. WUS,274-75; A. van Selms, "CTA 32: A Prophetic Liturgy," UF 3 (1971) 240:

M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, and J. Sanmartin, "Zw ugaritischen Lexikographie, XIII," UF 7 (1975)
152-53.

3. ANH,374a.
4. C. Westermann, "trllpl nepei solll' TLOT ll, 7 5l; E. Jenni, "RlD ir? ' to hate," TLOT lll,

1278.
5. See 3 below.
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2. qfit. Job l0: I uses qfit niphal in the sense, "I loathe my life,, (see above), i.e., I am
weary of my life because God allows the innocent to suffer and tests them with his own
power.6 It occurs 3 times in Ezekiel in reference to those rescued from the catastrophe
and who are now thinking of Yahweh or recalling their evil deeds (zkr). The oracle
against Israel's mountains in Ezk. 6:1-7 moves from v. 4b almost imperceptibly into an
address to people, i.e., to the Israelites, who are addressed directly in vv. 8-10: "Some
of you shall escape the sword among the nations, and be scattered through the coun-
tries" (v. 8); "those of you who escape shall remember me among the nations where
they are . . . then they will be loathsome in their own sight (wenaqottfi bipnahem) for
the evils that they have committed" (v. 9). The end of Ezk. 20 contains i section an-
nouncing that Yahweh will again turn his attention to his people and lead them back
home (vv. 40-44), and "there you shall remember your ways and all the deeds by which
you have polluted yourselves; and you shall loathe yourselves (fineqotolem bipnaftem)
for all the evils that you have committed" (v. 43). Ezk.36 16-18 (probably norio be as-
cribed to EzekielT) acknowledges that Yahweh must send the sinful people into exile
(vv. 16-21), but then announces renewed salvation (vv.22-36) and predicts, "then you
shall remember your evil ways, and your dealings that were not good; and you shall
loathe yourselves (fin"qot61em bipnaf;em) for your iniquities and your abominable
deeds" (v. 3l). In 3 passages in Ezekiel, pantm probably functions as a periphrasis for
the reflexive pronoun,8 in which case "loathe oneself is approximately the equivalent
of "be ashamed."

The Yahweh discourse at the end of Ps. 95 :uses qht qal (with b) in reference to the
wilderness generation that hardened their hearts against him and tested him (vv. g-9);
Yahweh says, "for forty years I loathed ('aqil) that generation, and said, 'They are a
people whose hearts go astray, and they do not regard my ways',' (v. l0). He con-
cludes, "therefore in my anger I swore, 'They shall not enter my rest,,, (v. I l), showing
that in this case qfry refers less to disgust than to hostile rejection.

The two passages in the hithpolel are probably intended similarry. ps. l19:158: "I
look at the faithless (!og"Qtm) with disgust, who (wa'e1q6lafi aier) do not keep your
commands." Ps. 139:21: "Do I not hate those who hate you, O yahweh? And do I not
loathe ('elqbtat) those who rise up against you?" (frli1q6m"meyfta, scribal error for
frlemilqdmemeyf;d;e perhaps one should read fr!emi1q6!"!eyka,..who loathe you,,l0).

Job 8: 14 probably contains a textual eror rather than a qal form of 4r2r. Bildad says
of the wicked's fate that "'aier yaqot is their confidence (kisl6), a spider's house their
trust." The parallelism leads one to expect a noun corresponding to "spider's house" in
the first half of the verse as well. Hence instead of 'aier yaq6l one should probably read
(with BFls) either qura qayit or qiiiura qayiy, both of which mean "gossameq" whence
the reading "their confidence is gossamer" (so also NRSV).

6. G. Fohrer, Das Buch Hiob. KAT XVI (1963), 213.
7.W.Zimmerli, Ezekiel 2. Herm (Eng. rrans. lg83),245.
8. HAL, lll,939-40; A. S. van der Woude, "d\]Q pantm face,,' TLOT II, 1002.
9. BLe, $56u".

1 10. See H. J. Kraus, Psalms 60-150 (Eng. trans. 1989),511.
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3. qfis.ln the qal, qfrs can be construed with b'and mippenA.In the first instance, the

use of qr2s corresponds to that of qfi1.tt Becatse of Esau's Hittite wives, Rebekah

loathes her life (Gen.27:46), i.e., she is weary of her life. In the wilderness the Israel-

ites detest the miserable food (Nu. 2l:5); it wearies or even disgusts them. Yahweh ad-

monishes the Israelites to "keep all my statutes and all my ordinances," and not to fol-
low the practices "of a nation that I am driving out before you; because they did all
these things [previously mentioned abominations], I abhorred them (wa'aqus bdm)"
(Lev.20:23). That is, he was disgusted with them. The admonition, "My child, do not

despise ('al tim'as) Yahweh's discipline, or be weary (w"'al-taqos) of his reproof,"

means "do not avoid it, reject it, be impatient bearing it" (Prov. 3: I l). 1 K. 11:25 says

that Rezon "was an adversary of Israel all the days of Solomon . . . he despised

(wayyaqos) Israel." The expression wayyaqos need not be emended to wayyasoq or
wayyaseq,tz "and he oppressed them"; it expresses rather Rezon's hostile rejection of
Israel. I 3

In the qal, qfi; with mippenA means "be afraid." Because the Israelites multiplied de-

spite the oppression, the Egyptians came to fear them (Ex. 1:12). When the Israelites

entered Moab, Moab feared them (Nu. 22:3).lsaiah tells Ahaz: "For before the child
knows how to refuse the evil and choose the good, the land before whose two kings you

are in dread will be deserted" (Isa. 7:16).
The hiphil resembles qfrs in the qal with mipp"nA. Isa. 7:6 cites the king of Aram:

"Let us go up against Judah and give it a fright (fin"qisennA)"; the assumption of a root

qfis II, "tear apart," is unnecessary.la

IIII. LXX. The LXX renders qfit and qls inconsistently, though most frequently
with prosochthtzein (qfrt, Ps.95: l0; Ezk. 36:31; qfrs, Gen. 27:46; Nu. 2l:5; 22:3).

Schmoldt

ll. See I above regarding Gen.27:46; Nu. 21:5.
12. See J. R. Bartlett, 'Adversary against Solomon, Hadad the Edomite (1 Kings ll:14-221'

7-qw 88 (1976) 214-15; BHS.
13. M. Noth, Kdnige. BK lxll (21968), 242,255.
14. Cf. Lisowsky, 1254; H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans. l99l),284.
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Contents: I. l. Etymology;2. ln the Ancient Near East; 3. occurrences, versions. II.
l. Acoustic Perception; 2. Natural Sounds, Animals;3. Utensils, Instruments. III. 1. Human
Sounds;2. Speaking;3. Interjection. IV. l. Directing one's voice to God;2. God's voice.
V. Qumran.

l. l. Etymology. Etymologically related and semantically comparable noun and verb
forms from other Semitic languages include IJgar. ql, "voice, sound, thunder"; phoen.
ql,"voice,cry"; Aram.,Eth.qal, "voice"; Arab.qala,..say',; OSA qwl,,,steward,advo-
cate," originally "speaker."t

The relationship with Akk. qillu and qulu is more difficult to determine since these
words are no longer viewed as meaning "say" or *cry;'z but rather quite the opposite,
namely, "be silent, pay attention," or "quietness, silence."3 The relationship with words
in the other Semitic languages probably derives from a development in which the des-
ignation for a certain acoustic perception split semantically into the opposing notions
of "generate a sound" on the one hand, and "listen attentively to a sound" on the other.
Such development would also explain the use of the Hebrew word as an interjection:
qbl, approximately "listen,"4 can mean both "a sound is audible" and "be quiet and lis-
ten."

The actual origin of the Hebrew term remains unclear. An etymological connection
with qdhdl, "assembly," is ofien suggesteds but cannot be demonstrated despite its the-
oretical possibility based on purely phonetic considerations. One must either postulate
a hypothetical verb *qal, "to call," from which both q6l and qdhdl developed6 and yet
whose disappearance would be difficult to explain; or one must postulate for the root
qhl, which in Hebrew has produced only denominative verb forms (niphal, hiphil), an
original meaning "to call, summon, assemble," which in its own turn would have pro-

q6l. O.Betz, "Qtovrl xrtr.," TDNTlX,278-309; idem,,.Sovrl,,' Theologisches Begrffilexikon
zum NT, lll, 1436-39; J. L. Cunchillos, "q6l yHWH en el Nll' XXX semana Btblica Espafiola
(Madrid, 1972) 319-70; M. Dahood, "Hebrew-Ugaritic Lexicography IX," Bibl 52 (lgl.i 337-
56, esp. 345; A. K. Fenz, Auf Jahwes Stimme hdren. wiener Beitrtige zur Theologie 6 (1964);
C. J. Labuschagne, 'tip q6l voice," TLor lJt, tt32-36, with bibtiog.J H. Lesdtre, "Voix," DB, v,
2449-51: J. Lindblom, "Die vorstellung vom Sprechen Jahwes zu den Menschenim Nl," ZAW
75(1963) 263-88; H.P.Mtiller, *;1V-qanat assembly," TLorilt,tttS-z6,esp. lllgregarding
etymology.

l. Cf. HAL, III, 1083b; KBLI, 831 WIJS, no.24O7;Biella,449-50.
2. So GesB,7O6; LexHebAram, TlT; KBL2,83l.
3. AHw,II, 895, 927; CAD, Xlll,72-75,302-3.
4. See III.3 below.
5. Labuschagne,1133.
6. H. Bauer, "Die hebriiischen Eigennamen als sprachliche Erkenntnisquellel' ZAW 48 (1930)

75.
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duced the (again) hypothetical now *qahl from which qdl developed by way of qal.7 It
thus seems advisable to begin with the isolated root q6l, which as an onomatopoeia
meant "sound."

2. In the Ancient Near Easf. Semantically Akk. rigmu resembles this Hebrew term.8

The Akkadian term refers to the voice of people, gods, and demons, though also in a
more specific sense to rhetorical speech such as friendly words, complaints, or la-
ments. In a more general sense it can mean "confusion of voices." lt refers to "noise,
sound," as well as to the sound of musical instruments, the rumbling of an earthquake,
the whistling of the wind, and the crackling of fire. Thunder can be perceived as the

voice of a god (ri-ig-ma Adad).
The Egyp. brw refers to the voice of a god, a person (it calls, is loud or soft, can be

perceived as pleasant), or an animal (lion, ox, bird, snake).e It can replace the more

customary word for "say" and introduce direct discourse. It can also refer to "noise and

squabbling" among people ("noisemaker" is the equivalent of "enemy"), and can refer
in a general sense to acoustic phenomena such as the sound of music and to natural
phenomena (thunder, wind).

In Ugaritic, too, the meaning extends from "sound" (q/, "thunder," par. brqm, "light-
ning") to "animal sounds" (lql nhqt hmrh, "the bellowing of a donkey") to a person's

voice.lo

3. Occurrences, Versions. The lexeme qbl (in isolated instances written defectively
as qdl, e.9., Gen.27:22; Ex. 4:8) occurs 486 times in the Hebrew OT and 7 times in the

Aramaic portion, not including Jer. 3:9 (qdl, defective), which probably means "lightly,
loosely";rr Jer.46:12, qal6n, even though qbl is probably the correct reading here
(LXX126:11l; par. s"wahd, "cry").As the nomens re7ens in a construct expression, q6l
is associated with words specifying the origin of the phonetic phenomenon (the q6l of
the horn Uer.4:21), of the taskmaster [Job 3:18], of God [Dt. 4:33]), its quality (the q6l
of ioy Uer. 33:111, fear [30:5]), or its content(the qbl of news Ll0:22), speech [Dt.
4: l2l, words Uob 33:81). In the rare instances when q6l functions as nomen rectum, the
nomen regens functions adjectivally: i"'6n q6ld, "its roaring sound" (Jer. 5l:55), y"pdh
q6l, "beautiful voice" (Ezk.33:32), h6/ q1l6, "his majestic voice" (Isa. 30:30), b"rogez
q616, "to his thundering, angry voice" (Job 31 :2). In the singular, qbl can also refer to a
combination of noises and voices, which is why pronominal suffixes are attached only
to this form (Josh. 6:10, qbl"f,em, "your voices"), while the pl. form q6l6! (also q6l6!
and qdl6l has a different meaning: "thunder" (Ex. 9:23-24; 1 9: I 6; 20: I 8; I S. 12:17 -

18; Job 28:26;38:25) or "rumblings like thunder" (Ps.93:4). The prefixed preps. b'

7. W. F. Albright, "The High Place in Ancient Palestine," Volume du Congris, Strasbourg
1956. SW 4 (1957),256.

8. AHw, I1,982.
9. WbAS, 324-25.
10. UT no.2213.
I 1. See II.l below.
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and /'exhibit their usual meanings (Gen. 39:14, b"q6l gdjbl, "with a loud voice"; Eccl.
l2:4, l"q6l hassippo4 "at the sound of a bird"), but with the same meaning can also in-
troduce qbl after,im ', "listen," in the sense of "obey someone."l2

The LXX almost always translates q6l as phdn6, though in so doing it overburdens
the Greek term, which actually refers primarily to the sounds of living beings.13 The
rare isolated exceptions illustrate how a semantically based rendering would have
looked. The LXX uses ldgos in the verse "Just obey the qbl of Yahweh" (Jer.
38:20[45:20)\, and kerjssein or k/rygma in the expression "proclaim a q6l lcall]" (Ex.
36:6;2 Ch. 24:9: 3O:5; k6ryx in 2 Ch. 36:22, blut par. Ezl t:t phonii). Alongside uor,
the vulg. also uses tonitrus when the reference is clearly to storm phenomena (Ex. 9;
Isa.29:6), or sonus/sonitus inreference to mechanical sounds (Ex. l9: l9; 28:35; I S.
4:14: I K. l4:6; l8:41, etc.). Apparently semantic considerations are accompanied by
stylistic considerations when the expression alternates as in Ex. 32:18 with clamor. . .

vociftratio...vox.

ll. l. Acoustic Perception The contiguous relationship with other lexemes unequiv-
ocally confirms the term's association with acoustic phenomena. The term q6l appears
frequently with forms of the verb im', "hear" (65 times in the Pentateuch alone), or its
synonyms 2n hiphil (Ps. 140:7[EnC. 6]) and qib hiphil (Ps. 5:3[2]), with roots associ-
ated with speaking and calling ('mr Dt.27:14; dbr Dt. 5:22; qr',Isa.40:3), with loud
lament (bkh, 2 S. I 5 :23 ; z'q, 2 S. 19 :5141; s'q, Jer. 22:20), and with thunder ( I S. 7: I 0).
Because of parallels in Ugaritic literature,la the association of qbl with the root rnn,
"rejoice," deserves special mention, the latter of which is equated with "raise one's
q6l" (Isa.24:14;52:8), "give qbl" (Prov. 1:20), or simply q)l (Prov.8:3-4).

It is associated with nouns such as ra'am, "thunder" (Ps. 77:19[18]; l}4l.7), ra'ai,
"rumbling" (Ezk. 3:12-13), and ia'6n, "clamor" (Ps. 74:23), functioning in consrruct
expressions with the latter both as nomen rectum (Jer. 51:55) and as nomen regens (lsa.
13:4), illustrating the two terms' semantic proximity. rsa. 29:6 mentions ra'am ard
ra'ai in a pleonastic enumeration and then adds q6l gad6l ("mighty sound"). The addi-
tion ofthe adjective suggests thatqil alone refers merely to the fact ofacoustic percep-
tion without saying anything about its strength. The term qbl occurs with the meaning
"audible," e.g., in Ex. 19:19 and Lev. 5:1.15

The semantic scope of qdl thus extends from the rumbling of a storm (Ps.
77:18[17)) and of the chaotic ocean (Ps. 93:4) to rhe softest rusrling of a single leaf
(Lev.26:36). In fact, it seems that even the absence of sound altogether can be per-
ceived as qbl in the sense of a negative acoustic phenomenon.l6 On the whole, q6l
stands in complementary contrast to portrayals of optical phenomena. The lamp pro-
duces light, the grinding of a millstone q1l (Jer.25:10). Lightning flashes, the q6l of

12. See III.2. IV.2 below.
13. H. Stephanus,Thesaurus Graecae Linguae (Paris, 183ltr.), IX, 1190-92.
14. M. Dahood, RSfl III, 153, no.292.
15. On Ex. 19:19 see IV.2 below: on Lev. 5:l see III.2 below.
16. See IV.2 below.
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thunder rumbles (Ps. 77:l9ll8)). One sees the standard and hears the qbl of the trumpet
(Jer.4:21: Isa. 13:2). One sees no form and yet can hear the q1l (Dt.4:12).

Passages in which 461 is associated with a sphere other than the acoustic sphere

can usually be explained without altering the basic meaning. In Gen.4:10 blood
seems to possess a qbl with which it cries to heaven. Whether or not qdl functions
here as an interjection,lT the passage does lend expression to the ancient notion that

shed blood is genuinely able to cry out for vengeance. Ex. 4:8 mentions the qdl of a

sign, though this association actually represents the idiomatic use of the word deriv-
ing from its association with the verb im', "hear,listen"; "heed the voice of the sign"
means to "believe the sign." In Jer. 3:9 qdl derives from qll, "be light," and can be

translated as "carelessness."

2. Natural Sounds, Animals. Many acoustic phenomena from the natural world are

called q6l, including the sound of a blown leaf (see above), of flames devouring stubble
(Joel2:5) and of crackling branches in the fire (Eccl.7:6), and of rushing rain (l K.
18:41). Particularly impressive sounds include the q6l of rushing waters {mayim
rabbtm, Ps. 93:4), with which the sound of a celestial (Ezk. l:24) or even divine ap-

pearance (Ezk.43:2) can be compared. Mighty streams (Ps. 93:3), rushing waters (Ps.

a2:8!l), and the abyss itself (Hab. 3: l0) raise their q6l. The mythological background
to these passages is dramatically altered in that natural forces and their qbl are viewed

as being subject to God (Ps. 42:8[7]; 93:2-41.rtThe qdl of the sea (Jer.6:23 par.5O:42)

and of rushing waters (5 I :55) also serves as a metaphor for the rumbling of the advanc-

ing enemy's army. In both the singular and plural, the lexeme qbl refers frequently to
"thunder" or "claps of thunder," and often appears with words for rain, hail, lightning,
and clouds (8x.9:23-34; 19:16; 20:181, I S. 12:17-18; Ps. l8:14[13]; 77:19[8]) or
pleonastically with ra'am (Ps. 104:7). Only in a few passages (Exodus, 1 Samuel) does

q6l refer to an actual meteorological phenomenon; otherwise such thundering qbl gen-

erally accompanies a theophany or is construed directly as the voice of God.le
The q6l produced by animals, i.e., the sounds they produce, is mentioned both in re-

alistic and in metaphorical passages. Birds sing among the branches (Ps. 104:12). The
restless old one rises at the sound of a bird's twittering (Eccl. l2:4). The voice of the

turtledove resounds again during the spring (Cant. 2:12). The beloved is also addressed

as "my dove, . . . for your voice is sweet" (Cant.2:14). On the other hand, the moaning

of slave women can also recall the q6l of doves (Nah. 2:8[7]). The jackdaw, owl, and

raven living in the ruins symbolize destruction and devastation when they raise their
qbl in the empty windows (Zeph. 2:14).

The flocks also produce sounds. From afar Samuel hears the qbl of the captured

small livestock and the q)l of the cattle (l S. 15:14). When the lowing of cattle ceases,

peace has been abandoned (Jer. 9:9[0]). Similarly the q6l of mighty horses announces

17. See III.3 below.
18. See IV.2 below.
19. See IV.2 below.
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battle (2 K. 7 :6; Jer. 8: 16). The q6l of the lion, its fearful roar, is invoked especially fre-
quently (Job 4:10, ia'aga!par. q6l).The young lion cries out over its prey (Am. 3:4, ntn
4dl), though the q6l of roaring (qdl ia'"gafl can also signal that the lion is unable to
find prey in his desolate territory (Zech.ll:3). Meraphorically the roaring (Jg) lion
with the resounding voice (ntn q6l) can also refer to the menacing enemy (Jer. 2:15).
Similarly a mighty ruler who devastates the land with the sound of his roaring (q6l
iaTgal can be compared with a young lion (Ezk. 19:7). When he is captured and im-
prisoned, however, he can no longer rai se his qdl (v. 9). The verse "she makes a q6l llke
a nahaf' (Ier. 46:22) refers perhaps to the hissing of a snake, though the reference is
more likely to the metal bronze (nel.tdiel; cf. Gen. 4:22), whence "its roar is like
bronze" (Vulg. "quasi aeris").

3. Utensils, Instruments. Utensils and instruments produce certain sounds when
people use them. The grinding of the millstone evokes peaceful daily activities, yet di-
vine judgment threatens to silence this qbl (Jer.25:10). Eccl. l2:4 also refers meta-
phorically to the silencing of the mlll's q6l. Fearsome harbingers of battle include the
sounds of the whips, wheels (Nah. 3:2), and chariots (Joel 2:5), often accompanied by
the cry of the riders (Ezk.26:10).

Those who enjoy life rejoice in the sound of musical instruments such as drums and
the lyre and in the 4dl of flutes (Job 2l:12).It is viewed as a great misfortune when the
music of songs is brought to an end and the qdl of the lyre is no longer heard (Ezk.
26:13). The sound of flutes becomes that of weeping for those who mourn (Job 30:31).
The loud symphonic q6l of trumpets, cymbals, and other musical instruments is en-
gaged in praise of Yahweh (2 Ch. 5: l3). The q6l of the bells on rhe high priesr's robe
(Ex.28:34-35) solemnly announces his entry into the sanctuary (Sir. 45:9). The q6l of
the ram's horn is frequently mentioned in its function of attracting people's attention
and summoning them to assembly, and those wishing to attain the same goal without
using such instruments must raise their voices (qdl) like trumpets (Isa. 58: I ). The occa-
sion may be a joyous enthronement ( I K. l:40-41), the summons to a cultic festival
(Aram. qdl, Dnl.3:5-15), or a processional for festival acriviries (2 S. 6: 15 [par. 1 Ch.
l5:28 adds instrumentsl; Ps. 47:6[5]; 98:6).

In the latter passages, i6par and terfi'a appear immediately alongside one another
(cf. Ps. 41:6151; Am.2:2;Zeph. l:16). Because terfi'd can thus also mean "sounding of
horns" (e.g., Nu. l0:5), one can also assume that qdl terfi'd (l S. 4:6), which sounds
when the ark arrives in camp, refers to the joyous welcome sounded by the blasting of
trumpets. Generally, however, the sound of horns is associated with danger and with
war. The q6l can issue a warning or signal, encourage one's own warriors, and intimi-
date the enemy.2o

When danger approaches, guards sound the trumpet to warn the inhabitants, and the
people must heed that qdl lest they bring about their own destruction (Jer. 6:17; Ezk.
33:3-5). Neh. 4: 14(20) stipulates that the sound of the trumpets will summon the peo-

20. See III.I below
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ple to assemble and rally against an attack. The qdl bi1rfr'd accompanies preparations

for the siege of Jerusalem by the king of Babylon (Ezk. 2l:2ll22l). The prophet who

anticipates war perceives in a vision the qdl of the ram's horn (Jer. 4:19,21). Moab dies

amid the uproar and shouting of war and amid the sound of the trumpet (Am.2:2).
Those who survive the military catastrophe cannot bear to see war or hear the q)l of the

trumpet (Jer.42:14). The war steed waits impatiently for the sound of the trumpet (Job

39:24). The ancient legend tells how the walls of the enemy city crumbled atthe qdl of
the ram's horn (Josh. 6:5,20).

lll. l. Human Sounds. Human movement and activity produce a qbl. One hears,

e.g., when a person enters a room ( I K. 14:6; 2K.6:32), walks back and forth distribut-
ing water (? Jgs.5:11), or falls down like a tree (Ezk.3l:16; Jer.49:21). In an

anthropomorphical sense, the movement of heavenly beings or even of the deity him-
self produces a sound (Ezk. l:24;3:12-13:. lO:5;2 S. 5:24; Gen. 3:8,10 may engage in
anti-anthropomorphism in that it is not Yahweh who moves about in the garden, but his

q6t).
Ofcourse, people can use their vocal cords to produce sounds reflecting their physi-

cal or psychological condition as well. One hears the q6l of a whimpering child (Gen.

2l:17), a moaning sick person (Jer. 4:31), of those who weep (Gen. 21:16), groan (Ps.

102:6t51), lament, beat their breasts, and sob. By contrast, merrymakers (Jer. 30:19)

and singers (2 S. l9:36t351; Cant. 2:14 8:13; Isa. 5l:3; Ezk.33:32) produce a different
qbl. The effect of the sounds normally accompanying a person's presence is so crucial

that the expression "there is no human q1l" ('An qdl 'dflam) is the equivalent of "no one

isthere" (Anii,2K.7:lO).Agatheringof noisypeopleproducesanevenstrongerver-
sion of such sounds. The par. passage 2 Ch.23:12 enhances the account of the guards

and rebellious crowd in 2 K. I 1: 13 by explaining how the qbl also included praises of
the king. Descriptions of such collective noise designated as q6l reveal the mood of the

participants as well as the content of their cries, allowing bystanders to recognize and

interpret sounds and noise as the qdl of rejoicing ( I Ch. I 5: I 6; Jer. 7 :34), joyous proc-

lamation (Ps. 47.2lll Isa. 48:20), singing (Ps. 98:5), or as a q6l of weeping (Ezr.3:13;
Isa. 65:19), terror (1 S.4:14; Isa. 65:19), anxiety and fear (Job l5:21; Isa' 24:18), la-

ment (Jer. 9:18[9]), or entreaty (Ps. 28:2,6).
The q6l ofthe crowd can resound atjoyous occasions. One stereotypical expression

divides this joyous noise into the q6l of mirth and the q6l of gladness, the q1l of the

bride and the qdl of the bridegroom (Jer. 7:34; 16:9;25:lO:'33:.l I ). The qdl of tevelers

from the Israelite camp meets Moses (Ex. 32:17), and he interprets it as the sound of
shameful debauchery (v. 18). The people rejoice so excessively at the newly anointed

king"thattheearthquaked attheirq6l" (I K. I:40).Theram'shornsounds, andtheqil
of the city sounds like an uproar (v. 4l). Those liberated from exile proclaim their de-

liverance with a shout ofjoy (Isa. 48:20). The rejoicing 4dl produced at the reestablish-

ment of the temple is so great that it can be heard far and wide (Ezr. 3:12-13). In the

newly established salvific age, thanksgiving, the qbl of song (Isa. 5l:3), and the q)l of
merrymakers (Jer. 30:19) will be heard. The tragedy of historical reality, on the other

hand, is accompanied more by the noise accompanying turmoil, war, and their devasta-
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tion such that the term q6l is associated more with battle cries, weapons, victory cries,
and the wailing of the vanquished (Ex. 32:17).

The sound of a raucous, drunk crowd is repugnant (Ezk.23:42). The sound of mobs
(Jer. ll:16;Dnl. 10:6)orof anarmy(Ezk. l:24)ismenacing.Peoplerrytointimidare
animals and other people with their voices (Isa. 3l:4; Jer. 12:8), and feel threatened by
the qbl of the enemy (Ps.44:171161; 55:4[3]). God makes rhe Aramean army panic ar
the sound of chariots, horses, and warriors (2 K.7:6).

The qdl of an army advancing from the mountains can be heard far and wide and
represents the "uproar of kingdoms" (Isa. 13:4). The enemy raises its voice, threaten-
ing the cities lying in its path (Jer. 4:16) with the sound of the trumper (v. 2l; see
above). Preparations for a siege include raising the battle qbl for setting battering rams
against gates (Ezk. 2l:211221). The qbl of war fills the land (Jer. 50:22). The roar of a
tempest accompanies the burning city (Jer. 11:16), and the sound of collapse makes
lands and peoples quake (Ezk. 26:15l'31:16).The qdl of the vanquished and of desrruc-
tion resounds (1 S. 4:14;Isa. 15:4 par. Jer. 48:34; Jer. 48:2). The conquered cry aloud
(Isa. 10:30) in weeping, woe, and lament (Isa.65:19; Jer.51:54). This cry of terror
causes panic; people flee from the victims (lsa.24:18; cf. Nu. 16:34). The fall of a city
is compared to a shipwreck during which the sailors cry out in a qbl of anguish (Ezk.
27:28).

2. Speaking. The most sophisticated sounds are those that people articulate in
speech. Although here q6l referred originally to the sounds of speech, it came to refer
metonymically to its content as well since form and meaning not only coincide in hu-
man speech but can also appear as situational equivalents . A qbl functioning merely as

a cry for help (Gen. 39:15-18) is also associated with a statement (v. 14). Portrayals of
singing (2 S. 19:36[35];cf. Cant. 2:14;8:13;Ezk.33:32) can referto borh rhe sound
and the text. Statements made without any accompanying q6l can seem strange (l S.
l:13; Ps. l9:2-al3D.

Hence passages associating qbl contextlally with the articulation of speech (Jgs.
9:1; I K.8:55) contrast semantically with the many passages recounting acts of speech
that have no association with any accompanying phonetic phenomenon (qbl) as well as
with those already discussed in which qbl refers merely to unarticulated sounds (e.g.,
of weeping, Gen.27:38). Aspartof aspeech act,qbl occupiesapositionbetweenthe
purely expressive act of crying on the one hand, and silent whispering on the other
(Josh.6:10).

The statement "he cried aloud and said to them" (Jgs. 9:'7; often with weeping, e.g.,
Gen. 29:l I ; 1 S. I l:4; 24:16) describes the auditory commencement of speech and also
explains the expression 'An qbl we'An 'dneh or we'An qaie! (l K. 18:26,29:2 K. 4:31);
i.e., there was no response, no answer, no successful hearing. A voice is raised (rwm
hiphil) to sound the alarm (Gen.39:15,18; Isa. 13:2) as well as ro express joy (l Ch.
15 16;Ezr.3:12). One can lift up one's voice "with srrength" (Isa.40:9) "like a trum-
pet" (Isa. 58:1). The sound also determines whether a voice is perceived as pleasant
(Cant.2:14), comes from the ground like a ghost (Isa.29:4), or is recognizable as a per-
son one already knows (Gen.2'l:22; Jgs. l8:3; I S. 26:17).
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The term focuses on the acoustic phenomenon especially when qbl stands before

d"pdrim (words). The people hear the "sound of words" (q6l deldrim, Dt. 4:12) but see

no form. When the Israelites' own words provoke Yahweh's anger (1:34) or win his ap-

proval (5:25,28), it is first and foremost the qbl that gets Yahweh's attention. Elihu pe-

joratively calls Job's speech the "sound of your words" (q6l millin, Job 33:8). On the

other hand, Elihu entreats Job at least to "listen to what I say" (ha'aztnA l"qdl milldy,

34:16) before judging it. It is merely the "voice of the fool" (q61, Eccl.5:2[3]) rather

than the fool's thoughts that is heard in his "many words" (d"barim).

This original semantic component then fostered the use of (b")q6l in the sense of
..perceivable, audible" (Ex. l9:19; Lev.26:36) and (b")q6l gdQbl or ram in the sense of
"loud." A person says something (Ezr. 10:12), calls (Gen. 39:14), cries out (1 S. 28:12)'

greets (Prov.27:14), blesses (l K. 8:55), swears (2 Ch. 15:14), and responds (Dt.

27:14) loudly. A speech commences with the raising of one's voice (ni', Jgs. 9:7) or, if
the voice needs to be loud, when one "cries aloud" (rwm hiphil, Isa. l3:2).

The term q6l clearly includes a reference to content in situations presupposing the

articulation of a comprehensible statement; such is the case in the cry for help dis-

cussed above (Gen. 39:14-18). "Your sentinels lift up their voices" (Isa.52:8) refers

both to the volume and to the content of their warning. An exaggerated or inappropri-

ately loud morning greeting "will be counted as cursing" (Prov.27:14). Hypocrites

make their 4dl gracious and gentle (Prov. 26:25), a reference perhaps more to the

acoustic effect of their speech than to its flattering content. In death, prisoners find

peace from the qil of their taskmasters (Job 3:18), i.e., from their merciless voices and

harsh orders. The qbl of charmers (Ps. 58:6[5]) encompasses both the mysterious mur-

muring of incantations and their wording. Finally, in some instances the term qdl tefers

primarily to that which a voice articulates, i.e., to the actual content, and less to the

phonetic elements. A q6l in the sense of a word or decree can be proclaimed in the

camp, in the entire kingdom, or throughout Judah (Ex' 36:6; Ezr- lO:7; Neh. 8:15;

2 Ch.24:9;30:5). Although all such passages refer to announcements by heralds, they

clearly focus on the decrees themselves. The q1l that Joseph's brothers have arrived in

Egypt (Gen. 45:16) is heard in Pharaoh's palace, i.e., the news reaches the palace. Ec-

clesiastes warns against angering God through one's q6l; even a q6l uttered in one's

bedroom may be carried further (Eccl. 5:5[6]; 10:20). Here the reference is to the of-

fensive statement itself rather than to its acoustic form. Hence qbl can parallel 'imr6,

"speech" (Isa.28:23;32:9). Personified wisdom tells us that its q1l, i.e., its advice, is

intended for us (Prov. 8:4). The (Aram.) qal of arrogant words (Dnl. 7:11) focuses on

the arrogance expressed in those words rather than on the acoustic element, as v. 8
clearly shows.

A person is forbidden from expressing an opinion with the statement, "You had

better not let your voice be heard among us" (Jgs. l8:25). "Raising your voice for un-

derstanding" and "crying out for insight" is actually an invitation to wisdom (Prov.

2:3). Reference is obviously also being made to the content of a call when a citation

follows qbl, e.g.,'At the q6l 'Babylon is conquered' the earth shall tremble" (Jer.

50:46). Jer. 10.22 resembles this passage and is to be understood similarly; qdl i"mfi'd,
"the noise" of news (cited in what follows) is arriving.
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Of course, a group can also be the subject of q6l to the extent that the people utter
the words or songs qdl'ehaQ, "with one voice" (Ex.24:3; Jer. 33:11;2 Ch.5:13).

The grammatical construction of Job 29: l0 makes it a rather difficult verse, though
it is probably saying that the princes held back their own opinions (q1l) out of respect.

In certain instances it is difficult to determine whether 46l is personified or repre-
sents the speaker. ln Ps. 44:17(16) miqqbl mel.tdr€p means either "at the words of a

taunter" or "at taunting words," though the par. ("at the sight [countenance] of the en-
emy") seems to favor the first alternative (NRSV "at the words of the taunters and re-
vilers"). On the other hand, the expression qdl maggt/ in Jer. 4:15 should probably be
translated (cf. the par.),'A voice declares" (whence also "a voice cries out/says," Isa.
4O3,6).zt

The syntagma im' q6l describes an acoustic phenomenon in the sense of "hear a
voice" (Gen.2l:111,Ex.32:17; Lev.5:l;2K.ll:13; Dnl. 8:16); alongside it one also
frequently encounters the expression im' (b"/1")q6l in the sense of "obey someone; take
someone's advice; follow someone." Of course, here q6l refers to the content of the
words. "Someone heeds another person's voice": Adam follows the seductive voice of
his wife (Gen.3:17); Abraham accepts the suggestion of his wife (Gen. 16:2); Moses
follows the advice of his father-in-law (Ex. 18:19,24); children should obey their par-
ents, pupils their teacher (Gen.27:8,13,43:Dt.21:18; Prov. 5:13); the people should
follow the instructions of their leader (Josh. 22:2; I S. 8: l9), though the leader should
also sometimes yield to the demands of the people (l S. 8:7); King Saul is persuaded
by his son (1 S. 19:6), and much later, shortly before his death, he listens to the me-
dium ( I S. 28:22) after she unwillingly obeys him (v. 2l); members of different tribes
should consider their mutual interests (Jgs. 20:13); the Rechabites obey the command-
ments of their ancestors (Jer. 35:8).zz

3. Interjection. The broad semantic spectrum associated with the term q6l also ex-
plains its use as an interjection. People suddenly hear sounds, noise, or speaking and
express their subsequent attentiveness or solicit that of someone else with the cry
"qbll" Blblical scholars, however, do not agree which passages are actually using the
term with this meaning, and each instance must be examined individually. Disputed
passages include Ps. 118:15; Jer.3:21;31:15; 5l:54; Mic. 6:9.

The meaning "Listen!" can be demonstrated persuasively only where the sentence
construction itself requires it. Gen. 4:l}l. "qbl (sg.), your brother's blood (pl.) is crying
out (pl.) to me." Cant. 5:2: "qbl, my beloved is knocking" (simpler than "the qbl of my be-
loved is knocking," though that alternative is certainly also possible in poetic language;
cf. Cant. 2:8). Isa. 52:8: "Listen! Your sentinels lift up their voices" (double: qbl. . . qbl).

lY. l. Directing One's Voice to God. God hears the 4dl of those who suffer (Gen.
2l:17) and who are murdered (Gen.4:10), though also that of God's adversaries (Ps.

See IV.2 be1ow.
On the use of this idiom in the religious sphere, see IV.2 below

21.
22.
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74:23) who dare raise their voices against him (2 K.19:22 par. Isa. 37:23). God judges
and responds to the voice (Gen. 30:6) according to his steadfast love and his justice
(Ps. l19:149)ordestroysthearrogantvoiceofadversarialpowers(Jer.5l:55;Ezk.
26:13) or the voices of their messengers (Nah. 2:14[13]). Jeremiah implores, "Give
heedtome,OYahweh,andlistentotheqblof myadversaries"(Jer. l8:19),sincehe
knows that his enemies' voices will betray their wickedness. God may concur with the
opinions of his people (Dt.5:25,28) or be angered (Dt. 1:34). In the lawsuit between
Yahweh and his people, Israel is told to let its voice be heard before the witness of the
mountains (Mic. 6:1).

Yahweh decides someone's fate based on the entreaty expressed in the person's 461
(Nu. 20:16; 2l:3; Jgs. l3:9), a situation viewed as unique in the case of a miracle (Josh.

l0:14).
In this sense the q6l turns into prayer, and the response to it reflects its acceptance

or rejection (Ps. 5:3-4[2-3]). Elijah asks that the boy be revivified, and Yahweh an-
swers his voice (l K. 17:21-22). People call (Ps. 3:5[4]; 27:7), lament, groan
(55:18[7]), cry out and implore (71:2U1; A2:2ll)) with their voices rhar God may
hear and respond to those voices (im', 64:2[l); ll9:149; 130:2; cf . Dt. 33:7 , the voice
of someone else). The voice can be described as a voice of supplication (Ps. 28:2;
86:6; 130:2; l4O:116)), of prayer (66:19), or of moaning (5:3[2]). Believers know that
Godhearstheirvoicesfromhisholyabode(18:7[6]; ll6:1)andarecertainGodwill
answer their prayers (6:9[8]; 3l:23[22];66:19); then they will use their q)l to praise
God (66:8) in song (98:5), rejoicing (42:5[4);47:2[1]), and thanksgiving (26:7; Jon.
2: l0[9]).

The skeptical teacher advises his pupils to be careful what they say, "lest God be an-
gry at your words and destroy the work of your hands" (Eccl. 5:5[6]). In his suffering
and in the face of the unfairness in the world, Job doubts that the creator really cares
about human beings at all: "I do not believe that he would listen to my voice" (Job
9: l6).

Yahweh, the God of justice, will hear the voice of his people and be gracious (Isa.
30: l9) so that neither the q6l of weeping nor the q6l of walling will be heard in Jerusa-
lem (65: l9), though one will certainly hear the qbl of rejoicing, of song, and of merry-
making (48:20; 5 I :3; Jer. 30: l9).

Liturgy ascribes great significance and power to the spoken word. The qbl of a curse
(Lev. 5: l) obligates anyone who hears it to help solve the crime associated with it. King
Solomon blesses the congregation of Israel with a loud voice (l K. 8:55) at the dedica-
tion of the temple; when the blessing is repeated much later, the Levitical priests per-
form it, and God answers their voice (2 Ch.3O:27). In a solemn assembly the people
unanimously (Ex. 24:3) and with a raised (Dt. 27:14) and loud voice (2 Ch. 15:14; Ezr.
l0: l2) accept the obligation to keep the divine law. Singers and Levites praise God in a
harmonious (2 Ch. 5:13) and loud voice (20:19).

Both the rebellious voice raised against God (Nu. l4:l;Dt.1:34l.2K.19:22 par. Isa.
37:23: Ps. 7 4:23) and the voice of purely external piety that tries to make itself "heard
on high" (Isa. 58:4) are repugnant. By contrast, Yahweh's servant will not "cry or lift
up his voice or make it heard in the street" (42:2).
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2. God's Voice. Although the notion of Yahweh's qdl often clearly distinguishes'

e.g., between "thunder" on the one hand and a "proclamation" on the other, it can also

fuse various ideas associated with the divine qdl indistinguishably together.

The ancient and, in antiquity, widespread equivalency between thunder and the

manifestation of the divine voice23 is adduced quite frequently in the Ol particularly

in texts that have obviously adopted or are imitating the mythological patterns of
neighboring peoples (e.g., Ps. 29). "Yahweh thundered from heaven, and'elybn uttered

his q\l. He sent out arrows . . .lightning" (2 S. 22:14-15 par. Ps. 18:14-15[13-14]).

When God subdued the waters of chaos, "the skies thundered," lightning flashed on all

sides, and the crash of his thunder and lightning made the earth tremble (Ps. 77:17-

19t16-181; cf . lo4:7). God sends out his mighty q6l (68:23[33]). He can lift up his qdl

to the clouds and send forth lightning (Job 38:33-35). Extensive sections evoking the

splendid but fearsome power of El's ("Lord God") or Yahweh's qbl catbe found in Job

il,Z-S and Ps. 29:2-9.2a The description of this thunderous power (Ps. 29:7) attains

mythological proportions (v. 10) and anticipates the motif of temple theophany

(v. 9b).2s The temple is understood as the reflection of the heavenly abode (68:36[35]).

T\e q6l of the ram's horn accompanies Yahweh's appearance (Ex. 19:16,19; Ps.

47:6151;Zech.9:14; cf. Ps.98:6). Yahweh utters his q6l from Jerusalem (Jer. 25:30;

Am. l:2; Joel 4:16[3:16]).
The notion of q6l as thunder can also be understood as a natural phenomenon cre-

ated by and utterly subject to God, while the q6l of God still ascribed directly to

Yahweh symbolizes God's will and power. The wise and universal creator of heaven

and earth, of clouds and rain, also "made a way" for the thunder and lightning (Job

28:26;38:25; cf. Jer. 10:13). Yahweh sends thunder @A16il and rain unexpectedly dur-

ing the summer season as a miraculous sign (l S. 12:17-18). When the Philistines are

about to attack, Yahweh intervenes on behalf of the Israelites, "thunders with a mighty

voice" (1 S. 7:10), and throws the attackers into confusion. The plague ofhail brought

on the Egyptians (Ex. 9:22-34) is also accompanied by lightning (w.23-24) and thun-

der (qdl67 vv.23,28-29,33-34). Here the focus is on the natural phenomenon in and for

itself rather than as the voice of God.

The expression Pharaoh allegedly uses, qoldl'"lohim (v. 28), does not contradict

this portrayal since it is merely imitating earlier expressions such as mahpdka! nldhim

(Am. 4:11), herda!'elAhtm (1 S. 14:15). In Isa. 29:6 Yahweh threatens to punish the

city of David with great noise, an earthquake, whirlwinds and tempests, devouring

flames, and mighty thurl,der (qdl).

At the other pole of semantic development, the expression qdl yhwh is used in con-

texts involving God's chastising intervention in the near or distant future. Even though

23.H.-t. Kraus, Psalms 1-59 (Eng. trans. 1988),346-47,348-49.
24. See in this regard J. L. Cunchillo s, Estudio del Salmo 29 (Valencia, 1976); S. Abramson,

..Concerning Varioui Interpretations of the 'Seven Group,"' l,ei 45 (l980l8_1) 95-104.

25. Conierning the poisible Canaanite mythological background, see J. Day' "Echoes of
Baal's Seven Thunders and Lightnings in Psalm XXIX and Habakkuk III 9 and the Identity of
the Seraphim in Isaiah Vl: W29 (1979) 143-51.
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the accompanying imagery and language recalls mythologically influenced hymnic
language, the understanding of qdl here is far removed from the notion of divine mani-
festation in a storm. The Assyrians will be terror-stricken when Yahweh "causes his
majestic voice to be heard and the descending blow of his arm to be seen, in furious an-
ger" (Isa. 30:30-31). Yahweh's qdl "deals retribution to his enemies" (66:6; the verse
structure together with the preceding phrase qbl mehAftd militates against the transla-
tion "Listen! Yahweh . . ."). Nations and kingdoms collapse, the earth quakes when he
utters his voice (Ps. 46:716)). Yahweh "utters his voice at the head of his army" (Joel
2:11). Atthe q6l of tumult, nations flee (Isa. 33:3). The day of Yahweh has its own 4dl
(Zeph. 1:14); those who hear it will tremble (Hab. 3:16). The q6l of Yahweh calls to the
wicked city (Mic. 6:9), after which the city's sins are enumerated. Here Yahweh's qdl
exhibits the meaning "divine discourse."

In analogy to the articulated q6l of people, the OT also ascribes an articulated voice
to God when he addresses people. In the account ofthe revelation at Sinai, q6l is used
in several different ways. It refers to the thunder (Ex. l9:16), to the blast of the trumpet
(v. l9), as well as to God's own words. Moses speaks, and God answers him b"q6l, i.e.,
with an audible and comprehensible voice.

Later traditions recount that the commandments (Dt. 4:12-13, d"ldrim) were pro-
claimed to the people through God's voice speaking out of fire and clouds and thick
darkness (5:22-26), and from heaven (4:36). Indeed, the people were terrified before it
(5:25-26 [cf. vv. 22-23];18:16). When Moses entered rhe tent of meeting to speak with
God, he heard the qbl (LXX is more specific: he phAni| lqriou, the "voice of the Lord")
speaking to him from the ark (dbr hithpael; Nu. 7:89; cf .Ezk.2:2;43:6). The divine voice
also spoke clearly to Isaiah (Isa. 6:8) and Elijah (1 K. 19:13).26 The passage involving
Elijah is especially significant in that it is preceded by an explicit denial ofany theophany
in the accompanying natural phenomena, which are followed by the "q6l of sheer si-
lence" (vv. ll-12), i.e., by the acoustic perception of a complete absence of any sound at
all. Ezekiel hears the divine voice (Ezk. l:28;9: l) and perceives the sound of the wings of
the cherubim as the voice of God Almighty when he speaks (10:5; cf. l:Z4).T"he theolog-
ical concern with avoiding anthropomorphisms explains why reference is often made to
God's qdl only by way of allusion (Isa. 40:6; Ezk. 43:2; cf. also Job 4:16, where once
again the 4dl is audible in the silence) or mediated through heavenly messengers (Isa.
40:3; Dnl. 8:16; l0:6,9) or Yahweh's servant (Isa. 50:10). A voice from heaven issues a
warning to the king of Babylon (Dnl. 4:28[31]), a notion developed further in later
Judaism.2T Even though they do experience auditory revelations (Isa. 30:21; Ezk. 3:10),
the writing prophets are disinclined to use the term q6l, andas a result the external acous-
tic phenomenon accompanying such experiences recedes in their accounts.

The term qbl also becomes increasingly abstract, especially in the frequent expres-
sion .im ' b"/l"qdl yhwh, "hear the voice of Yahweh." The expression can refer both to

26. See in this regard J. Lust, 'A Gentle Breeze or a Roaring Sound? Elijah at Horcbl' W 25
(r97s) ilo-ls.

27. WTM, tV,259.
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actual perception of Yahweh's speech (Dt. 5i25-26; cf. vv. 22-23) and to the figura-
tively construed act of "heeding" or "obeying" (concerning the semantic development

from "hear, listen" to "heed, obey," see AL,k. iemilz8).
Such obedience can refer to punctiliar instructions (Dt.9i23; I S. 15:l,19-20; 28: l8;

I K.20:36; Jer. 38:20; 42:6,13,21;43:4,7;Hag. l:12;Zech.6:15) or to commandments
issued over a period of time (Josh. 5:6; 1 S. 12:15). It can also refer to obedience to

God in the general sense (1 S. l2: 14; 15,22;Ps.95:7;Zeph.3:2), including in reference

to the heavenly messengers (Ps. 103:20). Deuteronomy and the later OT books associ-

ated such obedience especially with keeping the covenant commandments (Ex. 15:26;

Dt. 8:20; I 3: 19[ I 8] ; I 5:5 ; 26:14,17, etc.; 2 K. 18:12:, Jer. 3:25; 7 :28; 4O:3, etc.; Dnl.
9:10).

Obedience to Yahweh's 46l results in blessing, disobedience in punishment (Dt.

28:1,15,45, etc.). Chastisement prompts the people to repent and once again to heed the

voice of Yahweh, their God (4:3O;30:2,8,10,20).

V. Qumran. The term q6l occrtrs ca. 90 times in the Qumran texts (ca. l0 times in
texts not yet published as of this writing), occurring with particular frequency in 1QM,

lQH, and in the liturgies of sabbath sacrifice (almost 30 times). lQM uses qdl to tefer
to the various battle signals sounded by the shofars and trumpets (lQM 8 [9 times]), of-
ten associated with a battle cry Qerfi'd, l:11; 8:9ff.; 16:6-7).

As a metaphor for enemy attack, a 46l issues from the primal cosmic powers, in-
cluding the abyss, roaring waters, clouds, and the heavenly hosts (lQH 3:13-17,35;, cf .

2:27). The petitioner describes his own anthropological condition. Because he is
shackled, he cannot step forward without qbl (8:34). The oppressed person produces

the q1l of complaint (9:34), the liberated person the qdl of rejoicing (ll:26-27; IQM
12:15:, l9:7).

The community is admonished to heed the qbl of the Creator (CD 3:7-8) and of the

teacher (20:28,32). The Temple Scroll then picks up this motif familiar from Dtr lan-

guage (11QT 55:13-14). The human 461should praise God (1QH 11:25-26).

The portrayal of the divine revelation in association with the chariot-throne revela-

tion in Ezk. I and 10 was a popular motif in Qumran, whose authors frequently alluded

to the qbl of the chariot, of God's essence and kabbd, of blessing, rustling, movement,

etc.29

Kedar-Kopfstein

28. AHw,lll,l2l2.
29. Cf . J. Strugnell, "The Angelic Liturgy at QumrAn - 

4QSerek Sir0t 'Olat Ha55abb6t,"

Congress Volume, Oxford 1959. SW7 (1960), 318-45; C. Newsom, Songs of the Sabbath Sacri-

fice. HSS 27 (1985), documentation on M7.
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deuteronomistische Redaktion von Jeremia 2H5. WMANT 52 (1981); D. Winton Thomas,

"Textual and Philological Notes on Some Passages in the Book of Proverbs," FS H. H. Rowley,

28O-92; J. H. Tigay, You Shall Have No Other Gods: Israelite Religion in the Light of Hebrew

Inscriptions. HSS 3l (1986); M. Weinfeld, Deuteronomy and the Deuteronomic School (Oxford,

1972); A. A. Wieder, "Three Philological Notes," Bulletin of the Institute of Jewish Studies 2

(1974) lO3-9;J. Wijngaards, "Death and Resurrection in Covenantal Context (Hos. vi 2): W 17

(1967)226-39; H. G. M. Williamson,'A Reconsideration of f 19 II in Biblical Hebrewl'ZAW97
(1985) 74-85; H. W. Wolff, "Das Zitat im Prophetenspruch: Eine Studie zur prophetischen

verktindigungsweise"' EvT Beiheft 4 (1937) = GSAT. ThB 22 (21973),36-129'
On VIII: E. Tov, The Text-Critical Use of the Septuagint in Biblical Research. Jerusalem Bib-

lical Studies 3 (Jerusalem, 1981).
On IX: A. Dupont-Sommer, et al., eds., I-a Bible. Ecrits intertestamentaires. Bibliothique de

la Pliiade (Paris, 1987); C.-H. Hunzinger, "Fragmente einer iilteren Fassung des Buches

Mil[ramA aus Hbhle 4 von Qumran: ZAW 69 (1957) l3l-51; J. C. Kesterson, 'A Grammatical

Analysis of IQS v8-17," RevQ 12 (1985/87) 571-73:' J. T. Milik, ed., The Books of Enoch: Ara-
maic Fragments of Qumrdn Cave 4 (Oxford, 1976); E. M. Schuller, Non-Canonical Psalms from
Qumran. HSS 28 (1986).
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I. Etymology Distribution. The Heb. term qwm represents an originally
biconsonantal (qm) verbal root.l

l. Akkadian. The Akk. qamuis attested only as a loanword meaning "stand, en-
dure," in reference, e.g., to kingship (in Mafi;.2 Akkadian also attests qamamu, "to
stand up straight (of hair), stand on end."3

2. West Semitic Languages. a. This root occurs among all the West Semitic lan-
guages, including Amorite personal names; Ugar. qm, "stand, get up"; only in personal
names in Phoenician and Punic and in the expression mqm 'lm (see below); Arab.
qama, "stand, put/place oneself, get up," also "resist," "undertake, carq/ out some-
thing"; OSA "stand"; Eth. qdma, "stand."a

b. In Middle and Late Aramaic, syntactical peculiarities as well as the meaning of
this term become quite varied, including a semantically weakened verb in the basic
stem used almost as an interjection.s Causative forms illustrate the erection of statues
or monuments.6 The inscription qm l'St ml' kh, "get up(?), work to do," on a Lachish
ostracon (albeit an uncertain reading) has no exact OT parallel.T

The expression with which kings introduce themselves is of some theological inter-
est because it is not attested as such in the OT. According to this expression, the god or
gods "arise with me/you ('my/k)i i.e., stand by them.a The frequent figurative applica-
tion to events and circumstances and to ideas regarding order and value is probably
based on the notion of "movement in an upright position" as an expression of strength,
solidity, stability, and dependability (esp. discernible with causative stems with a di-
vine subj.).e Contextually and through the use of interpretive words such as 7 in refer-
ence to attack and hostility,lo the term qwm seems to exhibit contrasting or antithetical
meanings, such as superiority/subjection,ll also in the sense of "serving." One passage
with a provocative divine epithet is the oft-cited but as yet unexplained Phoenician-
Punic expression mqm 'l[m], a reference presumably to cultic functionaries.l2

l. See Moscati, 159-60, 165-66.
2. AHw,II, 896.
3. AHw,II, 896; on Akk. izuzzu andtebtt. see Rabinowitz;Barrl; AHw,I,408-l l; lll,1342-43.
4. APNM, 259; WUS, no. 2417; UT no. 2214; Benz, 55; Wehr, 798ff.; L. Kopf, 'Arabische

Etymologien und Parallelen zum Bibelw0rterbuch," VT 8 (1958) 199 (see idem, Studies in
Arabic and Hebrew l*xicography [Jerusalem, 1976]); Beeston, ll0-11; ltxLingAeth,45lff.

5. See DNS/, ll, 997 -1003; Beyer, 681-82; as an interjection or "semi-auxiliary," see TO, l,
153 n.3; also, e.g., KTU 1.3,1,4.

6.E.e., on tomb inscriptions: KAI 214.1 14,28;215.18;239.2;248.2;249.5;258.1.
7. KAI 198.1; Lemaire, 130-31.
8. KAI2O2A.3,14;214.2 3;215.2; see Tawil, 43-45; regarding the Ol see KAI202A.14 with

Isa.33:10; Ps. 12:6(5); also I K. 3:7;2Ch. l:8,9.
9. Examples in DNS1, lI, 997 -98; concerning the adjectival u se of qym, see DNSI, II, I 008.
10. E.g., DNSI, II, 1000-1001.
I t. Ibid.
12. See R. S. Tomback, Comparative lzxicon of the Phoenician and Punic Languages.

SBLDS 32 (1978),197; Cottanceau, 18-19; DNS1, II, 1002.
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II. OT Word Field.
l. Procedural Consideratiorcs. Both extrabiblical and biblical evidence confirms that

the varied functions and meanings of the almost omnipresent term qwm cannot derive

from the etymon itself or from any potentially discernible basic meaning. Indeed, this

word has not yet been examined in its entire breadth. A theological examination of the

term thus seems best served by a concentration on individual contextual spheres and

semantic fields, i.e., on concrete semantic considerations derived from its actual use.

2. Statistics. Only in Joel, Haggai, and Malachi does qwm not occur at all. Of the

628 verbal occurrences (including substantival participles), almost three-fourths (460)

involve the basic stem, less than a fourth (146) the hiphil, and only 22 the remaining

stems, including 1l in the piel. The intensive polel form occurs 4 times in the MT in
three late passages (lsa.44:26;58:12;61:4) in the sense of "rebuilding (of ruins)."
Only in Mic. 2:8 does it exhibit the intransitive sense of "appear."t3 Apart from the 401

occurrences of + Dl j7D maqbm, T other noun constructions occur altogether 63 times,

including q6mA 45 times alone, generally as a designation of the height of edifices and

objects associated with the wilderness sanctuary and the temple and occasionally in
(poetic) reference to the growth of plants (Cant.7:8[Eng.7]; Isa. 10:33; Ezk. 17:6;

19:11;31:5,10) and people (1 S. 16:7; 28.20 Ezk.13:18), albeit never in a reliably
older text. Of the other six noun forms, y"qfim, "what subsists, what is living," occurs 3

times (Gen. 7:4,23; Dt. l1:6; always in connection with "annihilation" as the nomen

rectum of kdl; similarly also in Qumran); all other noun forms occur once each.

The haphel ( l8 times in Daniel; otherwise only Ezr. 6:18) tends to be used more than

the peal (12 times in Daniel; otherwise only Ezr. 5:2) in Aramaic, while the other stems

are attested only sporadically, including the hophal twice (Dnl. 7:4,5, in the description

of the first animal), the pael once (6:8[7]) in afigura etymologica with q"yam, "otdi-
nance" (q"yam also 6:16 with haphel). ln6:21(26) the noun qayyam refers to God, "the

one enduring forever," andin 4:23(26) to the enduring reign God bestows on the king.

The root qwm occlrs in personal names in early extrabiblical witnesses (several in-
dividuals bearing the name yqmyhw in Aradla) and in the later OT in names of
thanksgiving, wish, and in "substitute names," as confessions, thanksgiving, or petition
for aid and deliverance with regard to life and limb.15 Not surprisingly, place-names of
the same type are extremely rare.16

3. General Semantic Considerations. a. The active and causative sense (the latter

not limited to the hiphil) thus predominate by far. From the early pentateuchal strata

on, the verb occurs in narratives, reports, and descriptions. Although the qal in and of

13. See H. W. Wolff, Micah (Eng. trans. 1990), 7l-72,82; J. M. P. Smith, Cririca I and Exeger-

ical Comm. on Micah, Zephaniah, Nahum, Habakkuk, Obadiah and Joel. 1CC (191l), 55.

14. See Tigay, 56.
15. IPN, 176-77,200-201. On substitute names see Stamm.
16. See W. Borr6e, Die alten Ortsnamen Pakistinas (1930; repr. Hildesheim, 21968), 100:

yoqme'dru I Ch. 6:53.
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itself is used virtually everywhere in the OT in theologically neutral contexts, it occurs
in theological contexts as well. It refers to physical "rising" or "getting/standing up" at
the beginning of the day or during the night (e.g., Gen. 24:54;32:23122); Ex. 12:301

Nu. 22:13,21; Jgs. 9:32; 19:27,28: Ruth 3:14; I S. 9:26; 2 S. ll:2; I K. 3:20-21 2 K.
6:15;7:5,7; Neh. 2:12; Ps. 127:2; Prov. 3l:15), in a general sense to a change in physi-
cal position or place (Ex. 10:23), to a departure for or during a journey (Gen. 46:5a; cf.
v. la), to a courteous act of respect (e.9., Gen. 19:1, brachylogy; 3l:351,Lev. 19:.32;

I K. 2:19; Est. 5:9b; Job 29:8; for God, lsa. 49:'1, waqamfi . . . w"yiitahowfi; cf . 52:15
without qwm).lt can be used poetically in this sense (Job 7:4;Ps. 119l.62; Cant. 5:5),
and metaphorically or aphoristically (Prov.6:9; cf. v. l0 and 24:33-341,Eccl. l2:4bs.
MT;.tz In the qal, qwm with min can refer to leaving a place (1 S. 20:25; Ezr. l0:6)tt
and in the qal imperative to expulsion (Mic. 2: l0). The hiphil says the same thing from
the perspective of the external cause, e.9., as "help up" (Eccl.4:10; cf. Ps.4l:11[0];
ll9:28, piel), "expel" (Isa. l4:9; cf .23:12), "rouse" (Gen. 49:9; Nu. 24:9). This physi-
cal meaning easily shifts into a moral reference to spiritual support and encouragement
(e.g., Job 4:4).

b. The subject of the qal and the object of the hiphil are generally something whole,
an entity, rather than a part, such as parts of the body (head, arm, hand, foot, horn),
whose "raising up" is usually described with ni' and rwm (e.g., Ps. 27:6a;' lsa.26:ll).
Inanimate objects in this function are emphasized and virtually personified (e.g., Jo-
seph's "sheaf rose and stood upright l' qamd . . . nissdpi, Gen.37:1),rs behave unusually
(the waters of the Jordan "stood" and "rose up in a single heap," wayya'amji . . . qdmfi
nCl-'ehAQ, Josh. 3:16; cf. v. 13; Ex. l4:22b), or are proscribed, such as lo' yaqumfi
'aiertm wehammanim (Isa.27:9; cf. Lev. 26:l;Dt. 16:21).In poetic texts a deed or im-
personal event can be the subject; cf. Ps. 27:3,'im-tdqttm'dlay milhamA, "though war
rise up against me" (cf. Job22:28a;Ezk. l:ll;Hos. l0:14; Nah. l:9). In some instances
qwm, 'md, and hyh increasingly resemble one another in the weakened meaning "be,
come about, arise" (2 S. 2l:18 par. I Ch. 2O:4;25.24:16 par. I Ch. 2l:15; Ps. 33:9).zo

c. Idiomatic expressions constitute only apparent exceptions. The expression qamfi
'Anayw (l K. l4:4; I S. 4: l5)zt refers to blindness (cf. I S. 3:2, kCheh), perhaps because
of the optical resemblance to rigidity. By contrast, having one's breath "come up short"
from fright, the ebbing of a person's courage, is understood negatively as a cessation
(noncontinuation) of that particular function: w"lA' qamd'6/ rfiah D'T.f (Josh. 2:111' cf .
5: l; Job ll:17).zz The hiphil can describe how God makes the storm and waves "stand
still" or "hushes" them (Ps. 107:29; cf . v. 25, wayya'"m4{ . . v)atterdmem; v. 33,
yaiem for "changing" or "turning"). The act of stabilization and the resulting stability,

17. See M. Dahood, Psalms III: 101-150. AB 17A (1970), 88.
18. See Mastin, 123-24.
19. -+ fYIEX' n;b/ygb, lX,522.
20. See Greenfield, 100-101; -+'IDl, 'ama{, lX, 178-871 Ap-Thomas, 225-26.
2t. cf . KAr 214.30.
22. With regard to Ps. 107:29, Dahood, Psalms III, 88, postulates a homophonic root qwm,

"to become still," on the basis of Eccl. l2:4.
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upright posture, or position are more than merely accompanying ideas in this sense,

and constitute rather the formal semantic outline (e.g., Prov. 3O:4; cf. Ps. 75:4[3];
104:5,8-9).

4. As an Auxiliary. In a large number of occurrences, qwm qal is positioned as an

imperative in front of the verbs that actually define and determine the statement, before
imperatives, cohortatives, jussives, and /'with infinitives, and without always agreeing

in number and person. Examples include qfimd w"na'oleh (Jgs. l8:9); cf. with ft/k as

well:. leftfr w"ndifild (Hos. 6:1; Jer. 46:161. examples of syntactic alteration include Jer.

1:17; Dt. 17:8). In such cases the speaker has already resolved to act in a certain way
and is intent on persuading others to do so as well.

Expressions such as wayyaqdm and others often introduce active verbs, especially
verbs involving a change of place or acts of speaking (e.g., Nu. 22:20; I K. l7:9; Jon.

l:2;3:2; Mic. 6:1). Without accompanying interpretive terms such as adverbs (as, e.g.,

inJob24:14;Prov.24:22:Hab.2:7), it is difficult to determine whether this use of qwm

is to be understood as a "pleonasm," a "filler," an "interjectional imperative," or as the
"illustration of an event."23 The temporal determination "that whole day" accompany-

ing introductory wayydqd,m identifies the latter as an independent statement; the people
remain at the same activity (Nu. I 1:32). This particular example, of course, may sim-
ply represent a careless prolepsis to the following wayya'aspfi.

5. The Cult. a. In late texts the hiphil refers largely to the erection of cultic stones

(Josh. 4:9,20;24:26l. Dl 27:2), stone heaps (Josh. 7:26; 8:29), massebahs (Dt. 16:22;

Ley. 26:1, forbidden; without objection in Gen. 28:18, iym qal; 35:20, nqb hiphil),
pesel (Jgs.18:30; cf. Lev.26:l), altars (for Yahweh in 2 S. 24: l8; I Ch. 21:18; for Ba'al
in 1 K. 16:32;2K.21:3;2Ch.33:3;morefrequently bdnd,e.g.,2K.2l:5;lCh.2l:22;
Zra!, Nu. 23:4; iym, Jer. 1 l:13; hdftin, 2 Ch. 33: 16; nqb hiphil, Gen. 33:20; rp' piel,
I K. l8:30).

b. Late P texts use the hiphil in a summary fashion to refer to the establishment of
themiikin, includingEx.26:30;40:2(17 hophal), 18(hereoncewiththeobj. miiknn,
then'ammfrldyw, also various other objects as well as once with the verb Sim and twice
with ndlan); Nu. 7:1; 9:15; l0:2l.In addition, 1:51 uses yrdhiphil to refer to the disas-

sembly of the miikdrz before every new departure (cf. 10:17). Ex. 40:33 uses qwm

hiphil in a concluding statement to refer to the court around the miikan and the altar
without any indication that a vertical positioning is meant, suggesting that the passage

uses the term in a specialized fashion to mean "set up, iurange," similar to the rare

hophal (Ex.40:17; cf. Nu. lO:17;Ezr.3:ll).
Theterm qwmis neverusedinconnection with'ahel (includingEx.4O:.2;Nu.9:15);

nor did it probably ever become a specialized term associated with general construc-
tion (in the account of the temple construction in I K. 6-7; 2 Ch. 3-4, qwm hiphil oc-

23. In order: J. A. Fitzmyer, The Genesis Apocryphon of Qumran Cave I. BietOr l8A
(21971),119, l34,l5l:, Synt, 133; Meyer, $78.1, 9a; cf. 80.3e; 89.2; HAL,III, 1086b.
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curs only in I K. 7 :21 in reference to the two pillars; cf . 2 Ch. 3:17 ; in the late Dtr ad-
dendum in I K. 6:12, the object is God's "word"z4). The question thus arises whether
qwm hiphll does not exhibit a certain affinity with miikdn as a designation for the
"complex tent sanctuary,"zs possibl) as a result of the weak semantic contours exhib-
ited by both words and the resulting varied usage. The lexical and syntactic parallels
between qwmhiphil and miikan on the one hand, and the other expression of such im-
portance to P, qwm hiphil and beri1, on the other, suggest that the authors may have
been responding to a basic theological parallel between the completion of the sanctu-
ary and the completion of creation.26

c. In P's description of cultic events, in the Dtr History (1 K. 8:14-66), and in the
Chronicler's History, it is not always clear in each individual case whether qwm qalhas
not already weakened into a formulaic transitional term, e.g., in reference to standing
up from a previous position of kneeling or a similar posture (1 K. 8:54; Job 30:28b), as

a transition to singing (2 Ch.20:19), to an address (Ezr. l0:5,10), or dismissal (2 Ch.
3O:27). Even though the previously mentioned semantic overlapping makes it difficult
to describe, some passages may well refer to actual liturgical acts.

The ritual question in the "entry torah" in Ps.24:3-6 lses qwm: mi-ya'"leh b"har
yhwh frmt-ydqfim bim"qbm qoQi6 (v.3). Here the term includes the processional "as-
cent" and in the larger sense summarizes the entirety of the final and indeed crucial
stage of a complex liturgical event. At the same time, other verbs refer to more specific
parts of such events (e.g., 15:1, mi-ydgfrr . . . mi-yiikdn' amplified with other verbs in
5:5-8[4-7]), though the precise semantic nuances often coalesce. For example, 134:l
mentions "standing" alone ('md) in the sense of remaining, staying, while 1 K.22:21
par.2 Ch. l8:20 uses 'md alongside qwm, and Jer. 7: l0 reproaches false or hypocritical
"coming and standing" before God.27

III. Figures and Institutions.
l. Preserving Continuity. a. The ancient remark wayydqom mele!-hdjdi 'al-

misrayim, "now a new king arose over Egypt" (Ex. l:8 J), uses wayyaqom to introduce
a previously unnamed king and thus a new era and in so doing bridges the discontinuity
in tradition indicated by the relative clause. The Deuteronomist uses the same schema
and similar wording to describe the people's transition from the wilderness sojourn to
the land conquest (Jgs. 2:10).28 Two "lesser judges" simply "rose to deliver Israel" in a
time of crisis according to a doubtless ancient remark (10:1,3). Deborah's own self-
predication can be understood similarly only from the perspective of increasing dis-
tance, namely, "that I arose (iaqqamtt) as a mother of Israel" (5:7b MT). In these texts
qwm qal refers to deliverance from extreme danger.

24. See E. Wtirthwein, Das Erste Buch der Kdnige. ATD llll (21985), 65.
25. -+ JlUllD miikan, L1.,62.
26. See P. Weimar, "Sinai und Schiipfung: Komposition und Theologie der priesterschrift-

lichen Sinaigeschichte," RB 95 (1988) 353.
27. See Grundmann, TDNT Yll, 643.
28. See M. Noth, The Deuteronomistic History. JSOTSup 15 (Eng. trans. 1981),21.
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b. According to the Dtr schema, God "raised up" (hdqtm, Jgs. 2:16,18; 3:9,15)
judges to deliver Israel in times of extreme danger. An appended explanatory note in
the Dtr account of the circumcision in Gilgal (Josh. 5:2-9) uses the term heqtm (MT; cf .

BIIS) to describe critically the people's continuity despite a previous breach, with
Yahweh as the presupposed subject (5:7).zo Such language is not attested in contexts
associated with normal social or legal activities (Dt. 1:15; cf. Ex. 18:.21-26; Josh. 1: l0;
3:2) or with political ad hoc appointments of functionaries (cf. 2 K.25:22: pqdhiphil).

2. Reign, Dynasty. a. Arguments adducing theological support for the disputed dy-
nasty (of David) frequently luse qwm hiphil. 2 5.7:12, probably the first passage of this
sort, typifies this particular usage: "I will raise up your offspring after you" (par. 1 Ch.

l7:11); it is unimportant whether the obj. zar'afta was originally intended collectively
or, in the Dtr redaction (cf. v. 13b), as a reference to the immediate successor.3o In addi-
tion to the more frequent verb qwm hiphil, other verbs are used as well, e.g., kwn hiphil
as in 2 5.1:12 par. 1 Ch. l7:ll.l S. 13:13-14 uses positive kwnhiphil alongside ne-

gated qwm qal in the sense of "establish a kingdom . . . kingdom will not stand" (v. 14;

cf .24:2ll20l). Such idioms with an abstract or symbolic subject or object ("throne,"
I K.9:5;2Ch.7:18;2 S.3:10;"descendantsl'25.7:12; cf. I K. 15:4; Ps.89:5[4]) are

never associated with daily life or with merely personal contexts, being concerned

rather always with emphasizing the continuation of the dynasty.
In sequences involving both retrospection and anticipation, qwmis generally associ-

ated with the future. Of Josiah it is said that "before him there was (hdyd) no king like
him . . . nor did any like him arise (qdm) after him" (2 K. 23:25; similarly I K. 3:12l, cf .

Dt. 34:10; differently in2K.18:5 with hyhinthe future reference and with no preced-

ing retrospective).
The Dtr History occasionally underscores dynastic stability and continuity nega-

tively with an expression patterned after a common model, namely, ld'-yikkare! ii le

(1K.2:4;9:25 par.2 Ch.7:18;' cf. 1 K. 8:20,25 par. 2 Ch. 6:16).
In the Dtr schema of promise and fulfillment, the relevant object of qwm is God's

"word" or "promise," as in I K. 8:20: "Now Yahweh has upheld (wayydqem) the prom-
ise that he made; for I have isen (wd'dqilm) inthe place of my father David; I sit on the

throne of Israel" (par.2 Ch.6:10; similarly the citation in 1 K.2:4).
b. Against Jeroboam "Yahweh will raise up for himself a [counter-] king over Is-

rael" (l K. 14:141, cf. ll:14,23l' I 5.22:8,13), apparently a homo novus. An exilic
interpolation3l with chastising undertones is unfavorably disposed toward the dynasty
and reign, referring to "the king whom you set over you (fiqtm)" (Dt. 28:36; not other-
wise attested;cf.17:14-15, itm; Hos.8:4). It is unclear in 2 S. 3:10 whether the subject
of the inf. l"hdqim against Saul is Abner, the speaker, or Yahweh, who has sworn "to
David" (v. 9;.lz The predominance of the hiphil with God as the subject indicates the

29. See M. Noth, Das Buch Josua. HATUT (31971),39.
30. See P. K. McCarter, II Samuel. AB 9 (1984),205.
31. G. von Rad, Deuteronomy. OTL (Eng. trans. 1966), 173-74.
32. McCarter, II Samuel, lO3, ll3-14.
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dependency of the kingship's growth and stability on God; similarly also the rare
hophal (MT, which need not be emended33) in reference to David's "last words" (2 S.

23:lb|; cf. v. lcs, "the anointed ofthe God ofJacob").

3. Priests. In Dtr royal terminology, qwmhiphil refers only once to priests: "I will
raise up (wahaqtm6li) for myself a faithful priest" (l S. 2:35), a statement possibly
originating against the background of rival priestly groups entangled in dynastic in-
trigues (l 5.22:ll-23; I K.2:26-27).2+

4. Prophets. The term qwm is similarly only rarely applied to prophets and related
figures, though the echo in Jer. 29:.15 and the more fully developed passage Am. 2:1 1

suggest such association may not have been entirely unfamiliar in daily language. The
qal refers in a completely neutral fashion both to the illegitimate (Dt. l3:2a[1a]) and to
the legitimate "rising up" of prophets, the latter especially in reference to Moses
(34:10), against whose standard all future prophets are to be measured (18:15, hiphil,
with Yahweh as subj.).

5. Restoration. The term qwm recurs in passages anticipating the restoration (in
whatever form) of David and Jerusalem.

a. In Am. 9: 1 1 Yahweh promises "on that day to raise tp ('dqim) the booth of David
that is fallen and raise ('Aqim) its breaches." According to Jer. 30:9, "they shall serve
Yahweh their God and David their king, whom I will raise q ('dqim) for them." Else-
where it is sentinels (Jer.6:17) and "shepherds" whom Yahweh will "raise up" (Jer.
23:4;Ezk.34:23).In what may be a conscious and unique alienation of content and
form, Mic. 5:4(5) (secondary?rs; proclaims that the Israelites will "raise up shepherds"
against hostile powers.

b. Influenced redactionally by Jer. 25:4,36 23:5 uses qwmhiphil metaphorically in
imagery from the plant world (cf. Isa. ll:l; Zech. 3:8): "I will raise up for David a
righteous Branch" (Jer. 33:15 replaces the verb with 'asmiah,' cf. Ps. 85: l2[ l]), imag-
ery then altered in Ezekiel to wahaqimolt ldhem malld'("plantings, vegetation") leiEm
(34:29; cf. Ex. 15:17;2 S. 7:10 par. I Ch. l7:9; Ps. 44:312); Isa. 60:21; 6l:3; Jer. 1:10).

c. Nu. 24: l7b reads: 'A star shall come (ddraft) out of Jacob, and a scepter shall rise
(qdm) out of Israel." Semantically the predicate w"qam with "stafP' emphasizes the
vertical dimension over against the indefinite orientation of ddraft. This statement
evokes the notion of "setting up" and of the enduring upright posture in which alone
the scepter symbolizes but does not completely define the mighty ruler capable of in-
tervening in history (v. 17c; cf. v. 16).rz

33. See D. Barth6lemy, Critique textuelle de I'AT, I. OBO 50/l (1982), 310.
34. See A. Cody, History of OT Priesthood. AnBibl 35 (1969), 66-69; cf. ll3-14, 134-37.
35. See Wolff, Micah, 132, 147-481' K. J. Cathcart, "Notes on Micah 5,4-5: Bibl49 (1968)

5tt-14.
36. See Thiel, Jeremia 1-25,246-49.
37. See J. de Vaulx, Les Nombres. SB (1972),290.
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d. The historically transcendent restoration by the servant of God begins with the

"raising up" or "reestablishment" of "Jacob Israel" (Isa. 49:6; cf. also the later v. 8).

e. Amid premonitory prophetic signs in Deutero-Isaiah and Trito-Isaiah, Yahweh
promises with qwm polel to rebuild the "ruins" of Jerusalem either by himself (Isa.

44:26) or by those addressed indirectly (61:4) or directly (58:12). In such contexts,

qwmfocuses largely on the future and on positive associations. It can also, however, be

negatively charged in eschatological contexts, e.g., when Yahweh raises up a bad shep-

herd (Zech. ll:16-17:' cf. Jer. 23:l-2).

IY. Thought and Will. Didactic passages in prophetic and wisdom texts often use

thoughts, intentions, and God's (occasionally also human) will as both the subject (qal)

and object (hiphil) of qwm.

l. God's Decisions. An ancient wisdom schema juxtaposes the many plans and con-
cerns of human beings with God's will and intentions, the latter of which alone endure

(Prov. l9:21; cf.16:1,9;20:24;21:30; Job 8:15;22:28;25:3 cj.1.tt A secondary wis-
dom addendum in Isa. 32:83e uses qwm qal + 'al positively and parallel with y',r qal to
point out how the nddtb "stands by noble things," the underlying idea probably being
that of respect and success. By contrast, the alleged special relationship (b"ri1 alnd

hazfr!)ao between the wicked and death and Sheol will not stand when things get seri-
ous (Isa. 28:18 par. to kpr pual).al

a. Prophetic writings sometimes apologetically ascribe such thoughts to God with-
out adducing any concrete "speech": 'As I have designed, so shall it be; and as I have

planned, so shall it come to pass" (qfrm,Isa. l4:24b). God's "word" never ceases to be;

it stands (qfrm) forever and is fulfilled (a0:8). Hence Isaiah counters the enemies'plan
quite without supporting arguments: "It shall not stand (qttm), and it shall not come to
pass (hyh)" (7:7; cf . 8: 10). Jer. 28:6-7 summarizes formulaically the dispute concern-
ing conflicting messages as ddldr against ddbdr a notion then developed more funda-
mentally and thoroughly in a messenger oracle: "They will know whose words will
stand (qfrm), mine or theirs!" (Jer.44:28; cf . v. 29:. "my words against you will surely
be carried ofifqdm yaqfimfrf"; but cf. BI/S and LXX). God's anger will allegedly not
deviate "until he has executed ('AiA) and accomplished (heqtm) the intents of his mind"
(ler. 23:20, suffixes referring to God; 30:24). A late oracle finds this demonstrated in
the fall of Babylon, "for Yahweh's purposes against Babylon stand (qfim)" (Jer. 51:29).
According to the expansion in Ezk. l3:6b,a2 those of Ezekiel's colleagues whom
Yahweh has not sent will wait in vain for Yahweh to fulfill their words (l"qayyem).

b. In Deutero-Isaiah (46:10b) two additional participial self-predications articulat-

38. Concerning this notion already in the Old and New Kingdoms in Egypt, see H. H.
Schmidt, Wesen und Geschichte der Weisheit. BZAW l0l (1966), 147,203,217.

39. H. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39. BK Xl3 (1982), 1251.
40. -+ illi bdzb (chazdh),IY,289.
41. See Wildberger, Jesaja 28-39, 1068, 1077-78.
42. W. Zimmerli, Ezekiel l. Herm (Eng. trans. 1979),293.
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ing God's exclusivity and uniqueness are joined by the assertion, "My purpose (?=sd)

shall stand (qfrm), and I will tilfill ('did) my intention" (cf. without qwm in 4l:21-26;
43:9-12;44:7-8:'48:5). Despite a considerable number of related nouns and verbs to
choose from,4: the only term Deutero-Isaiah uses with qwm is 'es6, aterm he uses in a
consistent fashion, only in the singular, and never in reference to individual events.

In a kind of definition, Nu. 23:19bp asserts that God does not vacillate as do human
beings. What he promises ('dmar), he does ('did), afi what he speaks (dibber), he ful-
fills (heqim) (cf. also Neh. 9:8; 1 S. 15:29; Isa. 3l:2; Hos. I 1:9). In substance this state-
ment closely resembles the Dtr expression ld' ndpal ddpdr (losh.2l:45;23:14; I K.
8:56; influencing 2 K. 10:10; 1 S.3:19; independently: Ps. 89:35[34])u and is proba-
bly associated with dynastic thinking (2 5.7:25: I S. 3:12; I K. 6:12:8:20;.rs

2. God's Word.The subject of qwm qal and the object of the hiphil can also be God's
articulated, mediated, and transmitted words, though these "words" are not always
identified more closely. God refers to himself as he who confirms (m€qim) the word of
his servant and fulfills (,f/zz hiphil) the prediction of his messengers (lsa. M:26a; cf .
46:lO).+a The renunciation of professional diviners (M:25) shows that the hiphil in-
volves the opposite of "frustrate, give the lie" (par. yailtm, vv. 26b,28, "enforce, put
into effect").47 Such confidence is based on God's dependable word wherever it may be
found in tradition, e.g., in the oath to the patriarchs (Dt. 9:5), in the otherwise unspeci-
fied "(good) word" (1 S. 1:23;Ps. 119:38; Jer.29:10;33:14), in (Yahweh's own) an-
nouncements of punishment (l S. 3:12; cf. Dnl. 9:12),in the word of a certain prophet
(l K. 12:15 [Dtr] par. 2 Ch. 10:15), in the Dtr idea of the (Davidic) dynasty within a
pan-Israelite horizon (2 S. 1:25; I K. 2:4; 6:12; 8:20 par. 2 Ch. 6:10).

3. God's Covenant. With slight formal variations, P uses the formula wahaqtmoli
'e!-befilt 'ilfiA'ifid in a fairly consistent fashion. Instead of using the prep. 'el with a
suffix (Gen. 6: 18; 9: I l; l7:19;Lev. 26:9), P sometimes mentions the favored person by
name (Gen. 17:2la; cf. 9:9b), twice also using double bAn (9:17;17:.1).ln 9:9a God es-
tablishes the "covenant" in a prophetic announcement of judgment with hinent
mdqtm.a8 In Ex. 6:4 Yahweh himself establishes the connection with the patriarchs (cf.
v.3). In Gen.26:3 and Jer. ll:5, Yahweh's oath is the object of the verb (cf. Gen.
22:16-18;24:7; 50:24; Ex. 13:5,11;32:13;33:1). God rescues the people because he
thereby fulfills the b"ril sworn to the ancestors (Dt.8:18; cf.9:5; Neh.9:8).

P uses this formula first and foremost in association with the (initial) establishment

43. See H. Wildberger, Isaiah 1-12 (Eng. trans. l99l),202-4,300.
44. See Weinfeld, 350.
45. See H. Rouillard, ln piricope de Balaam (Nombres 22-24). EniU q (1985), 279-80.
46. Concerning the striking reference to a "servant" in the sg. according to the MT, see

K. Elligea Deutero-Jesaja. BK XUI (1978), 454, 470; concerning the sequence of terms, see
46:10 and IV.l.b above.

47. See G. Gerlemann , 
*ArUi ilm to have enough," TLOT lll, 1342.

48. See D. Vetter, "i11i1 hinneh behold," TLOT l,380.
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of "his b"ri!' with the ancestors and with regard to their descendants (also Ex. 6:4; cf.
v. 5, BIIS). Because the exact sense of b"ril is often diffrcult to determine, it is some-

times unclear whether qwmhiphil with God as its subject refers to the establishment or
the maintenance, implementation, or preservation of the b"ri1 @f ., e.g., Lev. 26:9ae and,
despite or even because of its complexity, Ezk. 16:60: "Yet I will remember my cove-
nant with you . . .and I will establish lqwruhiphlll with you fiakl an everlasting cove-
nant"sO). This passage refers to prehistory and with the expression b"rt1 '6ldm (Gen.
11:7,19; cf. Lev. 26:45;Ezk.16:62;34:25;37:26) transcends "historical" limitations.In
a series of blessings, qwmhiphll is used in a rare formulaic covenantal expression with
the approximate meaning "raise above" in the sense of "single out for special favor" for
keeping the "covenant": "Yahweh will establish (qwmhiphil) you as his holy people"
(Dt. 28:9, the only such text with double /1 similarly also 29:12; the more frequent verbs

are hay A, Dt. T :6: 14:2; 26: 19 ; also Ex. l 9 :5 -6 ; kw n polel, 2 S. 7 :24;'aiA, I S. l2:22).s r

For late authors, the term heqim apparently evoked the notion of initial establish-
ment and inviolability, stability, and dependability, more strongly than did the (simi-
larly late) term nalan (Gen. l7:2; Nu. 25:12) or the later frequently used term kdra1.

Because b"rt1i'ittam (with its variations) is not restricted to a single or many instances
of punctiliar establishment or validity, and refers rather to the divine will as an inner
unity ofthe ebb and flow ofevents, the question whether hcqimrefers to the "initial es-

tablishment" or merely to a recommitment possibly in the sense of "reestablishment" is
probably inappropriate.

4. Human and Divine Will. In Jer. 34: l8 God addresses the agreement to free slaves

(vv. l5-16) and reprimands any disregard for that agreement as a transgression against
"my b"ri1!'People did not "keep the terms of the covenant" (qw-m hiphil). The hiphil
articulates the scope of the transgression established with the ptcp. 'of;"rtm of the origi-
nal judgment.52 Given the present object, it can only mean "keep, follow." In Jer.

35:14,16 the hophal and hiphil exhibit this meaning when the prophet ascribes reli-
gious and theological value to the will of the Rechabites' ancestors: "The command of
Jonadab has been carried ofi (qwm hophal) . . . for they have obeyed (hiphil) their an-

cestor's command." A Dtr author loquaciously describes how Josiah enjoins the people
to "keep" or "perform" the "words of the covenant" (2 K. 23:3b; cf. v. 24b). The
imprecatory series in Dt. 27:15-26 concludes similarly (v. 26; cf. v. 3). Though Saul
boasts of having carried out Yahweh's command, Yahweh sees things differently (1 S.

l5:13; cf. v. 1l). Here beril emphasizes the theological status of a specific individual
obligation. Accordingly, although the normal implications of the term hEqtm in the
sense of "carry out, obey" are limited, it does share the theological dimension attaching
to its object in this context.

49. See K. Elliger, Leviticus. HAT U4 (1966),374.
50. See W. Schottroff, "Gedenken" im alten Orient und im AT. WMANT 1S 1zt9671, rOf .

51. See R. Smend, Die Bundesformel. ThS 68 ( 1963) = "Die Bundesformel," Die Mirte des

ATs. BEvT 99 (1986), I l-39.
52. See Thiel, Jeremia 2645,40-41.

!
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V. Rising Up, Resurrection.
l. Physical Revivffication An appended anecdote tells how a corpse was revivified

through accidental physical contact with Elisha's bones (2 K. 13:211' qwm qal + 'al-regel

with a suf., otherwise only in I Ch. 28:2;'md qal + 'al-regel with a suf. in reference to

revivifi cation only in Ezk. 37 : l0 ; otherwi se 2 Ch. 3 : I 3 ; Ezk. 2 : | -2; 3 :24; Zech. I 4: 12).

2. Rescue. Because death is basically the weakest form of life for the Israelites, ev-

ery weakness in life is viewed as a form of death.53 The language used to describe the

boundaries between the two spheres can thus exhibit fluid transitions, with the one

symbolizing the other.

a. The Covenant Code provides for a case in which "the injured party, though not

dead, is confined to bed, but then is able to get up again (ydqfim) and to walk around

outside with the help of a staff' (Ex. 21:18; cf. v. 19; also Dnl. 8:27).

b. Job's words "have supported (y"qimfin) those who were stumbling [morally]"
(Job 4:4). Prayer texts frequently apply this basic notion to the wicked and the believ-

ers. The wicked are never satisfied until they see that believers have no more hope of
getting up again. The latter can only implore, "O Yahweh, be gracious to me, and raise

me up" (Ps. 41:9,11[8,10]). One petitioner, perhaps a king, expresses thanksgiving that

he has been able to defeat his enemies once and for all: "I struck them down, so that

they were not able to rise" (18:39t381; cf. vv.33-38t32-37)). Negated ydftdl andysp

hiphil were used quite early (Am. 5:2) for poetic intensification (alone in 2 S. 22:39

par. Ps. 18:39[38]; cf. Ps. 140:11[l0] and Lev. 26:37). When God is the subject of
hEqtm, the reference in thanksgiving and petition is generally to the deliverance ofthe
petitioner: "He set my feet upon a rock" (Ps. 40:3121; cf. 41: I 1 [10]; 18:34[33] par. 2 S.

22:34,'mdhiphil). The desire is always that God not allow any qwm for the wicked, but

will lift up the believer.
c. The same applies to the people. A hymnic confession regarding the irreversibility

of the first exodus says that the Egyptians "lie down, they cannot rise (qfrm), they are

extinguished, quenched like a wick" (Isa. 43:l7b; cf. vv. 16-17a; Ps. 36:13[12]). The

funeral song in Am.5:1-3 focuses on the "maiden Israel": "She is fallen, no more to

rise . . . forsaken on her land, with no one to raise her up" (v. 2). The citation in Isa.

24:20 even speaks of how the earth itself "falls, and will not rise again."s4 In the song

of penance in Hos.6:1-3, it is the people themselves rather than an individual who

speak about the people. The carefully structured chiastic v. 2 emphasizes the salient

concept three times, using hyh piel and qal and between them also heqim with God as

the subject (causative meaning), the reference being to his salvific intervention after

the initial blows (v. l). Because these blows did not result in death (v. l: ydrap - rdpd',

nAkd - babai), the reference is not to resurrection from the dead but rather to reestab-

lishing, healing, or "keeping alive" the people as an entity. Hence qwm is used both

53. A. R. Johnson, Ihe
t949),94.

54. See H. Wildberger,

Vitality of the Individual in the Thought of Ancient Israel (Cardiff,

Isaiah l3-27 (Eng. trans. 1997),483,501-2.
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positively and negatively with reference to Israel collectively, albeit not in the sense of
reestablishment from complete or physical annihilation.s5

3. ResurrectionT a. Part of human existence is that "mortals lie down and do not rise
up again" (Job 14:12l, cf. lo:21; 16:22; 17:13). The use ofJftb identifies the sleep from
which there is no waking (cf. 14:7-9,10-ll) as a peaceful, i.e., "natural," nonviolent
physical dying. Isa. 26:l4a asserts that "the dead do not live; shades do not rise (qfrmf,
Although this passage has been identified as a presumably late, familiar saying (sug-
gested by both content and, at least in this context, the rare negation bal; cf.lsa. 14:21;
Ps. 140:l l[l0]) coined in reference perhaps to concrete adversaries (cf. v. l4b), noth-
ing suggests any restrictions or possible exceptions to the rule (cf. the negated hyh qal
in the sense of "return to life, revive,"s6 and the skeptical rhetorical question in ps.
88:ll[10]).

b. Isa. 26: l9a contrasts with this view in its own assertion that "your dead shall live,
their corpses shall rise; o dwellers in the dust, awake and sing for joy!" Despite textual
difficulties (cf. comms.), one immediately notices the similarity with v. l4a. The oppo-
site notion is expressed in similar languagesT and even in the same sequence of the same
verbs hayd and qfim.In this sense v. l9a might be intended as a corrective to v. l4a, the
latter understood as a timeless "dogmatic" assertion that is now rejected, perhaps in
light of "new eschatological possibilities" (v. 19bp).58 Regardless of the ultimate tex-
tual, literary, and form-critical disposition of the second clause, n"ldld1i y"qfimfin,se its
association of mutually exclusive concepts and inversion of the verbal clause emphasize
the paradox, a paradox construed and intensified as such by the preceding hdy6 and the
following 4ys hiphil and rnn piel (concerning the difficult imperatives, cf. 1 elsaa). In
the hiphil, qlJ means, among other things, to arouse from sleep or from sleeplike stu
por.60 Death is sleep without awakening (Jer. 5l:39,57; cf. 2 K.4:31; Job 14:12). The
unique expression idft"ni'apdr (lsa.26 l9al. cf. Job 26:5; ps. 94:17;Dnl.l2:2) confirms
that the focus is on the generally inconceivable direction from death to life.6r

Job 19:25 has been much discussed and perhaps also overly interpreted from the
Christian perspective; despite its puzzling features, v.25b ('al-'dpdr ydqfim) does offer
a positive sign pointing beyond physical demise.62 The nature and specifics of such a

55. A different view is apparently taken by A. T. Nikolainen, Der Auferstehungsglaube in der
Bibel und ihrer Umwelt. AnAcScFen 49 (1944), lOf..

56. HAL, I, 309b.
52. -+ ):: nabol (I), x, 156.
58. See McAlpine, 146-47.
59. See Wildberger, Isaiah 13-27, 456-5i,556,567-70; F. J. Helfmeyer, ..Deine Toten _

meine Leichen, Heilszusage und Annahme in Jes 26,19," Bausteine bibliscie Theologie. FS G. J.
Botterweck. BBB 50 (1977),245-58.

60. See HAL, lll, 1098a; McAlpine, 41, 47,211-15.
61. See M. S. Moore, "Resurrection and Immortality: Two Motifs Navigating Confluent

Theological Streams in the OT (Dan l2:l-4)," TZ 39 (1983) 26.
62. See Ban€, w 29 (1979): L. Alonso schcikel and J. L. Sicre Diaz, Giobbe. Commenti

biblici (Rome, n.d. [1985]), 319,331-36.
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prospect, like the many open questions attaching toIsa.26:l4a,l9a, depend on one's

overall understanding of the passages rather than only or even primarily on qwm - all
the more reason to avoid pressing "false alternatiyes" or seeming contradictions.63 The

impression is that qwm would refer to the "resurrection of the dead" if there were such

a resurrection.

VI. Conflict and Justice.
l. General Considerations. In the language of conflicts of all sorts and at all levels,

and in legal language as the most important means to avoid and deal with such con-

flicts, qwm is relevant in that the relationships between people and between people and

God are articulated in quite specific imagery and terms.s
a. The language is taken from many different spheres: contractual law in the larger

sense (hiphil, Ruth 4:5; qal,Lev.27:14,17), legislation and implementation of laws

(piel, Est. 9:21,27,29,31-32; cf . Ps. 119:106; Ezk.13:6), regulations governing prop-

erty and commerce (Gen.23:17,20; Lev.25:30) or vows (Nu' 30:5-16[4-15]; Jer.

M:25), family law, and especially levirate marriage (qal and hiphil, Dt. 25:5-10; Gen.

38:8; Ruth 4:5,10), elements of cases involving murder or killing (Dt' 19:l l;22:26:, cf .

Gen. 4:8), procedures or the various stages oflegal proceedings (accusation, witnesses,

sentencing).65 The commission to speak issued to Jeremiah, qamtd wedibbarta (Jer.

l:17:cf .vv. l7-19; 15:20), recalls the imagery of war, which is why many scholars find

allusions here to the conflicts characterizing the prophet's ministry and book in the

larger sense.66

b. In the hiphil, qwm is one verb among others used in reference to the erection of
siege edifices (Ezk. 26:8; cf . Isa. 23 13; 29:3). The qal is used with 'al to refer to ag-

gression in the larger sense as well as to that of a wild animal specifically (l S. 17:35).

References to the enemy, adversary, or aggressor often use the qal participle with a suf-

frx or 'al. The hiphil refers to "inciting, stirring up" people, initiated either by other

people (cf. Saul's complaint, 1 S. 22:8) or by God (who stirred up an adversary against

Solomon, I K. ll:14,23, with /',' cf. Jer. 5: l5; Am. 6:14; Hab. 1:6). In connection with

the preparation and execution of military operations, qwm can refer to the first or initial
act (approximately "set out, march," Josh. 8:3,7,19; Jgs' 7:15;9:43;20:33;2 S. 17:l;
2 K. 8:21 par.2 Ch.2l:9;lsa.2l:5; Jer. 6:4,5;37:10; 49:28,31). Considering the back-

ground of the common battle, the reference to "getting up" in Jgs. 20:8 involves the

context of war at least indirectly: 'All the people got up (wayydq6m) as one." In 2 K.

12:21 wayydqumfi introdlces the account of a successful palace revolution. It is diffi-
cult to determine whether the qal is being used in the fashion of an auxiliary or virtu-

ally as a specialized technical tern, e.g., in connection with the representative battle in

2 S. 2:14-15 (probably specialized ihq piel, "take the field"67).

63. See G. Stemberger, TRE, lY, M4.
64. See Gemser, 128.
65. See Bovatl432.
66. See R. P. Carroll, Jeremiah. OTL (1986), 108-11.

67. Mccarter, II Samuel,9l.
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2. Human Beings and God, People Tbgethex It is especially prophets, wisdom
teachers, and petitioners who use language from the sphere of conflict.

a. In solemn calls to battle influenced perhaps by rituals (of "holy war',), calls in
which "highly formalized material appears in tersest form,"68 the imperative has been
fused together with the following expressions into a single semantic unit. Such is the
case in the global mobilization against Edom (cohortative after the imperative): qfimfi
wenaqttmd'dleyhd lammilhdmd (ob. 1; similarly also Jer. 49 l4b).In Jer. 6:4-5 rhe re-
peated summons qfimfi w"na'alei is subordinated to the primary impv. qaddcifi'dleyha
mihdmA as the implementation of the latter.

b. In reference to unspecified adversaries, the finite qal is almost always (the qal
ptcp. often) followed by a preposition, usually 'al (Dt.19:ll, legal; 2g:7; ps. 5a:5tjl;
86:14;2 S. 18:31-32; 2K.16:7 K); Job 30:12),often'et (e.g., Gen.4:g; I S. 22:13,
ldqfrm; 2a:8U)), occasionally De (Mic. 7:6, ptcp.;6e Ps.27:12, forensic; ps. l7 7,
hithpolel ptcp.), lipnA (N:u. 16:2; Josh. 7:12-13; cf. Levl 26:37, t"qfimd), or /" (Job
20:27,hithpolel ptcp., presumably forensic). The qal participle,To but only in the plural,
with an object suffix refers to enemies or adversaries of God (Ex. l5:7; Dt. 33:l l; ps.
74:23:Jer.5l:l MTTr), of the people (Ex-32:25; Dt. 33:l l), of the petitioner (by exten-
sion also of God) (Job 22:20 MT;zz p.. t8:40,49[39,48] par. 2 s.22:40,49; ps. zt4:6[5];
Lam' 3:62). The plural hithpolel participle with first-person singular suf6x refers, with
no discernible distinction, to God (Ps. 139:21, emended text; cf. Brls) or the speaker
(Job 27:7; Ps. 59:2[]).

Proverbs often recount the unpleasant consequences accompanying the appearance
(qfrm) of the wicked and how the righteous recover only after the wicked perish (prov.
28:28). The lament in Ps. 109:28 uses the colorless qdmfi (ly'iT LXX presupposes
qamay; cf. BIIS) alongside qll piel in reference to the adversaries of God and the peti-
tioner, while their counterpart, the believer, is associated with specific verbs (DrLpiel
and idmah).In 2 S. 18:31-32 the Cushite uses the participle in his greeting, as it were
in reference to the larger picture (kol-haqqdmtm'aley!@, but then in the actual account
he uses the finite verb (perf.) qualified by a relative clause with otherwise parallel
structure, suggesting that a semantic distinction obtained at least in such fixed lan-
guage.

3. God's Active Intervention. Job complains that God "set me up as his target,, (Job
l6:l2b-l3a; cf.7:20;6:4). The helpless petitioner uses legar language in asking, ..who
rises up for me against the wicked?" (Ps. 94:16).2: In 89:44b(43b) the psalmist com-
plains that God "has not supported him [David] in battle" (cf. v.44a[43a] and the nu-
merous parallels and counterparallels). God himself "rises up against the house of Jer-

68. H. W. Wolff, Obadiah and Jonah (Eng. trans. 1986), 46.
69. See KTU l.lO,ll,25.
70. See WUS, no.2417.
71. See Carroll, Jeremiah,837-38.
72. See HAL, LJJ, 1086; also Alonso Sch0kel and Sicre Diaz, Giobbe, 376.
73. See Bovat,2l7.
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oboam with the sword" (Am. 7:9) and even against Israel, as he formerly did against

Israel's enemies (Isa. 28:21; cf. 2 S. 5:20,24), or raises up a nation against Israel (Am.

6: l4a; similarly Hab. l:6; cf. I K. ll:14,23). ln an announcement of judgment struc-

tured as an expanded cry of woe,74 Isaiah ascertains God's plans for the evildoers: "He

will rise against the house of the evildoers" (Isa. 3l:2).

4. Survival. Prophets and psalmists address the issue of surviving God's blows. Job

4l:18(26) is rather obscure: the sword that "reaches it [Leviathan] but does not avail [or
itself breaks?1s belt fiqfiml." The believer and wisdom teacher console themselves with
the certainty that the wicked "cannot stand." Although qwm qal is generally used with
negatedydft6l,T6itcanalsobeusedabsolutely(Ps. l8:39[38];36:13[2];Lam. l:l4c)or
with lipnA (Josh. 7:12-13; cf. Lev. 26:37b). The expression la'-yaqumi in Ps. l:5 has

been subject to widely differing interpretations depending on whether the passage is as-

sociated with a legal procedure, a sacral act. or eschatological judgment (e.g., LXX
anastdsontai asebeis en krisei). Because miipdt and the '"Qa1 saddtqtm transcend the

empirical reality of the cultic-sacral sphere,77 the concern is ultimately with survival,

with enduring or perishing in and through God (vv. 2,6t cf . 130:3). In a personal cry for
help influenced by the wisdom tradition and the language of prayer,7S Amos tries to per-

suade God not to destroy his people: "How can Jacob stand (ydqfim)? He is so small!"
(Am.7:2,5; Nah. l:6 withydqfrmpar. ya'9noQ; cf. v. 9b). In a style recalling traditional

wisdom (cf. Prov. 24:16; Jer.8:4) and the Psalms, the congregation interprets the catas-

trophe visited by the enemy and the succor provided by God: napaltt qamti (Mic. l:8).7e

Yll. qfimA yhwh and Related Expressions.
l. Occunences and Contexts. a. The impv. qfrmd directed toward God (exclusively

in this form with h€ paragogiczm) occurs l0 times in the Psalms with the vocative
"Yahweh," 6 times in individual psalms of lament (Ps. 3:8[7]; 7:1[6);9:20U91: lO:12;
17:13; in 35.2the vocative precedes the verb; cf. v. 1),3 times in collective laments

(132:8par.2Ch.6:41; Ps. 44:27t261without vocative; 74:22with the vocative '"l6htm,

MT), and once sui generis (82:8). Outside the Psalms, the imperative occurs twice with
the vocative "Yahweh" (Nu. 10:35; 2 Ch.6:41) and once without a vocative (Jer.2:27).

The same imperative is used 3 times outside the Psalms in connection with people (Jgs.

18:9; I 5.9:26 in the sense of "get up"; Jer. 46:16, probably formulaically).
b. This imperative is used in contexts involving help and deliverance and usually

precedes a series of other parallel imperatives orjussives rather than standing alone or
parallel to other membeis: Ps. 9:20(19) (note also v.2ll2ol); 10:12; 17:13; 44:27(26)
(LXX); 74:22;82:8; Nu. 10:35. In 3 instances qfimdhas a prepositional complement

74. Wildberger, Jesaja 28-i9, 1227.
75. See Alonso Sch<ikel and Sicre Diaz, Giobbe, 655.
76. +)), ydkal, Yr,72-73.
77. H.-J. Krats, Psalms l-59 (Eng. trans. 1988), ll9-20.
78. H. W. Wolff, Joel and Amos. Herm (Eng. ttans. 1977),297.
79. See Wolff, Micah,215-21.
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(Ps. 7:7[6], qitmA yhwh b"'appef,a; 35:2, qfimd be'ezralt; 132:8, qfimd yhwh
limentthdlef;d par- 2 Ch. 6:41, l"nfiheftfl, and once an adverbial accusative (ps.
44:271261: qfimd'ezr@A hnfr, MT).

2. Jer 2:27-28 as a Model. Outside the strict ritual and literary framework, Jer.
2:26-28 reproachfully cites the idolatrous Israelites "who say to a tree, 'you are my fa-
theq' and to a stone, 'You gave me birth.' For they have turned their backs to me, and
not their faces. But in the time of their trouble they say, 'Arise and save us!"' Regard-
less of the question of authenticity,80 the prophet has described elementary religious
acts without recourse to concrete imagery by rather arbitrarily recasting the citation of
Israel's words.Sl The author has the Israelites offer cheap confessions and yet then,
pressed by circumstances, direct an urgent petition for deliverance to Yahweh. The
subsequent commentary confirms this questionable behavior: "But where are your
gods that you made for yourself? Let them arise, if they can save you, in your time of
trouble" (v. 28a). God paradoxically directs the same mocking question to Israel that
Israel itself had to endure from foreigners and ill-wishers when it appeared to be aban-
doned by God (Ps. 42:4,11[3,10];79:10; 115:2; Joel 2:17; cf . Mal. 2:l'7 2 K. 18:34;
Isa. 36:19; different presuppositions in 2 K.2:14; also Mic. 7:10) and the same ques-
tion with which it itself entreated (Isa. 63:1 1) or wanted to entreat yahweh (Jer. 2:6,8).

Regardless ofhow these "stones" and "trees" are to be understood, either in reality or
in the prophet's understanding (as aniconic symbols or images), they do in any case pre-
suppose the deity as present in some fashion (Ex.32:1,4; lK. 12:28; Neh.9:18; ps.
106:19; Hab. 2:18-19; cf. Jgs. 17:4-5,13; l8:14,t7,24,27,30-31), but at rhe same time
are wholly inactive and helpless ('el ld'y6ita',Isa. 45:20b) and are disqualified, as are
otheridols (Dt.4i28; Ps. 115:4-8; 135:15-18;cf. I K. tg.26,29;Isa.44:9-20;45.2O;Jer.
l0:3-5; Hos. l4:4a,9a[3a,8a]). The juss. ydqfrmfi is an ironic summons to get up in order
[o rescue someone else. The particle 'imbefore yait'frld emphasizes the wishs2 and yet
also functions as a kind of additional condition to make ydqfrmfi more independent:
They cannot even move! The tone is set by the petition h6ii'cnt. Dt.32:27-28 follows a
similar line of thought (cf. v. 38b; without qwmin Jgs. l0:13-14;Jer. ll:ll-13).83

A petition addressing Yahweh as a valiant God is the only other passage directly as-
sociating the qal impv. of qwm with the hiphil of y.f'(Ps. 3:8[7]).s+ Earlier (v. 5[4]), the
psalmist acknowledges that Yahweh has answered his cry, and v. 8ap-b(7ag-b) then de-
scribes metaphorically how God responds by intervening against the wicked bare-
handed, probably with his fists. This description is immediately preceded by two com-
mon, short entreaty formulas (v. 8ao[7ac]). The expression qfimd yhwh is followed
asyndetically by hbit'Ent 'el6hay. The root y.f is one (or perhaps the only) leitmotif and
is verbally expressed only in v. 8(7) (vv. 3b[2b],9af8al: y"ifi'd). The par. yhwh-'el6hay

80. See Herrmann. 203-13.
81. Wolff, "Zitat," 57-58.
82. See GK, g15le; JM, gl63c.
83. See Thiel, Jeremia 1-25, 153tr.
84. See Wolff, "Zitat," 31.
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is noteworthy in that the psalmist normally uses "yahweh" exclusively and has the
wicked use only nlohtm.

3. Entreaty and Response. a.The double impv. qfrmi wehiii'znt (occurring in the or
only in Jer.2:27) succinctly articulates the common feature shared by all texts using the
impv. qfimd (cf. the correspondence between "to cry call," and "to hear, rescue," e.g.,
Jgs. l0: l4; Ps. l8:7[6]; 35:2bp;91:15; 107:6,13,19,28; Jer. I l: I 1- l2), namely, the peti-
tion for God's help. In Ps. 35:2 qfima be'ezralt stands as the fourth among five other im-
peratives in vv. 1-3 from the legal (rt!) and military (ldham and llzq hiphil) sphere and
before a seventh (rmdr) as an introduction and transition to the goal: a priestly oracle of
salvation.ss This passage suggests that the expression qfimA yhwh is no different than
other imperative entreaties for deliverance as attested especially in laments either di-
rectly or by way of allusion; verbs illustrating this situation include dz'q (ps.
lO7:6,13,19,28), qdrd'(e.g., I K. 18:24-29; ps. l8:7[6]; 86:5; 9l:15; tt9:15-46), hfii
(Ps. 70:2[1]), pdnd (25:16;86:16), qys hiphil alongside 'wr qat (35:23;44:24[23);59:5-
6la-5h Hab. 2:19).so Such verbs are used with one another and with other verbs, includ-
ing qwm (Ps. 7:7[6]; 35; 86).sz Although not all these verbs of entreaty are more con-
crete than qwm itself, in no instance is qwm more concrete than the others.

b. Ps. 12:6(5) and Isa. 33:10 are God's formal response to the lament, albeit without
addressing issues of priority. In Ps. 12:6(5) the statement "'I will now rise up,'says
Yahweh; 'I will place them in the safety for which they long,"'echoes the preceding en-
treaty and as such exhibits salvific character, something made explicit by its correspon-
dence with v.2a(la), the motivarion in v. 6aa(5aa), and the emphasis in v. 6b(5b).8s The
oracle in Isa. 33:10-13 begins with a solemn and rhythmic sequence of more or less syn-
onymous verbs: "Now I will rise (aqam), now I will lift myself up ('Er6ma@, now I will
be exalted ('ennaiE')" (v. 10). The threefold 'atfi emphasizes the past historical distress
consisting not least in th e plea qfimihaving been seemingly directed into nothingness.8e

4. The Ark. Three passages associate the impv. qfrmayhwh with the ark and military
conrexts (Nu. 10:35; Ps. 132:8 par. 2 Ch. 6:41). The "baffle cry of the ark" in Nu.
10:35, 'Arise, o Yahweh, and your enemies will be scattered,"e0 addresses only
Yahweh and not also the ark in an ostensible "ark ceremony." In ps. 6g:2(l) the author
entreats, "Let God rise up"; although neither the ark nor the imperative is present
(LXX anastiita, i.e., jussiveel), and although it is ryrohtm who is aidressed, both the

85. See J. Begrich, "Das priesrerliche Heilsorakel: ZAW 52 (1934) 93.
86. See HAL,lll, 1098 s.v. Yr? qy; tt.
87. Conceming patterns drawing from a specific vocabulary but without strict, invariable for-

mulas, see Berlin, 127-30, 154.
88. See N. H. Ridderbos, Die Psalmen. BZAW tt7 (1972), l5O.
89. See Jeremias, Kultprophetie, 1 14, 128-50.
90. F. Stolz, Jahwehs und Israels Kriege. ATANT 60 (1972),37-38.
91. See o. Eissfeldt, "Die Lade Jahwes in Geschichtserziihlung, Sage und Liedl' Klschry,

79-80,92.
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language and God's enemies (rather than Israel's) suggest that this passage is using the
motif as does Nu. l0:35 rather than actually citing another passage. Hence this passage
does not demonstrate an original association of qwm with the ark.

One consistent feature is the ire directed against the enemies of Yahweh, Israel, or
believers. In contrast to Nu. 10:35 and Ps. 68:2(1) (the latter with reference probably
to indigenous enemies), Ps. 132:8 (and 2 ch. 6:41) makes no direct reference to (holy)
war and enemies: "Rise up (qfima), o Yahweh, and go to your resting place, you and
the ark of your might." The imperative probably refers to the goal (..your resting
place"; cf. Nu. 10:36) rather than to the point of departure and thus possibly to the Je-
rusalem temple.e2 The apposition or amplification of the addressed subject "yahweh"
as "you and the ark of your might" is a poetic and rhetorical embellishment influ-
enced by the cultic imagery and framework. Whereas in other passages this petition
focuses on God's victory over enemies (Nu. 10:36 adds the term ibh; cf. also Jgs.
5:12; Isa.52:2),Ps. 132:8employsthecry qfimayhwhonlyasaritualappealfocusing
on the (cultic) manifestation of God's might.l: In ps.99:1, e.g., the "homage" that
opens the hymn causes a similar effect among the enemies (cf. v. 5; 95: 1 I ; I I 6:7; Isa.
33:3).

5. Theophany. Although the texts just discussed lend classic expression to the OT
notion of theophany, it is less clear whether qwm qal itself represents a technical term
for theophanyea since the term plays no particularly unique role either in the original
and expanded forms or in the more extensive theophany accounts.e5 It is probably a
question of how one defines theophany and epiphany, how one understands the more
or less specific content of qwm qal, and whether and how a given passage incorporates
the motif of the effects this "rising up" has on enemies and on the earth (e.g., ps.
76:9[8]), the motif of action and of changes in God's location in the lament of the in-
dividual (3:8[7]; 1:7[6); 9:20[19]; tO:12: t7:13; 35:2), of the people (44:27[26];
74:22), in the confession of rrusr (lO2:l4tt3); cf. 576,9,1215,g,111), God's
historical intervention (68:2tll; 76:1019); cf .74:22; Mic. 6:l) in connection with the
"day of Yahweh" (Isa.2:19,21; 33:10; Zeph.3:8; cf. ps. l2:6[5]; g2:g) even againsr
Israel (Isa. 28:21; Am. 7:9). whether a text refers to a theophany cannot be deduced
from qwm; the theophanic content of qwm itself, however, can indeed be demon-
strated from context.e6 Moreover, especially in the psalms, one finds that such
(hymnic) imperatives, statements, or wishes in other forms already constitute a
glorification and evocation of God, performatively and as "fulfillment,' in their very
execution.

92. See Dahood, Psalms III,245; Batto, 166 n. 39; see also G. Braulik, "Gottes Ruhe - Das
Innd oder-das Tempel: Zu Psalm 95,11," Freude an der weisung des Herrn. FS H. Gross
(Stuttgart, 2 1986), 42.

93. See Aejmelaeus, 3lff.; Jeremias, Theophanie, IBZ-93.
94. 8.g., P. Volz, Der Prophet Jeremia. KAT X (2t925),29; Schnutenhaus, 6ff.
95. Jeremias, Theophanie, 7 -72, 90-116.
96. See C. Carniti, Il salmo 68. Studio letterario (Rome, lgg5), 54-55,72tr.
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6. qfimt y"rfiidlayim.ln a "free reshaping" of an oracle of salvation,eT God responds

directly (Isa. 5l:12-16,17-23) to the lament of the exiles (51:9-11): "Rouse yourself
(wr hithpolel), rouse yourself! Stand up, O Jerusalem" (51:17). After the double

hithpolel impv. of wr the image of an external upright position presupposes, ex-

presses, and symbolizes new life and action after having drunk from the "bowl of stag-

gering" of Yahweh's wrath (51: l7b-23; cf . Jer.25:15-29).e8 The final positioning gives

qfimi an independent and simultaneously inchoate and durative character as the result

of the impv. of wr The same imperative occurs inIsa. 52:2 before another imperative

of clearly fientic character. Cause and effect, becoming and being, are not distin-
guished, and Jerusalem is not being prompted to engage its own devices. Even in the

expression qfimt wdQbit pa1-;tybn,'Arise and thresh, O daughter Zion" (Mic. 4:13),

the first imperative does indeed introduce the summons to action (cf. Isa. 60:4); the

"daughter Zion," however, "is empowered and authorized to do this only by the word

and deed of Yahweh."ee

VIII. LXX.
l. General Considerations. Because of the broad lexical and literary distribution

and variety of traditions,lOo only a rough sketch of the LXX understanding of this term

can be gleaned from several broader considerations. Discounting the nominal Hebrew

derivatives and counting Greek compounds as a separate group, one finds about 50 dif-
ferent renderings for qwm in all its stems. Discounting the many Greek combinations
while including the few Greek nouns used for Hebrew verbs, there remain about 28 dif-
ferent Greek roots. By far the most frequent rendering of the qal is histdnai (116

times;tot and its compounds (ca.450 times), less frequently mdnein (11 times) and

egeirein (8 times). The hiphil is rendered most frequently by histdnai (ca. 50 times) and

egeirein (21 times). The remaining, rare stems of qwm generally correspond to histdnai

and its compounds; the few exceptions include bebaiortn (Ps. 119[LXX l18]:28) for
the piel, echthrds (Ps. 139[138]:21, uncertain MT) for the hithpolel), anatdllein (lsa.

44:26) for the polel, exousidzein (Sir.35l32l9), and synedrefiein (Sir. 1 l:9).

2. Resurrection. Two verbs occur in the majority of cases where "resurrection"
seems to be intended: anistdnai and egeirein. According to the statistics of Langfitt,
the former corresponds to qwm in 402 of 472 occurrences (857o), the latter in24 of 84

occurrences (28%o),1o2 probably more as a straight rendering than as a new interpreta-

tion of qwm.ro3 These passages are of particular interest because of the influence doc-

umented in the NT language and doctrine of resurrection. In none of the LXX pas-

97. C. Westermann, Isaiah 4046. OTL (Eng. trans. 1969),243.
98. Concerning the more pronounced inner aspect of 'wr -+ '119 wr X,570-71.
99. Wolff, Micah, 132.
100. See Tov,142-54;' Langfitt, 145-69.
101. See TDNTYlI,640.
102. Langfitr, 118.
103. Ibid., 143.
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sages, however, are these terms used in passages likely corresponding to such a
s6n1g11.104

Indeed, in two instances a certain element of reservation seems to have guided the
LXX translation. The LXX partially alters the structure of Hos. 6:2, translati\g qwm
hiphil intransitively, as the middle anast?s6metha so that God is no longer the gram-
matical and acting subject even though he remains such for the hyh piel opening the
verse. Strikingly, however, the latter is rendered more concretely as hygitisei in a fash-
ion apparently restricting it semantically to the notion of healing an illness, since apart
from Hos. 6:2 the verb hygidzein twice renders hyh (Josh.5:8; 2 K. 2o:7) and rp' (Lev.
l3:18,37) in the sense ofphysical healing,los and in 3 additional instances renders 4p'
in a single context involving the "healing" of saltwater (Ezk. 47:8-9,1 1). Hence the fol-
lowing zds6metha translating byh qal (ziin never corresponds to qwm) is probably to be
understood in the LXX sense of a recovery or healing (of the people; cf. Aquila and
Symmachus; also Sir. 38: l-15). Perhaps the intention is to anticipate inappropriate in-
terpretations of yeqimEnfi. without stopping to think, the LXX understands rsa.26:14
as a wish against resurrection and incorporates physicians more clearly or differently
than does the MT while at the same time remaining quite undeterred in understanding
v. I 9 as an acknowledgment of resurrection; hence one cannot say whether and to what
exactly Heb. y" qfimfrie corresponds.

Such uncertainty disappears when the issue is preventing the wicked from "rising
up" (Ps. l:5;36:13112l; 140:11[10]). In spite of the enormous variery of ideas and
manners of expression (cf. Martin-Achard), the LXX does not in any case understand
qwm as a specialized term referring to the sphere of postmortal existence or to (physi-
cal) resurrection; this assertion obtains despite its frequent choice of two verbs that
later, probably under apocalyptic influence, became the most important terms associ-
ated with resurrection. 106

IX. Qumran. The Qumran texts generally follow the OT precedent in their use of
qwm, including in secular contexts (e.g., contractual formulas from Murabba'at: Mur
24C 18; D 19; E 14 with Ruth 4:7),r07 though in some insrances rhey do allow some re-
laxation over against or usage (e.g., the sequence [not attested in the oT]: impv. sg. -impv. pl.: qwmh wlltkw, 1Q25 6:3) as well as some semantic alteration and perhaps less
precision in favor of greater semantic elasticity (e.g., 4eMa ll,I,22: lhqym qrn), par-
ticularly in connection with the notion of bryt, a common theme in eumran (e.g.,
4QDibHama l-2,[Y,6).

l. Occurrences and General Consideratiolzs. a. Expressions regulating women's
vows and oaths (Nu. 30:3-16) have been modeled for the same object (qwm qallhiphll

-'l + npj + suf.: CD 16:9-12). All vows and self-obligations of single women, wid-

104. Concerning Ps. l:5, see VI.4 above.
105. See LSJ, 1841-42.
106. See Langfiu, 142-45.
107. See Beyer,68l-82.
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ows, or those who have been expelled remain valid $tqwmw'lyh, llQT 54:5; cf.

54:4,8). Reference to married women uses only yqwmw (53:18-19,21). Language and

terminology reflect the oath to follow the law of Moses before or after acceptance into

the community (1QS 5:8,10; CD 15:6,12; 16:1,4,7,9; IQH 14:17; cf. IQS 11:16; CD

16:9). CD 2:11 has altered Nu. l6:2 in various ways for its own purposes' The negative

premonitory sign of the original passage has been altered into a positive one and the qal

to hiphil so that instead of "men" God is now the subject. The original criticism of the

rebellion against Moses (cf. CD 5: 1 8) has become a positive, timeless principle of di-

vine guidance in history and is probably to be understood in connection with bhr (CD

2:7).
The hiphil seems to be accommodating the inclination toward generalization and to-

ward engaging God as the immediately active subject. Hence it is often used where the

original OT passage actually used a different verb (cf., e.g., CD 6:2-3 with Dt' l:13;

lQH 17:14-15 [textual comrption notwithstanding] with Isa. 56:5; Sir. 15:6; 1 Mc.

6:4),andisusedforthe m6rehseQeq (CD l:ll,firstocculrence; cf.6:ll;20:32).
The qal participle in reference to "enemies" is used in a construct expression not at-

tested in the OT: qmy 'r$ (lQM l2:5; cf. 1QH 4:34). The qal with 'al can also be di-

rected against (God's) covenant and word ( 1QH 4:34-35; cf. Ps. 76: l0[9]; 124;.2;Prov.

28:12,28).In a rather free rendering of Ps. 20:9(8), the hymnic poet speaks about his

own resistance in a fashion deviating from the OT: "I will stand (l'wddh), I will rise

('qwmh) against those who despise me" (lQH 4:22; cf .1. 36 and, in a different tone, the

hithpolel in 12:35 [not attested in this sense in the OT]).
Differently than in the OT, qwmhiphll can also refer to despicable human behavior

(lQpHab 10: l0 on Hab.2:12-13) and to Belial, who stirs up adversaries against Moses

and Aaron (CD 5:18; cf. Ex. 7-8; I K. ll:14,23). The petition to God qwmh gbwr

(1QM 12:10; cf. l9:2) amplifies the bellicose tone with the vocative and the more pro-

nounced emphasis on the "captives" and the "spoils" (12:lO-12; according to Nu.

10:36;Jgs. 5:12; Isa. 52:2).The counterparallel in lQH 13:12 is particularly revealing:

"by breaking asunder (lhpr) .. . and raising up (l[hq]ym)]'
b. Within the apocalyptic context of I Enoch, qwm seems to be used in a manner

similar to that of the OT. "Darkness is over . . ." (4QEn 89:4); "the eighth week comes"

(91:2;cf. Gen.4l:29-30); "we cannot stand [before God]" (89:31). The ethpaelof qwm

in 4QEn 22:13 means "to remain permanent, to retain [life, etc.] lastingly" (cf. Dnl.

4:231261;6:271261), though in reference to leaves that do not fall in the winter.r08 Ref-

erence is made to an awakening of wisdom or of the wise "from their sleep" (91:10, yt'
yrwn mn - tq mlh), but not of the dead.lD

2. Texts. a. The hiphil can exhibit the neutral sense of "to decide," though also "to

implement" a decision (CD 16:9). OT expressions are used with some accommodation

to refer to the implementation of God's will (1QH 4:13, cf . Prov. 19:21 and Ps. 33:11;

108. Milik,219.
109. See ibid., 260.
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IQM l8:2' cf. Isa. 24:20). God established the community order (hqym, CD 3:204:2;
cf . Ezk. 44:15).

b. IQM 13:7-8 formulates concisely and completely the ..history" 
of the covenant as

guided by God: "You made (krt) a covenant with our fathers, and will establish it
(wtqymh) with their children." The hiphil is usually associated with the initial making
of the covenant with the "ancestors" (in a general sense in CD 4:9; for David in
4QDibHama l-2,rv,6; cf. Lev. 26:45, bertl r?'idntm), whereas here it is associated
with the "descendants" in the present and the entire (eschatological) future, presum_
ably because krt was perceived as having a punctiliar sense wherea s qwmexhibited a
potential durative aspect.

c. The exact meaning of qwm hiphil with people (i.e., with the community or .,Is-
rael") as the subject and bryt or semantically related words as the object (e.g., mswt ,1,

cD9:T,negared; ordbrcD 16:5)depends,despiteorprecedents,Jntheexactdeter-
mination of the current subject and especially of the object. cD 2o:12 is directed
against the "mockers . . . who have forsaken the covenani they set tp (qymw) in the
land of Damascus." Here the piel of qwm in the causative sense shifts between the no-
tion of establishing a "new bryt" (cf. lepHab 2:3; CD 6:19; g:zl; 19:33-34) as a sub_
jective appropriation and the actual implementation ('mnh) in which the Dryl preceding
all thinking and speaking is actualized. The hiphil thus tends semantically in the direc--
tion of acknowledgment and implementation of the bryt as the goal of the community
(lQS 5:21-22; similarly also leSb 3:22-24,emended text; cf. tqs s,e;. As in the or,
the object of qwm hiphil is never twrh, which is generally gor"-"d by ima suggesting
that qwm and bryt were perceived and associated more stiongly from an institutional
perspectiverr, and that qwm was preferred to a certain extent. Hence hrikral befi!'immak (Job 40:28[4]:4]) is replaced in [etgJob 35:6_7 by hyqym qym.mk.

Gamberoni

- t_tq See N. IIg, "uberlegungen zum verstiindnis von Berit in den eumrantexten,,,M. Delcor, ed., Qumrdn: Sa piiti, sa thiologie, et son milieu. BETL 46 (19i8), 257_63.


